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KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.
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I ale, fate. Also see e, below.
senate, chaotic. Also see e, below.
glare, care.

am, at.

arm, father.

ant, and final a in America, armada,
etc. In rapid speech this vowel read-

ily becomes more or less obscured and
like the neutral vowel or a short

u (u).

final, regal, where it is of a neutral or

obscure quality.

all, fall.

eve.

elate, evade.
end, pet. The characters e, a, and a

are used for a in C4erman. as in Gart-
ner, Grafe, Hilhnel, to the values of

which tliey are the nearest English
vowel sounds. The sound of Swedish
« is also indicated by e.

fern, her, and as i in sir. Also for 6,

oe, in German, as in Giithe, Goethe,
Ortel, Oertel, and for ,eu and oe» in

French, as in Neufchatel, Crfevecoeur;

to which it is the nearest English
vowel sound.

agency, judgment, where it is of a neu-

tral or obscure quality.

ice, quiet.

quiescent.

ill, fit.

old, sober.

obey, sobriety.

orb, nor.

odd, forest, not.

atom, carol, where it has a neutral or
obscure quality.

oil, boil, and for eu in German, as in

Feuerbach.

food, fool, and as u in rude, rule.

house, mouse.
use, mule.
unite.

cut, but.

full, put. or as oo in foot, book. Also
for a in German, as in Jliinchen,

!Muller. and u in French, as in

Buchcz, Bud6: to which it is the
nearest English vowel sound.

urn, burn.
yet, yield.

the Spanish Habana. Cordoba, where it

is like a v made with the lips alone,

instead of with the teeth and lips.

chair, cheese.

hw
K

as in the Spanish Almodovar, pulgada, where
it is nearly like th in English then,
this.

" " go, get.
" " the German Landtag, and ch in Feuer-

bach, buch ; where it is a guttural
sound made witli the back part of the
tongue raised toward the soft palate,
as in the sound made in clearing the
throat,

as / in the Spanish Jijona, g in the Span-
ish gila; where it is a fricative some-
what resembling the sound of li in

English hue or y in yet, but stronger.
" trh in which.
" ch in the German ich, Albrecht, and g

in the German Arensberg, ilecklen-

burg; where it is a fricative sound
made between the tongue and the
hard palate toward which the tongue
is raised. It resembles the sound
of h in hue, or y in yet ; or the sound
made by beginning to pronounce a 1:,

but not completing the stoppage of

the breath. The character K is-also

used to indicate the rough aspirates

or fricatives of some of the Oriental
languages, as of kh in the word Khan,

as in sinker, longer.
" " sing. long.
" " the French bon, Bourbon, and m in the

French Etampes ; where it is equiva-
lent to a nasalizing of the preceding
vowel. This effect is approximately
produced by attempting to pronounce
'onion' without touching the tip of

the tongue to the roof of the mouth.
The corresponding nasal of Portu-
guese is .also indicated by N, a.s in the
case of Sao Antao.

' " shine, shut.
'• " thrust, thin.
" " then. this.

zh as s in azure, and s in pleasure.

An apostrophe ['] is sometimes used to denote
a glide or neutral connecting vowel, as in ta'b'l

(table). kaz"m (chasm).
Otherxvise than as noted above, the letters used

in the respellings for prommciation are to receive

their ordinary English sounds.

When the pronunciation is sufficiently shown
I)y indicating the accented syllables, this is done
without respelling; as in the case of very common
English words, and words which arc so spelled as

to insure their correct pronunciation if they are

correctly accented. See the article on Promtn-
CIATION.
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ONA, o'na. A group of tribes, ap-

parently constituting a distinct lin-

guistic stock, inhabiting the shores
and islands of the Strait of Magel-
lan and the northwestern part of

Tierra del Fuego. In spite of the
cold and desolate nature of the country, they go
almost naked and build only slight brushwood
shelters, protecting their bodies by copious rub-

bing of grease. They are tall and strongly
built, and are expert hunters and fishers,

using the club, sling, bow, bolas, and lance.

Their bark canoes withstand almost any storm,
and the baskets woven by the women are so well

made that they will hold water. They have also

trained dogs to hunt. Little is yet known of

their religion or sociology, which, however, ap-

pear to be as elaborate as among most roving
tribes. They formerly numbered nearly 3000, but
are being exterminated by the sheep-herders who
have occvipied the country.

ONATAS (Lat., from Gk. 'Ovirat) . A Greek
artist, wliose activity extended from about B.C.

490 to 460. He was a native of .?<;gina and son
of Micon. Among his famous works vreie a four-
horse chariot at Olympia made for Hiero of Syra-
cuse to commemorate a victory in the games, a
colossal Hercules at the same place, dedicated
by the Thasians. and a group of the Greek heroes
easting lots to determine who slinuld accept the
challenge of Hector. At Delphi was a large

group of fighting men dedicated by the Taren-
tines. Onatas is known only as a worker in

bronze, but it is probable that the Jjiginetan
sculptures (q.v. ) show his influence on tlie art
of his native island.

ONATE, 6-nya'ta. Jua>- de (c.1o5o-c.1615) .

A S|)ani>li explorer, settler of Xew Mexico. He
was bom at Guadalajara. Mexico, of which city
his father was the founder, and married a grand-
daughter of Cortes. In lo0.5 he received permis-
sion from the Viceroy. Velasco. to colonize what
Is now Xew Mexico. After his preparations were
complete, the start was delayed by Monterey,
who had succeeded Velasco as \'iceroy. and who
wished to transfer the grant to Pedro Ponce de
Leon. In the latter part of January. 1598, the
force of 130 colonists ^rith servants and Indians

started from Zacatecas ; it crossed the Rio Grande
in April : and in .\ugust founded San Juan, the

first capital of Xew Mexico. Onate led several

expeditions into Arizona 1 1.599, 1604, and pos-

sibly 1611 ), and seems not to have been Governor
of the new settlements after 1608. The principal

source for the history of the expedition is an
epic poem by Gaspar de Villagra (or Villagran),

a captain, who accompanied Onate and made him
the hero of the epopee.

ONAWA, on'a-wa. A town and the coimty-

seat of Monona County, Iowa, 59 miles north of

Council Bluffs: on the Illinois Central and the

Chicago and Xorthwestern railroads (Map: Iowa,

-\ 3). Jt carries on considerable trade as the

commercial centre of a productive farming and
stock-raising countrv. There is a public library.

Population, in 1890.' 1358: in 1900. 1933.

ONCKEN, ftnk'cn. August ( 1844—) . A Ger-
man ecunoniist. of the historical school. He was
born at Heidelberg, studied there, at Munich, and
at Berlin, and in 1872 became professor of politi-

cal economy and statistics in the Imperial Agri-

cultural Institute in Vienna, whence in 1877 he
went to the Polytechnic Institute at Aix-Ia-

Chapelle and in 1878 to the L'niversity of Bern.

-Among his works are: Adam Smith in der Kul-
tiirgeschichte (1874): Adam Smith utid Im-
mnnuel Kant (1877) : Die Maxime "Laissez (aire

et laissez passer" (1877); a valuable critical

edition of Quesnay (1888). which gave fresh

stimulus to the study of the physiocrats : (}e-

schichte drr pnlitixchcn Oekonomie (part i..

1901) ; and contributions to Bemer Beitrige eur
(leschichle der Xatiotialokonomie, of which he
was editor.

ONCKEN, WiLHELM (1838—). A German
historian, brother of Augtist Oncken. He was born
in Heidelberg: was educated there, and at Got-
tingen and Berlin: taught at Heidelberg (1862-

70) : and in 1870 was appointed professor of his-

tory at Giessen. In 1877 he became editor of the
comprehensive series entitled "Allgemeine Ge-
schichte in Einzeldarstellungen." He wrote:
Athen und Hellas (186506) : Stadt, Schloss und
Hochschule Heidelberg (3d ed. 1885) ; and in the
series mentioned: Das Zeitalter Friedrichs des
Orossen (1881-83) ; Das Zeitalter der Revolution.
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des Kaiserrcichs und der Befreiungsliriege (1885-

87 ) : and Das Zeitalter des Kaisers Wilhelm I.

ONCOCARPUS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. 6yK0i,

onkus, liook, + Kapwis, karpvs, fruit). A genus

of trees (jf the natural order Anacardiacese. Onco-

carims liliensis, a remarkable Fiji Island tree

about CO feet high, has large oblong leaves, and

a eorky fruit, somewhat resembling the seed of

a wiiliiut. Its sap when brought in eontact with

the skin is very caustic, for which reason the

wood is often called itch wood. The e.\halations

are said to cause itching with irritation for

several days.

ONCORHYNCHUS (NeoLat., from Gk. SyKos,

oakos, hook + piyxo^, rhynchos, snout) . A
genus of salmon including those of the Pacific

coast, several species of which are of commercial
importance. See Salmon.

O'NEALI/, 6-nel', John Beltos (1793-1863).

An .American jurist. He was born in South

Carolina, graduated at South Carolina College

in 1812, and was admitted to the bar two years

later. He served in the Legislature, and was
Speaker in the House before being chosen asso-

ciate judge in 1828. He was later judge in the

Court of Appeals, and was also most energetic

in promoting business enterprises which might
benefit the State. Besides being a frequent con-

tributor to the press on educational, temperance,

and religious matters, he was the author of

.1 Digest of the Negro Laio of South Carolina

( 1848) : Annals of Tiewberry, S. C. (1858) ; and
Biograiihivdl Sketches of the Ben<:h and Bar of

South Carolina (1859).

ONEGA, 6-nye'gi, Lake. A lake in the north-

ern ])art of Russia. Government of Olonetz (Map:
Russia. E 2). It is, next to Ladoga (q.v.), the

largest lake in Europe, and measures 150 miles

in length b.v .50 miles in greatest width, its area

being 3700 square miles. Its greatest depth is

over 1400 feet. The north shore is indented

with numerous deep and narrow fiords, and the

lake contains a large number of islands, some
of which are inhabited. Lake Onega receives

the waters of a number of otlier lakes to the

north and east of it. its own waters flowing into

Lake Ladoga through the Svir. A canal runs

along the south shore of the lake, from the

Svir on the west to the Vytegra on the east,

the latter river being further connected by canals

with the Volga and the Dvina.

ONEGLIA, iVnii'lyS. A town in the Province

of Porto Maurizio. Italy, 40 miles east-northeast

of Nice, on the Gulf of Genoa, at the mouth of

the Impero, here crossed by two iron bridges

(Map: Italy, C 4). The town has a prison

resembling a church. It is a garrison town and
a sea-bathing resort. It carries on a shipping

. trade in wine, oil, and fruits. Andrea Doria,

the Genoese admiral, was born here. Population
(commiuie). in 1881. 7286; in 1901, 8527.

ONE-HOSS SHAY, The Wonderful. A
familiar humorous poem by Oliver Wendell
Holmes (1858). published under the title of

The Deacon's Masterpiece. It tells of a vehicle

constructed with such care that, after a long

life, all its parts came to a sudden end at the

same moment.

ONEIDA, u-nl'dA. A central tribe of the

Iroquois Confederacy (q.v.). The name by

I ONEIDA COMMUNITY.

which they are commonly known is a corruption

of their proper name, Unvyotka-ono, commonly
rendered 'people of the stone.' referring to the

tribal palladium, the celebrated 'Oneida Stone,'

a large granite boulder near the site of their

ancient village on Oneida Lake. Their territory

was about the lake of the same name, in central

New York, and extending southward to the

waters of the Susquehanna. They were con-

sidered a younger member of the confederacy,

and never attained any special prominence in

its affairs, seeming always to have acted con-

trary to the spirit of the league, being usually

friendly to the French and Jesuits, of whom
the majoritj- of the Iroquois were the determined

enemies; at a later period they, almost alone

of their kindred, took sides with the Americans

in the Revolutionary War. Their friendship for

the Americans during this struggle was due

chiefly to the influence of their Congregational

missionary, Samuel Kirkland. and drew down
upon theiii the vengeance of the hostile Iroquois

under Brant, who burned their villages and forced

fhera to take refuge within the American settle-

ments until the close of the war. when the main

body returned to their former homes, while a

considerable number emigrated to Canada and

settled upon Thames River. Ontario, where they

still remain. Between 1820 and 1835, having

sold most of their lands in the State of New
York, the majority of the Oneida removed to a

reservation at the head of Green Bay, Wis.,

where they now reside, being fairly prosperous

and civilized, as are also those in New York

and Canada. The whole tribe nund>ers at present

considerably over 300 (being probably more
numerous than at any former period of its his-

tory), distributed as follows: Oneida reservation,

Wisconsin, 1980; Oneida and other reservations.

New York, 270 ; 'Oneidas of the Tliames,' Ontario,

800; with Six Nations on Grand River, Ontario,

not specified.

ONEIDA. A city in Madison County, N. Y.,

27 miles east of Syracuse; on the New York
Central and Hudson River, the New York, On-

tario and Western, and the West Shore rail-

roads (:Map: New York, E 2). It has a fine

high school building, a public library, a city

hospital, and Allen and Higenbothara parks. It

is but five miles distant from Oneida Lake, on

the southern shore of which is Sylvan Beach, a

popular watering place. The industrial interests

are represented by iron works, and manufactories

of caskets, flour! hosiery, handcarts, carriages,

wagons, furniture, steel and wood pulleys, and

sash and blinds. The surrounding country is

agriculturally productive. L'ndcr a charter of

1901, the government is administered by a mayor
and common council, biennially elected. The
water-works are owned and operated by the

municipality. Population, in 1890, 6083; in

1900, 6364." The first settlers within the present

limits of Oneida came in 1834, but a village was
not established until 1830, and was not incor-

porated until 1848. The city was chartered in

1901. Oneida Castle, the ancient seat of the

famous Oneida Indians, is not far distant, and
two miles to the south is the Oneida Community
(q.v.). Consult Durant. History of Oneida Coun-

ty, V. Y. (Philadelphia, 1878).

ONEIDA COMMUNITY. A communistic

settlement at Oneida, iladison County, N. Y.,
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founded in 1847 by John Humphrey Xoyes (q.v.).

It had a religious origin, Xoj-es having been
ltd by his Xew Testament studies to believe in
the possibility of Christians living a sinless life,

and in other doctrines at variance with those of
the established churches. In 1838 a small settle-

ment of his disciples was formed in Putney, Vt.,
the home of his father's familv, where it existed
till its removal in 1847-48 to Oneida, X: Y. For
the first ten years the Oneida Community was
not financially successful, but after 1857 was
prosperous, largely through the manufacture of
the Oneida trap. There was no formally chosen
leader, as it was believed that the most fit would
naturally control, and Xoyes remained the lead-

ing spirit. The distinguishing feature of the
social life was the system of 'complex marriage.'
Marriage was not permanent, but license did not
j)revail, as the marital relations were carefully
regulated, and the Commimity assumed respon-
sibility for the support and education of the
children. A novel feature of the life was the
plan of 'mutual criticism,' which is said to have
successfully taken the place of ordinary means of

government in the society. Outside opposition to

this sjstem, especially on the part of the church-
es, led to its abandonment in 1879. and the volun-
tary dissolution of the Community and re-organ-
ization into a joint-stock company took place
January 1, 1881; but while communism of prop-
erty and the distinctive social life were given up,
a common dining-room, laundry, library, and
assembly-hall and other cooperative features are
still retained. At the time of the dissolution of

the Community it had about 2.38 members, with
45 others at a branch at WallingforJ, Conn.,
owned 650 acres of land, with numerous manu-
facturing establishments and other buildings, the
total property being valued at $000,000. It has
since largely increased its property and business,
having manufactories at Kenwood, Sherrill, and
X'iagara Falls, X. Y., and Xiagara Falls; Ont.
Consult: Xoyes, The Bereaii I Putney. 1^47):
id.. Hixtory of American f<ocinli.sms (Philadel-
phia. 1870) ; XordhoflF, Communistic fSocietie.v of
the United States (Xew York, 1875) ; Hinds,
American Communities (Chicago, 1.902). See
CojnnxisM.

ONEIDA LAKE. A body of water in central
X'ew York, between the counties of Madison,
Oneida. Onondaga, and Oswego. 11 miles north-
east of Syracuse ( Map : Xew York, E 2 ) . It is

20 miles long, from 4 to 7 miles wide, and is

connected with Lake Ontario by the Oneida and
Oswego rivers. Oneida Lake was an important
oommereial highway before the era of railroads.

O'NEILL, 6-nel', Eliza, later Lady Becher
(1701-1872). An Irish tragedienne, daughter
of an actor, who managed the Drogheda Theatre.
After playing for some years in Ireland, she
went to London, where, on October 6. 1814, she

appeared as .Juliet at Covent Garden. Her suc-

cess was immediate, and for five years she was
the most popular actress in Great Britain. Then
she married William Wrixon Becher, one
of the Irish members of Parliament, who after-

wards, succeeded to a baronetcy. After her mar-
riage she never again appeared on the stage.

O'NEILL, Hur.H. See Tyboxe.

O'NEILL, OwEx Roe (Gael. Eofjhnn Ruadh.
Red Owen) ( ?-1649). The commander of the

Irish forces in the wars against the English in

O'NEILL.

the first half of the seventeenth century. He
was the nephew of Hugh O'Xeill, Lord of Tyrone,
and on the Might of the northern chiefs in 1007
he accompanied his uncle to the Continent, where
he was carefully educated at Louvain. Like
most of the exiles of that period, he selected the
profession of arms, and rose to distinction as
commander of the Irish troops in the service of
Spain. In the meantime, the wholesale confisca-
tions in the north of Ireland, known in historj- as
the 'Plantation of Ulster,' led to a general rising
of the Irish in 1641. On the invitation of a dele-
gation sent for that purpose, O'Xeill crossed over
to Ireland, assumed command of the forces levied
by the General Assembly of the Irish nation, and
for eight years held in check the whole power of
England and the Scotch 'planters.' His most
signal victory was won at Benburb on the Black-
water, in Tyrone, .June 5, 1640, when with 5500
men he routed Monroe's army of 7000, killing,

disabling, or taking nearly one-half the enemy,
and capturing all the artillery, baggage, and
1500 horses, after which, rapidly facing around,
he put to flight two other detachments of 2500
troops which were marching to effect a junction
with Monroe. For two years more he continued
to win one victory after another, in nearly every
instance against superior force or equipment,
until his death, Xovember 6. 1040, after a brief
illness. His removal deprived the Irish army of
competent leadership, and the execution of King
Charles I. and the overthrow of the Royali.st

Party in England left the way clear for the inva-
sion by Cromwell in the same year.

O'NEILL, Peggy. See Eatox, ^Iakc-^bet
(O'Xeill).

O'NEILL, Sir Pheum (c.1604-53). An Irish

rebel, the eldest son of Turlough O'Xeill. As a
youth he studied law at Lincoln's Inn, but lived

a lawless life on his return to his native land,

where he became an active participator in the
insurrection of 1641. He was one of the five

who planned to surprise Dublin Castle, and
through a treacherous breach of hospitality he
obtained possession of Charlemont Castle, while
as the result of further successes he was made
commander-in-chief of the northern Irish forces.

He repiesented Ulster in the Confederate Council
of 1042, but his failure to capture Drogheda
after a prolonged siege in 1041-42 lessened the

confidence of his army, which had once numbered
30.000, and he yielded t"ne chief command to Owen
Roe O'Xeill (q.v.). Sir Phelim then expected

to regain it, but was disappointed, and he went
into hiding after the svtrrender of Charlemont in

1650, but was caught at last, tried, and executed
for the atrocious massacres he had ordered. He
refused to save himself by giving evidence to

show that Charles I. had authorized him to raise

troops in Ireland.

O'NEILL, Sir Turlocgh LrixEACH (c.15.30-

95 I . An Irish chieftain, lord of Tyrone, in the

County of Lister, where he was born. He was a
cousin of the notorious Shane O'Xeill. whom he
tried unsuccessfully to oust from the headship of

the clan during the hitter's compulsory absence in

England in 1502. Turlough succeeded Shane at
his death five years afterwards. Though Tur-
lough promised fidelity to Queen Elizabeth, he
excelled even his predecessor in the formation of

traitorous leagues with the Scots. An unsuccess-

ful attempt was made to capture him in 15C8,
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and his country ^vas invaded by Essex, the Eng-
lish Governor of Ulster, in 1574. Turlou{,'li was
called upon to surrender his lands, merely that
he niifjht receive them again under an English
tenure. He took up arms against the English in

157!), and four years later invaded Tyreonnel, hut
was beaten back by O'Uiinnell, and he next en-

tered into strife for the jiossession of lands with
the Earl of Tyrone, over whom he gained a vic-

tory in 1588. but he resigned in his favor live

years afterwards. While Turlough was making a
final effort to regain his lo.st sovereignty, his

castle was destroyed by Tyrone, and himself
obliged to hide in a ruin near by, where he died.

ONEONTA, o'n#-on'ta. A village in Otsego
County. X. V., CI miles northeast of Bingham-
ton ; on the Susquehanna River, and on the
Delaware and Hudson and the Ulster and Dela-
ware railroads (Map: Xew York, E 3). It is

the seat of the Oneonta State Normal School,
and has a public library, a State armory, and
the Aurelia Fox Memorial Hospital. The village

carries on considerable trade, and its industrial
establishments include construction and repair
shops of the Delaware and Hudson Railroad, a
silk mill, planing mill, knitting mill, fo\mdries,
and cigar factories. Settled about 1800, Oneonta
was incorporated in 1848. Under a charter of

1885, the government is vested in a president,
annually elected, and a council, chosen on a
general ticket. Population, in 1800, 6272 ; in

1900. 7147.

ONESAN'DER (Lat., from Gk. 'Oir/jaavSpos,

Otu'siindnjs) . A Platonic philosopher of the
first century .\.d. He lived at Rome luider Xero.
and wrote a tract, SrpaTTjYixojXiToj, dedicated to

Veranius, consul in 4!t. The work deals with the
ethical duties of a general, is based on Xenophon,
and was first edited in Greek in 1590. Later
editions are by Korais (Paris, 1822) and Kdchly
(Leipzig. 18tiO).

ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE. See
CORRESI'ONDENCE.

ONI'AS'S TEMPLE. A sanctuary built at
Leontopolis in Egjpt by the .Jewish high priest

Onias, probably not long after the desecration
of the temple at Jerusalem by Antiochus IV.,

Epiphanes. in December, u.c. 1(18. According
to .losephus, this Leontopolis was situated in

the Ilelio]iolitan nome {Ant., xiii. .3, 2), 180
stadia northeast of Memphis (Hcl. .Jud., vii.

10, 3), and is not to be confused with the well-

known Leontopolis in the Delta. It consequently
cannot have been far from the city of Heliopolis
itself. In the llinerdrium Antoiiini a Ticks
Judworum is mentioned that may have belonged
to the Nome of Heliopolis, but is 4(U stadia from
Memphis. At this place. th» modern Belbeis,

there once was a temple of the goddess Bast, and
in the neighborhood there is a Tell el-Yehudiyj'eh.
Another Tell el-Vehudiyyeh. however, is found
near Heliopolis with a .Jewish cemetery. This
has been identified by Naville as the capital of
'the land of Onias,' and it is probably identical
also with the Caxtra Jiidfronim mentioned in a
Tiotitin Dignitaliim Orirnti.^ c.25 a.d.. while the
so-called Camp of the .Jews (Ant., xiv. 8. 2) was
in another direction, northwest of Memphis. A
temple of Bast is perhaps more likely to have
been allowed to fall into ruins there than nearer
to Bubastis. There is no reason for doubting
that an old pagan temple was given to Onias and

remodeled by liim. The tower-like shape indi-

cates this. If it had been a new structure, the
pattern of the temple in .Jerusalem would no
doubt have been followed in regard to the exterior

as well as the interior.

As to the identity of the .Jewish high priest

there is still some uncertainty. In his Jeirish

War, written a few years after the fall of

.ferusalem. .Josephus states that Onias. son of

Simon, tied from Antiochus IV.. Epiphanes, to
Egj'pt, and built the temple of Leontopolis
(i. 1, 1, vii. 10, 2-4). He would eonse(|uently

be Onias III., son of Simon the Just. With this

agree Theodore of iMopsuestia. in his commentary
on Psalm Iv., the references in the Palestinian
Talmud ( Yoma vi. 3). and the Babylonian Tal-
nuid (Mcnachoth 109 a). On the other hand,
Josephus declares in his Antiquities (xii. 5, 1;

xii. 9, 7; xiii. 3, 1-3; xiii. 10. 4; xx. 10) that
the builder was a son of Onias III., who tied to

Egvpt in the time of Antiochus V., Eupator
( li.c. H)4-l(i2), when Menelaus was deposed, and
Alcimus took his place. As the Antiquities
were written c.95 A.I>., and therefore may be

thought to represent more careful research, and
it is told in II. Mace. iv. 33 sqq, how Onias III.

was murdered by Andronicus in a sanctuary at

Daphna\ near Antioch, and bitterly lamented
by Antiochus IV., many scholars have credited

the later account rather than the earlier. But
neither .Josephus himself nor Theodore, who else-

where follows II. Maccabees, mentions any such
murder of Onias, and Baethgen, Willricli, and
Wellhausen have strongly argued that the notice

is unhistorical, being either a confusion with tlie

murder of Menelaus or a transference to the
Jewish high priest of the tragic fate of a sou
of Seleucus murdered by Andronicus at Daphnae
and naturally mourned by Antiochus. Josephus
may, in his old age. have been misled by a
poorer source or an altered tradition, a change
of attitude toward the temple at Leontopolis
being clearly discernible on the part of the Jew-
ish teachers.

If it was Onias III. who in B.C. 170 fled to

Egj-pt. it is natural to suppose that the desecra-
tion of the temple in .Jerusalem and its dedication
to Zeus Olympius in B.C. 168 led him to ask Ptol-

emy VII., Philometor, and Cleopatra I. for the
temple of Bast at Leontopolis. For three years
the legitimate high priest and ethnarch would
then have officiated in a temple dedicated to the
worship of Yahweh before the restoration of
the Yahweh cult in .Jerusalem in December,
B.C. 105. Onias not only had with him numerous
emigrants who formed military colonies, but
left behind many sympathizers. This is evident
from Isaiah xix. 18-25. probably written in B.C.

150, when .Jonathan sat by the side of Alexander
Balas, as he was married to Cleopatra. Here
reference is made to five cities in Egypt oc-

cupied by Hebiews, one of them called Leon-
topolis (the city of the Lion), and to an altar
and sacred stone (or 'tower.' if the Word is read
Mizpah) at the border of Egypt, where the
Egyptians are expected to offer sacrifices to Yah-
weh. The feeling of the Greek translator toward
Leontopolis is seen in his rendering the name
'The City of Righteousness.' It has been sup-
posed that the Sihi/lline Oraele.s (v. 492 seq.)

refer to this temple, but that is probably wrong.
Early regulations preserved in the Mishna
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1. CARROT fDaucus carota^.
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a and 4. ONION (Allium Cepa).

5. LEEK lAIIIum Porrum*.
6. GARLIC (Allium sativum!.
7. OYSTER PLANT (Tragopogon porrifolius).
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(Menachoth xiii. 10) provide that a sacrifice

promised to this temple should be offered there,

and that priests of the temple should not lose

their priestly dignity or share of the offerings

if they came to Jerusalem. It is only after the
destruction of the temple, and especially by
rabbis of the second and third centuries, that
the cult there was condemned (Menachoth, 109
b). After the fall of Jerusalem in a.d. 70 it

seems to have enjoyed such favor that the
Romans had reason to fear it, and after a.d. 72
Lupus closed it, and some time later, possibly

A.D. 75, Paulinus destroyed it (Bel. Jud., vii.

10, 2-4). Josephus states that it had then stood
343 years. This is no doubt an error for 243,

which would place its consecration as a Yahweh
sanctuary in B.C. 168. Consult: Cassel, De
Templo -Oniw HeliopoUtano (Bremen, 1730);
Herzfeld, Getchichte des Volkes Israel, vol. ii.,

p. 557 seq. (Leipzig, 1863); Ewald, Genchichte
des Volkes Israel, vol. iii., p. 405 seq. (Giittingen,

1852) ; Graetz, Oeschichte der Juden (4th ed.,

Leipzig, 1888) ; Baethgen, in Zeitschrift fiir alt-

testament liche Wissenschaft, vol. vii. (Giessen,

1886) : Willrich. Juden und Griechen vor der

I
makkabiiischen Erhchung (Gottingen. 1895) ; id.,

I Judaica (GOttingen, 1900-) ; Bertholet, Die Stel-

lung der Israeliten und der Juden :u den Frem-
den (Leipzig, 1896); Schiirer, Geschichte des

judischen Volkes, vol. iii. (3d ed., Leipzig. 1898) ;

I

Derenbourg. Essni sur I'hisluire et la gcographie
de la Palestine (Paris, 1867) : Xaville, Seventh
Memoir of Egypt Exploration Fund (London,
1888); Wellhausen, Israelitische und jiidische

Geschichte (3d ed., Berlin, 1899) ; Hamburger,
in Real-Encyclopiidie des Judenthums (Strelitz.

1890).

ONION (Fr. oignon. ogiiin. from Lat. loii'o.

pearl, onion). Certain species of the genus Al-

lium (q.v. ), particularly .l/;ium cepa, a. biennial

bulbous-rooted vegetable with a swelling stem,

leafy at the base and with tapering fistular leaves.

The bulb is composed of thickened leaf elements
in concentric layers. The native country of the

onion is not certainly know-n, but is probably
either India or Egj-pt. in both of which countries

it has been cultivated from the most remote
antiquity. The part chiefly used is the bulb,

but the young leaves are also employed and
young seedlings drawn from onion beds are a
very common ingredient in soups and sauces in

the beginning of summer.
The onion requires a light, friable, well-drained

soil, well stocked with organic matter and liberal-

ly fertilized. Reclaimed marsh soils are success-

fully and extensively used for growing the crop.

Onions are propagated from : ( 1 ) sets, i.e. little

bulbs which form on the tops of the stems of

some varieties in place of seed, or by division of

the parent bulb as in the case of the potato
onion, or from small onions obtained from thick-

ly sown seed; and (2) from seed. Tlie fir.st

method is the one generally employed by farmers
and market gardeners in growing early bunching
onions. The sets are planted either in the fall or

spring in rows a foot apart and three inches dis-

tant in the row. The main crop of onions is usu-
ally grown from seed sown in the open field in

rows 12 to 14 inches distant and thinned to 3

inches in the row. Sometimes the seed is sown in

the fall and transplanted to the field in the

spring; but the method coming into vogue now in

; ONION INSECTS.

the United States is to sow the seed under glass
in the early spring and transfer to the field a.s

soon as the weather will permit. Besides the
certainty of an even stand by this method, the
yields are much higher, the bulbs grade more
uniformly, and the extra cost of transplanting
is not much more than the cost of thinning and
weeding when the seed is sown in place. Thorough
cultivation is essential by whatever method
grown. The bulbs are harvested when the most
of the necks turn yellow, and are cured in rows
if the weather is not too hot, or in open sheds or
barns in rainy weather. They may be kept over
winter by freezing and keeping in that state
until spring or by storing in a dry apartment
and keeping the temperature just above freezing.
American varieties keep longer and are better
adapted to most parts of the United States, but
foreign varieties are better flavored and bring a
higher price in the market. Bermuda onions,
Spanish onions, and some other foreign varieties
are quite extensively grown in California and the
Southern States.

The potato onion, also' called the Egyptian or
giound onion, is a perennial variety which |)ro-

duces offset bulbs resembling the shallot but
larger. They are milder than garlic, but are
stronger than the common onion. The tree onion
produces bulbs at the top of the stem, the umbels
becoming viviparous. The Welsh onion {Xllium
fistulosum) , also called cibol, is little cultivated
in America. Its leaves are used like those of the
shallot, by which name it is also known. Onions
are similar to but milder than garlic (q.v.).

ONION-FISH. See Gbexadiee.

ONION INSECTS. The principal insects

which damage the onion crop are the onion-mag-
got ( larva of I'horbia ceparum ) . the onion-
thrips (Thrips tritici), and the onion-cutworm
(larva of Agrotis messoria). The adult of the
onion-maggot is a fly of the family Anthomyiidae.
The eggs are laid early in the spring, next to the

stems or leaves at the surface of the gi"ound, and
preferably in young onion beds. The larvse work
their way into the bulb and cause the rapid de-

cay and death of the plant. Inasmuch as the

bulb is the edible part of the vegetable, the

slightest damage by these maggots is fatal, since

the decay continues even after the maggots are

killed. The maggots reach full growth about
the end of May, and about the middle of .June

the second generation of flies occurs. This gen-

eration often attacks seedling onions, ruining

entire beds. The insect passes the winter partly

in the pupa state in the ground, and partly as

adult in sheltered locations. On a small scale

damage may be prevented by the use of sand
soaked in kerosene, mixed with drier sand and
placed at the base of the onion plants along the

rows. This prevents egg-laying and kills such

of the young maggots as attempt to work through
it. On a large scale, the first plants which wilt

must be lifted out and destroyed, and then

kainit and nitrate of soda must be applied broad-

cast to the roots.

The onion-thrips sometimes attacks onions in

great numbers, puncturing the succulent leaves

and leaving a small yellow dot after each punc-

ture. The leaf gradually loses its vitality and
the top turns yellow. This thrips is not con-

fined to the onion, but is also found upon cab-

bages and the flowers of the orange farther South,
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In 1898 the product reached 8,300,000 pounds,
over half of which was exported into the United
States. Iron is foiind in tlie same region as cop-

per, and also in the region north of Kingston.
An adverse tariff liad prevented mining o])era-

tions until reeently, wlieii the province phiced a
bounty upon its production. Since that time
tlie industry lias rapidly developed. The product
for 189!) was estimated" at .$8u(),000.

Gold has been found at points along the entire

length of the Archa'an nnks of the province. It

is in the most paying quantities, however, in the

region west of Lake Superior. The gold lies in

ipiartz veins, and only recently has its exjiloita-

tion been seriously undertaken. The annual
value of the product increased during 1890 to

1900 from nothing to .$421,000. Silver is mined
on the west .sliore of Lake Superior, but its pro-

duction is small and uncertain. Prior to 1890
the principal mineral productions were secured
from the oliler ])i)rtion of the province, and con-

sisted of petroleum and salt. Petroleum is

found at the south point of Lake Huron in

Lambton County. The average annual product
from 1890 to 1900 exceeded .'iO.OOO.OOO gallons.

Farther north along the east shore of Lake
Huron are the salt beds, whose annual vicld

from 1890 to 1900 averaged over $200,000. Dur-
ing the last decade, the mineral wealth of

peninsular Ontario has been increased by tlie

development of natural gas fields near Niagar.a
in the cast and near Detroit in the west. Tlie

product of the latter tield is consumed by the
city of Detroit, and that of the former by the
city of Buffalo. The estimated annual value of
the product since 1893 has been .^.'ioO.OOO. Clay
for brick and tile occurs in all jiarts of the
province. Limestone and sandstone for building
purposes abound in the Paleozoic region, an,!

granite and marble are quarried in the Archaean
region.

Flsiieriks. Ontario shares with the United
States in the fishing advantages of the Creat
Lakes. The value of the annual catch has been
above .$2,500,000, about one fourth the product
being exported. Trout, whiteiish, herring, and
pickerel, in the order named, are the most impor-
tant.

AoRlciii.TiRE. This, the leading industry, is

highly developed throughout the lowland region.
The productivity is great, the acreage yield for
most crops being greater tlian the average for
the same crops in the Ihiifed States. No por-
tion of the Dominion is superior in adaptability
to mixed farming. Oats and hay lead in acreage,
approximately 2,400,000 acres iii each case being
the average for the six years ending with 1900.
Wheat increased during that period from 9.50,000
acres to 1,400,000. Peas are a staple crop and
averaged about 800,000 acres. The average for
corn and for barley has lieen about .500,000, the
conditions being especially favorable for barley.
Rye, buckwheat, beans, mangel-wurzels, potatoes,
and turnips are of considerable importance.
Great attention is paid to apple-raising thrnugh-
out the lowland region, especially in that por-
tion lying west of Toronto. Here too are ex-
tensive vineyards. Peaches and other varieties
of fruit are successfully grown.

Stock-breeding is extensively carried on, and
the province excels in the purity and quality
of the various breeds raised. Cattle-raising re-

ceives the greatest attention; the number, con-

stantly gaining, exceeded 2,400,000 in 1900. The
number of sheep and swine is likewise increas-

ing, each numbering about 1,700,000 in 19(10.

Horses show a decrease, the present number be-

ing about 000,000. Dairying is an important
industry, the principal branch being cheese-

making. In 1900 there were 1173 cheese fac-

tories, the value of whose products was $13,023,-

025. This industry is rapidly growing in promi-
nence.

Manifactures. There are some important
manufacturing industries in the province. tlKJiigh

manufacturing is not generally well developed.
Ship-buildiiig (wooden vessels) was formerly
an important industrj-, owing to the great timber
resources. These are now extensively drawn
U|)on in the manufacture of doors, window frames,
and furniture. Pork-packing and Hour-milling
are each of some importance. Few countries
have at hand such an abundance of water ])ower.

The Ottawa River and almost every smaller
stream in the jirovincc have important falls or
rapids, not to speak of Niagara Falls and the
rajiids along the eour.se of the Saint Lawrence.
All these chief sources of power are being exten-
sively utili/.e<l.

Transportation and Commerce. The Domin-
ion, the |irovincial, and the various municipal
governments have contributed lilierally to the
construction of railroads, and the mileage has
rapidly increased until in 1900 it amounted to
0812 miles, or twice that of any other Canadian
province, there being one mile of track to every
32.24 square miles of area. The greatest part
of this is in peninsular Ontario, the Canadian
Pacific being the only line which traverses the
great northern portion of the province. At a
number of points the railroads connect with
those of the United States. The position of On-
tario in relation to the Great Lakes and the
Saint Lawrence River provides excellent water
communication with the markets of the world.
Formerly a number of falls and rapids greatly
lessened the commercial advantages of these
waterways; but the Provincial and Dominion
governments have constructed a series of canals
from Sault Sainte Marie in the north to Lachine
Rapids in the east, so that it is now possible for

vessels drawing 14 feet of water to pass from the
head of Lake Superior through the whole course
of the Saint Lawrence. The longest of these

canals—the Welland, connecting Lake Erie with
Lake Ontario—is 26% miles in length and cost

over .$24,000,000. The severity of the winter
season stops navigation during that period, and
will always detract greatly from the otherwise
superior advantages of the navigable waters.

The province is rajiidly increasing in com-
mercial importance. The imports for home con-

sumption during the vear 1900 amounted to .$70,-

200,000 as against $43,600,000 for the year 1890.

Coal is the leading import. The duty collected

has grown correspondingly, and in 1900 was
$10,700,000. The exports' for the same year
amounted to $56,100,000. The foreign trade of

the province is princijially with the TTnited

States and England. The merchant marine in

1900 consisted of 1064 steamers and 546 sailing

vessels, with a combined tonnage of 141,112.

Banks. In 1900 the chartered banks and bank
branches of the province numbered 306. The
post-office savings banks numbered 487, hav-
ing 101,000 depositors, and $23,637,000 on de-
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posit. There was also one Government savings
bank.
GovEBNMENT. The relation between the Pro-

vincial and the Dominion governments is some-
what similar to that lietween the States and
the United States—matters of general interest

being left to the Dominion Government. See
(-'A>ADA.

The Provincial Government is administered by
a Lieutenant-Governor, appointed by the Gov-
ernor-General of the Dominion with the advice
of the Prime .Minister for five years. He is

assisted by an executive council of eight mem-
bers, whicli includes an attorney-general, com-
missioner of agriculture, secretary, registrar,
treasurer, commissioner of Crown lands, com-
missioner of public works, and minister of educa-
tion. Tlie legislative assembly has only one
House of 98 elective members. Voting is by
ballot, and there is manhood suffrage limited by
residence and citizenship. The judicial power is

vested in a superior court of judicature, consist-

ing of the High Court of .Justice ( with King's
Bench, Common Pleas, and Chancery covirts).

and the Court of Appeal. In the Dominion Par-
liament the Pro\ince of Ontario is represented
by 24 Senators and 92 members of the House of
Commons.
The division of the province for purposes of

local government is similar to the .sy.stem found
in the United States. The organized portion is

divided into counties, and these are subdivided
into townships. The more densely populated
groups are classified according to size into vil-

lages, towns, and cities. The governing body in

each of these units of government consists of an
elective council. There are also administrative
officers.

Finance. General property taxes are levied
only for local purposes, the Provincial Govern-
ment having suliicient income from other sources
to meet all expenses and keep free from indebted-
ness. The two main sources of the provincial
revenues are the Dominion subsidy (see Canada)
and the revenue from the Crown lands—a com-
mission being charged for the privilege to cut tim-
ber in the forests, and dues also being collected
on the amount cut. Other important sources of
revenue are the liquor licenses, the collateral
inheritance tax, the sale of law stamps, and
(recently) the revenue from the mines. The
cost of the Provincial Government since con-
federation has averaged a little over $3,000,000
annually. The province extends certain aids to
the county municipalities, as, for instance, in
the administration of justice. The law places a
maximum limit upon the local tax rates, and a
proposal to make a permanent debt must receive
the sanction of the people. The support of
public institutions constitutes the largest item
of provincial expenditure, especially the charita-
ble institutions, the Government meeting the
e.\penses in whole or in part incurred in the
care of the deaf, blind, or insane to the number
of 4000.

Population. Ontario, with 2.1X2.947 inhabit-
ants (1901), is the most populous province of
Canada, and contains about two-fifths of the
total population of the Dominion. Formerly the
inhabitants v.ere centred almost wholly in the
Ottawa and peninsular portions of the province.
but the census of 1901 shows a decrease in almost
all the counties of this region, which, however,
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has been more than balanced by the increase in
the mining districts north of lakes Huron and
Superior. The total increase for the decade
1891-1901 was less than 2'- per cent. The birth
rate is not low, but the province loses heavily
through emigration. The large majority of the
population is of English descent, though the
Scotch predominate in the counties of Urucc,
Grey, and Glengary. The German, Irish, and
some other nationalities are represented in To-
ronto, anil the negroes in the Niagara peninsula.
The early development of Ontario profited from
the migration of New England opponents of the
War of 1812.

The census of 1901 returned the population
of the largest cities as follows: Toronto, the
capital, 208,040; Ottawa, 59,928: Hamilton,
.V2,6.34; London, .37,981 ; Kingston, 17,961; Brant-
ford, 10,019; Windsor, 12,153; Guelph, 9959;
Saint Catharines, 9946; Berlin, 9747; Belleville,

9117; Chatham, 9068.
Indians. The number of Indians is estimated

at 20,700. The Government furnishes educational
advantages for the Indian children, and the
Indian is generally adopting agricultural and
other occupations characteristic of civilized life.

Religion. There is no State Church, and all

the churches are supported on the voluntary
principle. The province is strongly Protestant,
the ratio between the Protestants and Catholics
being about 5 to 1. Of the Protestant denomina-
tions, the Methodists lead, followed by the Pres-
byterians, Episcopalians, and Baptists in the or-

der named. The several bodies of Methodists
have been unitetl into one church, as have been
also the several bodies of Presbyterians.
Education. Great attention is given to educa-

tion, and the educational system is complete in

scope, progressive in spirit, and efficient in ad-
ministration. The taxpayers elect local boards
of trustees, who have immediate control of the
schools, but they are administered in accordance
with the general regulations of the Minister of

Education, and all follow a uniform course of

study, use the same text-books, and are taught
by teachers who have passed the provincial

examination. The schools are free, and attend-
ance is compulsory. Under certain conditions

both Catholics and Protestants may establish

separate schools which will be supporte<l from
the public taxes and appropriations (such schools

continuing imder the control of the Minister of

Education). Tlie exercise of this privilege, how-
ever, has not become common, nearly nine-tenths

of the school children attending the unsectarian
schools. Since 1898 the province has expended
an average exceeding .$9 per pupil of the total

attendance. About two-thirds of this is raised

by local ta.xes, the greater part of the remainder
being the income from lands originally set apart
as clergy reserves or for school purposes, and
the smaller part being the annual legislative

grant. There are additional aids to 'poor sec-

tions,' and the policy of pensioning superannuated
teachers has long been in vogue. All the schools

are in the hands of trained teachers, two-thirds

of whom are females, the Government having
provided for their trainiiig through the main-
tenance of 55 county model schools, two norma!
schools, and one normal college. The breadth

of the public school system is shown in that
it extends from the kindergartens (of which there

are 119) to the university, and includes (besides
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those mentioned above) high scliools, night
sclioola, and an agricultural college, the last

being located at Guelpli. Instruction in agri-

culture is becoming coniinon in the rural schools.

The school course provides the rudiments of a
business education, and manual training is being
introduced. Toronto I niversity and College is

at the head of the provincial school system, and
has airdiatc'd with it a number of denuminational
institutions, inehnling Saint ilichael's College
(Catholic). Wyclille College and Huron College
(Episcopalian), Knox College (Presbyterian),
and X'ietoria LIniversily (Methodist). There are
a number of other private and sectarian colleges

in the province, including the historic Upper
Canada College, located at Toronto,

History. Champlain in 161.5 was the first

European to explore the region ; by his alliance

with the native Hvirons he precipitated the war
which led to their almost total annihilation by
the Iroquois or Five Nations, In 1071 tlie

French laid claim to the Lake Huron district:

eight years later Niagara was settled by La
Salle; and in 1749 Fort Kouill(^, a French trading
station, was established on the jiresent site of
Toronto, With the rest of Canada, the region
was ceded to Great Britain in 170.'! by the Treaty
of Paris (ij.v. ), and formed ])art of the Province
of Quebec. Its permanent settlement dates from
the immigration of .American Tories during the
American Revolution and after its close in 178.3.

It became the Province of Upper ('anada with a
separate elective assend)ly in 17H1; in the
War of 1812 it was the scene of numerous
Anglo-American conllicts, notably the battles of
the Thames and Lundy's Lane; it was reunited
with Quebec in 1841. in consequence of long con-
tinued political discontent and the rebellion
fomented in 18.37 by William Lyon Mackenzie
(q.v.

) ; in 1867 it received its present name,
and again became an independent province in
the newly organized Dominion of Canada. See
Canada.

Bibliography. Selwyn and Dawson. Descrip-
tive Sketch of the J'hi/slcdl C!co<iraphy and
Orology of Canada (Montreal, 1884) ; Mcll-
wraith, liird.i of Ontario (Hamilton, 1887) ;

Ontario Bureau of Industries Amtual Reports
(Toronto) ; Millar, Educntional >Stjstems of the
Province of Ontario (ib., 1803) ; fieolor/ical Sur-
veii of Ontario (Ottawa, annually) ; McMnllen,
nixtory of Canada (London, 1868); Lindsey,
Life and Times nf William Lyon Maelcenzie (To-
ronto, 1862) ; Dent, Htory of the Upper Canadian
liehellion (ib., 188.'>) ; ^Morgan, liibliotheca Cana-
densis (Ottawa, 1898).

ONTARIO, Lake. The most eastern and the
smallest of the five great lakes of North America.
It lies between latitmles 4.3° 10' and 44° 8' N..
and longitudes 76° 30' and 80° W., and is en-
closed by the Canadian Province of Ontario and
New York State (Map: United States, K 2),
A\'ith a water surface of 7240 miles, it is less than
one-fourth as largo as Lake Superior, It is 190
miles long, o.') wide in its widest part, and about
480 miles in circumference. Its distinctive hy-
drographic basin is 28.840 square miles in area.
The mean elevation of its surface is 247 feet
above tide water in the Atlantic, its maximum
depth is 7.38 feet, its approximate mean depth is

300 feet, and the depth (if its basin below the sea
level is 491 feet, the bottom of the lake being

lower in relation to sea level than that of any
other of the Great Lakes, The water discharge
of the Saint Lawrence basin has been found to
be slightly less tlian half its rainfall; Lake On-
tario, lying at the foot of the chain of lakes, has
naturally the largest discharge, 300,000 cubic
feet per second, as compared with 21)5,000 for
Lake Erie, 23,5,000 for lakes Huron and Michi-
gan, and 86,000 for Lake Superior. The lake is

sufficiently deep tliroughout for vessels of the lar-

gest tonnage. Its shores are generally very Mat
and have little attractive scenery, except in the
bay of Quinte, a long, crooked arm, which ex-

tends about ,50 miles into the land, on the north-
east side of the lake. The lake freezes only a few
miles from the sliore, which is due in part to the
frequent agitation of its waters by violent storms,
an<l also to a |)ersistent surface current estab-
lished through its centre which moves to the east
with return currents and eddies along the shores
and about the islands. This surface current is

due to the fact that tlie larger axis of the lake
coincides with the direction of the prevailing
westerly winds. There are many convenient har-
bors and thriving ports, chief among which are
Kingston, Port Hojje, Cobourg, Toronto, and
Hamilton on the Canadian shore, and Oswego,
Sacketts Harbor, and Charlotte in New York.
Many lighthouses along the (-(Kists facilitate navi-
gation, and the lake is connected with Lake Erie
bj- the Welland Canal, with the Eric Canal and
the Huilson River by the Oswego Canal, and with
the Ottawa River by the Rideau Canal.

ONTENIENTE, An'ta-ne-an'tfi. A town of

Eastern Spain, in the Province of Valencia, 45
miles south of Valencia, on a branch of the rail-

road between Valencia and Madrid (Map: Spain,
E 3). It was formerly fortified. Linen and
woolen fabrics and paper are manufactured.
Population, in 1900, 11,441,

ONTOG'ENY (from Gk, (Sx, on. I>eing -f
-yheM, -geneia, production, from yiyi'((rdai, gig-

nesthai, to become). The development of the in-

divided animal, in contrast to pliylogeny. or
the development of the entire class. The de-

velopment of the individual is accomplished in

a few hours, days, or years, at the most, while
that of the order or class or phylum may ex-

tend through several geological ages, and is

represented by a series of forms so related that
they appear to be blood relations, and descend-
ants from a primitive type, (See Phylogeny.)
The ontogeny of any animal is the successive
stages it [)asses through in the course of its

development after the fertilization of the egg
until it reaches maturity. Such a series of stages
roughly corresponds to and epitomizes the devel-
opment or phylogeny of the class.

ONTOL'OGY (from Gk. &v, on, being, pres.
part, of efcai, einai. to be + -\oyla, -logia, ac-
count, from X^Yeic, legein, to say). A term ap-
plied to that department of metaphysics (q.v.)

which deals with the ultimate nature of the
universe conceived as being. With many phi-
losophers ontology is made so inclusive as to

be practically identical with metaphysics, but
with others it is distinguished from other de-

partments of that science, notably from teleologr
(q.v.).

ONUS PROBAN'DI. See Burden of Proof.

ON'YX (Lat. onyx, from Gk. «w^ nail,

veined gem, on.yx, thickening in the cornea of the
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eye; connected witli Lat. vinguis, Olr. inga,
nail). A crypto-cnstalline variety of ((uartz
(q.v. ), consisting of layers of clialccdony of
different colors, usually white and black, or
white and dark Ijrown. The finest specimens of
this mineral are brought from India, although
it occurs in small quantities in many other
localities, such as the Lake Superior region, and
near the Bay of Fundy. It was highly esteemed
by the ancients, who used it for ornamental pur-
poses.

ONYX MARBLE. A beautiful ornamental
stone cumposed chielly of carbonate of lime col-

ored by iron or manganese. This is the commer-
cial variety of oynx, while true onjx is a banded
variety of marble. Commercial onyx marble
really includes two rock types, botli of which are
chemically deposited. The one is a hot-spring
deposit or travertine, which is formed on the

surface, the other is a cold-water deposit which
is formed on the floor, roof, or walls of limestone
eaves in the same manner as stalagmites and
stalactites. Owing to its method of formation,
the cave onyx usually occurs in less extensive' de-

posits than the travertine onyx marbles, which
have been formed around springs, and both are
far less extensive and less regular in their ar-

rangement than the ordinary bedded limestones

or marbles. The beautiful banding seen in onyx
is due to the deposition of successive layers of

carbonate of lime, wliile the colored cloudings and
veinings are caused by metallic oxides, especially

iron. The fact that onyx marble is colored along
the veins or cracks is not necessarily due to an
infiltration of the iron along these lines, but is

caused by the iron carbonate in the stone being
locally oxidized along the cracks. The cave onyx
marbles are more coarsely crystalline and less

translucent than the travertine onyx. Onyx
marbles, although rarely occurring in large quan-
tities, are widely distributed. The earliest

worked deposits were probably those of Egypt,
which were used by the ancients for the manufac-
ture of ornamental articles and religious ves-

sels. The Greeks and Romans also valued the
material ; the deposits near Urumiah and Yezd
were extensively worked during the prosperous
days of the Persian Kinpire. Many of the spring
deposits occur in regions of recent volcanic ac-

tivity and all of the known occurrences are of

recent geological age. In the United States onyx
marbles are said to occur in Arizona, California,

and Colorado, but the American deposits have
not been developed commercially to a large ex-

tent, most of the on^-x used in the t_Tnited States
being obtained from Me.xieo, while small quanti-
ties are imported froni Algeria and Egypt. The
Me.xican stone has for years been obtained chiefly

from the vicinity of Pueblo and more recently

from the vicinity of San Antonio. Mexican onyx
is the name given to banded varieties of aragonite
that are found extensively in Arizona, Missouri,
and California, as well as in Tecali, Mexico. It

is u.sed for decoi-ative purposes. The value of

onyx varies considerably, the poorer grades sell-

ing for as little as 50 cents per cul)ic foot, wliile

the higher grades bring .$50 or more.

BiRLiofiRAPiiY. DeKalb, "Onyx Marbles." in

Transnctionx of the American Inf.tilutr of Miniiifi

Engineer.i (Xew York. 1,S96) ; Merrill, fftoneti for

Building and Decoration (2d ed.. New York,

1897) ; Merrill. The Onyx Marbles. Their Origin,
Vol. tcv.—?.

OOLACHAN.

Composition, and iscs, ll<,lli Ancient and Mod-
ern, .Annual Report of the United States Nation-
al Museum (Washington, 1894) ; Merrill. "Onyx,"
in Mineral Industry, vol. ii. (New York, 1894).

00, or UHO. One of the names of the Hawai-
ian feather-cloak bird. The bird is so called
from its cry. Sw Mono, and Plate of Creepers. .

OODEYPORE, oo'di-por'. Another spelling
for Udaipur (q.v.), the name of a native State
and city in India.

OOGO'NIUM (Neo-Lat.. from Gk. i^oyofdy,

oogonein, to lay eggs, from <^6v, oon. egg -|- 70^^,
gone, generation). An organ in the alg;e and
fungi (thallophytes) which develops the eggs
( ocispheres

) , henc'C the female sex organ. It is gen-
erally a single cell, but may bear accessory struc-
tures. The ocigonium of the alg* was derived from
a cell prodiii'ing undill'erentiated gametes (sex-

cells). In the process of sexual evolution sim-
ilar gametes became diflerentiated into eggs and

OOGONIA IN. 1, (EItOGOXIT7.M :
'2, FUCUB ; 3, ACHLYA.

sperms; now the structure bearing the eggs is

called the oogonium, and that developing the
sperms ( 'antherozoids' ) the antheridiuni. The
simplest and most primitive ougonia probably
contained several eggs. altTiough there are not
now many illustrations of such conditions among
the alga-. That is to say, the evolutionary ten-

dency in the develoi)ment of oijgonia is to reduce
the number of eggs until all of the protoplasm is

devoted to one. Such highly differentiated oiigo-

nia are well illustrated in V'aucheria. CEdogo-
nium. and Volvox. Chara and ColeochiPte pre-

sent further complications in the form of fila-

ments that invest the cell containing the egg with
a protective covering. The oijgonia of fungi are

in general similar to tliose of alga>, and indeed

are believed in many cases to be directly derived

from them. They are found chiefly in the group
of the Phycomycetes, which is closely related to

the algic, i>ut homologous structures are found in

the Asconiycctes. although they generally bear

the name of ascogoniiuu or archicarp. The be.st

illustrations of oogonia in the fungi are fur-

nished by the water molds (Saprolegniales) , and
such well-known genera as Albugo (Cystopus).
Pythium, and Peronospora.

OO'JEIN'. A town of Malwa. Gwalior, Central

India. See t'.T.IAIX.

OOLACHAN, oo'liVkin. or EXTLACHON.
See C.\Nni.E-Fisii.
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OOLITE, 0'6-lIt (from Gk. v6v, Oun, egg

+ \i9ot, lithos, stone). A term lurnierly used
as synonymous with Jurassic, but now used to

designate the middle and ui)|«'r divisions of the

Jurassic rouks, tlie lower division being called

the l.ias. In the United States tlie Oolite is of

little iinportanee, and in fact has only been iden-

tified along the Pacific coast, but in Europe it

underlies a vast area, for during this period of

geologic time there occurred one of the greatest

encroachments of the sea over Kurope and Asia
which is known in geologic history. The rocks
of the Oolite period arc chiefly limestones. They
arc perhaps best known from their occurrence in

the Jura iMountains of Switzerland, where the
rocks have been bent into such beautiful folds as
to attract the attention of the most casual ob-

server. See JiKASSic System.

OOLOGY, d-ol'<5-jI (from Gk. v^', Son, egg -f
-\oyia, -loyiii, account, from X^7fii<, Icr/ciii, to
say). The science of eggs; especially the study
of the breeding habits, nests, and eggs of birds;

a branch of ornithology. Birds' eggs (q.v. ) are
conveniently classified as 'marked' and 'un-

marked,' according to the ground color. Birds
which lay their eggs in holes in trees or in the
gro\md almost always have wliite, unspotted
eggs, and they are frequently of a peculiarly
smooth, translucent texture. Birds which build
in trees generally have blue or greenish eggs,

either spotted or unspotted, while birds that
build in bushes, near the ground, are likely to
lay speckled eggs. The shore-birds usually liiUC

the eggs heavily marked with dark brown on a
yellowish background, while gulls and terns al-

ways lay heavily marked eggs. Ducks, geese, and
herons lay unspotted eggs. Some birds lay only
a single egg, and this is especially true of cer-

tain marine birds, such as auks, guillemots, and
murres. Others lay two eggs, notably the hum-
ming-birds, while three, fcuir, and five are the
most conunon nund)crs. When the nundter is

more than eighteen, there is reason to believe
that more than one female has been concerned in

the laying, as happens among ostriches and
miiundbirds. (iallinaceous birds and ducks,
coots, and rails lay "the largest number of eggs;
the quail is said to lay eighteen, the coot fifteen,

the wood duck fourteen, and the sora sixteen.
There is no direct relation between the size of
the bird and the size of the egg.

. The smallest
eggs actually, and proportionately also, are those
of hunmiin};-l)irdB. which may be less than half
an inch long by one-third of an inch wide. The
largest eggs actually are those of the ostrich,
but proportionately the eggs of the kiwi and
mound-birds are much larger. Of North Ameri-
can birds, the largest eggs are probably those of
the California condor, which are 4. .5 X 2..') inches.
The swan lays an egg nearly as large, but does
not breed within the rnited States. The great
auk, though a much smaller bird than either of
these, laid an egg HX3 inches; but very few of
them are now in existence. (.See Garefowf.. 1

The study of birds' nests is sometimes called

cnlioloffn, as distinguished from oology proper.
See NiDIFICATION.

Dr. Thomas M. Brewer (q.v.) may well be
called the father of American oology, for his
ynrlh American Oolo^t/, a quarto which appeared
in 18.57, was the first systematic work dealing
with that subject published in this eountrv.

Unfortunately only one part of this was ever
printed, but it is notable for its colored plates

of birds' eggs. Capt. Charles E. Bendire (q.v.)

became famous as an oijlogist in the West, and in

1883 was appointed a curator in the National Mu-
seum. In ,July, 1802, appeared the first volume
of his Life Uistorics of Xorlh American Birds,
and the second volume appeared in September,
1896. They are quarto volumes of many hundred
pages and numerous colored plates. An earlier

descriptive work was Ernest Ingersoll's Natural
History of the Xests and Egys of Sorth American
Birds, of which seven 'parts,' describing the nidifi-

cation of about 100 species of oscine birds, with
colored plates of their eggs, were issued at Salem,
JIass., in 1879-80. Other books dealing exclusive-

ly with American oiilogy have been : Gentry,
S'csis and Eyys of Sorth American Birds (Phila-
delphia, 1885) ; and Davie, Xests and Eyys of
\orlh American Birds ('2d ed., Columbus, 1889).
Several fine works describe the eggs of European
and East Indian birds, of which one of the oldest

and finest in English is llewitson's (3d ed., Lon-
don, 18.50). For others consult Newton, Diction-
ary of Birds (London and New York, 1893-96).
See Egg, and the accompanying colored plates.

OOMS, ("ims, IvAREL (1845-1900). A Belgian
historical painter, horn at Desschel, Province
of Antwerp, lie studied at the Antwerp Acad-
emy and under Nicaise de Keyser, and supple-

mented his artistic training by extensive travels

through Holland, England, (Jermany, and Italy.

His most important works include: "Philip II.

Paying the Last Honors to Don .Tuan d'Austria,"
in the Antwerp JIuseum ; "Forbiihlen Reading,"
Brussels Museum; "Innocence Protected by
Law," Palais de Justice, Antwerp; "Last Days
of Rubens" (1892); and "Christ and His Dis-
ciples on the Sea of Cialilce" (1895).

OORI, .VO're, or TJRI. A river in Africa. See
LiMropo.

OOEIAL, iSo'ri-ol, or URIAL. The name
in the Punjab of a wild sheep {Oris Viynei),
called 'sha' in Ladak. It is a large, powerful
species, which is to be found on the high moun-
tains from Eastern Persia to Northern Tibet.
The horns of the rams are heavy, rounded, much
wrinkled, rise close together, and sweep around,
.so that in old specimens they almost complete a
circle. A ruff of hair on the throat is usual.
These wide-ranging and variable sheep are very
wary and agile, and give the sportsmen a hard
chase. The young are often captured, however,
and wild bands often mingle with native sheep
on remote hill-pa.stures. Consult: Blanford,
Fiiuna of British India: Mammals (London,
1889) ; and writers upon natiiral liistoryand sport
in Central Asia. See Plate with Wild Goats.

OORT, ort, Henricus (1836—). A Dutch
biblical scholar, born at Eemnes. He studied
theology at Leyden. preached at Santpoort, and,
after two years teaching in the Amsterdam
Athemcum, became professor of Ilelirew language
and archaeology' at Leyden. Oort edited the
Theologisch Tijdschrift. and wrote: De dicnst der
Baiitim in Israi-l (1864; Eng. trans, by Colenso,
1865); Het menschenoffer in Israel (1865):
Twaalf ifondcrspreuh-en i-an Jc~iis (1870); De
Bijbel voor jonge lieden (with Ilooykaas, 1871;
Eng. trans, by Wicksteed, 1873-79) ; Evanyelie
en Talmud (1881); Atlas voor Bijbelsche en
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Eerkelijke geschicdenis (1SS4) ; and Textus He-
hiuici Emendationes (lOOOj.

O'bSPHEBE (from Gk. ifbv, ooii, egg +
atpaipa, sjjiiairu, ball). A general name given
tu tile female sex-cell (gamete), and of course
used only with heterogamous plants, in which
the pairing gametes are unlike. It is the
oiisphere which upon fertilization becomes the
oospore ( q.v. ) . The name is being abandoned
for tlie simpler word 'egg.'

O'dSPORE (from Gk. (f6v, oon, egg -|- inrdpos,

sporos, seed). A general name given to the
spore (in plants), which is the result of fertiliza-

tion. Frequently the term is restricted to the
sexual spores of heterogamous plants, that is,

those whose pairing gametes are unlike (sperms
and eggs). In this case the word 'zygospore' or

'zj-gote' is used for the sexual spore of isogamous
plants, that is, tho.se whose pairing gametes
are alike. The oospore is sometimes appropriate-
ly called the 'fertilized egg.' See Fertilization ;

Spore.

OOST, ost, Jakob van ( 1600-71) (calltd the
Elder). A Dutch painter, born at Bruges. He
studied under his brother, Frans van Oost, and
then went to Italy, where he became an imitator
of Annibale Carracei. In 1629 he returned to

Bruges. His works are genre, historical, and
portrait, and are to be found in many of the
European galleries. His son .Jakob (1639-

1713) was born at Bruges, and, after studying
with his father, spent several years in Italy and
went to Paris. He lived for more than forty
years at Lille, where most of his works are to

be seen.

OdSTEGITE, 6-6s't6-jit. The name applied
to the c-gg-case of certain crustaceans.

OOSTERHOTJT, o'ster-hout. A town in the
Province of North Brabant, Holland, '25 miles
southeast of Rotterdam (Map: Netherlands. C
3). The handsome toxsTi hall, the great Roman
Catholic church in the market place, and the
Convent of Saint Catharine in the vicinity are
among the town's notable edifices. The manu-
facturing establislmients include beet-sugar re-

fineries, tan-yards, potteries, shoe factories, and
iron foundries, and there is an active trade in
wood, linen, and agricultural products. Popula-
tion, in 1880. 10,425; in 1899, 11..545.

OOTACAMUND, or UTAKAMASTD, yt'a-
ka-mfiiid'. A fashionable hill-town resort, and
the summer headquarters of the Madras admin-
istration, in the Nilgiri Hills. Madras, British
India, 36 miles northwest of Coimbatore. and ZhO
miles southwest of Madras (Map: India. C 6).
A good macadam road, 12 miles long, leads from
Coonoor, the nearest railway station. The town
occupies a hill-encircled plateau 7228 feet above
sea level, the surrounding hills, commanding
views of magnificent scenery, attaining a maxi-
mum altitude of 8622 feet above sea level in Do-
dabetta on the east. The Government House,
the public library, the Lawrence Asylum, with
technical branches for soldiers' children, the
churches of Saint Stephen and Saint Thomas.
Victoria Hall, Assembly Rooms, Bruks ilemorial
School, the botanical gardens, recreation grounds,
and the lake, one and one-half miles long, sur-

rounded by a fine drive, are some of the principal
features. In the neighborhood are numerous tea,

coffee, cinchona, and eucalyptus plantations. The
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mean annual temperature is 55° F. Population,
in 1891, 1.5,100.

OOTBUM (Dravidiau Olrum). A fibre de-
rived from the stem of Owinia extcnsa, an East
Indian shrubby climbing plant of the natural
order A.sclepiadaccu'. The fibre is soft, white,
silky, and strong, and is regarded as a promising
substitute for flax. In some parts of the Deccau
the plant is a troublesome weed.

OOZE. The fine homogeneous sediment, like
mud, but softer and more stick}', forming a plas-
tic lioury substance, which constitutes a large
portion of the bottom in the deeper parts of the
ocean. As this ooze is principally made up of
the shells of Globigeiina bulloides, a surface
foraminifer, it is generally called 'ghibigcrina
ooze.' As early as 1850 Poiirtales stated that at
depths of 257 fathoms "Globigerinae are still liv-

ing in immense numbers." He stated that at
great depths in the Strait of Florida the bot-
tom is covered by a chalk-like layer, which re-

solves itself into a mass of Foraminifera. and their
fragments more or less comminuted. This forma-
tion extends, he says, almost uninterruptedly in
the whole bed of the Gulf Stream, in the greater
depths of the Gulf of Mexico, in the deej) chan-
nels which intersect the Bahama Banks, and
then up the Atlantic coast from about the 100-

fathom curve outward, or from the inner limit
of the Gulf Stream, which nearlj' coincides with
it, and so over the greater part of the Atlantic
basin. The discovery of this formation belongs
to the year 1853, when it was found almost si-

multaneously by Lieutenants Craven and Maflfit,

then in the Coast Surve.v, and exjilnring the Gulf
Stream. It became more extensively known
somewhat later by the soundings made for the
Atlantic telegi'aph. The Foraminifera most
abundantly represented in this bottom are of the
genus Globigerina. Then occurs in order of fre-

([uency Rotaliiia cultrata ; then several Te.vlu-

larise, Marginulinse, etc. It is now pretty gen-
erally admitted that these rhizopods live and
die in these great depths. But that animals liv-

ing near the surface also oontribute a large
liroportion is proved by the numerous shells of

mollusks, teeth of fishes, etc., contained in it.

The Challenger expedition explorations estab-

lished that the pelagic bottom deposits are not
derived from the shores of the continent, but are
formed in the deep water of the central regions

of the great ocean basins, and consist of organic
oozes and a reddish clay. They are chiefly made
up of the calcareous and siliceous remains of

organisms that have fallen to the bottom from the
surface waters, along with clay and volcanic

debris in a more or less advanced state of de-

composition. There is little or no trace of me-
chanical action on their components, their ac-

cumulation is relatively slow, and among
them there do not appear to be any ac-

cumulations of materials identical with the ma-
rine stratified rocks of the continental areas. It

seems doubtful, says Murray, whether the de-

posits of the abysmal areas have in the jiast

taken any part in the formation of the existing

continental masses.

A "pteropod ooze' is met with in depths of less

than 2000 fathoms in the tropics, and is very
largely made up of pteropod and hcteropod shells,

which also exist in considerable numbers in the

deposits around oceanic and other islands.
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In Tadiolarian' and •iliatom' oozos the de-

posits consist of siliceous skeletons and frustules

of surface organisms, wliich have likewise fallen

fniui the surface waters. A radiolarian ooze has

liitherto been met with only in the deejiest waters

of the western and central Pacific, and diatom

ooze ai)pears to be confined to the Southern

Ocean, a little north of the Antarctic Circle.

Thus it will be seen, as Agassiz has pointed

out, that the character of a marine deposit is

largely determined by its distance from land, and

again by the nature" of tlic organisms living in

the surface waters. I'lie dead shells of ptero-

pods, foraminifcrs, radiolarians, and diatoms are

heaped up on the bottom, some in one part of the

ocean, some in another; and as no other materials

reach these distant regions to cover them, they

form characteristic deposits. Depth is, however,

an important factor in reference to the composi-

tion of a deposit in any locality. There seems

to be now no doubt that the whole of the car-

bonate-of-lime shells, such as those of moUusks
and foraminifcrs. arc entirely removed by solu-

tion in very deep water during their fall from

the surface to tlie bottom, or immediately after

reaching the luittom. It is found that, with

increasing deptli. the pteropod and lieteropod

shells are the first to disappear from deposits,

then the more delicate surface foraminifcrs, and
finally the larger and heavier ones. It is like-

wise observed that, the more numerous these

slu'lls are in the surface waters, the greater is

the de])tli at which they will accumulate at the

bottom. As a rule, a pteropod ooze or a globi-

gerina ooze is found in deeper water in the

tropics than, in tem])crate regions.

It must be remembered that all the bottom de-

posits merge into one another, and at times it is

difficult to say whether a deposit should be

called a red clay, or a radiolarian ooze, or a

globigerina ooze, or a l)lue mud. It was thought

by Pourlales and others that the (Jlobigerina

lived iu the oozes at the sea-bottom; but the

Clialleiijirr observations have clearly established

that many foraminifcrs have a pelagic mode of

life (see Pel.vgip Anuhi.s) , nourishing in the

pure currents of the open ocean, nearly all the

species l>eing confined to tropical and subtropical

waters. There are not more tlian twenty or

twenty-two species of pelagic Foraminifcra ; yet,

says ilurray. so numeroiis arc the individuals of

the species that they usually make up over 90

per cent, of the carbonate of lime present in the

calcareous oozes of the abysmal regions. The
individuals belonging to even a dozen of these

species far ouln\imber the individuals belonging

to all tlie other known genera and species of

Foraminifcra. This is true not only with re-

gard to their abundance in the deep-sea deposits

of the present period, but also to their great

development iu Tertiary and other geological

formations. Murray adds that the species of

Foraminifcra which live on the bottom in <leep

water "are habitually under very uniform condi-

tions, and consequently their shells do not vary

in size and thickness with change of latitude like

those of the pelagic s|>ecies, the animals of which
are subject to great changes of temperature and
salinity in the surface waters."

Bibliography. Pourtales. in Report of the

United States Coast f>urreii. for IS.'iS; Agassiz.

Three Cruises of the Blake (Cambridge. 1888) ;

Murray, Report on the Scientific Results of the

Voyage of H. M. .S. ChulUngcr. Deep Sea De-

posits' (London, I89I).

O'PAH, or KiNGKisii. A beautiful and pala-

table lish (Lampris iuna) of the Mariposa family

(LampridiC) and related to the John Dory
(q.v.). It abounds in most northern wat«'rs, but

is rare on the .\merican Atlantic coast. It grows
to a length of four feel or more, is of oval form
(see Colored Plate of ti.\ME Fishes, with Trout) .

with a high dorsal fin and a powerful tail. It is

brilliantly colored: tlie upper part of the back

and sides rich green, rcHecting purple and gold

in ditl'erent lights, the lower parts yellowish-

green; round yellowish-white spots above and

below the lateral line: all the fins bright ver-

milion. The llesh is much esteemed. This fish

has many names, as 'mariposa," 'moon-fish,' and

'king of the herrings.' Consult Hamilton,

•British Fishes," in Naturalist's Library (Lon-

don, undated)

.

OPAL (Fr. opale, from Lat. opaliis, from Gk.

oirSXXios, opallios. opal ; connected with Skt.

upiilti, stone, upper millstone). A hydrous min-

eral silicon dio.vide used as a gem. It differs

from quartz by containing water, the quantity of

which varies from 2 to 13 per cent, and even

more. It occurs usually in pale shades of yellow,

red, green, and blue, although sometimes the

color is quite dark, the coloration depending on

different o.vidcs and frequently showing a bril-

liant play in the light. Opal is never found

crystallized and has a conchoidal fracture, being

easily broken, .\mong the ancients this mineral

was held precious and regarded as a lucky stone.

In the Fast the opal is believed to make its wear-

er beloved of God and man so long as he trusts

sincerely in its power. The finest opal is said

to be among the Austrian crown jewels. It

weighs seventeen ounces and is five inches long

by two and a half inches in width. The principal

varieties of the opal are: (1) The precious

opal: (2) fire opal: (3) girasol ; (4) com-

nmn opal. The precious opal, called also noble

opal, and sometimes oriental opal, is semi-

transparent or translucent, usually of a bluish

or yellowish-white color, yellow by transmitted

light, and exhibits a beautiful play of colors, due

to minute fissures which, being filled with air

and moisture, reflect all prismatic colors. This

variety is used principally as a gem-stone and is

polished with a convex surface because its play

of color is best shown in that way; but it is

never cut into facets, because of its brittleness.

The finest specimens are found near Kaschau, in

Hungary, where they occur disseminated in the

conglomerate; also in Saxony, in Honduras, in

South America, Queensland, and New South

Wales in Australia, and especially near Quer^-

taro, in Mexico: also at various localities in

Oregon and Washington in the I'nited States.

The'fire opal, which is of a hyacinth red color,

with yellow and green reflections, occurs at Sima-

pan, in Mexico, and also in Honduras. The

girasol, which is bluish-white in color with red-

dish reflections in a bright light, also occurs

chiefly in Mexico and Central America. The

common opal is semi-transparent and may be

watery-white, yellow, green, red, or brown :
it

exhibits no pla'y of colors. It is found in Hun-

gary, in various localities in Germ.any, in Corn-

wall. Pa., Idaho Springs. Colo,, in Calaveras

Countv. Cal., and elsewhere. Wood opal is

i
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petrified wood showing the original form and
structure. Hyalite, or iluller's glass, is a color-

less or whitish variety of opal, while uienilite

is an opaque grayish variety which is frequently
found in concretionary form.

OPATA, 6-pa'ta ('Enemies,' so called by the
Pima, with whom they were anciently at war).
An important tribe of Piman stock (q.v.) oc-

cupying the mountainous region on the head-
waters of the Yaqui River in Sonora and the
adjacent portions of Chihuahua, Mexico. Like
all the tribes of Piman affinity, their traditions

indicate a northern origin. When first known
to the Spaniards they were found occupying set-

tled villages of adobe huts, and cultivating fields

of corn and other vegetables. They are brave
and faithful, for which reason they have been
extensively employed by the Spanish and Mexi-
can governments as soldiers and frontier guards.
They readily accepted the teachings of the mis-
sionaries and are now all Christianized, although
still governed under the ancient forms by their

village chiefs. In 1820, owing to neglect and
abuse from Mexican army officers, under whom
they served, their warriors revolted. Under their

chiefs, Doraine and Espiritu, they defeated sev-

eral expeditions sent against them, making a
final stand in an adobe church against a force of

2000 Me.xiean troops until their ammunition was
exhausted, when they were obliged to surrender.

The two leaders and seventeen others were shot,

but the abuses of which they complained were
corrected, and they have since remained quiet and
loyal. They number now about 5000.

OPDYCKE, op'dik, Emebso.v (1830-84). An
American soldier, born in Hubbard. Trumbull
County, Ohio. In -July, 1861, he enlisted as first

lieutenant in the Forty-first Ohio Volunteers,

and was soon afterwards promoted to be captain.

In .January, 1863, he became colonel of the r25th

Ohio. At Chickamauga his regiment lost one-

third of its number; at Missionary Ridge his

command was one of the first to reach the Con-
federate works; and at Franklin (q.v.) a timely

charge of his brigade by his orders restored the

Federal line broken by Cleburne's charge, and
prevented what might otherwise have been a
great disaster. He was made brigadier-general

of volunteers in 186.5. and in 1866 was brevetted

major-general of volunteers to date from the

battle of Franklin. After his resignation, in

1866. he entered business in New York City.

OPECHANCAIfO. A chief of the Pow-
hatan Indian confederacy of Virginia, succeed-

ing the famous Powhatan, who died in 1618.

He acted as mediator in preventing hostili-

ties in consequence of the abduction of Poca-
hontas by the English in I6I3, but on his

succession to authority soon gave indication of

settled dislike to the whites. Under cover of pro-

fessions of friendship he imited nearly all the

tribes of tidewater Virginia into a conspiracy

against the English, and on March 22. 1622, a

simultaneous attack was made on all the scat-

tered settlements, resulting in the massacre of

347 men, women, and children, or more than one-

fourth of the whole white population of the

colony. Jamestown alone escaped, through the

timely warning of a friendly Indian. The war
thus begun continued until both sides were ex-

hausted, when a peace was made which endured
for over twenty years. As the English settle-

OPEN-FIELD.

nients advanced the Indians were steadily pressed
back from their old-time fields and fishing

grounds until in 1044 Opechancano, now grown
old and nearly blind, determined to make a last

stand for his people. In another concerted at-

tack along the frontier 300 English settlers per-

ished. By this time, however, the whites had
greatly increased in number, while the Indians
had correspondingly diminished. A war of ex-

termination was ordered and kept up for two
years, the Indians b^ing hunted down like wild
beasts, without rest or quarter. In 164U it was
brought to an end by the capture of Opechancano
by an expedition led by Governor Berkeley in

person. The chief was taken to .Jamestown,
where be was soon afterwards shot and killed by
the sentry appointed to guard him.

OPELIKA, op'e-ll'ka. A city and the county-
seat of Lee County, Ala., 29 miles northwest of

Columbus, Ga. ; on the Western of Alabama and
the Central of Georgia railroads ( Map : Alabama,
D 3). It is an important cotton market, owing
to its location in a productive cotton .section, for

which it is also a distributing centre. There are

cotton gins, cotton mills, flouring mills, fertilizer

works, brick plants, etc., the products of the
town's various establishments, according to the
census of 1900, being valued at .fSS.i.OOO. Opelika,
settled about 1840, is governed, under a charter

of 1896, bv a mavor, elected bienniallv, and a
council. Population, in 1890, 3703; 'in 1900,

424.5.

OPELOTJSAS, op'e-loo'sas. A town and the

parish seat of Saint Landry Parish, La., 125
miles west by north of New tjrleans : on the

Bayou Teche, and on the Southern Pacific Rail-

road (Map: Louisiana, C 3). It has the Acad-

emy and Convent of the Immaculate Conception,

and a free reference library of 1000 volumes is

connected with the high school. There are a
cotton compress, cottonseed oil and rice mills,

and other industrial establishments. Popula-

tion, in 1890, 1.572; in 1900, 2951.

OPEN-BILL. Either of two species of East
Indian and African storks of the genus Anasto-

mus, remarkable for the structure of the bill,

the mandibles being in contact only at the base

and tip. with a wide interval between their

edges for some distance near the tip. They fre-

quent the seacoast and rivers, and feed chiefly

on mollusks.

OPEN CHURCH. Sec Institutional
CnuBCH.
OPEN DOOR. A term in international poli-

tics which came into general use in 1899. and
has reference to the equality of commercial op-

portunity in China to all nations. The enuncia-

tion of the open-door policy had its origin in the

acquisition by various European Powers of com-
mercial ports in China and the insistence of the

United States that such ports should be open to

all the world on equal terms.

OPEN-FIELD (or Commox Field) SYSTEM.
The term used to designate the scheme of agri-

culture which prevailed in England and other

countries during the Mediieval period. .At this

time the rural population was grouped together

in villages. either free or manorial, in which every

man had his house with a small plot of ground
about it. while around the village lay the

plowed fields, the meadows, pastures, and for-
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ests. Tlic arable land «as that to which the

term uudi-r disfussion i.s a|)i>lifd. It was divided

as nearly as possible into lliree—or some multi-

ple ol" three—eijual fields, in each of which every

man in the village had a certain share. The
system had two distinctive features. In the first

place.a man's holding in each ticld did not consist

of one compact plot of ground, hut was made up
of several strips, each about an acre in size.

Narrow strips of grass were the only boundary

lines; hence the name open ticld. The second

feature of the system was the rotation of crops.

Every third year one of tlie fields was left to lie

fallow. What crop it should bear the other two
years was also regulated by custom. Survivals

of tlie openlield system arc present in English

agricultural life to-day; in fact, during the nine-

teenth century more open fields were inclosed than

had evir hccii inclosed in a like period before.

OPEN, SESAME, sCs'a-nie. In the story of

Ali Bal)a in the Arabian Xiglils. the magic for-

mula which oi)ens the door of the thieves' cave.

OPEQUAN, o-pek';\n, CREEK, Battle of.

See \\ l.M IIK.STEK.

OPERA (It., conipositicm. from Lat. opera,

work; cunneited with opi/.v. Skt. upas. work). A
musical form of stage-pla.v. The Athenian drama
was granil-parent to the opera. When that ar-

tistic reform, the Renaissance, swept Italy it

stamped its intlucncc on each one of the fine arts;

it was a universal harking back to the period of

the classics. The arts that had idled along

through the Middle Ages were reanimated with

the breath of classicism; but nuisic alone was
an exception to the rest. It was the youngest of

the arts and ditVered by nature from the others in

that it was not imitative. While its develop-

ment was steady from about the tenth century on,

this progress was almost entirelv free from the

influences of ancient models, and on lines dic-

tated by evolution itself. One of the prevailing

symptoms of the Italian Renaissance was com-

plete dissatisfaction with art as it stood. It was
easy enough to reconstruct the ideals of the

other arts: there were tangible models to imi-

tate; but none of these served the cause of

music. Out of the hazy past came confusing

echoes of the Greek drama, a combination of

poetrv, music, and the dance, and this was
adopted as the ideal plan upon which to recon-

struct music. Their choice seemed logical

enough to the crew of reformers who went to

Greece for most of its formulie ; but when it is

considered that they knew little of the actual use
to which nuisie was put during those days of

Athenian art. it must appear as a step in the
dark. Kemarkabl.v enough, it was a step in the
right direction ; a step which, modernized and
made practicable, afterwards led opera out of a
discouraging tangle of half-hearted theories and
ill-assorted exjieriments to a point of artistic

culmination.

Previous to the real beginnings of opera
there were plays to which in one manner and
another music was linked. There were costumes,
scenery, and action—all these displayed on a
stage; and the trend was sometimes dramat-
ically or sentimentally pastoral, frequently comic.
Adam de la Halle ( C.123.'5-c. 1287 ) composed a dra-
matic pastoral called Le jeii de Rohin et de
Marion for the French Court at Naples, produced
there about 1285, which has been mistaken for

the actual starting point of ojiera. In reality

it was nothing more than a siring of ballads.

popular in that day, joined by a dialogue; and

as Halle wrote only the latter, his fame as a

composer is almost erased. There were many
other eiiorts of this kind, none of which had

a direct inlluence on the opera of the future.

The plight of the serious composer striving then

for a vehicle of dramatic utterance was pitiable.

The folk-song or ballad could not be taken seri-

ously by him as it stood: all his training had

taught him to honor only the complex art of

polyphonic writing, which is melody multiplied,

in which the dillerent voices interwove and
crosseil each other. He might—and did—take

folk-song as material about which to weave his

counterpoint. This bred new troubles, since such

a procedure could not endure the test of dramatic

action: several voices singing in counterpoint

scarcel.v could be made to stand for the dra-

matic utterance of a single person. So lie dared

such experiments onl,v in the unexacting domain
of the concert room. Another claim for attention

comes from the ballet of that period, especially

in France. Besides the grandeur of the scale on
which these entertainments were carried out. the

plots were sulliciently important dramatically to

cause some historians to believe this the begin-

ning of opera. We, from our point of vantage,

can see now the theoretical errors of all these

attempts; but they were seen long ago by a band
of enthusiasts.

Toward the end of the sixteenth century there

assembled a immber of Florentine noblemen de-

termined to free dramatic music from its tram-
mels. They have gone down in history as Iai

Camerata, and the circle was composed of Bardi,

Strozzi, Galilei—father of the famous astronomer
—and Corsi. With these amateurs there con-

sorted Ottavio Rinuccini, a poet, and the two
musicians Jacopo Peri (c.l560-lti30) and Giulio

Caccini (c.l.^.'iS-KilS) . In imrsuing their Hel-

lenic ideal of reconstructing music upon the

principles of the (ireek drama thev ignored all

the contrapuntal advance music had made dur-

ing four centuries. The onl,v task they .set be-

fore themselves was to express in sounds the sen-

timents of the poet; and music as an independ-

ent art was discovered. What latitude this gave
composers is eas.y to imagine ; it also freed the

voice so that it could work singl.v with an or-

chestral accompaniment. In a word, it was the

first known attempt of merging the word and
the sound into an individual whole. Theories

grew into aetualit.v wlien a performance of Dafne
was celebrated at the Palace of Corsi in 1.5ft.5.

The libretto of this, the first opera, was by
Rinuccini and the music by Peri ; and it was
written according to the formula of the Came-
rata in the stile rapprescritntiro—the 'expressive

style.' Dafne was successfully performed several

times, but always in private, and now the score

is not discoverable. The public was initiated five

years later when two settings of Rinuccini's

Kxiriidire were made—one by Peri and the other

bv Caccini. Both operas were produced in part
during the marriage celebrations of Henry IV.

and Maria de' Medici at the Pitti Palace. Octol)er

6, IfiOO. These two operas embodv the tentative

strivings of the Florentine Camerata in their

efTorts to revive the drama of the Greeks. Meas-
uring the accomplished thing by the ideal model
the former must appear ridiculous and very
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wide of the mark, liut here at least was a step
in an uutrodden patli: Opera was now on a
basis which admitted of development. Its career
had begun.

THE I.NFLLE.NCE OF ITALIAN OPEHA.

How ripe Italy was for the music reform
begun at Florence is proved by the eagerness with
which other composers took up and utilized the

Camerata's ideas. Fortunately for the fate of
opera, some great musicians interested themselves

in it; musicians who were bolder even than the

brave spirits that had launched it. First among
these was Claudio ilontcverde ( 1507-l(i43) , by
the nature of things a pioneer. Several innova-

tions are laid at his door, the most important to

the development of opera Ijeing the breath of

life he put into the ligneous recitatives of Peri

and Caccini. This meant the bursting of an-

other bond which had restrained dramatic free-

dom, and dramatic melody replaced the stilted

recitatives. He was aided in these reforms by
his contemporary JIarco da Gagliano. When
Monteverde's first opera. Orfeo, appeared in 1607

and his second one, Arianna. a year later, syn-

chronous with Da Gagliano's Dafne, it was evi-

dent that Peri and his comrade had been left far

in the rear. The individuality of the later com-
posers asserted itself and in a short space of

time opera had made a great bound for freedom.

Of the three following decades few records re-

main to prove any great advance along the line

of reform, a surprisingly large number of scores

having been destroyeil. But opera made a great

advance in 1637 when the Teatro di San Cassiano
—the first public opera house—was opened in

Venice. Now that the masses had a voice in the

matter, it soon became evident that the ])copIe

must be pleased and the Florentine ideals for-

gotten. The nobleness of the libretti deteriorated,

mythology gave way to history, and melodrama
was king. The masses were pleased, and the busi-

ness of opera flourished until there were eleven

opera houses in Venice alone. The leading musi-

cal spirit of this Venetian opera period was
Monteverde's pupil, Pietro Francesco Caletti-

Bruni (c. 1600-1676) , who adopted the name of

his noble patron, C'avalli. He was an excellent

musician and did much to give '\'enice opera

local color by introducing the spirit of jest in his

works; he is even credited with the invention of

the operatic aria, distinct from the musica par-

lante used by his predecessor. (See Abia.) But
the introduction o^ the aria was a disastrous move
for the good of opera; it boded degeneration of

serious opera and paved the way for the opera

huffa. The same fate was threatening Neapolitan

o])era despite the composer-genius Francesco Pro-

venzale (c.16'10- ?) . when a new force stayed

the decline of opera. The contemporary compos-

ers who had not bothered their heads about the

stage had gone quietly about their business de-

veloping the other forms of music in which they

were unhampered by scenic bounds. It stands

to reason that their art was a purer one; so when
one of these—Marc' Antonio Cesti (c. 1620-69),

pupil of the celebrated Carissimi—came to

Venice at the middle of the seventeenth century
he brought with him a remarkable technique and
a lot of musical ideas. That the latter were for

the most part badly suited to the demands of

opera is true, but he made his mark on the map
of operatic history by ousting the comic element

from serious opera. Hereafter opera seria and
opera buffa traveled ditt'erent roads. The latter

tumbled mightily from grace at first, but gradu-

ally its cause was championed by Nicolo Logro-

scino (c. 1700-63), Pergolcsi (1710-36), and Pic-

cini (1728-1800), who reestablished it on an
artistic basis. Under the above-mentioned Cesti

serious opera fared very badly. His intentions

doubtless were good—he even is said to have
invented the da capo, or repetition, of aria

—

but his training under Carissimi was all antag-
onistic to the principles of ojiera. He tried to

reconcile opera and oratorio and what resulted

was neither. The product was some unfortunate
thing that had fallen between the two stools;

opera became undramatic and unscenic—in a
word, it became unoperatic.
Even so gieat a musician as Alessandro Scar-

latti (1659-1725) could not rescue opera from
its plight. His one striving was to develop the

musical end of the form, and in his eagnerness

he neglected the dramatic entirely—just as so

many other composers had done and were doing.

This wretched period, which has been called the

'oratorio epoch' of opera, lasted until the stern

Gluck reform set in. Italy had been too small to

hold the effects of the Florentine movement, and
Dresden produced a German version of Uafne
about 1627. The composer was Ileinrich Schiitz,

who had been trained in Venice imder Gabrieli,

whose work was an imitation of the Italian.

Nuremberg cropped up with something which
purported to be more Teutonic later. This was
a lyric drama called Seeleiviq. by Staden ( 1607-

55), which proved, after all, to have little of

the national in it. It was evident that Germany
could not get on without Italy in matters mu-
sical, so it was no surprise to find a wholesale

importation of Italian composers, operas, and

opera troupes into Germany about the middle of

the seventeenth century. Nevertheless by 167H

Hamburg had a German ojiera house. The open-

ing performances were mere farces of serious

work and the scheme was too ridiculous to last.

A betterment came in 1697 when Reinhard
Keiser (1674-1739) produced his Ismeiie : from

then until 1734 he was actively connected with

the oi)era. He worked diligently to divorce opera

from Italian influences an<l wrote German music;

but unfortmurtely he planne<l his work in the

forms of the Neapolitan •oratorio-opera,' which

had no artistic excuse for existence at all. So

far opera 'made in Germany' was not a success,

and with Reiser's death Italy again flooded the

country with its musical ))roduct. The Italians

also forced their way into France. Their early

performances there may be passed over, being of

no great imiiortance in themselves: but they

awakened in the Frenchman's mind the possi-

bility of a national opera. This culminated with

the accession of Louis XIV. to the throne, for he

bestowed on Pierre Perrin (1620-75) the right

to found an academy of nnisic. A company was
incorporated, and on August 19. 1671. the Aca-

demic Royale de JIusique, which still exists, be-

gan its career with I'omoiw. a mediocre pastoral,

the music by Cambert (l(i28-77). ."^o here was the

Italian influence dominant in France and result-

ing in the founding of an institution in imitation

of the Florentine Cnmrrato. Although Perrin

and Candiert founded the Academic Royale de

Musiqiie, their activity at its head was short-

lived. 'The father of French opera is LuUy
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(1633-87). Giovanni Battista l-ully, a Floren-

tine by birtli, was taken to France and bej-an his

Parisian lareer as a scullion. His violin-play-

ing, however, drew attention to him, and under

noble patronage he began the study of music.

As a musician lie ac(|uiicd dignity, knowledge,

and power; he intrigued against Perrin and Cam-

bert, and in short order was the head of the

Acadf^mie. Here he ruled with a high hand, but

his extraordinary and numerous talents made
him a valuable ' person : he composed a large

number of ballets, divertissements, and operas

—

in all of them pandering to the local taste and

keeping the dramatic element well forward. Nat-

urally his operas betray Italian inllucnce, but

this is neatly modilied or cleverly disguised;

above all they are ailapted to the stage. His

principal successor—and this after a lapse of

time—was Jean Philippe Rameau ( 1C83- 17(14 )

.

who was a better nmsician, but had not so keen

an eye for the dramatic end of opera, and under

iiis reign Italian opera on<'e again secured a hold

ill France. It must he recorded to the glory of

French pride that the Italians did not succeed

—as in Germany—in overwhelming national

opera ; but the taste of the musical iniblic was

divided, and afterwards—as we shall see—cul-

minated in the Gluck-Piccini contest for operatic

honors.

In Kiigland opera had tentative beginnings as

in every other country ; here it was the masque
(q.v. ) that gave early cxc\ises for the employ-

7nent of music with stage productions. But this

form was no nearer opera than the gorgeous

French ballet had been and it founded no school.

It remained for Henry Purcell (16.58-05) to lay

the corner-stone of Knglish opera. He was
probably the greatest of England's musicians

—

certainly the last of the great ones—and was a

pupil of Pelham Humfrey. who in turn had
studied under Lully. Much of his work con-

sists in musical settings fur plays, but there is

at least one real opera, Dido and JEneas. The
early death of Purcell was particularly unfor-

tunate for England, inasmuch as there was no
one to succeed him; and as art cannot remain
stationary, it declined. This was the usual op-

portunity for Italy, wliose musical scouts were
constantly surveying the operatic field for fresh

conquests. The most important of the invaders,

however, was the German George Frederick

Handel (1685-1759), who had become thoroughly
Italianized. He wrote and j)roduced opera after

opera until he became bankru])t. and then he
turned out oratorios with equal facility. That
he had dramatic ability—other than a musical

one—is extremely doubtful, and his operas belong

unquestionably to that dread 'oratorio-o|iera'

style inaugurated by Carissinii through Cesti.

Handel did not have the English field to himself;

his rivals were Buononcini (1660-1750) and
Ariosti (16G0-C.1740) . The stringing of ballads

—as Dr. Pepusch ( 1G67-17.'>2) did in the case

of John Gay's The linfifitir'ti Opera—does not

deserve serio\is consideration in itself, b\it in

England it gave rise to the school of ballad opera
from which nearly all later attempts at English
opera stem. How widespread tlie influence of

Italian opera was has been shown; also that it

was the kernel of national opera in England,
France, and Germany. Even a cursory glance

into the matter will prove that in the haste to

cover all available territory and in the eagerness

to please the several masses the Florentine ideals

were buried under the numberless mounds of

failure which opera liad left in its trail of

popularity. A reform was imminent.

(iUCK,TUE KEFORMKK, AMU MOZART, THE MELODIST.

Christoph Willibald Gluck (1714-87) was
a dissenter from the very start. His musical

training had been principally in the Italian

school, but he realized many of its operatic

insipidities and had determineii even with his

first work to cut loose from some of the foolish

conventions into which i-pera had drifted. At
first he aimed to give importance to the dramatic

in tKc libretto by means of music—something

which had been overlooked by tlie composers

of ornamental opera for decades. This experi-

ment was tried witli Artusersc. which, oddly

enough, came on the boards the same year that

Handel's final opera appeared. It would be

silly to contend that Gluck had 'found himself

straightway in his first opera; no ccmiposer has

done that yet. In fact, he seems simply to have

defied convention with no rules of his own save

just this one of defiance. Now no system can

grow on such a basis, and after writing several

operas and traveling about, he began to lose

interest in his work. He had met convention at

every turn, and this constant attitude of fight

on liis own jjart wore him out. Eventually he

conferred with an Italian poet, Calzabigi, and

the two decided that the trouble of the entire

operatic situation was that the prima donna had

grown too vain and inqiortant—she dictated to

the composer—and that the libretto of the day

was lacking in dramatic element. This happened

^^•llen (iluck was already forty-six years old,

and certainly the weaknesses which he and the

poet unearthed must have been known to both

of them long before. But what followed was
important. Calzabigi wrote a libretto on en-

tirely new lines, and Gluck set it sincerely to

music. This was Orfeo ed Euridice. brought

out in 1762, the first attempt not only to

forsake the 'oratorio' school of opera, but also

to formulate a new plan by which opera might

claim attention as an art form. Of course the

public complained; but after a while the intelli-

gent ones amimg them realized the earnestness

of both ])oet and musician and were won over.

The next opera from these pens, Alceste, was
a further im])rovement on the previous one, as

was I'aride ed Elena. Gluck now attracted the

attention of the French poet Du Rollet, connected

with the French Embassy at Vienna, and the two
set to work to make an opera out of Racine's

IphigCnic en Aulide. Then Gluck longed for a

Paris success, and through the infiuence of Marie
Antoinette succeeded in securing .an invitation

to that city. His patron also succeeded in precipi-

tating the innocent composer into a political

quarrel by antagonizing Mme. Du Barry. How-
ever, Gluck's Iphigfnie achieved a hearing and
afterwards a success in Paris. In the wake of

this came one of the bitterest fights in all ope-

ratic history. At the bottom of it politics raged,

but on the surface it seemed a controversy over

.Tsthetic ideals. It culminated by forming two
vi<ilently antagonistic parties which pitted (iluck

on the one hand against Piccini on the other.

Many prominent persons took active share in

the conflict, which was almost an international

afl'air. since the outcome would control the fate

of Italian opera. The two composers were duel-
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ing with operas. Gluck composed Armidv, and
against that Piccini wrote lioland. So matters
might have gone on indefinitely liad it not been
decided that both of them should set the same
subject to musi* This was Iphigenie en Tauride,

and Gluck triumphed because of the superiority

of his work. So dramatic verity and operatic

sincerity won the day. The principles upon which
Gluck had insisted and for which he had waged
successful war were reall}' only those formulated

by the Florentine Camerata almost two centuries

earlier. It is a tribute to the Florentine noble-

men; though probably they builded better than
they knew.

At this period the influence of Mozart (1756-

91), the genius of melody, began to make itself

felt. Except that he had a keen appreciation

for the dramatic, he was the antithesis of Gluck.

He had no regard for the precepts of his planning

predecessor; those formulae over which Gluck

had slaved meant nothing to him, and he suc-

ceeded by virtue of sheer genius. He composed
with the" greatest ease and rapidity, and wrote

masterpieces with less care than other composers

devote to writing trash. Yet his Don Giovanni is

one of the greatest of the older operas. He
individualized his characters musically, was alive

to dramatic situations, and inclosed the whole

in a network of pure melody—perhaps the most
exquisite ever produced. It was more Italian

than the sunny, melodious product of that coun-

try, but it was controlled by a genius which

shone through at every bar. When he wrote in

the vein amusing—as in Le nozze di Figaro—it

made the efforts of the Italians, who created this

yenre, sound flimsy and trivial. When he grew
serious—as in the grewsome scenes of Don Gio-

vanni—he foresliadowed the Wagner music

drama. Yet with all these attributes Mozart
him.self did not change the current of the operatic

stream nor did he found a school of successors.

Nowhere in the history of opera is there a
parallel to liis ease.

THE ITALIANS AND THE FRENCH.

While supplying the world with operas and
composers, Italy grew careless of her product.

Too great a prosperity usually breeds decadence,

and the business of music is no exception ; besides,

the Italians were exporting their music and im-

porting none. The fertility of every nation has

an end. Soon poverty threatened musical Italy,

though she produced some remarkable men.

Domenica Cimarosa (1749-1801) was unfortunate

in that he was followed by Rossini (1702-1868),

whose operas soon displaced those of his less

gifted predecessor. Rossini had the fertile gift

of melody, but lacked the ambition to develop his

gifts. He wrote melody and let the action look

out for itself. This was a distinct stop back-

ward to the ante-Gluck period, and it is re-

markable to note how rapidly the vices of the old

Italian school sprang into life again and thrived.

The flourish became the thing: the singer's

agility was a virtue ; the ear was tickled and
the eye insulted. In lighter opera this did not

matter so much, and Rossini left the world

at least one masterpiece and a model in this

form: II hnrhiero di i^irifilia. His successor,

Giovanni Pacini (1796-1867), tried to stem the

flippant tendency which crept into opera : but
in this work he was overshadowed by both

Gaetano Donizetti (1797-1848) and Vincenzo

iiellini (1802-35), who slaved for the dramatic
in ojjcra. They achieved it, all the while flatter-

ing llie public with the flourish to which Rossini

had accustomed it. Save for a very few operas,

such as Don Panquale, Lucia di Lammennoor, and
\urma, their names have disappeared from the
roster of opera houses to-day. T\u-y lead the way
1o Verdi, however. He, on account of the masterly
works of his last period, will be treatid later. In
France the Gluck theories of opera had been
driven home so sensationally that they were not
di.slodged in a hurry. After Gluck's death the

work was carried on by his pupils, Antonio Sali-

eri ( 1750-1825) , and Sacchini ( 1734-8(i) , who kei)t

alive his master's ideas without accomplishing
anything remarkable himself. Then come the

stately Cherubini (1760-1842), and Gasparo
Spontini (1774-1851), who has been called the

last classicist of the lyric stage. Soon after-

wards, Auber (1782-1871), who had previously
worked for the Opgra-Comique, sprang into the

arena of grand opera with La muette de Portici,

also knowTi as Masaniello, and sent Gluck classic

traditions flying. This shock was still upon the

people when Rossini's Guillaumc Tell appeared

—

the most pretentious work attempted by this

composer—and then the Romantic Period of

1830 possessed the Parisians heart and soul,

bringing witli it a lordly figure in the history of

opera—Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791-1864).

Meyerbeer had a most remarkable genius for

adaptation, combined with a shrewd technical

mastery and a keen business insight. All these

fitted the period, and he was careful to see that

they did. By writing what pleased he controlled

the operatic situation of France absolutely. His
librettist was Scribe, a man of sprawling talent,

and the two knew to a beat how quickly the

Parisian's pulse throbbed. The success of Hobrit

le Diable was simply stupendous, and Meyerbeer

held French opera in the palm of his hand. His

hold on the public did not relax Avith his later

works, and even the music-lover of to-day ac-

knowledges the tremendous moments in Les

Huguenots and Le ProplUte : but his last work,

L'Africaine, betrays the sameness of his methods,

though there is a decided advance on the technical

side of the orchestra. Meyerbeer was a master of

sensational effect : his operas are not lacking in it,

and they are full of bombast : to this end he em-

ployed a large and fully equipped orchestra. If

to-day there is much in his works which is ob-

solete, there still remains enough to convince the

just critic that here was a man of great talent

who molded himself so accurately to fit the time

that one is frequently misled into believing that

he was a product of the early thirties in Paris.

In contrast to this honor-cranimcd career is the

one of Hector Berlioz (180.3-69), that strange,

willful genius who yielded not a jot to popular

likes. His operas are fantastic creations that

have never appealed to nuinagers of opera houses:

in fact, his huge double work. Les Troi/ens. had to

wait until 1893 for its premi&re. He also com-

posed a sprightly musical comedy. Beatrice et

Bin^diel. It is "most unlikely that his operas

ever will become repertory pieces; when they

were written they were considered too much in

advance of their time, and now Richard Wag-

ner's music dramas have made most of the ad-

vanced works seem old-fashioned.

.Tacques Fromenthal Half'vy( 1799-1802) bridges

the gap between Meyerbeer and Charles Francois
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Gounod (1818-93), whose Faust is probably the

most po|nilar of Flench operas. His later work,
of equal i)reteiisioiis./io»ie-o (7 JuUcllc,i> marred
by its sciitiiiientalily. A word about the French
Op<'ra('oinitiue: It was natiiriilly tlie child of

Italian opera bufja, and in time };ained impor-
tance as an art form. Us earlier composers
—Philidor (172i;-it.")), ilonsiyny ( 172'J-1817),

Cir^try (1741-1813), wrote light, pleasing music.
Sk'hul (1763-1817), who was a pupil of Gluck,
introduced some ideas bordering on the serious,

as (lid Hoieldicu ( 177r)-183-l) . Then came Auber
and llerold (1791-1833), wlio raised the standard
considerably. It grew entirely serious when tlie

unique operettas of Otrenbach attractcil the jocose

element to the Opera-Uoull'e. Tlie ()p('Ma-('omi(iue

had branehcil out before, but Offenbach drew the
dividing line plainly. Since then some of the
works written for the Opfra-Comique differ from
those at the Grand Opera only in that the dia-

logue in the former is spoken, not sung. Among
its serious contributors were Gounod with
Mircitic, Ambroise Thomas with Mignon, and
Bizet with the masteri)ieee of them all. Carmen.
This work is a classic, an<l where it is jierformed
with sung dialogue rears its head high above
some of the more pretentious works of the (irand
Opera .school. Among more recent contributors
to the repertory of the Op^ra-Comique are
Delibes, Massf, De Jonci&res, Massenet, Godard.
Saint-Saens, Lalo. Bruneau, D'lndy, and Char-
pentier. Some of the latt<'r have even done away
with the old-time finnnila of spoken recitative,

and now there is little theoretical difference be-
tween works produced at the Coiniquc and the
Opera.

THE GERMAN'S AND WAGXEB.
Jlozart's early death left Germany without any

great opera composers until Ludwig van Bee-
thoven (1770-1827) wrote Fidelia. Beethoven
was about the last man who might be expected to
attack the task of opera-writing—all his works
had been in the line of absolute music: but
finally he selected a surprisingly bad libretto
and went to work. Fidrlio is one of the most
curious compositions in the entire literature of
opera; it is so full of contradictions. From pas-
sages that are nothing short of superb and won-
derful it ranges to episodes when the listener
feels that the composer is decidedly out of sym-
pathy with his subject and the art form. As a
whole—desjiite the overwhelming 'Abscheulicher'
air and the superb duo in the second act—it is
disappointing and even admitting all great-
ness possible it is at best scarcely an opera.
The ne.xt important figure is Louis Spohr
(1784-18.'59), whose operas marked the begin-
ning of German Romanticism, followed closelv
by Weber (1780-1826). whose works show this
movement in full bloom. Ilis principal opera.
Der Freisehiitz, is still in the repertoire and
apt to remain so for a long time to come, since
the music disjilays a buoyancy and richness of
sentiment that are remarkable. He is by far
the most German of all opera composers—Wag-
ner not expected—and .seems to have embodied
in his music many of the national characteristics.
In the wake of Weber came a string of opera
composers who have been designated depreciat-
ingly as the writers of 'kapellmeister' music.
The list is too long and unimportant to repeat;
but there were a few others who rose distinctly
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above this level and really produced some good
work. First among these is Heinrich Marschner
( 17!»5-18(;i ) , some of whose operas are still pro-

duced to-day in Germany; the same is the case
with Albert Lortzing (1803-51). Peter Cornelius
(1824-74) left at least—thanks to the kindness of

Liszt—one opera, the Burhier ton Bagdad, which
has survived its critics. Incidental mention may
be nu\de of nuisical works with spoken dialogue

—

Singspiele they were called—among which Otto
Nicolai's (1810-49) Die Instigen Weiber von
Windsor is a charming example. But the operatic
list might be prolonged indetinitely, it includes
the names of Schubert, ilendelssohn, Liszt, and
Schumann, and at the end it would be found
that none of them affected the history of opera
to be sullitienlly worthy of mention. Besides,
interest of this period centres in the greatest

figure of the whole history of opera, Richard
Wagner (1813-83).

Wagner's nuisical development is one of the most
remarkable on record. Passing over two youthful
works

—

Die Fcen undDas Liebesverbot—which are
of historical interest only, his career as opera
composer began with Ricnzi, a work designed for
the Paris Grand Opfra, and one whicii out-Meyer-
beers Meyerbeer. Successful as this was. Wagner
must have realized that the old form was a tiar

to any progress, and he turned his back on it for

all times. With his next opera. The Flying
Dutchman, he works along the lines laid down
by Weber: but his own individuality was so

marked that the result is not at all Weberish.
After this he takes a tremendous leap forward
and lands with Tannhiiuser, again a tentative
move: then with another effort he achieves Lo-
hengrin. Xo other case in music history comes
to mind where three moves cover so great an
advancement as those from I'ienzi to Lohengrin.
Xow followed the period of his political exile,

which gave him liberal opportunities to ponder
the problem of music-drama. During these

broodings he saw that opera was going the wrong
way. The set forms of aria, recitative, of chorus,
and orchestral accompaniments and interludes,

must be abolished. He thought and wrote out the
problem, arriving at the idea that the one pos-

sible salvation of this art form lay in abandon-
ing all the excrescences of the later Italian, the

Neapolitan school, and going back to the original

principles of the Florentine Camerata. LTpon

these he experimented until he had formulated
his basis for a music-drama with its logical

development of the leitmotiv (q.v.)—or leading

motive—and its welding into a great synthesis,

song, action, and orchestra. Not only did he the-

orize, but he composed his tetralogy. Der Ringdes
yibehingen, of which Das Rheingold was the
first part. One vital point must be made here:
that in every case Wagner was his own libret-

tist. This was the first active rebellion against
the puerile stuff furnished by poets for musical
setting. Rheingold was followed by the second
part. Die Walkiire, and that by Siegfried. Pov-
erty and troubles of exile compelled an inter-
ruption, during which time Tristan und Isolde
and Die Mei.'itersingcr ron Niirnherg were com-
posed in hopes of having them produced—a thing
which did not seem at all likely to happen to the
Ring. Eventually he secured the patronage of

King Louis 11. of Bavaria and finished Siegfried,
together with the final part, frotterdiimmerunn.
Then followed the planning and contriving to
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have an opera house built in which he could
produce this great tetralogy, and after a long
fight Bayreuth was selected and the theatre con-

structed. He closed his life's work by writing
Parsifal, soon after the first pcrfonnanee of

whicli he died. Xo other composer ever schemed
such sweeping reforms; none other ever held out
so obstinately for dramatic verity. He came
nearer than any one in merging the word and its

meaning into the sound musical, and his technical

mastery allowed him to do just that which he
started out to do; tliougli in tlie last analysis
Wagner the musician triumphs over the theorist
Wagner. It is perhai)s not just to speak of

Wagner's work as an operatic reform ; he did
more than this, since he demolished opera as he
found it—a mere string of idle times strung on
silly words—and constructed it anew, with a few
shadowy precedents to guide him. His versatility

is sliown by the range of poetic subjects he
handled—each one with an enviable amount of

sincerity: his Ring more nearly approaches the

magnitude of the Greek drama than anything
in modern times. And in Tristan he has on the
simplest action achieved a musical drama that
stands as a granitic block. His influence was
and is tremendous; probably no composer of

opera since has been able to escape it: either

he has imitated or he has rejected Wagner—in

both cases the influence is traceable.

JIODEBX TEi-DEXCIES.

Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1001) must be consid-

ered first of all. He began his career when Italy

was still absorbing the melodic treacle that
flowed from the pens of Donizetti and Bellini,

and he closed it two decades after Richard Wag-
ner had died. He was a most prolific writer
and a progressive one. His early works were of

the approved style of the period ; then came a
spell during which he wrote what still remain
his most popular works

—

Rigoletto, 11 troiatoie.

and La Iraviata—and then he matured into

such a work as Aida, a vast improvement on all

its predecessors. By this time he had acquired

a certain amount of dramatic freedom which was
most valuable, added to the skill with which
he wrote for the voice. After the revolutionary

period in opera—the period when Wagner was
alive and during much of which Verdi lived in

silence—the aged Italian came forward anew
with Otello, considered by some critics his great-

est work and certainly among the great operas.

From Wagner he had learned the importance
of being musically sincere to one's text at all

hazards ; and either by chance or fate he was
blessed with one of the best operatic texts writ-

ten, compiled from Shakespeare by Boito. OteUo
is an astounding work in many ways. It is

lyric—Verdi apotheosized the voice—and forcc-

tully dramatic: as a whole it is satisfying, in

parts tremendous. Still later in life he brought
forth Fahtaff, a work so viable with youthiful

vigor that every page of it denies the number
of years then piled on Verdi's head. With this

he concluded his career.

Very near Verdi—his friend, and librettist in

the later works—stands Arrigo Boito (1842

—

).

His one produced opera. Mefistofele. was at its

time full of a promise which the composer has not

yet made good, although he has promised Xero,

which in 1903 was reported to be almost com-
pleted. A follower of Verdi was Amilcare Ponchi-
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cUi (1834-80), whose fame lives in La Oioconda.
Then follows a list of younger composers—the
.school of brutal verity—I'uccini, a man of much
talent and great technique; I-'ranchetti, .Spinelli,

Giordano, and others—to say nothing of Mascagni
and Leoncavallo, whose Cavalleria rusticana and
Fagliacci, respectively, have made them known
the world over. Kut they .all seem to be gioping.
Not only Wagner, but also Verdi, with his last
works, left them in a maze of theories with
no settled sign-post to direct them. Germany is

still subject to the Wagner influences. Tlie

later men have done nothing startling—as Verdi
did—but principally have followed Wagner, as
Humperdinck, liichard Strauss, Bungert, D'Al-
bert, Goldmark, Schillings, Siegfried Wagner,
Weingartner, Kienzl, and others. Very recently

Richard Strauss has composed a fiinngedicht

Feueniof, which has met with success, but it is

scarcely possible that the form is favorable to

great development. His early music-drama,
Ountram, reveals post-Wagnerian ideals. Prac-
tically the history of German opera closes with
Wagner. The name of Johann Strauss ( 18'2.5-99),

a member of the celebrated family of dance com-
posers, must not be omitted. His joyous, spar-
kling light operas are a distinct genre—Die Fie-

dermau-s is a masterpiece in little. It has found
a large following—Von Suppe, Genee, and others.

The Wagner influence also pervaded France,
where it brewed a tempest. The public decried

it—so did some of the native composers; but
others and wiser ones bowed their musical heads,

accepted and for a time followed the master.
Of late France has developed operatic realism

and has produced a school of very clever musi-
cians who have more technique than ideas. An
exception is the Belgian—musically, France and
Belgium are one—Cfoar Franck (1822-901, who
was a spiritual thinker; but his opera Ilulda is

almost unknown. Reyer (1823— I has made
tedious attempts to preserve the classic in opera,

while Saint-Saens (1835— ) and Massenet
(1842— ) have floundered from the school of

ileyerbeer to the more sensational style of the

younger men. Of the latter, mention must be

made of Charpentier, D'Indy. Hue. PiernC-, Le-

roux. and Bruneau. Faure. and later and more
important, Debussy, have written serious and
intricate incidental music to accompany sjwken

drama. This is mere experimenting, since

poetry and music must be united by closer bonds

if they are to be joined at all. Altogether the

operatic situation in France is not promising.

Most of the modern works are threatened with

an early decline, and on the horizon there is no

figure promising enough to originate a new oper-

atic faith. The Bohemian Smetana (1824-84^

and his pupil Dvorak (18411904) have added

works of local color to opera, but nothing abso-

lutely revolutionary. The Polish pianist-conii)nscr

Paderewski composed Mnnru (1901). and two

other Poles. Xavier Schanvenka and Moritz. or

iloszkowski. respectively, wrote Mafasirintha and

Boabdil. Russia has worked long and earnestly

to produce a school of national opera composers.

Let a few names suftice: Glinka (1804-.=i7).

Dargomvzhskv (ISlS-fiO). SfrofT (1819-71 ). Ru-

binstein' (1829-94). Cf-sar Cui (183.5—). Tschai-

kowskv (1840-93). Borodin (1834-87). and Rim-

sky•Korsakoff' ( 1844—). Few of their works are

heard outside of Rus.sia.

England makes sporadic attempts to breed
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native composers, and every now and again suc-

ceeds in producing some ojjcratic novelty which

dies immediately or soon after its appearance in

a world of which Wagner is still lord. After

the Handel invasion England contented itself

with imitative Italian opera and Knglish ballad

ojwra. Arnc ( 1710-78) , Hishop ( 178U-18:).'') ) . .John

Barnelt (1802-90), Balfe (1808-70), Wallace,

(1814-05). Ucnedict ( 1804-85). Macfarren (1813-

87), Goring Thomas (1851-92), and Arthur Sul-

livan (1842-1902), bring the list to tlie promi-

nent ones of the younger school : Stanford. ( owen,
JIackenzie, MacCunn, De Lara, Bunning, and
Ethel Smyth. Some of their works have

been fostered by local pride and have gained

notoriety—there is scarcely a masterpiece among
them. The cleverest one of the modern English

composers, Sullivan, gave the best of himself to

comic opera, in whicli line he achieved interna-

tional reputation. Kngland is far beliind Italy,

Germany, and France in the (piality of its native

operas ])roduceil, and its future seems unpromis-
ing enough to discourage any musical optimist.

In the United States the field of serious opera
has been plowed, but the harvest time is not yet.

Of so-called comic operas—with a few honorable
exceptions—which in the United States have de-

generated into musical farces—there is no end
to their number and no limit to the poorness of

their quality. It seems safe to a.sscrt that the
world's history of opera clo.sed for the present

with t!ie last work of Verdi. Since then operas
have been either experiments or imitations of

the good tliat has gone before.

BiBLio<in.\piiY. ClCment and Larousse. Die-
tionnairr li/riiiuc, on. Ilistoire des opiras (Paris,

1809-77): Reynard, ha renaissance du drome
lyrique 1600-1871) : essai de dramaturfjie musi-
calc (Paris, 1895) ; .\pthorp. The Opera Past
and Present (New York, 1901): Hanslick, .4m
Ende des Jahrhundcrts (Berlin, 1899) ; Bruneau,
Musiques d'hier et de demain (Paris, 1000) ;

Henderson, The Htorii of Music (New York,
1891) ; Elson, .4 Critical HiMory of Opera (Bos-
ton, 1901) ; Newman, (lluck and the Opera (Lon-

' don, 1895) ; Soubies and Malherbe, Hisloirc de
VOpira-Comique (Paris, 1892); Streatfield. The
Opera (London, 1901): Upton, The .Standard
Operas (Chicago, 1891) ; Krehbiel, Studies in

the Wagner Urania (New York, 1891). See
Mu.sic

—

Schools of Composition; and the sep-

arate biographies of the composers mentioned.
The following list comprises merely some of the

more important grand and light operas. Frequent-
ly the same libretto served a number of com-
posers, in which case only the more important
names are mentioned;

OPERA LIST.
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Composer. Produced.
Cherubini ] 813
Meyerbeer 1813
D'Albert 1898
.Weber 1811
Cherubini 1804
Haydn 1770
Handel 1732
Auber 1836
Rossini 1818
nalayrac 1725
Bellini 1824
Handel •. 1727
Kciser 1G97
f Caldara 1731
I Pereolesi 1734

.{ O. Scarlatti 1752
I i^acchini 1770
t Cherubini 1782

Opera.
Abencirages, Les
Abimelek ,

Abreise, Die
Abu Hassan
Achille .^ Scyros
Acide e Galatea
Acis and Galatea
Action
Adelaide di Borgogna.
Ad^le et Dorsan
AdelSon e Salvina
Adm?to
Adonis

Alessandro nelV Indie..

First
Opera. Composer. Produced.

Adrien MShul 1799
Africaine, L,'.. Meyerbeer 1865
Agnes von Hohenstaufen.Spontini 1829
Aida '. Verdi 1871

I Lully 1674
A-lceste

j Qiu(f^ 176G
Alchimist, Der Hpohr 1830
Alcidor Spontlni 1825
Alcina Handel 1735
Alessandro Handel 1726

Vinci 1729
Leo 1741
Gluck 1745
Jommelll 1757
Saechini 1768
Paislello 1775
Cherubini 1784

Alessandro Severo Handel 1738
Alessandro Stradella Flotow 1844
Alfonso und Estrella Schubert 1854
Alfred Arnc 1740
All Baba Cherubini 1833
Ali Pascha von Janina. . .Lortzing 1824
Alruna Spohr 1808
Amadis de Gauje Lully 1684
Amant jaloux, L' Gr^try 1778
Amazones, Les Mehul 1811
Ambassadricc. L' Auber 1836
Ame en peine, L' Flotow 1846
Amico Fritz. L' Mascagni ,..,1891
Amphitryon Grfitry 1780
Anacreon Cherubini 1803
Andriimaque,.., Gretry 1780
Aiuliomcda und Perseus. J, W, Franck 1679
Angelique et M6dore Am, Thomas 1843
Angelo C. Cui 1876
Anna Bolenna Donizetti 1831
.„,. „ (Mendelssohn 1841
Antigone

| J. A. Hasse 1723
Apollo et Hyacinthus,
Arabi nelle Gallie, Gli
Ariadni'
Ariodant
Ariodante
Armide

Artaserse.

Adriano in Siria.

.Mozart 1767

.Pacini 1827

.Porpora 1733
..Mehul 1799
, Handel 1735
, Gluck 1777

( Lully 1686
. . , . „ , I Cherubini 1782Armide et Renaud

^ Zingarelli 1786
I Kossini 1817

Arrain H. Hofmann 1777
. . ,,,„ (Scarlatti 1714Arminius { Handel 1737

Hasse 1730
Leo 1740
Gluck 1741
Scarlatti 1763
Piccini 1772

Artaxerxes Anie 1762
Artemisia Clmarosa 1801
Artisan, L' Halfivy 1827
Ascanio Saint-Saens 1890
Ascinio in Alba Mozart 1711
Aspasie Grgtry 1789
Astarte Buononcini 1720

f Leo 1725
Astianasse J. Buononcini 1727

I^Jommelli 1741
Attila Verdi 1846
Avaro, I,.' J, Haydn 1802

/ Cimarosa 1780
•1 I.souard 1795

Azfimia Dalayrac 1787

Bagatelle Offenbach 1874
Ballo in maschera, Un Verdi 1859
Barbares, Les Saint-Saens 1901
Barbe-Bleiie. Offenbach 1866
Barbier de Trouville, Le, . Lccocq 1871
Barbier von Bagdad, Der, P, Cornelius 1858
Barcarolle. La Auber 1845
Barenhauter, Der S. Wagner 1899
Basilius Keiser 1693
Bastien und Bastienne, ,, Mozart 1768
Ba-ta-clan Offenbach 1855
BavadCres, Les Catel 1810

( Boieldieu. Catel, "1

Bayard k Mfizidres <. Isouard and Che- >-1814

( rubini )
Bavards, T>es Offenbach 1863
Beatrice di Tenda Bellini 1833
Beatrice et Benedict Berlioz lS(i2

Begaiements d'amour. , . . Grisar 1864
Beggars' Opera, The Pepusch 1728
Beiden Pildagogen, Die.. Mendelssohn 1«21

Beiden Schiitzen, Die Lortzing 1837
Belisario Donizetti 1836

Avviso ai maritati.



OPERA. 23 OPERA.

Berenice.

First
Opera. Composer. Produced.

Belle Ars&ne, La Monsigny 1773
Belle H616ne. La Offenbach 1864
Bellerophon LuUy 1679
Belshazzar iHandcl 1745

Benvenuto Cellini
{ 3^f.°^i,-,r\ [- HH
I
Porpora 1710

J
Handel 1737

1 Piccinni 1764
I Zingarelli ..1811

Bergere chatelaine, La...Auber 1820
Bergers, Les Offenbach 1865
Berggeist, Der Spohr 1835
Bergtagna, Den Hallstrom 1874
Bettelstudent. Der Millocker 1881
Bianca Balfe 1860
Billet de Marguerite, Le. .Gevaert 1854
Blanche de Provence Boieldieu 1821
Boccaccio Suppe 1879

T3„v,a„„ To /Leoncavallo 1837
Boheme, La

j Puccini 1896
Bohemian Girl. The Balfe 1843
Boris Godunoff Mussorgskl 1872
Boule de neige. La Offenliach 1871
Branibofi v Cechach Smetana 1865
Brasseur de Preston, Le. Adam 1838
Bravo, II Mercadante 1839
Bride of Song. The Benedict 1864
Bride of Venice, The Benedict 1844
Briganti, I Mercadante 1836
Buoua figliuola, La Piccini 1760

Cadmus et Hermione Lully 1673
Caid. Le Am. Thomas 184!)

Cagliostro Adam 1844

Calife de Bagdad, Le Boieldieu 1800
Camargo Lecocq ISiS
Camille Dalayrac 1791
Camillus Gluck 1754

Canterbury Pilgrims, The.C. V. Stanford 1884
Captive. La F. David 1866
Capuleti ed i Montecchi, I.Bellini 1830
Caractacus Arne 1806

Carillonneur de Bruges,
Le Grisar 1852

Carline Am. Thomas 1840
Carmen Bizet 1875
Cartouche H. Hofmann 1869
Castor et Pollux Rameau 1737

Catarina Cornaro.

Catone Utica

Cavalleria rusticana.

Caverne, La

Cendrillon

Opera,

Contessa de' Numi, La.

I Donizetti 1844
t F. Lachner 1841

Catharine Howard Litolff 1847
Catherine Grev Balfe 1837

Vinci 1727
Leo 1732
Graun 1744
Jommelli 1749
Piccini 1770
Paisiello 1788

. Mascagni 1890
' Mehul 1795
Lesueur 1793
Isouard 1810

, Massenet 1899
Cenerentola. La Rossini 1817
Cent vierges. Les Lecocq 1872
Cephalus et Prqcris Gretrv 1773
Cert a Kaca Dvorak 1899
Chalet. Le Adam 1834
Chaperons blancs. Les. . . .Auber 1836
Charles VI. Hal«vy 1843
Chatte merveilleuse. La. .Grisar 1862
Chcvalierd'Harmental. Le Messager 1896
Chevalier Nahel. Le Litolff 1863
Chilperic Offenbach 1868

f Piccini 1763
Cid, Le J. P. Cornelius 1860

(_ Ma.s.scnet 1885
Cinq-Mars ,. Gounod 1877
Circassienne, La Auber 1861

p.^pp r Cimarosa 1779
'-'^'^^

t Keiser 1734

ciro in Babiion.ia
{ |^2fmSndi ::::::: aUI

Clari Hal^vy 182S

Clemenza di Tito. La. ... { MoV?fu-t' '.['.W'.'.'.'.'. '.1791

Cleopatra e Cesare K. H. Graun 1742

Cloches de Cornevllle. LesR. Planquette 1877
Polomba A. C. Mackenzie 1883
Colomhe. La Gounod 1866
ComMie il la ville. La Gevaert 1848
Comte Carmagnola. Le...Am. Thomas 1841
Comte d'Ory. Le Rossini 1828

First
Composer. Produced.

( Vinci 1729
i Paisiello 1773
(. Caldara 1723

Contes d'Hoffmann. Les. .Offenbach 1881
Cora Mehul 1791

( Cavalli 1669
Coriolano < Caldara 1717

( Ariosti 1723
Corona, La Cluck 1765
Cosi fan tutte Mozart 1790
Gourde Celimehe, La. . . . Am. Thomas 1855
Cour du roi Pfitaud, La,.Delibes 1869
Cox and Box Sullivan 1867
Creole, La Offenbach 1875
Crispino e la comare L. and F. Ricci 1850
Crusaders, The J. Benedict 1846
Czar und Zimmermann. . Lortzing 1837

Dafne (first real opera)
Dalibor
Dame blanche. La
Dame invisible. La
Dame Kobold
Damnation de t'aust, La,
Diimon, Der
Danilowa
Danza. La
Dardanus
Dejanire

Demetri.

Demetrio e Polibio.

Demofoonte.

Demophon
Deserteur, Le
Deux avares, Les
Deux aveugles, Les
Deux families, Les
Deux reines de France,

Les
Deux nuits, Les
Devils' Opera. The
Dieu et la Bayadtre, Le.
Diana
Didon
Dido and .(Eneas

Didone abbandonata.

Dimitri
Dimitri Donskoi
Dimitrije
Diva. La
Djamilek
Djeima
Docteur Miracle. Le.
Domino noir. Le
Don Bucefalo
Don Carlos
Don Cesar de Bazan.

Don Giovanni (Don Juan)

Donna Diana
Don Pasquale .

.'

Don Quixote.

Don Sebastien
Dot. La
Double 4chelle. Le
Dragon of Wantley, The
Drapier, Le
Drei Pintos. Die
Due Foscai'i, I

Duenna

Peri 1597
Smetana 1868
Boieldieu 1825
Berton 1787
J. Raff 1870
Berlioz 1846
Rubinstein 1875
Adam 1830
Gluck 1755
,f Rameau 1739
\ Sacchini 1784
.Saint-Saens 1898
Caldara 1731
Gluck 1742
Joncifires 1876
Dvorak 1882

Rossini 1812
Caldara 1733
Leo 1741
Gluck 1742
Hasse 1748

Cherubini 1788
Monsignv 1769
Gri5trv 1770
Offenbach 1855
Labarre 1831

Gounod 1872
Boieldieu 1829
G. A. Macfarren 1838
Auber 1830
Keiser 1712
Piccini 1783
Purcell 1675

f
Scarlatti 1724

J^ Piccini 1767
I Mercadante 1 823
Jonci(!'res 1876
A. Rubinstein 1852
Dvorak 1882
Offenbach 1869
Bizet 1872
Lefebvre 1894
Lecocq and Bizet... 1857
AulH-r 1837
A. Cagnoni 1847
Verdi 1867
Massenet 1872
/ Mozart 1787
\ Gluck ..1761
H. Hofmann 188G
Donizetti 1843
{Purcell 1694
Schack 1792
Macfarren 1S4S
Monluszko 1847

Donizetti 1843
Dalayrac 1785
Am. Thomas 1837
.7. F. Lampe 1737
HaK'VV 1840
Weber 1888
Verdi 1845
Llnley 1776

Echo et Narcisae Gluck 1779
Eden. L' F. David 1848
Edoardo e Cristlna Rossini 1819
Edgar Puccini 1889
Rgyptienne. L' Lecocq 1890
Klisa Cherubini 1794
Elisabeth Donizetti 1853
Elisa e Claudio Mercadante 1821
Rlisir damore. L" Donizetti 1832
Enfant prodigue. L' Auber 1850
Entfiihrung aus dem Be

rail. Die..., Mozart 17S2



OPERA. 24 OFEBA.

Opera.
Einani
Ernellnde, Princess

Norvdge
Eroe Cinese, L.'

Ero c L.eandro
Erostrate
Esclarmonde
Esclave du CamoSns, L'

Esmeralda
Etienne Marcel..
Etoile du nord,
Eugen Onegin
Euryanthe
Buridice
Evangelimann, Der.

Ezio.

de

U..

Fair Rosamond..
Fairy Queers T^e
Fak'gname ai Livonia, 11

Falkners Braut, Des
Falstaff

Faniska
Karamondo
Fatinitza

Faust
Favorila, La
Feen. Die
Feldlagcr in Schlesien,

Das
Feldprediger, Der
Felix
Feramors
Fernand Cortez
Fervaal
Fete du village voisin. La.
Fetes de lAmour et de

Bacchus. Les
Fiancee. La
Fiancee du diable. La
Fideiio
Fierabras
Fifi et Nini
Figaro. Le nozze di
Fille de Madame Angot.

La
Fille du regiment. La....
Fils du brigiuliei', Les. . .

.

Finta giardiniera. La
Flavio
Fledermaus. Die
Fleur de the...
Flibustier. Le
Fliegende Hulliinder. Der
Forestier. Le
Forza del destrino. La..
Fra Diavolo.
Francesca da Rimini...
Francoise de Rimini....
Freischiitz. Der
FUrst und Sanger

Gabrielle d'Estrfes
Galat^e
Gasparone
Genoveva
Ghiselle
Gianne di Calais
Gille et Gillotin
Gilles ravisseur
Gioconda, La
Giovanna d'Arco
Gioventii di Enrico Qiiin-

to. La
Giralda
Girofle-Girofla
Giulio Cesare
Giulio Sabino
Giustino
C5oldene Kreuz. Das...
Golden Web. T.he
Gorjushka
Gotterdiimmcrung. Die
Gottin der Vernunft. Die
Grande-Duchesse de Ger-

olstein. La
Grand Casimir. Le..
Grand' tante. La....
Griselda
GrisSldis

First
Composer. Produced.

Verdi 1844

Philidor 1767
.Gluck 1764
Mancinelli 1897
.Kever 1862
Massinet 1889
Flotow 1843
f Dargomyzhsky . . .1847

•1 A. G. Thomas 1883
.Saint-Saens 1879
.Meyerbeer 1854
.Tschaikowsky 1892
.Weber 1823
.Peri and Caccini 1600
.Kienzl 1895

f Handel 1732
.J. J. C. Bach C.1770
( Mercadante 1826

Barnett 1837
Purcell 1692
Donizetti 1819
Marschner 1832
(Balfe 1838
t Verdi 1893
Cherubini 1806
Handel 1738
Suppe 1876
f Gounod 1859
l Spohr 1818
Donizetti 1840
Wagner 1888

.Meyerbeer 1844
Millocker 1884
Monsignv 1777
Rubinstein 1S«3
Spontini 1809
Vincent d'Indy 1897
Boieldieu 1816

Lullv 1672
Auber 1829
Mass« 1855
Beethoven 1805
.Schubert 1801
Herve 1856
Mozart 1786

Lecocq 1872
Donizetti 1840
Masse 1867
Mozart 1775
Handel 1723
J. Strauss 1874
Lecocq 1868
C. Cui 1894
Wagner 1843
Flotow 1840
Verdi 1862
Auber 1830
Goetz 1877
Am. Thomas 1 882
Weber 1821
F. Mottl 1893

Mfihul 1806
Masse 1852
Millocker 1884
Schumann 1850
Cesar Franck 1896
Donizetti 1S2S
Am. Thomas 1874
Grisar 1848
Ponchielli 1876
Verdi 1845

First
Opera. Composer. Produced.

Grossadmiral, Zum Lortzing 1847
Guarany, U. . . ., C. Gomez 1870

{Draeseke 1S84
Reissmann 1871
Klughardt 1882

Guido et Genevra HalSvy 1S38
Guillaume Tell, Rossini 1829
Guntram Richard Strauss 1894
Gustave III Auber 1833

Hfrold 1815
Adam 1850
Lecocq 1874
Handel 1724
Sarti 1781
Handel 1737
I. Briill 1875
A. G. Thomas 1893
Rubinstein 1889
Wagner .1876
J. Strauss 1897

Halka
Hamlet
Hansel und Gretel
Hans Helling
Hans Sachs
Harald der Wiking
Hiiusliche Krieg. Der. . .

.

Heimchen am Herd, Das..
Heimkehrausder Fremde,

Die
Henri IV.. Le jeune
Heinrieh VIII
Heloi.se et Abelard
Herculaneum
H^rodiade
Hesione
Herzog Wildfar^g
Hexfalien
Hippolyte et Aricie
Hochzeit des Camacho,

Die
Hubicka
Huguenots, Les
Hulda

Moniuszko c.l8rii'.

Am. Thomas ISti.s

Hum|)erdinck 1S93
Mar.schner 1833
Lortzing 1840
Hall^n 1881
Schubert 1861
Goldmark 1896

Mendelssohn 1829
Mehul 1797
Saint-Saens 1883
Litolff C.1866
F. C. David 1859
Massenet 1884
Campra 1700
S. Wagner 1901
Hallin 1896
Rameau 1733

Mendelssohn 1827
Smetana 1876
Meyerbeer 1 836
C«sar Franck 1894

Idomeneo. r^ di Creta. . . .Mozart 1781
Ifigenia in Aulide Cherubini 1788
Imeneo Handel 1740
Incoronazione di Poppea,

L' Monteverde 1642
Ingeborg Geisler 1S84
Ipermestra Feo 1825
Iphig§nie en Aulide Gluck 1774

Iphigenie en Tauride
{ gSj.'^^

j
•

; •

; ; ; ; ; ; ; ff^^
Iris Mascagni 1 898
Isis , Lully 1677
Isola disabitata, L' Haydn 1779
Isoline Messager 1899
Ivanhoe Sullivan 1891

Jacquerie. La
Jean de Paris
Jean qui pleure et Jean

qui rit
Jenny Bell
Jessonda
Jeune femme colere. La..
Joaillier de Saint-James,

Le
Jolanthe
Jolie fllle de Perth. Da...
Jolie Persane. La
Joseph
Juive. La
Judith

Lalo 1895
Boieldieu 1812

Offenbach 1865
Auber 1855
Spohr 1823
Boieldieu 1805

Grisar 1862
Tschaikowskv 1S93
Bizet 1867
Lecocq 1879
Mehul 1807
HalSvy 1835
Seroff 1863

Offenbach 1867
Lecocq 1879
Massenet 1867
Buononcinl 1722
Massenet 1901

KalashnikofE moskovski
Kupets Rubinstein 1880

Karneval in Rom, Der. . . J. Strauss 1878
Kenilworth B. O. Klein 1895
Kinder der Keide, Die. . .Rubinstein 1861
King Arthur Purcell 1791
Knyaz Igor Borodin 1891
Konig Manfred K. Reinecke 1867
Konigin von Saba, Die. . Goldmark 1875

Lakme Delibes 1883
Lalla Roukh F. David 1862
Lai)in blanc. Le Harold 1826
Lestocq Auber 1834
Liebeskampf. Der Meyer-Helmund . . .1892
Liebesverbot. Das Wagner 1836
Lily of Killarney. The. . . Benedict 1862
Linda di Chamounix Donizetti 1842

IodoV<ika /Cherubini 1791Lofloiska
I Kreutzer 1791

Lohengrin Wagner 1850
Lombardi alia prima cro-

data. I Verdi 1843
Lord of the Manor W. Jackson 1780
Lorelei Lachner 184G
Lotario Handel 1729
Louise Charpentler 19u0



OPERA. 25 OPERA.

First
Opera. Composer. Produced.

Lucia di Lammermoor. . .Donizetti 1835
Lucio Silla Mozart I,'i2
Lucrezia Borgia Donizetti 1834
Ludovic Herold and Hal6vy.l833
Luisa Miller Verdi 1849
Lustige Krieg, Der J. Strauss ISSl
Lustigen Weiber von

Windsor, Die Nicolai 1S49

Macbeth ,
Verdi

Madame Favart Offenbach
ilaestio di musica, II. . . .Pergolesi
Mage. Le Massenet
Magicienne, La Halevy

Maid Marian
{ Bl'lT-en ! ! ! i i ! i

Maid of Artois. The Balfe
Maid of the Mill S. Arnold
Maison k vendre Dalayrac
Maitre de chapelle, Le. . .Paer
Makkabaei*. Die Rubinstein
Manon Massenet
Manon Lescaut Auber
Manru Paderewski
Maometto secondo Rossini
Marechal ferrant. Le Philidor
Margherita d'Anjou Meyerbeer
Mariage impossible, Le. . Grisar

Maria Stuarda
{ ^o^^i^zm^^ ! i !

!

Marie Herold
Marino Faliero Donizetti
Maritana W. V. Wallace
Marjolaine, La Lecocq
Martha Flotow
Masaniello Auber
Martj'rs. Les Donizetti
Mascotte, La Audran
Masnadieri, I Verdi
Matilda di Ciabrano Rossini
Matrimonio segreto, Il...Cimarosa
Mazeppa Tschaikowsky . .

.

Medea in Corinto S. Mayr
Mfidecin malgre lui. Le. . Gounod
Medee Cherubini
Medici, I LAncavallo
Meristofele Boito
Meistersinger von Niirn-

berg. Die Wagner
Merlin Goldmark
Merope Jommelli
Messaline De Lara
Methusalem, Prinz J. Strauss
Mignon ," Am. Thomas
Mikado, The Sullivan
Mireille Gounod
Alitridate rd di Ponto. .. .Mozart
Mlada Rimsky-Korsakoff
Molenara, La Paisiello
Monsieur Lohengrin Audran
Moise in Kgitto Rossini
Moses Rubinstein
Mountain Sylph, The..., J. Harnett
Mousquetaires de la

reine. Les Halevy
Musikanten, Die Flotow

/Handel, Ariosti. 1

1 and Buononcini. J

g. Eine . . J. Strauss

Muzio Scevola.

Nacht in A''enedig.
Nachtiager in Granda,

Das K. Kreutzer. . .

.

Nadeshda A. G. Thomas .

.

Naida Flotow
Nais Rameau
Navarraise, La Massenet
,., f Handel^^'°

t A. Rubinstein.
Niccolo de' Lapi Pacini

Nitteti.
r Sarti

.< Paisiello .

{ Jommelli
Noces de Jeannette, Les. Masse
Noces d'Olivette, Les. ... Audran .

Nonne sanglante, La Gounod .

Nordlicht, Das Millbcker
Norma Bellini .

,

Nouveau seigneur du vil*^
lage, Le Boieldieu

Nozze di Enea con La
nia, Le

Nuit de C16opatre, Une..Masse
Nurmahal Spontini .

.

Nyaga Hallstrom
Oberon Weber . .

.

3,.i ( Montev^
^^'-^ A. Scar
• •

" ( Vinci ..

erde
Scarlatti.

.1847

.1879

.1731

.1891

.1858

.1822

.1901

.1836

.1765

.18U0

.1821

.1875

.1884

.1856

.1901

.1820

.1761

.1820

.1833

.1821

.1834

.1826

.1835

.1845

.1877

.1847

.1828

.1840

.1880
,1847
,1321
.1792
.1882
.1813
.1858
.1797
.1893
,1868

.1808

.1886

.1742

.1899

.1877

.1866

.1885

.1864

.1770

.1892
.1788
.1896
.1818
.1887
.1834

.1846
1887

1721

1883

.1834

.1885

.1873

.1749

.1894

.1705

.1879

.1873

.1765

.1781

.1753

.1853

.1879

.1854

.1897

.1831

.1813

.1641

.1720

.1724

.1885

.1822
,1885
,1826

Opera,
Oberto conte di San Boni-

facio
Oca del Cairo, L'
Oedipe k Colone

Composer,
First

Produced,

Olimpiade, L',

Orlando
Orfeo
Orfeo ed Euridice.
Orphee aux enfers.

Otello

Pagliacci, I

.Verdi 1839
Mozart 1783
Sacchini 1787

iCimarosa 1784
Leo 1737
Pergolesi 1735
Piccini 1761
Sacchini 1767

Handel 1733
Monteverde 1607
Gluck 1762
Offenbach 1858
f Rossini 1816

•\ Verdi 1887
Leoncavallo 1892

Paladins, Les Rameau
Panier fleuri, Le Am, Thomas
Panurgi dans I'ile des

lanternes .
j^

Gretry
Pardon de Ploermel, Le, , Meyerbeer
Parisina Donizetti
Parsifal Wagner
Part du diable. La Auber
Pastor fido, 11 Handel
Patience Sullivan

f R. Kreutzer..
Paul und Virginie i Lesueur

I Masse
Pecheurs de perles, Les. Bizet
Pecheurs. Les Gossec
Pelage Spontini
Perle du Bresil, La F. David ,

Perruquier de la regence,
Le Am. Thomas. .

.

Persee LuUy
Peter Schmoll und seine

NachbaiTi Weber
Petit chaperon rouge, Le„ Boieldieu
Petit due, Le Lecocq
Phaeton LuUy
Philemon et Baucis Gounod
Philtre, Le Auber
Phrosine et Mfilidore Mehul
Phryne Saint-Saens ..

.

Pietro von Alba^no Spohr
Pinafore, H.M.S Sullivan
Pique. Dame Suppe
Pirata, II Bellini
Pirates of Penzance, The , Sullivan
Poliuto Donizetti
Polveucte ', Gounod
Pomo d'oro, II Cesti
Pomone Cambert
Poro Handel
Postilion de Lonjumeau,

Le A. Adam
PrS aux clercs. Le Herold
Preciosa Weber
Premier jour de bonheur,

Le Auber
Princesse jaune. La Saint-Saens
ProphJte, Le Meyerbeer^

f Lully
Proserpine < Saint-Saens ,

,

I Paisiello
„ , . ) Lully
Psyche

j j^^^. Thomas.

.

P'tites Michu, Les Messager
Puritani, I Bellini
Puritan's Daughter, The, Balfe

,1760
,1839

.1785

.1859

.1883

.1882

.1843

.1712
ns8i
.1791
.1794
.1876
.1863
.1766
.1814
.1851

.1838

.1682

.1803

.1818

.1878

.1683

.1860

.1831

.1794

.1893

.1827

.1878

.1864

.1827

.1879

.1848

.1878
,1666
,1671
,1731

,1836
.1832
.1821

.1808

.1872

.1849

.1680

.1887

.1803

.1678

.1857

.1897

.1835

.1861

Quen^ Durward Gevaert 1S58

Quinto Fabio Cherubini Ii80

Radamisto Handel 1720
Rapimento di Cefalo, Il..Caccmi 1597
Rappresentazione dell'

anima e del corpo, La,Cavalien 1600

Rateliff. Guglielmo Mascagni lS9o

Reine de Chypre, La Halfvy 1841

Reine de Saba, La Gounod 1862

Renaud Sacchini 1^83
Renaud d'Ast Dalayrac Iji87

ox »„..„ II (Mozart Iii5
R6 pastore, II { garti 1753
Reve d'amour Auber 1869
Rheingold, Das Wagner 1869
Riccaido Handel 1727
Rienzi. der Letzte der

Tribiinen Wagner 1S4.

Richard Coeur de Lion. . .Gretry 1 '84

Rigoletto Verdi 1851

Rinaldo Handel liH
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First
Opera. Composer. Produced.
RlngdesNibelungen, Der:

the teti'alog>' com-
pi'isinsDu::: Rhcingold.
Die Walls iiif, Sieg-
fried, and Gotterdiim-
meiung tqq,V-> Wagner 1876

Rita Donizetti 1860
Ritorno d'UlisiBe, Ij Monteverde 1641
Kob Ro.v Flotow 18S7
Robert Bruce Rossini 1846
Robert le Diable Meyerbeer 1831
,, .. ,, , < Macfarren 1860Hobm Hood ? j^^ Koven 1890
Rodrigo Handel 1707
Roi de Lahore. Le Massenet 1877
Roi dYs. Le Lalo 1SS8
Roi dYvetot, Le Adam 1842
Roi I'a dit, Le Delibcs 1873

Ho-'^
il^l^iLrv.-.v.-.:::;:l??l

Rom.o et Juliette
{ fli^lijl^d- ! i::: i::: iJI^?

Rosaraunde Schubert 1823
Rosaura. La. .

. , Scarlatti 1690
Rose of Sharon. The Mackenzie 1884
Rositrres. Les Hdrold 1817
Ku*zahl Flotow 1854
Itubin. Der EugSne d' Albert 1S93
Ruggiero. II J. A. Hasse 1771
Itunenstein. Am Flotow 1868
Ruslan e Ludmilla Glinlta 1842
Russalka Dargomvzhskv 1867
liuv Ulas Marchetti 1869
Sadko Rimsky-Korsakoff . .1876
Saffo Pacini 1840
SalammbG Reyer 1890
Samson et Dalila Saint-Saens 1877

Snnnhr. ( Oounod 1851
''^P''""

i Ma.ssenet 1897
Sarah Grisar 1836
Sarazin C. Qui 1899

Sardanapale Joncifres 1867
Savonarola C. V. Stanford 1884
Schau.spieldirektor, Der. . Mozart 1796
Scipionc Handel 1726
Selnia SedlSk Dvorak 1878
Semiramide Itossini 1823
Semiramis Catel 1802
Serment, Le Auber 1832

Sprso i
Cavalli 1654

'"^'^^'^
1 Handel 1738

Sesostrate J. A. Hasse 1726
Shamus O'Brien C. V. Stanford 1896
Sherif. Le Hal^vy 1839
Si&ge de Corinthe, Le Rossini 1826
Siegfried Wagner 1876
Sigesmondo Rossini 1815
Simone Boccanegra Verdi 1856
Sir6ne. La Auber 1844
Snegorotchka Rimsky-Korsakoff .1S,S2

Sogno di Scipione, II Mozart 1772
Sonnambula. La Bellini 1831
Songe d'unenuit d'Stfe. Le.Am. Thomas 1850
Sorcier. Le Philidor 1764
Sosarme Handel 1732
Spiegelritter, Der Schubert 1815
Spitzentuch der Konigin,

Das J. Strauss ISSO
Sposo deluso, IjO Mozart 1784
Stradella, Alessandro Flotow 1837
Sylvana Weber 1810

Tancredi
Tannhauser.

.

Tarare
Tcharodjeika.
Telemacco. . .

.

TSlemaciue dans I'ile de
Calypso

Temistoele

TempSte, La
Templer und die Jiidin,

Die
TeiTipliers, Les
Thais '.

Theodora
Th^see
Timbre d'argent. Le
Tolemeo
Torquato Tasso
Torvaldo e Dorliska
Tosca

Rossini w. .1813
Wagner 1845
Salieri 1747
Tschaikowsky 1 887
(.Gluck 1750
Scarlatti 1718

Lesueur 1796
f C'aldara 1736
I J. C. Bach 1760
Am. Thomas 1889

Marschner 1829
Litolff 1886
Massenet 1894
Handel 1749
Lully 1675
Saint-Saens 1877
Handel 1728
Donizetti 1833
Rossini 1815
Puccini 1900

First
Opera. Composer. Produced.

Todte Gast, Der Millocker 1865
Traviata. La Verdi 1853
Trial by Jury Sullivan 1875
Triliut de Zaniora. Le. . . .Gounod 1881
Tro.vens, Les Berlioz 1897
Tristan und I.soldf Wagner 1865
Ti'ompeter von Siickin-

grn. Der Nessler 18.84

Troubadour. The Mackenzie 1886
Trovatore. II Verdi 1853
Troyens k Carthage, Les. Berlioz 1863
Tcharodeika Tschaikowsky 1SS7
Tcheravitchki Tschaikowsky 18S6

r Hoffmann 1816
Undine ( Lvoff 1S46

( Lortzing 1845
Unter Riiubem Rubinstein 1SS3
Uthal Mehul 1806

Vakula Tschaikowsky 1ST6
Vampyr. Der Marschner 1828
Vendome en Espagne Herold and Auber.. 1823
Veronique Messager 1898
Vert-vert Offenbach 1869
Vestale, La Spontini 1807
Veuve Grapln. La Flotow 1859
Vie parisienne. La Offenbach 1866
Villi, Le Puccini 1884
Vivandi&re, La.' Godard 1895
Vizeadmiral. Der Millocker 1886
Voli6re, La Lecocq 1888
Voyevoda Tschaikowsky 1869

Waldmeister J. Strauss 1895
Waldmiidchen, Das Weber 1800
Walkiire, Die Wagner 1870
Wanda Dvorak 187S
Werther Massenet 1892
Wildsehiitz. Der Lortzing 1842
William Ratclift C. Cui 1869

.Mozart C.17S0Zai'de ,

Ziihmung der Widers[>en-
stigen. Die ». . . . Goetz

( Lefebvre . .

.

Zaire < Bellini
( Mercadante

Zampa Herold
Zanetta Auber
Zanetto Mascagni . . .

.

Zhizn za cezaria Glinka
ZauberHote, Die Mozart
Zauberharfe. Die Schubert
Zaza Leoncavallo .

.

Zelmira Rossini
Zemire et Azor Gretry

2-obia {rrksse:
Zerline Auber
Zorai'me et Zulnar Boieldieu
Zoroastre Kameau
Zwillingsbriider, Die Schubert

.1874

.1SS7

.1829

.1831

.1831

.1840

.1896

.1836

.1791

.1820

.1900

.1821

.1771

.1756

.1763

.1851

.1798

.1749

.1820

OPERA GLASS. A small double tele.seope,

used for lookinf; at objects that require to be

seen clearlj' and distinctly ratlier than greatly
magnified. The opera glass is short and liglit.

and though it has usually small magnifying
power (varying in most instances from two 1o

three times), the large amount of light admitte.l

by the object glass on account of its large angle
of aperture enables it to present a well-ilhmii-

nated i)icture which can be seen without undm-
strain to the eye. The opera glass allows tlic

use of both eyes, which gives to the spectator the
advantage of seeing objects stand out stereo-

scopically as in ordinary vision. It consists of

two lenses, or sets of lenses, as each lens is gen-

erally achromatic and made up of two lenses of

ditierent glass fitted together. The object lens,

which is the larger, is conve.x, and the eye lens

is concave. They are mounted so that when
the tubes are drawn out the distance between the

two lenses shall be nearly equal to the difference

of their focal lengths. The figure shows tha
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action of the opera glass. O is the object lens

and E is the eje lens, the line AA' .representing

the axis of the instrument. The object lens alone

«i)iil(l form a real and inverted image C'B' of

the distant object Lil at or near its principal

focus, were it not for the concave eye lens which
changes the direction of the rays and causes

them to diverge instead of converge at the focus.

OPHIUBOIDEA.

OPERA GLASS.

Accordingly, the rays api)ear to diverge from an
erect and magnified image located at BC. The
formation of the image may be understood by
tracing the course of rays, r, r, r, diverging from
some i)oint of the original object such as L.

These rays diverge until they meet the conve.x

lens O, which makes them convergent, and would
bring them to a focus at B', but the concave lens

E causes them to diverge and take the direction-

of the rays /', r'' r', entering the eye as if they
came from the point B.

OP^ERET'TA (It., little opera). An opera
of a light character, generally comic or humorous.
Between the various numbers spoken dialogue is

introduced. Although originally operettas were
written in one act, they now contain generally

two. As a rule these productions are ephemeral.

But the operettas of iTohann Strauss, Offenbach,

and Sir Arthur Sullivan have survived their

com]io>c'is. See Opeb.\.

OPHELIA, bie'lya. In Shakespeare's Ham-
let, the daughter of Polonius, in love with
Hamlet, who puts her aside, and by mistake
kills her father. Her mind gives way, and
she becomes a pathetic figure in her madness. Her
wandering fancies, her gayety and tears, and her
old songs form a touching picture, true to nature.

She meets an accidental death by drowning while
gathering flowers.

OPHICLEIDE (from Gk. ii^is, ophix, ser-

pent + KXeif, kleis, key). A musical wind in-

strument of brass or copper, which ceased to be

used in the orchestra about the middle of the
nineteenth century. It consisted of a conical

tube, terminating in a bell like that of a horn,

•with a mouthpiece similar to that of the serpent

(q.v. ), and with ten holes which were stopped
by keys. The only ophiclcide which was in gen-

eral use was the bass, and that has now been
superseded by the bass tuba in E flat. The com-
pass of the ophiclcide was about three octaves.

The models varied in length from four to two
feet.

OPHID'IA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
6<pi5iOp. opiiidion, diminutive of SJtj, ophia,

serpent ) . An order of reptiles of the svibclass

Sauria. the serpents, which are distinguished
from lizards by the fact that the right and left

halves of the lower jaws are connected by an
elastic band. See Snake.

OPHIOCEPH'ALUS. See Ssake-Headed
Fish.

Vol. XV.—3.

OPHILETA. A genus of fossil gastropods
very characteristic of the lower Ordovician strata
of Xorth America. The shells are from one-half
to two inches in diameter, with impressed spires

and flat or slightly concave lower surfaces. The
upper surfaces of the whorls are sharply keeled,

the keel of the outermost whorl being higher than
those of the inner whorl. The shells resemble
those of the genus Euomphalus, to which they
are allied. Alx)ut 15 species range from Potsdam
to Trenton limestones, and of these (Jphihla

compluiiata, of the New York and Canadian Beek-
mantnwn limestones, is the best known.

OPHIOL'ATRY. The worship of serpents.

See X.vri UE-W'oBSniP.

OPHIR, r/ffir (Ileb. Ophur, Ophir). The
region to which the ships of Hiram and Solo-

mon went from Eziongeber, and whence tliey

brought gold, precious stones, etc. ( I. Kings
ix. 26-28; x. 11; 11. Chron. viii. 18; ix. 10).

The region was chiellv remarkable for its gold.

(Cf. Isa. xiii. 12; Job .xxii. 24, et al.) The
location of Ophir is a much-vexed question. In
Genesis x. 29 Ophir is mentioned in a list

of the sons of joktan. The names in this

list are those of countries, and the Joktanites

belong to Southern Arabia. The inclusion of

Ophir shows, at least, where tradition placed

the country, and there is much that speaks in

favor of this traditional view, since Southern
Arabia was known to the ancients as a gold-

pi-oducing country. Hence, Glaser places Ophir

on the east coast of Arabia, on the Persian Gulf.

Other locations, however, have advocates, notably

Zimbabwe, in Mashonaland (q.v.), South .\frica.

The Ethiopian coast of the Red Sea, Ceylon, and
the ilalay Peninsula have also been proposed.

Consult tiie article "Ophir" by Price in the Hast-

ings Bible Diciiimar;/. vol. iii. (Xew York, 1900),
and bv Che\-ne in Encyclopwdia Biblica, vol. iii.

(London. 1902).

OPHITES, o'fits (Lat. Ophites, from Gk.

'O0iT5)!, Ophite, from i^lriii, relating to a ser-

pent, from 6(t>Lt, ophis, serpent). A Gnostic

sect. With the other Gnostics they shared the

general belief of dualism, the conflict of matter

and spirit, the emanations, the demiurgos. and
other notions common to the many suMivisions

of this school., but were distinguished from the

rest by their peculiar doctrine and worship con-

nected with their ophi» or serpent. Hence they

were also called \aii.is-ntcs (from Heh. iii'iihi'iyrh.

serpent). Like most (Jnostics, they regarded the

demiurgos, or the Jehovah of the Old Testament,

with great abhorrence, anil, considering the eman-
cipation of man from the power and control of

the demiurgos as a most important end, they con-

sidered the serpent who tempteil Eve, and intro-

duced into the world •knowledge' and revolt

against Jehovah, to have been the great benefac-

tor of the human race. Hence their worship of

the .serpent. Information regarding them is

ver}' meagre, and comes chiefly from antagonistic

sources. They were in existence as late as the

sixth century. Consult the monographs relating

to them by Gruber (Wiirzburg. 1864) and
Hiinig (Berlin. 1889). See Gnostics.

O'PHIUHOI'DEA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from

Gk. 6<pir. nphif!. serpent -i- oipi. oiirn. tail).

The class of brittle stars, or sand stars, of which

Ophiura is the typical genus. Ophiuroids (or

ophiurans) are star-shaped, freely moving echino-
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dcnns (q.v.), witli a Hat, louiulisli or polj-gonal

Uisk. from which suddenly arise live arms, which

are slender, evlindrieal, and contain no spacious

continuation of the ccelomic cavity of the disk,

or hepatic cieea. while there is no vent. There

are no ambulacral grooves in the arms, and the

OPHTHALMIC GANGLION.

AS OPHintAN.

Natural movements of a brittle star when proceeding
along a Holid liorizoiital Hurfa<'e. Tlie arniH are nninbered.

suckers are but little used "in locomotion, which
is mainly elTected by the arms themselves, the
'feet,' or ambulacra, being thrust out laterally

and acting as tactile organs. The mouth and
also the madreporite are on the under side of the
disk. On the ventral surface, also, are five slits

which connect with a corresponding number of

respiratory sacs (I'ursse) into whicli the ovaries

or sperniaries open. The eggs passing out
througb these slits are fertilized in the water,

STEUCTCRE OF THE OPHIUHAN ARM.
1. Diagrammatic cross-section of an arm ; n., a dorsal

])Iate ; b, side plate; c. ventral platt; : (1, d, tutie-feet, con-
nected and penetrated by tlie ambuiaeral vessel ; e, verte-
bral os.'^icle. 2. A verteliral ossicle, seen from tlie inward
Bide, and surrounded by the external arm-plates. 3. Ver-
tebral ossicles, viewed from the siiie,

the sexes being distinct. The ophiuroids, as a
rule, pass tlirough a well-marked metamorphosis,
tlie free-swimming young being called a pluteus.
Certain forms undergo self-division, and in others
develojiment is direct. The class is divided into
two orders, Ojihitiridd and EttryaUda. the lat-

ter having the arms greatly subdivided into
long curly tendrils, as in Astrophyton, the basket-
fish. Fossil ophiuroids begin to appear in
the Silurian period, while genuine modern forms
arose in the middle Trias. ,See Bkitti.f. Stars.

Both orders of the Ophiuroidea—the Ophiurida
having simple arms and the Euryalida with
branched arms—are represented from the Silu-
rian onward, and the fossil forms show few impor-
tant differences from their modern descendants.
They are usually rare, but a few localities in the
Devonian and in the Triassic and .Turassic shales
and limestones have furnished well-preserved
specimens in abundance. Such localities are

Huudcnbach (Devonian) and Soleiihofen (.Juras-

sic) in tiermany, and C'rawfordsville (Carbonifer-

ous) in Indiana. The more important genera
are: Silurian—Eucladia, Protaster, T;eniaster:

Devonian— Protaster. Ophiuia ; Carboniferous

—

Onyehastcr; -Mcsozoie—Aspidura, Geocoma, and
Ophioglypha, with other modern genera. See

Kill INOUEK.MATA; BkITTLE StaBS.

OPHTHAL'MIA (Lat., from Gk. 6(pea\iJ.la,

di.sease of the eyes, from 6<t>9a.\iJ.6i, ophlluihiius,

eye; connected with iirunra, o/«jy)n, 1 have seen,

'6a<re, o.v.vc, the two eyes, Lat. uculus, OChurch
Slav, oko, Skt. alcsaii, OHG. ouyu, Ger. Auge,
(jlotli. (i»(/o, AS. fage, Eng. cy/e). A term origi-

nally used to denote inllammatioii of the eye gen-

erally, and still employed in that sense at times,

but now usually restricted to designate inllamma-
tory aH'eclions of the conjunctiva or muemis coat

of the eye. (See Co.x.iL'NCTivrns. ) Sympa-
thetic ophthalmia is, however, a term applied to

describe an inllammation in one eye due to a
similar inllaiiiiiiatiun ni the other. This usually

follows perforation by foreign bodies or ulcer of

the cornea, or operations in the ciliary region.

The sympathizing eye is usually affected about
five to eight weeks after the injury of the excit-

ing eye. After one or more periods of irritability

of the sympathizing eye, marked by dread of

light, pain in the eye, lachrymation, and dimness
of vision, the .sympathetic inflammation comes
on. Kemoval of the exciting eye before this takes

place will prevent its occurrence. The course of

the synqiatlietic infiammation is slow and it usu-

ally results in blindness in some months or one
or two years. The cause of sympathetic ophthal-

mia is not positively known, but it is probably

due to extension of infection through the sheath

of one optic nerve by way of the optic chiasm to

tliat of the nerve of the other eye. (See Eye.)
Treatment consists in the removal of the exciting

eye before the sympathetic inllammation de-

velops; after tliis period it is of no avail. If the

injured eye, however, possesses good vision, it is

often advisable not to excise it as long as there

are no signs of trouble in the other. The inllam-

mation itself is treated as in cases due to other

causes. See Iritis.

OPHTHALMIC GANGLION. One of the

four ganglia connected with the branches of the

fifth cranial nerve, and thought to be a part of the

great sympathetic nerve. It is about the size of

a pin's head, and situated at the back part of the

orbit, between the optic nerve and the external

rectus muscle. It lies in a quantity of loose fat

which makes its dissection somewhat difficult.

It lias three branches of communication (motor,

sensory, and sympathetic), which enter its pos

terior border. The long branch (sensory) is de-

rived from the nasal branch of the ophthalmic

nerve (first division of the fifth nerve). The
second branch or root (motor) is derived from
a branch of the third nerve supplying the inferior

oblique muscle of the eyeball. The third branch,

or root, is a slender filament from the cavernous
plexus of the .sympathetic. According to Tiede-

mann this ganglion receives a filament of com-
munication from Meckel's ganglion (q.v.). Its

branches of distribution are the short ciliary

nerves. These are 10 or 12 delicate filaments
arising from the fore part of the ganglion in two
bundles. They run forward with the ciliary

arteries, pierce the sclerotic coat at the back
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jjart of tlie ylobe, pass forward in dc'licate grooves
on its inner surface, and are distributed to the
ciliary muscle and the iris. It is therefore seen
that the ophthalmic ganglion is one of the most
important nerve centres in the whole body, al-

though no larger than a pin's head. The ciliary

muscle is the muscle of accommodation of the
eye, causing variation in the form of the aqueous
humor and the crystalline lens so as to accom-
modate the focal length of the eye to the dis-

tance of objects. Its supply of nerve force to

the muscular fibres of the iris is also intimately
connected with the focal length of the eye-appara-

tus.

The other three of the four ganglia above re-

ferred to are Meckel's (already described), the
otic, and the submaxillary.

The otic (Arnold's) ganglion is a small, flat-

tened oval body reddish-grav in color, situated
immediately below the foramen ovale (through
which the inferior maxillary nerve escapes from
the cranial cavity). It is connected with the

inferior maxillary, facial, and glossopharyngeal
nerves, and with the sympathetic system, sending
branches principally to the various parts of the

tympanic cavity (middle ear), to which it serves

much the same purpose that the ophthalmic
ganglion does to the eye.

The submaxillary ganglion is a small fusiform
body, situated above the snbmaxillary gland.

It receives branches from the lingual, facial, and
sympathetic nerves, and is distributed by five

or six filaments to the mucous membrane of the

mouth and the submaxillary gland, and indirect-

ly, it is thought, to the sublingual gland.

OPH'THALMOL'OGY. See Ete; Eye, Dis-
eases OF.

OPHTHAL'MOSCOPE from Gk. 6<pea\tds,

oi>hlli(iliiio.t, eye + aKoiruv, skopein. to view).

An instrument invented by Helmholtz in 1851

for the purpose of examining the deep-seated

structures of the eye, and for detecting disea.se in

it. It is a concave circular mirror, of about 10

inches focus, having a hole in the centre, and
mounted on a handle and accompanied by a set

of convex and concave lenses. In the most ap-

proved forms the mirror is cut in approximately
the form of a parallelogram and is so arranged
as Ut be tilted toward either side. The len.ses are
placed near the circumference of a disk, by pres-

sure \ipon the reeded edge of which they are
brought successively before the opening in the
mirror. Light is reflected into the interior of
the eye by the mirror, and a portion returns,

throiigh the opening in the mirror and through
the lens placed opposite it, to the eye of the
observer.
Ophthalmoscopic Examination. (1) Of the

Media.—In a darkened room, an Argand burner
is placed several inches from either side of the
patient, a few inches behind, and on a level M'ith

the eyes. Facing the patient, the observer looks
through the perforation in the mirror, which is

held about l.") inches from the patient's eye and
reflects light into it. An orange-red reflex from
the fundus is seen in the normal eye. Dark spots

show opacities of the media or cornea: ametropia
(see SioHT, Defects of) is shown by ability to

see the vessels in the fundus. (2) Titdirect

Method.—This gives an in^'orted image of the

fundus. For both this and the direct method the
pupil should be dilated by some mydriatic. The

29 OPIE.

liglit is placed as before, and the ophthalmoscope
is held at the same distance but with a positive
lens of suHicient strength before the opening.
The light is directed by the mirror into the eye
through a strong convex leus held at its focal dis-

tance of about two inches in front of the patient's
eye. By varying the distance of the mirror and
lens an inverted image of the fundus is obtained.
The fundus appears as an orange-red surface,
darker in brunettes than in blondes, finely dotted
by pigment cells. It is crossed by lilood-vessels

which radiate from the optic disk, the arteries

bright, the veins darker red and more tortuous.
The optic disk is usually circular, pinkish, often
bordered by a white ring of sclera, and an exter-
nal dark ring formed by the choroid coat. The
blood-vessels emerge from a depression at the
centre of the disk. The appearance of the normal
fundus varies greatly. (.3) Direct .Method.—
This gives an erect image, magnified about 14
times, a smaller field at one time, allows estima-
tion of errors of refraction by noting the lens
which is necessary to give a clear view, and is

less difficult. The light is placed on the side of
the eye examined; the ophthalmoscope is held
about one inch in front of the patient's eye. Dif-

ferent portions of the fundus are brought into

view by movement of the eye of the patient. In
this method correction by lenses nuist be made
for errors of refraction of both patient and ob-

server. Much practice is required for the skill-

ful use of the ophthalmoscope, bvit it is now as
essential in the diagnosis of diseases of the eye

as the stethoscope is in that of thoracic alTec-

tions. Those of other parts of the body may also

be detected or confirmed by its use. For ex-
ample, inflammation of the optic disk occurs in

90 per cent, of brain tumors.

O'PIE, Amelia (Alderson) (1769-18.5.3). An
English novelist and poet. She was the second
wife of John Opie (q.v.), the painter, whom she

married in 1798. After her hiisband's death she

lived at her father's house in Norwich. She was
an attractive woman and occupied a high posi-

tion in London society. On Sundays during her

stay there, her house was thronged with visitors,

including Sheridan. Sydney Smith, Byron. Scott,

Wordsworth, and Humboldt. In 1825 she joined

the Society of Friends and devoted her.self to

charitable work. Among her publications arc:

Father and Daughter (1801): .M!.<sce!laneotis

Poems (1802); Adeline Mowhrai/ (1804); Dc-
traction Displayed (1828); and Lays for the

Dead (18,33).

OPIE, John (17G1-1807). An English artist.

He was born at Saint Agnes, CoAiwall, and had
but elementary village .schooling. His early at-

tempts at art won the notice of Dr. Wolcott
('Peter Pindar'), whose patronage secured for

him important local custom. After he had al-

ready accomplished much in portraiture, he was
in 17S0 taken by Dr. Wolcott to London, where

he was presented at Couit. received numerous
commissions from the fashionable world, and
was known as the 'Cornish Wonder.' This favor

was soon withdrawn, and the artist, well prepared

for such an event, was left to supply bis many
defects in art and general oilture. Still abun-

dnnllv emplovcd as n portrait-painter, he thor-

nuglilv ncipiainted himself with the Latin. French,

and English literatures, and in 1780 sent seven

canvases to the Academy. For a number of
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years thereafter he exhibited frequently at the

Academy, and illustrated sucli wurks as the

Jioj-delT JS'/ia/Lt'«pc«i-e and ilacklin's J'octs. In

1788 he was elected Academician, in 1805 was
appointed jjrofcssor of painting' at the Academy,

and in 1807 delivered Ix'lore that institution four

lectures wliich arc a recoj,'ni7.ed part of permanent
art-criticism. Severe application to work has-

tene<l his death. His works include: "James I.

of Scotland Assassinated by Graham;" "The As-

sassination of David Kizz'io;" "Arthur Suppli-

cating Hubert;" ".lephtha's Vow;" and "The
Presentation in the Temple." He contributed a

biofiraphy of Reynolds to Dr. Wolcott's edition

of I'ilkiiigton's Uivtioiwry of i'ainters (1798).

OPINION (Lat. opinio, from o/iinnri. to sup-

pose; connected with opiare, to hope, npisci, Skt.

«/), to obtain) (of a court). A statement of the

principles of law and legal reasons, which govern

the court in reaching its decision in an action.

It is usually handed down in writing, hut may
he delivered orally by a judge from the bench,

in open court. When there are several opinions

from several judges sitting together as a court,

the opinion of the majority is the only one which
has legal effect; and it is known as the 'opinion

of the court' or the 'i)revai!ing opinion.' The
majority opinion usually contains, besides the

reasons of the court, the application of the prin-

ciples of law therein enunciated to the particu-

lar ca.se, and a direction as to its disposition, and
therefore includes the decision. For this reason,

an opinion and a decision are sometimes con-

ftised, and an opinion is often defined as a written

statement of the decision.

Where a judge in the course of an opinion
expresses his views as to the law on some point
wliicli may be incidental to. but is not necessarily

involved in. tlic issues before him, such part of

tile o]iinion is said to be obifir ilirhdii (Lat., out-

side remark), or 'extra-judicial,' and has no abso-

lute binding effect as a statement of the law,

•although it may be referred to in an argument
on a mooted point of law, as the individual opin-

ion of a learned jmlge. However, that part of

the opinion which is necessary to -the conclusion

•of the court is deemed a statement of the law.

which inferior courts are hound to respect and
follow. An opinion is a part of the record of a
ease, and is the authority for the entry of judg-

ment.
The statutes of some States provide that cer-

tain public officers, such as the Governor, or a
mayor of a city, may ask the courts for opinions

on questions of law involving the public inter-

ests. For exajnple. a Governor might ask for

a judicial interpretation of an obscure statute

creating a new public ollice. An opinion de-

livered under such circumstances jnay be consid-

ereil as law. See DF.rRicE: JmiaiEXT.

OPINION EVIDENCE. See E^^DE^^CE;
KXI'KIST.

O'PISTHOC'OMI (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Gk. oTriffWKo/ios. ojiixtlinkomos, wearing the hair

long behind, from UttutBcv, npixthcn, behind +
Kj^ui), koiiiC, hair). Birds now regarded as a
suborder of the Gallina', including only a single

species, the rennirkable hoaetzin (q.v.). The
order differs from other birds chiefly in the
remarkable character of the sternum and shoul-
der-girdle. The clavicles are ankylosed with
the coraeoids and with the manubrium of the

opitrM.

sternum. The latter has a pair of notches oil

each side of its posterior margin and the keel

is cut away in front.

OPISTHOGLYPH'A (NeoLat. nom pi.,

from Gk. on-urtttv, opislhen, behind + 7\k0i),

yLyphe, carving). A group of snakes of tlie

family Colubridse, characterized by the fact that

one or more of the posterior maxillarj' teeth are

grooved in front, and in most casco serve the

purpose of poison-fangs, conveying venom from
labial poison-glands. (Compare I'BorEHOfii.vpii.v.

)

They comprise about 300 species, occurring in

all the warmer parts of the world excei)ting New
Zealand, and containing terrestrial, arboreal, and
aiiuatic forms. All are more or less poisonous,

but so far as man is concerned are comparatively
harmless, since the poison is not very strong,

does not exist in large quantities, and the fangs

stand so far back that the snakes cannot easily

inflict wounds with them. The tree-snakes (Dip-

sas, Septognathus, etc.) of tropical South Amer-
ica and the cat-snake (q.v.) are conspicuous ex-

amples.

OPITZ, o'pits, Martin (1597-1G39). A Ger-

man poet and literary reformer, born at Bunzlau,
Silesia, December 23, 1597. He studied at

Frankfort-on-the-Oder and at Heidelberg; visited,

with his friend Hamilton, a Dane, the Nether-

lands and Jutland (1(!'20); returned to Silesia

(I(i21); occupied various subordimtte confi<len-

tial posts at small German courts; was knighted

bv the Enijieror Ferdinand 11. (1G2S), and died

of the plague in Danzig. August 20, 1039. For
a century after his death he passed for the

Father of German Poetry, less for his medi-

ocre verses than for his critical Arisiarchus,

sen de Contempt a lAniinw Teutonicw ("or Scorn
of the German Tongue") (1G18). and his Jiiich

von dvr ileutschen I'oeterci (1G24. reed. 1S7G).

Opitz borrowed his poetical theories mostly from
Scaliger, lleinsius, and lloiisard. In 1G27 he made
the verses of tlie oldest German opera. Dafne,
after Rinuccini. music by Ileinrich Schiitz. He
laid great stress on Greek and Latin learning,

urging that classic forms ought to be adopted in

(Jerman poetry. Opitz laid down the law that

rhythm must be pure, and there must be alter-

nating masculine and feminine rhymes. The
Alexandrine, a measure of French origin, which
had come to be the standard French verse in the

sixteenth century, he held up as the ideal for

German poets. The influence of Opitz did much
to secure the acceptance of the literary German
of Luther in the Catholic States and so to make
a common German literature possible. Opitz's

works were ineompletel.y gathered in three vol-

umes (Breslau. 1090; Amsterdam. 1G46; Frank-
fort, 1724). There are Lirrs by Strehlke (Leip-

zig. IS.'iG) ; Holl'mann von Fallorsleben (ib.. 1858) ;

Weinhold (Berlin, lSfi2) ; and Palm (Breslau,

1802). Consult also: Borinski. Dir Kioistlrlirc iter

Rrnnisxnnrr hi Opitzrns Jiiich roll dcr drtilschcn

Portrrri (Miuuch, 1S83) ; Witkowski.,-1 ris/afr/u/s

11nd dds liuch drr Poetcrri (Leipzig. ISSS)
;

Scherer. KIrine SHiriftPii, vol. i. (Berlin. 1893) ;

Burdach, in Forsrliiinrfrn ::iir deiitftchryi Philolorjie

(ib., 1894) ; and Perrv. From Opitz to Lcssing

(Boston. 1884).

OPIUM (Lat.. from Gk. iiriov, poppy-juice,

from iTfis, opo.?. juice, sap). The dried juice of

the unripe capsules of a species of poppy (q.v.),

Papaver somnifcriim, sometimes called the com-
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mon poppy, and sometimes tlie wliite poppy, al-

though the latter name is really appropriate only
to one of its varieties. The plant is probably a
native of some of the warmer parts of Asia, al-

though it is now common in cultivated and waste
grounds throughout all the south and middle of

Europe, and is occasionally found in Great Brit-

ain and the United States. It is an annual,
varying in height from one to six feet erect,

branched, of a glaucous green color, with ovate-

oblong sessile leaves, the stem and leaves gen-
erally smooth, the branches terminated by large

flowers on long stalks, the capsules globose or
roundish-ovate and smooth. There are two prin-

cipal varieties cultivated for the opium which
they yield, which have been regarded by some
botanists as distinct species; the one {Fapaver
somniferum) having generally red or violet-col-

ored flowers, numerous flower-stalks rising to-

gether, globose capsules opening by a circle of

pores under the persistent stigma, and black

seeds; the otlier (Papaver of}icinale) having
white flowers, solitary flower-stalks, the capsules

somewhat ovate, the circle of pores almost want-
ing, the seeds white. The former variety is gen-

erally cultivated in the mountainous parts of the

north of India, the latter in the plain of Bengal.

The cultivation of the poppy for the sake of

opium is carried on in many parts of India, al-

though the chief opium district is a large tract

on the Ganges. The poppy is also extensively cul-

tivated for opium in the Asiatic provinces of

Turkey, in Eg^jit. and in Persia. It is a garden
flower in the United States and Great Britain,

but is not of commercial importance. The poppy
requires for its pi-ofitable cultivation a rich soil,

and in hulia is generally sown in the neighbor-

hood of villages where manure can be easily ob-

tained. The soil ought to be fine and loose wlien

the seed in sown. The subsequent cultivation

consists chiefly in thinning and weeding. Irri-

gation is practiced. Mild moist weather, with
night dews, is deemed most favorable during the

time of the collection of tlie opium. Very dry
weather diminishes the juice, and much rain is

injurious.

Opium, as a commercial article, is of great im-

portance, exceeding that of any other drug in

use. The seed is sown in India in the beginning

of November : it flowers in the end of .January,

or early in February, and three or four weeks

later the capsules or poppy-heads are about the

size of hens' eggs, and are ready for operating

upon. When this is the case, the collectors

take a little iron instrument, called the >i<;shfur,

and wound each full-grown jioppy-head in the

field. This is always done in the afternoon and
early on the following morning the milky juice

which has exuded is collected by .scraping it off

with a kind of scoop called a sUiooha, and trans-

ferred to an earthern vessel called a kurrnce.

It is then transferred to a shallow open brass

dish, which is left for a time tilted on its side, so

that any watery fluid may drain out ; this watery

fluid is very detrimental to tlic opium unless re-

moved. It now requires daily attention and has

to be tui-ned frequently, so that the air may dry
it equally, until it acquires a tolerable consist-

ency, which requires three or four weeks; it is

then packed in small earthern jars and taken to

the factories. The opium is then thrown into

vast vats, which hold the accumulations of whole

districts, and the mass being kneaded is again
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taken out and made into balls or cakes for the
market.
The manufacture of opium is carried on to the

greatest extent in India, but large quantities are
also made in Turkey, and this latter is considered
the best in quality. It is also made in Persia
and Egypt; occasionally it has been produced in
Germany, France, and England. Next to the
Chinese the largest consumers of Indian opium
are the Burmese and the natives of Malacca, who
use annuallv an amount of the value of nearly
$5,000,000.

In the United States and Europe opium is used
chiefly for medicinal purposes, and large quanti-
ties of it undergo a still further stage of manu-
facture, in order to separate from it the active
principles mor|)hinc, codeine, etc.

Physical and Chemical Properties. Good
opium is a hard compact solid of reddish-brown
color, which leaves an uninterrupted stain when
drawn across paper, and breaks with a deeply
notched fracture. It has a strong characteristic

odor and a rather bitter, acrid taste. The phar-
macopoeia of the United States requires that it

shall contain at least 9 per cent, of morphine,
its most important alkaloid. A good Turkey
opium contains 12 to 10 per cent, and should
average about 14. Fifteen other alkaloids are
found in opium, the most important being co-

deine, narceine, narcotine, and papaverine. It

also contains meeonic and other acids, gum,
resinous and extractive matters, besides a vola-

tile odorous principle. Although opium was cul-

tivated for use before the Christian Era, mor-
phine was not discovered until ISIO.

Some of the most important and characteristic

constituents are meeonic acid, morphine, and
narcotine. The only isolated constituents of

opium now extensively used in medicine are
codeine, which is less powerful and less nar-
cotizing than morphine ami which is very widely

used as a nerve quietant. and also to control

excessive cough, and it is used with good efl'ect in

diabetes mellitus; ntoriiliinc, and two derivatives

of morphine, aiminorphine and heroin (qq.v.).

The salts of these aikaloiils and derivatives are

preferred on account of their greater solubility.

Physiological Action. ( 1 ) In small doses,

as from a quarter of a grain to a grain, opium
acts as an agreeable stinuilant. producing a sense

of well-being, and .stimulating the imagination by

blunting the reason, judgment, and memory, this

effect being followed by a desire to sleep, from

which the pi-rson awakes unrefreshed or with

some headache, depression, dryness of the mouth
and throat, and slight constipation. When it is

given in a full inedicinal dose (as from two to

four grains
)

, the stage of excitement is soon

followed by contraction of the pupils, well-marked

depression or torpor, both of the bodily and
mental organs, and an almost irresistible sleepi-

ness; these effects being usually succeeded by

constipation, nausea, furred tongue, headache,

and listlessness. Among Eastern nations, in

whom the emotional element is strong, the imagi-

nation is highly stimulated, and the ingestion of

opium is followed by loss of all disagreeable

sensations wuth the onset of a delightful nient.il

state, with gorgeous visions and a sense of happi-

ness. Among the more stolid races the hypnotic

effect is usually experienced at once, though some

nervous persons ex))erience terrible mental agony

after even a small dose. When it is administered
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in a dangerous or poisonous dose, the symptoms
bofjiii with <;i(hliness and stupor, generally with-
out any previous stimulation. The stupor rap-

idly increasing, the person becomes motionless,

and insensible to external impressions; he breathes
noisily and very slowly, with slow full pulse, the
eyes shut, and the pupils contracted and not re-

acting to light: and the whole expression of the

countenance is that of deep and i)crfect repose.

As the poisoning advances the features become
ghastly, the pulse feeble and imperceptible, the

muscles exceedingly relaxeil. respiration stertor-

ous and constant!}' slower, and, imless assistance

is speedily procured, death ensues from paralysis

of the respiratory centre. If the person recovers,

the insensibility is s\icceeded by prolonged sleep,

which commonly ends in twenty-four or thirty-

si.\ hours, and is followed by nausea, vomiting,
giddiness, and loathing of food. The treatment
of acute morphine poisoning consists in remov-
ing the drug as far as possible, chiefly by wash-
ing out the stomach: in the administration of

potassium permanganate; and in keeping the pa-

tient awake at any cost. This is accomplished
by large doses of cofTce, enforced exercise, and
flagellation. If breathing is very slow artificial

respiration may keep the person alive until the
drug is eliminated. In case of failure of respira-

tion or the heart suitable stimulants are em-
ployed. The effects of morphine are practically

the same as those of opium, but it is less likely

to derange digestion, is less constipating, less

diaphoretic, and less tetanizing. When given
hypodermically the stimulant effect is more
marked and immediate.

(2) The habitual use of opium, whether the
drug be eaten or smoked, is undoubtedly in most
cases injurious to the constitution, although
probably not to the extent that some Eastern
travelers assert. In numerous eases very large
<|uantities of this drug may be regularly taken
with impunity.

OpifSt-SiiOKlXG is a habit that is chiefly con-
fined to China and the islands of the Indian
Archipelago. An extract, called chundoo. is made
into pills about the size of a pea. One of these
pills is put into the small cup at one end of

the opium i)ii)c: the pill being lighted, the smoke
is inhaled ami then exhaled through the nos-
trils. Although the immoderate practice of
opium-smoking is most destructive to those who
live in poverty and distress, it does not appear
that the Chinese in easy circumstances, and with
the comforts of life about them, are materi-
all}' affected, in respect to longevity, by addic-
tion to this habit. The Chinese practice the
habit frequently, but in moderation, while those
of Western races who become addicted to it

carry it to an excess and soon show its degrading
effects.

The 'morphine fiend,' as the victim of the mor-
phine habit or chronic morphine poisoning is

called, is pale, with parchment-like skin. He suf-
fers from chronic digestive disturbance, pain in

the region of the stomach, constipation, in-

somnia, irritability, mental and moral weakness,
itching of the skin, and other disorders. With
many the temptation to lie is not confined to
statements in regard to their habit. The habit
may be broken by immediate withdrawal of the
drug or the dose may be gradually reduced.
Diarrha?a is apt to occur wlien either plan is
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followed. Careful feeding and absolute control
of the supply of the drug are essential.

There can be no doubt that the essential and
primary operation of opium is on the nervous
system, the other efl'ects being for the most part
secondary.
Opium is undoubtedly the most valuable

remedy of the whole materia niediea. We exhibit
it not only to mitigate pain, to allay spasm, to

promote sleep, to arrest vomiting and convul-
sions, to relieve nervous restlessness, to produce
perspiration, and to check discharges from the
bronchial tubes and intestinal canal: but we
also find it cajiable of relieving some disea.ses in

which none of the above indications can be always
distinctly perceived. It is a valuable cardiac
tonic and its action is almost miraculous in

some cases of heart disease in which digitalis and
other drugs have failed. It is a constituent of

nearly all cough mixtures.
Its use is contraindicated in coma, in chronic

ursemia, and in chronic diseases unless necessi-

tated by pain which nothing else will relieve, as

there is great danger of forming the habit. It

is borne badly by children and by some adults.

It must be used with great caution in some af-

fections, and in painful abdominal conditions in

which its ell'cct may hide the presence of peritoni-
tis or other grave affections. It may be admini.s-

tered by mouth, by rectum, or hypodermically.
The best known preparations of opium in the
I'nited States PharmacoiHpia (in addition to the
alkaloid morphine and codeine) are laudanum,
paregoric, and the mixture of opium and ipecac
known as Dover's i)owder. For hypodermic
use a solution in -water of 1(5 grains of morphine
to the ounce is frequently employed. It is known
as 'ilagendie's solution.' and is not official. See
Antioote; Codeine: Heroin; JIobphine; L.\uda-
NiM. Consult Potter, Handbook of Materia
Medica, Pharmacy, and Therapeutics (Philadel-
phia. 1901).

OPIUM WAH^ The. A war between China
and (iicat Britain which broke out in 1840,

resulting from the attempt of the former to stop
the opium trade with India. Though declared
illegal in 1790, the importation of opium about
1840 amounted yearly to £1,.500.000. Charles
Elliott, the moderate British representative, was
superseded by Sir Henry Pottinger. who carried
on the war with such vigor that when it ended
with the Treaty of Nanking (1842) China
opened the treaty ports to foreign trade and
ceded Hong Kong to Great Britain with an
enormous indemnity. See Chinese Empire.

OPODEL'DOC (of obscure etymology, the
first part apparently from Ok. 6-6^, opos. juice).

A popular .synonym for soap liniment. The term
was apparently applied by Paracelsus to various
forms of liniments or local applications. Soap
liniment is composed of conunon soap, camphor,
oil of rosemary, alcohol, and water, and is em-
ployed as a stimulating application for sprains,
bruises, etc. See LiNiMENT.

OPON", i')-pon'. A town of CebQ, Philippines,
situated on the small island of Mactdn. opposite
the town of Cebfi (Map: Philippine Islands. H
9). Here Magellan was killed bv the natives in

1.521. P.qiiilation. 11,506.

OPOP'ONAX (Lat., from Gk. droriml juice
of the plant panax, from dwds, opos, juice +
Trdraf , panax, sort of plant, from iras, pas, all -(-
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&KOS, akos, cure;. A gum resin obtained by
puncturing the roots of a species of parsnip
which grows in Persia {Fastinaca opoponaxl.
The chief interest in this material is the great
importance which the ancient ph3'sicians attached

to it as an antispasmodic medicine. It is not

much used, except for the preparation of a well-

known perfume. It is practically obsolete in

medicine.

OPORTO, Port. pron. u-por'to (Portug.
I'ljito. (J I'orlo, The Port). The second city of

Portugal in population and importance. It is

situated on the north bank of the Douro about

three miles from its mouth, in the Province of

Entre-ilinho-e-Douro, District of Oporto, and 172
miles north by east of Lisbon (Map: Portugal,

A 2). It is one of the most beautifully situated

towns of the whole peninsula, being built on an
amphitheatre of hills between two rocky head-

lanils extending to the river banks, while the lit-

tle village of Villa Nova de Gaia nestles in a

similar position on the opposite side of the

river. Like Lisbon, the city rises in a steep in-

cline from the river side, the houses and gar-

dens being terraced above one another with a

very picturesque effect. The newer portions

spread out over the upper slopes and are sur-

rounded by wooded heights dotted with villas.

Many of the streets in the older portion of the

city "are steep, narrow, and tortuous, but on the

heights there are several wide avenues command-
ing fine views of the river and city below and

ofthe ocean beyond. From the heights east of

the city two magnificent iron bridges span the

river. The first, that of Luiz I., crosses the

river in a single arch of 560 feet span, and car-

ries a roadway 200 feet above the water. It is

rivaled in size and beauty by few other bridges

of the kind in Europe, the second bridge, that

of Maria Pia, is almost as large as the Luiz I.,

and carries a railroad. The centre of the business

section of the rity is the low-lying portion around

the Praca de Diim Pedro, faced by the city hall

on the north, and having in its centre a bronze

equestrian .statue of Pedro IV., Emperor of Bra-

zil (as such Pedro I.). From this square the

streets lead upward to the hills on either side.

which are crowned on the west by the high and
slender clock-tower of the Glerigos Church, and
on the east by the cathedral. West of the Cleri-

gos Church is the .lardim da Cordoarla. which,

like the other garden-plazas of the city, has a

luxuriant wealth of mingled southern and north-

ern flora. Still farther west is another park con-

taining the Crystal Palace, a large building
erected for the industrial exposition of 1865,

and now occupied by a theatre and ballrooms.

Among other buildings worthy of note are. be-

sides several churches, the exchange, a handsome
building with a central court, and the English

factory house, an imposing structure built in

17S.5. and used chiefly for club-rooms. Oporto

is distinctly a modern city, and the commercial

and industrial interests predominate. The chief

educational institutions are the polytechnic

academy and the schools of commerce and naviga-

tion, besides a school of medicine, and one of

philosophy, and several colleges. There is a
municipal library of 120.000 volumes.

About one-third of the population of Oporto are

engaged in manufacturing industries, which are

represented by distilleries, sugar refineries, tan-

neries, and manufactures of woolen, cotton, and
silk fabrics, Jiats, preserved foods and beverages,

.soap, pottery, corks, tobacco, and jewelry. There
are also a number of factories in Villa Nova de
Gaia, on the south bank of the river, and here

are large depositories for the well-known [)ort

wine. The only harbor facilities of Oporto for-

merly consisted of the quajs along the
banks of the river, which is here 600 feet
wide. The water of the river is deep enough for

large vessels, but the mouth is almost closed by
a .sandy spit prolonged into a bar. To avoid this

bar a new harbor was completed in 1892 at
Lei.xoes, on the ocean front.2V2 miles north of the
river-mouth, and connected with the city bj- a
street railroad. This harbor is formed by two
jetties or breakwaters, each about three-fourths
of a mile long, and projecting into the ocean so

as to form an artificial port with a narrow en-
trance. The total shipping of both harbors in
1900 amounted to 2~6.i vessels, aggregating 1,821,-

780 tons, and the total trade was valued at near-
ly .$2.5.000,000, of which about .$17,000,000 repre-
sented imports. The chief exports are wine, oil,

and olives, raisins, oranges, lemons, onions, cork,
salt, cattle, and building materials. The city is

the seat of a L'nited States consular agent. The
population in 1890 was l.-JO.Sofi; and in 1900,
172.421.

In ancient times the site of Oporto was occu-
pied by the harbor-town Partus Vale, afterwards
Porto Cale, from which has been derived the

name of the Kingdom. Portugal. It was an
important city during the supremacy of the

Arabs, was destroyed in 820 by Alniansur of Cor-
dova, but was restored and peopled by a colony
of Gascons and French in 999. During the Mid-
dle Ages it was famous for the strength of its

fortifications, its walls being 30 feet in height,

and flanked with towers. In 1808 it was taken
by the French ; but in the following year it

was retaken by an Anglo-Portuguese force under
Wellington. In 1832-3.3 Dom Pedro, the ex-

Emperor of Brazil, was unsuccessfully besieged
in this city by the forces of Dom Miguel. Con-
.sult Sellers, Oporto, Old and yew (London,
1899).

OPOS'SUM (from the American Indian
name). The opossum (Didelphi/s Virtiiniatm) is

certainly the most distinctive and characteristic

of American mammals, for not alone is it found
only in America, but it is with a single exception

(see Mabsupi.\lia ) the only marsupial mammal

DENTITION OF AN OPOSSTM.

found in the United States, and the family, to

which the name opossum is now universally ex-

tended, does not occur except in .\merica. This

family, the Didelphidae, is characterized, in dis-

tinction from the other marsupials, by numerous
(18) small, suhequal incisors, the canines larger,

the molars with sharp cusps, and the hind feet

with the four outer toes subequal. distinct, and
having a well-developed, opposable hallux. The
tail usually is long, naked, and prehensile. The
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marsupial pouch is complete iu the common opos-

sum, but in most of the family it i.s,rudimentary

or wanting. The family includes only one genus
besides Uidelphys, and that is Chirouectes, which
contains the single species itirUgutus, the 'ya-

pock' (i\.y.) of South America.
The common or 'Virginia' opossum is widely

distributed in tlic Liiited States. It ranges as

far north as southern New York State and south-

ern Michigan; southward it extends tlirough

Mexico into Central and perhaps South America.
The opos.suni is about as large as a big cat; it

has rather sliort but equal legs, and a somewhat
pig like snout. The hair is coarse, of a yellowish

tint, the tips of tlie hairs on the back and sides

brownish or blaokisli, and intermingled with these

are larger wliite hairs. The tail is scaly like

that of a rat, but is hairy at the base. The brain

is small, but the senses of smell and sight are

well developed. Tlic opossum is ordinarily a soli-

tary animal, and except during the breeding two
individuals are seMom found together. It is

not exclusively arboreal, though lilted especially

for such a life. It makes its retreat for the day
chiefly in hollow trees, for it is nocturnal in its

habits. The young, six to twelve in number,
are brought forth in a nest of dried grass and
leaves in some liollow in a stump or tree. The
embryonic life li»sts only about twenty-six days,

wlien the young arc born in a helpless condition

and are transferred by the mother to the teats,

where they are concealed and protected by the

pouch. (See .Marsii'i.vlia.) They are at this

time about the size of young mice, but grow
rapiilly and at the end of six weeks are large

enough to leave the pouch and run about, but for

the first few weeks thereafter they return to the

pouch for shelter and protection. The food of

the opossum is cliielly insects, but almost any
available animal food will \>e used, esjiecially

reptiles, and birds' eggs and young. As an article

of food the animal is in particular demand among
the negroes of the South. Under the stress of

capture, the' opossum has the remarkable habit
of simulating death, lying with closed eyes and
limp muscles, until a favorable opportimity to

make its escape. When so simulating, no amount
of handling, kicking, or ordinary ainise will cause
the animal to show signs of life, but if tossed into
water it realizes its peril and resumes activity

with great promptness.
The number of sjjecies of Didelphys and their

geographical limitations are still in doubt, on
accotmt of great individual diversity, but there
are probably about twenty good species, nearly
all smaller than the common opossum, and many
no larger than rats. The crab-eating opossum
(Didelphys cuncrirorn) is an interesting Brazil-

ian species, which feeds chiefly upon crustacea
and is consequently found most commnnly in

swamps. One of the species from Surinam
(Didelphi/s dorsiffera) carries the young, after

they leave the teats, on the back of the mother,
with their tails twined around hers, and this

method of caring for the young is common to
various other species in which the pouch is rudi-
mentary or Avanting. Several of the Peruvian
opossums are remarkable from their habit of

living mainly upon fruit. Among the smallest
species may be mentioned the mouse-opossum
( nidclphiis murina) , a little larger than a
niovise, bright red in color, and ranging from
Mexico through Brazil; and the three-striped

opossum (Didclplii/s Ainiricaita) of Brazil, which
is very small and shrew-like, without a prehensile
tail, of a reddish-gray color, with three distinct

black stripes down the back. The name opossum
is used in Australia for several mammals of
widely different families, and not entitled to the

name. See Colored i'late of MAKSiriALs; and
Plate with C'abxivoba.

OPOSSUM-MOUSE. One of the diminutive,
mouse-like Hying plialangers of New South
Wales, of the genus Acrobatcs, whose appearance
and habits, not only, but even its dentition a])-

piiiacli a murine type. It is the smallest of
marsupials.

OPOSSUM-RAT. A name given to a little

marsupial (genus Cuenolestcs) representing the

otherwise extinct Patagonian family Epanorthi-
da?, rediscovere<l at the end of the nineteenth
century in Colombia and Ecuador. It is of par-

ticular interest because otherwise the only mar-
supials in the New World were those of the fam-
ily Didelphidip, which is polyprotodont, while
Camolestes belongs to the di])rotodont division of

marsupials. Consult Thomas, Proceedings of the
/.(liilogieal Society of London for I8'J5. See
Maksupiaiia.

OPOSSUM-SHRIMP (so called because the
female carries the eggs in pouches between the
thoracic legs). A small, shrimp-like marine
crustacean of the order Schizopoda and genus
Jlysis. See Cbustacea.

OP'PELN. The capital of a district and a
river port in the Province of Silesia, Prussia, on
the Oder, 51 miles by rail southeast of Breslau
(Map: Prussia, H 3). The Church of Saint
Adalljcrt is believed to have been founded by
Adalbert, Bishop of Prague, in 995. The so-

called new castle of the Dukes of Silesia, dat-

ing from the fourteenth century, is situated on
an island in the Oder and is used as a Govern-
ment building. The educational institutions of

the town include a gj-mnasium. a seminary for

teachers and a school of agriculture. Oppeln
manufactures cement, cigars, machinery, barrels,

etc., and trades in grain and cattle. From 1288
to 1.5.'52 Oppeln was the residence of the dukes
of Oppeln. It came into the possession of Prus-
sia in 1742. Population, in 1890, 20,300; in

1900, 30,115. chiefly Polish-speaking Roman
Catholics. Eduard Schnitzer (Emin Pasha, q.v.

)

was born at Oppeln.

OPPER, Fredebick Burr (1857—). An
American illustrator. He was born at Madison,
Lake County. Ohio. .January 2, 1857, and after

a brief experience in newspaper work, in 1S72. he
came to New York City, where he entered the
employ of a mercantile house, devoting his leisure

to drawing. He produced some clever sketches,

which he sold to comic papers, and after attend-
ing one term of the evening class in drawing at

the Cooper Union Institute, he devoted himself
to drawing as a profession. He studied for a
time with Frank Beard, the designer, whom he
assisted in his work. From 1S77 to 1880 he was
engaged on Frank Leslie's publications, then be-

came illustrator for Puck until May. 1899. since
which time he has been employed by the New
York Journal. Opper has illustrated the writings
of Bill Nye and :Mark Twain, Hobart's Dinkel-
spiel. and Peter Dunne's .1/r. Doolri/. and has
himself published Folks in Funnyville and a col-
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lection of drawings entitled Fuck's Oppcr Book.
Wliile lacking the highest artistic and technical

qualities, Opper's illustrations are forcibly

executed and are characterized by fine humor. His
political cartoons have been of notable influence

in several Presidential campaigns.

OPPERT, o'par', Jules (1825—). A French
Orientalist, born at Hamburg. He studied law

at Heidelberg, Oriental languages at Bonn and
Berlin, and obtained the degree of doctor of

philosophy at Kiel in 1846, with a thesis De
Jure Judworum C'riminale. In 1848 he was
elected professor of German in the Lyceum of

Laval, and in 1850 to the same position at

Kheinis. His interest in Oriental studies still

continued, however, and in 1851 he was appointed

a member of the expedition sent by the French

Government to :Mesopotauiia. On iiis return in

1854 he laid his system of deciphering the As-

syrian inscriptions before the Institute. In 1857

he was made professor of Sanskrit at the Imperial

Library in Paris, in 1869 teacher of Assyriology

in the College of France, and in 1874 he was elect-

ed professor. Among his works are: Les inscriptions

des Achcmcnides (1852) ; Expedition scientifique

en llesopotamie (2 vols, and atlas, 1850-64) ;

Grammaire sanscrite (1859) ; Les fastcs de Sargon

(1864) ; Histoire des rois de Chaldce et de I'As-

syrie (1866) ; Elements de la rjrammaire as-

syrienne (2d ed. 1868) ; Documents juridiqucs de

VAssyrie et de la Chaldie (with J. Jlenant,

1877) ; Le peuple et la langue des Medes (1879) ;

as well as translation.s of inscriptions, and many
monographs and contributions to periodicals.

He has been one of the editors of the Revue
d'Assyrioloffie. A full list of his articles may
be found in Haupt and Delitzsch. Beitrage zur

Assyriologic, vol. ii. (Leipzig, 1891).

OP'PIAN (Lat. Oppianus, from Gk. 'Oir7r!ai'6s,

Oppianos). (1) A Greek didactic poet, who Eour-

ished in the reign of Marcus Aurelius. He wan
born in Corycus in C'ilicia of a wealthy and dis-

tinguished family. When the Emperor Verus vis-

ited Corycus, Oppiau's father failed to join in the

general manifestations of adulation, and therefore

was banished to the island of Melita in the Adri-

atic. Oppian accompanied him in his exile, and

after the death of Verus (A.D. 169) won such favor

with Marcus Aurelius by means of his poem in

five books on fishing. Halietitica ('.\XicDrira),

dedicated to the Emperor and his son Commodus,
that the Emperor not only gi-anted him his fa-

ther's release from exile, but, according to the

tradition, paid him a piece of gold for every

verse. The poem is written in a smooth but

ornate and artificial style, and at times descends

to bombast. The high esteem in which it was
held in antiquity is to us incomprehensible.

Oppian died in his thirtieth year: his native

town honored his memory with a statue.

(2) To this same Oppian the ancient writer of

his Life falsely attributes two other didactic

poems, one on hunting in four books, Gynegetica

(KvtnrfeTtKi) , the other, now lost, on bird-eatch-

ing, Ixeutica {'l^evrtKo.). But it is clear from
internal evidence that the Cynegetica was not

written by the earlier poet, for it is dedicated to

the Emperor Caracalla and apparently was com-

posed in A.D. 212: furthermore, the author speaks

of his home as Apamea in Syria : and finally the

metrical structure is inferior to the careful ele-

gance of the Balieutica. The Ixeutica is pos-
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sibly preserved in a paraphrase by a certain

Uionj'sius. The best edition of the Balieutica,

Cynegetica, and the paraplirase, is by Lelirs in his

Puet(E Bucoliei et Uidactici (Paris, 1846). There
is an English translation of the Balieutica by
Draper and Jones (Oxford, 1722), and of the

Cynegetica by Mawer (London, 1786). See also

Ausfeld. De Oppiano et Scriptis sub eius \omine
Tradilis (Gotha, 1876).

OP'PITJS, Cars. A Latin writer. He was
an intimate friend of Julius Cicsar, and in con-

junction with Balbus managed all all'airs at Rome
during the dictator's absence in Spain. He wrote
biographies, not now e.xtant, of C'a'sar, Cassius,

and Scipio Africanus, the elder, and was re-

garded by some as the author of the continuation

of Caesar's Commentaries, the Dc Bello Alex-

andrino, De Bella Africano, and De Bella Bispa-
niensi. This theory, however, is untenable as to

the last two, and improbable as to the first. Con-

sult Xippcrdey, De ^upplemenlis Cummentario-
rum Cd-saris (Berlin, 1846).

OPPOLZER, 6p'|)61-tser, JoiiAXX vox (1808-

71). An eminent Austrian physician. He was
born at Gratzen, Bohemia, and studied medi-

cine in Prague, where he practiced for some time

and in 1841 became professor in the medical

clinic. For two years he was professor of special

pathology and therapy in Leipzig, and in 1850

was called to the university at Vienna, where his

name contributed much to the fame of the medi-

cal faculty. He was widely known as a clinicist

and for his opposition to 'nihilism' in therapeu-

tics. Uh Klinisclie Vortriige (1866-72) were ed-

ited by Stotl'ella.

OPPOLZER, Theodor von {184136). An
Austrian astronomer, son of the preceding. He
was born in Prague. In 1866 he was ap-

pointed docent and in 1870 professor in the

University of Vienna. In 1884 he began his

important studies on the pendulum. His

earlier research had been on the orbits of

planets and comets. His publications include:

Lehrbuch zur Bnhnbestimmung dcr Kometcn und

Planeten (1870-80). the best and most complete

work of this kind: Vebcr die Bestimmung einer

Kometenhahn (1868-71); kSyzygientafchi fiir den

Mond (1881): Kanon der Finsternisse (1887),

with tales of eclipses of the sun between n.c. 1207

and A.D. 2163; and Enticurf eincr Mondtheorie

(1880).

OPPOSITION. In logic, the name applied to

express the relation between propositions wliich

have the same subject and the same predicate, but

which differ in quality or in iiuantity, or in both.

Thus "AH cows ruminate" and "Some cows

ruminate" stand in opposition or are opposites,

because thev have the same terms ( 'cows' and

'ruminate') but differ in quantity. If opposites

differ onlv in quantity, the imiversal proposition

is called "the siihaltcrn and the particular the

subaltcrnate. When the opposites differ only in

quality and are both universal, they are said to

be contraries: if they are both particular and

differ only in quantity, they are said to be sub-

contraries. If the opposites differ in both quan-

tity and quality, they are said to be contradic-

tory. These relations are generally represented

graphicallv in the so-cnlled 'square of opposi-

tion.' in w'hich the symbols A. E. 1. O. stand for

the four mutually opposing propositions. See

Logic.
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From this square prolialily arises the cxpros-

sion 'siiuardy contradictory.' An 'inmicdiate in-

ference by opposition" is made when from the

known or granted truth or falsity of any prop-

osition, the truth or falsity of its cipposites is in-

ferred. Thus, if A be true, K and O are false

and I is true. If E be true, A and I arc false

Contraries

Sub-contraries

and O is true. If I be true, E is false, and
either—not both—A or is true; which is true

cannot be inferred from the premise. If O be

true, A is false, and either—not both—E or I

is true; which is true cannot be inferred from
the premise. On the other hand, if A be false,

O is true, and either—not both—I or E is true;

vhich is true cannot be inferred from the premise.

If !•> be false, I is true, and eitlier—not both—

A

or O is true; which is true cannot be inferred

from the premise. If I be false, E and O are

true, and A is false. If be false, A and I are

true and E is false.

OPTIC, Oliver. The pen-name of William
Taylor Adams (q.v.).

OPTICAL ILLUSION. See Illusion.

OPTICALLY ACTIVE SUBSTANCES.
See l.iciiT. scitinn Uotiitum of tin I'bnif of I'olar-

iziilion.

OPTIC AXIS. See Light.

OPTIC NERVE. See Era.

OPTIC NEURITIS. Innamination of the

optic nerve nuiy be (1| papillitis, in which the

optic disk is affected, or (2) retrobulbar neu-

ritis: in which the disk is b\it sliphtly involved

and the ehanges are in the nerve fibres behind the

eye. In pajiillitis both eyes arc usually involved,

most frequently as the result of brain tumor,

meninsitis. abscess of the brain, or hydroceph-

alus. Sy]iliilis is a common cause, and less fre-

quently acute febrile affeetions, {;eneral diseases

and intlanuuations in the ref;ion of the eye. The
only subjective symptom is impairment of vision.

The ophthalmoscope
(
q.v. ) shows acondition known

as choked disk, in which the optic disk is swollen,

its pd<;es indistinct and frinped. the veins di-

lated and tortuous, or less projection of the disk

and involvement of more of the surrounding
retina. The inflammation nins a chronic course

and may terminate in recovery or be followed by
atrophy of the nerve with consequent loss of

siilit to a varyinj; degree. Ketrobulbar neuritis

may be acute or chronic. The former is rare,

and results from rheumatism, syphilis, exposure,

acute infectious diseases, and poisons. There is

neuralgia, pain in the eye and near it, rapid loss
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of sight, while even oi)hthalmoscopic examination
shows little or nothing. Sight usually returns

within a few montlis, but often with a central

scotoma; sometimes there is jjartial or total

blindness. The chronic form is usually the re-

sult of excessive use of tobacco and alcohol,

separately or combined. Both eyes have gradual-

ly diminished vision. (See Amislyopia.) U
the patient gives up the u.se of the drug causing
the neuritis complete recovery may occur; on
the other hand, there may be partial loss of sight.

OPTICS. See Light.

OPTIMATES (Lat.. aristocrats) AND POP-
ULARES (Lat., democrats). In the politics of

later republican Rome, the conservative or aris-

tocratic, and the democratic or progressive, parties

respectively. The popnlareS' comprised the great
body of the people, including not only the prole-

tariat, but many men of wealth, who, however,
were generally without personal influence. The
ojitimatcs were the aristocracy and their

followers. The two parties perpetuated the
old contests between the patricians and ple-

beians. In the second century li.c. the pop-
vlares gained great power under Tiberius Grac-
chus and his brother Gains, whose drastic meas-
ures were, however, nullified at their deaths.

From this time until the Empire, politics en-

tered less into the controversies of the optimiitc»

and populates than did the personal ambitions
of the leaders. Jlarius, the leader of the popu
lares, was overthrown by Sulla in the nam
of the optitiKites, and, later on, f'a'sar led tlie

party of the popuhires in oi)position to the aris-

tocracy at whose head was Pompeius. See

C^SAB, Gaius Julius; Gracchus; Marius;
Pompeius ; Sulla.

OPTIMISM (from Lat. optimus, best; con
nectcd with optare, to choose, apisci. Skt. o/i. to

obtain). The name given to the doctrine of those

philosophers and divines who hold that the exist-

ing order of things, whatever may be its seem-

ing imperfections of detail, is nevertheless, as a

whole, the most perfect or the best which could

have been created^ or which it is possible to con-

ceive. Some of the advocates of optimism con-

tent themselves with maintaining the dogmatic
position, that although God was not by any menii-

bound to create the most perfect order of thiuL-

yet the existing order is rlc facto the best; othei-

contend, in addition, that the perfection and wis-

dom of almighty God necessarily require that

His creation .should be the most perfect which it

is possible to conceive. The full development of

the optimistic theory as a philosophical syslin

w-as reserved for Leibnitz (q.v.). His main thesi

may be briefly stated to be that among all the

systems which presented themselves to the infinite

intelligence of God. as possible, God on aecomit

of His goodness selected and created, in the ex

isting uniA'erse, the best and most perfect, physi-

cally as well as morally. The details of the con-

troversial part of the system would be out of place

in this work. It will be enough to say that tli^

existence of evil, both moral and physical, is e\

plained by Leibnitz as a necessary consequent

.

of the finiteness of created beings: and it is con

tended that in the balance of good and evil in the

existing constitution of things, the preponderance
of the former is greater than in any other con-

ceivable creation. The great argument of the
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optimists has ahvavs been in essence identical

with Leibnitz.

OPUNTIA, 6-pun'shi-a. A genus of cacti.

See Pbickxy Peae.

OPZOOMEB, op'zo-mer, Cobxelis Willem
(1821-112 1. A Dutch philosopher and jurist,

born at Kotterdam. He studied at the Univer-
sity of Leyden, became professor of philo.sophy

at the University of Utrecht in 184(>, and in ISGl
was chosen president of the Royal Academy of

Science. He was a leader of the empirical school

of philosophy. Among his works are: De iceg

der wetenschap (18.51); Eet icezen der kennis

(2d ed. 1867) ; De Bonapartes en het recht van
Duilschlaiid, ook na Sedan (1871); and Heheid-

itig van Kerk en Sliifit (1875).

OQUAS'SA TROUT iXortli American In-

dian name). The blueback trout, or 'quasky,' of

the Rangeley lakes, ile. See Plate with Tbout.

OB
I
Fr., gold). In heraldry (q.v.), the metal

gold.

OBACHE (formerly also arrach, from Fr.

arroche, from Lat. atriplex, orache, from Gk.
arpcKfaivc, atraphaxys, orache), Atriplex. A
larjie genus of plants of the natural order Cheno-
podiaceae, some species of which are common
weeds in gardens and waste places throughout
Europe and tlie United States. Garden orache,

mountain spinach {Atriplex hortensis) , an an-

nual native of Tatary. with thick greenish or
redilish slightly acid leaves, was formerly much
cultivated as a substitute for .spinach. Sea orache
(Atriplex littoralis), a native of the British

coasts, and Atriplex patula, a garden weed, are

similarly used.

OBACIiE (Lat. oracvlum, from orare, to pray,
from OS. Skt. a.iyu, mouth ) . The place where a
deity gives responses to the inquiries of votaries,

or the response itself. The belief that the gods
could and would reveal the future was common
among the nations of antiquity, and few luider-

takings were entered upon without consultation

of those who were able to interpret the signs

by which the future was manifested. Thus we
find the kings of Egypt, Babylonia, and Assyria
seeking divine advice or sanction before their

campaigns, while among the Hebrews the high
priest made use of the Urim and Thummini to

determine the will of .Jehovah. The Greeks and
Romans were fully convinced of the importance
of signs and omens, and the need of their correct

interpretation, as well as of the possibility of

predicting the future by means of various
methods, which are treated under Divixatiox.
While consultation of the gods was thus possible

anywhere, there were certain places especially

chosen by the gods as seats of answer to human
inquiries, and these oracles played an important
part in ancient life. They were naturally con-

nected with sanctuaries, and the answers were
usually imparted or interpreted by the priests.

The n\miber of such oracular .shrines was very
great, and most of them doubtless enjoyed little

more than a local reputation. Only a few
reached a national or international importance,
but these may fairly be taken as typical. Tliey

fall naturally into three classes: (1) those in

which the answer was given through signs; (2)

those in which the god spoke through the mouth
of some inspired person; (3) those in which the
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god manifested his will by dreams or visions in
the sanctuary.

In the first class belongs the very ancient
oracle of Zeus at Dodona (q.v.) in Epirus, where
answers seem at first to have been given by the
rustling of the leaves of the -sacred oaks, though
later other methods of divination, including the
lot, were also employed. At 01j"mpia the family
ji Iamid,-E, in whom the prophetic gift was
hereditary, answered inquiries and predicted the
future from the .s.acrifices at the great altar, and
a similar method was followed in early times
at the oracle of Ismenian Apollo near Thebes.
Xe.\t to Dodona, and in later times surpassing
it in fame, was the oracle of Zeus Amnion, in

the oasis of Siwah in Libya, noted for the visit

of Alexander the Great, who was there hailed
as the divine son of Ammon. It was, however,
frequently consulted by Greeks in earlier times.
The answers were determined by the swaying of

the image of the god, as it was carried in

solemn procession on the shoulders of the priests.

At some places the answer was given by casting
lots, or throwing dice bearing characters or num-
bers, which were interpreted by the priests or by
a key. Thus at Attaleia in Phrygla the numbers
referred to a collection of oracles in verse, and
the answer was sought in the verses indicated

by the number.

The second class were far more numerous, and
seem to have been prevailingly oracles of Apollo,

for this god was the special minister of Zeus in

declaring the future. Here belongs far the most
famous of the ancient oracles, that of the Pythian
Apollo at Delphi (q.v.). The responses were here

given by a prophetess, the Pythia. who after cere-

monial purifications drank from the sacred water
of the Cassotis, chewed leaves of the sacred laurel,

and seated herself on the sacred tripod, which
was placed in the shrine of the temple over a sub-

terranean chasm from which issued a cold vapor,

whose fiunes threw her into an ecstasy. The
questions were propounded by a prophet, and the

mutterings or ravings of the P.vthia were reduced

by the priests to hexameter verses, and thus com-

municated to the inquirer. Responses were at

first given in but one month each year; later,

however, they could be obtained on all but un-

lucky days. The favorable days were determined

by examining the sacrificial victims. The order

of the inquirers was determined by lot, unless

precedence in consulting the oracle had been

granted as a mark of honor by the community.
The oracle early att;»ined wide fame, and in the

sixth centuiy B.C. received rich gifts from King
CrcEsus of Lydia. Later it was frequently con-

sulted by Athenians. Spartans, and other peoples

before venturing to decide critical questions of

policy, especiallv in matters connected with re-

ligion. In si)itc of Medism dviring the Persian

wars and some undoubted cases of deception, the

oracle maintained its reputation through the

best period of Greek history, and with some
fluctuations enjoyed prosperity even under the

Roman emperors. Other famous oracles of Apollo

where inspired prophets or prophetesses revealed

the answers of the god were at Branchida- near

ililetus. at Alw in Phocis. at Claros near Colo-

plion. at Patara in Lycia. and at Argos. The
inspiration was in most cases communicated by

drinking from a sacred spring or of the blood of

a sacrifice.
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The third class of oracles finds its best ex-

amples in the temples of .Esculapius (q.v.),

where the sick who came to consult the god

slept in a hall attached to the sanctuary, and
were either cured by a vision of the god during

the night, or received diiections which were

later interpreted to them by the attendants.

The most celebrated of these shrines was the

llieron of Epidaurus (q.v.), and the inscriptions

found there throw much light upon the character

of these establishments. The dream-oracles were

not confined, however, to the sick. In the sanc-

tuary of Ampliiaraus at Oropus in Attica visions

not only helped the sick, but enlightened the

inquirer on other subjects. Before the incuba-

tion certain sacrifices and purifications with
fasting were required, and fees were of course

collected, especially from those who had been

cured of disease. Peculiar in many way.s, and
not above a very strong suspicion of charlatanry,

was the procedure at the oracle of Trophonius
at Lebadea in Bieotia. After prolonged prepara-

tory rites and sacrifices, the imiuirer, a honey
cake in each hand, descended by a ladder into an
artificial subterranean chamber, where he thrust

his feet through a hole in the side wall. He
was then seized by some unseen power and borne
below the eartli, where by apparitions or voices

the future was revealed, and he then found liim-

self hurried feet foremost into the chamber he had
left, whence he was removed by the priests in a
dazed and bewildered condition. By Lake Aver-
nus, near Cuniie, in Italy, was a celebrated oracle

where the future was revealed by the spirits of

the dead, and we hear of other places where
necromancy was practiced, either by calling the

spirits in |ierson to answer the inquirer, or by
means of dreams.

As it was believed that many of the great
prophets of the past had predicted the distant

future, there were also in circulation in the
ancient world many collections of oracles at-

tributed to Bacis, iliis.TUs, Orpheus, and other
famous seers, and these predictions were freely

cited at any time of national calamity or con-

sulted for guidance in difficulties by the less

educated.

Consult: Bouche-Leclerq, Histoire de la divi-

iiation (Paris. 1879) ; Stengel, "Griechische Kul-
tusaltertiinicr," in iluller's Hnmlbuch drr klas-
sisclien AltertumsicissciiscJiaft (ilunich, 18!)S);

Buresch, Klaros (Leipzig, 1889) ; Stiitzle, Das
griechische Orakehoesen (Ellwangen, 1887, 1891) ;

Schiimann-r^ipsius, Griechische AUertiimer, vol.

ii. (Berlin, 1902).

ORAN, 6-riin' Fr. pron. o'rax'. A depart-
ment of Algeria, sometimes called the Depart-
ment of the West, from the fact of its forming
the western frontier of the country. It is

bounded on the north by the Mediterranean,
on the east by the Department of Algiers, on
the west by the Em|)ire of ilorocco, and on
the south by the desert. Area, 44.(ilfi square
miles, of which 13,.514 belong to the Tell and
a large portion to the Sahara. Population,
in 1891, 942,000: in 1901, 1.107.3.54. four-fifths

being Arabs. Besides the capital, Oran (q.v.),

the seats of arrondissements are the communes
of Sidi bel-Ahb6s (population, in 1901, 25.739),
Mostaganem (population, 17.9,56) , Ma.seara
(population, 20.914), and Tlemcgn (population,
35,382).

ORAN (Ar. llarun). A seaport and Catlio-

lie episcopal city of Algeria, capital of the de-

parlnieut of the same name. It stands at the in-

ner extremity of the tiulf of Oran, an inlet of the
ilediterranean, 2U0 miles west-southwest of Al-

giers, with which it is connected by rail (Jlap:

Africa, D 1). The town, girt by walls and
tlefended by strongly armed forts, is situated at

the foot of a high mountain, crowned by tlie

forts Santa-Cruz and Saint-Gregoire. The ravine
of Oued Rekhi. laid out with boulevards and
buildings, divides the port and old S]ianish town
on the west from the modern Frencli town mi
the ea.st. The streets and promenades are gen-
erally spaeicnis, the houses elegant and airy.

The principal edifices are the Chatcau-Xeuf. tlie

residence of the general of division: the depart-
mental offices, including the Hotel de la Prcln -

ture, the civil, criminal, commercial tribunals,

etc. ; the great mosque of la Rue Pliilippe; the

Catholic cathedral, and the barracks. The oity

has a college, primary and native schools,

a geological and arclueological society. Protestant
and other churches, synagogues, mosques; a
branch of the Bank of Algeria ; excheciuer, post,

and telegraph offices ; an immense military hos-

pital, with accommodations for 1400 beds; and
various splendidly appointed magazines and Gov-
ernment stores. The town has a good water
supply. Formerly vessels had to find sludtcr in

the roadstead of ilers-el-Kebir, three ndlcs dis-

tant, but the construction of moles since 18S7
has improved the harbor, and vessels with an
aggregate tonnage of 2.310.000 entered and
cleared the port in 1898. There is a large trade
with interior Africa and with Spain. Almeria
being only 140 miles and Gibraltar 220 miles
distant. The exports include agricultural pro-

duce, iron ore, and alfa. The United States is

represented by an agent. The country in the
vicinity is bare and arid, although the land is

not sterile. To the south of the town the country
is uncultivated, but toward the southeast highly
cultivated lands are seen. Cattle are raised, and
grain, tobacco, and cotton are grown. The vine

covers large tracts of land, and its cultivation is

attended with great success; the wines produced
are of good quality.

The town of Oran v^•as built by the Moors. It

was taken by the Spaniards in 1509. by the
Turks in 1708, and again by the Spaniards in

1732. In 1791 it was destroyed by an earth-

quake, and shortly after it was altogether aban-
doned by the Spaniards. Oran was taken by
the French in 1831, and has been developed by
them into a large and prosperous town. Popula-
tion of commune, comprising the three suburbs,
ilers-cl-Kebir, La Senia. and AIn-el-Turk, in

1891, 75,000; in 1901, 88,235.

ORANGE, 6'raxzh'. The capital of an arron-
disscment in the Department of Vaucluse. France,
in a beautiful plain, on the Aigue, IS miles north
of A-Vvignon by rail (Map: France, L 7). There
are several notable Roman remains here and in

the vicinity. The triumphal arch. (iO feet high,

is celebrated for the beauty of its architecture,

and its richly sculptured bas-reliefs. The ancient
theatre, the largest of its kind in France, has a
well-preserved stage. The Church of Xntre Dame
dates from the eleventh century. Orange has a
college and a library. It had a university till the

French Revolution. It manufactures silk8, mus-
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lins, serges, etc., and there are oil-works, dye-

works, auJ tanneries. A trade in wine, spirits,

oils, honey, and fruit is carried on. Population,
in I'JOl (commune J, 10,090.

Orange is the Roman Arausio. It was the
capital of the independent Principality of Orange
from the eleventh centurA'. On the death of

Philihert of C'halon in 15.30 the estates and title

passed to the Hou.se of Xassau. William of

Orange, surnamed the Silent, and his son,

JIaurice of Xassau, founded the greatness of the

House of Orange by the rOle which they played

in the foundation of the Dutch Republic. (See

Nassau and Xetherlaxds.) William III.,

Prince of Orange and King of England, died in

1702 without issue; and at the Peace of Utrecht
(171.3) the King of Prussia, one of the principal

claimants to the principality, ceded the territory

of Orange to the King of France. The title

Prince of Orange is now borne by the heir pre-

sumptive to the Dutch throne.

OR'ANGE. A to\\Ti. including several vil-

lages, in Franklin County, ilass., 86 miles west

by north of Boston; on Millers River, and on the

Boston and ilaine' Railroad (Map: Massachu-
setts, C 2). It has a public library of 7000 vol-

umes. Its parks—Central, Brookside, and God-
dard—are very attractive. The to\\-n is actively

engaged in manufacturing, the products including

sewing-machines, sewing-machine needles, furni-

ture, lumber products, clothing, especially Rus-

sian vests, boxes, tapioca, automobiles, water
wheels and othen kinds of machinery. The gov-

ernment is administered by town meetings. The
water-works are owned and operated by the town.

In 1783 Orange was created out of parts of

Warwick. Athol, Royalston, and Xew Salem,

and incorporated as a district. In 1810 it be-

came a town. Population, in 1890, 4568; in

1900, 5.520.

ORANGE. A city in Essex County, X. J.,

four miles northwest of Xewark: on the Lacka-
wanna Railroad, a branch of the Erie, and elec-

tric railroads connecting with Xewark, Jlont-

clair, Bloomfield, East Orange, South Orange,

and other tomis of the vicinity (ilap: Xew
Jersey, D 2). It is situated at an elevation of

from" 150 to 200 feet, near the base of First

(Orange) ilountain, a great ridge of trap rock,

which extends for many miles in a northeast and
southwest direction rising to a height of over

600 feet above tide water. Among the pic-

turesque spots in the neighborhood are Llewellvn

Park of 750 acres (West Orange), with many
fine residences: Eagle Rock, on the east brow
of the mountain, now a part of the new public

park system of Essex County: and Hemlock
Falls "(South Orange), situated amid wild

scenery. The city is noted as a residential

place, " having the homes of maih' Xew York
business men, and from its elevated suburbs

commands magnificent views of the surround-

ing country. In the city and vicinity are

many miles of excellent roads. The note-

worthy buildings include the Stickler Memorial
Library. Columbus .School Building and Theatre,

Decker Building, iletropolitan Building. Music
Hall. Orange ilemorial Hospital, with the

Shepard pavilion and a training school for

nurses. Orphan Home. House of the Good Shep-

herd, ^fasonic Temple, and the First Presbyterian

Church, originally built in 1719, and several
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times remodeled. The city has a public library,

a bureau of associated charities, a well-known
Mendelssohn Union, a Xew England Society, Es-
sex Count}- Hunt and Essex County clubs, and
other athletic and social clubs. Orange is wide-

ly known also as the seat of an extensive hat-

manufacturing industrj'. Adjoining Llewellvn
Park is the Edison laboratory. The government,
imder a revi.sed cliarter of 1879, is vested in a
mayor, biennially elected, and a council. The
board of education is independently elected by
popular vote. The water-works are owned and
operated bv the municipality. Population, in

1890, 18.84"4; in 1900, 24,141.

Orange, originally a part of Xewark and called

the 'Xewark Mountain,' was probably settled as

early as 16G6 or 1667. In 1718 the" settlers es-

tablished a separate Church and called it "The
Mountain Society.' This in 1781 became the
'Second Church of X'ewark,' and still exists as

the 'First Presbyterian Church of Orange.' In
1806 Orange was separated from Xewark and in-

corporated as a town under its present name, the

name Orange Dale having been in use from about
1791. In 1870 it was chartered as a city. Out
of Orange were created South. West, and East
Orange in 1861, 1862. and 1863 respectively.

Consult : Whittemore, The Founders and Builders

of Ihe Oranges (Xewark, 1896) ; and Wickes,
Eislory of the Oranges from 166G to 1S06 (Xew-
ark, 1892).

ORANGE. A city and the county-seat of

Orange County. Texas. 271 miles east of Austin;

on the Sabine River, and on the Southern Pacific

Railroad (Map: Texas, H 4). It is especially

noted for its extensive lumbering interests, and
is also an important shipping centre for the rice,

cotton, and live stock of the vicinity. Lumber
mills, cotton gins, and a rice mill constitute the

principal industrial establishments. The water-

works are owned bv the municipalitv. Popula-

tion, in 1890, 3173; in 1900, 3835.

ORANGE (OF. orenge, Fr. orange, from It.

aratiria, nrancio, from Ar. naranj, orange, from
Hind, ndfrnngi, from Skt. nuranga. nagaranga,

orange; influenced by popular etymology with Fr.

or, Lat. aiirum, gold, in allusion to its yellow

color; with loss of initial )i as in adder, apron,

augur, vmjiire, cf. dial. It. naranza, naranz. Sp.

naranja. Wall, naranze. orange). Citrus auran-

tiunt. A low-branching, long-lived evergreen tree

of the natural order Rutaceae. In cultivated

orchards it seldom exceeds 30 feet in height. The
leaves are oval or elliptical : the blossoms pure

white and very fragrant. The fruit is a large,

globose. 8- to "lO-celled berry, yellow when ripe,

and containing a refreshing acid juicy pulp. The

orange is used as a dessert fruit and for pre-

serves, nuirmalade, etc. The principal types of

oranges are as follows: Citrus auranlitim sinen-

sis, which includes the common sweet oranges of

commerce, including more than 70 horticultural

varieties. Citrus auranlium amara, which in-

cludes the sour, bitter, or Seville oranges,

largely used as budding stocks for sweet oranges

and for the oil obtained from the rind of the fruit

for use in perfumery. Citrus auranlium ber-

gamia. which includes" the bergamot orange, from

which bergamot oil is obtained. The species Citrus

aurantiuin. var. nobilis. includes the mandarin or

kid-gloveoranges,and tangerines. Thesearemostly

small early sorts and hardier than sweet oranges.
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The trifoliate orange (Citrua trifoliata) is valua-

ble cliielly mi account of its liardincss and com-

pact growth, which makes it a good hedge i)lant

as far north as New York City. It has a value

as a stock for the Satsunia varietj- and the

kuniiiuat. rendering them more hardy than when
worked on their own roots. Promising hardy

hyl)rids between this and Citrus aurantium are

being obtained.

The fruit of these various species varies ex-

ceedingly in form, size, juiciness of pulp, thick-

ness of rind. etc. Some varieties have very

numerous seeds, while others are seedless. The
navel orange is so called because of a remarkable

development of adventitious cells which at the

apex of the orange give the fruit an lunbilical

mark. The orange is a native of India or

Southern China, whence it has been distributed

by successive stages to all paits of the sub-

tropical world and the warmer, temperate re-

gions. It was introduced into Florida and South
America by the early Spanish explorers, and now
flourishes wild there in many localities. It is

cultivated in nearly all the ((iiintries bordering

on the .Mediterranean J5ea, and in Portugal, India
and Southern Asia, Japan, East Indies. Brazil,

Jamaica, Florida, Louisiana, California, Aus-
tralia, etc. In the United States the production
of oranges has declined somewhat since 180G,

owing to the severe winter freezes of 189-t-95 and
again in 18!)!), which ruined many of the orange
groves of Florida. Tlie twelfth census estimates

the number of orange trees in the United States

in IS!)!) at 8, .'J!)?.710, and the production that

year at 6,171,259 boxes. California, with 5,648,-

714 trees, produced 5,882, 1!)3 boxes; while Flor-

ida, with 2,552,542 trees, produced but 273,295
boxes.

Oranges are usually propagated from seed.

Some varieties come true or nearly true to seed,

but most do not, and so are propagated by bud-
ding. They thrive on nearly all kinds of fertile

.soils and are found in high, dry sitiiations as

well as low, alluvial lands subject to occasional

overflow. They cannot be grown in situations

subject to severe frosts during the growing sea-

son. The trees are set in the orchard when about
two years from the bud, the distance apart
usually favored in California being 10 feet for

dwarfs, 18 to 24 feet for semi-dwarfs. 24 to 30
feet for staniiards, and 30 to 40 feet for seedlings.

Clean, thorough cultivation is practiced during
the growing season and irrigation given wherever
necessary. Nearly all California orchards are
irrigated. Orange trees under favorable condi-

tions continue in bearing to a great age. Blos-

soms and green and ripe fruit are frequently
seen on the trees at the same time, but the bulk
of the crop ripens at about the same time. In
harvesting the fruit is usually gathered by hand,
being cut oflF and placed in sacks or cloth-

lined baskets. It is ke]>t for a few days in bas-

kets or shallow bins in the packing house for the
skins to dry and soften a little, then graded,
each fruit wrapped in tissue paper, and packed
for market in boxes holding two cubic feet each.

Boxes hold from 96 to 252 oranges, according
to the size of the fruit. Average sized fruit

runs from 170 to 200 to the box. Oranges stand
shipment well and when properly handled some-
times keep for months.
Orange Disease.s. The orange, in com-

mon with many of the other citrus fruits, is sub-
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ject to a number of injurious diseases by which
the trees are destroyed or stunted in their

gi'owth and the fruit injured or rendered un-

sightly. One of the widest spread diseases, espe-

cially destructive of lemons and sweet oranges,

is the 'foot-rot,' which is of unknown origin, but
occurs in Florida, California, Europe, and Aus-
tralia, and, according to estimates, has caused

annual losses of more than $100,000 in Florida

alone. It may be recognized by copious exuda-
tion of gum near the i)ase of the tree, sjiarsi',

small yellow leaves, and dead small branches,

and patches of dry bark which fall otl'. t»ther

centres appear and the disease spreads until the

whole tree is giidled. Removing the soil from
around the crown of the tree seems to be the

most ed'ective treatment. Over cultivation is to

be avoided and good drainage secured. 'Die-back,'

so named from the dying of the young twigs for

several inches from their tips, is a serious

trouble in Florida. No variety or age of tree

appears exempt from this disease, which seems
to be due to malnutrition, resulting in part at

least from improper cultivation and improper
drainage. The fruit on trees is not abundant,
ri])ens prematurely, and frequently splits, dro])-

ping from the tree before ripening. Withholding
nitrogenous fertilizers, stopping cultivation,

mulching about trees and thorough drainage have
given good results in overcoming this disease.

The sooty mold {Mclinln cumcllice) is a fungus
that follows scale and other insects which exude
lioneydew upon the trees. It covers the leaves

and stems, interfering with their functions, and
renders the fruit unsalable by the covering of

lilack, almost felt-like mycelium. By destroying

the insects with resin washes or by fumigation,

the excretion of honeydew' (q.v. ) is stopped and
the sooty mold disappears. Not only citrus trees.

but many others are subject to this pest. 'Blight.'

a destructive and apparently contagious disease

of unknown cau.se, for wliich no cure is as yet

known, seems to attack bearing trees only. The
leaves suddenly wilt, even in rainy weather;
numerous sprouts appear upon the trunk, and
die after a season or two. The trees blossom pro-

fusely the season following the wilting, but are

usuall.v leafless, and set few fruits and ripen

fewer. A single branch, or the wdiole tree, may
be affected, but in any ease the tree is finally

destroyed. The scab is due to a species of

Cladosporium which causes warts or scabs on

the leaves and fruits, especially of lemons. Thor-
ough sprayin.g with ainmoniacal copper carbon-

ate will prevent this disease. At least five ap-

plications should be given. See Colored Plate of

CITRU.S Fruits.

Con.sult: Bonavia, Cultivated Oranges and
Lemons of India (London, 1890) ; Risso and
Porteau, Hisfoire naturelle des oratiriers (Paris,

1822) ; Culture of the Citrus, in California State

Board of Horticulture Report (Sacramento,
1902) : Mills, Citrus Fruit Culture. California

.Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 138;

Harcourt. Florida Fruits (Louisville. Ky.. 1886) ;

W'irk'ion. California FruilstSan Francisco. 1891 ) ;

B. Alino. El naranjo (Valencia. 1900) : Treatise

and Handbook of Orani/e Culture in Florida,

Louisiana, and California (4th ed., New York
and Jacksonville, 1802).

ORANGE, Prince of. See \Villiam I., the

Silent ; WuilAii III., King of England.
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OR'ANGEBURG. A city and the county-seat

of Orangeburg County, S. C., 51 miles south by
east of Columbia ; on the north fork of the Edisto

River, and on the Southern and the Atlantic

Coast Line railroads (ilap: South Carolina, D
3). It is the seat of Clanin University (Meth-
odist Episcopal ) for negroes, opened in 1869, and
of the Colored Normal, Industrial, Agricultural

and Mechanical College. There are cotton and
cottonseed oil mills, lumber mills, a furniture
factory, machine sliops, brick yards, etc. Orange-
burg has a considerable trade in cotton, lumber,
and turpentine. The water-works and electric

light plant are o\vned by the municipality. Pop-
ulation, in 18!)0, 2964; 'in 1900, 4455.

ORANGE CITY. A town and the county-seat

of Sioux County, Iowa, 45 miles north-northeast
of Sioux City; on the Chicago and Xorth western
Railroad (Map: Iowa, A 2). It has the Xorth-
western Classical Academy, with the Eapelye
Libraiy of 3000 volumes, and is interested prin-

cipally in farming and stock-raising. Tlie new
court house here is a handsome structure. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 1240: in 1900, 14.57.

ORANGE FREE STATE. See Obaxge Riv-

er Colony.

ORANGE INSECTS. The insects which
ali'ect the orange, also, as a rule, affect the lemon
and other trees of the genus Citrus. The most
important and injurious are the scale insects of

the familj' Coccidae, which attack the leaves,

twigs, branches, and trunk. The long scale {Myti-

laspis Gloveri) and the purple scale (Mytilaspis

cilricola ) were for a long time the principal in-

sect enemies of the orange groves in Florida, but
the Florida red scale {AspiiJioliis /iciis) and the

chaff scale { I'arlatoria pergandei) have become
numerous and injurious. In Louisiana the chaff

scale has been the principal enemy, although the

purple scale has done some damage. The orange

hionaspis {Chionaspis citri) also occurs abun-
ntly in this State as well as in Mexico and the

W ?st Indies. In California none of these species

art noted as pests in the orange groves, although
the purple scale and the long scale have been
accidentally introduced into some localities dur-

ing the past few years. The principal California

scales are the California red scale ( Aspidiotus

citricola), the white or fluted scale (Icerya

Purchasi) , and the black scale {Lecanium
olew) . The white or fluted scale has been prac-

tically exterminated by the introduction of the

Australian ladybird {\oviu» cirdinaUs—see

L.\DTBIKD), and the black scale is more of a pe.st

to the olive orchards than to the orange groves.

The California red scale is therefore the only
serious scale-insect enemy to the citrus trees of

California, and is kept in check by fumigation
with hydrocyanic acid gas, and by spraying with
the kerosene distillate emulsion. The soft scale

{Lecanium hesperidum) , the hemispherical scale

{Lecanium hemisphcericum) , the Florida wax
scale iCeroplastes Floriden^is) . and the barnacle

scale (Crriyplastes cerripediformia) , as well as

the common mealy-bng {DnrtiiloptKfi citri), are

also found in orange groves, but seldom do any
great damage. See Sc.\le Insept.
A rather serious pest in Florida, and to a lesser

extent in Louisiiana. is the white fly (Aleyrodes
citri) which sometimes swarms upon the leaves

of citrus fruits, stopping the pores and extract-

ing the sap. and which through its saccharine

i'

excretion is also the nidus for the spores of a
black smut-fungus which further damages both
the health and appearance of the trees, and fruit.

A mite enemy of the orange injures the fruit to
some extent, and is especially harmful to the
salable value of the fruit. This is Phytoptus
oleivoruH, called the "rust mite' of the orange
and the 'silver mite' of the lemon, since it pro-
duces a rusty appearance on orange fruit and a
silvery appearance on lemons. The sovereign
remedy against these mites is flowers of sulphur
added to kerosene emulsion spray. Another mite
whicli occurs upon oranges, and which is closely

allied to the so-called 'red spider' of green-
houses, is the six-spotted mite (TelranychuH sex-

maculatus) . It feeds mainly on the under sides

of the leaves, and it is also readily controlled by
the use of sulphur in some form or another. (See
MiTE.) Some damage is occasionally done to
orange trees by termites or so-called white ants,,

but usually because of some prior damage.
The leaves are injured by the orange aphis

{Siphonophora citrifolia) , and by several suck-
ing bugs, such as the green soldier bug {\ezara
hilaris) and the thick-thighed metapode {Mela-
podius femoratus) . A number of caterpillar*

feed upon the leaves, tlie most conspicuous of

which is the larva of Papilio cresphontes, some-
times known as the 'orange dog.' The saddle-

back caterpillar (larva of Empretia stimulca)

,

and the bagworm (larva of Oiketicus Ahhotii),
and several other less prominent lepidopterous

laryae eat the leaves to a greater or lesser extent,

and there are several leaf-rollers which also-

damage the foliage. The cotton-stainer (q.y.) or
red-bug (Dysdercus suturellus) punctures the

fruit; as does also the leaf-footed bug (Leplo-

glossus phyllopiis) . A very serious enemy of the

orange in Mexico, and one the advent of which
is greatly feared by the orange-growers of the

United States, is the ilorelos orange worm or

fruit-fly, the larva of Trypeta liidens. Here the

fly lays her eggs upon the skin of the young
orange, and tlie maggots which hatch from these

eggs penetrate the pulp and ruin the fruit.

Nearly all of the species just mentioned occur

in Mexico and the West Indies, and several of

them are found in the orange groves in Mediter-

ranean regions. In South Africa and Australia

the orange has a different insect fauna, but the

species are allied to those in America and repre-

sent practically the same groups.

Consult: Hubbard. Insects of the Orange (De-

partment of Agriculture, Washington, 1886) ;

ilarlatt. "The Scale Insect and Mite Enemies of

Citrus Trees." in Yearhook, Department of Agri-

culture for l!>nO (Washington, 1901).

ORANGEMEN. The members of the Irish

society called "The Loyal Orange Institution.'

After'the battle of the IJoyne (q.v.) in 1690. the

Irish Catholics, who on account of their Jacobite

leanings were oppressed by the English, began

to form various semi-revolutionary' societies. In

opposition, the Irish Protestants formed the

above-named society, the object of which was
to oppose Roman Catholicism and to maintain
the imion of England and Ireland and the Pro-

testant succession to tlie crown. Tliough it de-

rived its name from William III. (of Orange) , who
drove out the Catholic .Tames II.. it was first

definitely established in Ulster in 1795. It ex-

tended rapidly, and even had some lodges in

England and Canada. Parliament was compelled
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to check the turbulence of the organization on
several occasions, and from 1813 to 1828 it was
suspended in Ireland. It had a complex organiza-
tion, and tlic> grand lodge had a meeting twice a
year, in Jlay and on Xovember 5. In Ireland the
society has for a long time had no inlluence,

but tlicre arc numerous lodges still existing in

the United States. July 12tli, the anniversary of

the battle of the lioyne, is 'Orange Day.' Con-
sult: 1 i( le of the Present ^late of Ireland and
of the Disturbances in That Country (London,
liitTj ; "An Lnbiased Irishman," Oranyeism iJx-

poscd (New York. 1.S24) : I'arHuiiiinturj/ Report
on the Orange Association (London, 1835) ; Lil-

burn, Orangcistn : Its Origin, Constitution, and
Objects (ib., 1800) ; Lecky, History of England
in Hie Eighteenth Cetitury, vols, vii., viii. (ib.,

ISTS-HO).

ORANGE-NASSAU, Order of. A royal or-

der of Iho Xetlierlanils, with five classes, founded
in 1.SU2 in the name of (^tuecn Wilhclmina. It is

conferred as a reward for services to the country
or to the royal house, and may be given to for-

eigners as well as natives. The decoration, a
blue enameled cross with eight ])oints, surrounded
by a laurel wreath, bears the national arms on a
blue ground with the legend, Je mainticnilrai.

on the reverse a W with the inscription God zij

met ous ('God be with ue').

ORANGE OIL. An essential oil obtained from
the rind of tlie orange. Es.sence de liiijaradc,

from the bitter orange, is distinguished from
essence de Portugal, from the rind of the sweet
orange. The oil is extracted sometimes by dis-

tillation, but more conunoiily by the sponge
process, which consists in ]>ressing the iK'cl of the
fruit forcibly against a ])icce of flat s])(ingc in

such a manner as to break the cells, from which
the oil exudes and is absorbed by the sponge.
Wlien e.xhausted the peel is thrown aside and the
sponge wriing out into a bowl, where the oil

separates from the waterv' liquid which accom-
panies it, and is then decanted. This oil, which
is a pale yellowish li<|uid, consists of nearly 98
per cent, of a terpene called lemonenc, and is

used for flavoring and in jierfumeiy. The essen-

tial oil obtained by the aqueous distillation of

the fresh ilowers of the bitter orange is chiefly

used in perfumery under the name of oil of
orange flowers, or oil of ncroli. The yield from
one ton of flowers is about forty ounces, and the
finest trees afford about sixty-six pounds of
flowers. The neroli oil is a yellowish or brownish
liquid with an odor of orange flowers and a bitter
aromatic flavor. Both orange oil and oil of
neroli are made chiefly in the south of France.

ORANGE RIVER (IToltentot Garirp, Great
Water). The principal river of the extreme
soiithem part of Africa (Map: Africa, F 7). Its
farthest headstrcam rises on the slojie of Cham-
pagne Castle, a peak of the Drakcnberg on the
boundary between Natal and Basutoland. scarcelv
more than 100 miles from the Indian Ocean. It

flows across the continent in a general westward
course, first southwestwnrd through Basutoland,
then forming in a large bend the southern boun-
dary of the Orange Kiver Colonv. after which it

flows across the northern part of CapeColony. and
finally forms the boundnrv between the latter and
German 'Southwest Africa until it empties into
the Atlantic Ocean. Its total lencth is nearlv 1300
miles. It receives in the upjier two-fifths of its

course practically all its permanent tributaries,

the last and largest of which is the Vaal (q.v. i,

which is by some geographers considered as the
true upper course of the river. Below its con-

fluence with the Vaal the Orange flows thro\igh
the arid wilderness of the southern Kalaliari
region and Xamaqualand. In the last 500 miU's
of its course it receives no permanent tributaries,

though several large wadis lead into it. Its
volume decreases by eva])oration, and at its

mouth it is almost exhausted. A sand bar blocks
the mouth. In the wet season the river becomes
an impetuous torrent. About 20 miles fmrn
its mouth it is completely obstructed by rapids,

and farther iidand, above its confluence witli the

Molopo Wadi, it forms the famous 'Hundred
Falls' or the Great Aughrabies. Here the riser

descends 400 feet in a course of 16 miles in a
continuous scries of rapids and cataracts between
a confusion of liigh rocky crags. The river re-

ceived its jucscnt name in 1777 in honor of tlie

House of Orange. Consult Chavanne, Afrikas
SIrome und Fliisse (Vienna, 1S83).

ORANGE RIVER COLONY (formerly tlie

Oraxoe Free State). A British colony in South
Africa, lying between the Orange Kiver and its

tributary the Vaal (see accompanying map I.

The latter separates the colony from the Traii--

,vaal Colony on the north, and the former frmn
Cape (_'olony on the south. Cape Colony (Griqua
Land West) also forms the western boundary,
while on the east the colony is bounded by Natal
and Basutoland. The area is estimated at 48,220
square miles.

PuY.siCAL Features. The surface is an un-
dulating plateau lying at an elevation of 3000
to 4000 ieet above the sea. This jilateau is

bo\nided on the east by the Drakenberg, with a
height of 7000 to 11,000 feet, and slopes mainly
westward an<l northwestward toward the Vaal
River. It is for the greater j)art a prairie covm-
try, aflording good pasturage in summer, hut very

sparsely wooded excei)t in the eastern mo\intains
and along the rivers, which are fringed with wil-

lows. The colony is watered entirely by tlie

tributaries of the Orange and the Vaal. .The
climate, owing to the high altitude and the dry-
ness of the air, is very healthful and agreeal>le.

The region is, however, subject to hot winds froni

the interior, so that the temperature rises actual-
ly higher than in the lower ground of Natal. Tlie

mean temperature is about 01°, and the average
extremes are: highest !).i°. in January; lowot
40°, in June. The dominant flora is herbaceous,
becoming shrubby toward the west. The large

wild animals have entirely disappeared. The
country suffers occasionally from the locust

plague.

The northeastern portions of the country con-
sist mainly of Triassic sandstones and shales in-

terbedded with horizontal coal seams which out-
crop especially in the Kroonstad and Heilbron
districts in the extreme north. The southwestern
portion belongs to the great South African lacus-

trine basin, the surface rock being of the Karoo
series with intrusions of igneous rocks.

Mining. The mining industry of the colony is

confined principally to the production of dia-

monds, which are found at KofTyfontein and '

Jagcrsfontcin, in the Fauresinith district. They
are also found to some extent in the neighbor-
hood of Kroonstad. in the north. During the last

decade of the nineteenth century considerable prog-
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ress was made in the exploitation of the diamond
fields, the output having increased from 99,225
carats, valued at £224.000. in IS'JO, to 307.000
carats, valued at £1,508.000, in 1898. The large
coal deposits in the north around Kroonstad are
extensively exploited. Gold is also found.

Agkicultube. By the conformation of the
surface the soil is better adapted for grazing
than agriculture, and, although grain-raising is

on the increase, it is still inferior to the pastoral
inilustry. There are at present about 10,000
holdings, comprising about .30.000,000 acres, of
prhieh a very small part is under cultivation.
Commerce and Tbax.spobtatiox. The prin-

cipal exports of the colony are wool, hides, com,
and diamonds. The commerce was almost entirely

suspended bv the Boer War. exports falling off

from about " £2.000.000 in 1898 to about £23,-
000 in 1901. The imports, consisting mostly of

geneial merchandise, were less affected. The
colony has about 400 miles of railways, the main
line entering from Cape Colony and connecting
Bloenifontein with the Caije and the Transvaal
railway systems. There is also another line con-
necting the northeastern part of the colony with
the Xatal system. The railways were originally
constructed by Cape Colony and acquired by the
Orange Free State in 1897.

Government. Since the establishment of civil

government after the annexation of the colony to

Great Britain, the Orange River Colony has been
under the su]jreme authority of the Ciovernor of
Orange River and the Transvaal colonies, who is

represented in the former colony by a Lieutenant-
Governor, assisted by an executive council. The
revenue is derived principally from customs. The
reveiuie and expenditure for 1902-03 were esti-

mated at £775.000 and £700.000 respectively.

There is a system of Government schools, but
education is neither compulsory nor free. The
population of the colony in 1890 was 207.503, of

whom 77,716 were white and 129,787 natives.

The majority of the white inhabitants belong to

the Dutch Reformed Church. Capital, Bloem-
fontein ( q.v. )

.

History. Before 1830 the region between the

Vaal and Orange rivers was a wilderness, in-

habited bv wandering bands of Bushmen and
broken tri\)es of refugees from the armies of the

great Zulu rulers. Chaka, Dingaan, and Maseli-

kutse. In 1836 there was a great emigration of

Boers from Cape Colony, owing to dissatisfac-

tion with the British Government. This move-
ment, the 'Great Trek.' had Natal for its goal,

but. the British not allowing the Boers to remain
in possession of this region, a part of them set-

tled in the country north of the Orange and
another in the territory north of the Vaal. The
republic thus established between the Orange and
Vaal (1842) proved a disturbing neighbor to
Cape Colony, so that after some friction it was
forcibly annexed bv the British in 1S48. The
country continued in their possession until 1854.
when it was formally given up. The indey«?nd-

ence of the Orange Free State was declared on

February 23d and a constitution adopted on
April 10th. which was revised Februar\-
9. 1S60. May 8. 1879. and May 11. 1898.

About tlie year 1862 a large number of Griquas
(q.v.) sold their farms to the Free State Govern-
ment, and migi'ated in a body to the coast side

of the mountains in independent KafTraria. oc-

cupying a large tract of country there known by
Vol. XV.—I.

the name of Xo Man's Land. In 1866 a treaty
was concluded with Moshesh, chief of the
Basutos, by which a portion of the territory
known as Basuto Land was ceded to the Orange
Free State. The boundaries agreed on by this
treaty were, however, somewhat modified by the
Ciovernor of Cape Colony in 1869. The intimate
relationship of the Orange Free State and the
South African Republic established a commu-
nity of interests between them whenever local
jealousies were put aside, and a party in each
State alwaj-s desired their union, or" at least
a clo.se alliance. When in 1899 the jealou.sy be-
tween the Boers and the Uitlanders, or foreign
settlers in the two republics, together with the
pugnacious diplomacy of President Kniger of
the South African Republic and .Joseph Chamber-
lain, the British Colonial Secretary, brought on
war between the countries they represented, the
Orange Free State cast its lot with its sister
republic. This was in accordance with a treaty,
arranged in April, 1897, for mutual support in
case of attacks upon the independence of either.
After the first aggressive campaigns of the
Boers, the Orange Free State was overrun by
the tide of British success; and on May 24. 1900,
Field-Marshal Lord Roberts, conmianding the
British forces, issued at Bloemfontein, the cap-
ital, a i)roclamation annexing the Orange Free
State to the British Empire as the Orange River
Colony. The Orange Free State witnessed much
of the guerrilla fighting after the formal annexa-
tion of the Boer republics; it was repeatedly
traversed by British columns in 190JO-1902, anil
its President. Steyn, was one of the last to sub-
mit to the British. See Traxsvaal; South
Africa; Soith African War.

BiBLiOGRAPiiT. .Johnson, Africa (I^ondon.
1884) ; Keane, fioulh Africa, vol. ii. (ib., 18951 ;

Tlieal, South Africa (ib., 1899) ; Xorris-Xewraan,
TCHk the Boers in the Tranxraal ami Oranr/e Free
State in ISSO-SJ (ib., 1882) ; Struben. x'otes on
the Geoloijical Formation of South Africa and
Its Mineral Resources (ib., 1897) ; Bryce, Im-
pressions of South Africa (ib., 1897) ; Xorris,
The South African War (ib., 1900): Wright,
Thirti/ Years in South Africa (ib.. 1900) ; Cres-

wicke. South Africa and the Transrnal War
(Edinburgh, 1900) ; Keane. The Boer States. Land
and People (London. 1900) ; Dc Wet. Per Kampf
zicischen Bur und Brite (Leipzig, 1902) ; id., Jm
Kampf um Siidafrika (Munich, 1902 et seq.)

;

Robinson, A Lifetime in South Africa (London,
1900).

ORANGE ROCKFISH. See Rockfish.

ORANGE ROOT. See Hydr^vstis.

ORANGE-TIP. Any one of several butter-

flies of the family Picrida-. which are usually

white in color marked with- black, ami have a

conspicuous orange spot at the end of the front

wings, the lower surface of the hind wings being
mottled with a gi-eenish network. The most
noted species in the United States is Anthocharis
genuiia. It is foimd throughout the Southeast-

ern United States, reaching as far north as Con-
necticut.

ORANG'-TJTAN' CNIalay. man-of-the-woods).

One of the three great anthropoid apes (Simla
satiirus). It inhabits Borneo and Sumatra, and
differs in several important respects from its

African relatives, the chimpanzee and gorilla

(qq.v.). Its individual features are the height
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of the skull, the long arms, nine bones in the

wrist and si.xteen dorso-lunibar vortebnp, of

wliiLli twelve bear ribs. In external appearance

the orang is not so human as tlic gorilla, the

reddish-brown hair with which the bodj- is

clothed, the long awns, with a very short thumb,

TEETH OF OllANO-UTAN.

and the long slender hands and feet, combining
to emphasize the resemblance to monkeys. The
head is more anthropoid, as the skull lacks the

prominent superciliary ridges of the gorilla and
is strikingly brachycephalie ; moreover, the open-

ings of the nostrils are more pear-shaped than
in tlie other apes. The brain is noticeably like

that of man, more so than that of either the

gorilla or chimpanzee, as the cerebral hemi-
spheres are much convoluted. The teeth, how-
ever, are more ape-like than human, for the

canines, especially of the male, are strongly de-

veloped. The formation of the laryn.v is extraor-

dinary, as there is a large sac, developed from
its united ventricles, which hangs down in front

of the trachea. The thumb and big toe are very
small anil often lack nails, and sometimes even
the terminal |)luilange is missing. The body is

bulky and the legs are short and comparatively
weak, but the arms are so long that they reach
to the ankles when the animal is erect, and are
exceedingly muscular. In walking the weight
is born ou the knuckles of the hands and the
outer sides of the feet, so that neither the palms
nor the soles are placed sipiarcly on the ground.
Unly when assisted by some artificial su[)port do
these apes walk on the feet alone. In height the
orang is about oO inches or less, the males being
nuich the larger.

These apes are now inhabitants of the swampy
forests of Borneo and Sumatra alone, but there
is reason to believe that species of this genus
formerly inhabited the southeastern portion of

the Asiatic continent. They have few natural
enemies, of which large serpents and crocodiles
are the most important, but even for these the
orangs have little fear, nor are they alarmed at
the appearance of man. They are arboreal in
their habits and rather deliberate in their move-
ments, but are agile and very much at home in

trees. They build nests or ])latforms of branches
at a height of .30 or 40 feet from the ground,
and there they are said to sleep, being diurnal
in habit. The female also brings forth her
single young one in such a home, which it is

said the male builds for her. Wounded orangs
build such shelters for themselves, when escape
by (light is impossible. These apes are purely
vegetarian in diet, living chiefly on fruit and
young, tender shoots, and they varciv have occa-
sion to go to the gromul for food. Sometimes,
however, they go in search of water and are thus
obliged to travel on the earth. They ordinarily
go on all fours, but may raise themselves on

their feet, and, by grasping overhanging branches
with their hands, progr<'ss rapidly in an erect pij-

sition. In traveling in this way or from tree to

tree, they make as much as live or si.K miles an
hour. They are not gregarious, but are usually
found single or in pairs. Though naturally
jjcaceable, they can nuikc a fierce resistance wiien
cornered and coni]ndled to defend themselves.
When taken young, they can be readily tamed,
and are frequently .seen in zoiilogical gardens.

Consult: llartman, AnUiro/ioid A/tcs (Xew
York l.SSO) ; Wallace. Malay Archipelago (Xew
Y(jrk, 18G1)) ; Hornaday, Two Years in IhcJimyle
(New Vork, 1.SS5) ; Forbes, Monkeys, in Allen's

"Naturalist's .Series" (London, 1>S'J4) ; llaeckel,

Aus InsiiUiulc (Bonn, lilOl). See Plate of An-
TlUioi'olt) Ai'KS, with Al'K.

ORANIENBAUM, o ra'ne-en-boum. A town
in the Government (}f Saint Petersburg, Itussia,

lit miles west of that city, on tlie Gulf of Fin-

land, opposite Kronstadt (Map: Russia, B 0).

It has a tine palace, built by Mentchikoff. now be-

longing to the Grand Duke of Mecklcnburg-Stre-
litz, a sunnner theatre, many fine villas, a marine
hospital, and other benevolent institutions. Its

pro.ximity to Saint Petersburg and its .sea-bath-

ing facilities make it a popular summer resort.

The place was originally the private estate of

l^rince ilentchikotl', and the palace was for some
time occupied by Peter III. Population, in 1897,
5300.

ORAONS, o-ril'onz. Inhabitants of the west
and northwest of Orissa and Chota Nagpur.in In-

dia,one of the groups of tribes speaking Dravidian
languages, Tliey are still a very primitive people.

Their dances and marriage customs are of con-

siderable interest. The young people have great

freedom in their choice of wives and husbands.
Tlie Oraons, or L'rrions, call themselves Krurnkh ;

and are also known as Dhangar ("mountaineers').

Consult: Batsch, "Notes on the Ori'ioii I^an-

guage," in the Journal of the h'oynl Asiatic Ho-

ciety of licnyal for 1800: Dalton. Deseriptive\

Ethnoloyy of lienyal (Calcutta. 1873) ; Rowney,|
The ^yild Tribes of India (London, 1882).

OR'ATO'RIO (Ital.. oratory). A form ofl

sacred music chiefly epic in character, consisting]

of choruses and soli accompanied by tlie or-

chestra, and generally preceded by an instru-

mental overt\ire. The name is derived from tlie

oratory of churches, where the first perforiuancis

took place. The full title of such a work was
liappreseniazione per it oratorio. GradiuiUy tlie

name of the place eame to be used for the art-

form itself. The originator of the oratorio is

Philip Neri (q.v.), who, soon after his ordin.-i-

tion to the priesthood (1551), began a series of

public lectures on Bible history. In order to

make his talks more interesting, Neri engaged the

services of Animuceia, the master of the Papal
chapel, who composed so-called Latidi Hpiritiiali

(hymns) for these lectures. The success of this

undertaking was pronounced. After the death
of Animuceia no less a master than Palestrina i

furnished the music. At the beginning these *

Jjaudi had but a loose connection with the sub-

ject matter of the lecture, but they soon grew into
a kind of mystery with moralizing tendencies.

The characters generally were personifieatinns of
abstract ideas. The first work of this kind was
Cavalieri's Anima e corpo (1000), in which the
composer makes use of the new kind of recita-
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tive that had just then been originated by the
founders of the Florentine musical drama (stilo

rappresentatlvo) . These first oratorios were
called Azioni sacri, and differed in nothing from
operas except in choice of the subjects. Kven tlie

ballet is introduced. Carissimi (1004-74) ban-

ished scenery and acting from these perform-
ances. But to compensate he introduced the

cliaracter of the 7iis(on'eHS (later called narnilor)

,

a person who sang the narrative portions of the

text. Alessandro Scarlatti (105'J-1725) intro-

duced the aria into the oratorio, thus reliev-

ing the monotony of the purely declamatory
style of his predecessors. For the passages as-

signed to the narrator he wrote Recitativo secco.

Along these lines followed Caldara, Leo, and
Stradella.

In Germany the oratorio also developed from
the nij'steries. The earliest work of this kind is

Stcphani's Passio secundum Matth(cum (1570),

but it remained the only one for some time.

Not until 1023 do we meet another oratorio,

Schiitz's Die Auferstehung Chrisii. Whereas the

Italian composers favored the new monodic style,

Sehiitz clung to the polyphonic manner to such
an extent that the words of a single personage,

the Evangelist, were set to a chorus with elabo-

rate accompaniment. His second oratorio was
Die siehrii Wortr Christi. The subject matter of

these oratorios indicated the direction in which
tliat form was to develop in Germany, for all suc-

ceeding composers limited themselves to the story

of tlie Passion of Christ. Thus the oratorio be-

came the passion oratorio, or briefly the passion.

In 1704 two oratorios appeared in Hamburg,
one by Keiser, the other by Handel, which at-

tracted tlie attention of other composers, espe-

cially Mattheson (1081-1764) and Telemann
(1081-1707). These works placed the oratorio

upon a liiglier level than it had attained in Italy.

The German masters, while not repudiating the

niiinodic style, worked in the polyphonic style

and won great popularity for the new art-form by
the frequent use of the chorale (q.v.). They even
employed phrases of chorales as subjects for the

fugues. The way was now prepared for Bach
(1085-1750) , in whose Passion Accordin() to 8aiiit

Matthciv the form found its loftiest expression

(1729). Into some of the choruses a contempla-

tive clement is introduced, consisting of medita-

tions ujion the events just narrated. After Bach
only one other composer, Graun (1701-50), wrote

a passion thatohas not fallen into oblivion. This
was Uer Tod Jesu (1755).

In Hamburg Handel had written a German
passion. Four years later, in Italy, he wrote
two oratorios: //. trionfo del tempo e del disen-

ganno, an allegorical work entirely after the man-
ner of Carissimi ; and La Resurrezione, a real

Italian oratorio like those of Scarlatti. In 1716

he wrote one other German passion. All these

works were only a preparation for his great Kng-
lish oratorios, upon which the fame of Handel
(1085-1759) rests, and which to tliis day mark
the perfection of this art-form. Wlien tlie mas-
ter wrote his first Knglish oratorio, Esther

(1720), he had completely formed his style. The
excellent choruses which were at his disposal in

London led him to assign the chief portions of the

oratorio to tlie chorus. And it is just in these

numbers that Handel's genius shines most. In

the masterly treatment of vocal fugues Handel
stands without a rival, as does Bach in his

mastery over the instrumental fugue. The
chorus is used for various purposes; sometimes it

is contemplative, as in Bach's passion, at other
times didactic, teaching a moral lesson; tlien

again he uses it in a dramatic manner to mark a
climax, and again at times for descriptive or
narrative purposes. In the matter of tlie aria-

forms Handel does not liesitatc to emi)loy all the
various kinds in common use then in the opera,
even tlie bravura-aria. The recitative is gen-
erally the dramatic recitative; tlie recitativo

secco is practically banished, for it ajipears only
in very short numbers, and even then with chang-
ing harmonies. His subjects Handel chose from
the whole range of biblical history, a jn'oceediiig

that has been followed by all subsequent com-
posers of oratorios.

At the same time that Handel perfected the
oratorio in England this art-form rapidly de-

teriorated in Germany. The baneful inlliience of

the decadent opera afl'ected all forms of sacred

music. The oratorio, like the opera, soon con-

sisted of a number of arias or duets, loosely

strung together, and served no other purpose
than the exhibition of bravura singing. There
was practically no difference between the music
of an oratorio and an opera. The works of this

period have, therefore, very aptly been called

'concert oratorios.' What has just been said re-

garding the oratorio in Germany applies with
equal force to that form in Italy. The oratorio

had entirely lost its distinctive traits and as-

similated those of the opera. It is not at all sur-

prising, then, that when the reforms of Gluck
brought about a change in operatic music, some
change at once became noticeable in the ora-

torios. But even the best works of that time
have not attracted more than passing attention.

The first master since Handel who has written

oratorios of sterling merit is Haydn (1732-

1809) {The Creation. The Seosojis). But Haydn's
style is radically dift'erent from Handel's; while
the latter's might be characterized as epic, the

former's is rather lyric and descriptive. Even
the instrumental introductions show the dif-

ference between the two masters. Those of

Handel are fugal and belong entirely to the poly-

phonic-contrapuntal style, those of Haydn are

descriptive and belong to the homophonic-har-

monic style. In Haydn's works the orchestra is

a far more important factor than in Handel's.

Strictly speaking, only the Creation is an ora-

torio; the treasons is entirely secular in char-

acter and really a charming idyl in oratorio-

form. Spohr (1784-1859) chooses loftier sub-

jects and treats them in an individual manner,
although ho does not depart from established

forms, while the sixteen oratorios of his contem-

porary, Schneider (17S0-1853). who enjoyed

great popularity during his life-time, were soon

forgotten. The next great master in the history

of the oratorio is Jlendelssohn (1809-47). His
two oratorios, ^aint Paul and Elijah, arc un-

dcnibtedly the greatest works in this form since

the days of Handel. On the whole. Mendelssohn
follows the principles that guided Bach, for, like

the great Leipzig cantor, he insists upon the

chorale. The overture to l^aiiit Paul begins with

an instrumental setting of one of the most fa-

mous chorales; then follows some fugal writing

ill which motives from the chorale are skillfully

interwoven. The fugal writing in many choruses

is more in the manner of Handel. But although
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Mendelssohn adopted general art principles from
liis {freat predecessors, his music preserves
tliroujjliout its own individuality, so that nothing
could be further from the truth than to regard

Mendelssohn as an imitator of either Bach or

Handel. Liszt (1811-80) also tried his talents

in the oratorio {Christus, Saint Stanklas, Saint

Klinabtlh) , but these works do not mark any dis-

tinct phase in the development of the art-form.

Kubinstcin (182!)-1»4), when he found that he

was unable to conijiete with his formidable

rival \\'agner in the field of dramatic composition,

turned his attenti<in to the oratorio. His deter-

mined eti'orts to be original led him to make sev-

eral attempts to revive scenic representations of

the oratorio under the name of sacred o/icm
(Geistliche Oper) . His works in this form, Para-
dise Lost, The Tower of liiibcl, Moses, met only
with a siKCiS d'eslime. Xot even the idea of

sacred opera is original with Rubinstein, for,

as we have seen, up to the time of Carissimi
oratorios were practically sacred operas. But
even much later biblical subjects had been intro-

duced upon the operatic stage, as Joseph, by
Mehul, and Mose in t'gitlo, by Rossini.

In France the form of the oratorio never found
much favor. Not only have French composers
not added to the repertoire of oratorios, but the
performances of sucli works by Handel and other
composers are very rare. The first biblical

oratorios written in France are those of Lesueur
( 17(!3-18.'57) . .\11 of these are very short and
were never performed outside of France. The first

French oratorio that was heard outside of its

native land was L'enfance du Christ, by Berlioz
(lS.i4). It only enjoyed a short popularity
when after 1870 the ISerlioz cult was at its

height. Gounod's RMemjilion (1882) and .l/o?-s

ei Vita (188.1) are proliably the most important
of the I'rench oratorios, and they have both been
given outside of France. Tlie sacred works for

the stage written by Saint-Saens (1835— ),

Bamson ct DaliJah and Dclu(je, are constantly
performed, both as operas and, without scenic
accessories, as oratorios. The elaborate choruses
are certainly in true oratorio stvle. Massenet's
J?re (187.')) "and La Vieine (1880) and the four-

act sacred drama Marie-iladeleine (187.j) con-
tinue the tradition of the French school of ora-

torio.

Among modern oratorios the Franciscus
(1888) of Tinel and the Saint Ludmilla (ISSd)
of Dvonik have attracted coiisideralile attention,
while The Dream of Gerontins

{ 1900) , by Elgar, a
young English comi)oser, has been accepted by
many writers as the finest specimen of English
oratorio since the days of Handel. (finite

recently (1807) a young Italian composer, Perbsi
(1872-— ), has come forward with a most
ambitious work, an oratorio-trilogj-, the three
parts of which bear the titles: Passion accnrdinff

to Saint Marc, The Transfiguration of Christ,
The Resurrection of Lazarus. The composer evi-

dently attempted nothing less than a combination
of the art-styles of Palestrina, Bach, and Wagner.
But if we except the oratorios of Mendelssohn
it would seem that the nineteenth century has
produced no oratorios that are likely to live long.
This inability of composers to write successful
bi!ili<-nl oratorios led to the establishment of a
form that has been called seeiilnr oratorio.

It is true Handel (fferaelrs. Semele) and Playdn
(Seasons) wrote such works, but these appear

to be rather isolated instances, and besides at-

tempt to preserve some connection with the real

oratorio by occasional religious choruses. Schu-
mann may be regarded as the founder of the
'secular oratorio.' His Das Paradies und die

Peri (1843) was the fir.st work in which the
form of the oratorio was employed for a purely
secular work. To this class belong also Schu-
mann's Faust (1853) and Der Hose Pilyerfalirt

(1851). Next to Schumann tlie greatest master
of the secular oratorio is IJrueh, whose Odi/sseus

(1873) and AehiUeus (1885) are frequently per-

formed by the larger choral societies of Germany
and England. Of other composers of this form
the following are deserving of mention: Gade
(Die Kreuzfahrer) , Vierling (Der Ifaub der
Sahincrinnen, Alarich), Lorenz (Otto der
Grosse) , Goldschmidt (Die sichcn Todsiinden),

and Benoit (Die Sehcldc). See Miracle I'lay;

MoKALiTV; !Mystkry; Opera; and consult: I'at-

ter.son, 7'he Stori/ of Oratorio (New York, 1902) ;

Kretzschmar, Fiihrer durch den Concertsaal
(Leipzig, 1895-99); Upton, The Standard Ora-
torios (Chicago, 1890).

LIST OF IMPGRTANT ORATORIOS.

Av^oo -D fHezekiah (187S).Armes, i- jgt j^,-,,, ^j,^ Evangelist (1S81).

Ai-ne Abe / Abt-l (1755).Aine. Aoe
1 Judith (17G4).

Arnold. S {
Abimeleck (ITW-

(.Prodigal Son (liOi).
Atterbury, L Goliath (1773).

( Christmas Oratorio (1734).
Bach -j St. Matthew Passion (1729).

( St. John Passion (1720).
Barnby Rebekah (1870).
Barnett, J. F The Raising of Lazarus (1876).
Beethoven Christu.s am Oelberg (1799).

Benedict /St. Cecilia (18GG).iseneuict
-^g^^ p^^^^^. (].,-(,)

Bennett The Woman of Samaria (18G7).
Berlioz L'Enfance du Christ (1854).
Brahms The German Requiem (ISCS).

Carissimi, G j ^J^^}^' „
(C.1G04-74.) jura's'"-

Cavaliere La Rappresentazione dell'

Aninia ed 11 Corpo (IGOO,
first oratorio).

Cimarosa, D { ".rfr^^^^^T '''i^^If'^o
'l'*"-

I L Olimpiade (liSi).

Costa {Eli <1S55)
I Naaman (1864).

Cowen. F. H n;''?„^,';V">^t
<^^'^^-

I Ruth (188i).

Crotch i
Palestine (1812).

^ "'^^"
1 The Captivitv of Judah (1834).

Cusjns Gideon (1S71).
David. F. C Moise au Sinai (1S4G).
Dvorak St. Ludmilla (1886).

.The Light of Life (1896).
Elgar, E { The Dream of Gerontius

(The Ligl
. { The Di

( 11900).
Goldschmidt. O Ruth (1SG7).
/^_,,__j (La Redemption (1882).*'°""°'^ •-tMors et Vita (1885).
Graun Der Tod Jesu (1755).

Israel in Egypt (1738).
II Ti-ionfo del Tempo (1707).
Esther (1720).
Saul (1738).

„ ^ , I The Messiah (1741)."^°''^'
1 Samson (1742).
Jri.seph (1743).
Judas Maccabseus (1746).
Occasional fl74(>).

Theodora (1749).
tT-,,^„ (The Creation (1796-98)."^^°" JThe Seasons (ISOO).

1 Die Zerstorung Jerusalems
Hiller, F { (1840).

I Saul (1858).
(Gideon (1860),

Horsley, C. E -^ David.
(Joseph.

Jenkins. D The Legend of St. David
(1894).

Kiel, F Christmas (1874).
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fjiphlhah (1S28).
.i Uavid (1830).
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T f.<!lip H D Jlmmanuel (1853).
l.fSlie, H. u i Judith (1858).

(Die Legende von der heiligen
Liszt { Elisabetii (ISSl).

(Cliri.stus (1866).
(Die Festzeiten (1829).

Loewe < Die Zerstorung Jerusalems
(. (1S29).

Loreto. V St. Ignatius Loyola (1622).
Maclarren St. Jolm tlie Baptist (1873).
JIackenzie Tlie Rose of Sharon (1884).
Marx. A. B Moses (1850).

(Marie-Madeleine (1873).
Massenet < Eve (1S75).

(.La Vierge (1880).
I St. Paul (1836).

Mendelssohn { Elijah (1838-46).
((.'hristus (1814-47).

Meverbeer Gott und die Natur <1S11).
Molique. B.' Abraham (1860).

Keukomm plount Sinai (1830).IStukomm \David (1834).
(The Martjrdom of St. Poly-

Ouselov < carp (1855).
(Hagar (1.S73).

Paine St. Peter (1873).
[Judith (1888).

Parry, C. H -^ Job (1892).
living Saul (1894).

Parrv Tn<! fSaul of Tarsus (1892).^'^"' "'°®
1 Emmanuel (1880).

Pergolesi San Guglielmo d'Acjuitania
(1731).

Piorson Jerusalem (1852).
Porpora La Martiria di Santa Eugenia.

I16S6-C.1766.)
Rheinthalen Jephta (1856).
Rossini Stabat Mater (1832-41).

(Der Thurm zu Babel (1870).

Riihinstpin J
^'^^ verlorene Paradies (1876).Kuomstem

-j jjog^g (1887).
IChristus (1895).

Saint-Saens Noel (185S).
Scarlatti. A f Dolori di Maria.

(1659-1725.) ISacrifizio d'Abramo.
The Judgment of the World

(1819).
Paradise Lost (1824).

Schneider, F. .....i Pharaoh (1828).
Christ the Child (1829).
Gethsemane and Golgotha

I (1838).
Schubert Lazarus (1828).
S. hiimann Paradise and the Peri (1843).
Schiitz. H f Resin-rection.

(1585-1672.) t Passion.
(Last Judgment (1812).

Spohr ....{ Calvary (1833).
(Fall of Babvlon (1840).

St<iin.^r T i St. Mary Magdalen (1883).° '' ••• (The Crucifixion (18S7j.

iThe
Resurrection (1875).

The Three Holy Children
(1885).

The Prodigal Son (1869).
The Light of the World (1873).

"\'erdi M.inzoni Requiem (1874).
U'inter Pilgrimage to Calvary (1792).

Zingarelli. N. (The Passion (1787).
IThe Flight Into Eg^-pt (1837).

ORATORIO SOCIETY. See Choral Socie-
ties.

ORATORY (Lat. oraforiiis. relating to an
oviitor. honi orator, orator, from orare, to pray,
as a lecal petitioner). Tlie art or act of speak-
ing; pcr-iuasively to an audience, with elevation

of thought and sentiment and corresponding ex-

pression.

The art of speaking in public in snoh a manner
.Ts to convince and persuade wa.s one of the first

to be developed in comparative perfection. Like
other attainments of primeval man. it was crude
in its early forms. The oldest record of such
sjieech is what might be expected of Methiisacl's
son Lamech, who. having commanded his small
audience to hear his voice and hearken to his

speech, declares that he will ,slay a man for

wounding him, and cites an historic precedent in

justification. It is the earliest type of oratory
—the war harangue, either by way of rousing
warlike ardor in the tribe, or of bragging about
heroic deeds, as happens among savages to-day.

Similar examples of the war speech occur in

the Iliad and in Herodotus and Thucydides, all

the while growing longer and fuller of form and
art with progi'ess in literary cultivation.

After the military address, as of generals to

armies, and often with it, other forms began to

be evolved as races emerged from barbarism.
When a sense of equity and regard for human
rights prevailed over despotic might sufficiently

to establish tribunals, it became necessary that
men should defend their own interests. As
these soon began to be sacrificed to the differ-

ence in natural ability which prevails in com-
mimities, the monopoly of speaking in courts
passed to the skilled advocate, who first had
written the client's argument for him to deliver

in person, and who later became his proxy in

speaking. Three names mark the progress of

tliis movement in the fifth and fourth centuries
B.C.—Corax of Syracuse, wlio attempted to make
every man his own advocate by furnishing him a
blank brief which needed but little variation in

filling at a time when the purpose of most litiga-

tion was to recover alienated estates; Lysias, who
wrote arguments with more reference to the char-
acter and rank of the several clients who were to
deliver them; and finally Isocrates, who in-

structed men of native ability in the principles
and practice of oratory, into whose hands the
business of advocacy at length passed from the

unskilled citizen and the professional logographer.

In this school of Isocrates the great orators of

Greece were trained, and by him eloquence was
raised to a height corresponding to that of the

contemporary art of sculpture. His own Eulogy
on Athens was the labor of years, and at the age

of ninety-eight he is said to have been still re-

vising and correcting it. It was copied and
recited in all Hellenic lauds.

To the oratory which arose from the mainte-
nance of personal rights in courts of law another
kind was added when government bj- popular
legislation succeeded de.^potism, and delibera-

tive speaking in the assembly followed forensic

in the tribunal. This political oratory Isocrates

principally taught, and from his school proceeded

a group known as the Attic Ten (eight in addi-

tion to Isocrates and Lysias), who contributed

to the literature of ancient eloquence its choicest

examples. At the same time they illustrated

several styles which have proved most effective,

establishing the truth that excellence is not the

sole prerogative of any one of them. Andocides,

for example, represented natural orators, who
rely upon native gifts and have a corresponding

contempt for rhetorical precepts and methods.

As a consequence he was sometimes obscure, irrel-

evant, and careless in arrangement; carrying his

point by keeping in sjTnpathy with his audience,

interesting tliem by anecdotes, and by making
his plain speech still clearer by abundant illus-

tration—his energ>- and self-conceit bringing him
through ditliculties that might have foiled

more sensitive speakers. Isa'us exemplified a

step forward by his skill in arranging his argu-

ments and massincr them with cumulative force,

without loss of the animation and vivacity which
are the dependence of the natural orator. Hyper-
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ides used still greater craft in the disposition

of his material—a matter of ^-reat importance
to the ancients—emphasizing liis stroMf; points,

artfully eoncealinf; his art, popularizing his dic-

tion with colloi|uia!isms, a general speaker with

a variety of graces, witty, sarcastic, playful, and

grave hv turns. .Kschines was a man who did
not permit a natural gift of spontaneous elo-

quence to lead him into tlie pitfalls of extempori-

zation, but habitually practiced composition,

to which he added a careful study of literature,

together with such training in delivery as the

stage could give. In consequence his speeches

were sometimes called greater than himself, too

theatrical for reality. This was not the charge

against Demosthenes, with whom he had the

honor to be associated in the famous case of the

Crown, and in whom Attic oratory culminated.
Having had its ri.se in the dialectics of the
iSiiphists and the formal rhetoric of the Sicilian

forensics, it took on by turns leading phases in

tlie solemnity of Tliucydides, the majesty of

Pericles, the stateliness of Antiphon, the plain-

ness of Lysias, the ornateness of Gorgias. the

elegance of Isocrates, the artles.sness of Ando-
cides. and the vigor of Isaeus. All these were
aspects of eloquence by which Demosthenes
jirofited. By study of them all he gathered from
each the best, making such selection and com-
bination with his own personal gifts as placed
him above them all.

These gifts did not at first promise the final

achievement. With neither good voice nor com-
manding jircsence. short-breathed, defective in

articulation, clum.sy in manner, Demosthenes on
his first appearance in the assembly aroused up-
roarious and derisive laughter. But he deter-
mined to be heard later. He ran up hill, de-

claimed by the seashore, gestured before a
mirror, and learned from actor.H the outward
signs of eloquence. To getting the inner spirit

and power «ere devoted seven years of appren-
ticeship in speech-writing and studies in history
and law. politics and economics, with civil ca.ses

in coiirts, until he began to discuss State afTairs

in the assenildy and to assert for Athens her
leadership and to rouse her slumbering patriot-

ism. Then there was the ethical element as the
basis of all, giving irresistible force to his clear,

terse, and direct address. What is honorable,
for States as for citizens, as distinguished from
what is expedient, was the midercurrent of his
discourse: so what was best for the whole
country rather than what was profitable for his
own city. With this main motive underlying the
power he had gained by patient toil, he won
the prinnicv in a group not easy to approach. It

is not possible to sum up briefly the secret of his
surpassing power; but the vast variety which
f(dlows exact adaptation to present purpose as
related to a final issue covers in a general way
the many phases of Demosthenes's eloquence.
Like all great masters of art. he could go out
of himself to become a part of occasions and oppor-
tunities. Losing himself in these, he gained the
whole world's trib\ite of admiration, and his fame
still survives as the most elocpient orator of
antiquity.

With the decline of liberty Greek oratory be-

gan to be imitative, and an age of original pro-

duction was followed as usual by classification,

criticism, and partial reproduction.
Early Roman oratory, like the people, was
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sturdy and energetic, more jiractical than imag-
inative. War. politics, legal and political riglits

were controlling ideas. Extension of domain
and the sway of law were the main purpose of

national life, and |)ublic speech took its tone
from these sentiments. At first it was martial,
to soldiers on tlie field and to the populace on the
return from war, when the victor found eloquence
an aid in winning civil honors. The courts, too,

were an early training ground for speakers, as
also the primitive drama had been in both Rome
and Greece, in which lengthening speeches of

actors finally outgrew dialogue.

Pristine oratory in Italy was exemplified by
Cato the Censor in the first half of the second
century B.C. Austere, reserved, morose, as Cato
was, his speaking was rude, unpolished, and un-

graceful, yet clear, concise, and direct, making
him a formidable accuser and a strong defender.
Contemporary eloquence was marked by a similar

vigor and veliemence unaccompanied by Athenian
graces, until the Gracchi dropped early harshness
and introduced a milder and freer mode. Their
successors, condescending to learn at Athens, be-

gan to elevate the art to the eminence attained

by Greek genius. Jlarcus Antonius was master
of point and pathos; Licinius Crassus of ])er-

spicuitj' and the union of lirevity with elegance;

Cicero reached the height of lioman eloquence.

For one hundred years increasing refinement
had been adding imported grace to native
strength. Cicero, after the custom of his time,

sought foreign accomplishments in the rhetori-

cal schools of Greece and Asia. At forty he
was skilled beyond his contemporaries as a fo-

rensic and deliberative orator. His excellence

lay in harmonious and full development more
than in possession of special aptitudes alone.

Skilled in all the arts of discourse, like the

rhetorician that he was, methodical in arrange-

ment, adroit in treatment of subject and audi-

ence, resourceful, versatile, adaptive in discus-

sion; copious, lucid, graphic in diction; llcxible,

rhythmical, harmonious in style; plausible, felici-

tous, brilliant in manner: knowing the power
of an a])posite word and a fitting phrase, always
ada])ting his mood to that of his hearers in

order to bring them eventually to his own posi-

tion—these were Cicero's virtues, ranging over

the whole field of oratorical possibilities. Adapt-
ing himself to every class of subjects, he also

brought himself into harmony with the structure

of the Latin language, which required fullness

for perspicuity; also into .sympathy with Roman
taste, which loved the swell and the rhythm, the

balance and the cadence of sonorous sentences.

His copiousness sometimes runs into verbosity

and his elaboration into artificiality; but his

customary wealth of diction, solid argument,
philosopliic sentiments, and fervent dechimaticin

captivated his hearers and carried his points l>y

persuasion, if not by conviction. Cicero spnke
right onward toward the end and object of dis-

course, reducing his usual amplification to brief-

est enumeration, making his speech both clear

and stimulating. Better than all else, he pos-

sessed the ethical element which is the founda-
tion essential to all effective speaking, an hon-
esty and sincerity which is everything to the
unskilled, and without which brilliant eloquence
is mere trickery. His aim was to do right: his

mistakes were those of his judgment rather
than his heart. In a sense his eloquence was
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coinplementary to Demosthenes's, liis acknowl-
udytil master. If not so energetic, it was more
vivacious, enlivened witli a wit which tlie ter-

rilily earnest Greek did not possess. II it did
nut sweep down throngs with chain shot, tliere

was much disphiy of Hash and fire, whieli pleased
Ijy picluresqueness and accomplislied the same
purpose with superiieial liearers, that is with
the majority. If it was more wordy, the people
\\ horn it addressed and the language tliey used
demanded more leisurely thought and more ex-

panded expression; but together these two lead-

ers of speaking men in the two dominant nations
of ancient Kurope achieved every excellence of

oratorical form and manner. What they lacked
was not yet revealed—the higher reaches of

ethics and a more comprehensive kindness.

Wlien this revelation came, after the decline in

elo([Ucnce with the loss of liberty that followed
Cicero's age, a new spirit seized upon old forms.
While Quintilian, the rhetorician, was gathering

up the remains of Latin oratory, as Aristotle

had done with Greek oratory, a provincial. Paul
of Tarsus, was declaring Christianity at P.ome
and Athens and in the provinces. Later, .Vthana-

sius took up its defense and propag.ation at Alex-
andria. Chrysostom at Antioch. Basil and the
(Jregories in other cities, while the Latin Ter-
tullian at Carthage, Ambrose at Milan, and Leo
at Kome exemplified the new eloquence, and
founded a new empire upon the ruins of tlie old.

This eloquence had a freedom and irregularity

which could not be restrained within classic

bounds, as the new wine could not be kept in old

bottles ; but it was suited to the work it had to

do. and it did it well.

Wlien zeal took on a crusading temper another
and wilder style of preaching was addressed
to mobile multitudes, starting them toward
Palestine by its harangues and keeping them
moving by continual exhortation. Such was the

oratory of Peter the Hermit. These pilgrimages
from the West into the East being over, oratory
subsided into the eccenti'icities of mediieval

preaching against which Dante inveighed, angrily
declaring that certain priests were bent only on
amusing with jests and idle tales, so that their

Hocks went home fed on wind. The Excmpla of

•liuques de Vitry bear witness, also, to the me-
diaeval, yet not wholly mediipval, appetite for

anecdotic sermons. Oratory was once more in-

fused with earnestness at the Reformation ; its

classic forms were recalled with the rise of great
preachers like Bossuet : it reflected the stormy
aspects of the French Revolution, and reappeared
in its better phases in the parlianu'ntary elo-

quence of (ireat Britain in the last half of the
eighleonth century.

Tins was nearest to a repetition of the ancient

periods of classical eloquence that has occurred,

and one of the results of the revival of Greek
learning. The education of deliberative orators

like Pitt and Mansfield. Burke and Fox. was
chiefly in the oratory of antiquity. From its

best examples each gathered such features as were
worth most to him : Pitt, simplicity of treat-

ment, luminousness of statement and illustra-

tion, enforced by impetuousness of delivery;

Mansfield, a statement of his case better than

most men's arguments, leading hearers step by
step irresistibly to his conclusions : Burke, who
combined the study of ancient classics with those

of his own country, gaining from both the power

of conuuon words effectively placed, and of the
sonorous .sentence when needed; Sheridan, more
Asiatic in manner, as Fo.x was Attic—all of ihem,
and other.s, too, having their counterpart in men
who lived twenty centuries before, a group of

statesmen-orators whose equals collectively and
individually have appeared but once in history,

and whose works remain as the second embodi-
ment of eloquence in the records of human
speech.

It is not an idle boast to say that a third
period is found in the century between 170.5 and
180.5 in our own land. Questions of colonial

confederation, of independence, of self-govern-

ment under a constitution, of reserved and dele-

gated rights, of extension or extinction of slav-

ery, of war and reconstruction, formed a series

of issues demanding ]iolitical wisdom and in-

volving earnest discussion, which incidentally
trained three generations of orators. Their
model at fii'st was British eloquence. The fathers
read it and replie<l to it in a manner to compel
the respect and praise of English statesmen.
Patrick Heni-y, Richard Henry I>ee, Drayton,
and the Rutledges and their compeers in the
South, and James Otis, the .\damses, Hamilton.
Jay, and their fellow patriots in the North, led

the people in the war of ideas and words which
preceded the strife of arms. In the Congress of

the new nation three men came to the front in the
early part of the nineteenth centviry, who repre-

sented as many sections of the coimtry and styles

of oratory. Of these Henry Clay was earliest autl

longest in legislative halls. Frank and bold in

nature, honest and sincere in conviction, ardent
and hopeful in temperament, he had a rare power
of inspiring others with his own sentiments and
expectations. His clear and positive views were
expressed in lucid terms addressed to the under-

standing of the people with a freedom and un-

constraint that belonged to a new country, and on
the floor of Congress his magnetic presence and
flowing speech won the hearts of many who
could not agree with his political doctrines. He
reached more of his countrymen in all sections

than any other contemporary, standing as he did

on midille groimd geographically and politically.

An extreme Southern position was held and de-

fended by Calhoun, a man of rigid logic, com-
manding more respect than enthusiasm, sincere,

<levoted, persistent; calm and impressive in man-
ner, or vehement and fiery, but relentless in his

inexorable demonstration of what he believed to

be true. For the North of his day Daniel Web-
ster stood and spoke. Though somewhat acailemie

in his early manner, he found later the value of

plain words with plain people and of the best

English with everybody. Having a strong grasp

of legal i)rinciples at the bar and broad views of

national questions in Congress, he added per-

spicuity and energy, vigor of reasoning and fe-

licity of diction to a majesty of voice, presence,

and personality which delighted, impressed, and
awed assemblies beyond all that the printed pages

of his speech can convey. History and tradition

alone can prolong his fame.

In the ilcpartmeiil of occasional addresses, eoni-

memorative. e\ilogistic, and expository. Webster

had an eminent successor in Everett, whose

eulogy upon Washington is the best example of

its kind. The approach of the Civil War gave

a fresh impulse to genuine oratorr through the

magnitude of the issues at stake. In Congress,
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Sumner, whose academic discourse had been heavy

as doth of gold with aucieut spoils, now devoted

his wide learning, moral force, and comniandiug

eloquence to the cause of unqualified freedom

throughout the land. The same demand was
made before popular assemblies by Wendell Phil-

lips in liis own way and bj' a manner of speech

that for convincing an audience against its under-

standing and persuading it against its will has
seldom been surpassed.
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rensic Oratory (Boston, 1893) ; Pbolps. Theory of
Preaching (New York, ISSl) ; Storrs, Preaching
Without Xotes (ib.. 1897); Holyoake, Public
Speaking and Debate (London, 1895) ; Sears.

The Occasional Addrcsx (New Y'ork. 1897) ; and
"After-Dinner Speaking," in Library of Modern
Eloquence (New York, 1901). And above all,

the works of the best orators in all ages.

ORATORY. A chamber or building designed
for worship of a private or domestic character.
From the earliest days of the Christian Church
the use of oratories is traceable; and before
the regular organization of parishes they had
probably a considerable jilace in the common,
although not in the public worship. Until
the middle of the third century a.d. Christians
gathered for worship almost entirely in the main
hall of some large private house, and when inde-

' pendent church buildings became the rule, the
service of prayer and even the celebration of
the mass were continued, by superior permission,
in many houses. One oratory of the third and
another of the fourth century have been recently
discovered in Rome. The councils of the Church
then legislated against the abuse of such private
oratories. Another class of oratories were the
memorial chapels erected to noted persons, where
mass could be celebrated at the anniversary; only
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prayer at other times. These were usually cir-

cular or polygonal in shape, like that of the
father of Saint Gregory Nazianzus. Oratories
took on a diflerent cliaracter with the opening of

the Middle Ages and the distinction was more
closely drawn between those w here prayers alone
could be held and those where mass could be
celebrated either on certain days or at any time.
The Papal, episcopal, royal, and feudal castles

and palaces were not complete without their

chapels or oratories. Oratories for mass were
under the strict supervision of the local bishop
and required his consecration. The Council of

Trent placed them under stringent regulations,

which have been enforced and developed by later

popes, especially Benedict XIV. During the

Jliddle Ages oratories were attached to monastic,
cathedral, and other churches, like the famous
San Venanzio at Saint John Lateran in Rome,

ORATORY, Congregation of the. The name
of two religious associations in the Roman Cath-
olic Church.

(1) The Oratory of Saint Philip Neri, the ac-

count of whose origin is given in the article on
this saint. Unlike most other founders of re-

ligious Orders, he had never committed to writing
any definite body of rules for the government of

the members; even his scattered papers, from
which his intentions might have been collected,

had been burned by his orders a short time be-

fore his death. Soon afterwards, the fathers, at
the instance of Bai'onius, who was then superior,

compiled from the existing practices and from
memory a rule framed so as to embody the spirit

of the founder. This was apjjroved by Paul V.

in 1012. The object of the congregation was to

carry on Saint Philip's work in his own spirit;

its members are a body of priests living in com-
munity, but without monastic vows and under a
constitution of a very democratic character. They
arc at liberty to withdraw at any time, and to

resume possession of any property they brought
with them. There is no general su])erior; each
house is independent, with a superior elected for

three years. Seven houses were alreaily in exist-

ence at the founder's death ; the number increased

rapidly, and reached one hundred in Italy alone,

twenty-one in Spain, six in Portugal, and eight

in France. It is now, however, reduced to a few
houses in Italy and Spain. It took a fresh life

in England in the middle of the nineteenth cen-

tury, when John Henry Newman, soon after his

cliange of religion, established at Maryvale, near
Birmingham, a house which was afterwards
transferred to the town, and later another in

King \^'illiam Street, Strand, London, since

transferred to Brompton, near the South Ken-
sington ^Museum. The English Oratorians. who
have mainly been converts, have numbered not
a few- distinguished men. An account of the
London Oratory is given in Bowden. Life of
Fredericl; William. Faher (London, 1809), The
Italian houses also eoimted many men of emi-

nence in various branches of sacred learning: the

great historian Baronius and his eontinuators;

the celebrated explorers of the I'omaii cata-

combs, Bosio, Severano. and Aringhi; and the
historian Theiner. Consult Villarosa. Scrittori

Filippini (2 vols.. Naples. ]S:)7-42).

(2) The Oratory of .Jesus, a French congrega-

tion, founded in lOlI by Pierre (later Cardinal)
de B^rulle. As early as 1001 he had conceived
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tlie idea of founding a community of priests not
bound by monastic vows, and spent a long time
iu preparation, endeavoring to secun.' l'"ranci.s de
^ales or Cesar de Bus as its lirst superior. At
the biddinj; of the Arehbishup of Paris be finally

luidertook the work himself, and began the com-
nuinity life with five assoeiates. Xlic new con-

,i;rejiatiou reeeived Pajial conlirniation in ICil.'J,

under tlie name of "Oratory of our Lord Jesus
Christ,' when it already numbered seventeen or
eighteen members. It soon spread througli

France, and established a house in Home in lOl.S.

Vnlike the Italian Oratory, it was under one
superiiir-general, elected for life. Tlie founder,

who died in l()2i), was succeeded by I'&re C'ondrcn.

Under the tliird general, Bourgoing, who held the

ollice from 1041 to 1602, the Oratory began to be

implicated in the Janseuist troubles. Some out-

sixiken Jansenists, such as Quesnel, left the con-

gregation to secure greater freedom of action;

but others remained, and in 1711 the superior-

general, de La Tour, was at the head of the

opposition to the Constitution Uiiit/ciiitus. (See

Jaxsexism.) In spite, however, of the draw-
Tiacks which this recalcitrant attitude entailed,

the congregation had at the outbreak of the

Revolution 70 houses, with 751 members, of

whom about one-third were priests. Such dis-

tinguished men as ilalebranche, iMassillon, and
Thomassin are among its glories. It was prac-

ticalh' extinguished Ijy the ItevolutSn, and did

not come into full life again until lS,i2, when it

was revived by six men, among them the famous
orator (iratry and the future cardinal Porraud.

It was confirmed anew, \\ith some slight modi-
fication of the rule, in 1804. Consult: Perraud,
L'Oriitoire de France an XVIIimc ct an
XfXrme Steele (2d ed.. Paris, ISOfi) ; Tabaraud,
llisioire de Pierre de B^rulle (ib., 1817) ; and the

historical memorials of the early days contained

in tlie Ilihliofheque oratorienne (ib., 1880 sqq.).

ORBEGOSO, Gr'ba-go'so, Lris Jose (1795-

1847). A Peruvian general. He was born in

the Province of Huamachuco, was well educated,

and successfully managed the great estates left

by his father, besieles gaining some military

i-e|iutation in the war lor independence, to which
he devoted his wealth. In 183.3 he was chosen

I'resident by the Constitutional Assembly. A
civil war, which broke out in 1834, was peace-

ably .settled, but the revolts of the next year were
so much more serious that the President asked

help from .Santa Cruz, then President of Bolivia.

I'eru and Bolivia were united in 1830, and Orbe-

goso became President of the State of Northern

Peru, from which post he was ousted (1837) by
a force of independent Peruvians and soldiers

from Chile. He was exiled, but returned to

Trnjillo shortly before his death.

ORBIC'TTLOI'DEA (^STeoLat. nom. pi., from
L.it. orbiciihis, diminutive of arbis. circle). An
extinct genus of hingeless brachiopods allied to

and closely resembling the modern genus Iliseina,

with which it was formerly considered identical.

The shells are thin, depressed, subcircular in

outline with eccentric beaks and concentric

growtli lines, and they vary from one-tenth to

two inches in diameter. A slit-like opening in

the lower valve served for the passage of a

tough muscular pedicle that attached the shell to

foreign objects. The genus is represented in all

formations from the Ordovician to the Cretaceous
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in America, Europe, and Asia, and is especially
abundant in some shales of Devonian and Car-
boniferous age.

ORBIGNY, 6r'b<i'ny^, Alcide Des.salixes d'

( 1S02 -.57 ) . -V French paleontologist, born at Coue-
ron (Loire-lnf^'ricure)'. He early devoted himself
to the study of natural history. In 1820 the
Museum in Paris sent him to South America,
whence he returned in 1834 with a large collec-

tion of notes and specimens. The results of his
travels appeared in Voyage dans I'Anicriqne
mi'ridionale (1834-47). In 1840 he began the
publication of his valuable Palcontologie fran-
Quise (14 vols., 1840-.'>4), which he continued
until within three years of his death. In 1853
Orbigny was appointed to the chair of paleon-
tology' at the .Tardin des Plantes, Paris. Among
his principal works are: Galerie ornithologique
des oiseaiix d'Europe (1836-38); Mollusques
vivants et fossiles (1845); and Prodrome de
paUontologie siratiqraphique tiniverselle des
anhnanx, inoUiifiquoi et raifonnes (1850).

ORBIL'IUS PUPIL'LUS (c.ll3-e.l3 B.C.).

A Roman granunarian remembered chiefly as the
teacher of Horace, who has innnortalized him as
the 'flogging' (playosus) Orbilius (EpistoUz, ii.

1, 71). He was a native of Beneventiun, but
settled at Rome during the consulship of Cicero,

B.C. 63. After his death a statue was erected
to him at Benevcntum.

OR'BIS PIC'TUS (Lat., World Illustrated).

The title of the first successful illustrated manual
of instruction for the young, and the most popu-
lar and widely circulated school-book ever issued

in Kurope. It was published by the celebrated

educator Johann Amos Comenius in 1057,

has been translated into many European and
some of the Asiatic languages, and in various

modified forms has continued popular, having

been issued in many editions down to recent

times. This work can be c-on.sidered as the be-

ginning of the introduction of objei't-teaching and
nature-study into school work. See Cojie.nils;

Education ; Xatuke-Stuuy; Object Teaching.

ORBIT (from Lat. orbita, track of a wheel,

course, orbit, from orbis, circle). In astronomy,

the path described in space by a heavenly body.

The paths described by the diflcrent planets are

of elliptic form, and would be accurately an

ellipse, were it not for disturbing influences of

the other heavenly bodies known as perturbations

(<|.v.). The complete determination of a

planet's orbit is of the greatest importance to

astronomers, as it enables them to predict the

planet's place in the heavens at any period, and
thus to determine the exact date of eclipses of

the sun and moon, of transits and occultations of

the planets. For the determination of a planet's

orbit, it is neces.sary to know threethings: (I)

The situation of the plane of the orbit in space;

(2) the position of the orbit in this plane; and

(3) the situation at a given epoch, and rate of

motion, of the jilanet in its orbit. Since the plane

of the ecliptic (q.v. ) is for convenience taken

as the reference plane, the positicm of the plane

of a planet's orbit is known when its inclination

to the plane of the ecliptic (1) and the line of

intersection of the two planes (2) are known.

The orbit cannot lie wholly above or below the

plane of the ecliptic, but must cut it in two

points, called )tO(/cs (q.v.), and the position of
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tlie line of iutcrscotion, or line of iiodes, is gen-

erally given ia terms of the longitude of the as-

eemliiig niHle. Tlie situation of a planet's orbit

in its plane is determined when we know its

shape (.'{). magnitude (4), and the position of

its major axis or line of apsides (5). The shape

and magnitude of the orbit depend upon the

length of its major and minor axes, but astrono-

mers prefer to employ the major axis and eccen-

tricity (sec Ellu'se) ; and the position of the

major axis is known by determining tlie helio-

centric longitude of its pcrihrliuii. To com-

jjletc our knowledge of a planet's motion, all

we now require arc the epoch of its appearance

at some determinate point of its orbit, sa.v at the

perihelion (0), and the velocity of its motion in

its orbit (7), for when this last is known, the

law of areas, as given in Kepler's second law.

enables us to determine the positiim of the planet

in its orbit at any future period. These seven

facts, the possession of which gives us a com-

])lete clue to a planet's motion, are called the

seven 'elements' of a planet's orbit. What has

been here stated concerning the i)lanetary orbits

is similarly true of the comets and satellites,

though in the case of the latter the elTect of dis-

turbing forces is so great as to produce a con-

slilerable change of the elements in one revolu-

tion. See Kl.EMENTS.

• OKB-'WEAVER. A spider of the family
Kp<iriil;r. Iliat spins a wheel-shaped web. The
fraiiicwcirk of the web is composed of strands

of silk that radiate out from the centre like

the spokes from the hub of a, wheel. When
this framework is completed, the spider begins

at the centre to spin a spiral line out toward
the edge. Whenever the spiral line crosses the

s|)okes it is attached to them. When the out-

side is reached, the spider begins to spin a
closer spiral, gradually approaching tlie centre.

While the threads of the first spiral were
smooth, those of the last are sticky. These
are the snare threads. The threads of the first

smooth spiral, which served merely as a stay,

are bitten away during the course of the con-

struction of the new sticky spiral. The webs
of some of the orb-weavers are strengthened by
zigzag ribbons, while the webs of other species

are not complete orbs.

OR'CA. A killer-whale. See Killeb.

ORCAGNA, or-kli'nya. An'drea (c.1308-

C.1368). The greatest Italian artist of the
fourteenth century, excepting Giotto. His real

name was Andrea di Clone, and he was probably
born about l.'iOS at Florence. He is supjiosed to

have first studied in the workshop of liis father,

Clone, a famous goldsmith, and to have then
passed to the studio of Andrea Pisano, then at
work on the bronze baptistery gates. Perhaps
he also studied with Giotto, but Pisano's in-

fluence upon his art was decisive. His master-
piece of sculpture is the tabernacle at Or San
Michelc (Ui.jit). the most beautiful product of

(Jofhio sculpture in Italy: that of wall-painting,
the "Paradise." in the Strozzi Chapel at Santa
Maria Xovella : that of mosaic-work, the facade
of the Cathedral of Orvieto: that of tempera-
painting, the altar-piece in the Strozzi Palace
nt Florence. The '"Last .Judgment" and the
"Inferno" in the Strozzi Chapel are inferior

to the other part of the trilogj-. the "Paradise."
Orcagna is more spiritual in feeling and more
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sculpturesque in rendering than Giotto, and more
epic in his compositions. His figures are far

more graceful and well proportioned. He mas-

tered tenderness as well as energy of expression,

and in painting made great advances in per-

spective, and in the treatment of light and
shadow in sculpture.

Modem study has shattered several of Vasari's

and other ancient writers' attributions to this

master. It is known that he did not build the

famous Loggia dei Lanzi at Florence, or paint

the •Triumph of Death" and the "Last Judg-

ment" in the Canipo Santo at Pisa. Orcagna's

influence was great even beyond Tuscany. Con-

sult Vasari's Lives in the edition annotated by

Milanesi (Florence, 187S-8.T), and in the Hlasli-

field translation (Xew York, LSilU) ; also. Crowe
and Cavalcaselle's History of Paiiiliiiy in Italy

(London. I.S(i4-(;6) ; Marcel Reymond. "La sculp-

ture llorentine." in Gazette drx liiaiix-Arts

( lSi>3-!t4
) ; Dobbert, in Dohme, Kunst unil Kiinst-

/(•) Jltiliins (Leipzig, 1878).

ORCEIN, 6r's.>-in. C;HvXO:,. An amorphous
red coloring matter produced by the action of

oxygen and ammonia upon orcin (q.v. ). It is

freely soluble in alcohol, but only sparingly in

water. With metallic salts it yields insoluble

colored precipitates (lakes), which are of con-

siderable value in dyeing. Orcein is the chief

conslitucMt pf commercial archil (q.v.).

ORCHARD (AS. ortceard, ortyeard, Goth.

aurtiycunls, from ort, Goth, aiirti, Olcel. urt,

herb; connected with AS. leurt. Goth, uaurls,

(JHG. iciirr, Ger. Wurzel, Olr. frem. Lat. radix,

Gk. padajisvo^, rhadamenos +geard. Goth, yards,

OHG. yart, Ger. Oartcn, garden: connected with

Olr. gort, crop, Lat. Iwrlus, garden, (ik. a'O/''"'.

chortos. yard). Any plantation of cultivalcil

fruit trees. The fruits usually classified as

orchard fruits include apples, peaches and nei

-

tarincs, plums and prunes, pears, cherries,

quinces, and apricots. These are all deciduous

fruits. Plantations of citrus fruits, olives, etc..

are sometimes referred to as groves and some-
times as orchards, and the same is true of

plantations of cultivated chestnuts, pecans, wal-

nuts, etc. In this article only deciduous fruits

are considered. In Europe, especially in Germany
and France, much of the deciduous fruit is pro-

duced on the fruit trees which line the principal

highways. There also large quantities of deciduous
fruit are grown on walls, espaliers, and cordons,

requiring special pruning and training. Practical-

ly every farm in America, more particularly in

the Northern States and Canada, contains an or-

chard for family use. The largest commercial
orchards in the world are found in America, where
the trees are allowed to grow naturally with but
relatively little pruning, and where attention

is given to thorough cultivation, spraying, and
fertilizing. The total value of the orchard
fruits produced in the United States in the

year 1899 was $83,751,840. The total number of

fruit trees that year is reported as 3ti7. 104,094,

of whicli 5.5 per cent, were apple trees, about
27 per cent, peach and nectarine, 8 per cent,

plum and prune, and 4.5 per cent, pear; cherry
trees stood next in importance, and apricot trees

last. Among the more striking developments in

modern orchard fruit-growing are (1) the in-

creased attention given to orchard tillage; (2)
the practice of spraying to control insect pests
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and fungous diseases; (3) fertilizing; (4) thin-

ning; (5) use of small packages in marketing;
and (6) the development of cold storage and
refrigerator-car transportation.

Formerly the orchard in America was a small
adjunct of the general farm. After setting out
the trees the orchard was largely left to itself.

Occasionally the trees were pruned, but the
ordiard was seldom fertilized or tilled, and was
either left in sod or planted to farm crops.

With the increased demand for fruit among all

classes of people, greater attention was paid
to orcliards. In favorable localities they be-

come the most important part of the farm.
Gradually whole famis and localities come to

be given up to orchards, which in many dis-

tricts occupy hundreds of square miles.

With the development of the orchard came in-

creased attention to cultural details. Orchards
are prepared by deep plowing, subsoiling in

hea\'j' lands, and thorough harrowing. After
the trees are set they are given as clean cultiva-

tion as other farm crops. Hoed crops may be

planted between the rows of trees for the fir.st

few years, but as the trees increase in size these

are more and more restricted to the middle of

the rows, until finally when the trees come into

bearing the whole space is devoted to them alone.

Xeither cereals nor tall-gi'owing crops that are

likely to shade the trees are sowti in the young
orchard, nor is the orchard seeded down except

under special conditions, as when the trees are
growing too rankly and produce little or no
fruit. In such cases seeding to cereals, grass,

etc., may tend to check groNrth and throw tlie

trees into bearing. The orchard is plowed in

spring as early as the ground can be worked.
This is followed by cultivation every week or

ten days until about the middle or last of sum-
mer, or until the wood growth of the tree has
practically ceased. At the last cultivation a
cover crop is sown. If the soil is poor in

nitrogen a leguminous crop is used, otherwise

some cereal or grass may be sown or the weeds
allowed to grow. The object of the cover crop

is fully to check the growth of the tree for the

season, so that the wood may ripen up well

before winter. The cover crop also protects

the soil from leaching, washing, and puddling
in winter. The following spring the cover crop
is plowed under, and the summer cultivation

repeated. In arid regions irrigation (q.v. ) must
be practiced. Spraying to check the ravages of

injurious insects and plant diseases is considered
absolutely essential in American commercial
orchards for the production of first-class fruit.

(See FtNoiciDE.) The fact that the production

of orchard fruits draws on the fertility of

the soil in exactly the same manner that wheat,

com. or any other farm crop does, is well

recognized, and the orchard is regularly fer-

tilized. Orchards are no longer permitted to

bear all the fruit the trees will set, so that the

limbs have to be propped up to keep them from
breaking. Crops thus produced were found to

contain too many small and unmerchantable
fruits, besides rapidly exhausting the energies

of the tree. Especially is thinning practiced

with the more expensive fruits, such as peaches.

and in many orchards even the cheaper fruits,

like apples, are thinned. Tlie thinning is done

soon after the fruits attain the size of the end
of the thumb.
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In the marketing of fruits much more atten-
tion is paid than formerly to the convenience
of the ultimate purchaser, i.e. the consumer.
Small packages which he can conveniently carry
home from market are most in demand". (See
iL^^RivET.

1 Cold storage is being employed not
only in the main centres of consumption, but
in the fruit districts themselves. It makes pos-
sible the prolongation of the marketing from
a few weeks to, in some cases, as many months,
thus lessening the danger from glut on the
market, increasing the net returns to the grower,
and greatly prolonging the season when fresh
fruits may be obtained by the consumer. Re-
frigerator cars also make possible the transporta-
tion of perishable fruits to distant and better
markets. See also Refriger.\tion.

BiBLioGEAPnT. Thomas, The American Fruit
Culturist (New York, 1897) ; Bailey, Principles

of Fruit Growing (New York, 1900) : id., Cyclo-
pcrdia of American Horticulture (New York,
1902). The agricultural experiment stations
have published an enormous number of bulletins

and reports on the various phases of orcharding,
some of which are Orchard Cover Crops (Xew
York Cornell Agricultural Experiment Station,

Bulletin 198) ; Improving an Orchard (Rhode
Island Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin

83) ; Orchard Experiments (Massachusetts Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 82 I : the
Apple Orchard (Missouri Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, Bulletin 49). Consult also litera-

ture under the various orchard fruits. See
FKUIT. trLTIVATED: HoBTICULTUBE.

ORCHARD- GRASS, Cock's-Foot Grass
{Ddclylis) . A genus of glasses, closely allied to

Festuca, having the panicle of flowers mostly
on one side of the stem, and the spikelets nmch
crowded into clusters. The common orchard

grass {Dactylis glomerata), a native of the

Xorthern Hemisphere, grows in tufts in meadows,
open woods, etc., from sea-level to high altitudes,

and is an important natural pasture grass, since

it is much relished by cattle, grows with great

rapidity after being cut. yields a large quantity

of herbage, succeeds well on mo,st soils and in

situations too shady for any other grasses. A
large improved variety has been introduced into

cultivation. It succeeds well in all parts of the

I'nited States except in the extreme South, and

in the arid regions of the West, yields excellent

hay abundantly, and is imexcelled by other

glasses in its yield of aftermath, but its ten-

dency to grow in tussocks is rather against it.

This habit may be prevented to some extent by

frequently rolling the ground. On this account

also it is" usually so^vn mixed with other grasses.

ORCHARD ORIOIiE. See Oriole.

OR'CHARDSON. Wilu.\m Quilleb (1835

— ). A Scotch genre and portrait painter. He
was born in Edinburgh, and was educated

at the Trustees' Academy. He exhibited his ear-

liest pictures in the Scottish Royal Academy,

but in 1S63 he went to London, where he after-

wards lived. He became associate to the Royal

Acadcmv in 1869 and member in 1877. His work

is a pictorial representation of the social side of

life, the pleasures of ballroom and drawing-room

being attractively defined in movement and rich

coloring, and graceful and richly rol>ed figures.

Among his most important pictures are: "The

Challenge" (1865); "The Queen of Swords"
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(1877) ; •Napoloon on Board 11. M. S. Bellero-

phoii" (1880), South Kensin^'ton Musciim; "Un
MariuKc dv Convenaiiee" (1884) : "fn Mariage de

ConM-iiancc—After" (1880); •'Tlie Salon of

Jla.laiiie Rocaniicr" (188:3); "The Young Duke"

(1889); "In tlie Gloaming" (1901).

OKCHESTKA, orlvestra (Lat. orcheaira,

from Gk. ipx'J"'!'", fro™ dpxciaeat, orcheistluii, to

danw. fnmi ipxoc> orclios, row; connected with

Skt. fill, to rage). In tlie Greek theatres, the

phico allotted to the chorus of dancers; in mod-

ern thcatre-s. the part of the building assigned

to the instrumentalists, also the parquet; and in

the modern concert-room, the place occupied by

the instrumental and vocal performers. The

word orchestra is also used to denote the musi-

cians collectively, and especially the instru-

ments on which they play.

The modern orchestra ( referring to the instru-

mciils) is the result of a long and slow dcvelop-

niiiit. Before the seventeenth century com|)osers

had employed various instruments in the accom-

paniment of their vocal works. But in the choice

of in.^truments the composers seem to have been

inlluenced more by chance than by any definite

plan. In fact, the manner in which many in-

struments were treated gives conclusive evidence

that their nature and possibilities were not at

all understood. The development of the orchestra

coincides with that of the opera (q.v.). In the

first ()]icra ever performed in public. Peri's Euri-

dicc (lUOO), the orchestra consisted of a harpsi-

cliord. a lute, a theorbo, a lyre, and three flutes.

The function of this combination of instruments

was to give the very simplest kind of accom-

paniment to the dramatic recitative. Claudio

Monteverde (1.307-1643) was the first to discover

the nature and relative value of some of the in-

struments. Yet the instrumentation of his first

opera. Orfeo (1007). differs little from that of

his predecessors. But his Combaitimento di

Taiicrcdi e Clorinda (1024) shows a conscious-

ness of purpose and is full of original and strik-

ing orchestral effects. Here we find for the first

time the tremolo of the strings. The strings, in

fact, form the foundation of the orchestra. In

this work is also found the first instance of

pizzicato. Monteverde had discovered that in-

struments had their own peculiarities, and acting

upon this knowledge he liecame the inventor of a
distinctively instrumental style; whereas his pred-

ecessors wrote a truly vocal style for all instru-

ments. Since Monteverde the strings have
been regarded as the foundation of the or-

chestra, and with him the various kinds of

viols were employed for this purpose. Alcs-

sandro Scarlatti ( 16.50-'172.3) employed violins,

violas, and basses, although their treatment

is still very crude. The 'celli generally played

jn unison with the basses. But occasionally

the violas were treated with freedom and were
.even divided into two parts. The principal wood-
wind instrument was the oboe; bassoons were
used only to strengthen the basses. Legrenzi

(1625-90) strengthened the violins, so that his

orchestra consisted of 20 violins, 2 violas, 2

viole di gamba (the precursor of the 'cello), 4

flutes, 2 bassoons, 2 cornets, and .3 trombones.
About this time the kettle-drums also found
their way into the orchestra. But the real art

of writing for the strings was not yet known;
there was no sonority. To render the harmony
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fuller the harpsichord was used. Even so great

a master as J. S. Bach did not know how to

use the instruments, lie treats them throughout

like voices without the slightest appreciation of

tonal color. Handel is not much more ad-

vanced. This composer scored heavily for the

wood-wind, but with no other pur])Ose than that

of reenforcing the strings. In fact, manj- of his

works were reorchcstrated bj' Jlozart, and to-day

Handel's works are almost exclusively heard

•with the instrumental rearrangement of Mozart.

Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) is universally

known as the father of the symphony (q.v.).

At the same time he is also the father of the

modern orchestra. When Haydn began his work
the string orchestra was pretty well established

and its resources known. But the employment
of the wood-wind was utterly planless. In 17()0

Haydn was appointed director of music to Prince

Paiil Anton Esterliiizy. At first his orchestra

numbered only 17 instruments, violins and
violas, 1 'cello, 1 double-bass, 1 flute, 2 oboes, 2
bassoons, and 4 horns. In order to obtain the best

effects from this little orchestra, the master di-

rected all his energies to discover and make use

of the true nature of the wood-wind. In his

first symphony (1759) Haydn uses in addition to

the strings ("the violins being divided into first

and second) only two oboes an<l two horns. In

his last symphony ( D major, written in London,

1795) the score calls for 2 ilutes, 2 oboes, 2
clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, kettle-drums, and
the regular strings. In two of his last works,

the Creation (1798) and the Seasons (1801),

Haydn employs 2 Uutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2
bassoons, 1 contra-bassoon, 2 horns, 2 trumpets,

3 trombones, kettle-drums, and the strings. And
here we have the modern siimphon;/ orchestra

(which, however, usually has four horns).

Mozart did not add any new instruments.

His great merit is the development of the clari-

nets as permanent orchestral instruments. In

fact, Haydn himself admits that he learned the

use of not only the clarinets, but of several other

instruments, from the considerably younger Mo-
zart. Strange to say, Mozart does not employ
clarinets in his Jupiter Symphony. In the score

of the G ilinor Symphony the clarinets were
added later. In his first two symphonies Beet-

hoven employs the same instriiments as Haydn
in his last, with the addition of two trumpets.

In the Eroica (1803) Beethoven separates the

'celli and bas-ses and introduces a third horn. In

all subsequent symphonies the master continues

to separate the 'celli and double-basses, but re-

turns to the use of only two horns. In his last

symphony, the Ninth, the orchestra is consider-

ably increased. This score calls for 2 flutes, 1

piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 1 double-

bassoon, 4 horns. 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, ket-

tle-drums, cymbals, triangle, bass drum, and the

regular strings. This is the tjrand symphony
orchestra of to-day. All composers since Beet-

hoven (Schubert. Schumann. Mendelssohn,
Brahms, Tschaikowsky, Dvorak) Iiave used it,

the only addition being the hnss tuba as the low-

est instrument of the trombone choir.

The modern opera orchestra is still larger and
employs many other instruments to obtain spe-

cial characteristic effects. This colossal combi-

nation of instruments was developed by two
men, almost independently of one another

—

Wagner and Berlioz. Wagner started with the
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^rand symphony orcltculra of Beethoven. Since
Tannhatiser (1S45) the division of violins into

four parts has been frequently employed. In
Tristan Wagner divides the strings into no less

than fifteen parts! Since Lohengrin (1850) the
c'/i'TO. orchestra consists of three of each familj'

oi the wood-wind instruments. The number of

Jlutes and bassoons is increased to three; to the

two oboes is added the cor anglais (q.v.) (an
alto oboe) ; to the two clarinets the bass clarinet.

This increase naturally calls for an increase in

the number of the strings. For the Ring des
.\ ihclungcn Wagner requires 3 large flutes, 1 pic-

lulu, 3 oboes, 1 English horn, 3 clarinets, 1 bass-

clarinet, 3 bassoons, 1 contra-bassoon, 8 horns, 3

trumpets, 1 bass trumpet, 2 tenor trombones,! bass
trnmbone, 1 contra-bass trombone, 4 tubas (spe-

(i;illy constructed for Wagner, 1 tenor, 2 bass,

;iiul 1 contra-bass), 6 harps, 2 pairs of kettle-

ihums, 1 glockenspiel, bass and snare drums,
C-. nibals, tamtam, and even tuned anvils. It goes
V ithout saying that the number of strings must
111' in proportion. Wagner demands as a niini-

mum 3-t violins (18 first, 10 second). The de-

mands made by Berlioz in his Requiem are
unique. He calls for 4 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clari-

nets, 8 bassoons, 12 horns, 4 cornets, 12 trumpets,
10 trombones, 4 ophicleides, and 8 pairs of kettle-

dnims, and indicates the strength of the strings
!'\' demanding IS double-basses.

The following table shows the number of in-

-1 1 uments composing some of the most celebrated
nrlicstras of to-day:
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OKCHID, or'kid (from Lat. orchis, from Gk.
i>l>XK, testicle, orchid, so called from the shape of
llie roots). The common name of members of the
family Orchidaceic, which has the most highly
organized flowers among monocotyledons. Al-
though beautiful orchids occur in the .temperate
regions, such as species of liabenaria (rein

orchis), Pogonia, Calopogon, Calypso, Cypripe-
dium (lady's slipper, moccasin-flower), etc., their
chief display is in the tropics. There are more
than 400 genera and a conservative estimate puts
the number of species at 0000, while those that
have been projjosed amount to 10,000 or more.
The flowers, which may be solitary, racemed, or
spiked, are e.xceedingly irregular, and most elabo-
rate!}' adapted to the visits of insects, a fact

discovered hy Sprengel in 1703 and more widely
proved by Kobert Brown in 1833 and later veri-

fied in detail bj' Darwin, iliiller. Gray, and oth-

ers. (See Poi,uxATio>\ ) The brilliant colora-
tion of the flowers, some of which are fragraijt,

and their bizarre forms have made them much
prized in hot-house cultivation. The most con-

spicuous structure of the flower is the so-called

labellum or lip, which is one of the three petals.

Tliis lip is of the greatest importance in attract-

ing insects, guiding them to the nectar, the pol-

len, and the stigma. In most orchids it is a con-

spicuous flat and more or less pendant organ,
but in Cypripediura (lady's-slipper) it forms a
sac which suggests the common name. Another
conspicuous feature of the flower is the spur,

which is really a prolongation of the base of the

Flutes
Piccolos
Oboes
Eagli^h boras
Clarinets
Bassoons
Double bassoons
Horns
Trumpets
Tromiiones and tubas
Happ.i
Violins (First)
Violins (Second)
Violas
'Celli

Basses
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are almost as varied as their floral structure,

and u|)(iii this basis they are often {jroupeil under
these heads. Some are saprophytes, and have
lost entirely the green eolor of independent

plants, being usually of a brownish or yellowish

hue, as the ordinary coralroots of the United
.Slates. Other orchids are epiphytes, and are
found in the moist atmosphere of tropical or sub-

tropical regions. On account of tlie special food
reservoirs which they develop, tliev are distorted-

looking plants, in general resembling coarse bulbs

with not very attractive leaves, but tlieir (lowers

arei often exceedingly brilliant. Among the
epiphytic orchids two forms of roots are devel-

oped, clinging roots by which attachment is se-

cured, and aerial roots which hang down to
absorb water for tlie plant. The tliird group
comprises the terrestrial orchids, among which
are some of the largest and many of the most
prized forms. Orchids are found in all parts
of the world e.\ec])t the coldest and the mo.st

arid, but are most numerous in tlic humid forests
of the torrid zone, and especially in Mexico and
Central and South America, whicli furnisli such
well-known genera as Cattleva, Odontnglossum,
and Oncidiuni. Calypso borealis ranges in Brit-
ish America, as far north as latitude (iS".

Fully .'iflOO species are under cultivation, while
the hybrids and varieties are innumerable. In
the I'nited States, incbuling .\laska. there are
about I'y species, distributed in 20 genera, and
of these, seven or eight, belonging to the genus
Epidendrum. and found in Florida and other
Culf States, are epiphytes, all the other
species being terrestial. Few genera except
Salep and Vanilla have a commercial value aside
from culture as ornamentals. The prevailing
colors of orchids are rose, or lilac, yellow, white,
and green. The odor of some species resembles
that of violets or orris-root. Of Xorth American
orchids a numtx-r are very striking, especiallv
Arethusa bulbosa. Pogonia ojihioglossoides. t!ie.

l)urple, white, and the yellow fringed orchids or
h.-ilienarias, and the showy, the yellow, and the
liiiik lady's-slippers (Cypripcdium).
The culture of orchids began in Kngland about

1820. but clid not become general in the Cnited
States before 18(i.5. There are many fine public and
private collections of growing orchids, and al-
most fabulous prices have been paid for single
rare specimens. Many epiphytal orchids may
be planted in pots filled with loose fdirous peat;
the roots of others are placed in baskets or are
fastened to blocks of wood or cork, with a little
moss around them to retain moisture, and are
thus placed on shelves, or are suspended from
the roof of the hothouse. Ventilation and tem-
perature must be carefully attended to, and
the atmosphere must not he" constantly very hot
and humid, but seasons of rest must be given
to the ])lants. since in their native climate they
have generally a wet and a dry season. Most of
the .\nicrican species can be easily grown in
shaded gardens.

Consult: TJndley. Folia Orchidaccn (London,
1852) ; Darwin, Tlie Fertilhation of Orchids iy
Jnxects (ib.. 1862) ; Miiller. The Fcrlilization of
Floirerx (trans., ib.. 1883) ; Sander. Keichcn-
hnrhia. Orchids lUustratcd and Described (Ber-
lin and London. 1S86) : Moore. IVuslrntinns of
Orchidriceiiiis T'lnnts (London. 18.57) ; Warner,
Orchidaceous Plants (ib., 1877-7S) ; Burbidge,'
Cool Orchids and How to Orow Them (ib..

1874) ; Williams, The Orchid-Groircr's Manual
(ib., 1885): .lemiings. Orchids (ib., 1874);
Miner, Vrcliids, the Huyal Family of I'lunts

(Boston, 1884) ; Linden, Les orvhidccs cxotiques
et leur culture (Brussels, 1804); Bohnhos, Uic-
tionnairc dcs orchidies hyhridcs (Paris, 1895);
Cogniau.x, Dictionivuire d'iconogrifphic des or-

chidies (Brussels, 1807); Rjind, .4 (Complete
Manual of Orchid Culture (Boston, 1888).

ORCHIL. See Anciiii,.

ORCHOM'ENUS ( Lat.. from Ck. OpxoMfAs,
Orchoiiicnas) . A famous ancient city of Bu'otia,

situated on a spur of Mount Aeontium. on the

northwest shore of L;ike Copais. It seems to have
played a great role in legendary times as capital

of tlie MinyiE and chief city of Ba>otia. A relic

of this early age is the bee-hive tomb, or Treas-
ury of Jlinyas, a work of the Mycenaean civiliza-

tion, and but little sm;iller than the 'Treasury of

Atrens' at Mycena'. (See Amii.iooi.ociY. ) It

was excavated by Schliemann in 1880 and 1880.

After the Boeotian conquest Orchonienus was a
member of the confederacy, and second onlj" to

Thebes. In the fourth century B.C. it appears as

bitterly hostile to Theban supremacy and in close

alliance with Sparta. In consequence after the

battle of Lcuctra (B.C. .S71) the Thebans de-

stroyed the city and sold the inhabitants into

slavery (B.C. 308) ; restored by the Phocians, it

was again destroyed in B.C. 34t). Rebuilt by
Philip or Alexander of Jlacedon. it continued to

exist in Koman times. Orcbomenus was chietiy

noted for its worship of the Charitcs or Graces,

here ancient and powerful goddesses of light and
bringers of fruitfulness. Their festival, the Chari-

tesia, was accompanied by nmsical and poetic

contests, of whicli records are preserved in in-

scriptions containing the names of the victors. The
remains of the ancient walls and the small castle

which crowned the Acro|)olis are still well (irc-

servcd, and are fine examples of the best period

of Creek fortification. Consult: K. O. Miillii',

Orchomenos und die Minyer (Breslau. 1844) ;

Leake, Travels in Northern (Ireece, ii. (London.
1835) ; Schliemann, "Orchomenos" (Leipzig. 188! ;

translated in Journal of Hellenic .Studies, ii.

1881): Scliuchhardt. Schliemann's Excavations
(London, 1891): Frazer, Pausanias, v. (ili.,

1898). (2) Orchonienus was also the name
of a town in Northeastern Arcadia, represented
in the legends as of much importance during the
heroic age. but of little importance in later

times. Its situation on a lofty hill commanding
the roads from Mantinea to the north made it a
position of some strategical value during the
time of the Macedonian wars and the Achie.iji

League.

ORCIN (from orchil, archil, from OF. orchcl,
orchril, orscil, Fr. orseillc. It. orcelhi. oriccUo,
archil; of uncertain origin), CjH^O, + HjO. A
colorless substance contained in the lichens from
which the commercial coloring matters archil
and litmus (qq.v.) are made. It has a sweetisli
nauseating taste, but no odor, and is soluble in

water, alcohol, and ether. In the hydrated state
it melts at 58° C. ; in the anhydrous state at
108° C. Its chemical constitution is represented
by the formula C,H:,(CH,) (OHK. showing it to
be a di-oxy-toluene. Besides being contained in
the lichens ready-formed, it is produced in con-
siderable quantities from the orcellinic acid con-
tained in the lichens when the latter are heated
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with lime. It lias also been prepared artificially.

When exposed to the simultaneous action of
ammonia and oxygen, orein is transformed into
orcein

(
q.v. ;

.

OE'CXJS. The Latin name of Hades.

ORD, Edwaed Otho Cresap (1818-83). An
Ameiican soldier, born at Cumberland, ild. He
graduated at West Point in 1839, was commis-
sioned a second lieutenant in the Third Artillery,

and sent to Florida, where he took part in the
Seminole War {183iJ-42). During the war with
Jlexico he performed garrison dutj' at jMonterey,

Cal. (1847-49), and in 1850 was promoted to be

captain. During the following 3'ears he was
engaged on frontier duty, and saw much active

service against the Hidians, but in 18.59 he was
ordered to the East and took part in the capture
of .John Brown at Harper's Eerry. At the out-

break of the Civil War he was commissioned
brigadier-general of volunteers and defeated Gen.
J. E. B. Stuart at Dranesville (December 20,

1861). He was promoted to be major-general
of volunteers on ilay 2, 1862, and soon after-

wards sent to the \Vest, where he commanded
the left wing of Grant's army. For his services

at the battle of luka (September 19, 1862), he
was bre\etted colonel in the Regular Army. On
.July 21, 1864. he was appointed commander of

the Eighteenth Army Corps, and took part in

the Richmond campaign, but was wounded at the
capture of Fort Harrison (September 29, 1864),
and was on sick leave until December. For his

gallantry on this occasion, he was brevetted
major-general in the Regular Army (ilarcli l."?,

1865), and after his recovery received com-
mand of the Department of Virginia. It was
largely owing to his skill and energy that Lee's

troops were finally headed olT and compelled to

surrender. He was commissiimed brigadier-gen-

eral in the Regular Army in 1866. and soon after-

wards was mustered out of the volunteer service.

He retired in 1880. and the next year by special
act of Congress was commissioned major-general.

OKDEAL (AS. ordfl, ordul, OHG. urteili,

Cer. Urteil^ decision, judgment, from AS. a-,

OHG. ar-, ir-, ur-, Ger. i-r-. out -+- AS. dtel, Goth.
diiils, daila, OHG. teil, Oer. Tcil, part, connected
with OCliurch Slav, df-lu, part). A practice,

which has prevailed among various widely sepa-
rated nations, of referring disputed questions,

particularly such as relate to the guilt or inno-

cence of an individual, to the judgment of God,
determined either by lot, or by the success of

certain experiments. Of its existence among
the ancient .Jews we have an instance in Xum-
bcrs v., where a Hebrew woman, aecu.sed of

adultery, is required to drink the "bitter water'
as a test of innocence; a similar ordeal for in-

continence is said to be in use among the natives
of the Gold Coast of Africa. The practice of
ordeals as existing among the Greeks is referred
to in Sophocles's Aniifionc. Among the Hindus
the ordeal has been practiced in nine dilTerent

way.s—by the balance, by firr. by imter, by
poison, by the coyha, or drinking water, in which
images of the sun and other deities had been
washed, by cheicinq rice, by hot ml. by red-hot
iron, and by drawing two images out of a jar
into which they have been thrown.
The Celts in Ireland, the Germans before their

conversion, and the early Slavs made use of

ordeals. After their conversion to Christianity
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tliey employed ordeals with the full sanction
of the Church. In the early iliddle Ages there
was no trial in the modern sense of the word.
Tlie accused was required to prove his innocence
by compurgation (q.v.), the wager of battle
(q.v.), or an ordeal. In the wager of battle and
the ordeal of the cross (see below) both plaintitt
and defendant were put to the proof, but in all
otiier ordeals and. in compurgation the burden
of proof rested upon the negative. Christian
rites took the place of pagan ceremonies and
God was called upon to show the truth. The
forms most conmionly employed were the ordeals
of boiling water, of fire, of red-hot iron, of cold
water, of the cross, of the corsned, and of the
eucharist.

In the ordeal of boiling water the accused
was obliged to insert his hand into a caldron of
boiling water. Sometimes he had to take out
a small object; in some cases he put in his hand
only as far as the wrist; in the triple ordeal, as
far as the elbow. After the trial the hand was
sealed up for three daj's. Innocence or guilt
was held to be proved by its condition when un-
.sealed. In the ordeal of fire, the original custom
may have been that the accused jdaced his hand
in the fire. Later two piles of wood were laid
a short distance apart and tlien were set on fire.

The accused walked between the two. In such
cases it is probable that fifteen days were al-

lowed to the accused before his injuries were in-

spected. The genuineness of relics was often
tested by this ordeal. The ordeal of red-hot
iron was employed in two forms. In one case

6, 9, or 12 red-hot plowshares were ]daeed on
the ground, among which the accused walked
blindfolded, and his innocence was shown by his
avoidance of them ; or he was compelled to step
on each. In the second form the accused was com-
])clled to carry a red-hot iron, usualh' for a dis-

tance of nine feet. This ordeal was generally
chosen by persons of rank. The ordeal of cold

water rested upon the belief that the water when
sanctified by religious rites would refuse to re-

ceive the guilty, while the innocent would sink.

Tliis method long remained in use for witches.

In the ordeal of the cross, both accuser and ac-

cused stood with uplifted hands before a cross

and the one who kept his position longest won.
This was prohibited by the Emperor Louis the
Pious (81M-40), but was frequently employed.
The corsned was in use by the Anglo-Saxons
and was carried out by giving the accused a piece

of bread or cheese to swallow. If he was suc-

cessful he was innocent. The ordeal of the
eucharist was similar. In all of the forms the
ordeal was administered only after special re-

ligious services.

Other kinds of ordeal were practiced \inder

particular circumstances in different ])arts of

Europe. In the ordeal of the hirr. a supposed
murderer was required to touch the body* of the
murdered person, and was pronounced guilty if

the blood flowed from his wounds.
Trial by ordeal at first carried with it the

sanction of llu' Church, as well as of the civil

power, though tlie clergy in tlie course of time
came to discountenance it. At the fourth Later-

an Council in 1215 ecclesiastical ceremonies at

ordeals were absolutely forbidden. Secular rulers

ftdlowed the Pope's example in condemning the
ordeal, and it was abandoned generally in the
thirteenth century, although, as noted above, cer-
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tain isolated usages long pievailod. Consult:

Kchlagiiitweit, (JottcsurthvUc (Alunich, 1864);

Lea, tSujXistilion and Force (4th oU., Tliiladel-

phia. 1S!)2) : Patetta, Lc ordiilic ('ruriii, 18!)0) ;

liruniuT. l)<-utsihe Jtcclitsgcscliichtc (Leipzig,

1892) ; 'I'lia.ver, I'rcliminary Treatise on Evidence,

etc. (lUiston, 18!)6).

ORDER (Lat. ordo, row, series, orderly ar-

raiificiiunl : connected with oriri, Gk. dpt'vvat,

oni!W<ii. Skt. or, to rise). A term used for a

groiip <if jdaiits or animals in classification (q.v.).

ORDER. A terra used in classic and nco-

classio ariliitecturc to designate tlie fumlaniental

characteristics of each architectural style as

marked by a vertical section of the fa(;ade con-

sisting of" a column (q.v.) with its entablature

(q.v.). The Greeks were familiar with two or-

ders: the Doric and the Ionic; the Corinlhiuii,

though also invented by them, hardly attained

to the dignity of an order until Itonuin times.

The Tiisani was a variant of tlie Doric, invented

by the Etruscans and other early Italian races,

and perpetuated by the Romans. The Composite

was a novelty of the Roman Imperial period,

combining loiiic and Corinthian characteristics

in a ridi design ])Ieasing to the Roman love of

ornament. See CoLLMX.

ORDERLY. In the United States Army, the

term api)lied to officers or soldiers engaged^ in

the transmission of orders from a superior officer

to the details of his command. Duty rosters

are kept by the regimental adjutant, regarding

tlie detail "of orderly officers, and by the regi-

mental sergeant-major as regards the detail of

non-commissioned officers. The orderly officer, or

officer of the day, is the officer detailed for the

superintendence of the interior economy of the

command. (See Giakd.) In the company the

first sergeant performs the duties of orderly

sergeant. A guard or<lerIy is a specially selected

private soldier who is detailed from the guard
for duty as commanding officer's orderly. A
stable onlerly is a soldier detailed for special

stable duty under the stable sergeant. In the

British Army, as in practically all other Euro-

pean armies, the duties of orderly officers are

identical with those of the United States. Or-

derly sergeants, however, are detailed to attend

orderly ollieers during their tour of duty, as

are also orderly corporals. Company oi'derly

sergeants are the duty sergeants of a company,
who are detailed for duty with their companies,

taking turn, \\eek about, notifying and ])repar-

ing men for duties, parades, or fatigues, and
calling the roll of their companies on parade
and in quarters. They are assisted by company
orderly cor|)orals, who accompany them when
notifying men for duty and at roll call, and
who also have the separate duty of superintend-

ing the drawing of the daily rations of their

companies. This latter duty is performed by
. the orderly men, who are private soldiers de-

taileil daily, to protect and kee]) in order the

room or mess of which they are members, and
in various ways assist the comi)any cook.

ORDERS. Under the general title of orders

are usually included monastic orders, orders of

chivalr>'. and orders of merit. There is a certain

connection between the first two. as the members
of the earliest orders of knights took monastic
vows. Again, there is a connection b<>tween the

last two, as formerly persons distinguished by

ORDERS.

meritorious service were sometimes, even whrr,

not noble, admitted to an order of knights, and

gradually membership in these orders became

wholly an honorary distinction. Thus, in s])itc

of the vast dill'erence between an ancient monas

tic order and the present 'Legion of Honor,' il

is possible to see the evolutionary process which

included uiuh'r a common designation such widely

ditl'erent organizations.

Monastic orders were the earliest and becaiuc

very important in the Middle Ages. I lulcr lli.'

general term 'monastic' may be included tli'

various orders of canons, such as the I'remoii-

stratensians (q.v.), as well as of monks an^l

nuns. Of these orders many are no longer in

existence, but the total number, of those extant

and extinct, is over live hundred; of these abmil

one hundred and seventy-five adopted the Rule nf

Saint Augustine; about one himdred and twenty-

five the Rule of Saint Benedict; and about

seventy-five the Rule of Saint Francis; the olhci

-

adopted various special rules. For a fuller di-

eussion of monastic orders, see Monaisticis.m :

Canon; and the names of the several orders.

Orders of knighthood are comparatively

modern in their origin, although some have al-

tempted to ascribe to wrtain ones great antiquity.

In the ancient societies there was nothing ni

a similar nature. The 'equestrian order' oi

the 'order of decurions' in Rome was en-

tirely different. (See Equestrian Order.) It

was believed fonnerly that Clovis had foun<lc'd

in the fifth century an Order of the Holy Grail,

but this is ]Hirely legendary. EqiniUy mistal;r:i

is the attempt to attribute the beginnings oi

the orders of chivalry to Charles Martel, wlio

is said to have established the Order of the

Genette in 7'2G. The romances of chivalry usually

attributed the creation of knightly orders to

Charles the Great or King Artlnir; but the

'twelve peers of Charlemagne' and the 'Knights

of the Table Round' are equally mythical. The
median-al orders, in reality, had their beginning

in the Holy Land ibiring tlie time nf the ('rusiidr^.

The Knights of the Hospital and the Kniglils

of the Temi)le were the earliest orders, and were

alike in reqviiring their members to be of noble

birth, and also to take the three monastic vows
of poverty, chastity, and obedience. (See Satnt
.ToHN OF .Jerusalem. Knioiits of; Tem-
plar.s.) . These religious military orders be-

came very renowned and gained enormous
weaUji. Their example led to the founda-

tion of other similar orders for the protection

of the Ibdy Land. In all there were about

twenty which originated in the Kingdom of .7eru-

salem. Later some transferred their sphere of

action to crusades against the heathen in the

West, or to .service in the Papal armies. As
their members were bound by no national ties,

they were of gieat service to the Church in its

wars. The destruction of the Tcmjdars and the

temporal weakness of the popes in the fourteenth

century led to a decline in the imiiortanee of

these religious orders. Those which still exist,

as the Hosjiitalers do under the naine of the

Knights of Malta, arc merely honorary orders

of nobility.

On the other hand, the rise of .strong monarehs
in the period of the Renaissance led to the

creation of royal and noble orders whose members
were selected by the kings. By this means the

rulers were enabled to confer honorary distino-
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tion upon their favorites, and to bind closely to

their own fortunes members of the nobility.

Since the age of the Renaissance many orders
ll^^"e been cieated by monarchs to reward .ser-

vices or merit.

These orders may be classified as ro3'al orders,

noble or family order,s. and orders of merit; but
the last two are scai'cely distinguishable in some
respects. The royal orders, such as the (barter,

the Golden Fleece, or the Black Eagle, are some-
times known as the 'Prime Orders of Christen-

dom.' ilembership is usually reserved for per-

sons of ro.val stock and those who arc of the
most eminent rank in the European kingdoms.
Koblc orders, such as Calatrava or Montesa, are
few in nvunber, and their members are usually
selected from the higher nobility. Family orders,

such as the Ro.val Victorian or the Hohenzollcrn,
are composed of those who have in some way
rendercil especial service to the reigning family
from which the order takes its name. Orders
of merit, such as the Bath, Pour le Merite
(in Prussia), or the Legion of Honor, are in-

tended to recompense especially meritorious ser-

vice of any kind.

Of late years there has been an enormous
increase in the number of orders which are
now purely honorary. The custom has spread
from European countries to Asia, Africa, and
the Pacific islands. Proliably a majorit.v of

the civilized or semi-civilized countries of

the world now have one or more orders in-

tended to confer distinction upon their own
citizens, but also awarded at times to foreigners
who are favorites of the sovereign, or have
performed some especial service to the country,
or are noted for their conspicuous scientific

ability. The Almaimch dc OotUa enumerates
more than three hundred and fifty in the different

•countries of the world ; but this list contains
some agencies established for the recognition
of merit which are not. projierly speaking, orders.
Thus the Medal of Honor established by the

I United States in 1802 does not confer upon its

: possessor membership in an order. In fact, in
the United States there are no real orders, with

! the possible exception of the Cincinnati. The
I

patriotic societies and the many organizations
vihicli have taken the name of orders could not
be included among orders as usuall.v defined;
they are all, even the Cincinnati, omitted from

' the list in the Almaiinch de Gotha. (See
Patriotic Societies.) Neither is the Victoria
Cross, awarded in CJreat Britain for con-
spicuous bravery, the insignia of an order.

' In comparativelv recent times several orders,
including the Ro.val Order of Victoria and Albert
and the Imperial Order of the Crown of India,
have been created especially for women.
The great orders usually have only one class;

other orders commonly have three classes:
Knight Grand Commanders (K.G.C.) Knight
Commanders (K.C. ), and Companions (C.).
Sometimes an order contains more classes, as
the Royal Victoria, founded in 1800, which has
five classes, designated, rcspectivelv, as G.C.V.O.,
K.C.V.O.. C.V.O., and M.V.O. The last con-
stitutes the fourth and fifth classes; although
the.v are all entitled 'members,' the insignia of

those who belong to the fourth class are difi'erent

from that of the fifth class. The Order of Merit,
instituted by Edward VII. in 1902. contains but
one class. The insignia naturally vary greatly in
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the different orders, but almost all consist of
either stars, crosses, or ribbons. The Knight
Grand Commanders usually have a cross or star
on a ribljon worn over the shoulder. The Knight
Commanders have a star or other badge, but the
ribbon is worn about the neck. The Companions
have a badge, but no star or cross. These rules
do not hold good for all orders, but they repre-
sent ordinary usage in European countries.

ilembership in orders is highly prized, but
in some countries, especially the United States
and France, restrictions are placed upon the
acceptance by citizens of such distinctions. By
the Constitution of the United States no one
holding an oflice of profit or trust under the
Government is allowed, without the consent of
Congress, to accept any decoration from a
monarch or foreign State." In France, since 1815,
although tlie law has been repeatedly modified,
no citizen can be a member of a foreign order
unless he receives the authorization of the Gov-
ernment.
The following is a list of tlie principal orders

of the world. Those marked with the asterisk
are described in their alphabetical order in this
Eucyclopa'dia.

ABY.SSIXIA.

*Scal of iSolumoH.

AXIIALT.

Alhert the Bear.—^An order with five classes,
founded by the reigning dukes in 18.36. The
oval decoration shows a crowned bear mounting
a wall, with the motto, Fuerchte Gott und Be-
folge seine Befehle.

Order of Merit for Heience and Art.—Founded
by Duke Frederick in 1873 and affiliated with
the Order of Albert the Bear in 1895.

Aegextixa.

Argentine (S'hh.—An order of unknown origin.
The decoration is a golden medal, with the sun
surrounded by a laurel wreath.

AUSTRIA-IirXGAEY.
* Golden Fleece. See also Plate of Orders.
"Maria Theresia.

*Saint iStephen. See also Plate of Orders.
^Leopold.

Iron Crown.—A civil and military order,

founded bv Francis I. in 1810. The decoration
is the iron crown of Lombardv under the double-
headed Austrian eagle bearing upon its breast
a shield of blue enamel with the initial F.

Fninz Joseph.—A civil order of merit, founded
in 1849 bv the Emperor Francis .Joseph. The
decoration is a red cross with the double-headed
eagle, the initials F. J., and the motto Xirihus
Unitis.

Elisabeth-Theresia.—A militarv order, founded
in 1750 by the Empress Elizabeth Christina and
reorganized by Maria Theresa in 1771. The or-

der was instituted for twenty generals and
colonels, and was conferred after thirtv years'

service in the Imperial army. It carries with
it a yearlv pension. The decoration is an eight-

pointed star licaring the initials E. C. and M. T.

in an oval, with the inscription Maria Theresia

Parentis Gratiam Perennem Voltiit.

Star and Cross.—An order for women of the

old nobility, founded in 1008 by the Empress
Eleonore to commemorate the recovery of a relic

which had been lost.

"Teutonic KniqhtS.
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Militan, OriUr of il(rit.—.\n order founded

by Knim-ior Francis Joseph in 1849.

Viiil Oiihr of Merit.—.\n order founded by

Emperor Francis Joseph in 18.50.

Oiilrr of Merit for ficieiice and .lr<.—An order

founded by Emperor Francis Joseph in 1887.

BADEX.

Oriler of FiiMit;/.—An order with one class,

founded in 171.5 by the ilar<;ravc Cliarles Wil-

liam, and conferred on forei;.m ).rimes and State

olTicials of hi<;h rank. The decoration is a cross

of red enamel with eijiht points, the arms con-

nected bv intertwined C"s. which appear also on

the central white field above three rocks, with

the legenil Fiihlilux.

Charles frederiek:—A military order of merit,

with three classes, founded in 1807 by Charles

Frederick. Grand Duke of Baden. The decora-

tion consists of an eipht-pointed cross of white

enamel within a laurel wreath. Tlie medallion

bears the initials of the founder and the legend

Fiir liadeiis Ehre.

Lion of Ziihriiirje}).—An order of merit, estab-

lislied by Grand' Duke Charles I.nuis in 1S12

and reorgani/X'd in 1877. The central shield of

the decoration bears the ancestral castle of the

family.

BAVABIA.

*fiuint Iluhcrt.

*Saint (leor(je.

*f!aiiit Elizabeth.

Max Josepli.

Barurian Croicii.—A civil order of merit,

founded in 1808 by King Maximilian I. It

is given to State officials of all classes, and

confers noble rank on the recipient. Foreigners

who have rendered service to Bavaria are also

eligible for the order. The decoration is a white

cross with eight arms bearing the inscription

Virtus et IJonos.

*i(aint .Michael.
*Maximilian.
* Louis.

Theresa.
Cross of Merit.—A distinction for voluntary

services to the army during the years 1870 and
1871. founded in 1871 by King Louis II.

.M Hilar)/ Order of Merit.—An order founded

in ISOG by King Louis II.

BELGIUM.

'Leopold. Sec also Plate of Oruers.

African Ktar.—An order founded in 1888 by

King l^opold II. as a distinction for services to

the Congo State and to African civilization in

general. The decoration, a tive-pointed star with

laurel wreath, bears the legend Trarail et Pro-

gris.

Order of Merit.—A civil order, founded in

18G7 by Leopold II. for civic virtue, and for

bravery and self-sacrifice.

BRAZIL.

*.S'oi///if(H Cro.1.1.

Order of Dom Pedro I.—An order founded by

Dom Pedro I., Emperor of Brazil, in 18JI). and
suspended in 1880. It had three ela-^es. the first

of which was limited to crowned heads and

restricted to V2 members, the other two classes

being limited to 150. The decoration was a

white cross with five arms on a golden five-rayed

star.

*Rose.

Order of Christ.—A Portuguese order, na-

tionalized in Brazil in 1823. In 1843 it lost its

religious character and became a civil onler

conferred for sen-ices rendered by natives and

foreigners. It was dissolved in 1890. See

Christ, Ordeb of the Knights of.

_\,iz.—Originally the Portuguese order of the

same name extended to Brazil in 1823. The deco-

ration is the same as that of the Portuguese

order. See Aviz.

"Saint .lames. See Saint James of tiil-

SwoRU.
BRUNSWICK.

Uenri/ the Lion.—A civil and military order

of merit, founded in 1834 by Duke William.

The decoration is an eight-pointed cross of Idue

enamel, with red centre, bearing a pillar and

a leaping horse in white. The arms ol tlie

cross bear peacock feathers and are separated by

a W surmounted by a lion. The cross is sur-

mounted bv a lion and a crown which suspemls

it from a red ribbon. The legend is Inimolu Fides.

BULGARIA.

Alexander.— (1) A military order of merit,

foiuuled by Prince Alexander in 1881. The decora-

tion, an eight-pointed white cross, with crossed

swords between the arms, bears the Bulgarian

lion on a red field, with the inscription Za Chra-

brost (for courage), and the monogram of the

Prince. (2) An order of civil merit, founded by

Prince Alexandi'r in 1879. The decoration is an

eight-pointed white cross bearing in a red field

the legends Saint .ilexaiider and '/or/ Mith Vs.

Order of Merit.—An order founded in 1891

by Prince Ferdinand.
CIIIX.^.

'Douhle Dragon. See also Plate of Orders.

Order of the Precious Star.—An order with

three classes.

Order of Merit.—A civil order, with three

classes.

CONGO free state.

'African Star. See above under Belgium.

DENMARK.
'Elephant.
"Danebrog. See also Plate of Orders.

FRANCE.

*Leqion of Honor. This is the only existing

order in France. So also Plate of Orders.

Annunciation. See Annunciade.
'Saint Louis.

Our Ladii of .Mount Carmel.—An order founded

by Henry IV. The Order of Saint Lazarus

France was later attached to it.

.Militanj Order of Merit.—An order founded

bv Louis XV. in 1759 for Protestants who could

not enter the Order of Saint Louis. It became

extinct in 1830.

Saint Esprit. See Holt Ghost, Order of.

'Saint Michad.
'Saint Lazarus.

GRE.\T BRITAIN.

'darter. See also Plate of Orders.

'Thistle.

"Bath. See also Plate of Orders.

'Saint Patrick.

'Saint Michael and Saint George.

Plate of Orders.
Victoria and Albert.

Saint Catharine.
'Distinguished Service Order.

'Victoria Cross. "

See also.

See also Plate of Ordebs.
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1. PIUS IX., PAPAL
2. POUR LE MERITE. PRUSSIA
3. MEDJIDIE, TURKEY
4. LION, NETHERLANDS
5. GOLDEN FLEECE, AUSTRIA

6. NORTH STAR, SWEDEN
7. LEOPOLD I., BELGIUM
8. STAR OF RUMANIA
9. ST. GEORGE. RUSSIA
10. ANNUNCIATION, ITALY.

11. LEGION OF HONOR, FRANCE
12. CHRYSANTHEMUM, JAPAN
13. ST. ANDREW, RUSSIA
14. ST. STEPHEN, HUNGARY
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*Red Cross.

*Slar uf India.

Imperial Order of the Indian Empire.—An or-

der founded in 1878 by Queen Victoria on assum-
ing the imi)erial title.

Imiierial Order of the Croun of India.—An
order for women, including natives of India,

founded by Queen Victoria in 1878.

Order of Briti.sh India.—An order, with two
classes, founded by Queen Victoria in 1837.

Order of Merit for \ative Soldiers.—An order
witli four classes, founded by Queen Victoria in

1887.

Military Order for yatives of British India.—
An order founded in 1842.

Royal Victorian Order.
Order of Merit. See Merit, Obdeb of.

*Redeemer.
GREECE.

See also Plate of Orders.

GlIXEA.

Blnek Star.—An order founded by King Tossa
in 1890.

HAXOVEK.
*Saint Georfie.

*Guelphic Order.
Order of £rnt-tt Aiiyustus.—A royal military

and civil order, established by King George V. in

1865. The decoration is a silver star with eight
rays, the monogram E.A. appearing on a red
ground, surrounded by a blue band with the
motto Siiscipere et Finire, and a white cross

with a similar medallion. The decoration is

conferred for services to the country or King,
and for distinction in science and art.

H.AWAII.

*Kamehameha.
Ealakaiia.—An order of four classes, founded

in 1874 by Kalakaua.
Knpiolani.—An order of six classes, with a

special class for women, founded in 1880 by
Kalakaua. The decoration is an eight-pointed
cross of red enamel, surmounted by a cro%m,
with similar crowns between the arms. A cen-

tral plaque of red bears on a white border the
legend Kulin.
Hnuaiian f'rovn.—An order with four classes,

founded by Kalakaua in 1882.
Star of Oceania.

HESSE.
Louis.

^I'hilip the Magnanimous.
"Lion.

Military Service Cross.—A decoration founded
in 1870 by Grand Duke Louis III. for men and
women. The cross bears the inscription For
Care of Soldiers, 1870.

''William.

HONDUKAS.
Santa Rosa.

INDIA.
See above under Great Britain.

ITALY.
Annunziata. See Axxlxciade; also Plate of

Orders.
*M<ntritius and Lazarus.
Civil Order of Savoy.—An order with one class,

founded by King Charles Albert of Sardinia in
18.31. It was included among the Italian orders
in 1860.

Military Order of Savoy.—An order with four
classes, founded by King Victor Emmanuel I. of

Sardinia in 1815.

Croivn of Italy.—An order commemorating the
union of Italy, founded by Victor Emmanuel II.

in 1868. The decoration is a white cross, with
the iron cro«ni of Lombardy, the black eagle, and
the cross of Savoy.

JAPAX.
*Rising Sun.
Chrysanthemum Order.—An Imperial order

conferred only on monarchs and the highest State
officials, founded in 1876 by the Mikado. The
decoration is a star with 32 white rays with four
chrysanthemums between green leaves. The
obverse of one of the flowers bears the inscription,
'Exalted deeds and honorable actions." See
Plate of Orders.
Order of the Sanctified Treasure.—An order

with eight classes, founded bv the Mikado Mutsu
Hito in 1888.

LIBERIA.

African Liberation.—An order with three
classes, established by the Legislative Assembly
in 1879.

LUCCA.
Saint George.—A military order of merit,

founded in 1833 by Charles Louis. Duke of Lucca.
Saint Louis.—A civil order of merit, founded

in 1836 by Charles Louis, Duke of Lucca.

LUXEMBURG.
*Oak Croxm.
Golden Lion.—An order founded in 1858 by

Duke Adolph of Nassau and King William III.

of the Netherlands. It consisted originally ot

only one class, but later was divided into five,

and now exists only as an order of Luxemburg
with one class. The white cross, the arms of

which are separated by golden X's, has a central

blue medallion with the lion ; on the reverse the

motto, "Je maintiendrai." The ribbon is orange
with blue stri[M»s.

Adolph of Xa.tsau.—A military and civil order
with five classes and two crosses, founded by
Duke Adolph in 1858.

MECKLENBURG.
Order of the Griffin.—An order of merit, insti-

tuted in 1884 by Grand Duke Frederick Francis

III. of Mecklenburg-Schwerin. The insignia are

an eight-pointed red cross with a golden medal-
lion bearing a griffin, and an eight-pointed silver

star with the legend Allior Adversis.

Wendish Crown.
Military Order of Merit.—An order with two

classes, founded in 1848 by (irand Duke Freder-

ick Francis II. of Mecklenburg-Schwerin.
Military Order of Merit.—An older founded in

1871 by Grand Duke Frederick William of Meck-
lenburg-Strelitz.

MEXICO.

Order of Guadalupe.—An order commemorat-
ing Mexican independence, founded by Iturbide,

restored in 1853 by President Santos, and reor-

ganized in 18G5 by Emperor Maximilian, after

whose death it expired. The cross had an oval

green medallion with the image of Our Lady
of Guadalupe, and the inscription Religirjn, Inde-

pcndencia, Uni6n; on the reverse Al Merita y
Virludes.

.Mexican Eagle.

*.%H Carlos.

MODENA.
Order of the Eagle of Este.—An order with

three classes, founded by Duke Francis V. in

185.5.
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MONACO.
*Saint Charles.

MO.NTEXEGBO.

Order of Saint Peter.—A liouse order with one

class, fouiiilpd by Prince Danilo I. in 18.V2.

Danilo Order.—A military and civil order

with four classes, founded in 1855 by Prince

Danilo 1. The cross bears tlie initials of the

Prince, the inscriptions, "Prince of the Black
Mountains." ''For the independence of the Black
^Mountains." and the date, 1852-53. The grand
cross is conferred only on princes.

XETHEBLAXD.S.
"WiUiam.
*ycthcrland Lion. See also Plate of Obdebs.
'Orange-Xassau.

NORWAY.
See section on Sweden and Xorway.

OLBEXBURO.

Order of Duke Peter Frederick Louis.—A civil

and military order, founded by (irand Duke Fred-
erick Augustus in IS38. The decoration, a white
cross, has a blue medallion with the monojrram
P. F. L., surrounded by a red band with the in-

scription Ein (lott, Ein Rccht, Eine Wahrheit.

PAPAL.

Boly Sepulchre.—See Holy Sepulchre.
Knights of the.

*(!'ililfii Si>iir.

Christ. See Christ, Papal Order of.

i<aiiit (Iregory.

*Pius IX. See also Plate of Orders.
*Pro Ecelesia et Pontifice.

PARMA.
Conslantine Order of Hnint George. See S.^int

Geobge, L'ox.staxtinian Order of.

Snint Ijoui.i.—.\ civil and military order of

merit, founded in 1840 by Charles 111., Duke of

Parma.
PER.SIA.

Order of Aali.—An order with one class,

founded by Feth Aali Khan in 1808.

Order for Women.—An order with one class,

founded in 1873 by Shall Xasr-ed-Din.
'Hun and Lion. See also Plate of Order.s.

PORTtGAL.
'.iviz.

Christ. See Christ, Order of the Kxights
OF; also Plate of Orders.

Saint James. See S.vixT .Tames of the Sword.
Order of the Cristle and Sirord.—.\n order

founded in 1450 by Alfonso V. and reorganized in

1832 by Dom Pedro. The order is conferred tipon

foreigners as well as natives for merit, bravery,
and distinjniished services. The decoration is a
five-pointed white cross, havinfr between the up-
per arms a tower, by which it is suspended. On
the medallion is a sword in an oak wreath. The
reverse bears an open book. Tlie inscriptions

.
are IVi/or. Lealdade, Merito, and Pelo I'ei e

peln Lei.

Our Lady of Villa Vicosa.—An order of merit,
founded in 1810 in Eio de .Janeiro by Kinjr .John
VI. The decoration is a nine-pointed star with
the inscription Padroeira do Reino.

*Saint Linhella.

PRUSSIA.

Black Eagle. See Eagle, Black; also Plate
of Orders.
Red Eagle. See Eagle, Red.

'Pour le .Miritr. ^ee also Plate of Orders.
Prussian Crotni.—.\n order witli four clas>es,

founded in 1801 by King W illiam 1. in commemo-
ration of his coronation. The cross bears the

royal crown with the inscription (lott init nns.

Ilohenzolhrn.—A civil and military order oi

merit of the princely house of Hobenzolleni,

founded in 1841 by the princes Frederick William
Constantine and Charles Anthony. It was un-

der Prussian protection, and when HohenzoUern
was united with Prussia was made in 1851 a

royal order with two brandies. The Prussian

order has four classes. Its decoration consists

of a black and white cross, and an eagle, each witli

tlie device 1 om Pels zum ileer, and the date,

January 13. 1851. The princely order has four

classes, with a golden eight-pointed cri'-<

enameled in white and black as a decoration, with

the motto. Fiir Treue und Verdioist.

'Iron Cross. See also Plate of Orders.
'William.
Louise.

Cross of Merit.—A distinction conferred on
women for senices during the War of 1870-71,

founded by Emperor William 1., in 1871.

RUMANIA.
Star of Rumania. See also Plate of Orders.
Order of the Croirn.—.\n order with five classes,

founded in 1881 by King Charles I. It commem-
orates the elevation of Rumania to a kingdom.
Order of Elizabeth.—An order with one cla>s,

founded by Queen Elizabeth in 1878.

BUSSIA.
Saint Andrew. See also Plate of Orders.
White Eagle.
'Saint Catharine.
*Sai)it Alexander Xevski.

'Saint .1)1(1.

'Saint Stanislas.

'Saint (leorge. See also Plate of Orders.
'Saint ^'laditnir.

'Red Cross.

SAXONY.
'Rue Croien.

'Saint Henry.
Order of Merit.—A royal order, founded by

Frederick Augustus 1. in 1815. with five classes.

.ilbert Order.—A royal order witli'four classe-.

founded by Frederick Augustus II. in 1850. It is

conferred for services to the State, for civil

merit, science, and art. The white cross bears a

portrait of Duke .\lbert the Bold of Saxony
(1443-1500). founder of the Albertine line, sur-

rounded by the inscription Albertus Aniniosus,

and the Saxon arms with the date 1850.

'Sidonia.

S.\XE-\VEIMAE.
,'White Falcon.
Ernestine Uouse Order.—An order founded

in 1833 by the dukes of Saxe-Meiningen-Hilde-
burghausen. Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and Saxe-Al-

tenburg. The order Ilxs five classes, and a silver

cross of merit and gold and silver medals are

connected with it. The grand cross of the order

confers hereditary nobility. The decoration is

an eight-pointed white cross edged with gold,

having golden lines between the arms. Within a

central wreath is the bust of Ernest the Pious
with the inscription Fidrliter et Constanter.

SAN MARINO.
Order of Chivalry.—An order with five classes,

founded in 1850.



ORDERS II.

1. double dragon china 6. white eagle, servia 11. danebrog, denm/rk
2. Victoria cross,' great Britain 7. iron cross, Prussia 12. christ, Portugal
3. ST. MICHAEL AND ST. GEORGE. GREAT BRITAIN 8. BLACK EAGLE, PRUSSIA 13. ISABELLA THE CATHOLIC, SPAIN
4 OLAF NORWAY 9. WHITE ELEPHANT, SIAM 14. GARTER, GREAT BRITAIN
5' BATH GREAT BRITAIN 10. REDEEMER, GREECE 15. SUN AND LION, PERSIA
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SAVOY.

See under Italy.

SEEVIA.

TreAoro.

*'White Eagle. See also Plate of Obdeks.
*8ai)it Huca.

SIAil.

*^Yhite Elcijhant. See also Plate of Okdees.
*Sacred Order.
Order of the Crown.—An order of merit

founded in 1S09. The decoration is a blue me-
dallion with a circle of pearls, edged with red

and green lotus blossoms.

Order of Ch'nulry.—An order with five classes,

founded in 1S74.

Chakrl Order.—An order with two classes,

founded in 1884.

Order of Chulakonldao.—A family order with
three classes, founded in .1873 by the King of

Siam on his accession to the throne. It was
intended to be conferred on members of the

families of previous kings and to form the basis

of a high nobility.

SICILY.

*Haint .Juriuiirius.

*Huint Ferdinand.
Constuntinian Order of Saint George. See

Saim George, Const.vxtixiax Order of.

'Saint George.
Order of Franeis 1.—A civil order of merit,

founded in 182'J by King Franeis 1., and extin-

guished in 1801. The decoration was a white
cross with golden lilies between the arms, bear-

ing an oak wreath inclosing the initials F. I.,

with the legend De Rege Oiitinte Merito.

SPAIX.

*Golden Fleece.

*Aledntara.
*f'alatrava.

*Saint .James of the Hirord.

*Montesa.
Order of Charles III.—A civil and military

order, founded by Charles III. in 1771 in honor
of the Immaculate Conception. The order was
dissolved by .Joseph Bonaparte, and restored in

1814. It was conferred on nobles for distin-

guished services. The cross is of blue enamel
with a white border, and the arms are
separated by lilies. The central oval bears
an image of the Virgin, and on both sides is the
inscription Virtuti et Merito. The cross is sus-

pended from a laurel wreath.
*ilaria Loui.id.

*Saint Ferdinand.
*.S'oi'n< Bermengild.
*Is(iheUa the Catholic. See also Plate of

Orders.
Maria-lsahella-Louisa.—An order with one

class, founded in 183.3 by King Ferdinand VII.
Militarii Order of Merit.—An order with four

classes, founded by Queen Isabella II. in 1804.

Order of Benevolence.—An order with three
classes, founded by Queen Isabella II. in 18.56.

Saral Order of iferit.—An order with three
classes, founded by Queen Isabella II. in 1866.

Order of Marin Victoria.—.\n order with three
classes, founded by King Amadeus in 1871.

Order of Maria Chri-ftina.—A military order
with three classes, foimded in ISOO by the Queen
Regent ilaria Christina.

SWEDE>' A^D NORWAY.
*Seraphim.
*Sicord.

*Xorth Star. See also Plate of Obdebs.
*Vasa.
Order of Charles XIII.—An order with one

class, founded in 1811 by King Charles XIII. It

is designed for Freemasons of the highest rank,
and has 30 members. The order provides for the
needy children of deceased members.

"^Saint Olaf.

TUSCANY.
*Saint Stephen.
*Saint Joseph.
Military Order of Merit.—An order with three

classes, founded by Grand Duke Leopold II. in

1853.

TUNIS.
'Xishan-el-Aaman.
Order of Hussein.—An order founded by

Ahmed Bey, and worn in Tunis only by the Bey
and princes, and two of the highest State of-

ficials. It may be conferred also on foreign reign-

ing princes and on princes of the blood.
^y ishan-el-Iftikhar.

turkey.
*Crescent.
*Nishan-el-Iftikhar.

*Medjidie. See also Plate of Oeders.
*Osmanie.
* .V ish a n - i-Sh efka t

.

*yi.sh(in-i-Imtias.

VENEZUELA.

Order of the Bust of Bolivar.—An order com-
memorating Bolivar's services. It was founded
at Caracas in 1854 by President Monagas.
Order of Merit.—An order founded in 1861 by

President Paez. It has three classes.

wurttemberg.

Order of the Crown.—A civil and military or-

der of merit, founded by King William I. in

1817. The decoration is an eight-pointed cross

with lions in the angles, bearing a medallion

with the monogram of King Frederick and the

motto Fiirehtlos vnd Treu.

Military Order of Merit.—An order w-ith three

classes, founded in 1759 by Duke Charles Eu-
gene.

Frederick Order.—A civil and military order

of merit, founded in 1830 by King William I.

It had originally one class and conferred nobility.

It has now five classes. The cross is of white

enamel edged with gold and with golden rays be-

tween the arms. The medallion bears a relief

bust of King Frederick surrounded by a blue

band with the inscription Friedrich, Kiinig von
'SViirlfemberg. The reverse bears the motto Gott

iinil mein Recht.
01ga.

ZANZIB.\B.

*Radiant Star.

Consult: Lawrence-Archer, Orders of Chivalry

(London. 1887) : Gritzer. Handbueh der Ritter-

und Verdienstorden alter Kultirrstaatcn der Welt
innerhalb des newizehnten .lahrhundcrts (Leip-

zig, 1893); Almanach de (lotha (Gotha, annu-

ally). See also the bibliographies under the

separate orders.

ORDERS, Holt. The distinction of rank or

office wliich differentiates the clergv' of various

Christian bodies from the laity; also the rite by
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wliioh this office is coiiferrud, which is one of the

saciaiiieuts of the Koinan Catholic and Kastern

cliui'clies. As to the nature of tlie jiowers con-

foned hy ordination, an acute controversy has

raged for centuries. Tlic principal divergent

vie\v.s will be found partly under BlsilOP, espe-

cially as to distinctions of polity arising from
thcni; but .some further details remain to be

given here.

The central point of the Roman Catholic and
Kastern doctrine is the belief in the continuous

existence of a real priesthood in the fullest sense

of the word—of a body whose chief function is

the offering of sacrifice. (See S.VCRIFICE

;

Priest; M.\ss.) While there is a sense in which
the priesthood of all the faithful may l)e as-

serted, it is yet contended that in its definite

sense and in the fullness of its powers, priest-

hood is conferred only by the laying on of a

bishop's hands. (See Apostolic Siccession.)
As a matter of hierarchical gradation, the Coun-
cil of Trent asserts tliat the divinely instituted

hierarchy consists of bishops, presbyters, and
ministers. It follows, however, from what has

been said that from another point of view the

episcopate and the priesthood are not two Bcpa-

rate orders, but tlie episcopate is simply the full-

ness of the priesthood, the power of ordination

and confirmation being reserved to it. The or-

ders, then, are seven : those of priest, deacon,

and subdeaeon (major or holy orders), acolyte,

reader, e.xorcist, and ostiarius or doorkeeper
(minor orders). The latter as distinct grada-
tions are admitted to be of ecclesiastical institu-

tion, and the Kastern churches practically include

them all in the single office of aiuKjiioslcs or

reader. As to the outward and visible sign which
constitutes the 'matter' of the sacrament, there
has been considerable difference of opinion among
theologians, some making it the 'tradition of the

instruments' (the delivery of the chalice and
paten to the candidate), while the majority in

modern times hold it to be the laying on of

hands; practically both are considered neces-

sary. The sacrament is believed to confer an
indelible stamp or 'character,' so that a man
once a priest is always a priest, and ordination
can never be repeated. See Deposition.

The Church of England, followed, by her
daughter cburelies, declares that "from the
Apostles' times there have been three orders of
ministers in ('hrist's Church, bishops, priests,

and deacons," ami recpiires them to be made by
the laying-on of the bishop's hands. For vari-

ous technical reasons, however, the Roman Catho-
lic Church (while not questioning the orders of

the Easterns, whom it regards as schismatics)
has never in practice admitted the validity of

Anglican ordinations; and an exhaustive discus-
.sion of the matter in 1896 was followed by a
delinite Papal decision against them. Much
dilb-rencc of opinion has prevailed in the Angli-
can communion about the powers conferred, some
holding doctrines undistinguishable from those
of Trent, wlille others as emphatically deny the
existence of any vestige of sacerdotal power. In
practice the indelibility of holy orders is recog-
nized here also, though in England a clergyman
may legally renounce his orders and be consid-
ered a layman before the law, thus becoming
capable of sitting in the House of Commons.
The non-episcopal churches recognize but one

order of the ministry, the preSbyterate. as having

Scriptural sanction. They assert that bislmi)

and elder in the primitive churches were idenli-

cal in function and authority. There is in many
eases in their polities no clear distinction l)e-

tween order and office. The Baptist churches de-

clare that there are but two Scriptural otrncis

of a Christian Church—pastor and deacon. In

the polities of the Presbyterian and RetoriiHd

churches, tlie perpetual officers of the Cliurch :iie

declared to be bishops or pastors, ruling elders.

and deacons. The Methodist Church in Amerira,

while it uses the title bishop, does not differ suli-

stanlially from the other bodies in this class as

to its view of the nature of the ministry.

No .study of holy orders can be complete with-

out a consideration of their civil aspects. Here
great clianges have come about tlirough the

changed relations of Church and State. y.\fr

since the Christian Church received the recogni-

tion of the political power, and more esjieeially

since the development of ecclesiastical establi-li-

ments, the possession of holy orders has i)ii-

pressed a peculiar civil character upon the imli-

vidual. For many centuries in all the Eiirii]ie:iii

States the possession of orders, even the miliar

ones, caused a greater or less exemption frmu

the jurisiliction of the eivilcourts. (See Bexkmt
OF Clergy.) By the common law as it has di--

veloped in the United States ministerial orders

are regarded as voluntary relations which may
be terminated at any time by the possessor and
as not containing any contractual element.

Along with certain benehts there have been cer-

tain civil disabilities attached to holy orders. In

England and in the State of .Maryland a 'min-

ister of the gospel' is not eligible for the Legis-

lature. Exemption from jury duty and servire

in the militia still generally attaches to the pos-

session of ministerial orders.

ORDERS IN COUNCIL. An English legal

term, denoting orders issued by the sovereign

with the advice of the Privy Council. The
Pri\';i' Council of Great Britain has no power

to legislate, except so far as authorized to do

so by Parliament ; but in periods of emergency
it has nevertheless occasionally issued and en-

forced orders of a legislative kind, those who
were concerned in passing, promulgating, or

enforcing the orders trusting to Parliamentary
protection, and taking on themselves the per-

sonal responsibility of the proceedings. In such

cases a subsequent act of indemnity has relieved

from liability those who advised the order or

acted under it, and has given compensation to all

who suft'ered by its enforcement. The most
famous orders in council were those issued in

retaliation for Napoleon's Berlin and Milan de-

crees. These are described in detail under Con-
tinental System.

ORDINAL (Lat. orclinnlis, denoting order,

frcim ordo, series, row, orderly arrangement). .\

book containing the forms to be used in making,
ordaining, and consecrating bishops, priests, and
deacons in use in the Church of England since

the Reformation. The original form was pre-

pared by order of the Crown by a commission
appointed in the third year of Edward VI.
(1550), and received the approval of Parlia-
ment. It was slightly amended in the year
1552, and again in 1062 on the recommendation
of convocations. Although technically a separate
book, the English Ordinal has since 1552 beea
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bound up with the Book of Common Prayer. In

tlieir general structure the offices are similar

to those found in the ancient liturgies, although

much more simple. The series of que.stions ad-

dressed to the candidates is, however, a feature

peculiar to it.

ORDINANCE (ilL. oydhirintia, decree, from
Lat. ordinarc. to order, from ordo, row, series,

orderly arrangement ) . In its broadest sense, any
law or statute enacted or promulgated by a

governmental authority, but more commonly
used to designate laws or regulations passed

by the governing bodies of municipalities. The
term was formerly employed in England to

describe a law or regulation which needed the

assent of one of the three powers necessary to

the validity of an act of Parliament, viz. the

King, the House of Lords, and House of Com-
mons. It is now used in England to designate

any rule or regulation enacted by any authority

less than sovereign. In the United States the

term is almost exclusively applied to the laws or

regulations passed by the common councils,

boards of aldermen, or other governing bodies

of municipalities. An ordinance differs from
a resolution, wliich is an expression of the will

of an'v organized body, generally to carry out

some ministerial act relating to its own internal

management, or other matter not affecting the

general public, as a resolution of respect in

honor of a deceased person. The formalities for

the enactment, publication, enforcement, and
repeal of ordinances are largely regulated by
statutes. See Act; By-law; iIr>-iciPALiTT;
Resolution; Statute.

ORDINANCE OF 1787. An act of the Unit-
ed States (?ongre*s. of .July 1.3, 1787, relating to

the government of the Northwest Territory of

the United States. See Northwest Territory.

ORDINANCES OF MANU. The English
rendering of the Sanskrit Dhfii»ia-4astra, or code

of law. attriliuted to ilanu (q.v.).

ORDINARY. A charge in heraldry (q.v.).

ORDINARY RAY. See Light.

ORDINATE (Lat. orditiatus, arranged, or-

•dered, p.p. of ordinare, to order). In a system
of rectilinear coordinates, the coordirtate which is

measured parallel to or on the Y-axis. See
Analytic Geometry.

ORDINATION (Lat, ordinatio, setting in

order, from ordinare, to order). The ceremony
by which a man is set apart to or invested with

an order or office of the Christian ministri-.

Ordination is a genei'al custom throughout the

various Christian bodies, both episcopal and non-

episcopal. In the Episcopal churches ordination

includes as an essential feature the imposition

of hands by a bishop. The act of elevating a

priest to the episcopate is in strict technical

use called consecration, not ordination. In a

broader sense, ordination includes admission to

the minor orders, when the act of admission

consists in the delivery of the symbolic instru-

ments. In the various Presbyterian churches

the power of ordination rests with the pres-

bytery. who appoint one or more of their number
to conduct the ordination service, which includes

the feature of the imposition of hands. In the

Congregational and Baptist churches ordination

is usually performed by the pastors of neigh-

Tjoring churches of the same denomination, but

is regarded as necessary only for the preservation
of church order, not as conferring any special
religious or ecclesiastical authority. See Oa-
DERS, Holy'.

ORDNANCE (variant of ordinance, OF. or-

dinance, ordonancc, ordonnancc, Fr. ordonnance,
ordinance, from Lat. ordinarc, to order). The
word ordnance is now commonly understood to
comprise all cannon requiring a support or
mounting of some form. The eaily projectile

machines, the bow, cross-bow, sling, catapult,
and ballista, are related to modern cannon by
the similarity of their purpose only, and have
in principle of action and construction no bear-

ing upon the subject of ordnance. The blow-
gun, acting by compressed air, has some analogy
with the modern pneumatic gun, but teaches no
lesson of importance. The use of gunpowder
cannon as factors of any consequence in war
dates from the fourteenth century, during which
period they were used beside the existing cata-

pults with, for some time, less actual effect.

The first cannon were wide-mouthed bowls, like

an apothecary's mortar, called mortars, vases,

bombards, etc. They gave little velocity to the

stone projectile, and had little accuracy or
power. They were made of bars (like barrel

staves) wrapped and hooped to obtain necessary

strength. Some were breech-loaders, but were
so crude that they were given up for the simpler

muzzle-loader. The guns of this time had no
trunnions, and many not even carriages, being

fired from the ground. Some were mounted on
blocks of timber to \\'hich they were lashed with

no movement for aiming. Later improvements
in shape were made, the bore being cylindrical

with a narrow powder chamber, whereby the

effect of the powder gas was more concentrated,

the walls of the piece stronger, and the projectile

always in the same position.

The fifteentli century witnessed increased use

of cannon and many changes. The improvements
ill shape continued, and there was constant

striving to increase size. Bombards were made
as large as 18 tons and fired stone projectiles

as lieaA-y as 900 pounds. Some were of 20-inch

and even 25-inch boie. Some guns were in

this century forged of iron in one piece—some

Fig. 1. FIFTEE>"TH-CESTURT CUX A.ND MOUXT.

in several, separable for transportation. Framed
carriages were made, some having the gun lashed

to a hinged beam which could be altered in eleva-

tion. France, 1461 to 148.3. made marked ad-

vances. Trunnions were introduced; stone pro-

jectiles gave way to cast iron, with improvement

in carrying power and effect, due to greater

densitv, which, however, increased pressures and

forced a reduction in calibre and a thickening

of the walls of the cannon. Brass casting was

generally adopted for gun construction, while

carriages were developed to move with troops.
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At the beginning of the sixteenth century guns

were genorally of brass, but processes progressed

sulliciently lor them to be cast of iron. These

were touiul to be too heavy for field use. and

a return to the lighter brass was made for those

requiring mobility, which rule held until the

middle of the nineteenth century. Giuis had
handles and cascabels. and were miuh orna-

mented, and given individual names as well as

complicated class designations, <lei)ending upon
the size and proportion of length to calibre. Dur-
ing this century the field-carriage lindjer was
introduced. Case shot and explosive shell were
used to some extent, l)ut as the fuzes for the

latter had to be lighted before insertion in the

gun. many accidents occurred. Shell were first

made of two hollow hemispheres fastened to-

gether, fluns were sometimes made of extreme
length, as. for instance. 5S calibres. It was
thought tliat the range increased with the length

without limit.

To increase mobility, Oustavus Adolphus
brought forth his 'leather gun' of thin copper
wound with leather for strength, and afterwards

used an iron 4-poundcr weighing 650 pounds.
Stationary carriages were made of wood sup-

porting the gun by trunnions and resting upon
wooden wheels. Elevating was done by weilges

under the breech, and change in direction was
given by moving the carriage bodily. The Dutch
introduced the howitzer, a cannon reduced to

such length that shell could be put into it by
hand. Oustavus Adolphus, in addition to his

gun, introduced the method of inserting the
powder charge in a jiackage or cartridge, tlius

avoiding the danger and loss of time due to

la<lling it into the gun.
In 1747 the French made the important dis-

covery that, if the earth tamping about a shell

were omitted, the discharge would ignite the
shell fuze. This expedited loading, removed the

great danger of shell fire, and increased its use.

At this time field carriages were still crude,

made of wood, with wooden axletrecs, low
lindiers, and horses harnessed in tandem. Com-
mencing about 1765 remarkable improvements
were made in ordnance by Gribeauval. He had
his guns cast solid and bored to accurate dimen-
sions instead of being cast to apprnximate size.

This diminished clearance, with the result of no
loss of power, in spite of reduced length and
weight. Trunnion-rim bases, removable copper
vent pieces, and iron axletrees were introduced,
and draught lightened by making the wheels of

the limbers higher. An improved vertical 'pin
tail' facilitated limbering and iinlindicring.

Heavy gims had traveling trunnion beds ])rovided
on the carriage to distribute their weight over
the four wheels. The (lowder cartridge and
projectile were fastened together. Aiming was
facilitated by the elevating screw and tangent
scale, and for moving the piece unlimbered the
prolonge and bricoles were used. All parts were
•made of standard dimensions, so that spare parts
could be taken into the field for repair. Car-
riages for heavy guns were greatly improved
by the use of a pivoted chassis.

Hollow projectiles were much used. Crape (a
number of shot in a net) were used until su-
perse(h'd by Cribeauval's canister (a thin can
to bold a number of small shot and break up
as soon as <lischargcd from the gun). Xear the
end of the eighteenth century earronades became

OKBNANCE.

I)opular, especially at sea, and were much used.

Being short, they were easily loaded, and at

the ranges of that day their heavy projectiles,

with low velocity were very efl'ective.

Flo. 2. CARRO.NASE (68-PODNDER) ON WOODEN NATAL MOUNT.
(Early nineteentli century.)

Early in the nineteenth century Colonel Bom-
ford (United Stat<>s) invented the "columbiad"
(q.v. for illustration), a gun of consideralile

length and having a long chandjer, designed to

fire at high vidocity and low elevation either shot

or shidl. This idea w'as taken up abroad by
(General Paixhans (q.v.), of France, about 1822,

Fig. 3. ENGLI.SH 32 CUT. CAST-IRON SMOOTH-BORE 32-POUND-
Ell. ON CO>(MON WOODEN PHll' CARRIAGE.

(Early uinet^eutli eeutury, but still in general use at son
in 1»5U.)

and 'Paixhans guns' came into very extensive
iise. They were important factors in rendcriuL'

necessary the adoption of armor for ships. Dur-
ing the War of 1812 the most important gun-;

in use were the colunibiads and the carronade-
of the eighteenth century.
Admiral Dahlgren, United States Xavy, in

1856, made the "Dahlgren guns' for naval use of

outline proportioned to the curve of pressures

—

therefore heavy at breech and light at muzzle.
See Guns, Naval.
Rodman Ca.st-Iron Guns. A casting cools

and solidifies first on the surface, then pru
gressivel}' inward. The metal contracting as it

solidifies draws inward from the solid outer
shell, and the inner portion is thus put under
tensile strain, while the outer is compressed by
the reduction of its diameter. The efl'cct of

powder pressure in the bore is to strain the
inner portion by tension. If now this inniT
shell be already under tensile strain, it is pre-

disposed to rupture. General Rodman, Onlnance
Department, United States Army, announceil this

condition, and proposed to avoid it by casting^

guns hollow and cooling them by water from
the interior of the bore, while the exterior was
kept hot by fire: the bore-surface then solidify-

ing first would be compressed by the contraetion
of the outer layers, which would consequently
be under tensile strain. The gun would there-

fore be stronger than a gim cast solid and cooled

from the exterior, or even one without initial

strain. Rodman's system of construction, used

t
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in America and elsewhere for many years, gave
the best results possible -svith cast iron, and was
superseded only when the demand for rifles and
higher power necessitated the use of stronger
material. See Abtilleky for illustration of
Rodman gun.

OBDNANCE.

Fig. i. XINETEENTH-CESTrKY TYPES OP CANXON.
a, 15-inch Rodman cast iron, b, Parrott 300-pounder

rifle, c, 10-incb cast-iron smoothbore converted to 8-inch
rifle by 'muzzle-insertion.' d. Same as c, converted by
' breech-insert ion.

'

Chambers (United States) patented in 1849 a
gun of wrought-iron tube with strengthening
hoops. In IS.5.5 Blakely (England) and Tread-
well (United States) invented guns with hoops
shrunk on. To them is due the real origination
of the built-up system. Sir W. G. Armstrong
(q.v. ) of England made built-up guns for the

ing and forced on by hydraulic pressure. The
\yest Point Foundry "(Pa"rrott's) at Cold Spring,
X. Y., to meet the demand for a cheap and
quickly made rifle for use in the Civil War, made
hollow cast-iron guns reinforced by a band of
coiled wrought iron shrunk around the breech.
These were the well-known 100-, 200-, and .300-

pounder Parrott rifles, and served their purpose
admirably, but the system was not capable of
extension. Cast iron was, as always, unreliable.
The adoption of rifled guns, commencing about

18G0, found all nations with large stocks of
cast-iron smoothbores on their hands. Parsons
(United States) in 1860 planned to convert these
to rifles by inserting a steel tube through the
breech and then closing that end by a permanent
screw plug. Sir W. Palliser (England) in 1863
suggested a tube of coiled wTought iron inserted
from the muzzle end of the gim. In the Palliser
system the tube was prevented from forward
motion by a collar screwed in front of it into
the cast iron. Forward motion of Parsons's tube
was prevented by several shoulders. This was
the better method, as the t>ibe was thus sup-
ported at several points with less danger of
opening the welds between the coils. The Pal-
liser system, which was cheaper, was adopted
in England, and many gims converted by it. In
America, between 1874 and 1880, many 10-inch
guns were so converted into S-inch rifles, com-
paring favorably with contemporaneous European
rifles. Experiments were made in the conversion
of larger calibre guns, in some of which the
welds gave trouble, causing general distrust of
muzzle-insertion, and the last S-inch converted
rifles had breech-inserted tubes. Variations of
this conversion system were proposed for original
construction, and several such guns were built
and tested, notably the 12.'2.5-inch rifle, between
1870 and 1880. Cast-iron bodies hooped with

MODEL. 1890 Ml. STEEL- I3T(JN3

r~Jfoopsji- rote/

Fig. 5. 1'2-INCH BREECH-LOADISG STEEL MORTAR,
Showing modern hooped construction, which is similar to that of guns, except in dimensions and details, arrange-

ments, et«.

steel were strongly advocated by some, and the
United States model 1886, 12-inch breech-loading
mortars, made in this wav, are now in service.

It was not until 1880 that the first really

modern guns were commenced in the United
States (by both na\-y and army), and com-
mencement of regular manufacture was several

years later. The establishment of the Army

English service from 18.58. For many years his
hoops were formed by coiling a rectangular bar
of iron helically about a mandrel, and then
closing and welding the coils together. These
hoops were shrunk on the tube with initial

tension. Whitworth guns were built up of cast
and forged homogeneous steel hoops without
shrinkage, the hoops being made slightly taper-
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• Gun Factorv in ISSO may be resarded as the

iinal comniiimcnt of the ("iiitod .States Govern-

ment to the built-up foifted-stccl system. In

1890 the I'nitcd States Xavy had Cinch, 8-inch,

and 10-inch modern built-up pins in service; the

armv 3.2-inch fruns and 12-incli mortars; both

services had types of all calibres under test.

Meanwhile elaborate calculations were being

made in Europe, and reliable workinjr formulas

for the shrinka-re deduced. By ISSO the system

may be said to have been quite fully elaborated.

Kriipp ill I ;orinany. Armstron-; in England, and

Italy, the Krcncli. "and others were then regularly

turning out excellent built-up guns.

W iKE-Wor.NB Glxs. In 1872 Dr. Wood-

bridge's design for a lO-inch muzzle-loading rifle

made of a thin steel tube wrapped with wire

brazed together by immersion in melted bronze

was much recommended. The gun after 93

rounds was torn apart longitudinally by the

force of discharge. It was evident that brazing

could never be relied upon for longitudinal

strength. Two other lOinch guns upon the Wood-

bridge design were recommended in 1881 to be

made and tried. One of cast iron with breech

wrapped with wire was abandoned before com-

pletion. The second consisted of a steel tube

the full length of the gun, the rear half being

surrounded l)y longitudinal bars of steel, and

the whole wrapped with steel wire at high ten-

sion, decreasing toward the exterior. Tlic pres-

sure upon tlic breech was transmitted through

the longitudinal bars to the trunnions.

The C'rozicr «ire-wound gun. commenced in

1889. consisted of a forged-steel tube wrapped

over its whole length with tinned square steel

wire and incased by cast-steel jacket and hoops,

the jacket carrying the breech block and trun-

nions. All circumferential strength was to be

obtained from the tube and wire. The tube

was first wound at such tension as to compress

it beyond its elastic limit and thus give it a

special elastic limit, then unwoujid and wound
again with the designed tension. The wire was
continuously wound, the ends of the pieces as

manufactured being electro-welded.

The first Brown segmental tube wire-wound

gun was of o-inch calibre, and had a very

thin tube of high elastic-limit steel extending

only from the breech to a short distance forward

of the seat of the projectile, and forming a

mere lining for the main tube, which was of

longituiliiial steel bars the length of the gun.

This was wire-wrapped throughout with such

high tension that even when powder pressure

acts the tube is under compression. This is

necessary to prevent the joints from opening,

but necessitates the tube being initially com-
pressed beyond its elastic limit, which is not

desirable. In the latest development of the

Brown system, not as yet fully tried, the seg-

mental bars are replaced by thin plates radially

and l)ent into epicycloidal forms by the wire
winding. They extend from the breech to the

muzzle, ami are designed to give longitudinal

strength and some tangential resistance from
their frictional hold upon each other. A steel

jacket connects the trunnions to the breech

block.

Steel for Ordn'.\noe. .Armstrong designed a
steel tube for his built-\ip rifles of 1858, but
was forced to abandon the idea after eight un-

successful attempts to make one tube. In 1863
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Sir Joseph Whilwortli successfully made two
steel guns, and by 1873 had perfected his fluid

compression system for improving ingots, which

led to renewed trials of steel for guns. Then
and for some years the progress of gun-making

was much hindered by efforts to cast guns of

steel in one piece. Since 1890, however, steel

has been universally used for guns.

Breech-Lo.\ding Sy.stems. Of the breech-

loading svstems in use today nearly all can
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into the English Xa\y had a transverse block

supported by a longitudinal screw block bored
out to permit loading when the transverse block

was removed. About the same time Krupp had
a breech-loading system of transversely sliding

wedge-shaped block, essentially his present sys-

tem. In 1849 Chambers (United States) patented

gear, first rotates the block to bring the threaded
.sectors opposite the open ones of the gun. then
draws the block to the rear clear of the gun,
and finally sw-ings it to one side on a tray hinged
to the gun. These three motions are always

Rotating Crank Pinion-

Rotating Crank Lock-

Rotating Crank

-

Obturator Spmdle-

Vent Cover -

Primer Seat-

Lockrng Nut

'

Block Handle-

A.Hoops

Translating

Crank—

Fig. 8. SECTION breech mechaxism of v. s. 12-i.\ch bbeech-
LOADISG MOETAR, MODEL 1890, MARK I.

a longitudinal screw block with interruptions

in the threads that permitted it to be -slid to

the rear after only a partial rotation. This is

the present American system. The French de-

veloped the idea in their naval and land service

in 1870. calling it the Refiye mechanism.
Both the Krupp and the French breech-loading

systems, as well as many others, were tried in

the United States before the final adoption of

a modification of the French system. In the

earlier guns much diffi-

culty was experienced

with gas cheeks: Krupp
used a ring of steel, the

thin edges of which
pressed by the gas pre-

vented escape; the De
Bange check used by the

French was a plastic pad
of asbestos flour and tal-

low, held in a canvas bag
which, being pressed back
by a spindle receiving

the powder pressure, was
spread sidewise tightly

against the walls of the

bore, sealing the joint.

(See illustration under
Guns, N.\v.\l.) Finally

A. H. C4erdom designed

Fig. 9. BREECH ifFCnA.Mt..M (INTERRUPTED SCREW) OF 12-
INCH BREECH-LOADING BIELE, MODEL 1895.

Differs from that of model 1888 by device for opening
bj continued turning of cranli. Breech closed and locked.

necessary to the withdrawal of the interrupted
screw block. In guns of 6-inch calibre and
less, they are accomplished by a single quick
motion of a crank connected by links, gears, or
otherwise, to the block so as to accomplish the
rotation, withdrawal, and swinging successively
and automatically. A very recent adaptation
of the screw block is the Nordenfelt eccentric
block, which is not withdrawn at all. but being
rotated about a centre not in the axis of the
gun, a hole in the block can be brought opposite
the bore for loading, or the bore may be closed
by the solid part of the block, while the block
is at all times held by circular grooves and cuts
in its housing. Great attention has been paid
to locking the block of all svstems, and to

Fig. 10. NORDENFELT ECCENTRIC BLOCK BREECH MECHANISM FOB RAPID-FIRE GUNS.

A, Longitudinal vertical section. B, Section through breccli.

steel split rings, one in front and one behind the devices for preventing fire liefore this locking is

pad, to act themselves as gas checks, tlie func- complete.

tion of the pad being simply to press upon their Size .\xd Power of Gi'NS. By 1880 the in-

beveled inner surfaces and wedge them outward, troduction of large-grain slow-burning powder
This gas check is now in successful use. and and of heavier projectiles had much increased

constitutes one of the most important of the the power of guns in proportion to calibre. -At

American improvements of the system. that time the English had guns weighing about

In its latest development, the breech mechan- 100 tons, of 17.72 inch bore, firing a 2000-pound

ism for heavy guns is operated by a continuous projectile, with 1640 feet per second velocity,

rotation of a single crank in one direction. In the United States, to keep pace with this

which, by means of a combined spiral and spur movement, a 16-inch gun was designed, to weigh
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127 tons, and to lire a 2400-poiinil projectile, with

a velocity of 2;J00 feet per second. This K"".
when linished, was the most powerful ever built.

The time elap.sed since its design has, liowever,

seen a reaction of opinion adverse to the con-

struction of guns above 12-inch calibre, and the

experience of several recent wars, nieanre as it

lias been, has led to a strong sentiment in favor

of a limit even lower.

PRixnri-E.s OF Design. A gun has to with-

stand three kinds of stress: (1) A pressure

radially outward: (2) a force tendin<r to stretch

the gun lon>.'itudinally : (3) transverse stress due

to the weight of the parts of the gun on opposite

sides of the point of support. The first, tending

to enlarge the bore, stretches the metal circum-

ferentially, and on account of the resistance of

the outer layers compresses the inner parts radi-

ally. The powder pressure is at a maximum be-

fore the projectile has moved more than a few

inches—due to sudden evolution of gas. restricted

space, and resistance of rilling—and (|uickly falls

as the projectile moves forward. W hen the size of

the interior of the gun and the conditions of

loading are determined, the intensity of the pres-

sure to be expected at each point along the bore

is calculated and u pressure curve plotted. The
way is now clear for the design of the gun as an
engineering structure to withstand these known
forces at the various points. The tulie of a built-

up gun is strengtliened by jjutting over it hot
hoops, which when cool are of less dianieler than
the tube's exterior by an amount calliil the

'shrinkage.' The shrinkages are so calculated tliat

at no time shall any porticm of the metal be

strained beyond its elastic limit, and that in

case of accidental high pressures bringing the

gun np to its limiting strength all the com-
ponent cylinders would reach their elastic limits

simultaneously. Thus it is necessary to calculate

the shrinkage and strength under the assump-
tion that the maximum powder pressure is

acting, and again that no interior pressure is

acting: i.e. the 'system at rest.'

Co.N.STRl'CTION' OF BtJlLT-l'p StEEL CaNNOX.
The material of which modern guns are made is

"low steel' containing about one-half of one per
cent, of carbon. In the United States it is made
by the open-hearth process. (See Iron and
Steel, ilETALUHcy of.) In Germany crucible
steel is used. Bessemer steel is practically de-

barred. iM'cause it is iTot jiure or sound enough
for use in cannon. The steel is east into ingots
roughly approximating in shape the pieces to be
made from them, but larger. United States Army
specifications re(inire about 30 pef cent, at top
and (i per cent, at bottom of the ingot to be
discarded. The metal is generally compressed
by Whitworth's lluid com|)ression.

After the ingot is cast, it is cooled very slowly
to avoid strains, and then the surplus portions
are cut off and specimens taken for chemical
analysis and tensile test. The balance of the
ingot is now bored in a lathe, then heated and
forged on a mandrel.

After forging, the specifications require that
the strains due to this operation be removed by
annealing. The forging is then tiirned and bored
in a lathe to nearly its finished size and speci-
mens taken for test. It is then oil-tempered
to give toughness, but this process is apt to
induce strains in the metal, to remove which
the forging is generally required to be again
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annealed. Tubes are bored in a lathe with a long

boring bar fed into the tube, which rotates while

the bar remains stationary. The tool carried

at the end of the bar is a 'hog-nose' or semi-

eylinder of cast iron, which, by its pressure on
the bore, already cut, steadies and supports a

cutting tool at its forward end. The bore thus

produced is straight (within a small fraction

of an inch in the whole length of the tube), but
rough, and is smoothed by a reamer, a cylinder

of wood lifting the bore tiglitly and carrying

long side cutlers. During or after the boring,

the outside of the tube is turned to diameters
greater by the calculated shrinkages (about
0.0003 of the diameter) than the inner diameter

of the hoop to encircle it. (The operations upon
jackets and hoops are in general similar to those

upon tubes.)

When ready for assemblage the hoop or jacket
to be jiut on is heated in an oven (generally

in a vertical position, in an oil furnace, to 500
to 800 degrees F.), and eximnded to 0.03 incli

to O.OS inch larger diameter than the part it is

to surround. It is then lowered over the latter,

which stands in a vertical position, until it

abuts against a shouhler on the tube. In order

that it shall not in cooling grip the gun higher
and draw away from this shoulder, water is

poured on to the hot hoop near the joint to cool

it there first, and then the water ring is grad-
tially moved up to produce progressive cooling

through the whole length of the hoop. The gun,
as it begins to be called as soon as any pieces

have been assemliled on the tube, then goes to

a lathe to have the surface turned for the ne.xt

hoops to be shrunk on.

The sequence of assemblage of the jacket and
the hoops is dependent upon the .system used to

transfer the longitudinal forces to the trunnion.
In mortars generally, and in some guns, the tube
is run through the jacket from the rear until
its slumldcr abuts against one in the jacket. In
most 8-inch, lO-inch, and 12-inch United States
guns the 'C hoops (covering the chase or nuizzle
portion) are first put on from the front of the
ttibe, then the jacket is put on from the rear.

This leaves both jacket and hoops held from
sliding off the ends of the tube by their grip
only. . The grip is very great, but is not regarded
as sullicient security, and an 'L' hoop, or locking
hoop, is put on, having a portion of its bore
near the centre of greater diameter than tha
bores at each end. This portion corre~])onds to
a raised shouhler on the forward end of the
jacket and one on the rear of the first 'C hoop,
thus binding them together. The 'L' hoop is ex-

pan<led sufficiently to allow its smaller diameters
to pass over these raised shoulders in assem-
blage. The trunnions are forged solid with the
trunnion hoop, which is assembled upon tlie gun
by shrinkage like any other hoop. When all

hoops have been assembled, the gun, after a
careful inspection for dimensions and straight-

ness. is finish-bored to its proper calibre, turned
to the prescribed shape outside, rifled, and the
powder chamber, forcing slope, and breech recess

finished.

Rilling is done by pushing in from the muzzle
a bar. carrying a ])laner tool to cut the grooves,

and so rotated by rack-and-pinion and a forming
bar, or by a guide-pin and groove in the bar. as
to make the groove of the prescribed twist. The
curve of the rifling, to reduce resistance at first.
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increases from one turn in 50 calibres, at the

commencement, to one turn in 25 calibres, at

the muzzle (the United States standard), and
is, when developed on a plane surface, a semi-

cubic parabola. The forming bar referred to,

being set to that curve as calculated for the

particular gun, guides a straight bar, perpen-

dicular to the rifling bar, in such a manner that

by means of its rack and the ritiing bar's pinion

the proper rotation is imparted to the tool.

The powder chamber is in rear of the rifled

part of the gun, and is of slightly larger diameter
to hold more powder in a given length, and to

allow for a narrowing cone at its front end to

stop the projectile in the right position and
bring it to a central position. Forward of this

cone is the rifling, but, to prevent excessive

pressures due to instantaneously overcoming the

whole resistance of the rotating band to taking

the rifling, it is customary to ream off about
half of tlie depth of the lands (or ridges of

metal between the rifling grooves) at this point,

and this reaming is done in the form of a cone

several feet long, so that the increase in height

of the lands shall be gradual throughout this

distance. The breech recess is the part in rear

of the tube which is threaded and slotted for

the breech block.

Each gun is required in the United States

(and all nations have similar requirements) to

be fired at least five rounds before it is issued

for use in fortifications. Before the adoption of

a new type of gun, one gun of this type must
have withstood 500 rounds.

In the manufacture of wire-wound guns the
tube must be machined as for the built-up gun,
and is wound by rotating it in a lathe while the
wire is fed from spools through a machine, giv-

ing the wire the tension calculated therefor.

Whatever jacket and hoops are to be used in

the design are shrunk on exactly as in built-up

guns.

Classes of Caxxoi>. Cannon are classified

as guns, howitzers, and mortars. Guns fire at

high velocity and therefore low elevation, about
12° being the maximum; howitzers, shorter than
guns of same calibre, have lower velocity, and
therefore, range for range, higher angles of ele-

vation, generally up to 20° : mortars, still shorter

in proportion, fire at still lower velocities and
at 45' to 60° elevation.

Another classification of cannon, depending
upon their use, whether for field, siege, or

seacoast purposes, involves no essential ditTer-

ences in the guns themselves, other than the
limits of weights imposed by the required mo-
bility. (See Field Artillery; Siege Gun;
and Coast Artillery.) Yet another classifica-

tion of cannon, depending upon their mode of

operation and service, differentiates between the
ordinary breech mechanism with separate loading
of projectile, charge, and primer, and the rapid-

fire (or quick-fire) gun, semi-automatic, auto-

matic, and machine gun. The rapid-fire gun is

one with a breech mechanism opened and closed

by a single motion of a lever and loaded with
fixed ammunition—projectile, charge, and primer
fixed in a metal case, so that all can be inserted

at one motion. (They will be found described
under Rapid-Fire Guns.) Semi-automatic guns
are those rapid-fire guns in which the energy
of recoil is utilized to open the breech, reload,

and cock—each round being, however, inserted

by hand and the trigger pulled for each dis-

charge. Automatic guns are those in which the
above utilization of recoil is extended to all

operations, the cartridges being fed automatically
in strips or belts, or otherwise, and the gun
firing round after round automatically as long
as a trigger is pressed.

Machine guns include all guns in which the
action is as described for automatic guns,
whether the power for operation is derived from
the recoil as above, and as exemplified in the
Maxim, Colt, and Hotchkiss automatic guns, or
is supplied by a cannoneer or motor continuously
turning a crank as in the Gatling machine gun
and the Hotchkiss revolving cannon. They will

be found treated under Machine Gux.
At one time much was promised for guns in

which compressed air was employed to throw
large quantities of dynamite or other high ex-

plosive relatively short distances. A pneumatic
dynamite gun for coast defence was invented by
Captain E. L. Zalinski, U. S. A., and after a
number of experiments several of these giuis were
constructed and installed in fortifications in the

United States, but these have since been removed
as obsolete. These guns were smoothbore, the

largest having a tube 50 feet in length and a
calibre of 15 inches. Compressed air derived from
a compression plant located near by and stored

in reservoirs so that it could be used in the gun
at a pressure of 1000 pounds to the square inch

was employed. A range of about 5000 j-ards was
attained with the 15-inch guns and projectiles

containing 100 pounds of high explosives. The
Zalinski gun has also been used at sea. the dy-

namite cruiser Vesuviits having been constructed

with three tubes, and was employed at Santiago,

but without the success anticipated. Another
form of pneumatic gun is the Sims-Dudley gmi,

in which a projectile containing a charge of about

four pounds of high explosives is fired by air

compressed by the explosion of gunpowder in a

lower barrel. This gun was used with some suc-

cess during the Spanish-American War. See AlB
Gun.
The distinctions between smoothbores and

rifles, and between muzzle-loaders and breech-

loaders, are obvious ; all modern guns are breech-

loading and rifles, but it is customary to desig-

nate them as 'breech-loading rifles' (B.L.R. ) to

avoid confusion with the obsolete guns still in

existence.

Cakbiages. Gun carriages are either station-

ary (as seacoast) or mobile (siege and field) ;

as to mode of action, barbette, disappearing, tur-

ret or casemate, or motor carriages, or rapid-

fire mounts (recoil and non-recoil). The main
function of a gun carriage is to support the gun
during firing; secondly, means must be pro-

vided for pointing the gun. Mobile carriages

must also possess the attributes of vehicles.

^lodern seacoast carriages have a cast-iron

base ring, solidly set in concrete, an iron or steel

turntable or racer upon this, and the cha.ssis

assembled thereon. Generally a top carriage of

some sort runs back on rails on the chassis, its

motion in recoil controlled by a brake, generally

hydraulic. Such a brake consists of a cylinder

fastened to the top carriage, which contains a

piston fastened to the chassis. Oil in the cylinder

can pass the piston, as the cylinder moves to

the rear, only through small orifices in the piston

varving in size during recoil.
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The first step in du>ij,'ii is to construct a curve

showing the vilocit.v the gun would have if left

free to recoil with no resistance hut its own in-

ertia. A certain constant resistance is now
fixed upon for the brake, and the resulting ve-

locity of retarded recoil is plotted. From this

the opening in the piston, varying with tlic dis-

tance recoiled, to give the desired constant re-

sistance, is calculated—resistance to flow through
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FlO. 11. U.S. IRON 8EACO,^«T BARBETTE CABRIAOE FOB
lulliMAN HMOOTHllORE.

fln use up to 1873 and later modified for B-inch converted
rifle.)

an orifice being known to vary inversely as the

square of the velocity. Thus the constant pull

transmitted to the chassis by the piston rods, and
hence the stresses borne by all parts, are deter-

mined and used to calculate their dimensions.

Prior to the adoption of the hydraulic brake
various means of checking recoil were used. Up
to about 1850 the friction of wooden wheels and
axles was used with a rope for final stop. About
1800 naval carriages were made of iron and had
BO rear wheels but a shoe (for friction). The
front wheels helped in returning the gun to

clearance. Sir \V. Sieineiis introduced holes in

the piston head. Bo far, the orifice being con-

stant, the pressure varied, running up to high,

values, then decreasing. To obtain constant
pressure (to do the same work with less maxi-
mum strain) the orifices came to be varied, by
taper rods passing through them, by rotating

disks partially closing them, by by-pass pipes

with spring valves and by other methods, among
which are the "throttling bars' used in the United
States carriages. Here the piston has notches in

its circumference partly closed by bars of vary-

ing depth screwed to the cylinder. As the pis-

ton travels in the cylinder the orifices cliange

with the depth of the bars.

Top carriages now recoil on rollers to elimi-

nate as much as possible the uncertain effect of
sliding friction.

Return to firing position is accomplished by
gravity, springs, or pneumatic or air power.

For giving elevation, guns are generally ro-

tated about their trunnions (at or near the cen-

tre of gravity) by a screw, rack-and-pinion. or

similar device at the breech. In rapiil-fne

mounts the principle is the same although ele-

vation is generally given to a cradle or slide in

which the gun's axis is fixed. In field guns, to

economize space, the motion is doubled bj- having
one screw work inside of another.

For traversing, the early carriages were pried

bodily sidewise by levers; then the chassis was
pivoted and rotated by ropes and pulleys or later

by gearing of one kind or another. Still later

the chassis was fixed upon a turntable rotated

I

FlO. 12. n. B. IRON BARBETTE CARRIAGE FOB 8-I.VCH RIFLE.
Altered from carriage for lO-lnch emoothbure, and used for the 8-iDch converted muzzle-loading rifles.

Tills carriage has eccentric wheels traveling ou the chassis and a hydraulic recoil brake.

battery. On land heavy carriages had I-beam
chassis, and top carriages like the above. Fric-
tion of top carriage on chassis rails as well as
the inclination checked recoil. Eccentric axles
allowed recoil on friction and return on rollers.

As the power of guns increased, recoil had to

be further controlled. Between 1870 and 1880
various frictional devices were used. One or
more bands of iron fastened to chassis were
gripped by plates on top carriages pressed tightly
on them.

Tlie earliest hydraulic cylinders (about 1876)
had pistons either pulled out or pushed in by re-

coil, the oil flowing around the piston in the

by a pinion working in a circular rack in the
foundation and operated by gearing.

In barbette carriages the gun is generally
mounted on trunnions directly in the top car-

riage, which slides to the rear (restrained by
a hydraulic brake) on the chassis rails. These
incline upward slightly, to make the gun run into

battery again. This type is mostly used in land
forts for hea\-y guns. See illustration of S-inch

Breech-loading Rifle on Plate of Co.\ST Artil-
lery.

The essential feature of carriages for use
in casements or turrets is that the opening
in the wall or armor necessarv for them to

1
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U. S. ARMY DISAPPEARING CARRIAGE, MODEL 1895, FOR 12-INCH BREECH-LOADING RIFLEIBufflngton-Crozier Design).

1. In firing position. 2. In loading position.
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fire through with the desired horizontal and
vertical angles of train sliall be as small
as possible. The former was provided for up
to very recent time by placing the pintle or

point of revolution at the front end of the
carriage, or even in the wall, and connected with
the carriage by a metal rod called the tongue.

In turrets, land or naval, it is customary to ro-

tate the turret, gun and all, and thus eliminate

all horizontal movement of the gun with respect

to the opening or embrasure. To reduce the em-
brasure vertically the gun is lifted or lowered

by two hydraulic presses, or other power, the

muzzle being stationary. The necessity for such
carriages for land service has decreased with the
abandonment of masonry forts, btit exists in

naval mounts, whether in turrets or not, and in

land turrets (as yet few in use).

Di.sAppEAMXG Carriages. In the United States

disappearing carriage for seacoast guns (the

Crozier-Buffington) the gun's trunnions rest in

the upper ends of two levers which have an axle

at their centres resting in a top carriage and pins

at their lower ends supporting a counterweight
in vertical guides. The motion of the gun's trun-

nions in recoil is a resultant of the horizontal

motion of the gun-levers' centre and the vertical

motion of their lower ends—therefore an ellipse.

The breech is held up at the proper height by a
rod pivoted at bottom in a slide raised or

lowered to change elevation. In recoil, there-

fore, the breech moves in a circular arc. The
gun's muzzle moves to the rear almost hori-

zontally until it clears the parapet—then sharp-

ly downward. In the loading position, the breech
(tlie most exposed part) is protected from fire

over the parapet of less than 7° angle of fall.

The motion of the top carriage is controlled by a
constant resistance hydraulic brake. The recoil

is also somewhat absorbed by raising the counter-

weight, but this is incidental, as the counter-

weight's function is simply to return the gun to

the firing position. Pawls catch on teeth on the
comiterweight crossbead holding the gun in the

recoiled position for loading until released by a
lever. Entirely protected from the enemy's fire,

the cannoneers load the gun and traverse and
elevate by means of hand cranks or electric

motors. This may be directed from a distance by
telephone, or by one man on the sighting plat-

form—the only one exposed to fire—who, in the

later models of carriages, can himself perform
the training by electric controllers within reach.

This carriage was invented in principle by Gen.
A. R, Buflington in 18~2, and developed into the

present form, about 1890, by Gen. \Yilliam
Crnzier (both of the Ordnance Department,
United States Army).
The only other disappearing carriage of any

importance now in use is the English Elswick
carriage, in which the gun levers have fixed

pivots at their lower ends and are controlled in

rotation by a rod from their centres carrying at
its lower end the piston of the hydro-pneumatic
cylinder, which by oil-flow softens recoil, and by
air-compression stores rip energy to return the
gun to the firing position.

.\h)RTAK Carriages, ilortar carriages have the
turntable and chassis as in the preceding, but no
top carriage. As tliey are for high angle fire and
recoil necessarily downward, springs are necessary
for return to firing position. In the United States
model of ISfltl the mortar rests on the end of a
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lever pivoted at its bottom to the turntable and
with spring columns and hydraulic bufl'ei be-

neath. Previous to the adoption of such types
as these mortar carriages had been simple iron
boxes with trunnion beds. See Plates of CoAsr
Artillery and Artillery.

Rapid-Fire Mounts. Rapid-fire mounts are
a development of the last twenty years. They
are either recoil or non-recoil. Applied first to
small guns (as one-pounders and three-pounders),
no recoil was allowed, the mount being made
strong enough to transmit the shock of discharga
to the deck, which, however, could not stand tlie

shock due to large calibres wlien so mounted. A
non-recoil mount for six-pounders reduces the
shock on the deck to about one-sixth. There are
other advantages. So recoil mounts are now al-

most universally used, even for small guns.
Such a mount consists of the pedestal bolted to

deck or platform, a Y-shaped yoke rotating about
a vertical axis in the pedestal and in its upper
arms carrying upon trunnions a cradle in which
the gun has longitudinal motion. In the under
portion of the cradle is the cylinder of a hy-
draulic brake and either in this cylinder or be-

side it are spiral spring columns.
Training is done in the small-calibred guns by

a shoulder bar with rubber cushion, fastened in

non-recoil mounts to the gun or yoke, in recoil

mounts to the yoke or cradle. With his slioulder

against this bar the gunner points the gun in

direction and in elevation almost as a small arm.
In guns of over 3-inch calibre it is customary to

train by hand wheels within easy reach of the
gunner.

Balanced pillar mounts are rapid-fire mounts
like the above, but mounted on a vertical cylinder

which is balanced by a counterweight and can,

when not in action, be lowered to mask the gun
and carriage completely behind the jjarapet.

Mobile Carriages. Carriages for field guns
and howitzers and for siege guns and howitzers

dift'er in detail and size, while the same in prin-

ciple. Siege carriages are generally high enough
to fire over a five-foot or six-foot parapet, and
much heavier than field carriages because of the

greater energy of recoil and because they do not

require so great mobility. They weigh about .5.500

pounds, with limber, while field carriages are

limited to 4000 pounds, including limber, and
three cannoneers and 700 pounds or more of

ammunition.
ilortars for field and siege use are generally

fired from immobile carriages and transjiorted on

wagons. Siege carriages generally require plat-

forms to whicli they are attached to assist in con-

trol of recoil.

A carriage, field or siege, must have two
wheels with axletree and a trail giving a third

point of support on the gi'ound when firing, The

trail also connects with the limber for traveling.

Until recently trunnion beds were formed in the

front ends of the sides or flasks of the trail and

the giui had no recoil relative to the carriage,

which ran back on the ground until the energy

was absorbed by friction of brake and resistance

of ground.

Up to the United States Civil War all mobile

carriages were made mostly of wood, although

with metal bracings, axletrees, and other parts.

At this time iron was recognized as the coming

material and was soon adopted. Since 1880 all

carriages have been made of iron or steel, now al-
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nio»t entirely of tlie latter,

riagi's Ijail Uasks of plates

Earlier iron car-

ami angles. The
Builinjrton earriape (Vnited States), of steel

pre'^seil with bnlh cdpes, has been in use from

1880 to the present time.
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braking and helical s])rings for returning the
gun to tlie firing position. The carriage is so

stable that cannoneers sit on the trail, aiming,
etc.. during firing. Tliis is the result of careful

calculation of the forces in equilibrium during

Fia. 13. SEVE.NM.WH 9IF.QI: lloniTZEB C.VRRIAUE. UNITED STATES AEMV MODEL, 1899.

A. (Vertical sei'tiou). 1, recoil c.vliiiili-r; 2, Kli""i f"r recoil n.vliiider; 3, piston ; 4, cap-.square; 5, trunnion car-
riage ; 6, elevatini; rod : 7. eievatin;; initrcs ; .s, equalizinj? iiii)P ; 9. worm buffer; 10, eievatiiif^r worm; 11. recoil

siiringH; 12, eievatlnjr wlieel ; 13. front transom; 14, handspilce, etc., soclcet; 15, slide rail; 10. brake spring; 17,

flaalv stiHener ; 18, brake slintt lever ; 19, a.\ie bracket ; 20, asle bracket-cap ; 21, axle ; 22, brake-sliaft bearing ; 23,

brake shaft : 24. flask ; 2."i, brake shoe; 2il, pintle plate; 27, 29, c.vlinder head : 28, pintle nut; 30, brake cylinder;
31. gland ; 32, piston ; 33, piston eye; 34, stop transom; 3"i, reacli rod; 3fi, carriage brake tran.som ; 37, brake
fastener : 3J*, foot plat*? ; :i9. lunette" reenforce ; 40, tool chest lock ; 41. brake lever socket : 42, brake catch pawl ; 43,

brake rod crank ; 44, trail shoe. B. Recoil cylinder (liorizontal section). 1. recoil cylinder; 2, piston; 3, throttling
rod ; 4, oil passage; 5, front cap ; 6, piston ; 7, piston liner; 8, follower; 9, gland ; 10, piston.

To enable carriages to stand guns of increased

power without tuidue recoil, brakes were de-

vised, set by recoil, and released by running for-

ward. Later, spades were introduced. When
power increased so as to work the spade too

hard, a short recoil was given the piece \ipon the

carriage, this being first applied to siege, and
later to field carriages. This enabled the spade to

hold, but resulted in the wheels of the carriage

jum])ing from six to twelve inches fnmi the

ground with derangement of aim and loss of

rapidity of fire. In the last few years rapidity

has lieen much discussed and sought for in ideal

rapid-fire field guns to fire about twenty aimed
shots per minute. This result has been nearlv
attained in a number of recent constructions.

Such a system requires a carriage unmoved by
discharge (necessitating about 4.")-inch recoil of

the piece upon it. with automatic return to fir-

ing position—quick, but without shock—and a
spade to take sure liolil of earth) ; also means for
traversing the gun on the carriage and for ele-

vating by cranks within reach of one man at the
sights. The Ehrhardt carriage (adopted by Eng-
land) has the gun on a slide imder which is a
hydraulic brake or cylinder surrounded by a
helical spring. Its trail can be extended for

stability. Krupp uses a similar arrangement for
recoil springs. Tlie fniteil States conducted in

1002 experiments for election of a type; testing
two carriages made by the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany, one by the Cockerill Company, one by the
Vickers-Maxim Company, and several others, in-

cluding two Ordnance Department designs by
Captain Wlieeler. one with 8-inch and the other
with 4fi-inch recoil, have been submitted. In
the latter the gun recoils through a bronze cradle
which holds two cvlinders containing oil for

discharge. To prevent jump, the moment of the

pull on the piston rod about the spade must not

exceed that of the weights about the same point.

The guns selected embraced the best points of

the Ehrliardt gun, with the improvements and
original features of the United States Ordnance
Department's models. All parts must be re-

duced to minimum weight needed for strength, to

keep within the limit of weight allowed for

draught. Sec Field Artillery.
BiuLlOGBAPiiy. Of the many publications on

ordnance matters, the reader is referred to the

following few as comprehensive and most accessi-

ble, viz.; BrufT, Ordnance and fSunncry (Xew
York, lS9(i); IngersoU, Text-book of Ordnance
and Viiinncry {United States Xaval Academy,
1SS7. used in the United States Jlilitary and
Naval academies) ; Annual lieports of the Vliirfs

of Ordniince, Vniled t^tatcs Arniij and yary
( Wasliington) : Treatise on Military Carriai/cs,

English War OIHce (London. 1S0.5) ; Treatise
on .svrrice Ordnance, English War Office ( ili.,

1891). Also numerous otlicial pamphlets and
books of instruction, issued by the United States
and foreign war de])artments. advertising mat-
ter of private firms, especially Armstrong and
Iiotchki>s. and the numerous technical ])cri(i(l-

icals, Mittheilunyen iiber (legenstHndc dcs Artil-

lerie- und (lenie-Wesens (Vienna. l)inioiitlily) ;

Militiir-Wochenblatt (Berlin, semi-weekly); Jic-

vtie d'Artillerie (Paris, monthly); lierue ilili-

laire Suisse (Lausanne, monthly) ; Revue de
VArmee lielge (Brussels, bimonthly) ; Journal of
the United States Artillery (Fort Monroe), etc.

See Abtilleky: Gun.s, Xav.\l: Guxpowder: Ex-
PLOSIVE.S; >L\CHIXE Gix ; Projectiles; Rapid
FiBE Guns; Siege Gu^'; Coast Artillery;
etc.

I
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1. Four-ifich Rapid-fire Gun 50 calibres long on U. S. Navy 3. U. S. Army Ordnance Department 3-inch Rapid-fire field
Pedestal Mount, 1901. gun, long recoil carriage, designed by Capt. C. B.

"2. Balanced Pillar Mount for 5-inch Rapid-fire gun, model Wheeler. Gun shown partially recoiled on carriage,
In use U. S. Army, 1902. due to discharqe.
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ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT OF THE
U. S. ARMY. One of the divisions ot the
Viiited StaUs Army, to which is assigned the

duty of procuring by purchase or manufacture
tlie ordnance and ordnance supplies required by
the army and distributing the same. Accordingly
the establishment and maintenance of arsenals,

armories, and depots for the manufacture and
storage of ordnance are assigned to this depart-

ment. The regulations define ordnance and ord-

nance stores as including cannon and artillery

carriages and equipments; apparatus and ma-
chines for the service and manoeuvre of artillery:

small arms, ammunition, and accoutrements;
hor^e equipments and harness for the artillery;

tools, machinery, and materials for the ordnance
service. This department is under a Chief of

Ordnance, who has the rank of brigadier-gen-
eral while serving in this capacity, and
in 1903 there were four colonels, six lieutenant-

colonels, twelve majors, twenty-four captains,

twenty-four ttrst lieutenants, one ordnance store-

keeper with the rank of major, and 110 ord-

nance sergeants. Previous to the Army
Bill of 1901, the officers in the Ordnance Depart-
ment held permanent appointments, but this act

provided that line officers should be detailed to

the Ordnance Department by the President for

a period of four years. Before an officer can be
so as>inned he must first pass a rigorous exam-
ination in which his professional qualifications

are thoroughly tested. The officers, in addition to a
thorough scientific military training, must possess

a thorough knowledge of mechanical engineering
in general and especially in its application to the
various engines of war. This department has al-

nays maintained a high standard and many im-
portant inventions have been made by its mem-
bers. In fact, the larger and more important
guns constructed in the United States have been
designed and constructed by the officers of this

department at army arsenals instead of at the
shops of private corporations, as is the case in
most European countries. See Ordxaxce; Obd-
KANCE EST.\BLISH5rEXTS.

ORDNANCE ESTABLISHMENTS. The
Tnited .States maintain^ two Government gun fac-

tories, one at Watervliet. X. Y.. for the army,
and one at the Xa^7' Yard, Washington, D. C
for the naval guns. Carriages for naval guns are
made at Washington Na^y Yard, and those for

the army at the Watertown Arsenal. Waterto\vn.
:Mass.. .ind Rock Island (111.) Arsenal. Small
arms for the army and navy are made at the
Army Armory at Springfield. Mass., and ammuni-
tion therefor at Frankford Arsenal, near Phila-

delphia. Pa. The last mentioned arsenal makes
a!-o all ftizes, primers, sights, etc. Rock Island

Ar-cnal, above mentioned, make.s. in addition to

mobile gim carriages, harness and other equip-

ments used in the army. Material of war is fired

and tested at the proving groimds at Sandy
Hnok. N. J. (Army) and Indian Head. ild.

(Xavy). There are various ordnance reposi-

tories, arsenals, armories, etc. (See Arsenal.)
Heavy gun carriages have been made for the

Vnited States by the Bethlehem and Midvale Steel

companies, which firms also supply all the steel

forgings for cannon. Bethlehem has also made
8-inch. lOinch. and 12-inch modem built-up can-

non. Other American firms also have made heavy
.gun carriages. 12-inch mortars, and smaller guns.
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projectiles, etc. Explosives are furnished prin-
cipally by the Dul'ont, the Lafiin-Kand, and the
California Powder companies. Revolvers, ma-
chine guns, etc., are furnished principally by
Colt, and Smith & Wesson. In Europe the prin-
cipal Government ordnance factories are at
Woolwich Arsenal (England), Bourges and
Puteaux (France), Turin and Naples (Italy),
Ale.xandrovsk and Aboukholf (Russia), Seville
and Trubia (Spain). European nations depend
principally for ordnance on private manufactur-
ers, of which the mo.st prominent are: Friedricli
Krupp, at Essen, Germany; Sir W. G. Armstrong,
Whitworth & Co., Ltd., Xewcastleon-Tvne,
England, and Italy; Vickers Sons & Maxim Co.,
Ltd., England ; Schneider et Cie, Le Creusot and
Saint Chamoud, France; Hotchkiss et Cie, Saint
Denis, France; and the Skodawerke, Pilsen, Aus-
tria. Proving grounds are located at Havre and
Harfieur, France; Spezia, Italy; and Essen, Ger-
many.

ORDONNANCE DE LA MARINE, or'do'-
niixs' df la ma'ren'. A naval code of admiralty
law. in .5 books, issued by Louis XI\'. of France,
at Fontainebleau, in August, 1681. Book i. deals
with the organization of admiralty jurispru-
dence; book ii. with the contractual relations be-
tween masters and seamen: book iii. with the
entire subject of marine contracts, covering such
topics as charter-party, affreightment, insurance,
average, jettison, etc., also privateering and let-

ters of marque and reprisal ; book iv. with the
administration of the customs; book v. with fish-

eries. Consult Oidonnance de Louis Xl\'. . . .

touchant la marine (Paris, ICSl).

ORDOVICIAN (from Lat. Ordoiiccs, name of
an ancient British tribe of Xorth Wales), or
Lower Silurian System. A division of geologic
time following the Cambrian and preceding the
Upper Silurian or Silurian proper. The Ordo-
vician comprises rocks originally classed by
Murchison as the lower portion of his Silurian

system. It was considered to be of sufficient im-
portance to be classed as a separate division by
Lapworth in 1879, who proposed for it the term
Ordovician. The type section of the American
Ordovician is found in Xew York State, and con-

sequently the names of many of the subdivisions

are locality terms used in Xew York. It is as
follows:

Ordovician

Trenton

Canadian

Hudson
1'iiH'iimati

rtiea
Trenton

Cliazy
Beekmantown,
(Calciferoufl).

The Ordovician rocks are chiefly limestones,

with the exception of the upper and lower mem-
bers, which may be very shaly, indeed the Hud-
son River shales form a very prominent series of

rocks in the Appalachian States. The Trenton
rocks are widely distributed over the continent.

The Ordovician strata are often found fringing

the Arch.Tan areas, being .sometimes separated

from them by but a thin strip of Cambrian. Thus
there are belts of Ordovician rocks around the

Xew York Adirondacks; from central Xew York
westward to Wisconsin and Minnesota ; along the

line of the Appalachians on the eastern and some-
times on the western slope from Vermont to Ala-

bama ; around the V-shaped Archjean or Lauren-
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tian of Canaila ; and in the tViitial States, in

Oliio, KfiitiU'ky, Indiana, and Tennessee. Ordo-
vieian looks are also known in the Uinta, Wa-
satch, and Koeky Jloiintains. In Kiiiope tiie Ordo-
vician roeks form a larye area extendinj; from
Iceland into Kiissia. They are of considerable

thickness in (ireat Britain and Wales. Additional
areas are found in Unhemia. (ierniany, France,
l'ortnj;al, Spain, and Xnrtlurn Africa. '

In neither North America nor Europe do we
find any marked break between the Cambrian
and Ordovician systems, but the faunal changes
arc well shown. There was during the Ordovician
times a great interior sea over the United States,

and the coastal States were also under water, but
in the southwest much dry land was known. At
the close of tlie Ordovician there were great dis-

turbances. The mountains along the \ew York-
New Kngland border were formed and gave rise

to the so-called Taconic ranges and the Green
Alountains. Much faulting and folding accom-
panied the tiplift. There was also developed a
line of uplift in Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee,
which domed the rocks up into a low, broad an-

ticline known as the Cincinnati arch.

The life of the Ordovician. while being in ad-
vance of the Cambrian time, was not of a high
orilcr. Many seaweeds have been found, and
cryptogams pruliably existcil, though only scanty
remains had been found. Being land ]dants, their

preservation would be doubtful in marine sedi-

ments. Foraniinifera and Kadiolaria were abun-
dant, as were also the sponges. In the Hudson
Eiver slates graptolites were very common.
Among (he corals were many representatives of
the Tetracoralla, and also large cup corals like
Strcptclasma. while Columnaria was a common
eompoMiid one. Cystidean crinoids are numerous,
ami many starfishes and even sea-urchins are
known. The trilobitcs were very well developed,
but the genera were largely dillerent from those
of Cambrian age. The brachiopods were repre-
sente<l by many well-known genera, especially
Orthis, and many groups of Mollusca existed.
Pleurotomaria among the gastropods, Orthoccras
among the ccphalopods were ntimerous. Fishes
were the only representatives of the vertebrates,
and of these were found armored ostraeodcrnis
in the (Jrdovician sandstones of Colorado. Fish
teeth are known in the Kurojieau Ordovician.
Among the tiseful minerals of the Ordovician

are great (piantities of building stone, including
limestone and marble. In Ohio and Indiana
great supplies of petroleum (q.v.) and natural
gas occur in the rocks of the Cincinnati arch.
Zinc and lead ores are mined in soutlieastern
Missouri and the Upper Jlississippi Valley in
Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois. Along the contact
between the Cambrian and Silurian in roeks in
many parts of the .Appalachians there are found
deposits of limonite ores, many of which are
mined.
Bibliography. Dunn. Manual of Ccolotjii (New

York, 1S1I.5) ; Geikie, Tcxt-Iionk of acnloqy (Lon-
don, \S03) : llrich and Schuchert, "Palaeozoic
Seas and Barriers in Eastern North America."
in Hiillrtiii \cw York tilatc ^fu.1rum, Xo. 52
(.\lbany. 1002); Prosscr and Cumniings. "Sec-
tions and Thickness of Lower Silurian Forma-
tions in West Canada Creek and in the Mohawk
Valley." in Fifteenth Annual Report Xew York
State Geoloflist, vol. 1. (Albany, 180") ; Weller,
"Palaeozoic Formations," in .Vcio Jersey Geolog-

ical Surrey Uii/url fur ISO!) (Trenton, 1900) j

White, "The Original Trenton Kocks," in Ameri-
can Journal of IScicncc, 4th .series, vol. ii. (New
Haven, I81tU) ; Kucdeman, "Hudson Kivcr Beds
Near Albany and Their Taxojiomic Equivalents,"
in Bulletin (leoloyival tioeiety of America, vol.

xii. (Kochestcr, lUOO) ; Winchell and Ulrich,
"The Lower Silurian Deposits of the Upper Mis-
sissippi," in ilinnesula (leoloyy and Xalural
History Surrey, I'uhronlolugy, vol. iii. (iMinnc-
apcilis, lS!i7). See Geology.

ORD'WAY, John Mor.se (182:i— ). An
American chemist and educator. He was b<u-n

at Ameslmry, was apprenticed to an ai)othecary
(18:{ti-38), and graduated from Dartmouth Col-

lege in 1844. He was a member of the faculty
of Grand River College, Trenton, Mo., from
1850 to 1857, and thereafter held superintend-
encies in a chemical factory at .Johnston, R. I.,

and in a print works in Manchester, N. II. After
several years as consvilting chemist. Ordway, in
ISlill. became professor of met.iliurgA' and indus-
trial chemistry in tlie Massaclmsetts Institute-

of Technology. In 1884 he was appointed pro-

fessor of applied chemistry in Tulane University.

New Orleans, where he reorganized the Viit)logical

department, and in 1801 became head of the ile-

partment of engineering. His original work in-

cludes valuable research on lubricating oils and
on non-conducting coverings for steam-piiies.

ORE (.\S. ar, ccr, ore, brass, copper, bronze.

Goth, ais, OHG. <";•, brass; connected with Lat.
(r.5, copper ore, bronze, Skt. ayas, metal ) . .\

mineral mass containing one or more metals in

sulUcicnt quantity and purity to warrant its ex-

ploitation. In a niineralogical sense all metallic

minerals are ores, but tcclinically the term is

limited to those rocks or minerals that can lie

mined and treated at a profit; thus, menaccanite
(a mi.xture of iron and titanium oxides) is

classed by mineralogists as an iron ore, althoiigli.'

owing to its composition, it is not ulilized as

such in metallurgj'. An ore may contain metal
in the native state, as most gold ores, or the

metal may be chemically combined with otlier

elements, as is illustrated by iron ores and most
of the fitlier commercial ores. See Ore DEro.sns.

OREBRO, e'rc-bn.1 or e're-broii'. A seajiort

of Swi'dcn. situated at the entrance of the Svarta-
Elf into the Iljelniar Lake, 135 miles west of

Stockholm (Map: Sweden, F 7). Part of the
town is built on an island in the river, and con-

tains the old castle, now a museum. The chinch
and the town hall are the most notable buibliiiL's.

The town has manufactures of macbinerv, to-

bacco, matches, and chemicals. These industrial
products, togetlicr with the minerals olitained
from the neighboring silver, copper, and iron
mines, are conveyed to Giiteborg and Stockholm
by means of the extensive system of canals which
connects the lakes of the interior with the mari-
time ports. Population, in ISOO. 14.547; in 1000,
•22.013. At the Diet of Orebro. held in 1520,
Lutheranism was established as the State religion
of Sweilcn.

ORE DEPOSITS. The name applied to de-
posits or accumulations of metalliferous minerals
or ores found in the earth's crust. The term ore
includes those portions of the ore body in which
the metallic minerals form a sufTiciently large
proportion to make their extraction profitable;
aside from these there are often quantities of
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associated noii-inptallie minerals forming masses
containing little or no metal, which are termed the

gangue. The metallic mineral of the ore is some-
times in the native or metallic form, but more
commonly it is an oxide, sulphide, sulphate, car-

bonate, silicate, or some other salt of the metallic

element. A deposit may contain the ores of one
or several metals, and there may also be several

compounds of the same metal in any one deposit.

Gold, platinum, and tin are usually found in the
native condition, while copper, lead, and zinc

commonly exist as svilphides and iron as oxides.

The common gangue minerals are quartz, calcite,

barite, dolomite, fluorite, hornblende, feldspar,

etc. They may sometimes be so evenly mixed
with the metallic minerals that it is neces-

sary to crush the ore and separate the two by
mechanical or magnetic methods, while at other
times the gangue forms horses (q.v. ) which can
be easily separated or avoided in mining. Ore
deposits vary greatly in form, size, and geological

position as well as in their mode of origin.

Origin. The fact that the deposits occur as

masses of greater or less concentration may be
explained in two ways: that they have been
formed contemporaneously with the inclosing

rock, or that they have been formed by a process

of concentration at a later date. The former
theory involves a consideration of ore occurrences

in both igneous and sedimentary rocks. If the

ore in an igneous rock were formed at the same
time as the rock, it would indicate a crystalliza-

tion of metallic minerals from the igneous magma
during cooling, and this in some cases is true.' If

the ores of sedimentary rocks were of contempo-
raneous origin, then the deposit must be a bedded
one, conforming to the strata of the rock : this

supposition requires the presence of metallifer-

ous minerals in and their deposition from sea

water. While certain metallic elements are found
in the waters of the ocean, their quantity is ex-

tremely small and not to be compared with the

amount which may be found in disseminated or

concentrated form in sedimentary and igneous
rocks. Some economic geologists have assigned

a contemporaneous origin to certain ores found
in sedimentary strata, but the majority at the

present day believe that most ore deposits have
been formed by the process of concentration. That
metallic minerals are widely distributed, al-

though in small quantities, in both igneous and
sedimentary rocks, has been shown by the re-

searches of Sandberger and others, and the quan-
tity of them found in igneous rocks is slightly

greater than that occurring in sediments. Since,

however, the sediments were originally derived
from the igneous rocks, it follows that the latter

must be the original source of the minerals.

Where ores have resulted by a natural process

of concentration, their accumulation requires the

presence of disseminated metals in the earth's

crust, the existence of a solvent and carrier, and
the presence in most cases of cavities in which
precipitation of the ore occurs. The first point

has already been referred to. As regards the
second, it is found that the analyses of many
spring and mine waters have sho\^-n the presence

of metallic elements in solution, including gold,

silver, copper, zinc, lead, and mercury. Indeed,

some of these metals are actually being deposited

in some hot springs at the present d.ay ; Weed has
^described a spring in ^Montana which carries

gold and has deposited its burden of auriferous

7T ORE DEPOSITS.

quartz on the plants near its mouth. That there
is a wide circulation of meteoric water in the
rocks of the earth's crust has been quite clearly
shown by the work of Van Hise. The return of
this water to the surface may occur along fissures
or other openings which it can easily follow.
That these circulating meteoric waters may play
an important role in the concentration of many

S.YDNEY
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Geological! 2 panjuanformation
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\-2. I Ccng^cmsrgt

Jurassic andr~j t Shale and
CretaceousL^ | Sandstones

Fig. 1. GEOLOGICAL SKETCH MAP OF TBE TELLUBIDE DIS-
TRICT, COLOKADO.

ores is no doubt true, and some geologists even
consider that most ores have been formed in

this manner. On the other hand, it has been
pointed out that most ore deposits are closely

associated with igneous rocks, and in some cases

with hot springs, and that therefore the former
have served to open the way for heated waters
and vapors whose solvent power is much greater

than that of cold water. The advocates of the

meteoric circulation theory believe that the

waters have penetrated to the lower depths of the

crust or barysphere, where metallic particles are

considered to be abimdant, and brought them to-

ward the surface, where they were depositeil.

Those who consider the presence of igneous

rocks to be an important factor in ore deposition

also believe that the minerals may in some cases

have been brought from a great depth in solution

in the waters given off by the igneous magma,
but that in some ipstances the igneous intrusion

itself may have been the source of the minerals.

While all minerals are slightly soluble in cold

water, this solvent power may be greatly in-

creased by heat, pressure, and the presence of al-

kaline salts or other compounds. The metals

may thus be leached out of the rock at some
depth and out of contact with the air. When
the solutions approach the .surface or enter a

cavity, the load of dissolved minerals is deposited

either wholly or in part, as a consequence of

cooling of the ore-bearing solution, decrease in

pressure, and in some cases of the oxidizing effect

of the atmosphere which converts certain soluble

salts into an insoluble form. Iron compounds,
for example, may go into solution in the form of

carbonate, but on exposure to the air the latter
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is rapitlly changed to limoniti', tlie hydrous oxide,

whiih is' iiisolul)lc. Since niuny ore deposits are

formed in cavities, the question arises to wliat

depth in tlie cartli's crust cavities may extend.

Investigations of Van Hise have pointed out that

there can be recognized in tlie earth's crust two
physico-chemical zones. In the upi)er one. which

is close to the surface, the temperature and pres-

sure in the rock are not great. In the lower

zone, which is at some depth below the .surface,

both temperature and pressure are great, and
consequently chemical reactions take place. This

lower zone" Van Ilise divides into three parts,

namely: an upper zone of fracture, in which the

rocks are broken up by movements along the sur-

face of the zones, but no movement in the zone

itself; an intermediate zone of fracture and flow-

age; and a lower zone of (lowagc, in wliich a

mashing or kneading action takes place, which
involves every jjarticle of rock. Within the last

mentioned zone it would not be possible, there-

fore, for any cavities to exist, and Van Hisc has

figured out that approximately the maximum
depths at wliiili cavities lan exist varies from
102.^ feet in shales to 32,r)00 feet in firm gianites.

The cavities in which the ores are precipitated

have been formed in several diHerent ways. The
small ones, when existing in sedimentary rocks,

are probably due to the presence of pores between
the grains, or in the case of igneous rocks are

gas cavities. Jlore extensive ones may be caused
by solution, especially in limestones, where caves

are often formed by tlie solvent action of water,

by contraction upon cooling or drying, which
divides the rock along .joint planes, or by folding

or faulting of the strata, which may open fissures

of considerable depth and length. Tlie presence

of cavities is not, however, necessary for the dep-

osition of ore, since the conditions which are

sometimes favorable to its precipitation may also

favor the solution of other minerals, and thus
the particles of a common rock may be slowly
dissolved while ore is precipitated in its place.

This process, which is known as n'placement
or metasomatism, is not uncommon, and
often involves a large mass of rock, some
deposits being formed wholly in this manner.
The bounilary of a deposit formed cliielly in

a cavity may sometimes be indefinite because
replacement of the walls by ore has taken
place.

Form. Ore deposits vary greatly in their

form, and this character has sometimes been
used as the basis of classification. Certain
forms are so numerous as to deserve special

mention.
Vcin.i are filled fissures sometimes extend-

ing vertically, but more often inclined toward
the horizontal. They have commonly been
filled b.v deposition from solution, and in this

respect ditfer from dikes (q.v.). In the true fis-

sure-vein the ore deposit, which is tubular in form,
shows a banded structure due to the deposition of

successive layers on the walls of the cavity. These
layers or bands may represent different ores or
consist of alternating layers of ore and gangue.
At times, especially when the fissure is very nar-

row, the ore-bearing solutions may not only have
filled the fissure, but have penetrated the wall
rock as well, cither filling the pores, or more often

replacing portions of it. and then there will be a

gradation from vein matter to the wall rock.

Where the fissure is extremely narrow the ore
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owes its presence almost entirely to replacement;

such veins lack a banded structure, being thereby

distinguished from those formed by filling alone.

If the vein is inclined the lower wall is spoken

of as the foot-wall, and the upper one as the

hanging wall. Veins often split, narrow (pinch),

or widen (swell ), and change their direction. In

passing through hard, massive rocks like quartz-

ite, the vein fissure is apt to be clean-cut, but

where the fissure passes through soft rock like

shale or some dikes it may split up into a number

^^
Fig. 2. BECTIONS of gash veins, PREBH and DI8INTEGHATKD.

The heavy black shading indicates galena.

of small stringers. A parallel series of closely

spaced veins is termed a loHr. Veins may often

intersect, and of two which cross each other

one may be of a later date and follow a fault

plane which has broken and displaced the earlier

one. The ore in such cases is apt to be much
richer at the point of intersection. Even in a

single vein the ore may follow certain streaks

which are termed shiites. or again it may be re-

stricted to pockets of great richness, which are

known as bonanzas. Of the difl'erent gangue
minerals found in veins, quartz is the commonest;

Fio. 3. CR08B-8ECTI0N OF COLBY MINE, PENOKEE-GOCEniC DIS-

TUICT, MICBIGA.N.

in some regions, as California, quartz veins are

extremely abundant and often carry considerable

gold, (Since the quartz is commonl.v resistant

to the weather, the wall rocks may often decom-
I)ose and wash away, leaving the outcrop of the

vein extending as a ledge or ridge along the sur-

face. Veins vary in width from a few inches to

several hundred feet and their outcrop or apex
,

(q.v.) is sometimes traceable for a long distance.

daah vrins are a special type of local extent,

formed by the enlargement of Joint fissures.

The manner in which fissure veins have been

filled, and the source of the metals which they
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contain, has been a subject of prolonged discus-

sion among economic geologists. Some have
argued for the theory of lateral secretion, con-

sidering that the waters which carried the

gDARKSAUDSTOI '^ GMT GRAY 5AND5T0NE^^LIMESTONtl

Fig. 4. THE jrMBO vein faulted by a cross-vein.

metals had dissolved them from the immediate
walls of the fissure on either side of the vein.

Others combat this view and claim that the solu-

tion of the theory of lateral secretion, tlie idea
having been first brought forward in studying
the deposits cf Leadville, Colo.

The term impregnadon is applied to those de-

posits which have been formed by the deposition
of ore in minute cavities of porous rock or in

the crevices of a breccia. Ore clianiuls are de-

posits formed along some path of easy access to

the mineral solutions, as along the boundary be-

tween two kinds of rock. licddcd deposits are
formed parallel to the stratification of sedi-

mentary rocks. Contact deposits, as now defined,
represent ore bodies formed along the contact
of a mass of igneous and sedimentary rock, the
ore having been derived wholly or in part from
the intrusive masses. Chamber deposits include
those formed in caves of solution. Placer de-

posits include a series of gravel deposits of sedi-

mentary origin. These are widely distributed,
especially in the Western States, and are a com-
mon source of gold, platinum, and sometimea
tin.

Weathering. Most ore deposits have been
changed superficially by weathering, the depth of
this alteration varying from a few feet to several
hundred; in the Rocky Mountains, .300 to 40O
feet is ngt uncommon, and 1000 feet is extreme;
in Chile a depth of 1500 has been recorded. Where
the ore body contains iron-bearing minerals the
oxidation of these may stain it heavily with
limonite, and to this the name of gossan is often
applied. At some localities the leaching out of
the other minerals has naturally resulted in the
concentration of the iron contents, so that the
gossan can be worked as an ore of the latter min-
eral, while below the zone of weathering the de-

j.;y\|;Aifi!!aii i
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I

Fig. 5. GOLD QCARTZ VEIN IN MARYLAND MINE, GRASS VALLEY, CALIFORNIA,
21,2 FF:ET THICK AND VERY RICH.

SITUATED ON 1450-FO(:iT LEVEL,

tions had brought the metals from below and
followed the fissure upward. This is known as

the theory of ascension. The views held by most
geologists at the present day are an amplifica-

posit supplies a different type of ore, namely,

that which originally predominated in it. The
changes caused by weathering are both physical

and cliemical, or the same as would occur in all
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rocks, the ilillerciice bi'iiijj that the iiiptallic

iiiiiR'i'uls are more easily all'eeted. Tlie physical
rhaii;;i's involve a ilisiiitei;ratioii of the mass.
The eheinieal ellVels iiielmlc i)rocesses of oxida-

lioM. hydialion, and solution. Sulphides are
ehaiifjed to sulphates and chlorides, o.xides to

carbonates and silicates. One result of this

clianue is to convert many insoluble compounds
into soluble ones; and these latter are taken up
by pcrcolatiuf!; waters, carried to a lower depth
and there deposited, in some eases producing a
zoiic of local enrichment at the water-line, that
is, at the boumlaiv of the gossan, or oxidized
pari, and the unaltered portion of the ore body.

\'.\Ll"E. The quantity of metal necessary to
make mining operations profitable dei)ends largely
on the character of the ore. Lake Superior copper
ores contain as little as O.tio per cent, of native
copper; and many copper sulphide ores running

. as low as 2 or .3 per cent, metallic copper are
successfully worked. Many low-grade lead and
zinc ores are profitably worked because their
gold anil silver contents more than pay the cost
of mefallurgieal treatment. (i(dd ores alone, run-
ning as low as .$2 to ,$.3 ))er ton. can be success-
fully worked under favorable conditions. In
nearly every case the metallic contents of the
ore is increased by mechanical concentration or
by roasting (in the case of sulphides), or both,
before the ore is smelted.

('l.AS,sii.'iCATI0X. Numerous attempts have
been made to develop a suitable classification
of ore deposits, and the schemes suggested have
been based either on the form, mineral contents,
or mode of origin of the ore body. The first is

jierliaps the most practical from the miners'
standpoint. The second is undesirable because
several kinds of ore may often be found in the
same ore body. The third is probably the 7nost
scientific, and is of value to the mining geologist
anil mining engineer, as it serves as a guide toward
judging the jHissible extent or irregularity of
the ore masses under consideration. The classi-
fication proposed by \V. 11. Weed, which is given

• below, includes the most recent discoveries and
ideas on the origin of ore deposits. This classi-
fication is based entirely on tlie origin of the ore
mass.

GENETIC CLAS.SIFICATION OF ORE DEPOSITS.

I. Igneous (magmatie segregations). '

A. Siliceous: Aplitie masses, quartz veins
of Alaska, etc.

B. Hasic: Peripheral masses and dikes.
II. Pneuniatolytic Deposits (deposited by

igneous emanations; the gases being above the
critical point).

A. Contact metamorphic deposits (cliarae-
terized by gangiie of garnet, epidote. acti-
nolite, ealcite, and other lime-alumina
silicates)

.

B. Veins. (Closely allied to magmatie veins
and to Division IV.)

III. Fumarolc Deposits (metallic oxides.
etc., in clefts in lavas, of no commercial im-
portance) .

IV. Gas-Aqueous Deposits (igneous emana-
tions mingled with ground waters).

A. Filling Deposits: Fissure veins, impreg-
nations of porous rock, and cementation
de])osits.

15. Replacement Deposits: Veins, stocks,

chiinneys, etc., formed l>y replacement of

wall ruck.
\'. Deposits from meteoric waters.

A. Underground: Veins and replacements.
15. Surlicial: Jiog ores, gold placers, etc.

Igneous ore dejmsits constituting the first divi-

sion are those in which the metallic minerals
have crystallized directly from the igiu'ous

nuigma during cooling. Such deposits may occur
in dikes, or on the periphery of igneous masses;
the collecting or gathering of the ore particles
being the result sometimes of mutual attraction
or again of convection currents set up during
cooling. In pneuniatolitic deposits it is coiisid

ered that the conditions bear out the statement
that the igneous mass during its intrusion and
cooling may give of! metallic minerals, sili-

ceous compounds, and gases. Thus at San Jos6,
Tamaulipas. lle.xieo, a great laccolitic mass of

andesitic rock has penetrated a Cretaceous lime-
stone, the latter being a nearly pure carbonate of

lime, and yet in the contact zones are found
garnet, magnetite, pyrite. and ehalcopyrite, all

(except the garnet) containing matter foreign to

the limestone. All of these must therefore have
been emissions from the igneous magma. The
gas-aqueous deposits include those which have
been deposited from a mixture of water and
steam, probably under pressure and at a high
temperature. They may either fill true fissures

or porous deposits, or replace the wall rock lining

a narrow fissure. The last class recfignizcd is

the result of meteoric circulation, the waters
carrying the ore particles to points of concentra-
tion; this may occur either underground or on
the surface.

Di.sTuiKi'Tiox. Ore deposits are not confincil to

any particular geological horizon, althougli the
mechanically formed and some of the surlicial

ones are commonly of Pleistocene and less often

Tertiary age. In the United States ore deposits
are widely distributed, but, owing to their fre-

quent association with igneous rocks, they lue-

dominate in the Cordilleran region, Black HilN.
and the A])palachians, where igneous activity has
been most jironounced. In other areas tlieir accu-

mulation seems to be chiefly the result of meteoric
waters. Gold and silver ores are cliiefly restricted

to fissure veins, and hence predominate in the Cor-

dilleran region, although additional vein deposits

of gold are known in the Black Hills, Soutliern
Appalachians, and Alaska.

t'oi)])er ores are known in large deposits in

Keeweenaw Point. Mich.. Bisbee. Ariz., and Butte,
ilont. The I'aleozoic liiaestones of .Missouri,

and tlie region covering the contact jioint of Iowa,
Illinois, and Wisconsin, contain both lead and
zinc, and large zinc deposits are mined in tlie

Cambrian limestones of northwestern New .Jersey.

The hematite iron ores of the Lake Superjur
region are the largest deposits in the world, biil

others are known in the Silurian of the Ap
palachian region, and the metamorphic rocks nf

the Highland region. For further details rjganl
ing the distribution of ore deposits, see (Joi.i),

Silver. CoePKH. etc.. also the paragraphs on min-
ing, under the dilTcrent countries.
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ORE DRESSING. The preparation of ore

for the smelter l)v mechanical means, whereby the

valuable minerals are concentrated into smaller

bulk and weight by the separation of the waste,

or whereby two valuable minerals are separated

from each other. The object of ore dressing is

Xo save handling so ratich barren or waste ma-
terial in the subsequent metallurgical process of

extraction. Ore dressing may be divided into

two processes—crushing and sejiaration. Crush-

ing detaches the valuable minerals from the

waste, but as they are still mixed in the result-

ing powder there has to be a further process of

separation.

Cri SHIXG. Preliminary breaking of the ore

is done by blasting in the mine, but crushing

proper is performed on the surface. The crush-

ing process may stop short at the production of

coarse fragments, or it may be continued to the

production of a fine powder by grinding. The
various machines used for crushing and grinding

ores are described in the article on Grixdixg
AXD C'Rf.sniXG !MAcniXERy. The selection of

the particular machines used depends upon the

fharacter of the ore and the method of extraction

adopted. Rolls are the standard machines for

crushing all brittle ores in preparation for con-

centration except where fine crushing is required.

(S'/rntTO stamps are the standard crushers for ores

containing native copper. Graritg stamps are

used most extensively for fine crusliing, but
various forms of hall mills are beginning to com-
pete with them for this work. Generally the pre-

liminary crushing is done by jaw or gyratory
crusliers, and from them the material passes to

rolls or stamps. It is an advantage in most
cases to erusli first to a coarse size, then to
separate as much of the waste as possible, and
then to recrush the residue and again separate
the waste. Tlie sizes to be crushed and the num-
ber of repetitions vary for diflerent ores.

Sepabatiox. Having the ore crushed, the suc-
ceeding process is to separate the valuable ore
from the waste. Some of the principal apparatus
and methods for performing this operation are
as follows: Preliminary washers are used to dis-

integrate and float adhering clay or fine stuff

from the coarse particles, which is done by using
running water aided by some stirring device.

Sieves and screens are used for separating the
coarse from the fine particles of the ore: they
may be classified as: (1) stationary screens, (a)
grizzlies or bar screens, )b) gravel screens of

wire cloth, (c) perforated plate screens; and
(2) moving screens, (a) oscillating bar screens,
( b )

plain shaking screens or riddles, and ( c ) re-

volving screens or trommels. Clas&ificrs are de-

vices for obtaining a series of products of dimin-
ishing size by means of currents of water. The
most common form consists of a channel connect-

ing a series of pockets. Water is supplied to

each pocket so as to form an upward current, the
force of the current in each pocket after the
first being less than that in the preceding pocket.

The efl'ect produced is that grains which are
hea\'y enough to settle against the upward cur-

rent in each pocket can do so, while the lighter

grains are carried on to succeeding pockets until

they strike one where the current is mild enough
to permit them to settle.

Hand picking is the process of separating the

waste from the valuable ore by picking it out
by hand. This work is usually done on 'tables.'

There are five classes of picking tables in use:

(1) stationary horizontal tables; (2) stationary

sloping chutes
; ( .3 ) shaking tables : ( 4 ) belt,

rope, or plate conveyors: and (5) revolving cir-

cular tables. Eijdraulie jigs operate through the

action of two currents of water, an upward and
do«Tiward, alternating with each other in quick

succession, upon a bed of sand supported by a

screen. The screen may be pushed up and down
in a tank of water to bring about the necessary

current action ; or it may be stationary while a
reciprocating motion is given to the water. In

either case the efl'ect is to separate the crushed
material in layers according to the specific

gravity of the particles.

^'anners consist essentially of an endless belt

which is shaken rapidly either sidewise or end-

wise and which has a continuous slow motion

uphill. The ore is fed onto the belt in the form

of wet pulp. The agitation makes the ore bed

so loose that particles of higher specific gravity

rise to the upper layer. The travel of the belt

draws the heavy minerals to the head end, while

the water washes the light minerals down to the

tail. Bumping tables ojieratc much as do van-

ners. the lunnping action .separating the particles

according to specific gravity and shakins the

heavier particles to one side of the table while the

water current carries the lishter particles to the

other side. Film sizing tables depend upon the

relative transporting power of a film of water flow-

ine on a quiet surface to act upon the powdered

ore. As is well known, a film of water llowing over

a quiet surface has an upper current which moves

faster than the lower current, whose water is re-
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tarded by friction; the heavier grains remain

at rest in the slow bottom eurreiit. while the

lighter grains are earried away by tiie quirk top

current. Maymtic tuixiralors utilize the action

of an air current to separate particles of lo*
specilie gravity from those of higher specific

gravity. For a comprehensive discussion of the

methods and machinery used in crushing and Bep-

arating ores, see Kiehard, (he Urrssinij ( New
York, 1000) ; and for an annual record of cur-

rent progress in this art, see the annual volumes
of the Miiiiral Imiustry (New York).

OR'EGON (named from the Oirrfon, now the

Columbia, Kiver. probably an American Indian

name). A western State of the United States,

lying on the I'acilic Slope, between latitudes 42°

and -lli' IS' X., and between longitudes 110° 33'

and li;4° 2.j' \V. It is bounded on the north by

the Slate of Washington, on tlie east by Idaho,

on the south by Nevada and California, and on

the west by the racific Ocean. Its extreme

lengtli from east to west is 30(5 miles, and from
north to south 300 miles. Its area is 0G.030

square miles, of which 04,500 square miles, or

CO.dlS.400 acres, are land surface. It ranks

seventh in size among the States.

Toi'Oiiit.\i>iiY. The salient features of the to-

pograpliy arc the two mountain ranges extending

parallel with the coast througli tlie western part

of the State, and the great inland plateau in tlie

east. Tlie coast is rocky and alinipt, ami runs

in an almost straight line nortli and south, with

no very prominent inlets or headlands. There

are, however, besides the wide mouth of the

Columbia River on the north boundary, several

small bays or harbors, such as Tillamook, Win-
chester, and Coos bays, all of which are land-

locked, with narrow entrances. Near the south-

ern boundary the coast runs out in an obtuse

angle ending in Cajie Blanco. The land rises

immediately from tlic coast to tlie crest of the

Coast Range, which is about 20 miles inland, and
has a height of 1000 to 4000 feet. It is heavily

forested, and though of irregular outline, with
many transverse valleys, it is unbroken, .save in

two or three places, throughout the length of the

State. The Cascade Mountains run parallel with

the Coast Range about 120 miles from the coast.

They are the prolongation of the .Sierra Nevada,
rise to an average height of over 0000 feet, and
are crowned by a line of extinct volcanic cones,

several of which are over (1000 feet high, while

Mount Hood, the culminating point near the

northern boundary, has an altitude of 11,22.5 feet.

Like the Coast Range, the Cascades are heavily

forested, and their summits are covered with
snow. Rctween the two ranges extends a broad
valley, divided by several spurs and cross ranges,

and becoming rough and mountainous in the
south, while the northern half forms the rolling

prairie valley of the Willamette. The region

lying east of the Cascades covers two-thirds of

the area of the State, and consists of an elevated

plateau. The southern half of this belongs to

the Great .Vmeriean Rasin. though its door has an
elevation of 5000 feet, rising to OOOO feet in the
southeast. Several of the loniritudinal Basin
Ranees of Nevada extend into this plateau, and
large areas are covered with lava flows. The
northern half slopes northward toward the valley

of the Columbia River. It is more undulating
than the southern plateau, and is traversed in
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the northeast by llie Blue .M<nintains, an irreg-

ular chain rising to a height of 7000 feet, and
sending out side spurs flanked by deep valleys.

Some of the rivers in tliis region have cut <leep

caiions, especially the Snake Kiver on the north-

eastern boiiiulary, whose canon almost rivals that

of the Colorado.
llYDROOK.M'iiY. The Columbia River forms,

with an interrujition at the Falls of the Dalles,

a large, navigable waterway for 300 miles along

the northern boundary. Its chief tributaries in

the State are the Willamette west of the Cas-

cades, and on the eastern plateau the Deschutes,

.John Day, ami I'matilla, whose branches form a

considerable network of minor streams. The
Snake River, which joins the Columbia in Wash-
ington, forms about one-half of the eastern

boundary, and its chief tributary, the Owyhee,
runs inside the boundary along the remaining
half. The streams (lowing directly into the ocean

are mostly short, but two of them, the Umpqua
and the Rogue, rise on the Cascades and break

through the Coast Range. On the interior plateau

there are a nuiiilier of streams running into lakes

which have no outlet. TUere are a number of

lakes of considerable size in the south-central

portion, the largest of whidi are Goose Lake,
which lies partly in California ; Klamath Lake,

at the base of the Cascades, 30 miles long; and
Jlalheur Lake, on the eastern plateau, 22 miles

long.

Ci.lM.VTE. In few places is the inllueiice of to-

l»)graphy on climate more apjiarent than in

Oregon. The winds from the ocean are deprived

of nearly all their moisture by the Coast and
Cascade ranges, which also bar out the temper-

ing inlluence of the .sea, so that the portion west
of the Cascades has a moist and equable in-

sular climate, while east of the mountains the

climate is dry and continental, with great ex-

tremes. On the coast winds from the sea temper
the summer heat, and tend to reduce the cold

of winter, while cold winds from the north-
east are barred out by the mountains. Here
the mean temperature for .lanuar.v is 42.2°, and
for .Tuly 02.3°, wliile great extremes are rare.

On the eastern plateau the mean temperature is

20.0° for .January and 06.0° for .July, while the

extremes fall below zero every winter, sometimea
nearly 30° below, and rise above 100° every sum-
mer, the maximum record being 110°. In regard
to rainfall there is a still greater difTerenee be-

tween the two regions. In the west the rainfall

is abundant, and in some places excessive. West
of the Coast Range it averages 80.0 inches, in the
Willamette Valley it is 50.S inches, while in

Tillamook County it is nearly 140 inches. On.

the eastern plateau it is insufficient for the needs

of agriculture, being on the average 12.7 inches,

and in the south-central portion only fi.5 inches.

More than three-fourths of the rainfall of the
State occurs in the wet season from October to
ilarch. Thunderstorms are rare in Oregon, and
never severe, while hurricanes are unknown.

Soil and Veoetation. The soil on tlie high-

lands and plateau consists of decomposed lava,

and in the valleys it is a rich black alluvial de-

posit. With the exception of some extensive

tracts of sand and of volcanic ashes and pumice
in the east, the soil is everywhere of great fer-

tility, and even in the east capable of yielding-

heavy crops when irrigated. The eastern plateau,

however, consists largely of arid plains covered

J



AREA AND POPULATION OF OREGON BY COUNTIES.

County.

Baker
Benton
Clackamas..
Clatsop
Columbia .

.

Coos
Crook
Curry
Douglas
Gilliam —
Grant
Harney
Jackson
Josephine..
Klamath . .

.

Lake
Lane
Lincoln
Linn

Malheur
Marion
Morrow
Multnomah

Polk
Sherman. ..

Tillamook..
Umatilla
Union

Wallowa...
Wasco
Washington
Wheeler
Yamhill,...

Map
Index.

H5
B 5
C 4
B 4
B 4

A 6
D5
A 7
B 6
E 4

F 5
F 6
C 7
B 7

D6

F 7
B 6
B 5
C 5

H6
C 5
F 4
C 4

B 4
E 4
B 4

G 4
U 4

H 4

D 4

B 4
E 5
B 4

Baker City..
Corvallis. ..

.

Oregon City
Astoria
St. Helen

County Seat.

Coquille
Prineville .

.

Goldbeach

.

Roseburg .

.

Condon . . .

.

Canyon City
Burns
Jacksonville . .

.

Grants Pass
Klamath Falls .

Lakeview
,

Eutiene. .

,

Tofedo....
Albany

Vale
Salem.. .

.

Heppncr .

Portland.

Dallas
Moro
Tillamook..
Pendleton..
Union

Enterprise

—

The Dalles...
Ilillsboro
Fossil
McMinnville .

Area in

square
miles.

3,275
677

1,861

820
677

1,578
7,758
1,4.54

4,861
1,12.3

4,500
9,986
2,731

1,684

3,854

7,891
4,380
1,008

2.311

9,784
1,170

2,021
429

701
7.36

1,119
3,116
.3,146

2,784

2,962
715

1,746
711

Population.

1890.

6,764
8.6.i0

15,233
10,016

5,191

8,874
3,244
1,709
11.864

3,600

5,080
2,559
11,435

4,878
2,444

2,6W
15,198

16,265

2.601

22,934
4,205
74,8W

7,858
1,792
2,932

13,:iHl

12,044

3,661
9,ia3

11,972

10,692

15,597
6,706
19,658
12,765

6,237

10,.324

3,964
1,868

14,565

3,201

5,948
2,598
13,098
7.517

3,970

2,817
19,6m
3,575

18,603

4,203
27,713
4,151

103,167

9,923
.3,4V,

4,471
18,049

16,070

5,5.38

13,199
14,467
2,4«.

1.3.420
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AREA AND POPULATION OF WASHINGTON BY COUNTIES.

County.

A'lnme
At*"iiii

ClK'liuIis

Chelan. ...

Ciullam

Cliirkc
Columbia ...

Cowlitz
Douglas
Kerry

Franklin. . .

.

(i!crliild... .

I.-ihuut

Jefferson
King

KilKip
Kittitas

Kliekitat
I^wis
Lincoln

Mason
Okanogan...
Pacillc
I'ieree

San Jtiun

Skagit
Skamania. .

.

Sllfihomisb.

.

Spokane . . .

.

Stevens . .

.

Thurston
Wahkiakum.
Wallawalla.
Whatcom . .

.

Wliitman..

.

Yakima ....

Map
Index.

c; 3
II 3
A2
E 2
A 1

C 4
H 3
B 3
F 3
G 1

G 3
H 3
C 1

A 2
D2

C 2
E 2
E 4
B 3
G 2

B 2
E 1

B 3
C 2
B 1

C 1

C 1

C 1

H 2
G 1

B 3
B »
G
D ^

H2
D3

County Seat.

Ritzvillc
Asotin
Montesano. ..

Wenatchee.

.

Port .\ngele8.

Vancouver. .

.

Davton
Kalama
Watcrville
Republic

Pasco
Pomerov
Coupevillc
Port Townsend.,
Seattle

Port Orchard.
Ellensburg. .

.

Goldendale .

.

Chehalis
Davenport

Shelton
ConconuUy
South bend
Tacoina . ....

Friday Uarbour.

Mount Vernon . .

Stevenson
Everett
Spokane
Colville

Olympia
Cathlainet
Tallawalia... .

[New Whatcom

.

Colfax
North Yakima..

square
miles.

1,696
631

1.968

3,070
1,807

646
876

1,145

4,768
2,313

1,251

725
2.38

1,765

2,051

407
2,414

2,079

993
5,318
925

1,554
187

1,874

1,743
1,651
1,777

3,945

273
1,277
2,226
2,105
5,7H4

Pojjnlation.

1890.

2,098
1..THJ

9,249

2;77i

11,709
t;,709

.5,917

3,161

606
3,897

1.787
8,3(W

G3,'.IS9

4,624
8.777
5 167
11,499

9,312

2,826
1,467
4,458

50,940
2,072

8,747
774

8,514

37,487
4,:J41

9,675
2.S26
12,224
18,591

19,109
4,429

4,840
3,;J6«

15,124

3,931

5,003

13,419

7,128
7,877
4.!t;6

4,562

486
.3.918

1.870

5.712
110.053

6,767
9,701
6,407

1.5.1.57

11,969

3,810
4,689

5,983
55,515
2,928

14,2?.J

l,li88

2.3,9.50

67,542
10,543

9,927
2,819
18,680
24.116
25,.360

13.462
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with sage-brush, or with extensive salt marshes.
The northern table-lancls are covered with bunch-
grasses suitable lor grazing, and here are some
junipers and pines. Western Oregon still con-

tains one of the heaviest timber belts in the
world. The entire western slope of the Cascades
is covered with a belt of forest 20 miles wide,
and the Coast Range is also densely forested.

In the valleys are found cottonwoods, maple, ash,
alder, dogwood, and wild cherry. There are
seven species of oak, and the fragiant Oregon
myrtle {.Oreoduyhne C'alifornica) is a common
tree. The coniferEe, however, predominate in the
large forests, and include pines, spruces, firs,

hemlocks, cedars, junipers, larch, and yew.
Some characteristic species are the Oregon yellow
pine ( Pinus ponderosa

j , the Western arbor-vita
(Tluii/a yigantea], the Picea nohilis, and the
Oregon yew {Taiits brevifolia). For Fauna, see
this section imder United States.
Geologv. The most remarkable feature of the

geological history of Oregon is the enormous vol-

canic eruption which took place principally in
Miocene time, one of the most extensive lava
flows in the world. The Cascade Mountains are
entirely composed of lava and basaltic rocks, and
a lava-sheet 1000 feet thick or more covers the
whole eastern two-thirds of the State, together
with large parts of Washington and Idaho. Some
parts are much weathered and dissected, while
others are more recent and smooth. The under-
lying rock formations are generally shown only
where the rivers have cut through the lava. In
the Snake River caiion in the northeast the rocks
are ancient metamorphie granites, gneisses and
mica-slate, while the Cascades are underlaid
throughout with Cretaceous rocks covered for
some distance (beneath the lava) with Eocene
and iliocene strata. In the southwestern valley
there is a belt of slates and serpentine, but the
Coast Range is mainly an anticlinal whose sur-
face consists of Tertiary sandstone.

JIiXER.\LOGY AXD MiNiXG. Oregon has a great
wealth and variety of mineral resources, and,
curiously enough, some of the richest mineral de-

posits are found in the valleys. Thus in the
serpentine belt in the southwest there are lodes
of chrome iron, copper, magnetite, and nickel.

The nickel ore exists as a green hydrated nickel-

magnesia silicate filling large irregular cavities

in the serpentine. The deposit of this is supposed
to be very extensive. Limonite, or brown hema-
tite iron ore, is found in the Willamette region,
and quartz veins bearing gold and silver occur in

the slate belts east of the serpentine as well as in

the Cascades and in eastern Oregon, where there
are also deposits of zinc and cinnabar. Beds of
lignite exist in the Cretaceous and perhaps in
the Tertiary strata of the Coast Range, and the
sandstones of the latter, as well as the lime-
stones in the south and the volcanic rocks, fur-
nish inexhaustible supplies of building stone.
Other minerals found are mercury, platinum,
iridium, lead, and antimony, as well as clay,
salt, and alkali deposits. Gold is the only min-
eral extensively mined. It is produced chiefly

in the Blue Mountain region in the northeastern
part of the State. The annual output has latter-

ly exceeded $1,000,000 in value, reaching .$1,694,-

700 in moo. Small quantities of silver, borax,
and coal are mined, the coal being of the lignite
variety.

Fisheries. Salmon fishing and canning is

one of the most important industries, and is tm-
equaled by any other State. It began in ISGli, and
the value of the annual product since 1»70 has
fluctuated around $2,000,000, the maximum being
reached in 1883. Over 5000 people, including
many Chinese, have been employed most of this
period. For a time reckless overfishing threat-
ened exhaustion of the supply, but the enforce-
ment of laws and the establishment of hatcheries
have averted this danger. Sturgeon, halibut,
oysters, and other varieties of fish are caught in
less quantities. The erection of refrigerating
and freezing plants and the increased use of re-
frigerator cars have made possible greater ship-
ments of fresh fish and have thus tended to
lessen the amount of the canned product.

Agkicultube. The different sections of the
State, varying so distinctly in climate, topog-
raphy, and soil, naturally vary in agricultural
development. In the river valleys west of the
Cascades almost every variety of crop common
to the temperate zone is produced in great abun-
dance. The Willamette Valley especially is noted
for its great productivity. East of the Cascades,
in the Columbia Valley, the rainfall is generally
sufficient to justify the raising of some of the
more hardy crops, the favorable years producing
enough to cover the loss in the years of drought.
Irrigation is possible in parts of this region and
is being resorted to with success. Save in the
centre of Oregon there are numerous rivers
throughout the eastern half of the State which
afford an extensive water supply that could be
utilized for irrigation. But these sources have as
yet been very little developed, owing largely to
the remoteness from lines of transportation and
markets. The irrigated area in the State ifi-

creased from 177,944 acres in 1889 to 38S,.310

acres in 1899. Almost the whole of this is

watered from streams, scarcely any from reser-

voirs or wells. The largest irrigated area is

that north of Malheur and Harney lakes in Har-
ney County. Simple methods are employed in
irrigation, and the average cost of it per acre
is low. In 1900 only 16.0 per cent, of the land
area was included in farms. Of this 33 per cent,

was improved. The average size of farms de-

creased tmtil ISSO, since which time, owing to
the large a<l<litions made to ranges in the eastern

part of the State, the average size has grown
larger. It has, however, continued to decrease in

the western counties.

Tlie two leading crops are wheat and hay. The
area devoted to wheat doubled between 1880 and
1900. the increase being almost wholly in the
northeast coimties. where one-half the crop is

now gromi. During the same period the acre-

age of hay and forage gained over threefold.

Oats are grown principally in the Willamette Val-

ley, and barley in the northeast comities. Oats
have a large acreage. On account of the coolness

of the nights, corn does not thrive, and but little

is grown. Potatoes produce abundantly and are

an important crop. Sugar beets are raised in

Union Coimty. The State ranks second in the

production of hops, their culture being confined

priniipally to the Willamette Valley. Tlie re-

gion between the Cascade and Coast ranges, par-

ticularly .lackson and Douglas counties, has be-

come noted for the production of fruit. Tlie

number of plum and prune trees in 1900 (2..'il7.-

523) was ten times that of 1890 and is only ex-

ceeded in California. The number of apple trees
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(2.825,898) more tliaii iIduIiIciI in tlie .same

poiiiiii. Ollur I'niils yrowii iiicluilc almost every

vurii'tv common to the teniperate /.one.

The" following table of acreages is self-i.vplana-

torv

:

OREGON.
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River, at Astoria; and for the Willamette, at
Portland. The commercial importance of the
water route is second only to tluit of the Missis-
sippi. Tiie commerce upon the Columbia and
\\ illamette rivers has assumed great magnitude,
due to the regular lines of steamers connecting
with railways and canals around the falls.

Smaller boats and rafting contribute largely to

swell its volume.
Pre\ious to 18G8, the exports were mainly to

the Sandwich Islands, Puget Sound, and San
Francisco, and gold dust and ores formed three-
fourtlis of the shipments. Since then the exports
have reached almost every jjart of the globe, and
consist largelj' of wheat and timber products.

The foreign commerce of the State from 1890 to

UtOO Huctuated between .'liS.OOO.OOO and $15,000,-

000, about three-fourths being exports. The
largest exjjort countries were Great Britain,

China, and .Tapan. Tlie British East Indies and
Japan su])plied most of the imports. The State
has a large interstate trade by rail and water,
and a considerable portion of its products is

distributed through San Francisco.

Baxks. The Constitution of 1857 forbade any
banks of issue, and also the incorporation of any
banks by the Legislature. A private banking
business was established in Portland in 1850.

The First National Bank of Portland opened in

1805, being the oldest national bank west of the
Rocky Jlountains. The banking business remains
unregulated. Since there is no banking law,

banks, incorporated or private, are formed under
the general corporation law, which limits the lia-

bility of the stockholders. Due to this condition,

the national banks, being the more .secure insti-

tutions, have preference over the State banks in

jinpular confidence. The aggregate banking in-

terests remained very insignificant until 1885,
wlien tliere were only four State and nine na-
tional lianks. Then came a sudden growtli, and
in 1894 there were more than forty banks. After
the depression of 189.3-95 the number somewhat
declined. The condition of the banks in 1902 is

shown in the following table:

Number of banks

Capital
Surplus
Cash, etc
Deposits
Loans

National
Bank.s

30

$2,420,0U0
620,000

2,586.000
16,692,000

9.386,000

State
Banks

18

$956,000
142,000
334.000

5,093,000
3,084,000

Private
Bauks

Government. The Constitution under which
Oregon entered Statehood still continues in force.

It was adopted by a vote of the people of the

Territory in November, 1857. To amend it the
amendment must pass two successive Legislatures
and be approved by popular vote. While amend-
ments agreed to by one Legislature are awaiting
final decision, no other amendment can be pro-
posed.

The Constitution authorizes any male citizen

of the United States, twenty-one years old, and
six months a resident of the Stat!>, to be a voter,

and any like foreigner who shall declare his in-

tention lo become a citizen one year before an
election and shall have been a resident of the
State for six months. Oregon sends two mem-
bers to the National House of Representatives.

LEGiSL.\Tl\Ti:. The Legislature consists of a

OREGON.

Senate of not exceeding 30 members, elected for a
term of four years, and a House of Representa-
tives of not e.xceeding liO members, elected for two
years. The apportionment is by counties or
groupings of contiguous counties, and is made
every fifth year, a State census being taken every
year ending in 5. General elections are held
biennially on the first Jlonday of .June of even
years, ami the Legislature convenes on the second
Monday of the following Sej)tember. The mem-
bers of either House receive, besides mileage, .$.'5 a
day, but are limited to a .$120 allowance for any
session. Extra sessions are limited to 20 days'
duration. Bills may originate in either Hou.se,
except revenue bills, which mu.st originate in tlie

House of Representatives. In 1902 an initiative
and referendum clause was added. By this, 8
per cent, of the voters may demand the submis-
sion of a law to the vote of the people, and 5
per cent, may demand that any law passed by
the Legislature shall be submitted for popular
approval.
Executive. The Governor's term of office is

four years, and he is not eligible to this office

more than eight years in any period of twelve.
He has the right of veto, but his veto may be
overridden by a two-thirds vote of each House.
The people elect a Secretary of State (who is

Auditor and Comptroller), and a State Treas-
urer, tlie term of office of each being four years.
The former succeeds to the Governorship in ease
it becomes vacant. A State printer and a sujjerin-

tendent of public instruction are elected every
four years.

.JiDiciAi,. There is a Supreme Court of five

judges, which number may be increased to

seven. They have appellate jurisdiction, and
are elected for six years. There are five cir-

cuit courts, presided over by one of the judges
of the Supreme Court, having civil and crim-
inal jurisdiction, and appellate jurisdiction

from the county courts. There are county courts
with one judge, elected for four years, who is

also judge of juobate. The Circuit Court judges
are elected one-third every two years. There are
also a United States District Court, and for Ore-

gon, California, and Nevada, a United States

Circuit Court. One or more justices of the peace

are elected in every township or mining district,

and municipal courts may be created. Judges of

the Supreme Court can be removed by the Gov-

ernor upon the joint resolution of two-thirds of

the Legislature. The grand jury consists of

seven men chosen by lot, five of whom must con-

cur to find an indictment. Grand juries may he

modified or abolished by the Legislature.

Loc.\L GovERXiiENT. Each ccjunty elects a clerk

and a sherift', who serve for two years. Attorneys

are elected by districts composed of one or more
counties. The Legislative Assembly may provide

for the election of two commissioners to sit with

the county judge when transacting county busi-

ness in any or all the counties, or may proviile a

separate boanl for transacting such business.

Other local oflicers may be provided for by law.

S])ecial laws may be enacted for municipal pur-

poses.

Other Provisions.—The registration of voter-^

is not required. New ballot laws, based on the Aus-

tialian system, were adopted in 1891. The legal

rate of interest is 8 per cent.; allowed by con-

tract. 10 per cent. Women may practice law in

Oregon, and a wife has sole control of property
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owned by her at marriage or subsequently ac-

quired. CliiiiaiiRii are not allowed to hold real

estate or work mining claims.

Finances. Tlie Const itut ion proliibits the Leg-

islature from contracting any Stale debt exceed-

ing .'jijO.OOO, or assuming the" debt of any county,

town, or corporation. c.\cept for purposes of war
or to suppress an insurrection. Debts to the

amount of $237,000 were contracted in 1864

in order to jiay bounties to soldiers and for

relief of discliarged soldiers and olficers. The
bonds were rapidly redeemed and in 1870 only

$90,000 were outstanding. In that year the

Legislature authorized the issue of .$200,000 for

construction of a canal, to be redeemed from the

proceeds of the sale of public lands. Tlic Indian

wars of 1874 and 1878 further increased the debt

by about $I7o.000. Another debt was the 'in-

dorsed and unpaid' warrants issued in 1873-75

and bearing 10 jier cent, for construction of

wagon roads and other purposes. These high in-

terest bearing warrants were necessary because

of the constitutional provision against bonds.

Altogether about $350,000 of these warrants were
issued. By 1878 the public debt amounted to

$051,595: but the bonds and warrants were rap-

idly redeemed through a special tax on property.

In 1880 tlie del)t was reduced to $5;i,(i:i2 in bonds
and warrants, wliich were advertised for but not
presented for redemption. In 1903 the State

had no funded debt except bonds to the amount
of .$2305 never presented and probably lost. The
income of the State is derived mainly from a
State tax and sale of public lands. In 1901 the

total receipts were $1,772,808, of which 38 per
cent, came from the State tax and 45 per cent.

from sale of lands and payments on old sale-con-

tracts and interest on the loans. The expenditures
were $1,889,134. of which more tlian .')0 per cent.

went for eduiMtional purposes. Xotwithstanding
the deficit, the balance in the treasviry on Sep-
tember 30, 1902, was $1,137,575.

PoprL,VTiox. The population bv decades was
as follows: 1850. 13.294: 1800. "52.465; 1870,
90.923; 1880, 174,708; 1890. 313,767; 1900,
413,536. Oregon ranks 35th in population, and
is exceeded by both of the other Pacific Coast
States. The increase from 1890 to 1900 was
30.4. as compared with 20.7 for the United
Stales, Over half of the population is located
in the Willamette Valley. In 1900 the foreign-
born numbered 05,748 : Chinese. 10.397 : and
Indians taxed. 4951. The male sex exceeded the
female by 52.000. The five places having a
population exceeding 4000 each, contained to-

gether 27.6 per cent, of the population.
The Indians are collected largely on five reser-

vations, namely. Grande Eonde. Klamath. Siletz,

I'niatilla. and Warm Springs. A limited amount
of agriculture and stock-raising is carried on
upon each of the reservations.

CITIE.S. In 1900 Portland had 90,420 inhabit-
ants; Astoria, 8381; and Raker City, 0603. Sa-
lem is the capital.

Religion. The leading denominations numer-
ically are the Roman Catholic. ^Methodist Epis-
copal. Baptist. Disciples of Christ, Presbvterian,
Congregational. IMethodist Episcopal (South),
Protestant Episcopal, and United P>rethren,

Eni-c.\Tiox, In 1900 only 3.3 per cent, of the
population ten years of age and over were
illiterate. The State Board of Education con-
sists of the Governor, Seeretarv of State, and a

superintendent of instruction. County superin-

tendents are elected biennially, and ofliccrs of

district boards every three years. Women are

eligible to the office of school director, and
|

widows with children to educate and owning I

taxable property in the district may vote in

school meetings. Congress in 1848 gave Oregon
sections 10 and 36 of all the public domain
(3,387,520 acres) for pul)lic schools, 26 town-
ships (500,000 acres) for a State university, and
90,000 acres for an agricultural college. From
the proceeds of the sales of a portion of these

lands an irreducible fund of $3,500,000 has been

secured. The sparse settlement of a large part

of the State makes the maintenance of .schools

difficult in many places. Tlie Oregon law does

not provide for district high schools, and rural

communities are therefore without the advan-

tages of secondary education. The length of

school term, 123.9 days, is considerably below

the average for the whole coimtry. In 1899

there were 101,900 children between the ages of

five and eighteen ; the number enrolled was 88,-

485: the average attendance was 01.234. The
public high schools numbered 15, and the private

secondary schools 19. There ai'e State normal
schools at Monmouth, Drain. Ashland. Weston,
and Gold Beacli, The University of Oregon at

Eugene was established in 1872. Pacific Uni-

versity and Tualatin Academy at Forest Grove
are tuider Congregational control : Willamette
University, Salem, is ilethodist Episcopal: Mc-
ilinnville College, McMinnville. Baptist : Port-

land University, University Park, ilethodist

Episcopal ; Pacific College, Xewberg. is a Friends

institution; Philomath College, Philomatli. a
United Brethren ; Corvallis College, Corvallis,

Methodist Episcopal. Blue Mountain University

is located at Lagrande. The State Agricultural

College is at Corvallis. Willamette University

gives instruction in law, and the University of

Oregon has a law department at Portland, where
also is situated the medical department of Willa-

mette University. There is a successful Indian

training school at Chemawa.
Charitable and Pex.vl Ixstitctiox.s. There

;

is a soldiers' home located at Roseburg. Init the j

other State charitable institutions, in accordance

with the refiuiremcnts of the State Constitution,

are located at the State capital. They are as

follows: School for Deaf ilutes: Insane .\-^yluni;

School for the Blind; Boys' Reform Scliool ; and
;

the State Penitentiary. 1

History. The accounts of the early «'\pIora-
j

tion of the Pacific coast are confiiiting and j

unreliable. The Spanish explorer Ferrelo possibly
j

reached latitude 42°, the southern boundary of

Oregon, in 1543. and the English flag was carried
,

fift.v or sixty miles north of this point in 1579
by .Sir Francis Drake. The Spaniards Vizcaino

and Aguilar reached 42° or just bevond in 1003.

The fear of a Russian advance led Charles III.

of .Spain to order further explorations, and Perez
j

in 1774 reached 55°, and on his return anchored
'

in what has been identified by some as Xootka '

Sound. The next year Hecetft, with Perez as
second in command, observed the mouth of the
Columbia, and a party landed at the modern :

Port Grenville, where several were killed by the
,

Indians, One of the ships reached 58°. The ',

English navigator Captain Cook in 1778 landed
j

at Xootka Sound, which he so named. This
English claim to possession was disputed by
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the Spaniards in 17S9, but Spain was forced to

agree to give up exclusive claim to the region.

(See XooTKA Sor>D.) The French navigator
Laperouse in 1786 sailed along the coast from
58° 37' southward. The American claim began
with the visit of J. Kendrick and Robert Gray,
sent out by Boston merchants to seek for furs.

The winter of 17SS-S9 was spent at Xootka. In
1791 Captain Gray returned, and on ilay 11,

1792, entered the mouth of the river Saint Roque,
which he renamed the Columbia, from his ship.

Another English expedition under Vancouver ex-

amined the coast in 1793. Fur traders entered

the country in 1793, and in 1811 the Pacific Fur
Company founded Astoria at the mouth of the
Columbia. ( See Astob, .John Jacob. ) This was
captured by the British, December 12, 1813, and
renamed Fort George. It was restored to the
United States in 1818, but abandoned by the
owners. In 1824-25 Fort Vancouver was found-
ed by .John McLaughlin, chief factor of the
United Hudson's Bay and Northwest Fur Com-
panies, and he was practically Governor for

many years.

The American claim rested upon the Louisiana
Purchase in 1803 (the Spanish claim), and the

discoveries of Captain Gray in 1792. From these

grew the claim to all country drained by the
Columbia. In 1S05-0G Lewis and Clark explored
much of the country. The northwestern boundary
between the United States and Canada was fixed

by the Convention of 1818 as the line of 49° from
the Lake of the Woods to the Rocky Mountains.
West of this point the territory was to be open to

both parties, the United States and Canada, for

ten years without prejudice to claims of either.

(See XoRTH^^•EST Bou>dary Dispute.) By the
Convention of 1827, ratified in 1828, joint occupa-
tion was continued indefinitely, but might be ter-

minated by either party on twelve months' notice.

The British were willing to concede 49° to the Co-
lumbia River, thence down it to the mouth, thus
taking in a greater part of the present State of
Washington, while the American claim, as before

stated, was for all of the basin of the Columbia
River, practically 42°-52°. The Oregon question
occupied much of the attention of Congress after

1820, and the sentiment for demanding 'all of

Oregon' grew. By the negotiations with Russia
( 1824-25 I that country agreed to make no settle-

ments south of 54° 40', and the idea gained
ground that this was the proper northern bound-
ary. Immigration to the territory had begun
in 1832 ; the Methodists founded a mission under
Jason Lee in 1834, and the Presbrterians under
Marcus Whitman in 1836. Every year after 1838
numbers of immigrants crossed the Rockies, and
by 1845 the American population numbered nearly
3000. The settlement of the northeastern bound-
ary had been unsatisfactory, and in 1844 a popu-
lar rallying cry of the Democrats was "Fifty-

four forty, or light." Several Senators favored
war, but others held that the best method of

gaining possession was by actual settlement, in

which the Americans were far surpassing the
British, who were hardly represented except by
the trappers of the Hudson's Bay Company. It

was finally agreed in 1846 that the boundary
should be 49° to the channel between Vancouver
and the mainland, thence do^^n the middle of
this channel, through the Straits of San .Juan
de Fuca to the sea. The story that Marcus Whit-
man (q.v. ) in 1843 prevented the exchange of the
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northern part of the territory for fishing stations
in Newfoundland is unfounded.
The -American inhabitants in 1843 met and

organized a Territorial government under an ex-
ecutive council. A Governor was chosen in 1845
and served until the organization of the region as
a Territory of the United States. Oregon Terri-
tory, including the present Washington and much
of Idaho, was organized on August 14, 1848,
though the Governor did not arrive until the next
year. The increase of population caused the in-

habitants to hold a convention at Salem, August-
September, 1857, which formed a State constitu-
tion and asked for admission. This instrument
prohibited slavery, but forbade any free negi-o or
mulatto '"to come, reside, or be in the State, or
hold real estate, or make any contract, or main-
tain any suit." The State was admitted Feb-
ruary 14, 1859, with the present boundaries.
Indian troubles were frequent from early times.
In 1847 Whitman and twelve companions were
massacred. There was constant trouble during
the Civil War, and the Shoshone War (1866-68)
and the Modoc War (1804-73) were serious.

(See article MoDOC. ) All Indians are now con-

fined within narrow reservations, or have been
removed to Indian Territory. The Constitution

has been seldom amended. The 'anti-negro'

clause still stands, though, of course, inoperative.

The State has been successful in securing large

appropriations for improvement of rivers and
harbors from the National Government. The Cas-

cade Locks on the Columbia were the largest in

the world when completed in 1896. The State

has given its electoral vote for the Republican
ticket except in 1868. and one vote in 1892,

though usually by small majorities. In 1876 it

was found that one of the Republican electors

held a Federal oflice. and was consequently in-

eligible. The Democratic Governor issued a
certificate to the leading minority candidate, but

the two Republican electors tilled the vacancy,

and their position was sustained by the Electoral

Commission. In 1892 the Democrats indorsed

one Populist elector, and the vote that year was:
Republican. 3; Populist, 1. Political squabbles

have been frequent, notably in 1897, when the

Lower House of the Legislature refused to organ-

ize on account of a contest for United States

Senator.

Governors of Oregon.
pbotisiokal.

George Abemethy 1845-49

TEBHITOEIAL.

.TosephLane 1R49-50

Knitzing Pritchett (acting) 1B30

John P. Gaines 1850-52

Joseph Lane 1^3
George L. Curry 1*53

John W. Davis 18.53-51

George I-. Curry 1851-59

STATE.

John Whiteaker nemocrat 1&59.«2

.\ddi6on C. Gibbs Republican 1862-66

Georse L. Woods " 1866-70

Lafavette Grover Democrat 187M7
S. F.Chadwiek (acting) " 1877-78

William W. Thayer " 1878-82

Zenas F. Moody Republican 1882-87

SvlTPSter Pennoyer Democrat-Populist 1887-95

William P. Lord Republican 1S9.5-99

TheodorT. Geer "
... 1S9W903

George E. Chamberlain Democrat 1903

—
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OREGON. A city anil the county-seat of

Oj;le County, 111., '.)!) 'miles west of Chicago; on

the Kock River, and on tlie Chicago, Burlington

and Quincv Kailroad (.Map: Illinois, C 2). It

has a pulilic library witli over 2400 volumes.

Good water power is" furnished by tlie river; and

there are manufactures of pianos, street sprin-

klers, Hour, foundry and maehine-sliup in-oducts,

etc. Oregon is an attractive summer resort.

Population, in 1890, lotiO; in 1900, 1577.

OREGON, University ok. A coeducational

State institution at Eugene, Ore., founded in

1872 and opened in 1870. It forms an integral

part of tlie p\d)lic system of the State. It com-

prises the L'niversiiy AeaiUMuy; the College of

Literature, Science, and the Arts, witli a school

of commerce, and courses in law, journalism,

and teaching; the College of Science and En-

gineering, with courses ]>reparatory to medicine

and dentistry; tlie School of Music; the Cirad-

uate School ; and the schools of law and medi-

cine, (lie last two at Portland. Admission to

tlie university is based on examination or on

cerlilicates from accredited scliools. The uni-

versity had in 1902 an attendance of 470, 71

instruct (US, and a library of 1,5, .'iOO volumes.

The productive funds amounted to .$200,000, and
the income to $,'59,700.

OREGON BROOK-TROUT. The common
brooU-tidUt of the tributaries uf tile lower Colum-

bia, and of coastwise streams of Oregon and
Washington, a variety (.1/«.vomi) of the rainbow

trout (q.v.). The Dolly Varden trout of the

same region is sometimes called the Oregon
charr.

OREGON CITY. Tlie county-seat of Clacka-

mas County, Ore., 15 miles soutli-soulheast of

Portland; on the Willamette Kiver, and on the

Southern Pacilic Kailroad (Map: Oregon, C 4).

It is dcvelo])iiig as an industrial centre, its

manufaeturcs, which include ])aper and Jiulp,

Wdidcn goods, llcnir, luiiiber. soa]), etc., being

promoted by the immense water power derived

from the falls of the Willamette, 40 feet in

heiglit, which are utilized also as a source of

electrical powder. The city is at the head of

deep-w:iter navigation on the river, but vessels

pass above the falls by means of a system of

locks. There are municipal water-works. Popu-
lation, ill ISlin, .-ilMiii; ill 1900. 3494.

OREGON QUESTION. The name given in

American history to tlie dispute between the

I'nitcd States and (ireat Britain over the delimi-

tation of their possessions on tlie Xorthwest
coast, leading to the determination of the present

boundary. See Oregon, paragrajih History;

Northwest Boundary Dispute.

O'REILLY.

OREGON RIVER. A river in Nortli Ameri-

ca. Sec ( 'OIA MlilA lllVEK.

OREGON ROBIN. A thrush {Merula nwvia)

of the Columbia River Valley and northward,

which is closely related to the Eastern roliiii

(Meruhi migruloria) , but very dillercnt in colors.

It is dark bluish slate above, and orangelirown

below, with a line of black from the liill back-

ward below the eye and along the side of tlie

neck, whence it curves forward into a br(i:iil.

erescentic band across the breast. The bird

breeds in British Columbia and Alaska, makes
a strong nest in buslies, and lays eggs colored

light greenish blue, and distinctly marked and
spotted with blackish brown. It has a sweet

song.

OREGON SNOWBIRD. A junco {Junco
Orcyoiuis) coniiiion in the Northwestern United

States and Canada. It diil'ers from the com-

mon Eastern junco (q.v.) in the blacker and

more sharply defined liue of the head and neck,

the absence of dark color under the wings, and
the square patch of rufous brown on the upper

part of the back. As in other juncos, white

feathers appear in the tail. The male of this

s])ecies has the second tail feather mostly wliitc

and the third partly so near the tip. Tlie adult

female's plumage differs from that of the male

in being prevailingly brown.

OREGON STURGEON. The white sturgeon

of tlie Pacitic Coast. See StukuEON.

OREGON TRAIL, The. A narrative of

travel liy Francis Parkman (1849). It is llie

account of a trip to the far West which he made
in 1840, and first appeared in the Knickerhoeki r

Mui/azine in 1849 as "The California and Oreyoii

TraiL"

O'REIL'LY, Count Alexanber (c.17221794) .

An Irish soldier in the Spanish service. At an

early age he went to Spain, where he entered

the military service. After serving in Italy

against the Austrians he entered their serviei'

in 1757, and fought in two camjiaigns against

the Prussians, In 1759 he entered the Freiuli

Army, but soon afterwards was induced to return

to Spain, and in the campaign of 1702 against

Portugal earned promotion to the rank uf

brigadier-general. He was made major-general,

and was appointed Governor of Havana. There

he rebuilt the fortifications which had been

demolished by the British. In 1709. appointi'd

Governor of Louisiana and sent with a large

force to reduce the rebellious French colonists,

he arrested and tried the leaders of the revolu-

tion, and had some of them shot, but having

thus demonstrated his master's power, he then

devoted himself to winning the atTcetions of the

colonists by the affability of his demeanor and
the liberality of his policy. In 1770 he returned

to Spain, where he was made Governor of

Madrid. On the death of General Ricardos he

was appointed commander of one of the armies

operating against the French, and died while

on his way to the frontier.

O'REILLY, .John Boyle (1844-90). An Irish-

American poet and journalist, born at Dowtli

Castle, county Jleatli, Ireland. .Tune 28, 1844.

He studied at a private school, learned to set

type, and became a newspaper reporter. At the

age of eighteen he went to Londim as an agent

of the Fenian Society, and in 1805 enlisted in
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the British Army for the purpose of inducing

Irish soldiers to revolt. He was detected in

1806, tried for high treason, and sentenced to

be shot, but the sentence was commuted to penal

servitude for twenty years. In April, 1867, with

the help of the Rev. Patrick ileCabe, he escaped

in a boat from Bunbury, Western Australia, was
rescued liy the (!<i:r/lr. an Aiiii'rican whaler, and
carried to the United States in Xovember, 1869.

He settled in Boston, and devoted himself to

literary work and public activity. In 1870 he
became editor of the Pilot and remained in that

position till liis death at Hull, ilass., August
10, 1890. He was the founder of the Papyrus
Club of Boston, and was highly esteemed, es-

pecially by men of his own race, for his talents,

social qualities, and his loyalty to the Fenians.

His verse includes .So/ijys of the .S'o»?/ier)i .S'co.s

and Other Poems (1873); .S'ofij/s, Legends, and
Ballads (1878) ; Statues in the Block and Other
Poems (1881); America (1882); In Bohemia
(1886). Volumes of prose are: Moondyne: A
Story from the Under ^yorld (1879), a tale of

penal life; The Irish Question (1886); The
Ethics of Boxing and llanly Sport (1888) ; and
Stories and Sketches (1888). Consult the Life

of John Boyle O'Reilly (Boston, 1891), by James
Jeffrey P.oche.

O'REILLY, iliLES. The pseudonym of the
American soldier and poet Charles Ciraham
Halpiue (q.v.).

OREJONE, o'ra-Ho'na (Sp., Big Ear). A
name applied by the Spaniards to several un-
related tribes on account of their custom of

stretching or distending the ear by hea\'y pend-
ants. The principal tribe thus known, properly
called Coto. ranges between the Putumayo and
Napo rivers, in territory claimed both b_y Ecua-
dor and Colombia. They are naked savages of

repulsive appearance and fierce disposition, al-

though carrying on some trade in hammocks and
poison. Their huts are without doors, entrance
being effected from the roof. They use stone

hatchets and poisoned arrows, and stretch their

ears, by the insertion of wooden plugs in the
loljes, luitil thev hang down to their shoulders.

Their 1

Ticuna.
Another tribe of the same name was described

by the missionars- Xicolas in 1739 as living

in the ancient Province of Santa JIarta, now
the province of ilagdalena, Colombia. They
called themselves Tomoco. They were also fierce

and brutal savages, going entirely naked, with
bodies anointed with gum. and their long hair
hanging loosely, sometimes crowned with feather

turbans. Both men and women wore gold pend-
ants in their ears and noses. They cultivated

corn, but depended chiefly upon hunting for sub-

sistence, using poisoned arrows. They were also

accused of cannibalism. They were bitterly hos-

tile to the Spaniards, very few of them having
ever been brought under mission influence, and
have probably long since disappeared.

OREL, iir-yol'. A government of Central
Russia, bounded by the governments of Smolensk,
Kaluga, and Tula on the north, Voronezh on the

east, Voronezh and Kursk on the south, and
Tchernigov on the west (Map: Russia, E 4).

Area, 18.060 square miles. It has a somewhat
hilly .surface intersected by numerous ravines

and river valleys and sloping generally toward

the west. The chief rivers are the Don (with it.s

tributary the Sosna), the Oka, and the Desna.
The climate is moderate, the temperature aver-

aging 45° F. at Orel, the capital. In the
eastern part, where there is an abundance of

black soil, agriculture is the principal occupa-
tion, and yields considerable quantities of grain
for export and hemp for manufacturing. In the
west the soil is generally sandy and sterile, and
agriculture is only of secondary importance.
Thousands of the peasants of that section annual-
ly go for a season of work to Saint Petersburg
and Moscow, and especially to the southern
parts of Russia. Stock-raising is important,
and the Orel horses are classed among the best
in Russia. In the forest regions timber, tar,
and pitch are produced. The house industry is

but slightly developed. The chief manufactures
are iron rails, glass, oil, flour, hemp products,
etc. Population, in 1897, 2,054,749, chiefly Cireat

Russians.

OREL. The capital of the government of

the same name in Central Russia, situated on
the Oka, at its confluence with the Orlik, 238
miles south of Moscow, and at the junction of

three railway lines (Map: Russia, E 4). It is

built mostly of wood. It contains three gjmua-
sia, a Realschule, a corps of cadets, a theologi-

cal seminary, and a meteorological station. The
chief products are candles, ropes, oil, and flour.

The town was founded in 1564 as a frontier fort-

ress against the Crimean Tatars. Population, in

1897, 69,858.

O'RELL' JIax. a name assumed bv Paul
Blouet (1848-1903). A French satirist. He
served in the Franco-German War (1870). went
to England as a newspaper correspondent in 1872,

and taught French at Saint Paul's School { 1870-

84), using experiences gathered then, and during
a visit to the United States, for John Bull and
His Island (1883); John, Bull's Dauffhtcrs

(1884); Friend ilacBonald (1887): Jonathan,

and His Continent » (ISSO) ; A 'Frenchman in

America (1891) ; Fnglish Pharisees and French
Crocodiles (1892); John Bull and Co. (1894);
and similar books that have had a wider cir-

culation among English peoples than in France.

His writings, flrst puldished in French and trans-

lated into English by his wife, are liuniorous

and often truthful, but as studies of nations

tliey are marked by no very careful investigation

or depth of thought.

ORELLANA,o'ra-lya'na.FRANClsco( M545?).
The discoverer of the course of the Amazon River.

He was born in Trujillo, Spain, and came to Peru

in 1535. In 1537 he had a share in the founding

of Guayaquil. In 1540 he accompanied Gonzalez

Pizarro as second in command on an expedition

across the Andes into the country beyond, which

was reported to abound in gold, silver, and

cinnamon. After many hardships and misfor-

tunes the expedition reached the junction of the

Coca and the Napo rivers. Their supplies being

exhausted, Orellana with 50 men was ordered to

sail down the Napo in search of provisions and

signs of treasure. He descended the stream to its

jmiction with the Amazon, but instead of re-

turning proceeded dovvn the great river in a

vessel %vhich he constructed for the purpose.

The vovatre to the mouth of the Amazon lasted

nearly eight months and Orellana's party under-

went "severe privations. Many deaths occurred
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from skirmislies witli the natives, and mutinies

broke out among the crew, which only the com-
mander"* liruiuess quelled. OrcUaua reached the

coast in August, lo41. Kroni the mouth of the

river he sailed to the island of Cul)agua, in Ven-

ezuela, and thence to Spain, carrying glowing
accounts of El Dorado, and cml)ellisliing liis

story with dcscrii)tinns of a marvelous race

of female warriors, of whom the natives, as he

understood them, had told him, and who were
named from the classical analog^', Amazons. Gold
there was in such plenty that the roofs of the
temples were made of that metal. The King of

Spain granted Orcllana extensive possessions and
a commission to colonize El Dorado. He set

out with four ships and 400 men in May, 1544,

but lost one ship and 150 men before reaching
Tencrili'e. He arrived at the mouth of the Ama-
zon, but his llect was wrecked, and he died short-

ly after of malarial fever. An account of Orel-

lana's first voyage was written by Oasi)ar do
C'arva jal.

ORELLI, .Vrel'K.. K.v.sr.vR (1787-1840). A
classical scholar, born at Zurich. He studied
in the Caroliiiuin at Zurich, and in 1800 was
ordained as a clergyman. He spent some years
as a pastor at Bergamo ; and while there pub-
lished, in 1810, two parts of a work entitled

Ucitnifie ziir (leschichte der italienischen I'ocsie.

In 1814 he became a teacher in the cantonal
school at Chur; in 181 !l ]irofcssor of eloquence
and hermencutics in Zuri<-h; and after the foun-
dation of the Zurich High School, in which he
took an active part, he was one of its chief in-

structors. Orelli edited many classical authors
with great learning, taste, and acute discrimi-
nation: in particular, his editions of Horace
(Zurich, 1837-38), Tacitus (Zurich, 1840-47),
and Cicero (Zurich, 1820-31) deserve mention;
also an Oi)omaslicon TuUinnum (Zurich, 1836-

38), executed in association with Baiter, and
an Inscrijitionum Ijiiliiuirum Srlectanim CaUrc
Ho 1-2 vols., Zurich, 1828; 3d vol. with indices,

by Henzen, ib., 1850). There is a fourth edition
of Orelli's Horace, with a lexicon (Berlin, ISSfi-

92).

ORENBURG, or'cn-bUTTrg'. A government of
Russia partly in Europe and partly in Asia, and
bounded by the Covernment of Perm on the
north, Tobolsk and Turgai on the east, Uralsk on
the south, and Sanuira and Ufa on the west
(Map: Russia, .7 4). Area, about 73.000 square
miles. It is mountainous in the centre and the
nortli, being traversed by the Ural Mountains
(q.v. ) and their offshoots. It .slopes toward
the west, south, and east. The ejistern and
southern jiarts have the character of a steppe.
The region belongs mainly to the basins of the
Vrnl and Tobol. Lakes are very numerous, and
some of them contain extensive deposits of salt.

The climate is healthful, but somewhat dry in
the southeast. The average annual temperature
at Orenburg, the capital, is 38.5° F. Orenburg
is noted for its mineral deposits, which include
gold, silver, copper, iron, platinum, and salt.

Coal has also been discovered near Tletsk in the
Roiith. Gold, copper, iron, and salt are obtained
on a large scale, the fiist being found mainly in
the eastern slopes of the Ural chain. The moun-
tainous region in the centre is well wooded, while
the eastern steppe is mostly barren. The natural
conditions are favorable for agriculture, but the

soil has been to some extent exhausted by the
wasteful methods which usually characterize

agriculture in new countries. About three-sev-

enths of the total area of the district belongs to

the Orenburg Cossacks, the original Russian
settlers of the region, who are still maintained
on a military basis and are veiy prosperous.

Stock-raising is extensive, especially among
the Bashkirs. -Vninuils and animal products are
among the leading exports. Tlic Baslikirs are
particularly known for their kumiss, which forms
an essential item in their diet. Manufacturing
industries are as yet undeveloped. The best
known products of the house industry are vari-

ous felt products, and the 'Orenburg shawls,'

])rc])arcd from go;its' wool and largely exported.
There is an exlensive ti'ade carried on with the

Kirghiz of the stc))pes. Population, in 1807,
l,0O0,3,S8, only about 70 per cent. Russians. The
remaimlcr arc Bashkirs and other Mohammedans.

ORENBURG. The capital of the Government
of Oienburg, in Eastern Russia, on the right l)ank

of the Lral, 088 miles by rail southeast of Jios-

cow (Map: Russia, J 4). It is a well-built city

with an old fortress, an arsenal, two gymnasia, a
cor])s of cadets, a seminary for priests and for

teachers, a theatre, and a museum. In the exten-
sive nuuiicipal abattoir great numbers of cattle are
slaughtered annually for expcnt jnirposes. A lit-

tle over a mile from the city is the 'barter house'

—an extensive bazaar in tlie sh;>pe of a fortress

where herds of cattle are brought from the East
and exchanged for manufactured articles. Tlu'

barter trade, which was tormerly very extensive,

has decreased considerably since the construc-

tion of the Trans-Caspian Railway. Orenburg
exports large quantities of frozen meat, tallow,

hides and skins, butter, cheese, wool, and other
animal products. The town was founded at the
conlluence of .the Or with the Ural in 1735 and
removed to its present site in 1742. It with-
stood a siege bv Pugatchefi' in 1773. Popu-
lation, in 1897, 72.740, including 13,000 Mohara-
nuMhins.

ORENSE, 6-ren's'i (Lat. Af/KO' Vrenirs, hot
springs). The capital of the Province of Orense.

in Galicia, Northwestern Spain (Map: Spain,
B 1 ) . It is situated on the left bank of the
Mifio, in a mountain valley having a cloudy and
stormy climate. The river is here crossed by a
fine bi-idge of seven arches built in 1230, but the
town itself has few features of interest. It has
a Gothic cathedral, which is hemmed in by
houses and narrow streets. The high school
occupies a handsome building, and there are,

besides, a seuiinary, a normal school, and the
provincial library. The town manufactures
leather and chocolate, and there are Hour mills
and iron foundries. At the foot of the hill

on which the town lies are the hot springs of

Las Burgas. Population, in 1887, 14,108; in

1900, 15,258.

O'REODAPH'NE (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. Spoc,

oros. mountain -f 66.dv:i, (hiphm-. laurel). A
genus of trees (now called Ocotea) of the nat-
ural order Lauraceap, sometimes called mountain
laurel. The fruit is succulent, partly immersed
in the deep thick cal^-Tc. Ocotra opifera is a

native of the lower Amazon coimtries. A vola-
tile oil obtained from the bark is used as a lini-

ment, and when kept for a short time deposits
a great quantity of camphor. Ocotea cupiilans
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{Mespilodaphnc cuiJiiluns of some botanists) is

a very large tree with strong-scented wood, the
bark of which yields the cinnamon of Mauritius.

It grows also in Reunion and Madagascar.
Ocotea fa'teiis, a native of the Canaries, has
wood (til-wood) of a most disagreeable odor.

Ocotea bullata, found at the Cape of Good Hope,
i-- also similarly remarkable and is locally called

stink-wood. It is hard, durable, beautiful, takes,

an excellent polish, and is used in ship-building.

O'BEODON (Neo-Lat., from Gk. op.-f, oros,

mountain + otioif, odous, tooth). An extinct

artiodactyl ungulate mammal, fossil remains of

which are found in such great abundance in the

Oreodon beds as to indicate that these animals
roamed in extensive herds over the gi'assy plains

of Colorado, the Dakotas, Nebraska, and \Vvoming
during Miocene times. The animal was of the

size of the modern peccary, with four hoofed
toes on each foot, and a very long slender tail.

Leidy called it a "ruminating hog.' An allied

genus, Eporeodon. twice the size of Oreodon. is

found in the iliocene deposits of the Pacific

Coast, and other ancestral forms are found in

the Eocene beds.

ORESTES, 6-res'tez (Lat.. from Gk. 'QpirrTTK).

In Greek legend, a son of Agamemnon and Cly-
temnestra. According to the Oili'ssci/. he was sent

from Mycenae by his mother when she yielded

to the seductions of ^'Egisthus. Brought up at
Athens, he returned eiglit years after the murder
of his fatlier by .Egisthus. slew the murderer,
and recovered the kingdom. The death of Cly-

temnestra is implied, but there is no allusion to

her murder by her son. In the later poets, ap-

parently through the influence of Stesichorus.

this became the prominent feature of the story,

which was then closely connected with the wor-
ship of the Delphian .\pollo, as a purifier from
the guilt of blood. The theme was treated by
the three great tragedians, by .-Eschylus in the
Orestan trilogv', by Sophocles in the Elcctni,

by Euripides in the Electrn. Orestes, and Iplii-

genia Amonr/ the Trinriuns. The versions vary in

the details according to the dramatic ideas which
influenced the writers. After the murder of

Agamenmon, .Egisthus and Clytemnestra ruled

over Mycena", or Argos, without opposition.

Electra, sister of Orestes, was harshly treated

because she still mourned her father and longed
for vengeance on his murderers. Orestes in

Phocis hesitated to return until ordered by
Apollo to revenge his father. He therefore went
to the palace, revealed himself to Electra, by a
stratagem secured admission and slew his mother,
Clytemnestra, and hci paramoiir. He then sought
purification at Delphi, and in one version found
it. Another story told how the Erinnyes (or

Furies) pursued the -matricide, and even Apollo
could not help him, but sent him to Athens, where
Atliena established the high court of the Areo-
pagus to hear the case, Orestes was acquitted
by a tie vote, and the Furies were appeased by
the establishment of their worship as the Eu-
menides at .\thens. Euripides added the story
that after the trial Orestes was freed only by
voyaging to the Tauric Chersonese for the image
of Artemis, thus freeing his sister Iphigenia
(q.v.). The Orestes of Euripides has a unique
version of a trial at Argos and condemnation.
After his release from the Furies Orestes reicmcd
at Argos or Sparta, and married Hermione,
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daughter of Menelaus, after killing at Delphi
Xeoptolemus, son of Achilles, who also claimed
her hand. .Scenes from this legend are common
on vases and sarcophagi.

ORESTES AND ELECTRA. ( 1 ) The title

conununly given to a marble group in the Villa
Ludovisi, Rome. It is the work of the sculptor
Jlenelaus and probably represents Theseus and
.Ethra, or Telemachus and Penelope. (2) An
afl'eeting group in the Museo Xazionale, Naples.
It is in the archaic style revived by Pasiteles

toward the end of the Roman Republic.

O'REUS (Lat., from Gk. 'Sipfi'c). A later

name for tlie ancient Eubcean city Histiaa (q.v.).

OREX'IN (from Gk. opeftc, orexis, desire,

appetite, from bpeyeiv, oregeiii, to reach out,

desire). A derivative of chinoline, chemically
phenyl-di-hydro-quinazoline-hydroehlorate. It is

a grayish, odorless, crystalline powder, with a
bitter, pungent taste. It is soluble in water and
in alcohol. It is used to increase the appetite by
increasing the secretion of gastric juice, and
should not be employed if there is actual disease

of the stomach.

OR'FE (from Lat. orphus, from Gk. o/xpoc,

orpltos. sort of perch). A golden variety of the

ide, bred for keeping in aquariums. See Ide.

ORFEO ED EXTRIDICE, 6r-fa'.*> e<l a'u-re'-

de-cha. The title of an opera by Gluck, with
libretto by Calsabigi. It was jiresented in 17(52

in Vienna and in 177-1 in Paris with a French
libretto by iloline.

ORFILA, or'fe'la', 5Li.tthieu Joseph Boxa-
VEN'TURE 1 1787-1853). A French chemist, phy-
sician, and toxicologist. He was born at Mahon,
in Minorca, and studied medicine at Valencia

and Barcelona, receiving the degree of doc-

tor of medicine in 1811. He immediately
began a private course of lectures on chemistry,

botany, and anatomy, and soon became a well-

known and successful practitioner. In 1813 he
published a treatise on poisons which materially

increased his fame; in 1816 he became Court phy-

sician; in 1819 he was created a citizen of

France, and became professor of medical juris-

l)rudenee : in 1823 he was transferred to the chair

of chemistry, to which was added in 1831 the

deanship of the faculty. From 1834 he was a

member of the council of public instruction. He
organized a clinical hospital, founded a new bo-

tanical garden, and a museum of comparative
anatomy, which is now known by his name. He
died in Paris. Orfila is regarded as the founder

of the science of toxicology, and his great work
on the subject, Traiti des poisons tiris des

rer/nes mini^ral, viqetal et animal, or Toxi-

cologie gfn&raie (Paris, 1813), gained him
world-wide recognition. His other works are:

Elements de chimie appliqi«?s a la medicine

(1817; 8th ed. 18.51) : Traite de medicine legale

(1823-2.5; 4th ed. 1847) ; Memoires stir plusietirs

(liiestions mcdico-legales (Paris, 1839) ; and
Reeherches stir I'empoisonnemenf par I'acide

arsenieux. etc. ( ib., 1841).

OR'FORD, Sir Robert W.*.lpole. first Earl

of. An English statesman. See W.\U'0LE, Sir

Robert, first Earl of Orford.

ORGAN ( AS. organe, orgiina. from Lat. organ-

mil. ivoiu Gk. ipyavov, organon, instrument, organ;
connected with q>yov, ergon, work, Av. varez,

to work, Gotli. ga-icatirki. OHG. icerch, tcerah,
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G«r. Wcrk, AS. weorc, Eiig. icorlc ) . In biologj',

any part of a plant or animal that has a delinite

work to perform for the gootl of the whole being.

In the possession of organs living creatures

tlillVr from mineral suhstanocs; eonscquently the

former are called 'orgaiii-<ms,' and are said to

be composed of organic matter, whereas the latter

are inorganic. Even in the lowliest one-celled

creatures organs make their appearance. Tlie

nucleus may be regarded as the first or oldest

organ in t)rganisnis. The cytojilasm as well as

nucleoplasm must, however, be regarded as com-
posed of a complex of primitive organs which
we cannot indeed see, but with whose behavior
we are acquainted. These are the "biophorcs'

or niicnisonies. In some of these organs, also

called 'organoids,' seems to reside the control of

the nutrition; in others that of locomotion; in

others that of sensation. Visible structures arc
also developed, such as a foamwork and often

cilia. Thus even in its most primitive form
protoplasm is already po.s.sessed of many organs;
it is organised. Of the origin of the most
primitive organism, of the source of this for-

tunate concurrence of mutually operating or-

gans, wc are totally ignorant.

-Mthough even the simplest jirotoplasm is

organized, organization becomes more complex
in tlie higher forms. The organs become more
numerous and have difVerent ranks. There are
the organs of gross anatomy, such as the eye,

the stomach, heart, and the limbs, tissues, etc.,

which are complexes of organs of a lower rank,
and are in turn made up of the unit organs—the
cells. .Ml cells have the organized structure
of protoplasm. The essence of organization is

division (jf labor. In a great factory each worker
iloei a single stage of the work, so that if one
drops out the work of the others is stopped. In
such a factory, therefore, extreme division of
labor is found, on the whole, to be immensely ad-
vantageous to the amount and quality of the
work done; so in the organism. Important is

the fact that, despite the extreme division of
Labor in tlie organism, the whole rules over the
parts. So tluit even if an organ fails to perform
its function completely, the organism may still

survive through a regulative capacity in the rest
of the organism.

Undevkloped and Vestigial Ohga.n-s. There
are certain organs in nearly all animals which
attain little (levelo|)ment—sonu' seem, indeed, to
be retrogressively developing. This retrogression
may take place in the development of the in-

dividual or of the race, and seems to be due
to disuse. The organs that arc becoming degen-
erate in the race appear in a more or less rudi-
mentary condition even in the embryonic life

of the individual. They may later disappear in
the individual develo])nient or long persist as
vestigial and apparently useless structures.
Organs occasionally occur which are imperfect,
incomplete in structure, as a result of faulty or
arrested development. Thus rare eases of jier-

sistent gill-slits occur in man, the two halves
of the upper lip fail to fuse, or the heart is

imperfect in construction. See T)i,st'.sr.

CoRHKLATlox OF Okoaxs. Certain organs of
the body are physiologically or morphologically
so interde|iendent that .-iny change in the one
brings about certain changes in the others. Such
close relations between organs we call correla-
tion. For e.\aniplc, such a relation exists be-

tween the length of the right and left arms, and
between the length of the arm and the stature.

SV.M.METKV OK Okoan.s. Throughout all the
animal kingdom, an external bilateral sym-
metry of oigaus very generally prevails in the
two sides of the body. Tliesc similar sides are
called "antinu'rcs.' This is the ease in man and
in all vertebrates. In the internal organs of

the higher vertebrates, on the other hand, the
two sides of tiic body present great diversities in

the circulating, digestive, and other systems.
This asymmetry has evolved from the sym-
metrical condition characteristic of the lower
vertebrates. Kven the external organs of the
higher vertebrates, although similar on the two
sides, are very imperfectly so. In the two hands,
for exam])le. the bloodvessels, nerves, and tinger-

points of one dillcr from tho.se of the other. In
Mollusca bilateral symmetry sometimes exists,

and is sometimes entirely lost, the one side re-

maining relatively undeveloped. In the Arthro-
poda the synunetry is in general as perfect as in

vertebrates, and in the internal structure even
more so. In the Echinoilcrmata and Ccelenterata.

radial symmetry prevails, i.e. there are more
than two similar autimeres (usually five)

grouped around a chief axis. In sea-anemones
there are usually five of these autimeres; in

llydromedusa' four. In the vegetable kingdom
a radial symmetry appears in the regular dis-

tribution of sepals, petals, stamens, etc., around
the centre of the flower; and also in the arrange-
ment of organs around the chief axis of the plant.
Sec Homology; Homoplasy; Morphology.

ORGAN. A wind instrument of large

dimensions, whose earliest history cannot be
exactly traced, though it is safe to assume that
its predecessors were the bagpipes and Fan's
pipes. The oryanum hydraiiiicuin of Ctesibius, a
native of Alexandria (c.250 B.C.), has bei^u

described by his (lupil, Ileron, also of Alexandria,
from wliom it would appear that organs were
made in Greece and Italy with wind generated
by bellows (air pumps), and also by means of

water pressure. There is also extant a descrip-
tion ((ireek) of an organ belonging to Julian
the Apostate (fourth century a.d. ), and there
are other examples from Cassiodorus and Saint
Augustine. Further data are obtained from an-
cient reliefs, representations, and accounts which
would seem to indicate that the instnuuent was
known in the West even before tlic Kniperor
t'onstantine (C'opronymos) sent a gift of one to
King Pepin in 757. These early instruments
were naturally imperfect, rarely possessing more
than from eight to fiftci'n pipes: while the kiy-

board consisted of small upright plates made of

wood which the performer pressed upon. The
soiuid of the pipe continued until the key plate

was restored to its former position. The organ
is said to have been first employed in the church
during the time of Pope Vitalian I. (c.dtiG A.n.).

lV]iin placed the Constantine organ in the Church
of Saint Corneille at Compi&gne, and Charle-

magne had one made at .\ix-la-Chapelle, a model
of the one at Conipifgne. Caliph Harun al-

Pashid presented Charlemagne with an organ
built by Giafur. an Arab. In Europe at this

period the organ-l>uilders of Venice were con-

sidered the best, but in the following century
both the French and the Germans made rapid
strides. The great organ in Winchester
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Cathedral, described by the monk Wulstan,
\vas the tirst instrument of importance erected

in England. It is described as having been
operated by "two brethren of concordant spirit,"

and its tone is said to have '"reverberated and
echoed in every direction so that no one was able

to draw near and hear the sound, but had to stop

with his hands his gaping ears." Among the

Anglo-Saxons of the tenth century the title 'Bum-
bulum' was applied to the organ. Up to this

time the instrument was worked by means of

slides, which, according as they were opened or

closed, admitted wind to the pipes.

The modern keyboard (q.v. ) grew out of the

levers of this period, which have been well

described as resembling those used by a railway
signal switchman. The organ already mentioned
at Winchester is said to have had four hundred
pipes and two claviers, each of which had twenty
keys (the compass of the Guido monoehord),
and also had ten pipes for each key, which were
further reinforced in the octave and double
octave. The special development of the twelfth

century seems to have been the division into

registers of the pipe-work, which, with its com-
plicated mechanism, caused a great increase in

the size of the instrument and made necessary
such large kej's that they had to be struck with
the fists or elbows. The introduction of reed

pipes occurred in the fifteenth centur}', subse-

quent to the invention of pedals in Germany
about 1.3.iO. Improvements were also made in

the keyboard so that fingers could be used in-

stead of fists. Organ-building now became a
regular trade. The father of the modern organ-
building craft, so far as any authoritative ac-

count is concerned, was Albert van Os, wlio

flourished in the first half of the twelfth century,

and who is supposed to have been the inventor

of pedals, although the idea is also attributed

to Ludwig van Valbeke, of Brabant, and also

to a German named Bernhard. Van Os built the

celebrated organ of Saint Nicholas Church at

Utrecht. From this time also dates the influ-

ence of the organist on the builder, for improved
instruments made possible the skillful organist,

and his reflex influence discovered and developed
further improvements and possibilities in the

instrument. Coming to the time of Bach, we
find the organ the most thoroughly developed
and possibly the most important nuisical instru-

ment of the period. Saxony, which may be
described as the birthplace of the inagnificent

instnnnent of to-day. boasts of over two hundred
organ-builders between 1359 and ITSO, including
such world-famous workmen as the Silbermanns,
Hildebrand, Gabler, Sommer. and Herbst. The
difference between the French and the German
systems had an important bearing on the develop-

ment of the various pipes. The French gave
the reeds to the instrument, while the Germans
invented the gamba family and brought the

small wooden lii])e tone to great perfection. Tlie

next great and comparatively recent discovery
was a method for equalizing the wind pressure,
by the introduction of inverted ribs in the upper
reservoirs of the bellows, an improvement which
made possible a constant wind pressure and con-

sequently an evenness of tone which had hitherto

been unattainable. The 'hauptwerk' and 'ober-

werk' of Germany correspond to the 'great' of

the modern English and American organ : and
similarly the 'brustwerk' is the equivalent of
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the English 'swell.' The 'ruckpositiv' corre-

sponded to the English 'choir' or 'chair' organ.
A distinctive feature of the German organs was
their 'echo' organ, which contained stops redu-
plicating either the whole or the upper portion
of some of tlie stops on the main organ. As
they were built in an inclosed box, they produced
the effect of distance. An English maker, Abra-
liam .Jordan, invented the simple contrivance of
shutters about 1720, an invention which in-

creased the tone of the echo stops and was prac-
tically the first real 'swell.' Other countries
were somewhat slow to avail themselves of the
English invention, for, according to Burney, no
trace of it could be found anywhere on the
Continent except in the ilichelkirche at Hamburg,
and .even there it was so small as to be almost
ineffective. In France the disposition of the
stops in classes seems to have been the same as
in Germany, Holland, and England. Tlie organ
of Saint Roch (1750) had four manuals, of
which the great and choir communicated by
means of a spring. The third manual was for
the reed stops, and the fourth or upper for the
echoes. The spring of communication was the
predecessor of the modern coupler. Coming down
to the nineteenth century, we find the efforts of

the builders directed to still further improve-
ments in the wind apparatus and the keyboard.
An Englishman, C. S. Barker ( 1806-79) , noticed

that in the great organ at York ilinster several

poxinds' pressure was necessary to force down
any smgle key. In the search for a remedy the
principle of the hydraulic press occurred to him,.

with the result that he devised a movement or
mechanism by which the action was set in motion
by the expansive power of compressed air, so that
tlie key, instead of being a lever which had to
move a complicated mechanism of back falls,

rollers, springs, etc., became a valve lever whose
only function was to admit or cut off a small
quantity of air in order to obtain a result

greater than had been possible before. Barker
offered his discovery to the celebrated builders,

Messrs. Hill, of London, when they were at work
on the organ in the Birmingham Town Hall, but
they rejected it. The equally celebrated Parisian

builder, Cavaille-Coll, was next approached, and
promptly applied it to the organ of Saint Denis.

Thus the three great inventions of the swell,

the bellows, and the pneumatic lever belong to

the English school of organ-building.

The ilODERX Org.\x. The modern organ is ordi-

narily several organs in one. the number varying
according to the size of the complete instrument.

In a large organ the order of claviers would be
as follows: echo organ, solo organ, swell organ,

great organ, choir organ, and pedal organ. The
great organ contains the pipes of largest scale

and most powerful tone, and does not ordinarily

contain any soft stops unless the manual is re-

quired to serve as a choir as well as a great

organ. The swell organ is that part of the

instrument which is inclosed in a box. The
pipes are usually of smaller scale than are
those of the great organ, and where there are
only two manuals, it usually includes several

soft and fancy registers, and also the majority
of the reed stops. The choir organ is used for

.soft accompaniment, and is made up largely of

flute-tone stops, with possibly one or two reed

stops. In the best organs they are inclosed in

a swell box which opens on all four sides. Tlie
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solo organ contains the orchestral stops, some
or all of wliicli may hv inclosed in a swell box.

Tlie echo organ is made up of stops of small
scale and of delicately soft tone. They are

sometimes included in the swell box of the swell

or-ian, even though they have a separate manual.
Where this is done, however, it is usual to

inclose them in a box which must be not less

than three inches in thickness. The pedal organ,

as its name implies, belongs to the pedalboard
and consists of ranks of pipes which practically

the former, they are cylindrical in form, and
when of the latter material., they are either

rectangular, triangular, or cylindrical. The
pilch and quality of the tone depends on the

length and general character of the flue pipe.

Metal Hue pipes may be eitlier open cylindrical,

conical, conical with bell at the top, conical

inverted, stopped cylindrical, or half-stopped

cylindrical. Wood pipes are either open four-

sided, or rectangular; three-sided or triangular:

pyramidal; inverted pyramidal; turned cylin-

10 IB 19

TYPICAL OBOAN PIPES.

1. open cylindrical metal fine pipe ; 2. conical metal flue pipe: 3, conical metal flue pipe with bell ; 4. Inverted metal
flue pipe: 5, Htfipped c.vlindricai metiii flue pipe; G. linlf stopped cylindrical metal tine pipe : 7, rectangular wood pipe
8. triangular wotid pipe ; tt. p.vramidal wood pipe ; 10. c.vlindricai wood pipe : 11. inverted p.vramidal wooii pipe ; 12,

t4toppetl rectnn)i:ular wood pipe; 13. one-half rectan>ruiar reed metal pipe: 14. inverted conical reed metal i>ipe: 15. i)ell

t<»pped inverted reed metal pipe ; 16, cylindrical reed metal pipe : 17, c.vlindricai reed metal pipe with bell top : 18, con-
ical reed metal pipe ; 10, c.vlindricai hall-stop reed metal pipe.

drical; stopped rectangular; and half-stopped
rectangular.

Reed pipes are of two kinds—the striking or
im])inging reed, in which tlie vibrator strikes
against the reed or metal tube inserted in the
block of metal which fits into the boot of the

arc a contiiuiation of the manuals. They are of

more powerful tone, however, and are so designed
as to afTord a suitable bass or contrast to any
stop upon the manuals.

The Stoi's. Each stop includes a number of

pipes which follow each other chromatically
and extend over the entire keyboard or some
portion of it. Each set of pii)es consists of
tubes producing the same quality of tone through-
out ; thus the German term Stimmc (voice) for
stop is singularly appropriate. Stops arc classi-

fied as (a) complete stops, (b) incomplete
stops, (c) short slops, (d) divided stops, (e)

compound stops. Complete stops extend the
entire length of the keyboard: incomplete stops

do not do so. Short stops are those which can-
not be completed by any other stop. Divided
.stops are those wliich divide the manual compass
between tliem. Compound stops have two or
more pipes to a note. (See .Mixture.) The
tone qualities of the pipes of an organ may
be classified as follows: The 0177011 tone, which
is best represented by the English Ifi-foot and
8-foot open diapason octave works : the German
lli-foot. 8-foot, and 4-foot principle; and the
French Ki-foot. 8-foot niontre. and 4-foot pres-
tant : the fltile tone by the lO-foot bourdon. S-fnot

sto))ped diapason, Gedeckt. Melodia. Clarabella,
and the S-foot and 4-foot flutes; the string tone
by the 16-foot pedal violone, contra gamba. 8-foot
violin, 'cello, gamba. keraulophon, saliclon;iI.

viol d'amour; the reed tone by the trumpet,
oboe, bassoon, clarinet, vox humana, trombone.
etc. The structure of organ pipes consists of
two general classes., viz. flue and reed pipes.
The former derive their name from the method
liy which their tone is produced, i.e. the passing
of air from the foot of the pipe through a flue,
or narrow opening, across the mouth of the pipe.
Such pipes are made of metal and wood. If of

TuningSpring-

-Bloch

Tongue or Reed_|g_^^^^^l,^^^

-Boot or Socket

BEED PIPE.

pipe, and the free reed which in vibrating passes
in and out of the opening freely and without
touching or striking. This latter species, how-
ever, is seldom used. With the impinging reed
the vibrating portion of the tongue may be
lengthened or shortened, and made to vibrate
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slower or faster by raising or lowering the
tuning spring, and thus bringing it to the
desired pitch. In the case of the free reed, the
tongue vibrates in the opening on the face of the
eschallott. Sometimes the tuning is regulated

by thumb-knots on a threaded wire. ReeJ pipes
are either of metal or wood; in the former case
their shape is either inverted conical, the same
surmounted with a bell, cjiindrical, the same
surmounted with a bell, conical, or cylindrical

half stopped. With the lowest toned reeds the
pipes are usually of wood, four-sided, and in

some organs are tliirty-two feet in length. Free
reed pipes have their bodies usually made of

•wood. The peculiar quality of the reed tone is

largely caused by the presence of harmonics, and
is due chiefly to the curve of the tongue, and the
scaling and length of the tube. As in the case

of flues, reed pipes are occasionally made of

double or half length. It was stated earlier in

this article that the reeds were peculiarly

French and that the Germans were strongly
inclined to the flues. Locher speaks of this as

nationally characteristic, and gives the two fol-

lowing examples: The iliinster organ in Ulm
(Walcker), as compared to the organ of the

Trocadero Palace, Paris (Cavaille-Coll) ; and
the organ of Saint Johanniskirche, Stuttgart
(Weigle), as compared to the Munster organ,

Geneva ( ilerklin ) . An ancient family name for

such reed stops as the Geigenregal and the Jung-
Fernregal is 'Eegals,' which is still sometimes
used.

The parts of the organ naturally fall into

three divisions: the pipework, the mechanism for

blowing (bellows, chaimels, wind chest, etc.),

and the mechanism by which the wind is utilized.

The pipes are arranged according to the stops

to which they answer. Each pipe gives but one
sound, so that the number of pipes must equal the

number of soimds required, and if there is but
one stop on the organ, there would have to be
as many pipes as there are keys on the clavier.

The pipes of each register are so placed that
they can all at the same time be connected or
shut off togetlier by the action of the stop.

The pulling out of a stop admits the wind to

the chest, so that it is only necessary to press

the key, which in its turn opens a small valve,

to voice the pipe belonging to that key. The
various manuals are connected together by
couplers, manual and pedal. The frame ordi-

narily unites the manuals with the great organ,
but in all large organs and the most recent

small organs the manuals may be coupled among
themselves; besides these there are the octave
couplers, which unite every key with that of

the upper or under octave, or both, in which
latter case it is generally called the double-

ootave coupler. This coupler produces an ex-

ceedingly full tone. When we speak of pneumatic
action we mean the mechanism which is used
to operate the pallets and stops and tlieir mov-
ing mechanism, the motive power being com-
pressed air or atmospheric pressure rushing in

to fill the vacuum. In every case the motor is

a bellows, i.e. a device for generating wind, and
of an extensible or collapsible design. Motors
may be either near the keyboard transmitting
their power in the desired direction by means
of a long tracker, or they may be situated near
the part upon which they act. in which case

they are governed bj- other small motors situated
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near the keys and connected with the large
motors by small tubes of indefinite length. In
the first instance the transmission of power
is by trackers, but in the latter instance it is

by what is called tubular pneumatics. In the
tubular pneumatic system the position of the
motors inside of the wind chest enables the
pressure of the wind, when the key is at rest,

to have access also to the interior* of the
motor, so that the top is balanced by the pressure
of the wind within and without. Tlie ordinary
pneumatic lever action may be said to work
on the principle of the inflation of a feeder or
motor. In this action the pressure of wind, or
the size of the motor, must be so arranged as
to be of sufiicient power to draw the action
attached to that portion of the motor which is

free to move when the inflation takes place.

While this action is exceedingly useful for large
instruments, in which the complicated mechan-
ism makes the touch too heavy for comfortable
playing, it nevertheless lacks the exact precision

of attack, and is fatal to correct phrasing and
touch, in that there is no sharp edge to the
cessation of tone. Tubular pneumatics, on the
other hand, have been found to give a very
prompt tone in pedal work, owing to the fact

that the pallets instead of being hinged may
open and close in parallel motion. If well made,
this action will not easily get out of order,

besides which it appeals to the player in that it

lends itself easilj- to octave work. Its expense,

however, is a serious item, owing to the weight
and cost of the tubing and necessary apparatus.
Electro-pneumatic actions, which are, as their

name implies, a combination of electrics and
pneumatics, have thus far satisfied all require-

ments except perhaps that of absolute reliability,

although the advocates of the principle assert

that that fault has been overcome. In this action

a tiny disk valve is opened by electricity and
admits the heavy pressure wind to the pneumatic
movement near the pallet. The console or key-

board, through the various mechanical and elec-

trical actions, may be placed in any position con-

venient to the player, quite independent of the

location of the instrument. Numerous mechani-

cal aids to registration are also important
features of the modem organ.

Bellows of the simplest form are con-

structed after the manner of the smith's

bellows, i.e. pump work. A distinction is

made between horizontal and diagonal bel-

lows. Of whatever shape or form they are

but one thing is necessary, that they be ample
for the full organ. Automatic organ-blowing

engines or apparatus are now common, the

manufacture of which is a trade by itself. The
rule has been laid down that a water pressure

of at least thirty-five pounds to the square inch

is necessary for blowing by water. In this

method two pairs of IwUows are required, one

pair (which is for the exclusive operation of

the engine) having square rising feeders and an
ordinary waste valve, and the other pair being

specially provided with feeders so that in case

of failure of the water or engine the bellows

may be blown by hand. Electric and gas en-

gines are not quite so economical, and suffer in

comparison with water power from the fact that

the electric engine is subject to disarrangement,

and the gas engine is somewhat noisy by reason

of the explosions.
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Soundboards and ttiiid chesis are required

to be of sullicient length and width to give

the pipes plenty of speaking room. The wind
chest is an airtight hox or chamber having
channels above the valves or paHets. one for

each note. In connection with the wind chest or

soundboard is the sliiler. When the performer

draws a^stop the holes in tlie .slide correspond

to the holes in the table and upper board, and
thus enable the wind to pass from the channels

to the pipes. When the stop is returned, the

.slide is moved so that the holes do not corre-

spond, and the plain surface closes the channels

to the pipes. Valve pallets are al>out an inch in

thickness and from eleven to si.xtccn inches in

length. All tlie spaces Iwtween the lower edges

of the partitions of the soundboard except those

which the valves cover are packed with filling,

and cacli valve is maintained in its place by a
steel s|)rinp. When the valve is opened to admit
the wind to a pipe it is pulled down about luilf

an inch at one end, wliile the other end is lield

in place by a pin. The valves in the wind chests

are worked by a mechanism which is connected

with the keys.

The key uclion deals with the entire process

of causing a pipe to speak, the simplest method
of which pcrliups is the lever or fan frame move-
ment when tlie wind chest is built on semitonal
principles; u]iright rods {stickers) are placed
upon the inside ends of the keys, and the tops of
these are inserted in one end of the levers, which
are arranged per|)endicularly over each respective

key, the other ends converging under the ])ull-

down wires of the wind chest. Sliould these

wires l)e some distance from the keys, tracker
action is used. Trackers are thin .strips of wood
capable of sustaining weight longitudinally;
sliould the trackers l)e very long, guides are
provided for their support. Thus when the key
is depressed it causes an almost instantaneous
action whereby the wind is permitted to reach
the pipe and cause it to speak. The compass
on an organ manual is usually from CC to G or
A. altliougli it is lietter extended to C, as is

sometimes done, tluis completing the five octaves.
This latter is especially desirable where the
pedal organ ranges from CCC to F (30 notes).
The names of the more important stops will be
found discussed under their own titles. See also
ItARMONifM ; IMki.odkon : Voicing; Tempera-
ment; Tke.\iil.\nt: Tixixg.

BiiiLio(;n.\iMiY. Tlinton. Organ Construction
{ London. lilOO) ; Lahee. The Organ and Its Mas-
ters (Boston, 1!»0;?) : Matthews', .1 Handbook of
the Organ (T.cmdon, 1807) ; Frcnzel. Die Orgel
iind ihre Meislcr (Dresden. 1.SS4) ; Ziemncr, Die
Orgel

(
Quedlinburg. lS!)(j) ; Dixon, Practical

Organ Building (London. 1881); Stainer, The
Organ (ib., iSTT): Hill, The Organ Cases
and Organs of the Middle Ages and Renaissance
(ib., 1801): Hopkins, "The English Me-
dia-val Church Organ." in The Archceological
Journal, vol. xiv. (ib., 1SS8) ; Elli'ston,

Organs and Tuning (ib., 1804) ; Hopkins,
The Organ. Its History and Construction (.3d ed..

ib.. 1877): Sutton. Church Organs, Their
Position and Construction (ib.. 18721: War-
nan. The Organ: Its Compass, Tahlature,
and f!hort and Incomplete Octnrrs (ib.. 1884);
Seidel, Die Orgel und ihr liau (4th ed.,

Leipzig, 1887: Eng. trans.. London, ISS.")) : Pes-
chard, Lcs premieres applications dc Vclectricit4
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aux grundcs orgues (Paris, 1800) ; and for a
bibliograpliy of the organ, consult Notes and
(Juerirs (London, 1890).

ORGAN-BIRD. The name of two dillercnt

songbirds, whose clear warbling notes suggest

the tones of an organ. One is a wren (Cijpho-

rhinus canlans) of the Amazon Valley; the other

a piping crow (q.v.) of Tasmania (Oynmorhina
hi/pcrUuea.)

ORGANIC BASES. See Alk.vloids ; Amines ;

and i'Tu.\[.\i.M::s.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. The chemistry
of the compounds of carbon. See Cabbon Com-
rovNu.s.

ORGANIC SENSATIONS. "Sensations ade-

quately stimulated liy changes in the condition

of the bodily organs—muscles, joints, etc. In

every case, the adequate stimulus consists of a

change in the condition of the particular organ,

and the organ itself is the peripheral seat of

origin of the nervous excitation which is thus

set up." (Kiilpe. ) The only ditt'erencc, then, be-

tween the 'sensations of special sense' and the

organic sensations is that tlie organs of the for-

mer are stimulated from without, by s<inie move-
ment-process in the external world, while the

latter are aroused by a bodily process within the

organ itself. The distinction is convenient for

purposes of classification, but has no psycholog-

ical importance, since the sensations of the 'five

seiLses' also presuppose a change in their organ;

the 'stimulus' makes its impression on the brain

by way of a bodily process in eye, ear, etc. In-

deed, that there is no diil'erence of kind between

the two classes of sensations is shown by the at-

titude of popular p.sychology, which sometimes
speaks of the "five senses.' as if there were no

more, but sometimes also adds a sixth sense, the

'muscle sense' (q.v.), to the five external senses.

The organic sensations, so far as they are

known, fall into six principal groups. ( I ) We
have, first, the group of 'kina>stlietic' sensations,

the sensations which are excited by movements
and similar stimuli (weight, resistance, position,

etc.), and which furnish us with our bodily (non-

visual) knowledge of the movement and position

of the raenil)crs. The specific quality of niuscular

sensation is a dull, dead pressure: that of tendin-

ous sensation is strain; and that of arlicuhir

sensation, the sensation .set up by the rubbing or

jamming of the joint surfaces, is a .sharp pres-

sure, which appears to be identical with the

pressure obtained from the pressure-spots of the

cutis. (See Cutaneous Sensations.) These
qualities have been identified, in the complex
experiences within wliicli they normally occur,

partly by the laboratory method of elimination,

and partly by the investigation of pathological

cases. We can, e.g. by keeping the member un-

moved and etherizing the skin, stimulate the

muscle alone; or again, by etherizing the skin

and muscle, stimulate the joint alone; or again,

by passing a strong induction current through
the joint, practically rule out the articul.-u- sen-

sations. Since our sensitivity for lifted weights

remains but little impaired when the sensations

from skin and nniscle are thus ruled out. we
refer this function to the tendinous .strain sen-

sation, which remains clear in consciousness.

Since a similar elimination does not affect our
jud^gments of position and movement. W'hile

elimination of the joint sensations renders them
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extremely uncertain, we refer tliese functions, in
the same way, to the articular surfaces. On the
pathological side, «e liiid normal judgment of

the position of tlie limbs compatible with
ana'Sthesia of the external skin and muscles;
vhereas if the whole limb is insensitive there
is no knowledge of its movement or place. More-
over, patients of the first class give the most
accurate judgments of position and movement
if the articular surfaces are closely pressed
together.

(2) Of great importance in the economy of

the organism are the alimentary organic sensa-

tions. These are three in number: the sensation
of hunger, from the stomach; that of thirst,

from the pharynx; and that of ixiiisca. from tlie

eesophagus. The adequate stimulus to hunger
appears to consist in the drying and folding of

the gastric mucous membrane, the lining of the
'wall' of the stomach, though hunger may be
relieved by the injection of food into the large

intestine. Thirst is set up by the drying of the
pliaryngeal mucous membrane, and may be re-

lieved (though not permanently) by painting
the back of the throat with a weak solution, e.g.

of citric acid. The stimulus to nausea is. per-

haps, the antiperistaltic movement of the oesoph-

agus, which, in extreme form, passes over into

the vomiting reflex. The experience of nausea
usually includes sensations of taste, smell, and
dizziness (see 6 below), so that the isolation of

its specific quality is extremely difficult.

(3) There seems to be no doubt that circula-

tory sensations, stimulated by changed conditions

of blood movement and blood supply, appear in

certain organic complexes, thougli we cannot
identify them with any degree of accuracy, or do
more than guess at the conditions of their origin.

Itching, tingling, formication, pins and needles,

creeping, tickling, feverishness, etc., are the
complexes in question. The sensation of cutane-

ous warnitli that follows upon the pain of a
smart blow upon the palm of the hand is pos-

sibly referable to circulatory sensations, though
it may also be a true temperature sensation.

(4) Much the same thing must be said of the
respiratory sensations. There seems to be a
specific breathing quality in such experiences as

panting, stuffiness, a bracing air. 'second wind,'

breathlessness, etc. ; and the lungs contain sen-

sorv nerve-endings. But of the number and
nature of the respiratory qualities we are still

ignorant.

(5) No systematic study has so far been made
of sexual sensation. The sensation of lust is

presumably the same in both sexes. We know,
however, nothing in detail of its terminal organs,

and little of its distribution over the organs of

sex.

(6) The sensation of dizziness or giddiness

is mediated by the semicircular canals of the in-

ternal ear. which are supplied by the vestibular

branch of the auditory nerve. (See E.\E.) The
semicircular canals and vestibule constitute an
organ which assists us, reflexly. to maintain our
equilibrium and to orientate ourselves in space.

I'niler certain conditions (for which see Static
Sex.seI. in which there is disturbance or de-

rangement of our space perceptions and relations,

they serve as a sense-organ : and tlie sensation of

dizziness, unpleasant as it i*. play* a useful part
as a warning of spatial disorientation.

The above list gives the full tale of organic

7 ORGANO-METALLIC COMPOUNDS.
qualities, so far as known, with the single
exception of pain (q.v.). It is character-
istic of the group that the sensations do not
form closed .systems of varied content, as do those
of the most highly developed senses, sight and
hearing, but .stand out singly, as do the qualities
of cutaneous and gustatory sen.sation in the ex-
ternal or -special sense' group. Whether further
analysis will bring with it a greater differentia-
tion, so that there will prove to be a number of
hunger qualities, a number of qualities of 'op-
pressed breathing,' etc., we cannot say ; but such
a result is improbable. Neither is it probable
that qualities once separate have now fused, or
that certain qualities have lapsed altogether.
The organic sensations are processes of very
ancient origin, which (like the sen.sations of
pressure, temperature, and taste) have persisted
with relatively little change as the organism has
grown in complexity. They play an important
part in systematic psychology. Thej' form the
constant background of the psychological self,

and thus contribute largely toward the 'unity' or
centralization of consciousness; they furnish the
commonest sense-basis of the feelings; and they
functionate in a surprisingly definite and au-
thoritative way in recognition and reproduction
(qq.v.).

It may be added that 'eff'erent' or 'innervation'

sensations, in all probability, do not exist. The
'effort' that we put forth in lifting a heavy ob-

ject is derived from memories, images, of pre-

vious liftings, and is not a new sensation accom-
panying the innervation of the arm muscles.

BiBLiOGR.\PHT. Kiilpe, Outlines of Psychology,
trans. (London, 1895) ; Goldscheider, Gesam-
mrlte Abhandlunrjen, vol. ii. (Leipz.ig, 1898) ;

Wunclt, I'hysiologische Psychologic, vol. i. (Leip-

zig, 189;j); Sanford, Course in Experimental-
Psychology (Boston, 1898); Kroner, Das kbr-

perlichc Oefiihl (Breslau, 1887) ; Beaunis, Les
sensations internes (Paris, 1889) ; Foster, Text-

Book of Physiology, vol. iv. (London, 1891);
Titchener, Outline of Psychology (New York,
1899) ; id.. Experimental Psychology (ib., 1901).

See Common Sensation : Muscle Sense.

ORGANISM. A living being, pl.ant or ani-

mal, of which the essential constituent is proto-

plasm (q.v. ; also Organ). The world of organisms
or the 'organic world' is opposed to the mineral

world—to lifeless things. There may be a de-

gree of organization in a mineral, but it is a non-

living, inorganic substance. An organism is a

living beins more or less difi'ercntiated into parts

or organ-;, each with its peculiar formation.

OtlGAN MOUNTAINS. The highest por-

tion of the Brazilian Coast Range or Serra do
Mar (q.v.).

ORGANOGKRAPHY (from Gk. tpycLtoi>. or-

gannn, organ + -;/iaoia, graphia. writing, from

ypiiipciv, graphein, to write). That division of

biology- which treats of the origin and catise of

form. See Leaf: Stem: Root.

ORGANO-METALLIC COMPOUNDS. An
interesting group of chemical compovuids.in which

organic vj-adicles. such as methyl. CH-.. ethyl. CM:,,

etc., are iniited to metals. Zinc-ethyl, which is

a good example of the class, is obtained by di-

gesting granulated zinc with ethyl iodide,

C.H.I. at a temperature of about •ZCtO" F.. for

several hours. It is thus obtained in the form

of a colorless, transparent, mobile liquid, which
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stroiiylv iviiiuls liglit, lias a iKiwiTt'ul, rather

disagreeable odor, and is euiisideralily heavier

than water. Its boiling-point is US' (_'. (244.4°

K. ). Cliemieally. it is very unstable, and when
exposed to the air it takes lire spontaneously

;

it must, therefore, he hamlled with eare and kept

in vessels filled with earbonie acid gas. The
jiroperties of the other organoinetallic com-

IMHiiiils of ziiie, siieli as zinoniethyl, ZinCll.),

zine-propyl, Zn(CjH;),. ete.. are similar to

those of zineethyl, and so are the methods of

preparing them. Among the corresponding com-
pounds of lead must be mentioned lead tetra-ethyl,

riMCdij),. and lead tri-etliyl. which probably

corresponds to the molecular formula PbjlCjHj),.

The former of these may be obtained by the ac-

tion of lead chloride on zinc-ethyl, the latter

by the action id an alloy of 1 ])art of sodium and
3 parts of lead on ethyl iodide. It will l)e seen

that wliilc iu its most stable inorganic com-
pounds leail is <livalent. in its organic comjioiuids

it is quadrivalent : in the case of its tetra-ethyl

compound this is evident; but the tri-cthyl, too,

probably has the constitution (CjH.ljPb —
Pblt'jH,),. and hence contains lead in the ipiadri-

valent state. Other metals capable of forming
organic compounds include mercury, iiiagnesium,

cadmium, aluminum, thallium, and proliably also

sodium and potassium. In the case of metals

wh(»e atoms possess more than unit valency, com-
poun<ls have l)ecn obtained in whose molecules a
metallic atom is combined at the same time with
organic radicles and with halogen atoms (like

chlorine or iodine) or hydro.xyl groups (OH).
Thus the compound known as mercury-ethyl
chloride has the formula ('ilL.HgCl. mercury-
mcthvl iodide has the formula Cll.IIgl. lead-tri-

uicth'yl hydroxide has tlic formula Pb(CH,),OH,
etc. The hydroxyl-compounds. like that just

mentioned, are stnmgly basic—about as strong,

in fact, as caustic soda or caustic potash.

The organo-metallic compounds are useful in

the synthetic preparation of a number of organic
substances. They were discovered by Franklami,
and it was while studying these compounds that

Frankland first conceived the idea of valency,

which has since formed the umst important part
of tile atomic theory.

OB'GANON (Lat., from Ok. Spyavop, instru-

ment). The title under which the later Peri-

patetics included .Xristotle's writings on the gen-

eral subject of logic, as concerned with reasoning,
the chief instnuiient of investigation.

OR'GANOTHEK'APY ( from Ok. upyamv, or-

gaiitiii. organ -f Buta-ila. thcrripria, attendance,
medical treatment, from (fei>n-ivtiv, thrrtipeiiein,

to attend, treat I. The use of animal glands, or

extracts made from them, as medicines. In his

Hunterian lecture for ]i)02 in London. Davies
claims that the use of animal remedial ])repara-

tions dates from r..c. 1500. An enormous num-
ber of preparations of extracts from the human
body and from animals is mentioned by William
Salmon, in his work pidilished in 1077. Modern
organotherapy, however, dates from the lectures

of T?rown-Sft|uard in ISOfl. He advanced the
hypothesis, "all glands of the body, whether
they are excretory canals or not. give to the blood

useful principles, the absence of which is felt

when the glands are extirpated or destroyed by
disease." Recent experiments confirm this view,

and substantiate the claim of Bro\VD-S^uard

ORGANOTHERAPY.

(q.v. ). Besides spermatozoa, the testicles secrete

a lluid which when absorbed into the system acts
as ii nerve stimulant and tonic. Brown-Sequard's
'elixir' is an extract of lanil)s' testicles. When
adiuinistered hypodermically it i)roduces an in-

crease of hicnioglobin, an improvement in the

cardiac force, exaltation of tlie vascular tone,

and greater mental activity. E.xtravagant hopes

were indulged by Brown-.Secjuard, and by some of

his disciples, for testicular extract; and as the
claims made were little short of ridiculous, his

reputation suffered somewhat during the last

years of his life. The extract has been emploj'ed,

however, with varying results in hysteria, neu-

rasthenia, locoiuotor ataxia, scurvy, marasmus,
tuberculosis, epilepsy, and in.sanity. The active

principle of this extract, sprrmin, is a leuco-

maine, and hence pnmiotes oxidation in the body,
probably relieving the nervous system to a cer-

tain extent of the results of auto-intoxication.

Testicular extracts are variously termed spermin,
testadcu. didymin, tcstinc. tcstidin. testin. or-

chidin, etc. Like all the aniiual medicinal prod-

ucts, testicular extract is prepared in powder
and in liquid form. Ovarian extract is siiuilar,

though less powerful. It has been used in

chlorosis, amenorrho?a following atrophy of the

genitals, or after partial or entire extirpation of

the ovaries, or during the menopause. It must
be used with great caution. It is variously

called ovadin, ovaraden, oiiphorin, and ovulin.

Thyroid extract is the most useful of all these

preparations and is of distinct and definite value
and causes no uncertain effects. It is prepared
from the thyroid glands of sheep. It has been
very successfully employed in psoriasis, eczema,
lupus, sporadic cretinism, goitre, myxoedema,.

iitcriiie fibroma, and ol)esity. It is named thy-

reoidin, thyroproteid, iodothyrin, thyraden, etc.

Thymus extract, prepared from the thymus
glands of young sheep or pigs, has been success-

fully used in exophthalmic goitre and most of the
conditions that arc benefited by thyroid extract,

t'xcejit obesity. Suprarenal extract is prepared
from the su])rarenal (or adrenal) glands. It has
been moderately successful in Addison's disease,

diabetes insipidus, and neurasthenia. In certain

other conditions brilliant results have followed

its use. It is a valuable vasoconstrictor and
cardiac tonic, and it has some value in certain

heart diseases. When ajjplied locally it is a
])owerful astringent, and its most important use
is in checking hemorrhage, accomplishing this

result whether administered internally or applied
locally. It is called supradin or suprarenaden,
and a fluid extract of the suprarenals is termed
opo-suprarenalin. A specially active prepara-
tion of the capsules made by Dr. Fraenkel is

called sphygmogenia. The active principle of

the capsules has been extracted by Takaminc, by
whom it has been named adrenalin. This prepa-

ration appears to be the most reliable and of

most even strength of the preparations of the

glands on the market. An extract prepare<l from
the pituitary of the sheep has been used in a
few instances by ilarinesco, who claims success in

the treatment of acromegaly (q.v.) with this

agent. Preparations of the prostate gland of the

bull have been used in cases of hypertrophy of

the prostate in man. In dry form this extract is

termed prostata. It is little known.

The term organotherapy has been expanded to
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include the use of extracts prepared from vari-
ous organs of the hody, as well as the glands
mentioned, in acquiesence with the extension by
D'Arsonval of Brown-Sequard's hypothesis, as
stated. While this use of the term is as de-

plorable as the ideas of D'Arsonval, for con-
vciiieDce sake it must be adopted. We find,

tlierefore, extracts of the brain (cerebrin) recom-
mended in neurasthenia, chorea, various psy-
• lioses, and conditions in which agoraphobia is

]iesent (see Insanity) ; extracts of the kidney
lenes. opo-renin, succus renalis) recommended

in nephritis; spleen extract (linadin, nuclein,

eurythol, neucleohiston) recommended in the
treatment of anaemia, mi'xcedema, rickets, en-
larged spleen, typhoid fever, goitre, leucoeythre-
niia, and Hodgkin's disease; as well as musculine,
extracted from the muscle of the ox; mammae,
extracted from the udder of the cow; and pul-
monin, extracted from the lungs of calves. Most
of these extracts from organs are apparently in-

ert, some are useless. Xuclein alone seems really
valuable. To the list should be added bone-mar-
row extract, which is a valuable preparation of
the red marrow of bones, and chiefly made from
the ribs and femur heads of calves. It is very
successful in the treatment of anaemia and
chlorosis.

ORGAN-POINT. A long sustained tone in
one voice while the other voices proceed in in-
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tion of an organ-point in the bass are: (1) That
the sustained note shall be cither the tonic or
dominant; (2) that it .shall begin and end on a
strong beat and form an essential part of the
harmony of the beginning and closing chords.
During the organ-point the other voices may
proceed through any chords. Of course modula-
tion of any length is excluded. An organ-point is
generally introduced just before the end of a
composition. Bach and Handel end many of
their fugues on an organ-point. The following
from the Scherzo of Beethoven's Xinth Symphony
is an organ-point on the tonic:

In Fugue No. 4 from part I. of the Well-tem-
pered Clavichord Bach introduces an organ-point
on the dominant before the close which he con-
structs over an organ-point on the tonic, at the
same time giving a holding note to the soprano.
A double organ-point on both tonic and domi-

nant is oft(?n found in modern compositions, espe-
cially in those of a pastoral character. A fine

example is found in the first movement of Beet-

dependent harmonies. The name is derived from hoven's Pastoral Svmphony (beginning at bar
organicus punctus, which in the twelfth century, 29). There is also a figured organ-point, when
the time of the organum (q.v.), was a long sus- the sustained note is varied, sometimes with a
tained note of indefinite duration generally held single note, sometimes with a group of notes. The
by the tenor (whence the name of the voice), following example from Beethoven's Seventh
over which the other voices executed a florid Sjnnphony (Trio of Scherzo) illustrates this:

counterpoint. Organ-point is also called pedal- The longest organ-point that has ever been
point, because the pedal of the organ is best written consists of 138 bars and occurs at the
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suited to sustain those long notes. But for ety-

mological reasons it is best to use the name
organ-point. The organ-point may occur in any
voice. It seldom occurs in the middle voices,
more frequently in the soprano, but generally in
the bass. The modern tendency is to recognize

the organ-point only in the bass; hence the sus-
taining of a long note in the soprano is called
holding note. The laws governing the introduc-

beginning of the prelude to Wagner's Tthcingold.

See H.iKjtoxY. •

ORGATJUM (Lat., from Gk. 6pyapoi>, in-

strument, organ). In music, a term used to

denote the primitive attempts at polyphony by
leading the voices in open fifths. This succes-

sion of empty fifths is but a natural and logical

step in the evolution of polyphony (q.v.). The
first step (and this was already known to the
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ancient Greeks) was the doubling of voices in the

octave. Music reuiaincU at this point until in

the latter half of the ninth century a second

part was added a fifth below, and soon after a
fourth below. Thus it is seen that only the per-

fect intervals were first used. Since then the

evolution of music has been comparatively rapid.

See Hakmony.
ORGANZINE (from It. organziiio, organ-

zine). A silk thread used chielly for warp, iu

.silk-weaving. It is formed by the nnion of two
or more single threads, whicli are twisted sepa-

rately in the .same ilirectioii and are then doubled
and rctwistcU iu the opposite direction. See
Silk.

ORGEYEV, or-gyfi'yef. A district town in

the tlovernnient of Hessarabia. Eussia, situated 28

miles north of Kishinev. There are some ruins

of the old Dacian fortress, the site of which is

now occupied by the town. Agriculture and
garilcning are the chief occupations. Population.

in 18!t7, 13,:!.50.

ORGETORIX, or-jet'6-riks ( ?-c.fl2 B.C.) . A
ricli and powerful chief of the Helvetii, whose
intrigues are recorded in Ca'sar's Commentaries
(book i.). He wished to ])ossess himself of the

chief power in his State, and therefore jiersuaded

the Helvetii to emigrate to Gaul (B.C. 61). In
consequence he was summoned to trial, but died,

prol)ably by his own hand, before the case could

be beard. Consult C;rsar, Dc BcUo Gallico (i. 2,
2ti) : and Dion Cassius, xxviii. 31.

ORGIES, Or'jiz (Lat. orffia, from Gk. u/iyta,

secret rites; probably connected with ipyov, er-

gon, work, and ultimately with Eng. uoric).

The name given in ancient Greece to the cere-

monies connected with the worship of various
divinities, jiarticularly the wine god Dionysus
or Bacchus. See Mysteries.

ORGITINETTE, ur'g.'-'net' (pseudo-French
spelling of ''onjiDtiltr. diminutive of orijaii). A
mechanical musical instrument, with sets of

reeds, and an exhaust bellows, operated by a
crank. A perforated strip of paper passes over
the ends of the reeds, and the air (forced by the

bellows through the perforations and into the
reeds) produces certain musical tones. This in-

strument, in its i)rescnt form, was developed
from the inventions of Seytre. of France (1842).
who is acknow leilged to be the pioneer in the
preparation of mu^ic on slotted paper, and Alex-
ander Bain, of Scotland (1847). who obtained
a patent for bis own a])])lication of a sheet of
slotted paper, or any flexible material, which
acted as a moving valve. In 1848 Cliarles Daw-
son, of England, further experimented upon a
music sheet similar to those of Seytre and Bain,
but with a different arrangement of the air-

chest and pipes. A furtlier improvement was
made by Pape. of France, in 18.51, and also l\v

Fourneaux (18(>.S). In 1867 George Vanduzeii
used a slotted belt, tmt it was not until 1877.
after the Centennial lOxhibition, which .seems to
liave given it an impetus, that Mason J. Matli-
ows ailjusted all diniculties : and E. P. Xeedham.
wlio had also patented an instrument of this

kind, and Xewnian R. Marsh commeneed to manu-
facture orguinettes.

O'RIAN'A. (I) The daupbter of Lisuarte of

England, beloved by Aniadis of Gaul, and cele-

brated for her beautv and constancv. Queen

Elizabeth is so called in the madrigals entitled

The Tritiiiiphs of Oriami. collected by Thomas
Morley (lOO.'J), and the name was given by Ben
•tonson to (Jueen Anne, wife of James I. (2)
The heroine of Fletcher's Wild-Goose Vlia.se, Far-
quhar's Tlie Iiieoiisldiil, and Tennyson's ballad
Oriuiia.

ORIANI, O'r.'-a'ne, Barxaba (1752-18.32). An
Italian astronomer, born at Garegnano, near
.Milan, tlie son of poor peasants. Astronomy he
learned from Lagrange; and in 1802 be was
appointed director assistant in the Brera observa-
tory in Milan. After the discovery of Uranus,
Oriani sliowed that it was not a comet, as Her-
schel had sujjposed, but a planet. He edited

Uffemeridi Astronomiclie (1778-1830), wrote
much on astronomy, and made some important
contribuli(ms to spherical trigonometry. His
correspondence with Giuseppe I'iazzi was edited
by Cacciatore and Schiaparelli (Milan, 1875).

OR'IBA'SIUS (Lat., from '0/)f(.iaff<oc, Ori;i-

h(isios) . OF Percami'M (c.325-c.4O0) . The phy-
sician and adviser of the Emperor .lulian the

Apostate. After the death of .Julian. Oribasius
was banished by Valentinian and \'alens, but was
recalled about 370. Of his principal work, a

medical encyclopivilia. i)i'i'o;(.i)«i iarpimi, in

70 books, less than half is preserved. It was
written at the request of .Julian, and though
chiefly a compilation of earlier works, contains
some important original matter; valuable expla-

nations of many passages in (ialen's works; and
extracts from works not extant. In addition to
this work, there are preserved Oribasius's abridg-

ment (2i'i'oi/'/f) of the work, in nine books, and
the Ei'-opiava, also a medical treatise, in four

books. The best edition is by Darcmberg (Paris,

6 vols., 1851-76). Oribasius was the first to

describe the salivary glands.

ORIBE, .i-re'Ba. Maxuel (c.1802-57). A
South American general. President of Uruguay.
He was born in Jlontevideo; entered the patriot

army of Rio de la Plata when he was only a boy;

and rose to high rank. In 1825 he was promi-

nent in the rising against Brazil. He became
ilinistcr of War under Rivera in 1833 and was
elected President two years afterwards. Rivera,

as leader of the Colorado party, rebelled against

Oribe in 1837. and succeeded in deposing him
just before the end of his term. Oribe fled to

Buenos Ayres, and with the help of Rosas began
( 1842) the Xine Years' War, an attempt to sub-
jugate Uruguay to foreign rule. Tlie inter-

])osition of France and Brazil forced him out of

the country. Again in 1855 he led a revolt

against Flores and would have made himself
President but for the intervention of the Powers.

O'RIBI, or OU'REBI (South African )iameK
A small antelope tXcolraptis acopnriiifi) which
is closely allied to the grysbok. and inhabits

Southeastern Africa, where it has lx>come rare.

ORIEL COLLEGE. A college at Oxford,
England. It was foinnled by Adam de Brome,
Clerk in Cliancery and Almoner of Edward II..

in 1324. but almost immediately thereafter came
into the hands of the King, and was refounded
as the College of Saint Mary in Oxford. This in

turn gave way to the present name, apparently
(tn account of the society's moving into a house
given it by Edward III!, about 1328, called La
Oriole. Oriel College consisted originally of a
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provost and 10 fellows. Owing to the fact that
tile founder's will did not provide for close

scholarships, or those confined to a family or
district, as was the custom of the time, the open
fellowships of Oriel, obtained as they were by
Competition, attracted many of the best men in

the university in later years, and built up a
'strong and infiueutial group of scholars who gave
the college an enviable position in the academic
world, .\fter the changes of 1855 the college con-

sisted of a provost, 12 fellows, a number of hon-
orary fellows, college officers, and lecturers, about
15 scholars. 2 Bible clerks, and some 100 or more
undergraduates in all. The buildings are pic-

turesque, and the Hall is a very fine room. The
college is particularly associated with that group
of men who were most actively engaged in the
Tractarian movement, Keble, Whately, Newman,
Thomas, Arnold, and Pusey. Of other n.ames
niay be mentioned William Langland ( author of

Piirs Ploirman) , Barclay (author of The iShip of

Fools), Sir Walter Raleigh. William Prynne,
Bishops Butler. Wilberforce. and Hampden. White
of Selborne. Dean Church, Thomas Hughes, Mat-
thew Arnold, Clough. and Cecil Rhodes. The
college presents to 15 livings. See Oxford Uni-
versity; Oxford Movement.

ORIEL WINDOW (OF. orioL from IML.
Orioliiiii. small room, iiorch, perhaps from Lat.
aureolus, golden, from aureus, golden, from au-
rvm, gold). A projecting window with three or
nicjre sides and commonly divided into bays by
nuillions. It is usually distinguished from a bay
window, which projects from the base line of a
building, by being applied to windows projecting
from an upper story and connected with the flat

wall below by some architectural feature such
as a corbel or bracket. It is characteristic of

late Gothic civil and domestic buildings, espe-

cially in France and England, and was not much
used in tlie earlier Jliddle Ages.

ORIENTAL REGION (Lat orientalis, relat-

ing to the east, from oriens. pres. part, of oriri,

to rise ; connected with Gk. ipv'wai, ornynai,
Skt. ar, to rise). A primary division in zoogeog-
raphy, comprising Southeastern Asia and the
adjacent islands as far as Wallace's line. (See
Distribution' of Axim.\ls.) This "small, com-
pact, but rich and varied" region, according to

Wallace, consists of all India and China, south
of the Himalayan highlands; all the Malay
Peninsula and islands as far east as Java and
Bali, Borneo and the Philippines; and Formosa.
It is divided into four subregions : (1) Ceylonese,
Southern India and Ceylon: (2) Indian, from
ahn\it Jladras to the foot of the Himalayas; (3)
Indo-Chinese, Burma and Southern China; (4)
Malayan, the Peninsula of Malacca and the Malay
and Philippine Islands. This region possesses
about a dozen peculiar families of vertebrates,
ami more than 200 exclusive genera among mam-
mals and birds alone. Striking examples among
these are orang-utans, gibbons, the prolioscis

monkey (the region is very rich in quadrumana),
the tarsier and certain other lemurs; many bats
and insectivores; most of the civets and many
cats ; the curious panda : two genera of bears

;

wild cattle, an elephant, and two or more spe-
cies of rhinoceros. Among the birds, a great
variety of small birds do not occur elsewhere;
parrots and pigeons abound, and gallinaceous
birds are more numerous and varied than any-

where else, the pheasants, jungle-fcjwls, and other
groups being peculiar. In respect to insects, the
region is hardly less rich than the Neotropical.
The affinities between the Oriental and Ethiopian
fauna have impressed naturalists strongly, and
some have thought that India ought to "be In-
eluded in the latter region; but the weight of
o|»inion seems to favor retaining the boundaries
of the Oriental Region as they were made by
Wallace. Consult Wallace, Tropical Nature
(London. 1878).

ORIENTAL SEMINARIES. The name ap-
plied to certain European institutions established
for the purpose of training young men for dip-
lomatic and mercantile positions in Oriental
countries. In these schools instruction is given,
])artly by European scholars of acknowledged
eminence and partly by native teachers, in the
principal languages of Asia, Malaysia, and
Africa, and in the geography, historj', civil and
religious institutions of these countries. Prac-
tical instruction in modern European languages
is also given, and lectures on law are usually
added. With few exceptions they are under di-

rect governmental control. The oldest institu-

tion of this sort is the Kaiserliche-koniyliche
Coiisular-Akademie of Vienna, founded by the
Austrian (iovernment in 1754 for the education
of promising candidates for the diplomatic ser-

vice. It is under the direction of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, and embraces both an Oriental
and a Western section. In addition to the regu-
lar courses of instruction, the students, whose
number is limited to twenty-five, are trained in

gymnastics, swimming, horsemanship, fencing,

and other accomplishments. The Kaiserliche-
konigliche offentliche Lehranstalt fiir oriental-,
ische Spracheti, established at Vieima in 1851,
has a much wider scope and is open to all

students looking forward to a career in the East,
whether in a public or private capacity. Of sim-
ilar character is the Ecole speciale des lanyues
orientales vivantes of Paris, founded in 1795, and
now under the direction of the Jlinistry of Ed-
ucation. In this school special attention is

paid to the languages spoken in the French co-

lonial possessions in Africa and in the East. In
Russia, an Oriental department has. since 1854,
been attached to the University of Saint Peters-
burg, and courses are offered in the principal
languages of Asia, including those of China,
Korea, and Japan. The great extension, since

1870, of German3's commercial interests in the
East and the development of her colonial policy

led to the establishment, in 1887, of the Seminar
fiir orientuUsehe Sprachen attached to the Uni-
versity of Berlin. Here the languages of Eastern
Africa are taught in addition to those of \A'estern

Asia and the far Ea.st. In England in.struction

in modern Oriental languages has long been given
at the University of Cambridge, and in London
the School of Modern Oriental Languages, now
incorporated with the Lfniversity of London, has

been in successful operation for some years.

Special attention is paid to the languages spoken

in the Indian Empire. The School of Tropical

Medicine, founded through the interest of the

Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, and the Oriental Fac-

ulty of the College of the Propaganda at Rome
(see M1.SSIOX.S. Christi.\n) may also be men-
tioned in this connection. Several of these in-

stitutions issue publications of much value. The
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Government of the United States hn*, as yet,

taken no steps toward the establishment of a

school for Oriental studies, but instruetion in

modern Oriental languages is given in some of

the leading universities. At the .Tohns Hopkins
University, lialtiniore, courses in modern Arabic,
Persian, and Turkish have been oH'cred since

18!']. and iu the languages of the Philippine Is-

lands since 1000. At Columbia University, New
York, a chair of Chinese has recenth' been
founded.

ORIENTAL SOCIETY, American. One of

the oldest learned societies in America, founded
Sei)tember 7, 1S42, and chartered under the laws
of Massaehu.sctts, with the object of promoting
Oriintal research in all its branches. It meets
annually for the reading and discussion of papers
and for the transaction of tlie general business
of the society, and, by the terms of its constitu-

tion, at least one meeting in three years must be
held in Massachusetts. At each meeting a special

session is devoted to papers on the historical

stud,v of religions. The society posses.ses, at Yale
Universit,v. a library comprising some 5000
volumes and a considerable number of manu-
scripts, and publishes a journal, issued annually
in two parts, which contains many vahnible con-

tributions to Oriental philology, history, and
archa>ology. Among tlie presidents of the so-

ciety, which has exercised an important influence

on the development of Oriental studies in

America, have been the well-known scholars
Theodore Dwight Woolsey and .lames Hadlcy of
Yale, the celebrated Sanskritist W. D. Whitney,
the eminent archieologi t William Hayes Ward,
of New York, and PresiUont Daniel C. Oilman, of

the Carnegie Institution. Washington. D. C. In
lOO.'i the societv had a total membersliip of about
350.

ORIENTATION. Dotermination of the
points of the compass with regard to the observ-
er's position; and in ecclesiastical archit<'cture,

the arrangement of a sacred edifice in such man-
ner that its axis may have a particular direction,
usually toward the east. In a primitive state of
culture, it was felt that especial elficacy attached
to prayers made at dawn, and delivered toward
the rising sun; hence in building temples, pro-
vision was often made for an entrance con-
structed to allow the first sunbeams to fall on the
statue of the god, befoie wliich stood the altar.
As the sun daily clianges his place of appear-
ance, clioice might be made of his position at
the time of the solstice (U' e(|uinox. In Greek
and lUiman temples, althougli the eastward di-

rection was most usual, exceptions occur, deter-
mined by various considerations. Hence the
practice passed to Christianity, and it became
customary so to arrange churches, especially
among Oriental Christians. From the early ceii-

turics of the faith, it had been usual in prayer to
face the east, and in burial the body was gen-
erally laid with the head to the west, so that
in tlie resurrection the person might front the
east. Such a practice is by no means peculiar to
media-val Christianity, but is common among
savages as well.

ORIENTATION. A^^term, belonging p.artly

to psycliology and Iiartl,;[ to physiology, which
signifies a normal adjust ent of the organism to
its spatial environment We are 'orientated'

when we can govern thi
. position of our body

(stand up. sit down) with reference to changing
spatial reciuircments, and when we 'have our
bearings' as motor organisms, knowing right
from left, and being able to move in any required
direction. Orientation thus covers the mainte-
nance of Ijodily ('((uilihrium and the control of
locomotion. The factors that determine it are
manifold, and are both sensory (psychological)

and rctlcx
(
|)hysiological) . We may mention

sensations of vision, sensations from skin, joints

and muscles of limbs and trunk—e.g. sensations
from the soles of the feet, from the weight of
the trunk ))ressing the hip sockets—reflexes of
the eye muscles (attended in certain circum-
stances by muscle sensations), tactual and visual
reflexes, and above all the sensory and reflex

mechanism of the semicircular canals and vesti-

bule of the internal ear. (See St.\tic Sense.)
As a rule, orientation is unconscious or at best
but dimly conscious. Removal or derangement
of any important factor, however, brings it

definitely to consciousness: the effect of anies-

thetizing the soles of the feet is very marked, and
we all know the difficulty of keeping the head
erect when we become drowsy. The governing re-

flexes may be disturbed by drugs, as in alcoliolic

into.xication ; and in various forms of mental ilis-

order the power of orientation is more or less
completely abrogated.

Animals, in orientating themselves, are guided
by their senses, and thus have the sense of direc-
tion. (Sec Tropism.) The dog finds his food
mainly by the sense of smell, and this more than
any other sense leads animals in their quest
for food to move from one place to another. The
sense of direction may also include tlie phenomena
of migration, and the homing instincts of animals
and the wcmderful power exercised by savages ami
hunters in finding their way through a trackless
forest or desert.

By means of the sense of touch we direct our
attention to any part of our body which may
receive a blow or any impression from Mithout.
The existence of a muscular sense is denied by
Bonnet, who, however, calls in the existence of
what he calls 'a sense of segmental attitudes,'

which is the faculty we possess of knowing how
instantly to orientate any single part of our
boily in relation to all the others. It is a primi-
tive attribute of the tactile sense.

The tactile .sense is the most generalized of all

the senses, and tactile organs are to be found in
all animals, in the shape of hairs, bristles, ten-
tacles, and feelers of various sorts. The skin is

especially sensitive to touch. JIany of the lower
and blind animals feel their way. as in the case
of earthworms, the maggots of flies, and eyeless
myriapods. In mollusks Nagel has found that
certain eyeless bivalves and snails he experi-
mented with showed a high degree of sensitiv.mess

to light; some species reacted especially to dim-
inution, others to increase of light.

The marginal tentacles of certain nwdusse
(q.v. ), besides being organs of touch, also con-

tain minute calcareous bodies (otoliths) ; in other
medusse corresponding organs have grown in or
become invaginated, forming marginal sense-or-

gans. The otoliths ma\' either be situated at the
end of a stalk, or remain free in the cavity con-

taining them, which is called an 'otocyst.' These
otocysts are organs of the sense of attitudes and
of movements, and they also aid in directing the
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movements of the body in approaching their prey
or in escaping from their enemies.

Other kinds of organs of orientation which
have excited much interest are the "lateral or-

gans' of salamanders, of which some contain
otoliths, while those of the lateral line of fishes

open externally or are closed. These organs,

which occur only in aquatic animals, are sup-

posed to afford a perception of variations of

water pressure, and have by some been tliought

to be the organs of a si.xth sense. They occur on
the head and also along the side of the body.

Like the marginal organs of medusae, they tend
to be invaginated and to form in their interior

a liquid medium in which the movements peculiar

to the animal maj- determine variations in pres-

sure or of true friction between the sensible

wall and' the refractory liquid mass, by its

'fluidity and inertia immediately following tlie

movement of the wall. These beatings or vilira-

tions, impinging on the walls of the otocyst

and causing movements of the delicate!}' poised
otolith, are the functional mode whieli takes place

in the action of the canalicular structures (lat-

eral canals, labyrinth) from which have evolved
the ear of fishes and other vertebrates. Instead

of a series of sensorial papills more or less

salient or invaginated, we first find a furrow,

then a lateral canal, still in places in communi-
cation with the liquid exterior, and along whose
wall may be distributed the papillae of the lat-

eral sense. We actualh' find in the otocyst of

cephalopods furrows which are regarded as the

precursors of the canals of the labyrinth of the

ear, so that this sort of otocyst may be re-

garded as the prototype of the labyrinthine struc-

tures of vertebrates. But in the latter the organ
of the lateral line is greatly developed. Each
organ is an ectodermic papilla which has be-

come invaginated and sunk down into the skin,

wliose growth converts the organ into a closed

otocystie vesicle, in whose walls are new in-

growths of secondary papilla^ with bent furrows
formed like the furrow of the lateral line. These
become curved canals comparable to canals of the

lateral line, and produce an analytic decom-
position of the slightest vibrations between the
walls and the contained inert fluid, each furrow,

each canal being very sensitive to the vibrations

in one direction, and insensible to all the others.

The pairs of sensitive cranial nerves sent to the

lateral organs are the fifth, seventh, ninth, tenth,

then tlie lateral continues. The eighth pair is

wliolly supplied to this marvelously differentiated

lateral organ, which Ijeeomes the labyrinth of

the fish's ear. In all the higher vertebrates the
labyrinth of the ear consists of three canals, a
sagittal, a transversal, and a horizontal one.

Bonnet concludes by saying that in man the laby-

rinthi of the ear, i.e. the apparatus of the semi-

circular canals, furnishes the notion of attitudes

and f.i variations of attitudes of the head, to-

gcthf with a notion of the swiftness, direction,

and duration of these variations. Moreover, it is

not sufficient to know from what direction any
sound reaches either of one's ears—it is also

necessary for one to know the orientation of the
two auditory fields, i.e. the position of one's head
at this time so as objectively to orientate the

origin of the sound. '

Some authorities (Cruni-Brown. Lloyd Mor-
gan) believe that by means of the semicircular

canals we can appreciati- acceleration of rotatory
motion, and also acceleration of movements of
translation—forward or back«ar<l, up or down

—

while Morgan suggests that otocy.sts of inverte-
brates may be regarded as organs for the appre-
ciation of changes of motion, "and the sense of
hearing may be a refinement of the sense through
which changes of motion are appreciated."

Consult: Bonnier, L'orieiitation (Paris, 1900) ;

Hartmann, Die Oiieiitinniiig (Leipzig, 1902);
Loeb, Comprirutiie Physiology of the Brain, etc.

(Xew York, 1902) ; Stratton, "Cutaneous Sensa-
tion," in Psychological Review, vol. iv. (New-
York, 1897).

ORIFLAMME, Or'i-flam, or AURIFLAMME
I Fr., from ML. aiiri flaniniu, irnm Lat. ami
flamina, flame of gold). A banner whicli origi-

nally belonged to the Abbey of .Saint Denis, near
Paris, and was borne by tlie counts of Vexin.
patrons of that churcli. but which, after the
County of Vexin was united with the French
Crown, became the princi])al banner of the king-
dom. It was charged with a saltire wavy, or
with rays issuing from the centre ciossways.
In later times the orifiamme became the insignia
of the Frencli infantry. The name seems also
to have been given to other Hags : according to
Nicolas, in his History of the Battle of Agiiioiirt
( London, 1827 ) , the oriflamme then borne was
an oblong red flag split into five parts. It does
not seem to have been carried into war later than
this battle (141.5).

ORIGANUM. An herb. See iL\E.lOG\M.

ORIGEN (Lat. Orig^aes. from Gk. ' ilpi.yivTts,

probably Son of Horus, jn Egyptian godi, also

called Adam.^ntils (c.18.5-c.2o4) . The most
famous Christian writer and teacher of the third

century. He was born in Alexandria about the

year 185. His parents were Christians, and his

father, Leonidas. suffered a martyr's death under
Septimius Severus ( 202 ) . Origen would gladly

have died with him had he not been prevented by
his mother. Tlie boy was educated at the fanion*

Alexandrian School, where he had Clement as

his master. His remarkable abilities were early

manifest, and at the age of eighteen he was
appointed to succeed Clement as head of the

catechetical school. In obedience, as he sup-

posed, to the command of Matthew xix. 12,

Origen made himself a eunuch, and his daily

life was governed by an extreme asceticism.

Leaving Alexandria during the persecution under
Caracalla (210). he traveled widely, visiting

Jerusalem and Ca'sarea. where, at the invitation

of the Bishops Alexander and Theoctistu-, he

lectured on the Scriptures, although he had not

been ordaineil. This called forth a rebuke from

Demetrius. Bishop of Alexandria, who suininoned

him to return home. For several years Origen

devoted him.self assiduously to teaching and
writing, his reputation increasing rapidly,

.lerome says that he wrote more books than

other men can read, and Epiphanius places their

total number at six thousand. Paying another

visit to Palestine in 231. Origen was ordained

presbyter by Alexander and Theoctistus. whicli

aroused the bitter t limosity of Demetrius.

.Jealousy mingled with ther motives in magnify-

ing the suspicions of ?resy which some enter-

tained against him, ar^'two s\niods were held in

Alexandria (231 et seq.. , .-at which he was deposed

from the priesthood id forbidden to return-
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The cliurclics of Palestine. Plia-iiicia, Arabia, and
Achaia refused to reeoguize his deposition.

Henceforward Origen resided in Ciesarea, where
he sueeeeded in raising the school of that place

almost to the height of fame which Alexandria
had reached. During the persecution of the Em-
peror Decius ( 250 et sc(i. ) he was imprisoned and
tortured, and although he was released on the

death of the Emperor, he died from the effects

of his injuries about 254, being then in his

seventieth year.

Origen was the greatest theologian and biblical

scholar the Church up to that time had pro-

duced. He is sometimes called the father of

the allegorical method of interpreting the Scrip-

tures, for although the method did not originate

with him, yet he. with Clement, perfected its

Christian application, and gave it a far larger

currency than it had ever had before. He taught
the ])riiKiple of the three-fold sense, correspond-

ing to the threefold division of man into body,

soul, and spirit, which was then so common. As
an cxcgete and student of the text, Origen did

far greater service. In his llexapla (q.v. ) he
presented the Old Testament in the original

Hebrew, with a Greek transliteration, and the

Greek versions of the Septuagint. Aquila, Sjin-

machus. and Theodotion, all arranged in six

parallel columns. His exegetical work was partly
in the form of homilies, on both the Old and
the Xew- Testament, and partly in that of Tomoi,
or commentaries in the stricter sense of the
term, which covered a wide range. His theology
was presented to the world in a treatise entitled

Ilepi 'Apxii", known to us in its completeness
only in a Latin version made by Paifinus and
entitled {)c I'rincipiis. Unfortunately, Rufinus
felt called upon to alter the text wherever it

seemed to him heretical^ so that what we have
is not a translation, but a modified Latin ver-

sion. Origen"s theological views are furtlier illus-

trated in his long apologetic work. Against
Celsus, which is on the whole the most important
Greek apology we possess.

Origen's greatest service to Christian doctrine
lay in his development of the Logos Christology.
In .Icsus Christ we learn to know the Incarnate
Word (Logos). But from this conception,
through speculative thought, we rise to that of

the Logos-not -Incarnate, or the Pre-existent
Logos, through whom in turn we mount to God
Himself, the goal of all theology. To preserve
the idea of God as absolute and eternal, whatever
is closely related to Him—as the Son is. and as
the creation is—must be pictured to our minds
sub specie wternitatis, from the point of view
of eternity or infinity. It is wrong to think of
Christ as an emanation from God (the Gnostic
doctrine), for that involves succession in time.
We sho\ild rather think of Him as eternally
projected. To illustrate his thought Origen
used the metaphor of a torch and its light,

or a mass of iron glowing with heat. In
this fashion he avoided the two perils of
Gnostic enuination. on the one hand, and
Wonarchian identification, on the other. (See
Gnostici.sm; Monarciiians.) But while teach-
ing that the Son was eternally begotten, a doc-
trine which was perpetuated in the dogma of
the Trinity, Origen also taught that the Son
was suliordinale to the Father in power and
dignity, and this idea was later used against
him, after Arianism (see Abivs) had appeared

as a threatening heresy. Origen's doctrine of

an eternal creation, with periodic cycles of decay
and renewal for our world, was not generally
accepted by the Church. Kor was his restora-

tionism accepted, according to which all mankind
should at last return to a state of innocency and
be acceptable unto God, although something like

it was afteiwards taught by Gregory of N\'ssrt in

the fourth century. The school of Origen, which
included Dionysius of Alexandria, Gregory Tliau-

maturgus, Eusebius of Cfesarea, John of Jeru-
salem, .Jerome (in his early period), and
others, was very intluential for nianj' years, but
in the fourth century it was attacked by Epi-
phanius, and the Origenists were thenceforward
regarded as heretics and combated fiercely.

The best edition of Origen's works is that now;

in||

otAj
ii^

'Leipzi_

1899). An older edition is by Lommatzsch (25
vols., Berlin, 1831-48). An English translation

of the most important works is given in the
Ante-Xicene Fathers, vols. iv. and ix., edited bjr

Roberts and Donaldson (New York, 1887-96)3
In general, consult; ilarnaek. History of Dogmas
vol. ii. (London, ISUU) : Kriiger, History of Earlf^
Christian Literature (New York, 1897); Fair*
weather, Origen and Greek Patristic Theologm
(ib., 1901) ; Rainy, The Ancient Catholic ChurcS.
(ib., 1902). i

ORIGINAL PACKAGE (OF., Fr. origina
originel, from Lat. originalis, original, from origd
origin, from oriri, to arise; connected with Gk|
dpyiivai, ornynai, Skt. or, to arise). With refer*

ence to interstate commerce, the package id|

which goods are shipped. The term has a specia|
significance arising out of a line of decision^
of the United States Supreme Court, decidin]

questions raised by the attempts of the varioi

States to prohibit or regulate the sale of i;

toxicating liquors, cigarettes, and other com'
modities on the ground that they are injurious
to public health and morals. The cases in which
these questions were raised are known as the

'Original Package Cases.' The 'interstate com-
merce clause' of the United States Constitution
provides that Congress shall have power "to

regulate commerce with foreign nations, and
among the several States." etc. A State can
regulate the domestic manufacture and sale of

commodities, under its police power, and, there-

fore, in the so-called "prohibition States' the

manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors

was practically prohibited. This led to the im-
portation of liquors from other States, and
seizures by the State officers. The United States

:

courts held that where an article is imported
|

into one State from another, it does not lose

the protection of the interstate commerce clause

until it ha.s become intermingled and incor-

porated into the general mass of property of

the former, but in such event it becomes subject

to the laws of that State. Further, that while

goods remained in the original packages, cases,

barrels, etc.. in which they had been shipped,

and while in the hands of the importer, they

had not become so intermingled, and remained
subjects of interstate commerce protection. The
importance of such decisions lies in the fact that
such an interpretation of the law gives ample

I
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opportunify to evade State laws, uinler the tech-

nicality of selling goods in the original packages
directly to consumers. Such a sale deprives the

goods of the protection above mentioned, but as

the goods are thereby placed in the hands of

the actual consumer, this is immaterial. After
goods in original packages have been sold by
the importer, they become subject to the State
laws. However, a liberal interpretation of what
constitutes an original package enables dealers

to import the otherwise prohibited articles and
retail them. For example, liquor in bottles has

been held to be in original packages. However,
if the bottles were inclosed in a case, the latter

would be the original package, and the importer

could not retail the bottles without conforming
to the State laws. An original package was
finally defined to be any covering, case, wrap-
ping, or receptacle in which an article is in-

closed for transportation.

By an act of Congress, approved August 8,

1890, known as the \Yilson Law,' it was pro-

vided that all intoxicating liquors imported into

a State shall on their arrival be subject to the

laws and regulations of that State, enacted in

the exercise of its police power, in the same
manner as if they were produced there, and shall

not be exempt by reason of having been intro-

duced there in original packages. The purpose
of this law was declared by the United States

Supreme Court to be to prevent the sale of

liquor in original packages in violation of State

laws, and it effected a radical change in the law
in this respect. However, a number of decisions

have held that such State regulations must be

.strictly confined to the police powers of the

State, such as requiring liquors to be sold within

certain hours, etc. A license tax on imported
liquors in original packages or otherwise, which
seemed to have no other object than to provide

revenue for the State, was held void, as being a

tax on interstate commerce.

The law as to all other commodities in original

packages remains the same as before the above
act, and is still of great importance in its bear-

ing upon laws prohibiting the sale of cigarettes,

etc.

ORIGINAL SIN. The native corruption of

• man. resulting in universal sin, and itself con-

ceived as partaking of the nature of sin. The
period of elaborate discussion of this subject,

eventuating in a comprehensive doctrine of sin.

fell in the first third of the fifth century, but
the elements of the doctrine had been held from
the beginning in the Church both of the East and
the West, The earliest fathers are full of ex-

pressions teaching the universality and persist-

ence of sin, and ascribing it in some indefinite

form to a deep-seated origin in the nature of

man. An early difference appeared between the
Latin and the Greek Church on account of the

general emphasis which the latter laid upon the
intellectual and the former upon the practical.

The Greeks emphasize more the freedom of man,
the Latins his practical bondage to evil. It has
therefore often been said that the Greeks had
no doctrine of original sin ; but they teach an
original state of righteousness, accept the fact

of the fall, and view this as not only bringing
man under the dominion of the devil, but as
producing a tendency to sin. This tendency
arises from the obscuration of the intellect, the

weakness in reference to the good, and the
ascendency of the sensuous nature over the
higher powers and faculties, which have resulted
from Adam's sin. At the same time, freedom is

carefully guarded, and the more so because of
the confiict which these early fathers were wag-
ing with the Gnostics. (See Gxosticism.)
JIan still has the power to choose the good as
well as the evil. Otherwise he would not be
responsible. Grace is necessary to repentance,
but it is styled an 'assistance.' Origen referred
the universality of sin to the self-corruption of
all human spirits in a previous state of exist-

ence. The Latins^ while in general acknowledg-
ing the same fundamental truths as the Greeks,
throw the emphasis upon the concrete facts of
sin and grace. Tertullian approached the later

Latin view. The premises of the doctrine lie

in his psychology (see TRADrci.\xiSM) and
his doctrine of the original condition of man.
ilan was created good, but not perfect. By bis

sin he became corrupt, and this corruption pro-

pagates itself by natural generation among his
descendants. Hence ever}' child of Adam is

impure and subject to death. Grace is no mere
'assistance,' but it is a creative and transforming
power. In this general position the Latin fathers

of this period generally concur.

The discussion was carried on in the fifth

century by Pelagius and Augustine (qq.v.). The
main positions of the latter were embodied in

the result of the Council of Orange (529), which
declared that by the sin of Adam free will has
been so perverted and weakened that fallen man
is incapable, without the initiative of divine

grace, of performing meritorious acts leading to

salvation, and hence this doctrine passed into the

theology of the Jliddle Ages. A milder view
sprang up immediatel}', which was termed the

'Semi-Pelagian' (q.v.), which gave the initiative

in conversion now to man, and now to God, and
hence greatly modified the doctrine of the effect

of the fall upon the will. The doctrines of the

Semi-Pelagians were condemned at the Council

of Valence (530). The Council of Trent (q.v.)

defined original sin in substantialh- the same way
as the Council of Orange, but elaborated and
expanded it, and its definition is the accepted

doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church.

The Reformers adhered to the strict Augustin-

ian doctrine, often surpassing Augustine by their

extreme forms of statement. They were deeply

impressed with the enormity and pervasiveness of

sin, and with the entire dependence of man upon
the grace of God for the creation within him of

the least tendency toward good. The history

of the doctrine presents, therefore, little but

the reaffirmation of Augustinian positions, and

may be summarized in the result formulated by

the Westminster Confession (chap, vi.), which

stands here for most of the Reformation creeds.

"Our first parents ... by this sin . . .

became dead in sin and wholly defiled in all

the faculties and parts of soul and body.

. . . The guilt of this sin was imputed and

the same death in sin and corrupted nature

conveyed to all their posterity. . . . This

corruption of nature during this life doth remain

in those that are regenerated : and although it

be through Christ pardoned and mortified, yet

both itself and all the motions thereof are truly

and properly sin." Consult the literature

under Augustine; also the Systems of Doctrine,
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particularly Charles Ilodge, Systematic Theology
(New York, 1871-73) ; Laiidis, The Doctrine of

Original Sin (Richmond, 1885).

ORIGINAL WRIT. In English legal prac-

tice, a writ issued under the great seal, and di-

rected to the sheriff, requiring him to command
an alleged wrong-doer to satisfy the com])laint

of his accuser or to appear in court and answer

the complaint. These writs were formerly re-

garded as the direct mandate of the King (whence
the name) issued through his chancellors: but

they have been abolished in England, where the

statutory process of summons is used to begin all

civil actions. In the United States they have

never been in use. The term is sometimes im-

properly given to the first writ or process issued

in an action under the modern procedure, which
is not an original writ, liut a process of the

court. See Pkoceui'Kf;: Writ.

ORIGIN OF SPECIES. See Dakwix,
ClIAHI.K.S ; XaTT R.VL SELECTION".

ORIGNAL, o're'nyiil' (probably of North
Anurioaii Indian origin). A French-Canadian
name for the moose (q.v. ).

ORIHUELA, o'l-^-wala. A city of South-

eastern Spain in the Province of Alicante ( Jlap:

Spain, E 3). It is situated 12 miles northeast

of Jlurcia, on the banks of the Scgura, in a

plain remarkable alike for its beauty and fer-

tility. It is a long and straggling city. Its

palm-trees, square towers, siiu domes give it

an Oriental appearance. It contains a small
Gothic cathedral and a handsome bishop's palace.

The manufactures include silk, linen goods, and
hats; Hour and oil mills and tanneries are in

operation. Population (commune), in 1887,

2-i,3G4; 1900, 28,33.5.

ORIL'LIA. A town and summer resort of

SimciK' (uunty. Ontario, Canada, on tlie (irand

Trunk Uailway. at tlie head of Lake Coucliiching

(Map: Ontario. D 3). It has manufactures,

carries on a tliriving trade, and is frequented for

its picturcsipie situation and the good angling

the lake affords. It contains a juovincial asylum
and has two line parks. A narrow strait con-

nects Lake Couchicliing with Lake Simcoe. and
steamers ply on the lakes. Orillia is the seat

of a United States consul. Population, in 1891.

4752: in 1901, 4907.

ORILTliON (Fr., almonds of the ears, from
orcillc. ear. from Lat. auricula, diminutive of

aiiris. ear). A term used in the earlier systems

of fortification to describe a semicircular pro-

jection at the slioulder of a bastion, designed as

a screen for guns and men posted on tlie tlank.

It is mostly found in the works of Pagan and
Speckle.

ORIN'DA, The ^Iatciiless. The nickname
of tlie English poet Katherine Philips (q.v.).

ORINOCO, o'ri-no'ks. The smallest of the

thiec great rivers of South America (Map:
Venezuela, D 2). The main stream runs wholly

within Venezuelan territory, except for a short

distance in its middle course, where it forms
the boundary between Venezuela and Colombia.
It rises on the Parinia uplands near the Brazilian
frontier, and flows first northwest to the Colom-
bian boundary, then north into Central Venezue-
la, and finally eastward until it empties into the

Atlantic Ocean through a large delta beginning
near the boundary of British Guiana. The total

length of the main stream is 1490 miles. Its

course forms a large curve around tlie edge of

the Parima plateau; hence its right banks are
generally higher, and the tributaries received

from that side smaller, while on the left side are

the large jilains or llanos (q.v.), and tlinnigb

these are received several tributaries equaling or

exceeding the main stream. About 150 miles
from its source and 920 feet above sea level the

Orinoco branches, sending one-sixth of its volume
into the Cassiquiare, which flows into the Rio
Negro, an alHuent of the Amazon. Tlie remainder
flows as a navigable river until it is broken by
the romantic Alaypures and Atures rapids, 870
miles from its mouth. These rapids are the only
serious obstruction in the main stream, which
below them flows with a very gentle current over
a bed so nearly level that the tides are felt at
Ciudad Bolivar, 2()0 miles from the sea. Though
the country around the upper courses of the river

and its tributaries is heavily forested, the lower
reaches traverse open savannas where only the
banks are lined with trees, and where the ad-

jacent country is periodically flooded so that

the natives are compelled to live in pile dwell-

ings. The marshy but heavily forested delta oc-

cupies an area of 7000 square miles, and has a (

coast line of nearly 200 miles, through which
upward of 50 channels enter the ocean. Many
of these shift their lieds, but seven are per-

manently navigable for large vessels. The prin-

cipal navigable tributaries of the Orinoco are

the Ouaviare, the Meta, and the Apur^ (qq.v. ),

and the total navigable length of the system is

4300 miles. This great waterway, however, is

but little used, since the adjacent regions are

thinly inhabited, and the great natural wealth
practically untouched. In 1900 only one steamer
of the Royal Mail Steamship Company plied once

every two weeks between Trinidad and Ciudad
Bolivar. Smaller steamers continue the service

as far as Nutrias on the Apur*^. but above the

Apur^ confluence there is no regular navigation.

Consult: Humboldt, Travels in South America,
trans,, Bohn Library (London, 1877) : Chassan-
jon, L'Orcnoquc et le ('aura (Paris, 18S'.ii

;

Triand, Down the Orinoco in a Canoe (London.

1902) ; Guzman, "La exploracion del Orinotn.
'

in La Espaila Moderna, vol. clxvi. (Madrid.

1902).

O'RIOLE (OF. oriol. from Lat. aureolus, gold-

en). Any of several small birds whose plumage
is yellow or orange and black. It was given first

to the Old World family Oriolida-, and was nat-

urally transferred to the American hangnests by
early English travelers and settlers on account of

the similarity in colors. The American orioles

belong to the family leteridie. and form the suli-

family Icterinse, in distinction from the black-

birds, bobolinks, and meadow larks, from which
the orioles differ in the extremely acute, some-
times decurvcd bill, comparatively weak feet,

and non-gregarious, arboreal habits. They are

agreeable songsters, possess notably handsome
plumage, and are renowned as architects. As
their nests are usually pensile, the birds are often

called 'hangnests.' They are especially character-

istic of tropical America, where they go by the

name of 'caciques,' or, in Jamaica, 'banana-
birds.' The best-known species is the Baltimore
oriole (Icterus galbula) . whichtranges in summer
as far north as the southern provinces of Canada,
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but winters in Central America. Its name was
given to it by Linnaeus, whose first specimen
came from Maryland, in complimentary allusion
to the fact that the colors of the male were those
of the livery of .Sir George Calvert, the first

Lord Baltimore, then proprietor of that colony.
The gay plumage has also caused it to be called

'golden robin,' "firebird,' and 'fire-hang-bird.'

The male is about eight inches long, brilliant fire-

orange, with the whole head, neck, back, wings,
and middle tail-feathers black, and with consider-
able white on the wings. Tfie female is somewhat
smaller, nmch paler, and with the black more or
less obscured by olive. The young resemble the
female, and do not assume their full plumage
before the second year. The Baltimore oriole is

one of the most conspicuous birds that the spring
migrations bring into the Xorthern United States,

not merely because of the splendor of his plu-

mage, but because of his loud, musical whistle.

The food consists chiefly of insects, although
fruit and young peas and similar delicacies are
eagerly accepted when in season, and ripening

grapes are injured to a serious extent in the
Hudson Valley and certain other localities. See
Colored Plate" of Song-Bibds with Thbu.sh.
The nest of the Baltimore oriole (see Plate with

XimFic.\Tio>- ) is the bird's greatest claim to
distinction. This admirable structure is woven
into the tip of a branch, preferably the drooping
limb of an elm or willow, from which it hangs
at some distance from the ground ; though other
trees are frequently used, the elm is the favorite,

as the long, drooping branches afl'ord an ideal

location for a hanging nest. The construction of
the nest is mainly if not entirely the work of the
female, the principal- materials being grass, slen-

der strips of bark, strings, hair, and vegetable
fibres. These are all closely and very firmly
interwoven into a pouch, four or five inches in

depth. The eggs are four to six in number, not
quite an inch long, white, spotted, scrawled in

a curious manner with irregular lines of black
or brownish.
Another oriole, which does not range quite so

far north or west as the Baltimore, and which
is much less conspicuous, though the male is

very handsome, is the orchard oriole I Icterus
spiirius). A much quieter and more retiring
bird than his showy cousin, the orchard oriole

is not so often seen or heard, but his song is a
more finished product and more melodious, Tlie

male is chestnut, with the head and fore parts
of the body black, while the female is olive-

green and dull yellow. The young resemble the
female and the males do not assume full plumage
until the third year. The nest is made of grasses,

and is not so perfectly pendent as is the Balti-

more oriole's. The eggs are similar to those of
the latter, but are somewhat .smaller and not so

much scrawled. (See Plate of Egcs of 8oxg
Birds.) Of the remaining .3.5 or 40 species,

prominent examples are the 'troopial' {Icterus
icterus), a tropical species common in South
America, about ten inches long, bright yellow and
tlack ; the black-headed oriole (Icterus melniroce-
phalus) , another large, rich yellow and black
fipecies, occurring in ^lexico, a variety of which,
known as Audvibon's oriole, is found in the lower
Hio Grande Valley: and Bullock's oriole (Icterus
Sullocki] . a species very similar to the Baltimore
"bird, which replaces that species in the Far
West. See also C.\ftQiE—a closelv allied group.

Vol. XV.—8.

Consult Ridgway, Birds of North and Middle
America, part ii. (Washington, ly02j, and
American ornithologies generally.

The orioles of the Old World are a small fam-
ily of about 40 species, the Oriolida;, related to
the crows. They are characteri-stically Oriental
and Australian, though several species occur in
Africa, and one ranges throughout Euro[>c. This
is the "golden' oriole (Oriolus oriolus), somewhat
larger than the Baltimore oriole, and equally
brilliant. The song is marvelously rich and fiute-
like, but very short. A very s"imilar Oriental
species is the familiar Oriolus Kundoo, or 'man-
go-bird.' The outward likeness between tiiese
Old World orioles and the American hangnests
is increased by the fact that the former also
build somewhat pensile nests. The "mimicry'
between them and certain honey-eaters Olefi-
phagidse) is another very interesting circum-
stance, described at length by Wallace, Newton,
and Salvador!. Consult Evans, Birds (London,
1900).

ORFON (Lat.. from Gk. 'Slpluv). In Greek
legend, a giant hunter; also the name of a con-
stellation. In the Homeric poems Orion appears
as the name of a constellation, conceived as a
hunter who is watched by the bear, and of a
handsome hero, beloved by Eos and slain by
Artemis, but there is no hint of a connection be-
tween the tHiO stories. Later writers preserve
a multitude of local legends about Orion, which
cannot be united into a consistent narrative. In
BoBotia he enjoyed special fame, as a hunter of
mighty strength, who, while reputed .son of King
Hyrieus. was borne from the earth by the inter-

vention of three gods. A Cretan version made
him the son of Euryale, daughter of Minos, and
Poseidon, who gave him the power of traversing
the sea. Here also he appears as a hunter and
the chosen companion of Artemis and Leto. The
Chians connected him with their local hero (Eno-
pion, for whose daughter Merope he became a
suitor. Here too he, with the aid of Artemis,
cleared the land of wild beasts, but ffinopion
still refused to give him his daughter, and finally

by strategy blinded him ; according to one ver-

sion, because Orion in drunkenness had offered

violence to ilerope. Orion forced a boy to guide
him to the rising sun. whose rays, falling full

upon his eyes, restored their sight, or w"as helped
to this cure by Hephaestus, and returned to take
vengeance on (Enopion, who was saved by Posei-

don. From the Homeric story of his death was
developed a series of stories of his love for .\rte-

mis. who slew him when his passion became too

violent, or she loved him and only killed him
by accident, for Apollo, in his anger at her love,

challenged her to hit a black spot on the sea : she

shot her arrow and found only too late that it

was the head of her lover, who was swimming.
In general these myths seem to have no connec-

tion with the constellation, but in the following

it is difficult not to see astronomical origin.

Orion in Ba-otia met Pleione and her daughters,

and pursued them for* five years till they were
caught up into the sky as the Pleiades, who still

seeme<l to flee before the giant. In Crete Orion
boasted that he would kill all beasts upon the

earth, whereupon Cfa sent a scorpion, who killed

the hunter by stinging his heel. Artemis set

both in the sky. and Orion still hastens to set as

tip ippi flip scorpion appear above the horizon.
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OKION, o'rv-on'. A town of Luzon. Philip-
pines, in the Province of 15alaan, situated Jiear

the west shore of Manila Bay. four miles south of

Bahinya (ilap: Luzon, D 8). Population, in

18'JU, 10,373.

ORIS'KANY, B.\TTLE of. In Anicrioan his-

tory, a liattle fouglit about two miles west of

Oriskany. N. V., on August U, 1777, during the
Revolutionary War, between about 800 American
militiamen under General Herkimer (ii-v.) and
an eijual force of Loyalists and Indians under Sir
John .Johnson (q.v.) and .7ose])h Brant Cq.v.).

The Americans, wliile on their way to relieve

Fort Schuyler (on the site of l!ome. X. Y.). fell

OmZABA.

wrctoheJ in the extreme, and in addition to the
distress caused l)_v tiicir lawlessness Orissa was
ravaged by famine in 1770 and again in 1777. In
1803 the -\Iahratta power was cruslicd and Orissa
became- an English possession. Kevolts took ])lace

in 1804 and in 1817-18. An agreement \vas made
between the East India Company and the native
chiefs and })rinces by which the former bound
themselves to |)erform certain services for the
country (as maintaining the river banks in good
repair), wliile the latter engaged to pay a yearly
tribute. Of llie marly principalities into which
Orissa was divided, a large number fell into
arrears with the Government, and the result was

into an ambuscade in a deep ravine, but fought t'i'it numbers of the estates were sold, and the

Indian fashion and with the utmost bravery for
several hour.s, and finally drove the enemy from
the field. The battle greatly crijipled Saint Leger
(q.v.), who soon afterwards, alainied at the ap-
proach of Gen. Benedict Arnold, rapidly retreated
into Canada, thus abandoning the plan of cam-
paign which had l>een drawn up by (iencral Carle-
ton and which provided for his ell'ecting a junc-

Governmcnt, as a rule, became the purchaser.
Much of the territory originally forming a por-
tion of this kingdom thus fell into the hands of
the British. In 18t>.5-00 a terrible famine visited
the country. The present British commissioner-
ship of Orissa extends from a point a little west
of the Hugli estuary to the borders of JIadras,
and incluilcs the delta of the Mahanadi. It eon-

tion with (iencral liurgovne and General IIowo stitutes the southwesternmost portion of Bengal,
or General Clinton at Albany. In proportion to 'J'l'c British districts have an area of ;}841 square
the luimbers engaged it was "one of the bloodiest miles, and the native States of Orissa, 17 in nura-

battles of the war, nujre than a third of the ^'f^i embrace an ai-ea abcnit onee and a half as
contestants being killed or wounded on each lio'ge- The British districts had a population, in

side. General Herkimer was mortally wounded
' "

early in the action and died several days later.

Consult: Dawson. BiitlUs of ihe'Vnitcd filatcs

(New York, 18.58) : anil Stone, Life of Joseph
Brant. IiicIikUiui lite Iiidian Wars of the Ameri-
can h'rniliilion ( ib.. iM.'iS).

ORISKANY STAGE. A division of the
Lower Devonian, named from the type occurrence
at Oriskany, X. Y. It is found in the central
and eastern parts of New- York, and extends
southward along the Ajipalachians into Virginia.
It attains a thickness of 200 feet in many places,

and consists of sandstones an<l calcareous shales.

It is usually found in association with the Lower
Helderberg rocks. The formation is of economic
importance in Virginia, where it yields iron ore.

See Devonian Sy.stem ; Geology.
'

ORIS'SA (Skt. •Otlra). A former kingdom on
the east coast of Hindustan, which extended from
Bengal—a part of which it included—on the
north to the banks of the Godavari on the south,
and from the coast on the east to Gondwana on
the west, end)raeing an area much larger than
that of the region which now bears the name.
The authentic history of Orissa begins with the
foundation of the Kesari. or Lion, dynasty, about "'"1 '" clear weather is visible from ships far cub

18SI1, of 4.047,352; in lltOl, of 4,3.'-)6,372. The
native States have about 2,000,000 peojile.
The hill districts, which nowhere ))rcsent
an elevation of more than 3000 feet, are in-
haliitcd by the Gonds, the Koles, the Sourahs. and
the Khonds. The irrigation of a large portion of
Orissa is provided for by an extensive and costly
.system of canals taken over by the Government
in 18(!S. The chief towns are Cuttack, the capi-
tal, Balasor, an important seaport, and the holy
city of Puri.

OR'ITHY'IA (Lat., from Gk. 'OpcWwa, Orci-
thyia. The daugliter of the Athenian King Ercch-
theus. Boreas carried her off to Thrace, and she
became the mother of Cleopatra, Calais, and
Zetes.

ORIZABA. iVre-thii'Ba (called by the Aztec*
CilhiJt, i„:ll. -Star Mountain"). One" of the high^
est peaks of North America, exceeded seeminglj
only by Mount McKinley in Alaska. It is situi
ated on the boundary between the States of Versf
Cruz and Puebla, Mexico, Go miles west of th^
city of Vera Cruz. It is a beautifully sym-s
metrical volcanic cone rising to a height of 18,250
feet. Its summit is covered with perpetual snow^

A.n, 474. The Hin<hi rulers of the land were
always Brahmanical rather than Buddhistic in
religion, and tlu'y possessed a high degree of cul-
ture and civilization. Orissa maintained its

position as an independent monarchy till the six-
teei'th century, when the Mohammedans began to
harass the country. Finally, in 15(18. tlie last
independent King of Orissa was defeated by Solei-
man. the Afghan King of Bengal, under tlie walls
of .Jaipur, and in 1578 the Afghans in their turn
were forced to surrender Orissa to Akbar. and it

remained a portion of the dominions of the Great

n the Gulf. Forests of oak and ])ine cover th^
lower and middle slopes, the former following'
upon the luxuriant tropical flora. The timber-
line is found at 13.500-14.000 feet. The summitt
crater, which is much smaller than that of Popol
cate|)etl, is in a condition of full preservation'
and from it at times issue sulphurous and otiieif

vapors. The volcano iias been quiescent dnrin*
the past half century. It was first ascended iff

1848 by two American officers; Reynolds andi
-Maynard. i;

A citv in the State of VertORIZABA.
Mogul until 1,51. In 1742 the Mahrattas began Cruz, Mexico, situated (58 miles southwest of Vera

,

wrestinc the country from the ileclining power Cruz, on the railroad between that city and
of the Mogul emperors, and in 1751 Orissa became Mexico (Map: Mexico, L 8). The town lies itt

a Mahratta province. The Great Mogul ceded his a beautiful vallev over 4000 feet above the sea,
rights to the East India Company in 1705. Under and partly surrounded bv loftv mountains, among
the Mahrattas the condition of the country was which towers the magnificett' volcano of Orizaba

I
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(q.v.), 20 miles distant to the northwest. In
spite of the high altitude, the climate of the val-
ley is tropical, and especially subject to hot
winds from the south. The houses are mostly
one-storied, and the town contains few objects of
interest. The greater part of the valley is occupied
by sugar plantations, and Orizaba is an important
centre of the ilexican sugar industry. There
are also a number of cotton and flour mills, most
of the power being furnished by the Rio Blanco.
Population, in 1S95, 31,512. Orizaba was an
ancient Indian town, and its present name is a
corruption of the Xahuatl Ahauializapan, mean-
ing pleasant waters.' It was for a number of
years the capital of the State.

ORKHAN, Or-Kan' (1279-1359). A Turkish
Sultan, son of Othman^ founder of the Ottoman
dj-nasty. He captured Brusa in 1326, and suc-
ceeded his father in the same year. He made
Brusa his seat of government. Orkhan married
Theodora, a daughter of the Byzantine Emperor
John Palseologus, in 1347. He won a footing ia
Europe (1354), and made extensive gains in
Asia Minor. Orkhan may be considered one of
the frreatest generals of the dynasty.

ORK'NEY ISLANDS. An archipelago lying
north of Scotland, and separated from Caithness
by the Pentland Firth (Map: Scotland, F 1).
It consists of about 70 islands and islets, of which
29 are inhabited. The principal islands are
Pomona or ilainland. Hoy, .South and Xorth
Ronaldsay, Flotay, Burray, Ronsay. Shapinsay,
Stronsay, Eday, Westray, and Sanday. The area
of the islands is 375 square miles. With the ex-
ception of Hoy, which is mountainous, the islands
are generally low, with an irregular, partly
rocky, partly sandy coast line. The highest hill

is the Ward of Hoy, 1555 feet. The rocks are
of the Old Red Sandstone formation, except a
small granite district near Stromness. The cli-

mate is mild owing to the proximity of the Gulf
Stream. The annual rainfall varies from abmit
28 inches on the east side of the isles to 37 inches
on the west. The soil is fertile and produces
barley, oats, potatoes, and turnips. The inhabit-
ants also engage in cattle, sheep, and poultry
raising, and fishing. Live stock, sea food, poultry,
and eggs are largely exported. Though Orkney
is a separate county of Scotland, it combines
with the Shetlands to return one member to Par-
liament. The only towns are Kirkwall (q.v.),

the capital, and Stromness, with a fine harbor
admitting the largest vessels, both in Pomona.
The population of the islands was, in 1891,
30.4.50: in 1001, 26.698.
The Orcade» (whence the modern adjective

Orcadian) are mentioned by classical writers,

but of their inhabitants almost nothing is known
till the Jliddle Ages. They were probably of the
same stock as the British Celts. From an early
period, however, the Norsemen resorted to these
islands, and in the tenth century they were ruled
by independent Scandinavian jarls (earls), but
in 1098 they were made subject to the Norwegian
CroAvn. In 1231 the Scandinavian feudal lords
w-ere succeeded by Scotch nobles under the over-
lordship of the Norwegian kings. In 146S the
islands were given to .James III. of Scotland
as a security for the dowry of his wife. Margaret
of Denmark. In 1590 Denmark formally re-

signed all pretensions to the sovereignty of the
Orkneys. The present inhabitants are generally

of Scandinavian and Scotch descent. The anti-
quities include the standing stones of Stcnnis, tho
Maeshowe tumulus, and an old Pictish fort.

Consult: Low, .1 Tour Through the Islands of
Orkney and Shetland (Kirkwall, 1879); Tudor,
The Orkneys and Shetland (London, 1883) ; Wal-
lace, Description of Orkney (Edinburgh, 1883) ;

Brand, A Brief Description of Orkney, Zetland,
Pightland Firth, and Caithness (ib.. 1883) ;

Buckley and Haure-Brown, Vertebrate Fauna of
the Orkney Islands (ib., 1891) ; Craven, History
of the Church in Orkney, 16C,2-S8 (Kirkwall
1893) ; id.. The Church in Orkney, 1688-1882 (ib.!

1893).

ORLAN'DO. A city and the countv seat of
Orange County, Fla., 147 miles south of Jackson-
ville; on the Plant System and the Florida Cen-
tral and Peninsular railroads (Map: Florida,
G 3). It is a popular winter resort, situated
in a healthful region, noted also for its hunting
and fishing. There are some manufacturing es-
tablishments, but the city is more important as
the centre of extensive fruit-growing interests.
Population, in 1890, 2850; in 1900, 2481.

ORLAN'DO. (I) The Italian form of Ro-
land, one of Charlemagne's paladins. (2) In
Shakespeare's As You Like It, a son of Sir Row-
land de Bois, brother to Oliver, and Rosalind's
lover.

ORLAN'DO FXJRIO'SO. A famous poem by
Ariosto. published in 1510, in forty cantos: re-
vised by the author and enlarged to forty-six,
1532. It was a continuation of Boiardo's Or-
lando innamorato and is professedly a romance
of chivalry, though a light irony, "like that of
Cervantes in Don Quixote, can be felt in the
tieatment. For the soiuces of the story, consult
Rajna, Le fonii delV Orlando furioso (Florence,

1876). See also Ariosto.

ORLANDO INNAMORATO, e'na-m6-ra't6.
See B0I.4RD0.

ORLAN'DUS LAS'STJS. See Lasso, Oblax-
DO DI.

ORLE (OP. orle. ourle, Fr. orle, from :ML.
orlus, orla, diminutive of Lat. ora, border.

coast). In heraldry (q.v.), one of tho charges
known under the name of sub-ordinaries.

ORLEANAIS, or'lS'ii'na'. Formerly a prov-

ince of Central France, on both sides of the

Loire. It is now included mainly within the

departments of Loiret. Loir-et-Cher and Enre-et-

Cher, while smaller portions belong to the depart-

ments of Seine-et-Oise, Sarthe, Indre, Cher,

Ni&^Te. and Vonne.

ORLEANS, Or'la'iix'. The former capital of

Orleanais. France, and now the capital of the
Department of Loiret, situated on the right bank
of the Loire, spanned here by a magnificent
bridge, about 70 miles south-southwest of Paris
(Map: France, H 4). Orleans lies on a forested

plain. It is a well-constructed city, with spa-

cious, regular streets and pleasant squares. The
city lies in a compact form, extends along the
river lined with quays, and is bordered by .a

semicircle of connected and broad boulevards of

the most modern type occupying the site of the

ancient fortifications. There is much curious old

timber architecture to be found in the citv. The
noteworthy late-Gothic Cathedral of Sainte Croix
dates from 1601. Its impressive facade is one
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of the town's attractions. The cathedral contains
a decorative monument by Chapu.

The Hotel de Ville is of briek and atone, dating
from IJ.'JO. It was reconstructed and enlarged in

the last century. In the old Hotel dc \ille are
the nuinicipal museums of paintin}; and sculpture
and a mu^-euni of natural history. In the ancient
and artistic Hotel de C'abut, formerly called in

error the house of Diane de Poitiers, is the val-

uable Historical iluseum of Orleans. The house
of Agnes Sorel and the liouse where the Maid of

Orleans lodged are still standing. The latter
contains the highly interesting Musec .Jeanne
d'Arc. This collection includes tapestries, stat-

ues, portraits, banners, etc.. all connected with
or illustrating the history of the heroine. Other
interesting buildings are the prefecture, the Pal-
ace of .Justice ( 1821), and the Hotel Dieu, which
is considered the most attractive hospital in the
Republic. Ork-ans has an equestrian statue of
the Maia of Orleans, and a bronze statue of the
Republic, erected in 18.50. Orl<^ans is on the site

of flenabum, the Gallic town burned in B.C. 52
by C'lPsar to avenge the murder of Kunian traders.
It was rebuilt by the Emperor Aurclian and
named Aunlinnum, wlience its modern name. It
was an important place under the Merovin^'ians

and continued to flourish under the kings of
France; in 1309 it became the seat of a uni-
versity. During the Hundred Years' War with
the English it was distinguished for its lovaltv.
It was rebuilt by the English in 1428-2!). aiid

was relieved bj- the famous Maid of Orleans

—

Joan of Arc. It was a Huguenot strongliold
during the religious wars, and while besieging it

the Catholic leader, the Duke of Guise, was as-
sassinated in 1563. In the Franco-German War
of 1870-71 several sanguinary battles were fought
in the neighborhood : in October, 1870, it was oc-

cupied by the Germans, who were driven out a
month later by the French : in Deceml)er, how-
ever, the city was recaptured by the tJermans and
held until the end of the war. Population, in
lllOI. (i7.:UI.

ORLEANS, Or'le-anz. An island in the Saint
l^awrence River, belonging to Montgomery
County, Quebec, Canada, a few miles below
the city of Quebec (Map: l^uebec-, ¥ 4).
It has an area of 69 square miles, with a
population of about .5000. The surface is un-
dulating and covered in some portions with
extensive forests. The soil is rich, and in a high
state of cultivation, fruit culture being of con-
siderable importance. There are a number of
villages. The island is a favorite picnic an<l
sununer resort. It was General Wolfe's camping
ground prior to the siege of Quebec in 17.59.

.Jacques Cartier, in 1.535. named it I'lsle de
Bacchus, owing to the abundance of its grape
vines.

ORLEANS, Tlie name borne by a cadet
branch of the Valois and Bourbon houses of
France. Philip, the fifth son of Philip VI. of
France, was created Duke of Orleans in 1344.
After his death, without issue, the duchy was be-
stowed (1392) on Louis. Count of Valois. the
younger brother of Charles VI.. who thus became
the founder of the House of Orleans-Valois. I^ouis
was a man of exceptional gifts and great vices
and played an important role during the tragic
period of the Hundred Years' War. when the for-

tunes of France under its mad King. Charles VI.,

were at their lowest. He strove with Philip the
Bold of Burguiuly for the control of the King,
and with his wile, \alentina \'isconti, was sus-

pected of putting lor the throne. After the
death of Philip. I.ouis was for some time without
a rival in the kingdom, enjoyed, the favor of
Queen Isabeau, but rendered himself unpopular
by his extravagance and the licentiousness of his
character. The contest against liim was renewed
by Philip's son, .John the Fearless, whose wife
Louis had seduced. A reconciliatinn between the
two took place in Xovember, 1407, and three

days later Louis was assassinated at the instiga-

tion of .John. He had eight children by Valcntina
Visconti and an illegitimate son, Dunois (q.v.),

the celebrated bastard of Orleans. Louis's eldest

son, Charles, Count of Angouleme and Duke of

Orleans (1391-1405), carried on the struggle
against the IIou.se of Burgundy as head of the

party of the Armagnacs. He was taken prisoner
by the English at Agincourt and spent twenty-
live years in captivity. He was noted as a poet.

(See Cii.\8i.E.s OF OklEans. ) His son Louis as-

cended the Krcnch throne as Louis XII. (q.v.),
and reunited the Duchy of Orleans to the Crown.
It was subsequently held by the jounger sons of
Francis I. and of Henry II. until 1574, when
Henry, Duke of Anjou, the last male scion of
the Hou.se of Valois, ascended the throne of
France. Of the bearers of the title belonging to
the House of Bourbon the following are the most
important:

Ga.ston .Jean Baptiste. Duke of Orleans
(1008-00), best known for his talents in con-
spiracy. He was the third son of Henry 1\'. of
France and of Maria de' Medici, and was born
at Fontainebleau, April 25, 1008, being known
after Kill as Monsieur. In 1020 he was madi'
Duke of Orleans, and married Mary of Bourlion,
Duchess of Montpensier, the richest heiress in

France. In the same year he was involved in the
conspiracy of Chalais against Richelieu (q.v.),

and basely abandoned his accomplice to his fate.

He never ceased, however, to intrigue against
the great Minister, and in 1032 raised Languedoc
against the King with the aid of the Marcchal
de Montmorency. He deserted the latter at the
battle of Castelnaudary (September 30. 1632),
and made his peace with the Court, while Mont-
morency suffered torture and death. In 1030 he
plotted with the Count of Soissons against the
life of Richelieu, but his cowardice led to the dis-

covery of the conspiracy, and (Jaston purchased
peace at the expense of bis accomplices. He was
concerned in the conspiracy of Cinq-Mars (q.v.),

but upon the arrest of the latter (.June 13. 1642)
submitted and pleaded for pardon. He became
Lieutenant-General of the Kingdom after the
death of Louis XIIL. and served with credit
against Spain. During the Fronde (q.v.) he
changed from the Court to the Parlement and to
Conde, and in -July. 1052. was named by the Par-
lenient Lieutenant-General. With the triumph
of Mazarin his ])olitieal activity came to an end,
and he spent the last year of his life in retire-

ment at Blois. By his first wife, vA\o died the
year after their marriage, he was the father of
the celebrated Grande Mademoiselle, Anne Marie
Louise. Duchess of Montpensier (q.v.).

The title of Duke of f)rleans was next borne
by Philippe, brother of Louis XIV. (1640-1701),
the founder of the existing House of Orleans,
who had two daughters by his first wife, Henri-
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etta Aunt' of England, ami a son and daxighter hy

his second wife, Elizabetli. daughter of the

Elector Palatine. The son, Puilippe, Ihike of

Orleans (1074-1723), was Kegent of France dur-

ing the minority of Louis X\'. He possessed ex-

cellent talents, but his youth was passed in un-
bridled dissipation. Louis XIV. compelled him
to marry his daughter. Mademoiselle de Blois,

by Madame de Montespan (q.v. ), He dis-

played great personal courage and military
talent during the War of the Spanish Succession
in Holland, Italy, and Spain; l)Ut his presence in

Madrid after his victories 117081 was regarded
with apprehension both by Philip V. and by Loui3
XIV. In consequence of this, he lived for some
years in retirement from the Court, spending his

time in debauchery and in the study and prac-

tice of the fine arts and of chemistry. Louis
XIV., having legitimized the Duke of Maine and
the Count of Toulouse, his sons by Madame de
Montespan, appointed the Duke of Orleans presi-

dent of the regency, but gave the guardianship
of his heir and the command of the household
troops to the Duke of Maine; but all this was set

aside at his death, and the Duke of Orleans be-

came sole Regent in 1715. He was popular, and
his first measures increased his popularity; but
the financial affairs of the kingdom were per-

plexing, and the Regent's adoption of the schemes
of .John Law (q.v.) led to disastrous results. (See
Mississippi Scheme.) He formed an alliance

with England and Holland in 1717, and expelled

the Stuarts from France. In the same year he held
the celebrated lit de justice, in which he pro-

hibited the Parlenient of Paris from meddling with
financial or political affairs, and declared the
legitimized sons of Louis XIV. incapable of suc-

ceeding to the throne. His old tutor Dubois (q.v.),

who still possessed an unhappy influence over his

former pupil, became Prime Minister, and prac-

tically ruler of France: the Regent, who was
really a man of high abilities, neglecting all

duties and pursuing a course of profligacy per-

haps luiequaled in history. At the insti-

gation of Dubois, the Regent sacrificed the Jan-
senists and compelled the Parlement in 1722 to

recognize the bull Unigenitus. ( See Jaxsex-
ISM.) After the coronation of Louis XV.. Feb-

ruary 15, 1723, and the death of Cardinal Dubois
in August of the same year, the Duke of Orleans,
although disliking public affairs, consented to

become Prime Minister, but he held office for

only a few months, dying December 2. 1723. a
victim of his incessant debauchery. He was suc-

ceeded by his son Louis (1703.52), who was fol-

lowed by his son, Louis Philippe (1725-85).

Louis Philippe Joseph, fifth Duke of Orleans,

known as Egalite, bom at Saint-Cloud, April 13,

1747. He was first known as the Duke of Mont-
pensier, and "after 1752 as the Duke of CTiartres.

He became Duke of Orleans after his father's

death in 1785. Although possessed of good abili-

ties, the young Duke early fell into a course of

debauchery from which he never absolutely

emerged. In 1769 he married a rich wife and
used the money so acquired to strengthen his

popularity with the masses. In 1771 he op-

posed the Chancellor Maupeou and was exiled

from Court for a number of years. He returned
in 1774, but failed to find favor with Louis XVI.
and the Queen. He eommaniled the rear of the

royal fleet at the naval combat near Ushant in

1778, and made himself popular by advocating the

cause of America. His increasing popularity
rendered him more and more obno.vious to the
Court. In the Assembly of Notables in 1787 he
declared against the Ministerial proposals; and
when the King sought to overcome the resistance
of the Parlement by a lit de justice, he pro-
tested against the proceeding. On the assembling
of the States-General, he took the popular side
and voted with the extremists in the Xational
Assembly. When the insurrectionary movements
began in Paris in 1789 he promoted them by
secret agents and nionej-. The Court sent him
on an ostensibly diplomatic mission to England,
from which he returned after more than six
month.s' absence, in July, 1790, and engaged in
new intrigues hostile to the King. He began to
find, however, that he was the mere tool of a
party who availed themselves of his influence and
wealth for their own purposes, and this discov-
er.v abated his revolutionary fervor. He with-
drew from the .Jacobins, was reconciled to the
King, and appeared at Court; but was treated
with such contempt by the courtiers that he
turned once more to the cause of the Revolution.
He joined Danton's party, renounced his titles,

assumed the name of Philippe Egalit^, and was
returned to the Convention, in which he took his

place with the party of the Mountain. He voted
for the death of the King. The Jacobins were
dissatisfied with him Ijeoause he did not give up
the whole of his immense wealth, and the base-

ness of his character alienated all his former
supporters. On April 6, 1793, the Convention de-

creed the arrest of all the members of the Bour-
bon family, and the estates of the Orleans family
were confiscated. Philippe Egalite.with his family,
was thrown into prison at Marseilles, and in May
was accused of high treason. He was acquitted,

but in September was brought before the Revo-
lutionary" Tribunal in Paris; and on November
6, 1793, he was condemned, and by his own re-

quest was executed the same day. He faced death
courageously. His son. the seventh Duke of

Orleans, became King of France in 1830. See
Louis Philippe.

Louis Philippe's eldest son, Febdi.\.\no. Duke
of Orleans, was born in Palermo. September 3,

1810. In 1831-32 he served in Belgium, and in

1835-40 in Algeria, and he subsequently took a
prominent part in the reorganization of the
French army. \Vhile on his way from Paris to

Neuilly, .July 13. 1842. the horses of his carriage

became unruly, and in jumping from it he frac-

tured his skull. He was a prince of many amiable
qualities, and his death was greatly deplored by
the French people. He left two sons. Louis
Philippe, Count de Paris (q.v.) and Robert
Philii)pe. Duke de Chartres (q.v.). After the fall

of the Empire, the Orleans Princes were permit-

ted to retiirn to France, whence they had been
expelled in 1848. and for a time they exercised

considerable influence on the politics of the day.

They plotted the restoration of the July mon-
archy, but enjoyed little popularity owing to

their close alliance with all the elements of re-

action in France. In .June. 188ti. the Count de

Paris, the Duke de Chartres, and the Duke
d'Aumale were sent into exile, where the two
former continued to plot with Boulanger (q.v.)

for the overthrow of the Republic. The son

of the Count de Paris, I>ouis Philippe Robert,

Duke of Orleans (1809—1. is the Legitimist

pretender to the Crown of France. Becoming
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of nge in 1890, lie went to Paris and there
offered himself for the customary military
scrviee. but was arrested under the Kxpul-
sion Bill of 188(1. «hieh prevents the dircet
heirs of former rei^-ning families from residing
in France. After heing imprisoned for a few
jnunths, he was liberated by President Carnot,
and escorted to the Swiss frontier by tlie French
jiolicc. He afterwards lived in Brussels for n
time. Between the years 18!10 and 1805 he
traveled in Asia. In IS'.H) lie married an Austrian
princess. He had early assumeil the ducal title

last used by his grandfather. He made a bid
for popularity in connection witli the Dreyfus
affair in 1807 by upholding tlie army, but gained
little by his interference. Lntil lOOO he resided

in England, where he was well treated and re-

ceived, but in that year he brought himself into

great odium hy publicly ai)])r()ving disgraceful
caricatures of Queen Victoria, published in Paris,
The other sons of King Louis Philippe were the
Duke of Nemours, the Prince de .Toinville, the
Duke d"Aumale. and the Duke de ilontpensicr
(qq,v.). In 18.')2 the government confiscated a
large part of the Orleans estate to the value of
50.000.000 francs.

Consult, in addition to the histories of France
and of the different reigns and periods: Lauren-
tin, llistoire ties dues d'Orlruii.s (Paris, 18:i2-

34) ; Marchal, La famillc d'Orlfans, depuis ,«oh

origine jusqu'6 nos jours (ib,, 184.5) ; Saint-
Simon, MfmoWcs ; Perkins. France Under the
Regency (Boston, 1802) : Lemontey, Histnire de
la ri'gcnce (Paris, 1832): Wiesener. Le regent,
I'ahbf Dubois et les Anglais (ib., 1801-0.3);
Jobe/,, La France sous Louis AT., vols, i., ii. (ib.,

1864-0.5); Cretineau-.Toly. llistoire de Louis
Philippe d'Orleans et de VOrleanisme (ib., 1802) :

Tournois, Histoire de Louis Philippe Joseph
d'OrUans et du parti d'Orleans dans scs rapports
avec la revolution francaise (ib., 1842-43, 1876) ;

Ducoin, Philippe d'Orleans Egaliti (ib., 184.5-

61).

ORLEANS, Charles, Duke of. A French
poet. See Cn.\RLE.S OF ORLEAN.S.

ORLEANS, HfiLfcNE Louise Elisabeth.
Duchess of (1814-.58). She was born at Lud-
wigslust, daughter of the Grand Duke Frederick
Louis of Mecklenl)urg-Schwerin. In 1837 she
married the son of Louis Philippe. Prince Fer-
dinand of Orleans, who died in 1842. After the
fall of Louis Philippe (1848) she attempted to
seat her elder son. tlie Count of Paris, upon the
throne, but was unsuccessful and had to leave
France for England,

ORLEANS, Henri Philippe I\L\.rie, Prince d'
(ISOT-lOOl ). A French explorer, born at Ham,
near Richmond, England, a son of Robert, Duke
de Chartres (<|.v. ). In 1880-00 he accompanied
Gabriel Bonvalot on a jounicy through Central
Asia; two years later he exjilored Indo-China;
and in 180,5 discovered the sources of the Irra-
waddy. an achievement for which he received the
gold medal of the Society de O^^ographie de Paris
and the cross of the Legion of Honor. In 1807
and in 1898 he visited Abyssinia, and in 1001
went to Anam, where he died. Among his writ-
ings are: Vne excursion en Indo-Chine (1802);
Autour dn Tonkin (1894); A Madagascar
(1805) ; and Du Tonkin aux Indes (1897)'.

ORLET, orHi. Bernaert, or Babend van
(c. 1492-1542) , A Flemish painter, born at Brus-

sels, hence also called liai'cnd van Brussel. Prob-
ably a pupil of his father, \'alentyn van Orley
( 14()0-c, 1.530), he went to Kome alter 1,500 and
became a successful imitator of Raphael, in

whose school he studied. He was Court painter
successively to Cliarlcs V,, to Margaret of Aus-
tria, Regent of the Netherlands, and to her suc-

cessor, Mary of Hungary, Van Orley stamls
ne.xt to Mabuse among the leaders of the ten-

dency to 'Italianize' Flemish art. His coloiing
is sadly degenerate from the old Flemish masters,
cool in general etVect, yet gaudy, and altlioUL'h

his early works show good coiii|iosition and ele-

vated sentiment, he afterwards lapsed into the
mannered style of the later followers of Raphael.
Flemish thought and practice are most observable
in his "Pietil," in the Brussels Museum, which
also contains the "Trials of .lob" (1521), a
"Holy Family." and two portraits. His most con-
siderable work is |)robal)ly the shrine with "The
Trinity \Vorsliipe(i by Saints," in Saint Mary's
at Lilbeck. Noteworthy, furthermore, are a
"Holy Family," in Dresden; "JIarriage of the
Virgin." in the Louvre; "The Magdalen Read-
ing," in the National Gallery. London; and "Re-
pose in Egypt," in the Royal Institution at

Liverpool. The large "Last .Judgment," in the
Church of Saint James, at Antwerp, is most in-

dicative of his adopted Italian manner. Of his

designs for tapestries, the best known are "The
Life of Abraham." in Hampton Court, and "Maxi-
milian's Hunt," in the Louvre, The windows
with the portraits of Fr.ancis I.. Charles V., and
Mary of Hungary, in the Cathedral at Brussels,

were also done from his carto(ms. For his biog-

raphy, consult Wauters (Paris, 1894).

OR'LOFF. The name of a prominent Russian
family. Grigori (1734-83) was a grandson of

Ivan, founder of the family. He won the
love and favor of Catharine II., whom he heljied

put on the throne. His influence with the Em-
press, who bore him a son, the first Count Bob-
rinski. came to an. end in 1772. His brother
Alexei (1737-1808) also took part in the con-

spiracy of 1702. and with his own hands stran-

gled Peter III., husband of Catharine II. For
liis victory over the Turks at Tchesme in 1770
he received the epithet Tchesmenski, He did
much for the improvement of Russian horses.

Alexei's nephew, named Alexei FEDOROvrrcn
(1787-1801), was a natural son of Fedor (1741-
1706). He fought bravely in the wars with
Napoleon, and in the Turkish campaign ; was
plenipotentiary at the signature of the Treaty
of Adrianople (1829) ; and, after acting as Min-
ister to Great Britain, negotiated the Peace of
I'nkiar-Skelessi in 1833. For a long time he was
chief of the Russian police. In 1856 he was
made prince when he was sent to Paris to rep-
resent Russia. His son, Nikolai (1827-85) was
minister at Brussels (1860-7(») and ambassador
at Paris until 1882 and at Berlin. He wrote on
the war of 1806 and urged the abolition of
corporal punishment.

ORLOP ( formerly also orerlope, from Dutch
overluop, orlop, a running over, from over, over
+ loopen, to run) . The deck next below the berth
deck in old-fashioned men-of-war. See DECK.

OR'MAZD, or ORTVIUZD (Pers., from Phi.
Aiihnriiui'.d. OPer^. A urama::da, Av. Ahvra Mazda,
Lord Wisdom). In the Zoroastrian religion, the
Supreme Being. In the Avesta (q.v, ) he is repre-
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sented as the head of the heavenly host and as
sovereign over the realm of good, light, and
truth. In tlie Old Persian Inscriptions, as well
as in the Palilavi texts and the Avcsta, he is the
creator of all that is good in the world. Ormazd
is the guardian of mankind; he is a giver of re-

wards ; but he may mete out punishment as well.

His throne is in the heavens, in the realm of
eternal light, where his presence is manifested by
sjilendor and glory. This is the sense in which
we must understand the Avesta when it alludes
to Ahura Jlazda's 'form.' Auramazda is repre-
'.(nted on the sculptured rocks of Behistun as a
iiowned and bearded figure in a winged circle

above tlie head of King Darius, a conception
borrowed from Assyro-Babylonian art. In the
.Sassanian bas-reliefs, Ormazd is portrayed on
horseback presenting the Imperial crown to Arda-
shir.

The spiritual side of Ahura Mazda is constantly
dwelt upon in the Avesta. He creates through
his 'Holy Spirit,' which is a 'spirit of intelligence'

as contrasted with the ignorance and Iftck of

prescience on the part of Ahriman (q.v. ). In
tlie philosopliic ilevelopment of Zoroastrianisni
this spiritual essence of Ahura Mazda is often
conceived to be an emanation separate and apart
from the divinity, acting in opposition to the
Evil Spirit, Angra Mainyu, and yet of the same
substance as Ormazd. From this transcendental
Zoroastrian view it is possible to understand how
the different Iranian sects early began to tend
tciward monotheism as opposed to the earlier

dualism which made Ahriman self-existent, and
coeval, though not coeternal, with Ormazd. This
unifying tendency sometimes postulated Bound-
less Time, or Eternity, as the source alike of

Ormazd and Ahriman ; sometimes it is presup-

posed that the Holy Spirit and the Evil Spirit

were tlie children of Ormazd. the wicked prin-

ciple being due to a moment of doubt on the
part of the great god. But in all cases Ormazd
rises supreme as the acknowledged head and
sovereign of the heavenly kingdom. Ahura
Jlazda is attended by a band of six (or seven)
archangels, 'Immortal Holy Ones,' and also by
a score or more of angels and a host of minor
spirits.

In viewing the Zoroastrian conception of Or-
mazd we must also allow the existence of a few
reminiscences of naturalistic ideas, a tinge here

and there of the sky god warring against the ser-

pent demon of the heavens. But these survivals

are very slight. The same is true of the occa-

sional Varuna of the Vedas, as an old Aryan
conception of God. Ormazd as a deity stands far

above both Hindu and Babylonian ideals, and
approaches the Judaeo-Christian conception of

Jehovah.
Bibliography. Jackson, "Ormazd, or the Per-

sian Idea of God." in Thr Moiiint. vol. ix. (Chi-

cago. 1809) : id., "Iranische Religion." in Geiger
and Kuhn. Grundriss rler iranischen Philolofjie,

vol. ii. (Strassburg. 1001-0."?) : Darmsteter. Or-
mazd et Ahriman (Paris. 1887) ; Stave, Ueber
den Einfluss des Parsismus aiif des Judenthum
(Haarlem, 1898). See Ahrim.^n.

ORME, nrm, Philibert de l'. See De l'Orme,
PlIIMIiKRT.

ORME, Robert (1728-1801). An Anglo-
Indian historian. The son of Dr. Alexander
Orme, physician and surgeon of the British army

in Bombay, he was born at Anjcngo, Travancore,
India. He was educated at Harrow, England,
and went back to India in 1742 as a writer in the
employ of the East India Company. In 1752
he went to England in eonipany with Captain
Clive, afterwards Lord Clive, Baron of Pla.ssey,
his friend for many years. He returned again
to India, and in 1754 became fourth nieinber of
the council at Fort Saint George, and rose to be
a commissary and accountant-general (1757-58).
He was inlluential in establishing the power of
Great Britain in India, and active in the interest
of his friend Clive, whom he succeeded in having
appointed as military commander of that coun-
try. He returned to England finally in 1750, and
became historiographer to the East India Com-
pany, retiring to Ealing in 1792, where he died
on January 13, 1801. His works include .1 His-
tonj of the ililUury Transactions of the British
yation in Indoslan (5th ed., London, 1799) ;

and A General Idea of the Government and Peo-
ple of Indostan (ib., 1811). Consult biographical
memoir attached to his Historical Fragments of
the ilnrjul Empire (2d ed., London, 1782).

OR'MEROD, Eleanor A. ( 18'28-I901). An
English naturalist and entomologist. She was
born at Sedbury Park, Gloucestershire, and early
devoted herself to the study of injurious insects.

She was the first woman to receive a fellowship
in the Meteorological Society (1878). The Royal
Horticultural Society awarded her the Silver

Floral Medal for her services to the science of

economic entomologj'; and from Edinburgh Uni-
versity in 1900 she received the degree of LL.D.
Her publications include: Cnhham Journals
(1879): ilanaal of Injurious Insects (1881);
Guide to Insect Life (1884): and Annual Re-
ports of Ohservations on Injurious Farm Insects

(1877 et seq.).

ORMOC, 6r-m6k'. A town of Leyte, Philip-

pines, situated on the Bay of Ornioc, on the west
coast of the island. It is surrounded by stone

breastworks and three ruined forts, and is an
important hemp port. Population, 8107.

OR'MOLTJ (Fr. or moulu, ground gold, from
or. from Lat. aurum, gold, and moulu. p.p. of

moudre, from Lat. molere, to grind). A gilded

bronze, or fine brass, sometimes colored or lac-

quered, to give it additional brilliancy. It was
used, especially during the Gothic and Renais-

sance periods, for mounting on furniture. It is

also used for candelabra and other fine metal

work.

ORMONDE', or'inond. James Butler, twelfth

Earl and first Duke of (1010-1G88). A British

soldier and statesman, the first of the ancient

Anglo-Irish family of Butler on whom the ducal

title was conferred. He was born in London.

On his father's death he beoame Viscount

Thurles. and heir to the title. His grandfather,

Walter. Earl of Ormonde, having displeased

.James I. and having been imprisoned, the young
heir was seized as a royal ward, and placed under

the guardianship of Wie Archbishop of Canter-

bury" In his twentieth year he married his

cousin. Lady Elizabeth Pre-ston. and in 1632

succeeded to the earldom and estates of Ormonde.

On Strafford's recommendation Ormonde was ap-

pointed to the chief command of the army in

Ireland in 1040, just before the outbreak of the

great rebellion tliere. He repeatedly defeated
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ihe insurgents. \Miin, in 1043. he concluded

an armistice, his policy was loudly condemned

as well hv the friends as by the enemies of

the Koyalist Tarty in En<;hind. Duriny the long

contest of Charles witli the I'arliament. Ormonde
continued to uphold the royal interest in his

Irish government. Wlien tlie last crisis of the

King's fortunes came, he resigned his Irish com-

mand, and retired to Kr.ince. Iroin whidi country

he again returned to Irehmd, witli the all l>ut

des[)erate design of resforing the royal authority.

After a gallant but unequal struggle, he was
compelled, in 1650, to return once more to

France. His services to the royal cause continued

unremitting during his exile: and at the Re-^t ora-

tion he accomi):inied Charles 11. on his return,

and was rewarded for his fidelity by the ducal

title of Ormonde. His after-life was less event-

ful, although he twice again returned to the

government of Ireland. In 1070 occurred the

well-known attempt by the notorious Colonel

Blood iq.v.) upon the life of Ormonde. He
escaped uninjured, and lived until the year

1088. His letters and papers were published

under the title. Original Lcllrrs and Paprrs'Coii-

cerniinj the Affairs of England. If,!,l-Ci0 (London,

1739). Consult Carte, Life of Ihe Duke of Or-

monde (last ed., Oxford, 1851).

ORMS'BY, Jon.N- (1829-95). An English au-

thor and traveler. He belonged to an Englisli

family that settled in Ireland in the reign of

Queeii Elizabeth, and he was born at the family-

scat, Gortner Abbey, in the county of Mayo.
After graduating Lf.-A. from Trinity College,

Dublin, he went to London, where he studied law

at the Middle Temple, but he soon drifted into

literature. To Fraser's Magazine and other

periodicals he contributed many sketches ol

travel, some of which were collected under the

title of Autumn Rambles in Xorth Afriea (1804)

and .SVrary Papers (1870). Becoming interested

in Spain and Spanish literature, he translated

the Cid (1879) and Don Quixote (1885), both

admirably. Consult the biographical sketch by

Leslie Stephen in the Alpine Journal (London,

1890).

ORTIiIUI-TJM, The. An English poem written

about 1200, by Orm or Orniin (a Danish word
meaning worm'). Of the author nothing is

directly known. He was prob.iWy of a Danish
family dwelling in the northeastern part of the

old Kingdom of Mcrcia, and he may have been an
Augustinian monk. The poem, 'named Ornuilum
for that Orm it wrought.' is composed of a series

of homilies (based on -Elfric. Beda. Gregory L,

and Isidore), exten<ling from the Annunciation
into the Acts of the .\postles. It exists in only

one manuscript (Bodleian Library), believed to

be the author's own copy. The manuscript, con-

taining more than 20,000 half lines, is, however,
only a fragment, about one-eighth of the entire

work as written by Orm. The poem has great
linguistic value as a representative of the English
a little more than a century after the Norman
Conquest. Orm wrote his poem in the regular

septenarius. an iambic line, divided into two sec-

tions of eight and seven syllables. A marked
peculiarity of the orthography is the doubling of

consonants for indicating short vowels and for

other phonetic reasons. Consult the Ormulum,
ed. by Holt (Oxford, 1878) : and the bibliography

of critical works on the poem in Korting's

(Jrundriss der Gesehivhte der englischen Lit-

ieralur (Miiuster, IS'.iO).

ORMUZ, oi'mviz. ORMUS, or HORMUZ. A
small island in the entrance to the Persian Gulf,

near the coast of Persia (Map: Persia, F 7). It

contains the ruins of a city which in the thir-

teenth century was transferred hither from the

mainland. It bad long been the headquarters of

the Persian trade witli India, had a |iopulation of

40.000, and remained an important commercial
centre after it was captured by the Portuguese in

1515. They retained it until 1022, when it

was taken hy the English and given to Shah
Abbas of Persia, who destroyed the city and
transferred its trade to the port of Bender
Abbas on the mainland. The island still yields

salt and sulphur.

ORMUZD. See 0rM-\zd.

ORNAMENT (OF., Fr. ornement, from Lat.

ontaini-utiini. adornment, from ornare, to adorn,

equip). In general, anj- adornment executed

not for its own sake, but for that of the object

or structure to which it is applied; in a narrower
sense, any motive or element in a decorative

scheme or pattern. Ornament has always been

an important department of architectural design,

because, however possible it may be theoretically

to impart to buildings, by mere excellence of

composition and proportion, that beauty without
which they are merely works of engineering, in

actual fact the arts of architecture and of in-

dustrial design have always depended chiefly for

the beauty of their products upon the judicious

use of ornament, and the various historic styles

are most readily distinguished by the character

of their ornament. Ornament has, in turn, in

its historic developments followed the lead of

architecture, and its styles are as clearly marked

;

for the decorator, however free in theory to de-

sign according to an imfettered fancy, has in all

ages been dcmiinated by the limitations of tradi-

tion, inheritance, custom, and circumstance,

which have constrained him into habitual and
established ways of designing.

Ornament is classified according to various

categories. That wliich belongs to immovable
structures is called architertural ornament: the

ornament of movable structures (furniture) and
objects is industrial. Ornament whose form is

determined by structural features, or which is an
inherent part of the structural framework, is

called struetural ornament: such are capitals

and bases, moldings and cornices, finials and
corbels. That which is added to a structure or
object which has alread.v received definite form
is called iippUed ornament : such are all inlays,

mosaic, painted ornament, and plaster-work.

Ornament produced by relief or dejiression is

called pla.itie or gbiptie ornament, and includes

all carved, engraved, chased, and molded orna-

ment: while ornament by color, whether of mo-
saic, inlay, painting, enamel, or stained glass, is

ehroynatic ornnment. When the forms of orna-

ment are purely geometric or fanciful, they are

said to be eoni-entional. as in ^loorish and Sara-

cenic decoration : when copied more or less closely

from animal or vegetable forms, they are nntural-
istie; when natur.i! forms are subjected to a
decorative regnlarization. they constitute conren-

iionalized natural ornament: such are the acan-
thus-leaves of the Corinthian capital and the foli-

age of early Gothic carving. Grotesques are deco-
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rative combinations of heterogeneous natural
/onus, as in griffins, spiiinxes, (jothic gargoyles,

and tlie like.

Apparently all primitive and savage ornameut
and most ancient Oriental ornament was origi-

nally magical or fetishistic (see Fetishism), and
the "artificial symbolism of classic and modern
ornament is a survival of this primitive magical
significance. Conventional ornament has arisen

partly from the gradual 'decay' of originally sym-
bolic forms, partly from the manipulations of

pottery, basketry, weaving, and metal work.
Structural ornament, wliicli the Greeks were the

first to develop into importance, has always de-

rived many of its forms from obsolete structural

processes—as the trigh'ph and dentil from obso-

lete systems of wooden construction. Structural

ornament was carried to the highest perfection

b)' the medieval church-builders, who developed

an entirely new system of decorative structural

forms in working out the problem of a three-

aisled vaulted structure of stone (see Gothic
AECiiiTECTrRE ) ; clustered shafts, capitals, vault-

ing-ribs, pinnacles, tracery, etc., were at once

structural necessities and decorative embellish-

ments; and all the minor details grew up as the

result of this structural development. Tlie Ro-
man system, revived in the Renaissance and al-

most universally followed to-day. was to erect

a structure of coarse materials and then clothe

it in a decorative garment of marble incrusta-

tion, stucco, and applied ornament; and the By-
zantines and the Mohammedan nations developed

the use of applied color, by means of mosaic,

stucco, tiles, etc., in different directions to a

wonderful pitch of splendor. Ornament has in

different lands and periods received notable de-

velopments outside of architecture, as in the

textile arts, in pottery, china, and porcelain: in

goldsmith's work and enamel; in furniture, in

manuscript illumination, typography, and book-

binding. The Western nations have excelled, as a
rule, in form ; the Eastern nations in color.

Chinese and .Japanese art has never been sur-

passed in its handling of color ornament in

porcelains and earthenwares, and it also excels

in minute carvings in ivory and castings in

bronze.

BiBLiOGBAPHY. Owen Jones, Grammar of Or-

nament (London, 18.56) : Racinet. L'ornement
polychrome (Paris. 1885-87) ,; ViolIet-le-Duc. De
la decoration appliqiice aux fUifices (ib., 1894) ;

Wornum, Anah/sis of Ornament (London. 1874) ;

Haddon, Evolution in Art (ib., 1895); Ward,
Elementary Principles of Ornament (ib.. 1890),
and Historic Ornament (ib.. 1897) : and Hamlin,
"The Evolution of Decorative Motives," in the

American Architect for 1898-1901.

ORNAMENTS RUBRIC, The. A rubric in

the English Prayer-Book on the interpretation of

which much of the ritual controversy has
turned. It precedes the Order for ilorning Prayer,

and runs as follows: "And here it is to be noted

that such ornaments of the Church and of the

ministers thereof, at all times of their ministra-

tion, shall be retained and be in use as were in

tliis Church of England, by the authority of Par-

liament, in the second year of the reign of King
Edward the Sixth." By 'ornaments' are imder-

stood. according to an official decision
.
of the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, 'all

articles used in divine service.' The rubric is

simply a more emphatic form of that inserted in
1559 and again in 1G04. Jt was deliberately re-

tained in Ititil, in spite of the opposition of tha
Puritans, and has held its present place since tlie

final revision in 1062. Its interpretation rests

upon the question whether it refers to the state
of things under the first Prayer-Book of Ed-
ward or to that immediatelj- anterior to its

issue, in the partially reformed ser\'ices of 1548.
The traditional view refers the words of the
rubric to the first Prayer-Book. But this was
not actually in use by authority of Parliament
until the third year of Edward's reign. On the
other hand, the wording, on the face of it, points
to a certain year—the year l)efore the introduc-
tion of the Prayer-Book. Tlie difficulty of de-

ciding between these views is increased by a
clause in the Elizabethan Act of Uniformity.
This provided for the retention of the ornaments
"until other order be taken by the authority of
the Queen's majesty with the advice of the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners or of the Jletro-

politan of this realm," and the question arises

whether further order was formally taken or not.

There appears to have been little or no effort

to enforce the observance of the rubric in Eliza-

beth's day. The times were troublous, and in

some influential quarters there was no intention

of using the ornaments. If 'other order' was
taken it may have been through the 'Advertise-

ments' (see Advertisements of Elizabeth) in

1566. But whether these could override tlie

Elizabethan act or not is a very intricate histori-

cal point. Consult Parker, The Ornaments
Rubric (Oxford, 1881) ; and see Ritualism.

ORNE, orn. A department of France, formed
of part of Normandy and bounded on the north

by the Department of Calvados (Map: France,

F 3). Area, 2.372 square miles, more than one-

half of which is cultivated land. A range of

wooded hills, attaining a maximum altitude of

1370 feet, extends across the south of the depart-

ment from east to west. North of this range the

surface slopes toward the English Channel. The
principal river is the Orne, which gives its name
to the department. The climate is damp, though
in general temperate. Tlie soil is fertile, but

agriculture is not in an advanced state; the chief

crops are wheat, oats, and barley. There are sev-

eral millions of apple and pear trees in the de-

partment, and cider is extensivel.y made. Cattle,

and horses of the purest Norman breed, are

reared. Jlarble, granite, and other stones for

building are quarried; and there are manufac-

tures of textiles and pins. Capital, Alencon.

Population, in 1896, 339.162; in 1901, 325,441.

OR'NITHODELTHIA (Neo-Lat., from Gk.

gpm, ornis. bird + SfKcpvs, (hlphys, womb). A
subclass of the Mammalia, the Prototheria

(q.v. ), distinguished by the bird-like arrange-

ment of the reproductive organs. Compare
DiDELPHIA: MOXODELPHIA.

ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION, Ajierican.

A societv founded in New Vi'rk in 1883. and in-

corporated under the laws of the District of Co-

lumbia in 1888, for the advancement of its mem-

bers in ornithological science and for the publica-

tion of a journal of ornithologj- and other works

relating to that science. The Union publishes The

Auk. a quarterly journal of ornithology, the

American Ornitholopists' Union Checl--Tyist of

Sorth American Birds,, and the Code of A'omen-
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Claiure. 'J lie Vlucl^List is a standard, and many

of the principles of nomenclature adopted by

the Lniou in 1885 are now used in other branches

of zoological science. The membership of the

Union consists of fellows, honorary fellows, cor-

responding fellows, members, associates, and pa-

trons.

OBNITHOL'OGY (from Gk. dpm, ornis,

bird -+- \oyla, hxiia. account, from W^cii-, leyein,

to say). The science of bird study. Tlie word

was Urst used, so far as is known, in lUTO. in

Blount's aiosso(/rai)hia, where it is mentioned as

the title of a late book. The Hebrew scriptures

(Jer. viii. 7. and Song of Soloiiion ii. 12) show-

that the Hebrew sages had noted the l)he^

noinena of the spring migration, and we are told

that Solomon "spake also of beasts, and of fowl,

and of creeping things, and of fishes." But hun-

dreds of vears before Solomon, Kgyptian artists

were noting birds and drawing and coloring tlieir

portraits so well that we may recognize species.

In the writings of Aristotle we find mention of

about 170 species of bird, but only aliout four-

fifths can be i.lcntilicd. Pliny the Elder devoted

one volume of his writings to birds, much of

the information in whidi was evidently taken

from Aristotle, but after him down to the latter

part of the seventeenth century there is hardly

a work on birds that is anything more than an

entertaining compilation of al)surdities. The

UiKtoria .Inimaliiim of Gesner, published at

Zurich (l.'>,j 1-58), and the Historia ytiluralium of

Al.lrovandi, published at liologna after his death

in KiO.-), are characteristic- of the superstitions

and utterlv unscientific trash which (lassed for

natural hi'storv in those days. In l(i7f) there

appiared in Latin Ray and Willughby's Onii-

Ihulofiiii, and two years later an Knglish revised

edition. This book was really a foundation for

modern ornitliolog>-. It divided birds into the

two groups land-birds and water-birds, and the

latter group was again <livided into swimmers

and those which freipient watery places. For 200

years these divisions were made use of by orni-

thologists, and it is only within very recent years

that they have been discarded. In 173.5 appeared

the first" edition of Linna-us's epoch-making work

Si/stcma Xtitunr, in which chaos was reduced to

order and the binomial system of nomenclature

was iiropounded and used. The twelfth edition

(17G(i) is the basis of modern systematic

zoolog\-. Liniucus followed quite closely the gen-

eral classification of Ray. Following Linna'us

are a long list of ornithologists, one of whom
was M. J. Brisson. whose six-volume Ornltholngia

was one of the best works on birds published dur-

ing the eighteenth century. As a descriptive

ornithologist he is ranked among the best. An-

other Frenchman of note was BufTon, \yhose

nine-volume Histoire naturelle des oiseaux is an

extraordinary piece of work, especially when
considered from a literary point of view. Then

there is Latham, whose (Srneral fi)/itopsis of Birds

was completed in 178.5. but afterwards appeared

in several revised editions. The compilation by

Gmelin in 1788 of a thirteenth edition of Lin-

na>us's fffi.ftrmn was most important, but the

rarity of the original has caused some confusion

as to what is Linna'us'a and what Gmelin's work.

The next writer of importance is Cuvier, whose

Jtiftne animal of 1817 revolutionized zoological

classification. Cuvier made use almost exclusive-

ly of external characters, particularly of the bill

a"nd feet. He grouped birds in six orders

—

Accipitres, Passeres, Scansores, Gallina;, Gralla-

tores. Natalorcs. This classification has been

the foundation of the classification of birds

adopted in natural histories, and even in many
zoologies, down to the present day. The advan-

tages of this classification are clear, for the

number of orders is small and they are based

on obvious external diilerences. In addition to

this, Cuvier's great reputation as a zoiUogist

gave weight to his views, and consequently tlie

tuvierian system has continued almost unbroken,

the only verv radical change being the recogni-

tion of "the d"iirerences between the Cariiiata- and

Ratita-, and the separation of the latter from

the (irallatores.

With the opening of the nineteenth century

there came a great increase in the number of

bird students and the publication of ornitho-

logical literature. American ornithology has

been wholly a growth of the past century. In

England tlie pul)lication of Gilbert White's 'Nat-

ural Hitslurii of Hflhorne in 1780 did more to

stimulate popular interest in ornitliology than

any other book ever has done. It has passed

tlii-ough more editions, by far, tlian any other

work on natural history. Bewick's History of

BrilisJi Birds first appeared in two volumes, in

1707 and 1804. The next works of note are the

magnificent monographs by .John Gould (q.v.)—
Birds of Europe (5 vols., 1832-37) : Rhamplmsti-

dw (1834); Troqonida: (1838): Birds of Aus-

tralia (7 vols., 1848) ; Trochilida- (5 vols., 1840-

61); Odontophori)iw (18.50): Birds of Asia (7

vols., 1850-53) ; and Birds of Xeu- Guinea (1875-

81). We mention all of these because of their

wealth of illustration, which consists of more

than 3000 colored plates. The works of lUiger,

Vieillot, and Temminck appeared between 1810

and 1820. and all three were important leaders in

the systematic zoiilogv- of their day. The works

of C.L. Nitzsch deserve special mention because

of his being the founder of the study of pterylosis

{q.v.) hy hi» t^listcm der Pteri/lofirophie.

Turni'ng now" to America, the first ornitholo-

gist of anv rei)iitation was William Bartram, who

published' in 1701 his Travels Throufih Sorth and

Houth Carolina, which has been called 'the start-

ing point of American ornithologv-.' In 1808 ap-

peared the first volume of Alexander Wilson's

American Ornithologu, the last two volumes of

which were published in 1814 by Ord, Wilson's

friend and editor, Wilson was one of our most

renuirkable ornithologists, and his great work

contains an account of about 280 species of birds,

which were not only faithfully described, but care-

fully figured in colors. Several editions of this

classic have been jjublished. After Wilson's

death, his work was continued by Charles Lucien

Bonaparte, who published in the years 1825-33

his four large volumes, uniform with Wilson's

Ornithology. In 1831 appeared the bird volume

of Richardson and Sw^ainson's Fauna Boreali-

Americana, a book of the greatest importance.

The Manual of Ornilhrdugy of the United Htates

and Canada, bv Thomas Xuttall, appeared in

1832-34, and is a well-written and interesting

treatise, Tlie Audubon period followed, in which

appeared that most magnificent of bird-books, the

original folio edition of Audubon's Birds of

America. Altogether there were 435 plates with

more than 1000 figiires. The text to accompany
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tliis set of plates consisted of live volumes called

Oniilliologicul Biogrupliij, and is intensely inter-
esting reading. These were not by any means
the only books which Audubon (q.v.) wrote, but
it is on these that his fame rests most securely.

Tliere can be no question, however, that much of
Audubon's success was due to his keen Scotch
friend \Ailliam MacGillivray, who was an adept
at avian anatomy.
The Audubonian period may l)e said to have

passed into the Bairdian in the fifties; especially

on the publication in 1S5S of Vol. i.x. of the
Pacific Railroad Reports, devoted to the birds

secured by the various parties making surveys
fur the proposed transcontinental railroad. In
tliis volume Spencer F. Baird came to the front
as an ornithologist, for although he was ma-
terially assisted by Cassin and Lawrence, the
work was primarily his. It has well been said

tliat this book '"etTeeted a revolution in classifica-

tion and nomenclature," for the names used both
for groups and species were a radical departure
from those current in the Audubonian period.

Baird was the leading American ornithologist of
the third quarter of the nineteenth century, and
his influence remains strong.

Since 1S70 ornithology has progressed marvel-
ously. and among those who advanced it Elliott

Coues may be placed foremost because he first

made really accessible to American students a
knowledge of the bird fauna of their own coun-
try. Adding to his very extensive acquaintance
with birds a wide knowledge of ornithological
literature and history, and a charming literary

style, he made his Key to 'Sorth American Birds
highly influential, and, at the period of its first

publication (Boston, 1872), an iildispensable

guide to every bird-student. Revised eilitions

were issued successively in 1884, 1887, 1800, and
1903. Dr. Coues was the author of nimierous
other books and papers, of which Birds of the

North-west (1874), and Birds of the Colorado
Vallei/, part i. (1878), were mo.st important.
The critical bibliography begun in the later work
and continued elsewhere constitutes a history of

the development of American ornithology.

The names of Robert Ridgway and J. A. Allen
belong, with that of Coues, in the front rank of

American ornithologists of their period. The
former spent his life in the service of the Smith-
sonian Institution, and was co-author with S. F.

Baird and T. M. Brewer in the important
History of North Ainerirnn Birds, of which the

first three volumes (land birds) were issued in

Boston in 1874, and the last two (water birds)

in 1884. Besides many technical and fauna!
papers, he published a Manual of Xorth Ameri-
can Birds (Philadelphia, 1887), which embodied
the ideas and classification that prevailed at the

National JIuseum. A second edition soon fol-

lowed. In 1901 appeared the first part ( Frin-

gillida>) of a most comprehensive treatise en-

titled The Birds of Xorth and Middle America,

written by Ridigway and publislied by the Smith-
sonian Institution as Bulletin So. 30 of the

United States National Museum. This work is

purely technical, containing no account of the

habits of the birds, but as a guide to American
ornithology it is the most advanced and complete

treatise of its time. The second part appeared
in 1902 and others followed at intervals.

Dr. .1. A. Allen (q.v.) contributed greatly to

the philosophy of ornithology, and as editor of

The Auk for many years exerted a constant and
critical scientific influence. The latter part of
his life was spent as curator of the department
of birds in the American Museum of Natural
History at New York, where his assistant was
Frank H. Chapman, whose numerous books, es-

l)ecially his practical Handbook, vastly stimu-
lated the growth of the popular interest and
knowledge of birds which was so striking a
feature of the intellectual development of the
country toward the close of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Since 1883 the controlling factor in the
progress of the science of ornithology in America
has been the American Ornithologists' Union
(q.v.).

Cuvier's scheme of classification held its

ground in popular books, with very little change,
during the entire century. Since 1800, however,
ornitliologists have recognized that, however
'convenient' Cuvier's system niaj' be, it is woe-
fully unnatural, and many and varied have been
the attempts to produce a 'natural' classifica-
tion. Of these we can only mention the most
important. Ih 1807 Huxley published his cele-

brated Classification of Birds, based very largely
upon skeletal ehai-aeters, especially those con-
nected with the skull. His classification may
be briefly summarized as follows:

Division A. Metacarpals not ankylosed together;
tail longer than body ; order Saurue.*;.

Division B. Metcarpals ankylosed; tail con-

siderably shorter than body:

( a ) Sternum devoid of a keel ; order
Ratit.e.

• (b) Sternum provided with a keel; order
Carinat.e.

Order Saurub.?:. Archajopteryx only.
Order Ratit.H:

(.1) Humerus short: 1 imgual phalanx.

(a) With a hallux, kiwis |.\pteryx).

(fe) No hallux: moas. cassowaries.

(B) Humerus long: 2 ungual phalanges,

(a) Ischia united beneath sacrum;
pubes free ; rheas.

(fe) Ischia free; pubes united ventrally;

ostriches.

Order Carinat.e :

(A) Vomer broad behind and interjiosing

between the pterygoids, the palatines,

and the basisphenoidal rostrum; Dro-
moeognathee (tinanious).

(B) Vomer narrow behind; pterygoids
and palatines articulating largely with
basisphenoidal rostrum.

(a) ilaxillopalatines free.

( 1 ) Vomer pointed in front ; Schizog-

nathcE. (Plovers, shore-birds, gulls,

penguins, cranes, hemipodes, fowls,

sand-grou.se. pigeons, hoactzin.)

(2) Vomer truncated in front; .f^gi-

thogna1h/F. ( Passerines, swifts,

woodjipckers.

)

(&) Maxillopalatines united: Desmog-
nathw. (Birds of prey, parrots,

cuckoos, kingfishers, trogons, ducks,

geese, flamingoes, storks, cormo-
rants. )

This classification was the first important oon-

tril)ution to ornithology after the publication

of the Origin of l^pccies. and it is really the

basis of later systems. The work of Oarrod and
Forbes on avian anatomy led to many changes

in the relative position of certain birds and
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groups and inciiii^ol iimmii^ily our store of

laits. Iiiil the systems wliieli tliey ])roiiose(l have

never met with any general acoeptaiiee. Selater's

seheine, jiroposeil in 1880, ineludeil some 2(1

orders, and lias for that reason alone failed to

meet any wide aeeeptance. The same eriticism

ap])lies to his sueeessors, and the complexity of

tlie systems projK)seil by Keiehenow, Stejneger.

Fiirbringer, Sliarpe, and Oaduw has militated

af!ain>t tlieir jLjeneral use. Indeed, it is a rather

notable tact that no system that has yet been

proposed has proved satisfact<)ry. A very full

history of the taxonomy of ornithologj- may be

read in the 'Introiluction' of Newton's Uivtiunary

of Birds (Xew York. ISilti).

The very latest scheme of arrangement having

the sanction of autliority is that adopted by
Evans and the edit<irs of the Vnnihr'uhic Snturitl

History in vol. ix. of that work. "Birds" (Lon-

don, inOl). It divides all birds, fossil and
recent, into subclass I.. Arch.eorxitiies (Arch;e-

optcryx alone) and sub-class II., Xkok.mtiies
(all the remainder). Tlie Neornithes are divided

into—A, Uatitw, birds with a keeHess sternum;
B, Odontolcce, ratite birds, with teeth in the

mandibles, set in grooves; and C. Carimitw, birds

with keeled sternums. This last sub-class is

considered divisible into 14 groups, a.s follows:

Ichthyornitlies ( Iclithyornis) : Colymbiformes
(loons and grebes); .Splieiiisciformes (pen-

guins): I'rocellariiformes (petrels); C'ieoni-

formes (cormorants, etc., ])elicans, herons, ibises,

flamingoes) : Anserifornies (ducks, geese,

swans); Falconiformes (falcons, vultures);

Tinami formes (tinamous); Oalliformes (game-
birds, fowls, pheasants, hoactzin) ; Gruifornies
(rails, cranes, bustards, sun-bitterns, etc.);

Charadriiformes (shore-birds, coursers, thick-

knees, gulls, auks, sand-grouse, pigeons) ; Cucu-
lifornies (cuckoos, jiarrots) ; Coraciiformcs (roll-

ers, motmots. kingllshers, hornbills, hoopoes,

owls, nightjars, swifts, hunuuing-birds. trogons,

orioles, puii'-blrds, toucans, woodpeckers, and
related forms) ; Passeriformes (passerine birds).

The last immensely numerous group (see Pas-
6ERE.S) is subdivided by F.vans as follows:

Pa.ssehes .VMsoMYon.T:.
Subclamatorcs ( ICuryhvmida?).
Clamatores (pittas, tyrant fly-catchers, co-

tingas. tree-creepers, etc.).

Passeres DiAcno.Mvon.i:.
Suboscines (lyre-bird. Atrichornis)

.

Oscines (singing birds generally, from larks
up to finches)

.

The classiticaf ion of birds, as of other groups
of animals. ado]>ted for the piirposes of this

Encyclopu'dia (see Ci.as.sifkation of Ani.mals),
is that given in Parker & Haswell's TexlKook
of Zoiilofii/ (London and New York, 1807), and
is in outline as follows:

Class Aves.

Sub-class I. Archwomiihes.
Extinct, long-tailed, toothed birds. Includes

only Archoeopteryx (q.v.).

Huh-rlnss II. yeornithes.

Birds in which the greatly shortened tail usu-
ally en<ls in a |)ygiistylp (see NeobnITHES)

;

metacarpals fused with distal carpals.

Dirision A. Ratitrr.—Sternum without a keel;
flightless birds.

Order 1. Megistanes (emeus, cassowaries, kiwis,

and moas).

Order 2. Rhea' (Kbcas).

Order .'{. Strutbiones (Ostriches).

Order 4. .Epyornitlies (.Epyornis; extinct).

Order .5. Gastornithes (Gastornis and allied

Eocene genera )

.

Division B. Carinatw.—Sternum \\ith a k<'el

;

flying birds.

Order" 1. Stereornithcs (Phororhacos and al-

lie<l Eocene genera).
Order 2. Odontolcic (Hesperornis and allied

Cretaceovis gcni'ra )

.

Order 3. Iclitliyornithes (Iclithyornis, Apa-
tornis and allies of tlie Eocene).
Order 4. Pygopodes (loons and grebes).

Order .5. Impennes (penguins).
Order fl. Tuliinares ( petrels, albatrosses, etc. )

.

t)rder 7. Steganopodes (cormorants, frigate-

birds, pelicans, etc.).

Order S. llerodiones (herons, ibises, etc.).

Order !l. .Ansercs (ducks, swans, screamers).
Order 10. Accipitres (vultures, falcons, secre-

tary bird).

Order 11. Crypturi (tinamous).
Order 12. (iallina" (fowls, game-birds, eurns-

sows. pheasants, and hoactzin).
Order 13. (Jralhe ( rails, cranes, bustards, etc. )

.

Order 14. Gavia- (gulls, terns, and auks).
Order 1.5. Liinicola; (shore-birds, curlews, ja-

(janas, etc. )

.

Order 16. Pterodetes (sand-grouse).
Order 17. Cojumliie (pigeons, dodo, etc.).

Order 18. Psitt.aci (parrots, cockatoos, etc.).

Order 19. Striges (owls).
Order 20. Picarioe (cuckoos, rollers, kingfish-

ers, bee-eaters, hoopoes, nightjars, swifts, hum-
ming-birds, woodpeckers, hornbills, and allies).

Order 21. Passeres (lyre-birds and song-birds

generally)

.

See Bird, and bililiogra|diy there given.

OR'NITHOPH'ILOUS PLANTS (from Gk.

<V'i''f, ornis. bird + 'p^'oc^, philos, loving).

Plants pollinated by means of birds, especially

humming-birds. In Africa and some other parts

of the world many species are so pollinated, but
in most regions only a small number are fer-

tilized in this way. The term is being replaced

by bird-pollinated. See Pollination.

OKNITHOPODA. See Dinosaubia.

ORNITHORHYNCHUS, or'ni-tho-rln'kus,

ORNITHORHYNCHID^. See Duckbill.

ORNITHOSAU'RIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. opnc, oniix, bird + aai'po^, sauros,

lizard), or Pterosaibia. An order of e\'tinct

flying lizards in wliicli tlie bones are hollow, the
fore linil)s admirably developed as wings, and
the head more or less bird-like in form. They
appeared in .Jurassic time and continued to the
end of the Cretaceous. Among the niemliers of

the group are the greatest flying creatures known
to have ever lived. The genera are Diniorphodon,
Ornithostonia. Pteranodon. and Rhaniiiliorhyn-
chus. Tlic principal types of this order are de-

scril)cd in the article <in PTERODACTYL.

OR'NITHOS'TOMA (Neo-Lat.. from Gk.
6ptfiSf oniiy, liird -f- <jT6/j.a^ sfouitt, mouth). The
greatest known flying creature that has ever
lived, a winged reptile, found in the Cretaceous
rocks of Kansas.

OR'OBTJS ( Neo-Lat. , from Gk. i/sojSos, orobos, Lat.

errum, OHG. araireiz. and:::, Ger. Erbse, vetch).

A name formerly applied to a genus of plants of
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the natural order Leguminosffi, alHed to vetches,

and teometimes called bitter vetch, but uow
merged with Lathyrus (q.v. ). The species are
perennial, cliiefly natives of Europe. 'They afford
good food for cattle. Lathyrus montanus, a
European species, with racemes of purjjle flowers,

is especially common in hilly districts. The stem
is unbranched, erect, about a foot high, with nar-
row membranous wings, the root swelling out
at irregular intervals into sweet liquorice-tia-

vored tubers, which are boiled or roasted in Hol-
land, Belgium. Scotland, and other countries.

OROCHONES, o'ro-chO'naz. A people of the
eastern Anuir in Asia, of the Tmigus type. Tlie

term Orochon is said to be applied by the ilan-
chus to the Tunguses in general.

OR'ODUS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. bpoc, oros,

mountain + Woi/f, odous, tooth). Fossil shark
teeth of Carboniferous age.

OE'OHIP'PUS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. opof,

oros, mountain + 'i-tvoq, hippos, horse). An
ancestor of the horse in the Middle Eocene period.

See Hor.se, Fossil.

O'ROIDE, or O'REIDE (from Fr. or, from
Lat. aurum, gold + Gk. fjrfof, eidos, form). A
variety of brass originally invented in France
as a substitute for ormolu, and resembling gold.

The substances used in making it are: Copper.
100 parts; tin or zinc, 17 parts; magnesia. 6

parts; ammonium chloride. 3.6 parts; lime, l.S

parts; and crude argol, 9 parts. The copper is

melted, then the magnesia, ammonium chloride,

lime, and argol are added, little by little, and
briskly stirred for about half an hour. The tin

or zinc is added lastly in small quantities at a
time until all is fused. The crucible is then cov-

ered and fusion is maintained for half an hour,
when the dross is skimmed off, and after cooling
the alloy is ready for use. Oroide has a fine

grain, is malleable, and is capable of being bril-

liantly polished. It finds extensive use as a sub-

stitute for gold in the manufacture of cheap
jewelry.

OROMA, o-ro'ma. An African people. See
Galla.s.

O'RONO. A town in Penobscot County,
Maine, S miles northeast of Bangor, on the Pe-
nobscot River, and on the Maine Central Railroad
(Map: Maine, F 6). It is the seat of the Uni-
versity of Maine (q.v.) and State Experiment
Station, and has manufactures of lumber, pulp,
and paper. Settled in 1774, Orono was incorpo-
rated first in 180G. The government is adminis-
tered bv town meetings. Population, in 1890,

2790; in 1900, .32.57,

ORONTES, oron'tez (Lat., from Gk. 'OpovTK).
Tlie ancient name of a river in Syria, now called

Xahr-el-Asi. It rises in the Lebanon Mountains
and flows northward as far as the city of An-
tioch, and then westward to the Mediterranean
Sea (Map; Turkey in Asia, F 4). Its length is

about 2.10 miles. Its lower coiirse is remarkably
beautiful, with high rocky banks crowned with
luxuriant foliage. Xear its source stands an an-

cient monument.

ORONTITJS FINEUS, 6-ron'shI-us fine'us

( 1494- 15.3.3 ) . A French mathematician (named
Oronce Fine, or Fine), born at Briangon. He was
called the 'restorer of mathematical science' in

.

France. A chair of mathematics was created for

him in 1532 at the Coll&ge de France. Here he

wrote his most famous work, entitled Proloma-
thesis (1532), consisting of four books on arith-
metic, two on geometry, five on cosmography, and
four on gnonionies.

OROOMIAH, o'roo-me'ii. A town and lake in
Persia. See Cbumiau.
O'ROONO'KO, on The Roy.\l Slave, The His-

TOBT OF. A novel by Mrs. Aphra Behm, about
1060. The hero was an African prince, a slave
in Surinam, where the author knew him in her
childhood. He was .sold because of his marriage
to Imoinda, a favorite of the King, but found her
again a slave in the same colony. Oroonoko led
an unsuccessful rising of the blacks, killed his
wife, and was barbarously murdered bj' the colo-

nists. A tragedy by Thomas Southerne, based on
this novel, was performed in 1696.

ORO'PUS ( Lat., from Gk. Opuinos. Oropos) . A
town in Xorthwestern Attica, on the border of
Boeotia, celebrated for its tem])le and oracle of
Amphiaraus. Its situation led to constant strife

between the Thebans and the Athenians for its

possession. The former held it B.C. 412-383 and
366-338. Subsequently the town seems to have
been for a long time independent or reckoned
in the Ba?otian confederation. It had been re-

stored to the Athenians before the second century
A.D.. for the traveler Pausanias includes it in

Attica. The town lay on the seacoast in a little

plain, but the temple of Amphiaraus was about
four miles inland, in one of the beautiful wooded
valleys which abound in this region, on a
terrace above a little stream. It was excavated
by the Greek Archaeological Society in 1884-87.

It contained a temple and altar, a colonnade, and
small theatre, and we hear also of baths for men
and women, and other buildings for the sick, who
came to consult the god, but of these no certain

remains have been found. Many inscriptions

show the popularity of the place and throw light

on the organization and ritual. It was a resort

of the sick, for Amphiaraus was a god of lieal-

ing, and, like .Eseulapius, prescribed for his wor-
shipers through dreams. He was also a seer

and might be consulted on other affairs. Tlie

inquirer, after paying a fee and offering sacrifice,

slept in the tempie. and his dreams contained the

answer to his question. The fame of the shrine

was such that Sulla granted the dwellers on the

territory of the god exemption from taxation, and
his action was later (B.c, 73) confirmed by the

Senate after a hearing by the consuls. See Prel-

ler. "I'eber Oropos imd das Aniphiareion." in

Berithte der siich.tischen Gesellschtift der Wis-
senschaften (Leipzig. 1852) ; Frazer, Pai/.<to>iiVi.<!.

vol. ii. (London, 1898) ; Diirrbach. De Oropo et

Amphiarai Sacro (Paris, 1890). Tlie excavat ion.s

are described and the inscriptions published in

the Praktiha of the Greek Arch.Tological Societv

for 1884. 1887, 1890, and the Ephcmeris Archaio-

lo(iihc (Athens, 1884-92),

OROSHAZA, (yrosli-hii-zo. A market-town

of Hungary, in the County of Beki^s, 33 miles

northeast of Szegedin (Map: Hungary, G .3).

The chief occupations are cattle-raising and viti-

culture. Population, in 1890, 20.000; in 1900,

21.385. mostly Magyars.

ORO'SITJS, Paulvs. A Spanish cleric and
historian. He was born at Tarragona, in the

latter part of the fourth century. He went to

Africa in 415 to get the advice of Augustine at

Hippo as to the suppression of heresy in
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Spnin, and tlicnee, on Augustine's advice, to

Palestine to consult Jerome, then living at

Bethlelicni. He went back to Africa in 410,

and is heard from in 417, but the date and
place of his death are imknown. His chief work,
the Adirrsus I'ai/diios II isloriaruin Libri VII.,

was intended to refute the current notion that the
misfortunes of the Roman Kmpire and the
w rctchedness of the masses were due to the anger
of the gods at the abandonment of their worship
and the profanation of their altars. The work is

a trivial, inaccurate, uncritical miscellany of

facts, yet it has obtained a place in literature

from being a favorite text-book of universal his-

tory during the Midille Ages, and was translated
into Anglo-Saxun by Alfred the Great (Eng.
translation by Bosworth, London, 18.58: also

edited by Sweet, ib.. 188,3). Some manuscripts
l)ear the title of Hormesta or Ormista, conjec-
tured by some to be a corruption of Or. m. ista.,

i.e. Orosii MuiuH Ilixtoria (Orosius's History of

the World). The cditio princcps of the work is

Augsburg. 1471. Other works are attributed to

Orosius. Those with best reason are Liber Apolo-
jiclicus (Ic Ailiifiii Lihcrliitr. and the Commoni-
toriiim (Ir t'rroir I'riscilliaiiisltinim et Origenis-

tnnim, an explanation of religious affairs in
Spain addressed to Augustine. These three
works are reprinted in Migne, I'at. Lat., xxxi.,

but the best critical editions are, of the His-
toiiw and Lihcr Apologeticus by Zangemeister
(Vienna, 1882) : of the former .alone, id. (Leip-
zig. 1880) ; of the ('omiiioiiitdriiim by Scheps in
his edition of I'riscillian (Vienna, 1889).

OROTAVA, o'ratii'va. A to\™ near the north
coast (if Ti'iicrille. one of the Canary Islands. It
is picturesquely situated at the foot of a peak,
in a remarkably fertile and healthful region. It
has a beautiful church and a botanical garden.
'Its harbor is an open roadstead. It neverthe-
less exports considerable quantities of wine and
coiIiIikmI. Population, in 1000, 9002.

OROZCO Y BERRA, A-ros'k6 * ber'ra, Ma^-
VEL (1810-81). A Mexican historian and archie-
ologist. He was born in the City of ilexico;
studied engineering and law; and in 1852 became
director of archives. He suffered a short imprison-
ment undpr .Juarez for accepting office from
Maximilian. .Journalism was his first step in
literature, and in 1840 he had become editor of
El Piirvcnir. He contributed to Andrade's Dic-
cionario iiiihcrfial de historia y gcngrnfia ivcxi-
cana. and wrote: Xoticia de la conjuraciim del
Mniu/ucs del tulle (1853); Geoffrafia de las
loif/iias y carta einogrufiea de Mexico (1864);
and Historia antiqua de Mexico (1880-81).

ORPHAN, The. A play by Tliomas Otway
(losO). in blank verse, based upon the love of
two brothers for Monimia, the orphan ward of
their father. It is a cruel tragedy, as gloomy
as anything of Ford's, and the horror is even
deepened by the occasional contrast of a lighter
strain.

ORPHANS' COURT. See Surrogate.

ORPHEUS. .-,r'f.-.-ns (Lat., from Gk. 'Op^xi'.,
of unciitain origin; possibly connected with the
Skt. Rhhu.i. divine artists in the Vedas, or, per-
haps with greater probability, with Gk. 6p<p-,

orph-. dark). A Greek legendary musician, whose
prominence is largely due to his connection with
a body of religious teaching. According to the

common literary tradition, he was a Thracian,
son of CEagros and Calliope or I'olyh]jmni;i,

though some late writers name Apollo as his

father. Te him was attributed by some tlic

invention of the lyre or of the cithara, while
others held that these were given him by Apollo.

Proverbial was the power of his music, which
drew to him wild beasts, birds, and even fishes,

calmed the winds and storms, stilled the raging
of the sea, and turned back the course of rivers.

His song also plays an important part in the
stories connected with the voyage of the Ar-
gonauts, where he appears as priest and seer.

Most famous, however, was his journey to the
lower world to recover his wife.Eurvdice.a legend
which seems to have received its full development
only in the late Alexandrian time. ( See Eiry-
DICE. ) According to one version, Orpheus killed

himself in his grief at the second loss of Eury-
dice; others said he was smitten by the thunder-
bolt of Zeus because his music by its magic
power was breaking down the laws of nature.
The most common version was that he was torn
in pieces by the Thracian women, in their or-
giastic worship of Dionysus. His members
were flung into the sea. whence they were col-

lected by Calliope and the Muses for burial amid
the lamentations of all nature and the now re-

morseful women. Only the head floiited across
the sea to Lesbos, where it gave oracular re-

sponses from the cleft in which it lodged. The
wonderful lyre was placed among the stars by
Zeus, or inherited by Musa-us, or dedicated in a
temple of Apollo. Orpheus himself in the other
world dcliglited the shades with his song.

There seem to be no representations of Orpheus
in ancient art before the red-figured Attic vases
of the earlier fifth century, where he appears
simply as a singer among the Thracians, or as
munlered by the women. From that time, how-
ever, the representations become more frequent,
though they are most numerous in the later Hel-
lenistic and Roman periods. Among the scenes
represented, two are especial favorites in the
later art : ( 1 ) The rescue or loss of Eurydice, as
in the beautiful Attic relief of which the' best ex-

ample is in Xaplcs. and others in Rome and
Paris, and (2) (Drpheus playing on his lyre, sur-
rounded by the wild beasts, of which several ex-
amples occur among the Pompcian paintings,
while for some reason not yet satisfactorily
stated it was a favorite theme in early Christian
art.

The importance of Orpheus was largely due to
the mass of religious literature which was attrib-
uted to him from the sixth century B.C. The
origin and exact nature of these writings and
the character of the Orphic sects are among the
most intricate and perplexing questions- in the
history of Greek religious thought, nor is there
any general agreement among scholars as to tlie

detailed answers. It seems clear that, amid the
general imrest which characterized (ireek thought
during the sixth century, leading to the specula-
tions of the Ionian physicists and other early
philosophers, to the practical maxims of the
Seven Wise ilen. and other manifestations of dis-

trust as to the earlier beliefs, there sprang up
teachers who professed to be able to purify the
soul from the sins of this life, and secure it

happiness in the world to come. Among the doc-
trines and rites for securing this happiness, those
taught in poems attributed to Orpheus seem to
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have enjoyed the widest popularity and to have
inlluenced largely the thought and life of the
time, furnishing more than mere suggestions to

Pythagoras and Xenophanes. The votaries sub-

mitted to purification by various rites, including

the sprinkling with blood, and were required to

govern their lives by strict rules, which included
abstinence from all animal food and beans, and
forbade the wearing of any garment containing
uool. Those who were initiated and followed
the precepts of the master might hope to escape
the horrors of Tartarus, and enjoj- the bliss of

the righteous, as described in a poem which nar-
rated fully the journey of Orpheus to the other
world, and the revelations there received by him.
Gold plates containing verses from this poem
have been fotmd in graves in Lower Italy, ob-

viously buried with believers to guide them in

their journey to the world beyond. It is not clear

that there was a large and organized Orphic sect.

Rather the teachings and especially the rites

seem to have been in the hands of wandering
priests, many of whom possessed a very doubt-
ful reputation among the thoughtful, who re-

garded them as impostors greedy only for gain.

On the other hand, there can be little doubt that,

according to the common practice among the
Greeks, the believers in these teachings formed
religious societies. There seems no satisfactory
evidence that Orpheus was regarded as a god by
these people, for their worship centred around
Dionysus, and their beliefs and practices were
based on a system which seems to have been set

forth in a Theogotuj, attributed to Orphetis, and
of which many fragmentary citations have been
preserved. It is in part an effort to combine
the Bacchic worship of Dionystis, the omni-
l)resent god, with the Greek conception of the
supremacy of Zeus. In the beginning were
Chaos. Cronos (Time), and .Ether. From Chaos
and -ilther Cronos jiroduced a silver egg, from
which came Phanes, the creator of all things,

who is also Dionysus. After he had produced
the heaven and earth and all things thereon, he
retired from sight, but after the world of

the gods had grown up Zeus swallowed Phanes,
and thus this Dionysus became wholly a
part of Zeus. The son of Zeus and Persephone
was Dionysus Zagreus, who was to succeed his

father, but who was enticed away by the hostile

Titans, torn in pieces, roasted and eaten. Tlie

heart alone was rescued and brought by Athena
to Zetts. who placed it in the third Dionysus, son
of Semele. He also consumed the Titans with
his thtinderbolt. and scattered the ashes through
the world, which thus became pervaded by
Dionysus. The soul is immortal, and at death
passes to Hades to be punished or rewarded, and
then after a time to be reborn in animal or man,
according as its former life has been evil or good.

Through initiation and pure living the soul may
safely pass the perils of the lower world and
the judgment, and when it has three times been
acquitted of all guilt, it is freed from the round
of rebirths and passes to the Islands of the

Blessed.

Of the large mass of literature which passed
under the name of Orpheus, only a small collec-

tion of late pieces has survived, the so-called

Orphica, including the Arfionautica, a short hex-

ameter poem of 1.384 verses, on the voyage of the

Argo. with special reference to the deeds of Or-

pheus; the Lithica, in 768 verses, containing a

discourse of Orpheus on the wondrous properties
of stones; and 88 hymns to gods and natural
powers. The first two works can hardly be ear-
lier than the fourth century a.d., and most of
the hynms are also late, though they may well
contain earlier elements.
The scientific treatment of the Orphic mys-

teries was begun by Lobeck, Aglauphamus
(KiJnigsberg, 1829), whose work is still of great
value. Consult also: Kern, De Urphei Epi-
menidis Pherecydis Theogoniis (Berlin, 1888) ;

ilaass, Orpheus (Munich, 18!t8), to be used with
great caution. For the Orphica^ see Herrmann,
Xeue Hcidelberger Jahrbiicher, vi. (Heidel-
berg, 1890). For the Orphica, see Herrmann,
Orphica (Leipzig, 1805); Aljel, Orphica (Berlin,
1885) ; Dieterich, De Hymiiis Orphicis (Jlarburg,
1891). Consult: Knapp, Ueber Orpheusdarstel-
lunycn (Tubingen, 1895) ; Heussner, Die alt-
christlichen Orpheusdarstellungen (Leipzig,
1893).

ORPHEtrS C. KERR. The nom-de-plume of
Robert Heniy Xewell, intended to represent tho
sound of 'office-seeker.'

ORPIMENT. See Arsenic.

ORB, Or, Hugh (1717-98). An American in-
ventor. He was born in Loehwinoch, Renfrew-
shire, Scotland, but at the age of twenty emi-
grated to the United States, and in 1739 .settled

at Bridgewater, Mass., where he worked as a
girasmith and manufacturer of edged tools. The
five hundred muskets produced by him for the
province are said to have been the first of
American make. During the Revolutionarj- ^^ar
his foundry cast for the United States Ciovern-

ment quantities of cannon and cannon-balls.
Among his numerous inventions was a machine
for the cleaning of llax.

ORR, .Tames (1844—). A Scotch theologian
and Church historian, born and educated in Glas-
gow. From 1874 to 1891 he was pastor at Ha-
wick, and for the ten years following was pro-

fessor of Church history in the Theological Col-

lege of the United Presbyterian Church, from
which post he went to Glasgow College to a
chair of apologetics and theology. He visited

America in 1895 and lectured at Chicago on
modern German theology, and again in 1897,

when he lectured at Allegheny and Auburn Theo-
logical seminaries. Dr. Orr took a prominent
part in promoting union between the Free and
Presbyterian Churches. His publications in-

clude: The Chrislian View of God and the World
(1893); Ritschlian Theology and Evangelical

Faith (1897) ; Neglected Factors in the Study of
the Early Progress of Christianity (1899) ;

Early Church History and Literature (1901) ;

and Progress of Dogma (1902).

ORR, James Lawrence (1822-73). An Ameri-
can political leader, born at Craytonville. S. C.

He graduated at the University of Virginia in

1841, and was admitted to the bar two years

later. The next year he was elected to the State

House of Representatives, and from 1849 to 1859

represented his district in Congress. During his

last term at Washington, he was Speaker of the

House, and used his power to favor the Lecomp-

ton Constitution of Kansas and other measvires of

the slave power. Though a strong partisan of

State's rights, ho dreaded the consequences to

South Carolina which he foresaw would follow

the ordinance of secession passed by the conven-
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tion of 18G0, of which lie was a member. After

its passage, however, he accepted the appoint-

ment as one of the three commissioners sent to

Washington to treat for the transfer of Federal

property within the State, and after his return

organized and commanded Orr"s Regiment of

.South Carolina Killes. Before tliey liad seen any

real service, however, he resigned liis commission

in 18G2 to enter the Confederate Senate, of

which he continued to be a member until tlic end

of tlic war. when he was elected Covcrnor of

South Carolina as a Republican. Later he was
for a time I'nited States Circuit .Jiidjie. and from
187:{ until his death was I'nited States Minister

to Russia.

ORRENTE, r.r-n'in'tu, Pedro (c.1570-1G44).

A Spanish painter, born at Montealegre, Province

of Murcia. lie probably was a pupil of E! Greco

at Toledo, but was an imitator of ,7acopo da
Ponte, after whose manner he i)ainted chictly

Scriptural subjects, in which animals and land-

scape could suitably be introduced. Hence he was
called the Spanish liassanu. lie worked at To-

ledo, Murcia, and Valencia, where he established

a prosperous school, then at Cuenca, Madrid, and
Seville. Although he treated all kinds of sub-

jects, he is the chief painter, amtrng the Span-

iards, of cattle, sheep, and other animals. The
best of eight pictures by him in the Madrid Mu-
seum include the "Sacrifice of Isaac," "Repose of

Lot's Family," and ".\doration of the Shepherds."

The Dresden Gallery contains ",Iacob Lifting the

Stone from the Well" and tlie Vienna Museum.
"Christ Healing the Sick" and ".John the Ha|)-

tist." An excellent portrait of himself is in the

Louvre.

OR'RERY. An astronomical instrument,
showing tile motions of the planets round the

sun, and of the satellites round their planets,

which was in high repute during the eighteenth

and beginning of the nineteenth centuries, though
now regarded as a mere toy, 'the orrery was
probably invented by (Jraham, but named after

Cliarlcs lioyle. Karl of Orrery in Ireland. It is

a combination of the old planetarium (q.v.)

with other machines which showed the motions
of the earth, moon, and planetary satellites.

Though the construction of a machine which
would exhibit accurately the motions, distances,

and magnitudes of the planets is impossible, yet
an orrery is in some degree useful as giving a

general notion of the way in which the planetary
motions are performed.

ORRERY, Fahls of. See Boyle.

ORRIS ROOT (jirobably a corruption of Iris

root). The rootstock (rhizome) of certain Euro-
pean species of Iris (i].v.), namely Iris Floren-
tina. Iris Pallida, and Iris Germaniea, the first of

which yielils the ]>rini'i|)al supply. Orris root was
fo'rmerly used in many medical preparations as a
stimulant, but is now almost entirely disused.
It is sometimes chewed to sweeten an offensive
breath. In drying it acquires a pleasant smell
of violets, on which account it is used in per-

fumery.

ORSAY, or'sii', Alfred Guillaume Gabriel,
Comte d'. See D'Oksay, Alfred Guillaume
Gabriel, Count.

ORSEILLE, or'sA'y'. See Archil.

OR'SHA. A town in the Government of Mohi-
lev, Russia, situated on the Dnieper, about 45

miles north of Mohilev. It trades in grain to a
considerable e.\tent. Population, in 1897, 13,101.

OBSI, or'se. AciiiLi^ d' (1845—). An Ital-

ian sculptor, born at Naples, where he studied at
the Royal Institute, and in IH75 won a stipend
which enabled him to supplement his artistic

training in Rome. At the international art exlii-

bition of IS77, in Naples, a life-size group, "The
Parasites," attracted universal attenlion by its

vigorous characterization ami detailed realistic

treatment. His "Proximus Tnus," re|)resenting

an exhausted peasant, found its way into the Na-
tional (iallery in Rome.

ORSINI, or-se'ne. A noble family of Rome,
celebrated as the cliampions of the Guelphic cause
against their hereditaiy enem.v, the Colonna
(q.v.). They trace tlieir origin to the early cen-

turies of the Christian Era, but first ajipear prom-
inently toward the end of the twelfth century,

when a member of the house was elected to the

Papal throne as Celestine III. Their strife with
the Colonna frequently iilunged the city into tur-

moil, and their rule, like that of their rivals,

jiressed heavily on the inhabitants. The line of

the Orsiui divided into the seven branches of

Pitigliano, San Savino, Tagliacozzo. AngiuUara,
Ojipido. Bracciano, and Mentana. The only sur-

viving branch is that founded in Naples b.y Fran-
cesco, first Duke of Gravina. The members of

the family who attained especial distinction

were: Giovanni Gaet.\no Orsini, who became
Pope as Nidiolas III. and PiETRO France.sco
deoli Or.sini, who ascended tlie Papal chair as

Benedict XIII.

—

Paolo Ohhini was a famous
condottiere of the first half of the fifteenth cen-

tury, and fought against Ladislas of Naples and
Francesco Sforza. ViRfiiNio Orsini (died 1497)
fought for the Papacy under Sixtus IV., and
against it under Alexander VI. He made com-
mon cause with Charles VIII. of France in I4!)4,

and was punished by imprisonment at Naples,
where he died. Renzo da Ceri (died l.'J3(i) was
a general in the service of Francis I. of France,
and fijught against the Ennieror, Charles V. He
conducted tlie defense of Rome against the Im-
perialist troo])s in 1527, and after the storming
of the city held out for some time in the Castle

of Saint Angelo. Paolo Giordano Orsini, Duke
of Bracciano, was the husband of the un-
fortunate Virginia Aecoramlioni (q.v.).

—

Anne
Marie de la TrIsmovili.e (1635-1722). widow
of Adrien Blaise de Talleyrand. Prince of

Clialais, married, in IC75, Flavio Orsini, Duke
of Bracciano, and became an ardent and
skillful supporter of the French policy at the
Papal court. In 1701 she went with Philip V. to

Spain in the official capacity of mistress of the

(Jueen's household, but in reality as the young
King's adviser. She sought to establish the Bour-
bon throne in Spain on a firm basis by creating
a national party in support of the new King, and
with the exception of a short period of disgrace,

exercised almost absolute power at the Spanish
Court till the death of Philiji's t^ieeii. After the
marriage of Philip V. to Elizabeth Farnese she
retired from Madrid, and lived in Holland, Genoa,
and Rome. Con.sult: Litta, Fnni if/lie rclchri ita-

liane, vol. viii. (Milan, 1810 et seq.); Combes,
La princessc des Urshs (Paris, 1858).

ORSINI, Felice (18in-.58). An Italian rev-
olutionist. l)orn in Meldola. and known for his
attempt on the life of Napoleon III. While a
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youth he engaged in conspiracies for the libera-
tion of Italy, and in 1844 was condemned to the
galleys for life. He was released in I84G, and
took an active part in the revolution of 1848-49,
fighting at Koine and Venice, and carrying on
the revolutionary propaganda at Genoa and in

tlie Duch_y of JModcna. Forced to llee the coiuitry,

he found refuge in England, where he suppoi'ted

himself by lecturing and published The Austrian
DuiKjeons in Italy (185G). In 1857 he went to

Paris Avith the intention of assassinating Xapo-
leon III., whom Orsini regarded as the greatest

obstacle to the liberation of Italy. On the even-
ing of January 14, 1858, as the carriage con-

taining the Emperor and the Empress was draw-
ing up before the opera house, Ors:'ni and three
companions. Fieri, Rudio, and Gomez, exploded a
number of bombs, killing ten of the bystanders

and wounding one hundred and fifty. The Em-
peror and Empress escaped unhurt. The con-
spirators were seized, tried, and sentenced, Orsini,

Fieri, and Rudio to death, and Gomez to impris-

onment for life. Rudio's life was spared at the
intercession of the Empress, but Orsini and Fieri
Avere executed on March 1.3, 1858. Consult:
Memoirs of Felice Orsini, Written hi/ Himself
< Edinburgh, 1857); Montazir, Felice Orsini
(Turin, 1862).

ORSK, ursk. A town of Eastern Russia in the

Government of Orenburg, situated on the Ural
River. 140 miles east of Orenburg. It has brick-

kilns and tanneries, and is a trade centre of

some importance. Population, in 1897, 14,0.36.

ORSON. See Valentine and Orson.

ORSOVA, 6r'sh6-v6. A frontier town of

Hungary, situated on both sides of the Cerna at
its confluence with the Danube, on the Rumanian
boundary, 94 miles east of Belgrade (Map:
Hungary, H 4). Old Orsova, on the west bank
of the Cerna, has a new harbor, with quar-
antine station, and is a free port, a first-class

port of entry, and one of the principal stations for

the steamers on the Danube. Its population in

1900 was 4610. New Orsova, on the east bank,
is inhabited chiefly by Turks, its population be-

ing about 3000, and was formerly a Turkish
fortress, but has been held by Austria since 1878.

ORTEGAL, or'ta-gal'. Cape. See Cape Orte-
GAL.

ORTErLIUS, ORTEL, or OERTEL, er'tel,

Abraham (1527-98). A Flemish geographer,
born at Antwerp. He was the author of the fa-

mous atlas, Theatrum Orbis Terrarnm (1570),
long authoritative throughout Europe: Thesau-
rus Geofjraphieus (1596); Itinernrium per Son-
nullas (laliire Belyicce Partes (1584) ; and other

geographical works. Philip II. of Spain recog-

nized his merits, and appointed him royal geogra-

pher in 1573.

ORTH, ort, August (1828-1901). A German
architect. He was born at Windhausen, Duchy
of Brunswick, and educated at the Collegium
Carolinum in Brunswick (1850-55), and at the

Academy of Architecture in Berlin, where he also

frequented the studio of Strack. and in 1856 won
the Schinkel prize. After a visit to Italy in

1859. he was active principally in Berlin, where,

hesides such public buildings as the Giirlitz rail-

way station and the Cattle Market, the erection

of several church edifices claimed more especially

his attention. These comprise the "Zionskirche"
Vf>L. XV.—9.

( 1866-73 ) , the "Dankeskirche" ( 1884) , the "Frie-
denskirche" (1891), the "Himmelfahrtskirche"
(1891-93), and the "Ennnauskirche" (1893), in
all of which the architect endeavored to modify
Romanesque forms of style according to modern
proportions and exigencies.

ORTH, orth, Godlove Stoner (1817-82). An
American legislator, born in Lebanon County,
Pa. He graduated at Pennsylvania College,
studied law, was admitted to the" bar in 1839, and
in the same year began to practice in Indiana.
He represented his district in the Indiana State
Senate for six sessions ( 1842-48) and was for one
year president of that body. In 1861 he repre-
sented Indiana at the Peace Conference. In the
Civil War, as captain of volunteers, he com-
manded the ram Horner in defensive erui.ses

along the Ohio in 1862. Elected to Congress from
Indiana, he served from 1863 to 1871, and from
1873 to 1875; framed the 'Orth Bill,' whicli re-

organized the diplomatic and consular systems;
and resigned his seat to accept the mission to
Austria. After his return he again served in
Congress from 1879 until his death.

ORTH, .Joiiaxn. See John XEPOiiuK Salva-
TOK.

ORTH, ort, Johannes (1847—). A German
pathologist. He was born at Wallmerod, and
studied under Rindfleisch at Bonn and Virchow
in Berlin. In 1887 he became professor of pa-
thologj- at Gijttingen, and in 1902 succeeded Vir-
chow at Berlin. His works are: Compendium
der pathologisch-anatomischen Diar/nostik { 1876;
6th ed., 19(30) ; Cursus der normalen Histoloqie

(1878; 5th ed., 1888); Lehrhueh der speziellen

•pathologischen Anatomie (1887-93, incomplete);
and Jiledi:inischer Unterricht vnd arztliche Prax-
is (1898).

ORTHERIS, Stanley. A character in Kip-
ling's Holdiers Three, and other tales of English
army life in India. Mulvaney, Learoyd, and he
are, in a way, 'Three Guardsmen' of to-day. In
this little Londoner, Kipling has immortalized
the Cockney, and given an actual type of the

British soldier.

OR'THIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. 6pB6c, orthos,

straight, correct). An important extinct genus
of hinged brachiopods very conunon in the Paleo-

zoic formations of all parts of the world. The
shells are usually rounded in outline, the valves

generally convex, through the dorsal valve is flat

in some genera, the cardinal area is well de-

veloped, and the hinge is a ball and socket mech-
anism. The several hundred known fossil species

have been distributed among a number of new
genera and subgenera, of which the more im-

portant are Dalmaiiella testudinaria of the

Trenton limestone, Bilobites hiloba of the Ni-

agara beds of Xnrth America, and the Got-
landian beds of Europe, Platitstrophia biforata

of the Ordovician of America and Europe, Jihipi-

doniella ranuxemi of the Hamilton group, and
Sehizophoria striafiila of the Devonian. Tlie

period of greatest development of the orthids was
during the ^Middle Paleozoic, and they died out

toward the end of the Carboniferous period.

ORTHOCERAS, Or-thos'd-ras (Xeo-Lat., from

Gk. d/iOor, orthos. straight, correct + xepa^.

Arras, horn). A geniis of fossil nautiloid ceph-

alopods, characterized by straight conic shells,

whose surface may be either smooth or trans-
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versely striated. The interior of tlic shells is

divich'il into eliauibers by simple transverse septa,
anil (here is a median siphuncle. The members
of this genus, which range from the Silurian to
the Triassic periods, are of much importance as
index fossils. The limits of the genus as de-
lined by the majority of writers have been so
broail as to include almost all of the straight-
shelled Paleozoic cephalopods, and the assem-
blage of species thus brouglit together was found
by Hyatt and other investigators to contain
species that belong more properly in a number of
dill'erent families and several new genera. All of
the straight-shelled forms are now classed to-

gether in an artificial group as orthoeeracones,
in distinction to the curved shells or eyrtocera-
cones. The orthoeeracones are in general ante-
ee<Ient to the cyrtoceracones in each family or
race. They ajipisir first in the L'jiper Cambrian
and are very ali\uulant in the Ordovician rocks,
wliere OrlluKrnin titan of the Black fiiver lime-
stone, with a length of about ten feet, is the
largest known form of this group of cephalopods.
During the Ordovliian the orthoeeracones gave
rise to several derived genera of curved and coiled
shells, and to shells with peculiarly restricted
apertures. 8omc of these forms gave' rise to side
lines of evolutiim that flourished for variable
periods of time, such as Cyrtoeeras, Gyroeeras,
Lituites, I'hraginoceras, and Ascoreras. Xau
tilus itself, which has persisted to the present
day, was derived in early Ordovician times from
one of these orthoeeracones through a curved
.shell like Cyrtoeeras. During the Silurian, De-
vonian, and Carboniferous periods the ortho-
eeracones diminish in both size and number, and
they disappear during the Trias. The deriva-
tion of Belemnites of the IVIesozoie from some
Paleozoic orthoeeracones is considered bv some
authors to have taken place through the forma-
tion by the orthoceras of a heavy deposit of lime
upon the apical portion of its shell, this serving
as a post to anchor the shell in an upright posi~-
tion in the mud of the sea bottom. Consult

:

riuedemann. ''Professor .Taekel's Theses on the
Alode of Existence of Orthoceras and Other Ce-
phalo))ods," Amrrican GrnJoqi.it. vol. xxxi. (Min-
neapolis. 190.'?) : Von Zittel and Eastman. Text-
hook uf I'dlrontoloftji, vol. i. (New York and Lon-
don. 1000). See Cephalopoda; Nautilu.s.

OR'THOCLASE (from Gk. 6pe6s, orthos,
straight, correct + K\affts, klasis. fracture, from
K\ap, 1.1(1 II. to break). One of the monoclinio
feldsi)ars. coni])osed of potassium-aluminum sili-
cate. It has a vitreous lustre, and is either color-
less or white, though occasionally light yellow or
red, and sometimes green. It usually "occurs in
crystalline rocks, and is an essential "constituent
,of granite, gneiss, syenite, pori)hyry, etc. The
several varieties of oithoclase include riduhiriii. a
transparent or translucent variety that shows
when polished chatoyant or j>early reflections, the
best varieties of which are cut into gems and are
known as 'moonstones:' nventuriiie. a similar
variety with red and yellow internal reflections,
due to minute scales of occluded minerals, the
green varieties being known as 'sunstnncs;'
pcrthite, a flesh-red variety oontainin? layers of
albite and often yielding bright goldemyellow re-
flections; and vnriolUe. a dark-greeii variety,
which takes its name from its supposed power to
cure smallpox.

ORTHO'EPY (i;k. opOoiirtia, orlliocpeia, cor-
rect speaking, from 6p$oeireii/, ortliocjirin. to speak
correctly, from 6p$(is, oiltios, straight, correct
-|- ?iros, epos. word). That jiart of granunar
which treats of the correct pronunciation of the
words of a language.

ORTHOGENESIS (Gk. dpDos, or//ios, straight,
correct + -y^vcffn. yeiiesis, origin). Generation
according to ordinary processes, as distinguished
from such aberrant courses of development as
parthenogenesis, alternation of generations, and
other sjiccial modes.

ORTHOGONAL. See Pbojection.
ORTHOG'RAPHY (Lat. orthographia, from

Gk. 6peoypa<pia. c'orrect writing, from iptids,
orllws, straiglit, correct + ypd<peir. gniphein, to
write). The art of writing words correctly, as
regards spelfing. The word is seldom used in an
absolute sense—that is, with the meaning of
spelling which is scientifically correct—since out-
side of the discussions of phonetists (see Pho-
netics) such spelling does not exist; it ordinari-
ly signifies merely the art of spelling in accord-
ance with accepted or prevailing usage, and also
such customary spelling itself. See Spelling and
SPELLI.NU ReFOHIU.

ORTHOGRAPHY, Figures of. Deviations
from the ordinary accepted spelling of words.
They are three in number; arcli<.ii.>,-iii, crasift, and
miiiicsis. Areliaism consists in spelling words ac-
cording to a usage wOiich is obsolete or ob.soles-
eent, as if one should write, "The gret Kyiig hathe
tifty fair damysclles alle nuigdciics." So Vergil
has olli for illi, Horace duellum for helium. Cri-
sis (Gk. Kpdffis, a mixing) in Greek grammar
denoted the mixing of two words by the coales-
cence of their final and initial vovvels into one
long syllable. Thus to airi became raird.
The occurrence of crasis is indicated by the coro-
"i.« (') placed over the vowel or diphthong of the
resulting long syllable. In Latin grammar the
term crasis was applied to the union of any two
vowels into a long vowel or diphthong, and so
became synonymous with contraction. Examples
of crasis in Latin are cogo (for eoniio) , nil (for
nihil)

.
cors (ior cohors) . Mimesis (Gk. m'm';o-«»,

imitation) consists in the representation of the
improper pronunciation of words by means of
false spelling. Mimesis is common in works
which profess to represent the speech of the illite-
rate, or which introduce characters who use dia-
lect, or negro speech.

OR'THOP^'DICS (from Gk. dpBb,. orthos,
straight, correct + wah, pais, child). The pre-
vention or correction of deformity in the human
body, especially in children. See Clubfoot;
Knock-Knee; Leo; Pott's Disease; Deformi-
ties.

ORTHOP'ODA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
dpebi, orthos. straight, correct + jroSs, poM.s, foot).
An order of dinosaurs, in the system of Gadow,
embracing the groups Stegosauiia and Ornitho-
poda of Marsh. See the sections on these groups
under Dixosauria.

ORTHOP'TERA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Gk. dpBbTTTtpoi, having upright wings, from ipS6i,
orthiis, straight, con-ect + wTcpdv, pteron,
wing). A large and important group of insects
comprising the forms known as the straight-
winged insects, and including the grasshoppers
or true locusts, long-horned grasshoppers (in-
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eluding katydids), crickets, cockroaches, walk-
ing-sticks, and leaf-insects, and the praying

mantis or rear-horse (qq.v.). The mouth parts

are fitted for biting, and the metamorphoses are

incomplete, the young when first hatched closely

resembling the adult insects except in lacking

wings. The eggs are few in number, and as a rule

are laid in specialized egg-cases, although with

some they are deposited without such cases, and
with a few are scattered singly. The fore wings

are somewhat thickened, but are not as tough as

the wing-cases of beetles, and when at rest lie

closed upon the back so as to protect the abdo-

men and the hind wings. They are known as

tegmina.' The hind wings function in flight, and

are delicate and usually folded like a fan. About

10,000 species exist, which makes it a small order

when compared with the Hymenoptera, the Cole-

optera, and the Lepidoptera, but. in spite of the

comparatively small number of eggs, many of the

species are tenacious of life and apparently very

prolific, and swarm in enormous numbers of indi-

viduals, as in the case of the destructive and mi-

gratory locusts. One of the striking peculiarities

of the' order is that we find here most highly

developed the ability to produce sounds of a

more or less musical character, by rubbing one

part of the body, modified for the purpose, upon
anntlier. This capability thus to make sounds is

confined to the male sex, and its object is to at-

tract the female: and this ability belongs only to

the families which jump (the Saltatoria) : the

runners, walkers, and graspers (Cursoria, Gres-

soria, and Raptoria) make no sound, but in these

groups the phenomena of protective and aggres-

sive resemblances are very highly developed, espe-

cially in the tropical forms. In these groups the

wings seem to be of little use as organs of flight,

but they are of striking value in ornamentation

and in concealment. This is especially true with

the Phasmidoe and Mantidse, wliere the effective-

ness of color and pattern is extraordinary, the

tegmina resembling plant structures with remark-

able minuteness of detail. Even the eggs are so

modified as to resemble the seeds of plants.

Orthoptera are among the oldest of fossil in-

sects. Cockroaches -were numerous and varied in

Paleozoic time, and the other families are numer-
ously represented in Mesozoic and Tertiary

rocks.

Consult: Sharp, Camhridge Natural Eistory

(London, 1805) : Comstock, Manual for the Studii

of Insects (Itliaca, 1898) : Howard, The Insect

Book (Xew York, 1902) ; Lugger, Annual Report

of the State Entomologist of Minnesota (ilinne-

apolis. 1898) : Scudder, North American Orthop-

tera (Cambridge, 1897).

ORTIGXJEIRA, or'te-gii'e-ra. A town in the

Province of Coruna. Spain, picturesquely sit-

uated in a beautiful valley at the head of a

land-locked bay 23 miles northeast of Ferrol.

The harbor is well sheltered, but sliallow, and

has no wharves: the town is chiefly noted for its

romantic surroundings and for the good sea-

bathing afl"orded. Population (commvme), in

1887, 17,563; in 1900, 18,975.

ORT'LER, or Ortler Spitze. The highest

peak of the Austrian Empire, on the border of the

Tyrol, 08 miles southwest of Innsbruck. It rises

to a height of 12,790 feet from tlie northern por-

tion of the Ortler group, in the chain of the

Rluetian Alps. It was first ascended in 1804.

The view from the summit is the most imposing
of the Eastern Alps.

ORTOLAN (Fr. ortolan, from It. ortulano,
ortolan, gardener, from Lat. horlulanus, garden-
er, from horlus, garden). A European bunting
(Emherisa horlulana) having a plumage of

mixed browns, black, and white. It appears in

the autumn in great flocks on both coasts of the
Mediterranean Sea, when it returns from its

summer home and breeding i)laces in the far

north. Xo bird is so highly esteemed by epi-

cures, and vast numbers are used for the table.

It is taken chiefly by nets. See Plate of Bcxtings.
In America the name is given to both the

bobolink ('reed-bird') and the sora-rail, neither

of which has the slightest relation to an orto-

lan, but both of which are small birds, much
sought after in the fall in the Jliddle States, as

a delicacy.

OR'TON, Edwakd (1829-99). An American
educator and geologist. He was born in Deposit,

N. Y., graduated at Hamilton College in 1848,

and studied at Lane Theological Seminary, at the

Lawrence Scientific School, Harvard, and at An-
dover Theological Seminary. He taught success-

ively at the State Normal School, Albany, N. Y.,

at the Chester (N. Y.) Academy, and at

Antioch College, of which he was also president

in 1872-73. He was first president of the Ohio
Agricultural and Mechanical College (now Ohio

State University) (1873-81), and was professor

of geology there from 1873 to 1899. He was an
assistant State geologist (1809-82), was State

geologist (1882-99), served for a time on the

geological surveys of the L'nited States, of Ken-

tucky, and of Kansas, and was president of the

Geological Society of America (1896), and of

the American Association for the Advancement
of Science (1898-99). He was essentially an
economic geologist, and specialized in the study

of oil and gas. developing several well-known

theories, notably the 'anticlinal theory,' and be-

coming widely known as an authority on the

nature and geological occurrence of these prod-

ucts. He wrote portions of vols, i., ii., and iii.

of the Reports of the Ohio Geological Survey, and

a large part of vols, v., vi., and vii., besides

numerous papers in the geological magazines

and papers on petroleum, gas, and asphalt in

the Kentucky Geological Reports (1891), and in

the Report of the United States Geological Sur-

vey (1887).

ORTON, James (1830-77). An American nat-

uralist, born at Seneca Falls, N. Y. He graduated

at Williams College in 1855. and then studied

theology' at the Andover Seminary. In 1860 he

returned from an extensive trip through Europe

and Palestine, and was ordained a Congregational

minister. He became professor of natural sci-

ence in Rochester University in 1866, in the next

year he took charge of a scientific expedition

across South America, and in 1873 took part in

an expedition to Lima and Lake Titicaca. From
1869 to the time of his death he was professor

of natural history in Vassar College. He pub-

lished The Miner's Guide and Metallurgist's Di-

rectory (1849) ; The Andes and the Amazon

(1870) : and Comparative Zoology (1875).

ORTONA, ar-to'n.'i. A town in the Province

of Chieti Italv. sitiiated on the Adriatic. 12

miles east of Chieti (Map: Italy. J 5). It has

a cathedral, a ruined castle, a harbor, and an
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extensive trade in wine. Population, in 1S81,

l2,\-2>: in l!)01, 14.974.

OR'TYGAN (Xco-Lat. ortyx (ortyg) + an,

from Gk. 6pTi>^, iiuail). A button-quail (q.v. ) or

bush-quail of the Old World geuus Turuix,

which includes a large number of diminutive

game-birds of pleasing appearance and excellent

qualities. These birds are called 'hemipods' in

the older books.

ORTTGIA, 5r-tlj'i-!l. An ancient name of

Dehis ( q.v. )

.

ORTZEN, er'tscn, Georg, Baron (1S29— ). A
German poet. He was born at lirunn. Mccklen-

burg-Strclitz; studied law, served in the Prussian

Army { IS.'iO-.l.T) , and then entered the consular

service. He was eniploved in Xew York (1870),
Constantinople (1880),' Marseilles (1881), and
Christiania (1889). and retired in 1892. He
wrote several volumes of verse, including:

Oedichte (3d ed. 18G1); Aus den Kaiiipfen des

Lehciis (18G8) ; Satiren und Glossen eincs Welt-

maiincs (1874): Ei>igramme vnd Epiloge in

Prosa (1880); Eincs Ltjrikcrs Chronik (1888);
Atif Schwarziraldiregcn (1890); Xacht (1900);
and Si/mphoiiitn drs Windrs (1901). Under the

pseudonym "l.udwig Robert" he published Er-
lebni-ssc und Studicn in dcr (Jegcnwart (1875).

ORUTBA. An island of the Dutch West In-

dies. Sec Aruba.

ORTJRO, o-roo'ro. A western department of

Bolivia, bounded by the Department of La Paz
on the nortli, Cocliabamba on tlie east. Potosi

on the south, and by Chile on the west (Jlap:

Bolivia, D 7). Area estimated at 21,321 square
miles. The surface is an elevated plateau, a
part of the great Titicaca basin, and is inter-

spersed with marshes and arid plains. Tlie

climate is cold and the soil mostly unfit for

agriculture, though some cattle-raising is car-

ried on. The mineral deposits of the State are
ricli. including tin, silver, and eop])cr, which are
profital)ly mined. The civilized population was
officially'cstiniated in 1S98 at 130.000. including
over 90,000 Indians. Tlio capital is Oruro.

ORURO. The capital of the Department of
Oruro, Bolivia, situated 9 miles east of the
Desaguadero River, in a valley bordering an arid
plain, 12,200 feet above .sea level, and 120 miles
southeast of La Paz (Map: Bolivia, D 7). A
portion of the city is in ruins, and its former
fine public buildings are in a decayed condition.
A railroad connecting the town with Antofagasta
on the Chilean coast has somewhat revived its

importance, which is derived mainly from the
valuable tin mines in the neighborhood. Popu-
lation. 10.000. Oruro was founded in IGOfi.

ORVIETO, Or-vyii'tft. A town and episcopal
see of Central Italy, in the Province of Perugia,
with a station on the Rome-Klorence Railroad,
60 miles northwest of Rome (Map: Italy. F 5).
It occupies a strong position on a steep hill,

llfjo feet high, accessible by an inclined railway,
is well built, and is surroimded by walls. It

has been the see of a bishop since a.d. 509. The
cathedral, a beautiful specimen of the Italian
Gothic, and one of the most richly decorated edi-

fices in Italy, is of black and white marble; it

was begim in 1290 and completed about the
middle of the fourteenth century. The facade is

unsurpassed in the beauty of its mosaics, sculp-

tures, and elaborate ornamentation. The interior

is also finely decorated with sculptuics and
paintings. There are several other churclies,

chief of which is the Gothic San (Jiovenale, dat-

ing from the eleventh century. Other interesting

features are the castle with the ])ublic garden
and amphitheatre, Saint Patrick's Well, and the
former Papal i)alaee, or Palazzo Soliano, with a
museum containing mediaeval works of art and a

collection of antiquities, most of them found in

an Etruscan necropolis between the town and the
railroad station. Tlie city trades in grain, cattle,

silk. oil. and white wine. Po])ulation (com-
mune), in 1881. 15,931; in 1901. 18.543. Orvieto,
known in the Middle Ages as "Urbs Vetus,' occu-

])ies the site of an ancient and wealthy Etruscan
city. It was repeatedly a place of refvige for the
popes.

ORYX, 6'riks (Lat., from Gk. 6pvi, oryx, ga-

zelle, pickaxe, from 6piir<Tei.p, oryssrin. to dig).

A large antclo|ie of Northern Africa [Oriix Iru-

coryx). distinguished by its uniform whitish
color, often reddish on the under part, ami by
the sabre-like curve of the great horns, which
may touch the ruiuj) when the head is thrown
back. These horns are able to sweep around with
immense force and efl'eet, and hunters find oryxes
dangerous animals to approach when wounded.
This species, which is confined to the Eastern
Sudan and Nubia, is known by the Arabs as
'abu harte,' and represents the gentis which in-

cludes the gemsbok. addax. beatrix antelope,

beisa (qq.v. ), and some other species of the
desert and plains regions of Africa. The word
'oryx' among the ancients was the name of an
antelope often represented on the monuments of

Egypt, usually in profile, so that it seems to

have but one horn. It is evident that one or

another species of this genus was portrayed ; and
the fable of the unicorn may have arisen from
these mural jiaintings.

ORZESZKOWA, Or'zhfsh-ku'va. Eliza (1842-

— ). A Polish novelist. She was born near
Grodno; at sixteen married a Polish noble, who
was banished to Siberia in 1803; and after that

time devoted herself to literature and the ad-

vocacy of woman's rights. Iler more important
novels are: Eli Makoivcr (1874), which treats of

the relations of the Jews to the Polish nobility;

Meir Ezofoiricz (1878), which bears upon the
contest between Talnmdic orthodoxy and liberal

theology in a rural setting; Lost .S'o»/.5 (1880),
and C/iom (1888), sketches of life in White Rus-
sia; On the Xiemen (1888), and Bene \ati

(1892). both descriptive of the lesser noliility;

as well as the earlier and more tyiiical I'rin

Oraha (1872). More recently she published The
Argonauts (1889) and The Votaries of Power
(1900). Her collected works, with a biography
by Chmielowsky, appeared at Warsaw (1899).

OSAGE, 6-saj', or 6'saj (properly Onasage,
the French form of Washashc. or TT'o.sa.sZi, the

name used by themselves ) . An important In-

dian tribe of Siouan stock (q.v.). formerly hold-

ing an extensive area between the Missouri and
Arkansas rivers, in what is now Missouri. Arkan-
sas. Kansas, and the Indian Territory, and at

present gathered upon a reservation in north-

eastern Oklahoma. They are mentioned by ilar-

quette as early as 1073. and through the colonial

period generally acted as allies of the French
against the other tribes, who seem almost with-
out exception to have considered them as com-
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mon enemies in whom no faith could be placed.

Their principal wars were with the Cherokee and
Chickasaw in the east and with the Kiowa,
Cheyenne, Pawnee, and otliers on the plains. By
successive cessions, beginning in 1808, they sold

their original extensive territory until their re-

moval to their present reservation in 1870, but
through the aid of competent lawyers were able

to secure such terms that they are now the

richest tribe per capita in the United .States,

their annual income from invested funds and
current leases being about $600,000, or over .$.300

for every man. woman, and child in the tribe.

The result, however, has been rather detrimental

than otherwise, tending to encourage dissipation

and hinder industrial progress. From an esti-

mated population of over 6000 a century ago
they have diminished to 3000 in 1875 and 1700
in 1001. of whom only about 800 are full-bloods.

OSAGE. A city and the county-seat of Mitch-
ell County, Iowa, 157 miles northwest of Du-
buque, on the Red Cedar River, and on the

Illinois Central and the Chicago Great Western
railroads (Map: Iowa, El). It has the Sage
Public Libraiy. with 3000 volumes, and Cedar
Valley .Seminary; and near the city are the fair

grounds of the County Agricultural Society.

Osage is of considerable importance as the ship-

ping point of a productive farming, stock-raising,

and dallying section, and there are large nursery

interests. The water-works are o\^Tied by the

city. Population, in 1890, 1913: in 1900, 2734.

OSAGE ORANGE, or Bow Wood (so called

from the Osage Mountains in Arkansas, of which
it is a native), Madura aiiraiilinca. A Xorth
American tree of the natural order Urticaceie,

which attains a height varying, according to soil

and situation, from 20 to 60 feet. Its wood,
which might probably be used for dyeing as a

substitute for fustic (q.v. ), is bright yellow, fine-
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grained, and very elastic, and was much used by

the North American Indians for making bows.

The tree has been successfully used in many
places as a hedge plant, its thorny stems forming

an impenetrable barrier when properly trained.

Its inedible fruit, which is about the size of

a large orange, has a tuberculated surface of a

golden color, and is fillpd internally with radi-

ating somewhat woody fibres, and with a yellow-

ish milkv iuice. the odor of which is generally

disliked.' The leaves of the Osage orange have

been very successfully substituted for mulberry

leaves in feeding silkworms.

OSAGE KIVER. A tributary of the Mis-

souri, It rises in eastern Kansas, and flows in

a winding course eastward through the State of
Missouri, emjjtying into the Missouri River a few
miles below Jell'erson City (Map: Missouri, C 3).
It is about .500 miles long, and navigable at high
water for 200 miles.

OSAKA, osa'ka, or OZAKA, o-za'ki (Jap.,
contraction of O-ye-saka, the great estuary hill,

in allusion to the rising ground on which the
castle stands). An important manufacturing
and trading centre of .lapan, and one of the three
Imperial cities. It is situated on the island of
Hondo, on both banks of the Yodo River, the
outlet of Lake Biwa, and on the shores of
Osaka Bay, in latitude 34- 42' X., and longi-

tude I'io'^ 31' E., 20 miles by rail from Kob6,
and 27 from Kioto. It is built for the most part
on low-lying level land. The city is intersected
by the Yodo and numerous canals spanned by
1300 bridges, and has in consequence been styled
the 'Venice of the East.' The streets are laid out
with great regularity at right angles to each
other, and are in the main narrow. The town
has an average annual temperature of about 59°

and a rather unhealthful climate.

Osaka has many industries, its principal manu-
factures being those of cotton, glass, and iron

and steel products. Other important manufac-
tures are boots and shoes, matches, tobacco prod-
ucts, clocks, etc. There is also considerable ship-

building. A fine Government mint, for which 40

acres are used, was established here under
foreign superintendence in 1871. In connection

with it are a refinery and sulphuric acid works,

which are a source of great profit to the Govern-

ment. Osaka was opened in 1868 for foreign

residence and trade, and a foreign settlement wag
laid out on the river island of Kawaguchi. The
harbor, however, is poor and unsuited for large

vessels, and Kobe has attracted most of the

foreign trade, especially since the opening of the

railway. The foreign settlement is, therefore,

occupied for the most part by missionaries. Com-
mercially Osaka is important chiefly in the inter-

nal trade, while in regard to foreign connnerce

it is only of slight importance in comparison

with Yokohama and Kobt:. The total foreign

commerce of the port in 1001 amounted to over

$11,000,000, the bulk of the trade being in cotton

goods. Small steamers ply regularly between

Osaka and the ports of Shikoku and the Inland

Sea.
There are many temples and places of interest

in the city and vicinity. The chief is the castle,

which is one of the most famous in Japan. It

stands on high ground in that part of the city

known as the Upper Town. At the end of the

fifteenth century its site was occupied by the

monastery and temples of the Shin-shu sect of

Buddhists, and was so strongly fortified by them

that it defied the repeated attacks of the great

general Xobunaga. In 1583 Hideyoshi I q.v.)

made it the seat of his power and erected

within the citadel a palace, which was. as some

authorities believe, the most magnificent building

the world ever saw. It survived the attack of lye-

vasu (q.v.) against Hideyori. Ilideyoshi's son,

but was burned by Tokugawa retainers in the

civil war of 1868. It now contains the headquarters

of the Osaka military district. Population of

city, in 1808. 821.235; of the fu. 1.311.900.

OSAWAT'OMIE. A city in Miami County,

Kan., (II miles .south by west of Kansas City,

Mo., on the Missouri Pacific Railroad (Map:
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Kansas, H 3). It derive.-* its name from two
streum^i near by, the Osage and Pottawatomie. It

is tbc seat of the oldest and largest State insane

liuspital, with aceonmiodations for about 1200
patients, dating from 1860, and has a Masonic
temple, the Aguew Opera House, a eity hall, and
city library, and a monument commemorating
the battle of Osawatomie. The city is in an agri-

cultural and stock-raising region, and has a
supply of natural gas. Division headquarters
and shops of the Missouri Pacific Railroad are
maintained here. The government is vested in a
mayor, elected biennially, and a council. There
are municipal water-works. Osawatomie was
one of the "free-State' .settlements made bj- the
Emigrant Aid Society in 18.5.5, and was promi-
nent in the contest between the pro-slavery and
anti-slavery elements in Kansas. For a time
John Brown lived in the immediate vicinity

of the town. On August 30, 1850, it was the
scene of a sharp skirmish between a hand of pro-
slavery men and John Brown and his followers,

and, after the latter had been dispersed, was
almost completely destroyed by the former. Osa-
watomie was chartered in 1883 and in 1890 be-

came a second-class citv. Population, in 1890,

2662; in 1000, 4191.

OSBALDISTONE. In Scott's Roh Roy, the
name of two oon^ins, Francis and Rashleigh.
Francis marries Di Vernon and Riishleigh, the
villain of the story, is killed by Rob Roy.

OSBORN, oztjOrn. He.xry Faibfield (1857
— ). An .American geologist and paleontologist,

born at Fairfield. Conn. He graduated at Prince-
ton in 1877. and was appointed assistant pro-
fessor of biologj' there in 1880, and professor of

comparative anatomy in 1881. In 1890 he was
made Da Costa professor of zoiilogy in Columbia
University, anil was chosen curator of vertebrate
paleontologj' in the American Museum of Nat-
ural History. Osborn's Western explorations
resulted in great contributions to American
paleontology and in remarkable additions to the
collection of the American Museum. Of especial
value are his reconstructions of prehistoric mam-
mals, as painted by Charles Knight and displayed
in the American Museum. In 1900 he was "ap-

pointed paleontologist to the Canadian Geo-
logical Suney and to the United States Geo-
logical Survey. He wrote: Evolution and Hered-
ity (1890) : From the frreeVs to Dnricin (1894),
an historical sketch of evolution: and Hereditanj
Mechanism (1895), and collaborated with W. B.
Scott in the preparation of the work entitled
American Fossil ilammnls.

OSBOBN. SliERARD (1822-75). An English
naval olliicr, explorer, and author, horn in
JIadras, India. Entering the British Xa\-j' in

1837, he soon rose to a captaincy, and served in

Malayan and Cliinese waters. On two Arctic ex-
peditions fin 1850-51 and 18.52-34) in search of

Sir .Tohn Franklin, he commanded a vessel, and
during a part of the Crimean War he was senior
officer in the Sea of .Azov. Ordered to Hong Kong
in 1857, he took a spirited part in the war at
Canton (18.57-58). In 1864 he commanded the
armor-plated Roi/nl ftorereiqn. and in 1873 be-
came rear-admiral. His writings include: Stray
Leaves from an Arctic Journal (1852)

;
Quedah :

or, Stray Leaves from a Journal in Malayan
TVaters (1857): and The Career. Last Voyage,
and Fate of Sir John Franklin (1865).

OSBORNE, oz'bOrn. Fba.ncis (1593-1059). An
English aullior. lie was the son of Sir John
Osborne, of Cbicksands, Bedfordshire, lived in

London, where he was employed by his father.

who was at the head of the ollice of the Lor<l

Treasurer's remcinJjrancer, and about 1650 re-

moved from North Fambridge to Oxford. There
he held minor otiice under the Commonwealth and
lived uneventfully, gaining some fame and many
inlluential friends in London after the publica-

tion of his Advice to a Son ( 1650-58) . This pop-
ular work was published anonymously. It con-

tained a series of pithy commonplaces somewhat
in the manner of Lord Chesterfield. Besides sev-

eral political pamphlets, Osborne wrote a J/is-

cellany of Sundry Essays, Paradoxes, etc. ( 1059 j

.

His collected works were published in 1673, and
in 1722 reached an eleventh edition.

OSBOHNE HOUSE. A country residence of

Queen \'ietoria on the Isle of Wight, in the
neighborhood of the town of East Cowes. Os-

borne House was bought by the Queen in 1840.

Here she died. January 22, 1901. After her
death King Edward presented Osborne House to

the English people.

OSBOUBNE, Ozljurn, Llotd (1808—). An
American writer, son of Samuel Osbourne and
Fanny Van de Grift (afterwards the wife of

Robert Louis Stevenson). He was born in San
Francisco, -April 7, 1808. and studied at the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh with a view to becoming a

civil engineer. With Stevenson he went to

Samoa, where he was appointed vice-consul from
the L'nited States. In conjunction with Steven-
son, he wrote: The Wrony Box (1889); The
^yr<rl;er (1892) ; and Ehh Tide (1894).

OS'CAN. One of the ancient languages of

Italy. Sec Itauc Laxguage.s.

OSCAR I. (1799-1859). King of Sweden and
Norway from 1844 to 1859. He was born in

Paris, .luly 4, 1799, being the son of Marshal
Bernadotte. (See Charij:.s XIV. Joiix.) After
the election of his father as Crown Prince of

Sweden, Oscar received the title of Duke of

Surlermania. In 1818 he entered the University
of Upsala. He was accomplished in the fields of

science, literature, and the fine arts, and was
an enthusiastic student of music. He was in

full .svmpathy with the Swedish nationalists. He
succeeded his father March 8, 1844. His
rule was distinguished for its justice; and
many liberal measures, such as the removal
of .lewish disabilities, freedom of manufactures
and commerce, and parliamentary reform (the
last mentioned being vigorously opposed by the
nobility), were laid before the Riksdag by his

orders. He advocated these changes with tact,

and in many cases his policy was successful. In
1823 he married Josephine Beauharnais, the
granddaughter of the Empress Josephine, by
whom he had five children, the eldest of whom,
on account of his father's failing health, was
appointed Regent. September 25. 1857, and suc-

ceeded to the throne as Charles XA^ on the death
of Oscar, July 8. 1859. See Sweden.

OSCAR II. (1829—). King of Sweden and
Norway after 1872. He was born in Stockholm,
January 21. 1829. being the third son of Oscar I.

In 1872 he succeeded his brother. Charles 'S.V., on
the throne. During his reign the development
of the sister kingdoms was retarded bv no for-
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eign complications and received an effective stim-
ulus in the efforts of the King, who showed him-
self a generous patron of industry, science, and
the arts. On the question of the vexed relations

between Sweden and Norway, arising from the
latter kingdom's struggle for self-government, he
firmly opposed all attempts looking toward the
dissolution of the union between the kingdoms,
but otherwise showed himself in favor of con-
cessions to the Norwegians. He has also attained
some note as a writer, the list of his works in-

cluding: Charles XII.; Prose TXritings ; a num-
ber of volumes of lyric poetry, and a translation

of Goethe's Tasso. His collected writings were
published at Stockholm in 18S.5-94, In 18.57 he
married Princess Sophie of Nassau, by whom
he had four sons.

OSCEOLA, 6s'e-6^a (Seminole As-se-he-ho-
lar. Black Drink) (C.1S04-1838) . A famous Sem-
inole chief, born near the Chattahoochee River,

Ga. His father was an English trader and his

mother an Indian woman, the daughter of a
Creek chief. Removing to Florida when very
young, he there acquired great influence among
the Seminoles. and took the lead in opposition to

the territorial aggressions of the whites. In
1S35 his wife, the half-breed daughter of a fu-

gitive negro slave, was reclaimed as a slave by
her mother's former owner, and Osceola, infuri-
ated, tlireatened revenge, and was temporarily
imprisoned. On being released, he began the at-

tacks on the whites which opened the second
Seminole War (see Seminole), and in De-
cember he killed with his own hand the
Indian agent Thompson. For two years he was
in almost every important engagement, and, by
his shrewdness, skill, and bravery, foiled several
white generals in succession. Finally (October
31. 1837), he was treacherously seized while
holding a conference imder a flag of truce with
Gen. Thomas S. Jessup, and was confined at
Saint Augustine and Fort Moultrie until his

death. January 20, 1838.

OSCHATZ, (Vshats. A town in the Kingdom
of Saxony, on the Dijllnitz. 32 miles west of Leip-
zig (ilap: Germany, E 3). Its manufactures
include sugar, felt, knitted goods, cloth, and
leather. Population, in 1890, 9400; in 1900, 10,-

652.

OSCHEKSLEBEN, 6sh'ers-la-ben. A town of

the Province of Saxony. Prussia, on the Bode, a
branch of the Saale. about 30 miles southwest of

ilagdehurg (ilap: Prussia. D 2). It has sugar
refineries, and manufactures agricultural imple-

ments, fertilizers, chocolate, bricks, and boilers.

In the vicinity are lignite mines. Population, in

1800, 10.700;" in 1900. 13.400.

OSCINES, os'i-nez (Lat., singing birds) . The
great group of Passeres (q.v.) which includes

the song birds. They are characterized by sev-

eral distinct pairs of intrinsic muscles of the

syrinx, inserted into the ends of the upper bron-

chial half-rings, and constituting thus a com-
plex and effective vocal apparatus. Not all the

Oscines sing, but all truly singing birds are

Oscines. The side of the tarsus is usually covered

with a horny plate, which forms a sharp ridge

behind, with the corresponding plate of the other

side. The primaries are nine or ten in num-
ber, but when ten the first is very short. The
Oscines are the largest group of birds, and in-

clude about 5000 species of the 11,000 known
birds. They are found in all parts of tlie world,
but are perhaps most abundant in the temperate
zones. Many of them are of very brilliant plu-
mage, but as a rule the musical powers and in-
telligence are more noticeable than the beauty,
and they are universally regarded as the most
highly developed group of birds. Jlost of them
are of comparatively small size, the very great
majority being less than a foot in length. The
raven (q.v.) is the largest of the suborder, while
the kinglets (q.v.) are probably the smallest.
Of our North American birds, about one-half are
Oscines. For the anatomy and classification of
the group, consult: Evaiis, Birds (New York.
1900) ; Newt(m, Dictionary of Birds (ib., 1893-
96) ; Stejneger. Standard Natural History, vol.
iv. (Boston, 1SS5).

OSCULATING CIRCLE. In geometry, a cir-

cle that has three, i.e., the greatest possible
number, of consecutive points in common with
a given curve. A curve can at any given point
have more than one tangent circle, i.e. circles

with which it may be imagined to have either
one or two points in common ; but it can, at
any given point, have only one oscnlnting cir-

cle, for only one circle can pass through three
given points. The curvature of a curve at a
given point is obviously identical with the cur-
vature of it.s osculating circle at that point,
and hence the osculating circle is often spoken
of as the 'circle of curvature' of the curve at the
given point.

OSCULATION (Lat. osculatio, a kissing,

from osculari, to kiss, from osculum, kiss, little

mouth, diminutive of os, Skt. asya, mouth).
One curve is said to osculate another when the

curves iiave several consecutive points in com-
mon, and the degree of osculation depends upon
the number of points of contact ; that is, the
greater the number of consecutive points in con-

tact, the higher the degree of osculation. The
number of possible points of contact is deter-

mined by the number of independent arbitrary
constants contained in the equation of the tan-

gent curve. The same is true of a straight line

and a curve. The equation of a straight line, be-

ing of the form y = inx -f- c, contains two arbi-

trary constants, m and c: hence a straight line

can coincide with a curve in two consecutive

points, and the contact is said to be of the first

order. This straight line is the tangent at the

point of contact. When a straight line, not a
tangent, meets a curve, there is section instead

of contact, and in that case only one point is com-
mon to the straight line and the curve. The general

equation of the circle, jr' + y- + dx + ey + f

= 0. contains three arbitrary constants, d, e. and

f, and therefore a circle can have three consecu-

tive points in common with a curve, and the eon-

tact is of the second order. The circle is known
as the circle of curvature or the osculating circle,

and has for its radius the radius of curvature of

that portion of the curve with which the circle

is in contact. No other circle can have so high

a degree of contact with a curve at any point as

the osculating circle at that point. Surfaces and
some twisted curves admit of spheres of oscu-

lation. See CfRVE.

bSEL, c'zcl. or OESEL. A large island in the

Baltic Sea. belonging to the Russian Govern-

ment of Livonia, and situated at the entrance to
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the Gulf of Riga (Map: Russia, B 3). It has an
area of 'Mo squaif iiiilcs. It is irregular in

outline, with a Ion}; and narrow peninsula ex-

tendinj; southward toward tlie JJoniesnas of

Courland, and its coasts are indented with
numerous small bays, oH'ering, however, few
harbors. The surface is undulating, in parts

marshy and but sparsely forested. The soil

is not unfertile, and the climate is mild enough
to [lermit the cultivation of all tlic common
cereals, including wheat. Tlie chief occupations

of the inhabitants are agriculture, fisheries, and
the rearing of cattle and horses. The population,

including that of some small dependent islands,

was. in 1897, 50.809, chieHy Esthonians. The
principal town is Arensburg. on the southeast

coast, with a population, in 1897, of 4021. Oescl

was occupied by the Knights Swordbcarers early

in the thirteenth century, and when their power
was broken it was sold in 15;)9 liy its bishop

to Denmark. In 104.5 it was ceded to Sweden,
and in 1721 it came into the possession of

Russia.

OS'GOOD, Frances Sargent (Locice) ( 1811-

50). An American poetess, born in Boston.

When but a girl she contributed poems to the

"Juvenile MLscellany" of Lvdia Maria Child
and won some reputation, wliich slie increased

by other poems and by editorial work. In
18;!") slie married Samuel S. Osgood, a por-

trait painter, and visited England, where she
published among other works a collection of

poems called ".V Wreath nf Wild Flowers from
Xew England" (18.39). and a play written at the

request of Sheridan Knowles, "The Hapi)y Re-
lea.se. or The Triumphs of Love." A Memorial
by friends, with an account of her life by Gris-

wold, was printed in Xew York in 1851. A com-
plete illustrated edition of her poems appeared
in 1850.

OSGOOD, George Laurie (1844—). An
Ameriian nuisician and director. He studied
voice-culture under Siel)er, ITaupt. and Robert
Franz in Germany, and under Lamperti in Italy.

Largely through the success he had acliievcd in

Germany, Tbeo<lore Thomas engaged him for a
winter tour in America. In 1872 he took up his
residence in Boston as a vocal teacher, and three
years later became conductor of the Boylston
Club. In 1890 he also took charge of the Boston
Singers' .Society. His anthems, choruses, part
songs, and songs are well known. He published
a Guide in the Art of Singing, which was favor-
ably received.

OSGOOD, .Samtei. (174S-1S13). An Ameri-
can soldier and politician, liorn in Andover, Mass.
After graduation at Harvard College (1770),
ill health compelled him to exchange a mercan-
tile c.Treer for the theological studies already
undertaken. Hnving been a delegate to the
Essex County (Mass.) Convention (1774), and
active in the Provincial Congress, in 1775 he
served as captain of minute-men at Lexington
and Concord. For a short time he was aide to
General Artenias Ward, but left the army to
reenter the Provincial Congress. From 1780 to
1784 he was a member of the Continental Con-
gress, and from 1785 to 1789 first Commissioner
of the I'nited States Treasury. He was later
Postmaster-fJeneral. Speaker of the Xew York
Assembly. State supervisor, and naval officer of
New York port.

OSGOOD, Samuel (1812-80). An American
clergyman, born at Charlestown, Mass. He was
graduated at Harvard College in 1832, and at
the Cambridge Divinity School in 1835. In

1830-37 he edited the Western Messenger at
Louisville, Ky. In 1837 he became pastor of the

Unitarian Church at Nashua, X\ II., in 1841 of

the Westminster Church in Providence. R. I., and
in 1849 of the Church of tlie Messiah in Xew
York. In 1850-54 he was editor of the Christidn
Infjiiirer in Xew York. In 1870 he entered the
Protestant Episcopal Church, but took no pas-

toral charge. He was the author of Htudies in

ChristiuH liiographi/ (1851); Hod with Men
(1853); The Hearthstone (1854); Milestones in

Our Life Journey (1855) ; Student Life (1800) ;

American Leaves (1807) ; translations from 01s-
hausen's The lliston/ of the I'assiun (1839), and
De Wette's Human Life (1842).

OSH, 6sh. A town in the Territory of Fer-
ghana, Russian Turkestan, situated about GO
miles east of Margclan. It consists of the old
native town and the new Russian settlement, and
is of some im])ortance in the trade with China.
Population, in 1897, 30,474, including over 34,000
Mohammedans.
O'SHAUGHNESSY, d-shn'ne-sl, or 6-shaK'.

ne-si, Arthur William Edgar (1844-81). An
English poet, born in London, IMarch 14, 1844.
In 1801 he was appointed assistant in the library
of the British ^Museum ; two years later ho was
transferred to the department of natural history,

a ]>ost which he held till his death. .January 30,
1881. His verse comprises The Epic of Women
and Other I'oems (1870); Ijoys of France
( 1872), based upon the lais of Marie de France;
Music and Mooyilifiht (1874); and Songs of a
Worker (posthumous, 1881). The first volume
especially contains pieces of great beauty.
O'Shaughnessy belonged to the XeoRomantic
School more completely represented by William
Morris and Swinburne. In 1873 he married
Eleanor, daughter of Westland Marston. She
died in 1879. In collaboration with lier he wrote
Toi/land (1875), a collection of tales for children.

Consult Moulton. O'Shaughnessy, Ilis Life and
His Work (London and Chicago, 1894).

OSHAWA, osh'a-wa. A port of Ontario
County, Ontario. Canada, on Lake Ontario and
on the Grand Trunk Railway, 33 miles northeast
of Toronto and O'.j miles east of Whitby (Map:
Ontario, E 4). It has iron foundries and fac-

tories, tlour mills, etc. Population, in 1891,
4000; in 1901, 4394.

O'SHEA, A-sha', Michael Vincent (1806—).
An American educator, born at LeRoy. N. Y.
He graduated at Cornell LTniversity in 1892,
taught for three years in the Mankato (Jlinn.)

Xormal School, and. after serving as professor of

education in the Buffalo Teachers' College, in

1897 was appointed to a like chair in the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. He became prominent in

university extension work and as a lecturer on
pedagogy'. His publications include: Aspects of
Mental Economy (1900) ; and. in a series under
his editorial charge. Education as Adjustment
(1903). and Education for Efficieney : Cha /iters

on Method and Management in Teaching (1903).

OSHIMA, o'she-mii' (Jap., Big Island). The
name of at least twenty places in Japan. The
two most important are: (1) The most northerly
of the "Seven Islands of Idzu," which stretch
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southward for ]0() miles toward the Bonin
Nhinds, and is best known to foreigners as
\'ries Island. It is of volcanic origin, is eight

miles long and five w-ide, has a good harbor,

and an evcr-smoking volcano, Mihara-Yama.
It has a population of about 5000, living in

six villages along the coast. Xo rice is pro-

duced, as the people live principally by fish-

ing and exporting clicrry-tree wood to the main
islands of Japan. A little corn and sweet pota-

toes are raised. The women do most of the work,
and, as in the Loochoos, carry their burdens on
their heads. Their dress difl'ers considerably
from the dress of the women of the mainland;
they wear petticoats, dress their hair difl'erently,

and do not blacken their teeth. The men dress

as other .Japanese. Concubinage does not exist;

musical instruments are not found, and dancing
is unknown. (2) Anami-Oshima, one of the large

islands of the Loochoo Archipelago (see Loo-
CHOO), which came under the control of the Dai-

mio of Satsuma in 1009. It is 34 miles long and
17 wide; is of volcanic origin, with steep shores,

and hills rising to heights of 1400 to 1500 feet.

Here in 1867 a modern sugar-refining plant was
erected by some ' foreigners for the Dainiio of

Satsuma, but. not proving remunerative, it was
later removed. The port is Naze, with a good
harbor, on the north coast, latitucle 28° 2.3' N.,

longitude 129° 30' E. The inhabitants suflfer

much from very poisonous snakes of the genus
Trimeresurus, which infest even the houses.

OSH'KOSH. A city and the county-seat of

Winnebago Comity, Wis., 80 miles northwest of
Jlihvaukee; on Lake Winnebago, at the mouth
of the Upper Fox River, and on the Wisconsin
Central, the Chicago and Xorthwestern, and the

Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul railroads

(llap: Wisconsin. E 5) . It is the seat of a State
normal school. In the suburbs, three miles dis-

tant, is the Xorthern Hospital for the Insane
(State), and near it the County Asylum for the
Incurable Insane and the County Poor Farm.
The city has a public library, Xortli, South, and
Electric parks, and several bridges across the
river. Among its notable structures are several

public school buildings, the city hall, the county
courthouse, and the United States Ciovernment
building. Lake Winnebago is a popular resort

for yachting, ice-boating, fishing, and hunting.
Owing to the accessibility to valuable forests,

O.shkosh has developed important lumber in-

terests, and manufactures products of lumber in

great variety—sash, doors, and blinds, matches,
furniture, trunks, carriages and wagons, etc.

Other manufactures are machinery, boilers, grass

twine and matting, ilour, tobacco, and. malt
liquors. The city's commercial interests are in-

creasing, and include a large wholesale trade.

The government is administered by a mayor,
elected every two years, and a council, of which
the executive is a member. The school board is

independently elected by po]iular vote. Oshkosh
was settled in 1836 and chartered in 1853. In

1859. 1866, 1874, and 1875 it suffered severely

from fires. Population, in 1890. 22,836; in 1900,

28.284.

OSIANDEB. 6'se-aii'der, Andreas (1498-

1552). A German reformer. He was born De-

cember 19. 1498. at Gunzenhausen, near Xurem-
berg. Osiander, whose real name was Hosemann,
was educated at Ingolstadt and Wittenberg, and
became a preacher at Nuremberg in 1522, where

he was conspicuously active in introducing the
Reformation. He advocated the views of Luther
in his controversy with Zwingli, on the question
of the Lord's Supjier; took part in the conference
held at Marburg (1529), and was present at the
Diet of Augsburg ( 1530) . In 1548 he was deprived
of his oHice as preacher at Nuremberg, becau.se
he would not agree to the Augsburg Interim
(see Interim

I ; but was immediately invited by
Albert, Duke of Prussia, to become the head
of the theological faculty in the ncwiy established
University of Kiinigsberg. He was hardly settled
here when he became entangled in a theological
strife that inibittered his naturally imperious
and arrogant temper. In the treatises be Lege
ct Emnrjelio ( 1549) and De Justificatione ( 15.50)
Osiander asserted that the righteousness by
which sinners are justified is not to be conceived
as a mere justificatory or imputative act on
the part of God, but as something inward and
subjective, as the inipartation of a real righteous-
ness, springing in a mystical way from the union
of Christ with man. The most notable of his
opponents was Martin Chemnitz (q.v. ) A seem-
ingly amicable arrangement between the dispu-
tants was brought about by Duke Albert in
1551 ; but the strife was soon recommenced. Osi-

ander publishing new writings in which he at-

tacked Melanchthon; nor did his death .in Kii-
nigsberg, October 17, 1552, put a stop to the war
of words. It was continued by his followers,
called Osiandrisis, who were finally extinguished
by the Corpus Doctrinw Pruteiiicum (in 1567),
which caused their banishment from all parts of
Prussia. The leader of the party, the Court
preacher .Johannes Funck, Osiander's son-in-law,
Avas beheaded (1506). Consult the Life of Osi-

ander, by Moller (Elberfeld, 1870).

OSIEB (OF.. Fr. osier, from Gk. olcros, oisos,

ofiruov, oisyon, oCcrua, uisya, sort of osier; con-

nected with Gk. iria, itea, Lat. vitex, withy,
vitis, vine, OPruss. vitro, OHG. tivda. Ger.

Weide, AS. vepig. Eng. irithi/). The popular
name of the bushy willows used for making
wicker-work. Their long and slender branches
are valuable in proportion to their length, slen-

derness, suppleness, and toughness. The common
osier (Salix rimin(ilis) , a European species com-
mon in wet alluvial grounds, sometimes becomes
a tree, although when cultivated for hoops and
basket-making it is not permitted to do .so. It

is often planted to prevent the wa.shing of river

banks. It has several cultivated varieties much
more useful than the original or wild species,

which are apt to break, and therefore are of little

value. Jlore suitable for the fine kinds of bas-

ket-making are Snlix purpurea, sometimes called

the fine basket osier, and a variety known as the

green-leaved osier or ornard. and Salijc triaiidra,

known to English osier cultivators and basket-

makers as the Spaniard rod. Salix alba, which

sometimes becomes a tree, is the golden osier or

golden willow, remarkable for the bright yellow

of its branches, as well as for their pliancy and

toughness. There are other species, such as

.SVi/F.c caprea, Salix lucida. and Salix frafiilis,

which arc also valuable: but the osiers chiefly

cultivated belong to the species which have been

named, or are very nearly allied to them. Since

some of the European species do not stand the

American climate very well, Stalix sericea. Salix

pctiohiris, Salix lasiandra, and Salix Iterigata,
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all Anicritan species, are recommended for grow-

ing in the L'nited States.

Osiers arc" extensively cultivated on alluvial

soils, especially on tlie tide-Hooded river basins

of Holland. Belgium, and Trance, wlicnce large

i|nantities of rods are exported. Much depends on

the closeness of planting, as wlien sjiace is too

abundant the shoots of many of the Ivinds branch

more than is desiral)le. When osiers for tlie

finest kinds of basket-work are desired, single-

eye cuttings are planted close together, so as to

obtain weak but line shoots. For ordinary work,

cuttings 15 to 10 inches long and of tolerably

thick branches are ])lanted in rows from 18

inches to two feet apart, and at distances of 15

to 18 inches in the i-ow. Osier jilanlations in

light soils continue productive for 15 or 20 years.

and much longer in rich, alluvial soils. Clay
soils arc unsuitable. Usually no cultivation is

required after jihuiting, although shallow culti-

vation is rcciimnicnded to keep down the weeds.
The shoots are cut once a year, during thf resting

period. They are then sorted, and those intended
for brown baskets are dried and stacked, out of

danger of rain, care being also taken to prevent
heating, to which, like hay. they are liable, and
by which they would be rendered worthless.

Osiers intended for white l)askets cannot at once
be peeled; but after being sorted, they are tied in

bundles, placed upright in wide shallow trenches
or rivulets in which there is about four inches of

water, till they begin to bud and blossom in

spring. They are then, in ordinary seasons, eas-

ily peeled by drawing them through an instru-
ment called a ^break. but in cold seasons it is

sometimes necessary to lay them for a while
under a quantity of litter. They may also be
peeled by steaming or boiling the dried shoots.
Tliere are extensive plantations in the vicinity of
Rochester and Liverpool, New York: Detroit,
Michigan: Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Cincinnati,
Ohio; and Baltimore. ]\ld. In ISllO there .was
ju-odueed in the United States willow ware valued
at .'f.3,(i30.()00. an increase of 01 per cent, over the
production of ISSO.

OSIMO, o'ze-md. A town of Central Italy in
the I'riiviiice of Ancona, situated eight miles
south of Ancona (Map: Italy, H 4). It has a
cathedral, a bishop's palace, a museum containing
many statues and ancient inscriptions, and a
lilirary. The chief industry is silk-spinning.
Osinio is the ancient .lu.rinnim, founded by the
Konuins in n.c. 157. Po[mlati(m (comnume), in
1881, 17,:!40; in inOl, 18,.52!).

OSI'RIS (Lat., from Gk. 'Oaipic,. from Egypt.
Ilrsii. Aiisiir, Asiri). One of the principal Eg>'p-
tian <leitics. originally the local god nf Abydos and
Husiris, wlm early ac<|uired a solar character and
was identilifd with the setting sun. He thus
came to be regarded as the ruler of the realm of
the dead in the mysterious region below the west-
ern horizon. According to the legend. Osiris was
(he son of .Scb (the earth) and Nilt (the sky) , and
the husband of his sister Isis. When he came to
rule over Kgypt he found the people jilunged in
utter barl)arism and Tailed them from their
wretched condition by giving them laws, teach-
ing them to till the ground, and instructing them
in the worship of the gods. He then traveled over
the whole world, spreading the blessings of civili-

zation in every land. His wicked brother Set
(Typhon). the enemy of all good, would have

taken advantage of his absence to undo his work
and subvert the order he had established, but was
defeated by the watchfulness of Isis. When the

King returned, however, Set i)lotted to destroy

him by treachery. Having privily taken tin-

measure of Osiris's body, he made a beautiful

chest of like dimensions and brought it with him
to a great feast, at which Osiris was present. As
though in jest, he promised to give the chest to

any one whose body should fit it exactly. After

a number of the guests had tried in vain, Osiris

got into the chest and lay down, when Set and his

confederates (juickly shut the lid and fastened it

securely. They then cast it into the river, and it

was borne out toj-ica by the Tanitic mouth of the

Nile. Isis, after long w;inderings. found her hus-

band's bod.\' and brought it back to Kgvpt. but
while she went to visit her young son Horus. it

was discovered by Set, who tore it to pieces and
scattered the fragments far and wide. Upon
learning of this misfortune, Isis took a boat an<l

carefully sought out the scattered members of

her husband. Wherever she found a ])ortion of

the body, she buried it, and the spot was ever
thereafter revered as sacred ground. \\ hen Horus
grew up, he took vengeance upon the murderer.
Set. and ascended his father's throne. Osiris,

meantime, lived again in the under world and be-

came the ruler of the dead. At a very early

period the worship of Osiris was connected with
the Egvptian doctrine of the inunortality of the

soul and became popular throughout Kgypt.
Abydos, where the head of the god was believed to

be preserved, enjoyed the reputation of special

sanctity, and bodies were brought from all parts

of Kg.vpt for burial in its sacred soil. Osiris is

usually re]U'esented swathed in nuunmv cloths,

holding in his hands the crook and the Mail, sym-
bols of royalty, and wearing upon his head the

Atcf crown, which was formed of the tall crown
of Upper Kg.vpt with a long feather on each side.

Consult: Wiedemann. IlcVu/ion of the Ancient
Egi/ptians (New York, 1897); Erman, Life in

Ancient Er/upt (Lontlon, 1804). See also I.si.s

;

HoRis ; Serapi.s : Set: and the paragraph on lic-

lif/ion in the section on Ancient Ef/i/pt. and Plate
of Egypti.^n Deities, under the title Egypt.

OSKALOOSA, os'ka-loo'sa. A city and the
county-seat of Mahaska County, la., 00 miles
southeast of Des Moines; on the Burlington
Route, the Chicago, Rock Island and PaciKc. and
the Iowa Central railroads (Map: Iowa. E 3).

It is the seat of Oskaloosa College ( Christian ) and
Penn College ( Friends ) , opened in 187.'i. and has ,a

public library, and a United States Government
post oflice building, erected at a cost of $05,000.

The yearly meetings of the Societ.v of Friends in

Iowa are held here. The indiistrial interests of

the city are represented by manufactures of

wagons, steam and hot-water heaters, tlour.

packed meat, woolen goods, vitrified brick, and
iron and brass goods. In the vicinity are de-

posits of coal, which is extensively mined, besides

fire clay and limestone. Tliere are also large

agricultural anil stock-raising interests. Settled
in 1843, Oskaloosa was incorporated ten years
later. The government is administered under a

revised charter of 1885, which provides for a

mayor, chosen everv two vears, and a council.
Population, in 1890". 0.5.58; "in 1900. 9212.

OSLER, os'ler. William (1849—). An
American physician and author. He was born at
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Bondhead, Ontario, was educated at Trinity Uni-
versity, Toronto, and at the medical faculty of
ilcGill University, Montreal, where he graduated
in 1S72. He also studied at University College,

f
London, England, and at Berlin and Vienna. In
1874 he returned to Canada and was apjjointed
professor of phj-siolog}' and patliology in iletiill

University; ten years afterwards lie was called
to the chair of clinical medicine in the University
of Pennsylvania. In ISS'J he was made professor
of the principles and practice of medicine in
Johns Hopkins University and chief physician
to the Johns Hopkins Hospital. His chief publi-
cations include: Clinical Xotes on SinulliJox

(1876); Histology Notes (1882); Cerebral Pal-
sies of Children (1880) ; and The Principles and
Practice of Medicine (18!I2 et seq.).

OSMAN, os-miin'. Founder of the Ottoman
Enijiirc. .See Otiiman.

OSMAN DIGNA, dig'na (e.lSSfi— ). A fol-

lower of the ilahdi in the Sudan. He was born,
according to some, at Suakin, while others give
his birthplace as Rouen, France, and his father
as a Scotchman named Xisbet. Acconling to this

latter account, the family moved to Alexandria,
in 1849, where the father soon died, and the
widow married a Turk named Osman, who adopt-
ed young Nisbet and called him Osman Ali. They
went to Suakin and engaged in the slave trade,
Osman continuing the traffic after the death of

his stepfather. His business of slave-selling

being bioken up by the English, he took part in

tlie revolt of Arabi Pasha (q.v.), and after the
failure of that movement he attached himself
to the cause of the Ilahdi. About this time
he received the name Digna because of the full-

ness of his beard; also the title of the "Emir
of the Dervishes of God.' He maintained himself
at the head of a powerful army around Suakin
and inflicted a severe defeat on I5aker Pasha near
Tokar, southeast of that place, on February 4,

1884. Immediately after this victory, however,
lie was defeated by General Graham near Tokar
and at Tamanieb. As the !Mahdi's ablest gen-
eral he was largely responsible for the fate of
CJordon and the loss of the Sudan to the Eng-
lish. In December. 1888, he suffered a bloody
reverse at the hands of General CJrenfell, l)ut

nevertheless continued his raiding expeditions in

the Sudan. In 1890 he fought in the last cam-
paign of the Jlahdist forces, whose strength had
Ijeen broken the previous year at Omdurman. On
January 19, 1000, he was captured near Tokar
and sent a prisoner to Rosetta.

OSMANIE, cjs-ma'ne-a. Order of. A Turkish
order conferred for conspicuous service to the

State. It was established by Abd-ul-Aziz on his

accession to the throne in 1861, and has four

classes. The decoration is a green-enameled gold

star with six points, suspended by the star and
crescent from a green ribbon with red bands. In

the centre of the star is a crescent on a red back-

ground.

OSMAN'LIS. See Ti-kket.

OSMAN NURI PASHA, os-miin' noo'rS p4-

shii' (1837-1000). A Turkish general, called

Ghazi (the victorious). He was liorn at Amasia,
in .Asia !Minor. He was educated for the army at

tlie Turkish military academy, became a sub-

altern officer in 18.54. and fought in the Crimean
War. He took part in the suppression of the

rebellion of the Druses (1860), and in that of
the Cretan insurrection of 1866-68. He was made
a general of brigade in 1874, and in the follow-
ing year a general of division. When Servia
made war upon the Ottoman Empire in 1876,
lie was put in command of a corps of 35,000 men
at Widin, and his successes won him the rank
of marslial. In July, 1877, he took up a
strongly fortified position at Plevna, tlius arrest-
ing the advance of the Russians. He inflicted
a severe defeat upon them on July 30th, and
successfully withstood a desperate assault made
by them and tlieir Rumanian allies on Septera-
lier 11th. He held his position until his supplies
failed him, and at last on December lOlh made a
gallant effort to break through the enemies' lines.

Overpowered bj- superior numbers, he was forced
to surrender. He was taken to Russia as a
prisoner of war, but after the Treaty of San
Stefano (1878) returned to Constantinople and be-

came commander-in-chief of the Imperial Guard.
He was Minister of War, 1878-85, and Grand
Marshal of the Palace till his death, which oc-

curred at Constantinople, April 4, 1900. Consult
hevaux, Ghazi Osman Pacha (Paris, 1891 ) . See
Rus.so-TuRKisH War.

OSMIUM (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. 6<rfi-n, osmC;
dd/i-ri, odme, odor, from Sfeiv, ozein, to smell).
A metallic element discovered by Tennant in

1803. It is one of the ph\tinuin metals, and is

found native allo\-ed with rliodium, ruthenium,
and palladium. When o.sni iridium, whicli is

found as a hard, cr.ystalline substance (insoluble

in aqua regia ) in platinum ores, is heated to a
white heat in porcelain tubes in a current of air,

the volatile oxide of osmium (OsOj readily

sublimes over. Metallic osmium may be obtained

from the oxide by reducing tlie latter with hydro-

gen, carbonic oxide, or carlron.

Osmium (symliol. Os; atomic weight, 191) is a
lustrous, Ijlue-wliite metal with a specific gravity

varying between 20 and 22. .5. It is extremely
difficult to fuse, much more so than platinum and
iridium. Its compounds with oxygen include a

monoxide (OsO), a sesquioxide (OsX)^), a diox-

ide (OsO,). and the tetroxide (OsO,) mentioned
above. The tetroxide is the only one of the oxides

that is volatile. Osniic acid, H-OsO,. has been

olitained in the free state by the decomposition

of its potassium salt (potassium osmate, K,Os-

0,) with water and precipitating with alcohol in

a current of hydrogen.

OSMO'SIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. dia/ws, osmos,

impulsion, from liSeri/, olhcin, to push). This
phenomenon, whicli is discussed in its funda-

mental form and from the pliysical point of

view under SOLUTIOX, plays an important jiart in

plant physiologv'. The plant cell, consisting of

a mass of protoplasm, surrounded by a somewhat
tough but flexible and elastic membrane, the cell

wall, and inclosing a watery fluid, the cell sap. is

an appropriate mechanism for an cft'ectivc dis-

play of osmotic phenomena, which are fundamen-

tal to three important functions: (1) turgor

(q.v.). (2) absorption and transfer of water. (3)

ab.sorption and transfer of dissolved substances.

(See AiisoHi'Tio.N ix Pi,axt.s.) The general prin-

ciples set forth under Solltiox may be summar-
ized with resiject to plants as follows: (a) Dis-

solved substances diffu.se to the limits of the sol-

vent and exert an osmotic pressure comparable

to gas pressure ami manifesting the same laws.
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(b) The osnioiic prussuio oi several iionreaoling

substances in solution together equals the sum of

the pressures of each solute upon the given vol-

ume of solvent. (e) Usniolie pressure may be

made evident by interposing a membrane between
solutions of unequal pressure, the solvent freely

passing, while the solutes are hindered or pre-

vented, (d) In i)hints water is the .sole solvent.

The plant cell is an osmotic apparatus. The cell

wall is ordinarily permeable to both solvent and
solutes, hut the ])rotoplasm is a .semi-permeable

membrane with respect to many solutes. Under
normal conditions, therefore, when water is avail-

able, it enters the cell and allows the osmotic

pressure of the solutes to manifest itself in push-

ing the protoplasmic membrane against the cell

wall until the elastic resistance of the wall bal-

ances the pressure. A cell with wall distended is

said to be turgid. The presence of solutes in the

water within the semi-i)ermeable membrane of

proto])lasni in the surface cells of the root de-

mands the entrance of water from the outside

until an equilibrium is reached. But the attain-

ment or maintinanee of equilibrium is constantly

prevented by tlic evaporation of water from sur-

faces exposed to the air; for when water evap-

orates from a cell the cla.stic resistance of the

cell wall is no longer equal to the osmotic pres-

sure and water enters from a neighboring cell,

and so on. corresponding action making possible

the movement of water from more and more re-

mote cells until the turgor is equalized by the en-

trance of water from without. ( See CoN'Drc-
Tiox.) The absorption of solutes from water in

contact with the plant is iiide])endent of the

movement of water. If by removal from the cell

sap, either by use or by transfornuition, the os-

motic partial pressure of any solute within the
cell be diminished, other molecules of this solute

may gain entrance. Provided the protoplasm be

permeable to it, the entrance of any solute de-

pends on a disturbance of the equilibrium between
the osmotic partial ])ressure of that substance in-

side and cnitsiilc the cell.

Since the osmotic pressure of solutions of acids
and salts (electrolytes) is greatly increased by
their electrolytic dissociation (see Dlssocia-
Tio^), which occurs in watery solutions, this

must l)e an important factor in plant life. Nor-
mally all the solutions surrovuiding the plant are
dilute watery sidutioiis in which the extent of
such ilissociation is considerable. The solutions
within the plant cell, too, contain solutes in a
stale of electrolytic dissociation. In considering
the osmotic pheninnena within the plant. therefore,
allowance must be made for the increase of os-

motic i>ressure due to electrolytic dissociation.

OS'MTJN, TITO^r.vs Emulet, best known bv
his |,s(M.lonym. '.Mfred Ayres' (18.34-1002). An
American orthoepist and critic. He was born
in Montrose, Sunnnit County. Ohio, and was edu-
cated at an academy in Cleveland. Ohio, at Ober-
lin College, and in Paris and lierlin, where he
spent six years. Keturning to America in 1850,
he settled in New Vork^ where he engaged in
newspaper and magazine work and became well
known as a dramatic critic. His extensive writ-
ings on orthoepy and elocution were exceedingly
popular, and so widely read as to give rise to
the claim made for him by some that lie bad done
more to better the condition of written and
spoken English in America than any other man in

his generation. In lMil-04 he was employed on
the stall of the ,Sluiidurd Uictiuiiaiii. Among his

published works are: The Ortlwiiiisl (18SII);

The Wrhalint (1881); The Menlor (1884); The
l^nnentnih-' of Elocution (1880) ; Acting and Act-

ors (1804) ; tion^c Ill-used Words (1901).

OSMUNDA (ML., water fern). A genus of

ferns, distinguished by spore-cases in branched,

stalked masses. The osmunda royal, royal or

(lowering fern {Osmunda rcyalis) , is the noblest

and most striking of North American ferns, found

also in many parts of Kurope. It has l)i])innate

fronds, and panicled spore-cases upon altered

fronds, which a])])ear as distinct stalks and siimi-

late the general appearance of a phanerogamous
plant. The sterile fronds sometimes rise to 5

feet in height. Its rootstocks were formerly em-
jiloyed in scrofula. The rootstocks abound in a
mucilaginous substance, which is used in North-

ern Europe in.stead of starch. The cinnamon
fern (Osmunda einnuniomea) , another couuuon
North American species, is clothed with rusty wool

when young, hence the name. Osmunda ehiijlon-

iuna, another American species conunon in low

ground, lias fertile fronds 2 to 4 feet in height.

OSNABRUCK, 6s'na-bri.ik (formerly called

Osnaburg by Knglish writers). An ancient town
in the Province of Hanover, Prussia, situated on
the Hase, about '-W miles northeast of Miinster

(Jlap: Prussia. B 2). It consists of the old. ir-

regular town, surrounded by promenades laid out

on the site of the ancient fortifications, and tlie

new quarters regularly laid out and containing a

number of handsome buildings. The Catholic ca-

thedral is a partly Romanesque and partly Trans-

itional building of the thirteenth century sur-

mounted by three towers. The (Jotbic Marien-
kirehe dates mainly from the fifteenth century

and is of architectural merit. Among other note-

worthy buildings is the Kathaus (fifteenth cen-

tury), where tlie iireliminary negotiations for

the Peace of Westphalia were carried on.

The educational institutions comprise two gj'm-

nasia (of which one, the Gymnasium Carolinum,
was founded by Charlemagne), a seminary for

priests, two teachers' seminaries, a theatre, and
a valuable nuiseum. Industrially Osnabriick is

among the most important towns of Hanover. It

has extensive iron foundries, and manufactures
various kinds of machinery, boilers, pi])es, wire,

nails. ])ianos. organs, rugs, cotton goods, pa])er,

brick, toliacco. etc. In the vicinity arc stone
quarries and coal mines. The trade is important
in local manufact\ires and agricultural and ani-

mal products. Population, in 1800. 30.000: in

1000, .51,574, including over 15,000 Roman Catho-
lics.

Osnabriick received mint, market, and custom
privileges as early as 888, and was surrounded
with walls in 1082. Although constituting a

part of the Bishopric of Osnabriick. founded by
Charlemagne at the end of the eighth cen-

tury, it enjoyed practical independence, and be-

came a member of the Hanseatic League, In ac-

cordance with the provisions of the Peace of

Westphalia, the Bishopric of Osnabriick was held
alternately by Roman Catholics and Protestants
until its secularization in 1803. In 1S57 the Ro-
man Caihnlic bishopric was reestablished. Con-
sult: ilitliofl'. Kvnstdcnkrriiiler nnd Allrrtiimrr
iin Hannovrrschen. vol. vi. (Hanover. 1870) : Os-

nahriicker Gcschichtsguellen, edited by the His-
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torischer Verein von Osnabruck (Osnabriick, 1891
et seq. ) ; Wiirm, Osnabriick-, seine Oescliichte,

etc. (ib., 1901).

OSORIO, 6-sO're-o, HUnoel Luiz (1808-79).
A Biaziliau general, born in Rio Grande do Sul,
near Pelotas. In tlie civil war of 1839 to 1845
in liis native province, he won his spurs; then
served bravely in tlie Urugua.yan campaign of
I80I-52, and from 1865 to 1869, when he was
disabled in action, took a prominent part in the
war with Paraguay. During this war he was
conimander-in-chief (1865-U6), and in 1867 was
made lieutenant-general. Osorio entered polities,
became Senator in 1877, and from 1878 to his

death was ilinister of War, but his great fame
was as the brave and dashing cavalry leader who
won from his soldiers the title of 'The Fabulous'
(0 legendario)

.

OSPREY (from OF. orfmie, from Lat. ossi-

fniijus, osprey, bone-breaker, from os, bone +
fntnyere, to break), or Fish-Hawk. An accipi-

trine bird, which represents the genus Pandion
and family Pandionidie, and differs from the
ordinary falcons in the reversible, owl-like outer
toe, the lack of an aftershaft to the feathers, the
long, closely feathered tibiae, and other struc-
tural details, and in its habit of feeding exclu-

sively on live fish, caught from the water. The
osprey is cosmopolitan, except in some oceanic
islands, but is everywhere local, as it is not able
to live far from the shores of bodies of water or
large rivers. The typical form is that of the
Old World [Pandion halii'tus) , of which the
American fish-hawk and an Australian 'fishing

eagle' are regarded as geographical races.

Our American fish-hawk is about two feet

long. It is of a dark-brown color, variegated with
white, gray, and black ; the under parts are white
except a light brown band across the breast. The
bill is short, strong, broad, and very strongly
hooked. The tail is rather long and the wings
are 'very long. The soles of tlie feet are very
rough and covered with small pointed .scales

which enable it to secure a firmer hold on its

slippery prey, which it seizes with its talons
alone and bears away to its nest or to a perch.
It is often robbed of its gains by the bald eagle,
which loves fish, but is imskillful in catching
them.

The nest of the fish-hawk is a huge, stick-built
affair (a load for a cart) placed on a sea-front-

ing cliff' or in a tree—in the United States usu-
ally the latter; and the same structure may be
repaired and reoccupied for many seasons. In
favorable places colonies of fish-hawks may nest
in company; and they have occasionally nested
upon platforms placed upon tall poles for their
accommodation. Another feature of interest is

that other birds—notably the American grakles
—often build their nests in the outer interstices
of the osprey's rough structure, and dwell there
undisturbed. The eggs (two to four) are white,
blotched with claret-brown, purplish, and ochre.
Excellent accounts of the fish-hawk are given in
the books of Wilson. Xuttall, Audubon, and other
of the older ornithologists, as well as in modern
treatises on birds. See Plate of Eagles .4Xd
Hawks.

OSSA (Lat., from Gk. 'OtT<ra). The ancient
name of a mountain in Xortheastern Thessaly,
separated from Olympus by the vale of Tempe.

It is now called Kissavos. The conical summit is

6398 feet high. According to Homer, the young
giants, Otus and Ephialtes, planned to pile Ussa
on Olympus and Pelion on Os.sa in order to reach
heaven.

OSSEIN, 6s'se-In ( from Lat. os, bone ) . A
substance allied to gelatin and forming the or-
ganic part of bones. It is obtained by the pro-
longed action of dilute hydrochloric acid on
hone, which dissolves all the inorganic matter.
Tile material thus obtained retains the form of
the bone without its hardness, and must be re-
peatedly washed with water, and treated with
alcohol and ether to remove traces of salts, fat,

etc. It is insoluble in water, but is converted
into gelatin by tlie action of boiling water—

a

transformation which is much facilitated if a
little acid be present. The ossein yielded by dif-
ferent kinds of animals requires different "times
for its conversion into gelatin, and that of young
animals changes more rapidly than that of adults
of the same species,

OSSETES, OS-sets'. A people of the Kazbek
region in the Central Caucasus. The Ossetes
seem to be somewhat above the average in sta-
ture, with subrachycephalic head-form, and large-
ly witliout the prepossessing physical characters
of some of the other peoples of the Caucasus.
Ripley (1899) is inclined to regard the Ossetes
as immigrants from the direction of Iran ; their
own tradition brings them from the region of
the Don in Southeastern Russia. The Ossetes
call themselves Iron, which has been identified
with Iran (Eran|. (See Ossetic L.\>-guage. )

Their religion is a mixture of Christianity and
Islam. Family life is strong, but the married
woman (though girls are consulted for mar-
riage) has a rather servile position. Detailed
information about the Ossetes will be found in

Haxthausen, Transcaucasia (London, 1854) ; Von
Erckert, Der Kaukasus und seine Viilker (Leip-
zig, 1887) ; Chantre, Rccherches anthropologi(jiies

dans le Cauca-se (Paris, 1885-87) ; and Koval-
evski, "The Customs of the Ossetes," in the
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1888.

See Ossetic Language.

OSSE'TIC LANGUAGE. A modern Iranian
language spoken in the central part of the Cau-
casus. In its phonology it resembles Armenian
(q.v. ) in many respects, but these similarities

are to be regarded as accidental coincidences. In
structure the language, like the other modern
Indo-Iranian vernaculars, is analytic in tyjic. The
noun has ten cases, formed by postpositions (e.g.

liirf, 'man,' lagii. 'to the man,' liiji, 'of the man,'
liijimii. "with the man.' while the plural liititii,

'men,' has the corresponding forms Uigtiin, Kflti,

l-dgtimii) . The verb has three tenses, present,

preterite, and future, and four modes, indicative,

imperative, optative, and subjunctive. Coni])ound

tenses and a passive voice are formed, as in many
other languages, by the participles and the verb

Hum, 'to be' (e.g. undlstut, 'ye were cursed').

Ossetish has two main dialects, Tagaurish. Iron-

ish, or Irish in the northeast, with a suh-dialeet

Tualish in the south, and Digorish or Dugorish
in the northwest. By far the most important
linguistically is Tagaurish. The Ossetish ha^lnit

a scanty literature, although rich in folk-tales.

The Psalms and most of the Xew Testament have

been translated into it. The Russian alphabet is

often employed, although the Armenian is the
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more common. Consult; .^jiiyiiri, Ossclische

Slirachlchrc (Saint Petersburg;, 1844) ;
Itosen,

O.sstlisclu' HiJiuchlehrc (Lemgo, 184(i) ; Konkadze
anil Korayevvni, Osctinskiye tel.sty (ed. by
.^chiefuer, Saint Petersburg, 1868) ; Miller, Ose-

tiiiskii/c elyudy (iloscon, 1881-87) ; id., Diyur-

skiya skazaniiia (ib., 1002) ; .Staekelberg, liii-

tr^iyc zur (Syntax des Osselischen (Strassburg,

1880) ; Iliibsehmann, Etyiiioloyie iind Laullehre
dcr Ossctischcii Sprache (ib., 1887).

OS'SETT. A municipal borough in Yorkshire,

Enghmd, on the Calder. S^'o miles west of Wake-
field (.Map: Kngland, E 3). Its staple industry

is the manufacture of woolens. Coal is exten-

sively mined in the neighborhood. The town
owns its water svipply and maintains a free

library, teehnieal school, and sewage works. It

has a mechanics" institute. Population, in 1891,

11. lull: in I'JOl, 12,900.

OS'SIAN, more correctly OISIN, or OSSIN.
A legendary character of Irish literature, whose
exploits are connected with historical events of

the last days of heathendom in Ireland. As time
went on poems about Ossin spi-ead over Ireland
and Scotland. The whole cycle iindcrwent changes
in individual poems. The tradition was embel-
lished, and more and more it grew to resemble
fairy lore. According to the evidence of these
largely fragmentary- or late poems and of the prose
romances, Ossin belongs to the third century a.u.

and to Ireland. King Cormac ilacArt had a son-

in-law Finn (or Fionn), who commanded the Fi-

anna or Fenians, a sort of pnetorian guard of the
royal chieftain, among whom were Finn's son
Ossin, his grandson Oscar, and another grandson
Caoilte (or Caillte). Corraae is said to have died
in 20fi. His successor, Carbery, thought the Feni-
ans a danger to his throne. Civil war arose. Car-
berv slew Oscar. The Fenians were crushed in

293 at the battle of Gabhra. Ossin and his

cousin Caoilte fled, and we find them, only 1.50

years later, in the company of Saint Patrick,
through whose ministrations they die baptized,
according to some forms of the legend. The
"Story of Ossin in the Land of the Young" makea
him pass long years in fairyland. It is possible to
distinguish three periods in the Ossin cycle: (1)
Tile ancient, recorded in fragment-^ older than
the twelfth century, of which there may he alto-

gether some 100. |2) The medi:cval. containing
documents chielly of the twelfth century, of which
the most important is the Agallainh na Seiwrach
or CoHoijuy of the Elders, a chaos of local legends,
of prose and verse, the latter apparently the
more ancient, and bearing somewhat the relation
to the former, in diction, that the Elder Edda
does to the Younyer. The work of this period is

more patriotic, chauvinistic even, than are the
ancient fragments. It expresses hatred for the
foreigner, under the guise of Fenian opposition
to the I.ochlannach. .\nother noteworthy char-
acteristic is that woodcraft plays a greater part
arid there is more appreciation of nature than
earlier. (3) The post-mediipval Ossinic documents
are mainly in verse. The wilder forms of nature
become prominent in them, and manv of the songs
are defiantly and dramatically pagan, as though
in scorn of the sour fanaticism of Patrick, who
is quite transformed from the genial saint of the
earlier period. The fir^-t examples of the cycle
in this stage are to be found in Dean lIcGregor's
Book of Lismore, a compilation of 1518, or per-

haps earlier. But Irish and Scotch tales of Ossin
and the Fenians continued to be sung and told

in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and even in the

nineteenth century. The last deliberate contribu-

tion to the Ossin cycle was Michael Comyns's
Oisin in Tir nn S-Uy, which, as it was written
about 17i50, is by an odd coincidence almost
exactly contemporary with Macpher.son's (q.v.)

dislocated mosaic of phrases from Ossinic

poems coupled with those of other cycles and
set in a modern and rather cheap paste, which
he published as "Ossian." Yet the reaction

against ilacpherson's poems has been too strong.

In Jlacpherson's work landscape plays a very
great part : in the Ossin cycle a very small one. It

may be noted too that Macpherson confounds he-

roes of the cycle of Cuchullin with the Fenians
and makes both contemporaries of the Xorthmen
of the eighth century. (Sec JIaci-herson.) It is

doulitful if any fragment of verse by Ossin re-

mains. Poems are first attributed to him in

twelfth-century manuscripts. Indeed, the origin,

authorship, date, historical background, and even
the existence of the hero, are all matters of un-
certainty and debate. Consult: Ossianic Society
publications (Dublin. 18.54-01

I ; Simpson. Poems
of Ossian (London. 1857) : J. F. Campbell, Pofju-
lar Tales of the West Hiyhlands. Oriilly Colleeted,
tiith a Translation (ib., '1800-02) ; ilac Lauchlan,
The Book of the Dean of Lismore (ib., 1802) ;

Clerk, The Poems of Ossian, leith a Disserta-
tion and Translation (ib.. 1870) ; Campbell,
Leahhar tifi Teinne (ib., 1871); Academy for
1873—letters by Hennessy; Windisch, Die al-

tirische Haye iind die OssianisclienOcdichte{l^ei])-

zig, 1878) ; Windisch, Irisehe Texte (Leipzig,
1881-1900) : Arbois de .Jubainville, La litterature

aneicnne d'Irlande et I'Ossian de Macpherson
(Paris, 1880) : K. Meyer, Cath Finntraya. or the

Battle of Vcntry (Oxford. 1885) : Campbell,
Fians (London, 1891); O'Grady, .S'i7ra (ladeliea

(London, 1892), and Hilva Celtica (London,
1895) ; Texte, J. J. Rousseau et Ics origine^ du
cosmojjolitisme Utteraire au XVllle SiVc/e ( Paris,

189.5. translated London, 1899) ; Xutt, Ossian
and the Ossianic Literature (London, 1899) ; also

the Revue Ccltiijue (Paris, 1870 et seq.). See
Macimierso.x. .Iames.

OSSIFICATION (from Lat. 0.5, hone -f fa-

cere, to make). The vital process by which
calcareous matter is deposited in cartilage or

membrane, giving rise to bone. At a very early

period of embryonic life, as soon as any struc-

tural differences can be detected, the material
from which the bones are to be formed becomes
mapped out as a soft gelatinous substance, vhich
nia.v be distinguished from the other tissues by
being ratlier less transparent, and soon becom-
ing decidedly opaque. From this beginning the
bones are formed in two ways: either the tissue

Just described becomes converted into cartilage,

which is afterwards replaced by bone (intraenr-

tilayinons ossification) . or a germinal membrane
is formed, in which the ossifying process takes
place ( intramembranous ossification) . The lat-

ter is the more simple and rapid mode of forming
bone. When ossification commences, the niom-
hrane becomes more opaque, and exhibits a de-

cided fibrous character, the fibres being arranged
more or less in a reticulated manner. These
fibres become more distinct ami granular from
impregnation with lime salts, and are converted
into incipient bone, while the cells which are
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scattered among them shoot out into the bone
corpuscles, from which the canaliculi are ex-
tendeii, probably by resorption. The facial and
cranial bones, with the exception of those at the
liase of the skull, are foimed without the inter-
vention of any cartilage.

In intracartilaginous ossification, at the point
where ossification begins the cartilage cells ar-
range themselves into rows, and become sepa-
rated by the growth of the matrix in which they
lie. A deposit of calcareous material now take's
place between the rows of cartilaginous cells, and
the cartilage assumes a granular and opaque ap-
pearance. While this process is going on in
the centre, a thin layer of bone is being formed
between the surface of the cartilage and the vas-
cular membrane covering it—the periosteum—^by

the agency of cells called osteoblasts, in much the
same way that intramembranous ossification
takes place. From this outer shell prolongations
ronsisting of osteoblasts and blood-vessels pene-
trate toward the centre of the cartilage and form
tlie permanent canals through which the bone
is nourished. All the bones of the body except
those of the face and the vault of the cranium
are formed in cartilage. Certain bones at the
base of the skull, as the occipital, are formed
partly in cartilage and partly in membrane.
True ossification sometimes occurs as a patho-

logical process; but in many cases the term is

incorrectly used (especially in the case of blood-
vessels) to designate a hard calcareous deposit,
in which the characteristic microscopic appear-
ances of true bone are absent. The osseous tissue
that is formed in regeneration of destroyed or
fractured bones may be regarded as due to a
morbid, although a restorative action. Hyper-
trophy of bone is by no means rare, being some-
times local, forming a protuberance on the ex-
ternal surface, in which case it is termed an
exostosis, and sometimes extending over the

„ whole bone or over several bones, giving rise to

f the condition known as hyperostosis. Again, true
osseous tissue occasionally occurs in parts in
which, in the normal condition, no bone existed,
as in the dura mater, in the .so-called permanent
cartilages (as those of the larv-nx, ribs, etc.). in
the tendons of certain muscles, and in certain
tumors. The causes of these osseous formations
are not known.

OS'SINING (formerly Sing Sing). A vil-

lage in Westchester County, N. Y., 31 miles north

I

of New York City ; on the east bank of the Hud-
I son River, and on the New York Central and

Hudson River Railroad (Map: New York. G 4).
It is a popular residential place, beautifully sit-

uated at the widest part of the Hudson. Tappan
Bay, and commanding from its elevated site fine

views. It has a public library, several private
boarding schools, and a soldiers' monument. The
arch of the Croton Aqueduct, 88 feet in span and
70 feet above water, with a subjacent arched high-
way bridge, is an interesting feature. The Sing
Sing State Prison, located here, is one of the most
prominent in the United States. There are ex-

tensive manufactures of machinery. fou7idry prod-
ucts, porous plasters, pills, shoes and leather, etc.

Under a revised charter nf 1807 the government

I

is vested in an anmmlly elected president and
board of trustees. There are inunicipal water-
works. Population, in inon. 7!i;W. Settled about
1700 on part of the Philipse Manor. Sing Sing,

named probably from the Sin Sincks Indians, was

incorporated as a village in 181.3. In 1901 the
name was changed to Ussining after several at-
tempts had been made, the former name having
become objectionable owing to its association with
the prison. Consult Scharf, History of West-
cliister County (Philadelphia, 1886).

OS'SOLI, Marchioness. See Fulleb, Sakah
ilARG.\KET.

OSTADE, os'ta-de, Adbiaen van (1010-85).
One of the greatest of Dutch genre painters. He
was born at Haarlem, December 10, 1610, and was
a pupil of Frans Hals. He was, however, more
influenced by his fellow-pupil I'.rouwer, in whose
manner he painted tavern scenes from peasant
life, during what may be called his first manner,
which lasted till about 1640. He endeavored to
render the artistic eft'ect of the whole, giving lit-

tle detail, and even caricaturing Brouwer's types.
His second manner is characterized by chia-
roscuro effects, which show, especially in his in-
teriors, the influence of Rembrandt. The element
of the landscape also enters his art, which had
heretofore been confined to interiors. From
1050 to 1070 he was at the height of his powers,
after which his pictures become cooler in tone,
though the colors are brighter, and the execution
is more detailed. He lived in prosperous cir-

cumstances, having been dean of the Painters'
Guild and a member of the civic guard. He
died at Haarlem, April 27, 1085.

Over five hundred of his paintings survive, of
which there are numerous examples in the gal-
leries of Northern Europe. Of the paintings of
his first period, representing tavern scenes, there
are good specimens in the private galleries of
Vienna and Cassel, and in the public collections

of ilunich and Dresden. Among the works of
his best period are the "Hurdy-Gurdy Man Be-
fore a Peasant's Cottage" ( 1040) and "Peasant
Companv," in the Berlin Museum ; "Interior of a
Cottage," (1642), "The Village School," and
"The Schoolmaster," in the Louvre : "A Tavern
Scene" (1060), "Peasants Smoking," "The
Painter in His Studio," and others in the Dres-
den Gallery; and a number of excellent examples
in Buckingham Palace, London. To his best

period also belong a number of admirable single

genre figures like the "Baker," "Fiddler,"
"Hurdy-Gurdy Man," and the three "Senses," at
Saint Petersburg; the "Merchant," and "Man
Reading," in the Louvre; "The Smoker" (Ant-
werp), and the "Herring Eater" (Brussels) ; and
a fine portrait group wrongly supposed to be
the painter and his family, in the Loiivre. There
are good examples of his later period at Amster-
dam, The Hague, Cassel, and Dresden. Ostade
was also an etcher of some distinction, having left

about 50 plates treating of peasant subjects, most
of them dated 1640 and 1647. a period at which
he was under the influence of Rembrandt.

Consult: Van der Willigen, Les artistes de
Haarlem (The Haaue, 1870). and the biographies

by CJaedertz (Liibeck. 1869), and Lemcke. in

Dohme. Kiinst und Eiinstler (Leipzig. 1878) ;

also Bode. Adriaen r(i>i Ostade als Zcichner und
Mairr (Vienna. 1881) ; Van dcr Wiele, Les frirea

van Ostade (Paris, ISO."?) ; Rosenberg. Adriaen
und Isaak ran Ostade (Bielefeld. 1900) »Springer,

Das nidierte VTerk ron Adriaen ran Ostade (I?er-

lin, isnn).

OSTADE, TsAAK VAN (1021-49). A Dutch
landscape and genre painter. He was born at
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Haarlem, and was a yimni^'or brotlier ami the

jjiineipal pupil of Adiiaeii van Ostade. I'lom

wlitise woi'ks it is dillkult to distinguish his early

genre paintin-is, which are not signed. He soon
developed an independent style, the chief charac-

teristics of which are warmth and harmony of

color and an admirable inipasto, his best pro-

ductions comparing favorably with his brother's,

lie left about 120 paintings, most of which are in

|irivate |)ossession in England. In his independ-

ent paintings one of his favorite suljjccts is trav-

eling parties, consisting of men and hor.scs, rest-

ing before a tavern, in which the theme is always
varied, the charming landscape being the most
attractive feature. Of this subject there are five

e.\amples in the galleries of Amsterdam, Buek-
ingliani Palace (London), Berlin, the Louvre, and
Saint Petersburg, His other chief specialty is

winter scenes, re|)resented in fine gray liarmnnies,

in which he usually introduces (he frozen canals

with the national Dutch amusements of skating
and sleighing. Of this variety there are three

good examples in the Louvre, and others in the

National Gallery, London, and in the Galleries

of Antwerp, Saint Petersburg, and Dresden. A
third subject, in which the figures rather than
the landscapes are the principal part, are groups
of peasants sitting in front of taverns or house
doors, of which the chief examples are "The
Spinner," in the Brussels Museum, and "The Fid-

dler," in Piuekingham Palace. His drawings are

no less excellent and carefully executed than his

paintings. He died at the height of his power
and was buried October 16, 1640. in Haarlem.
Consult the authorities referred to under Ostade,
AUKIAEX VAX. '

OSTA'RIOPHY'SI (Xeo-Lat. nom, pl„ from
Gk. offTdpioK, osliirion, little bone, diminutive

j

6<jTiov, ontfon, bone + tfiira, pin/sn, b' id

'

A group of teleost fishes, which includes the
majority of the living fishes of the Wf" I

'

group is characterized, according to .Jor . h'

the modification of the anter' )r vertebra- .hie)

are coussified and have some *beir latf 1 a' '.

superior elements detached to nm a in
'

small bones, the Weberian ossicie ., which eoime'

the air-bladder with the ear. It is compose<l

of three orders—Xeinatognathi, Plectospondyli

(q.v. ), and Scyphophori—which are regarded as
de-irndi'il friini a common stock.

OSTASHKOV, fis-tash'kftf. A town in the
Government of Tver, Russia, on the eastern shore
of Lake Seliger, 162 miles northwest of Tver
(Map: Russia, D 3). Among its public institu-

tions are a library and a theatre. It is especially
known as a tan.iing centre and has extensive
bijotiiiaking interests. Other industries are boat-
building and the manufacture of hardware and
agricultural implements. A steamer service is

maintained on the lake, which also aft'ords good
fishing facilities. Population, in 1897, 10,457.

OSTEND, OS-tend' (Flem. and Fr. Osfende)

.

A famous watering place on the North Sea on
the west coast of Belgium, in the Province of
West Flanders, 14 miles from Bruges (^lap:
Belgium, A 3). It is the second port in the
Kingdom, and is connected by canal with Bruges
and Ghent. Ostend is the terminus of branch
railway lines coi neeting with the great Continen-
tal systems, am is a station for daily steamers
between Englan. jnd the Continent. The traffic

between Londoi and Ostend is immense. In

the season from .)unc l.-t to October 2.jth about

oO.OOO visitors aimually Uoek to the town. It is

beautifully laid out as a fashionable summer re-

sort. The elegant Kursaal is the centre of life

in the season. The magnificent stone sea wall

is lined with splendid hotels. The harbor works

arc on a line scale, embracing a number of basins,

which are entered by a channel about 100 yards

wide. Ostend has a large fishing fieet. and the

culture of oysters is carried on in the so-called

oyster parks. Ostend endured a memorai)le siege

l)y the Spanish from KiOl to 1604, when it finally

surrendered to Spinola. Population, in 1901,

39,541, Consult Beaucourt de Noortoelde, Osten-

dcana (Sl-'i-lMX)) ou la reine tlm iJlat/cs, vols.

i,-ii, (Ostend, 1900).

OSTEND COMPANY, A trading corpora-

tion founded by the Km]iernr Charles VI, in

1722, and chartered by him in tlie following year.

As ruler of the former Spanish Netherlands, it

was his andjition to make (_)stend a great port on

the northern waters, as Trieste was on the Medi-

terranean, and to obtain for the Empire a share

in the lucrative trade with the East Indies;

hoping, too, that the merchant marine thus

created would become the nucleus of an imperial

navy. Preliminary voyages had been made for

some years before the establishment of the com-
pany, and soon after its incorjioration as the

Ostend East India Company settlements were
founded at Covdong on the southeast coast of

India and Bankipur on the Hugli. To further

his .schemes which, after the confirmation of the

Pragmatic Sanction, was his favorite project,

the Emperor sought the assistance of Spain,

whose cofiperation was obtained in the second

treaty of Vienna (1725). The maritime powers,

:«peci.'>'l,v England and Holland, regarded this

intr ;n on their trade monopoly with resent-

metri'i and the Em])eror in the ])reliminarics of

Vi <. (May, 1727) was compelled to susjicnd

t'' perat'ons of the company for seven years,

5 . .y tl't second treaty of Vienna in 1731 to
'' h it.

,,,i6STEND MANIFESTO, A dispatch drawn
up at Ostend, October 9, 1854, and signed by
.James Buchanan, .John Y, Mason, and Pierre

Soul^, at that time the L'nited States Ministers

to Great Britain, France, and Sjiain res

declaring that the sale of Cuba would
vantageous and honorable to Spain as its pur-

chase would be to the United States, but if Spain
refused to sell, self-preservation required that it

be wrested from her by force. Encouraged by the

acquisition of Texas, the pro-slavery leaders had
been afi'ording ready assistance to filibustering

expeditions directed against the islands of the

Spanish West Indies, and especially Cuba. These
ex])editions and the probable future action of the

Federal Government in regard to the island created

anxiety in Europe, and in 1S52 Great Britain and
France addressed a joint note to the I'nited

States proposing a tripartite convention by which
the three Powers should disclaim all intention to

obtain possession of Cuba and should discounte-

nance such attempts by any Power. Everett, then

Secretary of State, replied, refusing to accede to

such an arrangement, while declaring that this

country would never question Spain's title to the

island. President Pierce in August. 1854. di-

rected the American ministers resident at Lon-

don, Paris, and Madrid to meet at some conven-

ient point for discussion of the Cuban question.

< -Ministers

espectively, i

1 be as ad- /
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They met at Ostend, October 9th, and subsequent-
ly at Aix-la-Chapelle, though it was at the for-

mer place that the memorandum known as the
Ostend Manifesto was prepared.

The declaration was not approved in the
United States in the platforms of either party,
and it was strongly condemned in Europe. Con-
sult : Cluskej', Political Text-book (Philadelphia,
1860) ; also Wilson, Rise and Fall of the Slave
I'oicer (Boston, 1872-77).

OSTEN - SACKEN", os'ten - sak'kpn. Baron
CiiAKLEs Robert ( 1828— ) . A Russian diplo-

matist and entomologist. He was bom August
21. 1828, in Saint Petersburg, where he was edu-
cated, and in 1849 entered into the service of the
Imperial Foreign Office. In 1856 he was ap-
pointed Secretary of Legation in Washington;
in 1862 Consul-General of Russia in New York.
He resigned his post in 1871. but remained in the
United States until 1877, when he went to reside
in Heidelberg. He devoted the best years of his
life to working up the Biptera (flies) of Xorth
America, partly in collaboration with H. Loew,
and otherwise exerted an immense influence in ex-
tending entomological studies in Xorth America.
Besides many papers of a systematic, critical, and
historical nature. Baron Osten-Sacken has pub-
lished two catalogues of Xorth American Dip-
tera. also elaborate monographs on different

families of flies.

OSTEOL'EPIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. dffHoy,

osteon, bone + Xeirls, lepis, scale). A fossil

crossopterygian fish found in the Old Red Sand-
stone of the Scottish Devonian.

OSTEOLOGY (Gk. dffreoXoyia, from oar^ov,

osteon, bone + -Xo7/o, -logia, account, fror"

Xiyeiv, Icyein, to say). The science whic' treat,

of the anatomy, development, and rela i of

bones and bonv tissue. See BoxE; Skeli

OSTEOMALA'CIA (Xeo-Lat., from C

T^ov. osteon, bone + imXaKta. nialak ". so iS,

from na\aK6s, rnalakos, soft), ilOLLlTrEs O ,

or M.\LACOSTEON. A disease of adult lift, c .

terized by progressive softening of the varioi^s

[larts of the skeleton, with resulting deformities,

it is very rarely seen in children or old persons.

In the great majority of cases it affects women,
chiefly those who have borne children or who
are pregnant. It usually progresses from bad to

worse, and after perhaps a number of years it

causes death, chiefly from exhaustion or com-
plicating disease of the lungs. It has been attrib-

uted to the action of many causes, such as defec-

tive nutrition, excess of lactic acid, disease of the

trophic nerves, ovarian and uterine changes, etc.;

in many cases the real exciting cause is uncer-
tain.

The changes in the bony tissue are: Great in-

crease in vascularity, with resulting hemor-
rhages; then there is degeneration of the medulla
or the marrow of the bone, so that it finally be-

comes converted into a pulp-like substance: then
there is destruction of the cancellous or spongy
tissue of the bone, so that cavities or tumor-like
enlargements result. The periosteum is ordina-

rily thicker and more vascular than normal, and
serves as a protecting envelope to the broken-

down bone. Fracture of the bone from no other

cause than muscular action or a slight movement
is of frequent occurrence, and deformity—some-

times very excessive and peculiar—is sure to be

produced in other than the mildest cases.

Vol. sv.—10.

Until deformity has occurred, or until at least
the softening has advanced so far as to permit
of the bone being bent, the diagnosis is difficult
and uncertain, since the progress of the disease
is for a long time an insidious one. Because of
the early developed and persistent pain, the affec-
tion may be mistaken for rheumatism; but the
niultiplicity of painful areas, the sex of the pa-
tient, the existence of pregnancy, and the presence
of large quantities of the salts of lime in the
urine should direct suspicion to osteomalacia.
Though this disease may not for a time exert
any unfavorable influence upon life, the prognosis
is gi-ave, for the disease usually ends fatally.
However, it occasionally ceases to advance, and
it has even been overcome. Medical treatment

—

the use of phosphorus and the phosphates, the
lime salts, cod-liver oil, etc.—has proved of little
or no value. The best possible hygienic surround-
ings should be secured and the patient kept quiet
and free from pain. Proper retentive dressing
should be applied to prevent fracture and lessen
deformity. It is reported that in some cases the
removal of the ovaries and uterus has been bene-
ficial. In any event pregnancy should be pre-
vented, as childbearing exerts a powerful and
deleterious influence upon the progress of the
disease.

OSTEOMYELITIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. i<T.

riov, osteon, bone + fivt\6i, myelos, marrow).
.\n inflammation, usually acute, of the marrow of
the bone, extending to the bone itself, and due to
infection by a pyogenic organism. It may fol-

low a wound which exposes the medullary canal
to the air, such as a compound fracture, a gun-
shot injury, or an amputation: or the infective

material may be introduced through the blood,

le entire shaft of the bone may be involved.
^ sypiptoms are severe aching pain, exquisite

•rncss. and deep swelling of the soft parts

6<r- eii 'li'fcone. A purulent discharge, containing
^/fa,,, pts of dead bone and tissue-sloughs, makes
ts fi) i$araB«:e. XJ'ere is a high fever in severe

sesj iyith ehiU i.jaud sweats.

C'h(; Ven ai-w_ ubject to an acute form of the
isease, which is sometimes called acute epiphy-

sitis Ijecause it begins at the epiphyseal line and
involves the epiphysis. A strain occurs at this

point, and an inflammation ensues. The femur
and tibia are the bones oftenest affected, and
the knee or hip-joint becomes involved and filled

with pus. The disease may sometimes be mis-

taken for rheumatism.
The treatment of this malady, which is a very

fatal one, is purely surgical. The affected bone

is to be freely opened, dead bone removed, the

medullary canal scraped and \ ashed out with a

strong antiseptic, packed with gauze, and
drained. Amputation is sometimes necessary.

The patient's strength should be supported by
nourishing food and stimulants.

OS'TEOP'ATHY (from Gk. daHov, osteon,

bone + TttSos, piithos, suffering, disease). A
method of treating disease by manipulation, for

which its adherents claim a universal curative

power. It was invented bj' Andrew T. Still, of

Kirksville, Mo., in 1893. The underlying prin-

ciples of osteopathy are briefly as follows: The
fluids of the human body contain greater or less

amounts of all chemical substan^'es, inorganic and
organic, that are at all capable of existence, and
hence carry a store of all dr'Igs that may be

required for checking and dest:ibying any imag-
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innblc disease; disease itself is nothing but an
abnormal ell'ect of the powers of life and pre-

suiuably arises, along with the normal etlect

—

motion—continually; only, under the inlluence

of the drugs in the body, the activity of those

powers is immediately redirected along normal
channels, and so disease no sooner arises than

it is counteracted and destroyed ; the reestablish-

ment of health can be prevented by only one
cause, viz. the slight displacement of some bone,

which would naturally form an obstruction to

the How of the drug-carrying lluids; therefore,

to effect the cure of any disease whatever, all we
have to do is to localize the causative displace-

ment of the bone or bones and remove it by ap-

propriate manipulation. Mr. Riggs, of Boston,

a lecturer on osteopathy, defines the methods as

follows: ''Osteopathy is a method of treating

disease by manipulation, the i)urpose and result

of which is to restore the normal condition of

nerve control and blood supply to every organ

of the body, by removing jjliysical obstruction or

by stimulating or inhibiting functional activity,

as the conilition may require."

The t<>ehnical objections raised by the medical

profession to the fundamental principles of

osteopathy are numerous and have often been

expressed in very strong terms. Kven the more
sober-minded members of the profession, while

fully recognizing the value of methods like mas-
sage (fj.v. ) and Swedish movement (see MovE-
ME.NT CiRE) in certain cases, are very emphatic
in denying that any such method can be api)lied

in all cases without exception. Their objection

is, therefore, not so much against the method
itself as against its universal application, to

the exclusion of medical diagnosis and of other

therapeutic methods of recognized iitility. In

general, they object strongly to any but a person
disciplined by several years' professional study
taking full charge of eases in which the health,

and ])erhaps the life, of human beings may be

in great danger. Before the law the osteopath

takes the jiosition that he practices, not medi-
cine, but osteopathy ; that he cannot, therefore, be

re(|uired to take a prolonged course of medical
study; and that no law is in the way of his

eiTtering upon the practice of osteopathy after

a few months of special training. This position

has been often sustained bj' courts of justice,

many judges defining the practice of medicine
pro])er as the treatment of diseases by the use

of drugs, while physicians generally define their

practice as the treatment of diseases by any
method whatever, whether involving the use of

drugs, or the application of the methods of sur-

gery, obstetrics, ophthalmology, hydrotherapy,
etc.

Consult: Bonnet. "Attitude Toward Osteo-

paths." in Columbus Medical Journnl (1902);
"Education of Osteopaths," in Southern Journal

of Osteopathy (1900).
'

OSTEEHATJS, os'ter-hous, Peter .Joseph
(c.l^iJO— I. A German-.\merican soldier, born
in C'oblenz. Germany. After serving for some
time as a Pnissian army oflicer, he emigrated to

the United States and settled in Saint Louis. At
the outbreak of the Civil War he was appointed
a major nf the Second Missouri Volunteers, and
during the first year of the war was employed
in Missouri and Arkansas, where he took a
conspicuous part in the battles of Wilson's Creek

(August 10. ISlil) and I'ea liidge (ilarch 7-8,

1802). In 1803 he commanded a division before

Vieksburg. and at Chattanooga (November 23-

25) he aided Cieneral Hooker in the capture of

Lookout Mountain. He was then assigned to

General Sherman's army, and after the capture
of Atlanta received command of the Fifteenth
Corps, one of the four corps into which the army
was consolidated. He was mustered out of the
service on .January I."). lSO(i. ami the same year
was ajipointed t'nited States Consul at Lyons,
France, but subsecpiently made his home in Ger-
many.

OSTERMANN, os'ter-miin. Andbei Tvaxo-
VITCII. Count I 1(>S0-1747). A Russian di]>lomat,

born in Itoclium. Westphalia, where he was chris-

tened Heinrich .loliann Friedrich. He stmlied at

Jena, whence he lied, becaiise he had killed his

opponent in a duel, to Holland, and there met
Peter the Great and entered the new Russian
Navy. He enjoyed Peter's favor, negotiated the
treaties of the Prutli in 1711 and Xystad in

1721. became baron, and in 172.5 Viee-Cliancellor

to Catharine I., wlio made him a member of the

regency during Peter XL's minority. Under the

Empress Anna Ivanovna he was appointed ilinis-

ter of Foreign All'airs (1730), and he kept the

good will of Anna I>eopoldovna when she became
I{cgent. only to fall into disfavor with Elizabeth,

who charged him with urging her exclusion from
the succession and with the suppression of Cath-

arine's will. He was sentenced to death, re-

jirieved on the scaffold (1742), and banished to

Siberia.

OSTERMANN-TOL'STOY, Alex-\nder Ivax-

oviTcii (1770-1857). A Russian general. He en-

tered the army when he was a boy, fought bravely

in the Turkish campaign of 1790, and in 1805

commanded the Russian corps which, with Swed-
ish and English divisions, attempted military

operations in Northern Germany. As commander
of the Fourth Army Corps in 1812 and 1813. he

fought at Baiitzen. where he was wounded, and
he lost his left arm at Kulni.

OSTERODE, As'tf-rrp'dc A town in the Prov-

ince of East Prussia. Germany, on Lake Drewenz.
about 75 miles south-southwest of Kijnigsberg

CMap: Prussia. D 3). It is an ancient town
with a castle built by Teutonic knights in 1270,

a gynmasium, and a seminary for teachers. It

has railway shops, machine works, saw mills,

distilleries, a municipal slaughter-house, etc.. and
trades in grain, luml)er, and cattle. Population,

in 1900. 13,103.

OSTERODE. A town in the Province of

Hanover, Prussia, situated in the Ilarz. 3-t miles

by rail northwest of Nordhausen. Its Church of

Saint .Egidius. founded originally in the eighth

century and rebuilt in 1578. contains interesting

tombs of the princes of Grubenhagen. There is

a large grain storehouse from which in times of

scarcity the miners in the Harz Mountains are

supplied at reduced prices. The manufactures
of the town include woolen, cotton, and knit

goods, machinerv. metal works, cigars, leather,

paint, etc. Population, in 1900. 7099.

OSTHOFF, osfhW. Hermann (1847—). A
German comparative philologist, with Brugmann
(q.v. ) the head of the 'new grammarians." He
was born at Billmerich in Westphalia; studied at

Bonn. Tiibingen. and Berlin, and. after teaching in

a gymnasium at Casscl, became in 1877 professor
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of Sanskrit and comparative grammar at Heidel-

berg. He was one of the founders and editors of

Morphologische Unterstichungen auf dem Gebiete

der indogermanischen Sprachen (1878-90), and
wrote: Zur Geschichte des schwachen deutschen
Adjectivums (1870) ; Das Verbum in der Somi-
nall.omposition (1878) ; Zur Geschichte des Per-

fekts im Indogermanischen (1884) ; Vom Supple-

liricesen der indogermanischen Sprachen (1899) ;

anil Etymologischc Parerga (1901).

OS'TIA. An ancient city of Latium, at the

mouth of the Tiber, 1.5 miles from Rome. It is said

to have been founded by Anciis Iftircius, and was
regarded as the oldest Roman colony. It first

acquired importance from its salt works, the

establishment of which is attributed to Ancus
Marcius, and afterwards was the port where the

Sicilian, Sardinian, and African corn shipped for

Rome was landed. Its name first occurs during
the Second Punic War. It was long tlie prin-

cipal station of the Roman navy: but its har-

bor was exceedingly bad. and gradually the

entrance became silted up with alluvial deposits,

so that vessels could no longer approach it. but

were compelled to ride at anchor and disembark
their cargoes in the open roadstead. At length

the Emperor Claudius dug a new harbor or basin

two miles north of Ostia, and connected it with
the Tiber by a canal. It was named the Partus
Augusti. and around it soon sprang up a new
town called Partus Ostiensis. Partus Vrbis, Par-
tus Roma-, and often simply Partus (modern
Porto) . The work of Claudius was carried further

by Trajan. After the fall of the Roman Empire
Ostia declined rapidly, and in the eighth century

it was a mere ruin. During the Middle Ages a
village—the modern Ostia—was built about half

a mile above the site of the ancient town : but it

has not more than about a thousand permanent
inhabitants, who still carry on the manufacture
of salt. Ostia has the reputation of being the

seat of the earliest bishopric save that of Rome,
and the Cardinal Bishop of Ostia (and Velletri)

is Dean of the Sacred College. The ruins of the

ancient Ostia extend for a mile and a half along
the banks of the Tiber, and are nearly a mile in

breadth.

OS'TIAKS. A name which seems to have been
applied at first to the primitive Finnic peoples of

the middle cis-Uralian upland valleys by the

Russians and afterwards extended to trans-

Uralian tribes as far as the Yenisei. The ety-

mology of tlie name is uncertain, and its ethnolog-

ical value has been diiTerent with different

writers and at different periods. According to
Sommier, the Ostiaks of the Obi are short in stat-

ure, spare in form as contrasted with the robustcr

or even fat Samoyeds, with brachycephalic head-

form and a considerable percentage of dolicho-

cephaly. Their skin is quite white; the hair

and eyes are brown. Tlie Ostiaks are reported

to be a disappearing people, their only resources

being hunting and fishing. The Ostiaks of the

region of the Xarym. etc., are merely Samoyeds.
The mass of the Ostiaks dwell between Obdorsk
and Surgut—the Tas Ostiaks beyond Surgut are

of mixed race. Tlie Voguls and Ostiaks of the

eastern slope of the Urals, who both call them-
selves ilanzi. are very closely related by lan-

guage, mythological ideas, and social institutions.

Some intermixture with the Russian immigrants
into Western Siberia has taken plaee. Consult:
Seebohm, Siberia in Asia (London, 1882) ; Pat-

kanoff, Die Irtysch-Ostjaker und ihre Talks-
poesit (Saint Petersburg, 1897); Abercromby,
Prehistoric and Proto-Historic Finns, both East-
ern and Western (London, 1898) ; Martin, Si-
biriea (Stockholm, 1897).

OSTIA'RITIS (Lat., doorkeeper, sexton).
The name of the lowest of the four minor orders
in the Roman Catholic Church. In this definite

sense, the earliest mention known of it occurs in
a letter of Pope Cornelius of the year 2.51; it

seems to have been included with the other minor
orders by his predecessor, Pope Fabian (236-

251). By the end of the sixth century the ordi-

nation of this office was symbolized by the bishop
delivering to the candidate the keys of the
church with the words, "So act as one that must
give account to God for the things which these
keys guard." The duties attached to the office

are those which are now performed by the
sacristan (q.v. ).

OS'TIEN'SIS, Porta (Lat., Gate of Ostia).
A gate in the wall of Aurelian at Rome through
which the Via Ostiensis passed. It dates from
the time of Honorius, and its tlireshold is twelve
feet above the level of the time of Aurelian, on
account of the accimiulation of rubbish leveled

by Honorius. The gate was thrown open to the
Goths by the Isaurians in .549. It was walled off

in 1407 by King Ladislas of Xaples, but was re-

opened in 1410, and is now the Porta di San
Paolo.

OSTIENSIS, Via (Lat., Road of Ostia). An
ancient road leading from Rome to Ostia on the

left bank of the Tiber, and continued southward
as the Via Severiana, joining the Via Appia at

Tarracina.

OSTINATO, 6'ste-na'td (It., stubborn). In

music, a term applied to a constantly recurring

short theme with constant changes in the other

voices. Such themes are generally given to the

bass, hence basso ostinato. It is a characteristic

of the chaconne and passacaglia that they are

always built upon such basso ostinato. In the

compositions of the Gallo-Belgic school (see

Mrsic, Schools of Compositio.v) the ostinato

plays a very important part, as entire masses

were written upon some short popular melody
which as an ostinato was given to the tenor,

while the other voices executed constantly new
contrapuntal variations.

OSTRACISM (Gk. darpoKuriUi. ostrakismos,

from iarpaKl{civ, ostraki:cin. to ostracize, from
barpanov. astrakan, potsherd). A method of

political procedure in ancient Athens, whereby a

citizen whose presence seemed dangerous to the

State might be exiled for a time. It was said

to have been introduced by Clisthenes in his re-

form of the Athenian constitution after the ex-

pulsion of Hippias (B.C. 510) . but the first use of

it seems to have been made in B.C. 488-487,

when HippArchus, son of Charmus of Collytus,

was exiled, on account of his connection with

the Pisistratida-. Two others of this party fol-

lowed, and in B.C. 485-484 Xanthippus. father

of Pericles, was a victim, while a year or two

later Aristides was banished. After the Per-

sian wars the process was less frequently em-

ployed, though it was still used when party strife

waxed hot and it seemed necessary to secure a

definite verdict in favor of one policy, .\mong

the ostracized were Themistoclcs. Cimon. Thueyd-

ides. son of Melesias, and Hyperbolus, whose ex-
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jle really resulted in the abandoninent of the sys-

tfin. The vote had been intended to decide be-

tween Xicias and Alcibiades, but they combined
their forces against tlie much less inllucntial Hy-
l)erbolus. Ostracism did not inflict any stigma
upon a man, nor were his pro|XTty or civil

rights in any way disturbed. It simply required

him to leave the country for ten years in order

that he might e.\ercise no influence on the course

of politics. It thus afforded a means of deciding

between rival leaders and their policies, and in-

sured to the victor an opportunity to carry out

his plans undisturbed by violent opposition.

Every year, in the sixth pri,-tany, the assembly
voted whether a vote of ostracism should be

taken durin" the year, if the decision was af-

firmative, a day was chosen in the eighth prytany,

the market was fenced off, and through ten

gates the members of the ten tribes entered to

deposit the potsherds on which was written the

name of the man whose ostracism was sought.

To make the decision valid, at least (iOOO votes

were required, hut of these a plurality seems to

have sutiiced to ostracize. Besides the Histories

of Greece by Grote, Ourtius, Busolt, Holm, and
E. Meyer, consult: Gilbert. The Constitutional

Antiquities of Athens and Sparta. English trans-

lation (London. 1S9.5) ; Hermann, Lchrliurh dcr
griechischen Antiquitiiten, I., '"Staatsaltertiimer."
by Thumser (Freiliurg. 1S'.)2); Bu.solt, (Jricch-

ische Stoats- und Rechtsaltertiimer (Munich,
1802).

OSTRAC'ODA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
dcvpaKciSr]!, ustral^Odes, like a potsherd, from
tjrpaKOv, ostrakon, potsherd + elSos. eidns,

form ) . An order of Crustacea in which the body
is compressed and wholly protected by a bivalved
shell or carapace. Besides the two sessile eyes
and a median one, the former sometimes wanting,
there are two pairs of antenna>, a pair of mandi-
bles, two pairs of maxilla", and two pairs of legs.

The body is not divided into segments and the
abdomen is rudimentary. The two valves are
closed by a two-headed adductor muscle, the
valves being joined together along the hinge-
margin by an elastic ligament. In swimming, or
in walking over the bottom, the valves gape

partly open, the slender legs

protruding. Respiration is

aided by a comh-like bristly

plate attached to the first

pair of maxilhe, Init there
are no true gills. The young
of the fresh-water Cvpris
hatches in a modified nau-
plius stage, but already in-

closed in a thin shell covering the entire i)ody.

In the marine forms there is no metamor-
phosis, development being direct. Ostraeods
feed on animal matter; they abound in the
fresh water, but the larger number are marine,
and exist at all depths. Many of thte littoral as
well as deep-sea forms are covered with thick
shells more or less tuberculated, pitted, or other-
wise ornamented. Fossil Ostracoda first appear
in the Cambrian rocks. Tlie order attained its

maximum development in the Ordovician period,
and in the Cretaceous modern forms began to
appear. See Crt-.st.^cea.

OSTRACODERIVri (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Gk. 6<TTpaK65eptJu>!, osfrakodermos, having a skin
like a potslierd, from iavpamv, ostrakon. potsherd
+ Sipfia, derma, skin). A group of pleetognath

fishes which are without spines in the dorsal fin,

and have the body inclosed in an angular box, or

carapace, formed by polygonal bony scutes tirm-

AS OSTBACOD (C.ypris).

CKPHALASPI8.

1. restoration of Cepbalaspis .Vurcbi.suni. about one-
fourth natural size : 2, diagram of li)\ver aspect of dorsal
shield, showlnp: inferior rim ; e, e. position of eyes, with tlie

interorbital ridge ; 3, diagrammatic section of dorsal
shield : 7, inferior lamiua ; m, margin : s, superior lamina.

ly joined at their edges; they are the trunk-
fishes ( q.v. )

.

PTERICHTHYS.

Restoration of Pterichtliys Milleri. of the Old Ked Sand-
stone: a, orbit of eye; b. pill cover: f, one of the pair of
lateral appendages ; d, joint in appendage. The dotted
lines indicate grooves for the sensory canal.

Fossil Forms. Ostracodermi are the most
primitive subclass of Paleozoic fossil fishes, char-

acterized by the heavy calcareous plates that
cover the head and forward part of the trunk,
and by the absence of the lower jaw. These
primitive fish-like vertebrates are su]iposed to be

the ancestral forms from which the higher groups
of fishes, and also all the other types of verte-

brates, have descended by evolution. They
appear first in the Upper Silurian rocks of

Europe and North America, and they continue
tlirough to the top of the Devonian in both coun-
tries. The simplest forms are Cyathaspis and
Pahraspic, found in the Upper Silurian and
Devonian, and Pteraspis of the Devonian. Ce-

pbalaspis, one of the best known members -of the
group, has a horseshoe-shaped head-shield, and is

found in the Silurian and Lower Devonian of
Great Britain and in the Upper Devonian of

Eastern Canada.

The highest members of the subclass, repre-

sented by Bothriolepis and Pterichthys, have
dermal skeletons of far more complex nature than
those seen in the other members of the group.
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The heavy plates are more numerous and are
symmetrically arranged, and attached to the
sides of the head-shield is a pair of fin-like ap-
pendages, which are not, however, homologous to
the fins of fish, though they closely resemble these
latter. The hinder portion of the bod}- was cov-

09TRAC0DERMI.
1. restoration of Botbriolepis bjdropbila of the Old

Red Sandstone; 2, Aacbenaspis Egertoni: a, orbits: b,
post-orbital depression.

ered by small ganoid scales. Consult: Wood-
ward, Outlines of Vertebrate Palceontology for
Students of Zo/ilogy (Cambridge, 1898) ; Von
Zittel and Eastman. Text-hook of Palceontology,
vol. ii. (Xew York, 1903). See Cephalaspls

;

CyATH.i.spis; Pteb.\spis; Ptebichthys.

OSTRAU, 6s'trou. Two neighboring towns
of Austria. See JLahmsch-Ostrau and PoL-
KISCH-OSTRAU.

OSTRICH (OF. ostruche, austruche, Fr. au-
truclir, yp. avestruz, from Lat. avis struthio,

ostrich bird, from avis, bird, and struthio, from
Gk. (TTpovBluv, strouthimx. ostrich, crrpoiiSiorajnT/Xos,

strouthiokamilos, ostrich, camel-sparrow, so

called from the long neck of the bird, from
(TTpovBos, strouthos, bird, sparrow). The ostrich
is the largest of living birds, long renowned for
its beautiful plumes and its remarkable speed.

Whether all ostriches belong to the same species

is still an open question, for although four
have been described, the differences suggested
are very slight and may prove inconstant. There
is, however, only a single genus, Struthio, and
a single family, the Struthionidse. The rela-

tionship of this family to the rheas, emeus, cas-

sowaries, etc. (qq,v, ), is still undecided, but all

are members of the order EatitiP, distinguished
from all other living birds by the absence of any
'keel' on the breastbone. "(See Ratit.e. ) Os-
ti'iches are natives of Africa and some parts at

least of Southwestern Asia. The connnon ostrich

or (•anu'1-bird' (.S7ru(7iio camelus) is found on the
dry open plains and deserts of Northern and
Central Africa (except Egv-pt). while the os-

triches of Southern Africa. Somaliland, and Asia
have been described as distinct species. Fossil
remains of the ostrieli have been found in India.
The male is somewhat larger than the female,

measures seven feet, more or less, in height, and
weighs upward of 200 pounds. His plumage is

strikingly loose, flutTy, and deep black in color;

only the 'plumes' (quill feathers) of the wings
and tail are white. The female is much less

handsome (dull brownish gray), while the very
young chicks are yellowish, marked with longi-

tudinal streaks of blackish. The young male
assumes his mature plumage in about three years.

In the adult of both sexes the head and most
of the neck are nearly bare, only a sparse down
covering the skin. "The feet and legs also are

bare far up on the tibi;p. The bill is of moderate
length, broad, flattened, and rounded at the tip,
and with the nostrils opening considerably in front
of the base. The ostrich is unique in several
anatomical peculiarities : there are only two toes
(the third and fourth), the outer of which is

much smaller and has no claw; there is a small
e.xternal tail ; and the pubic bones unite in a
ventral symphysis. The wings bear three digits,
but are so small as to be useless for flight,

though they assist greatly in running. The legs,
however, are big and powerful, and able to
deliver a kick almost equal to that of a horse.
The alimentary canal has a very muscular giz-
zard, as well as a large crop, there is no gall
bladder. The food of the ostrich is chiefly
vegetable, though small mammals, reptiles, and
insects are sometimes taken. Water can be spared
from the diet for long periods of time, if melons
or other juicy fruits are available. Coarse gravel
and small stones are swallowed to assist in the
grinding work of the gizzard. In spite of an
imperfect syrinx, the ostrich has a loud voice,
said to resemble the roar of the lion, though its
most common sound is an angry hiss.

The ostrich is polygamous, one male consorting
with from two to seven females. He scoops out
a hollow in the sand in which his companions
lay their eggs, each female laying about ten.
The eggs are not left to the heat of the sand
and sun, as is often stated, but are incubated
during the greater part of the day by one of the
females, and at night by the male." When the
eggs are left during the heat of the day, they
are covered up with sand. The eggs are large
and thick-shelled, of a creamy-yellow shade, with
numerous small pits in the otherwise very
.smooth surface. Each egg is about six inches
long and weighs nearly three pounds, while its

cubic contents approximates that of two dozen
hen's eggs. The bird is extraordinarily keen-
sighted, and on its native plains is extremely
wary. Hunting the ostrich has been a popular
sport with the Arabs from time immemorial.
They rely on the speed of their horses and run
the birds down, a feat which would be impossilile

were it not for the curious fact that the ostrich

runs in more or less of a circle, and the horsemen
are thus able to continue the pursuit while
traveling only a fraction of the distance that
the bird runs. At full speed the ostrich is said
to make sixty miles an hour, and for a limited
time it can completely distance the fleetest horse.

Ostrich-Farming. For many centuries os-

triches have been partially tamed or domesticated
on a small scale by some of the tribes of Central
and Xorthern Africa, but it is only since about
1S60 that any extensive efforts have been made
to supply the demand for ostrich plumes from
domesticated birds. First in Cape Colony, later

in Algeria and Argentina, and finally in the
Southwestern United States, ostrich- farming was
taken up as a profitable employment, and at the

opening of the present century millions of dol-

liirs' worth of fine ostrich plumes were sent to

market annually from ostrich farms. A consular
report in 1899 stated that 261.000 ostriches were
owned in Cape Colony alone. The farms of .Ari-

zona and southern California long since passed

the experimental stage. Their birds are either

pastured in small flocks, or a cock and one or two
hens are kept in areas inclosed with coarse wire-
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nettinj,' fences six or seven feet liigh; these pas-

tures are usually arrangeil in pairs, so tliat wlien

the alfalfa, upon which the birds feed, is e.\haust-

ed in one field, the birds may be driven into the

oilier. They also receive grain. The birds rarely

fall ill, and are quite prolific in captivity, a

male and two females having been known to

produce 188 eggs in a year, about 80 i)er cent, of

which yiehled chicks. Artificial incubation is

usually' practiced, ordinary incubators with un-

usually large trays being used. When si.v or

seven months old, the birds undergo their first

])liicking. and thereafter at intervals of about

seven miintlis new crops of plumes may be gath-

ered. The plumes are cut off. not pulled out,

but after a few days the dead stumps are re-

moved to make room for the new feathers. The
price of the plumes varies very greatly with the

(pinlitv. but each bird on a well-managed farm
will yield from $'M) to $00 worth at a plucking.

As the ostrich lives to be as much as eighty

years old. there is an opportunity for large profit

from each one.

Consult: Mosenthal and Harting. Ostriclies

and Ostrich Fiiniiinfi (London, IST'J) ;
JIartin,

Home Life on on Ostrich Farm (London. 1891) ;

Paul, "Ostrich Farming in California," in Cos-

moiiolilaii Miiiiminc, vol. xi. (New York. 1801) ;

Newton, nictioiiari/ of Birds (New York, 1896),

where many furtlier references may be found.

OSTRICH FERN {Stnithioptcris) . A genus

of ferns whose fertile fronds have somewhat the

ajipearance of an ostrich plume. an<l whose sterile

ones attain a height of even ten feet, the whole

plant forming a beautiful vase-like cluster. There

is one species ( Slriithi<iiit<-ris ticrmitnirn or

Onoclfo siruthioptcris) known in America and
Europe, and there is probably another in Japan.

The American species thrives best in northern
latitudes in alluvial soil.

OSTROG, os-trAg'. A town in the Govern-

ment of \'olhynia, Russia, about 90 miles west

of Zliitomir (Ma)): Russia, C 4). It has a
gjuinasium, a teachers' seminary, and ruins of

an old castle. Leather is the chief product; there

is some trade in grain, wool, and leather. Ostrog
was formerly the residence towTi of a Polish

principality of the same name, and is noted as

the place where the first Bible in the Slavonic

language was printed in l.iHl. The town came
into the possession of Russia in 1795. Popula-
tion, in IS97. 14,.530, largely .Jewish.

OSTROGOSH, ostr.'.gosh'. A town of South-

Central Russia, in the Government of Voronezh,
situated .i0 miles south of Voronezh. It has a
high school and numerous churches, manufac-
tures tol)acco and soap, and carries on trade in

cattle and agricultural products. Population, in

1807, 21,897.

OSTROGOTHS. See Goth.s.

OSTROLENKA, i'strA-lyen'ki. A town in

the Government of Lomza, Russian Poland, sit-

uated on the Narev, 22 miles southwest of

Lomza (Map: Russia, B 4). Its chief industry

is the manufacture of small articles from amber
which is found in the vicinity. The town is

noted as the scene of two important battles.

On February 16, 1807, the Russians under Essen
were defeated by the French under Savary, and
during the uprising of 18.30-31 the Poles were
defeated by the Russians after an heroic struggle

in which the former lust about 9000 men (May
20, 18.31). Pojjulation, in 1897, 8697, chiefly

Poles and .lews.

OSTROVSKI, "struf'ske. Alexanueu Nikol.\-

VEViTCii (182:J-8Uj. A Russian dramatist. He
was born in Moscow. In 1843 he accepted a.

position in the Commercial Court, and to this

is largely due liis minute knowledge of mer-

cantile scheming and fraud, which play such

an important part in his comedies. After making
his debut with Pictures of Family Ihijiiiincss

in 1847, he attracted considerable attention by

e.xcerjits from his comedy ll'e Can iiettic irith

Our Ou-n I'cojilc, and left his post for literature.

The complete work produced a sensation, and
forty-three comedies followed. Y"et, for many
reasons, Ostrovski felt the pinch of need until

shortly before his death, and, while idolized at

Moscow, he found scant recognition at Saint

Petersburg. Just before his death he was ap-

pointed director of the Moscow theatres. Tlie

dream of his life—to be at the head of a school

for dramatic acting—was realized; but the in-

ordinate zeal with which he threw himself into

the work wrecked his constitution. Among his

dramas the best are: Do Vo< Get into Somebodi/

Else's KIrd : I'orerty is Sot a Fault; The Forest;

A Profitable Position; The (Juiltless Culprits;

and The Storm (ISOO). An English translation

by Constance Storm of the last-named play, gen-

erally considered his masterpiece, was given in

the spring of 1900 at the Carnegie Lyceum, New
Y'ork, by an independent company. His plays

embrace all types of the middle classes. These

he was able to draw with striking accuracy, be-

cause of his perfect objectivity. His works were

published in ten volumes (0th ed,. Saint Peters-

burg, 188.5), and with a biography by A. Nos
(Moscow, 1890; 10th ed., 1890-97). His trans-

lations (2 vols.. Saint Petersburg, 1880) are

masterpieces of their kind, and especially note-

worthy among them is Shakespeare's The Taming

of the Khrrir. Several jilays of his have been

translated into French by Durand Grenville.

OSTROWO, 6s-tro'v6. A town in the Prov-

ince of Posen, Prussia, 50 miles northeast of

BresIau(Map: Prussia, G 3). It is an important

grain-trading centre, and has saw mills and brick

kilns. Population, in 1890, 9700; in 1900, 11,-

800.

OSTTJNI, Ss-toio'ne. A city of Southern Italy,

in the Province of Lecce, situated 19 miles north-

west of Brindisi, on the Bari-Brimlisi Railroad

( Map : Italy, M 7 ) . Several towers of the old

city-wall are still to be seen. The city has a

library containing a collection of antiquities.

Oil and lime are manufactured. Population

(comnnme). in 1881, 18,226: in 1901. 22,007.

OSTWALD, ost'valt, WiLHELM (18.53—). An
important tierinan chemi.st. born at Riga. He
was educated at Dorpat, became a lecturer there

in 1878, in 1882 was a professor in the Poly-

technicum of Riga, and in 1887 professor of chem-

istry in Leipzig. As an investigator in con-

nection with physical chemistry and chemical

affinity he became particularly well kTiown. His
researches have concerned, among numerous sub-

jects, the electric conductivity of organic acids,

the parallel existing between the volume of such

acids and their power of chemical reaction, and
the color of ions. Among his publications are

his Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Chemie (2 vols..
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1885-88; 2d ed. 1891 et seq.) ; a Grundriss der
allgemeinen Chemie (2d ed. 1890), Elektro-
chemie (189(3), and Volesunyen iibcr Naturi/hi-
losuphie (1902). In 1887 he establislied with
van't Hoff at Leipzig the Zeitschrift fiir phi/si-

l^dlisclie Chemie, and in 1901 became editor there
of the Annalen der Naturphilosophie.

OSUNA, 6-soo'na. A town of Southern Spain,
in the Province of Seville, situated in a fertile

plain, 48 miles east of Seville (Slap: Spain, C 4).
it i.s well built, with plazas and promenades, and
contains a large Gothic collegiate church. The
chief manufactures are woolen textiles, soap, and
hats. Population, in 1887, 19,.370; in 1900,
17,826. Osuna is the ancient Urso, later Or-
sona, a Roman garrison town. It took the side

of the Pompeians in the Civil War, and is noted
for its long and brave defense against the sol-

diers of Caesar.

OSUNA, Pedro Tellez y Girox, Duke of

(1579-1024). A Spanish statesman. He was
born at Valladolid, studied at Salamanca, and
suffered exile in his youth for his liberal opin-
ions. Under Philip III. he was appointed Vice-
roy of Sicily in 1011 and of Naples in 1616. He
gave the country a wise administration, opposed
the establishment of the Inquisition at Naples,
and resisted the attempt of Venice to control the
commerce of the Mediterranean. He was impli-

cated in the conspiracy of Bedmar (q.v. ) against
Venice, and dispatched a fleet against that city

in 1618, but met with defeat. He was recalled

in 1620 on suspicion of planning to usurp the
government of South Italy, was confined in the
Castle of Alameda, and died there.

OS'WALD, Saint (c.605-642). King of the
Nortliumbrians from 634 to 042. He was a son
of Ethelfrid of Northumbria, and on the death
of the latter in 017 he spent some years in

exile with the Scots in lona, during which time
he was converted to Christianity. In time he and
his brothers drove out the Anglian invaders, and
after his brother Eanfrid was treacherously slain

by the British King Caedwalla in 034, he
ascended the throne after having defeated and
slain his brother's murderer in battle. He mar-
ried Cyneburh, a daughter of Cynegils, a West-
Saxon King, and with her assistance and that of

Saint Aidan (q.v.) introduced the Christian
religion among the Anglo-Saxons. He was killed

in a battle at JIaserfelth against Penda. King
of Mercia, and was canonized by the Roman
Catliolic Church.

OSWALD, Kleazer (1755-95). An American
soldier and journalist. He was born in England.
He became interested in the American Revolu-
tionary cause and emigiated to America in 1770.

In 1775 he served as captain under Arnold at
Ticonderoga and at Quebec, where he assmned
command and distinguished himself when Arnold
was woimded. He was Arnold's secretary, and
in 1777 was promoted to be lieutenant-colonel in

Lamb's artillery regiment. He became a printer
and publisher at Philadelphia and later at New-
York. In all political questions he was a bitter

opponent of Hamilton. In 1792 the French Rev-
olution enlisted his sympathy, and he command-
ed a regiment of artillery in the French army
at the battle of .Temappes. After a fruitless

secret mission to Ireland on behalf of the French
Government, he returned to New York, where he
died of yellow fever, September 30, 1795.

OSWALD, RiciiABu (1705-84). A British
diplomat. He was born in Scotland, and after
sjiending several years in America became a
London merchant. He was chosen by Lord Shel-
burne as one of England's rejjresentatives at the
signing of articles of peace at the close of the
Revolutionary War. He gave bail in the sum
of £50,000 for Henry Laurens (q.v.).

OSWALDTWISTLE, -twis'l. A town in Lan-
casliire, England, on the Leeds and Liverpool
Canal, 3% miles east-southeast of Blackburn
(Map: England, D 3). It has manufactures of
cottons and chemicals; there are coUeries, pot-
teries, and stone quarries. It owns its gas and
water works and abattoirs, and maintains a
technical school and an isolation hospital. Pop-
ulation in 1891, 13,300; in 1901, 14,200.

OSWALD VON WOLKENSTEIN, os'viilt

f(jn vijl'ktn-stin (1307-1445). A German poet.
He was born at Groden of a nol)le Tyrolese fam-
ily, and lived an eventful life, fighting from boy-
hood until he was past fifty in almost every
country of Europe, and in Persia and the Holy
Land besides. The poetic manner of Oswald is

sometimes strained and pedantic ; and he is as
much a predecessor of the ilcistergesang as a fol-

lower of the Minnesingers. His poems were edit-

ed by Weber (1847). Consult: Weber, Osicald
von Wolhensfein und Friedrieh mit der leeren

Tasche (Innsbruck, 18.50); and Zingerle's biog-

raphy and critique (Vienna, 1870).

OSWE'GO. A city and the county-seat of

Labette County, Kan., 159 miles south of

Topeka ; on the Neosho River, and on the Saint
Louis and San Francisco and the Missouri,

Kansas and Texas railroads (Map: Kansas,
G 4). It is in an agricultural and stock-raising

region, and has fine water power. Flour is

manufactured, and coal is mined in the vicinity.

The Library Association, founded in 1878, has
4000 volumes. Population, in 1890, 2574 ; in

1900, 2208.

OSWEGO. A city, port of entry, and the

county-seat of Oswego County, N, Y., 30 miles

north by west of Syracuse; the terminus of the

Oswego Canal, on Lake Ontario at the mouth
of the Oswego River, and on the New York,
Ontario and Western, the Delaware. Lacka-

wanna and Western, and the Rome, Watertown
and Ogdensburg railroads (Map: New York,

D 2). It is finely situated at a slight elevation

above the lake, and is laid out with regular

and broad streets. Fine drives skirt both sides

of the river and the shore of the lake. There are

six public parks. Oswego is the seat of a State

normal and training school, and has the Gerritt

Smith Library. Other prominent structures are

the city hall, court house. United States Govern-

ment Building, and the State Arsenal. A United
States life-saving .station is here; and the old

French fort possesses an historic interest. Fort

Ontario defends the harbor, which consists of an
outer and an inner haven, protected by break-

waters and accessible for large steamers. There
are three immense trestles that facilitate the ex-

tensive coal trade carried on by the port. Con-

siderable quantities of grain and lumber also are

handled. The foreign comnWrce of Oswego in 1901

consisted of exports valued at $2,092,000, and
imports to the amoiint of $044,000. The city has
excellent water power, and is noted for its manu-
factures, which include starch, knit goods, shade
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clotli, car springs, boilers and engines, malt,

yarn, matches, oil-well supplies, etc. In the

census year of 1900 an aggregate capital of

$7,323,000 was invested in the various industries,

which had a production valued at $8,138,000.

Under the charter of IS'.W, the fjiiyerniiicnt is

vested in a mayor, elected hiemiially, and a
ciyiinion council. The mcndx-rs of the department
of lire and police arc chosen liy i)o])ular vote.

Appointments to other important ollices are con-

trolled by tlie Mayor, whose nominations to some
departments are made, however, subject to the

consent of the council. Oswego owns and operates

the waterworks. Population, in 1800, 21,842;

in 1000, 2-2,199.

Establislied as a military station and trading
post aliout 1724, Oswego was incorporated as a

village in 1828, and was chartered as a city in

1848. Owing to its location, it was an exceed-

ingly important post in King George's War and
the French and Indian War. In 1755 Colonel

Mercer built two strong forts here, and in

August, 1756, General Montcalm attacked and
captured the place, and demolished the works,

30 men being killed or wounded on each side, and
1700 English prisoners being taken. In 1759
Oswego was the centre of military operations in

tills part of the country, and the point from
which (ieneral Amherst with 10,000 men started

to meet Wolfe at Quebec. In 17UU I'ontiac here

met Sir William .lohnson and formally submit-

ted to the English. On May 0, 1814," a strong
English force captured the fort after a sharp en-

gagement. Consult Churchill, Smith, and Child,

Liindmarks of Oswego County (Syracuse, N, Y.,

1805).

OSWEGO BASS. A local name in New York
State for t lie large-mouthed black bass.

OSWEGO TEA {Moiiarcio didi/ma) . An erect

odorous liirli iif the natural order Labiatse. It

has bright red, showy flowers, much visited by
bees, for which it is often planted as a pastur-

age; hence the name bee-balm,

OSWESTRY, dz'&s-trl. A municipal borough
and market-town in Shropshire, England, 15

miles northwest of Shrewsbury (ilap: England,
C 4). The town has good public buildings. Its
chief trade is agricultural; it has railway works,
manufactures of machinery and agricultural im-
plements, breweries, and tanneries. Coal mines
and limestone quarries are worked in the neighr
borhood. It owns its water-works and market-s,
has installed a modern system of sewage disposal,
and maintains a library, a gymnasium, and an
isolation hospital. .An early IsVitisli town, it was
the scene of freciucnl conflicts between Saxons and
Welsh and Normans and Welsh. Oswald's Well
and Old Oswestra, an early British encampment,
are neighboring points of interest. Population,
in 1801, 8.500; in 1001, OfiOO. Consult: Spaiill.

"History of Oswestry Parish Church." in Geiw-
nloftical Mafinzine, vol. i. (London, 1807) ; Lacey,
"Municipal Work and Progress in Oswestry," in
Kumi/or (London. 1001).

OS-'YMAN'DYAS (Lat., from Gk. '0(7vfiavB6a^).
The name of a King of Egypt who, according to
Greek writers, invaded Asia with a large army,
greatly distinguished hims<>lf by his victories,
and conquered the Bactrians, who had revolted
from him. Diodorus describes a magnificent
monument, the Osymandeion, erected by this
monarch in the Theban necropolis near the tombs

of the concubines of Amnion. The name Osy-

mandyas is merely a corrupt Greek form of

User-ma' (t)-ri, the prenomen of Hameses II.,

and there can be little doubt that the O.synian-

deion was in reality the Kamcsscum, built by

Rameses on the \vcstern Iwink of the Nile at
Thebes. The exploits attributed to Osymandyas
are as fabulous as those ascribed by the Greeks
to Sesostris (q.v. ). Consult: Diodorus, i., 47-49;
Tzetzes, Cliiliades, in., 892; iv., 020; Budge, A
llislory of Etjypt (New York, 1002).

OTAGO, I'l-tJl'gA. The southernmost provin-

cial district of South Island, New Zealand. It

is hounded on the north by the I'rovincc of

Canterbury, and on the west, east, and south by
the Pacific Ocean (Map: New Zealand, B G).

Area, about 25,487 square miles. Population, in

1891, 153,007; in 1901, 173,111. The most im-
portant gold-fields of New Zealand are in this

province. Capital, Dunedin.

OTAHEITE, fi-tillie-tfe or 6'tft-he'te. The
former name of an island in the South Pacific.

Sec T.VIIITI.

OTAIi'GIA (Neo-Lat., from Gk. iira'Kyia, ear-

ache, from oi'f, ova, ear + a'^yn^, algos, pain).

Neuralgia of the ear. The pain is non-infiamma-
tory, and occurs in all degrees of severity. It

may arise from disease of the nerves of the ear,

or may be transmitted to them refiexly from
other sources. Decaying teeth are a fruitful

source of otalgia; it is sometimes a symptom of

ulcer or cancer of the tongue, rheumatism of the
temporo-maxillary joint, etc. When patients
complain of earache, the pain is far more com-
monly due to otitis media, or inflammation of the

tympanic portion of the ear, a much more serious

all'ection. See Otitis Media.

OTARTJ, fi-tii'n,!. The second seaport of Y'ezo,

Japan, situated on the western coast of the
island, 22 miles by rail west of Sapporo (Map:
Japan, G 2), It is important principally on ac-

count of its herring fisheries, which give occupa-
tion to a large proportion of the inhabitants.

Some flint implements of Aino origin are the
only trace of the aborigines. Population, in 1808,

5(i.iuil.

O'TARY (from Gk. arapd^, otaros, large-

eared, from oi'c, ous, ear). An eared seal. See
Se.-u,.

OTAVALO. o'ta-va'16. A town of the Prov-
ince of Imbabura, Ecuador, 26 miles northwest
of Quito, at an elevation of 8422 feet above the
sea (Map: Ecuador, B 3), The town is well
built and has some cotton and woolen mills. It

was founded in 1534 and almost totally de-

stroyed by an earthquake in 1868. Its popula-
tion" is about 6000.

OTCHAKOV, o-cha'kof. A fortified seaport

of Southern Russia, in the Government of Kher-
son, situated at the mouth of the Dnieper, 60
miles east of Odessa (Map: Russia, D 5). Its

harbor is much frequented by coasting vessels.

It was formerly ^n important Turkish fort, the
last remnants of which were blown Up by the
Russians in the Crimean War. The present for-

tifications are modern, and command the en-

trance to the Dnieper. Population, in 1897,
10,784.

OTFRIED, ot'frf^t (c.800-c.870) . An Alsatian
poet and theologian. .\s a student at the Abbey
of Saint Gall he was a friend of Solomon, after-
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wards Bishop of Constance; he then studied at
Fulda under Kabanus Maurus. Xext Otfried be-

came priest and monk in the wealthy abbey of

Weissenburg, where lie acted as a notary

(Sol). His fame is due wholly to his Frankish

or Theodisc (Deutsch) poem on the Gospels.

Xot understanding Latin hymns, the Frankish
folk kept up their heathen songs. Otfried made
up his mind to do away with this habit by put-

ting Christian songs into Frankish, declaring

that he would break the Devil's wickedness,

cast down foul legends, and rid his people

of the songs that only awoke worldly long-

ings, that wounded the ears of the righteous

and saddened the heart. Otfried's Liber Evange-
lionnii Uoinini Gratia Thcudiace Conscript us be-

gins with dedications to Louis the German and

to Bishop Solomon in Frankish verses, and to

Liutbert, Archbishop of Mainz, in Latin prose.

The poem is fifteen thousand verses long and in

strophes like the Latin hymns. It is remarkable
because it uses rhyme instead of the allitera-

tion customary in Old Germanic poetry, and be-

cause it has a regular, even a Latin rhythm.

Poetically, it is inferior to the Beliand, a work
of similar character. On the ground that we
have five senses, and that each sense stirs us

to its special sin, Otfried divided his poem into

five parts: (1) The nativity of John the Bap-

tist; (2) the meeting of the first disciples, the

first miracles, the spread of Christ's teachings;

(3) the story of astounding miracles that shook

the Jewish "faith; (4) the Passion; (5) the

Resurrection, the Ascension, and the Judgment.
It is doubtful whether this poem, ended in 856,

ever accomplished Otfried's aim; yet it is for

the philologist and the student of cultural his-

tory a work of great value. Of Otfried's other

writings only a few bits are left. The best manu-
script of his Liber Evangeliorum is at Vienna.

Consult: Piper. Otfrieds Evonqelienbuch (Frei-

burg, 1884); Kelle's Text (Regensburg, 1856-

60); Glossary (ib., 1879-81); Erdmann's Text

(Halle. 1882-83); translations by Rapp (Stutt-

gart, 1858), Rechenberg (Chemnitz, 1802), and

Kelle (Prague, 1870). Consult also: Laehmann,
in his Kleinere Schriften (Berlin. 1876) ; Schutze,

Beitriige zur Poetik Otfrieds (Kiel, 1887) ; and
Tesch, Ziir Entstehungsgeschiclite des Evange-

licnbiichcs von Otfried (Greifswald, 1890).

OTHEL'LO, THE MOOR OF VENICE. A
tragedy l>y Sliakespeare. written priil)ably in

1604. ]Hinted in quarto 1622. and in folio 1623.

It was produced probably in 1605. and positively

in 1610 according to the diary of the Prince of

Wiirttemberg's secretary. Shakespeare found the

stoiy in "Un capitano moro," one of the Italian

novels in Cinthio's Hccatommithi, a collection

published in 1565. A French translation appeared

in 1584. hut no English version was extant. The
general plan of the Italian story was followed in

the tragedy, but none of the names were used

except a modified form of Desdemona. The his-

tory of Venice gives an accoimt of one Jloro, a

Governor of Cyprus, whose wife died on the re-

turn voyage under mysterious circumstances, and
this may be the historical basis of the tale. The

title Moor means an Arab.

OTHMAUr, oth-m-in' (Ar. Tthmiin. ibn 'Af-

fan ) . The third Caliph of the Moslems. He was

born about 574. He belonged to the family of

the Prophet, and was cousin german of Abu Suf-

yan. An early convert to Islam, he was one of its

most zealous supporters, and linked himself still

more strongly to Mohammed by becoming his
son-in-law, marrying first his daughter, Rukaiya,
and after her death, her younger sister, Umm
Kulthum. He was elected to succeed Omar in
the Caliphate late in the year 644. The choice
was not made without much unseemly strife,
Othman's most formidable opponent being Ali.

The worldly inotives that entered into the policy
of Othman soon biought on serious difficulties.

The able and energetic leaders who had been ap-
pointed by Omar were superseded by members
of Othman's own family, and of that of Abu Suf-
yan. Egypt revolted, and the Caliph was com-
pelled to reinstate Amru in the government of
that country, and several other rebellions were
only quelled by a similar restoration of the pre-
vious governors. Zealous Moslems deplored the
folly of their chief, and were indignant at seeing
the chair of the Prophet occupied by Othman
while Abu-bekr, and even Omar, were accus-
tomed to seat themselves two steps below it.

Emboldened by the knowledge of his vacillating
and eowardh' disposition, they showered upon
him reproaches and menaces; the bearer of their
remonstrances having been bastinadoed by Oth-
man's order, a general revolt ensued. Othman
averted the crisis bj- unconditional submission;
but having soon after attempted to put to death
Mohammed, the son of Abu-bekr, the latter made
his appearance at Medina at the head of a
troop of malcontents, and forcing his way to the

presence of Othman, stabbed him to the heart
(656). It was under Othman that the second
revision of the Koran was made, and an authen-
tic copy prepared which served as the standard
and prototype. See Caliph; Mohammedanism.

OTHMAN or OSMAN I., surnamed Al-
GHAZi, i.e. the Conqueror (1259-1326). The
founder of the Ottoman power. He was born in

Bithynia, his father, Ertogrul, having been the

chief of the Turks in Phrygia. On the death of

the latter, in 1288, his tribe chose his son Oth-

man (i.e. the 'young bustard') as his successor.

Othman conquered all the west of Asia Minor

—

Mca?a (1304), Marmora (1307), and Brusa,

taken just before his death by his .son Orkhan
(1326). He had the usual failing of Oriental

clespots, being of a dissimulating and treacher-

ous nature wlien it served his aims. At the same
time he was wise and politic. Othman held his

Court at Kara-Hissar, and struck money in his

own name, but it is doubtful whether he ever took

the title of Sultan. From him are derived the

terms Ottomans and Osmanlis. which are em-

ployed as synonymous with Turks. Consult

Hammer-Purgstali. Geschirhte des osmanischen

Reiches (4 vols., 2d ed., Pcsth, 1834-36). See

Turkey.

OTHMAN II. (1605-22). A Turkish Sultan,

son of Achmct 1. He succeeded his uncle. Mus-

tapha I., in 1618. ruled with much energy, and

made war on Sigismund III. of Poland. Defeated

at Khotin, the Sultan swore to take vengeance

on the Janizaries for the miscarriage of his

plans, and was killed in a revolt of that body

when he was only seventeen.

O'THO I., The Great (912-73). The founder

of the Holy Roman Empire of the German na-

tion (Beiiiges riiniisches Reich deutscher 7fa-

tion) . He was the eldest son of Henry the Fowl-
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«r, King of Germany, ami was early recognized

as the successor to the crown. In 030, on the

death of liis father, who left him the Uuehy of

Saxony, lie was elected and crowned as King of

the Germans, though his brother Henry, who had
been horn in the purple, was the favorite of many.

Immediately upon the news of the death of King
Henry, the various conquered Slavic tribes arose,

and amid these foreign wars, civil strife soon

raged, which centred around King Otho's brother

Henry. Otho with the assistance of Hermann
Billung repulsed the Slavs and Hungarians, leav-

ing their total subjugation to a more favorable

time. Meanwhile, however, Duke Eberhard of

Franconia, feeling himself injured by Otho, con-

spired with Henry, the brother of Otho, Gi-sel-

bert of Lorraine, and others, and was supported

by Louis IV. of France. But, though the danger

for a long time was great, Otho finally tri-

umphed ; in 030 Kborhard and Giselbert were
killed, and Henry became reconciled to his broth-

er. A new assignment of the duchies was there-

upon carried out by Otho, who gave them to

faithful relatives and devoted followers, and
bound them closer to the Crown than the}- had
ever been. Jleanwhile Otho's fame had spread

and he embraced the opportunity for interfering

in Italian alTairs when he was summoned by
Queen Adelaide, the widow of King Lothair, to

protect her from her importunate suitor. IJeren-

gar II. In 0.51 Otho answered the call, Herengar
was defeated, and Adelaide became Otho's sec-

ond wife. Berengar II. was permitted by Otho
to rule as his feudatory. But though Otho thus

was master of Northern Italy, lie was unable to

take Rome, which was held by Alberic II. (q.v.),

and in 0")2 he returned to Germany, where a re-

bellion, incited Ijy Liudolf, son of his first wife,

soon threatened to overturn his throne, espe-

cially as the Hungarians, taking advantage of

the internal strife, invaded Germany in 054.

But the rebels were finally overcome, and the
Hungarians were decisively defeated in 03.5 in

the battle on the Lechfeld, which ended their

raids forever.

In 054 Alberic II. died, and his son Octavian
became Pope as John XII. Against him Beren-
gar took up arms, whereupon Otho sent his son
Liudolf into Italy. Liudolf died in 037. and four
years later the German King himself cros.sed the
Alps for the second time and put an end to the

rule of Berengar. The gates of Rome were
opened to him, and in 062 he received from .John

XII. the Imperial crown, thus founding the Holy
Roman Empire of the German nation and estab-

lishing that close connection between Italy and
Germany which formed so important a feature

of nu'diicval history. Otho lost no time in as-

serting his Imijcrial prerogatives, and having
called a council, eflected the deposition of .Tolm,

whose licentiousness had become a burden to

Italy and a scandal to Christendom, and caused
Leo VIII. to be elected in his place. This result-

ed in renewed wars, in all of which Otho was vic-

torious. In order to obtain control over the whole
of Italy. Otho .sought the hand of the Greek prin-

cess Theopbano for his son and presumptive suc-

cessor. An embassy to Constantinople in 0G8
failed, as we know from the account of one of the

ambassadors. Liudprand (q.v.). Tbereupon Otho
began to make inroads into the Italian provinces

of the Byzantine Empire (Apulia and Calabria),

which resulted, in 972, in the marriage of the

later Otho II. and Theopbano, though the coveted

))rovinces were never suirejidered. On May 7, 073,

the great Emperor died, and was buried at ilag-

deburg, which he had made the seat of an arch-

bishop. Otho had restored the prestige of the

Imperial power, but it rested on no linn founda-
tion. He was compelled, on account of the ab-

sence of a strong middle class, to depend on a
party among the higher clergy and great nobles,

who, under weaker successors, turned against the

Crown. Consult: Vehse, Kaiser Olio tier Urosse

(3d ed., Leijizig, 1807) ; Kiipke and Diinniges,

Jahrbiichcr des deutsclien Rcichs unter Olio I.

(Berlin, 1838-30) ; Kiipke and Diimmler, Kaiser
Otto der (Jrosse (Leipzig, 1870) ; Giesebrecht,

Oeschichte der deutscheii Kuiserzcit, vol. i. (uth

ed., Brunswick, ISSI).

OTHO II. (055-83). Holy Roman Emperor
from 073 to 083. He was a son of Otho the

Great, during whose lifetime (007) he had been
crowned as Emperor. In 972 he was married to

the Byzantine Princess Theopbano. At first Otho
was content to rule under the regency of his

mother, the Empress Adelaide; but differences

having arisen between them, his mother withdrew
from all share in the administration. Civil war
broke out through the machinations of Henry 11.

of Bavaria, who formed a secret alliance against

the young Emperor; but Otho put down the

rebellion in 077. The next scene of war was
Lorraine, which the French King, Lothair, had
.seized as a former appanage of his crown ; but

here, after a partial defeat, Otho succeeded in

reasserting his power in 978, and not content

with his advantage, devastated Champagne, pur-

sued and captured Lothair, and advanced upon
Paris, one of the suburbs of which he burned.

Scarcely was this war ended when the disturbed

condition of Italy called Otho across the Alps.

His presence put a stop to the insurrection at

Milan and Rome, where be reestablished order;

and having advanced into Lower Italy, he de-

feated the Saracens, drove back the Greeks, and
after establishing his supremacy in A])ulia

and Calabria, which he claimed in right of his

wife, Theopbano, made himself master of Naples

and Salerno, and finally of Taranto, in 082. The
Greek Emperor, alaniied at the successful am-
biticm of Otho, called the Saracens again into

Italy, who gave him battle with overwhelming
numbers. The result was a total defeat of the

Emperor at Cotrone. Otho himself narrowly

escaped capture by the Saracens, only to find

himself on a Greek ship, where he was virtually

a prisoner; but as the vessel neared Rossano,

a friendly port, he contrived to escape. Otho
now hastened to Verona, where a diet was held,

which was numerously attended by the princes of

Germany and Italy, and at which his infant son

Otho was recognized as his successor. This diet

is chiefly memorable for the confirmation by Otho
of the franchises and privileges of the Republic

of Venice, and the enactment of many new laws.

Otho's death at Rome, December 7, 083, arrested

the execution of the preparations against the

Greeks and Saracens, which had been planned at

the Diet of Verona, and left the Empire em-
broiled in wars and internal disturbances. Con-
sult: Giesebrecht, Jalirbiicher des Deulschen
Jtiiehs unler der Herrschaft Kaiser Olio If.

(Berlin, 1840) ; and Geschichte der deulsehen

Kaiaerxeit, vol. i. (5th ed., Brunswick, 1881).
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OTHO in. (980-1002). Holy Roman Emperor
from 9S3 to 1002. He was the son of Otho 11.

and his wife, Tlieophano, and on his father's

death, in 983, was immediately crowned King of

the Germans at Aix-la-Chapelle. From this time

till 996, when he received tlie Imperial crown
at Rome, the government was administered with
extraordinary skill and discretion by three female

relatives of the l-)oy King—viz. his mother, Theo-

pliano, who died in 991 ; his grandmother,
Adelaide; and his aunt, Matilda, Abbess of Qued-
linburg. Tiie princes of the Imperial family dis-

puted the right of these royal ladies to the cus-

tody of the young monarch. Henry of Bavaria,

the nearest agnate, having seized the person of

Otho, tried to usurp the supreme power; but,

opposed by the majority of the other princes of

the Empire, he was compelled to release him, in

consideration of receiving back his forfeited

duchy. Otlio carlj- showed that he had inherited

the great qualities of his forefathers. In 996

he was crowned Emperor by his relative, Gregory

v., whom he had raised to the Papal throne, and,

having settled the affairs of Italy, returned to

Gennany. The rebellion of Crescentius, who
drove Gregor_v from the Papal throne, compelled

Otho to return to Italy, where success, as usual,

attended his measures. Crescentius, who had
thrown himself into Sant' Angelo, was seized

and beheaded, together with twelve of his chief

adherents; the Antipope, .John XVI., imprisoned;

Gregory restored ; and on the speedy death of

the latter, Otho's old tutor, Gerbert, Archbishop

of Ravenna, raised to the Papacy under the title

of Sylvester II., as the first Pope of French na-

tionality. (See Sylvester II.) Otho, elated

with his success, took up his residence in Rome,
where he organized the Government, erected new
buildings, and showed every disposition, notwith-

standing the ill-concealed dissatisfaction of the

Romans, to convert their city into the capital of

the Western Empire. Together with Sylvester

he dreamed of reestablishing in full the old

Roman Empire, but the insurrection of the Ro-

mans frustrated his plans, and, escaping from

the city at the risk of his life, he withdrew to

Raveniia to await the arrival of reinforcements

from Germany; but before they had crossed the

Alps, Otho died in 1002 at the age of twenty-two.

Consult: Wilman, Jahrhiicher des Deiitschen

Eeichs unter Kaiser Otto III. (Berlin, 1840) ;

Giesebrecht, Geschichte der deutschen Kaiserzeit,

vol. i. (5th ed., Brunswick, 1881).

OTHO rV. (c.1175-1218). Holy Roman Em-
peror from 1198 to 1214. He was the son of

Henry the Lion, Duke of Bavaria and Saxony,

and Matilda, sister of Richard the Lion-hearted.

His father was outlawed by Frederick Barbaros-

sa in 1180, and in the" following year was
stripped of most of his dominions. Otho and his

brother succeeded to a small fragment, the later

Brunswick and Liineburg. Otho was educated

at the English Court and participated in Rich-

ard's wars against Philip Augustus of France.

In 1197 the Emperor Henry VI. died, leaving an

infant heir, Frederick II. A majority of the

German princes offered the crown to Philip,

Duke of Swabia, brother of Henry (1198), but

the Guelphs set up Otho as rival King. A civil

war resulted, and by 1206 Otho was apparently

defeated, but Philip was assassinated in 1208 by

Otho of Wittelsbach. Otho of Brunswick was

recognized by Innocent III., who crowned him

Holy Roman Emperor at Rome in 1209. In 1210
Otho was excommunicated by the Pope because
he had seized some Papal territory, and in 1211
some of tile German princes deposed Otho in

favor of Frederick II., King of Sicily and Naples.
After an unsuccessful struggU>, and after the de-

feat at Bouvines (q.v. ) by Philip Augustus in

1214, Otho withdrew to his estates in Brunswick,
where he passed the last part of his life in peni-

tential e.\ercises. He died May 10, 1218. Con-
sult Winkelmann, Philip von tichwaben und Otto
IV. von Braunschweig (Leipzig, 1873-78).

OTHO, ILiRCus S.\LVHS (32-69). Emperor of

Rome, from January 15 to April 17, a.d. 69. He
was descended from an ancient Etruscan fam-
ily. He was a favorite companion of Xero,

who appointed him Governor of Lusitania, in

which office he acquitted himself creditably.

On tlie revolt of Galba against Nero (68),

Otho joined himself to the former; but bein"

disappointed in his hope of being proclaimej

Galba's successor, lie marclied at the head of a

small band of soldiers to the Forum, where he

was proclaimed Emperor, and (Jalba was slain.

Otho was recognized as Emperor over all the

Roman possessions, with the exception of Ger-

many, where a large army was stationed under

Viteilius. The first few weeks of his reign were

marked by an indulgence toward his personal

enemies, and a devotion to business, which,

though at total variance with his usual habits,

excited in the minds of his subjects the most

favorable hopes. But the tide of rebellion raised

in Germany by Vaiens and Cnecina during the

reign of Galba had by this time gathered

strength, and, these commanders having prevailed

upon Viteilius to join his forces to theirs,

the combined army poured into Italy. Otho

possessed several able generals, who re-

peatedly defeated the rebels; but the prudence

of some among them in restraining the enthu-

siasm of their troops, who wished to follow

up their victories, was considered as coward-

ice or treason, and produced dissensions in

Otho's camp. This state of matters, becoming

known to the generals of Viteilius. en-

couraged them to unite their armies and fall

upon the forces of Otho. An obstinate engage-

ment took place near the junction of the Adda

and the Po. in which the army of Otho was

completely routed, and the survivors went over

on the following day to the side of the victor.

Otlio, though by no means reduced to extremity,

resolved to make no furtlier resistance, settled

his affairs with the utmost deliberation, and

stabbed himself, April 17. A.D. 69.

OTHO OF BAMBERG-, biim'berK. Saint

(c.1069-1139). Apostle to the Pomeranians.

He was born in the County of Bregenz. became

Court chaplain to the Polish Duke Ladislas

Hermann, and through his diplomatic duties

made the acquaintance of the Emperor Henry

IV., who made him his Chancellor, and in 1102

appointed him Bishop of Bamberg. He intro-

duced Cliristianity into Pomerania, and after

. his death was canonized.

OTHO OF FREISING. fri'zTng (c.llll-.'iS).

The greatest of the German chroniclers of the

MiddTe .\ges. He was an uncle of the Emperor

Frederick Barbarossa, was educated at Paris,

and, attracted bv the ascetic life of the Cister-

cians, he entered their monasterj- at Jlorimond
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in IISS. Four years thereafter lie was elected

abbot, and on the same day became also liishop

of I'reisiiig. He always labored hard for his

diocese, but also participated in the politics of

his day. He joined the Second Crusade, led by
Conrad III. of Lierninuy, and in 1150 returned

to Europe. Between 1143 and 1140 he wrote
his Clironica, to which he planned (o add the

GcKia Fritlcrici Imperatoris, but died before the

work was finished. His works have been edited

by \\ iliiian in the ilonumenta (lermaniw Ilis-

torica. >Siriptorcs, vol. xx. (Hanover, 1808);
consult, also, the German translation by Kohl in

fli'schichlssrhniljcr (Icr deulschcii ]'orxeit, XII.
hihiliiiiiiliil, veil ix. iT.eipzig, 1894).

OTHO OF NOBDHEIM, nOrt'him (?-1083).

A wellUnown (iernuin noble, who ])layed an
active rule in the strugjiles of the roigii of Henry
IV. Otho was descended from an old Saxon
family, whose seat was near Gilttinpen. In 10(il

Afrnes of Poitiers, who was Regent during the
minority of her son, Henry IV., gave the vacant
Duchy of Bavaria to Otho. in order to gain his

aid against the powerful interests arrayed against
her. But the Empress was an incapalilc woman,
and in consequence Otho of Xordbeiiu \init(Ml

with the i)owerful prelates to bring about her
downfall. The cons])irators obtained possession
in 1002 of the young ruler's jjerson and deposed
the Knijiress from the regency. Henry W. never
forgave this deed. When the young King as-

sumed the government in person. Otho was one
of the most powerful of the great nobles, and his
downfall appeared necessary in order to permit
the full development of the Imperial power. In
1070 Otho was suddenly charged with planning
a new- conspiracy in order to make himself King.
I'robably the accusation was false, but Otho was
found guilty, deprived of his duehy, and was
compelled to submit to Henry. He never gave
up, however, the attempts to recover his lost
territories, and hence was involved in and led
the numerous uprisings of the Saxons against
Henry IV. In 1077 Otho helped to elect Rudolph
of Swabia as <!crman King in o)ipositiim to
Henry, and when Kudcilph fell in battle, in 1080,
he supported Hermann of Luxemburg, though ho
had hoped to obtain the election himself. Otho
is important iK'cause he is typical of the entire
class of great German nobles, who were ever
ready to oppose any attempt on the part of the
emperors to strengthen their government. Con-
sult: Vogeler, Otto von Xordheim (ilinden,
1880) : Giesebrecht, Ceschichte der drrilschcn
Kaiserzeit, vol. iii. (5th ed., Leipzig, 1890).

OTIC GANGLION (from Gk. L7m6^, otilcos,

relating to the ear, from orr, om.s, ear). One of
the four cranial sympathetic ganglia, the other
three being Meckel's (q.v.), the ophthalmic
(q.v.). and the submaxillary (q.v.). The otic
or Arnold's ganglion is a small oval, flattened
mass, of reddish gray color, situated immedi-
ately below the foramen ovale. It is connected
with the inferior maxillary branch of the fifth

nei-\'e, from which it may receive a motor and
possibly also a sensory root. It communi-
cates with the glossopharyngeal nerve, from
which it probably deri\es a sensory root, and
with the facial nerve, from which it gets a
motor root. t'omniunicalion with tlie .sym-
pathetic is ett'ected through a filament from

'

a plexus surrounding the middle meningeal ar-

tery. It distributes branches to the tensor tym-
pani and tensor palati muscles.

OTIS, Bass (1784-1801). An American por-
trait painter, born in New England. He was
probably self-taught, and at first painted por-

traits in New York City. Afterwards, in 1S12,

he settled in Philadelphia. His "Interior of a
Smithy" (1819) is in the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts. It is his only known genre picture,

ilost of his work was portraiture, and this in-

cludes President JetTerson, engraved for Dela-
plaine's Portrait Gallery; Alexander Lawson

;

the painter Jarvis; himself: and Dr. Physick,
of which he made a mezzotint engraving.

OTIS, Elwell Stephen ( 1838— ) . An Ameri-
c;in soldier. He was born at Frederick, Md.,
but earl}' removed with his family to a farm
near Rochester, N. Y., and graduated at the
L'niversity of Rochester in 18.58. Three years
later he graduated at the Harvard Law School,
and then opened an office in Rochester ; but in

1802 he entered the military service of the Fed-
eral Government a.s a captain in the 140th New
York Volunteers, and served with them tlirough-

out the Civil War, rising to the rank of lieuten-

ant-colonel. He participated in many of the
battles of the Army of the Potomac, including
Gettysburg and the \\'ilderness, and was mus-
tered out in 180.5 with the brevet rank of
brigadier-general of volunteers. The ne.xt year
he was appointed lieutenant-colonel of the
Twenty-second Infantry in the Regular Army, and
by successive promotions became colonel in ISSO,
brigadier-general in 1893, major-general of volun-
teers in 1898, and major-general in the Regular
Army in 1900. In 1898 he was sent to tlie Philip-
pines, where he relieved Major-General Wesley
iMerritt as commander of the United States
forces and Military Governor of the islands, and
in February, 1899, he was brevetted major-gen-
eral in the Regular Army for "military skill and
most distinguished services in the Philippines."
He was a member of the first Philippines com-
mission in 1899. In 1900 he was recalled to the
L'nited States and assigned to the command of
the Department of the Lakes, and in March,
1902, was retired from the service,

OTIS, Fessexden Nott (1825-1900). An
American surgeon, born at Ballston Spa, N. Y.
He was educ;ited at Union College and at the
New Y'ork Medical College and the College of

Physicians and Surgeons. In the latter institu-
tion he was lecturer on genitourinary disea.scs

(1802-71), and then clinical professor of that
subject. He invented many surgical instru-
ments, of which the more important are the
urethrometer, the dilating catheter, and an
evacuator for use after lithotrity. His works
include many monographs on his especial brancli,

including Urethral t!trictu7-cs (1877) anii Gciiito-

I'riiianj Diseases (1883).

OTIS, George Alexander (1830-81). An
American military surgeon, born in Boston.
Mass. He graduated at Princeton in 1849, and
in medicine at the University of Pennsylvania
in 1851. In September. 1801, he was appointed
surgeon of the Twenty-seventh ilassachusetts
Volunteers. With them he served until 1804,
when he was ajjpointed surgeon of United States
Volunteers, and was assigned to duty as curator
of the Army Jledical Museum and custodian of
the Division of Surgical Records at Washington.
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On the conclusion of peace he accepted an ap-
pointment as assistant surgeon in the medical
corps, and continued his duties at the museum,
which, owing to liis zeal and energy, came to

possess the most valuable surgical and anatom-
ical collections in the world. He compiled the

surgical volumes of the Medical and Surgical
History of the War (1870-81), contributed fre-

quently to medical publications, and for three

years edited the liiclnnond Medical Journal.
Among his writings are Excision of tlw Bead
of the Femur for Gunshot Injury (1869) and
Amputation of the Hip-Joint in Military Surgery
(1867).

OTIS, Haerisox Gray (176.5-1848). An
American lawyer and politician. He was born
in Boston, graduated at Harvard in 1783, was
admitted to the bar tliree years later, and soon
became one of Boston's most eloquent orators.

In 1796 he was elected to the State- Legislature,

and the next year was sent to Congress as a
Federalist. After the e.vpiration of his term he
was chosen to fill a number of State offices, and
became one of the most popular politicians in

Massachusetts. His popularity was greatly di-

minislied, however, by the active part he took

in the Hartford Convention (q.v. ), though he

was afterwards elected United States .Senator

(1817) and Mayor of Boston (1829). His bril-

liant oratorical powers made him a leader in

the Senate, where he opposed the further ex-

tension of slavei-y. Criticism of the Hartford
Convention led him to publish a series of Letters

in Defense of the Hartford Convention and the

People of Massaclnisetts (Boston, 1824). Con-
sult Loring, The Hundred Boston Orators (Bos-

ton, 1854).

OTIS, .Jame.s (1725-83). An American states-

man of the Revolutionaiy period. He was bom,
February 5, 1725. at West Barnstable. JIass.

;

graduated at Harvard in 1743. and studied law
in the office of .Jeremiah Gridley. He practiced

for two years at Plymoutli, but settled in 1748

in Boston, where he soon rose to tlie front rank
in his profession. In 1761, when he was Advo-
cate-General, application was made to the Massa-
chusetts Supreme Court for writs of assistance.

I.e. general search warrants for the discovery of

smuggled goods imported into the colony. Otis

was convinced of the illegality of these writs,

and resigned his office rather than argue in their

defense. He was immediately engaged to argue
against them, wliich lie did in a speech of great

force and eloquence. It was of this speech that
John Adams said '"American independence was
then and there born." Tlie judges reserved their

decision, but no more writs were enforced, though
some were issued. The resignation of Otis and
his plea in behalf of the popular side of the

writs-of-assistance controversy gave him a high

reputation for patriotism, ability, and eloquence,

which he more than maintained in the Legisla-

ture, to which he was elected the same year.

Taking an active part in tlie legislative discus-

sions upon taxation and representation, he be-

came still more conspicuous by publishing in

the following year, 1702, his Vindication of the

Conduct of the House of Representatires, which

has been considered one of the sources from

which all the arguments against Parliamentary

taxation were later drawn, and the basis of all

subsequent treatises on free speech in America

and France. Tiiis was followed, in 1764, by his
Higlits of the British Colonies Asserted and
Proved. His apparent recognition of Parlia-
mentary supreniacj- in this pamphlet, however,
.served to qualify the regard in which he had been
held by the extremists. In a third jiamphlet,
entitled Considerations on Behalf of the Colonists,
published tlie following year, lie reestablished
liimself in the esteem of the radicals. On .June

6, 1705, lie made a motion, wliich was carried,
tliat a congress of rejnesentatives from tlie

various colonies should be convened. In pur-
suance of this measure a circular letter was
sent, inviting the colonies to join in a congress,
and tlie Stamp Act Congress, which met in Xew
York in the fall of 1765, was the result. Otis
took part in tlie proceedings of tliis body, and
served on the committee wliich framed an address
to the House of Commons. He was chosen
Speaker of the Massachusetts General Court in

1760, but the Governor interposed his negative
then, as also in the following years. In 1768,
after the passage through Parliament of Charles
Townshend's bill for the taxation of the colonies,

the Massachusetts General Court sent a second
circular letter to the other colonies, calling on
them to join in some common plan for protec-

tion. It was in answer to the message of Ber-
nard, the Royal Governor, demanding that the
circular be recalled, that Otis made a notable
speech, condemned by the partisans of the Crown
as "the most violent, insolent, abusive, and trea-

sonable declaration that jx'rhaps was ever de-

livered." Only seventeen members voted to re-

call the circular. In 1769 the customs commis-
sioners accused him in England of treason. This
coming to his notice^ he publicly denounced the

commissioners in the Boston Gazette. Meeting
Robinson, one of the commissioners, in a coffee-

room the next night, he became involved in a dis-

pute with him. An aft'ray resulted, in which Otis

received a cut on the head, wliicli is supposed to

have been the cause of his subse(|Uent insanity.

He sued Robinson, and recovered £2000 damages,
but relinquished tliis sum in consideration of a

written apologj" from Robinson. After a short

residence in the country for the benefit of his

health, he returned to the Legislature in 1771.

He was insane for the greater part of his sub-

sequent life, with the exception of a short in-

terval, when he went back to Boston and resumed
the practice of his profession. The last two
vears of his life were spent at Andover, where
he was killed by lightning. May 23, 1783. He
]mblished in 1760 a treatise on The Rudiments

of Latin Prosody ; with a Dissertation on Letters

and the Principles of Harmony in Poetic and
Prosaic Composition. Of his public career the

elder Adams said: "I never knew a man whose
love for his country was .so sincere: never one

who suffered so much ; never one whose services

for any ten years of his life were so important

or so essential to the cause of his country as

those of Mr. Otis from 1760 to 1770." His Life

has been written by William Tudor (Boston.

1823): also by Francis Bowen (Boston, 1847).

Also consult Tyler, Literary Uistoijf of the

American Revolution (New York, 1897).

OTI'TIS ME'DIA (Nco-Lat.. innammation of

the iniiblle ear). An inflainmalion of the struc-

tures of the tympanic cavity of the car. It ma.v

be acute or chronic. There is an effusion of
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fluid into the middle ear, which may be serous

(the catarrhal form) or this may become in-

fected with jjus-])roduciug organisms (the puru-
lent form). It arises from exposure to cold or
wet, the introduction of fluids into the middle ear
through the Eustachian tube while bathing, or

through douching the nose, or by extension of in-

lUtnunatory processes from the nose and throat.

It often begins in this way during the course of

the infectious fevers, particularly in scarlatina,

when it is of the purulent type. The symptoms
of the acute form are sudden and intense pain in

the ear, increased by coughing, sneezing, or swal-

lowing, tituiitun aiiriiiiii, or singing or buzzing
noises heard by the patient, and more or less deaf-

ness. If the disease goes on unchecked, suppura-
tion takes place, and the menibrance of the tym-
panum ulcerates, and allows of the discharge of

pus. Inllanimation of the dura mater and
abscesses in the brain may result. The chronic
form of the disease may be catarrhal (without
suppuration) or purulent; in the latter there is

a persistent discharge (see OTORKntE.i) of ])us

from the external ear. The catarrhal form often
comes on insidiously and results in complete or
partial deafness in the ear ali'ected. unless ar-

rested by treatment. The management of so

serious an alfection must be left solely in the
hands of the medical practitioner. See Eab,
section on Dixcasc.t.

OTO, o'to. A small tribe of Siouan stock
formerly holding the territory west of the ilis-

souri and .south of the Platte, in southeastern
Nebraska, and now residing, together with the
Missouri, upon a reservation in eastern Okla-
homa. The two tribes speak the same language
and have been confederated since the early part
of the nineteenth century. They formerly lived

in eircidar earth-covered log houses, and about a
century ago, before they were joined by the ilis-

souri, had several villages, with an estimated
population of 800. Both tribes have dwindled
rapidlv. the two together numbering only 400 in
187.") and S70 in IflOO.

OTOCYON (Neo-Lat., from Gk. ovs, ous, ear
-f M uji'. l.-i/i'iti. dog). A genus of wild dogs,
which dill'ers from other genera of Canidie pri-

marily in having an additional molar in each
jaw, and other jjeculiarities of dentition. The
genus contains only one species, Otocyon megal-
olis of Africa. See Laiaxdes Fox-dog.

OTOMACO, otoma'ko. A savage tribe,
ap[)arently constituting a distinct linguistic
stock, living in the forests of the Orinoco, about
the junction of the Meta, in Central Venezuela.
They are in a very low state of culture, but are
monogamous and allow their women an equality
in tribal ceremonies. They are addicted to the
eating of a certain oily day.

OTOMI, A-tfi'me (Xahuatl otomitl, wander-
er). An ancient people of Central Mexico, ante-
dating the coming of the Aztec, by whom they
were -^ubjugnted. They call themselves Hia-hui,
and their tribes, constituting a distinct ling\iistic
stock, occupieil most of Queretaro and <:uana-
juato, with considerable portions of Hidalgo,
Jlichoae.in. and Mexico State. They are rather
below medium stature and darker in color than
the neighboring tribes, but appear to have been
fully up to the standard in intelligence, living by
agriculture, wearing cotton clothing of their own
weaving, skillful in the working of gold, copper.

and stone, and noted for their songs and musical
ability, and their religious ceremonials. They
defeated several Spanish expeditions against
them and were not linally reduced to submission
until 1715. They still form a considerable and
valuable portion of the population of the Slates
named, and retain tlieir own language, which, by
reason of its monosyllabic character and peculiar
sounds, was at one time erroneously thought to

be connected with the Chinese.

OTON, o-ton'. A town of Panay, Philippines,
in the Province of Iloilo, situated on tlie south
coast, .six miles west of Iloilo (Map: Philippine
Islands. G 9). Population, 13,303.

OTOKRHCE'A (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. oiV, ous,
ear + yoom, rhoia, a flow, from jn'iv, rheiit, to
flow). A purulent or mucopurulent discharge
from the external ear. It may be acute or
chronic, and, while it may be due to a polypus or
an abscess ih the canal, it is, as a rule, an evi-

dence of otitis media (q.v.). The treatment is

that of the inflammation of the middle ear, which
causes it. See E.\R, section on Diseases.

OTRANTO, 6-tran't6 (Lat. Hydruntum). A
town on the southeast coast of Italy, in the Prov-
ince of Lecce, 24 miles southeast of Lecce by rail

(Map: Italy, N 7). It has a cathedral, recently
restored, and a castle. The chief industries are
iishing and the manufacture of fishing nets and
oil. During the Middle Ages it was the chief
port of Italy on the Adriatic, whence passengers
took ship for Greece. It was destroyed by the
Turks in 1480. Population (commune), in

1901. 2401.

OTRANTO, Str.\it of. The passage connect-
ing the Adriatic with the Ionian Sea (JIa]):

Italy, X 7). It is a construction of the large
arm of the ilediterranean which separates the
Italian from the Balkan Peninsula, and has a
mininuun width of 45 miles between the town
of- Otranto in Italv and Cape Linguetta in Tur-
key.

OTRANTO, The Castle of. A novel by
Horace \\'al]iole. See Castle of Otraxto.

O'TRIG'GER, Sir Lucirs. In Sheridan's
Rivals, an Irish fortune-hunter, honest and al-

ways ready for an opportunity to fight.

OTSE'GO BASS. A landlocked variety of
the common wliitefish (q.v.), found in Otsego
Lake, ;it the head of the Susquehanna Kiver.

OTSEGO LAKE. A small lake in Otsego
County, central New York (Map: New York, E
3). It is the main source of the Susquehanna
River. Cnoperstnwn lies at its southern end.

OTTAVA RIMA, ot-ta'va re'ma (It., octuple
rhyme). The name given by the Italians to a
stanza, composed of eight five-foot lines, rhvming
ab ab ab cc. This stanza has been employed by
English poets, notably by Fairfax in his trans-
lation of Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, by Spen-
ser in Miiio/totynos. and by Byron in Don Juan.
It is also the basis of two well-known English
verse-schemes. The seven-line stanza (ab ab b
cc) called rhyme royal, which was employed by
Chaucer and his followers and was revived by
later poets, as Williaiu ilorris. is the ottarn rimn
with the fifth line dropped out. The so-called

Spenserian stanza—that of the Faerie Queene—
is also a modification of the nttava rima. Con-
sult Alden, English Terse (Xew York, 1903).
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OTTAWA, ot'a-wa. An important Algon-
quian tribe originally living about the upper
Ottawa River, Canada, and carrying on an active

trade by water between the Eastern tribes and
those of the lakes. They were the allies and
friends of the French and the Huron, by which
thev incurred the hatred of the Iroquois. After

the dispersion of the Huron, about 1645, the Iro-

quois turned against the Ottawa, who were com-
pelled to abandon their countrj- and seek refuge

on Manitoulin Island in Lake Huron. After a
short stay there they removed, about 1660, to La
Pointe ( Wis. )

, on the south shore of Lake Su-

perior, where the Huron had already preceded

them. Here the Jesuits resumed their mission

work, but a few years later the two tribes were
again driven out by the Siou.x, the Huron retir-

ing to ilackinaw, while the Ottawa returned to

Manitoulin Island. Within the next fifty years

they had spread over the whole of Lower Michi-

gan and into adjacent parts of Ohio and Illinois,

besides holding Manitoulin and some territory

on the Canadian side of Lake Huron. They
took an active part on the French side in all the

colonial wars, including that headed by Pontiac,

who was himself of that tribe. They joined the

English side against the Americans in the Revo-

lution and War of 1812. Several smaller bands
have been removed to the West, but the great

body of those in the L'nited States are still living

in small settlements scattered over Lower Michi-

gan, having no regular reservation. Those in

Canada are all within Ontario Province.

In their general characteristics the Ottawa
closely resemble the Ojibwa, and according to

tradition these two tribes and the Potawatami
formed one bodv before their westward mioxation.

The number of their clans is disputed, out the

principal one seems to have been the Otter.

Owing to their being scattered in numerous small

bands over a large territory, intermixed with
other tribes, no reliable estimate of their sepa-

rate population has ever been made, but it is

probably at present about 5000.

OTTAWA. The capital of the Dominion of

Canada and of Carleton County. Ontario, at the

junction of the Ottawa and Rideau rivers, on the

C;inadian Pacific, the Canadian Atlantic, the

Ottawa and New York, and several other rail-

roads, 101 miles west of Montreal (Map: Canada,
P 7 ) . <It communicates by steamer on the Ottawa
with Montreal, and by the Rideau Canal with
Lake Ontario at Kingston. At the west end of

the city the Ottawa rushes over the magnificent

cataract known as the Chaudi&re Falls: and at

the northeast end, divided by Green Island, there

are two other cataracts, over which the Rideau
falls into the Ottawa. The scenery around Ot-

tawa is scarcely surpassed by any in Canada.
The immense water power is made use of in

foundries, factories, flour-mills, and in several

saw-mills, which give Ottawa its principal trade

in enormous quantities of sawed timber. A rail-

way bridge and a road bridge which has
supplanted the suspension bridge over the

Chaudifere Falls connect Ottawa with Hull
(q.v. ), in the Province of Quebec. Four
bridges span the Rideau River.

Ottawa's streets are wide and laid out at right

angles. Among its chief features are the Parlia-

ment and departmental buildings on Parliament
Hill. 125 feet above the river, magnificent struc-

tures built of Canadian and Xew York sandstone,
which cover nearly four acres, and cost about
.$4,000,000. The style of achitecture is the Ital-

ian Gothic; the south front of the quadrangle is

formed by the Parliament building, 500 feet long.
Other buildings include the Basilica or Roman
Catholic Cathedral of Xotre Dame, Christ Church
Cathedral, the city hall, post-office, Rideau Hall,
the Governor's residence, numerous churches, the
Ottawa Roman Catholic University, the Coligny
Ladies' College, a collegiate institute and normal
school, and several charitable and benevolent in-

stitutions. The Public or Parliamentary Library
contains over 200,000 volumes, and there are also
an interesting museum and a national art gallery.
The city maintains several fine parks, has water,
gas, and electric lighting plants, electric street
railroads, and a modern system of sewerage. It

is the residence of the Governor-General of
Canada, the seat of a United States consul-gen-
eral, and the see of the Roman Catholic Arch-
bishop of Ottawa, and of the Anglican Bishop of

Ontario. Ottawa was founded in 1827 by Colonel
By, from whom it was named Byto^^•n ; was in-

corporated as a city under its present name in

1854; and was .selected by Queen Victoria as the
capital of Canada in 18.58. Population, in 1891,
44,156: in 1! 101, -59,902.

OTTAWA. A city and the county-seat of
La Salle County, 111., 85 miles southwest of Chi-

cago; at the junction of the Fox and Illinois

rivers, on the Illinois and Michigan Canal, and
on the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific and the

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroads (Map:
Illinois, D 2 ) . It is the seat of Pleasant View
College (Lutheran), and of Saint Francis Xavier
Academy. It has a high school library. Illinois

Appellate Court, Odd Fellows' and Reddick's
public libraries; the Rybum Memorial Hospital;

and Washington, Shabbana, Ellis, and Allen
parks. Ottawa controls important commercial
interests, and possesses valuable natural advan-
tages in deposits of coal, clay, and glass sand. Its

extensive manufactures include glass ware, chim-

ney glass, pottery, fire brick, tile, sewer pipe,

organs, pianos, carriages, wagons, buggies, agri-

cultural implements, collars and harness, etc.

The government is administered, under a general

law of 1871, by a mayor, elected every two years,

and a council which confirms the executive's ap-

pointments of subordinate officers. The school

officials are independently elected by popular

vote. The municipality owns and operates the

water-works and owns the electric light plant,

the power being furnished by a private company.
Ottawa was incorporated as a town in 1837.

Population, in 1890, 9985: in 1900, 10,588.

OTTAWA. A city and the county-seat of

Franklin County, Kan.. 55 miles southwest of

Kansas City: on the ilarais des Cygnes River,

and on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. the

Southern Kansas, and the Missouri Pacific rail-

roads (Map: Kansas. G 3). It is the seat of

Ottawa L'niversity (Baptist), organized in 1865;

and has a free Carnegie Library. Forest Park,

and. among prominent buildings, the county
courthouse. First Baptist Church. First Methodist

Episcopal Church, and Rohrbaugh Theatre. The
city controls important commercial interests in

a trade in grain, wool, and live stock. The prin-

cipal industrial plants are the railroad machine
shops of the Southern Kansas, large nurseries.
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flouring mills, grain elevaturs, a foundry, carriage

faclorii'S, .soaji works, a creamery, etc. The gov-

ernment is adniinistereJ under a charter of 18G7,

whieli provides for a mayor wlio hoUls oHice for

two years, and a council. Population, in 1800,

(iH»] in I'.IOO, 0934.

OTTAWA. A village and the county-scat of

I'utnam County, Oliio, 52 miles south-so\ith\vest

of Toledo; on the Blanchard Kiver, and on the

Detroit .Southern, the Cincinnati, Hamilton and
Dayton, and the Findlay, Fort Wayne and West-

ern railroads (.Map: Ohio, B 3). It is the centre

of a farming and stock-raising country which has
valuahle forests. There are manufactures of

lumber in various products. Hour, clav, sliingles,

etc. l'i)i)ulation. in 1890, 1717; in lo'oO, 2322.

OTTAWA RIVER. The principal tributary

of tlie fsailit Lawrence. It rises IGU miles ncu'th of

Ottawa, on the Ijaurentian divide, and IIcjws iirst

west, tlien southeast and east, until after a cour.se

of about (iOO miles it falls into the Saint Lawrence
by two mouths, which form the island of Mont-
real (Map: Canada, V 7). During its course

it widens into numerous lakes of considerable

size, and is fed by many important tril)utaries,

such as the Madawasca and Kidcau on the right,

and the Gatineau and the Riviere du Lifvre on
the left. These, with the Ottawa itself, form
the means of transit for perhaps the largest lum-

ber trade in the world, while the clearing of the

lumber has opened the country for several thriv-

ing agricultural settlements. The navigation

has been greatly improved, especially by the con-

struction of dams and slides to facilitate the pas-

sage of timber over falls and rapids. The Ottawa
is connected with Lake Ontario at Kingston by
the Rideau Canal, and is navigable for a.'JO miles.

For a great part of its course it fcu'ms the bound-
ary between the provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

OT'TENDOR'FER, O.swALD (182(5-1000). A
Gcrnian-AMierican journalist, lie was born at
Zwittau, Moravia, studied jurisprudence at Vi-

enna, and was among those (Jerman youth who,
after participating in the revolutionary troubles
of 18-18. sought ref\ige in America. Coming to

New York, he accpiired control of the Xetc-Yorlcir
Slaiils-Zcihiini, which, at fust Dcmocralic in

politics, but after 1871 independent, has taken
rank as the foremost Cierman-Ainerican daily.

He largely endowed various institutions in his

native town of Zwittau, and to New York pre-

sented a fully equipped free library. Some years
previntis to his death ill health necessitated his
retirement from active jottrnalistie work.

OTTER (AS. otor, ottor. oter. OHG. oflar,
Oer. Ottrr. ottor; connected with OChurch Slav.
fi/dra. Lith. iidrn, otter, Gk, i'l'pof. hijdrn.i, frSpa,

hj/rlra. water-snake, Skt, udra, otter, also with
(ik. C(S(.m, lii/diir, Skt. udan, water, and ultimately
with Kng. )r<ilcr). The otters are a small but
cosmo])olitan sidifamily (Lutrinte) of fur-

bearing carnivores (Mustelida') , with aquatic
habits. The North American otter [Liitrn Cii-

)iadcnsis) is found in most parts of the continent
north of Mexico, though no longer numerous in
well-settled districts. It is about four feet in

length, of which the tail is one-third. The color
is rich brown. The body is long, and rather
stout, the legs short with rotmded webbed feet,

the tail broad and horizontally flattened, and
the skull wide and depressed. The eyes arc small

and sujiplied with a nictitating membrane. The
teeth are strong and very sluxrj). The whole
structure is thus adapted to an aquatic life and
the capture of fish. The otter makes its home
in some hole in the bank, or under the roots of a
tree, furnished with a bed of leaves and grass,

where the female brings forth from one to three
young ones, in the earl}- spring. Although ill-

shaped for walking on land, otters wander about
a great deal iit night, crossing from one stream
to jinother, ;ind doing much lumting in the woods
and thickets; and joung and old are fond of
romping giinies in grassy places in summer, as
well as in the snowlianks of winter. Tlie otter is

one of the most playful of animals, and ntany
writers have described its favorite pastime of

sliding on the inclines of snow or in sunnncr on
some steep clayey slo])e entering a body of water.

In eitlier case the otter lies on its belly with its

fore feet bent backward, and gives the body a
shove by means of its hind feet. In a short

time the sliding place becomes very sli|)pery and
the otters show great delight in sliding dow Ji and
then climbing back to repeat the performance.
In captivity otters are rather surly and sna])pish,

and when brought to bay in their native haunts
they will fight saviigely, and it requires a special

breed of dogs (see Hound) to bunt them suc-

cessfully. In India and the Far East the otter

is frequently kept in a half-domesticated state

and used as a fish-catcher. A collar is placed
iircnind the neck and to this a long line is at-

tached. The otter is then sent into the water,

and as otters always bring their l>rey to shore

to devour it, as soon as he has ca])turcd a fish

he returns to his master with it.

The European otter (Lutra vulfiai-is) is widely

distributed throughout Europe and Asia. It is

much smaller than the American species and
somewhat lighter in color. It is frequently .seen

along the seashore and fishes in the sea. Other
species of Lutra o<'(iir in Southeastern Asia, in

Africa, and in South America.
Tlie fur of the otter is highly prized and is an

important article of commerce. The fiesh has a

very fishy taste, and has been accounted by
many Roman Catholics as fish and not meat, so

that it might be used in Lent and on fast days.

A discussion of this mediaeval view is one of the

entertaining disquisitions in ^Valton's Vuiiipkat

Angler.
Consult British and East Indian books of zo-

ology- and sport; Thomas, Proceed iiifis of the

Zoological tSocietij (London, 1889); Stone and
Cram. Americnyi Animals (New Y'ork, 1002).

See Plate of Minor Carnivores. Compare Coy-
pu.

OTTER (or ANCON) SHEEP, An aberra-

tion or sport of the ordinary breed of sheep, which
by artificial selection Iiecame the founder of a
distinct breed. Seth Wright, a farmer of Dover,
Mass., kept a flock of 15 ewes and one ram. In
1701 one of the ewes produced a male lamb, which
after growing up was reserved for breeding pur-

poses, the original ram being killed. In the first

sea.son "two lambs only were yeaned in his like-

ness." but the number grew, until there resulted

a small flock of the strongly marked sport, called

'otter breed,' and named 'ancon,' by Dr. Shat-
tiick, from the crookedness of its short fore legs,

causing them while walking to appear like elbows.

The body was longer than normal, the legs short-

er and crooked, and the breed appears to have
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been perpetuated on account of its being less

able than ordinary sheep to jump over fences.
The interest in this sport is due to the fact that
one prepotent sire impressed his peculiarities on
his oflspring and became tlie founder of a new
breed. When an ancon ewe was mated with a
common ram, the increase resembled "wholly
either the ewe or the ram." Moreover, frequent
instances happened where common ewes had twins
by ancon rams, w'lien one exhibited the complete
marks and features of the ewe, the other of the
ram. The ancons were ob.served to keep togetlier,

separating themselves from the rest of the tloek

when put into inclosures with other sheep. This
fact is a noteworthy instance both of the results
of isolation (q.v.) and of preferential mating.
After the introduction of ilerinos, which are
equally gregarious, quiet, and orderly, the ancon
breed became e.xtinet ; in fact, it was difficult

for Humphreys to procure one in 1813 for dis-

section by Dr. Shattuek. Without doubt the
breed immediately after the above date was bred
out or swamped by intercrossing with the ordinary
breed of sheep. See Cros.s-Fertilization ; Pre-
potency. Consult D. Humphreys, "On a New
Variety in the Breeds of Sheep," in the Philo-
sophical Transactions of the Royal Society for
1813 (London, 1813).

OT'TER, William Dillon. (1843—). A Ca-
nadian soldier. He was born in the Province of

Ontario, and was educated at Upper Canada
College, Toronto. He saw service in the Fenian
raids in 1866, and from 1883 to 1889 was com-
mandant of the School of Infantry in Toronto.
During the second Riel rebellion, in 1885, he com-
manded a column under General Jliddleton, and
was in command at the battle ol Cut Knife
Creek. In 1886 lie was appointed commanding
officer of the Second District, and in 1896 an in-

spector of infantry. His most notable service

was during the Boer War in South Africa, in

which he was in command of the First Canadian
contingent.

OT'TERBEIN", Philip William (1726-1813).

A clerg^-man, founder of the United Brethren in

Christ (q.v.). He was born at Dillenburg. Ger-
many, and studied the classics and theology
at his father's school at Herborn. After being
ordained at Tlie Hague he sailed for America to

take up the work of the ministry in the CJerman
Reformed Church. He first settled at Lancaster,
Pa., where he remained till 1758. He then held
pastorates at Tulpehocken, Pa., Frederick, Md.,
and York, Pa. In 1774 he accepted a call to a
new congregation in Baltimore, and remained
there until his death. In 1768 he became asso-

ciated with Martin Boehm, a Mennonite preacher,
and their labors resulted in the organization of

the Church of the United Brethren in Christ.

The common belief that he was its first bishop
or superintendent is denied by Harbaugli
{Fathcru of the German Reformed Church. Lan-
caster, Pa., 1857), who maintains that Otterbein,

who never really left tlie German Refoi-med
Church, bears the same relation to the new organ-
ization that Wesley does to Methodism. Consult
his Life by Drury "(Dayton, Ohio, 1884).

OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY. A coeduca-

tional college at Westei-ville, Ohio, founded in

1847, under the control of the LTnited Brethren in

Christ. It has a preparatory department, a col-

lege with two courses, classical and philosophical,
Vol. XV.—U

and graduate, normal, art. and music depart-
ments. It had, in 1903, a librarv of 11,000
volumes, a student attendance of ,365, and 29
mstructors. Its endowment was about $100 000
and the gross income .$60,000; the value of the
college property was estimated at $250,000, and
that of the Iniildings and grounds at $95,000.

OT'TERBURN, Battle of. A battle com-
memorated liy tlie ballad of Chevy Chase (q.v.).

OTTER CREEK. A stream rising in south-
central Vermont, and flowing northwestward 90
niiles through a picturesque country, emptying
into Lake Champlain near its southern e.xtremitv
(Map: Vermont, A 5). It is navigable eight
miles to Vergennes, and supplies good water
power.

OTTER-DOG, or Otter-Hound. See Holnd.
OTTER SHELL. A large edible mactroid

clam {Lutruria m-aanma) of the Northwestern
American coast.

OTTER SHREW. A West African insccti-
vorc or kind of shrew {Potamoyale velox), which
resembles an otter, lives in clear streams, and
swims with great rapidity and strength, the
union of the second and third toes serving the
purpose of webbing. It is larger than a weasel,
dark-brown in color, and has a long compressed
tail, of much assistance in swimming. It has
been described as living upon fish, but little is

known of its habits or food. With a small and
somewhat similar Madagascar animal {(Jeoqale
aurita) it constitutes the family Potaniogartdie.

OTTINGEN, e'ting-en, Arthur von (1836—).
A German physicist and writer on the theory
of music. He was born in Dorpat, and, after
studying there and in Berlin, became profes-
sor (1865) of physics in the University of
Dorpat, whence, in 1893, he went to Leipzig
as decent, becoming full professor in 1894.
While he was in Dorpat, Oettingen devoted
himself especiallj' to meteorology and thermo-
metric studies; founded a meteorological ob-

servatoiy in 1866, and wrote: Die Ktirrektion
der Thermometer, iiisbesondere iiher Bes-iels Kali-
hriermethode (1865); Meteorologische Beobach-
tungen, lS66-7o (1868-77); and on musical
theory, Harmoniesysteni in dualer Entwicklung
( 1866) . He was an editor of Oswald's Klassiker
der exakten Wissensehaften, and, with Feddersen,
of the third volume of Poggendorf's Biofp-aphisch-
litterarisches Handtmrterbiich. 1S5S-9S (1898).
His later work includes Elemente des geo-

metrisch-perspektirischeii Zeichnens (1901).

OTTINGER, i/tlng-er, Eduard Maria (1808-

72). A German author and humorist, born in

Breslau. He published several comic pa])ers and
wrote many novels, among which may be men-
tioned: Der Ring des Nostradamus (3d cd.,

1853); Ein Doleh oder Robespierre und seine

Zeit (3d ed., 1862) ; and Kiinig Jerome yapo-
leon und sein Capri (2d ed., 1861 ) . He also pub-

lished several historical and bibliographical

works, including Bibliographie biographiqite (2d

ed., 1854) and Geschichte des danisclicn Hofs
(1857-59).

OT'TO. The name of German rulers. See

Otho.

OTTO I. (1815-67). King of Greece from
1833 to 1862. He was the second son of Louis I..

King of Bavaria, and was born at Salzburg, June
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1, 1S1.">. In August, 1832, tlie tlirone of Greece

was olfi'ied to him by the (iieek National Assem-
bly, and in the following year he began his reign

under a regency. In June, 18.35, he assumed
personal power, and in the following year

he married in Germany the Princess Amalie
of Oldenburg. .\ monetary crisis, wliich was
provoked partly l)y false administrative measures,

threw the ali'airs of (Jrccoe into confusion,

and materially weakened the King's popu-

larity. A national reaction against the Ger-

manizing tendencies of the Court followed,

and resulted, in 184.3, in a milit.ary revolution,

which forced a constitution upon the King. The
Bavarian ministers were dismissed, but the King
and his Greek advisers attempted in various ways
to curtail the privileges which the new Constitu-

tion had conferred on the people. The equivocal

position in which he was plaeed during the

Crimean War between the allied powers on the

one hand, and his subjects, who were strongly in

favor of Kussia. on the other, increased the
difficulties of his situation. The Queen's pro-

Kussian symi)athies made her for some time a
favorite; but the belief that Otto's absolute meas-
ures were due to her instigation turned the tide

of pojjular hatred so strongly against her that

attempts were made on her life. The general
discontent at last found vent in insurrections at

Nauplia and Syra in 1802. which were soon
suppressed. A more formidable insurrection in

the districts of Aearnania, Aehai, and else-

where broke out in October of the same year,

and in a few days extended to the whole of
Greece. Otto lied to .Salamis. from which place he
issued a proclamation declaring that lie quitted
Greece to avoid civil war. He never formally
renounced his riglit to the (Jreek throne. He
died at Bamberg, July 2ti, 1807.

OTTO, Julius (1804-77). A German com-
poser. He was born at Kiinigstein. in Saxony,
and studied music in Dresden and I^'ip/.ig. From
1830 to 1873 be was teacher of musie and
cantor at the Kre\izkirebe in Dresden. Mis ]>i)|iu-

lar songs include the cycles for male voices,
"(Jesellen- und Hurschenfabrlen," and "Solda-
tenleben." He wrote three oratorios, Des Hex-
lands Ictzte Wiirlr, Die I'eier der Krlontcn am
Orabe Jcsu, and Hioh ; but his male choruses
and pianoforte compositions embody his best
work.

OTTO, Paul (1840-0.3). A German sculptor,

born in Merlin, where be frequented the Academy
and the studio of Karl licgas. Having rer-eive'd

the first prize in a eimipetition for the Tegetthoff
monument in \'ienna, in 1873, be went to Italy,
and during a tbirteenyears' .sojourn in Rom<' pro-
duced, among other works, the marble statues for
Berlin of "Wilhelm von Humboldt" (garden in

front of the University) and of "Chodowiecki"
(Vestibule of Old .Museum), and the polvebrome
statue of a "Vestal" (1880, National Gallery).
Hi,s "Luther Monument." with many accessory
figures (Neuer Markt. Berlin) . in the competition
for which he bad carried olT the first prize (1886),
was completed after his death by Toberentz.

OT'TOKAR II. (c.1230-78). King of Bo-
hemia from 1233 to 1278. He was a son of
Wenceslas I. and Princess K\migunde of the
House of Hobenslaufen. In 12.31. after the ex-
tinction of the line of Babenberg. he obtained
posBessioD of the Duchy of Austria and married

Margaret, the sister of the deceased Duke. He
came to the Bohemian throne on the death of

his father, and the ne.xt year he took i)art in a
crusade against the heathen Prussians, whom he

defeated; he founded Kcinigsberg in their terri-

tory, in 1200 he gained a victory over tlie Hun-
garian King, Bela IV., on the Marebfcld. iuid

annexed Styria in 1201. The same year he pro-

cured a divorce from Margaret, and nuirried the

Russian Princess Kunigunde. who was a grand-
child of Bela. The duehies of Carniola and Ca-

rintbia fell to him in 1209, and he made some
small additional acquisitions in 1271 and 1272.

Ottokar was now one of the most powerful
princes in Europe. When Riulolph of Haps-
burg (q.v. ) was elected Emperor, Ottokar
refu.sed to recognize him. After long negotiations

he was put imder the ban of the Empire and de

feated in battle (1270), and was compelled to

give up all his ])ossessions except Bohemia and
Moravia. He soon renewed the war and perished

on the Marchfeld, August 20, 1278. Ottokar
founded cities and encouraged commerce and
manufacturing. He attempted to weaken the
feudal nobility and to destroy their castles. Con-

sult: Lorenz, Geschichte Kiinigs Ottokar 11.

(Vienna. 1800) : and Huber, Ueschirhle Oester-

rvirhs. vol. i. (Gotba, 1885).

OTTOKAR OF STYB'IA (c.l250-c.l310) . A
German chronicler, sometimes erroneously called

Ottokar 'of Horneck.' He wrote in about eighty-

three thousand verses, filled with descriptions of

tourneys, fetes, and battles, a very valuable his-

tory of Styria from 1230 to 130!l, which has es-

pecial importance as supplementing our knowl-
edge of Rudolph of Hapsburg, Ottokar of Bo-
hemia, Adolphus of Nassau, and Albert 1. It

• is edited l).y Seemiiller in the Motiumenta (Irr-

maniw Hixtorica, vol. v., pts. 1 and 2 (Hanover,
1890, 1893). Consult Busson, "Beitrage zur
Krjtik der steirischen Reimchronik," in the Sit-

zungsherichte of the Vienna Academy (1885-92).

OTTOMAN EMPIRE. A conunon designa-

tion for Turkey. Tlic beginning of the Ottoman
power is usually traced back to Ertogrul, chief

of a Turkic tribe, who in the beginning of the

thirteenth century established himself in the an-

cient Phrygia. From his son Otbman. or Osman
(1288-1320), the Empire derives its name. Not-
able successors of Othman were Anuiratb, or
Murad I. (1359-89), who organized the Janiza-

ries and took Adrianople in 1301; Bajazet I.

(1389-1403), who was victorious over the Chris-

tians, but succumbed to Timor: Mohammed II.

(1451-81), who took Constantinople in 1453;
Bajazet II. (1481-1512). celebrated for bis

magnificence; his son Selim I. (1512-20). who
conquered Syria and Egypt; Sol\inan II. (1520-

00), under whom the Empire attained its zenith,

and ^Mohammed IV. (1048-87), whose able minis-

ter, the celebrated Kiuprili (q.v.), by repeated

victories, vigorously sustained the declining for-

tunes of the Empire. Under the succeeding mon-
archs the Empire underwent a rapid diminution
before the steady advance of the Austrian and
Russian armies, until its preservation in the

nineteenth century came to depend upon the

goodwill of certain European powers and the

jealousies of all. The Ottoman Empire remains,
with Russia, the only despotism in Europe in

spite of reforms begun under Mahnuid II. (1808-

39), and the charter of liberties granted by his
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successor Abdul iledjid in the celebrated Hatti-
Sheiil of Gulhane in 1839. See Tubkey.

OTTO OF ROSES. See Attab of Roses.

OTTUMWA, 6 tum'wa. A city and the coun-
ty-seat of Wapello Coiuity, Iowa, 81 miles south-
east of Des Moines, on the Des Jloines Kiver,
and on the Iowa Central, the Wabash, the Chi-
cago, Burlinuton and yuincy. the Chicago, Mil-
waukee and Saint Paul, the Chicago. Rock Island
and Pacific, and other railroads (ilap: Iowa, E
4). Among the notable structures of the city are
the United States Government building, opera
house. Y. M. C. A. building, the Union railway
station, public library, the public school build-
ings, and the court-house. Ottumwa is the centre

of productive coal fields, and has abundant water
power—two important factors in the development
of its extensive manufactures. The industrial
establishments include iron works, foundries, a
large pork-packing plant, agricultural and min-
ing implement works, furniture factories, etc.

The city has good transportation facilities and
important commercial interests. Settled in 1849,
Ottumwa was incorporated two years later. The
government, under a charter of 1892. is vested in
a mayor, biennially elected, and a council, a
small minority of whose members are elected at
large. Population, in 1890, 14,001; in 1900,
18,197.

OTXJMBA, 6-tum'ba. A town of Mexico, in

the .State of Mexico, 31 miles northeast of the
capital, on the Mexican Railway ( Map : Mexico,
K 8). It is on the site of the ancient Indian vil-

lage Otompan, where Cortes, in one of the blood-

iest battles of the Conquest, defeated the Aztecs
after his disastrous retreat from the City of

Mexico. Its population, in 189.5, was about
2000.

OT'WAY, Thomas (1652-85). An English
dramatist, author of The Orph^xn and Venice
Preserved, two plays long famous on the British

stage. He was born March 3. 1652, at Trot-
ton, near Midhurst, Sussex. Leaving Oxford
without a degree, he went to London to seek his

fortune in 1671. He appeared on the stage, but
made a signal failure; next he applied himself to

dramatic composition. In 1675 Alcibiades. his

first tragedy, was printed; and in the following
year he produced Doti Carlos, a play which was
extremely popular. His first comedy, Friendship
in Fashion, appeared in 1678, and met
with general appreciation. After a time spent
with the army in Holland, he produced the
tragedy of Cains Marius in 1680. In the same
year The Orphan met with an extraordinary, and,
in some respects, a deserved success. In 1681
The Soldier of Fortune, and in 1682 the finest

of all his plays, Venice Preserved, were produced.
From this time till his death, the poet had much
to endure from poverty and neglect. Debts ac-

cumulating upon him, he retired to an obscure
public house on Tower Hill, for the purpose of

avoiding his creditors, and here, at the early age
of thirty-three, he died. April 14, 1685. Otway's
power lay chieflv in depicting the patho.s of afTec-

tion, and he may have been in.spired by his own
unhappy infatuation for Mrs. Barry, the actress.

Otherwise, although he achieved a brilliant repu-

tation during his lifetime, and though he is de-

scribed by Dryden as having a power of moving
the passions which he himself did not possess,

Otway's plots are artificial, and his work is of

OUDH.

inferior artistic value. Consult : .Johnson, Lives
'

of the Poets (new ed., London, 1896); The
Works of Thomas Oiway, with Life, by Thomas
Thornton (ib,, 1813) ; Ward. History of English
Dramatic Literature (ib., 1899); Gosse. .Seven-
teenth Century .Studies ( ib., 1883); Noel, Beat
Plays of Thomas Otuay (ib., 1888); De Grisy,
Etude sur Thomas Ottcay (Paris, 1868) ; Moseh,
I'eber Thomas Oticays Lehen und Wcrke (.Jena,
1875) ; Lowenljerg, Ueber Otways und Schillers
-Don Carlos" (Lippstadt, 1886).

OTZEN, ot'sen. .Johannes (1839—). A Ger-
man architect, born at Sieseby. Sehle.swig. He
studied architecture in Hanover, and from 1867
to 1870 was second clerk in the lioiird of Inspec-
tion of Public Works for the Province of Schles-
wig. In 1870-79 he was an architect in Berlin, in

1879 was appointed professor of mediaeval art in
the Polytechnic Institute there, and in 1885 di-

rector of an advanced course at the Academy.
He designed numerous structures, particularly
churches, in Berlin and elsewhere, including
Saint .John's at Altona (1873) and the Church
of the Holy Cross in Berlin ( 1888), and published
Die Baukunst des Mittelalters (1879-83), and
other works.

OXJAKARI (South American name), or TJA-
KARX, wa-ka'rg. One of three species of Brazil-

ian monkeys closely related to the sakis, dis-

tinguished by their long silky hair and stump-like
tails. The best known species is the bald oua-
kari {Brachyurus calva), which is about eigh-

teen inches in length, and has whitish fur, with
the head nearly bald and the naked skin of the
face brilliant scarlet. These nmnkeys inhabit
forests of limited and local areas, often (looded

for weeks at a time, and have exclusively arboreal
habits, and subsist almost wholly upon fruits.

Bates, in his yaturalist on the Amazons (Lon-
don, 2d ed., 1892). gives a most interesting ac-

count of their habits and behavior in captivity.

See Monkey.
OUBLIETTE, m'hU'et' (Fr.. from oublier,

to forget, from Lat. oblivisci, to forget). A
deep pit or well under a dungeon, having an
opening only at the top, into which prisoners

were thrown to die. There are but few authen-

ticated instances of its employment.

OTJDE, oud. A province of British India.

See OCDH.

OTJDENARDE, or OUDENAARDE, ou'dp-

nar-dc ( Fr. Aiid(iiiird<\ . \ tuwn in the Prov-

ince of East Flanders, Belgium, on the east

bank of the Scheldt. 15 miles southwest of

Ghent (Map: Belgium. B 4). Its chief building

is a fine Gothic council house built from 1523 to

1529. There are manufa<tories of linen and cot-

ton and extensive tanneries. -At Oudenarde. on
.July 11, 1708, the French under Vendome were
defeated by the .\llies imder Marlborough and
Prince Eugene. Population, in 1900. 6204.

OXJDH, oud. or AJODHYA, i-jod'yil. A
suburb of Faizabad (q.v.i. Oudh. India.

OTJDH. or OTJDE, oud (Hind. Awadh). A
province of British India, forming a chief com-
missionership administratively connected with

the United Provinces of -Aigra. It lies south of

the Himalayas, one of whose minor ranges sepa-

rates it from Nepal, while on the east, south, and

west it is bounded by the United Provinces of

Agra, the southern boundary being formed by
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the Ganges (Map: India, D 3). Area. 24,217

square luiles. The northern part, at the foot of

the mountains, consists of dense and unhealthful
forest jungle; the remainder belongs to the

alluvial valley of the Ganges, several of whose
large tributaries traverse the provinee length-

wise from northwest to southeast. Though there

are hot and sultry months and a long rainy sea-

son, the climate is the most healthful in tlie

Ganges Valley.

AuRicui-TURE. Agriculture is the only ex-

tensively developed industry. The fertile plains
produce abundantly wlien sulliciently watered.

Nearly a third of the cultivated area, or 2.700.000
acres, is irrigated, the supply of water being
drawn principally from wells and reservoirs.

About one-fourth of the cultivated land is

cropped twice during the year. Rice, wlieat.

millet, pulse, and otlier cereals constitute tlie

greater portion of the crop acreage. Sugar
cane, opuim, and oil .seeds cover a much less

area, but are commercially important. Cattle
and bvifTaloes are iised as beasts of burden, and
but few of the other domestic animals are
raised.

Traxspobt.\tion axu Commerce. A railway
traverses the province from east to west. A
branch line connects it with C'awn])ore on the
Ganges, and this point, although outside the
provinee, is its chief collecting and distributing
centre. Wheat, oil seeds, and oi)iuni are the
most important exports. Some trade is main-
tained with the adjoining territory of Xepal on
the north. Most of tlie manufacture(^ products
required are im|)ortod from Kuropean countries.

POPILATION. Oudh is one of tlie most densely
populated |)ortions of India, the numlior of inhab-
itants in 11101 having been 12.884,000. or 532 to
the square mile. The Hindus outnumber the
Mohammedans about 7 to 1. The Hindu and
Mohammedan religions practically absorb the
whole population; Christianity has not secured
much hold, the census of 1901 returning 0312
Christians, of whom only 2274 were native con-
verts. Lucknow. the capital, with a population
(1901) of 203.900. is the tifth largest eitv of
India, and the only large city in the province.

HlSTOBY. Oudh is believed by Sanskrit schol-
ars to be the ancient Kosala. the oldest seat of
civilization in India. The country was con-
quered by a Mohammedan army about llO.i. was
annexed to the realm of Delhi.' and subsequently
wa.s made a province of the Mogul Empire. In
the first half of the eighteenth century Oudh
practically emancipated itself from the rule of
the Great Mogul, and for over a century had its

own dynasty. The \awab \"izier. Sujali-udnow-
lah. played a prominent role in the days of t'live
and of Hastings. The misrule of the princes
brought about the annexation of Ou<Ih by the
East India Company in 18.56. When the mutiny
of 1857 broke out. Oudh became one of the great
centres of rebellion.

Consult: Butler, Description of the Kingdom
Oit/le (London. 1853); Sleeman, A Joiirney
Through the Kingdom of Oiide in 18.'i9-50 (ib.,

1858) ; Gazetteer of Oude, vols, i.-iii. (ib.. 1877-
78) ; Irwin. The Garden of India: or Chapters
on Oudh nistorji and Affairs (ih., 1880).

OTJDINOT, oo'd4'nd', Charles Nicolas. Duke
of Reggio 11767-1847). A Marshal of France.
He was born at Bar-le-Duc, in the Department

of Meuse. France, April 2.3. 1707. He entered
the army at the age of seventeen, and distin-

guished himself in 1790 by suppressing a popu-
lar insurrection in his native district. He rose
quickly, in 1794 became general of brigade, and
added to his reputation in the war against
Prussia and Austria. He became general of
division in 1799. and received important com-
iiianils from Napoleon. In 180.3 lie received the
command of ten battalions of the reserve, after-
wards known as the Oudinot Grenadiers. He
was present at Austerlitz (1805) and .Jena

(180C). and defi'ated the Russians at Ostrolenka
February 10. 1807. He contributed to the suc-

cess of the French at Friedland, .June 14th,

and after the Peace of Tilsit was rewarded with
1 he title of count and a large sum of monev. At
Wagram (,Iuly 0, 1809) he fully sustained his

re|)Utation as a general, and soon after was
made Marshal of France and Duke of Reggio.
In 1810 he was charged with the occupation of

Holland. He was engaged in the disastrous
Russian campaign of 1812. when he earned
praise by his skillful tactics by which the
cro.ssing of the Beresina was protected. He
subsequently took part in the various battles of

1813 l>etween the French and the Allies, being
defeated at Grossbeeren (August 23, 1813). and
tigliting valiantl}' at Leipzig. He was one of

tlie last to abandon Napoleon. During the
Hundred Days he remained on his estates.

After the second Restoration he became a Min-
ister of State, major-guard of the Royal and
conuuander-in-chief of the National Guard, and
a peer of France. In 1823 lie eoiiimanded the
First Army Corps in the invasion of Spain, and
was for some time (iovernor of iladrid. After
the Revolution of .fuly. 1830, Oudinot retired to

lii> estates, and only at rare intervals appeared
in the Chamber of Peers. He died in Paris, Sep-

tember 13, 1847. His isouvenirs were published
in 1894. His son. Nicolas Ciiakij:.s \'icto1!

OiDixoT. Duke of Reggio (1791-1803). was a

general in the French Army. He distinguished

himself in Algeria and in the Revolution of 1848,

and later became commamler-in-cliief of the

Army of the Alps. In April. 1849. he was ap-

pointed general of the French expedition against

Rome, and forced the city to surrender uncon-
ditionally on July 2. After the coup d'etat,

December 2. 1851. he was arrested and im-
prisoned. He was .soon set at liberty, and spent

the remainder of his life in retirement. He was
the author of several books on niilitarv matters.

He died .July 7, 1863.

OUDRY, oo'dre'. .Teax Baptlste (1086-17.55).

A French painter, born in Paris. He studied

imder his father. .Jacques Oudry. and under
Serre and Largillifre: was received at the

Academy in 1719. and became a profes.sor there

in 1743. He was appointed animal painter to

the King, Louis XV., and painted his favorite

dogs and incidents of the chase. In 1734 Fagon
put him in charge of the Beauvais factories, and
afterwards he was made superintendent of the

(iobclins. for which he executed many designs.

Several of his works are to be found in the

Louvre and in the provincial museums. He also

painted historical scenes and portraits, but less

successfully.

OUGHTTIED, Willl^m (1575-1060). An
English divine and mathematician, born at Eton.
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He entered King's College, Cambridge, in 1592,

where he became a fellow in 1595. He was
rector at Albury, near Guildford in Surrey
(1610), and about 162S engaged by the Earl
of Arundel to tutor his son in mathematics.
Oughtred was among the first to use modern
sjTubols of operation, particularly X for mul-
tiplication and : : for equality in the algorism

of proportion. Abbreviations for sine and cosine

are found in his work on trigonometry. His
principal mathematical works are: Clavis Mathe-
maticee (1631): Triffonometiia (1657); Solution

of All Spherical Triangles (1657); Canones
Sinuum, Tangentium, Secantiiiin et Logarith-
morum, etc. ( 1657 ) ; Opuscnla Mathematica Bac-
tenus inedita ( 1677 )

.

OUGREE, oo'gra'. A town of Belgium, in the

Province of Li6ge, situated three miles south of

Li&ge. It is an important industrial centre with
coal mines, blast furnaces, rolling mills, and
machine shops. Population, in 1900, 12,835.

OUIATCHOUAN, we-a'chwiin. An affluent

of Lake Saint .John Canada.

OUIDA, (30-e'da, Fr. pron. oo'e'da'. An Eng-
lish authoress. See Ramee, Loui.se de la.

OTTLESS, ooles, Walter William (1848—).
An English portrait painter, bom at Saint
Holier, .Jersey. He studied at the Royal Acad-
emy, began to exhibit there in 1873, and was
elected a member in 1881. His work includes

the portraits of many of his notable contempo-

raries, and he is ranked among the first of the

English portrait painters.

OUNCE (Fr. once, Sp. onza. It. onza, lonza;

perhaps, by loss of initial I, supposed to repre-

sent the definite article, from Lat. lynx, Gk.
f.i-yS, lynx : according to others the I is ultimately
connected with Pers. yoz. panther). A large cat

(Felis uncia), which resembles the leopard, but
has much rougher and longer hair, and a longer

and much more bushy tail ; the general color is

also paler, the rosette-like spots are less sharply

defined, and there is a black .spot behind the

ears. Its range is very extensive, for it is found
in Persia, Northern India, Tibet, China, Siberia,

and even Saghalien. It frequents rockj' ground,
and is adapted to cold climates, so that in the

warmer countries of its range it is found at con-

siderable elevation. It feeds chiefly on goats,

sheep, and other quadrupeds, but rarely attacks

man. See Plate of Wild C.\t.s. under Cat.
In South America 'ounce' and its equivalents

usually refer to the jaguar (q.v.).

OUNCE. See Weigiit.s and Measures.

OUR AMERICAN COUSIN. A comedy by

Tom Taylor, produced in 1858. The leading

characters are Lord Dundreary, created by
Sothern, and Asa Trenchard, the Yankee, by

Joseph Jefferson. At a performance of this play
at Ford's Theatre, Washington, Lincoln was
assasinated.

OURAY, oo'ra (1820-80). An Indian chief,

born in Colorado, where his people, the I'ncora-

pahgre Utes. bore in their special tribal title,

which is probably a corruption of 'un compadre,'

the evidence of their friendship to the whites.

Ouray himself was engaged in a fierce .struggle

with the Sioux in his early manhood, and his

only son was captured by his enemies, never to

be restored ; but he was always the 'white man's

friend,' spoke and wrote .Spanish, and adopted
civilized habits, living for many years on a farm
which he cultivated himself. His inliuence with
his people was firm, and the tribe never broke a
treaty. Even in 1879 he was successful in his
attempts to restrain them from rising at the
time of Meeker's murder. Ouray visited Wash-
ington several times, and brought about the sale
of the Ute reservation in Colorado.

OURIQUE, 6-Te^e. A small town in Southern
Portugal, noted for the great victory over the
Moors won by Alfonso I. in 1139. This victory
secured for him the kingship of Portugal. It

afterwards became famous in legend. The Chris-
tian forces were said to have been 13,000, the
Moorish 406,000. Christ was said to have ap-

peared to Alfonso, promising victory and the
royal title.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. A novel by
Charles Dickens (1865). It contains two stories.

The principal plot concerns .John Harmon, who,
under the disgui.se of Rokesmith, keeps watch
of his large fortune and marries Bella Wilfer.

The other story centres around Lizzie Hexam,
the bargeman's daughter, and her lover, Eugene
Wrayburn. Mr. Boffin, the "Golden Dustman.'
and his wife connect the two stories. The
minor characters are Silas Wegg, Jenny Wren,
and old Betty Higden.

OURO PRETO, 6'ro prfi'to ( Port,, black gold,

from the color of the argentiferous rocks in

the neighborhood). A city and formerly the

capital o^ the State of Minas Geraes, Brazil,

situated on the western slope of the Serra do
Espinhaco, 170 miles north of Rio de .Janeiro

(Map: Brazil, J 8). It is a very picturesque

town, with quaint buildings; but, being founded
as a mining town, its location was selected only

with a view to easy accessibility to the mines.

It is built on the side of a very steep hill, and
is shut in by a mountain on one side and a

narrow gorge on the other, so that it has no
room for expansion. For this reason the State

Government was removed in 1894 to Bello Hori-

zonte or Minas (q.v.). Its gold mines, which
formerly yielded rich returns, are now almost
abandoned, and the town has greatly declined.

Previous to 1894 its population was 26.000: in

1899 it was only 14.000,

OUSE, ooz. The chief river of Yorkshire,

England (Map: England. F 3). It rises by
two headstreams in the Pennine Hills on the

border of Westmoreland, and flows southeastward

until it joins the Trent to form the Humber
(q.v.). Its total length is 130 miles, and it is

navigable for large vessels 45 miles to York.

OUSE, Gre.\t. a river of England, rising in

Bedfordshire, and flowing northeast into the

Wash at King's Lynn (Map: England, G 4). It

is 160 miles in length, and navigable for about 50

miles.

OUSELEY, oozli. Frederick Arthur Gore
(182589). An English Church composer and

musical theorist, born in London, After his

graduation from Oxford, he entered holy orders

and became a curate in London : after which he

was appointed precentor of Hereford Cathedral

in 1855, and incumbent of Saint Michael's, Ten-

bury, in 1856. He was one of the founders, and

later warden, of Saint Michael's College. Ten-

burv, an institution for the instruction of boys
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in classics and choral singing, and bequeathed

to it his valuable music library. He took the

degree of doctor of music at Oxford in 1854,

and the next year became professor of music
tliere. He published a number-of musical collec-

tions, .1 Treatise an Harmony (18G8), and A
Treatise on Counterpoint, Canon, and Fugue
( 1869). He was also the author of the oratorios

The Martyrdom of fiaint Polycarp (1855) and
Hagar (1873) : considerable salon music; a num-
ber of anthems ; and edited, with Dr. Monk,
Angliran Psalter Chants (1872). He died at
Hereford.

OUSELEY, Gideon ( 1762- 18.39 ) . The Wes-
leyan apostle of Ireland. He was born at Dun-
more. Ireland, February 24. 1702, of a family
distinguishf'd in English history- In his youth
he was reckless, but in 1791 became religious

under the inlluence of Wesleyan soldiers .stationed

at his native place. He soon became an evan-
gelist, preaching with fervor and boldness in

the streets and churchyards, fairs and markets,
and at the wake-houses. Without dismounting
from his liorse he preached from tliree to five

times a day. After preaching thus for seven
years- he was received into the Wesleyan Con-
ference, and in 1799 appointed a missionary to

Ireland. He was often roughly treated by the
Irish, but being a master of the language, and
thoroughly acquainted with the Irish character,
he succeeded in converting thousands. At the
age of seventy-four, after fifty years of devoted
labor, he was still as active as ever on the high-
ways and in the market-places, preaching four-
teen, sixteen and sometimes twenty sermons a

w^eek. He was the author of several polemical
publications, of which the most important is

A Short Drfrnse of the Old Religion (1812; re-

printed as Old Christianity Aqninst Papal Nortel-

ties, 5th ed. 1827). He died in Dublin. Mav 13,

1839. Consult his Life bv Arthur (London,
1876).

OUSELEY, Sir Wiluam' (1707-1842). A
British I )rientalist. He was born of Irish parent-
age at Monmouthshire, England. He went to
Paris in 1787. and there commenced his Oriental
studies. In 1788 he entered the army as cornet
of dragoons, and, after seeing active .service under
the Duke of York, in 1794 left the army to
continue the study of Persian and other Oriental
literature at the University of Leyden. The
fruits of his studies were embodied in four works
published between 1795 and 1804. the earliest of
which gained for him in 1797 the honorary
degree of LL.D. from Trinity College. Dublin,
and of Ph.D. from the University of Rostock.
In 1800 he received the honor of knighthood
from the Viceroy of Ireland. He perfected his
collo(|uial knowledge of Persian by several
months of residence in the London household of
the Persian .\nihassador. Mirza Abul Hassan, and
as private secretary to his brother. Sir Oore
Ouselcy. who had been appointed British .'\m-

bassador to Persia, went to that country in 1810,
where he remained until ISLS. He was elected
member of several learned societies, and was a
prolific contributor to the Translations of the
Royal Society of Literature. He died at Bou-
logne. His principal works are; Persian Miscel-
laniea (1795|; Oriental Collections (1797-79);
Tales of the Bakhiti/ar \ama and the Ten Vir-
gins (1801: new ed.'l883) ; and Travels in Vari-

ous Countries of the East, More Particularly
Persia in ISIO, 1811, 1812 (1819-23).

OUSTEB (OF. ouster, oster, Fr. titer, to re-

move, oust, from Jjat. haurire, to draw). The
deprivation or exclusion of the rightful owner
from the possession or enjoyment of land. Such
dispossession may be elVected by an entry on
the lands under a claim of title, or by a person
remaining on lands after his title or right to

possession of them has ceased, to the exclusion
of the owner, or one next entitled to possession.

The exclusion from possession or enjoyment of

land of one tenant in common by a co-tenant
would constitute an ouster. An ouster is dis-

tinguished from a tresp;iss, which is a temporary
encroachment on, or invasion of, the real estate

of another, usually without a claim of right.

The remedy for an ouster is an action to recovef

possession of the property. See Disseisin;
Ejectment; Tbespas.s.

OUTAGAMIES, (TT.'ta-giim'iz- The name
given by tin- Ojibwas to the Fox Indians.

OUTCROP. A term apjilied in geologj' to the

edges of strata which appear at the surface.

The outcrop of a mineriil vein is .sometimes called

the apex.

OUTLAWRY. An ancient common-law pro-

cess for compelling the appearance of a person
l)efore a court of justice. Its origin dates back
to the reign of King Alfred, and it was probably
devised as the most efficient means of securing

the punishment of a culprit. The courts and
officers of the peace were not well organized at

that time, and it was not difficult for a criminal
to elude the King's officers. However, a decree

of otitlawry against an alleged criminal boimd
every honest person to attempt to capture him
if he crossed his path. The outlaw was deprived
of all rights as a citizen, or even as a human
being. He was considered as a wild beast, the

decree at a later date bearing the words, Caput
gerat liipinnm (I>et him bear the wolf's head),

which signifieil that it was the right, and even
the duty, of any person to knock him on the

head as if he were a wolf. To harbor or render
assistance to an outlaw was a capital crime,

punishable with death. Outlawry was, there-

fore, equivalent to a sentence of death, and. in

addition, the outlaw was deprived of all prop-

erty rights, his land escheated to the King, or
under the feudal system to his lord, his chattels

being always forfeited to the King. The law
in this respect continued the same until the
thirteenth century, when the reform of prohibit-

ing the public from wantonly killing an alleged

outlaw, unless in an attempt to capture him,
was introduced. Even at that time, if on the

trial the mere fact of outlawry was established,

the sentence was death. However, toward the

end of the thirteenth century, the penalty of

death was no longer inflicted in cases of 'minor

outlawry.' that is. where the process had issued
in a civil cause, or in a prosecution for a crime
less than felony or treason. The decree of out- .

lawry at that time was issued in so many cases

where the accused person had not intentionally
disobeyed a summons from a court, or had never
been informed that he was accused, that it be-

came customary for the King, when such a case

was brought to his attention, to 'inlaw' the per-

son. This was effected by a decree removing the
ban of outlawrv', and the accused could then
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jipijear and stiuid trial for tlic oIlViisc originally

allef,'e(I to liave been ooniniitliMl hy him. How-
ever, tlie person wlio thus again received the
protection of the law was considered a new-

person, as if he had just been born, and was
not thereby restored to hi.s former property

rights.

The outhiw's blood was said to be 'corrupt,'

and a child liorii to him after the decree was
incapable of inheriting, not only from the father,

but from any one else. By the statute, 5 and G

Edw. VI., c. 11, a person outlawed for ti-eason

while abroad was permitted to return to the
country within a year and a day and stand
trial, Ibut no provision of this sort in regard

to felony has ever been made. The 'Forfeitures

Act,' 1870, 33 and 34 Vict., c. 23, reserved for-

feitures of lands and chattels to the Crown in

cases of outlawry for treason and felony. Out-
lawry for niisdenicnnors may still be imposed,

but such a judgment amounts only to a convic-

tion for contempt of coiirt, although it entails

a forfeiture of chattels to the Crown. The .sov-

ereign alone can pardon an outlaw. The process

of outlawry has not been used in England since

185'J, bvit the above statutes still n'uiain in

force.

The process of outlawry is entirely obsolete

in the United States, and it is doubtful if it

has ever been employed since the War of the

Revolution. The term outlaw has been loosely

applied in some criminal statutes to designate

bandits or wandering marauders, who habitually

live by crime, but it has not the signification it

bears under the laws of Englanil. See Crime:
Felony. Consult Legge, The Law of Outlatmy
(London, 177!>) ; Blackstone, Commentaries.

OUTPOSTS. The security of troops at a
hull, that is, in camp, bivouac, or cantonment, is

insured bj' means of outposts, or detachments
thrown out from the main body to protect it from
surprise. These are either separate detachments,
at important points, or a continuous chain. The
latter is rarely necessary in war, because the

armies are seldom in such close contact as to

require it. For a few days before and after a

decisive engagement it may be necessary, but dur-

ing the course of the operations between battles

there is no such immediate danger, es])ecially for

the infantry. The cavalry is, of course, con-

stantly in touch with the enemy, and the best

protection for it is the patrols close up to the

enemy, with the main body of cavalry retired a

mile or so for rest, the reconnaissance sciuadrons

remaining assembled out in fiont covered by a

few posts and patrols in their immediate vicinity.

If the distance to the reconnaissance a(iuadrons

is very great, outpost sqtiaflrons are sent out to

cover the intervening space, and as a rule they

will be sufficient. Only occasionally, as on the

night after a battle, is it necessary to add an
outpost reserve, or main body. Each outpost

squadron has a particular section of ground as-

signed to it, for the security of which it is re-

sponsible, and for observation piclx-els are pushed

out, from which vedettes are sent to the front

as sentinels. In the arrangement of pickets and
vedettes, particular attention is given to gaining

a good outlook over the surrounding landscape

and the main roads must be observed. In general,

security is better insured by constant communi-
cation between the reconnaissance detachments

and behind the pickets than it can be by a continu-
ous line of posts; the.se outposts require no spe-
cial outpost commander, the squadrons acting
independently.

If the screening cavalry in this way in.surcs
its own safety, it necessarily relieves the other
troops in rear from a great part of this duty. In
many cases the troops in rear can entirely dis-

|iensc with outposts; again, when there is no
chance of. a battle taking place within a day or
so, each subdivision may be left to look after its

r'
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own security. The strength and energy of the

enemy is always an imjjortant factor, as well as

the feeling of the inhabitants of the country, and
when the enemy is very near, a connected line of

outposts is demanded, composed, in general, of

mi.\ed troops. At the end of a march the advance

guard, either in whole or in part, takes charge

of the outpost duty. On resuming the march a

new advance guard is fornu-d, the old being re-

lieved after tlie new has advanced beyond its

lines. See Advance GuARn.

The entire outposts in this case are under

one or more outpost commanders, depending on

the length of the line and the character of the

grounil. The main line is com])osed of outpost

companies or supports, for which a reserve is

provided when necessary, and this is placed either

in rear or on the same line, depending on the

point where support is most desired. If there is

no outpost cavalry available, patrols (q.v. ) must
be sent out by the outpost companies, but the lat-

ter nnist have a few cavalrymen as messengers,

or in their stead cyclists. On coming into posi-

tion a picket ahead on the road is usually suf-

ficient, but at night other pickets and sentinels

may he required.

OUTRAM, (io'tram. Sir .Tames (1803-G3). A
Hritisli Indian soldier and statesman. He was

born at liutterley Hall, ncrbyshire. and was
educated at Udny, -Vberdeenshire, anil afterwards

at Marischal College. Aberdeen. He received his

commission, and was sent to India as a cadet in

ISIO. He giiined distinction in his conduct of

the campaign of the wild Bhils of Khandesh
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against tlic Dang tribes; the restoration of order

in tlie Malii Kanla ; the Afglian campaign of

1839, (luring wliich he acted as aide-de camp to

Lord Keanc, and in whicli lie i)erformcd liis fa-

mous perilous ride from Kludat, tlirough the

Bolan Pass. He was political agent at (lujarat,

and afterwards commissioner in Sindh, and upon
tlip annexation of Oudh was made resident and

couiuiissioner. l)y Lord Dalhousie. Owing to ill

health, he returned to England in 18.56, l)ut with

the outbreak of the Persian War he was sent

with the British forces to the Persian Gulf, with

diplomatic powers as a commissioner—after

which he ret\irned to India. At the eommence-

nient of the Indian Mutiny in 18.57 he was com-

missioned to take charge of tlie forces marching

to the relief of Lucknow. but refused to take

precedence of his friend Havelock, and took up
only his civil appointment as chief commissioner

of Oudh. serving under Havelock as a volunteer.

After the relief of Lucknow he led a skillful

movement up the left bank of the river Gumti,

which led to a final and complete victory over

the insurgents. He was next made chief com-

missioner of Oudh, in 1858 was nuide lieutenant-

general, and in 18(!0 received the thanks of Par-

liament. He took his seat as a member of the

Supreme Council of India in Calcutta, but was
compelled by ill health to return in 18(J0 to Eng-
land. India founded an institution in Ids honor
and presented him witli valuable gifts, besides

erecting a statue of him at Calcutta. He died

at Pan, France, .March 11, 1803. He is known
as the "Hayard of India,' and was conspicuous
for bis fair i)lay and generous championship of

tlie natives of India.

OTJTRE-MER, oo'tr'mfir, A Pilgrimagk Be-

Yo.Mi liiK Sk.\. Sketches of foreign travel by H.
\V. Longfellow (1835).

OUVRARD, oo'vriir', Gabriel Julien ( 1770-

184(i). A French financier, born near Cli.sson,

in the Department of Loire-Inffrieure. During
the early years of the French Revolution he

amassed a large fortune, and under the Directory
he liecame one of the principal creditors of the

State. Contracts with the Spanish Government
netted him immense profits and his income from
other sources was enormous. P.ctween 1802 and
1804 his loans to the Governincnt amounted to

nearly 300.000,0(10 francs. He subsequently fur-

nished the means for Napoleon's great military

undertakings. The enmity of the Emperor brought
about the ilissolution of the company of which
Ouvrard wa.s the head and the arrest of the

banker, who from 1810 to 181.3 remained in

prison. Later in life he suiTered imprisonment
for illegal transactions on the IJourse, and after

his release went to England, where he died. His
Mrmiiirm ajipeared in Paris in 182C.

OUZEL, oo'z'l, or OUSEL (AS. osle, OHG.
anisdid, (iiiiasla, Ger. ArnsrI. ouzel, of uncertain
etymolog;t' ) • An old name of the English black-

bird. It is also applied to other birds, chiefly

of the thrush family. Thus, one British thrush
(Mcrtilii lon/uata) is called the 'ring-ouzel.'

The European dipper is very generally known as

the 'water ouzel,' and in the United States the
term is restricted to our dipper (q.v.) of the
Rocky Mountain region.

OVALLE, 6-viil'ya. The capital town of the

province of the same name. Chile, on the right
bank of the Limarf River, 170 miles north of

Valparaiso, and on the railway from La Serena
to San Jlarco (Map: Chile, C 10). It is a well-

built town, in a well-irrigated valley, and waa
founded in 1831. Its population, in 1885, was
5420.

OVALS OF CASSINI, kAs-se'ne. See Cab-

si.MA.N Oval.

OVALS OF DESCARTES, da-kiirt'. See

CAIiTKSIAX.S.

OVAMPO, (j-viim'po. A Bantu people living

on the northern boundary of German Southwest
Africa. They are divided into a number of tribal

groups each ruled by an hereditary cbief. They
are tall, robust, well-proportioned, with regular

features ; they are very peaceful and kind in

disposition aiid sviperior in intelligence to other

Scnilh African tribes. They do not live in vil-

lages, but in family communities. The houses

are very low, conical structures, designed mainly

for sleeping purposes. They also have granaries

and chicken houses set up on posts. They raise

corn and have great herds of cattle. The men go
naked ; the Iie.ad is .shaved except a small lock.

Tliey wear sandals like tlie Bechuana. The
women wear a waist cloth and a small apron.

Tlieir hair is impasted with grease mixed with
red clay. Beads and large brass rings are worn
as ornaments. To the women fall the duty of

building the houses and a large ]iart of the agri-

cultural work. The men hunt wild animals and
work in iron and copper, in which art they are

very skillful. They are fond of dancing to the

music of a drum and a kind of guitar. In cere-

monial greeting of friends tbey anoint the face

and breast of the visitor with butter.

Consult: Andersen, The Okoraiifio River (Lon-

don, 1801); Stanford, Africa (London, 1895).

OVANDO, 6-van'd6, Nicolas de (c.1460-

C.1518). A Spanish Governor of the West Indies,

born in Valladolid. He was a commander of the

religious Order of .\lcAntara. stood high in the

favor of King Ferdinand and C,)iiecn Isabella, and
in September, 1501, was appointed to succeed

Francisco de Bobadilla (q.v.) as Governor of

the West Indies. Leaving the port of San Lucar,

February 13, 1502, with a company of 2.500 per-

sons—-the largest company which had hitherto

been sent to the West Indies—be arrived at Santo
Domingo April 15th, and remained as Governor

until replaced by Diego Columbus in 1509. He
proved a successful ruler over the Spaniards,

founded a number of new settlements, and did

much to restrain turbulence and disorder. To-

ward the Indians, however, he was despotic and
cruel. He prosecuted several ruthless wars
against them, his .soldiers putting captives to

death after subjecting them to hideous tortures;

and virtually enslaved many thousands of them,

through the establishment of the encomienda

system, whereby they were distributed in lots of

50 or 100 among tlie Spaniards.

OVAR, 6-var'. A town of Portugal, in the

Province of Beira, 20 miles south of Oporto, at

the head of one of the branches of the curious

lagoon or bay called Rio d'Aveiro (Map: Portu-

gal. A 2). (See AvEiRO.) It is a prosperous

and increasing town and carries on an extensive

fishery and a considerable trade in wine, grain,

and fruit. Population, in 1900. 10,582.

O'VARIOT'OMY. See Ovary.
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OVARY (from Lat. uiiiiii, egg; connected

with Gk. <jj6v, oon, OChurch Slav, aye, yaye,

OHG. ei, Oer. Ei, AS. wg, Eng. egg). One of the

pair of organs which in the female of any species

produce the ova, or female reproductive bodies.

They are analogous to the testes in the male.

They may be described as two oval flattened

bodies, an inch and a quarter to an inch and a
half long, three-quarters of an incll in widths

and nearly half an inch thick, in tlie human
subject, situated on either side of the uterus, to

which they are connected by ligaments and by the

Fallopian tubes. On nuiking a section of an ovary,

luimerous vesicles are observed in its interior.

These are the ovisacs of the future ova or germs,

and are termed the Graafian, vesicles. Before

impregnation they vary in number from 10 to

20, and in size from that of a pin-head to that

of a pea ; but on microscopic examination great

numbers of minute undeveloped vesicles are also

found to be present. At each monthly period a

ripe Graatian vesicle bursts and the ovum con-

tained in it makes its way by the ciliary motion

of the epithelial lining of the tube along the

Fallopian tube to the uterus, where if not im-

pregnated it is disintegrated or passes off with

the menstrual discharge.

Of the morbid conditions to wdiich the ovary is

liable by far the most important is the formation

of tumors. These may be either solid tumors or

cystic tumors. The cj'stic tumors, which consist

of a sac containing a fluid or semi-fluid substance,

are of much more frequent occurrence than the

solid tumors. They are known as ovarian cysls.

Two principal varieties of cysts are usually en-

countered, the first of which is a small cyst which
has its origin from degeneration of the Graafian

follicle. It usually grows to the size of a fist

and but rarely attains the size of a man's head.

The second variety is the large multilocular cyst

made U]) of innumerable cysts of small size which

as they grow partially fuse together and form the

larger loculi or subdivisions which compose the

fully developed tumor. This variety of cyst has

its origin from abnormal growth and development

of the glandular epithelium of the ovary. Be-

sides these two varieties of cysts a third variety

of cyst, known as the dermoid cyst, also occurs

not infrequently. It presents when opened a
characteristic pulpy substance with which are

mingled hair, nails, teeth, and pieces of cartilage,

bone, etc.

Of the solid tumors of the ovary carcinomata
and sarcomata are the most important.
The modern treatment of ovarian tumors is by

ovariotomy, a surgical operation for removal of

the tumors, as soon as their existence is recog-

nized. Tapping of ovarian cysts by puncture is

now only occasionally employed, and then only

as a palliative measure.

OVARY. In flowering plants (angiosperms)

,

that usually bulbous portion of the pistil which

contains the ovules. The name was given under

the mistaken impression that the ovules corre-

spond to eggs, for which reason the term ovulary
has been suggested to avoid confusion with the

ovary of animals, a totally different structure.

See Flower.

OVATION. See Triumph.

OVEN-BIRD. A bird that builds a domed
nest somewhat like an old-fashioned outdoor

oven. The name belongs primarily to certain

species of South American tree-creepers of the
genus Furnarius and family Dendrocolaptida',
which are small, non-oscinc, ])asserine birds with
short wings, feeble power of flight, and plain

brownish colors. These birds are numerous in
Argentina, and are familiar about village gar-
dens and farms. Botli sexes take part in the
construction of the nest, which is generallj' in an
exposed situation, remarkably large and of the
shape of a dome, with a small entrance on one
side. It is made of clay, mixed with a little

hair or grass, well plastered together, and be-

comes quite firm as the clay dries in the sun.

Its building sometimes requires several months.
Internally, it is divided into two chambers by a
partition reaching nearly to the roof, the eggs
(pure white) being placed in the inner chamber
on a bed of soft grass and feathers. The outer
chamber seems to he intended for the male. Such
nests are made by Furttariu-<i riifus (the hornero
or 'baker' ) and some others, and a new one is con-

structed each year ; but other species of the same
genus nest quite differently.

In the United States the name 'oven-bird' is

given to the golden-crowned 'water-thrush' (q.v.)

{Seiurus aurocapilhis) , one of the larger wood-
warbler.s. It is rather more than six inches long,

olive green above, white, streaked with black,

beneath, and with the centre of the crown pale

rufous. During the summer it is found through-

out North America, excejit west of the Rocky
ilountains, and it winters from Florida and
Texas southward. The nest is rather large,

roofed over^ with the entrance on one side. It is

composed of rootlets, grasses, leaves, etc., and is

made on the ground. The eggs are four or five,

white, spotted with brown. The oven-bird is re-

markable for uttering a sweet chattering song

in the air at twilight, after the manner of the

skylark; but it is better known by its customary

accelerated call. Another peculiarity of the bird

is that it walks with a see-sawing motion accom-

panied by a rhythmical nodding of the head. Con-

sult for the South American oven-bird, Hudson,
rite Xafuratisf in La Plata (London, KS<)2) ;

Selater and Hudson, Argentine Ornithology ( Lon-

don, 1888) : Newton, Dietionary of Birds (New
York, 1893-96) : and for the American oven-bird,

standard ornithologies and Burroughs. Wake
Robin (Boston. 1872, and later).

O'VERBECK, Jon.\NNE.s Adolf (1826-95).

A German archaeologist and art-historian

:

nephew of Friedrich Overbeck, the painter. He
was born at Antwerp, and studied at Bonn, where

he was privat-docent from 18r>0 to 1853. From

the liitter year until his death he was professor

of archa>ology and director of the archa-ological

museum at Leipzig. His publications include:

Kunstarchiioloflisrhe Vorlesiingen (1853): Pom-

peji in seinen Oehiiuden, Altcrtiimern and Kunst-

verken (1855) : Die Cescliichte der griechischen

Plastik (1857-58: 4th ed. 1804): Die aniiken

Schriffquellen zur Qeschichte der bildenden

Kiinste hci den (Iriechcn (18(18) ; and Griechische

KuHstmulhologie (1871-89)

.

OVERBECK, .Jon.\NN Fkiedbich (1789-

1869). \ German historical painter, the leader

of the revival of Christian art in the nineteenth

century. He was born nt l.iiboek. .Tulv 4, 1780, re-

ceived a careful education, and in 1806 went to

Vienna to study at the .Academy. His opposition

to the pseudo-classic notions then prevailing at
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that institution resulted in his expulsion in

1810, in company with several like-minded fellow
students. They proceeded to Konie, where they
became known as the Nazarites, because of their

artistic views. (See Pre-R.\i>haelites.) To
Overljeck, the high priest of this creed, art was a
religious question, and he held that "the true
home of art is within the soul l>efore the altar
of the Church." Becoming more and more ab-

sorbed in this ecclesiastic romanticism, he em-
braced the Catholic faith and dedicated his life

to Christian art. As his part of a commission
from the Prussian Consul Bartholdi to decorate
a room in his house with frescoes illustrating
"The History of Joseph," Overbeck painted
"Joseph .Solil by His Brethren" and the "Seven
Years of Famine." The entire cycle was suc-
cessfully transferred to the Xational Gallery in
Berlin in 1887. Its success brought a new com-
mission to decorate the \'illa Massimi with
scenes from Dante, Ariosto, and Tasso. of which
Overbeck painted "Jerusalem Delivered" (com-
pleted by his devoted disciple Fiihrich). Of his
oil paiiilings of this period the Xew Piiiakothek
in -Municli possesses three: "Italia and Germania"
(1820). "Portrait of Vittoria Caldoni" (1822),
and a "Holy Family" (1825). The latter, an in-

spired transcript of Raphaelesquc forms, i.s one
of Overbeck's most charming compositions. Jlore
important and on a larger scale is "Christ's En-
try into .Terusalem," painted intermittently from
1809 to 1824, and now in the Marienkirche at
Liibeck. In Ibis composition Flemish influence
appears curiously blended with the Pre-Ra-
phaelite, a healthy realistic element being added
by the introduction of contemporary portraits
of relations, fellow-artists, and friends.

Meanwhile a large school gathered around him,
the influence of which extended throughout
Europe. A sojourn at Perugia occasioned his
finest and largest fresco, "The Vision of Saint
Francis" (IS.'iO), in the Church of Santa Jlaria
degli Angeli. near Assisi, suggestive, in its

purity and rare charm, of the best Pre-Ra-
phaclites. .Among the fruits of the painter's first

return to his native land in 18.31 were "The
Triumph of Religion in the Arts" (1831-40,
Stildel Institute, Frankfort), accompanied by a
written explanation containing a confession of
his art faith, and the "Assumption" (1846-55,
Cologne JIuseum). The impressive "Pietil"
(184(i, Marienkirche, Liibeck) was the outgrowth
of a father's grief over the death in 1840 of his
only son, a promising lad of eighteen.

Overbeck's greatness is. however, to be sougfit
not in his paintings, but in his drawings, the
most noteworthy including "Christ Blessing Little
Children." "The Preaching of Saint John," "Re-
pose in Egypt," "The Raising of Lazarus," and
especially the cycles of "The Gospels" (40 car-
toons, 1843-52), "Via Crucis," or "The Stations"
(14 water-color drawings, 1857). and "The Seven
Sacraments" (7 cartoons. ISfil). Productive to
the last, he died peacefully at Rome. November
12, 1869, and was buried in the Church of San
Bernardo.

Overbeck's work cannot be judged by ordinary
standards. His artistic creed, that the mental
conception constitutes the chief merit of an art
work, that outline or form is the direct vehicle
of such idea, and that color and its accessories
are subordinate elements, shows conclusively that
he must not be viewed as a colorist. Yet in spite

of its defects his art is vital in thought, form,
and composition, and his works are undeniably
the most perfect artistic manifestations of the
great Catholic reaction dating from the beginning
of the nineteenth century. (_'onsult the biog-
raphies by Atkinson (London, 1882) and Howitt
(Freiburg, 1886) ; also Valentine, in Dohme,
KunM und Kiinstler des 19. Jahrhunderts (Leip-
zig. 1883-85) : Zahn. in Zeitschrift fur bildcmh::
Kuiist (ib., 1871) ; Pecht. in AUgemeine deutsriir
Biofiraphie. x.xv. (ib., 18871; P'ortig, "Friedrich
Overbeck und die religiose ilalerei der Neuzeit,''
in Vimerc Zeit (ib., 1887); and Ro.senberg,
Ges-chichtr drr modernen Kunst, ii. (ib., 1889).

O'-y-ERBTJRY, Sir Thomas (1581-1613). An
English author and courtier, whose mysterious
death has given a peculiar interest to his history.
He was the son of Sir Nicholas Overhury. aiid
was educated at Queen's College. Oxford', from
which he graduated in 1598. While on a visit to
Scotland in 1601 he met Robert Carr, who became
the favorite of .James I. of England. Through
his .influence Overbury rapidly rose in power. He
wrote poems, the best of which is one called "A
\\ ife." Among his intimates were men like Ben
.Tonson. About 1610 Carr, who had meanwhile
Ijeeome Viscount Rochester, fell in love with
Frances Howard, Countess of Essex. Overbury
was opposed to Rochester's marrying this aban-
doned woman, and in consequence she intrigued,
until in 1613 Overbury was arrested and placed
in the Tower. In this place he was poisoned by
Richard Weston, a tool of the Countess, and died
September 14, 1613. Rochester married the
divorced Countess in December, 1613. The mur-
der became public in 1616, and the guilty parties
were imprisoned for several years. There is an
edition of Overburv's works W Rimbault (Lon-
don, 1856).

OVEBCOMERS. A name given to a peculiar
religious society which originated in Chicago
about twenty-five years ago and emigrated to
Jerusalem, wliere they are now living. They do
not use the name (jvercomers themselves, but
prefer to be called the "American Colony in .Teru-
salem.' They reject marriage and hold com-
munistic views about property; the Bible, they
claim, has been always misunderstood, and the
true interpretation of it, which they alone pos-
sess, will regenerate the world. They have made
a small number of converts, chiefly from the for-
eign population of Western States.

OVER DARWEN. o'ver diir'wen. A town in
England. See Darwkx.

OVERFLOW BUG. A carabid beetle ( Plaf,/-
tiiis maciilwoUis) of California, which occasion-
ally becomes so numerous as to be a nuisance,
although from its carnivorous habits it is ordi-
narily beneficial. In 1880 they were extremely
abundant throughout central and southern Cali-
fornia, and the name overflow bug was probably
given to them at that time. When crushed they
gave off an offensive odor, and were called i»
some parts of California 'grease-bugs.'

OVERLAND ROUTE. A popular term for
the shortest route from Great Britain to India.
The itinerary is via Paris. Lyons, the Mount Cenis
Tunnel, Mo'dena, to Brindi'si, thence by steamer
to Port Said, through the Suez Canal and the
Red Sea to Bombay, the time occupied being
about twenty or t«enty-one days.
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OVERSEERS OF THE POOR. Unpaid par-

ish officers in England, whose chief duty it is to

assess the poor rates and collect them. Overseers
were first authorized in 1572 (14 Eliz., eh. 5),

but no specific duties were assigned. In 18 Eliz.

they are called '"collectors and governors of the

poor." In 1597 (39 Eliz., ch. 3) it was enacted

that in each parish the church warden, ex-officio,

and "four other substantial householders" be ap-

pointed overseers, to assess the poor rates and
oversee their distribution. In 1601 (43 Eliz.,

ch. 2. the foundation of the present poor law)

the number was placed at from two to four, and
the time of appointment. Easter. This was
later changed to March 25th, or within fourteen

days thereafter. The duties assigned them were:

( 1 ) to raise the necessary means for poor relief

by taxation of the inhabitants: (2) to undertake
the entire work of relief; and (3) to carry out
all other measures necessacy for executing the

law.

For nearly a century after the reign of Eliza-

beth the overseers were the sole poor law authori-

ties. Gradually it was found necessary to place

them under the supervision of the justices, and
to compel them to make public reports of their

doings. By Gilbert's Act (22 George III., ch.

83) paid guardians of the poor were created to

have charge of actual relief, and only the func-

tion of assessing and collecting the poor rate was
left to the overseers. In 1819 the Select Vestry
Act (59 George III., ch. 12) authorized parishes

to control the overseers by appointing select ves-

tries and to employ paid assistant overseers.

!Many parishes availed themselves of this permis-
sion. The Poor Law Amendment Act (4 and
5 William IV., ch. 76) made radical changes in

the poor law and in its administration, but it

continued both the overseers and the guardians,

subjecting the overseers to the legal and reason-

able orders of the guardians and of the justices.

Overseers are appointed by the justices of the

peace, and service is compulsorj- and unpaid.

Certain persons, however, are exempt from ap-

pointment. Among them are members of Parlia-

ment, clergymen, barri.sters and solicitors, phy-

sicians, and officers of the army and na\-y. Over-

seers must be householders in the parish.

In discharging their function of assessment

and collection of the poor rate the overseers are

required each year to list the property of the

parish and specify the amount due from each

household. The assessment is signed by two jus-

tices of the peace and then collected. Rarely,

save in emergency cases, do the overseers now
have anything to do with the distribution of the

money. Accounts are audited yearly by a paid

official, the poor law auditor.

Miscellaneous duties have been imposed upon

the overseers in recent years. They make lists

of voters for members of Parliament and lists

of persons qualified to serve as constables. They

appoint persons to enforce the compulsory vac-

cination acts, to see to the burial of dead paupers

and of bodies cast on the .shore, and they carry

out the nuisance removal act where there is no

local board of health, etc. See P.^tTERlSM, sec-

tion on England. Consult for detailed history

of overseers of the poor, Nicholls. Histor;/ of

the English Poor Laic (London. 1854: vol. iii.

by Mackay. London and Xew York, 1899).

O'VERSKOU, Thomas (1798-1873). A Dan-

ish dramatist, born at Copenhagen. He was an

actor in his youth, and early began to write for
the stage. After a failure with a comedy, he
successfully produced three dramas, followed by
other plays, some of which are still performed.
Of these, Oestergade og Vestergade and Caprici-
osa are the best known. He also wrote a history
of the Danish Theatre, Den danske Skueplads i

dens Historic fra dens Begyndelse til vor Tid
(18.54-70).

O'VEBSTONE, Samuel .Tont:s Lotd, Baron
(1796-1883). One of the ablest authorities on
banking whom England has produced. He was
educated at Eton and Cambridge. On completing
his studies he entered the banking and mercantile
firms of Lubbock, Forster & Co., and Lubbock &
Co., of which his father was the head, and upon
the retirement of his father became the head of
the house, which was later merged in the Lon-
don and Westminster Bank. He entered Parlia-
ment in 1816 as a memljer for Hythe and con-
tinued to represent this constituency till 1823.
In 1333 he was defeated in his candidacy for

Parliament at Manchester, and did not seek to
reenter public life. During his Parliamentary
career Loyd had shown himself a careful stu-

dent of banking questions, and in 1833 he was
examined at length before a Parliamentary com-
mittee on banks of issue. He published his tes-

timony and followed it in 1837 with a pamphlet
of Reflections Cpon the Stale of the Currency.
In these writings he gave forcible expression to

the opinions which have been kno«Ti to econo-

mists as those of the Currency School. The
essence of this doctrine is that the issue of bank
notes cannot be left to free competition, that it

should be stricth' limited to institutions offering

a definite guaranty of solvency in a definite coin

reserve duly ])ruvided by law and attested by
publication of balance sheets. The views which
he expressed were not ])opuIar, but they won
manv adherents and eventuallv found expression

in the Bank Act of 1844. In" 1848 and in 1857,

after the suspensions of the Bank Act, he was
called upon to defend the act before Parliamen-

tary committees. In 1850 he was raised to the

peerage under the title of Baron Overstone and
Frothingay.

OVERT ACT (OF., open). In criminal law,

an open or positive act in furtherance of an in-

tention to conuuit a crime, which will appar-

ently result in the crime, unless prevented or

interrupted by circumstances not foreseen by the

person doing the act. A mere intention to com-

mit crime, except in case of a conspiracy, is not

a penal offense, and therefore it is always neces-

sary to show some overt act in order to sustain

a criminal prosecution. An overt act is to be

distinguished from a mere preparation to commit

a crime, which in the absence of statute is not a

criminal offense. For example, the purchase of

a gun with intention of killing another is an act

of%ueh an uncertain nature that it cannot he

said that it would directly result in murder if

not prevented or circumvented in some way. and

would not be considered an overt act. But point-

ing a loaded gun at another and pulling the trig-

ger would be an unmistakable attempt to kill,

even if the powder failed to explode, as the design

would be effected but for an accident. In order

to maintain a prosecution for treason in England

some overt act must be shown, a treasonable

intention not being sufficient to constitute the

offense. In order to convict one so accused it is
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necessary to prove the act liy at least two wit-

nesse-;. See Crime; Treason. Consult the au-

thorities referred to under Crimi.nai. Law; Con-
spiracy.

OVEBTOirE. See IIarmo.mcs.

OVEBTTTRE (OF. overture, Ft. ouverture,

opening, from OF. overt, Fr. ouccrt, open, from
OF. ovrir, Fr. ouvrir, to open, from OF. aovrir,

aiivrir. to open, from Lat. ad, to + dcoperirc,

to open, from de, off + opcrire, to cover, from
oh. lieforc -{- 'rcrire, to ojK'n ; connected with
Lith. icrti, OC'hurch Slav, vriti, Skt. var, to

open, Oscan icrii, gale ; the OF. ovrir may,
however, be a variant of arrir, to open, from Lat.

apcrire, to open). In a general sense, an intro-

dnction, especially to an opera. The first operas
had no overtures. They either began directly

with the action or were pre<('ded by a prologue
which was sung. With the <levelopment of in-

struments it became customary to open an oper-

atic performance with an instrumental prelude.

These introd\ictionH, however, were nothing more
than arrangements of popular madrigals for in-

struments. The oldest form of the overture origi-

nated in France, and here we can distinctly see

the influence of the vocal style. LuUy (1633-

87 ) established this. Alessandro Scarlatti
(lti59-1725) began with an Allegro, which was
followed by a (Irave and ended with another Al-

Uyro or I'resto. This form is known as the
Italian orcrture. At that time, however, it was
simply designated as Sinfonia. Such Sinfonie
were soon used for concert performances, and
composers began to write instrumental i<info>iie.

It was but a step to the .separation of the three

parts into as many distinct movements. Hence
the modern Si/iiiplion;/ (q.v. ). The modern over-

'ture may be divided into three distinct classes.

(1) The eoneert overture, a work in sonata-
form. But there is no repetition of the lirst,

or exposition section. To this class belong
the oveTtures of Beethoven, such as Egmont,
Coriolamis. (2) The opera overture, consisting

of a combination of various (generally the most
melodious I themes from the opera. This was
chiefly cultivated by Rossini, but w'ith a more
serious and artistic purpose by Weber. (3) An
overture built upon themes from the opera, but
with the definite purpose of giving a resume of

the action. The most famous example of this

kind of overture; is that to Tniinluiuser, in which
Wagner iiuikes use of two principal themes, the
chorus of the elder Pilgrims and the Venus-
music. In this third class of overtures we may
also place the preludes of Wagner's later
dramas, which they lead directly, without a close,

into the first act. See Leitmotiv ; Prelude.,

OVERWEG, 6'ver-vaK. Adoi.f (1822-52). A
German explorer. He was born in Hamburg, and
studied geologv- at the universities of Bonn and
Berlin. In 18.50 he joined liarth and Richardson
in their explorations of Central .\frica. He
reached Lake Chad with a lioat which had been
brought overland from Tripoli, and devoted five

weeks to exploring that lake, being the first

European who had ever sailed upon its waters.

He then tried to penetrate the country of Yakoba,
northwest of the Benue. but his health was shat-

tered and he returned to Kuka. near which place

he died. His reports appeared in Monat.<iheriehte

der Gesellsehaft fur Erdkunde ( 18.51-.')2) , and
in Zeifschrift fiir Allgemeine Erdkunde (1853),

OVID (PrBLns OviDius Naso) (b.c, 43-

A.u. 18). A Roman poet. He was a descend-

ant of an old equestrian family, and was
born on March 20, n.c. 43, at Sulmo (now
Sulmona), in the country of the P.eligni. He
was educated for the bar, and under his mas-
ters, Arellius Fuscus and Porcius Latro, he be-

came highly proficient in the art of declamation.
His genius." however, was essentially that of the

poet, and the writing of verses began to absorb
the time he was suppose<l to spend in the study

of jurisprudence. liy the death of his elder

brother, Ovid inherited all his father's property,

and went, for the completion of his education, to

Athens, He afterwards made a tour of Asia and
Sicily with the poet Macer. It is uncertain
whetlier, on his return to Rome, he ever practiced

as advocate. Although l)y birth entitled to as-

pire to the dignity, he never entered the Senate;
liis weakness of body and indolence of habit pre-

vented liiin from ever rising higher than the posi-

tion of a decemvir, wlio convoked and presided

over the court of the centumviri. While his pub-
lic life was unimportant, his private life was that
of a gay and licentious man of letters. The
restraint of marriage was always distasteful

to him : twice married in early life, he soon
divorced each of his wives; while he carried

on an intrigue with a lady whom he celebrated

as Cnriniia, and who has been thought to have
been no other than .lulia, the accom))lished

daughter of .Augustus. Before his thirtietii year,

he married a third time, and became the father

of Perilla, of whom he was tenderly fond. Up
to his fiftieth year he resided chiefly at Rome,
in a house near the Capitol, and occasionally visit-

ed his Pa^lignan estate. His society was much
courted, and his large circle of distinguished
friends included Augustus and the Imperial fam-
ily. By an edict of the Emperor, however, he
was, in A.d. 8, commanded to leave Rome for

Tonii, a town near the delta of the Danulie, and
on the veiy boundary of the Empire. The sen-

tence did not condemn him to an exsilium,

but to a relegatio—or, in other words, he did
not lose his citizenship, and he was not cut
oflT from all hope of a return. The cause of

this sudden banishment is a mystery, since

the reason assigned in the edict—the publication

of his Ar.<i Amnlnria—was a mere pretext, the
poem having been in circulation for ten years
before. His cognizance of a love affair of .lulia's

daughter, and the consequent displeasure of

Augu.stus or of Livia. have been adduced with
various degrees of plausibility as the cause of a
sentence to which Ovid himself only mysteriously
refers. The misery of his life on the inhospitable

and barbarous shore of the Euxinc is com-
memorated by the poems in the composition of

which he found his solace. He became a favorite

with the people of Tomi, before whom he publicly

recited some poems in honor of .Augustus. But
his devotion to the Emperor, and the entreaties

addressed to the Imperial Court by himself and
his friends, failed to shorten the term or to

change the .scene of his banishment, and he died,

an honored citizen of Tomi, a.d. 18, in his six-

tieth year. His works w'hich have come down to

tis, either in whole or in part, appeared in the

following order: (1) Amorum Lihri III., a re-

vised and abridged edition of an early series.

(2) Twenty-one Epistoles Eeroidum. (3) The
-Irs Amatoria. (i)Remedia Amoris. (5) 'Nux,
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the remonstrance of a nut-tree against the ill-

treatment it received from tlie wayfarer, and even

from its owner. (6) Metamorphoseon Libri XV.
This is desenedly Ovid's best known work. It

seems to have been written between the poet's

fortieth and fiftieth years, and treats of all the

transformations recorded in legend from the

creation down to the time of .Julius Caesar, whose
change into a star forms the last of the series.

(7) Fustorum Libri XII., the first six of which

are all that remain. The poem is a Roman
calendar versified, and describes the appropriate

festivals and mythic legends from materials sup-

plied by the old annalists. (8) Tristium Libri

v., written during the first four years of the

poet's banishment. They are mainly descrip-

tive of his miserable fate, and are full of ap-

peals to the clemency of Augustus. (9) Episto-

lantm ex Ponto Libri IV., similar in substance to

the Tristia. (10) Ibis, a short satire against

some traducer of Ovid. (11) Consolatio ad Liviam

Atigiistam, held spurious by some critics. (12)

Medicaminia Faciei and Halieuticon, dubiously

genuine, of which we possess but fragments.

Several of his works are entirely lost, the one

best known to antiquity being Medea, a tragedy.

The poetical genius of Ovid has always been

admired. A masterly facility of composition, a

fancy vigorous and rarely at fault, a fine eye

for color, and a versification very musical in its

flow, are the merits which have made him a

favorite, in spite of his occasional slovenliness

and falsity of thought. The best early edition of

Ovid's entire works is Burmann's (Amsterdam,

1728). Of modern editions, the best is that of

Merkel revised by Ehwald (Leipzig, 1889-94).

The editions of single poems, especially the

Metamorphoses, are very numerous. An im-

portant edition of the " Reroides, with, ample
commentary and Greek translation by Planudes,

by Palmer, should be mentioned (Oxford, 1898).

Ovid has been a favorite with English translat-

ors; the Amores were done into English verse

by Christopher ilarlowe; the Ars Amatoria by
Congreve and Dryden; the Tristia by Arden
(New York, 1821) : and many translations of the

Metamorphoses were collected by Garth (1st ed.,

London. 1810, frequently reprinted).

OVIDIO, o-ve'de-6, FRANCESCO d'. See d'

Oviuio.

OVIDUCTS. See F.^llopiax Tubes.

OVIEDO, 6've-a'D6. The capital of the Prov-

ince of Oviedo (the ancient Asturias, q.v.), in

Northern Spain (Map: Spain, CI). It is situ-

ated on the railroad between Leon and Gijon. 16

miles southwest of the latter. The town has been

much modernized, fine wide streets have been laid

out. and in the new suburb to the north of the

old town there are parks, gardens, and prome-

nades, and many attractive buildings. The prin-

cipal building and the pride of the Oviedans is

the cathedral, the beautiful Gothic tower of

which dominates the whole city. The educational

institutions include the university, with faculties

of law, philosophy, and science. In 1900 there

were 234 students in attendance. It occupies a

square, one-story building, and has a well-equip-

ped meteorological observatory and a museum
of natural history. Besides the university there

are a prorincial institute, a seminary, a school

of arts, a normal school, a provincial archaeolo-

sical museum, and a public library of 40,000 vol-

umes. The industries are represented by a Iar«e
number of tanneries, and manufactures of cloth,

chocolate, flour, and bricks. There are large na-
tional establishments for the manufacture of
firearms, as well as gunpowder factories and can-

non foundries. Population, in 1887, 42,716; in

1900, 48.:J74.

OVIEDO Y VALDES, e val das'. GoNZ.\LO
Fer.va.ndez de 11478-1.5.57). A Spanish chroni-
cler, born in iladrid. He was sent by Ferdinand
to Santo Domingo, in the West Indies, in 1.514,

as intendant and insijector-general of the trade

of the New World. During his long residence in

Santo Domingo he spent his leisure in acquiring

an extensive knowledge of the West Indies. After

his return to Spain he published at Toledo, in

1.528. a .S'Mmaiio de ta historia general y natu-

ral de las Indias Occidentales. and dedicated

it to Charles V. He afterwards made .some

additions to the work, which was republished at

Seville in 15.35, in twenty-one volumes, under the

title La historia general y natural de las Indias

Occidentales. He left some other books in manu-
script, including incomplete manuscripts of

Chronicles of Ferdinand and Isabella and of

Charles V. An edition of the Historia general

was published by the Academy, under the editor-

ship of Amador de los Rios (1851-55). Oviedo

died in Valladolid. Besides his Uistory of the

West Indies, we mention Las quinquageiujs, a
valuable gossiping and anecdotical account of

all the principal personages of Spain in his time.

This still remains in manuscript in the royal

library at Madrid. A Life of Cardinal Ximenes

is also attributed to him.

OVIPAROUS ANIMALS (Lat. oviparus,

producing eggs, from ovum, egg + parere, to

bring forth). Animals that deposit their eggs

either before or immediately after fertilization,

so that development of the embryo takes place

outside of the body. The term was formerly used

in contrast with 'viviparous,' or bearing the young

alive.' This distinction is no longer main-

tained, partly because the egg is also alive, and

partly because there are all possible gradations

between oviparity and vi\iparity. even inside

of the group of mammals: for the lowest mam-
mals (duckbill and echidna) lay slightly de-

veloped eggs provided with a tough membrane or

'egg-shell.' Thus arose the term 'ovoviviparous.'

applied to animals of which the egg is hatched

within the bodv of the mother, so that the young

is excluded alive, although the ftetus has been

inclosed in an egg almost to the time of parturi-

tion. Some fishes are 'ovoviviparous,' and so are

some reptiles. These distinctions are much less

important than was formerly supposed.

OVIS, OVIN.a;. See Sheep.

OVISACS. See Ovary.

O'VOLO (It., from MI^. ovnlum. diminutive

of Lat. ovum. egg). A convex molding much

used in classic architecture and in succeeding

styles. (See iroi.mNG.) In Roman architecture,

the ovolo is an exact quarter of a circle ; in Greek

architecture, the curve is sharper at the top and

quirked.

OVULATION. See Ovary.

OVULE (Fr. ovule, from ML. orulum. little

egg). The structure which in seed-plants (sper-

matophvtes) becomes a seed. The name refers

to the "old misteken belief that the ovule of a
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plant represents the egg of an animal, and that

it is fertilized and so produces a new plant. The
name has been so long in use that it is still re-

tained, although its real meaning makes it very

inappropriate. Really it is a spore-ease (sporan-

gium, q.v. ), and is entirely sexless. In gymno-

KiG. 1. OVrLE.
showing int€|^unient8 (/')• embryo-.sac ie), antipodal cells

(a), polar nuclei fu»iUK(/>). synergide (fi),egg (o). and pollen
tube {m) containing male cetle.

sperms (pines and their allies) the o^Tiles are
freely exposed, while in angiosperms ( flowering
plants) they are inclosed in the bulbous part
(ovary) of the pistil, but in both eases their

structure is the same. The central body of an
o^'ule (Fig. 1) is the nucflliis, and enwrapping
it there are one or two coats called the integu-

ments. At the apex of the niicellus the integu-

ments leave a small passageway ( micropyle, 'lit-

FlQ. 2. AN OLDEB OVnLE.
S_howIngeinbr,v()-8ac (el.antipotlalcellu degenerating (ai,

the dereluping eudoaperm (z), and younj^ embryo («•).

tie gate' ) for the entrance of the pollen-tube ( see
Fertilization) ; and near the base of the ovule
they become indistinguishable from the nucellus,
this region of blending lieing called the chalaza.
Frequently the ovule has a slender stalk, called
the funiculus. Within the nucellus a single large
spore {megaspore, q.v,) is formed, which still

bears its old name embryo-sac. This spore is

peculiar in not l)eing shed from its sporangium
(ovule I. and this fact results in making a seed

out of the ovule, it is the business of this spore
to germinate and produce a female plant (game-
tophyte), that is, a plant which produces eggs.

This female plant tlius imprisoned within the
.seed was long ago named the endosperm (Fig. 2).
See Sekd.

In the true flowering plants (angiosperms)
the ovules are exceedingly variable as to num-
ber and position within the ovary, which may
contain one or a very large number of ovules,

and these may be attached to the wall of the
ovary, in which case they usually occur in defi-

nite lines: or they may be found attached to a
central a.xis which projects more or less into the
ovary cavity. Three well-marked forms of

ovules have been distinguished, and they are
usually characteristic of great groups of plants.

The most common form is the anutroi/ous (in-

verted) ovule, in which the ovule has completely
turned over and its funiculus (stalk) appears as

a ridge along one side of it, the micropyle (apex
of ovule) thus being directed toward the base

of the funiculus. Another form is the eampylo-
tropous ovule, in which the body of the ovule

itself has become curved, the micropyle thus
being directed downward. The third form is the

orthotropous ovule, in which there is no inversion

or curving, but the axis of the ovule continues
that of the funiculus, and the micropyle is di-

rected upward.

OVtrM, Febtilizatiox of. See Embryology.

OWARI, 6-wa're, or BISHIU", be'shoci'. A
populous and wealthy province of .Japan, in

the island of Hondo, one of the group
known as the Tokaido or 'East Sea Cir-

cuit.' It lies south of llino. west of Mikawa.
east of Omi and Is<^, and is bounded on the
south by Owari Bay, into which the Kisogawa,
which flows through the province, empties its

waters. It has a fertile soil and is noted for

its rich beds of clay, which are much used in

the ceramic industries for which the province is

noted. Near Xagoya (q.v.), the eliief town, lies

the village of Seto. where in 1207 the ceramic

art of .Japan had its origin, having been intro-

duced by a native of the village, one Kato
Shirozayenion (or briefly Toshiro), who had
studied in China, From this circumstance f>eto-

mono, or 'Seto articles,' has become a svnonym
for all kinds of .Japanese ceramic ware, just as

'chinaware' is synonymous with 'porcelain' wher-
ever produced, Large quantities of blue ware
are still produced at Seto. The province is also

noted for its shippo or cloisonne enamels. Owari
is included in the Ken or Prefecture of Aichi.

O'WATON'NA. A city and the county-seat

of Steele County, Minn,, 08 miles south of Saint
Paul : on the Straight River, and on the Chicago.
Milwaukee, and .Saint Paul, the Chicago and
Xorthwestern, and the Burlington. Cedar Rapids
and Xorthern railroads (Map: Minnesota. E 6).

It has Pillsbury Academy. Sacred Heart Acad-
emy, and the State Public School for Dependent
and Neglected Children, Other fine structures

are the court house, public library with 6300
volumes, the public schools, the opera house, and
the city hospital. There are four steel bridges,

and three parks: Central, Mineral Spring, and
Dartt's, A productive farming district is trib-

utary to Owatonna, and the city has also
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noteworthy industrial interests, its plants includ-
ing flouring mills, foundries and machine shops,
a butter-tub factory, soap works, nurseries, and
establishments manufacturing churns, gasoline
engines, seeders, fanning mills, wagons, sleighs,

automobiles, etc. Settled in 1855 and incor-

porated ten years later. Owatonna is governed,
under a charter of 1875, by a mayor, elected

annually, and a council. There are municipal
water-works. Population, in 1890, 3849; in 1900,
5.561.

OWE'GO. A village and the county-seat of

Tioga County, X. Y., 21 miles west of Bingham-
ton. at the confluence of the Susquehanna River
and Owego Creek, and on the Erie, the Lacka-
wanna, and the Lehigh Valley railroads (Map:

' Xew York. D 3 ) . It is a summer resort and
an attractive residential place, the home of sev-

eral well-known men. It has a handsome court

I
house, and the Cobum Free Library, containing
over 8000 volumes. Considerable trade is carried

I on in farm produce and lumber. There are
creameries, and manufactories of wagons, steel

bridges, flour, silk and leather gloves, shirts,

harness, and mica chimneys. The village, first

incorporated in 1827. is governed under a charter
' of 1851, as amended in 1891. which provides for

an annually elected president and council.

Owego, meaning 'the place where the valley
widens.' occupies the site of a small Indian vil-

lage which was destroyed by General Clinton in

1779. In 1786 the first white settler came.
Population, in 1900, 5039.

OWEN, 6'en, David Dau; (1807-60). The
second son of Robert Owen : born in Scotland.
He came to the United States in 1823, took a
degree from the Ohio Jledical College, and for

some years studied his profession and .scientific

branches in Europe. In 1833 he returned to the
United States and was soon appointed State
geologist of Indiana. Lender the direction of the
Legislature he made a geological survey of the
State, and in 1839 was employed by the United
States Government to make a survey of the

mineral lands of Iowa, and in 1848 made similar
surveys in Minnesota and adjoining Territories.

The results of his work were published by order
of Congress. He was employed from 1852 to

1857 in surveys of the same nature in Kentucky,
and in 1857 was appointed State geologist of
Arkansas.

OWEN (Lat Audoenus) , Josy (c.1560-1622)

.

An English epigrammatist. He was bom at

Llanarmon (Carnarvonshire), was educated at

\^'incliester and at Xew College. Oxford, where
in 1584 he became fellow, and from 1591 to

about 1594 was a schoolmaster at Trelleck (Mon-
mouthshire). Appointed then to the headmas-
tership of the free school of King Henry VIII.
at Warwick, he soon became known for his

felicitous Latin epigrams, the first collection of

which he published in 1606 as Joannifs Audoeni
Epigrammatum Libri Tres. He found a patron
in John Williams, Bishop of Lincoln and Lord
Keeper of the Great Seal. His work is uneven in

quality, but at its best is caustically shrewd
and pointed, and exceedingly skillful in its use
of Latin idiom. What is perhaps his most fre-

quently quoted line.

Tempera mutantur. nos et mutamnr in illis

(bk. viii.. 58, 1). is derived from Matthias
Borbonius's compilation, Delitice Poetarum Ger-

manorum (Frankfort, 1612), where in the form
'Omnia mutantur,' etc., it is attributed to the
Emperor Lothair 1. The best edition of the
collected epigrams is by Renouard (Paris,
1794). There are English renderings by Vicars
(1619), Hayman ( 1628), Harflete ( 16.58"), Peeke
(16.59), and Har\ey (1677-78).

OWEN, .JoHX (1616-83). An eminent non-
conformist divine. He was born at Stadhampton,
Oxfordshire, in 1616, of an ancient Welsh family.
In 1631 he matriculated at Queen's College, Ox-
ford, but in 1637 he was forced to leave the
university because of opposition to Laud's stat-
utes. When the Civil War broke out he warmly
espoused the cause of the Parliament. He re-

moved to London and published his Display
of Arminianism (1643), which proved very ac-
ceptable to the Puritan party, and secured" him
the living of Fordham in Essex. From here he
removed to Coggeshall, a neighboring vicarage.
His views of Church government underwent a
change, and from a Presbyterian he became an
Independent, modeled his church on congrega-
tional principles, and wrote in advocacy of the
latter. He preached before Parliament on the
day following the execution of the King, but
discreetly avoided a vindication of the act.

In 1651 the Hou.se of Commons appointed him
dean of Christ Church, Oxford, and the following
year he was admitted vice-chancellor of the uni-
versity. He was also returned to Parliament, but
was unseated because of his orders. After Crom-
well's death he was ejected from his deanery;
but he had powerful friends at Court, and was
allowed to preach, notwithstanding the Conven-
ticle Act and the revocation of the Declaration
of Indulgence, and in 1673 became pastor of a
large Independent congregation in Leadenhall
Street, London. In 16C3 Owen was called to

the First Church of Boston, Mass., but declined

the call then, and when it was renewed in 1665.

In 1669 he joined several other dissenting min-
isters in a protest against the treatment of the

Baptists in Massachu.setts, and in 1672 recom-

mended a president for Harvard College, to which
he had himself been called in 1670. Among his

publications may be mentioned: A Discourse

Concerning Liturgies and Their Imposition

(1662); Exercitaiions on the Epistle to the

Hebrews (1668-84). usually considered Owen's
greatest work: Truth and Innocence Vindicated

(1669), a reply to Parker's Discourse on Ecclesi-

astical Polity; Justification by Faith (1677);
Christologia (1679). His works have been edit-

ed by Russell, with Life by Orme (28 vols.. Lon-

don." 1826). and by Goold.with Life by Thomson
(24 vols., London'. 1850-55).

OWEN, Sir Riciiabd (1804-92). An English

comparative anatomist, born at Lancaster. Eng-

land. .July 20. 1804. He studied medicine in

Edinburgh. London, and also under Cuvicr in

Paris. He became a member of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons in 1826. and practiced his pro-

fession in London, but was soon appointed as-

sistant curator of the Ilunterian Jluseum. and

began to devote himself to the anatomy of ani-

mals. In 1834 ho was appointed to the chair

of comparative anatomy at Saint Bartholomew's

Hospital, and in 1836 Iiecame the first Hunterian

professor of anatomy and physiology in the Col-

lesre of Surseons. This position involved the

delivery of twenty-four annual lectures, but gave
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him time for much original research, the pub-

lished results of which broujiht him much re-

nown, and won him the friendship of the most
distinguished of his contemporaries, from the

Queen and Prince Albert down. The last forty

years of his life were spent at .Sheen Lodge in

Richmond Park, which was given him by the

Queen.
Tlie second period of his career began in 18ofi,

when he resigned liis professorsliip, and tooli the

new post of superintendent of the natural history

departments of the Britisli Museum, whicli had
previously been under the care of literary men
with no special scientific training. He soon

found that definite activity in the administration

of the .Museum was neither expected nor desired.

and accordingly devoted himself with great en-

erg}' to original research, maliing full use of the

splendid collections under his hand. Having now
little opportunity for dissection he spent most
of his time on osteology' and especially paleon-

tology. A large amount of higlily important
work was accomplished, including tlie arrange-

ment and revision of Hunter's manuscripts, and
his own great book on the Aiialomy and Pliysi-

oloijii of the Vertebrates (1800-88). Owen is

justly regarded as the greatest English compara-
tive anatomist and paleontologist, and during the

greater part of his life was considered Cuvier's

successor in these fields. In 1883 he left the

Museum, to which he had rendered priceless

services, and spent the remaining j'ears in re-

tirement. He was made a K.t'.H. in 1884. Of
the innumerable works published during a lite-

rary activity of sixty-two years, at least the
following should be mentioned: Odontography
(1840-4.T) ; Compiirnihe Aiuitomy of the hirer-

tebratc Animals (184.3) ; British Fossil Mammals
mid Birds ( 1840) ; British Fossil Reptiles ( 1849-

84); Experimental Physiology (1882). Consult
his Life by his grandson (London, 1894), which
gives a complete list of his minor writings.

OWEN, ItoHEHT (1771-1S.5S). An English
social reformer, born May 14, 1771, at Newtown,
Montgomeryshire, North ^^'ales. He was the
son of poor parents, and was apprenticed at ten
years of age to a drajjer. He developed an un-
usual power of organization, and at nineteen
years of age became manager of a cotton mill

employing .500 hands. The enterprise was suc-

cessful and Owen soon organized the Chorlton
Twist Company, whiqh later bought the large
cotton mills at New Lanark of David Dale,
whose daughter Owen married in 1799. Owen
assumed the management in 1800. and New
Lanark .soon achieved wide reputation both for

its industrial success and the prosperity of the
employ<>cs. It was visited by the most promi-
nent men of Europe. Owen opened pleasure re-

.sorts fnr the employees, stopjiod the employment
of young children, and introduced a system of

education far in advance of his time: improved
the houses: furnished provisions at fair prices;

and established insurance fluids for sickness and
old age. In 1813 he published his A'cjc Vieirs

of Society, or Essays upon the Formation of
the Human Charaeter, in which he held that
character is wholly the result of the environ-

ment. Called before a Parliamentary committee
in 1817 to testify regarding the causes of poverty
and the means of avoiding it, he outlined the
plan of a cooperative village, in which some 1200
persons should live in one large building with

public kitchens and dining rooms, each family
having its own [irivate apartments and the entire

care of its children until the age of three, after

which they should be brought up bj' the com-
munity. Work and the enjoyment of its results

were to be in common. Federations of such co-

operative townships were to embrace the world
in one great republic. From this time it was his

constant dream to found an ideal community.
Disciples of Owen started a colony at Mother-
well, and later at Orbiston and other places, but
all failed. In 1824 Owen came to America and
founded at his own expense a communitj' in

Indiana at New Harmony (q.v. ). This likewise

failed. In 1828 Owen went to Mexico, hoping
there to carry out his schemes, but was dis-

appointed. His connection with New Lanark |

ceased in the same year. In 1832 he sought
to establish at London a "National Labor Equi-
table Exchange," but this did not prove a suc-

cess. In 1835 he wrote the New Moral World.
For the rest of his life he was an advocate of

Socialism, and in his old age he became a be-

liever in Spiritualism. He was not discouraged
by his failures, but labored throughout his life

to better conditions, expending his entire fortune
on his social schemes. The words Socialism ami
Socialist were used during the discussions in con-

nection with the association of all classes of all

men founded under the auspices of Owen in 183,5.

Owen died in his native town, November 19, 1858.

Consult his autobiography (London, 1857);
Booth, Robert Owen (London, 1809); Sargent,
Owen and His Social Philosophy (London, 1800) ;

Jones, Life of Robert Owen (London, 1892).

OWEN, Robert Dale (1801-77). A social

reformer, son of Robert Owen (q.v.) ; born at

Glasgow, Scotland, November 9, 1801. He was
educated at home and in Switzerland. He
came to the United States in 1825, aided his

father to fotmd New Harmony in Indiana, went
back, on the failure of that scheme, to England,
but presently returned and became a citizen of the

United States. From 1828 to 1832 he publislied

with Francis Wright in New York The Free
Inquirer, a soci.alistic and anti-Christian week-
ly. He then went to New Harmony, and in 1835
was elected to the Indiana Legislature, where
he distinguished himself by securing appro-
priations for the public school system. He
was a member of Congress in 1843-47 and
took a leading part in the settlement of the

Northwestern boimdary, in the Oregon question,

and in founding the Smithsonian In.stitution.

Failing reelection in 1847, he took an active part
in State politics, especially in furthering the

legal rights of married women to property. From
1853 to 1858 he was chargg d'affaires and Minis-

ter at Naples. During the Civil War he served

in the Ordnance Commission and the Freedmen's
Bureau, and published an important open letter

to Lincoln on emancipation. Owen was also

a zealous advocate of Spiritualism. His
chief publications, besides those mentioned above,

are: Outlines of the System of Education at Neie

Lanark (1824); Moral Physiology (1831); Dis-

cussion tmth Origen Bachelor on the Personal-

ity of God and the Authority of the Bible (1832) :

Footfalls on the Boundary of Another World
( 1859) .perhaps his best-known work ; The Wrong
of Slavery (1864) ; Beyond the Breakers (1870) ;

Debatable Land Between This World and the Next
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(1872) ; and the autobiographical Threading My
'W'uy (1874), which deals with the first twenty-
seven years of his life. He died at his suniniei-

residence on Lake Gieorge, N. Y., June 17, 1877.

OWENS, 6'enz, .John Edward (1824-86). An
American comedian; born in Liverpool, England,

but taken to the United States when three years

old. He began his stage career in Philadelphia

in 1841, and within a few years his popularity

won him a fortune. His Solon Shingle (18G4)

was famous both in the United States and in

England ; among his other favorite characters

were Dr. Pangloss and the old man in Esmeralda,
in which he last appeared in New York. Owens
died at his home near Towson, Md., December 7,

188ti.

OWENSBORO, o'enz-bur-6. A city and the

county-seat of Daviess County, Ky., 112 miles

southwest of Louisville: on the Ohio River, and
on the Louisville and Xashville. the Louisville,

Henderson and Saint Louis, and the Illinois Cen-

tral railroads (Map: Kentucky, D 3). It is the

seat of the Owensboro Female College (non-sec-

tarian), opened in 1890, and of Saint Francis

Academj-. Prominent features of the city are

a fine United States Government building, the

high school, the county jail, and the county court-

house. Owensboro is surrounded by a farming
and stock-raising country, and in the vicinity

are valuable forests and deposits of coal, clay,

building stone, iron. zinc, and lead ores. Oil

wells are in operation hear the city. Owensboro
has steamboat communication with important
points on the river, and has developed extensive

commercial interests, particularly in tobacco, be-

ing one of tile largest leaf and strip tobacco

markets in the United States. Its manufactures
are extensive and varied. There are numerous
tobacco factories, whisky and brandy distilleries,

buggy, carriage, and wagon factories, a wheel

factory, and a cellulose factory. The government,
under a legislative charter, is vested in a mayor,
who holds office for four years, and a council.

Administrative officials are chosen by popular
vote. The electric light plant is owned and
operated by the city, and .$200,000 has been ap-

propriated for a new municipal water-works sys-

tem. Population, in 1800, 0837: in 1000. 13.189.

OWENS COLLEGE. A college at Man-
chester. England. It was founded in 18.51 under
the will of .John Owens, a merchant of that city,

who left £100,000 for the instruction of youiig

men 'in such branches of science and learning as

were tlien and might be thereafter usually taught

in English universities." Handsome new build-

ings have been erected, and the college has now
a staff of about .50 professors and lecturers in the

departments of art, science, law, and medicine.

There are about 30 scholarships and prizes, and a

valuable fellowship. Owens College has been

constituted a college of Victoria University, char-

tered in 1880, a federation of colleges, having its

seat in Manchester.

OWENS LAKE. A lake of California situ-

ated at the eastern base of !Mount Whitney in the

Sierra Xevada. 00 miles east of Tulare Lake
(Map: California. E 3). It is 18 miles long and
.8 miles wide, receives the Owens River (q.v.),

but has no outlet. Its water is excessively saline.

OWEN SOTJND. The capital of Grey County,
Ontario. Canada : and a port of entry on Georgian

Vol. XV.—12.

Hay, Lake Huron, at the mouth of the Sydenham
Kiver and on the Canadian Pacific and the Grand
Trunk railroads, 99 miles northwest of Toronto
(Map: Ontario, C 3). It has an excellent harbor
with a dry dock 300 feet long, and is surrounded
on tliree sides by wood-crowned heights. Its pub-
lic buihlings include a town hall, court-hou.se,
and liigli school. It has a trade in agricultural
produce and lumber, and manufactures of mill
machinery, turbine water wheels, agricultural
implements, engines, sewing machines, bricks, and
leather. The United States is represented by a
consular agent. Population, in 1891, 7497; in
1901, 8777.

OWENS KIVEK. A river of eastern Cali-

fornia (Map: California. D 3). It rises in the
Yosemite National Park, and flows southeast
through an exceedingl}- rugged valley along the
eastern base of the Sierra Nevada. It discharges
into Owens Lake (q.v.) after a course of 175
miles.

OWL (AS. ule, OHG. uicita, ula, huwela, (3er.

Elite, owl; probablj- onomatopoetic in origin).

Any of a numerous and well-defined group of

birds, the nocturnal birds of prey, constituting

the Linniean genus Strix, now the suborder
Striges. Although they were formerly placed
unhesitatingly in the order Raptores, of recent

years there has been some tendency to separate

them from the other birds of prey and place them
near the niglitjars, which tliey resemble to a re-

markable degree. In appearance the owls are
distinguished from all other birds by the large

size of their heads and their great eyes, which
aie directed forward and svirrounded by more or

less perfect disks of featliers radiating outward
and nearly hiding the small hooked bill. The
claws are sharp and curved, but, like the bill,

less powerful than in the Falconida?. The outer

toe is generally reversible at pleasure, so that the

toes can be opposed two and two. to give greater

security of grasp. The wings, although generally

long, are less adapted for rapid and sustained

flight than those of the diurnal birds of prey, and
the bony framework by whicli the.v are sup-

ported, and the muscles which move them, are

less powerful. The owls in genera! take their

prey, not by pursuit, but by surprise, to which

there is a beautiful adaptation in the softness of

their plumage and their consequently noisele.s3

flight, the feathers even of the wings being downy,

and not offering as finn a resisting surface to the

E.\B OF AX OWL.

.Showing the position and external appearance of the ear
of a great homed owl; also the filamentous feathers about
the beak.

air as in falcons. The soft and loose plumage
adds much to the apparent size of the body, and
also of the head; but the head owes its really

large size to cavities in the skull between its

outer and inner 'tables' or bony layers, which

cavities communicate with the ear. and are sup-

posed to increase the sense of hearing. This

sense is certainlv verv acute, and the ear is, in
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man;* of the species, very large, and has a con-

ci'aled yet external conch, which is found in few

olher birds. The feathers imiuediately surround-

ing the ear are often arranged in a kind of cone,

strving a purpose like that of an ear-trumpet.

(Iwls can see well in twilight or moonlight, but

poorly in the glare of the day. The eye itself

is highly perfected, and the pupil remarkably

EVE OF AS OWL.

1, Section of the eye, Hhowing: the iDt**ri(ir parta of the
pect*?n at the insertion of the optic nerve (a) by which the
vii^iun it* regulated under the j^rpat possible expansion and
contraction of the eye. 2. Sclerotic coat, showing: the
stave-like pieces, connected by elastic tissue permitting
gn^at expansion and contraction.

contractile. The legs and feet of owls are usual-

ly feathered to the toes, and in many species even
to the claws.

The digestive organs much resemble those of

the Falconidae, but there is no crop and the

stomach is more muscular. The gullet is very

wide throughout, and owls swallow their prey

either entire or in very large morsels, the indi-

gestible parts gathering into little lumps or '\w\-

lets,' which are ejected after a time. These pel-

lets are to be found numerously where owls
roost or nestle, and their examination reveals

the bird's bill of fare. The largest species feed

on hares, fawns, and gallinaceous birds; others

on small mammals, reptiles, birds, and large
insects. Although they capture many small birds,

mice form the principal element in their diet, and
the owls are thvis highly beneficial to agriculture,

and should everj-where be protected and encour-
aged by farmers. Some owls also feed largely on
tish (see Ketvpa), crabs, and the like, which
they catch for themselves.

The owl family (Strigidse) falls into two di-

visions—the Striginse and the Bubonintc. which
are distinguished by differences in structure espe-

cialh' marked in the shoulder-girdle (consult
Evans, Birds. Xew York, 1900). The former
group is typified by the bam owl, the latter by
our big barred or "cat' owl. In size, owls vary
greatly. The largest known species is the cir-

cumpolar gray owl (St/mium or Scotiaptex nebu-
tosum ) , from 27 to 28 inches long and more than .5

feet across the wings. The smallest known owl is

the curious elf-owl (llicrathene Whitneyi) of -Ari-

zona, which is less than six inches long, and is

further remarkable as having only 10 tail feath-

ers: all other owls, so far as known, have 12.

All owls have a general likeness in colors—

a

mixture of browns, whites, and yellows, as be-

comes nocturnal marauders who wish to remain
nnobser>'ed. especially during the day when they
are at rest. The Arctic owl becomes pure white
in winter, but is brown in the summer plumage.
There is little difference between the sexes, and
the young, called 'owlet*' or Tiowlets.' resemble
the adults. Owls are found in all parts of the
world and in all climates, and rather more than
200 species are known. Of these 17 occur in
North America, besides a dozen more or less rec-

ognizable subspecies; and about 15 species are
natives of Europe. Some liave a very wide geo-

graphical range, especially those of northern re-

gions, and it is doubtful whether several species

separately named in Europe and North America
are really distinct, e.g. the barn-owl (q.v. ). An-
other very widely distributed bird is the short-

eared owl (J.sio accipitrinus) , which occurs in

nearly all parts of the world. It is fifteen inches

long, variegated tawny and dark brown, with
short ear-tufts of few feathers. It is common in

the United States, is somewhat migratory, and
is occasionally seen in small Hocks. A closely

related species, rather more common generally,

with long ear-tufts, is the American long-eared

owl (Jsio Wilsoniana). The hawk-owl, snowy
owl, and great horned or eagle owl (qq.v. ) are

other handsome circumpolar species.

Other well-known American owls are the

screech-owls (Slegascops asio, with half a dozen
subspecies). They are little owls, only nine to

ten inches long, with ear-tufts, and are found in

all parts of the United States and Canada.
They are of special interest because of their

remarkable diehromatism (q.v.), some of the

birds having the prevailing tint gray, while

others are rusty red. The barred owl, without
ear-tufts, is a large species, also common
throughout the United States. In the South-

western States are found several species of little

owls, which feed largely on insects, and are

known as "gnome-owls' and 'elf-owls.' They are

only six or seven inches long and are not spe-

cially nocturnal. They belong to the genera

Claucidium and Micrathene. Another peculiar

and interesting ' species is the burrowing owl
(q.v.) of the Plains. It is not the only owl which
inhabits holes in the ground. The hoobook of

Australia iXinox boobooh) is a species of owl,

which frequently repeats during the night the

cry represented by its name, as if it were a
nixturnal cuckoo, "as the inhabitants generally

believe.

Of British species, one of the most common and
familiar, and the one most often referred to in

literature, is the 'tawny.' 'brown.' or 'i\-y' owl
{Syrnium ahico) , which is of medium size, and
mottled ash-gray and brown, with the under parts

lighter. It inhabits church belfries, ruins, ivied

walls, and like places, often in a semi-domestic

condition. One of the best accounts of it (and

of the next named species) is to be found in

Charles Waterton's Essays. Another generally

interesting species is the 'little' owl of Southern
Europe, called "chevik-he' by the French and
'civetta' by the Italians, which is the one re-

garded by the ancients as the familiar of Mi-

nerva, a symbol of wisdom, and hence became the

emblem of Athens. It is the Carine iioctua of

modern ornithology. This small species is brown,
mottled with white oval spots, has no 'horns,' and
its great eyes are surrounded by horizontally

oval disks, like big spectacles, giving it a very

'knowing' expression. It is numerous, compara-
tively tame, and lives well in aviaries.

The owl has from early times been deemed a

bird of evil omen, and has been an object of dis-

like and dread to the superstitious. "This is per-

haps partly to be ascribed to the manner with

which it is often seen, then as suddenly lost to

view, when the twilight is deepening into night;

partly to the fact that some of the best known
ones frequent ruined buildings, while others haunt



REPRESENTATIVE OWLS

1. LITTLE OWL of Europe ICanne noctua'; symbol of

Pallas Athene
2. HAWK OWL iSurnia ululal.

3. BARRED OWL ISyrnlum, or Scotiaptex neBulosumi.

4. GREAT HORNED OWL (Bubo Virginlanus'; type of

Eagle Owls.
5 BARN OWL iStrIx flammea:.

6. BURROWING OWL ISpeotyto cumoularial.
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the deepest solitudes of woods; but, no doubt,

cliieflj' to the crj- of some of the species, hollow and
lugubrious, but loud and startling, heard during
the hours of darkness, and often by the lonely

wanderer. It is evidently from this cry that the

word "owl' is derived, as well as many of its syn-

onyms in other languages, and of the names ap-

propriated in different countries to particular

species, in most of which the sound oo or oic

\< predominant. Nevertheless the notes of some
uf the smaller ones, as our common American
'mottled owl,' are low and melodious—a pleasant

rippling ululation. Many of the owls have also

another and very different cry, which has gained
— for more than one of them the appellation

'screech-owl," and to which, probably, the Latin
name sirix and some other names are to be re-

ferred. The superstitions concerning owls per-

sist and belong to savage as well as to civilized

peoples. The folk-lore of the uncivilized world
is full of such notions. European peasants con-

nect the birds with death-signs ; the Andalusians
say they are the Devil's birds and drink the oil

from the lamps in saints' shrines; and the

Malagasy consider them embodiments of the

spirits of the wicked. Even the birds and
squirrels of the woods mob the owl unmercifully
nhen one is discovered dozing in its retreat : but

this is merely in recognition of a natural enemy
taken at a disadvantage.

Bibliography. See standard ornithologies and
faunal works, especially Xewton, Dictiunarii of

Birds (New York. 1893)", and Evans, Binis (Xew
York, 1900 1 . For North America, consult the
writings of Wilson. Audubon. Nuttall, t'oues. and
recent ornithologists, especially Fisher, Hanks
and Owls of the United States (Washington,
1893). For superstitions, etc., consult: Brehm,
yaturyeschichteder Vogel Deutschlands ( llmenau,
1831 : trans, into English as Bird Life, London,

1874) ; De Gubernatis, Zoological \liithology

(London, 1872) : De Kay, Bird (lods (New York,

1898) ; and authorities cited under Folk-Lore.
OWLET-MOTH. Any one of the night-flying

moths of the family Noctuidoe. This is a large

assemblage of moths of rather strikingly char-

acteristic and rather uniform appearance, com-
prising in the L'nited States more than 2100
species, which are almost without exception in-

jurious to vegetation. The moths, as a rule, are

of sombre colors, averaging perhaps 1.50 inch in

wing expanse. The fore wings are comparatively

narrow, rather short and stout, and crossed by a

series of wavy lines, with two usually darker or

paler spots near the centre of the wing. The hind

wings are usually without markings, and when at

rest are concealed by the fore wings, which over-

lap and cover them, either flat upon the back or

roof-like. The body is large in proportion to the

size of the wings. The thorax is hea^•y and quite

stout, and in some species the scales on the upper
surface are turned up. forming tufts. The ab-

domen is conical and extends beyond the inner

angle of the hind wings when these are spread.

The popular name, oiclet-moth. is derived from

the nocturnal habits of these insects, and from
the fact that often when they are in obscurity

their eyes shine brightly.

Some of the caterpillars are hairy, but the

more typical ones are naked, and perhaps the

most characteristic are the forms commonly
known as cutworms (q.v. ). They range from
an inch to an inch and a half in length and have

dull colors, ranging from dirty gray to dirty
brown with a few longitudinal stripes. They
hide during the day a little behnv the surface of

the ground and often at the base of the plants
upon which they feed, and during the night
come out to eat whatever vegetation they can
find. The eggs are laid on trees, stones, or
leaves, and the larvae hatch, as a rule, late in the
summer, and pass the winter in a half-grown con-
dition hidden beneath stones or logs or under the
surface of the giound. In the spring they come
out after this long fast and devour the new
vegetation with avidity. Some of them will

climb trees and are known as 'climbing cut-

worms.'

The army-worm (q.v.) is a famous member of

this family, as are also the wheat-head army-
worm, the fall army-worm, the cotton cater-

pillar of the South, and the tomato-worm. The
best remedy consists in ridding the land pre-

pared for gardens before setting out the plants,

by distributing here and there bunches of

freshlj' cut grass or other vegetation which has

previously been poisoned with Paris green.

Consult: Edwards, Standard Xatural History,

vol. ii. (Boston, 1884) ; Smith, Manual of Eco-

nomic Entomology (Philadelphia, 1896) ; Com-
stock. Manual for the Study of Insects (Ithaca,

1895).

OWLGLASS. See Eulexspiegel.

OWL-PARROT. See Kakapo.

OWNERSHIP. Although not strictly a legal

term, "ownership' is used frequently by legal writ-

ers to denote the highest degree or kind of prop-

erty one can have in anything. "Owner' is often

used to denote one who has such property, as con-

tradistinguished from the various terms used to

signify one who has only a partial or temporary
interest in property as lessee, tenant, licensee,

bailee, or one having custody or possession.

Strictly speaking, complete ownership at Eng-

lish law consists of title and possession imited

in the same person, although in common practice

one is said to be the owner who has title, al-

though he may not have actual possession of the

property. In general, one who is the owner of

property has absolute control over it and the

right to do with it as he will so long as he does

not interfere with the legal rights of others. See

Dominium ; Property ; Real Property ; Pcsses-

siON, Law or.

OWOS'SO. A city in Shiawassee County,

Mich., 79 miles northwest of Detroit; on the

Shiawassee Kiver, and on the Ann Arbor, the

Chicago and Grand Trunk, and the Michigan

Central railroads (Map: Michigan. J 5). It is

situated on both sides of the river, and has a

ladies' library and several fine churches and

school buildings. The Federal Government has

made an approjiriation for a new postollice Iniild-

inf here. There are manufactures of furniture,

caskets, door and window screens, dining-room

tables, spokes, carriages, cars, packed meats, but-

ter, machine shop products, hickory handles, knit

goods, rugs, breakfast food, snow shovels, etc.

The citv is also the centre of an extensive sugar-

beet industrj', and has a large beet-sugar factory.

Settled about 1 832. Owosso was chartered as a

city in 1859. The government is administered

under a charter of 1895, which provides for a

mavor, annually elected, and a council. The city
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owns and operates the water-works. Population,

in 18!)0, 6504; in 1900, 8696.

OX (AS. uxu, Goth, auhsa, auhsus, OHG.
ohso. Ger. Oclise, Ochs, Welsh ych, Skt. uksan,

ox, from ukf, to sprinkle, or uks, to be strong;

in the latter ease ultimately connected with Gk.

ai^civ, acxein, OHG. wahsan, Ger. uachsen, AS.

weaxan. Eng. u«x, to grow). The male of a

bovine animal, especially one of the domestic

races of cattle. The word in certain connections,

as "o.xen' or 'ox tribe,' has come to stand for

cattle in general. (See Cattle.) An uncas-

trated male is a •bull;' a young male a '.steer,"

but the latter word, especially in the Western

United States, is now used for beef-cattle in

general, regardless of age or sex.

OXAL'IC ACID (from Lat. oxalis. from Gk.

(SfaX/f, sorrel, from d;vg, oxys, sharp, acid),

CjlIjO,.211,0. A colorless crystalline substance

with an intensely sour taste. It is soluble in

nine parts of cold water, and much more freely

in boiling water. When heated to 212° F.. the

crystals lose their two equivalents of water, and

the residue, consisting of the anhydrous acid,

C.HiO,, becomes opaque. The anhydrous acid

may be sublimed partly undecomposed by heating

gradually and carefully. When heated rapidly it

decomposes into carbonic and formic acids, the

latter acid further breaking up into carbon diox-

ide, carlmn monoxide, and water. When warmed
with strong sulphuric acid, oxalic acid is decom-

posed into equal volumes of carbonic acid and
carbonic oxide gases and water, according to the

equation:

C',H/), = CO, + CO + H,0
Oxalic Carbonic Carbonic Water
acid acid pas oxide

This reaction affords one of the best means of ob-

taining carbonic oxide for use in the laboratory.

Oxidizing agents, such as manganese dioxide,

peroxide of lead, nitric acid, etc.. convert oxalic

into carbonic acid, and on this property is based

a good method of determining the commercial
value of the black oxide of manganese.

Oxalic acid is one of the most powerful of the

organic acids, and ex])els carbonic acid and many
other acids from their salts. The acid it.self and
its soluble salts are poisonous. This acid is very

widely diffused throughout the vegetable king-

dom. Sometimes it occurs in a free state (as in

Boletus »ulpliureus) . but much more frequently

as a salt, either of potash, as in the different

species of Oxalis (from which genus the acid was
originally obtained and derives its name) and of

Rumex; or of soda, as in various species of

Salionrnia and Salsola; or of lime, as in rhubarb
and many lichens. In the animal kingdom it

never occurs except in minute quantity and in

combination with lime. Oxalate of lime is found

in a crystalline shape, both in healthy and morbid
urine, and is the chief constituent of the urinary

calculus known from its rough exterior as the
mulberry calculus.

Oxalic acid is produced by the action either of

hydrate of potash or of nitric acid upon most
organic compounds of natural occurrence. Its

most common mode of preparation is by the oxi-

dation of starch or sugar by nitric acid. The or-

ganic compound and the nitric acid are heated

in a flask till all effervescence has ceased, after

which the solution is evaporated, and the oxalic

acid separates in crystals on cooling.

The molecule of oxalic acid is composed of

two carboxyl groups (COOH) and is represented

graphically" by the following formula

:

C-OH

C—OH
\
O

Oxalic acid

Of the numerous oxalates the most important
are the oxalate of lime (in consequence of its

physiological and pathological relations) ; the

neutral o.xalate of ammonia, which is the best

test for the detection of lime in solution (in con-

sequence of the extreme insolubilitj' of the re-

sulting o.xalate of lime) : and the acid oxalate

of potash, which is employed in various manu-

facturing processes, as well as for removing
ink and rust stains. When the neutral oxalate

of potash is mixed with sulphate of iron, a

double oxalate of iron and potassium is pro-

duced. This compound is a strong reducing

agent, and has the power of separating metals

(for instance, silver) from their salts; this prop-

ertj- is made use of in photography.

The best test for oxalic acid is the production

of a white jtrccipitate (of oxalate of lime), on

the addition of any soluble salt of calcium. The
precipitate is insoluble in water, in solution of

potash, and in acetic acid, but dissolves in the

mineral acids. A solution of nitrate of silver

also gives a white precipitate of oxalate of silver,

whicii explodes when heated.

In consequence of its employment in printing

cotton, bleaching straw, etc., oxalic acid is more
accessible to the general public than many other

poisons, and on this account instances of sui-

cide from the swallowing of this acid are by
no means uncommon. Cases of accidental poison-

ing, moreover, sometimes occur by its being sold

by mistake for Epsom salts. Large doses destroy

life very rapidly. The symptoms of oxalic acid

poisoning are a burning acid taste, with a sense

of constriction or suffocation; vomiting, great

pain in the region of the stomach, convulsions,

cold perspirations, and general collapse speedily

follow : and respiration shortly before death be-

comes slow and spasmodic. With the view of

converting the free acid in the stomach into an

insoluble "and inert salt, chalk, whiting, or lime

water, with full draughts of milk, should be ad-

ministered with the least possible delay. Salt of

sorrel is almost as poisonous as the pure acid.

See Antidote.

OXAIiIS (Lat., from Gk. 6fa?./c, sorrel). A
genus of the natural order Geraniaceae, accord-

ing to Bentham and Hooker, including herbs and
shrubs with generallv compound alternate digi-

tate or ternate, rarefy simple or pinnate leaves.

There are upward of 200 known species, na-

tives of warm and temperate climates, par-

ticularly abundant in Xorth America and at

the Ca|>e of Ciood Hope. The genus Oxalis has a

capsular fruit, and the seeds liave an elastic in-

tegument, which, bursting open, projects the

seed to a distance. The stems and leaves gen-

erally contain a notable quantity of binoxalate

of potash, and have, therefore, a .sour taste. The
connnon wood sorrel {Oxalis Acetosella). very
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abundant in shady woods and grores in most
parts of Europe, a native also of North America,
is a beautiful little plant, often covering the

ground with its green leaves, amid which the
white or slightly roseate flowers appear. Its

leaves all grow from the rootstock, a long leaf-

stalk bearing three obovate leaflets, the scape a

VIOLET WOOD 80BRE1, {OxallB TWlBCea).

single flower. On account of their grateful acid
taste, due to oxalic acid (q.v. ), the leaves are

used in salads and sauces. The plant is extreme-
ly abundant in Lapland, and is much used by
the Laplanders. Oxalis corniculata, a plant of

very extensive distribution, being found in Eu-
rope, NortH America, India. .Japan, and some of

the African islands, has a branched stem, with
decumbent branches, leaves very similar to those
of the common wood sorrel, and yellow flowers.

Its properties agree with those of the common
wood sorrel. Many other species resemble these

in general appearance and properties. The leaves

of some of the species exhibit an irritability like

that of the sensitive plant, generally in a slight

degree, and notably only in hot sunshine, but
Oxalis sensitit^a or Biophytum sensitiviim, an
East Indian species, with pinnate leaves, pos-

sesses this property in a high degree. Some spe-

cies, as Oxalis cernua, a native of South Africa,

are remarkable for producing large bulbels in the

axils of the lower leaves. Several species have
tuberous roots, and are cultivated on account of

their tubers, as Oxalis crenata and Oxalis tube-

rosa, natives of Peru and Boli^-ia. where they are

much esteemed, both receiving the name oca.

The tubers when cooked become mealy like po-

tatoes. They have a slightly acid taste. Oxalis

crenata has been cultivated in gardens for many
years, but continues to be almost exclusively an

object of curiosity, being too tender for temperate

climates and its product very inconsiderable in

quantitv. Its tubers are yellow, in size and
shape like small potatoes. The succulent stalks

of the leaves abound in a pleasant acid juice,

and make excellent tarts and preserves. Oxalis

tuberosa produces numerous small tubers. The
Bolivians often expose them for a long time to
the sun, by which they lose acidity, become sac-

charine, and acquire a taste and consistence like

dried figs. Oxalis Deppei is a Mexican species,

with a root somewhat like a small parsnip, quite
free of acidity. It is much cultivated in its

native country, and succeeds well in the southern
parts of England. Oxalis teiraphylla and Oxalis
crassicnuUs, natives of Mexico, and Oxalis en-
nephylla. a native of the Falkland Islands, also
have edible roots. Many species of Oxalis are
much esteemed as ornaments of gardens and
greenhouses.

OXALUBIA (NeoLat.. from Eng. oxal-ic +
Gk. oipov, uiirtrn, urine), or OxAUC Acid Dia-
thesis. A morbid condition of the system, in

which one of the most prominent sjTnptoms is the
persistent occurrence of an excess of crystals of

oxalate of lime in the urine. Oxalate of lime is

normally present in the urine, held in solution by
the acid sodium phosphate. The amount excreted
daily varies greatly within the limits of health,

being largely increased by eating tomatoes, rhu-
barb, cranberries, and the like. The diet, there-

fore, must always be taken into account in esti-

mating the pathological importance of an excess
of the oxalates. UTien present in excess for a
considerable period of time, the condition is

known as oxaluria. The accompanying train of

symptoms are depression, irritability, nersous in-

digestion, hypochondriasis, melancholia. There
may be neuralgic pains, a sense of weight across

the loins, and the characteristic symptoms of

neurasthenia. The causes of oxaluria are not

quite clear, but the trouble is believed to be due
to faulty assimilation and imperfect oxidation of

certain foods. It occurs in lithsemia, and is

thought to be related to gout. The persistent oc-

currence of large amounts of calcium oxalate

in the urine is also of special interest, because

the crystals may be deposited before the urine is

voided, and form the so-called mulberry calculi

in the bladder or the pelvis of the kidney.

The treatment of this condition should look

toward building up the general health, and im-

proving the digestion by outdoor exercise and the

administration of bitter tonics and the mineral

acids. Articles of diet containing oxalic acid

should be avoided, as should also the starches

and sugars, which consume all the available oxy-

gen and interfere with albuminous transforma-

tion.

OX-BIRD, or Ox-Ete. The dunlin (q.v.).

OX'ENBRIDGE, John (1008-74). An Eng-

lish nonconformist divine. He was born at

Daventrv. Xorthamptonshire. He was educated

at Oxford and Cambridge, taking his degree at

the latter university in lfi.31 ; was tutor of

Magdalen Hall. Oxford, but was deprived of the

position in 10.34 for per.suading the students to

subscribe certain religious articles prepared by

himself. He was ordained a minister of the

Church of England, and spent the next few years

as a missionarv in the Bermuda Islands. In 1641

he returned to England and preached in various

places: in 10.^2 he was chosen fellow of Eton

College, ejected in 1060. and .settled at Berwick-

on Tweed ; where he preached till in 1602 hr w.is

silenced for nonconformity by the Act of Uni-

formity. He then went as a missionary to

Guiana, and in 1669 went to Boston, where he
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was installed in 1670 as colleague of the Rev.

James Allt-n over the first church of that city.

His publications are: A Double Wulcliuord

( 10(il ) : A Seasonable Proposition of I'l-o/iaiial-

in</ the (lospel by Christian Colonies in the Con-
tinent of Guiana (1070); Election Sermon
(1672) ; and A Sermon on the Seasonable Seeking

of God.

OX'ENDEN, AsiiTON (1808-92). Metropoli-

tan of Canada. He was born at Broome Park,

near Canterbury, and was educated at University

College. London ; he was rector of Pluckley

with Pevington, in Kent (1849-69). In 18G4 he

became honorary canon of Canterbury Cathedral,

and in 1809 was chosen Bishop of Montreal, and
Primate an<l Metropolitan of Canada. Ho re-

signed his bishopric in 1878 because of age, and
was viear of Saint .Steplien's, Canterbury, and
also rural dean of Canterbury (1879-84).

Among his publications may be mentioned: The
Cottage Library (0 vols., 1840-51) ; The Pathway
of Safely (1850); Cottage Readings (1859);
The Home Beyond (1801) ; The Parables of Our
Lord Explained (1804) ; A Plain History of the

Christian Church (1864); My First Year in

Canada (1871): A Simple Exposition of the

Psalms (1872); The Christian Life (1877);
Counsel to the Confirmed (1878|: Touchstones

(1884) ; Short Comments on the Gospels (1885).

Consult his autobiography (London, 1891), and
his posthmnous Plain Sermons (ib., 189,3), with
memoir.

OX'ENFORD, .John (1812-77). An English

translator and dramatic writer, born at Camber-
well, London. August 12, 1812. He was appren-
ticed for the law, but he gave it up for literature.

Unaided by the schools, he mastered German,
Italian, French, and Spanish. From these lan-

guages he made many translations which have
been highly commended. Among them are Cal-

deron"s \ iila rs sncfio : Molifre's Tarlufe; Boiar-

do's Orlando innanioralo (incomplete) ; tioetlie's

Dichtung und Wahrheit ; and Eckermann's
Oespriiehe mil Goethe. In an essay entitled
Iconoelasm in Philosophy, contributed to the

Westminster Revieu; he first made Seho])enhauer
known to England. 0.\enford's dramatic pieces

probably number more than a hundred. Not only
were they popular at home, but several of them
were translated into French, German, and Dutch.
Among them are ily Fellow Clerk. A Day Well
Spent, and Twice Killed. In 1850 or then'iibouts,

Oxenford joined the staff of the London Times as
dramatic critic. In 1807 he visited the fnited
States. He died at Southwark, February 21,

1877.

OXENHAM, oksVn-am, He.xby Nutcombe
(1829-88). An English theologian, eldest son of

William Oxenham. an English clergyman and
- second master of Harrow School, born at Harrow,
November 15, 1829. From Harrow he passed to

Balliol College, where he graduated B..\. in

1850 and M.A. in 1854. Ordained in the English
Church, he became curate of Worminghall. Buck-
inghamshire (1854), and at Saint Bartholomew's.
Cripplegate, London (1856). From the first a

high churchman, he went over to the Roman
Catholic Church in 1857. He was subsequently
appointed professor in Saint Edmund's College.

Ware, and master of the Oratory School at Bir-

mingham. He died at Kensington, March 2,3,

1888. Besides contributing to periodicals, he

published extensively. Among his works are:
'J'he Sentence of Kaires und Other Poems { 1854) ;

The Catholic Doctrine of .Itonemcnt (1805) ; Dr.
Pusey's Eirenicon (1806; 2d ed. 1871) ; Catholic

Eschatology und Vnirersulism (1870) ; An Eiren-
icon of the Eighteenth Century (1879); and
Short Studies in Ecclesiastical History and Bi-
ography (1884-85). Oxenham studied for a time
in (iermany under DoUinger. several of whose
works he translated into Englisli.

OXENSTIERNA, or OXENSTJERNA, oU'-

scn-sliar'na (often called Oxenstiern by English
writers). Axel, Count (1583-1054). A Swedish
statesman, born at F:'ino, in I'liland. .June 10,

158.'!. He studied at Kostock, .Jena, and Witten-
l)erg, his original interest being in theology, to

which he devoted his attention. After leaving
the university, he visited most of the German
courts, but returned to Sweden in 160.3, and soon
afterwards entered the service of Charles IX.,

who, in 1600, dispatched him as Ambassador to

the Court of Mecklenburg. He became a Senator
in 1009. He conducted with marked discretion

the settlement of certain disputes between the

Livonian nobles and the town of Reval. and was
appointed guardian of the royal family and head
of the regency when Charles l)ecame incapacitat-

ed. On the accession of Gustavus II. Adolphus
(q.v. ) in 1011 O.xenstierna was made Chancellor.

In 1013 he acted as plenipotentiary in the nego-

tiations for peace between Sweden and Denmark,
and he arranged the Peace of Stolbova with
Russia in 1617. In 1621 he con<lucted the ad-

ministration at home during the al)sence of the

King, who was carrying on tlie war witli Poland.

Subsequently he was appointed Governor-General

of the conquered district, and in 1021) concluded

peace with the Poles on highly favorable condi-

tions. For a while Oxenstierna strongly opposed

the desire of Gustavus Adolphus to take part in

the Thirty Years' War. but when he found that

the King had determined on his course he set

about collecting money and troops with energy
and persistency. After Gustavus AJolphus had
fairly entered on the sanguinary struggle, O.xen-

stierna joined him. and conducted most of the

extensive and complicated dijilomacy which the

course of events entailed on Sweden. After the

death of the King, at Liitzen, November 16, 1632,

he resolved to continue the contest with the

Imperialists, in spite of the visible disaffection

of many of the German Protestant princes. At
the Congress of Heilbronn the States of Swabia,
Franconia. and the Rhenish territories placed

Oxenstierna at the head of the Evangelical

League (1633). The will of the dead monarch
was sent to Stockholm; according to its condi-

tions the government—during the minority of

his daughter Christina (q.v.)—was intrusted to

five nobles, who empowered the Chancellor to

pro.secute the war. His difliculties were enor-

mous, yet he managed partly to allay the rival-

ries of the Protestant leaders. After the severe

defeat of the Swedes at Niirdlingen in 1634

Oxenstierna transferred the leadership of the

Protestant forces to Duke Bernhard of Weimar,
and proceeded, in 1635. to France and Holland,

to obtain aid against the Imperialists. Return-
ing to Germany, he assisted in quelling a

mutiny among the Swedish troops at Magde-
burg; put Pomerania in a state of defense to re-

sist the expected attack of the Elector of Bran-
denburg; renewed the treaty with Poland; and,
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leaving Bauer in command of the Swedes, re-

turned to Stockholm in 1036. In 1645 he repre-

sented Sweden at the Peace of Bromsebro witli

Denmark. He continued to direct ably the policy

of the Protestants in Germany, till the Peace of

Westphalia, in 1048, put an end to the war. 0.x-

enstierna's son was one of the Swedish envoys
who signed the treaty, and it is in a letter to

him that the famous sentence of the statesman
occurs: Kcscis, mi fill, ijuantilla priidentia

homines regiintur ("You do not know, my son,

with how little wisdom men are governed").
Queen Christina did not .show a proper respect

for the advice of Oxenstierna and persisted in

her resolve to abdicate in spite of all his protes-

tations. Oxenstierna died August 28. 16.")4. Some
treatises and historical fragments are attributed
to him. Consult: Geijer, Cfeschichte /S'c/) (cerfcyi.*

(3 vols., Hamburg, 1823-30). See references

under Gustavi s II. Adolphus.

OXENSTIERNA, Johan G.\bhiei., Count
(1730-1818). A Swedish poet and statesman.
He studied under the poet and critic Olof Bergk-
lint, served a year in the Chancellor's office, and
then entered the diplomatic corps as secretary of

legation in Vienna (1770). Returning to Sweden
in 1774, he became King's chamberlain, enjoyed
high favor at Court and held various high offices

there, being Marshal of the Realm from 1792 to

1801. Oxenstierna was one of the first members
of the Swedish Academy on its formation in 1786.

He edited the pa]>crs of King Gustavus III.

(1803-12). and translated Hilton's Paradise Lost
and a part of Tasso's Gerusalemme iiberata : but
he is better known for his own poetic works.
Hlcordarne and Da-fiens Hliinder are especially

famed among his works for their beautiful de-

scriptions of nature. In general his poetry is

marked by a high order of imagination and a
euphonious style, but it is not free from the

pseudo-classicism of the period. His complete
works were published at Stockholm ( 1805 to

1826). Selections from his diary were edited

by StiernstWim (Upsala, 1881) . Consult Wirs^n,
Minne af riksmarkalken grefve J. (r. Oxenstierna
(in the Transactions of the Sicedish Aeademy,
Stockholm. 1885).

OX-EYE. (1) The dunlin (q.v.). (2) The
semipalmated sandpiper (Ereunetes pusiHiis).

(3) In Great Britain, the common larger tit-

mouse {Parus major).

OXEYE. An ornamental plant. See Chrts-
ANTiiE.MUM ; Daisy.

OX'FORD. The chief city and county-seat of

Oxfordslure, England, and the cathedral town of

tlie Diocese of Oxford. It is situated 52 miles ( (i3

by rail ) west-northwest of London, at tlie junction

of the Isis (Thames) and Cherwell rivers (.Map:

England E 5 ) . Its chief importance is due to its

university. Oxford is a place of considerable an-

tii|uity, probably owing its origin to the shrine of

Saint Frideswide,in whose honor a religious house
was founded perhaps as early as the ninth cen-

tury. The name is probably derived from Ousen-

ford, or ford over the Ouse, a tributary of the

Thames which comes in here, though the city arms,

an ox crossing a ford, indicate a more popidar ety-

mology, O.xen-ford. Coins of King Alfred were
struck here—a fact which testifies to the promi-
nence of the place even in his day : but tlie first

mention in written history is in the Chronicle

under the year 912, when it was annexed or re-

annexed to the West Saxon Kingdom. It came
to be a place of some importance as the key to
the valley of the Upper Thames and in control of
much of the trade of that region. It was a place
of military significance and was possessed of for-
tifications, of which the great mound is still in
existence. Its increasing prominence is sliown
in the more and more frequent mention in the
Chronicles as a place of meetings and treaty-mak-
ings. At the ('on<piest it became part of the
possessions of Robert D'Oyly, who built the
castle, the keep of which still remains. It was
fortified with a strong wall, and became a place of
mucli importance, especially connected with roy-
alty. Henry I. built a house or palace here.
Queen Matilda was here besieged by Stephen;
here both Richard I. and .John were born, and
here was held the Parliament of 1258, which en-
acted the Provisions of Oxford. The rise of the
university attracted hither many religious Orders,
and during the greater part of the period before
the Reformation the chief interest of the place
lies in tlie growth and struggles of the university
(q.v.). In later times its chief historical signifi-

cance lies in the part it played in the civil wars,
when for .a considerable time it was not merely
the centre of Royalist operations, but the capital
of Royalist England. It was besieged by the
Parliamentarians, but fortunately not bombarded.

Despite its low-lying position amid the marshes
of the many-branched Thames, surrounded by
hills, Oxford is a very beautiful city, owing chief-

ly to the presence of the collegiate and university
buildings. The centre of the city is Carfax
((|uatre voies), where the north and south way.?

(Cornmarket and Saint Aldate's) and the east

and west ways (Queen vStreet and High Street)

meet. High Street is the principal street of the

place and is one of the most attractive thorough-

fares in England. The chief architectural fea-

tures of the place, in addition to the college and
university buildings, are the very handsome new
municipal buildings, begun in 1803, His Majesty's

Prison, occupying the site of the old castle, and
many interesting churches, including .Saint Mar-
tin Carfax, the old city church. Saint Michael's,

with an interesting Saxon tower. Saint Peter's

in the East, with a Xornian crypt, and many
others. The city has much outgrown its former

bounds, especially toward the north, in recent

years, and is now surrounded by suburbs: North
Oxford; Grandpont, on the south, reached by
Folly Bridge over the Isis; Cowley, on the

east! reached by Magdalen Bridge over the Cher-

well ; and Osiii-y on the west. In lilOl Oxford
had a population of 49,413. It is a Parliamen-

tary and municipal borough, returning two mem-
bers to the House of Commons besides the two
from the university. It is governed by a mayor,

ten aldermen, and thirty councilors, forming the

corporation, a high steward, a sheriff, and a

recorder. The jurisdiction of the civic govern-

ment, however, does not extend over members
of the university. It is a market town, has now
.some manufactures, and an increasing municipal

importance. See Oxford University.

OXFORD. A city and the county-seat of

Lafayette County, Miss., 73 miles southeast of

Memphis, Tenn.;"on the Illinois Central Railroad

(Map: Mississippi. F 2). It is most important

as an educational centre, having the State Uni-

versitv (q.v.), and the Woman's College (Metho-

dist Episcopal), opened in 1854. A Federal courts
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building is located in Oxford. The leading in-

dustries are connected with cotton. Population,

in 1890, lo4G; in 1900, 1825.

OXFORD. A town and the county-seat of

Granville County, N. C, 30 miles north of

Kalcigh; on the Seaboard Air Line and the

Soutliern Kailroad (.Map: Xorth Carolina. D 1).

It has two private secondary schools, a ^Masonic

orphan asylum, and an asylum for colored chil-

dren. Oxford is in the fertile Piedmont section

of North Carolina, the centre of extensive to-

bacco-growing interests. There are, besides sev-

eral tobacco wureliouses and stemmeries, cotton

mills, a furniture factory, an iron foundry, a car-

riage factorv. planing mill, etc. Population, in

1890. 2907; "in 1900, 20.59.

OXFORD. A village in Butler County, Ohio,

39 miles north by west of Cincinnati: on the
Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Railroad
(ilap; Ohio, A 7). It is a prominent educa-
tional centre, having Miami I'niversity (q.v.),

and two colleges for women—Oxford College,

opened in 1849, and Western College, opened in

185.5. Population, in 1890, 1922: in 1900, 2009.

OXFORD, Provisions of. A set of regula-
tions drawn up in 1258 for the government of

England. In that year Henry III.'s difficulties

with his barons had come to a head, and loud
complaints were made when Parliament met at

London on April 9tb. Finally the King gave
his consent to the formation of a committee of

twenty-four, chosen half from the royal council

and half by the banms, to propose reforms. On
.June 11, 1258. I'arliamcnt met at Oxford, and
this Mad Parliament, as it was called, caused the
adoption of a new scheme of government, now
known as the Provisions of Oxford. A council
of fifteen was selected in a complex manner, and
this was to advise the King in all matters of

government, and three times a year was to meet
twelve representatives of the barons to discuss
the whole s(ate of affairs. This method of gov-
ernment lasted until 12f>3, with a short inter-

ruption in 1259, In 1263, however, war between
Henry 111. (q.v,) and his barons, led by Simon
de Montfort (q,v.). began. Consult Stubbs, Co}i-

stitutintuil Iliston/ of Englniitl. vol, ii, (4th ed,,

Oxford. IS9f;),

OXFORD, Robert Harley. First Earl of. An
Englisli statesman. See H.\rley, Rohert, Earl
of Oxford.

OXFORD CLAY. An important formation
of Middle .Jurassic age found in England. It
consists of dark-blue or blackisli clay which some-
times reaches a thickness of fiOO feet. The Ox-
ford clay lies beneath the plain on which Oxford
is built.

OXFORD MOVEMENT. The name common-
ly applied. fr<irii ils place of origin, to the re-

vival of the doctrines and practices of an earlier
age which took place in the Church of England
in the early years of the Victorian era. Though
local in its inception, it achieved unexpected re-

sults and became world-wide in its influence. The
movement proper, or the stage of it which is

more strictly known as Tractarian. covered a
period of twelve years. It liegan with Keble's
famous sermon on national apostasy preached in
Saint Mary's, Oxford, in .Tuly, 1833, and closed
with Newman's defection in 1S45, But under
other leaders the work went on. Its field of

operations was widened. It moved along new
lines and gathered fresh strength, until it vivified

and transformed the English Church.
It was distinctly a revival, but of a difl'erenl

type from those which had preceded it in tlie

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. That of the
seventeenth century was anti-Calvinistic and
based on the moral responsibility of man. That
of the eighteenth was anti-Iatitudinarian and
based on devotion to a personal Kcdeenier. The
Oxford Movement was anti-individualistic and
based on the incarnate life of .Jesus Christ. The
revival of spiritual life under the Wesleys and
Whitefield was intensely subjective and therefore
one-sided and imperfect. Its complement was
furnished by the Oxford Movement with its deep
religious fervor, but distinctly objective teaching.

To attempt to gauge the movement simply by its

restoration of obsolete external observances is to

miss its meaning. It had a double trend, histor-

ical and doctrinal.

Historically it was part of a larger movement.
The beginning of the nineteenth century marked
an epoch in religious thought. The Deism of

the preceding century, with its mechanical uni-

verse and absentee God. had induced an all-

pervading deadness in spiritual things. Religion
was little better than a cold morality. A reac-

tion was inevitable. The search was for au-
thority ; the transcendental school found it in an
"inner light,' in reason or conscience or 'an imag-
inative faith;' the ecclesiastical school ajjpcaled
to the authority of the Cluirch and localized the
divine in persons and places and acts. Tran-
scendentalism sawtiod in man and nature, ecclesi-

asticism saw Him in sacraments and ordinances.
In England at the beginning of the nineteenth
century the Church had became so tlioroughly

Erastian that few looked beyond the State with
its civil courts for any centre of ecclesiastical

authority. The most definite form of ecclesiasti-

cisn], though one little known to the great ma-
jority of Englishmen, was the Latin communion
with its persistent assertion of Papal claims : and
over against this stood the Transcendental school

with its equally persistent demand for the recog-

nition of the individual reason. But with the
birth of the Oxford Movement in England came
the appeal to the authority of the historic Cath-
olic Chinch, of which, it was contended, the na-

tional Church of the ccmntrywas an integral part.

According to Dean CInirch, it was not xintil

Newman determined to force upon the public
mind, in a way that could not be evaded, the
great article of the creed, "T believe in one
Catholic and Apostolic Church," that the move-
ment really began. Underneath the restoration
of certain external requirements lay this appeal
to the authority of the primitive and midivided
Church, The effort was to make the national
Church of England moie truly Catholic, not. by
the introduction of new features in her economy,
but by the restoration of those elements of

Catholicism which were already inherent, though
latent, in her constitution. The movement sprang
from the Catholic teaching of the Caroline
divines. Its fathers were .Andrewes and Laud and
Cosin, It made episcopacy essential not merely
to the hene esse, but to the esse of the Church.
The Apostolic Succession became a prominent
plank in the platform of the Catholic school.

The doctrinal teaching may be summed up in

one wor<l—the Incarnation, ThiSj as witnessed
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by Church and Scripture, was the sum and sub-

^itance of the apologetic work of both the early

and the later leaders of the movement. Under-

neath the contention as to holy orders and valid

sacraments lay this basic truth of Christianity.

It gave the world a living Christ, whose quicken-

ing and energizing himianity permeated the whole

body of the faithful. He, it was held, inspired

sermons, gave vitality to worship and efficacy

to sacraments, and imparted energj- both to in-

dividual lives and to corporate agencies for good.

The sacraments were openly proclaimed as 'the

extension of the Incarnation.'

The immediate cause of the movement was the

suppression by the reform Government in 1833 of

ten Irish bishoprics, coupled with the significant

hint to the English prelates to 'set their house in

order.' .John Keble, professor of poetry at O.xford,

had long chafed under the manifest Erastian-

ism of the times ; and what the poet had already

sung, in the Christian Tear, tlie preacher now
])roclaimed from the pulpit. But if Keble's ser-

mon was the first word, the first step was taken

at a meeting of a few friends at Hadleigh vicar-

age, in Suffolk, the home of Hugh James Rose,

in -July of the same eventful year. It was there

decided to begin the publication of the Tracts for

the Times, and the decision opened a new era in

Christian polemics. The first three tracts ap-

peared under date of September 9. 1833. and dur-

ing that and the following year forty-six were

printed and circulated among the parochial

clergj'. They were short but incisive statements,

bearing upon the polity, doctrine, and worship of

the Church. In 1834 an address signed by seven

thousand clergymen of the English Church, ex-

pressing a general adherence to her apostolic doc-

trine and polity, was presented to Archbishop

Howley, and this w-as followed by another of the

same purport from the laity bearing the signa-

tures of two hundred and thirty thousand heads

of families. An 'association' was formed by

William Palmer, and a short supplement to the

Catechism was prepared and published by William

Perceval. But the 'Oxford Tracts' were the mo-
tive power of the new movement and its leaders

were soon known as 'Tractarians.'

Concurrent with the issue of the Tracts were

Newman's four o'clock sermons at Saint Mary's.

Tliey were plain, but pointed and pungent. Men
read the Tracts and listened to the sermons. An
atmosphere was created and in it the urgent

issues of the hour were discussed and weighed.

Toward the close of 1834 Pusey joined the

movement. As a professor and a canon of

Christ Church. Oxford, he brought with him a

name and a position. The Tracts grew into

heavier and more exhaustive treatises. A trans-

lation of the early Fathers was begim. The

.\nglo-Catholic library was started. The move-

ment met with unexpected success, and. under the

leadership of Newman, Keble. and Pusey. gath-

ered great strength in the effort to return, in

doctrine and worship, to the Anglicanism of the

seventeenth century.
But in 1839 a new school was formed within

the movement which from that year until 184.5

had a large, if not the chief, share in its guid-

ance. It originated with William George Ward
and other younger men who came into it. as

Newman afterwards said, "at an angle and were

sweeping the original party aside." It is said to

have represented the ethical and philosophical

side of the effort rather than the historical.

The sympathies of its leading spirits were dis-

tinctly Koman. The vivid picture of Church
authority and Catholic sanctity painted in Hurrell

Froude's Remains fascinated many earnest and
devout minds. The Protestant Reformation was
represented as a deadly sin, and restoration to

communion with Rome was the ideal. There was
clearly a rift in the Tractarian forces. Ward's

party were drifting toward the Roman Catholic

Church. Pusey and Keble stood firm on the orig-

inal foundation. Newman was unsettled. "The
large and sweeping conception of a vast and ever-

growing Imperial Church," we are told, "appealed

strongly to his statesmanlike imagination." Flaws
and imperfections were of no account in such

greatness and could be overlooked. In 1839 his

sympathies were strongly Roman Catholic. He
had striven to present the Church of England
as holding a central historic position between a
bald Protestantism on the one hand and an in-

fallible Roman Catholicism on the other. His
appeal had been to the authority of the undivided

Church. But his belief in tjie reality of the

English Church was now being severely tested.

While studying the Monophysite question in the

summer of that year he says himself: "For the

first time a doubt came across me of the tenable-

ness of Anglicanism. I had seen the shadow of

a hand on the wall. He who has seen a ghost

cannot be as if he had never seen it. The heavens

had opened and closed again. The thought for the

moment had been, the Church of Rome will be

found right after all. And then it had vanished.

My old convictions remained as before."

"still the movement went on, with no outward

signs of failure. But with the publication of

Tract 90 there came a marked change. It was
written by Newman, and interpreted the articles

in what Ward called a 'non-natural' sense. It

was an attempt to show, by an ingenious applica-

tion of Article XXXV. on the Homilies, that the

Articles were not necessarily anti-Roman. They

were represented as condemning the popular ex-

aggerations and misconceptions of Roman doc-

trine current at the time they Avere drawn up.

This was enough in the temper of the times to let

the storm loose. Dislike and suspicion had been

seething, conspiracy and disloyalty had been

darklv hinted: but' with the appearance of the

obnoxious Tract, the innate Protestantism of Eng-

land Hew to arms. The Tracts were stopped.

Newman withdrew from Oxford to Littlemore.

Saint .Augustine's words about the Donatists,

"Securus judicat orbis terrarum," kept ringing

in his ears "like words out of the skf." The

ghost came again, and this time it would not

leave him. The attempt to establish a joint

bishopric at .lerusalem, representing both the

English Church and the Prussian Lutherans,

pressed hard upon a sensitive and overstrained

conscience. The Government and the Archbishop

appeared guilty of the sacrifice of principle.

Then came Pusev's suspension for his sermon on

the Eucharist in" 1843. followed by the condemna-

tion of Ward's Ideal of a Christian Church, and

the withdrawal of his degrees in the next year.

By the summer of 1S4.T he and Faber and Oakeley

had gone over to Rome, and in October the long-

impending blow fell. Newman transferred his

alleffiance from the Anglican to the Latin

Obedience.
The catastrophe shattered the Tractarian
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Paitv; it checked but did not .^tup tlie Oxford
Moveuieut. Tlie iullueiue of the leiiMil )iad al-

ready reached tar beyond the Cliureh in England.

The events connected with the Carey case in

America are sullicieiit to show this. Arth\ir

Carey was a graduate of the General Theological

Seminary in Xew Vork, and a young man of

unusual promise: but he had become imbued with

the teacliing of the Tractarians, and a protest was
entered against his ordination on the ground that

he was unsound in the failli. He was, however,

after the case had caused consideral)le excite-

ment, ordained wlien he had passed a special ex-

amination by a committee of clergjnien a|)painted

for the purpose. The movement became the sub-

ject of an able and earnest debate in the Ameri-
can General Convention of 1844. Resolutions

were adopted to the effect that the faith was
already sulliciently proclaimed in the formularies

of the Church, and that the canons were amply
adeiiuate to govern any cases of sujjposed hetero-

doxy. Victory seemingly rested with the ad-

vanced or Catholic school.

.\notlier blow fell in England when the Judi-
cial Committee of the Privy Council gave its

decision in the famous Gorham case. (See GoR-
HAM Controversy. ) The court merely decided
that the language used by Jlr. Gorham was not
so clearly contrary to the fornnilaries of the
Church as to justify the action of the Bishop in

refusing to institute him: but it was understood
bv many ])eople to declare that the Church of

Englanil did not teach the doctrine of Baptismal
Regeneration. It was looked upon by the High
Anglicans as a further ]iroof of the inherent and
ineradicable Erastianism of the National Church.
A nund)er of clergymen sought refuge in the
Roman Catholic Comminiion, the foremost of
whom was .Manning. But the moventent widened
and went on, its w(n-k becoming more practical
and less argumentative. Signs of the revival of

church life were everywhere manifest. New par-
ishes were formed, new churches built. Interest in
foreign mission was aroused. Men like Dr. Hook
of J>ecds. Bishop Wilberforce of Oxford, Mr.
Gladstone, .ludge Coleridge, and Sir Roundell
Palmer (afterwards Lord Selborne) were found
cociperating with the old and tried leaders. Doc-
trinal interest centred in the Holy Comnuuiion,
The Real Presence and its corollary, the Eiicbar-
istic Sacrifice, were openly and widely taught and
found expression in a revived aiid elaborate
ritual. (See Riti'.\i.isim.) Tn IS.in proceedings
were taken against Archdeacon Denison of Taun-
ton, and in 1871 against Mr. Bennett of Frome,
for teaftiing the Real Presence. But the result
in both cases strengthened rather than weakened
the positiim of the Catholic school. In the Amer-
ican Clnireh Dr. De Koven fearlessly took his
stand upon the English decision in support of the
doctrine of the Real Presence as coming "within
the limits of the truth held in the Clnireh of
England." It has since held a recognized place
in .\nglican theology, and the doctrine of the
Sacrifice of the Eucharist was clearly defined and
ably championed by the English archbishops in
their reply to the Papal declaration against the
validity of j^nglican orders in ISO".

It is held by some that the real tendency of the
Catholic movement was to T.atinize the Church.
The very principle of historic continuity for
which the leaders fought and struggled has been
designated as 'absurd and contradictory.' Its

failure to 'trust tlie divine constitution of man'
has been comuieiited on, and we are told that it

was too Augustiniau in its theology. Froude
maintained that the skejiticism of England, in its

leading principles, was introduced by Newman
and that but for the Oxford Movement it would
have remained "a harmless speculation of a few
philosophers.' It is also charged that the Mansell
philoso[>hy, with its unknown and unknowable
God, was the culmination of its thought. It had
its weak ])oiiits, no doubt. But it had its strong

features. It stood for great and forgotten truths.

It rallied to it the learning and culture and
intellect of iMiglaiid and other lands. It not
impossibly anticipated, as some of its critics con-

tend, the Higher Criticism and the agnosticism

of the ])resent day. It certainly begat the Neo-
Oxford school whose views appeared in Luj:
MiiihU in 18110, and who contend that the Church
should assimilate the results of the ripest scholar-

ship and the most searching scientific investiga-

tion.

Vet it is indisputable that the movement
counts for much in the marvelous change which
has taken place in religious life and work
since the middle of the nineteenth centurj-.

Among its results may be placed the restora-

tion of order and dignity to public wor-
ship; the more diligent ministration to the poor
ami distressed; the raising of the standard of

clerical work; the foundation of religious com-
munities for both men and women; the multipli-

cation and maintenance of educational facilities;

and the taking by the Churcli of Eiigbind of a
securer linld upon the atl'ections of the people.

The bibliography of the Movement is very ex-

tensive, and includes some of the best biograph-

ical work in the language. Consult, especially:

Church, T)ic Oxford Movement (London, 18!)1) :

Oakeley, Historical Xotes on the Tractarian
Murciiti'iit lib., 1891-02) ; Newman, Apolof/ia pro
\'ita iS'urt (ib., 1864) ; his Lrtlrm iind Correspond-
ence Duriiiri Bis Life in the English Church,
ed. by Aniie Mozley (ib., 1801); Abbott, The
Awilieiiii Career of Cardinal Neumaii (ib.,

1802) : Liddon. Life of I'lisei/ (4 vols,, ib., 1803-

07); Williams, Autobiographi/. ed. Prevost (ib.,

1802): Froude, R. H., 'Hema'ins ( ib.. 1838-30);
Lock, Jolm Kehle (ib., 1803) : Church, Life and
Letters of Dean Church (ib., 1894) ; Purcell.

Life of Cardinal Manning (ib., 189.5) ; Hutton,
Cardinal Manning (ib., 1892) ; Mozley, T., Rem-
iniseenees, Cliic/h/ of Oriel Colleqe and the Oxford
Movement (ib., 'l882); Mozley, .1. B., Letters,

ed. by his sister (ib., 1884)': Wilfrid Ward,
William George Ward and the Oxford Movement
(ib., 1880) ; id., William George Ward and the

Catholic Uevival ( ib., 1803); Donaldson, Five
Great Oxford Leaders (ib., 1898) ; Pattison,
Memoirs (ib., 1885) ; Bowden, Life and Letters

of F. W. Faber (ib., 1860) ; Browne, History of
the Tractarian Movement (Dublin, IS.'iO) ; Per-
ceval. Collections of Papers Connected with the
Theological Movement of 1S33 (London, 1842);
Allies, .4 Life's Decision (ib., 1880) ; Burgon,
Lives of Tirelve Good Men (ib., 1888) ; Bennett,
"Some Results of the Tractarian Movement of
1833," in Shipley, ed„ The Church and the World
(ib., 1867) ; Ornsby, Memoirs, of James Robert
Hopc-Seott (ib„ 1884): R. H. Hutton. flome
Modern Guides of Thought in Matters of Faith
(ib., 1887) : TuIIoch, Movements of Reliqious
Thought in Britain (ib., 1885) ; Abbott and
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Campbell, Lifr and Letters of Benjamin Jouett
(ib., 1897 J ; Martin, Life and Letters of I'ohert

Lowe, Viscount iiherbrooke (ib., 1893) ; Prothero,

Life and Correspondence of Dean Stanley (ib.,

1893).

OXFORDSHIRE. An inland county of Eng-
land, bounded north by Warwick and Northamp-
ton, east by Buckingham, south by Berkshire,

from which it is partly separated by the Eiver
Thames, and west by Gloucestershire (ilap:

England, E 5). Area, 750 square miles. The
surface is varied, level toward the north and
west : undulating and fertile along the Thames
Valley and in the southeast, reaching an altitude

of 820 feet in the Chiltern Hills. The principal

rivers are the Thames, the Thame, the Cherwell,

the Evenlode, and Windrush. The soil is fertile;

agriculture is in an advanced state, a large pro-

portion of the acreage being under crops or grass.

Dairy farming is largely carried on. The manu-
factures are on a small scale, and include agri-

cultural implements, Witney blankets, paper, and
gloves. Capital. Oxford. Population of countv,

in 1891, 185,G69; in 1901, 182,800.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY. One of the two
principal universities of England. The legendary

stories of its foundation by King Alfred may be

neglected; but as early as 1117 there are notices

of Continental scholars lecturing at Oxford, pos-

sibly attracted by the neighborhood of the palace
of the scholar King, Henry I. The expulsion of

foreigners from the University of Paris, as one
of the results of the quarrel between Henry II.

and Beckct, seems to have caused a definite immi-
gration to Oxford: and the accoimt of a visit paid

to it by Giraldus Cambrensis about 118.5 shows
that it was already a centre of learning, and pos-

sessed organized faculties with regular degrees.

From this time on the luiiversity is a place of

importance. In the reign of Richard I. scholars

were maintained there by the royal bcmnty; and
in 1209 the academic community suffered, as it

had earlier grown, by migration. This grew out

of one of the frequent conflicts between students

and townspeople, and had as a result the transfer

of a considerable number of students to Cambridge
and the rise of the schools there to the dignity

of a Htiidium Generate. In 1214 the liberties of

the university were confirmed by <lecision of a
Papal legate, which names for the first time a

chancellor as a representative of the university,

and requires the townsmen to surrender to him
or to some other representative of the Bishop any
'clerks' whom they had seized. The distance from
the see city of the diocese, Lincoln, which mini-

mized direct episcopal control, and the prolonged

struggles between town and gown, in which the

university was generally successful, helped to

differentiate it from the Continental universities.

Yet in many ways the organization of Oxford was
like that of Paris, a self-governing guild of mas-
ters, presided over by a chancellor of their elec-

tion. As elsewhere, the earliest organization was
for the purpose of limitation, not extension, of

teaching; it was a trade guild, intended to super-

vise the qualifications of those who claimed ad-

mission to the teaching body. Like Paris and its

imitators, Oxford had its •nations," though here

there were but two—the North, including the

Scotch, and the South, including the Welsh and
Irish. From the beginning, the faculty of arts

was of chief importance, those of law, medicine.

and theology never rising to the dignity of sepa-
rate deans. In the management of university
atl'airs, the congregation or assembly of "regents''
masters actually engaged in instruction, passed
upon measures before they were submitted to the
greater congregation or whole body of masters.
It was a democratic society, and was found oa
the side of independence against Heni-y III., who
threatened such radical measures as the hanging
of the whole body of students. The reform move-
ment of Wiclif, himself a fellow and perhaps a
master of a college, also found here a considerable
body of sympathizers. The mention of colleges
brings us to an important stej) in the develop-
ment of the university. At first, as clsewliere,
the students had lived independently at their own
expense in the town. By degrees voluntary asso-
ciations of students sprang up, which elected
their head, rented a hou.se, obtained a license from
the university, and ac<|uired something like a cor-
porate existence. By the middle of the thirteenth
century, too, the mendicant Orders had begun to
plant themselves in Oxford, as the_v were doing
in other universities. The Dominicans came in

1221, the Franciscans in 1224, the Carmelites in
1256, and the Augustinians in 1268. They ac-
quired property, built houses, and gained an in-

fluence among the students which soon brought
them into conflict with the university authorities.
But about the same time another movement

was set on foot which was destined to have more
lasting consequences. This was the establishment
of colleges by private benefaction for the support
of students, combining the freedom of the halls

with the means of support offered by the religious

houses. The movement seems to have begun in

Oxford and Paris almost simultaneously. In 1249
William of Durham left three hundred and ten

marks for the support of ten masters in lodgings,

which were purchased by the university in 1253;
this endowment grew in 1280 by the granting of

definite statutes unto the oldest of the colleges.

University College. Sir .John de Baliol, between
1261 and"l206, laid the foundation of Balliol Col-

lege by a similar gift ; but the real type, which
was afterwards to prevail, was struck out by
Walter de Merton, who founded and gave his

name to the first real college in the modern sense

at Oxford. It was notj like the colleges at Paris,

an association of masters of arts electing their

own head, but without control of the fimds by
which they were supported ; it was governed by a
warden and a number of senior fellows, who per-

petuated their own body by co-optation, admin-
istered their own property, and oversaw the

younger members of the college. Thus a fourth

class of students came into being, besides the

'chambcrdekyns." who lived in independent lodg-

ings in the town, those who were inmates of re-

ligious houses, and those who lived in hostels or

halls. With the foundation of colleges, often by

the absori)ti(m of these older halls, came a corre-

sponding diminution in the number of the latter,

and they are now almost extinct. The tendency

was toward the inclusion of all students in col-

leges, where discipline as well as instruction

would be easier.

The fourteenth century saw the foundation of a

number of these. Exeter College (1314). Oriel

( 1324) . Queen's ( 1340) , and New College ( 1370)

.

show the importance of the movement in this

century. The exhaustion of England and its de-

uioralized condition, growing out of the Hundred
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Years' War and the Wars of tlie Roses, is re-

vealed in llie fact that ouly three colleges were

fouudcd in the fifteenth century—Lincoln (1427),

All Souls (14a7), and Magdalen (l-ir)8), in

which last the system of teaching within college

walls, begun by William of Wykeham at New
College, was carried much further. The next

century is much more prolific. Its foundations

include Brasenose ( 1509), Corpus Christi (1510),

Christ Church (planned by Wolsey as Cardinal

College, but dating in its present form from
Henry VlII.'s remodeling in 1540, and includ-

ing the older Canterbury College), Trinity

(1555), Saint .lohn's (1555), and Jesus (1571).

There are only two in the seventeenth century

—

Wadham (1012) and Pembroke (1024); then

almost a century passes before the transformation

of Gloucester llall into Worcester College in

1714. Keble College (1870), and Hertford in its

present condition ( 1874, though after a clicckered

career, lasting from 1282), date from the nine-

teenth. These, with the two remaining halls.

Saint Mary and Saint Edmund, both doomed to

extinction, like New Inn Hall, which has been ab-

sorbed into Balliol, a large body of non-collegiate

students, and tliree small private halls, include

all the resident members of the university. The
foundation of the colleges had a profound in-

fluence on the history and polity of the univer-

sity, and their existence here and at Cambridge
marks the difference between these and other

universities.

To return to the general history: The new
learning of the Renaissance was at first warmly
received at Oxford, and all the earliest Greek stu-

dents in England were Oxford men. The more
conservative niemticrs of the university, known
as 'Trojans' from the opposition to the Grecians,

resisted it for a time as likely to lead to heresy.

The violent changes of the Reformation affected

the prosperity of Oxford unfavorably. Elizabeth,

however, did mucli to restore it, and Archbishop
Laud, who was tlie ruling spirit there in the first

half of the seventeenth century, still more. Dur-
ing the Civil War Oxford was more a court and
a fortress than a home of study. The King re-

sided at Christ Church, the (^ueen at Corpus
Christi, and Parliament was held in the Divinity
Schools. The university loyally contributed all

its plate to the cause, and remained for long
afterwards strongly reactionary in its politics.

Yet the attempt of .Tames II. to force a Roman
Catholic head upon Mag<lalpn was vigorously re-

sisted, and was one of the causes which contrib-

uted to his overthrow. The eighteenth century
was a period of stagnation ; its only striking
event was the rise of the Methodists froin (3.x-

ford to inllueiice the spiritual life of the nation,
as the Tractarians (see Oxford Movement) did
half a century later. The history of the nine-

teenth century has been one of <'hange. Two royal
commissions have examined the whole subject of

the university system: and legislation in 1850,

1876, and 1882 especially has resulted in freeing
both university and colleges from the restrictions

of the medi;eval statutes, in restoring the univer-
sity professoriate, in opening the fellow.ships to

merit, and in relaxing the religious tests.

The constit\ith)n of the university may be most
easily explained by drawing an analogy with that
of the United States. It is strictly a federation,
in which the eolletjes. with their own complete
internal organization and laws, answer to the

several States, while the university, with its

separate otficials and legislative bodies, repre-

sents the national Government. Its nominal head

is the chancellor, who, however, "reigns but does

not govern.' He is usually some great nobleman
or ollicer of State; thus the Marquis of Salisbury

has held the office for many years. The actual

administrative functions are discharged by the

vice-chancellor, who is always the head of a

college, elected for a period of four years in ro-

tation. He is a dignified ollioial, preceded in his

public appearances by mace-bearers or l)eadlcs,and

still invested with many far-reaching powers; in

his court all cases are tried which affect mem-
bers of the university. The disciplinary functions

of the university are in the hands of the proctors

—two masters of arts elected annually by the

colleges in turn. Their powers are also extensive,

a survival of mediaeval days, and extend in some
particulars even over those who are not members
of the university, but whom they may. for cause,

forbid to reside' in the town. Their surveillance,

while of course it is always directed to the pre-

vention or punishment of serious breaches of

morality or order, is exercised in such minor de-

tails as the infraction of the rule which forbids

an undergraduate to appear in the streets after

dinner without cap and gown.

Legislative proposals are first brought up in

the Hebdomadal Council, a body mainly of prac-

tical educators, composed of the vice-chancellor,

the retiring vice-chancellor, the proctors, and

eighteen members elected by Congregation, of

w^hom six must be heads of colleges, six profes-

sors, and six members of Convocation of five

years' standing. This body, which, as its name
implies, meets weekly, initiates legislation by

framing statutes and presenting them to Congre-

gation. The latter consists, besides certain ex-

otficio members, of all masters and doctors who
reside in Oxford one hundred and forty days in

each year—some four or five hundred in all.

Statutes approved by Congregation are presented

to Convocation, which may adojit or reject but

cannot amend them. This larger body is com-

posed of all masters and doctors who have kept

their names on the books of their colleges, no mat-

ter where residing. The numl)er amounts to some
six or seven thousand ; but no large proportion of

these attend except on the occasion of some burn-

ing question of theological or academic import,

when stirring scenes .sometimes take place. Con-
vocation, most of whose routine business is in-

trusted to certain committees called delegacies,

also elects the two members of Parliament whom
the university has returned since the reign of

.Tames I.

The examinations are conducted and the de-

grees granted by the university, not by the col-

leges. The examinations for the degree of B. A.
are three in nximber. The first, responsions. collo-

quially 'smalls,' is now in practice usuall,y taken
at or before matriculation. The second, modera-
tions ('mods'), occurs after one or two years, ac-

cording to whether the candidate seeks honors in

it or not; and two years later comes the final

examination, or 'greats.' The degree of M. A.
requires no further examination, but may be
taken by any B. A. of twenty-seven terms stand-

ing (about seven years) from matriculation. In

law. theology, science, music, letters, and medi-
cine, there are various complicated requirements,

including an examination or its equivalent, for
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the bachelor's and doctor's degrees, except in the
rare cases where tliey are honorary. Until recent
years Oxford maintained rather strictly the tradi-
tional ideal of a classical education, contrasted
with Cambridge, whicli has always excelled more
in mathematical and scientific lines ; but a strong
tendency has been shown of late, and deeply de-
plored by the more conservative, to reduce the
quantity of Latin and Greek required to a mini-
mum. In moderations and finals, each 'school'

or department is divided into a pass and an honor
school, differing in the amount and quality of the
work and the diliiculty of the e.xaminations. The
degree attained is the same in each ca.se; but
in the honor schools lists of the men, divided into

four clas.ses (three in moderations), have been
published since the establishment of this system
in 1801.

The internal organization of each college con-
sists of a head (variously called warden, pro-

vost, principal, president, or master), and of a
number of fellows and tutors—the tutorial office

being sometimes combined with a fellowship and
sometimes separate from it. The officer charged
with the internal discipline is known as the dean,
except at Christ Cliureh, whei'e the dean is head
both of the college and of the cathedral of the

diocese of O.xford, which is combined with it. All
these are known collectively and colloquially as
'the Dons.' To each undergraduate on his matric-
ulation is assigned a particular tutor, who is

supposed to take a close personal interest in him,
in fact to stand in loco parentis during his resi-

dence ; a man's own tutor, however, need not have
anything directly to do with his studies, unless
he happens to take up the branch in which the
tutor gives instruction. Formal teaching is

chiefly by means of lectures, which are supplied
usually by the college or by combinations of col-

leges. The exception is tlie lectures of the pro-

fessors, who are university functionaries and
whose lectures are public. At these lectures, of

which two, three, or four may be attended in a
morning, the undergraduate is supposed to take
full notes to which he may refer afterwards. Ex-
cept an occasional request to construe a passage
of a Latin or Greek author in a man's first year,

there is scarcely any approach to what are known
in America as recitations. Tlie instruction given
in the lectures is supplemented by individual in-

struction given by the tutors of the college, espe-

ciallj' by means of essays, which the student

writes on his subject and the tutor corrects. Be-

yond this, a man is supposed to 'read' for some
hours each day, at his own discretion. This free-

dom is a characteristic feature of the Oxford
and Cambridge system. It is tempered by a

college examination known as 'collections' at

the end of each term ; this has no effect on the

obtaining of a degree, but is intended simply to

give the college authorities an idea of how a
man's work is progressing.

The afternoon is devoted by most undergradu-
ates to athletic exercise of one sort or another,

interest in which forms a normal part of the life.

Distinctions won in this way—the right to wear
the 'blue.' the university color which denotes that

the wearer has represented the university in

cricket, football, rowing, etc.—are as eagerly cov-

eted as a 'double first' in the schools. In the

evening the whole college assembles in the hall

for dinner, the dons sitting at the 'high table' on

a sort of dais. Breakfast and lunch are taken

in a man's own sitting-room. The evening is
spent as he pleases, except that if he is residing
in college he is absolutely required to be within
the college gates before midnight. If he does not
intend to 'read,' he will pass the evening in vis-
iting or entertaining his friends, or in attending
the meetings of the innumerable societies which
exist, devoted to every conccivabls interest, lit-

erary, scientific, musical, or purely social. Of
the.se the most famous is the Union Society, which
combines all the conveniences of a London club
with the holding of regular debates in which
many of the most famous public orators of Eng-
land, from Mr. Glad.stonc and Lord Salisbury
down, have received their first training. In fact,
it may be considered one of the essential charac-
teristics of English university life that there is
no strict line of demarcation drawn between it

and the after career of the student. The elas-
ticity of the system adapts it to the requirements
of very varied types of men; aiul tlie undergradu-
ate who expects to enter jiolitical life or to be-
come a mere country gentleman may jjrofit by the
discipline of life and the atmosphere of general
culture, while a man who seeks for the attain-
ment of advanced scholarship can easily get all

the help he needs. The existence side by side of
the pass and honor schools constitutes a distinct
disavowal of the system of Procrustes.
The pievalent religious tone of the university

is still one of attachment to the Church of Eng-
land, in spite of the relaxation of the strict re-

quirements of past days. The services in the col-

lege chapels are those of the Prayer-Book; at-

tendance on them a certain number of times
in each week is still usually compulsory, though
in some colleges a roll-call at an early hour in

the morning is allowed to take the place of the

pra.yers. Since the throwing oiien of the univer-
sity, Mansfield College for Congregationalists

and Manchester College for Independents have
been founded, as well as more recently a hall for

Roman Catholic students. None of these, how-
ever, have any corporate connection with the
university. Other institutions which have an
influence upon the spiritual life of undergrad-
uates are the Pusey House (see PuSEY) and
Saint Stephen's Hou.se, the latter intended pri-

marily as a training-school for Church of Eng-
land missionaries. Outside of the colleges proper

there is also a consideral>li> body of unattached
students, who are members of the university

without belonging to any college or hall. They
are under the general sujiervision of an official

known as the censor of unattached students.

This class was admitted first in 1S.58. The total

number of luidergraduates is generally over three

thousand. Since 1884 women have been allowed

to share the instruction, though not to matricu-

late or take degrees. Two houses. Somerville and
Lady Margaret Halls, have been founded for

them.
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while Hughes's Tuni Bruuii ul Oufurd (Cam-
bridgu, 18lil) gives a pretty acciiratf picture of

those days, the best modern presentation of tlie

life and spirit of the place has been given by an
American, L. P. Smith, in The Youth of Parnas-
sus (London, 1895). See also Oxford, an<l the

articles on the separate colleges.

OX-GALL. The bile of the ox, greenish-

yellow in color. It has several uses in the arts

and manufactures. It is an e.vcellcnt cleansing
agent on account of the abundance of soda in

its composition, which gives it a soapy quality,

and is used for scouring wool and otlier pur-
jioses. It is reduced to the form of an extract
for preservation, and is dissolved in alkaline

Avater for use. Its chief employment is in mix-
ing colors, especially in water-color painting,
the efTect being to give them tenacity and fluid-

ity. It is also an ingredient in varnish and is

a substitute for India ink, and is used in paint-
ing on ivory.

OX'IA'NA, Lake of. The ancient name of a
lake in Asia. See Aral.

OX'IDASE (from Gk. diin, oxijs, sharp,
quick, acid). The name of a group of in-

adequatelj- known enzymes
(
q.v. ) , producing

direct oxidation of various substances, particu-

larly coloring matters and sugars. Oxidases ap-

pear to be widely distributed among plants,

having been found in many fungi, in the latex
(milky or colored sap) of certain plants, and in

many kinds of leaves and fruits. Probably they
will Ijc foiind to play an important role both
as agents in normal functions and as the cause
of disease. The destruction of cliloropliyll in

certain areas of leaves, as, for example, in to-

bacco ('mosaic' disease), has been ascribed to the
action of oxidizing enzymes upon the green pig-

ment.

OXIDES (from Gk. ifiJj, oxi/s, sharp, quick,
acid). .\ term applied to a variety of compounds
of oxygen, but more especially to those in which
oxygen is combined only with a metal or a
metalloid. The iirincipal classes of oxides are
the basic or melallic oxides, and the acid oxides
or acid anhydrides. Lime, the oxide of calcium,
is an example of oxides of the first class. Sul-
phur trioxide, or sulphuric anhydride (SO3), is

an example of oxides of the second class. An
oxide of one class as a rule combines readily
with an oxide of the second class to form a

• salt. Tlius lime combines with sulphur trioxide
to form calcium sulphate. Oxides are frequently
prepared by the direct union of oxygen with
other elements. Thus the oxides of all the ele-

ments, except bromine, chlorine, fluorine, iodine,
gold, and platinum (not to mention the inert
elements argon, helium, etc.). may be prepared.
JIany of the metallic oxides are "formed by the
action of heat on carbonates, nitrates, and other
salts of volatilizablc acids. Thus chalk (calcium
carbonate) is transformed by heat into lime.
The metallic oxides occurring in nature are
among the most abundant and valuable ores.
Thus hematite (sesquioxide of iron), pyrolusite
(manganese dioxide), and eassiterite (tin
dioxide) are important ores, respectively, of
iron, manganese, and tin.

OX'LEY, .Tames Macdonai.d (1.S.55— ). A
Canadian author, born at Halifax. Xova Scotia,
October 22, 185.5. He graduated B.A. from Dal-

housie University in 1874, and subsequently
studied at Harvard. Called to the bar in 1878,
he practiced in his native city for five years and
then became legal adviser to the Department of
Marine and Fisheries at Ottawa. During this
period he edited .\oi;a Hcolia Decisions (1880-83)
and Voung's Admiralty Decisions (1882). He
resigned his position in 1891, and in 1892 he
became manager of the Sun Life Assurance Com-
pany at Montreal. Before leaving Ottawa, Oxley
had begun his long series of books for boys,
among which are Hrrt Lloyd's Boyhood (1887) ;

(//' Amony the he Floes (1890) : The Chore Hoy
of Camp Kippeira (1891); Donald Grant's De-
velopment (1892); Diamond Rock (1893);
Archie McKcnzie, the Youny Xor'uester (1894) ;

hi the Wilds of the ^Vest Coast (1894) ; On the
World's Roof (1890) ; In the Hn'ing of the Hea
(1897) ; Fife and Drum at Louisbourg (1899) ;

and Lhasa at Last, a journey to the Forbidden
City of Tibet (1900).

OXLEYA (Neo-Lat., named in honor of .John
Oxlry, an Australian explorer in the nineteenth
century) , or Klindersia. A genus of trees of the
natural order Cedrelaeeic, of which one species,
Flindcrsia Oxhyaiia, tlie yellow wood of P^asti'm
Australia, often attains a height of 100 feet. Its
timber is valued for boat-building, for cabinet-
work, and for other purposes where an orna-
mental wood is desired. It is quite resistant to
attacks of ants, an important consideration in
tropical countries, A yellow dye is obtained from
the tree. See Flinder.sia.

OXLIP. An ornamental plant. Sec Pri.m-
ILA.

OXPECKER, or Biffalo-Hiri). Any of sev-
eral shuiings, or starling-like birds, which gather
alKjut cattle and pick the parasites from their
hides, or feed upon the insects which they dis-

turb in the grass. The name more especially
belongs to a South African species (Buphaga
Africana) , which seeks the company of the wild
bufTalo, and nowadays of tame cattle, and picks
the ticks from their hides. Another species
{Buphaga erythroriiyiicha] . distinguished by its

red bill, performs tlie same service for the rhi-

noceros, and is commonly called 'rhinoceros-bird.'
Similar birds with similar habits are known in

the Orient as 'liufTalo-birds,' and belong to the
large genus Sturnopastor. Similar habits belong
to the American cowbirds (q.v.). Compare
Buffalo-Bird; and see Plate of Larks ano
Starlings.

OX'DS. The ancient name of the Amu (q.v.).

OX-WARBLE. See Bot; Warble-Fly.

OXY-ACIDS. Those acids which contain oxy-
gen, as distinguished from the acids which do
not contain oxygen and were formerly designated
as hydrarids. The term oxy-acids is now seldom
used in this sense. On the other hand, the terra

oxy-acids. or preferably hydroxy-arids, is applied
by organic chemists to carbon compounds that
are at once acids and alcohols, i.e. acids whose
molecules contain one or moro hydroxyl groups
(OH) attached to a hydrocarbon radicle. (See
Alcohols.) Thus ox_y-acetic acid, or hydroxy-
acetic acid, known as 'glvcollic acid,' has the
constitutional formula CH.(OH) .COOH.

OX'Y^'NA (Neo-Lat., from Ok. «fi5t, oxys.
sharp, quick, acid), A fossil creodont mammal
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from the Wasatch Lower Eocene beds of the
Western L'nited States. See Patkiofelis.

OXYGEN" (from Gk. 6Ji)t, oxys, sharp, quick,

acid + -7«i'j)s, -yeiiin, producing, from ylyv«reai,

t/igiiesthui, to become). A gaseous eU'iueiit iso-

lated by Priestley in 1774. Priestley's classical

researches in pneumatic chemistry led him to the

discovery that when red mercuric oxide is heated

bv the sun's rays it decomposes into a colorless

gas, which he called 'dephlogisticated air,' and
metallic mercury. A year later Seheele, in

Sweden, independently discovered oxygen, giving

it the name of "empyreal air.' Shortly after-

wards Condorcet suggested the name of 'vital

air.' Lavoisier, however, was the first definitely

to establish the true character of oxygen, and it

was he who first gave it its piesent name. See

CHEillSTRY.
Oxygen exists uncombined in the atmosphere,

to the extent of 21 per cent, by volume and more
than 23 per cent, by weight, in combination, too,

it is very abundant in nature,- forming eight-

ninths by weight of all water and a considerable

percentage by weight of silica, alumina, and
chalk, which are the three most abundant and
widel}' distributed constituents of the earth's

crust. It is further a normal component of nearly

every rock and mineral, and of all animal and
vegetable tissues and Huids. It is absorbed in

large quantities from the atmosphere by animals

and vegetables in the process of respiration, but

plants also evolve it under the influence of sun-

light. O.xygen may be readily prepared by heat-

ing red mercuric oxide, by heating manganese
dioxide to a red heat, or by heating potassium

chlorate to 370° C. Commercially it was long

made by heating manganese dioxide, either alone

or together with potassium chlorate. The alter-

nate formation and decomposition of alkaline

manganates was originally proposed in 18U0 by

Tessie du ilotay, as a process of manufacturing
oxygen for illuminating pur])oses. The process

has been successfully employed in Europe an<l the

L'nited States. But more recently the alternate

formation and decomposition of barium peroxide

has been taken advantage of for the commercial
production of oxygen. This method, which was
chiefly developed by the brothers Brin, consists

in heating barium oxide to a dull red licat in a

current of air. whereby it is converted into bari-

um peroxide, which at a still greater heat is

decomposed again into barium oxide and free

o.xygen. This economic process is being worked
on a large scale in various places. Pictet, in

1001, announced the invention of an economical
method for obtaining oxygen from the air.

Oxygen (.symbol, O; atomic w'eight, 16; see

Atomic Weights) is a colorless, odorless, and
tasteless gas which has been condensed to a pale

steel-blue, transparent liquid, boiling at — 181.4°

C and freezing to a white solid at—23.5°C. Com-
pared with air as unity, oxygen has a specific

gravity of 1.1504. and it is the least refractive

of all gases. Oxygen is slightly magnetic, which
property is diminished or temporarily suspended
by elevation of temperature. When examined
llirough thick layers, oxygen has a liluish tinge

of color. It combines directly with most of the

elements. (See G.xide.s.) It is sparingly soluble

in water, and nearly all natural walcrs eontain

oxygen in solution which can be cumplotely re-

moved by boiling in vacuo. This dissolved oxy-

gen is the source from which fish obtain the oxy-

gen necessary to sustain life. In the pure state
it may be inhaled, for a time, with impunity, and
it even acts as a tonic or exhilarant. Its long-
continued respiration, however, is harmful. In
pure o.xygen bodies burn with nnich greater bril-

liancy than in connnon air. Sec Combustion.
O.xygen has U'cn used successfully to maintain

air in a respirable condition, as in diving bells,

submarine ves.sels, etc., and its use has been sug-
gested for the revivifying of the atmosphere in
public halls. It finds extensive application, in

connection with hydrogen or illuminating gas, to
produce the oxyhydrogen flame. (See Oxyiiydro-
GEN Blowi'IPK and URr.M.voXD Light.) It is

also used in the bleaching of paper pulp, in the
oxidation and thickening of oils which are used
in the manufacture of varnish an<l oilcloths, for

the purpose of hastening the maturing of spirits,

or liquors, and in the manufacture of vinegar.
See also Ozone.

OXYGEN, IN Medicine. Oxygen is widely
used, both in medical and surgical practice, in

three waj-s: By the inhalation of the gas itself,

by drinking oxygenated water, and by means of

peroxide of hydrogen.
When employed as a gas, oxygen is liberated

slowly from a cylinder containing it under strong
pressure, and inhaled. In this form it is given
in all conditions where there is interference with
respiration. In the later stages of pneumonia,
when there is danger to life from deficient aera-

tion of the blood ; in the chronic bronchiti* of old

people: and for the resuscitation of victims of

coal-gas asphyxiation, o.xygen gas is of very great

value. It will allay the oppression and dyspnea
in phthisis and other wasting disea.ses. It acts

as a direct stimulant to the respiratory mucous
membrane, and has a beneficial effect on the heart

and respiration. When prolonged anaesthesia is

necessary, oxygen is often given in conjunction

with the general anaesthetics, to relieve cyanosis,

and as a safeguard against cardiac or respiratory

failure. The use of oxygen in medicine is due
to the valuable opinions and demonstrations of

Dr. A. H. Smith, of Xew York.

OxYGENATEo WATER is a solution of the gas in

distilled water, made under pressure, and drawn
off by means of a tap such as is used in siphons.

It is taken internally, a glassful at a dose, and
has a distinct value in chronic dyspepsia, per-

sistent vomiting, c(msti[>ation, and in headaches,

whether neuralgic or digestive.

Peroxide oe Hydrogen is a powerful local

antiseptic, possessing the property of etVervescing

in the presence of pus, which it is useful in de-

tecting in doubtful cases. It is widely used in

diphtheria to loosen and destroy the false mem-
brane. Application is made by means of a swab
or spray. It is much used to cleanse ulcers and

wash oiit abscess cavities. See Hydrogen Di-

oxide.

OXYHYDROGEN BLOWPIPE, or Com-
pound Blowpipe. An apparatus by means of

which hydrogen is burned in pure oxygen, the

(lame having an exceedingly high temperature.

This apparatus, invciiteil by Dr. Koliert Hare, of

Philadelphia, in ISOl. and originally called a

•hydrostatic blowpipe.' may be used for fusing

highlv refractory substances. According to Bun-

sen, a temperature of 2844° C. (.51.51° F.) is ob-

tained when a jet of oxygen gas is brought within

the (lame of hydrogen gas. A watch spring held
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in such a llaiut, which is alinust colorless, burns

with bright stiutillatiou!., and platiniuu can be

boiled by means of the flame. The principal use

of the oxyhydrogen Hauie has been for fusing

metals, although recently similar results have

been obtained by the electric furnace. Sec Drum-
MOMi Light.

OX'YTO'CICS ( from Gk. 6^vT6Kiov, oxylokion,

medicine to facilitate quick delivery, from d^vs,

oxys, sharp, quick, acid + tAkos, tokos, birth).

Remedies which increase uterine contractions.

The chief drugs of this class are ergot (q.v.)

and quinine (q.v.). Ergot is the most widely

kno«n and used oxytocic, and was formerly em-
ployed to hasten labor, but it is now known that

this practice is extremely dangerous, as it causes

a tetanic instead of an intermittent contraction

of the wall of the uterus and may lead to its

rupture, an accident often fatal. It .should never

be given until the uterus has been emptied. In

this way it is frequently given after labor, to

cause contraction of the uterus and so prevent

heniorrhasre.

OX'YTJBIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. ifiJs, oxys,

sharp, (|uick, acid -f ivpd, aura, tail I . A nema-
tode worm belonging to the Ascaridae. character-

ized by a fusiform sliajic and a rounded oval

aperture. The variety rcnniciilaris is the thread-

worm or maw-worm found in the sigmoid flexure

and in the rectum of human beings. In horses
this worm is called the hot. The male is M; inch,

the feiiftilc nearly Vj inch in length. See Anthel-
mintic.

OYER, r/ycr ( A.I'., to hear). A term employed
in coiMniiiii hiw pleading to signify a demand by
one |)arty to an action, to hear read, or to have
produced for inspection, a <locument to which the

other party refers in his pleadings. Originally
where a party based his claim or defense upon
a deed, letters testamentary, or letters of admin-
istration, he was obliged to "make profert' of the
instrument, that is, allege that he produced it

in court, whereupon the other party might 'crave

oyer,' that is. demand to hear it read, in order
that he might avail himself of its contents in his

pleadings if he deemed it advisable. At a later

date, instead of having it actually read in open
court and spreading it upon the records, the
party making profert was required to give the
opposite party a true copy of the instrument.

In England and most of the I'nited States the
practice of requiring a pleader to make profert
has been abolished, and with it the practice of

demanding oyer, and instead a party referring to

an instrument in a pleading is required to annex
a true copy thereto. If it becomes necessar\* for

a party to inspect a document in the hands of

the other, he obtains an order to that eflfcct frpm
the court. See Evidence.

OYER AND TER10NER iAF.. to hear and
to determine). In English law. a commission
under the King's great seal appointing certain
judges to hear and determine criminal causes in

and for designated circuits. This conimission was
very ancient in its origin, it having first been
employed some time after the reign of Edward
III., the exact date not being certain. Before the
Judicature Act (q.v.). the commissioners, as the
judges so appointed were called, constituted the
Court of Oyer and Terminer. The above act
vested in the High Court of .Tustice all the powers
formerly exercised bv the Court of Over and

Terminer, but its jurisdiction of criminal offenses

is still dependent upon such a commission. A
special commission is sometimes issued, author-

izing the judges to try certain designated crim-

inal eases out of the regular term.

The highest court of criminal jurisdiction in

the State of New York was formerly known aa

the Court of Oyer and Terminer, but it derived

its jurisdiction from the statutes creating it and
not from a commission as was the case in Eng-

land. It has been merged in the Supreme Court

by the Constitution.

OYEZ, o'yfz lAF., OF., hear ye). An intro-

ductory word sometimes employed by court offi-

cers or criers in announcing the opening of court.

It was introduced into England by the Normans,
together with their other legal expressions and
forms. The English translation 'hear ye' is still

employed by most court criers in the United
States.

OYO, c/yo. The capital of the African State

of Yoruba, now included in British Nigeria, sit-

uated about 90 miles northeast of Abeokuta
(Map: Africa. E 4). It has an estimated popu-

lation of (iO.OOO. and its inhabitants are said to

be intelligent and skillful in the crafts.

OYSTEB (OF. oistre, oiiislre. huistre, Fr.

hiiiire, from Lat. ostrea, ostreiim. from Gk. 6<r-

TpeoK, oyster; connected with dariov, osteon, Lat.

OS, bone). A sessile bivalve mollusk of the fam-

ily Ostreidfe, especially any of the numerous
species, extinct and extant, of the genus Ostrea.

The shells aie irregular and unequal ; the fixed

left valve generally spacious, .strongly convex

withcmt and excavated within ; right valve gener-

ally plane or concave externally, always less con-

vex than its fellow: both shells beaked; ligamenl-

al area elongate or triangular; hinge toothless;

adductor impression single and shell subnacreous.

ANATO.MV OF 08TKEA VIRGINICA.

b. Hinge ; /, ligament ; d, pg, anil 8q, (connective, and two
ganglia of the nervous system ; p. palps ; br, blood-vessel
from gills to auricle of heart. ; au, auricle; ve. ventricle: s,

external opening of ee.Kual and renal organs of right side

;

bp, pores from which the water issues into the branchial
canals after passing through the gills: nit, mantle (the ar-
rows showing the direction of currents produced by cilia)

:

ff, gills : ffc. cavity between the two mantle f()ld8 ; c/, cloa-

ca : am, adductor muscle (cut across) : hj. outline of organ
of Bojanus, the so-called ' kidney.'

The oyster of the eastern coast of the United
States is Citrea Virginica. a valuable species of

protean characters, formerly much subdivided by
systematists and almost impossible to diagnose.

The shells are lateral and hinged anteriorly, an
elastic pad (ligament) causing them normally to

gap. Closely applied to their inner faces and ex-

tensible beyond their margins are two thin folds

(mantle) of the body-wall, which secrete the
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shell in successive layers within and on the
margins. The mantle encloses a chamber (man-
tle cavity) open ventrally and posteriorly, into

which project on each side a pair of gills, com-
monly called the 'beard.' and in front of these a
pair of smaller fleshy lobes (palps). Above the
•rills and palps lies the body, containing the diges-

tive, reproductive, circulatory, excretory, and
nervous systems, and the adductor muscle which
closes the shells. The adductor (popularly, the
'eye' or 'heart') lies somewhat behind the middle
of the body, the dark scars on the inside of empty
shells marking its attachments. The funnel-

shaped mouth lies between the two pairs of palps.

A short gullet leads into a spacious stomach, and
this into the tubular intestine which opens by an
anus above the adductor. Surrounding the stom-
ach is the liver, a large dark green digestive

gland opening into the stomach by numerous
ducts. In front of the adductor lies the pericar-

dium, containing the two-chambered heart and in

proximity to the excretory organ. The simple de-

generate nervous system consists of two pairs of

ganglia, one above the gullet and the other be-

neath the adductor, connected by a pair of nerve
cords.

The sexes are separate, but without external

distinction. The sexual glands when ripe are
creamy white organs surrounding the digestive

system and opening on each side beneath the
adductor. In Long Island Sound spawning oc-

curs from May to August, in Chesapeake Bay
from April to October, in South Carolina as early

as March, and in Florida as early as February.
In oysters transplanted during the spawning
.season reproduction is often interfered with or

arrested. An average oyster will produce 16,-

000.000 eggs and a very large one 00.000.000.

When ripe the sexual products ooze from the gen-

ital openings and fertilization results from their

accidental meeting in the water. Segmentation
results in five or six hours in the production of

a ciliated gastrula, a cup-shaped, free-swimming
organism, often carried by the currents to found
new and remote beds. An embrvonic shell soon
appears, and the little oyster sinks to the bottom,
where, if favorably situated, it becomes attached
by its left valve and gradually assumes the adult
form. The recently attached spat is 1-80 to 1-90

of an inch in diameter, and its subsequent growth
varies with its environment. Single oysters on
firm bottom become round and deep, but those in

clusters or on soft bottom grow irregular and
elongate. On undisturbed natural beds they
grow in clusters, and the beds repose, as a rule,

on a muddy substratum upon which they have
been built up from a comparativel.v small nu-
cleus by the fixation, year after year, of the

yoimg upon the shells of their predecessors.

Oysters live from above low-\\ater mark to a

de])th of 1.5 fathoms, where the density is between
l.n02 and 1.025. the optimum being from 1.011 to

1.022. and in a range of temperature which in

Chesapeake Bay extends from .32° F. to W F.

The embryos and fry require more equable and
stable conditions, the temperature required being

between G8° F. and 80° F. The best and most
productive beds are commonly in strong tidal

currents, which desseminate the fry and food and
keep the old shells clean enough to catch the .spat.

Diatoms constitute about 00 per cent, of the

oyster's food, the rest consisting of other small

plants and animals, and in the breeding season of

Vol. SV.—13.

its own eggs and fry. The latter are eaten by
other moUusca also, and from its attachment
until it reaches a large size the oyster is preyed
upon by starfish, drills (Uro.salpinx) , drumfish,
rays, and other aggressive enemies, while it wages
a passive fight against starvation and suflfoca-

tion with mussels, barnacles, sponges, worms,
aquatic vegetation, and other prolific- or luxuri-
ant organisms growing on the beds.

Ostren yirginicn occurs from the fJulf of Saint
Lawrence to the tropics, but between Cape Breton
and Cape Cod the Sheepscot Hiver. Maine, is its

only locality. It has also been introduced in San
Francisco Bay, where it breeds to a limited ex-
tent. The yield of Eastern oysters at the begin-

ning of the present century was as follows:
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The oysters of Japan are Ostrea cuciillata,

which occurs in shallow and moderately brackish

or moderately salt water tliroughout the whole

archipelago: "and Oslrca ffiijas, a very large salt

water species found in deep water. Many other

species of Ostrea are found in temperate and
tropical seas throughout the world.

Fossil Oysters. The oyster family appears

to have had its origin in some imperfect ly known
forms, such as Ostrea nohilissitim of tlie Car-

boniferous. The family is found also in the

Permian. In the Triassic it is represented by a
strongly plicated form. Alectryonia, which form
becomes more prominent in the .Jurassic and Cre-

taceous. There are also the comnnm arcuate

shells of Gryphaea and Exogyra in the Jurassic

and Cretaceous. Ostrea itself is known in the

Mesozoic, but it attained its maximum of size

and abundance in tlie Tertiary. The sandy marls
of this period in tlie Soutlieastern United States

often contain great numbers of very large speci-

mens of oysters, especially of two species, Ostrea

(leorfiianii and Ostrea seUieformis. Consult

White. C. A., "A Review of the Fossil Ostreidse

of North America and a Comparison of the Fos-

sil with the Living Forms," Annual Report of the

Vnitid Slates Oeological Survey, vol. iv. (Wash-
ington, 1883).

Oyster Cultube. Owing to the exhaustion of

the natural beds and their inability to supply
tlie demand for oysters, it has been found neces-

sary to resort to artificial methods of production,

etl'ccting (1) an increase in the number of eggs

fertilized; (2) an increase in the surfaces avail-

able for fixation, and also of the number of spat
attaching; (.3) the saving of spat and young
oysters which would naturally fall victims to

enemies and adverse physical conditions; and
(4 I

tlie utilization of barren bottoms and natu-

rally unavailalile food suj)])lies. But a small
part of the area under water suitable for oysters

lias been utilized by nature, mainly for lack of

suitable bodies for the attachment of the young.
In tlie United States such barren bottom is util-

ized by clearing it of all rubbish and either plant-

ing "cultch' to collect the spat, or else young
oysters (seed), that they may improve in size,

shape, and (piality under conditions safer and
more favoralile than in their original environ-

ment. In certain places either method may suc-

ceed, but commonly a locality is better adapted
to one than the other.

The most suitable bottom for oyster culture
consists of firm mud or of a firm substratum
with a thin surface of soft mud, but stable

sandy bottom is often used with success. Rocky
bottom is usually deficient in food, loose sand
drifts and covers the oysters, and very soft mud
ingulfs and stifles them or produces inferior elon-

gate stock. Mud naturally too soft may be util-

ized liy (listrilmting over it shells, sand, or other
material, which, resting on or near the surface,

furnishes a firm foundation upon which the
growing oyster may repose in security. For spat-

collecting it is frequently advantageous to use
hard mud, gravel, (ir rocky bottom in shoal water,
ill adapted to adult oysters from deficiency of

food. The bottom being properly prepared and
its boundaries marked with stakes or buoys,

either system may be adopted to accord with
circumstances. Generally seed-planting is more
certain in its results and yields quicker returns

to the grower. Seed-oysters vary from 'blisters'

'L- inch in diameter to individuals almost ready
for market, but ordinarily they are between 1

and 3 inches long. They are obtained from
planters making a specialty of seed production or
from natural beds, their cost varying from 10

cents to .$1 per bushel, the larger culled stock,

.separate, well shaped, and free from rubbish,

bringing higher prices and giving the best results.

From 300 to 000 bushels of culled seed per acre
are used, a larger quantity of "rough' material be-

ing required, as much of it consists of old shells

and debris. It is usually sowed broadcast with
shovels from boats. Further attention, other
than that required to keep the beds clean and
free from enemies, is generally unnecessary, espe-

cially if culled seed has been used.

The system of spat-coUeeting is often extreme-
ly productive, though soinetiiues. for reasons not
well understood, it results in complete failure.

>>pat will attach to almost any clean solid body,
but certain materials, from their shape, structure,

or cheapness, possess advantages which commend
them. The most widely used and one of the best

forms of cultch consists of the clean shells of

the oyster itself. They are cheap, readily obtain-

able in all oyster regions, and. owing to their

siz<! and shape, can be used with success <m bot-

tom too soft for most other n»iterials. The prin-

cipal objection to them is that so many spat
sometimes attach to a shell that they have no
room for growth, and scallop (I'ecten), jingle

l.\nomia), and other small fragile shells are
sometimes preferable, as they catch the spat in

smaller clusters and tend to break up as the
oysters grow, but, owing to their lightness, they
cannot be used in strong currents. The cost of

oyster shells is from 2 to .5 cents per bushel, and
sumetimes they may be had for the hauling.

Coarse gravel, pebbles, and crushed stone are used
to a considerable extent in Long Island Sound
and vicinity, but require a harder bottom than
shells. Tlie particles average about the size

of a walnut or smaller, and as but few spat
attach to each, the oysters are well shajied, less

laborious to cull, and a larger proportion survive.

This material costs from .5 to 8 cents per bushel
and the cost of planting is about the same as of

shells, 1,4 to 5 cents per bushel, according to local

conditions.

Shells, stones, and gravel are distributed, like

seed, from boats or scows. From 2.50 to 000 bush-
els per acre are used, soft bottom requiring more
than hard. If there are extensive beds of adult

oysters in the vicinity, and especially if the cur-

rents set from them to the s])at-beds, they can

be depended upon to supply the fry, but if not,

adult oysters should be used in the proportion of

30 to 00 bushels per acre. The broud oysters

should be planted several months before the
spawning season, but the cultch should not be

put down until spawning is about to begin, that

it may be free from slime and sediment when the

frj' is ready to fix, even a thin coating of sedi-

ment being sufficient to suffocate the young
oj'ster at that period.

Some planters allow the beds to remain un-

worked until the crop is ready to market, but to

produce oysters of superior sliajie and quality,

the clusters should be taken up and separated as

soon as they can be culled without injury. It fre-

quently happens that good localities for obtaining

a set are not favorable to the production of mar-
ketable oysters, and in this case the culled young
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may be transplanted with advantage and profit

to beds possessed of an environment more favor-
able for the adults. Whether cultch or seed be
jilanted, the beds should be closely watched to

protect them from enemies which sometimes
work havoc unsuspected until the time comes
to market the crop.

The United States Fish Commission is ex-

perimenting with a system of fattening oysters
artificially, by using fertilizers to stimulate the
production of oyster food in ponds. Good results
have been attained, but the commercial feasi-

bility of the method has not yet been demon-
strated. The alleged method of fattening oysters
by feeding with corn meal is worthless. 'Plump-
ing' them by placing in fresh or nearly fresh
water is a bloating and not a fattening treatment,
and is less resorted to than formerly. Oysters
should not be planted or bedded in the vicinitj-

of sewage contamination, as they may thereby
become sources of disease infection, but there is

no danger to be anticipated from the consumption
of oysters from beds remote from sources of con-
tamination. Green oysters are sometimes placed
on the market. There are three types of green-
ness, two of which are perfectlj' harmless. The
third type is evidently a pathogenic condition,
correlated with the presence of copper ; but, while
the aflected oysters are poor in quality, it is not
demonstrated that they are dangerous.

OY8TER DEVELOP.MENT.

1. Cnfei'tnized epji shortl.v after mixture of spawn and
milt; spermatozoa are aiiliprinp: to the surface. 2, .Same
egg a few ininute.s after fertilization ; polar body at broad
end. 3, Optical HPctinn of egg 27 hours after Impregnation,
showing two large cells, covered by a layer of small ecto-
dermal cells. 4, Optical section of an older egg, now be-
come flattened from above downward. 5, An embryo with
well-developed larval shells.

In England oyster culture is practically along
the same lines as in the United States. Shells
are used to collect the spat, and seed-oysters are
planted in favorable places, notably on the bot-
toms controlled by the Whitstable Company, a
cooperative corporation. On tlie Continent the
methods are more elaborate, the low price of
labor and the high price of oysters, as well as
the restriction of the area upon which they can
be grown, tending to encourage an intensive sys-

tem of culture. Tiles and fascines are generally
used as spat-collectors, and especially in Hol-
land and France a system of ponds or 'claires' is

used for growing and fattening. Japanese
methods somewhat resemble tho.se of France and
Holland in the recognition of a distinction be-

tween the bottom^ used for spat-collection and
for growing, although ponds are not used. Bam-
boo branches in regular arrangement are used for
spat-collectors and the oysters are usually twice
transplanted, first to a place favorable for rapid
growth, and finally to beds especially rich in
food, where they fatten.

BiBLiO(iR.\PHY'. Hu.xley, Oysters and the Oyster
Quesliun (London, 188.3) ; Ingersoll, Tlw Oyster
Industry (Washington, 1887); Brooks, The
Oyster (Baltimore, 1891); Dean, Report on the
Euroijenn Methods of Oyster Vulture (Washing-
ton, 18U3) ; Moore, Oysters and Methods of
Oyster Culture (Washington, 1807) ; Herdmann
and lioyce. Oysters and Disease (London, 1899) ;

Pottier, LPS huitres eomestihlcs et I'ostreicul-

ture (Paris, 1902). Also the reports of the
several State oyster commissions, and especially
the United States Fish Commission Reports and
Bulletins.

OYSTER BAY. A town, popular both as a
residence place and as a summer resort, in

Nassau County, N. Y., .30 miles northeast of
Xew York City, situated on the northern coast
of Long Island, on a deep sheltered bay, opening
into Long Island Sound (Map: New York,
G 5 ) . A line of steamboats and a branch of the
Long Island Railroad connect Oyster Bay with
New York. The town oilers attractions of fine

scenery, and facilities for boating, bathing, and
fishing. It has many handsome residences and a
public library. The principal industry is oyster
cultivation. The government is administered by
town nieelings, held everv two vcars. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 13,870: in' 1900. 10,334. Within
the limits of Ovster Baj' is the village of Sea
Cliff. Population, in I9()0, 1558. Oyster Bay is

the home of President Roosevelt.

OYSTER-CATCHER, or Mr.s.sEL-PlCKEl!. A
long-legged shore-biril of the stilt family, hav-

ing a long, hard, wedge-pointed bill. One spe-

cies inhabits the northern part of the Old
World, and another North America, but the term
is occasionally extended to other related forms.

The common one in the United States {Bwma-
ioptis palli(ilus) is from IS to 20 inches long,

smoky brown above, with head and neck black,

and white beneath. It is found on both coasts

of both American continents, but rarely occurs

BEAK AND FOOT OF THE AMEniCAX OTSTEn-CATCHER.

north of New .lersey. It feeds on oysters, clams,
and other niollusks, and breeds freely on the

eoa.st of Virginia. On the Pacific coast occurs
an oyster-catcher (HwnKitopus Baehmani) which
has no white in its plumage. Both of these
feed largely on worms, crustaceans, and the

like, as well as on mollusks. The European
species (Hwmatopus ostralcgus) is similar in all

respects, and is known in Great Britain (where
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it breeds numerously on all sandy coasts) as 'sea-

jjic,' on account of its handsomely variegated

black and white plumage, resembling that of

the magpie. Consult Xewton. Dictionary of

Birds (London and New York, 1893-90).

OYSTER-CRAB. A small brachyuran crab

of the genus Pinnotheres, the females of various

si)eeies of which are about the size and shape of

a pea. and hence arc called "pea crabs' in Great
Britain. These females live as commensals (see

COMMENSALLSM), within the shells and mantle-

lobes of various bivalved moUusks. A familiar

American species is Pinnotheres ostreum, found
in oysters, and bright reddish-yellow when
cooked. It is esteemed a great dainty, and large
numbers are used for food in the Eastern United

States. Another species is very common in the

wing-shells (Pinna) of the Mediterranean, and
was imagined by the ancients to render important
services to its host in return for its lodging,

keeping a lookout for approaching dangers,

against which the 'blind pinna' itself could not
guard.

OYSTER-FISH. See Tautog.

OYSTER PLANT. See Salsify.

OYSTERS, L.\w as to. Oysters are classed

with animals /er<F naturw (of a wild nature),

and, therefore, in their wild state may be gath-

ered bj' any one when they are located on land
under navigable waters. In England the culti-

vation of oysters has been protected and encour-

aged by statutes since the reign of Richard II.

Most of the oyster beds in the waters about the
British Isles are now enjoyed by virtue of special

grants from the Crown or by lease from royal

commissioners, or by prescription, that is. long

continued possession and user under the laws of

England. No one can appropriate to his exclu-

sive use land under public waters for the pur-

pose of establishing an oyster bed, but, after gain-

ing the riglit by grant or lease, a person has an
absolute ownership in the oysters he plants or
deposits in the space allotted to him, and appro-

priation of them by another in such a case is

punishable as a misdemeanor.
In the United States generally, after wild

oysters are gathered and 'planted,' that is, placed
in another location for the purpose of propaga-
tion, they remain the property of the person who
has thus reclaimed them, even though he plants
them on ground under public waters. This rule

prevails in most States, even in the absence of

statutes, but there are generally statutory pro-

visions regulating the industry, especially in re-

gard to giving notice to the public where a per-

son appropriates land under public waters for

an oyster bed, and also establishing 'close' sea-

sons. Therefore, in most States any one has a
right to preempt an unoccupied area under public
waters and establish thereon an oyster bed.

When a bed is once established, as long as it is

maintained, the law protects the owner, as the
person planting the bed is called, in his property
right in the oysters, and in his possession of the
area which his bed covers. The owner of an
oyster bed is not only entitled to the oysters
which he plants, in order to allow them to mature,
but also to all offspring from those oysters, with-
in the limits of his bed. The statutes usually re-

quire one who claims an oyster bed to stake it

off by means of long poles embedded in the mud
at the bottom and extending above the surface of

the water. This is lor llic purpose oi giving

notice to the general public and avoiding an in-

nocent invasion of the owner's rights. A person

cannot acquire property right to a bed of oysters

bv planting young oysters in a natural bed al-

ready containing oysters in sullicient quantities

to make it profitable for the public to gather
them. If a person thus mingles his oj-sters with
others which the public Inay gather he loses all

separate property riglit in them, and can only

gather them as a citizen of the State. Natural
oyster beds are defined to be those that are not
planted by man, but where oysters are to be

found growing in sufficient quantities to be valu-

able to the public.

Where no definite period for the enjoyment of

the privileges of oyster beds is fixed bj' statute,

the right to use the public land under water for

such purpose is construed to be a conditional or

qualified license, which is personal in its nature
and not inheritable or transferable, and the State

in which the beds are situated may at any time
revoke the license and demand back the posses-

sion of the submerged land, giving the owner of

the oysters a reasonable time in which to remove
them. This right of the State will not ordi-

narily be exercised, and as the owner of the

oysters may dispose of them in any way he sees

fit, and as they will go to his representatives a*

his death, it is often popularly supposed that the

possession of the submerged land itself is a proj)-

erty right in the person who is said to 'own' the

bed. The occupation of an oyster bed by an
individual does not interfere with the rights

of the public to fish in the waters above the

bed. Statutes of a State prohibiting citizens

of other States from taking oysters or locating
beds on lands under its navigable waters have

been held to be constitutional. A person taking
oysters from a private oyster bed, without per-

mission, is guilty of larceny. See Fishing
Laws : Fer.e Xatur.«. Consult the local laws
and decisions for specific information of local

rights.

OYSTER-SHELL BARK-LOTJSE. A pop-

ular name for the most abundant and widespread
of scale-insects ( Mytilaspis pornorum) . which oc-

curs most abundantly upon the apple, but is

found also in various parts of the world upon
pear, quince, hawthorn, willow, maple, elm, and
many other trees. It was introduced into the

United States from Europe at the close of the

eighteenth century, and spread gradually
throughout the country until it is now present

practically wherever the apple is cultivated. The
insect hibernates in the egg state under the

old female scales. The young hatch in spring,

Avander out Upon the twigs, and settle at once

both upon the young twigs and the fruit. It

occurs very rarely upon the leaves and is not
common upon fruit, but frequently clusters upon
twigs and limbs so as completely to cover the

bark. In the Southern United States there are

two generations each year, but in the North only
one. After settling, the female molts twice and
begins the formation of the scale. The male is

nuich smaller than the female, and is distin-

guished by the fact that it has but one cast skirt

at its anterior end. whereas the female has two.
The scale of the adult is of almost the same
shape as an oyster shell, whence the popular
name. The insect is readily destroj-ed in the
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spring, after the young have hatched, by the ap-
plication of a dilute kerosene emulsion in the
form of a spray. Consult Howard, Year Boole of
the United States Department of Agriculture
(Washington, 1S94). See Scale Insect.

OZANAliC, o'za'nax', Antoine Frederic
(lSlo-53). A French Roman Catholic writer.

He was born at Milan, and began to study law
at sixteen, besides picking up several languages
and contributing to the periodical press. In 18.32

he went to Paris to pursue his studies, and took

his doctor's degree in law after four years; in

literature, six years later. He soon came into

close relations with Chateaubriand, Lacordaire,
and ilontalembert. and threw himself ardently
into the cause of the Church. With .seven other

students he founded the Saint Vincent de Paul
Society. (See Saikt Vixcext de Paul. Society
OF.) In 18.39-40 he was professor of commercial
law at Lyons, and in 1844 became professor of

foreign literature at the Sorbonne. His special

study was the history of mediieval civilization,

particularly with the view of showing the benef-

icent influence of the Church and her doctrines.

His health proved unequal to his diligence as a
teacher, and after a year's sojourn in the

Pyrenees he died at Marseilles, September 8,

1853. His collected works appeared in eleven

volumes ( Paris, 1862-63 ) . Important among
them are: Dante et la philosophie catholique au
treizieme Steele (1836); Etudes germaniques
pour serrir a I'hisitoire des Francs! (1847-49);
Documents incdits pour servir a Vhistoire littc-

raire de Vltalie (18.50). In English translations

have appeared: History of Civilization in the

Fifth Century (London, 1868) ; Protestantism
and Lihertit (ib., 1874) : and his letters, with
sketch of his life (ib., 1886). There are biog-

raphies by O'Meara (Edinburgh, 1876) ; Legeay
(Paris, 1854); and de Montrond (Lille, 1869)".

OZANAM, .Jacques (1640-1717). A French
mathcniaticiaii. born at Bouligneux, of Jewish
descent. He was trained for the Catholic priest-

hood, but after his father's death devoted him-
self to mathematics, and taught at Lyons and then

in Paris, where, in 1701. he was admitted to the

French Academy of Sciences. His works include

:

Tables des sinus, tangentes et secantes (1670;

3d ed. 1710) ; Dietionnaire mathematique
(1690) ; Recreations math fmat iques et physiques

(1694), which was frequently republished (in

English by Hutton. 1803) ; and La perspectire

ihcorique et pratique (1711; 2d ed. 1720).

OZARK' MOUNTAINS. A low. dome-like

plateavi or uplift in the Mississippi Valley be-

tween the llissouri and the Arkansas rivers

(ilap: Missouri, Co). It covers the greater

parts of southern Missouri and northern Arkan-

sas, and extends some distance into Kansas and
Indian Territory. It consists of Paleozoic rocks,

and in many respects resembles the Allegheny

plateau, but is much less dissected. It rises

gradually from the north, but is somewhat es-

carjied and rugged in its southern portion in

Arkansas, where it is also heavily timbered, this

part of the country being in marked contrast

with the surrounding plains. The plateau no-

where rises much above 2000 feet. The Ouachita
^lountains, south of the Arkansas River, are an

outlying portion of the main plateau.

OZE'NA (Lat. ozcena. from Gk. (ifatwi,

ozaina, foetid polypus in the nose, from iffif,

ozein, to smell: connected with Lat. odor, olor,
odor). A term applied generally to diseased
conditions of the nose characterized by great
fffitor of the breath. It may be duo to sj'philitic

necrosis of the intra-nasal structures, or to
tubercular or malignant ulceration. When due
to these causes there is an accompanying purulent
discharge from the nostrils. The morbid secre-
tions accumulate in the nasal passages and form
dry crusts over the mucous membrane. These
decompose and give rise to the peculiarly offen-
sive odor from which the disease derives its

name.
The disease is chronic and difficult of manage-

ment. Much benefit, however, is secured from the
removal of the foetid crusts and secretions by the
frequent use of alkaline and antiseptic douches,
folloHed by the application of stimulating sub-
stances to the affected mucous membrane. The
general treatment in the specific form of the dis-

ease consists in toning up the general health.
A change of climate is often beneficial. When the
foetor is due to syphilitic or other trouble, the
treatment must be directed to the disease which
causes it.

OZEROFF, o'zye-rof, Vi>adisl.\v Alexandro-
viTCii 11770-1816). A Russian 'pseudoclassical'

dramatic writer. He graduated from the Cadet
Corps, was adjutant to its director, served in the
army and the Department of Forestry, and in

1808 retired, with the rank of major-general, to
devote himself to literature. Au admirer of the

French 'Classicists,' he closely imitated Ducis's

Edipe a Colonne in his first success, (Edipus at

Athens (1804). His fame grew with Finzal

(1805), which was based on Ossian, and reached

its zenith in Z)?M)in)/ I>on.sA-o;/ (1807). Polytena

(1809), though tmsuccessful with the imblic, was
his favorite tragedy. The fifth edition of his

works appeared at Saint Petersburg in 1850.

OZOCERITE, OZOKERITE (from Gk. «f«i/,

ozein, to smell -+- ki;/)6s, keros, wax), or Nati%'E

Paraffin. A yellow, browm, and sometimes

green, wax-like substance, originall.v found in

Jloldavia and Austrian Galicia, and more recent-

ly in Emery and L'inta counties. Utah, where it

occurs in the form of small veins in Tertiary rocks.

It consists chiefly of a mixture of hydrocarbons,

is greasy to the touch, and melts between 56°

and 63°"C. (133° and 114° F.). It finds some
use in the manufacture of candles, as an adul-

terant or substitute for beeswax, and in the

manufacture of ointments and pomades. A re-

sidual product obtained in purifying ozocerite,

having a hard waxy nature, is combined with

india-rubber and used as an insulating material

('okonite') for electric cables.

OZONE (from Gk. dfetv, ozein, to smell),

or Active Oxygen, O3. A colorless gaseous al-

lotrojiic modification of oxygen. (See Ali.o-

TROPY.) In 1785 Van Marum observed that

oxygen gas through which an electric current had

been pas-sed. as well as the air or oxygen in the

vicinity of an electric machine, possessed a pecti-

liar (xior somewhat resembling chlorine. He re-

ferred to it as the smell of electricity.' In 1801

Cruikshank observed a similar odor when water

was decomposed by electrolysis. Schiinbein. in

1840. investigated the matter and established the

fact that the odor was due to the formation of

new gas, which he named ozone. He showed that

ozone was generated by the action of phospho-
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nis on moist air, .and that it was capable of

liberating iodine from potassium iodide. Its con-

stitution was a matter of doubt until Soret deter-

mined the fact that it was an allotropic form
of oxygen produced by the condensation of three

volumes of oxygen into two of ozone. It is found
in minute quantities in the atmosphere, of which
it is regarded as a normal constituent, and its

presence is believed to be due to the electric

discharges during thunder storms, silent dis-

charges from thunder clouds, vibrations of

water, especially of saline waters, as in sea

foam, and the action of some vegetable prod-

ucts on the air. Ozone is also said to be formed
by the action of sunlight on clouds and the blue-

ness of the sky has been attributed to its

presence. Ozone is formed when a series of

electric sparks is passed through oxygen or air,

and it is evolved at the positive pole in the elec-

trolysis of acidulated water. The slow oxidation
of phosphorus in air yields ozone, and it may also

be obtained by the action of strong sulphuric
acid on barium peroxide. Certain organic sub-

stances, such as turpentine, various essential oils,

etc., generate ozone when exposed to the air.

Ozone is a gas with a strong penetrating odor
resembling that of diluted chlorine. When con-

densed undeT a pressure of 125 atmospheres at—103° C, it forms a deep blue liquid. It is

more strongly magnetic than conmion oxygen.
It decomposes slowly even at ordinary tempera-
tures. It is a very strong o.xidizing agent, con-
verting coi)per, mercury, silver, and iron into
their oxides. It oxidizes most organic com-
pounds, destroying rubber and vulcanite with
great rapidity ; also it bleaches many colored
vegetable and animal products, such as indigo,
litmus, blood, etc. Its powerful oxidizing prop-
erties are taken advantage of for commercial
purposes and its artificial production for the pur-
pose of purifying the air of sick-rooms has been
recommended. It finds some application for
bleaching, as in the case of discolored engravings,
where the printed portion is rolled up and in-

serted in a glass vessel, on the bottom of which
some water and pieces of phosphorus have been
placed. It has also been used to oxidize alcohol
to aldehj'de and to vinegar, and for the rapid
aging of liquors. Slightly ozonized air and oxy-
gen are used medicinally, especially in pulmonary
complaints, although if too strong it is said to

produce harmful ert'ects, causing headache and
irritating the mucous membranes of the respira-
tory organs.



PThe sixteenth letter in the English
alphabet. It can be ti'aced through
the Latin and Greek alphabet to the

Semitic pe, 'mouth,' probably so

called from the originally elliptical

sliape of the letter. The form of

the letter is now esentially Roman, which differed

from the Greek in that the second stroke was bent
round to meet the first.

•J? rr n
Phipnician Early

Greek
Later Early Later
Greek Latia Latin

Phonetic Characteb. As a phonetic char-

acter, p is the breathed or surd labial stop con-

sonant corresponding to the voiced b. In form-
ing the sound the lips are closed for an instant,

and the breath then escapes explosively. From
the manner of its sound-formation it is termed
an occlusive explosive. The sound p is often

voiced to 6, which may then become the closely

related f or v. as Latin episcopus, 'bishop,' Span-
ish obispo. French eveque, English bishop : Avesta
xinpnn. 'night,' Persian sab. North Baluchi saf,

Kurdish suv. P in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin
becomes Germanic f by Grimm's law (q.v. ). as

Sanskrit pud, 'foot.' Greek irbS-ai, Latin pecL-em,

English foot: Sanskrit napdt, 'grandson,' Latin
iiepos. Anglo-Saxon nefa, English nephew. In
English, p represents an original Indo-Germanic
b. which was, however, of rare occurrence. Xo
example of initial p from this original b exists in

English. As examples of medial p from Indo-

Germanic b may be cited Sanskrit sab-ai'. 'nectar,'

English .50/),- Latin hibricus, slippery. English
.clipper;/. The digraph ph is pronounced f. as in

phariiKwy. phonetic, and is written f in Spanish
and Italian, as farmacia, fonetico. In English
words beginning with pn, ps, and pt, as pneu-
matic, pseudonym, pteropod, p is silent. Such
words are of Greek origin, as in pure Latin p
combines initially only with the consonants I

and r. A p in Latin is often euphonically in-

serted between m and s, and m and t. This p
is retained in English derivatives of such words,
as for example, redemption, sumptuous.
As A Symbol. In Hebrew and Greek Z) and II

stood for 80; in medieval numbers. P for 400,

and P for 400,000. In chemistry. P is the sym-

bol for phosphorus. In music p is the abbrevia-
tion of piano (softly), and pp of pianissimo
(very softly)

.

P is the abbreviation of Latin post in P.M.
{post meridiem ) and in P.S., postscript.

PAARL. The capital of a district of Cape
Colonj-, South Africa, on the southern slope of the
Drakenstein range, .36 miles by rail northeast of

Cape Town (Map: Cape Colony, E 9). It is the
centre of a fruit-growing region, which is the
wine-producing district of the colony. It dates
from an ancient Dutch settlement, and derives
its name, signifying 'pearl.' from a neighboring
granite rock of pearl-like appearance. Popu-
lation of the town, in 1891, 7668; of the district,

21,363, of whom 13,137 were native blacks.

PAASCHE, pa'she, Hebmaxx (1851— ). A
German economist and authority on the sugar
industry. He was born at Burg, near Magde-
burg; studied at Halle; became professor at Ros-
tock (1879), at Marburg (18S4), and in the

Berlin Polytechnic Institute (1897), and was
elected to the Reichstag as a member of the

National Liberal Party in 1881. Since 1893 he
has also been a member of the Prussian Lower
House. Paasche wrote: Studicn iiber die Satur
der Geldenticertung und ihre praktische Bedeu-
tung in den letzten Jahrzchnten (1878) ; U'aiid-

lungen in der modernen }'olksirirtschaft (1890) ;

Zuckerindustrie vnd Zuchcrhandel der Welt
(1891), his most important work: and Kultur-
und Reiseskizzen aus Xord- und Mittelamerika

(1894).

PABIANICE, pa'bya-nyytse. A manufac-
turing town in the Government of Piotrkow, Rus-

sian Poland, situated about 10 miles southwest

of Lodz (Map: Russia. A 4). It has textile

mills, and manufactures paper and agricultural

machines. Population, in 1897, 26.892.

PA'CA (Xeo-Lat., from pak, paq, the native

name in Brazil), or Spotted Cavy. One of the

largest of the agoutis {Ca-logenys paca), found

from Paraguay to Venezuela east of the Andes.

It is about two feet long and dark brown in color,

with four rows of white spots along the sides, and

the throat and belly black. The form and gait

are clumsy, yet the paca is quick and agile. It

lives in moist groimd. makes burrows, and feeds

on plants, often damaging sugar plantations.

The skull of this animal is remarkable for the

great development in the breadth of the jugal

arch, inclosing a large cheek cavity, which gives

an extraordinary breadth and swollen appearance

to the face. One or more other species (or va-

rieties) inhabit the high Andes of Ecuador, and

are much sought after as food by the aid of

trained dogs. Consult Beddard. ilammalia (Lon-

don, 1902).
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PACA, WiixiAM (1740-99). An American
political leader and jurist, one of the signers of

the Declaration of Independence, born at Wye
Hall, his father's estate on the eastern shore of

Maryland. He studied at Philadelphia College,

then went to England, where he was entered at-

the Middle Temple, London, and in 1764 was
admitted to the bar. He began the practice of

law at Annapolis, and in 17fil was elected

to the Legislature. He served again from 1771

until 1774. when he was chosen a delegate to

the Continental Congress, of which body he con-

tinued to be a member until 1779. Personally

a strong advocate of the independence of the

colonies, his hands were tied by the instructions

of the State convention. ' which as late as the

middle of May, 1776, declared against a policy of

separation. Paca and his supporters labored to

secure a reversal of these instructions, and on
June 28th the convention gave. its delegates power
to vote on tlie question according to their own
judgment. Paca was a member of the State Sen-

ate in 1777-70, and from 1778 to 1780 was
Chief Justice of Maryland. He was then Chief

Justice of the Court of Appeals in 1780-82, and
was Governor of Maryland from 1782 to 1785.

He was a delegate to the State convention wliicli

ratified the Federal Constitution in 1788. and in

1789 was appointed United States judge for the
District of Maryland, an office which he held until

his death.

PACAY, pa-kii' (Quichua name), Prosopis
diiki.s. or juliflora according to some authorities.
A tree of the natural order Leguminossp. suborder
ilimosea-: a native of Peru, of rather large size,

with a broad head ; producing pods from 20 inclies

to 2 feet long, which contain black seeds imbedded
in a white sweet flaky substance, used as an
article of food. The ground pods are fed to

stock.

PACCA, piik'ka, Bartolommeo (1756-1844).
An Italian diplomat and cardinal. He was born
at Benevento, studied at Naples and Rome, and in

1785 became Chamberlain to Pius VI.. who ad-
vanced him rapidly, made him Xuncio to Cologne
in 1786. and sent him as special envov to Louis
XVI. in 1791. From 1795 to 1800 Pacca was
Nuncio to Lisbon. One of the most prominent of

the anti-French party, he was captured with the
Pope in 1809 and imprisoned for two years. He
urged Pius to break the agreement of Fontaine-
bleau, and in consequence was banished by Napo-
leon (1814). but was rewarded after the fall of
t)ie Empire and received in 1830 the See of Ostia

and Velletri. He remained a strong opponent of
reform. Pacca wrote Memorie istoriche (18.30),
Notizic sill Portofiallo (1835). and Eelazione del
viafinio r!i pupa Pio ^ II. (1833).

PACCHIONIAN (pak'kt-o'ni-«n) BODT, or
Glandila PACcmoxi. One of numerous small,
whitish granular-looking bodies, collected to-

gether in clusters of varying size, found upon
the' human meninges, or cerebral membranes,
principally in the following localities: Upon
the oilier surface of the dura mater, in the
superior longitudinal sinus, being received into
little depressions, called Pacchionian depres-
sions, on the inner surface of tlie skull : upon
the inner surface of the dura ninter: in the su-
perior longitudinal sinus (a large venous canal,
or vein, attached to the inner surface of the skull,

running from before backward) ; upon the pia

mater, near the margin of the licmisphcres. They
are named after Antonio Paccliioni, an Italian

anatomist (1665-1720). The Pacchionian bodies

are not glandular in structure. They are pro-

duced by an increased growth of the villi of the
arachnoid. They not infrequently contain small,

hard, calcareous concretions called "brain sand.'
Their growth and consequent pressure produces
absorption of the dura mater, through which they
pass to the inner surface of the skull as well as
into the superior longitudinal sinus. These bodies

do not occur in infancy, and very seldom before

the third year; usually after the seventh, increas-

ing after this as age advances. Sometimes they
are wanting. Their function is supposed to be
that of lymph channels, for the outflow of lymph
from the subdural and subarachnoid spaces into
the sinuses of the dura mater. Consult Landois
and Stilling. Physiology (Phihulclphia, 19i):i).

PACCIOLI, pa-cho'le, PACIOLI, oi PACI-
TJOLO, pil'che-oo'lo, LrcA, or LrcA.s, de lioRoo

(C.1440-C.1515) . An Italian mathematician, born
at Borgo San Sepolcro. in Tuscany. He was a

'Franciscan monk, and in his younger days, had
traveled extensively in the East. He taught
mathematics at Florence, Rome, and Venice, and
then took orders under the name Fra Luca Sancti

Sepulchri. He afterwards taught in various Ital-

ian universities. His chief work was the Siimma
de Aritmetica, Oeometria, Proportioni et I'ro-

portionalita (1494; 2d ed. 1523), a work which
contained all that was then known of mathe-
matics. This was the first important printed

treatise on mathematics. Paecioli was a judi-

cious compiler, and he exerted a powerful influ-

ence on tlie teaching of the sixteenth century.

PACE. See Weights and Measures.

PACER (from pace, from OF., Fr. pas, step,

from Lat. passiis, step, pace, from pandere, to
stretch : connected with patere, to lie open, Gk.
veraviiivai, petannynai, to spread out). The
ambling gait of the pacer, smooth, frictionless,

and lateral, as distinguished from the diagonal
gait of the trotter, has been appreciated from the
earliest antiquity. In America the pacer long re-

ceived slight encouragement in competition: yet
against all odds, and mechanical contrivances
to force the pacer to trot, his progeny continue to

inherit his characteristics; and as it transpired
that eventually pacers had greater speed than
the trotter, he was first tolerated and then sought
after. The time for a paced mile was gradually
reduced from 2:28, until in 1897 "Star Pointer"
made it in 1:59%. The gaits of trotting and
pacing are practically interchangeable, though it

is stiil true that a fast trotter becomes a faster

pacer. The Xarraijaiisett purer is supposed to

have been a descendant of the Spanisli horse.

Governor Robinson is said to have brought some
Spanish horses from Andalusia to New England,
and the breed was kept up to supply the demand
for them in the Cuban trade, but with the falling

off of the trade the industry was allowed to

lapse, and the breed became extinct.

PACHACAMAC, pa'eha-kil'mak. Ruins of.

The remains of a vast city of the Yuncas, the

ancient coast Indians of Peru, situated about 20
miles southeast of Lima. It was their sacred city

before the conquest of the Incas, and held the
shrine of Pachacamac, the Creator or Maker of

all things. The Incas, after they had subjugated
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the Yuncas, erected here a great temple of the
sun and a house of the Virgins of tlie Sun. The
ruins cover four large hills which furnished
abundant building material used in combination
with bricks or adobes of sun-dried earth. The
site is at jjresent a waste of drifting sand, some-
times obscuring the buildings which in the rain-
less and frostless region are in a fair state of

preservation. The city was well laid out, having
broad streets and a surrounding wall with large
gates for entering. The houses were great com-
munal structures built in terraces like the New
Mexican pueblos. There were capacious reservoirs
and irrigation works; the hills were terraced and
upon the level areas thus secured were located
the temple and other buildings. The principal
Yunca structure, the temple of Pachacamac, is

located on a licadland about .500 feet above the
sea, which breaks at its feet.

The hill has been surrounded by four terraces,
forming a semi-lunar pyramid, the summit sev-

eral acres in area. The entrance is from the east
and the ascent is by a series of ramps. The
walls were at one time painted red and adorned
with frescoes. The temple covers an area of
600 X 450 feet, and is an aggregation of rec-

tangular buildings and sunken courts on the vari-

ous terraces. The shrine is on the summit at the
southern corner behind two projecting rocks.
The Inca convent stands on low ground near a
small lake. It is also built of adobe bricks and
covers an area 350 X 200 feet. It consists of a
square, terraced area covered with buildings, and
from this extends a long wall having 18 cells on
the inner face. At a right angle another wall ex-

tends to a square terrace backed also with a
niched wall, in which a fine example of the round
arch has been found.
Around the temple of Pachacamac is a vast

cemetery in which the flexed bodies of the dead,
wrapped in cloth and secured with a network of

cord, were placed in vaults lined with adobe
bricks and roofed with canes and rushes. Some
of the tombs have three or more chambers. The
objects buried with the dead consist of pottery,
bronze, gold, or copper objects, textiles, weaving
apparatus, pigments, food, and the like.

Pachacamac being a central shrine, first of the
Yuncas and later of the Incas, was exceedingly
rich ; it is said that Pizarro secured here 1700
pounds of gold and 1000 pounds of silver at the
sack of the temples. Consult: Squier, Pen/ (New
York, 185.3); Wiener, P4rou et Bolivie (Paris,

1880).

PACHECO, pa-cha'ko. Don^ta Maki.\. Tlie

wife of the Spanish patriot Juan de Padilla
(q.v.).

PACHECO, Fbanci.ssco (c.ig"l-16.54). A
Spanish painter and writer on art. He was born
at Seville, and was a pupil of Luis Fernandez,
an imitator of Raphael. Of small importance as
a painter, he is remembered chiefly ns the master
and father-in-law of Velazquez, and deserves most
lasting credit for his Arte de la piiitiira (Seville.

1639). The precepts of this Avork were for a long

period considered of standard authority by Span-
ish artists, and it also contains numy valuable
historical notices.

PACHELBEL, Johann (IfMSlVOfi). An
eminent German organist and composer, born at
Xuremberg. First insfructei} there by Hein-
rich Schwemmer (1621-90), he next studied at
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Altdorf and Regensburg, and in 1G74 went to
Vienna, where he became assistant organist at
Saint Stephen's. Called to Eisenach in 1675.
he was successively organist there, at Erfurt
-(1678-!)0), Stuttgart, Gotha, and finally (from
16'J5) at Saint Sebaldus in Nuremberg. With
Butehude, one of the inunediale forerunners of
Bach, lie contributed much to the improvement
of Church music, and was the first to introduce
in Germany the overture form on the piano-
forte. The few of his compositions that ap|)eaied
in print include: Musikalische Sterbens-Ucdiin-
ken (1683); Musiknlische Ergelzung (1691);
Acht Chorale zum Pranmbuliren (1693); Hexa-
chordum Apollinis (1699). The manuscript of
his ini])ortant Tabulalurbuch geistlkher (Jcsiinge

llartiid Lulheri, etc. (1704), is in the grand-
ducal library at Weimar.

PACHMANN, piiK'man, Vladimir de (1848
— ). A Itussiau pianist, born in Odessa. He
first studied music under his father, a professor
in the University of Odessa, an amateur violinist,

and the friend of Beethoven, U'eber, and other
musicians. Subsc(iuently he was sent to the Con-
servatory of Vienna, aiul, returning to Russia in

1869, made his first appearance as a pianist, and
played also in Germany and France. In 1882 he
went to London, and in 1890 traveled in the
United States, making subsequent extended tours
in 1892, 1899, and 1-900. He became very popu-
lar in America and enjoyed a high reputation
both there and in Europe, especially as a sympa-
thetic exponent of the music of Chopin.

PACHOTVIIUS, Saint. An Egyptian monk
who is held to have been the first to sub.stitute for

the free asceticism of the solitary recluse a

regular eenobitic system. He was born ab(jut the
year 292, of heathen parents, served as a soldier,

and was converted to Christianity by the kind-

ness of certain Christians whom he encountered

at Thebes. About 325 at Tabenn:e, an island in

the Nile, he founded the first monastic institu-

tion. The members agreed to follow certain rules

of life and eondvict drawn up by Pachomius, and
to subject themselves to his control and visita-

tion. His sister is said also to have embraced
the cenobitie life, and to have established the

first convent for nuns. The pair labored with

so much diligence and zeal that at their death,

according to Palladius, not fewer than 7000

monks and nuns were under their insi)ection.

Consult: Griitzmacher, Pnchomius und dns

iilteste Klosterleben (Freiburg. 1896); Am<ili-

neau. Etude histoririiie siir t^nint Pakhome et le

cc»obitinmc primitif dans la Haute B(7j/pfe( Paris,

1887 ) . See MoNASTlcisM.

PACHUCA, p;i-choo'k!i, or Hidalgo. The
capital of the State of Hidalgo, llexieo, situateil

55 miles northeast of Mexico City (Map: Mex-
ico, K 7). It is built in a mountain jiass more
than 8000 feet above sea-level, and its principal

industries are derived from the rich silver mines

of the district. These are among the most im-

portant in the country: they are said to have

been worked before the Conquest, but still yield

an annual output of 90.000 tons of rich argen-

tiferous ore. It was here that in 1557 BartolonK?

de Jlcdina discovered the patio process of amalga-

mation, which is still considered the most eco-

nomical process for reducing the peculiar ores

of Mexico. P'bpulatibn, in 1895, 40,487.
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PACHYDERMATA, pak'idC'i'ma-til (Xeo-

Lat. iiom. 1)1., from Gk. iraxi/s, pachys, thick +
Sipfia, ilcniia, skin). The •pachydenns,' an order

of iiiaininals in the system of Cuvier, including

the rhinoceros, elephant, hippopotamus, tapir,

hog, and other unjiulate mammals regarded as

'thiekskiuued.' 'ilie j^roup was a tliorouglily

unnatural one and the name is no longer in

scientific use, although it has been adopted into

literary service as a synonym for insensitivcness.

Several of these animals are illustrated on the

Colored Plate of r.\(jiiYDERiis.

PACHYMERES, pak'ime'rez, Geobgius
(12-l:i <-.l;51(l)- A Byzantine historian. He was
born in Xica-a. was educated there, and in 1201

went to Constantinople, his father's native city,

where he entered the priesthood and held high
office in both Church and State. He wrote a
Uistoria Bijzdniinu. covering the period 12.55-

1.30H. a valuable source for the reigns of Michael
Paheologus and Andronicus 11., which was edit-

ed by Bekker (Bonn, 1S35).

PACIFIC OCEAlf (from Lat. pacificus,

peace-making, ])eaceful, from jxtx, peace + fa-

cere, to make). The portion of the water en-

velope of the earth which lies between America
and Asia-Australia. The name Pacific was given

to it by Magellan. On the north it connects with
the Arctic by the Bering Strait, and southward
it merges into the Southern Ocean, the parallel of

latituile 40.° S. being usually taken as the limit

in this direction. Its waters communicate with
the Indian Ocean on the west by numerous pas-

sages in the island chain e.\tending from South-
eastern Asia to Australia. The Pacific is the

largest and deepest of the oceans. With the

bordering seas—the Bering, Okhotsk, Japan, Yel-

low, Eastern, China, Celebes, Java, JI(dueea,

Banda. and Arafura seas—which are regarded as

its dependencies, it has an area of about .^.'i.OOO,-

000 square miles, equal to the entire land sur-

face of the globe. Its greatest length from north

to south is about 7350 miles and the greatest
breadth along the parallel of latitude 5° N., 10,-

300 miles.

The Pacific Basin. The configuration of the
Pacific basin is quite irregular, although there

are large areas where tlie bottom exliiliits little

relief. In general, the depth increases from
southeast to northwest. A vast depression known
as the Tusearora deep extends from the .Japan
and Kurile islands eastward along the Aleutian
ehftin toward the coast of North America. With-
in this are.a the depth exceeds 3000 fathoms and
in places soundings of 4000 fathoms or more
have been inade. .\nother extensive deep lies

south of the Tonga Islands, between the Chatham
Islands and New Zealand on the west and the
Maria Theresa Keef on the east. In tlie central

part of the ocean are the Belknap, jMiller, and
Hilgard deeps. The deepest sounding—5209
fathoms—was made in 1000 off the island of

Guam by the United States ship Xero. A sound-
ing of 5155 fathoms and another of 5147 fathoms
have been made north of Xew Zealand. These
depths are much greater than have been found in

any other ocean. The most extensive plateau in

the Pacific lies southeast of New Guinea and in-

cludes the Solomon. Ellice. Fiji, and Tonga
islands, while a southern arm extends from the
last-named group to Xew Zealand. The bottom
within this area rarelv exceeds 2000 fathoms

in depth and nmch of it is less than 1000 fathoms.

Other plateaus are occupied by the Marshall and
Gilbert groups, liy the Caroline Islands, the Low
Archipelago, and Hawaii. A broad continental

shelf extends along the eastern coast of .\sia,

but the western shores of America slope abruptly

to the ocean fioor. The mean depth of the Pa-

cific is estimated at 2300 fatlioms.

The proportion of land drained into the Pacific

is insignificant when compared with the drain-

age received by the Atlantic. Its basin includes

the generally narrow strip of the American con-

tinent to the west of the Rocky Mountains ami
the Andes, Melanesia, the In<lo-Chinese States,

China, a small part of Siberia, and eastern Aus-
tralia.

Wi.N'DS. In the trade wind belts of the Pacific

the winds are generally quite imiform excei)t

when such belts approach the western coasts,

where they are more or less modified by monsoon
intluences. In Polynesia hurricanes called ty-

phoons are of freqiu'ut occurrence. Xorth and
south of the tro])ical zone the winds exhibit

little regularity, being found to blow from all

points of the compass during any given season of

the year, though a westerly direction is most fre-

quent. On the southern part of the coast of

South America and the northern part of the

coast of North America west winds prevail dur-

ing the greater part of the year. In the Chinese
seas the typhoon may occur at all seasons of the

year.

Currents. The currents of the Pacific Ocean
are less marked in character than those of the

Atlantic. In a general way the movement and
direction of these currents follow the prevailing

winds. In the northern trade wind belt a great

equatorial current sweeps westward until at the

western side it is largely deflected northward to

the belt of westerly w inds, where it flows north-

eastward as the Kuro Shiwo, or Japan Current,

toward North America. A part of it subsequently

turns southward along the American coast until

it joins the equatorial current again; thus the

surface drift of the northern Pacific Ocean
constitutes a great eddy revolving slowly in the

X.E.S.W^ direction. In the southern Pacific

a similar surface drift in the opposite direction,

namely, north, west, south, east, is maintaine<l.

though not as well defined, because of the ab-

sence of the circumscribing continents. In the

more quiet waters at the centres of these great

eddies are the Sargasso or masses of floating

seaweed, but these regions are very small com-
pared with the large Sargasso Sea of the North
Atlantic Ocean.

IsLANOs. The larger islands. wMth the excep-

tion of New Zealand, lie upon the continental

shelf. The nmnerous small islands which rise

out of great depths are one of the distinctive

features of the Pacific. IMost of these are of

volcanic character, and in the equatorial region

they are fi'equently surmounted by coral reefs.

Consult Thomson and Murray. Report of the

ChnUenqer Expedition (London, 1880-95). See

Ocean.

PACIF'ICUS. The signat\ire used in 1703
by ,\lexander Hamilton in a series of letters on

neutrality. Madison replied to the letters in a

number of essays signed Helridiiis.

PACINI, pa-che'nA. FrLirpo (1812-83). A
prominent Italian inatomist. He was born in
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Pistoia, studied medicine in Florence and Pisa,
and became professor of anatomy at Florence.

At t«enty-tliree he made himself famous by dis-

covering the peripheral nerve terminations which
are called the "corpuscles of Pacini' (or 'of

Vater,' if the claim of the latter be considered).
Pacini wrote much on anatomy, especially micro-
scopic, and on pathology- and therapeutics. His
more important monographs include those on
artificial respiration 1 1S(J7. 187fi, 1877, sqq.),

which describe "Pacini's method,' one of especial

value in resuscitating asphyxiated new-born
children.

PACINI, GiovAXXi (179G-18G7). An Italian
composer and teacher, born at Catania, and
pupil of Marchesi and Furlanetto. His first

opera. Annetta e Lucindo. was produced in 181.3.

and this was followed by forty-two operas during
the subsequent twenty' years. He was invariably
successful, and was able to command the Ijest

theatres and artists in Italy. When one of his

operas failed, he retired from the field of com-
position and devoted himself entirely to teach-
ing, his school of music at Viareggio winning
world-wide repute. His best work was done
after 1840, the list of his compositions includ-

ing about ninety operas, cantatas, masses, etc.,

besides numerous musical monographs and arti-

cles for musical periodicals. Medea (1843), h'af-

fo (1840), and Le regina di Cipro (1846) are
regarded as his best works. He died at Pescia.

PACINOTTI, pii'che-not'te, Axtoxio (1841
— ). An Italian physicist and electrician. He
was born and educated at Pisa, taught there

for two years, and at Bologna (18G4-7.3), and.
after nine years in the University of Cagliari, in
188"2 became professor at Pisa. He is best known
for his invention in 18G0 of a d^Tiamo in which
the coils of the armature were wound on a ring.

Subsequently the same device was independently
discovered by Gramme, and was brought into

extensive use in his machines.

PACK'ARD, Alpheus Spring (1798-1884).
An American educator. He was a graduate of

Bowdoin College, where he was tutor from 1819
to 18"24, and professor of the Greek and Latin
languages and literatures from 18"24 to 18Go.

He became Collins professor of natural and
revealed religion, and librarian in 1809. holding
both offices until his death. During the last two
years of his life he was acting president of the
college. He edited and was joint author (with
Xehemiah Cleaveland) of The Histori/ of Bow-
doin College, with Biographical Sketches of Its

Graduates (1882). He also edited: Works of
the Rev. Jesse Appleton, with a Memoir ( 1836-

37): Xenophon's Memorabilia of Socrates, iciih-

t'nglish Xotes (1839; 3d. ed. 1843) ; and con-

tributed many articles to various periodicals.

PACKABD, Alpheus Spring ( 1 839- 1 905 ) . An
American naturalist, born at Brunswick, Maine.
He graduated at Bowdoin College in 1861 and at

the JIaine lledical School in 1864, and studied

imder Agassiz in the Lawrence Scientific School.

Harvard University. In 186.5-66 he was librarian

and custodian of the Boston Society of Xatural
History; in 1867-78 curator and afterwards di-

rector of the Peabody Academy of Science. Sa-

lem: and in 1871-73 State entomologist of

Massachusetts. From 1S77 to 1882 he was a

member of the United States Entomological Com-
mission. In 1878 he was appointed professor of

zorilogy and geologj' in Brown University. His
chief work has been the classification and anat-
omy of arthropod animals, and contributions to
economic entomologj", zoogeography, and the
phylogeny and nietamor])hoscs of insects. In
.systematic zoijlogy he proposed a new classifica-
tion of the insects; a new grouping of the chief
brandies (phyla) of arthropods; a new order
and several families of fossil merostomes, and
the crustacean orders Phyllocarida and Syneari-
da. In comparative anatomy he discovered the
brick-red renal glands of Limulus, the origin of
the ovipositor, and that of the spiral thread of the
trachea;. His publications include: Guide to the
Study of Insects (1869); The Mammoth Cave
and Its Inhabitants (with F. \V. Putnam, 1872) ;

Life-History of Animals (1876); Insects In-
jurious to Forest and Shade Trees (1890); A
yaturalist on the Labrador Coast (1891); A
Text-book of Entomology (1898) ; Lamarck, the
Founder of Eioluticm: Bis Life and Work
(1901).

PACKARD, .loiix Hooker (1832—). An
American surgeon, born in Philadelphia. He
graduated at the University of Pennsylvania in
1850, and at the Medical School there in 1853.
During the Civil War he was attached to the
Christian Street and Satterlee army hospitals,
with the rank of assistant surgeon, U.S.A. From
1863 until 1884 he was surgeon to the Episcopal
Hospital, and from the latter date until 1896
he filled a similar po.sition at the Pennsylvania
Hospital. His publications include the transla-
tion of Malgaigne on Fractures (1859) ; Manual
of Minor Surgery (1863) ; Handbook of Operative
Surgery (1870) ; and Sea Air and Sea-bathing
t issn )'.

PACKARD, Joseph (1812-1902). An Ameri-
can clergv'man, of the Protestant Episcojial

Church, born at Wiscasset, ile. He graduated
at Bowdoin College in 1831. was a professor in

Bristol College (Pa.) in 1834-36, and was or-

dained priest in 1837. From 183G imtil his

retirement as professor emeritus in 1890 he

was professor of sacred literature in the Prot-

estant Episcopal Theological Seminary of Vir-

ginia, near Alexandria. He was a member of

the American committee for the revision of the

Bible in 1872-85, contributed largely to Church
periodicals, edited Malachi in the translation

of J. P. Lange's Commentary (1874), and pub-

lished Questions on the Gospels (1855).

PACKARD, Lewis Richard (1836-84). An
American classical scholar born in Philadelphia,

Pa. He graduated at Yale in 1856. studied

further at Berlin University, in 1863 was ap-

pointed assistant professor of the Greek lan-

guage and literature at Vale, and in 1866 full

professor. In 1SS3 he was the second director

of the American School of Classical Arclurologv

at Athens. With J. W. White and T. D. Sey-

mour he was editor of the "College Series of

Greek Authors," of which one volume, the Clouds

of Aristophanes, appeared in 1885. A collection

of his lectures and essays was published in 1886

as Studies in Greek Thought.

PACKARD, William Alfred (1830—)^ An
American classical scholar, born at Brunswick,

Me. He graduated at Bowdoin in 1851, studied

at Gi'lttingen in 1857-58. and was appointed pro-

fessor of the Latin language and literature in

Princeton Universitv. In addition to contribu-
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ting to the Presbyterian Review and the Prince-

ton Uevimc, lie revised tlie translation of Cur-

tius's Griechische GiKcliichte, with translations

from a later German edition.

PACK^ER, Asa (1806-79). An American
capitalist, born at Groton, Conn. In 1822 he

went to Pennsylvania, and eleven years later

undertook the charge of one of the first boats

on the Ix'high Canal. He became contractor for

the building of locks and of boats for the trans-

portation of coal from Pottsville to New York,

lie projected and completed (185.5) the Lehigh
Valley Kailroad from Jlauch Chunk to Easton.

In 1844 he served in the Pennsylvania Legisla-

ture, and from 185.3 to 1857 was a Democratic
member of Congress. Having amassed great

wealth, he gave liberally to charities, and founded
and endowed Lehigh University (q.v.), Beth-

lehem. Pa., in 1860.

PACKER COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE. A
school for girls in IJrooklyn. X. Y., cliartcred in

1853, replacing the Brooklyn Female Academy,
destroyed by tire in 1852. The new school was
founded on" a gift of $115,000 by Jlrs. Harriet

L. Packer. It has primary, preparatory, aca-

demic, and collegiate departments. The attend-

ance in 1902 was 587, including 110 collegiate,

2G1 academic, 180 pre))aratory. and ,'JG i)rimary

students, and the faculty numbered 49. The
institute has thoroughly equipped buildings, val-

ued in 1902 at .$222,047. the total valuation of

its property being .$277,800. The librar,v con-

tained 8479 viilunu'-^.

PACKING INDUSTRY. The slaughtering

of cattle, sheep, and hogs, and the utilization of

their carcasses is an important industry in man.v
American cities, especially in the middle West.
The choicer parts of the animals are shipped

in refrigerator cars and vessels to the markets
of this country and Europe for consumption as
fresh meat., while other jiarts, especially in the
case of the hog. are cured, bv' smoking or salting.

The fatty portions are converted into lard and
commercial grease b.v rendering processes. ( See
Digester.) The bones are converted into glue
or fertilizers, and the hoofs and horns (see

Horn) are used or sold for other purposes. The
term packiui/ industr;/, which was originally

applied to the curing and packing of the flesh

of the hog, has been extended, with the develop-

ment of the industrv, to include all the mul-
titudinous operations connected with tlie utiliza-

tion and transformation into merchantable form
of the dilTcrent parts of animals slaughtered
for food, in so far as these operations are con-

ducted in a single plant.

The historv of the packing industry begins
in Xew England, in the seventeenth century,
where large quantities of pork were packed in

barrels for foreign trade. The first packing
house in the \Vest was established in Cincinnati
in 1818. Cincinnati continued to lead in the

industry for many years, but is now surpassed
by Chicago, while in many other Western cities,

including Milwaukee. Kansas Cit.v, Saint Louis,

and Omalia, the industry lias risen to great im-

portance. Prior to 1872 most of the slaughter-

ing was done during the winter months. About
this time chilling processes began to be developed,

which have since been brought to such a state

of perfection that animals are killed and their

products prepared for the market with equal

success and in equal amounts in mid-winter and
in dog-da,vs.' Indeed, the development of the

packing industr,v is largely due to the applica-

tion of artilicial means of refrigeration (q.v.),

for at the foundation of all successful meat-
curing is the thorough chilling of the carcass.

Before cold storage of meat was introduced, it

was customary to ship the living animals to

Eastern markets, and the long and tiresome jour-

ney was both cruel to the animals and harmful
to the meat. Now the meat, after thorough
chilling, is shii)ped in refrigerator cars to Eastern
cities and placed in cold-storage warehouses
owned l\v the packing company, from which it

is delivered to local dealers, or if it is to be

delivered in Europe, it is transferred directly

from tlie refrigerator cars to speciall,v constructed
chill-rotmis in the ocean steamers, to be deliv-

ered in London, Liverpool, or Glasgow.
Labor-saving devices have been adopted at

everv step in the packing industr,v. The aninuils

are killed, "honked by the nose to an endless

chain, passed through scalding vats, and then

through an automatically adjusted .scraper which
dejirives them of hair and bristles in a few
seconds. The animals are then hoisted, head
down, upon an inclined rail and disemboweled,
I)eheaded, washed, trinnned, and whirled to the

cliill-rooms at the rate of twenty a minute." In

dressing hogs, about 20 ])er cent, is ofl'al and the

rest is used as meat, of which onl.y about 10 per

cent, is sold as fresh meat. The other ])arts are

cured, usuallv bv pickling in brine for seven or

eight weeks, and then smoking for twenty-four
hours. The most ])roiitable part of the industr.v

is the numufacture of sausage. The meat used

is ehiell.v trimmings, which are obtained from all

parts of the establishment, a large part of them
being head and hoof trimmings. The meat is

chopped, mixed with potato flour and water, in

the proportion of 40 per cent, meat, 40 per cent,

potato flour, and 20 per cent, water. Certain
spices are also added, ncluding sage, pepper, salt,

ginger, and mustard. The intestines, which are

used for sausage casings, are cleaned by nui-

chinery. The.v are filled with the sausage l).v

means of a stufBng machine, which consists of

two cylinders, the steam c.ylinder and the stuffing

cvlinder, and a piston rod directly connected

with the piston rod of the steam cylinder. Tlie

savisage casings are slipped over a tube attached

to the open bottom of the stuffing cylinder, and
through this orifice the casings are filled at a
rapid rate.

Another important part of the pork-packing
industrv is the manufacture of lard (q.v.). Two
gr.ades of lard are made—leaf lard and steam
lard. In the leaf lard of commerce, not only the

pure leaf, but all sorts of trimmings from the
bell.v of the animal are u.sed. Steam lard is

made from scraps taken from all parts of the

animal, particularly from the feet, or even the

feet themselves and the head bones.

In dressing cattle, the parts intended to be

sold as fresh beef are allowed to cool for fortv-

eiglit hours and then shipped. In the canning of

fresh beef, inferior meat is used, either poorer
grades of cattle or poorer cuts. Since 1891 the

whole i)acking industr,v has been under vigilant

Government inspection.

Statistics. According to the twelfth census
of the United States. .$189,194,204 were invested

in the packing industry in 1900. The annual
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value of the product was $785,502,433. Since
1850 the number of establishments had increased
from 185 to 021; the number of laborers em-
ployed from 327(5 to CS,534; and the average
yearly wages per laborer from .$37G to $488. The
detailed figures published show that in Eastern
cities, as Boston, New York. Newark, there has
been a decided falling oflf in the business, while
in certain cities of the iliddle West, as Saint
Joseph, Mo., there has been a more than cor-

respondingly marked increase. This is due to

the tendency to conduct the business nearer the
centre of cattle-raising, which is, of course, the
great corn belt of the Jliddle West and the

pasture lands still nearer the Rockies. The
aeeompanving table shows the exports of this

industry "in 1900.

Meat Phoducts Exported pro.m the rsiTEn States rs
THE Year 1900

(Taken from the Statistical Abstract tor 1900)

Beef products

—

Canned beef
Fresh beef
Salted or pickled beef
Other cured beef
Tallow

Hoff products

—

Bacon
Hams
Pork, canned
Fresh pork :

Salted or pickled pork
Lard
Lard mixtures and substitutes)

(cottolene. lardine, etc ) J

Casings for sausages
Mutton

55,553,745
329.078.699
4-.3«;.513

2.319.165
89,030,943

512,153,729
196,414,412

8,490,074
25.946.905

133.199,683

661.813,663

25,852,685

773,766

Dollars

5,233.982
29,643,830

2,697,340
197.051

4.398.204

38.975.915
20,416,367

658,402

1.925.772
8,243.797

41.939.164

1,475,064

2,307,571
84,313

Number of Hogs, Cattle, and Sheep Killed in Various
Years in the Localities Named

(From One Huvdred Years ofAmerican Commerce)

H068 packed in THE WEST

YEAR
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Missisf'ippi River and its tributaries, which has
the geucial appearance of a rather slender cat-

lisli. but is a ganoid witli a skeleton cbielly

cartilaginous. It is about live feet long, has a
suiooth dark-green skin without scales, and a
long hony snout containing tine teeth, with wliich

it digs up the mud at the bottom of sluggish

irtreams in search of the minute animals upon
which it feeds. It lias much the habits of a cat-

fish, but inferior flesh, and is known as the 'duck-

billed' or spoon-billed' cat, or 'spade-fish,' both
names referring to the spatulate form of its

snout. It represents the order Selachostomi of

the subclass Teleostomi and the family Polyo-

dontidip, and is closely allieil to the sturgeons.

A similar species inhabits China. See Plate of

Sti'roeoxs. Paddle-Fisii, and Bowfis'.

PADDLE-WHEEL. An appliance in steam-

vessels by wliich tlie power of the engine is made
to act upon the water and produce locomotion.

It consists of a skeleton wheel of iron, on the

outer portion of whose spokes flat boards, called

floats or paddles, are fixed, which beat upon the

water, and produce, continuously, the same effect

as is given, in an intermittent manner, by the

blades of oars. The use of paddle-wheels in con-

junction with steam as a motive power dates
from about the commencement of the nineteenth
century, but the employment of the paddle-wheel
itself is as ancient as the time of the Egj'ptians,

A specimen is also known to have been tried in

Spain in the sixteenth century.
In the usual form of paddle-wheel, called the

radial, the floats are fixed, and it will he seen
that a certain loss of power is involved, as the
full force of the engine on the water is experi-
enced only when the float is vertical, since when
the floats enter or leave the water the power is

mainly employed in depressing or lifting the
particles of water. This resistance has great
force at the moment of starting, or when progress
is verj- slow, as is illustrated by the small power
a paddle-steamer evinces when trying to tug a
stranded vessel off a sandbank : but when in full
progress, the action is less impeded b.v this cir-

cumstance, the water in front of the wheel being
depressed, and that abaft being thrown into the
form of a wave. The extent of the immersion
much influences the economy of power, as will
be readily understood if the consequences of
immersion up to the centre of the wheel be
imagined. An immersion somewhat over the
top of the lowest float is about the most ad-
vantageous, and, in order that the floats may
be as nearly as possible vertical when they strike
the water, it is advisable to give the wheel as
large a diameter as possible, and to place the
axis at the highest available point in the vessel.

To overcome the drawbacks to the radial wheel,
there was devised early in the nineteenth century
the feathering paddle-ichecl, in which the floats

are mounted on axes, and are connected by rods
with a common centre, which revolves upon a pin
placed eccentrically to the axis of the paddle-
wheel. By this method the floats are kept, while
immersed, at right angles to the surface of the
water. So long as the water is smooth the gain
is great, consequently feathered floats are much
used in river-steamers. Paddle-wheels have been
almost entirely superseded by screw propellers
(see Screw Propeller) on "all vessels except
river and lake boats. See Steam XAnoAxiox.

PADEMEL'ON (Australian name). A small
wallaby or kangaroo (Ualiixuturus thetidis) of

New South Wales. It inhabits scrubby districts,

and is hunted both for its flesh and its bide.

Several other species in Australia, New Guinea,
and Tasmania belong to this genus, which is

characterized by the absence of hair on the
nniflle.

PADERBORN, pii'der-born. A town in the
Province of Westphalia, Prussia, situated at
the source of the Pader (hence the name of the
town), about 15 miles southwest of Detmold
(ilap: Prussia, C 3). It has a modern aspect,

a considerable par-t having been rebuilt since the
conflagration of 187.5. The cathedral, which was
built above tlie source of the I'ader iiiainly in the
thirteenth century, and which contains parts of
the original twelfth-century structure, was com-
pletely restored in 1891-03. It is Gothic in
style and contains among other treasures the
silver colIin of Saint Liborius, which was sub-
stituted for the original one coined into dol-

lars bj- Duke Christian of Brunswick in 1622,
The Busdorfkirche, of the fourteenth century, and
the Rathaus, dating from the fifteenth cen-

tury, and recently restored, are noteworthy build-

ings. The chief educational institutions are a
gymnasium, an institute of theology and phi-

losophy (taking the place of the university,

which was closed in 1S19), seminaries for priests

and teachers, and a Reolschule. The town has
railway shops, manufactures of glass, .soap, and
tobacco, distilleries, flour mills, etc, and carries

on some trade in fruit; cattle, and wool. In the
vicinity are mineral springs of considerable
reputation. Population, in IS!»0, 17,98(5; in 1900,

23.502, chiefly Roman Catholics. Paderborn first

came into notice when Charlemagne held a diet

there in 777, and eighteen years later nominated
the first bishop. It was surrounded with walls
in the eleventh century, and in the Middle Ages
enjoyed considerable political independence as a
member of the Hansa. For its early adoption of

Reformation principles it was forcibly deprived
of its privileges in 1604 by the Prince-Bishop
Theodore of Fiirstenburg, The bishopric, founded
in 795 by Charlemagne, was secularized in 1802.

Consult Richter, (leschichle der Stadt Paderborn,
vols, i., ii, (Paderborn, 1899-1903).

PADEREWSKI, jiii'dr-ref'skS, Ignace (1859
— ). A faiiiciu< Polish pianist and composer.

He was born in Podolia, Russia. When only
three years of age he showed great fondness

for mvisic, and at seven was placed under a
teacher, making such rapid progress as a pian-

ist that in five years he gave public recitals.

He studied under Raguski at the Warsaw
Conservator}', in which he became himself a
professor at the age of eighteen. In ISS4 he
accepted a similar position at Strassburg, and
in 1887 made his formal debut in Vienna, and
was at once placed in the foremost rank of pian-

ists. In 1890 he created a furor in London by
his marvelous playing.and in 1892, 1893, 1895-96,

and 1899 appeared in the United States. As
a virtuoso pianist Paderewski must be placed
among the very greatest performers that the

world has yet seen. His pronounced indi-

viduality, his freedom from affectation, to-

gether with a vivid appreciation of tone grada-
tions and values, a wonderful technique and
mastery of the pedal, and a singularly intellec-
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tual conception and interpretation of the great
masterpieces of his repertoire, easily determine
him as the greatest pianist of his day and genera-
tion. For his three months' season in the United
States in 1895-96 he received the net sum of

$200,000, and he gave to specially appointed
trustees, for a fund to encourage American com-
posers, .$10,000. In 1902 he again visited the
United States and personally conducted his opera,
Mdiini. which met with an enthusiastic reception.
Ilis works, consisting largely of compositions for
tlie piano, have become widely known: tliey in-

clude: Prelude and Minuet ; Elegie, op.Ji; Dannes
polonaises; chamber music; songs; and the
grand opera Mauru (1900).

PADIHAM, padl-hom. A town in Lanca-
shire, England, on the Calder. 4 miles northeast
of Accrington. Its industries comprise cotton
mills, collieries, and stone quarries. Its parish
church dates from the fourteenth centurj': it has
an aneientlv endowed national school. Popula-
tion, in IS91, 11,300: in 1901, 12,200.

PADILLA, pa-De'lya. The capital town of

the Department of Chuquisaca. Bolivia, 90 miles
northeast of PotosJ (Map: Bolivia, E 7|. It

received its name in memory of the patriot
guerrilla Manuel Ascensio Padilla, who met his

death in the battle of Villar, September 14, 1810.
Its poi)ulation is about 4000.

PADILLA. .luAX DE (1484-1521). A popu-
lar hero of Spanish history. He came of a
noble family of Toledo, was commandant of
Saragossa in 1518, and administrator of his

native city in 1520. While he was so employed,
a formidable rebellion, caused by the excessive
taxes which the Emperor imposed on the Span-
iards to defray the cost of his various wars in

Italy, Germany, and the Low Countries, broke
out among the towns (eomunidades) of Castile,
and the rebels, who were known as eoinuncros,
called upon Padilla to put himself at their head.
Padilla for a short time was all-powerful, and
formed a new junta to carry on the government.
He was successful in a number of enterprises
tindertaken against the Royalist party, but on
April 23, 1521. was completely beaten by the
Royalists at Villalar. This conflict decided the
fate of the rebellion, and of Padilla himself, who
was taken prisoner, and on the following day
beheaded.

His wife, Maria Pacheco. rallied the wrecks
of the rebel army, and for a long time held the
castle of Toledo against the Royalist arni.v, and
after its fall in February, 1522. retired to Por-
tugal, where she died in 1531. The deeds of Pa-
dilla and his wife have often been celebrated in

Spanish song.

PADISHAH, pa'de-shiv' (Pers. pudishnh,
king, from /jful. Skt. pati. master, protector, from
/"(. to protect + shah, OPers. xifSyaBiya, king,

runnected with Av. xsi, Skt. ksi, to rule). One
of the titles of the Sultan of the Ottoman Em-
pire and of the Shah of Persia. Formerly this

title was accorded only to the kings of France
among Eurojiean monarchs. It was subsequently
allowed to the head of the House of Austria,

and still later, by a special article in the treaty

of Kutchuk-Kainarji (1774), to the Autocrat of

All the Russias. Of late it has been accorded
to the monarchs of all the great European na-

tions, and even to those of secondary States.

PADOVANINO, pU-d6-va-ne'n6, II. The name
commonly apjjlied to the Venetian painter Ales-
sandro Varotari (q.v.).

PAIKUA. Tlie capital of the Province of
Padua, Italy, situated 22 miles by rail west-
southwest of Venice (.Map: Italy, f"2). .Several
arms of the Bacchiglione, here canalized, flow
tlirough the city and are crossed by a number of
old Roman bridges. The city lies" in a compact
shape in one of the richest gardened plains of
Italy. The ancient, narrow, crooked street.s are
generally arcaded. The arcades, however, are
being removed gradually to accommodate the
increasing traffic. There are seven city gates.
The cathedral is of no particular interest, but

its baptistery is a handsome brick conception of
the twelfth century. The fine and immense San
Antonio Church is ijlcntified with Saint Anthony,
the [latron .saint of the city. It dates from the
middle of the thirteenth century, and was re-
stored about 500 years later. The saint is en-
tombed here. The edifice has six domes, and is
fashioned after the Byzantine Saint Mark's of
Venice, with Gothic features added. The most
valuable of its numerous contents are a monu-
ment by Al. Viltoria : a collection of goldsmith".s
work of the Renaissance period ; a bronze cande-
labrum by A. Riccio. by whom are also valuable
biblical reliefs in bronze; the high altar by
Donatcllo: the exquisite white and gold decora-
tions on the ceiling; the ambitious Renaissance
Cappella del Santo; and a Madonna by A. Bo-
selli. Before San .Antonio stands Donatello's
splendid equestrian bronze statue of the Vene-
tian General Gattamelata.

Another fine church is the spacious Santa
Giustina. begtm by Riccio. Its facade is brick,
with one of the many noble flights of stairs for
which Padua is famous. Domes and cupolas
add to the impressiveness of the edifice. In the in-

terior are the fine '"Martyrdom of Saint .Justina"
by Veronese, and handsome choir stalls. The ad-
joining cloister is used as barracks. In the
northeastern part of the city are the Madonna
deir .Arena and the Eremitani. The former is a
fine chapel dating from the beginning of the four-

teenth century. It is situated in an attractive

garden, ami is remarkable for its frescoes by
Giotto, most of them in a good condition. The
Augustinian Eremitani, dating from the thir-

teenth century and restored in 1880, contains
scarcely less valuable and important mural paint-

ings by Mantegna and other members of the

school of Squarcione. The Mantegna pictures

were painted betv.een 1450 and 14(>0. the life of

Saint .James furnishing a part of the subjects.

There are also found here, in the sacristy, a
"Pietil" by Canova, and a "John the Baptist" by
Guido Reni.

.Among the notable palaces of Padua is the

Palazzo della Ragione. belonging to the twelfth

century, with a vast mediipval hall (Salone) 273
feet long, 90 feet wide, and 78 feet high. Dona-
tello's celebrated wooden horse is here. The
Loggia del Consiglio is a charming example of

the early Renaissance—an arcade reached bv
majestic stairs. In the vicinity are found a

statue of Victor Emmanuel II. and a column
bearing a Lion of Saint ^lark. Padua possesses

also a mo7uiment to Petrarch, modem statues of

Dante and Giotto, both by Vela, n bronze monu-
ment to Cavour. and a statue of Garibaldi. The
Scuola del Santo, occupied by the Brotherhood
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of Saint Anthony, has three fine mural paint-

ings by Titian. Tlip chapel San Giorgio near In'

has numerous excellent frescoes by Alticliieri

and .J. Avanzi. Among tlie objects of interest

in the city is Dante's house, in front of whicli

is an ancient tomb, containing, according to tra-

dition, the ashes of Antenor, the legendary found-

er of Padua.
On the Via dei Servi, the main business street,

stands the university (q.v. ), far famed as a
seat of learning in mediicval times. It occupies
an edifice known as II BQ, distinguished by a
court with attractive colonnades. Padua has a
celebrated cafe, the Pedrocchi, almost entirely of

marble, with noble halls and columns, the scene
of student uprisings against the Austrians. The
municipal nuiseuni, in a buiUling reconstructed
in the latter part of the nineteenth century !)y

Boito, has an attractive facade, and contains the
city library (110,000 volumes), the picture gal-

lery, archives, and an interesting monument of

the Volumnii. The picture gallery is not im-
portant. Its best work is Ronumino's Madonna
—an altar piece. In the southern part of the
city lies the spacious Piazza Vittorio Enianuele,
beautified with trees and embellished with the
statues of eighty-two celebrated persons who
have been associated with the city. Some of
the marbles are by Canova. The piazza is the
lively scene of the annual fair which commences
on Saint Anthony's festival, .Tune 13th.

The Botanic (iarden of Padua, which is con-
nected with the university, is well known as the
oldest in Kurope. having been established by
the Venetian Republic in the middle of the
si.Kteenth century. It has some e.xotic trees
which have long been celebrated, and arc asso-
ciated with certain of Goethe's scientific investi-

gations here. Also connected with the univer-

sity are an observatoiy and a large and valuable
library. There are in the city an archiepiscopal
seminary, a lyceum and other high schools, a
technical industrial school, an agricultural
school, an industrial art school, and a silkworm
breeding institution. The industries of Padua
include foundries, farm machinery works, an
automobile factory, chemical factories, distil-

leries, etc. The city is the centre for the trade
of Venetia, cattle, wine. oil. and grain being
chiefly dealt in. It is particularly famous for
its fruit. Canals connect Padua with the Adige.
the Brenta, and the Adriatic. The population
in 1901 was 82,281.

Padua claims its origin from the time of Troy.
In the height of Rome's glory it was the most
important town in Xorth Italy. It was sacked
by the Goths and the Huns. Charlemagne wrest-
ed it from the Longobards. In the middle of
the thirteenth century it was the capital of the
cruel tyrant Ezzelino (IV.) da Romano. Later
it was for a time a republic, then passed under
the rule of the Carrara family, and became the
object of conquest on the part of Venice, to which
it fell in 140o, and whose fortunes it afterwards
shared. Livy and llantegna were born here.

In art history Padua is prominent. IVIantegna
shed his glory upon the city, and the influence

of the Squarcione school, with which he was as-

sociated, is traced all over Xorthern Italy. Gi-
otto, Donatello, and Fra Filippo Lippi also did
much work in Padua. Consult Cappelletti,
Stona di Padora (Padua, 1875).

PADUA, U.Nn-ERSiTY of. One of the oldest
and most famous of Euroi)ean universities. It

had its inception in the emigration from the
University of Bologna in 1222 of a large num-
ber of students owing to dilliculties with tlie

town authorities. The School of Jlartinus for
the study of jurispnulenee at Padua, however,
is mentioned as early as Uno. The restless
students found Padua as unaccommodating as
Bologna, and in 1228 entered into a contract
to emigrate to Vereelli, that commune promising
500 houses for the accommodation of students
and other privileges. This contract was only
carried out in part, and the university at Padua
was not wi])ed out entirely. At first jurispru-
dence constituted the principal study, but soon
the liberal arts came into vogue. During the
tyrannical reign of Ezzelino (IV.) da Romano
(1237-.j'.M the university lost its prestige and
was almost ruined, but with his death the town
endeavored to improve its condition. In 12G0
a code of statutes, modelled after those of Bo-
logna, was drawn up. two universities, the Ul-
tramontani and tlie Citramontani, weve estab-
lished, and the granunatical. rhetorical, and
medical studies instituted. In 1203 Pope Ur-
ban I^. speaks of the 'Universitas Magistroruni
et Scolarium Padue' as a recognized institution,
anil in 1204 confirmed the power of the Bishop
to confer the licentiate degree. The fame of the
university soon rivaled that of Bologna. In
1282 the Paduans attempted to force new
statutes, prepared by them, on the univer-
sity. This was vigorously resisted hv the
university and Pope Xicola's IV. An attempt
was even made to transfer the imiversity to
some other place, but the difficulty was" set-
tled in 1290. In 1303 Pope Urban V. in-
stituted theologj' as a studium generate. In
the same year the first college was founded, the
number increasing gradually henceforth. After
1390 the university received many foundations
for poor scholars, and in 1390 Francesco Carrara
presented it with its first building. In the fif-

teenth century it far outranked Bologna in re-
nown. Humanism obtained a strong foothold
here, and besides the professional studies, mathe-
matics, modern languages, fine arts, and knightly
exercises were eagerly pursued. At Padua
were established the first botanical garden and
anatomical theatre. The imiversity became a fa-

vorite place with the Germans, there being, in

1504, 200 of them under the faculty of law. Dur-
ing the seventeenth century the fame of the insti-

tution gradually declined. In 1613 the complaint
was made that there were only 1400 students.
Still there were about 100 annual promotions in

jurisprudence. At that period the university was
famous for the licentiousness of the students,
which hastened the decay of the once flourishing
institution. In the beginning of the eighteenth cen-
tury Augustin Leyser laments its total ruin. Under
the Austrian regime, and later under the Italian
government, strenuous efforts were made to re-

establish the former fame of the university, and
its regeneration has proceeded gradually. During
the troublous jjeriod of 1848-50 the universitv
was closed. In 1902 the University of Padua
consisted of the following schools and faculties:

(1) law, (2) medieal-surgical, (3) mathematical-
natural science, (4) philosoph.v, (5) engineering,
(fi) pharmae.y. Tlie attendance was over 1400.
The library contained 136,000 volumes, 64,900
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pamphlets, and 2320 uiaiiuscripts. The univer-

sity also includes a number of clinics, an ob-

servatory, a botanical garden, and a number of

museums. For bibliography, see Univeksity.

PADTICAH, pa-du'lca. A city and the county-

seat of MeCraeken County, Ky., 48 miles east by
north of Cairo, 111., and 165 miles southeast of

Saint Louis, ilo. ; at the confluence of the Ohio

and Tennessee rivers, and on the Illinois Central

and the Nashville, Chattanooga and Saint Louis

railroads (ilap: Kentucky, C 3). It has a

United States Government building, hospitals,

and public parks. The city is in an agricultural,

mineral, and timber region ; is the terminus of

several river packet lines; controls large lumber
and tobacco interests, besides an imirortant whole-

sale trade ; and has extensive manufactures of

lumber products, furniture, brick, potter's ware,

tobacco, cotton rope, wagon material, flour,

and foundry and machine shop products. The
building of steamboats is carried on. Tlie

government, under a charter of 1893, is vested

in a mayor, who holds office for four years,

and a council. The school board is indepen-

dently chosen by popular vote. The electric

light plant is owned and operated by the mu-
nicipality. Paducah was laid out in 1827, incor-

porated as a village in the following year, and
received a city charter in 1856. In September,

1861, it was occupied and fortified by General

Grant, and on March 25, 1864, then having a

garrison of about 800 men <inder Hicks, it was
unsuccessfully attacked by General Forrest with

a force of -.5000. Population, in 1890, 12,797; in

1900, 19,446.

P^'AN (Lat.. from Gk. Traiai', paian, hymn
in honor of Apollo, from natdi". Paian. Ilaiiii',

Pawn, epithet of Apollo). An ancient Greek

god of healing. Pjean appears in Homer and

later poets down to .Eschylus as a personal god.

a divine physician, invoked to cure disease and
also to avert threatened destruction from other

causes. From the middle of the fifth century

B.C. we hear little of this god. and Piean becomes

a surname of Apollo, as the averter of disease

and destruction. The liymn for deliverance, ad-

dressed probably originally to the god Paean, with

its refrain Jt) noi({y, was also transferred to the

worship of other gods, and became the name for

a recognized division of the Greek choral lyric

poetry. It was sung cither in solemn procession

or in a stately dance around the altar, especially

of Apollo, though sometimes in connection with

the worship of Dionysus, Asclepius. and others.

We also find the word used to denote a prayer or

hyiun accompanying the libation at a sacrifice, or

sung to the gods with the libation at the sympo-

sium or at the marriage feast. As a prayer for

safety it was naturally chanted before the battle,

and. indeed, before any undertaking where danger

was anticipated. The refrain seems also to have

become a shout of victory, as expressing thanks-

giving for deliverance, and thus the Psan is also

the name for the hymn sung at the processions

and the sacrifices in celebration of victory. Con-

sult: Fairbanks. A SHiidi/ of the Greek Pcsan

(Xew York. 1000) ; Ilsener, Gotiernamen (Bonn,

1896).

PiEDOGEN'ESIS. See Paethexoge>-esis.

P.ffiO'NnjS (Lat., from Gk. naiiinos. Pa fo-

nios). A Greek sculptor of the latter part of

the fifth century B.C. He was a native of Monde,

Vol. XV.—u.

probably the Thracian town, which was settled

by lonians, and is known by liis statue of Nike
(Victory), executed for the Messenians of Nau-
pactus and erected as a trophy at Olympia, prob-
ably about B.C. 420. The statue stood on a tri-

angular pedestal some thirty feet in height, and
represented the goddess as in full llighl toward
the earth. The feet barely touch the pedestal,

the support being afforded by the flowing drapery,
which in its light folds suggests admirably the
ru.sh of the goddess through the air. Pausanias
says that Pieonius also made tlie sculptures in the

east pediment of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia,
but this seems to be due to a misunderstanding of

the inscription on the base of the Nike, in which
the artist claims to have been the victor in mak-
ing the figures on the extremities of the gables.

PAER, pa-ar', Febdi.\.\.ndo (1771-1839). An
Italian composer, born in Parma. He was ap-

pointed ehaijel-master at Dresden in 1801 ; Im-
])erial composer to Napoleon in 1807, and was
director of the Italian opera at Paris in 1812-27.

Besides a number of overtures and cantatas, he
was composer of forty-three operas ( the best is

Camilla, 1799), which have long been forgotten.

He is of interest more for the part he played in

the musical life of his day, as shown by his ap-

pointments, and his rivalry with Rossini, his suc-

cessfvil competitor for public favor, and for a

time a joint conductor with him at the Theatre
Italien. He received the cross of the Legion of

Honor in 1828; was elected to the Academy in

1831 ; and the year following became conductor

of the Royal Chamber music. He died in Paris.

PJES'TUM (Lat., from Gk. no<<rTo>', Paistan,

earlier Uoauiwvla, Poseidonia) . An ancient Greek

city of northwestern Lucania in Southern

Italy, in the present Province of Salerno. It

seems to have been founded under the name
Posidonia, by Troszenians expelled from Syba-

ris, probably not earlier than the latter

part of the "seventh century B.C. It does not

appear prominently in the history of Magna
Gra'cia, but its temples show it must have en-

joyed considerable prosperity. About B.C. 400

it'was captured by the advancing Lucanians, who.

however, allowed the ancient inhal)itants to re-

main, and even to mourn their lost glories at

an annual festival. With the rest of the region

it submitted to Rome, and in B.C. 273 was made
the seat of a colony, but in the time of Strabo

was reputed unhealthy, and gradually fell into

neglect. In the ninth century the town was

sacked by the Saracens, and after that the

site seems to have l)een abandoned, and now is

occupied only by a few houses and the fine ruins

of three temples, connnonly called the Temple

of Poseidon, the Basilica, "and the Temple of

Ceres. Thev are all important monuments for

the history of the Doric style, and are among

the best preserved and most impressive examples

of Greek temple architecture outside of Athens.

FAEZ, pil'as. A mountain tribe of Colombia,

occu])ving about twenty villages in the high

Central Cordilleras, westward from Bogota. Tliey

are believed to be the principal modern represen-

tatives of an ancient group of allied tribes, hos-

tile to the more civilized Chibeha (q.v.). and

constituting a distinct linguistic stock. They

are hunters and go nearly naked in spite of the

cold, but wear hats woven from reeds or bark.

Thcv also weave mats and cloth from maguey
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fibre, and have some skill in hammering gold into

ornaments. They burn the houses in which

either a death or a birth occurs. They number
about 2000.

PAEZ, .Jos6 AXTO.N-IO (1790-1873). A Ven-

ezuelan soldier and political leader, born at

Araure in the old Province of Uarinas. He was of

aboriginal descent, and passed his early life as

a herdsman on tlie llanos of the Apure. On
the outbreak of tlie War for Independence he

led a body of his half savage comrades to join

the patriot ranks, and soon made his name a

terror to the Spaniards. His most important

victory was that of C'arabobo in 1821. when
he defeated the Spanish General Latorre and
so assured the indeiiendence of Colombia. The
next year he was given the chief military com-

mand' in the Department of \'enczuela. and in

1823 drove the Sjianianls from Puerto Cabello,

their last foothold in the Republic. In 1829

Venezuela, under his inlluence, seceded from
Colombia, and in the fnUowing year he was
elected its first President. At the end of his

term in 1834 he was succeeded by Dr. Jos6

Vargas, during whose administration there

were two attempts at revolution. Both were

quickly suppressed by Paez. who in 1839

again became President and served xmtil 1843.

During the war between the Creoles and the

colored people in 1840 he was made dictator,

but at tlie conclusion of hostilities declined to

become President, and resigned his powers to

General Monagas. Scarcely a year later, how-
ever, he rebelled against the despotism of his

successor, was defeated and captured, and was
kept in prison until 1850, when he was allowed

to leave the country. After the fall of Monagas,

in 18.58, he returned to Venezuela, and in ISGO

was appointed Minister to the United States. The
next year lie was made commander of the army,
and a few niontlis later was proclaimed dictator.

On account of age, he confided his duties to one

of his ministers, who grossly usurped liis power.

The result was an insurrection which sjiread

rapidly until, on .June 15, 18G3. Paez was forced

to resign his office and again go into exile.

In 1871 he went to Xew York, where he passed

the last years of his life. In 1888 his remains

were placed in the Pantheon at Caracas. Con-

sult: Aiitobiofirafia de flciwral Jose Antonio Paez
(Xew York. 1867) : Paez, Puhlic Life of J. A.

Paez (18G4) ; .Jones's translation of The TJisfory

of South America (London. 1879), and Guzman
Blanco's Apoteosis dc General Paez (Paris,

1889).

PAGAN, p4-gan'. A town of the Mying>-an

District. Upper Burma, India, on the left bank
of the Irrawaddy River, 92 miles southwest of

ilandalay (JIapt Burma, B 2), Population,
estimated. 7500. chiefly Buddhists. Pagan was

the capital of Burma from its foundation in a,d,

847 imtil 1284, when, to resist the advance of

an avenging Chinese army, the Burmese ruler

demolished a great part of the city to build for-

tifications, but finally abandoned the project and
fled. The ruins of Buddhist temples and pagodas

in every stage of dilapidation occupy an area

along the river about 8 miles long by 2 miles

broad. The best preserved and most important
archieologicallv of the temples are the eleventh-

century cruciform Ananda, occupying a square

of 280 feet and rising to a height of 183 feet; the

Tliapinyu, 201 feet high, built in 1100; the

Gaudapaliu, ISO feet high, built in 1100; and
the low quadrangular Bodhi, dating from 1200.

PAGANI, paga'ne. A town in the Province

of Salerno. Italy, on the Xaples-Taranto Railroad,

21 miles southeast of Naples (Map: Italy, J 7).

In the Church of San ilichele is the tomb of

Alfonso de Liguori, founder of the Order of the

Redemptorists. There are manufactures of silk

and cotton goods and matches. Population

(commune), in 1881, 12,780; in 1901, 14,607.

PAGANINI, pii'gi-ne'ne, XiccOLd (1782-

1840). A famous violinist, boni in Genoa, the

son of a poor shopkeeper. Under his father's

encouragement tlie child was early imbued with

the ambition to become a great violinist, and
formed the habit, which he maintained through-

out his career, of incessant iiractice. He studied

at first under Servetto, the leader of the Genoa
Theatre, and two years later under Costa, the

principal violinist and conductor in the Cathe-

dral at Genoa, with whom be made his greatest

progress. Other teachers were Gnecco, Alessan-

dro Rolla, and Ghiretti. He produced his first

sonata before he was nine years of age. and was
also desired by his teacher to perform every

Sunday in church a violin concerto, a practice

to which Paganini attached great importance, in

that it forced him to the constant study of new
music. His first appearance in public was in

1793 at Genoa. In 1795 he went to Parma to

become a pupil of Rolla, but there is some doubt
whether the arrangement was carried out. About
this time he evolved a style of fingering and a
method of bowing peculiar to himself. Upon his

return to Genoa he composed his first studies,

which were of such unheard-of difiiculty that he

frequently was known to have spent ten or twelve

hours practicing a single passage. So far. he had
been wholly under the control of his father, whose

only tliought apparently was as to how far he

could turn his son's talent to his own financial ad-

vantage; but in 1798, after a very successful con-

cert at Lucca, he threw off ]iarental control and
made a tour of Pisa and otlicr places. He was
everywhere received with the utmost enthusiasm,

and "although but a youth, he unfortunately be-

came intoxicated with tlie license of his life and

plunged into all kinds of dissipation, especially

that of gambling. Alternate periods of gambling

and study, both pursued with equal zeal, reacted

dangerously on his naturally weak constitution,

with the result that illness frequently prevented

his fulfilling engagements. On one occasion he

was announced for a concert at Leghorn, but hav-

ing gambled away his money and pawned his

violin, he was compelled to appeal for the loan

of an instrument to keep his engagement. In

this emergency il. Livorn. a French merchant of

Leghorn, lent him his Guarnerius, said to be one

of the finest violins in the world. After the con-

cert, when Paganini desired to return the in-

strument, its owner exclaimed, "Never will I

profane the strings which your fingers have

touched. That instrument is yours." Paganini

used this instrument at all his concerts, and at

bis death bequeathed it to his native town of

Genoa, where it is still preserved in the museum.
From 1801 to 1803 he lived in comparative re-

tirement at his home, dividing his attention be-

tween composition and the guitar, on which

instrument he was very proficient. He took up
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his concert tours in 1805, meeting, if possible,

with greater enthusiasm than before. He was
appointed Court solo violinist at Lucca, at which
place he remained until 1S08. and then for twenty
years made concert tours in Italy. In 1828 he be-

gan his tours of other countries, commencing with
Austria. His opening concert in Vienna was a
complete triumph. The gold medal of Saint
Salvator was conferred upon him by the city

authorities ; from the Emperor he received the
title of Court virtuoso, and on all sides he was
hailed as the popular hero. A similar success

greeted him in Germany (1829) and in France
(1831). His first appearance in London was on
hme 3. 1831, and in the year which followed he
appeared in the principal cities of England,
accunuilating a considerable fortune. He then
returned to Paris, but revisited England the

following season. The winter of 1833-34 was
rpent in Paris, during which period he main-
tained a close intimacy with Berlioz, whom he

invited to write a concerto for his .Stradivarius

viola, a request which resulted in the composi-

tion of "Harold en Italic." Four years later

Berlioz received from Paganini a present of

20,000 francs as a mark of his admiration. In

1834 he returned to Parma and purchased several

properties, in one of which, the Villa Bagona, he

made his residence for two years. About this

time his health gave signs of a complete break-

down. In 1836 he was persuaded to join some
Parisian speculators in the establishment of a

casino for music and gambling in the fashionable

quarter of Paris. It was opened under the name
of the Casino Paganini. but the Government re-

fused to sanction gambling, and the venture
proved a failure, with great financial loss to

Paganini. The end of his career was rapidly

approaching. He journeyed to ilarscilles, and
from there to Genoa, and shortly afterwards to

Xice. in which city he died. His technic in

double-stops, left-hand pizzicato, harmonics, and
staccato approached the miraculous, while his

power and control of tone and the intense pas-

sion of his style brought his audiences into in-

stant subjection, so that he swayed them at

will. He had many personal eccentricities and
inimberless tricks of virtuosity. His composi-

tions were comparatively few, and included the

following: twenty-four capricci for single violin;

six sonatas for violin and guitar: three grand
quartets for violin, viola, guitar, and violoncello

(opus 4, 5); concerto in Eb (solo i)art written
in D, for a violin tuned a semitone higher;
opus 6). Consult: L'H^ritier, Xoticc sur Ic

cetibre rioliiiiste Xiccolo Paganini (Paris. 1830;

Eng. trans., London, 1830) ; .Schottky, Piuja-

ninis Lehen nnd Character (Hamburg, 1830);
F^tis, Biographical Xotice of Xiccolo Paganini
(trans, from the French, London, 1871).

PAGE, ilR. In Shakspeare's Merry Wives of

W'inrJaor, a gentleman to whom, under the name
of Bronk. Falstaff boasts of his conquest of Mrs.

Page and in consequence becomes a laughing-

stock. Page's daughter, Anne, is in love with

Fenton.

PAGE, David (1814-79). An English geolo-

gist, born at Lochgelly. Fifeshire, and educated

at Saint Andrews. His parents had devoted him

to the ministry, but he preferred natural science,

and worked on a Fifeshire newspaper, besides

doing other journalistic work, until 1843, when

the Chambers Publishing Cogipany of Edinburgh
first employed him as scientific editor. He was
appointed professor of geology in Durham Uni-
versity in 1871. Page's especial claim to fame
was his ability as a popular writer on geologj-;
he wrote many excellent text-books, such as:
liurlimints of dcology (1844) ; The Earth's Crust
(18G4 and after); Physical Oleography (1804);
and elementary and advanced text-books of geol-
ogy. It is probable that he contributed to Ves-
tiges of the Xattiral History of Creation.

PAGE, David Perki.n.s ( 1810-48). An Ameri-
can educator, born at E])ping. X. H. He was
educated at the Hampton Academy, and was
afterwards principal of a department in Xcw-
buryi)ort High School. In 1845 he was appointed
first principal of the Albany State Xormal
School, a post he held until liis death. His work.
Theory and Practice of Teaching, or the Motives
of Good School Keeping (1847), remains a valu-
able work on the subject. The edition of 1886
contains a biography by VV. H. Payne.

PAGE, John (1744-1808). An American
patriot, born in Rosewell, Va. He graduated at
William and Jlarj- College in 17(1.3, sat in the
Virginia House of Burgesses, and became a mem-
ber of the Colonial Council. He was a member
of the convention which, in M'Ct, framed the

Constitution of Virginia : at one time was colonel

of a militia regiment; was ajipointed one of the

first councilors : was a member of the Conunittee
of Public Safety ; and was Lieutenant-Governor

of the State. In the course of the war he con-

tributed a large part of his very considerable

private fortune to aid the Patriot Party. He was
a member of Congress from 1789 to 1797, and in

1802-05 he was Governor of Virginia. Subse-

quently, until his death, he was commissioner of

loans for this State.

PAGE, Thomas Jeffeksox (1808-99). An
Aniiricau naval otiicer. born in Gloucester Coun-

tv, Va. He was appointed a midshipman in

1827. and became lieutenant in 1839. and com-

manded the Dolphin against the Chinese pirates.

From 1853 to 1860 he was engaged in making
surveys of South American rivers. In 1855 he

had reached the rank of commodore, but upon

the secession of Virginia, resigned from the

United States service. He declined the rank of

admiral in the Italian Xavy. and commanded the

Confederate batteries at Gloucester Point, York

River, Virginia. He was made commodore in

1802. and was sent to England to superintend the

building of two powcrfiil ranis on the Mersey, but

these were seized by the British Government on

the protest of Charles Francis .\dams, the United

States Minister. In .lanuary. 1865, a small iron-

clad, built for the Confederacy, was commissioned

at Copenhagen and called the Stonewall In this

he cruised for some time after the collapse of

the Confederacy, but turned her over to the

Governor-General of Cuba in retiirn for $10,000

to pay the crew, .\ftcrwards he engaged in

cattle'and sheep raising in the Argentine Repub-

lic and superintended the Imilding of four gun-

boats for the navy of that country. The last

twenty years of his life were spent in Florence,

Italy. He published La Plata: the Argentine

Confederation and Paraguay (1859).

PAGE. TuoxfAS Xel-son (1853—). An Ameri-

can novelist. He was born of old Virginian stock

in Oakland. Hanover County, ^'a. He graduated
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from Wasliington and Lee University and studied

law at the University of Virginia. He prac-

ticed for some years in Ricliniond. Va.. then

after a second marriage moved to Washington,

D. C, where lie continued to live. Aside from

some dialect poetry, his lirst notewortliy literary

venture was the tale ilarse Vhnn. puhli.shed in

the Century Uayazine in 1884. and incorporated,

with J/e/i Lady and other stories, in the volume

entitled In Ole Virginia (1887). This was fol-

lowed by Two Little Confederates (1888) ; Befo'

de War, a collection of his early poems together

with poems bv A. C. Gordon (1888) : On Xew-

found Kiver '{ISn) ; Elsket (1891); The Old

South, a volume of essays (1892); Pastime

Stories (1894): Red Rock (1898), a novel of

the Reconstruction period; and Gordon Keith

(1903). These stories, with very few excei)tions,

deal with Virginia, present negro character, and

are noted for the faithfulness and sympathy with

which they depict the courtesy, courtliness, and

high spirit of the aristocracy of that State just

before, during, and after tlie Civil War.

PAGE, William (1811-85). An American

portrait and historical painter. He was born at

Albany. X. Y., and in 1819 moved with his

parents to Xew York City. He first studied with

S. F. B. Morse, through whom be entered the

Academy of Design. From IS2S to 1S:?0 lie

studied "theology at Andover and Amherst, but,

returning to art. he took up portrait painting

at Albany, and later at New York, where, in

18.36. he was made National Academician. His

works of this period include portraits of Gov-

ernor Maicy for the New York City Hall, and
John Quinc'y Adams for Faneuil Hall. Boston;

"The Holv Family." Boston Athena-um ; "The
Infancy of Henry i\". ;" and others. In 1849 he

went abroad, residing at Rome and Florence,

where he made many fine copies of Titian and
painted his celebrated "Venus." the "Flight Into

Egjpt," the "Infant Baccluis," besides i)urtraits

of Robert and Elizabeth Browning and others.

In 18G0 he returned to New York, and in 1871-

7.3 was president of the Academy of Design.

He afterwards i)ainted ])ortraits of Henry Ward
Bcecher, Wendell Phillips, Charles P. Daly.

James Russell Lowell, and General Grant. He
published a .Yen- fleometrical Method of Meas-

vrituf thf Human Figure (New York. 1860).

PAGES, pa'zhes'. See G.\RXiER-PAGi:s.

PAGET, prij'it, Sir George Edward (1809-

92). An English physician and reformer of

medical education, born at Great Yarmouth. Nor-

folk. He studied at Charterhouse School and at

Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, and got

his medical education at Saint Bartholomew's
Hospital and in Paris. He practiced in Cam-
bridge, and in 1S42 his suggestion of bedside

examinations for medical students was adopted
by the university. Paget re])resented Cambridge
in the General Council of Medical Education
(186.3 sqq.) and served as its president (1809

and 1874). For the last score of years of his

life he was regius professor of physic in Cam-
bridge. Paget wrote little besides papers for

the Lancet, the British Medical Journal, and the

Erlinljurrjh Medical Journal.

PAGET, Hexrt William. See Anglesey,
First ilARQiis of.

PAGET, Sir .jAiiES (1814-99). An English

surgeon and pathologist, born at Y'armouth. He

became apprenticed there to Charles Costerton, a
practitioner, from whom he gained the rudiments

of medical knowledge. Having finished his ap-

prenticeship. Paget, in 1834. entered Saint

Bartholomew's Hospital, London, where he distin-

guished himself in his first year by discovering

the Trichina s/iirn/is. At t1\e end of bis second

vear he carried oil' all tlie Inmors. He was soon

made curator of Saint Bartholomew's Hospital

Museum, and in 1839 demonstrator in the hos-

pital. In 1842 he undertook an inunense task

which resulted in the publication of the Descrip-

tive Catalogue of the Fatholuyical Specimens
Contained in the Museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons (London, 1846-49). He prepared a

similar catalogue for Saint Bartholomew's Hos-
pital iluseum. From 1847 to 18.52 he was pro-

fessor of anatomy at the College of Surgeons,

and during this period delivered the famous lec-

tures on surgical pathology which gave him a

wide reputation. He became surgeon to Saint

Bartholomew's Hospital in 1861 ; he was al.so

made sergeant-surgeon to the Queen, surgeon to

the Prince of Wales, and in 1871 was made a

baronet. His chief works, besides the Descriptive

Catalogue, were his Lectures on Surgical Path-

ology (London, 1863), which were for many years

the standard text-book in England and the

United States.

PAGET, Violet (pen-name Ver.nox Lee)
(185t)— ). An English author, who in 1871 set-

tled in Italy. From her we have several novels

and many brilliant essays on art and literature.

Among her publications are: Studies of tlie Eigh-

teenth Century in Italy (1880) ; Belcaro, a vol-

ume of essays (1881) : The Prince of the Hun-
dred Soups^ a fairy tale (1883); Ottilie, an
Eighteenth Century Idyll (1883); Euphorion,

a collection of essays (1884): Miss Broicn, a

novel (1884); Bald'icin, philosophical dialogues

(1886); A Puppet Show (1889); Hauntings

(1890); Vanitas (1892); .ilthea (1893); Re-

luiissance Fancies (1895): Limh^. a volume of

essays (1897); Genius Loci (1899).

PAGGI, pa'je, Giovanni B.\ttista ( 1554-

1627 1. An Italian painter, born in Genoa. He
was a pupil of Luca Cambiaso. and lived in

Florence twenty years, painting for the iledici.

His best works in Florence are "Saint Catharine
of Siena," in Santa ilaria Novella, and the

"Transfiguration." in San Marco. In 1600 he

returned to Ganoa and there became one of the

most noted of the Genoese school. His two pic-

tures in San Bartolommeo, and his "ilassacre

of the Innocents" in the Palazzo Doria. are good
examples of his graceful treatment of sacred sub-

jects. He is less successful as a colorist.

PAGO'DA (Sp. pagoda, from Pers. butkadah,

idol tcmjile. pagoda, from hut, idol + kadali,

temple: Chinese, peh-kuh-t'a. poh-kuh-t'a. white

bone tower, pao-t'a, |)recious tower, t'a, tower,

pile). A temple of Eastern Asia, or part of a

temple, and generally a tower-like mass of many
stories. As the term is European and applied to

a non-European building, and as it is in careless

popular use without exact significance, it can be

said only that the idea generally conveyed by it

is that of an Eastern religious tower. Thus an
accurate writer describing Buddhist temples in

.Japan will speak of the hondo or temple proper,

the gateway building, and the pagoda ; but the
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word 'pagoda' is not Japanese. These buildings

in Japan are always of wood.

In the magnihcent stone-built Buddhist tem-
ples of India the pagoda is generally a pjramidal
structure raised above a gateway, or above the
inner sanctuary; just as in a Christian church
there may be a tower at the west end, or one over
the crossing, or both. These Indian pagodas are

among the most splendid buildings of pure monu-
mental design in the world. The term is also ap-
plied to the tope or stupa; but this is clearly

unnecessary and should be avoided. See Tope.

In China a pagoda is often a memorial build-

ing and not connected with a temple or a mon-
aster}'. The most common form is an octagonal
tower of many stories, with curved roof, and a
piece of roof like that of a veranda surrounding
each story. Most Chinese pagodas are built of

brick, with no very great architectural preten-

sion, but they are effective in outlines, and their

great number in certain parts of the Empire adds
a peculiar charm to tlie landscape. But little

archfpological and critical study has been given

to them (see Chinese Aet), and the books of

recent travelers illustrated with specially taken
))hotographs have added very greatly to our
understanding of the great number and variety

of them which exist in many of the provinces.

Consult the authorities mentioned under Chinese
Art.

PAGO-PAGO, iKing'o-pilng'S, or PANGO-
PANGO. A splendid natural harbor on the south

coast of Tutuila (q.v.), the chief of the Samoan
Islands ( Map : Australasia, L 4 ) . It was ceded

to the United States in 1872 for a naval and
coaling station, and during the imbroglio over the

local kingship in 18!*8 was occupied by a United
States naval contingent. By the Anglo-C4erman
agreement of 1899. it came under the protection

of the United States with part of the Samoan
group in 1900.

PAHANG, pa-hiing'. The largest of the

Federated Malay States (q.v. 1. situated on the

eastern coast of the ilalay Peninsula and bounded

by the independent native States of Kelantau
and Trengganu on the north, the China Sea on
the east, the States of Negri Sembilan and Johor

on the south, and the protected States of Perak

and Selangor on the west (ilap: Burma, D 6).

Its area is officially estimated at 14.000 square

miles. It is a thickly wooded and partly moun-
tainous region traversed by the sliallow Pahang
River, which is formed by the confluence of the

Jelai and the Tembeling. The coast is mostly
sandy and indented at the mouths of the rivers,

which are accessible only during high tide. The
climate is cooler than on the western coast and
the soil well adapted for agriculture. The State

is noted for its gold deposits, which are success-

fully worked by European mining companies,

electricity being used as the motive power. Tin
lodes are extensively worked along the Pahang
River. The ilalays are chiefly engaged in agri-

culture, while for mining Chinese are mostly

employed. The financial condition of the State

is unsatisfactory, but the revenue is gradually

increasing. While Pahang is the largest of the

Federated Malay States in area, it is the least

populated. The' census of 1901 gives the popula-

tion as 84,113. including 134 Europeans. Ameri-

cans, and Australians. 73.462 Malays and other

natives (including 7340 aborigines). 8095 Chi-

nese, and 122; Tamils and oilier natives of India.
A Britisli resident was first ap[iointed to the
Sultan of Pahang in 1888, and the State joined
the Federation in 1895. The seat of administra-
tion is Kuala Lipis.

PAHARIA, pa-ha'rf-a. .Vn alternative name
for the ilaler, of the Kajmahal Hills in Bengal,
one of the northern Dravidian peoples. FarUicr
south in the same region dwell the Mal-Paharias,
whose allinities are not very clear. One of the
sections of the population of Nepal, speaking a
neo-Aryan dialect, is also called Paharia. Some
account of the Dravidian Paharia will be found
in Dalton. Orscri/ilive Ethnoloyy of Bengal (Cal-
cutta, 1S72), and the works of a general char-
acter relating to the Dravidian peoples. See
Dr.\viw.\xs.

PAHLANPXTB, pji'lan-poor'. A native State
of India. See Pal.\npuk.

PAHLAVI (pa'la-ve) LANGUAGE AND
LITERATURE (from Pers. I'nhhiv. hero, name
of a district about Ispahan, from OPers. I'arSava,
Parthia: cf. Skt. FahUini, Persian). The Lan-
guage and literature of the middle Persian period,
extending from the third to the ninth or tcntli

century a.d. The language is closely akin to Old
Persian (q.v.) and Modern Persian (see Pebsiait
Language), although it stands far nearer to thg
latter than to the former. In its phonology
Palilavi in the main agrees with modern Persian.
The principal divergencies are as follows: Origi-
nal initial a. lost in Persian, is still found in
Pahlavi, as Pahlavi aniimiS. Persian numid,
'hopeless.' Pahlavi andh, Persian ndk, 'evil;' the
diphthongs c and 6 ( Indo-Iranian ai, nu, Sanskrit
e, o, Avesta o«, ao) are retained unchanged in

Pahlavi, except that in the later period before m
and n tliey become 1, u, while in Persian they arc

changed to I and h throughout, as Avesta daeva,
Pahlavi dev (cf. the Armenian loan-word dev),
'demon:' Avesta ruocah, Pahlavi roz (cf. the

Armenian loan-word rofik, 'dailj' bread'),

Persian rfi::, 'day;' but Avesta daena, Pahlavi
den (cf. the Armenian loan-word den), din,

Persian din, 'creed;' Avesta hnnmn. Pahlavi,
Persian hiim, 'sacred plant;' original intervocalic

fc and p are retained in Pahlavi, but become g, d,

and 6 or v in Persian, as Old Persian badaka,
'slave,' Pahlavi hundiikfin, Persian bandngdn,
'slaves;' Old Persian <//)!, Pahlavi up. Persian iih,

'water:' Old Persian nit/iipisfim. "I wrote.' Pahlavi
nipifildn, Persian niiiilnn. 'to write'; initial

remains unchanged in Pahlavi. but in Persian

becomes b or g, as Old Persian vasit/. Pahlavi

vos, Persian b/1.1, 'much;' Avesta vazia, Pahlavi

vas, Persian 6(/x. 'much;' Iranian s is retained

in Pahlavi. but becomes h in Persian, as Avesta

kasu. Pahlavi kas. Persian kah, 'small.'

Like modern Persian. Pahlavi has lost all the

nominal inflections excepting the plural ending,

as nibCni. 'soul." ])lural n'lbiinriii. and the i or

izi'ifat which serves to express the gcnitival and

adjectival relations, as gniniiki utni. 'heat of the

fire;' zani pagohar, 'noi)ly born wife.' The other

case relations are expressed by prepositions, as

d oy guft. 'he said to him;' mahist pa tano,

'greatest in body;' fratum men manidn, 'first of

men.' Plural adjectives in Pahlavi receive no

termination imless they are employed as sub-

stantives, and then, as a rule, only if there is no

accompanying word to show the plural, as

darvandiin, 'wicked (men),' but hamak dn I
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huland kof, 'all the high mountains,' while the
attributive adjective is invariable, as niulc bu-

(iuiid, 'they arc good.' The cuiiipiuative and
huperlalive degrees are formed by -tar, and -luin

or -iit respectively, as liii]!, 'good,' huptur, 'bet-

ter;' tag, 'brave,' tagutum, 'bravest;' kain, 'few,'

l.untist, "least.' The pronouns and numerals do
not differ essentially from those found in modern
Persian. The conjugation is very simple. The
active voice. alone remains, the passive being peri-

phrastic in its formation. Tlie moods are indic-

ative, imperative, subjunctive (corresponding
to the modern Persian precative), and potential
(corresponding to the Old Iranian optative), be-

sides a present, a past, and a future participle,

and an active infinitive. The old tenses are the
lu-esent and preterite; the other tenses, perfect,

pluperfect, future perfect, jiresent and perfect
conditional, and perfect subjunctive, are peri-

phrastic. The inllcction of the verb is almost
the same both in Pahlavi and in modern Persian,
as may be seen from the following comparative
table of the present Pahlavi darldanO, and Per-
sian darldan, 'to tear:'

Pahlavi. Persian.
Singular darem daram

dare dan
dared darad

Plural darem darhii

dared
darCnd

darid
darand

From the grammatical sketch just given one
might reasonably infer tnat Pahlavi was one
of the easiest of languages. On the contrary, it

presents two problems of great difficulty. These
are the alphabet and the Semitic forms which
abound in the literature, which, though simple
if the script were adequate, are often rendered
extremely doubtful on account of the meagre
alphabetical system. The Pahlavi alphabet,
which is read from right to left, is based on an
Aramaic script, and is closely related to that of
the Avesta (q.v. ). There are two varieties, the
Chalda>an Pahlavi, used only in two of the oldest
inscriptions in the language, and the Sassanian
Pahlavi, which became with some modifications
the literary script, the so-called Book-Pahlavi.
This latter alphabet is as follows:

j> —i ^ a
a b g
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:-ubjeets. Of the first class the most important
)iublished texts are the Fahlaii Yendldad, Yasnu,

and \'ispered, the HCiidxt Xask, the Aogeina-
(Ifievd. the latter two dealing mainly with
I sehatological subjects and with death, and the
l'nihun<j-i Olm-ati-uk, a dictionary of (Iranian)

I'ahlavi words, with their Avesta equivalents. Of
the Pahlavi texts on religion, the principal are

the Dinkarl, a large work of which six books
liave been preserved, treating of Zoroastrian cus-

toms, doctrines, and literature; the Bundahiin,
wliieh gives the Iranian cosmogny; the DutistOit-

i Dniik. a series of replies to ninety-two inquiries

(n religious questions; the kikand-yOnuinig
\ ijiir (of which only the Pazend text and a
Sanskrit translation are thus far known), a
most important source for a knowledge of Zoro-

astrian philosophy, and of interest also for its

criticisms of Christianity, ilanichseism, and
-Mohammedanism; the Uriyast-lu-sayast, on the

duties of Zoroastrians and the dangers which
beset them; the Dlnd-i-ilalnug-i Xrat, being
tlie answers of the 'Spirit of Wisdom' to seventy-

two inquiries concerning the faith; the eschato-

logical treatises of the Arla-i-Mraf yamak and
tlie liahman Yast : and the Miitigan-l YoUI-J

FnjSnij. containing Yosht's replies to thirty-

three riddles propounded to him by the wizard
Akht, whom he answers and destroys. The third

division has as its most important texts the

Yatktir-i Zarlran, a history of the war resulting

from Zoroaster's conversion of Vishtaspa (see

Zi)ro.\ster) , the historical romance of the Kur-
inlmnk-J Artaxsir-i Piipakrin. and a geographical

treatise, the SatroHua-i-Airan, which describes

about a hundred cities in Iran.

BiBLiOGR.^PiiT. Spiegel, Grainmatik der Parsi-

Hprache (Leipzig, 1851); id., Grammatik der

H uzvdrcsch-Sprache (Vienna, 18.56) ; Sanjana,
(irnmmnr of the Pahlari Language (Bombay,
1871) ; Harlez, JIantiel dii Pehlcvi (Paris. 1880),

the most convenient handbook for beginning the

study of the language: Darmesteter. Etudes
IrauieiDies, vol. i. (ib., 1883) ; Salemann, "Mit-

telpersisch," in Geiger and Kuhn, Gruiidriss der

iranisckeii Philologie, vol. i. (Strassburg, 1901) ;

Spiegel, Traditionelle LHteratur der Parscn
(Vienna, 1860) ; West, '-Pahlavi Literature." in

Geiger and Kuhn, firundriss der iraiiischen

Philologie, vol. ii, (Strassburg, 1806); Jamasp
Asana, Pahlavi, Gujaruti. and English Diction-

art/ (Bombay, 187" et seq). The most important
editions and translations of Pahlavi texts

are a.s follows: West, "Pahlavi Texts," in

llilllcr, iSacred Books of the East. vols, v.,

xviii.. xxiv., xxxvii., xlvii. (Oxford, 1880-97). a

set of translations invaluable for Iranian schol-

ars; Spiegel, Aresta, die heiligen Schriften der

Parsen. sammt der Huzicaresch-Vebersetzung
(Vienna. 1853-58); Mills, Gathas (Oxford.

1894) : Darmesteter, "Xirangistan." in Le
Zend-Avesta, vol. iii. (Paris, 1893): Sanjana,

yirangistan (Bombay. 1S94) : Hoshang and
Hang. Old Zand-Pah'lavi Glossary (ib.. 1867) ;

Reichclt. Frahang-1 Dim (Vienna. 1900) : Hos-

hang and Hatig. Old Pahhivi-Payand Glossary

(Bombay, 1870; this contains also Hang's im-

portant "Essay on Pahlavi"); Geiger, Aogema-
dari'n. ein Parsentract in Pi'izcnd. .llthnktrisch

und Ifianskrit (Erlangen, 1878) : Peshotan. Din-

kard (Bombay, 1874 et seq.) ; Justi, Bundehesch
(Leipzig, 1868) ; Hoshang and West, ^ikand-

gumanlk Vijar (Bombay, 1887); Andreas, Book
of the llainyOi-Khard (Kiel, 1882) ; West, Book
of the MainyO-i-Khard (Stuttgart, 1871); Uaug
and West, Book of Arda Yiraf . . . Gosht i I'rya-
no, and Hadokht-Xask (Bombay, 1872; this con-
tains also a valuable table of Pahlavi ligatures and
an outline of the grammar by West) ; .Jamasp
Asa, Arda Yiraf .Vome/i (Bombay, 1902) ; Barthe-
lemy, Gujastuk Abalis, relation'd'unc conference
theologique (Paris, 1887) ; Peshotan, Ganje-shay-
agan, Andarze Atrepat Muras^pandun, Madiyune
Chatrang, and Andarze Khu.troe Kavutan (Bom-
bay, 1885) ; Sheriarjee Dadabhoy, Pandnumeh-i
Aderljud Munsarspand (ib., 1809); Xiildeke,
"Gescliichte des Artachslr-i Papakan, aus dem
Pehlewi illjersetzt," in Bezzenberger, Beitriigc zur
Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen, vol. iv.

(Gdttingen, 1878j ; Modi. Aiyudgur-i-Zurirnn,
Shalroiha-i-Airiin, and Afdiya va Sahigiya-i-
Sisinn (Boml)ay. 1899); id., ilddigan-i-Uazar
Dadistun (ib., 1901).

PAHLEN, pa'lfn, Peter LuDWiG (1745-1826).
A Russian general best known as one of the
murderers of the Emperor Paul I. (q.v.). Enter-
ing the military service at an early age, he fought
in the wars against the Turks and participated
in the storming of Otchakov in 1788. In 1790
he became lieutenant-general, three years later
was made Governor of Livonia, and in 1795 of
Courland. He was raised to the rank of count in

1799 and in the following year became head of

the ministerial council. After taking a leading
part in the conspiracy which brought about the

death of Paul I. (March 23, 1801 ) he continued
for some time in the service of Alexander I., but
retired in 1804.

PAILA, pi'la. A Hindu sage, who, according
to tlie Puranas (q.v.). was a pupil of Vyasa
(q.v.). When Vyasa had composed the Vedas
(q.v.), he divided them into four parts, giving

one to each of his four favorite pupils. In this

way Paila became the teacher of the Rig-\'eda.

VaiSampayana of the Vajur-Veda, .Jaimini of

the Sama-Veda, and Sumantu of the Atharva-
Veda, while the Itihasas and Puranas. also com-
posed by Vyasa according to Indian tradition,

were intrusted to Romaharshana. Consizlt Muir,
Original ,S'<i h.s/,i-i f Texts, vol. iii. (London, 1868).

PAILLERON, pa'yc-rox', EDor.\RD JiXES
Henri (1834-99). A French dramatist and satir-

ist, born in Paris. He began life as a notary's

clerk, but at twenty-six gained notoriety by
satiric verses, Lcs parasites (1860). and a

comedy, Le parasite (1860). With Le monde
ou I'on s'ennuie (1881) popularity became fame.

This is one of the wittiest satires on fashionable

litcraiy coteries ever written and is sujiposed to

count among its dramntis persona" several con-

temporary Parisian celebrities, notably Professor

Caro. In 1882 Pailleron was elected to the

Academy. He wrote a few other plays, hut he
never equaled the success of Le monde oi> Von
.s'eiDiHiV. La souris (1887) is his only other

noteworthy play. Consult his Pieces et mor-
ceaux (1897).

PAIN (OF., Fr. peine, from ML. pena, Lat.

po^na. pain, ptuiislunent, from Gk. tout), poiiu".

penalty: connected with Gk. tImiv, tinein. to

pay, Skt. ri. to avenge). A term emplo.ved Iw
psychologists of the English associationist school

(see Associ.\TloN" of Ide.vs) for what we have
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termed luiplcasantness (see Affection), pleas-

ure and pain being the two fundamental quali-

ties of the affective life. But the concrete pains

of everyday experience are, as even a superficial

introspection shows, partly matters of .sensation.

'•Pain (.S'e/imcTc) is always at once a sensation

and a violent feelinj; of unpleasantness (Un-
Itislgefiihl)" (Wundl). It is therefore impos-

sible to restrict the term to the sphere of af-

fection.

Under the headinj; t'tT.vxEc.is Sensations, it

is noted that pain is. as a matter of fact, a dis-

tinct and specific cutaneous quality, having as its

terminal organs the free nerve-

endings in the epidermis. The pain-

spots are constant in position, and
pain-maps can be drawn which
furnish as permanent and valid

records of the pain sensitivity as

do the pressure and temperature
maps of their cutaneous qualities.

We have here, then, merely to dis-

cuss pain as an organic sensation

(q.v.).

It was formerly supposed that
pain was a common sensation, ex-

citable by excessive stimulation of

any and every sensory nerve. o]ilic.

acoustic, etc. This theory still

lingers in the belief, e.g. that there

are special temperature pains pro-

ducible and only iiroducible by ex-

cessive thermal stimulation of the

cutaneous surface.
But it found its chief ^^
s\ip))ort in the great

variety of

B I O M E T K It

FOR PAIN AiNU
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pains. There seems to

l)e no internal organ,

however insensitive

during healthy func-

tion, that cannot me-
diate pain when the

f\mction is deranged.

And the pains vary in

character, according

to their place or mode
of origin. They may
be throbbing, as in

toothache; dull and
giuiwing, as in ex-

treme hunger or in

indamniation of the
bowels ; dull and

throbbing, as in h'sion of the rectum;
acute and sliootiiii:. as in neuralgia;

acute and intermittent, as in colic;

acute and constant, as in peritonitis;

dull and nauseating, as in certain

diseases of the ovaries .nnd testicles;

pressing, boring, constricting, cut-

ting, piercing, as in headaches; burn-

ing or smarting, as in certain skin

wounds; dragging, as in urtain forms of rheu-
matism. It is very natural—indeed, it seems at
first sight necessary—to explain these differences

as differences of quality: to assimie the existence

of many different kinds of pain. If we look at the
facts more closely, however, we see that certain
of the descriptive adjectives point unmistakably
to simple differences of time and of intensity. A
throbbing pain is an interrupted pain; a shoot-

MACDUNALD S
TEMPORAL
ALGOMETER.

ing pain is one that shows, besides intermittence,
a quick rise of intensity as it runs its course; a
piercing iiain is intensive, a dull pain weaker.
Jloreover, all the concrete pains are intermixed
with the specilie sensations (pressure, various
organic qualities) peculiar to the organs which
mediate them: a sickening pain contains the
sensation of nausea, a dragging pain contains a
mass of muscular sensations. These concomi-
tant sensations, again, are variously localized:
an acute pain seems to occujiy a small area, a
dull pain is massive, wide-spread. When we
take tliese facts into account, and remember the
specific dillerences to which variations of time
and intensity may give rise in conscious com-
plexes other than pains, we shall hanlly resist

the conclusion (suggested also by introspection)
that the pain quality is one and the same
throughout. There is one pain ; there are many
pains. The nianj- pains differ temporally, in-

tensively, and in their associations; not quali-

tatively. The organ of this organic jiain quality
must then be looked for in the muscle substance;
but whether it consists of a free nerve-ending,
like the pain-ending of the epidermis, we do not
know. Consult: Titchener, Experimental Psychol-
ogij (New York. 1901); Wundt, Physiologische
Psychologic (Leipzig, 1893).

PAIN, Barry ( ?— ) . An English author. He
was educated at Cambridge, was an army tutor

at Guildford, and in 1890 removed to London.
He succeeded ,Terome K. .Jerome as editor of
To-Day, in 1897. Pain is at his best as a par-

odist and fantastic humorist. He wrote: In a

Canadian Canoe (1891); I'lnythinfis ami Par-
odies (1892); Stories and Inlerhidrft (1892);
Orwine and Cyril, a juvenile (1893) ; Wildmay,
and Other Stories of Women (18!(8); Eliza

(19001; and Another English Woman's Love
Letters (1901).

PAINE, Charles Jackson (1833—). An
American soldier and sportsman, born in Bos-
ton. He graduated at Harvard in 1S:J3. and
made a considerable fortune in railroad enter-

prises. In 1861 he entered the Federal service

as a captain in the Twenty-second jNIassachusetts.

The next year he was sent to Ship Island, Miss.,

and in October was commissioned colonel of the

Second Louisiana Volunteers, a negro regiment.

During the siege of Port Hudson (Jlay 24-July
8, 1S()3). he commanded a division. On ilarch

4, 1804, he resigned, but the following July again
entered the service as a brigadier-general, and
on September 29th led a division of negro troops
at Xewmarket, Va. On .Tanuary 15, 1806, he

was brevetted major-general of volunteers. Dur-
ing his later years he took a great interest in

yachting and built, or helped to build, the

Puritan, the Mayflmeer. and the Volunteer, each
of which successfully defended the An>erica's
Cup against a British challenger.

PAINE, .John Alsop (1840—). An Ameri-
can archreologist. born in Newark, N. J., and
educated at Hamilton College and at Andover
Theological Seminary. He left the ministry to

take Tip botanical work for the Board of Regents
of New York State (1862), was two years pro-

fessor of natural science at Robert College, Con-
stantinople (1807-69), and acted as archa>ologist
to the first expedition in the country east of the
Jordan, sent out by the Palestine Exploration
Society in 1872. He became curator of the
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Metropolitan Museum of Art, Xcw York City,

in ISS'J.

PAINE, John Kxowles (1839—). An
American composer, born in Portland, ile. His
most important home teacher was Kotzschmar
at Portland, after which he went to Berlin, where
he studied organ and counterpoint under Haupt,
-inging under Fischer, and instrumentation un-
ilfr Wiepreeht. Returning to Boston in 1861,

he settled there as an organist, and gave organ
concerts in various cities. In 1862 he taught
music at Harvard, and in 1876 was raised to

full professor, and the first chair of music in

an American university was created. His early

compositions belong to the strictly classical

scliool, of which he was for years an unyielding
adherent, but his later works lean toward the
romantic school. His works include: mass in D
(1867); Saint Peter, matorio (1873): Centen-
nial Hymn (1876) ; music to Oedipus Tyrannies,

of Sophocles, for male voices and orchestra

(1881). considered by many to be his master-
piece; The Realm of Fancy, cantata for soprano
>olo, chorus, and orchestra (1882); Phwbus,
Arise, cantata for tenor solo, male chorus, and
orchestra (1882): The Xativity, c-aniata (1883);
Sung of Promise, cantata ( 1881 ); symphony in C
minor ( 1876 1 ; Spring, symphony ( 1880) . in which
the first indications appeared of his conversion to

the romantic school: overture to As You Like It

(1878); overture to The Tempest (1877): duo
concertante for violin and violoncello (1878);
An Island Fantasy, symphonic poem (1888):
chamber and pianoforte music, songs and part
soiij;s. and compositions for the oi-gan.

PAINE, Makttx (1704-1877). An Ameri-
can physician. He was Ijorn in Williamstown,
Vt;. and in 1813 graduated at Harvard. He
was one of the founders of the University Medi-
cal College (1841) (now the medical dpi)artment
of New York University ) , where he was a

professor from 1841 to 1867. Among his works

the best known are: Cholera Asphyxia of Yfio

York (1832): Medical and Physiological Com-
mentaries (1840-44): Institutes of Medicine

(1847): and a Review of Theoretical Geology

(18.i6).

PAINE, Robert Treat (1731-1814). An
American lawyer and patriot, one of the signers

111 the Declaration of Independence. He was
born in Boston. Mass., graduated at Har\-ard in

1740. and then taught school and studied for

the ministry, acting as chaplain of the Northern

troops in 17.5.5. He subsequently studied law,

and in 1750 was admitted to the bar. In 1768

he was a delegate to a convention called by

I)rominent citizens after Governor Bernard had
ilissolved the Legislature for refusing to rescind

il< circular letter to the other colonies, and in

1770 he managed, in the absence of the Attorney-

General, the prosecution of Captain Preston and
his men for firing upon the citizens on March
5th. (See Bo.sto>- M.\ss.\cre.) In 1773-74 he

was a member "of the Massachusetts Assembly:

was one of the representatives of Massachu-

setts in the Continental Congress from 1774 to

1778: and was a signer of the Declaration of In-

dependence. He was Speaker of the Massachu-

setts House of Representatives in 1777: helped

draft the new State Constitution in 1770: was
Attorney-General of the State from 1780 to

1790; and was an associate justice of the Massa-

chusetts Supreme Court from 1790 to 1804, when
he resigned on account of deafness. Besides
being an able lawyer, he was well known for
his scholarly attainments, and in 1805 received
the degree of LL.D. from Harvard. He wa8 one
of the foimders ( 1780) of the American Acadenay
of Arts and Sciences.

PAINE, Robert Treat (1773-1811). An
American poet, son of the preceding, born
at Taunton. Mass. His name was originally

Thomas, which was changed in 1801 to that of
his father. He was graduated from Harvard
College in 1792. In 1794 he .started a fortnight-
ly literary paper called the Federal Orrery.
For this he wrote the Lyars and the Jacobiniad,
satirical poems full of personalities; these made
him bitter enemies, and several times caused him
to be assaulted. He then became interested in
the theatre, and in 1795 he married Miss Baker,
an actress. The same year, upon taking the
degree of A.M., he read a poem upon The Inven-
tion of Letters, which brought him temporary
reputation, as did also The Ruling Passion and
.4(/f(»is and Liberty ( 1798). He then took to the
law, studying in Xewburyport under Tlieophilus
Parsons and practicing in Boston in 1.802. The
last years of his life were passed in destitution.

His work is without lasting qualities.

PAINE, Thomas (1737-1809). An Anglo-
American political and philosophical writer and
agitator. He was born at Thetford, Norfolk,

England, January 20. 1737, the son of a Quaker.
His schooling was over by the time he was thir-

teen, and he was then put to his father's trade

of staymaking. In 1759 he established himself

as a staymaker at Sandwich, Kent, and in 1762

he became an exciseman. In 1705 he was dis-

charged because he had testifieil to having pei--

fornied certain duties which he had really ne-

glected, and went back to his trade. In 1766

his petition for restoration was gi-anted. but

he did not take up the work again till 1768,

supporting himself in the interval by teaching

in London, where he also preached as a Methodist.

In 1771 he kept a tobacco shop at l/ewes. Sussex.

In 1772 he was chosen by the excisemen to plead

for an increase in their salaries, but was not

successful. In 1774 he was again discharged

from the excise service, this time on the ground,

as officially stated, "of having quitted his busi-

ness Avithout obtaining the board's leave for so

doing, and being gone off on account of the debts

which he had contracted." In October. 1774. he

emigrated to America with a letter from Ben-

jamin Franklin to Richard Bache of Philadel-

phia, who introduced him to Robert .\itkin. He
found emplovment as an editor for eighteen

months of Aitkin's Penn.sylvania Magazine, or

American Monthly Museum. Paine entered

hcartilv into the spirit of the times, allying

himself from the first with the Patriot or Whig
Party. On January 9, 1776. he published his

famous pamphlet, "entitled Common Sense, in

which he argued that "government, even in its

best estate, is a necessarj' evil," that there is no

warrant or rea.son for "the distinction of men

into kings and subjects." and that the .\merican

colonies, owing no real allegiance to the British

Crown, from which they had suffered innumerable

grievances, "should forthwith become independ-

ent." The pamphlet expressed with great force

the views of the more radical Whig element, had
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a remarkable influence throughout America, and
did much to win over the timid and the wavering
to the side of those wlio advocated separation

from tile mother country.

In tlie fall of 1770 I'aine enlisted in the Con-
tinental Army, and for a time was a volunteer

aidc-deeamp on the staff of General Greene. His
military experience was brief. It prompted the

first issues of The Crisis, a series of si.xteen

pamphlets, which was written by him over the

signature 'Common Sense' between December,
1770, and December, 1783, and which, like his

earlier pamphlet, were much read and had a
powerful influence over the people. In .Taiuiar}',

1777, Paine was apjiointed secretary to the com-
mission sent by Congress to treat with the

Indians at Easton, Pa., and in April he was
elected secretary to the Congressional Committee
of Foreign Affairs. He was virtually compelled
to resign. .January 8, 1770, because he had used
in print information which had come to him in

his oflicial capacity. He became a law clerk, and
was clerk of the Pcnns_y!vania Assembly for a
year. In 1781 he went as secretary to John
Laurens, who had been sent to France on a
Government mission to raise money. The two
were cordially received by the King, and ri'turncd

"with 2,.300,O00 livres in silver, and in convoy a
ship laden with clothing and militarj- stores."

In February, 1782, at the suggestion of Wash-
ington. Congress granted $800 to Paine on condi-

tion that be should use his pen in support of the
country. In 1784 the State of New York pre-

sented him with 277 acres of land at New
Rochelle, and Pennsylvania with £.500; and in

ns.") Congress gave" him $.3000. He was thus
relieved from poverty, aixl employed his leisure

in experimentation, espeeially in perfecting his
iron bridge, an invention of merit.

In 1787 Paine went to France, where he ex-
liibited his bridge to the Academy of Sciences in
Paris. He also visited England, and was lionized
in London by the party of Burke and Fox. He
set up the model of his bridge on Paddington
Green, and huge ciowds went to see it. But he
brought liimseK into odium by writing in 1701
and 1702 his pami)hlet The Riyhls of Man, in
reply to Burke's lirflrrtions X'pon Ihe Rrniliition
in France. Notwithstanding Burke's kind treat-
ment of him and their former friendly relations.
he accused Burke of ignorance, prejudice, and
blind partisanship. The English Government
brought a suit against him for his attack upon
the English Constitution in the second part of
the Rif/hts of Man, and in his absence passed
a sentence of outlawry (December. 1702). Paine
had already gone to France. There he was
enthu:.iastic:illy received. Tlie National Assembly
gave him the title of citizen ( .\ugust 2fi. 1702)",

along witii Washington, Hamilton, anil Jladison.
and several departments eleeted him as their
deputy to the French Convention. Paine accepted
the election of Pas-de-Calais, and attended the
sessions of the Convention. He could not speak
French, and had translations of speeches read
for him while he stood upon the tribune. The
most important business then in hand was the
deposition of the King, and Paine was courageous
enough to speak and vote against his execution.
He even offered bim a temporary asylum in the
United States. When the Girondists, witli whom
he acted, fell from power, he was ejected from
the Convention on the ground of being a for-

eigner, and on December 28, 1793, was committed
to the Luxembourg Prison, where he was kept
for ten months. .Just before his arrest he had
finished the tirst part of his Aye of Reason, tlie

famous exposition of Deism, and had committed
it to his friend Joel Barlow. While in prison
be worked upon the second part. His release
(November 4, 1794) was mainly due to the
change in the government. He was unanimously
restored to his seat in the Convention, and sat
there until its adjournment (October 26, 179.5).

In the same 3'ear he attracted considerable atten-
tion by making a bitter attack upon Washington,
whom he charged, among other things, witli in-

ellicieney and treachery.

Paine returned to America in 1802, and landed
at Baltimore, October 30th. He found that his

services in the cause of the colonies were in some
quarters gratefully remembered, but that his

Age of Reason had cost him the esteem of the

religious part of the community. He suffered
also from ill health, and became careless in man-
ners and morals. He lived suecessivel.y at Bor-
dentown. N. J.j at New Rochelle. N. Y.. and in

New York City. He died in New York. June 8,

1800. and was buried in New Rochelle, where a
monument was erected to him in 1830, although
bis body had been exhumed and carried to Eng-
land by direction of William Cobbett in 1810.

As a writer Paine was forceful and original.

His versatility is shown by the variety of the
topics which engaged his attention. His attack
upon the Bible was unscholarly and ignorant,

and his defiant assertion of Deism brought him
into great ill repute in his time. The best edi-

tion of his works is by Jloncure D. Conwa.v (4
vols.. New York, 1804-90), who has also written
his biography (ib., 1892; condensed ed. 1902).
Consult, also, Tyler, Literary History of ihe

American Heroiution (New York, 1896).

PAINE, WiLi.i.^M H. (1828-90). An Ameri-
can engineer, born in Chester, N. H. He did
mueli to improve roads and engineering methods
in California in 1849, surveyed a line for a
railroad from Sacramento to Utah (1853), and
in 1801 volunteered in the Union Army. He
ser\-ed throughout the war. attained the grad(f

of colonel, and made valuable maps. He worked
under Roebling as consulting engineer on the
Brooklyn ( N. Y. ) Bridge, and for a time super-
intended the entire work. The cable system on
the bridge was planned by Paine; and he built

and engineered cable roads in New York City,

Omaha. Denver. Kansas City, and Cleveland.

PAINESVILLE, panz'vil. A city and the
county-seat of Lake County. Ohio, 29 miles east
by north of Cleveland ; on the Grand River, and
on the New Y'ork, Chicago and Saint Louis, tlie

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern, and (lie

Pittsburg and Western railroads (Map: Ohio.
H 2). It is the seat of Lake Erie College, opened
in 1850, and has a public library with more than
5500 volumes. A massive stone viaduct spans
the river at this point. Painesville is of con-

siderable commercial importance, being situated
but three miles from Fairport. on Lake Erie,

where there is a fine natural harlior with ex-

tensive ore docks. Its industrial establishments
include .a grain elevator and llouring mills,

fouMilries and machine shops, and large veneer
maehine and brick machine works. The water-
works and electric light plant are owned by
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tlio municipality. Population, in 1890, 475.5; in

lOUO, .3U24.

PAINT, Luminous. See Luiiixous Paint.

PAINTED QUAIL. (1) The mountain quail

(Oreortyx pictus). See Quail. (2) A small
quail-like partridge of China (Excalphatoria
sinensis) found from India to Ceylon and For-
mosa. It has a plumage of varied colors, in

which chestnut is conspicuous, and is nuich
Inmted. A darker race inhabits the Philippines,

Malayan islands, and Australia; and similar

species occur in Xew Britain and neighboring
islands, and in Central and Southern Africa.

The Australian form is called 'least swamp-
quail.'

PAINTED TURTLE, or Paixted Terrapin.
The commonest pond turtle (C'hrysemys picia)

of the Eastern United States. It is greenish

above with yellow and red markings, and yellow
and brown below.

PAINT'EB, William ( 1.540 ?-9-t). An Eng-
lish translator, educated at Saint John's College,

Oxford. In 1560 he became clerk of the ordnance
in the Tower of London. Notwithstanding his

denials, he seems to have pilfered the (Jueen's

funds. He is known for The Palace of Pleasure
(vol. i., 1566; vol. ii.. 1567), a collection of one
hundred tales, translated from Latin. Greek,
French, and Italian. Painter may be said to

have made Bandello, Boccaccio. Cinthio, and
various other Italians familiar to English read-

ers. The collection was immensely popular and
led to many similar compilations. From it the
English dramatists drew freely for their plots.

Consult the reprint, ed. by Jacobs (London,
1S90).

PAINTER-ENGEAVER. An artist who en-

graves his own designs—that is, an original en-

graver, one occupied in expressing his artistic

thoughts by means of some process of engraving,
as distinguished from one who engraves the de-

signs of others. The term is adopted from the
French, peintre-graveur. Albrecht Diirer was
very eminent as a painter-engraver with the

burin; Rembrandt in etching; T. M. W. Turner
in mezzotint. So. among men of our own time,

there may be named Gaillard, in live work, and
Whistler as an etcher.

PAINTERS' COLORS. Tlie number of colors

used by painters in their art has greatly varied.

V'ntil the time of Apelles but four were known—

•

white, .yellow, red. and black. Green, purple, and
blue were discovered later. The discoveries of

modern chemistry have greatly increased the

number available, which are derived from the

mineral, vegetable, and animal worlds. But al-

tliough the painter of the present day has a long

list to choose from, a dozen is quite sufficient for

the richest palette. They arc prepared for use

by calcining and washing; oil paints are ground
in popp.v or linseed oil, and preserved in tin

tubes. In general, colors arc either opaque or

transparent, the former being used for the lights,

the latter for the shadows and dark portions of

the picture. For the sources and character of

painters' colors, consult the subdivision Piqmenis
of the article Paints, and the articles on the

special colors, such as Blue; Carmine: Purpij;

Colors; Ultram.\rine, etc. For the quality of

color in a painting, see Color.

PAINTING. In the line arts, the representa-
tion by means of color and line upon a Hat sur-

face, of objects of nature and of the imagination.
According to the Hat surface used, painting
may be mural, panel, easel, etc. (.See Mlkal
Decoration.) As regards the materials used the
principal varieties of painting are encaustic,

fresco, pastel, tempera, water color (qq.v.), oil,

and stercoehrome. (See also Stereociibomy.)
.\ccording to the subjects represented, the prin-
cipal varieties are figure, genre (ipv. ), history,
portraiture (q.v. ), landscape (q.v. ), animal, and
still life painting. For the imi)lements used by
the painters, see Canvas; Ea.sel; Groinh. The
following historical sketch is concerned ehielly

with expressive rather than decorative painting,
and will trace the evolution of painting in the
Western world. The purely decorative arts of

China, Japan, and other Oriental countries are
treated under CmNE.SE Art. etc. See also Deco-
rative Art. Special articles will also be found
on every i)ainter of importance mentioned in the
historical sketch.

ancient painting.

Egypt. The ancient Egyptians made large

use of color in their art. All sculpture in wood,
clay, or ordinaiy stone was painted, and even
hard stones, such as granite and basalt, did not

often escape coloring. On flat surfaces the

Egjptian artist preferred to color a very low
relief, or a slightly sunk design; and even where
no sculpture was employed, the drawing and con-

ventions were the same. There was no knowl-

edge of the laws of perspective, and apparently

no attempt to attain any real effect of deptli.

Objects on the same level may be drawn one

above the other, or so that they overlap. Allow-

ing for such conventions, however, the Eg.vptian

artist shows skill in drawing, and great vivacity

and naturalness in the treatment of his subject,

especially in the depiction of animals or in the

numerous scenes from daily life which decorate

the tombs. In dealing with religious scenes, his

freedom was fettered by strict conventions. Any
play of light and shade was, of course, unthought

of. but the Egyptian palette was well supplied

with colors. The colors were prepared in fine

powders and mixed with water and gum for use.

The remains of painting in Babylonia and
Assyria are very scanty. The favorite method
of decoration was by enameled brick, bearing

figures in relief, which can scarcely be called

painting in any strict sense. See Assyrian Art
and Babylonian Art.

Greece. It was in Greece that ancient paint-

ing, like other forms of art. reached its highest

development, in the fifth and fourth centuries

B.C. Not that skillful fresco painting had not

been conunon earlier. The fragments from

Tiryns, and still more the splendid decorations

from Cnossus in Crete, show that the Mycenaan
Age (about 1500-1200 B.C.) possessed uiiich of

the technical skill of the Egj-ptian artist and

far greater freedom and originality. With the

fall, however, of .Egean civilization, we lose nil

examples of painting properly so called, though

the vases (see Vase) enable us to trace the

progress of drawing, and the statues and remains

of buildings show how extensively color was em-

ployed as an auxiliary to the sister arts of

sculpture and architecture. Indeed, this use con-

tiiuied throughout the classical period. (See
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Greek Art.) There are traditions of Corinthian

and Sicjonian painters, who drew outlines on

walls or whitened tablets of clay by the aid of

shadows, and indicated details by a few lines,

but used only one color. There are also records

of paintings" which would carry back the art

into the eiglith century. Kuniares of Athens is

said to have distinguished the sexes, probably by

the use of difl'erent colors, in distinction from

the early monochrome artists, and Cinion of

Cleona; to have introduced correct drawing in

profile, probably of the ej'e, and variety in the

direction of the glance. These artists, who have

some claim to be considered real persons, must
have lived about the middle or end of the sixth

century.

In the great outburst of Greek genius which
followed the Persian wars, and which centred in

Athens, painting rose to an equality with sculp-

ture. This advance is directly connected with

Polygnotus (q.v. ) of Thasos, whom Theophrastus
describes as the discoverer of the art. His works
were large scenes covering the walls of public

buildings, such as the "Painted Portico" at

Athens and the "Lesche" of the Cnidians at

Delphi. In general liis subjects were mythologi-

cal, but his contemporaries and fellow-workers

Micon and Panienus, brother of Phidias, seem to

have treated also events in recent history. At
this time painting, like sculpture, is found in

the service of the State for the decoration of

public buildings and temples. As to the style

of these artists, it is safe to say that true per-

spective Avas wanting, nor were light and shade
indicated. The tignres were on different levels,

and there was some indication of broken ground.
Polygnotus's palette, wc are told, contained only
black, white, yellow, and reel, with which he suc-

ceeded, however, in producing a variety of shades.

In spite of the flat color, Polygnotus was famed
for his fine composition, dignity, and perfection

of characterization, and severe, yet expressive,

drawing.
The most important advance was made shortly

after by the scene-painter Agatharchus of Samos,
who discovered some of the applications of per-

spective and shading. His book on his new dis-

coveries led the philosophers Anaxagoras and
Democritus to serious investigation of the laws
of perspective. The new methods were trans-

ferred from the large surfaces to panels by
Apollodorus of Athens, and thus within a centurv
the way was fairly cleared for a growth of the
art beyond all that the Egyptians had achieved
in three thousand yeais. The school which now
arose, about the end of the fifth centurv. is com-
monly called the Asiatic or Ionic school, and is

best represented by the two great rivals Zeuxis
(q.v.) of Hcraclea and Parrhasius (q.v.) of

Ephesus. The former was famed for his truth-
ful and even deceptive reprodtiction of nature,
and the latter for his delicate drawing, hut both
must have been masters of chiaroscuro, if anv
reliance can be placed in the comments that have
survived. To this school also belonged Timanthes
of Cythnos, famous for the variety and depth
of facial expression.

In the early fourth century B.C. the centre of
painting seems to have been at Sievon. where
Timanthes lived late in life. Its founder was
Eupompus. who was succeeded by Pamphilus
(q.v.) and Melanthins, who laid great stress on
systematic instruction, especially in drawing,

which was introduced into the schools of the city.

A pupil of the school, Pausias, perfected the

encaustic painting (q.v.), which, however, did not

drive out the old tempera (q.v.) process. How far

the school had advanced in handling of light and
shade may be judged from the praise given the

black ox of Pausias. In the second quarter of

the fourth century a school of Theban and Attic

artists aro.se who seem to have given especial

attention to pathos, and whose favorite subjects

were battle pieces. The tendency awaj' from the

severe and lofty, which is found in sculpture,

also manifested itself in painting, and many of

these artists are also credited with genre scenes,

flower pieces, and trifling subjects. In contrast

to this tendency Xicias of Athens, who seems to

have survived Alexander, insisted on the im-

portance of great subjects. It seems very prob-

able that the release of lo by Hermes, in the

"House of Livia" on the Palatine Hill in Rome, is

a copv of one of his works. The highest technical

skill and artistic merit were claimed by the an-

cients for the two great masters of the younger
Ionian school. Apelles of Ephesus and Pro-

togenes of Caunus : the former famed for his

grace, the latter for his painstaking, which in

the opinion of some led him to weaken the

spontaneity of his pictures. The paintings in the

Etruscan tombs, though undoubtedly influenced

by Greek models, are far too rude to serve as

standards of reconstruction, and most of them
are not later than the middle of the fourth cen-

tur.v. Of more value is a sarcophagus from
C'orneto, now in Florence, on which is painted in

tempera a wonderfully vigorous liattle of the

Greeks and Amazons, probably the work of an
Etruscan artist of the early third century B.C.,

but evidently a close copy of a Greek model,

which must have ranked in beauty and power
little below the works of the best period.

The Hellenistic age shows in painting, as in

sculpture, two tendencies. One was toward the

rendering of mythical scenes, which afforded op-

portunity for pathetic or tragic expression, as

in the famous picture of Timomachus of Byzan-
tium, representing Medea meditating the slaugh-

ter of her children, of which some reminiscences

seem preserved in Pompeian paintings. On the

other hand, man.y painters seem to have pre-

ferred lighter theines. They also rendered the

landscape with pleasure, and even experimented
with efl'ects of artificial light, as in a painting of

a bo.y blowing a fire. Often the choice is low,

and triviality, not to say sensuality, is a promi-

nent characteristic. The walls of Pompeii fur-

nish abundant examples of these tendencies. It

is only from this late period of Hellenistic art

that many works have come down to us. In

Rome are the Aldobrandini marriage, a .series

of landscapes illustrating the Orh/ssey, and a

rather poor series of panels representing victims

of unnatural love, while the baths, palaces, and
tombs have from time to time yielded others,

many of which have now perished. Among these

the first place must be given to those from the

Farnesina Gardens, some of which recall the best

Athenian lecythi of the fourth centurv. The
largest number are. however, from the buried

cities of Pompeii and Hercnlaneum. and of espe-

cial value are the portraits of the second century

A.D., discovered in the Fa.yum, Eg.vpt. where they

were used to cover the faces of raunmiies.

Roman Paikting. A mere appendix to the
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Greek, Roman painting developed little origi-

nality, and, being decorative in character, will be

found treated under Roman Akt.
ilEDLEVAL PERIOD.

The painting of the Middle Ages is, in the main,
decorative and dependent upon architecture.

(See Chbistian, Byzantine, Romanesque, and
Gothic Art.) It exercised little influence upon
the general development of painting except during
the Gothic period in Italy.

Italy. In the free cities of Italy, especially

in those of Tuscanv. Gothic painting reached its

highest development. Here Gothic architecture
was purely decorative in character, and left

large wall surfaces which aflforded ample oppor-
tunity for paintings. The technique used was
fresco (q.v. ). About the middle of the thir-

teenth century a number of painters in different

parts of Italy began to modify, though at first

slightly, the Byzantine manner. The most im-
portant of these painters was Cimabue at Flor-

ence (died after 1.302), who displayed a leaning
toward the Gothic, which took the form of a
slight naturalism. He painted the draperies less

rigid, and put more expression in the faces and
life in the movements of the figures.

By far the greatest progress before the Re-
naissance was made by Giotto (12(;G-1.3.37) at
Florence. It is generally accepted that he was a
pupil of Cimabue. although late authorities main-
tain that his art is related to that of Pietro
Cavallini. The faces are still typical, rather than
individual, but they are strong and the figures are
dramatic in action and very characteristic. The
drapery is no lonaei stiff, but falls in broad
masses, showing the movement of the body be-

neath. The accessories, such as animals, land-
scape, and architecture, are symbolic, and con-

ceived in a decorative sense, as is indeed the entire

composition. The scale of color was limited and
determined liy decorative harmonies, the method
being to fill in the outlines with color. Wliat
most impressed contemporaries was his great
step toward naturalism. By none of his imme-
diate followers was real progress made. By far
the most important was Andrea Orcagna(d. 1368).
who, in his startling frescoes and altar-pieces in

the Strozzi Chapel. Santa ilaria Xovella, Flor-
ence, surpassed Giotto in depicting the human
figure, and in the treatment of light and shadow,
and even had an elementary knowledge of per-

spective, anticipating the discoveries of the
Renaissance.
Contemporary with the Florentine, there flour-

ished at Siena a school which retained more of
the Byzantine character. (For its chief charac-
teristics, see SiENEsE ScHooi, OF Painting.)
Duccio, its real founder, was, on the whole, a
more finished painter than his contemporary.
Cimabue. He perfected the hands and feet, and
pave a sweet, tender expression to the long
Byzantine face. Among his successors the great-

est progress was made by Simone JIartini

(d.l344). who strengthened the type by lounding
it and adding emphasis of expression. The most
important Sienese artists of the following genera-

tion were the brothers Lorenzetti (middle of

fourteenth centuri-). whose works show a strong

intellectual grasp and forceful methods.
At Rome, during the Gothic period, some good

mosaics were produced, but no painting. (See
JIos.\lc. ) Elsewhere in Italy the manner of

Giotto prevailed throughout the fourteenth cen-

tury, even in Xaples and the South, but none
of these local schools were important except
those of \'erona and Padua, where schools, in-
spired by the work of Giotto in the Arena
Chapel, arose. The most important master of
this region was Altiehiero da Zevio of Verona,
who worked conjointly with .Jacopo Avanzi.
Their works have all the seriousness and depth
of Giotto's, but without his pathos; they are
not so vehement in action, but softer and more
tender in emotion.
As Transition Painters we may classify other

Italian painters of the fifteenth century, who are
nevertheless Gothic in sentiment and technique.
The art of Fra Angelico ( 1387-14.5.i( is distin-
guished for devout religious sentiment, in which
last respect it has never been excelled. His
younger contemporarv. Gentile da Fabriano. who
belonged rather to tlie Sienese school, produced
an art rich in color and detail, and he seems
to have been the first to show the effect of
sunlight upon landscape.

the BENAIS.SANCE (1400-lGOO).

Renaissance art was not altogether a revival of
the antique, although this was one of its essential
features, especially in Italy. It was equally a
revival of natural truth, especially in painting. As
no antique paintings survived, the painter was
compelled to go directly to nature for inspira-
tion, unlike the sculptor, whose models were the
statues of antiquity. In Northern Europe not
even statues survived, and nature was the only
guide. Here the Renaissance took its earliest

and simplest form, spreading to Germany.
France, and Spain, during the fifteenth century.
Almost contemporaneouslv a more important
development had taken place in Italy, which
during the latter fifteenth century Ijegan to

make itself felt in France and Spain, and during
the sixteenth, replacing the Flemish influence,

became dominant in Euroije. Our method of

treatment is suggested by the development just

outlined. The period naturally falls in three

divisions—the Early Renaissance, corresponding,

roughly speaking, with the fifteenth century;
the High Renaissance (c.l.iOO-50) : and the De-

cline (c. 15.50-1600). during which period Italian

art predominated throughout Europe.
Early Renaissance. Under Uie patronage of

the Court of Burgimdy, and of the rich burghers

of the Xethcrlands. a school of painting arose

during the latter fourteenth century, which

appears highly developed in Flanders in the

art of Huybrecht and .Tan van Eyck (d. 1440).

In their works, the most important of which

is the Ghent altarpiece. we find already solved

some of the chief problems of painting—

a

fine color, bright, but in a low key: an aerial

perspective, with true rendering of atmosphere,

and of light and shade. For the first time the

landsca])e is used as a background to give senti-

ment to the picture, and to promote its unity,

which is somewhat yiterfered with by the highly

detailed finish. More startling still is the un-

compromising naturalism of the figures, and the

remarkable technique of oil painting which they

invented, and which was universally adopfeil

in modern art. (See Etck.) Among the fol-

lowers of Jan van Eyck in the school of Bruges,

which he founded, was Petr.is Cristus. while at

Ghent flourished Hugo van der Goes and -Todo-

cus van Ghent. The chief follower (or rival)

of Jan van Evck was Rogier van der Weyden.
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who established tlie school of Brabant, at Brus-

sels, and added dramatic power and vehemence

of expression.

Of the work of tlie early Dutch school few

pictures survive. HaarUin was its centre, and
Aelbert van Ounater, celebrated for his landscape

backgrounds, was the reputed founder. The

work of his pupil, Gerrit van Haarlem, resem-

bles conteniporavv Flemish painting, as does

also the later work of Dierik Bouts (d. 1475),

of Haarlem, founder of a school at Louvain. He
exeelleil in luminous treatment and improved the

landscape, contributing depth and variety of

character to the school. The greatest master

of the next generation is Hans Jlemling (d.

1495), who surpassed other Flemish masters in

delicate brushwork and refined sentiment.

Among his followers was Gheeradt David (d.

1523), who introduced breadth of treatment,

especially in landscapes, though real freedom
of style only came with the influence of Italy.

Diiring the fifteenth century a Renaissance

had also begun in (Icrmnny, difi'ering from
the Flemish in that, although showing a
strong impulse toward realism, it retained the

gold backgrounds, with an innocent fervor and
a graceful sentimentali>m derived frimi the

(Gothic. The chief -.cat of this art was Cologne,
and its principal master was 8tephan Lochener

(d. 1451). About 1450 the Flemish iniluence

made itself felt in Germany, and during the
same period important local schools flourished

in Southern Germany, commonly grouped to-

gether under the name of the Swabian school.

At Kolmar the chief master was Martin Schon-

ganer (d. 1488). The chief seat of the school

of Franconia is Nuremberg, and its principal mas-
ter is Jlichad \\'olgemut (1434-1511)). Nurem-
berg also dominated the art of Boliemia, Silesia,

ami Poland (Cracow). On the whole, German
art in the fifleentli century was unprogressive in

character, and not initil the sixteenth century,
under Italian iniluence, did it pass this primi-

tive stage.

In France, Spnin, and Portiigdl the Flemish
influence predominated for the most part dur-

ing the fifteenth century, tliough finally yield-

ing to the Italian. In France pictorial art

found more expression in miniatures (see JIanu-
.SCRIPTS. ILU'SIIXATTOX OF) than in panel paint-

ing. The art i-esembled the Flemish. exce]it that
the advance to realism was slower and less

marked. The chief Tiiaster was Jean Fonquet of

Tours, a portrait painter and illuminator, who
practiced a detailed and exact art, like the
Flemish, but with softer color, individual French
characteristics, and some Italian influence.

In Spain paintings were imported during the
fourteenth century from the Netherlands and
frnm Italy. .Jan van Eyck himself visited Spain,
and some of the best works of Petrus Cristus

and Roger van <ler \A'eyden went there. In
Aragon Florentine influence was predominant,
but in Castile, where artistic production was
greater, there was more Flemish, while Seville

shows an amalgamation of both. The most fa-

mous artist of the fifteenth century was An-
tonio del Rincon (]44fi-15nn). Court painter to
Ferdinand and Isabella, who is said to have
abandoned Flemish art for Florentine, as did
also Alejo Fernandez at Seville. Another im-
portant name is .Tnan de Borgona (1495-15.33),

who labored chieflv at Avila and Toledo. Not-

withstanding foreign influence, the Spanish
painters of the early Renaissance display a dis-

tinct national tendency, chiefly evident in a
general brownish tone and in the landscapes. In

Portugal Flemish influence prevailed until late

in the sixteenth century, when it was replaced

by tlie Italian.

Eakly Renaissa-NCB—Italy. Italian painting

had the great advantage of flourishing contem-
poraneously with a very high intellectual and a
general artistic devclci|)ment. What the North-
erner knew but imperfectly, as a result of his

own observation, the Italian based on scientific

knowledge of natural laws, Tlie laws of linear

perspective (q.v. ) were discovered and applied
by Brunelleschi and Alberti; anatomy was sci-

entifically studied, even the skeleton being drawn
before the flcsli and tlie draperies. Renaissance
architecture afforded large wall spaces for deco-
ration and the resulting frescoes gave a monu-
mental character to painting. The study of the
antique tended to idealize art and afforded deco-

rative motives ; but the Italians only saw in it

a means of approaching nature. Finally, a natu-
ral tact prompted them to subordinate detail,

while not neglecting it, to liigher poetic truth,

thus giving tlieir art the charming naturalism
which is its chief characteristic during the fif-

teenth century.

During the fifteenth century Florence retained

its primacy of Italy, both as to the number
of artists and the character of work produced.
Florentine Avork was especially good in in-

tellectual qualities, excelling in all respects

except in color. ( See Florentine School of
Painting.) The first painter who can be dis-

tinctly classed as belonging to the Renaissance
is JIasolino (1383-1447), whose works show ad-

vance in perspective, composition, and anatomy.
All of these qualities were acliicvcd to a greater
extent by Masaccio (1401-28), the most promi-
nent figure in Italian painting between Giotto
and High Renaissance, His figures are power-
ful and dramatic, and show complete mastery of

perspective. Every detail has its purpose, and
in his composition every figure is a necessity.
His frescoes in the Brancacci Chapel were the

models of the century, and their influence may
even be seen in the works of Michelangelo and
Raphael,
None of Masaccio's followers or contempo-

raries equaled him. A gi'oup of Naturalists, the
head of which was Paolo Uccello (1397-1475),

made valuable experiments in perspective and
were good in drawing, but lacked composition
and pictorial feeling. Other members of this

school were Andrea del Castagno, Domenico
Veneziano, and Alesso Baldovinetti. Masaccio's
real successor was Filippo Lippi (1406-69), a

painter of great imagination and charm, who ex-

celled in the essentially pictorial qualities of

color, light, and shade, and was the first to portray
individual faces in the sacred pictures. (See

Madonn.\. ) The school of Filippo Lippi con-

tains important names. Sandro Botticelli's

(C.1447-C.I5I0) paintings are full of poetic senti-

ment and deep spirituality. His art is the most
subtle of the century, though highly individual-

ized, both in his dreamy JIadonnas and in his

large mythological pictures. Filippino Lippi's

(1457-1504) painting, modeled U|ion that of his

father and Masaccio and influenced by Botticelli,

is also full of grace and sentiment.
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Amona; other Florentine painters of the period
uere Benozzo Gozzoli, a pupil of Fra Angelico,
wlio painted attractive trescoes with portrait

lieads. and Piero di Cosimo. known by liis

niytliological pictures on a small scale. Another
distinct group was composed ot painters who
were at the same time soldsmiths. Their habit
of metal work is seen in the treatment of flesh,

which is bronze-like in color, in the rigid
draperies, and the high relief in which the fig-

ures are modeled. Chief among this group are
the PoUaiuolo brothers, who flourished in the
latter half of the century, and especially Andrea
V'erroechio (143.5-88). Among \ errocchio's pu-

pils were Leonardo da Vinci (see below) and
Lorenzo di C'redi. whose work is less strong than
graceful. Finally. Domenico Ghirlandajo (1440-
94) combined in his art the various tendencies

of the century, being an able technician in most
respects, and a pleasing artist, but one who
lacked the genius to produce a new style.

During the fifteenth century the Sienese school

lagged behind the Florentine, the true heir of

its sentiment and color being the Vinbrian school
(q.v.), which developed an ecstatic and senti-

Diental type, although throughout its life the

school was influenced by the Florentine. The
first painter in whom we find this distinctly

L'mbrian sentiment is Xieeolo da Foligno (d.

1502), a pupil of Benozzo Gozzoli. At Perugia
some progress w-as made by Benedetto di Buon-
figlio (d. C.1496), although he never mastered
drawing, and by Fiorenzo di Lorenzo (d. 1521).
The first to accept the Florentine Renaissance
was Piero degli Franceschi (d. 1492), a learned
painter who wrote a treatise on perspective. His
pupil, ilelozzo' da Forli (143S-!»4), achieved ad-

mirable results in foreshortening, but the pupil
of Franceschi and Da Forli, Giovanni f^anti (d.

1494), the father of Raphael, was an artist of

little originality. The most distinguished pupil
of Piero degli Franceschi was Luca Signorelll
(1441 ?-lo23) , who was rather Florentine than
Vmbrian in spirit. A master of anatomy, he
relied only upon the human figure to express emo-
tion, foreshadowing in this regard and in his
exaggerated action the genius of Jliclielangelo.

More distinctly L'mbrian was Pietro Perugino
(1440-1523), the master of Raphael, who clothed
L'mbrian sentiment in a Florentine garb. His
strong points were grace in composition and a
richness of color, due to his successful use of
oil painting. The' art of Pinturicchio (1454-
1513) resembled that of Perugino in type and
sentiment, save that it was decorative in char-
acter. At Rome the popes were munificent pa-

trons, but there was no native school, the talent
being imported from other parts of Italy. Nor
was there a noteworthy native school in Naples
or in Sicily, where the ta.ste rather inclined to
the art of the Netherlands.

There is no connection between Piiduan paint-
ing of the fourteenth century and the school
established by Francesco Snuarcione ( 1394-

1474) in the latter half of the fifteenth. Its

chief characteristics were the statuesque char-
acter of the figures, which are usually coarse
and heavy, and the wealth of classic ornamenta-
tion employed. (See Squarcione. ) Andrea
Mantegna (1431-1500), the chief master of the
school, understood the antiipie more thoroughly
than any other painter of the Early Renaissance,

combining with this knowledge a trenchant real-

ism, and achieved the greatest results of the cen-
tury in foreshortening. The influence of the
school of Padua extended throughout Northern
Italy, where it occupied a position analogous to
that of the Florentine in Middle Italy.
At Venice Byzantine art dominated longer

than anywhere else in Europe, and even in the
early fifteenth century the painters were crafts-
men rather than artists. A great inlUience,

however, was exercised by (ientile da Fabriano,
especially upon the school of the outlying island
Murano, the chief representatives of which
belonged to the Vivarini family, whose work
also shows Paduan influence. Carlo Crivclli (d.
1494?) in his repulsive figures and decorative
motifs was essentially Paduan, only revealing
his Venetian origin in a superior color. The eld-
est mcmlier of the Beilini family, .Jacopo (d.

1470), followed Gentile da Fabriano to Flor-

ence, but also worked in Patlua, where Mantcgna
became his son-in-law. His son. Gentile (d.

1507), treated Venetian subjects with open-air
effects and knowledge of light and atmosphere.
A .second son, Giovanni (d. 1516), was the true
founder of those qualities of color which distin-

guished the Venetian school. At first under
Paduan influence, he adopted the oil technique
recently introduced into Venice, securing trans-
parent and harmonious efl'ects. Of the pupils
of the Bellini, Vittore Carpaccio (d. c.1522) de-

veloped legendary subjects, while Cima da Cone-
gliano (d. after 1508) excelled in modeling and
in light and shade, ilarco Basaiti (d. 1521),
although he brought oil technique to high per-

fection, possessed little originality, as is also

true of Vincenzo Catena (d. 1531), the por-

traitist. Of very great in\portance for Venetian
and Italian art was the Sicilian portrait painter

Antonello da Messina (d. 1493), by whom oil

painting was introduced from Flanders into

Italy.

At Ferrara a school arose, chieflj' under Padu-
an influence, but more charming in color. (See

Ferb.\kese School of P.\i.nti>g. ) The founder

was Cosimo Tura (d. 1498 0, and its chief art-

ists were his followers,' Francesco Cossa and
Lorenzo Costa (1400-1535). They afterwards

removed to Bologna, where Costa's rugged and
manly style was softened by Umbrian sentiment.

He «as probably tlie master of the Bolognese

Francia (1450-1518), in whom L'mbrian senti-

ment preponderated, and who was in later life

somewhat influenced by Raphael. The work of

Francia's pupil Timoteo Viti (1409-1523) is

pervaded by delightful sentiment and a deep

poetic feeling, which he probably imparted to

Raphael.
In the cities of Lomhanhj were schools of some

importance, though none of them, during the

fourteenth century, achieved the eminence of the

Paduan or Venetian schools. The school of

Verona, founded by Vittore Pisano (d. 14oG),

was influenced by Padua as regards the modeling
of the figure, but was indejiendent in its color

.scheme, which, notwithstanding, the use of sev-

eral bright tints, tended to be gray or brown.
The founder of the early Milanese school was
Vincenzo Foppa (d. 1492), and its greatest

re|)resentativcs were Borgognone (d. 1523) and
Bnrtolonuneo Suardi (d. 1529-30), called Bra-

mantino.
High Renaissance (1500-50)

—

Italy. The
highest development of Italian painting falls.
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roughly speaking, in the first half of the six-

teentli century, tliough works belonging [iroperly

to the High Kenaissance were ijroiluci'd in the

last decade of the fifteenth, and tlie Venetian

school maintained its excellence almost to the

end of the century. A deeper study of the an-

tique, though not to the neglect of nature,

brought artists nearer the ideal type. Certain

mighty geniuses arose, uniting in themselves,

each in a dillercnt fashion, the best elements in

the rich art of the lifteenth century, and pro-

duced the highest development of figure painting

the world has ever seen.

ilost of the leaders of the movement were either

born or trained at Florence. Leonardo da Vinci

( 14.52-1.51!1) was the pioneer. The greatest all-

round scientist of the day, besides being a uuisitian

and a sculptor, he was also the greatest theorist

on art, which especially qualified him for teach-

ing. He achieved the greatest mastery hitherto

attained over atmosphere, light, and modeling.
Nevertheless, his paintings charm more by the

B\veet and majestic presence of his figures, and by
mysterious sentiment, which pervades them, than
by their technical qualities. Though Michel-
angelo Buonarroti (1475-1504) was primarily
a sculptor, no artist of the Renaissance had a
greater influence upon painting. He made no
progress over his contemporaries in the essen-

tially pictorial qualities, but in his great fresco

cycle in the Sistine Chapel he obtained tlie high-

est possible perfection in drawing of the human
figure and in decorative ell'ect. The qualit.y of

his purely subjective art which most impressed
itself on his contemporaries was his tendency
toward the gigantic in form and the violent in

action. Directly the opposite was Raphael ( 14H3-

1520), the most objective of painters, whose art
was a composite of the best elements in Middle
Italian art. Himself an Umbrian, he acquired
poetic sentiment from Timoteo Viti and tender-
ness from l^erugino; at Florence he learned com-
position from Fra Bartolonuueo, modeling and
subtle charm from Leonardo, and from Michel-
angelo drawing and force. But all these quali-
ties were duly assimilated, and his art was per-
vaded by an iiidividualily, wliich especially re-

vealed itself in a wonderful harmony.
Even after this great trinity had left Flor-

ence, important artists remained. The works of
Fra Bartolomnu'O ( 1473-1 517) , a pupil of Roselli,

are pervaded by deep religious feeling, and re-

veal high technical qualities, especially in color.
His co-worker .\ll)erliiic!li (1474-151.5) has an
art resenil)liiiu liis. tlii>u;.'li il is less religious.

Of greater importance than either was Andrea del
Sarto, the best eolorist of the Florentine school,
in fresco as in oils. He attaineil tlie highest
technical qualities that luul hitherto been at-
tained in brushwork. warmth of color, and atmos-
pheric effects. His chief pu])ils were Franciabigio,
who excelled in portrait painting, .Jacopo Pon-
tormo, and H Rosso.
At Milan, from about 1485 till 1499, Leonardo

da Vinci was at the head of the academy
founded by Lodovico Sforza, exercising a pre-
dominant influence upon painting there. The
most important of his pupils and followers were
Andrea Solari (born c.l4i;0). who attained many
of his master's high qualities; Bernardino Luini
(d. 1533?), the most im])ortant of the group, in

whose art Leonardo's vigor is replaced by grace-
ful, pathetic sweetness; and Gaudenzio Ferrari

(d. 1540) , who was grander in style and more
brilliant in color, though often excessively senti

mental. Among tlie lcs> imi)ortant though still

good painters of the school were Beltrallio ( 1407-

15Hi), ilarco d'Oggiono (d. 1530), and Cesare
da !sesto.

Projierly speaking, there was no distinctly

lioman school of painting, the term being ap-

plied to the pupils of Jlichelangelo and Rapliael,

and the Mannerists who labored there after

them. Of Michelangelo's pupils, the princijial

was Sebastiano del I'ionibo (d. 1547), a Ve-
netian, who had studied under Bellini and
Gi(Ugione. and attempted to unite Venetian
color with ilichelangelo's line; others were Mar-
cello Venusti (b. 15151 and Daniele da XiA-

terra (1509-00). Of Raphael's pupils, (jiuliu

Pippi (Romano) (1492-1540) was the chief, but
even in his work ilichelangelo's influence is jire-

dominant. Though excellent as a draughtsman,
his violent compositions tended toward tlie

Baroque. Others among Raphael's pupils were
Francesco Penni (died 1528). Oiovanni da Udine,
Perino della Vaga (1500-47), and Polidoro da
Caravaggio, the last three being mainly decora-
tors. Andrea tSabbatino (died c.1545) trans-

mitted Raphael's art to the south of Italy, where
it prevailed for the remainder of the century.

At iS'icHrt, art, which had lain dormant dur-

ing the fifteenth century, was resuscitated in the

sixteenth by Antonio Bazzi (1477-1549), gen-

erally known as Sodoma, a pupil of Leonardo,
who treated the human figure with much grace
and expression. The most important of his nu-

merous pupils was Baldassare Pcruzzi (1481-

1530). an architect and a fine deejirative painter.

(Jirolanio della Pacchia (born 1477) was rather

a rival than a pupil of Sodoma.
The painters of Fcrrina and Bologna are

often classed as followers of Raphael, though
wrongly so, since they maintained a distinct

local character. Their chief characteristics were
a cool though pure scheme of color, a less

conventional composition than the Romans, and
an original use of landscapes as background.
The most important representatives were Dosso
Dossi (c. 1479-1542) , a pupil of Costa, who was
also influenced by the Venetians; Garofalo
(1481-15591, best known from jiictures on a

small .scale from Bible history, who was influ-

enced by Raphael. Other luominent contem-
porary artists of the school were ilazzolino,

i3agnacavallo, and Innocenzo da Iniola. The
High Renaissance of Northern Italy (outside of

Venice) found its greatest master in Correggio

( 14!I4-1534) . The pupil of various obscure mas-
ters, but active chiefly in Parma, he was the

principal exponent of the nature worship of the

Renaissance—of the material beauty of things,

and of ])oetic sensuality. His technical advances
were in the treatment of light and shade, and in

perspective.

The Venetian .school of painting (q.v. ) dif-

fered from others principally in this respect,

that it sought only pictorial effects. Its paint-

ers developed color as it had been developed
nowhere else in the world, treating light and
shade in such a manner as to bring out all

local tints, and were the first to practice a broad
and facile brushwork. The chief painters of the
High Renaissance in Venice were directly or in-

directly pupils of Bellini. The pioneer was
Giorgione da Castelfranco (c.1478-1511), in whose
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hand tlie new oil medium was used with subtle
skill to portray the eflects of light and color in

landscape, which he created on a new and *un-

precedented scale, as well as upon the human
figure. Palnia Vecchio's {d. 1528) color was
gaudier than Giorgiqne's, and he jminted every-

thing in a bright golden light, lie is chiclly

known by female portraits of highly developed
( liarnis. Lorenzo Lotto's (d. 15.56) art was more
subtle, being charming, even coquettish, in style.

As a painter pure and simple, Titian (1477-
l.")7(i) was the greatest of the Italian school. He
was the first to handle a brush with absolute
freedom and facility, and in his art the sensual
beauty, harmony, repose, and gorgeous glow of

color of the \'enetian school found its culmina-
tion. He has shown us, perhaps, as no other has
done, the ideal, free and happy, unfettered by
the real. Among the large number of his assist-

ants and pupils was Paris Bordone (1500-71),
whose art resembles Titian's, though it is more
realistic, and found its best expression in por-

traits. The works of the three Bonifazi are
idyllic in feeling, brilliant, and rich in color.

Likewise under Palma's influence stood Rocco
Marconi (born c.1505), who learned the elements
if his art from Bellini.

The Renaissance lasted lotiger in Venice than
elsewhere, and almost to the end of the century
painters of the highest rank appear. Among
these, Tintoretto (1518-02) sought to combine
with the color of Titian the line of Michelangelo
in his violent and impetuous style. Paolo Veronese
(1528-88) continued the original tendencies of

the Venetian school, both as to color and sub-

ject, developing Existenz-Mnterei (painting ex-

pressions of the joy of living) to its highest ex-

tent. It was mostly decorative. He was par
excellence the great painter of banquet scenes.

The artistic inlluence of Venice also extended
to its subject territories on the mainland. At
L'dine Pellegrino (d. 1547) and Pordcnone
(1483-1539), a decorative painter of high dra-

matic power, were active. Though under Vene-
tian influence, the Brescian school had very dis-

tinct characteristics, chief among which was a
silvery tone. Its chief master was Moretto ( 1408-

1.J55I, a very individual artist, able in com-
|)osition. fine in line, and delicate in color. Ilis

(Hipil Jloroni (d. 1578) excelled in his portraits,

wliioli are essentially modern and realistic in

spirit.

High Renaissance—Oermant. In the early

sixteenth century German painting reached its

highest development. Gradually emancipating
itself from the detailed execution incidental to

ii< connection with engraving, it paid more re-

tjurd to the ensemble, and while holding fast to

tlic realism peculiar to German art. it aimed at

a loftier and more ideal treatment. Altliough

this change was in part due to Italian influence,

German art continued to maintain a distinctly

national character.
It was reserved for Xuremberg to produce the

most original and imaginative German artist of all

times. The pu])il of Wolgenuit, Albreeht Diirer

( I471-I528), inherited the angularity of line and
detail of the German school. The Italian influence

(Barbari and Bellini I .to which he was subjected,

tended to soften and idealize his art. but without
loss of individuality. Perhajis greatest as an en-

graver, he was. nevertheless, strong and effective

as a painter, admirable in line and often excellent

Vol. XV.—15.

in color. His pupils .Scluiufelin and Hans von
Kulmbach combined his .style, the latter inclin-
ing more to Italian methods. Followers of DUrer
also were the 'Little -Masters,' rather engravers
than painters, and so called because of the size
of their plates. They included such artists as
Georg Pcncz (d. 15.50) and the two Bchams.

In the sixteenth century the centre of the
fliiabion school shifted to Augsburg, where
the Renaissance developed a more restful com-
position, better use of color, and more sense of
the ensemble than anywhere else in Germany.
The founder of the school was Hans Biirckinair
(1473-1531), a pupil of Sclftngauer, and about
1508 Hans Holbein the elder adopted the Renais-
sance, bequeathing to his son his realistic style
and conception. Hans Holbein the younger
(1497-1543), the greatest painter Germany ever
produced, excelled in all the essentially pictorial

qualities, and knew how to combine fine detail

with a good ensemble. Although influenced by
Mantegna, he was self-sufficient and individual in

his forceful realism. The other centres of the
Suabian school are less important. The Renais-
sance came into l"lm through ilartin Schaffncr
(mentioned e.l500-I535) . remarkable for his

graceful and fine composition
;

jirominent as a
portraitist was Bernard Slrigel (d. 1528 V). At
Kolmar (Alsace) flourished Matthias Griinewald,
the 'Correggio of Germany.' unicpie among Cicr-

man painters in his attention to color, light, and
atmosphere, rather than detail. The chief painter
at Strassburg was Hans Baldung Griin (c.l47t)-

1545), whose works show the inhuencc of Schon-
gauer and Diirer. The so-called Saxon .school was
founded by Lucas Cranach (1472-1553), a Kran-
conian master, whose work, though typical and
interesting, is angular and strained, without
shadows or aerial perspective.

The Decline. As early as 1530 the decline

of the Renaissance in Italy began. In the

forms of Raphael and Michelangelo the Man-
nerists (q.v.) executed great crowded composi-
tions, of e.Kaggerated action and striking effects

of light and shade, and only in portraiture were
they tolerable. At Florence Bronzino (d. 1572)
and Vasari (1511-74) were among the chief

masters: at Parma Parmegiano (1.504-40); at

L'rbino Barocci ( 152S-l<il2) . who followed Cor-

reggio; at Rome the brothers Zuccari and many
lesser masters. The Sienese school alone re-

mained true to nature, as did Luca Gambia so

(1.527-85) at Genoa. At A'enice the Mannerists

came later, and maintained still something of the

glory of Venetian color, as is evident in the dash-

ing technique of Palma Giovane (15441(i2S)

and the fine color of Padovanino ( I590-l(i50).

In the Xefherlands the inlluence of Italian art

did not at first destroy the native development.

The principal Flemish painter of the early six-

teenth century, Quentin Massys (d. 1530). in-

troduced genre painting, life size figures and
Renaissance background, the last imiier Italian

influence, to which he became subjected late in

life. So did Lucas van Leyden (14n4-1533K the

most important painter of the early Dutch
school, whose works are original in composition

and type, and brilliant in color. Massys founded

the school of Antwerp, which henceforth becomes

the centre of Flemish painting. Its painters

sought to graft Italian art upon the Flemish

stock, as did also the less numerous contempo-

rary Dutchmen. Among the principal represcn-
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tatives are Jan Mabuse (d. 1541), Barcnd van

Orley (d. 1542), Lambert Lombard (1505-00),

Friuis i'loris (d. 1570). and otlicrs; tlie portrait-

ists Jan van Soorel and Antonis Mor ; the land-

scapists Joachim Patinir (d. 1524), llendrik

Bles (Civettal, Panl Uril, and the BreuglieU.

In France during the sixtoonlli century Flem-

ish art, as well as Italian, found patronage at the

Court of Francis I. .Jehan Clouet (d. 1541V) and
his son Fran<;ois (d. 1572), Court painters to

Francis I., were thorough Flemings. But the

King's chief importations were Italians, and the

extensive decorations of II Rosso. I'rimaticcio,

and others at Fontaiiiebleau. gave the tone to

French art of the century. The principal native

artist was .lean Cousin (d. 15S0), a man of

great talent and versatility, whose surviving

works show Italian influence.

In Spain the Xetherlandish influence disap-

peared, except in portraiture, both Alonzo .San-

chez Coello {died 1500) and his pu])il Pantoja de

la Cruz (d. 1009) preserving the manner of An-
tonis ^lor. All native originality was engulfed

in a mannered Italian style, as exemplified in

Berruguete ( d. 1561). Bccerra (d. 1570). and
Morales (d. 1586), of the Castilian school; and
in Vergas (d. 1568) and Vicente .loancs (d.

1579). founders respectively of the schools of

Andalusia and Valencia. Toward the end of the

century the influence of the Venetian colorists,

combined with some originality, appears in the
works of Xavarete (d. 1579), called 'El Mudo,'
and of Theotocopuli "El Cireco' (d. 1025). at

Toledo, whose chief pupil was Tristan (1586-

1640). The same tendency may be seen in the
works of Koelas (d. 1025). the chief master of

the early Andalusian school, in whose works the
national Spanish characteristics first appear.
Paeheco (d. 1054), the master of Velazquez, was
a mere teacher. At Valencia Francisco de Ribalta
(d. 1028) was a pupil of the Carracei, and was
inlluenced by Sebastiano del Piombo. The Va-
Icncian school, however, became absorbed in the
Andalusian, with a centre at Seville, chiefly un-
der Church i)ati-onage, while the chief seat of

the Castilian school became Madrid, under Court
patronage. The difference between the Spanish
schools is rather geographical than artistic.

THE SEVEXTEEXTH AND EIGHTEEXXn CEXTIRIES.
From a technical standpoint the seventeenth

century is the golden age of painting. Tech-
nical perfection had been achieved by a few
great masters during the Renaissance; but it was
not prevalent to the same general extent, and the
seventeenth century certainly made advances in

the treatment of atmosphere and of light and
shade. It saw a broadening of the si)liere far
l)oyond the bounds of the old monumental figure
painting—an unprecedented development of land-
scape, genre, and portrait painting. Although it

saw the rise of Eclectics as well as Xaturalists.
it was a realistic rather than an idealistic period.
It developed easel painting rather than great
decorative pieces. Italy was no longer the seat of
the highest artistic development, the sceptre
passing to France, and especially to Spain and
the Netherlands, where great naturalistic schools
developed.

It.\ly. Toward the end of the sixteenth cen-
tury the reaction against ilannerism became
manifest in two widely different .schools: the
Eclectic and the Xaturalistic. While not
neglecting the study of the antique and of na-

ture, the Eclectics sought to combine the excel-

lence of all schools: Michelangelo's line, Titian's

color, Correggio's light and shade, Raphael's
grace. The pioneers of the movement were the

three Carracei brothers, who about 1580 founded
the first art academy, in the modern sense, at

Bologna. (See Bologxese School of P.mxting;
Cabracci. ) They produced an art admiralile in

technical qualities, but lacking in originality

and genius. Of their pupils Domenichino (1581-

1041) was the strongest and most conscientious:

Guido Reni (1575-1042) the most gifted, but in-

clined to sentimentality. There were less im-

portant schools at Jlilan, Cremona. Ferrara, and
at Rome, where flourished Carlo Maratti ( 1025-

1713), an inferior kind of Guido Reni. The
Florentine school maintained a semi-independent
position, deriving inspiration from Andrea del

.Sarto.

Contemporar,v with the Eclectics there flour-

ished in Italy the Xatiirulists. who went more
directly to nature than they. Their version

of nature was an extravagant one. delighting

in scenes of passion and bUxxlslied. Their
chief technical characteristics are the use of

dark shadow masses, whence the name the

'Darklings' (Tenebrosi), and strong light effects;

their line was coarse and strong, and their brush-

work harsh. The chief seat of the school was
Naples, where it maintained its position as much
bj' the use of poison and the dagger as by artistic

production, d'aravaggio ( 1509-1009) , the found-

er of the school, painted figures of the street as

saints and angels and genre (lictures with much
dramatic power. His chief ])upil. the S|)aniard

Ribera (1588-1056). a paint<M- of great strength

and fine color instincts, delighted in the gloomy
subjects favored by his race. Salvator Rosa
(1615-73), likewise of Naples, was a remark-
ably versatile painter of historical genre and
landscape subjects.

Fraxce. Throughout the seventeenth century

the Italian influence prevailed in France. The
Realists, like the three brotheis Le Nain, and
Valentin, a follower of Caravaggio, were in the

minority. !Men like Fre'minet (d. 1019) and
Vouet (d. 1649) were Mannerists after Italian

models. The most important French painter of

the century is Nicolas Poussin (1593-1665), the

foiinder of the classic element in French art,

whose works represent a purer classical senti-

ment than Mannerism. He was practically the

founder of the so-called heroic landscape (q.v. ),

which was further developed by Gaspard Poussin

(1613-75), and to its highest extent by Claude
Lorrain (1600-82). Beautiful and rich in color,

and pervaded by a golden or silver haze, his

landscapes are full of profound ])oetic feeling.

The establishment of the French Academy at

Rome strengthened the connection of French and
Italian art. Charles Lebrun (1019-90). who
dominated the art of the reign of Louis XIV.,
painted enormous canvases of classical subjects

glorifying the King—works of some decorative

merit and original in composition, but poor in

other respects. Of about the same merit were
the religious paintings of Lesueur (1616-55),

an imitator of Raphael. Sebastien Bourbon
(1610-71) was more of a colorist, as was also

Pierre Mignard (d. 1695), who succeeded Lebrun.
The portraitists of the epoch, of whom the chief

representative is Philippe de Champagne (1602-

74), are far more pleasing.
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Spain. The seventeenth century was the

golden age of Spanish painting. An art distinct-

ly national in character arose, with a trenchant
realism, combined with Catholic devotion, em-
phasis of light and shade, and a broad execution
as its chief characteristics. In the works of
Herrera the Elder (1570-10.50), at Seville, first

appears the striking realism developed so con-
sistently by his pupil Velazquez (1599-1660),
H ho was not only the chief master of the Spanish
-I liool, but who, perhaps, achieved the highest
tichnical perfection ever attained. He paints
his figures in full atmosphere without artifice

in light and shade. They are frankly naturalis-
tic, but individual and characteristic. The color
values and the relation of light and shade are
perfectly rendered, the brushwork is sure and
without effort. His pupils, Mazo (d. 1667),
Carreno de Miranda (d. 1685), and others, con-

tinued his manner, and the last important paint-

er of the Castilian school was Claudio Coello (d.

1693), whose style was founded upon Titian and
Rubens. At Seville Zurbaran ( 1598-1662) , a pupil
of Roelas, painted ecstatic religious subjects with
Venetian breadth of treatment and hea^'y shad-
ows, reminiscent of C'aravaggio, while Cano's
(1601-67) paintings were statuesque in char-
acter. The chief master of the Andalusian
school was Murillo (1618-82), in whose works
the Spanish characteristics, realism and religious

(•i--tasy. are gracefully blended, with charming
inlor effects.

Flaxdebs. Under the leadership of Rubens
(1577-1640), the Antwerp school developed an
art which, though essentially Flemish as regards
its characteristic realism, was much influenced

by Italy. His figures lack beauty of face and
tenderness of feeling, but they are strong and
robust, full of life and spirit. Xo painter ever

produced pictures more brilliant in line and
color. His chief pupil was Van Dyck (15!);)-

1641), celebrated tor refined aristocratic por-

traits, Jordaens (1593-1678), coarser and more
Flemish than Rubens himself, was rather his fol-

lower. Other followers were the portrait painter

Cornelius de Vos, and Snyders (d. 1657) and
Fyt (d. 1661), painters of game, still life, fruits,

and flowers. At the same time there flourished a
school of genre painting more distinctly Flemish
in character, and resembling the contemporary
masters in tliat line in Holland. The chief repre-

sentatives are Teniers the Vounger (lOlO-tJO),

who pictured scenes from ordinary life, and Gon-
zales Coques (1618-84), whose subjects were
more refined.

HoLL.\ND. Dutch painting differed from that
of other countries in that it was bourgeois in-

stead of aristocratic. Its prime object was the

decoration of the home, and it consequently pro-

duced chiefly the small panel pictures. Begin-

ning with portraits, Dutch painting developed in

every direction, genre, landscape, cattle, still

life, all within a single century—the seventeenth.

Among the earliest portraitists were Jlierevelt

(1567-1641), Ravesteyn (d. 16.57), and Keyser
(d. 1667), but the chief master of the Haar-

.

lem school was Frans Hals (c.1584-1666) , one
of the greatest portraitists of all times. An
astonishing realist of delightful humor, he
painted hfs pictures in full light, and excelle<l

in all pictorial qualities, his strength being only

equaled by his facility. The greatest painter in

Dutch art was Rembrandt (1606-69), of the

.Amsterdam school, the master of light and
shade. In the emphasis achieved by the use of
high lights, in luminosity and transparency of
shadows, and in harmony of warm, rich color,
he has never been surpassed. A master of real-
ism and characterization in portraiture, he
nevertheless grasped universal truths, and in
landscape and genre he showed the same breadth
of view. His chief pupils were Bol, Flinck, and
Eeckhout. Of quite a different character was
Van der Heist (d. 1070), whose well-modeled
heads were more precise and detailed. Among
Dutch genre painters, one class devoted itself to
peasant scenes, especially in the tavern, coarse in
subject, but highly picturesque in character ami
fine in color; the chief representatives were
Adriaen van Ostade, Brouwer, and .Ian Stecn.
Another class, including Gerard Dou, Metsu,
Frans van Mieris the elder, Xetscher. .Tan van
der Meer of Delft, and Eglon van der Xeer, de-
voted itself to society of a higher social .scale,

usually interiors, painted with the greatest de-
tail; the best of this group are the refined Ter-
borg and Pieter de Hooghe,
The Dutch landscape differs from the classic

in its realism (see Landscape), and in the sub-
stitution of beauty of tone for that of color,

which is subordinated to a prevailing brown
scheme. It shows a thorough knowledge of the
forms of natural objects and of aerial perspec-
Uve. Following earlier landscapisls like Van
Goyen (d. 1656) and Salomon van Ruysdael (d.

1670), the school culminated in Jacob van Ruvs-
dael (c. 162.5-82) and Hohbemar (cUK-JS-nO!")).

The former's talent was of a gloomy and tragic

character; the latter's a sunnier and more
friendly. Both confined themselves chiefly to

Dutch scenes, while others of the Dutch land-
scapists made extensive travels. .\llart van
Everdingen (d. 1675) visited Norway, while
Berchem, Dujardin, and Pynacker produced clas-

sic Italian pieces. Among cattle painters with
whom, however, the landscape is of equal im-

portance, were Paul Potter (1625-54). a harsh
realist. Adriaen van de Velde (d. 1072), and
Albert Cuyp (1620-91). Of marine painters

the most important were Backhuysen (d. 1709).

who portrayed the tempest, and Willem van de

Velde the younger (d. 1707), who preferred the

smooth haven, with ships riding at anchor. The
work of the numerous still-life painters is char-

acterized by emphasis of detail. Among these

the principal painters of flowers were .Ian de

Heem, Van Huysum, and Rachel Ruysch; of dead

game, Weenix and Van Aelst: of jioultry, Hondc-
coetcr; of pots, pans, dishes, and vegetables. Kalf.

Eighteenth Cextuby. The eighteenth century

is the transition from the aristocratic art of the

seventeenth to the more democratic art of the

nineteenth. On the one hand it witnessed, espe-

cially in France, an after-development and the

decline of the art of the seventeenth: on the

otlu-r, it saw in England the rise of what nuiy be

called an art of the middle classes, which came
to prevail universally in the nineteenth century.

With the Regency and the reign of Louis XV.,

painting in France assumed the frivolous char-

acter of the changed Court life, producing admir-

able decorative pieces for boudoir and hall,

charming in color and light in touch. The most

important master of the period was Watteau
(1684-1721), who depicted delicate and skillful

genre pieces of fashionable life. His best pupils
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were Lancret and Pater, who continued his style

with success, but with Van Loo and Boucher

it degenerated into extravagances. Kragonard

(1732-1806) was a superior painter, especially in

color elTects. The principal landscape painter of

the day was Joseph \'crnet, the chief jiortraitist

llyaciiitlie Rigaud. Contein|)orary with the Court

painters were others who painted genre scenes

from the life of the middle classes, like Chardin,

a good colorist and an able realist, and Greuze,

well known through his heads of young girls.

In Italy a style prevailed, originated by Pietro

da Cortoiia ( linii-KiCH) . and developed i>y Luea
(iiordano (1032-1705), the principal character-

istic of which was rapidity of execution.. Only
in Venice was there real artistic activ-

ity. The genre painters Piazetta and Longhi

were followed by lieiiolo (1097-1770), the last

great ^'enetian. With an art based upon
A'eronese, though lighter in color, he painted in

a dashing style, but with a strong, picturesque

realism. Canaletto and Guardi painted Vene-

tian scenes with fine color eifeet. In Spain the

dearth of talent was broken by Goya (1740-1828),

an intense realist of grotesque imagination, who
handled his brush with almost the ease of Velaz-

quez, and treated light and shade in a peculiarly

individual manner.
KN(;i.AXn. A prelude to modern painting took

place in England during the eighteenth century,

which, however important, stands apart from
the general development. Up to this time the

demand for artists had been supplied by impor-

tations, chief among whom were Holbein, Van
Dyek, Lely. and Kneller. Consequently tliere

was no tradition to break, and English artists

were the first to turn directly to nature. The
first native painter of note was William Ho-
garth (1G97-1764), a coarse realist of original

technique, who used art as a ^ehiele for incul-

cating moral ideas. He was, however, less in-

fluential than Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-92),
the founder of the academic element in English
painting. His art was eclectic, hut his portraits
are dignified realistic presentations. Far more
original was Gainsborough (1727-88), who went
directly to nature for inspiration, and whose
highly poetic temperament is as evident in his
portraiture as in his landseajies, in which he is

an innovator. The art of Ronmey (173-1-1802),

another portraitist, was midway between that of

Reynolds and Gainsborough. In landscape
Richard Wilson (1713-82) continued the classic

manner of ' Claude, while in Jlorland (1763-
1804) England ]iroduced a most able ])ainter of

genre and animal subjects. At the same time
a school of water-colorists. founded bv Cozens
(17.i2-99) and Girtin (177.5-1802), introduced
brightness of tone and plcin (i!r methods, pre-

paring the way for the modern landscape. This
medium, further developed by Thomas Stothard
(175.5-1834) and Turner, has always been one of

the strong points of the English school.

JrODEIiX PAINTINO.
Franck. Owinjr to the intelligent patronage

of the State, as well as to the artistic character
of the people, the hegemony in the fiue arts in
the nineteenth century, espet-ially in painting,
belonged to France. Here tlie epocli-making
movements in its development have originated,
and the chief representatives have appeared.

The first great factor in modern painting
was the classical reaction upon the Rococo

art of the ancien regime corresponding witli

the French Revolution in politics. Xeglecting

the essentially pictorial attributes, it sought
the chief beauty of art in form, as shown
in ancient sculpture, and preferred to depict

strictly classic subjects. The leader was
David" (1748-1823), dictator of art under the

Republic and the first Empire, where his teach-

ings prevailed for half a century. His dignified

and statuesque style was continued by many
pupils, among whom were Girodet, (iuerin, Re-
gnault, Vincent, Prud'hon (1758-1823), a good

colorist, who stood rather apart from the rest,

while Gros (1771-1835), in his Xajioleonic bat-

tle-pieces, led the way toward Romanticism. In-

gres (1780-1867) modified Classicism by the

study of Raphael and the great Italians, greatly
improving its modeling. To his influence the

fine draughtsmanship of the modern French
school is perhaps chiefly due.

Corresponding with the romantic revolt in lit-

erature was one against the prevailing classic tra-

ditions in painting, which began about 1830.

liomaiiticism saw in the expression of the paint-

er's emotional nature the highest beauty of art.

Disregarding classical restraint in line and com-
position, it placed the chief emphasis \ipon color

and natural truth. Gericault (1791-1824) made
the beginning, but upon his early death tlic lead-

ership passed to Delacroix (1799-1803). In warm
Ijrismatic colors and with regard for the general

efTect only, he depicted tragic subjects in a high-

ly dramatic manner. His disciples include the

realist Gigoux, the younger Isabey. and others

who painted historical subjects, like Deveria.

Cogniet, Roqueplan, Robert Fleury, The Ori-

entalists were Romanticists, who, following De-

lacroix's example, went to the Orient for sub-

jects. Among the best known are Decami)s
(1803-60), Marilhat (1811-47), and Fromentii*
(1820-70). To the same group belong later the

painters Theodore Fr&re and Ziem, the latter

famous for ^'enetian scenes, and Regnault ( 1843-

71), also a fine portraitist.

The BarbisoH painters represented the emotion-
al impulse of Romanticism as applied to land-

scape. Influenced by the plcin air work
of Constable and Bonington, they went direct-

ly to nature, portraying it with fine feeling

for light, atmosphere, and color. Their pictures

were never photographic, but expressions of po-

etic moods. Corot (1790-1875) was the lyric tal-

ent of the group, the painter of the silvery tones

of morning and evening; Rousseau (1812-07),

tlie epic, treating the majestic phases of nature;
Jules Dupre, the dramatic; Diaz, the fantastic.

To the same group belong Daubigny (1817-78),
Chinti'euil, and Francais, and later painters like

Cazin and Harpignies, the latter being rather
realistic. The most prominent animal painters

were Troyon ( 1810-05) , who renders the char-

acter of cattle in truthful fashion; Jaques. the

sheep painter, and Van Marcke. pupil of Troyon.
IMore realistic and far less artistic in feeling are
the animal painters Auguste and Rosa Bon-
heur. At Barbison also lived Jean Frant.ois

Jlillet (1814-75). who has depicted the dignity

of life and labor of the French peasant with
great force and simplicity and high artistic feel-

ing. .Jules Breton (1827— ) is more academic
and less of a thinker.

Meanwhile painters had begun to unite the ex-

cellencies of the contending factions. Under
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Louis Philippe, Delaroche (1797-1S56), a popu-
lar Liut weak painter of historical scenes, united
romantic subjects and color with classic line, as
did Horace Vernet, the battle painter, and Ary
Schefi'er. More classic in character were Flandrin,
'the religions painter of France,' Gleyre, and the
XeoGreeki, like Hamon, Aubert, and Gerome, in

the earlier part of his career. The term Semi-
Classicists is applied to a group of painters under
the Second Empire, who combine academic train-
ing, romantic color, and realistic treatment, like

Cabanel, Bouguereau, Gerome, Lef^bre, and per-
haps Henner. Among the chief portrait painters
are Bonnat, the realist, and CaroUis-Duran,
while Laurens (1S38— ), Benjamin Constant, and
Ivochcgrosse treat historical subjects. Baudry
(1S2S-S6), the decorator of the Xevv Opera, is

ra tiler a follower of the Italians of the sixteenth
century. In a class by himself stands the ideal-

istic Puvis de Chavaiines (1824-98), the great
French decorative painter, whose art reminds
rather of the early Florentines.

Tlie third great factor in French art is Real-
ism, as established in the forties by Gustave
Courbet (1819-77). He advocated the aboli-

tion of academic law and of sentiment, and
llic portra.yal of nature just as it is, and
he practiced these theories in his strong ma-
terialistic painting. He had no direct pu-
pils, but his " infiuerice has jjermeated French
painting. The painters of military subjects and
ucnre show realistic influence, like Jleissonier
ilSla-91), Avhose art. however, is based upon
seventeenth-century Dutch. Among his follow-

ers in fashionable genre A'ibert is the best

known; among the military painters are De
Xeuville and Detaille. The genre scenes of Ribot
and Roybet are of a different kind and more
artistic, while among still-life painters Vollon
(1833— ) has never been surpassed.
The fourth great factor in tlie art of the pres-

ent day is so-called Iini)ressionism, the advo-
cates of which organized in 1874. Their prog-

ress consists in the abolition of the tradi-

tions of color and modeling, which the realists

retained, and by rendering the impression

they attained a better portrayal of life and mo-
tion. (See Impressionist School of Paixt-
IXG.) Manet (1833-83) was the founder of the
-fliool : the present head is Claude ilonet, the
(lainter of pure daylight, and among its chief

representatives are Pissaro, the founder of poiii-

tillisme (dotting with pure tints), and the figure

painters Degas and Renoir. Akin to their art is

the work of Monticelli (d. 1880). Their doctrine

soon spread among other artists, winning such
men as Besnard, Carri&re. and Ralfacdli, who
have portrayed the pictui'esqueness of tlie lower
classes. The art of Bastien-Lepage (d. 1884) is

a compromise between realism and the new high
light painting, as is that of his many followers,

like Renouf, Dagnan-Bouveret, and Fantin-
Latour. In late years an imaginative reaction

against the materialistic side of impressionism,
a new idealism, found expression especially in

the Fxhiliition of 1900, in such men as Henri
Martin. Anian-Jean, Fournier. The greatest of

this group is Gustave Moreau (1820-98), whose
numerous pupils have applied his maxims to

every phase of modern life.

Germ.\ny. a great influence upon German
art was exercised by the writings of the archae-

ologist Winckelinann (d. 17G8). Raphael Mengs

(1(28-79) put his theories into practice, and
Carstens (1754-98) followed them to their logi-
cal consequence, utterly neglecting color and
inaugurating the cartoon style, which .so Ion"
dominated German art.

"

The reaction against Classicism took the form
of an imitation both in form and religious spirit
of Italian masters of the fifteenth century, in-
augurated at Rome about 1815 by German paint-
ers generally known as the 'Xazarenes' under the
leadership of Overbedc (1789-1809). (See Pbe-
Raphaklites.

) Of these painters Cornelius
(1783-1807) l)ecanie head of the Munich school,
and, to meet the great demand for mural decora-
tion, he practiced the cartoon style of painting,
which was good in drawing and composition, but
in which pictorial qualities were negh-cted. His
chief follower was Kaull)ach ( 1805-74 1 . who used
cartoon painting to express philosopliic ideas. At
Diisseldorf, on the other haml. under the teaching
of Schadow, a school of painting arose, which paid
attention to color, and represented the romantic
tendencies of German art. (See DCssELnoRF
School of Pai.ntixc.) The greatest German
mural painter of the nineteenth eenturv, Alfred
Rethcl (1810-59), was from the school o"f Diissel-

dorf, while the principal romantic painter,
Moritz von Schwind (1804-71), came from
Munich. Romantic landscape found its highest
development in Karl Friedrich Lessing and his
pupils, like the brothers Achenbach, while Fried-
rich Pieller and Rottmann, by a revival of the
heroic landscape, represented the classical ten-
dencies.

A great change was effected in German paint-
ing by the French and Belgian colorists. and to
the generation of the fifties Paris was the high
school of art. The earliest of these French
trained artists was Anselm Feuerbach, who re-

fined the French influence by contact with the
Italian. At Jlunich Piloty (1826-86) engrafted
French color on the cartoonist style. Among
Ills numerous pupils were the Austrians Makart
( 1840-84). who was a still greater eolorist, and
(iabriel Max. Meanwhile the genre pictures be-

gan to bring art back to real life: es]H'cially well
known in tliis line are Knaus, Vautier, liamberg,
Defregger, and Griitzner.

The greatest change over German art, how-
ever, came after 1870, when historical painting
definitely gave place to that of*life—to realism.

Most prominent among German realists is Men-
zel (1815— ) of the Berlin school, likewise a
great eolorist. Xeither he nor Pettenkofen
(1822-89), a figure painter on realistic lines at

Vienna, had influential following. In Munich
there was a period of fruitful study of the old

masters, the greatest product of which was the

portraitist Lenbach (1830— ), a brilliant eolor-

ist and delineator of character. Leibl occupied

at Munich the same position as Courbet in

Paris.
With the JIunich exhibition of 1879, French

Impressionist painting became known in Ger-

many. The chief representatives of the new art

are Liebermann at Berlin, a genre painter: Uhdc,
who paints Scri]itural subjects in contemporary

life and costume: and Max Klinger. the most
brilliant of the yoimger painters. In a class for

himself stands the Swiss Arnold B;>oklin (d.

1901), brilliant in color, weird in imagination.

At Vienna Klint, leader of the Secessionists, rep-

resents Impressionist views. Jlunkiicsy (d.
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1900), the best known Hungarian painter, was
rather Parisian in techniijue.

(JKEAT Britain. Until late years English art

was little allVcted by that of the Continent.

Among portrait painters were the dignified and
impressive Scotehuian Raeburn (d. 1823), the

vivacious and clever Laurence (d. 1830). The
tendency was toward the historical picture of

an academic order, in which two Americans,

Cojiley (d. 181.5) and Benjamin West (d. 1820),

had h"igh repute, as had Etty (d. 18-l'J), Haydon
(d. 18401, and Eastlake (d. ISO.))—all mediocre

as painters. The greatest of all, though without
color sense or technical training, was the imagi-

native genius William Blake (17.57-1827). Eng-
land is the home of genre painting executed witli

high detail, like that of the Scotchman Wilkie
(d. 1841), ilulready, Collins, Newton, and
Frith. In landscape the English have been pe-

culiarly original. Turner ( 177.>-18r)l ) is the

great representative of the heroic landscape,

which he developed with modern methods and
dazzling color elfects. Here also the paysage
intime (see Landscape) originated, chiefly

through John Constable (177C-1837), who was
the first to eliminate the brown tone in favor

of nature's blues and greens. Cox was his chief

pupil, and Bonington the intermediary between
liis art and French.

The reaction against English academic ten-

dencies came in 184S through the I're-Kaphael-

itcs (q.v.), among whom Kossetli was the best

c(dorist. Holnian Hunt the most detailed and
laborious, Burne-,Jones (d. 1898) the most deco-

rative, ilillais (d. lSO(i) soon became more of a
realist, but ^ladox-Brown, Walter Crane, and
Watts lean toward the Pre-Raphaelites in sen-

timent. Leighton (d. 1890) is more classical

and academic. Among the best known contem-
porary i)a inters are lloll, Herkomer, and Shan-
non; among landseapists Cecil Lawson, Stan-

ho])e Forbes, Alfred Parsons, Luke Fildes, and
Henry Moore for marines. At fila.sgow is a
school which has more aflinity with Paris than
with England, and which has been influenced by
Whistler.
OriiKR European Countries. Spanish painting

after Goya followed the French, though adding
some national touches. The greatest influence

of the century was wielded by Fortunv (1839-

74), a sparkliiljj genre painter—a follower of

Meissonier. Other important names are Mad-
razo, a facile portraitist. Zamarois. Zuloaga, a
high light painter, and Rico, a painter of Vene-
tian scenes. Italy has fluctuated between Oer-
man and French influence, of late years the
latter. The chief painter of the century is

Segantini (d. 1903), the Italian Millet, whose
grand Alpine peasant scenes are of a strikingly
original style. Genre painting, in imitation of
Fortuny, is much practiced by such well-known
artists as Michetti, De Nittis, Boldini, and
others, the last named being a portraitist Paris-
ian in technique.

In Scandinavian countries the influence was at
first German, but in late years, under Parisian
teaching, important schools of highlight paint-
ers have arisen. The Danish (.Johansen) is

homelike and quiet in color, the Swedish more
cosmopolitan and Parisian (Zorn), the Norwe-
gian primitive (ThaiilowK In Russia the early
influences were Byzantine: but of late years a
modern school has arisen, chieflv under French

influence, but with some strong national traits.

Among the best known are Vereshtchagin (d.

1904). the militan- painter, Repin. for historical,

and Maliavine for figure subjects. In Poland
there is a school extremely national in subjects,

though not especially in te(hni<|ue, the chief rep-

resentatives of wliicli are .Matcjkf) and Siemi-
railzki. For the Belgian and Dutch schools, see

Xetuerla.nds SCIIOOL.S OF Pai.nti.ng.

United States. In the Colonial period British
portraitists were active in America, but none of
these possessed essentially American qualities.

The Americans Copley, West, Lesley, and New-
ton were British painters, who passed most of

their lives in England. Even after the Revo-
lution American painting remained under Brit-
ish influence, although there was an inclina-
tion to follow the Italians in larger subjects.
The principal historical painter of this early
period was Trumbull (1750-1843), who depicted
Revolutionary subjects. Gilbert Stuart (1755-
1828), famous for his portraits of Washington,
was the chief portraitist, and for the period an
excellent colorist. Among other portraitists

were •Vanderlyn, Allston, the two Peales, Jarvis,
and Sully—none of them, except Sully, ever ris-

ing above mediocrity.
About 1825 an indigenous art began to appear.

It manifested itself principally in the landscape
painters of the Hudson River school (q.v.),

founded by Thomas Cole. The earliest painters
of this school were self-taught, but its work im-
proved with men like Durand, Kensett, and F. E.

Church. Connected with this school, at least in

sentiment, was the work of Hubbard, Bierstadt,
Moran, and others, who painted extensive pano-
ramas of the Rocky Mountains and sinjilar grand
scenery, and the work of Sanford, McEntee. Whit-
tredge, Bradford, and Richards, who painted
smaller but much better canvases. The portrait

painters of the period were Harding, Elliott, In-

man, Huntington, and Healey.
Meanwhile the influence of foreign schools,

which was to some extent evident in the work of

these men, began to make itself felt with greater
force. That of the Diisseldorf school was repre-

sented by Leutze (1816-08), the painter of

Revolutionary subjects, ilore important was
the French influence, introduced by Ilicks (1823-

90), a pujjil of Couture, and especially by W.
;M. Hunt (1824-79), who was a disciple of the
Barbison school, the methods of which he intro-

duced into this country. Important contempo-
rary figure painters were George Fuller, Eastman
.lohnson, and Vedder. and especiallv .Tobn La
Farge and Winslow Homer, both men of high
technical accomplishments and great originality.

In landscape there were Wyant. Inness (d.

1897), the most original and able American
landscape painter, and Homer Martin (d. 1897).
The latest development nia.v be said to have

begun wjith the Centennial Exhi!)ition of 1876,
which revealed to American artists the achieve-

ments of foreign schools. Since that time it has
been the general custom to study abroad, to some
extent at Munich, but princi]iall.v at Paris. In-

deed, French methods have become quite general-
ly adopted, although American art has remained
national in its choice of subjects and in its con-

ceptions. The principal centre of art is New
York, and the new development is especiallv rep-

resented by the Society of American Artists

(q.v.). founded in 1878, in opposition to the more
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conservative Xational Academy (q.v.). Among
the more important contemporary artists resid-

ing in America are W. U. Chase, an excellent

• technician in all respects, and in all subjects,

Blum, Dewing, Thayer, and Kenyon Cox. Figure
and genre painting are further represented by
men like Simmons, Hassam, Wiles, Blashfield,

and Turner: portraiture l)y Lockwood, Tarbell,

and Vinton : landscape by Weir, Twaclitman,
(Theodore Robinson (d. ISyti), Horatio Walker

and Maynard.
There is nothing essentially national about the

American painters who practice abroad. Prob-

ably the most important artist of American birth

was Whistler (18.34-1903), the essence of whose
work is refinement, both in conception and color.

The work of the other Americans residing at

Paris and elsewhere, like Alexander Harrison,
.Mclchers, and Walter Gay, is rather French than
;uiything else. Among the Americans at London
v.. A. Abbey (18.52— ) is a good colorist, and
Sargent ( 185(3^) is in many respects the great-

est portrait painter of the present day.

BlBLlOGB.^PHY. The most scholarly histoiy of

painting is by Woltmann and Woermann (Leip-

zig. 1S7S-88; Eng. trans., Xew York. 1901),

Kugler's Handbuch der Geschichte der Malerei

(Berlin, 1867) is best known in the Eng-
lish translations, Italian Schools of Paintiny,

^ edited by Layard (London, 18911 ; and (lerman,
I Flemish, and Dutch Schools- of Painting, edited

h/l Croire (ib.. 1898). Van Djke's History

of Paintinfi (Xew York, 1901) is a good brief

textbook, especially strong in the technical char-

acterization of the artists. An admirable brief

(iernian history is that of Miither, Geschichte
der Malerei (Leipzig, 1899-1900). The standard
French works are by Blanc (Paris, 187G) and
Viardot (London, 1877). Ruskin's Modern
Painters (London, 1843-GO) is a suggestive and
stimulating work.

The best account of Greek painters is still that

in Brunn's Geschichte der griechischen Kiinstler,

vol. ii. (Stuttgart, 18-59; 2d unaltered ed. 1889).
( onsult also, Girard. La peinture antii/ue {Paris,

189.51. .An excellent series of biographies is that

edited by Dohme. Ktinsl und Kiinsller des Mit-

telalters und der Xeuzeit (Leipzig, 1877-80).

Tlie liest general histories of modern painting

are those of Rosenberg (Leipzig, 1894) and
Muther (Eng. trans.. London, 189.5-9C). Con-
sult also the Dicfionarij of Painters, by Bryan
I new ed. by Williamson. Xew York. 1903 et

seq. ). For authorities upon the special schools,

(unsult the articles on the Florextixk. Xetheb-
LA.XD.s. and other schools, and upon the special

artists.

i PAINTS. A paint is composed of a pigment,

I which is a solid substance ground to a fine
* powder, mixed with a liquid of such a nature

that when spread in a thin (ilm and exposed to

the air it will turn into an adhesive and more
or less tough solid substance, thus cementing
the particles of pigment to each other and to

the coated surface. The pigments used in paint-

making are of various origins and compositions,
b\it all are of such a nature as to have little or
no chemical action on the liquid component. This
liquid may be watery, like the solution of glue
used in kalsoniine. or an oil. like linseed oil: or

i*^ may be any kind of varnish. In all eases

this liquid part of the paint is, while liquid.

called the vehicle, and when dry the binder. To
the mi.xture of pigment and vehicle there is

usually added a drier and a suhiiil or thinner.
Special paints, like fireproof paints and ships'
bottom paints, are considered separately in suc-
ceeding sections.

PiGMEXTS. The only while pigments are white
lead and white zinc, the former being a mixture
of carbonate and hydrate of lead, and the latter
an oxide of zinc. The black pigmenls are lamp-
black, boneblack, and graphite. Lampblack is

mainly carbon, and results from the imperfect
combustion of oil or gas, the latter being also
known as gas black and carbon black. Lamp-
black is the finest in texture of all.pigmentji,
but different lots differ greatly in this respect.
The finer grades are the more valuable. It con-
tains some peculiar oily matter, and retards the
drying of oil more than any other pigment, but
it is, on the other hand, the most durable. The
black pigment mast commonly used (except in

the special class of anti-corrosive paints) is

boneblack, known also as drop black, and in the
finer grades as ivory black. This contains about
10 or 12 per cent, of free carbon, to which it

owes its color, the remainder being the mineral
matter of the bone, 3 or 4 per cent, of car-

bonate, and most of the rest phosphate of lime.

Graphite, or mineral crystallized carbon, is ex-

tensively used in anti-rust paints; it is flaky

in structure and brownish-black in color; like

all carbon pigments, it is extremely opaque: it

is difficult to grind it to a fine powder. The
most brilliant red pigments are vermilion and
carmine. True vermilion, or English vermilion,

is a sulphide of mercury. It is a pigment of

great opacity and beautiful color, and tolerably

permanent in ordinary use. Carmine is the most
brilliant red known, and is an organic compoimd
of alumina, such as is technically called a lake.

It is rather transparent and is used as a finishing

color. Some of the coal-tar dyes also make red

lakes of great permanence and beauty. These
reds are the only pigments of importance derived

from coal-tar colors. Various iron oxides form
the ordinary bromnish-red and brown pigments;
some of these are of a purple shade : all are

deep in color and have great opacity. The
hydrated oxides are brighter in color than the

anhydrous. JIany of these oxide pigments are

made from ores containing clays, which make
them brown, or, in the case of ochres, yellow.

Sienna, which, when roasted, is exactly the color

of old mahogany, and is used to stain light

woods, is one of these earthy oxides. The most

common yellow pigment is chromate of lead,

which is an orange-yellow substance ; the paler

shades are made by the addition of sulphate of

lead at the time of making the chromate. The
pure orange chromate of lead is made by the

addition of a .solution of bichromate of soda to

a solution of nitrate or acetate of lead : by adding

sulphate of soda to the bichromate solution, and
then mixing this with the lead solution, a mixed
precipitate of chromate and sulphate of lead is

produced ; the sulphate is. therefore, a proper

ingredient in medium and light chrome yellows.

By precipitating Prussian blue in a similar man-
ner with chromate of lead, chrome green is made.

Cadmium yellow is a brilliant and valuable

pigment, a sulphide of cadmium: the chromate

of strontium is known as perfect yellow. Oc^re

makes a dull and impure kind of yellow. Chrome
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green is the principal green; it fades badly.

Paris green is an arsenical conipoinul of copper,

very brilliant, but not a very opaque pigment.

Chrome oxi(U' makes an olive f;reeu of a subdued

but handsome color. It is probably the only

perinanciit j;reen. I'nisfiiiiii hliif in a fern>cvanide

of iron, dark blue, somewhat reseiiililing indigo;

but tlie most common Idue is ultramarine, an
artificial substance whose somewhat variable

composition is known accurately only to its

makers. It is only modeiately permanent. The
high price of cobalt blue prevents its extensive

use; it is more i)ermaiu'iit llnui other blues. The
foregoing are the [jriiicipal upacpie body colors.

Besides these there is a large class known as

lakes, which are made by preci[)itating the color

ingredients of various dyestull's with suitable

chemicals, usually compounds of alumina, ba-

rium, or lead. These lakes are conuiionly used

to impart a desired tone to the more opaque
])ignu'nls. JIadder lakes are ])repared from
madder, and nuiy vary in shade from ]iink

through red and yellow to purple and brown.

See Madder.
Vf;iiKi,E.s. Tlie principal oil used as a vehicle

is linseed. This is made by expression from
flaxseed; the crude oil is purilieil liy settling,

letting it stand t^vo or three months in taidvS at

a teni])erature not lower than 70° F.; it is

finally filtereil. Linseed oil when spread in a

thin film absorbs and combines with oxygen
from the air. and is converted into ;i somewhat
elastic leathery substance, commonly known as

lino.xyn. A few other oils have this power in a

less degree, but only one equals linseed oil; this

is known as long oil or Chinese wood oil. and
appears to excel linseed oil in this respect. It

is, however, liigher in price than linseed, and
darker in color, so that it is not likely to be

used.

DHIER.S. Driers act by taking up oxygen from
the air and giving it up to the oil. These driers
are compounds of lead and manganese, in solution

in the oil ; these metals have the power of form-
ing two sets of oxygenated compminds, the
peroxidizcd ones having twice as nuich oxygen
as tlie others. When in linseed oil they give up
half theii' oxyt;cn to the oil. then, being ex])osed

to the air, they absorb a fresh equivalent of

oxygen, which again the oil takes from them; in

this way they act as carriers of oxygen from the
air to the oil, acting, of course, only when the

oil is spread out in a film and exposed to the air.

Since the oil is thus converted into a solid dry
substance, these agents are called driers.

S()i,vENT.s. Most oil paints contain some tur-

pentine or other volatile solvent. It is generally
agreed that turpentine is the best of these; it is

slow to evajiorate. and any residue which does
not evaporate readily oxidizes into a durable
resinous substance, highly elastic, while benzine,
which is often used as a substitute, is more
rapidly volatile. The turpentine mixture retains
its complete Iluidity some little time after brush-
ing out into a film, and so the brush-marks How
out and disappear, and the whole surface becomes
smooth and uniform; hut benzine evaporates im-
mediately, and the paint becomes comparatively
stiff and shows brush-marks and all imperfec-
tions of surface. This is, of course, moi-e marked
still in varnishes. Benzine has also a tendency,
in some cases, to cause a separation. Kerosene
is also used as a substitute for turpentine, but

no good paint can be made with kerosene as an
ingredient. Artificial turpentines are usually

made of high boiling-point benzine or low boiling-

point kerosene, scented with eucalyptus and other

essential oils. They are not to be used.

I'ike-Pkoof PAIXT.S. The best lire-proof paints

are made by grinding into each gallon of [)aint

about a pound of boric acid. Some manufacturers
use instead a very soft and easily fusible glass

whicii is jjowdercd and used in the same way.
The idea is that when exposed to heat the boric

acid or the glass will melt and form an air-

proof glaze over the wood ; the boric acid also,

being slowly vidatile, ])enetrates the surface with

a gas which neither burns nor supports combus-
tion. None of these paints are at all llre-[)roof

when fresh, as the oil is so combustible as to

overcome the restraining influence of the flux;

but when the oil has become oxidized, it no
longer burns readily, and, of course, the pigment
is in almost all cases incombustible, and the

protective action of such paint is then very con-

siderable. The fire-proofing quality of such a
paint diminishes with age and exposure, as the

l)oiic acid dissolves out and is washed away by
the rain.

SiiU's' BoTTOil P.\INTS. In general, the sub-

ject of painting the bottoms of iron ships may
be divided into the preservation of the metal
from corrosion and the prevention of fouling.

The former is secured by appljing any good
anti-corrosive paint, and the problem, so far, is

like the preservation of metallic structures in

general. Some of the paint manufacturers at-

tempt to do this by a special paint; others aim
to m.ake their anti-fouling com])Ounds keep the

water from the metal plates and serve both uses.

The anti-fouling paints work by poisoning the

organisms which attach themselves to the ship,

and are chiefly of three kinds. One of these has
for its active agent the oxides of copper ; these

were, in the first instance, ground and mixed
with Stockholm tar. The cojipcr was supposed

to dissolve slowly and to kill the adhering or-

ganisms. Its use was suggested by the successful

use of copper sheathing on wooden ships, but
the generally accepted theory, of the action of

copper sheathing is that it acts, not by poison-

ing, but by a process of exfoliation or scaling

off; that animals attach themselves to it, but
that an outer layer of the copper peels off and
leaves a fresh surface. (See Sheathing.) An-
other sort of copper paint is a copper soap, made
by precipitating a solution of common soap with
a solution of some .salt of copper, thus making an
olcate or some similar salt of copper. This is

a, soapy or grcnsy substance, insoluble in water,

and is applied hot, making a thick coating. This

is not a good foundation for animals or plants

to attach themselves to. and it is continually

wearing away. The third, and at jirescnt the

most numerous class of paints, are the varnish

paints, already partly described, made from a
spirit varnish. The pigment in these may be

almost anything; commonly it is oxide of iron,

sometimes with some white lead or white zinc;

sometimes the coloring matter is Paris green, or

some green jngment suggesting copper. The
poisonous matter mav be some arsenical com-
pound, but in some of the most successful ones

it is a mercury compound. The arsenical com-
pounds are very cheap and are undonbtedl,y

poisonous, but the mercury compounds are more
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intensely poisonous ; that is, thev poison with a
less amount, but they are very expensive, costing
for tlie most part about a dollar per pound of
contained mercury. It may be doubted whether
there is much choice among the mercuiy com-
pounds, as the sea water will convert any of
them into corrosive sublimate. The essential
thing seems to be to get a varnish which will

last as long as possible, regard being Jiad to the
absolute necessity of having one which will dry
almost immediately, then to put in enough mer-
I iiry or other poison to last as long as the var-
nish does, in quantity sufficient to kill everything
with which it comes in contact.

ilANUFACTVRE. Paint being a composite sub-
stance consisting of a pigment, a vehicle, a drier,
and often a solvent, it is evident that paint
manufacture includes first the manufacture of
the separate constituents, and second the min-
i^ling of these constituents. In large paint works
:i!l the ingredients as well as the mixed paint
are made in one plant, but in many paint works
'iue or more of the ingredients are purchased,
the mixing only being done at the works. Gen-
erally described, the process of paint manufac-
ture is to grind the pigment, vehicle, and drier
together in special grinding mills, the liquid
coming from the mill being the finished paint,
which has then only to be sealed in cans or kegs
to be ready for sale. The method of manufactur-
ing the various pigments defined in the preceding
paragraph differs in each case. Different ve-
hicles, driers, and thinners are also made in
different ways.

BibUOCRAPiiY. Consult: Church, O/icniisfr)/ o/^

I'liints and Painting (London, 1892) ; Terry,
Pif/mfnts, Paint, and Painting (ib., 1893);
Hurst, Painters' Colours, Oils, and Varnishes:
A Prnrticnl Manual (ib.. 1896) : Standage, The
Artist's Manual of Pifimenfs (ib., 1898).

See Mineral Colors ; Oils ; Turpe.ntine.

PAIRING. In parliamentary practice, an
arrangement by which two members of a legisla-

ture who intend to cast opposite votes on a
question a<;ree that both will absent themselves
for a limited time, thus leaving the relative

strength of their parties inichanged. It has long
been a recognized custom in the House of Com-
mons. The first known instance in the United
States Congress occurred in 1840. It was
severely rebuked by .John Quincy Adams, who
prepared a resolution declaring that it involved
the violation of the Constitution, of an express
rule of the House, and of the duties of both
|iarties. The resolution was never voted upon,
and the practice, recommended by its obvious
convenience, has since become common.

PAISIELLO, pii'e-zyel'ld, or P.ffiSIELLO,
Giovanni (1741-1816^.' An Italian musician,

son of a veterinary surgeon at Taranto. He
received his musical education in the con-

servatory of Saint Onofrio at Naples. Of
his earlier operas produced at Naples the

most celebrated w-as Dal finto al vero, com-
posed in 1777. Some of his best works, par-

ticularly II harbiere di Seciglia, were written
during an eight years' residence at Saint Peters-

burg. .At Vienna he composed twelve symphonies
for large orchestra, and the opera buffa /' re

Teodoro. Between 178.5 and 1799 he produced

a number of operas for the Neapolitan Theatre,

and was appointed by Ferdinand IV. his maestro

di capella. In consequence of having accepted
under the Revolutionary Government the olBce
of national director of music, he was suspended
from his functions for two years after the res-
toration of royalty, but was eventually restored
to them. In 1802 he went to Paris to direct
the music of the consular chapel; but the in-
different reception shortly after gi\en to his
opera Proserpine led him to return to Naples,
where he died. His compositions are charac-
terized by sweetness and gracefulness of melody,
and a simplicity of structure remarkable for
the period and conditions in which he lived. Be-
sides no fewer than ninety operas, Paisiello
composed masses, requiems, cantatjis, an oratorio,
instrumental quartets, harpsichord sonatas, and
concertos.

PAISLEY, paz'll. A manufacturing town,
municipal and Parliamentary burgh of Ren-
frewshire, Scotland, on the White Cart, three
miles above its junction with the Clyde, and
seven miles west-southwest of Glasgow (Map:
Scotland, D 4). The town comprises the old
portion on the west bank of the rixer, with long
regular streets of warehouses and factories, and
the new portion to the east built on level ground.
It has fine municipal and ecclesiastical buildings,

and the restored remains of the abliey founded
in 11G4 are the best specimens of their kind in

Scotland. The town has several parks and
recreation grounds, including Dunn Square, the
Fountain (ianU'ns, the Brodie Park, and Saint
.lames Park, with a racecourse on «liich since

1608 horse-races, originated by act of the burgh
bailies, have been held annually on Saint .laraes's

day. The town owns much real estate, and gas,

water, and electric lighting works, controls the

charities, manages the hospitals, and maintains
public libraries and museums, baths, slaughter

houses, cemetery, and artisans' dwellings. Pais-

ley may be considered the seat of the thread
manxifacture for the home and American mar-
kets. Tartan cloths, handkerchiefs, carpets, etc.,

soap, starch, and corn (lour are largely manu-
factured ; and dyeing estnblislimcnts on an exten-

sive scale, power-loom factories, print-works, ma-
chine shops, bleach-fields, shipbuilding yards,

etc., are in operation in the town and vicinity.

The manufacture, now almost e.xtinct. of the

famous shawls originated at the beginning of

the nineteenth century. Connuonly recognized as

the Roman Vanduara, the town is mentioned in

1157 as Passeleth, a possession of Walter Filz-

alan. who six vears later founded the prion-.

Population, in 'lS91, 60,400: in 1901, 79„'?50.

Consult: l.ees. Abbey of Paisley (Paisley, 1878i ;

Brown, History of Paisley (2 vols.. Paisley,

1886).

PAIXHANS, pilk'siixs'. Henri Joseph ( 178,3-

18.34). A French artillery officer, author, and
inventor. He was born in Franc-e, graduated from

the Keole Polytechnique, and was assigned to the

artillery, in which senice he became a general

officer. The gun called by his name was adopted

in France about 1824. and .shortly afterwards in

England. Paixhans was also distinguished for

his other improvements in heavy ordnance, gun-

carriaires. projectiles. :ind methods of working

guns. He strongly recommended the use of eylin-

(iro-conical projectiles as going more directly and

striking more powerfully than roiind balls, and

as being less exposed to air resistance. The
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original Paixhans gun was 9 feet 4 inches long,

with a bore of 8% inches, and a weight of about
7400 pounds; the charge consisted of between

lO'i! and 18 pounds of powder. It would bear

hollow shot of (jO pounds, or solid shot of 86 to 88
pounds. lie was the author of several works on
naval gunnery. See articles Guss, Naval;
Obd.nance.

PAJARITO. A fish. See Halfbeak.

PAJOU, pa'zhoo;', AUGUSTIN (17301809). A
Frencli sculptor. He was born in Paris, was a

pupil of Lemoine, and obtained the Prix de Kome
for sculpture in 1748. On his return after

twelve years of study at Kome, he was elected a
member of the Academy on the merit of his

work, "Pluto Holding Cerberus in Chains"
(Louvre), and in 1707 he became professor.

Louis XVL employed him to adorn with sculp-

tures the fatade of the Palais Royal, and to exe-

cute statues of Pascal, Turenne, IJossuet, BulTon,

and Descartes. He executed also the sculptures
of the Salle de I'Opf-ra at Versailles, the orna-

ments of the Palais Bourbon, and of the Cathe-
dral of Orleans. The Louvre contains a number
of his works, among which are the aristocratic

bust of Madame de Pomi)adour, and the charm-
ing ideal statue of "Psyche." His art is char-

acterized by exquisite grace, and resembles that

of his contemporary, the painter Boucher. He
received a handsome fortune from his works, but
lost it bv the Revolution. Consult his biography
by Lehreton (Paris, 1810).

PAK'ENHAM, Sir Edward Michael (1778-

1815). An English soldier. He was born in

County Westmeath, Ireland; entered the army at
an early age, and by rapid promotion came to be
major-general in 1812. He served under Wel-
lington in the Peninsula, particularly distin-

guishing himself at Salamanca, where he com-
manded the division which broke the enemy's
centre and brought success to Wellington. In
1814 he was .selected to direct the expedition

against New Orleans, and was killed in the un-
successful attack of .lanuarv 8, 181.5. See New
Orleans. Battle of.

PAKHOI, piik-hoi'. A treaty port of South-
ern China, in the Province of Kwang-tung,
situated on the Gulf of Tongking, 280 miles
southwest of Canton (Map: China, C 7). The
Chinese town is built at the foot of a bluff

on the top of which lies the European section.

The city serves as the port of Lien-chow. In

1901 its volume of trade amounted to .$2.87.5.000,

the chief exports lieing hides, anise-oil. indigo,

and fish, and the imports cotton and woolen
goods, petroleum, and opium. Population, about
20.000. Pakhoi was opened to foreign trade in

1870.

PAK-KWA, piiTcwa' (Chin., eight diagrams).
Eight figures or symbols said to have been elabo-

rated by the mythical Chinese Emperor Fuh-hi
(q.v. ). Each consists of a group of three paral-

lel horizontal lines, some of them whole, and
some broken in two, the broken lines symljolizing

the tin. female or negative principle in the cos-

mogonic theory held by the Chinese, and the im-

broken lines the iianq. male or positive prin-

ciple. By doubling these groups and ringing

the changes on the different possible combina-
tions, a new series of 04 hexagrams was pro-

duced, and these form the basis of the oldest

of the Chinese classics, the Yi-King or "Book
of Changes."

PAKS, poksh. A market-town of Hungary,
in the County of Tolna, situated in a marshy
region on the Danube, 00 miles south by west of

Budapest (Map: Hungary, F 3). The town
has a trade in wine and poultry. Population,

in 18110, 11,800; in 1900, 12,034, mostly Magjars.

PALACE. Originally a building for the resi-

dence of the sovereign, the term being derived
from the buildings on the Palatine Hill at
Rome, where the successive emperors built their

residences and halls of state. In English, the
word has strictly no other .sense than this; but
there are many recent adaptations from foreign
languages which are in use among travelers, stu
dents of art, and the like. Thus, the Itali,in

piilazzo, which means a stately private dwellini;;

and, in some cities, one having a carriage drive-

way (porte-cochere) admitting to a court, is

tr.inslated carelessly by "palace." Also as 'pa-

lazzo' is extended to cover nuinicipal buildings,

such as those at Siena, Perugia, Gubbio, and
the like, some writers translate Palazzo Com-
munale, Palazzo Municipale, Palazzo Vecchio, by
a compound term, of which 'palace' forms a

part, jlore rarely, the French word Palais, as in

Palais de .Justice, Palais de Commerce, is ren-

dered into English as 'palace,' The use of the

word for a very costly dwelling-house is a mere
exaggerated expression not received into the lan-

guage, as having a separate signification.

PALACIO VALDES, pa-la'the-o val-das',

Au.MA.Mio (18.53—), A Spanish novelist, born
at Entrcalgo, in Asturias. He passed much of bis

youth at Aviles, on the coast. After a prclimi-

nary training at Oviedo, he went to Madrid to

de\ote himself to the study of jurisprudence and
political economy. He became a prominent mem-
ber of the Ateneo, and was made editor of the

periodical La Reriata Europea when but twenty-
two years old. After directing it for three years,

he withdrew to give himself up to the composi-

tion of novels. The first of them. />/ seiiorito

Oclavio (1881), illustrates his fondness for sim-

plicity of plot, and marks him from the start as

one who excels in the psychological analysis of

the inner man as in the description of the aspects

of outer nature. His second novel, Maria y
iliiria (1883), is by many deemed to be his

masterpiece. It deals with the contrast between

a life of active, human love and one of virginal

and mystic contemplation. In his later novels

Valdfe inclines toward naturalism. The more re-

cent works—all of gre;it interest and most of

them, like tlie Martn y Maria, now translated into

English—are: Ei idilio de un enfcrmo; Josi'. a

charming seaside idyll; Aguas fuerles, a collec-

tion of tales: Iiiverita, and its sequel, Maximina,
the latter containing many autobiographical ele-

ments; El cuarto poder ; La hermana San SuJ-

picio; La espuma ; La fe; El maestrante; El
oriyen del pensamientn; Los majos de Cidiz; La
ah'iiria del enpildn Uihol. The author's ideas

with regard to the art of fiction are expressed in

essays prefixed to the editions of the Hermana Hnn
Kitlpicio and the Majos de Cddis. Other works
of a critical nature are: Los oradores del Ateneo;

Los novelistas espaiioles; Xttevo viaje al Par-

naso : and, produced in collaboration with Alas,

La Uteratiira en IHSl. Consult: Blanco-Garcfa,

La lUeratura espanola en el siglo XIX., second
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part (Madrid, 1891); Houells, in Ilariici'.s

Mdyaziiie (Sew York, April. ISSU, and Xovem-
ber. 1886) ; Baxter, "A Great Modern Spaniard."

in The Atlantic Monthly (Boston, April, 1000) ;

Davidson, in the introduction to liis edition of

tlie -/o.sr (Boston. 1900).

PALACKY, pa-lats'ke. Frantisek (1798-

1870). A Bohemian historian and jiDlitical lead-

er. He was born at Hodoslavitz in iloravia, and
studied at Pressburg and Vienna. He became
archivist at Prague in 1823, and national histori-

ii.i;rapher in 18.39. In 1848 he was a prominent
niendier of the Slavic Congress at Prague, and
sliortly after acted as representative in tlie Aus-
trian Diet at Kremsier. A leader of the Czech

national part}' in the provincial Diet of Bohemia,
lie became a prominent figure in the ])olitical life

of the Empire, allying himself (although a Protes-

tant) with the Citramontanes in his opposition

to the Ansjjleich with Hungary. He took part

in the Panslavic Congress at Moscow in 1807.

I'ah>cky"s reputation as historian rests on his

(nschi'chte toil Bohiiien (1836-07), begun in Ger-

man and continued in Czech, a work based on
\ast original research into original sources,

other writings are: Die iiltesten Denlnnaler der

hiihmischen Sprache (1840); Geschichte des

Hussitentums (1868) ; Geschichte des Hussiten-

kriegs (1872-74).

PALADILHE, pa'la'del', Emile (1844—). A
French composer, born near Montpellier. He stud-

ied at the Paris Conservatory under Benoist,

Marmontel. and Hale\-T. and in 1860 won the

Grand Prix de Rome with the cantata he czar

Ivan IV. During his stay in Rome he wrote an

o]iera butTa and considerable instrumental music,

liut upon his return to Paris he became more
widely known for his songs, which include:

"Mandolinata," "Premieres pensiies," and Melo-

dies ecossaises." His first opera, he passant, was
prod\iced in 1872, and was followed by L'amour
iifriciiin (187.5); Suzanne (1878); Diana

(1885): and Les Sainfes Maries de la mrr. a

lyric drama (1892). His most successful opera.

I'atric, produced in 1886, has been given in Ger-

many and Italy. His compositions also include

considerable sacred music.

PALADIN ( OF. paladin, from It. paladino,

from -ML. iialntinus. warrior, one connected with

the palace, from Lat. pahitinm. palace). A
term originally derived from the Counts Palatine,

or of the palace (see Pal.a.ti.\'E) . who were the

highest dignitaries in the Byzantine Court, and

hence used generally for a lord or chieftain, and

by the Italian romantic poets for a kniglit-errant.

PAL.a;ARCTIC EEGION. See Paleabctic

EEfilOX.

PALiEASTER ( Xeo-Lat., from Gk. ira\ai6s,

piilaios. ancient + do-rijp, a.s-/rr, star, starfish).

now lo.st. The grammar that bears his name is

wrongly ascribed to him. He is mentioned by
Suetonius (De lllustribus Grummaticis, 23), and
by Juvenal (vi., 4.51; vii., 215-219), who says
that Palaemon was the master of Quiutilian.
Consult : Xettleship, in the linijUsh Journal of
Philology (x\'., 192) ; and Marschall, De Hem-
mil Palwmonis Libris Grammaticis (Leipzie.
1887).

V H B'

PALjEOBOTANY, etc. See Paleobota.w, etc.

PAL.a;OCREXJ'SIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Gk. -oXoioj, palaios, ancient, -)- Neo-Lat. Creu.iia,
from Gk. Kpiovna, Kreousa, a character of Greek
mythology). A Lower Devonian barnacle that
lived as a commensal in cavities of the coral
Favosites. See Barnacle.

PA'L.a;OHATTE'RIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. TraXauis, palaios, ancient + Neo-l„at.
Hatlcria, of uncertain origin). A fossil lizard-

like reptile of the order Rhynchoeephalia, found
in tlie Permian formations of Europe. See
RlIVNCIIOCEPIIALIA.

PA'L-ffiOL'OGUS (Lat., from Gk. noXaiAXo-

70s, Pahiiologos) . The name of an illustrious

ijyzantine family, which first appears in history

in the eleventh century, and attained the Im-
perial dignity in the person of Michael VIII.
(q.v.), who became Emperor of Nica'a in 1259,

and mounted the throne of Constantinople in

1261. His successor on the throne was his son
Andronicus II., in whose reign, which extended
from 1282 to 1328, the Turks commenced a series

of assaults on the Byzantine dominions. He as-

sociated his son, Micliael IX.. with himself, but

was dethroned by his grandson, Andronicus III.,

who reigned from 1328 to 1341. The latter was
an able warrior and ruler, who rei^atedly de-

feated the Bulgarians, the Tatars of the Golden

Horde, and the Servians, but was unsuccessful

against the Catalans in Greece, while the Turks
during his reign ravaged the coasts of Thrace

as far as the Balkans. He was greatly esteemed

by his subjects, and well merited the title of

•father of his country.' Andronicus III. was suc-

ceeded bv his son. .John V., who ruled, with some

interruptions, from 1341 to 1391. During his

minority his mother, Anna, and John Cantacuze-

nus weie regents. The latter in self-])rotection

had himself proclaimed co-Emperor as John \'I.

in 1341. ( See Caxtacizexus. ) During John V.'s

reign the Turks made great progress, and the Eni-

Iieror was compelled in 1370 to agree to pay them

an annual tribute. In 1376 John was overthrown

bv his son. Andronicus IV., but regained the crown

in 1379. In 1390 the son of Andronicus IV.,

John VII.. dethroned him :ind ruled for a few-

months, but John V. ultimately regained the

crown, and retained it until his death. February

16, 1391. John VII. sought Turkish aid. and

An extinct genus of starfishes, found in rocks of compelled the son and successor of .John V.

Ordovician to Carboniferous age in Xorth Ameri-

ca and Europe. See Starfish.

PAL.ffi'MON, QuiXTUS Eemmitjs. A Roman
grammarian of the first century. He was bom
at Vicentia. the son of a female slave. I'nlike the

enrlier scholars, who had made the older litera-

ture the centre of their linguistic studies. Pala--

mon devoted himself chiefly to Vergil, and is to

be remembered for having first introiluced the

latter's works as a text-book into the Roman
schools. His grammar. Ars. is said to have been

much consulted b\- later grammarians, but is

Manuel II. (q.v.), to make him co-Emperor in

1398, but in 1402 he was sent to the island of

Lemnos. and in 1407 some land was given to him

in Thessaly and .Macedonia which the Turks soon

conquered." He died about 1408. The sucivssor

of Manuel II. was his son, John VIII., who ruled

from 1425 to 1448. On being pressed by the

Turks he held out to the Popes the old bait of

the union of the Greek and Western churches

under his sway, and even presented himself at

the Council of Florence, where, in July. 1439,

the union of the churches was brought about
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But on Ills return to Constantinople the opposi-

tion of the Ureek fcclesiastius to the union, sup-

poi-teJ by the people, rendered the agreement o£

Florence'a dead letter. Tlie Pope, however, stirred

up Ladislas of Hungary and I'ohiiid lo altaek

the Turks, but they eould not be driven baek.

John was suceeeded by his brother Constantine

XL, who ruled from 1448 to 14.33, and with liim

the Byzantine Empire ended. ( See Consta^ti.xe

XI.) A braneh of the Paheologi ruled ISIont-

ferrat, in Italy, from 1.306, but became extinct

in the si.xteenth century. The Pahrologi were

connected by marriage with tlie ruling families

of Hungaryand Servia, and the niece of the last

Byzantine Kniperor married Ivan 111., Czar of

Russia—a fact which the Czars of Russia were
wont to bring forward as an argument in favor

of their claims to European Turkey.

PA'LJEONIS'CtrS (Xco-Lat., from Gk. to-

XaiAs, jKildios. ancient + iiMir/tos, oyuKkos, fish of

the cod kind, diminutive of (iras, ohuv, ass). A
genus of fossil actinopterygian fishes found in

the Permian rocks of Europe. The body was
long and slender, covered with regular ganoid

scales, and was jirovided with small triangular

dorsal, pectoral, pelvic, and anal iins. It is espe-

cially common in the shales of England and in

the copper-bearing shales of Thviringia, in Ger-

many.

PA'L^OSPON'DYLTTS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk.

iroXaiij, /luldioa. ancient + cnrSfSvXoi, spoiidi/loa,

/npii/SvXot, siilioiitliihiK, vertel)ra). A very inter-

esting fish-like fossil found in the flagstones of

the Old Ked Sandstone at Achanarras, near

Thurso, Scotland. The entire fossil is scarcely

two inches long, and it consists of an anterior

broader cephalic portion and a long posterior

slender vertebral colunui, terminated by a deli-

cate feather-like fin. The structure of the head
resembles that of the recent lamprey, and on this

account Pabeospondylus is supposed to be an
ancestral lamprey, in which all the cartilages

were calcified. Consult: Dean. "The Devonian
Lamprey, Pabeospondylus gunni Traquir. with
Xotes on th<' Systematic -U'rangemcnt of the

Fish-like Vertebrata," in A'ejo York Academy
of ficiences, Mrmoirs. vol. ii., part i. (Xew York,
1S!I!1). Sec Cyclostomi.

PA'LJEOTHE'RITJM: (Xco-Lat., from Gk.
7raXai6s, pdlaios, ancient + 8-itplov, thcrioii, di-

minutive of 6-/IP, tlu'r, wild beast). An extinct

perissodactylatc hoofed mamnuil of the size of a
rhinoceros found in abundance in s<niie Eocene
deposits of Europe. It was described and named
by Cuvier in 1S04 from specimens exbiimed at
the gypsum quarries at Montmartre. near Paris.

By some authors it has lieen looked upon as a
three-toed ancestor of the horse, but it is more
pro])erly considered to represent a lateral ofi"-

shoot from the main line of evolution of the
hor>e. See Horse, Fossil.

PAL^'PHATTJS (Lat., from Gk. na\al<f,a-

Tos, I'liloiphaiox) . A (ireek mytbographer. of an
uncertain period, who is .said to have written in

several books an historical and allegorical ex-

planation of Greek myths. Of tliis work there is

extant only a short alistract. On Incrcdihle Tnirs
(Ilfpl iirla-Ttjiv), which was formerly a favorite

scbo(d Ixiok. In it Pahephatus gives a brief ac-

count of about fifty of the most celebrated Greek
legends, and explains them according to the
method of Euhemerus. The treatise has been

edited by Westermann, in Ills HvBoypdtpot (Bruns-

wick, 1S43). Consult W ipprccht, Questiones
Palaiihalew (18'.)2).

PALAFOX Y MELZI, pti'la-fOii' { nuM'tlu',

Josrc OE, Uukc of Saragossa (17S0-1847). A
Spanish p.ilrioL antl soldier. He entered tlic

army in 17'J2, and was lieutenant in 1808. L'pon

the invasion of the Erencli he carried on a fierce

guerrilla warfare against them; was made Cap-
tain-General of Aragon; unsuccessfully at-

tcmiitcd to h(dd the line of the Kbro, and dis-

tinguislied himself by his heroic defense of Sara-

gossa, .July 27-.\.ugust 14, 1808, and December
20, 1808-February 21, 1809. He was taken a

prisoner to France and kept at Vincennes until

the restoration of Ferdinand Vll. in 1814, when
he was made Captain-General of Aragon. He
conunandcd the Xational Guard from 1820 to

1823, and afterwards lived in disgrace till 1830,

when be became Duke of Saragossa and grandee

of the first class.

PALAIHNIHAN, pa-ll'ne-an (Klamath
p'laikiii, mountaineers). A small linguistic fam-

ily of Xorth .\inerican Indians, living in north-

eastern California, in the basin of the Pit

River, whenc(' they are called also Pit River In-

dians. Seven tribal divisions have been recog-

nized among them. In their social life and
morals, no less than in their vigor, the Palaili-

niban tribes are among the lowest aboriginal

peoples.

PALAIS BOURBON, pa'la' boor'bO.x'. See

ClUMiniK DKS DkI'LTKS.

PALAIS DE JUSTICE, pa'la' de zhus'tf-s'.

.\ group of buildings on the He de la Cite in

Paris, occupying the site of the old royal ])alace,

and devoted' to the law courts. Of the ancient

palace, which was presented to the Parlement
by Charles VII. in 1431. the only portions spared

by the fires of 1018 and 1770 are the Tour de

rilorloge, containing the oldest public clock in

France, dating from 1370, the famous Sainte-

Chapelle (q.v.), the Conciergcrie (q.v.), the so-

called Kitchens of Saint Louis, and three towers.

During the war of the Commune in 1871 a large

part of the structure was destroyed, but has
been restored. A number of the courts open
into the Salle des Pas-Perdus, one of the largest

halls in exi.stence, 240 feet long, ;>0 feet wide,

and 33 feet high. The hall was formerly the

great hall of the royal palace, and consists of

two galleries separated by arcades. It contains

several monuments and statues. The chief en-

trance of the Palais de .Tustice is formed by the

handsome Court of Honor, adorned with alle-

gorical statues.

PALAIS ROYAL, iia'lii' rwii'yal' (Fr., royal

palace). The namy now borne by a hetero-

geneous mass of buildings on the eastern side of

the Rue Richelieu in Paris, coiiiiioseil of a palace,

theatres, public gardens, bazaars, shops, cafes,

and restaurants. The old palace was built be-

tween lOm and 1636 on the site of the Hotel

Ranibouillet by Cardinal Richelieu, >vho at his

death licqueathcd it to Louis XIII. It subse-

quently became the residence of the Orleans

branch of the Bourbons, and during the minority
of Louis XV. acquired a scandalous notoriety

as the scene of the wild orgies in which the Re-

gent. Orleans, and his dissohite companions were
wont to indulge. In the time of his great-grand-

son. Philippe EgalitO. it became the focus of revo-

lutionary intrigue. This prince, partly to repair
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his impoverished fortune and iJEirtl.\- to prove the
sincerity of his professed s\-mpatliy with the
people of Paris, converted part of the gardens
of the Palais Royal into a place of public resort,
and the pavilions of the great court into bazaars,
whicli were divided into shops and stalls. On
the downfall of £galite the buildinfr was taken
possession of by tlie Republican Government.
On the restoration of the Bourbons it was occu-
pied by Louis Philippe till his elevation to the
throne of France in 1830, when it was incorpo-
rated in the general domains of the State. The
palace was sacked by the mob during the Revo-
lution of 1848, when many of its works of art
were destroyed. It was tlioroughly repaired and
magnificently furnished in 18.35, and given by
Xapoleon III. to his uncle, Jerome Bonaparte,
whose son. Prince Xapoleon, resided there until
1871. The Communists set fire to the palace in
1871, and all the apartments occupied by the
Prince were destroyed, but the ilanies were
dieeked before they spread to the galleries and
shops, and the injured portions were restored in
the autumn of 187.3. The garden, with its ave-
nues and parterres, fountains, and grass plots,

still constitutes one of the liveliest and mo.st
frequented spots in tlie whole city: and its cafes
still maintain, in great measure, their former
reputation. The north side of the giand court is

oeccupied by the Theatre du Palais Royal, de-
voted to hif;h comedy and farce.

PALAME'DES (Lat., from Gk. nd\aii-^5vs).

In Greek mythology, a hero, son of Xauplius and
Clymene. In Homer he is not mentioned, but in
the later literature on the Trojan War he plays
a prominent part, being especially noted for his
(|uick understanding and resource. His wit de-
tected the simulated madness of Odysseus, by
jilacing the infant Teleniaehus in front of his
father's plow. To him also was ascribed the
invention of letters, numbers, weights and meas-
ures, money, dice, and draughts. This last, we
are told, was to divert the army in a time of
scarcity. His death was attributed to the jeal-

ousy of Odysseiis and Diomedes, or the revenge
iif Odysseus, but the stories as to the plot
and its execution varied Avidely. The name
Palamidi, which is now borne by the rocky height
above the modern Xauplia. is commonly believed

to point to a cult of the hero in the neighbor-
hood. Consult Jahn, Pal<imedes< (Hamburg,
183G).

PALAMEDESZ. paTa-ma'des, A^-TO^•IS

( c.liiOl-73) , surnamed Stevaerts. A Dutch
jiainter, born probably at Delft, or, according to

IToubraken, in London, where his father, a gem-
setter and painter, was in the service of .James
I. He entered the guild of Delft in 1621, and
was its president in l(i73. He painted the fig-

ures in Van Delen's architectural pictures, and
probably through him met Dirk Hals, whose in-

tluence is noticeable in his works. His subjects

are portraits or militaiy scenes, treated with vi-

vacity and glowing color. Among his authentic
works are: "Portrait of a Young Man." in the
Berlin iluseum : "Spanish Soldiers and Girls in

a Peasant's Cottage" (1(532): "A Soldier Bar-
gaining for a Hare:" and a "Soldier Making
l.ove." all in the iluseum at Hanover; and a
i;nard-room scene, in the Liechtenstein Gallery
in Vienna. With \'an Delen, he painted "The
Meeting of the States-General" (1G.51), in The
Hague Museum. His brother, Pai^medes Pala-

srEDESZ( l(!07-38),was hi., pupil, and paintedmuch
tlie .same subjects in the same manner, but with
less skill. There is a spirited "Cliarge of Cav-
alry" in the Berlin Museum signed with his name.
PAL'AMON' AND ARCITE, ar'slt. Two

Theban princes, imprisoned by Theseus, who both
loved Emilia, sister to Hipp"olvta. Their story
IS told by Chaucer, in the "Knight's Tale," which
was taken from Boccaccio's "Teseidc." A French
poem, "Palamon and Arcite," by Anna de Gre-
ville, appeared in 1487. The same storv is used
in Fletcher's tragedy Two \oblc Kinfuiicn.
printed in 1034, but probably written in 1616
and said to have been revised bv Shakespeare.
The tale is also used in Edwardcs's play PnUi-
man and Arcite, now lost, produced for Queen
F.lizabeth at O.xford, 1.5G6. Another lost plav of
this title is mentioned in Henslowe's Diary as
played in 1.594. Dryden introduced a version of
the story in his "Fables" in 1700.

^ALANPXTE, or PAHXANPUK, pii'lin-
poor'. .\ native State of Ikijarat. Iiiilia, feuda-
tory to Bombay (Map: India, B 4). Area, 3177
square miles. Population, in 1891, 274.8t;4: in
1!)01, 222,627, the decrease being due to the
effect of the plague and famine of 1899-1900.
The capital. Palanpur, is a station of the Eaj-
putana-.Malwa line, and had a population of
17,799 in 1901.

PALAPRAT, pala'pra'. Jeax, Sieur de Bigot
(ICiO-lT^l I. A French dramatist, born at Tou-
louse. He became secretary to the Grand Prior
of Vendome (Loire-et-Cher). With David Au-
gustin de Brueys he wrote a number of plays
once esteemed for their wit. He himself was the
sole author of a few, including Les Quiproguo
and Hercule et Om/ihale. All were collected

in five volumes in 1735-55.

PALATE (OF. palat, from Lat. palatum, pal-

atus, palate, roof of the mouth). The palate

forms the roof of the mouth, and consists of two
portions, the hard palate in front and the soft

palate behind. The framework of the hard
palate is formed by the palate process of the

superior maxillary bone, and by the horizontal

process of the palate bone, and is bounded in

front and at the sides by the alveolar arches

and gums, and posteriorly it is continuous with
the soft palate. It is covered by a dense struc-

ture formed by the periosteum and mucous mem-
brane of the mouth, which are closely adherent.

-Vlong the middle line is a linear ridge or

raphe, on either side of which the mucous mem-
brane is thick, pale, and corrugated, while be-

hind it is thin, of a darker tint, and smooth.
This membrane is covered with scaly epithelium,

and is furni.shed with numerous follicles (the

palatal glands). The soft palate is a movable
fold of mucous membrane inclosing muscular
fibres, and suspended from the posterior border

of the hard palate so as to form an incomplete

septum between the mouth and the pharynx: its

sides being blended with the phar^iix, while its

lower border is free. When occupying its usual

position ( that is to say. when the muscular fibres

contained in it are relaxed ) . its anterior surface

is concave: and when its muscles are called into

action, as in swallowing a morsel of food, it is

raised and made tense, and the food is thus pre-

vented from passing into the posterior nares. and
is at the same time directed obliquely Kiekward
and downward into the pharynx. Hanging from
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the middle of the soft |)aliitc's lower border is

a small conical peiululmis process, tlie uriihi

;

and passing outward from the uvula on eacli side

are two curved folds of mucous membrane con-

taining nuisctilar llbres. and called the arches or

pilluix uf llic soft pillule. The anivrior pillar is

continued downward to the side of the base of

the tongue, and is formed by the projection of

the palato-glossns muscle. The posterior pillar

is larger than the anterior, and runs downward
and backward to the side of the pharynx. The
anterior and posterior i)illars are closely united
above, but are separated below by an angular
interval, in whicli the tonsil of either side is

lodged. The tonsils {amygdala') are glandular
organs of a njuiided form, which vary consider-
ably in size in difl'erent individuals. They are
composed of an assemblage of mucous follicles

intermingled with diffuse adenoid tissue and cov-
ered by a mucous membrane. The follicles se-

crete a thick, grayish matter, and open on the
surface of the gland by numerous (12 to 1.5)

orifices.

The space left between the arches of the palate
on the two sides is called the isthmus of the
fauces. It is bounded above by the free margin
of the palate, Udow by the tongue, and on each
side by the pillars of the soft palate and tonsils.

As the upper lip may be fissured through im-
perfect development (in which case it presents
the condition known as the hare-lip), so also
may there be more or less decided fissure of the
palate. In the slightest form of this afi'cction

the uvula merely is fissured, while in extreme
cases the cleft extends through both the soft and
hard palate as far forward as the lips, and is

then often combined with hare-lip. When the
fissure is considerable, it materially interferes
with the acts of sucking and swallowing, and
the infant runs a great risk of being starved;
and if the child grows up, its articulation is

painfully indistinct. When the fissure is con-
fined to the soft palate, repeated cauterization
of the angle of the fissure has sometimes been
found sullicient to effect a cure by means of the
contraction tliat follows each burn. As a general
rule, however, the child is allowed to reach the
age of five or six years without intervention,
when the operation of slaphylorrhaphi/ (suture
of the soft parts) is performed. If the fissure
involves the liard palate as well as the soft
palate, that structure is also repaired at the
same time, the operation being known as urano-
plasty. Acute inllannnation of the tonsils is

treated of in the article (,>ui.nsy.

Chronic enlargement of the tonsils is very fre-
quent in children and the adnlescpnt, and is not
infrcipiently met with in adults. Its usual
symptoms in children are nuililed sjieecli, ob-
struction in breathing, and a disposition to acute
attacks of tonsillitis. Deafness occasionally is

present both in children and adults from pres-
sure of the enlarged tonsils upon the openings
of the Eustachian tubes. The condition of
chronic tonsillitis is to be met by general meas-
ures designed to improve the tone and nutrition
of the indiviilual. such as an open-air life and
the use of such tonics as iron and cod-liver oil.

When the symptoms of enlarged lonsils are espe-
cially noticeable and the general health is sufTer-
ing. the organs should be removed by surgical
measures.
The uvula is subject to relaxation or elonga-

tion. When this occurs the appendage is found
to be more or less (edematous and protruding
downwaril toward the larynx, where, by its

irritation, it often gives rise to a constant' tick-
ling cough. The condition is usually relieved
by astringent applications and gargles. Where
these fail to relieve the condition, the excess
nuist be cvit awa.y bj' the surgeon.
PALATINATE iV. i,alatiiiat, from ilL. pal-

aliiiiis. palatine, from Lat. palatiiius, relating to
a palace, or to the Palatine Hill, from palalium,
palace. Palatine Hill). A feudal district who.se
ruler exercised nearly all the prerogatives of
sovereignty. Under the Prankish Jlerovingian
kings, a comes palalintis. or count of the i)alace,
was a high judicial ollicer ri'siding at Coiirt.
After the time of (Jhailemagne, the office became
localized and territorial, and the comvs iKilaliiiiis

ruled in almost complete independence over his
own district, often near the frontier. As early as
the eleventh century the Count Palatine (Pfalz-
graf) of the Ehinc appears among the hereditary
princes of the German Knipire. In the thirteenth
century the term palatinate or county palatine
was introduced into England from the' Continent
to designate a jurisdiction whose beginnings can
in some instances be traced back to .Vnglo-Saxon
times. There were three principal counties pala-
tine in England—Chester. Durham, and Lancas-
ter—whose origin and development were no doubt
inllucnced by their proximity to the frontier.
The counts or earls palatine ruled over entire
counties, so that all the landowners held feu-
dally of them; they received the whole profits

of the courts and exercised all tlie regalia or
royal rights, nominated the sheritl's. held their
own councils, and acted as inde[)endent princes,
except in the owing of homage and fealty to the
King. The Duchy of Lancaster was a creation
of the year 1351, but has since 13fl!) been united
with the Crown in such manner that the King
ruled within its borders not as King, but as
Duke Palatine of Lancaster. Its legal juris-
diction has since 1873 been transferred to the
High Court of .Justice, but its revenues are still

indepen<lent of Parliamentary control. Chester
was united with the Crown in 1301. and has
since, together with the Principality of Wales,
been vested in the eldest son of the sovereign.
Durham ceased to be a separate jurisdiction
under the Bishop of Durham in 1836. Other
counties palatine were formerly Kent, Shrop-
shire, Pembrokeshire, the Isle of Ely, and Hex-
amshire, thovigh the varying extent of their im-
munities makes it difiicult in some cases to de-
termine whether they were true palatinates. In
very early times there were similar jurisdictions
in Scotland, the nmst inijiortant of wliich was
that of Strathearn. Tlie Province of Jlaryland,
in America, was granted to the Baltimores. on
the model of the Palatinate of Durham. Consult

:

Stubbs, Constitutional History of Enylund, vol. i.

(6th ed., Oxford, 1807): Lapsley, The Cotoitt/

I'alalinr of Durham (New York, iilOO).

PALATINATE, The (Ger. J'fal-. palace).
The name of two little countries in the old Ger-
man Empire, the I'pper Palatinate and the Lower
or Rhenish Palatinate, which were politically con-
nected till 1620. The I'pper Palatinate is at
present included within the Bavarian district of
the Upper Palatinate (Oberpfalz) and Regens-
burg. The capital was Amberg. The Lower
Palatinate (Unterpfalz) was composed of an ir-
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regular and disjointed territory on both sides of

the Rhine, included roughly within the space
marked ofl' by the cities of JIainz, Worms, Heil-

bronu. Landau, and Zweibriicken. It included
the Electoral Palatinate (with Heidellicrg, and
for a time Jiannhcini, as its capital), the Princi-

pality of Sinimcrn, the Duchy of Zweilniicken

(Deux Ponts), the principalities of Veldenz and
Lautern, etc. Within its borders were embraced
also the episcopal sees of Worms and Speyer, the-

free cities of Worms and Speyer, the county of

Leiningen, etc. The Counts Palatine of the Rhine
(see Palatinate), whose original seat was Aix-
la-Chapelle. appear in the eleventh century as

holding a leading position among the hereditary
German princes. In 1214 the Rhenish Palatinate

was acquired by the House of Wittelsbach in the
person of Louis I., Duke of Bavaria, and there-

after for four hundred years its history is the

usual story of partition and reunion, varied with
occasional increase of territory through pur-
chase. Early in the fourteenth century a part
of Bavaria between the Danube and the Fiehtel-

gebirge was made over by the Emperor Louis
the Bavarian to his kinsmen ruling in the
Rhenish Palatinate; this was the origin of the

Upper Palatinate. In 1356 the Golden Bull of

the Emperor Cliarles IV. designated the Count
Palatine of the Rhine as one of the seven Impe-
rial Electors. Rupert I. of the Palatinate founded
the University of Heidelberg in 1.3S6. Rupert III.

occupied the Imperial throne of Germany from
1400 to 1410. The Reformation made rapid prog-

ress in the Palatinate, and, influenced by the

teachings of Melanchthon, the Elector Frederick

II. (1.544-.56) embraced the reformed faith.

Lender Frederick III. (1.5.59-7G), who inaugurated
the Simmern line in the Electoral Palatinate,

Calvinism was made the established religion, and
the Heidelberg Catechism was drawn up (1563).

Frederick III. also aided the French Huguenots
and extended his protection to Protestant refu-

gees from France. Frederick IV. (1583-1610)

became head of the Evangelical L'^nion formed in

1608 by the Protestant States for the protection

of their interests. His son, Frederick V. (1610-

3'2), the son of James I. of England, was elected

King in 161fl by the Bohemian Protestants, whose
revolt against the House of Hapsburg had in-

augurated the struggle which was to be the

Thirty Years' War. Frederick was defeated at

the battle of the White Hill in 1620 and was
deprived of his lands. The electoral dignity was
conferred on Maximilian I., Duke of Bavaria, in

1623. and in 1628 this prince was formally in-

vested with the Upper Palatinate. By the Treaty
nf Westphalia the son of Frederick V. was re-

stored in the Lower Palatinate, and an eighth

seat in the Electoral College was created for him,

the L'pper Palatinate remaining in the possession

of Bavaria. During the wars of Louis XIV. the

Palatinate, one of the richest and most fertile

lands in Germanv, was mercilessly devastated by

the French armies in 1674 and in' 1080. In 16S5

the Simmern line died o>it and was succeeded by

the collateral line of Xeuburg, whose mem-
bers were of the Catholic faith. This led to the

emigration, in 1700-10, of a large number of

Protestant inhabitants (estimated at 13,000) to

England. Thence a large body crossed over to

Ireland. Avhile others came to North Carolina,

Pennsylvania, and Virginia. In 1710 between

3000 and 4000 'Palatines,' as they were called,

settled in Columbia and Ulster counties, X. Y.,
whence many removed to Montgomery and
Herkimer counties and to Pennsylvania. In 1742
the line of Neuburg in the Electoral Palatinate
was succeeded by that of Sulzbach. In 1777
Bavaria was united with the Palatinate. By the
Treaty of Lun6ville (1801), the portion of the
Palatinate lying on the left side of the Rhine
was ceded to France, while the territories on the
right bank were partitioned among Baden, Hesse-
Darmstadt, Leiningen, and Nassau. The part
beyond the Rhine was given u\> by France in
1814-15 and was divided among Bavaria, Hesse-
Darmstadt, and Prussia. The Rhenish Palati-
nate (Bavaria) was the scene of a revolutionary
uprising in 1849, which was suppressed by Prus-
sian arms. The Bavarian (iovernmcnt districts
of the Palatinate (Rhenish Palatinate) and
Upper Palatinate (L'ppcr Palatinate and Regens-
burg) have an area respectively of 2280 and
3720 square miles. The population of the former
in 1900 was 831,533 and of the latter 553.857.
The surface of the Palatinate (which is bounded
on the east by the Rhine) is diversified with
smiling plains, swelling hills, and wooded moun-
tains. The western portion is traversed by the
low range of the Hardt. The region yields l)oun-

tiful crops of cereals, potatoes, tobacco, hemp,
flax, etc., and is noted for its wine. The capital

is Speyer. The L'ppcr Palatinate is traversed by
the offshoots of the Fichtclgeliirgc, the Bohemian
Forest, and the Bavarian Forest, and is bordered
on the west by the Franconian .Jura. The Dan-
ube flows along the southern border. The capi-

tal is Regensburg. Consult: Hiiusser, Gcschich-

tc der rheimschen Pfalz (Heidelberg, 1845) ;

NebeniuB, Genchichte der Pfalz (Heidelberg,

1874).

PALATINE. A name fre(|uently applied in

the later days of the Roman Empire to persons

in the imperial service whose duties .connected

them witli the court. Under Constantine the

(jlreat the Palatini were the troops stationed at

the capital in contradistinction to those charged

with the defence of the border. In the Byzantine

Empire the term was applied to the officials

connected with the administration of the finances

and the imperial domains. It was bestowed as

an epithet of honor on persons in the entourage

of the early German kings, and inider the Caro-

lingian rulers the Count Palatine was the high-

est judicial officer of the realm. Though, in

the course of tinu>, a number of counts palatine

were created and charged with the execution

of the imperial will in various parts of the Em-
pire, the title ultimately became restricted to

the ruler of Rhenish Franeonia who.se territory

came to be known specifically as the Palatinate

(q.v.). In England, after the Conquest, the see

of Durham, the earldom of Chester, and the

duchy of Lancaster were ruled by counts pala-

tine who were possessed of regal poAvers within

their, jurisdiction. They had courts of their

own which were exempt from the authority of

the king, exercised the right of coining money,

and stood at the head of the feudal system of

land tenure in 'their counties.

PALATINE ANTHOLOGY. A collection of

(ireck poems tikkIc by Constantine Cephalas in

the tenth century, lost, and rediscovered in IfiOfi

by Salmasius in the Heidellx-rg Library. It

was not, however, published until 1770. when
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it appeared in Brunck's Analecta. Consult Thack-
eray, Aiilhologid Grwva (London, 1877).

PALATINE HILL (Lat. Mons Palatinus].
Tlic tuiilial hill ol' the famous scveu hills of
Konio, and the seat of the earliest Roman set-

tlements. In point of liistoric interest it

ranks next to tlie Capitol and the Forum. Its
summit is about 140 feet above the Tiber level.

The form of the hill is irregularly quadranfjular.
Its northwestern slope, toward the Capitolino
Hill and tlie Tiber, was called (Jermulus or
Cciiialus. The orif;in of the name is uncertain,
although several derivations are given connect-
ing it with legendary stories. Komulus is said
to have founded the city upon this hill, and on
Gernialus grew the sacred llg-tree (near the
Lupereal) under which he and his brother,
Kenius, were found sucking the she-wolf. Upon
the Palatine were the lemiile of .Jupiter Stator,
the temple of Cybele, the sacred square inclosure
called h'oina qmidrata, and other sacred places
and edifices, and, during the Republic, many of
the finest private houses in Rome. Under" the
Empire it became especially tlie site of the Im-
jierial residence. Augustus and Tiberius resided
here, and at last Nero included it entirely within
the precincts of his uurca domiis, which ^'cspa-
sian subsequently restricted to the hill. From llie

tinie of Alexander Severus it ceased to be the
residence of the emperors, except occasionally.
Recent excavations have brought to liglit numer-
ous remains of the structures with which the
Palatine Hill was once covered. A considerable
portion of the hill remains yet to be excavated.

PALAT'KA. A city and the county-seat of
Putnam Cuunty, Fla., 00 miles south of Jack-
sonville; on the Saint .John's River, and on the
Georgia Southern and Florida, the .Jacksonville,
Tampa and Key West, tlie Florida East Coast,
and other railroads (Map: Florida, G 2). It
enjoys considerable popularity as a winter re-
sort, and is the commercial centre of a produc-
tive fruit-growing and market-gardening section,
its trade interests being of considerable impor-
tance. Po]nilation, in 1890, 30.30; in UIOO, 3301.

PALAUAN, jia-la'wan, or Palowan. A gen-
eral designation of the Tagbanua tribes from
whom the island of Palawan took its name. See
Philippine I.sr..\Ni).s.

PALATJ (pa-lou') ISLANDS. A group of
islands in the Pacific Ocean. See Pelew I.slands.

PALAWAN, pa-lii'wan, or PARAGUA, pa-
r-i'gwa. One of tlie Philippine Islands, the ex-
treme southwestern of tlie larger islands of the
archipelago (Map: Philippine Islands, C 10).
W ith its numerous dejiendent islands it forms a
continuous chain extending from Mindoro south-
westward to the northern extremity of Borneo.
The chain runs parallel with the'Sulu Archi-
pelago and separates the Sulu Sea on the south-
east from the China Sea on the northwest. The
island of Palawan itself is of very elongated
shape, being 278 miles long from northeast to
southwest, with an average width of 20 to 25
miles, narrowed into an isthmus 414 miles wide
a little north of the centre. It ranks sixth in
size among the Philippine Islands. Its area is
43fi8 square miles, with its 98 politically de-
pendent islands 4726, and with the IS.-i islands
forming the group or territorial division .5037
square miles. The island itself is accordingly

a little smaller and the group a little larger
than the State of Connecticut. The principal
dependent islands are the (.'alamianes (q.v.),
lying between Palawan and JMiiiiloro, Duniaian
(128 square miles), oil the extreme eastern point
of Palawan, and Baiiiliac (l(i8 square miles),
between Palawan and Borneo. To Bah'ibae be-
long a number of small outlying islands scattered
over the Sulu Sea.
The coasts of Palawan are indented with nu-

merous .small bays and sounds, some of which
form excellent harbors, esjiccially that of JMa-
lanijiaya (q.v.). The surface consists of an ele-
vated tableland falling rai)idly toward the coasts
on either side, and the latter" are in some jilaces
bold and rugged with limestone dill's. From
the plateau an irregular series of summits and
ridges, running generally obliquely across the
island, rise to an average height of 2500 feet.
The highest point is Mount Mantalingajan. in
the southern part, with an altitude of 0843 feet.
Owing to shape and contour of the island, the
streams are all very short. The climate is regu-
lated by the winds to which the island is ex-
posed, the dry northeast trade winds during
summer, and the moist southwest monsoons in
winter. These moderate the temperature, but
malarial fevers are common along the coasts.
The flora of the island is rich and varied, with
many peculiar species, notably among the pitcher
plants, the ferns, and the orchids.

' The moun-
tains are covered to their summits with immense
forests of valuable cabinet, building, and dye
woods, including ebony, sandalwood, logwood, and
many species unknown to the rest of'the archi-
pelago. There are many trees, producing resins,
such as dammar, gum mastic, and copal. Among
the animals tlie Idrds, monkeys, and reptiles iire
especially abundant, the pythons reaching an
enormous size.

Owing to the sparseness of the population,
economic activities are in a very primitive state.
Agricultural products are raised only for home
consumption, and there are no industries beyond
the primitive weaving and other manufactures
carried on by each family for home use. There
are no regular roads, the mountain trails and the
rivers being the only means of access to the
interior. The island is, however, favorably
located for future deveiopment, lying along
the route from India to China and Manihu
Many sailing vessels on that route pass along
the eastern coast of the island to avoid the violent
monsoons in the China Sea. The inhabitants
have never been enumerated, but their numlier
is estimated at .50.000. Aboriginal Negritos in-
habit the mountains of the interior; along the
coast of the nortliern li;ilf of the island are Ma-
lays and mixtures of .Alalays and Negritos, known
as Tagbaniias and Tandiilanos. The coasts of
the southern half are occupied by ]Mohammedan
Moros. By the Provincial Government Act of
.Tune 23, 1902, the northern half of the island,
lying north of jiarallel of latitude 10°, together
with the Calamianes and other adjacent islands,
was constituted as the Province of Paragua. with
the seat of government at Cuyo, on the island of
that name in the Sulu Sea. The portion of
Palawan lying south of parallel 10°, known as
Moro Palawan, was left without civil gnvcrnnient,
while the island of Bah'ibae, with its dependent
islands in the Sulu Sea, forms a distinct political
division, the local government of which was es-

I
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tablished bj' the treaty with the Sultan of Sulu
of August 20, 1S99.

" The chief towns of the
maiiihuid are Taytay (q.v.), in Paragua Province,
and Puerto Princesa (q.v.), in More Palawan.
Palawan was a part of the Sultanate of Borneo

until the beginning of the eighteenth century,

when the Spanish began to found military sta-

tions on the island to protect their northern pos-

-essions from the Jloro pirates. Two attempts
Ky the S])anish authorities to colonize the island,

llrst by importing free immigrants from Luzon,
and second l)y founding convict settlements, were
unsuccessful. Palawan was occupied by United
.States troops during one of the early campaigns
in the southern islands. On the establishment
of civil government in Paragua there were no
military stations in that province. Consult
ilarche, Lu^on et Paloaiian (Paris, 1887).

PALAZZOLO ACEEIDE, pa-lat'so-lo akra'-
e-du. A town in the Province of Syracuse, Sici-

ly, 22 miles west of Syracuse (ilap: Italy, .J 10).

Near by are the ruins of the ancient Aora;, founded
by a colony from Syracuse in B.C. 664. Curious
n mains are still to be seen, including a small
liut almost perfect theatre, an aqueduct, a
temple, and various tombs and vases. Popula-
tion (commune), in 1881, 11,154; in 1901, 14,840.

PALAZZO VECCHIO, vek'lcvu (It, old

palace i . A commanding structure rising from
the Piazza della Signoria in Florence, and dating
from 1298. It was originally the seat of the

Signoria. the republican Government, and later

lii'came the residence of Cosmo I. It now serves

as the town hall. The most impressive portion

of the building, and one of the most conspicuous
objects in Florence, is the massive square tower,

rising to a height of 308 feet. The court, dating
from 1454, contains the statue of a boy with a
fish, which serves as a fountain. It has elabo-

rately deemated columns. The Great Hall was
constructed for the Council in 1495. It contains

a colossal statue of Savonarola, who in 1498 was
burned at the stake at the corner of the palace,

on the site now occupied by the great fountain.

PAXE. See English Pale.

PALE (OF.. Fr. pal. from Lat. palus, stake,

pale, from panf/ere, Skt. pa&, to fix, to fasten).

In heraldry (q.v.), one of the figures known as
ordinaries.

PALEA (Lat., chaff). A chaff-like bract in

certain plants, especially grasses, in which the

term is applied to the glimie in most intimate

relation to the flower. It is also sometimes
applied to the 'chaff' which in the heads of many
rompositse subtends the flowers. See Gra-
MIXE.E.

PALEABCTIC KEGION (from Gk. TroXaiis,

pchiins, ancient + dp/cTiK6s, rirA;(!X-o.9, northern).

A primary division in zoogeography embracing
the northern part of the Okf W'orhl, "or Paleogica.

It includes all of Europe, the whole Mediter-

ranean basin, as far south as the Atlas Moun-
tains, lower Egj-pt, Xorthern .\rabia, Syria, and
.Asia Minor, the whole of Asia north of the

Himalayas, and .Japan. It is divisible, accord-

ing to the scheme of Sclatcr and Wallace, into

four sub-regions, which, however, are not very

clearly defined : ( 1 ) Europe north of the line of

mountains running from the Pyrenees to the

Caiicasus; (2) the INIediterranean basin, and
eastward through Turkey and Persia to the

Vol. XV.—16.

Indies; (3) Xorthern and Xortheastern Asia;
(4) Manchuria, Xorthern China, and .Japan. It

is contended by many students of the subject
that this area is not entitled to rank as a grand
'region' distinct from Xorth America (Xearctic
Region, q.v.) ; but that the two should be joined
as one called the Holarctic Kegion or Arctogaja,
and the weight of modern opinion tends toward
this view. Some would include Africa in this
grand division. Consult maps and authorities
cited under DisTKiBuriox of Animals.

PALEABIO, p:l'ia-ii'rt-6, Aoxio, or Anto.MO
(c.1500-70). An Italian humanist and reformer,
born at Veroli, near Rome. He is also called

Della Paglia and Degli Pagliaricci. He was edu-
cated in Rome, and remained there until 1.529,

e.wei)t for the interval of the siege in 1527.
Afterwards he went to Perosa, Siena, where he
principally lived, and Padua, where he wrote De
ImmorlalHate Anitnartim ( 1536), his most impor-
tant work—a long didactic poem in Latin hexam-
eters. In 1542 he wrote Delia pk-nczzn, suf-

ficienza e satisfazione della pusniune di C'rialo.

The Inquisition pronounced it heretical, but
Paleario defended himself against the charge with
much eloquence, and successfully. The tract was
followed by Actio in Pontifices liomiinos et

Eorum Asseclas, which was not printed until

after his death (1600). He was professor at

Lucca from 1540 to 1.555, and then taught at

the L'niversity of Jlilan. The election of Pius

V. was the signal for a fresh attack from his

enemies. He was formally accused of heresy in

1567, and after a year's imprisonment at Rome,
vas burned at the stake, in .July, 1570, Paleario

especially protested against the Roman Catholic

doctrine of Purgatory. His other works include

three volumes of Lpistolw. An edition of his

works was published at Amsterdam in 1696,

and at Genoa in 1728. The tract Benefizin di

Crista, attributed to him, more probably is by
Benedetto of Mantua.

PALEMBANG, paTfim-bang'. A residency of

the Dutch East Indies, embracing the region of

the ilusi River in the southeastern part of the

island of Sumatra (Map: East Indies, B 5). It

is bordered on the north by the .Jambi territory,

on the east by the Java Sea, on the south by the

Lampongs District, and on the west by the

Barisan range. Area. 53.497 square miles. Popu-

lation, in 1897, 692.317. Palembang is a low

and exceedingly fertile region, subject to over-

flows by the rivers. It has deposits of petroleum.

The inhabitants are nearly all Malays and Mo-
hammedans. In the dense forests live the Orang-

Kubu. a curious race exhibiting the lowest grade

of civilization. Capital, Palembang.

PALEMBANG. The capital of a residency

in Sumatra, on the Musi River, about 45 miles

from its mouth (Map: East Indies. B 5). It

extends four or five miles along the river banks,

and lies in a swampy district, which is subject

to overflows. The houses are of bamboo, ami

many stand on rafts in the .stream. Tlie town

has "a fine mosque, dating from the middle of

the eisliteenth centurj-. the palace and tombs

of the Sultans, and a fort. There is a conshler-

able commerce, coffee and pepper being the lend-

ing shipments. The chief industries are silk

weaving, wood and ivory carving, and the manu-

facture'^ of weapons and gold articles. Popula-

tion, about 60,000, chiefly Malays and Chinese.
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Palenibang was conquered by the Englisli in

18 1_', and liy the Dutch in 1821.

PALENCIA, pa-lan'the-i. The capital of the

Province ol I'ali-ncia in Old Castile, Northern
Spain (Map; Spain, CI). It is situated on the

left bank of the Carrion, 24 miles north of Valla-

dolid, and is an old town with narrow streets

and few modern improvements, it lias a beauti-

ful episcopal palace and a notable Church of San
Miguel with a massive square tower. The most
prominent building, however, is the Gothic cathe-

dral, which, though it is ill situated and has an
uninteresting exterior, is beautifully ornamented
within, and contains a rich collection of old

Flemish tapestries. The town has a hospi-

tal, a bull ring seating 8000 spectators, a pro-

vincial institute, a seminary, a normal school,

and a numicipal academy of arts. The chief

manufactures are shawls and blankets, agricul-

tural machinery, fire-works, chocolate, and bricks.

Population. in"l8S7, 15.028; in I'.IOO. l.i.tilO. The
ancient I'alhintia was the capital of the Vaccici.

It was taken by the Romans after an obstinate

resistance, and remained an important city

through the Middle Ages, being in the twelfth

ceriturv the seat of the Castilian kings and
Cortes'.

PALENCIA, Diego Ferx.\ndez. See Fer-
nandez DE Palencia.

PALENQUE, pa-lan'ka. An ancient city of

vast e.xtent lying near the village of ftanto Do-

mingo del Palenque, in the State of Chiapas,

Southern Mexico, and bordering on Guatemala.
It is located on the steep slopes of the Tumbala
foothills amid the most beautiful tropical sur-

roundings. Almost impenetrable vegetation cov-

ers the country, so that up to the present only
six existing ancient structures have been de-

scribed, though it is believed many more exist

in the forest. By a series of walled terraces level

areas on the slopes have been prepared for the

buildings. These were set on steep pyramids,
the sides of which were faced with stone or cov-

ered with steps. Twelve of these pyramids re-

main in the Palenque group, the greatest height

being atH)ut 80 feet. The largest building is

called the Palace: the others are named Temple
of the Inscriptions, of the Sun, of the Cross, of

the Cerro, and of the Beau Relief. The plan of

the temple is simple, showing an oblong, rec-

tangular area, divided into two vaulted chambers,
the front wall pierced with from one to five door-

openings, the middle wall pierced with as many
doorways as there are compartments in the back
chamber. The two vaulted chambers are the unit
of construction, the complicated plan of the pal-

ace being made up of a series of such units. The
vaults are corbeled and have the form of the
so-called JIayan arch, a variety of the triangu-

lar. In the rear chamber were set on the back
wall finely carved slabs of sacred character,

which the building was intended to inclose as a
saYictuary. The exteriors of the buildings present
several remarkable architectural features; above
the vertical walls the roof slopes away at the

slant of the arch within, resembling a mansard:
the top of the roof slopes gently to the ridge,

which is crownied with a high, narrow, perforate

comb in the form of an arch, the walls having
openings crossed with slabs resemblimr a grille.

The exterior of the buildings was surfaced with
plaster and decorated with relief models tinted

with color. The mansard slope had complicated

relief work in stucco representing masks ancl

figures of gods. The latticework roof comb
also bore stucco figures in high relief. The chief

feature of the palace is a unique square tower
40 feet high, of which at present four stories

and a blind story remain. The builders of

Palenque decorated their edifices with sculpture

and modeling exclusively in bas-relief, while those,

of Yucatan sculptured in the round. The most
remarkable of the Palenque reliefs are the tab-

lets from the sanctuaries adorned with figures

and hieroglyphics. Two of them bear lif;ures in

the form of a square cross between standing fig-

ures which have attracted world-wide notice. They
are in low relief and are worked out with a
delicacy of form and refinement of finish s\i])erior

to that of any other work of stone in this hemi-

sphere. In stucco work also the Palenque artists

were the greatest modelers in America. Colors

were lavishly used and included black, white,

blue, two reds, yellow, and green. While some
dressed stone was used, the finish of the walls

was almost invariably in plaster. Two impor-

tant pieces of engineering are found at Palenque,

one an arched bridge of masonry 30 feet wide
and 40 feet long across the Otolum. and the other

a subterranean arched waterway 500 to 000 feet

long, 10 feet high, and 7 wide, massively built

and inclosing the same stream. New artifacts

have come to light at Palenque : some tombs in

the pyramids have been excavated and terra-

cotta figures showing the characteristic head
profile and costume, beads of jadeite, spindle

whorls, lance-heads, obsidian knives, etc.. have
been found. As to the age of the structures it

does not seem possible to arrive at any deter-

mination. Comparative arch;pologv'. however,

.shows that the builders were of the JIayan stock,

which is responsible for the wonderful architec-

tural remains of Chiapas and Yucatan.

Consult: Stephens, Incidents of Travel in Cen-

tral America, Chiapas, and Yucatan (New York,

1848) ; Bancroft, The "Satire Races of the Pacific

Hiates (ib., 1874-76); Bandelier. Report on an

Archwoloejieal Tour in Mexico 1881 (Cambridge,
1885); Maudslay. Biolopia Centrali-Americana,

A rehaolorj!/ (London. 1897): Holmes, Ancient

Cities of ilexico (Chicago, 18i15) ; Charnay, The
Ancient Cities of the .Yeir World (New Y'ork,

1887) ; Peiiafiel, Monumentos del arte mexicano
antiguo (Berlin, 1890) ; Morgan. Bouses and
House Life of the American Aborigines (Wash-
ington, 1881).

PALEOBOTANY. The branch of paleontol-

ogv- whicli deals with fossil plants. The terms

vegetable paleontology, fossil botany, phyto-

paleontology, and paleo-phytologv- are useil

synonymously, and within the scope of the sub-

ject is included the consideration of all dead

vegetable matter which is. or which was at any
time, buried in the earth: or which has left its

traces there in the form of casts or impressions

either in solid rock or in incoherent deposits; or

which may have become preserved in whole or in

part by incrustation, by petrifaction, or by car-

bonization.

History. Paleobotany, as a science, is prac-

tically a product of the nineteenth century, al-

though a number of writers on natural history,

Agricola. Albertus Magnus. Matthiolus. Gesner,

and others, had long previously described petri-
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fied wood in common with other fossils and min-
(lals. Leaf impressions, however, do not appear
icj have been described previous to the publica-

tion of Johann Daniel Magor's Lithologia Curi-

osa, sive de Animalibus et Plantis in Lapides
1 f/sis, at Jena, in 1004, and after that not again
until Eduard Lhwyd published at London, in

!ii'J9, his Li/thophylacii Britannici Icono-

li/nphin. Probably the next succeeding work
ni importance in which fossil plants are men-
tinned is Johann Jacob Sclieuchzer's Herbarium
Jiilurianuin, the first edition of which was pub-
lished at Zurich in 1709. After this, until the

did of the eighteenth c-entury, many writers in

natural history incidentally described or men-
tioned fossil plant remains, but generally with
exceedingly crude conceptions in regard to their

nature, origin, or antiquity.

In ISOl Ernst Friedrieh, Baron von Schlo-

theim, issued his Abhandlung iiber die Kriiuter-

Abdriicke in Hchieferthoii und l<andstein der
SteinkoMen-Formation. in lloffs Mrirjazine. at

Leipzig, and in 1804. at Gotha, his Beschreibung
lurrkwitrdiger Kriiuter-Abdriicke und fflrinzen-

1 I rsteinerungen, ein Beitray zur Flora der Vor-
uelt. With the advent of this hitter work
paleobotany, as a science, may be said to have
had its birth, and from that time on it has made
steady progress. During the years from 1820 to

183S, Kaspar ilaria. Count von Sternberg, issued

in a series of fascicles at Regensburg. Leipzig,

and Prague suc-cessively, his Versuch einer

geognostisch-botanischen DarsteUung der Flora
der Vorwelt, and in 1828 Adolphe Theodore
Brongniart published at Paris, liis Prodrome
d'une histoire des rigetaujc fossiles, etc. These
two works are generally regarded as having
placed the science upon a firm foundation, and its

subsequent progress was rapid.

During the half century from 1830 to 1880 the
science was developed under Goeppert, Unger,
Ettingshausen, Saporta, and others, and the fossil

floras of the Old World became comparatively
well known. J. W. Dawson had been at work on
the coal floras of British America as early as

1845; J. S. Xewberry about 1850 on those of

Ohio : and a few years later Leo Lesquereux be-

gan his researches, which ultimately embraced
the Carboniferous floras of Pennsylvania. Illinois,

Arkansas, and other States, and also the floras

of the more recent formations of the Western

lections were contributed by Xewberry, and sub-
sequently both Lesquereux and Xewberry under-
took the study of the material collected by the
United States Geological and Geographical' Sur-
veys. The results of their researches appeared
from time to time in the reports issued by the
surveys and in the transactions of learned socie-

ties. With the death of these two pioneers in the
subject, in 1889 and 1892, respectively, the his-

torical period of paleobotany in America may
properly be said to have terminated. The sub-
sequent labors of Ward. Knowlton, White. Hol-
lick, Penhallow, and others belong to the period
of present active work.
General Facts axd Prixcu'les. Tlie extinct

flora of the earth, as evidenced by its fossil re-

mains, was gradually evolved from simple forms
low in the scale of life into forms successively
more and more complex and higher in the scale.

Each subkingdom. class, order, or other sub-
division of the vegetable kingdom had its own
particular time of origin, and all experienced
subsequent phases of evolution during which
some reafhed a maximum and then cither de-

clined and became extinct or else continued down
to the present time, diminished in numbers, and
often degenerated in size; while others main-
tained an upward development which has coi^
tinned to the present day. It is thus possible

to divide geologic time as a whole into a series

of plant ages, and to designate each age by the
name of the particular subdivision of the vege-

table kingdom which was predominant during
that age. Such a time division, based upon cer-

tain great types of vegetation, would be as
follows : ( 1 ) Age of Cryptophj-tes—Eozoic and
Paleozoic time. (a) Age of Thallophytes

—

Archaean, to and including the Upper Silurian
period. (b) Age of Pteridophytes—Devonian
and Carboniferous periods. (2) Age of Sperma-
tophj-tes—Mesozoic and Cenozoic time, (a) Age
of Gymnosperms—Triassic and .Jurassic periods.

(b) Age of Angiosperms—Cretaceous, Tertiary,

and Jlodern periods.

Such a presentation of the facts is not. how-
ever, entirely satisfactory, for the reason that

only the periods of maximum development of

each designated type are indicated. .\ method
which presents more accurately the several phases

of development of each tvpe and at the same
time the development of the vegetable kingdom as

DIAGUAU 6HOni.N« THE DEVELOI'MEXT OF PLANT LIFE.

States and Territories. About the vear 1856 a whole is by means of a diagram, in which the

paleobotany began to receive a constantly in- successively higher types are represented by a

creasing degree of attention as a result of col- series of successively higher waves, each one

lections of fossil plants made by Government having its origin later in geolosic time than the

exploring parties and by the Xorthwestern preceding one. and subsequently overlapping and

Boundary Commission. Reports upon these col- rising above it, the crests representing the periods
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of maximum development and a line tangent to

the crests tbe development of plant life as a

wliole.

The general botanical character, or expression,

of any fossil llora is sufficient to determine the

era to which it belongs; the identification of a

few of its principal genera will determine the

period, and the identification of certain typical

genera or sjwcies may be relied upon for the

determination of the exact or approximiite age

of the particular strata or beds in wliich they

may occur. Recognition of the above facts has

led"to the acceptance of the broad principle, ex-

pressed by Ward, that "Cireat types of vegetation

are characteristic of great epochs in geologj-. and

it is impossible for the typea of one epoch to

occur in another." This principle is subject to

modification, however, when fossil floras of widely

sei)arated localities and smaller geological sub-

divisions are ci)mi)ared. Tlie order of sequence

of types has been found to he: tlic same every-

where, but evolution has at times been less rapid

in one locality than in others, and hence the

same types may occur, in different parts of the

world, in strata which arc not quite contem-

poraneous. To tliis identity of sequence, apart

from contemporaneity, the term 'homotaxis' was
applied by Huxley.

Relatiox to Geologt. In connection with geol-

ogy, a knowledge of fossil plants is as essential

as a knowledge of fossil animals, whenever pa-

leontological facts are of interest or value. Fossil

plants may serve as corroborative evidence in the

detcnninaiion of the geologic age or the strati-

graphic relations of strata; in some instances

they may present the only available evidence, or,

as "has frequently happened, they may prove

that conclusions deduced from otlicr data are

erroneous.
Relation to Botany. The facts relative to

the phylogeny. or ancestral development, of the

vegetable kingdom supplied by paleobotany have
materially aided in placing modern vegetable

taxonomy upon a firm and philosojihical basis.

Jtany of the now recognized early errors in tax-

onomy might have been avoided if the path
indicated by phylogeny had been followed. Xearly
every change which systematic botanists have
made in the sequence or grouping of living plants,

in their efforts to bring supposed allied forms
together, has resulted in producing a taxonomic
arrangement more closely approximating the

phylogenetic sequence in the evolution of the
fossil ancestors. The recognition of the fact that
our living llora consists merely of the remnants
of that which preceded it enables us to tinder-

stand the meaning of many otherwise puzzling
phenomena, such as that of monotypic genera,

like Gingko, Liriodendron, Sassafras, etc., each of

^^hich is represented by a single species more or

less widely separated biologically from its near-

est living allies. Any apparent isolation of this

,
kind in systematic botany was not capable of

explanation by means of any known facts in

connection with the existing flora.

Paleobotany has been of material assistance

in solving many of the problems connected with

the geographical distribution of living plants.

The genus Sequoia, represented by the redwoods
{Sequoia semperrirens) and the giant trees

(Seqvoia gigantea) of California, is restricted

in its range to a narrow belt on the west coast

of the United States, but its fossil remains

demonstrate that the genus had in tlie past a
large number of species and a distribution which
embraced practically the whole of North Amer-
ica, Europe, and Asia. Geological changes re-

sulted in its extermination throughout the latter

region and in all except tbe one limited area

in the former. The genus Xelumbo is represented

by two living species, one of which is restricted

in distribution to Asia, the other to Kastern
Xorlh America. When the fossil representatives

of the genus were discovered they showed that

the genus once extended over the whole of Xorth
America and Europe, and it is now recognized

tliat changes in environment almost caused its

extinction and left only one representative species

in each continent. The problems of abnormal
growths or of apjiarently useless organs in living

plants have frccpiently been explained satisfac-

torily on the theory of atavism or reversion to

ancestral characteristics when their fossil repre-

sentatives have been examined.

Plants have always been regarded as excellent

climatic indices. The fact that certain species

or genera or families can exist only within cer-

tain extremes of temperature is well kno^-n, and
hence if a relationshi]i between a fossil flora and
living plants of restricted climatic range can be

established, it may be accepted as good evidence

that the fossil flora was associated with a cli-

mate comparable with that of the region in which

the similar living flora is now found. Fossil re-

mains of cycads and palms found in the Creta-

ceous and Tertiary strata in the Arctic zones

prove conclusively that tropical or subtropical

conditions formerly prevailed there.

Evolution of the Principal Types of Vege-

tation. Theoretically jilant life must have pre-

ceded animal life. It is assumed that the primor-

dial vegetation was of an exceedingly low type,

biologically, both on theoretical grounds and by

reason of its known sul)seipicnt development from
lower to higher forms. Tlie earth and its waters

are supposed to have been for a long period of

time in a highly heated condition, and the first

vegetation capable of existence under such condi-

tions was ]>robably represented by the lower

thallophytes. some of which live in water at a

temperature that is fatal to other forms of life.

Exactly what the earliest vegetation was like

cannot be determined, for the reason that its

remains have been eitlier entirely obliterated or

elso so altered that its original cliaracter cannot

1)0 recognized. Tlie existence of plant life of

some kind at a time when tlie earliest sediments

were laid down is strongly indicated by the

presence of carbon in tlie form of graphite in

these rocks.

Thallophytes. By reason of their cellular

structure the thallophytes were poor subjects for

Iireservation. while from their microscopic size

they would be exceedingly difficult to detect even
when preserved. Their comiKirafive rarity as

fossils is then to be exjiected, and such of their

traces as are known are for tlie most part nothing

more than casts or markings. The schizophytes.

representing the agencies of disintegration and
decay, were undoubtedly present at the very dawn
of life, but their early existence is predicated

upon theoretical grounds.

The fungi are also of comparativel.v little im-

portance in fossil botany. Tliey are represented

by thallus and mycelium fragments, or by the

effects produced presumably by these growths in
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the tissues of higher plants, notably in those of

the Carboniferous period, and there is every

reason to believe that they were among the

earliest floral elements of the earth. A com-
plete enumeration of all the known fossils which
have been classed as fungi has been made by
Alloj'sius ileschinelli, in his Funf/orum Fos-

siliuin Omnium, published at Venice in 1898, in

which are listed and described about 400 species,

included in about 70 genera. The lichens are

almost unknown as fossils. Those found are

apparently referable to living genera; tliey con-

sist mostly of flakes on fragments of lignite or

are inclosed in amber, and none is known from
horizons below the Tertiary. The alga; are rep-

resented by the earliest known definite traces

of vegetable organisms, even if all the prob-

lematic casts and tracings whicli have been

referred to these plants are eliminated. JIany of

these latter to which generic names have been

given may be considered as mere mechanical
markings, such as are made by ripples, sun or

frost cracks, etc., or by the tracks or burrows
of marine animals. In the former class may be

included the genera Eophyton, Vexillum, Gonio-

phj-cus. etc., and in the latter, Scolithus, Phytop-

sis, Bilobites, etc. Xevertheless, if all these un-

certain forms are disregarded, a large number of

fossil species are known, which are apparently

referable to the larger marine algie, and are

included in the genera Buthotrephis, Licrophy-
cus, Nematophycus, Lithothamnion, Chondrites,
etc., which occur in rocks of all ages from the
Cambrian upward.
The diatoms are the most abundant as well as

the most perfectly preserved of all the thallo-

phytes, their siliceous tests generally retaining
perfect!}' tlieir original characters. They occur
in abundance from the Cretaceous period up-
ward, often forming extensive beds of 'tripoli' or
diatomaceous earth, such as those of Bilin in

Bohemia and Richmond in Virginia. ( See Dl-

ATOSIACE.B. ) With very few exceptions, the genera
of fossil diatoms are identical with those now
living, and the same is true of a large number of

species. The Characeoe are represented in the

fossil state mostly by minute spheroidal bodies

which are supposed to be the fruit eases or

oogonia of species of Chara. They have been

found in rocks of Devonian age in North America
and are quite common in those of the .Jurassic

and Tertiary periods, where they are occasionally

accompanied by fragments of stems.

The Bryophttes. Our knowledge concerning
fossil bryophytes is practically confined to a small
numlier of remains found in the Tertiary and
more recent deposits, all of them either identical

with or closely allied to living species. The
Hepaticie are represented by about twenty fossil

species. Several in the genus Marchantia have
been described from the Tertiary rocks of Europe,

and one from the Eocene rocks of Jlontana. The
mosses occur sparingly as fossils, and have been

satisfactorily identified only in Tertiary de-

posits.

The Pteridophttes. The rise and decline of

this sub-kingdom of plants comprises one of the

most remarkable chapters in the life history of

the earth. Pteridophytes probably originated in

the Lower Silurian period. alth<Migh their earli-

est well-defined remains are from the Devonian.

During the Carboniferous period they attained a

position which, in respect of actual and relative

numbers and high degree of development as a
type, has no parallel in the vegetable kingdom;
but since that period the sub-kiugdom as a whole
has steadily declined numerically, and it has
also undergone profound biologic degeneration.
The ferns are probably the best known of the
fossil pteridophytes. They were important ele-

ments in the Devonian flora, and reached a ma.xi-
mum of development in the Carboniferous period,
at which time they apparently formed about 50
l)er cent, of the entire flora ; they declined to about
30 per cent, in ilesozoic time, and in Cenozoic
time to less thaii 6 per cent. All the Paleozoic
genera (Xeuropteris, Pecopteris. Sphenopteris,
etc.) are extinct, and so probably are most of
those of Mesozoic time, although a number of
the latter are considered to be identical with
living ones. Tertiary forms are generally re-

garded as generically and in man}- cases spe-
cifically, the same as existing forms.

Ehizocarps. inconspicuous both in size and in

numbers at the present time, are but poorly rep-
resented as fossils, even if all doubtful forms are
included. They probably made their first ap-
pearance during Devonian time. A number of
undoubted species of Salvinia are known from
Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits of Xorth Amer-
ica and Europe. The Equisetuni type had its

beginning in the Devonian, and perhaps earlier.

The remains consist of trunks or stems, leafy

branches or fructifications, which are known
under the generic names Calamites, Calamoden-
dron, Asterophyllites, Calamostachys, etc. They
attained their maximum of evolution during the

Carboniferous period, at which time they formed
probably 10 per cent, of the flora. These genera

became extinct at the close of Paleozoic time and
were succeeded by the Mesozoic genera Schizo-

neuron, Phyllotheca, etc., and Equisetum, which

latter has continued, through forms which stead-

ily decreased in numbers and size, down to the

present time.

Lycopods were rejjresented very early in geo-

logic time, probably in the Upper Silurian period

or even earlier, but reached their highest develop-

ment during the Carboniferous, contributing

about 15 per cent, to the flora of that period.

Their remains are represented mostly by trunks

and limbs, under the generic names of Lepidoden-

dron. Lepidophloios, Knorria, etc. : by the fruit-

ing spikes, under Lepidostrobus : by foliar organs,

under Lepidophyllum, etc. These genera became

extinct at the same time with the other pterido-

phyte genera of Paleozoic time, and were suc-

ceeded by degenerate descendants which are

either identical with or closely related to the

living generii Lycopodium and Selaginella.

PI..VXTS OF DoruTrrx Rexatio>ship. In this

connection it is necessary to mention several im-

portant types of vegetation whose exact botanical

affinities are not definitely known. It is probable

that some of these may represent s}Tithetic types

which combine characters belonging to both the

pteridophytes and the gvmnosperms. and they

mav. therefore, be properly considered between

the discussion of these two groups. The Cycado-

filiees are plants which, in the present state of

our knowledge, may belong either with the cycads

or with the ferns.' .such as those included in the

genera Hoeggerathia. Thinnfcldtia. etc. The im-

portant Paleozoic genus Si!/illaria. with its rhi-

zomes known as stigmaria. has been thought

possibly to represent a tj-pe intermediate between
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the lycopods and the gjumosperms, while the

genus' Spnenophyllum is one wliuh lias never been

satisfactorily classified botanically.

The Si'EKJiAToniVTEs. The earliest definite

remains of plants of this sub-kingdom thus far

recoi'Ued in America belonj; to llie Devonian
period, but in Europe tliey jjrobably date as far

back as the Upper Silurian. They developed
slowly until Mesozoic time, when, as gymno-
sperms, they became the dominant type of vege-

tation, and from then onward, as angiosperms,

they continued their uj)ward development to the

present time.

Tlie gymnos])erms were the earliest represen-

tatives, of which the extinct genera Cordaites,

Gingkophyllum, etc., may be considered as origi-

nal types. As a class they were of relatively

little importance numerically until the close of

the Carboniferous period, when both cycads and
conifers began to develop rapidly, and in early
Jlesozoie time these plants formed together

more than 00 per cent, of the entire flora. This
was the period of maximum development of the

cycads in jjarticular, after which they declined,

and are now a rare and unimportant element in

the living flora. The conifers apparently origi-

nated liofore the cycads; llieir development was
more uniform and they continued to be impor-
tant factors in the vegetation of both Mesozoic
and Ccnozoic time, as they are yet in the living

flora. Genera such as Baiera, Araucaritcs. etc.,

closelj- allied to our Ginkgo and Norfolk Island

pine, were in existence in the Jurassic and early

Cretaceous periods, and these were followed by
imdoubtcd living genera, such as Sequoia, to

which the giant trees of California belong;
Pinus, wliich includes our common pines, etc.

As a wluile. the conifers have continued to de-

cline in relative importance ever since the early
jiart of the Cretaceous period.

The angiosperms may have had their origin in

the Carl)oniferous period, lint the few supposed
Paleozoic forms described are very doubtful.
Toward the close of the Jurassic period this

class of plants was abundantly repre.sented. and
in the Cretaceous it rapidly developed into the
dominant type, Avhich position it has maintained
ever since. In regard to the monocotyledons we
know but little. The time of their first appear-
ance is not definitely established, and it was not
luitil the jialms made their appearance in the
Upper Cretaceous that they assumed any promi-
nence. Grasses and sedges probably preceded
the palms, but their remains have mostly been
found in rocks of Tertiary age, during which
period the class, as a whole, may have con-
tributed about 10 per cent, of the entire flora.

It is proljably in connection with the dicotyle-
dons that the greatest interest centres. Their
origin is traced to certain archaic forms in the
Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous deposits of North
America and Europe, to which Saporta has given
the name of proangiosperms. Some of these from
the Potomac formation of Virginia suggest,
superficially, a blending of the monocotyledons
and dicotyledons, as seen in the genera Acaciae-
phyllum and Prote;Tphyllum. Others, like Pro-
torrhipis. Braseniopsis, etc., have certain char-
acters suggestive of relationship to those few
dicotyledons which, in common with the mono-
cotyledons, possess an endogenous structure, and
of which Nymphiea. Nehimbo. etc., arc examples.
Apparently the dicotyledons attained their high

degree of development, both biologically and nu-
merically, more rapidly than did any one of
the types of vegetation which preceded them.
In the iliddle Cretaceous they had become the
dominant type, and they have continued so to the
present time. Among the earliest iilentitiable

genera are many whose relationship with living

genera is more or less clcarlx' defined, as indi-

cated in the names Populophyllum, Quercophyl-
lum, .Salici]ihyllum, etc., while these were fol-

lowed by others like Sassafras, Platanus, Lirio-

dendron, Alagnolia, etc., which it has been found
imijossiblc to separate generically from those
now in existence. Living species have been recog-
nizcil as far back as the Eocene and the Tertiary,

and in the Quaternary period it is probable that
all were identical.
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PALEOGRAPHY (from Gk. iralaidi, pa-

laios, ancient -f- -ypacpia, graphia, writing, from
ypd(j>eiv, graphein, to write ) . In its widest sig-

nification the science which treats of the writing
of tlie ancients and that of the Middle Ages. It

includes within its scope the study of all marks
or characters which may be designated as writing,

whether on materials regarded as indestructible

or as destructible. The term is commonly used,

however, in a more restricted sense, and denotes

the science which treats of writing on destructible

material. Hence we may define Greek and Latin
paleography as that branch of the general sci-

ence of paleography which is concerned with the

writing of those languages, found on such mate-
ria! as wax. papyrus, parchment, and paper, and
dating from the earliest times. Historically, the
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science of Latin paleograiiliy owes its origin to
tlie demands of diijlomatics, or the study and
criticism of ancient legal documents, (iradually
jMlcognipliy assumed an importance of its own,
;iiid linaily became a distinct science when the
importance of diplomatics diminished after the
I'rench Revolution. The interest aroused by
l.atin documents led to the study of Greek
pale<)gra|)liy, through the investigation of the
writings of the Greek Church Fathers. The
lield of Greek paleography is limited in com-
parison with Latin paleography, as the Greek
Utters were used for only one language, but the
l.atin alphabet served for the whole of Western
Europe.

Letter.s axd Tueib Forms. Letters may be
classed in a general way as majuscules and
minuscules. The former are cither capitals or
uncials. Capitals are either S(|uare, such as are
found in the most carefully made inscriptions,

or ru-lie. which are drawn with greater freedom
with cross strokes oblique and short. Uncials
arc modified capitals arising from the favoring
of curves and avoiding of angles inasmuch as
they are the production of the pen on papyrus.
Minuscules are the result of the rapid and in-

artistic writing of majuscules, which have been
changed in form and size. The forms of letters

were also intluenced by the material upon which
they were written. Those made on soft sub-

stances show curved lines, while letters on stone

or metal are angular.

Materials. The materials used by mankind
for purposes of writin* have varied much. Leaves
and bark were employed in a primitive state of

society. Linen was used by the Egyptians and
by the Romans for their religious books. Clay
was inscribed or stamped by the people of Baby-

lonia. .\ssyria. and Egypt, and by the Greeks and
Romans. Hronze was used by the Romans for

legal documents, such as the (lii)lomata, giving

privileges of citizenship and legal marriage to

the soldiers, and lead served also for documents
and dedicatory in.scriptions. Stone inscriptions

belong to the science of epigraphy. Wax tab-

lets were used by the Greeks and Romans for

writing purposes, a use which continued through
the Middle Ages and down to modern times, as

in the fish markets at Rouen. These were made
of wood or ivory in a i-ectangular form and had
a smooth surface slightly sunk and bordered by

a rim. The surface was covered with black wax
in which the writing was drawn by means of a
stylus, a sharp-pointed instrument of bone, ivory,

or metal. These tablets might be used singly,

or two or three could be bound together. JIany
wax tablets have been found, as in the mines of

Dacia. which date from a.d. 131 to 1(57, and at

Pompeii dating from a.d. 1.5 to t!2. Papyrus
(q.v.) was very commonly used as a writing

material in Egypt, Greece,' and Italy. Papyrus
rolls foimd at Herculaneum. which was destroyed

.\.D. 79, presen-e the earliest Latin writing on

this material. Next in date are the deeds of

Ravenna, running from the fifth to the tenth

century A.n. Of the fifth century are the frag-

ments which contain rescripts written in a Ro-

man cursive and addressed to Egyptian officials.

The use of papyrus continued through the Middle
.\gPi to some extent for literary works and regu-

larly for Papal documents down to the eleventh

century. Parchment (q.v.) was first employed
by the Greeks and Romans simply as a cover for

the rolls of papyrus, and il.-, u.-,e for books dates
from the latter part of the first century a.o.
The term used in modern times for any kind of
skin book is vellum, which properly designates
calfskin. Vellum was employed until the four-
tiH-nlh century, when paper made from rags gen-
erally took its place. Paper made from cotton
had been used for Greek manuscri[)ts in the
thirteenth century. As suggested above, papyrus
assumed the roll form, or loluiiioi proper. Parch-
ment, on the other hand, was made up into book
form in imitation of the wax tablets.

(iBEEK Paleography, The science of paleog-
raphy as applied to the study of Greek writing
on papyrus is of modern date. Greek papyri
were discovered at Herculaneum in 1752, and in

1778 forty or fifty rolls were found in Egypt,
which with one exception were afterwards
destroyed. In 1820 a large number belonging
to the second century B.C. were found at the
Serapeum in Memphis. During the next thirty
years there were discovered at intervals

important literary papyri, as in 1821 the
Bankes Iliad (the last book), in 1847 ora-

tions of Hyperides, and in 1849,50 the Harris
Homer (parts of Iliad xviii., and in book form,
books ii.-iv). Far more important discoveries

were to follow. In 1877 many fragmentary papyri
of a more literary character liolonging to the

Byzantine ]jeriod were unearthed at Arsinoe in

the Fayum district. In 1892, at Socnopiei Nesus,

in the same district, another group was found
containing documents ranging from the beginning
of the first century a.d. to the middle of the

third. In 1889-90" Flinders Petrie found that

the cartonnages of munmiy coffins at Gurob were
made of papyri, written in the third century n.c,

which proved to be fragments of documents and
of literary works, among them i)art of the lost

Aiifiopr: of Euripides. Fortunately, some papyri

were also deposited with the dead, and were thus

preserved in fairly good condition. Among these

were the Constitution of Athens of .\ristotle, the

Mimes of Herondas, the oration of Hyperides
against .-^thenogenes, and portions of the odes of

Bacchylides, In 1896-97 Grenfell and Hunt, act-

ing for the Egyptian Exploration Fund, discov-

ered at Behnesa. the ancient 0.\yrhynchus, thou-

sands of papyri, fragments of literary works, and
complete rolls of non-literary character, .\mong
these were the famous T^gia or sayings of

Christ, parts of the Gospel of Matthew, and

pieces from classical writers. They range in

date from the first to the seventh century A.n.

Previous to these discoveries it was customary to

classify Greek papyri according to the style of

writing as the literary or book hand or. again,

the cursive. .Mthough these differ in their gen-

eral stvie, there is no set form for each. Writing

on vellum may be classed as uncial and minuscule,

and this distinction can be sharply drawn in the

;Midd!e .\ges, when the literary hands were set-

tled. This is not true, however, of the papyrus

period, for it is impossible to distinguish uncials

and minuscules, both of which may be written

cursivelv. The uncial of the media'val period is

a lineal descendant of the literary style in the

papyri, but the medieval minuscule is a new

letter, based on the cursive, but molded into an

exact form and becoming finally the regtilar

hand of the literary style. Three' periods in the

history of Greek writing on papyrus may be rec-

ognized. These correspond to political changes:
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The Ptolemaic, B.C. 'iZ'-i-'M), iiiiiikccl by freedom
and breadtli of style; the Koumii, from Augustus
to Diocletian, marked by roundness and curved,

iluwiug strokes; and the Byzantine, from a.d. 360
to the Aral) eonijuest of Kgypt in U40, marked by
a large, handsome style.

U is possible that the earliest extant example
of writing on vellum is an Egj-ptian fragment of
two leaves containing part of l)crm)stlicncs"s

speech,/>e Falsa Lcyiitiune, in a hand like that of

tiie Herondas papyrus, written pcrhajjs in the
early ])art of the second century a.u. This is a
I'are e.\ample, and we do not find a rapid increase

in the use of vellum until the fourth century,
when literary works on i)apyrus arc almost en-

tirely lacking and its place was taken by vellum.
The oldest velluni manuscripts, excepting the
fragment of Ucmosthencs, are the great uncial
codices of the Bible, the Codex Vaticanus and the
Codex Sjinaiticus. Manuscripts written in Greek
minuscules are numerous. They arc classified as
the velustissimi, from the ninth to the middle of

the tenth century; the velusli, from the middle
of the tenth to the middle of the thirteenth cen-

tury; the recent lores, from the middle of the thir-

teenth to the middle of the fifte<'nth century ; and
the novvlli, all of later date. These show a vary-
ing style of minuscule, the earliest being the
most simple and exact.

Latix I'.vLEOGRAPiiY. In studying the history
of I^atin paleography, we begin with majuscule
writing as found in the earliest Latin uianu-
seripts extant, such as the Vergil of the fourth
century. Uncials described above may be recog-
nizeil in Latin paleography by the letters 6 and
Ti. and also by rounded forms of D and H. As
a literary hand the uncial writing runs from the
fifth to the eighth century. The cursive hand
generally used influenced the more limiteil liter-

ary majuscule hand, so that a style designated the

half-uncial finally became the book hand. The
earliest examples of the cursive style are the
wall inscriptions and wax tablets of Pompeii,
written before a.d. 79. The style of writing dif-

fered very slightly in the first three centuries of
the Christian Era. From the cursive hand came
the so-called national hands, which assumed an
individuality according to the locality in which
they held sway. The Lombardic is the writing of
Southern Italy as practiced in the monasteries
of Monte C'assino and La Cava, and lasted from
the ninth to the thirteenth century. The Visi-

gothic was employed for books and docuinents in

Spain from the eighth to the twelfth century.
The Merovingian appears as a book hand on
manuscripts of the seventh and eighth centuries.
It never reached the calligraphic form, which
marked the highest development of the other na-
tional hands, for it was supplanted bv the round
minuscules of the Carolingian reform. The Irish

and .\nglo-8axon writing must be mentioned
apart from the national hands, for it was not de-
rived from the cursive style, but from the half-
uticial which was brought to Ireland by the mis-
sionaries in the sixth century. One important
peculiarity of the Irish hand is the tendency to
calligraphic forms and ornamentation of the
manuscripts, as in the famous Book of Kells of
the latter part of the seventh century. The Irish
hand found its way into the northei-n part of
Britain, so that the English hand may thus be
traced to the Roman half-uncial.

The reform of writing which marked the reign

of Charlemagne was initiated by a decree of 789
for the revision of Church books. It had its

origin in the monasteries of France, particularly
at Tours, where, in the Abbey of Saint Martin,
under the direction of Alcuin of York, much at-

tention was given to writing. A new hand was
the result, which is known as the round Caroline
minuscules. These are small uncials of tlie true
Latin form modified by cursive influences. and they
became the literary hand of the Frankish Lmpire.
In the tenth century these minuscules began to

spread, and in the eleventh century they began to

assume their individual form in various nations
of Europe. This was the starting point of the
history of modern hands, which arc traced to the
Roman alphabet. In the twelfth century the
so-called Cothic writing appeared, which is

simply the Caroline minuscule with angles replac-

ing the curves. The writing of the fourteenth
century shows a gradual decline and the letters

become less distinct and are less carefully made.
Xevertheless, a renaissance in Italy in the four-

teenth century gave a very regular and beautiful
style—the humanistic hands of the fifteenth

century, which had great influence on the type
forms. These minuscule letters were the an-
cestors of the lower-case letters of the Roman
alphabet, and the Gothic form of the same gave
the German lower-case letters.

BiiiLioGRAPUY. The most convenient hand-
books are: Thompson, Uaiidbook of (Jrcek and
Latin. PalxEOorapliy (London, 18'J3) ; Reuseu. Ele-

ments de paleographie (Paris, 1897) ; Prou,
Manuel de paleographie la tine et fran^aise (ib.,

(1802); and Paoli, Proyramma scltolastica di

palcografia lalina e di diploinatica (Florence,
188-4-94). For facsimiles, the large series of

facsimiles of the Pala-ographical Societj' (Lon-
don, 1873 et seq. ) are of great value; also Vitelli

and Paoli, Collezione florentina di fncisimili pa-
leografici greci e Zatuu (Florence, 1884-90).

For Greek Paleography: Gardthausen, Grie-
chisehe I'aliiographie (Leipzig, 1879); Wileken,
Tiifrln zur iiltern griechischen Paliiographie
(Berlin, 1891); Altcnbaeh, Anleiliing zur grie-

chischen Paliiogrdphie (3d ed., Leipzig, 189.5)
;

and as an introduction to the subject of Greek
papyrus paleography, Kenyon, The Pulwogniphtj

of (Ircck Papyri (London, 1899). Facsimiles for

general study of Greek paleography are: Oniont,

Facsimiles dcs plus ancirns mannserits grccs en
oneiale et en minuscule de la Iiihliothi<jue Xa-
tionale du IVeme au, Xllcme siecle (Paris, 1892) ;

id.. Facsimiles des manuserits dates de la Biblio-

iheque yationale du IXeme au XlVeme siecle

lib., 1890) ; id.. Facsimiles des manuserits grecs
des X^'eme et XVIcme siecles (ib., 1887) ; Wat-
tenbach and von Velsen, Excmpla Codicum
Grwcorum Litteris Minusculis Hcriptorum
I Heidelberg. 1828) ; id., Scripturce (Irwce Sped-
mina (Berlin. 1S,S3).

For Latin Paleography: Delisle, .ilbum paleo-
graphii/ue (Paris. 1887) ; Wessely, Schrifttafeln
zur iilteren Uiteinischen Paliiographie (Leipzig,

1898) ; Monaei and Paoli, Archivio. paleografico
italiano (Rome, 1882-1890). Old and standard
works are: Silvestre, Paleographie unirerselle

(London, 1850) ; Champollion-Figeae, Charles
la fines sur papyrus (Paris. 1S3.)-401. For fac-

similes, Arndt, ffclirifttafrln -»/ Erlrnunifi der
latcinischen Paliiographie, 3d ed.. by Tangl (Ber-
lin. 1807-98) ; Zangemeister and Wattenbach. Ex-
empla Codicum Latinorum Litteris ilinusculis
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^vriptorum (Heidelberg, 187G-79) ; Chatclain,
I'aU-uijruphie den classitjues latins (Paris, 1884-

00) ; id., Uiicialis Scriptiora Codicuiii Latinorum
Xoiis Exeinplis lUuslrata (ib., 1901).

For abbreviations: Walther, Lexicon Diplo-
iiinticum (UIra, 1750), is still tlie standard work.
Cliassant. Dictionuaire dcs uhhrcriulioiiti (2d ed.,

I'aiis. 1884), is a convenient handbook. Cou-
-nlt also: Allen, yotes on Abbreviations in Greek
MuHiiseripts (London. 1889); Cappelli, Z)i>io>ta-

lio di alihreviatiire latine ed italiane (Rome,
1S09)

; and for Knglisli documents, Martin, The
lUcord Interpreter (London, 1892).

PALEONTOLOGY (from Gk. 7raAa<'or,pal!aios,

ancient + 6ina, onla, pi. of &v, on, being +
-X"7(a -logia, from Xiyeii/, leyein, to speak).
The science which deals with the ancient life

tliat has inhabited the earth during the past
jHTiods of geological time. It is based upon
the study of fossils, and has close alUliations
« ith geologj", physiograpln", and biology. It em-
braces, under a broad conception of its scope,
not alone the description and classification of
fossils, but also all questions relating to the
nature, morphologj-, and physiology, bionomy and
ecologj', geologic and geographic distribution,

and to the ontogen)-, evolution, and phylogeny
of all forms of plant and animal life that have
lived upon the earth and that are now found,
in more or less well-preserved condition of fos-

~i!ization, imbedded in the rocks that form
the earth's crust. Paleontology is the histor3' of

the organic life of the earth from its inception in

remote geologic time to its culmination in the
vegetable and animal life of the present era.

This science was foiuidcd on an independent
basis by Lamarck, Cuvier, Schlotheini, Sowcrby,
Parkinson, D'Orbigny, and Goldfuss about the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century, and most of

the earh' paleontological literature dealt with
mere descriptions and classifications of fossils.

After the publication of Darwin's Oriyin of Spe-
' us in 1859, and the subsequent elaboration of
tlie doctrine of evolution, it became evident that
proof of this doctrine must be furnished largely

by the paleontologists, and the study of fossil or-

ganisms received a new impetus along those lines

of research which bear upon the broader philo-

sophical questions of the origin, evolution, and
phylogeny of the various species and races of

fossil animals and plants. (Juite coordinate with
this development of the biological phase of

paleontology has been the elaboration of that
phase of the science which is more closely allied

to geology: namely the more refined methods in

the use of fossils as markers of geologic horizons,

the investigation of the succession, migration,
and evolution of fossil faunas and floras, and the
determination of the physiographic changes and
other causes of such phenomena.
Two lines of paleontological research may then

be recognized. Certain investigators confine their

attention almost entirely to the elucidation of
the morphology, embryology, ontogeny or devel-

opment, and phylogeny or genealogy, and to the
description and classification of organic remains,
noting the names only of the geological forma-
tions whence the species have been derived. Such
studies fall within the scope of paleobotany and
paleczoiilogA-. which are essentially branches of
biology. The other phases of the science of pale-
ontology, and perhaps the more comprehensive of

the two, may be designated as paleontologic ge-

ology, stratigraphic palcontologv-, geological bi-
ology, and deals with the relations existing be-
tween the fossils and the rocks in which they
are found. It is practically that part of his-
torical geology which is based upon the studv of
fossils. Under this head are embraced the "fol-
lowing lines of investigation, and also others not
mentioned that are of more special interest: ( 1

)

The use of index fossils as markers of geological
formations and horizons: (2) the assemblage,
within individual formations, of species and
genera of fossil plants and animals to constitute
paleofloras and paleofaunas; and the studv of
the succession, migration, and evolution of these
ancient floras and faunas, and their relations to
the grander divisions of geologic time; (3) the
development of facies, and the influence of the
facies on the conditions of existence of the life
of ancient times; (4) the study of paleogeog-
raphy, comprising the determination of the phy-
siographic and climatic conditions existent dur-
ing the successive periods of the earth's history.
All these latter lines of investigation, however
closely related in their final results to the phys-
ical side of geology, nevertheless dei)enil for
their successful pursuit upon intimate knowledge
of the purely biological aspects of paleontology,
for they are based primarily upon keen discrimi-
nation between allied species and upon recogni-
tion of the phylogenetic relationships of the spe-
cies involved.

Fossils. The nature of fossils and the modes
of fossilization are described in the article Fos-
sil. Xot all animals and plants of past time
have been preserved to us as fossils. A large
number of them were of such organization that
they were hardlv likely to leave traces of their
existence in the rocks. It is also known that
many formations which originally contained fos-
sils have suU'ered so great nietamorphism that
their organic contents have l)een wholly or par-
tially destroyed. Other formations have been
upheaved above the level of the ocean to form
part of the land and have been subjected to ero-
sion, with the result that their materials have
been carried down to lower levels or into the sea,

there to build up deposits of later age. Yet,
in spite of the many gaps which will prob-
ably never be filled, the historv' of organisms is

being rapidly compiled with an increasing degree
of continuity in the series of life epochs, the lines

of descent of many races of animals and plants
have been established, and the sequence of those

events in geological history that bear upon the
conditions of existence of e.xtinct faunas has been
worked out for several portions of the earth's

surface, and with a surprising degree of detail.

Through observation of the true order of super-

position, the rocks of the earth's crvist have been

arranged by geologists into a series of systems,

stages, and formations, the lowermost being the

oldest and the uppermost the youngest, and the

relative succession of the individual menilwrs of

this series has been determined to be the same in

all parts of the world. The fossils of the difl"crcnt

members of the series have been studied and de-

scrilM'd. and it has been ascertained that the as-

semblage of fossils found in one formation always
differs more or less from the assemblage of fossil*

found in the overlying ami underlying beds, and
furthermore that the difference is accentuated as

the distance between the formations is increased.

For table of geological formations, see Geoloct.
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Faunas. T1u> fossils contained in a rock for-

mation are in general indicative of the animal

and vegetable life that lived during the period

of time in which that rock was deposited. Suc-

cessive faunas and lloras of variable expression

have succeeded each other on the earth and have

left their remains in the rocks that were forming

during the periods of their existence. The large

divisions of time are distinguislied by the pre-

dominant tyi)es of life, as tlie Paleozoic era by
invertebrates, the ilesozoio era by reptiles, etc.,

and the smaller ])eriods of time, represented by
the .stages and substages, are characterized by
particular genera and species. Thus tlie Helder-

bergian .series is identiliable by the brachiopod

genus Gypidula, and a division of that series, tlie

C'oeymans limestone, is recognizable by the ])res-

ence of (li/jiiihilii (/(ilralu a well-marked s])ecies

that serves tor the identification of that hoiizon

in many parts of America. Such a characteristic

genus or species, which can l)e relied upon for

the recognition of geological horizons or zcmcs, is

called an index fossil, and its use is the result

primarily of careful observation in the field.

This empirical usage of index fossils is that

adopted by geologists who have not been trained

in tlie methods of paleontological research. There
is a second and more im])ortant usage of index

fossils based ujion a knowledge of the phylogeny
of races of animals and plants. By recognition of

the phyletic ])osition of a fossil the ex])ert \t:\\v-

ontologist can determine within close limits the

relative age of the rock from which the fossil was
obtained.

IxnicENK AND Exotic Faunas. In a single

Iiasin it is sometimes found that a series of

similar faunas, evidently evolved each from its

predecessor in this basin, is eventually succeeded
at a higher horizon by a new fauna totally dif-

ferent ironi those below. The lower faunas are

the indig<'ne faunas, developed or evolved in this

province through a long period of time and con-

sisting of members nicely adapted to their en-

vironment and to each other. The new fauna,
generally associated with a change of sedimenta-
tion, is called an alien or exotic fauna, and it

has invaded this region in consequence of phys-
iographic or climatic changes. It may find

itself in congenial surroundings, and its species

will then multiply and evolve, and if left undis-
turlied it will in turn become the indigene fauna
of the region. But if its new environment hap-
pens to become uncongenial it may sufl'er partial

extinction of its members or suppression of de-

velopment of its individuals, and it will remain
in the region for a short time only, to be suc-

ceeded by another alien fauna or by a returning
party of the original indigene fauna. The migra-
tions of faunas are largely due to changes in the
'facies' conse(|uent upon physiographic and cli-

matic changes.
Facies Diovelopment and Bionomy. Facies is

the combination of physical and biological char-
acteristics exhibited by a geological formation
at a particular point. These are determined at

the present time by climate, depth, tides, nature
of medium, distance from shore, etc. (see Dis-
tribution OF Animals; Ecology; Fauna;
Flora), and just as different types of facies are
being developed in the ocean and on the land at
the present time, so they have been developed
during all past periods of geological history. It
follows then that the deposits formed during any

one period may be represented in dillcrent regions

by littoral, sublittoral, abyssal, corallic, estua-

rine, lacustrine, or terrestrial facies, and each of

the.se facies will have its own distinctive fauna.

Study of the life habits of modern organisms en-

ables us to restore the habits of extinct forms of

life, and we are able to portray with a considerable

degree of correctness the conditions under which
the ancient faunas lived, and consequently also

to picture the physiography of past times. The
large majority of fossiliferous rocks are of ma-
rine origin, and hence a study of modern marine
organisms is essential to a proper understanding
of the bionomic conditions of the past. Fresh-

water and terrestrial deposits are also claiming
more attention than they formerly received; they
with their jjcculiar faunas and floras occur chief-

ly in the Jlesozoic and Cenozoic formations.

Bioxoiiv. Marine organisms are broadly di-

vided into ]ielagic, or those that inhabit the open
sea, and littoral, those that live in the vicinity

of the coasts. According to their modes of life

they are divided into plankton, nekton, benthos.

Plankton includes the majority of pelagic

organisms that are more or less passively drifted

about by the waves and currents of the ocean.

Many organisms are ])lanktonic only during their

larval stages and when adult become attached
and adopt a benthonic life (nieroplankton) . Such
are s|)onges, medusa', annelids, eehinoderms.
brachiopods, bryozoans, most mollusks. and ( 'riis-

taeea. Others are planktonie througlidut their

lives, as Foraminifera. Kadiolaria. Siphonophora,
Ctenopliora, Ch;rtognalh:i, Pteropoda. Hetero-
poda, and some crustaceans. Planktonie organisms
are generally widely distributed and their fossil

remains occur principall.y in the sublittoral and
abyssal facies, though they may be found in the

littoral facies.

Nekto.n includes the organisms that are ac-

tive swimmers independent of storms, currents,

and tides. Here are included fishes, most nia-

lacostraean crustaceans, the dibranchiate cephalo-

pods. and also the marine reptiles, including the

extinct ichthyosaurs, plesiosaurs, Pythonomor-
plia, and the cetaceans.

Be.xtiios includes all forms which live at the
bottom, and of which there are recognized two
sub-groups: the sessile and the vagile benthos.

The benthos includes by far the larger proportion
of marine organisms that are found in a fossil

state. Among them are the marine alga-, some
foraminifers, sponges, hydroids, corals, ecliino-

dernis, « onns, brachiopods, bryozoans, gastropods,

lamellibranchs, cirripedes, tunicates, and many
cephalojiods, such as the orthoceratites and
belemnifes. Radial symmetry is most highly de-

veloped in the sessile benthos (corals and eehino-

derms) .

Littoral Facies includes deposits formed on
the beach and in the shallow sea in the vicinity

of the coast. They consist mostly of terrigenous

materials ranging in size from fine mud, through
sand to coarse conglomerate, and some kinds of

organic deposits. The coarse beds contain few
fossils, but those of finer grain abound in them.

Fossils of the littoral facies comprise remains of

the organisms that inhabited the shallow water
and the region between tides: also those of tha

beach, and others that have drifted in to shore

from the open sea. The majority of the fauna
is made up of benthonic forms and all the ani-

mals and many of the plants have strong cal-
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eareous skeletons. Certain types of moUusks
are characteristic of the littoral zone; oysters,

mussels, the heavy clams, limpets, cl\itons, Lil-

toriua-like shells, the boring laniellibranchs, and
here belong also the coarse marine alga-, crabs,

and auoniurans. The littoral facies is the most
important of all, for most of the fossiliforoiis

rocks have been formed in the shallow water
near the shore and on the continental shelf, and
also because preeniiuently, in its peculiar develop-

ment of corallic facies, it contains the largest

fauna.
.SrBLiTTOK.\L Facies includes those deposits

formed in the deeper water at a distance from
the coast. It merges on the one side into the

littoral and on the other into the abyssal facies.

It contains the remains of pelagic
(
plankton and

nekton) organisms which after death have sunk
to the bottom, and also of those benthonic or-

ganisms of the deeper waters. Here are Included

fish, aramonoids. pteropods, gra)iti)lites, many
foraminifers. radiolariaus, and many echinoderms.

mollusks. and brachiopods of more delicate build

than those found in the littoral facies. Many of

the pelagic organisms enjoyed very wide distri-

bution, as the graptolites, and hence afrord excel-

lent index fossils for correlative purposes. Ex-
amples of sulilittnral facies are tlie graptolite

shales of the Ordovician, goniatite, and ammonite
limestones and shales of the Upper Paleozoic and
llesozoic, and many pteropod limestones, like the

Styliolina limestone of the Devonian.

Abyss.\l Facies. Here are included the de-

posits of the deep sea, consisting of very fine

grain sediments of various types. ( See Ooze.
)

The existence of abyssal sediments among the

rocks of the earth's crust has been strongly

denied by some writers. It is, however, difficult

to assign certain geological formations to any
other category. Such are the chalk deposits of

the Cretaceous, the Upper Paleozoic radiolarian

cherts of New South Wales, and those of .Jurassic

age in the .Vlps, and the Aptychus sliales of the

Alps, all of which are very similar to the abyssal

deposits of the present day.

Corallic Facies. This is really a phase of the

littoral facies, but as its characteristics are so

distinct, and as its development depends upon the

absence of many of those features associated with

the normal littoral facies, it deserves special con-

sideration. The conditions under which corals

form reefs at the present time are a warm tem-

perature, shallow water not more than 125 feet

deep, and pure sea-flater entirely free from mud
and from inllowing fresh water. The other or-

ganisms living about the coral reef require the

same conditions. These conditions existed also

during the formation of the Paleozoic and ileso-

zoic and Tertiary coral reefs, for the rocks of

these fossil reefs are free from traces of mud and
clay.

EsTi'ARiNE Facies embraces the deposits and
faunas of lagoons and estuaries. The sediments

are usually irregularly bedded muddy sands and
clays. Here is found a commingling of brackish

water types with marine organisms, freshwater

and terrestrial types. A fine example of such an
estuarine facies' is afforded by the Lower Car-

boniferous nodule-hearing shales of llazon Creek,

near llorris. 111., described by Meek and Wor-
then. Scudder. and others. The nodules have

furnished a very large congeries of plants and

animals. There are represented here ferns, am-

phibians, fish, insects, spiders, scorpions, myria-
pods. eurypterids, crustaceans, aipiatic worms, la-
niellibranchs of marine and fresh-water tyjics.
gastropods of freshwater, marine, and terrestrial
types. No strictly marine types, like crinolds and
brachiopods, occur here, those present being spe-
cies which could live in brackish water. Other
examples of estuarine facies are found in the
Carboniferous, Mesozoic, and Tertiary formations
of Kuroi)e. In all probability many of the coal-

measure swamps were of estuarine nature, for
sections through the beds show alternations of
marine and fresh or brackish water faunas.

Fresh-Water Facies appears first in the Car-
boniferous in the form of swamp deposits, now
turned into coal. In these deposits are abundant
fossil plants of various types, and remains of

freshwater mollusks, insects, etc., and also of am-
phibians and fish. In the Mesozoic. and in more
jnonounced degree in the Tertiary, lacustrine de-

])osits are largely developed. They may be rec-

ognized by their contained fresh-water shells:

Paludina, Gimiobasis, Planorbis, Limnsea, Unio,
and .\nodonta. They have afforded also the far

more important and more interesting vertebrate

remains, such as the dinosaurs, birds, and mam-
mals. Terrestrial fades, represented by deposits

of Hood plain, desert, and i>rairie, do not as a
rule afford many fossil remains. The loess, a re-

cent a<'cuinulation of dust and river mud, con-

tains land and fresh-water shells; and the While
Kiver Miocene clays of Colorado, containing fine-

ly- preserved vertebrates, are thought to have been

accumulated largely as dust upon a Tertiary

prairie.

Composite Facies. The fossil elements of a

fauna may be distinguished as autochthonous, or

those which naturally belong in the deposits

where found and which have been buried where
they lived or where they fell to the bottom ; and
heterochthonous, or those which owe their en-

tombment to the agencies of currents or other

means of transportation, and have been buried

far from their natural habitats. The autoch-

thonous fossils are the more reliable for zonal

correlation, while the heterochthonous fossils in-

dicate the nature of preexistent faunas and the

proximity of neighboring faunas of different

facies.

A.xciEXT Climate and Paleoceoiiraimiy. Cli-

matic zones arc thought to have existed as early

as Cambrian time and to have continued through

the Silurian and Devonian periods. The Euro-

pean and North American faunas of tlie.se pe-

riods can be separated into northern and southern

types which are quite distinct, the various genera

having representative species in each zone. The

courses of oceanic currents have been indicated

for the early and late Ordovician by Matthew
and Kuedemann. Other eviilenee regarding the

climate of the Paleozoic is derived from study

of the distrilnition of the fossil coral reefs of the

Silurian, and of the plants of the Carboniferous.

The Silurian coral reefs are found in high lati-

tudes and indicate rather warm temperatures

for those regions, and the structure of the Car-

boniferous tree trunks points to a remarkable uni-

formity of the seasons during that ))eriod. Neu-

mayr has tried to demonstrate tliat the .Jurassic

ancl Cretaceous faunas show the inlluence of well-

marked climatic zones which extended in belts

around the globe independent of the continental

barriers, but his results have not been confirmed
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by subsequent iuVLstigations. During the Ter-

tiary, liowiver, climatic zones certainly existed,

as is indicated by the fossil floras and faunas,

but a lowering of the temperature began during

Eocene time in Xorth America and during Mio-

cene time in Europe, and culminated in the ice

age of the l^leistocene. \arious interesting at-

tempts have been made by Neuiuayr, buess,

Chamberlin, and others to correlate the evolu-

tion of animals and plants with the changes of

climate in \r^st times.

It will be seen from what has been said re-

garding facies development that the study of the

distribution and migration of fossil faunas leads

to conclusions regarding the physical geography,
paleogeography, of ancient times; these conclu-

sions must of course be tested in the light of the

evidence derived from the study of the tectonic

features. Much has been accomplished in this

field of research by Heer, Xeumayr. Suess, De
l.apparent, (,'anu, Smith, Chamberlin, Weiler,

Orlmann. Schuchcrt, Ulrich, and Clarke.

The Specie:s and Genis in Jf.\u;oNTOLOGT.

The early conceptions of species held by the

botanists and zoologists of the non-transforraist

school were held also by paleontologists. Each
fossil species was considered to represent a dis-

tinct entity separate from its allies and specially

created. At that time transitional forms between
species were gnmpcd as varieties under one or

the other specific head, or were even in many
cases tlirown away and destroyed, as they inter-

fered with the hard and fast delimitations .sought

after in tlie early classifications. Sulisequentlj-, as

the evolution doctrine became better understood,

these transitional individuals were recognized as
alVording examples of the varial)ility of species,

and they are now considered to be of equal impor-
tance.with the norm of the species itself, as afford-

ingevidence upon theoriginof new varieties. A fos-

sil species differs from a living species in one im-

jmrtant respect. The living species of tlie present

day is distinguished by certain particular char-

acters which dilTerentiatc it from its allies, per-

tain physiological tests determine its individual-

ity, and it has a more or less limited area of

geographical distribution. Tlie species of the
paleontologist is a far different conceiition. In
addition to its gcogra]tliical distribution, it has
geologic range; for it lived during the period of

deposition of perhaps several successive forma-
tions, and it is represented in these formations by
a series of fossil forms of more or less unmis-
takable continuity until it disappears at some
higher horizon. The physiological tests are im-
possible, and hence the paleontologist nuist rely

upon likeness of form and upon continuity of
occurrence, and he groups under a single specific

denomination those individuals which resendde
each other in essential characters and which dif-

fer only in secondary characters. Some species
were evidently very shortlived, others enjoyed
long lives and underwent little if any change
of form, while still others varied consi<lerably

during their ])eriods of existence, and in their
later stages present such wide departure from
the original form that, were the intermediate
transitory phases absent, they would be con-
sidered to constitute distinct species or perhaps
event distinct genera. Examples of such series

of variable species are furnished by the Planorbis
of the Upper Miocene at Steinheim, Wiirttem-
berg, described by Hyatt and HilgendorfT; the

Paludinaus of the Lower Pliocene of Slavonia, de-

scrilicd liy NCumayr; the Ammonites of the Op-
pelio auhradiatua type of the Jurassic limestones,

studied by Waagen.
The existence of such series of transitional

forms, the members of which occur in successive

horizons and all of w'hich have apparentlj- been
derived from an original common ancestor, forces

recognition of the fact that the term species in

paleontology is a very arbitrary one, and that
the limitation of a species is determineil not by
an.y stricfly definable form, but rather by the

absence of transitional forms that would serve

to link it through scarcely distinguishable grades
of variation to its nearest ally. Two species

found in formations of different ages, and now
considered distinct, may through future discov-

ery of intermediate transitional stages prove to

be but the earliest and latest stages of a single

race. The same juinciples are true with respect

of genera, families, etc. (see HoR.SE, Fcs.siL),

our conceptions of which change as intermediate
forms are discovered, and as the gaps in the
classification are filled up. The inevitable con-

clusion drawn is that species and genera and
even the larger groups are mere stages in the
life history of organisms, that they have no real

existence in nature, and that they are arbitrary
concepts of the stages of evolution attained by a
race of organisms at a particular moment or
during a more extended period of its history.

Peuslstent .\i\o Aueruant Types. Persistent

or conservative types are conmion among fossils,

and they include those types that have escaped
all changes of environment, and also those mem-
bers of an original stock which have not responded
to the influences of changed environments, and
which have perpetuated the characters of their

more primitive ancestral type through several

geological fornu<tions or epochs. P^vamples are
found among the Foraminifera, Globigerina and
Orbulina (Camlirian lo recent) ; Nautilus among
cephalopods (Ordovician to recent) ; Lingula,
Crania, and Phynclionella among brachiopods;
and Cidaris among echinoderms.

Aberrant types, or forms in which organs have
been developed to an extent not found in the

other normal members of the group, are common
among fossils. Eucalyptocrinus among crinoids,

the Rudistae, PholadidiC, and Tercdinidie among
pelecypods, Ampy.x among triloliites, Triceratops
and Xaosaurus among reptiles, and the titano-

theres among mammals, serve as examples. The
most aberrant forms are usually found at the

ends of short lines of descent, and they seem
to mark approaching extinction of these side

lines. They seem to indicate extreme adaptation
of the organism to special modes of life and
appear to have lost their powers of adaptation
in other directions.

Gexebalized and Synthetic Tyt>e.s. In the

early history of a subkingdom there is often

found to be a group of fossil organisms which
combine in more or less marked degree the char-

acters that distinguish a number of distinct

classes or orders of later date. Such a gen-

eralized type or synthetic group is consi<lcred

to resemble closely if not actually to represent

the ancestral type of the entire subkingdom.
An excellent example is afforded by the Cystoidea
of Cambrian and Ordovician origin, which com-
bine the characters of the Crinoidea, Blastoidea,

Asteroidea, and Echinoidea of later origin. (See
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Ctstoidea; Crinoidea.) At a date after the
Cystoidea and Blastoidea had become extinct, and
after the Echiuoidea had passed throu{;h a con-
siderable amomit of evolution, there appeared in

the Triassic the isolated genus Tiarechinus, which
resembles both the Blastoidea and the Kchinoidea,
and wliieh thus constitutes a synthetic type l)e-

tween these two classes. The Phjilocarida form

fa generalized group connecting the Entomostraca
and Malacostraca ; the Jlerostomatai, containing
the Eurypterida; and Liniulidie, connect the Crus-
tacea and Araehnida (especially the scorpions)

;

the suborder Condylarthra of Lower Eocene time
contains the ancestors of all the later suborders
of the Ungulata, and also presents characters
resembling those of the Carnivora; and the
Gnetaceae are synthetic between the angiosperms
and gymnosperms. Xearly all races of fossil-

animals that can be traced back through ancestral
forms are found to have their origin in such
groups of generalized types.

Paleontology and Evolution. The causes of
variability among species, the meaning and
processes of evolution and natural selection, and
the relations between evolution and classification

are considered in other articles under those
particular titles. The bearing of paleontnlogic
research upon these subjects and some of the
results attained deserve brief notice here, and
for further information regarding these lines of

research the reader is referred to the papers cited

in the bibliography at the end of this article.

The following lines of research have been dis-

tinguished: Auxology or Bathmologv', the study
of growth of organisms; Genesiology, the study
of heredity; Ctetology, relating to the origin of

acquired characteristics; and Bioplastology, deal-

ing with the correlation of the ontogeny and
phylogeny. or the stages of development with
those of evolution.

Embrtogext of Fossil Organi.sms. Emlny-
onic shells of mollusks. brachiopods, and crusta-

ceans are sometimes found as minute objects in

higlily fossiliferous shales and limestone. Some
adult shells retain at their apices the form of the
embryonic shell, and others, like the ammonites,
have the young shell which hatched from the

egg inclosed within the centre of their coiled

disks. By examining large numbers of brachio-

pod shells of all sizes, Beecher and Clarke, and
later Schuchert, were able to arrange the in-

dividuals of certain species in series according
to size, and to show that they all were derived

from an embryonic stage, called the protegulum,
of very simple form, resembling the Cambrian
genus Paterina. They have shown tliat members
of all the families of brachiopods began their

existence as paterina-like shells, and that the

distinctive adult shapes have been attained

through modifications in the mode of growth of

the shell during the stages subsequent to the

protegulum stage. Beecher has shown that mem-
bers of the principal families of trilobites began
their existence as embryonic forms, called the

'protaspis.' which is comparable with the pro-

tonauplius stage of the more primitive living

Crustacea. Among the corals, several fossil

genera, as Favosites, Syringopora, etc. (fide

Beecher and Girty). pass through an embryonic
stage that resembles another fossil coral Aulopora.

The nautiloid and ammonoid cephalopods present

the most favorable conditions for the preserva-

tion of the embryonic stages of growth, because

their shells hold within their centres all the
successive stages through which they have passed
in their ontogenetic development. ' By breaking
open such a shell the developmental stages can
be studied from the earliest -protoconch' hatched
from tlie egg and found at the centre of the coil,

to the senile or old age stage represented by the
last chamber in which the animal lived." See
Cephalopoda.

Agassiz's Law of Recapitulation, subsequent-
ly termed by Haeckel the law of palingenesis,
according to which the stages of development or
ontogeny of the individual can be correlated with
the stages of evolution or phylogenj' of the race
to which the particular individual belongs, has
received abundant confirmative evidence from
paleontology', and the literature on this and allied
branches of research is quite formidable, esjw-
cially in its technicality of expression. The fol-

lowing scheme of terms adapted from Hyatt has
been devised to distinguish the corresponding
stages

:

Ontogeny, or Development

Collaqmal Technical
Fte tal Embryonic
Baby Neplonic
Adolescent Xeanlc
Adult Ephebic
Senile Gerontic

Phylogeny. or Evolution of
Race Stages

Epacme
Pbylembryonic
Phylouepionic
Phyloneanic
Phylephebic Acme
Pbylo^rontic Paracme

[

Fine illustrations of such correlations between
ontogenetic and phylogcnetic stages have been fur-

nished Ijy Hyatt's study of the Arietid;p. a group
of ammonites; by Beecher's demonstration of
the phylogeny of the Tcrebratellidic. a family of
brachiopods; and by Beecher's studies on the
larval forms of trilobites. This palingenetic law
is of much value to the stratigraphic paleon-
tologist, for it enables him to correlate geological
formations of which the faunas consist of wholly
unknown specie.s. It also enables him to postu-
late the existence in earlier formations of un-
known genera which when found will prove to

be counterparts of larval or adolescent stages of

species already under observation.

Acceleration and Retard.a.tion. In some
cases the correspondence between the two classes

of stages mentioned above is incomplete, through
action of 'tacliygenesis,'or 'acceleration of devel-

opment,' which lias been defined by Hyatt as fol-

lows: "All modifications and variations in pro-

gressive series tend to appear first in the

adolescent or adult stages of growth, and then

to be inherited in successive descendants at earlier

and earlier stages according to the law of ac-

celeration, untij they either become embryonic, or

are crowded out of the organization, and replaced

in the development by characteristics of later

origin." Examples are seen in the spiny larviB

of the trilobites Acidaspis and Argcs, which differ

greatly from the smooth protaspis stages of other

trilobites. Retardation of development is the re-

verse of acceleration and is due to the later stages

dropping out of the ontogeny; in other words,

animals in which this operates grow old quickly.

Examples are afforded by some Cretaceous ain-

monites which have sutures of goniatitic and

ceratitic type. These ammonites are derived from

Jurassic ancestors having complex sutures, but

they never attained their normal development;

they stopped growing in their youth. Similar

cases have been noted among the brachiopods.
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and the larval condition of many parasites may
be explained in this manner. Retardation of

acceleration results often in regressive evolution.

Tliesc laws of acceleration and retardation ex-

jilain disturbing factors in the application of

embryogcnic methods to elucidation of tlie past

histories of the races of modern animals, and
enable us to undcr.stand why the ontogeny of a

living animal cannot always be depended upon to

furnish a synopsis of the sequence of events that

have occurred in the geological history of its

phylum.
Ctetology {KTTiTit, something acquired). The

question of the inheritance of acquired cluiracters,

one of the cardinal princi])lcs of evolution, has

been denied by some zoiilogists, and allirnied by
most paleontologists. Hyatt, after tracing the

genetic relations of varieties and species of fos-

sil cephalopods through geologic time, came to the

conclusion "that there is no class of characteris-

tics which may be described as non-inheritable,"

and he has proved beyond an.y doubt tlie inher-

itance of one particular characteristic, namely
the so-called 'impressed zone,' of the nautiloids,

due to the adoption by the animal of a crawling
mode of life, with its" eonsecpieut inlliience upon
the form of the shell. This impressed zone ap-

peared lirst in tile adult stages of early Paleo-

zoic nautiloids. and through inheritance and ac-

celeration it became fixed in successively earlier

stages of growth in the succeeding nautiloids of

the later Paleozoic.

Gerons and Piiylogebons. When an organism
has passed the acme of its development and be-

gins to get old it sometimes acquires at that
late date pc;uliar characteristics that seem to in-

dicate loss of energy. The shells of mollusks and
brachiopods thicken and the ornamentation de-

creases in prominence, etc. Among fossil cephalo-
pods the last whorl often shows a tendency to
uncoil. By acceleration these gerontic characters
appear earlier in the ontogeny of succeeding spe-
cies, and finally the normal closel.v coiled shell is

found only in the verj' youngest stages of the
phylogerontic members of the race.

Ad.\pt.\tion and Specialization. The manner
in which many types of modern organisms have
become adapted to their particular modes of exist-

ence is often well illustrated by their fossil an-
cestors, in wliicli may be observed a gradual
change in organization from earlier less special-

ized and less adapted types. One of the best
known cases of gradual adaptation is that of the
horse, whose one-toed hoof has become adapted
from an original five-toed Eocene ancestor of gen-
eralized type. ( See HoBSE, Fossil. ) Some cases
of iidaptation to particular modes of existence
reached a higlicr degree of perfection during past
times than any known at tlie present day. There
was a winged reptile, Ornithostoma or Pteranodon
of the Cretaceous, in comparison with which the
best of modern birds are mere tyros. This crea-
ture, with a body weighing not more than thirty
pounds, had wings that spread twenty feet from
tip to tip, and a skeleton so delicate that the
bones are almost paperlike in structure. The
cause of extinction of such a creature, which
would seem to have been almost beyond the in-

fluences which are known to have caused the ex-

tinction of other races of animals, is as yet a
mystery.

Extinction of Organisms, One of the most
impressive phenomena brought to the attention of

the student of paleontology is the extinction or

disappearance of species, families, and even whole
orders, as well as faunas, of fossil animals and
plants. In some cases tlic rate of disappearance
is gradual, the group diiiiinishing in ini])ortaiice

before final extinction occurs; in otlier cases ex-

tinction is sudden, as if due to .some catastrophe.

E.xtinctions of the latter type are usually asso-

ciated with important changes in the sediments
or with unconformities, and occur at levels which
have been used to mark the limits of geological

systems or formations. In many cases such ex-

tinction is only apparent, and is due to migration

Eras
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Without doubt the most far-reaching causes of
extinction of marine animals during past times
have been those elianges in the rehuive levels of
land and sea by which tlie water has been largely
drawn off fi'om the epicontinental shallow seas
and from the continental shelf or littoral zone
during intervals of isostatic readjustment. As a
consequence of such readjustments, wliich also
mark the openings of hew geological periods, the
faunas inhabiting the shallow seas have been
driven into deeper water and have suffered an-
nihilation, with the exception of scattered parties
which found shelter in some harbors of refuge and
thus served to furnish the nuclei for new faunas
which evolved under future more favorable con-
ditions.

D1.STRIELT10.X OF Obgaxisms IX THE Past. De-
tailed information regarding the range of the va-

rious fossil animals throughout the geological
formations is given in the articles on the separate
groups and genera, and the range of fossil plants
is described in the article Paleoisotany. It is

necessary here to give only a general view of the
distribution of those grou]js of animals which are
of most importance to the student of strati-

graphic paleontolog;v. The vertical divisions of
the table represent geological periods, and the
thickness of the black lines indicates the relative

expansion of the groups. The selection of the
group names is based entirely upon their impor-
tance as fossils and has nothing to do with their
rank as members of a zoological classification.
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Biology; Botany; Zoology; Classification of
Animals; Heredity; Paleobotany; etc.

PA'LEOTROP'ICAL, or ETHIOPIAN, RE-
GION (from Gk. jra,\oi6s palaios, ancient +
Eng. tropical). A grand division in zoogeog-

raphy composed of Africa south of the Sahara
and Mailagascar. The second name is tlie better,

because only a part of the tropical regions of the

Old World "are included. Four suhregions were

delimited by Sclater and Wallace: (1) That

part of Africa north of the Tropic of Capricorn

as far as the Tropic of Cancer (including

Southern Arabia), except the Congo basin; (2)

West Africa, or the eipuitorial Congo forest

region; (3) South Africa; (4) Madagascar and
the neighboring islands. This is one of the Ik'sI

ilelined of the zoological regions, and has been
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excepted by those who would unite all the rest

of the bouthfin Hemisphere. (See Xotog.ea.)

Vf its subdivisions, the most clearly defined is

the Malajrasy Subregiou (q.v.). For the faunal

characteristics of this refiion, see Africa, para-

graph J'liinm: also, Distkibltiox of Animals.

PA'LEOZO'IC (from Gk. 7raXai6s, palaios,

ancient + fun;, zOc, life). The nauiu yiven to the

lowest of the three great divisions of the fossilif-

crous rocks, because they contain the most
ancient forms of life. They were formerly known
as the primary rocks. The systems included

under this title are the Cambrian, Ordovician,

Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous. Phillips,

for the sake of uniformity, introduced Mcsozoic
as equivalent to Secondary, and Neozoic to Ter-

tiary rocks. See GeoI-ogv : Paleo.ntology : Silu-

BIAX SY.STEM; DEVONIAN SYSTEM; CAMBRIAN
•System ; CAKuoNiFERors System.

PALERMO, pa-ler'nifi. The capital of the

Province of Palermo and of Sicily, being the

judicial, ecclesiastical, and military scat for the

island. It is situated on the northwest coast, on
the west side of the Bay of Palermo, 120 miles

west of Messina (Map:" Italy, H '.)). The en-

trance to the bay affords a beautiful view. The
city, which has received the appellation of 'la

felice,' or 'the happy,' stretches magnificently

along the shores. It is surrounded by the beauti-

ful plain of the Conca d'Oro, and is nobly backed
by mountains reaching a height of nearly 3500
feet, the shapely Monte Pellegrino rising on the
north and Ca]ie ZafTarano stretching away
to the east. The mean annual temperature is

G3.t>' F. In summer a refieshing wind blows up
daily from the east, across the water.
Many of the streets are uupaved and are dis-

agreeal)le from dust at certain seasons of the

year; the avenues are regular, and Palermo is,

on the whole, well built and clean. There are
four quarters which are formed !>}• the Corso
Vittorio Emanuele and the Via ilaequeda. At
their intersection is the small but lively square
called t^uattro Canti. the geographical centre of

the city. It has eight sides, and is faced by
fagades decorated with statues of the holy virgins

of Palermo, kings of Spain, and the seasons of the
year. There are in the city many relics—towers,

etc.—of Xorman times. AH the houses are pro-

vided with bak-onies. The Corso. the main street,

leads from the sea to the cathedral and royal
palace in the southwest corner of the city—the
oflicial centre. Here the vast and picturesque
cathedral faces the Piazza del Duomo (which is

surrounded by sixteen hvige holy statues) and
stands adjacent to the important Piazza Vittoria.

A statue of Santa Rosalia rises in front. The
church was begim in ll(i!), and is a composite
structure with many spoiled features. Its facade,
however, is vei-y attractive, and its tombs of the
Sicilian kings, including that of Frederick II..

are imposing. In the Chapel of Santa Rosalia lies

the saint in a silver sarcophagi\s ( 1C.31 ) . which is

exhibited to the people thrice annually. Another
interesting church is the San Giovanni degli Ere-
miti, with five domes and charming cloisters, a
Xorman structure belonging to the early part of

the twelftli century. The superb S.an Salvatore
is a creation of Aniato, and the Carmine
Maggiore is also fine. The spacious La Mar-
torana dates from 114.3. In it are the head-
quarters of the important Conservazione dei

Monumenti di Sicilia. In the Oratorio del San-
tissimo Rosario is a notable altar-piece by Van
Dyck.
The Palazzo Reale, or royal palace, stands on

the site of a castle built in Saracenic times. The
spot is associated with the lives of Manfred and
Robert Guiscard. There is here, perhaps, the fin-

est attraction in the city—the Arabic-Norman
Palatina Chaiiel. It owes its origin to Roger 11.

(1132). As a palace chapel it is unsurpassed.

It is beautifully ornamented with mosaics, the

glass uiosaics on the interior vyalls being espe-

cially noteworth}-. Around the Piazza Vittoria

stand, in addition to the royal palace, the Palaz-

zo Sclafani. now serving as barracks; the archi-

episcopal jialace, dating from tlie fifteenth cen-

tury, and ]>ossessing several graceful architec-

tural features; and the Palazzo Municipio, con-

taining a beautiful Greek statue of Antinoiis.

Among the fine new buildings in Palermo is

the Government Finance Rureau. The modern
Casino is found in the Palazzo Gcraci. 'J'ho

beautiful Garibaldi garden lies near the small

harbor of La Cala. from which, along the sea,

extends the magnificent and fashionable espla-

nade Foro Italico as far as the X'illa (iiulia, or

the Flora. This public park, beautified with

the rarest trees, is scarcely rivaled in Italy. It

has monuments to the poet ileli and to Fred-

erick II., and a meritorious modern marble group
of the Greek heroes, the C'anaris, chiseled by
Civiletti. Adjacent is the splendid Botanic Gar-

den. Not far away, on the south side of the

city, is the Garibaldi gate where the patriot en-

tered in 1800. In the northwestern part of the

city extends the modern Via della LibertA, the

poi)ular drive in winter. It passes through the

English Garden, opposite the gate of wliicli is

a fine equestrian statue, of Garibaldi, dating from
1892. In this direction lies the newest quarter

of Palermo. It is occupied chiefly by foreigners.

There are in the city a monument to Philip V.
(1850). a statue of Charles V., the historic statue

of the Genius of Palermo, and a statue of Victor

Emmanuel I. In the Piazza Croce del \'espro

stands a memorial (marble column and cross)

erected in 1737 to the French buried here after

the Sicilian Vespers.

'

The National Museum is in the suppressed

monastery Dei Filippini. and is interesting.

Among its more valuable contents is an excep-

tionally fine altar-piece with wings, of the early

Flemish period, attributed by some to Cornelis-

sen. by others to Mabuse. Here, also, are the fa-

mous metopes of Selinus. representing almost
the highest stage of Greek art.

Palermo is the seat of a university. (See Pa-
lermo. 1"niversity of.) The communal library,

rich in material on Sicilian history, has a1)out

220,nnn volumes and 3300 manuscripts. The na-

tional library has about 100.000 vohimes. It

together with the lyceum is established in the

former New College of the .Jesuits. There are

in the city a Greek seminary-, a conservatory of

music, a royal observatory, two teachers' semi-

naries, the Societit per la Storia Patria, a sea-

men's school, an agricultural institute, a Circolo

Filologico. a fine modern opera house, and llie

new theatre called Politeama.

The manvifacturing interests are small. There
is now a capacious shipbuilding yard. The com-
merce is growing, wine, oranges, lemons, sul-

phur, sumach, grain, and oils being conspicuous
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exports. Leading imports are coffee, sugar, coal,

cutton and woolen goods, silks, and porcelain.

Tlie old harbor is the little La Cala, suitable

oiih' lor small vessels. It is protected on the

east by a long narrow mole reaching out toward

another mole e.\tending from the north. The new
haven lies at the foot of Monte Pellegrino. The
city is connected by rail with various parts of

llie island. Palermo is the sixth Italian port

in importance and the third in Sicily, the num-
ber of ships entering and clearing in 1900 having

been 0750, with a total tonnage of 3,3.30,000.

The city is provided with electric tramways and

a good water supply. At the head of the city

government is a syndic. Palermo's great festi-

val is that of Saint Rosalia, from July 11th to

15th. Regattas, races, and fireworks are its

important features.

The environs, embellished with elaborate

villas, are of great beauty and interest. A short

distance to the southwest ancient catacombs were
discovered in 1785, but were destitute of con-

tents. Monte Pellegrino offers a very attractive

ascent and a remarkable view. On its side is

found the famous grotto (now converted into a

churchj of Saint Rosalia. The royal chateau at

the foot of the mountain is a splendid seat, with

Chinese architectural featui-es. The population

of Palermo in 1901 was 309,694. It is the fifth

Italian city in size.

The town I anciently Panormus or Panhormus

)

was of Phoenician origin. It was Carthaginian

for a long time, until taken by the Romans in

B.C. 254. Augustus established a colony here.

The Byzantines took it from the Goths in a.d.

535. It was a wealthy and powerful Moslem
centre after 830, and became the ca])ital of the

Xormans in Sicily in 1072. In 1194 it passed

to the Hohenstaufen. The Court of Frederick

II. here was one of the most brilliant in Eurojie.

In 1282 occurred the massacre ot the French in

Palermo, known as the Sicilian Vespers (q.v. ).

During the residence of the Spanish viceroys

tlie city was a regal place, and nuich of its

distinguishing architecture and many of its

features date from this epoch. It was the scene

of revolutionary revolts in 1820. 1848-49. and

1860. and suffered much in consequence. Gari-

baldi entered the citv in 1860. A national ex-

position was held here in 1890. Consult: Schu-

hring. Historisohe Topographie von Panormus

(Liibeck, 1870); Freeman. Historical Essays,

3d series (London, 1879) ; id., History of Sicily

lib.. 1891) ; Arcoleo. Palermo iiiid die Kiiltur in

.Viri7iVH. trans, by Xolte (Dresden, 1900).

PALERMO, University of. An institution

founded by Ferdinand IV. in 1779. A higher

institution of learnins existed in Palermo as

early as 1394. In 1805 the university was closed

and' was not reopened until 1850. Since then, en-

coura^ed bv the Government, it has maintained

a steadv growth. It consists of the faculties

of law. 'medicine, surgery, mathematics and nat-

ural science, letters and philosophy, and the

schools of pharmacy and engineering. Its at-

tendance is about 1400.

PALES, palez. In early Roman mythology, a

divinity much worshiped by herdsmen. In the

Roman poets, who only knew the divinity from

the festival. Pales is a goddess, but Varro states

that oricinallv the divinity was masculine The

festival, the ' Pnlilia, or more commonly the

Vol. XV.—17.

I'arilia, was celebrated on April 21st, which was
in later times declared to be the day of the
founding of Rome. It was a purification of the
Hocks and herds. The stables were swept,
sprinkled, purified with sulphur, and adorned
with wreaths. Fires of hay and straw were
kindled, over which the worshipers sprang three
times, and doubtless drove the herds. Prayers
for the increase of the (locks were made, and also

offerings of milk and cakes, but no bloody sacri-

fices.

PALESTINE, pal'es-tln (Lat. Palcestina, from
Gk. llaKauTTLiiri, Palaistine, from Heb. Pilishli,

Philistine, from pulash, to wander about). A
name originally applied to the coast land occu-

])ied by the Philistines, but later used in a wider
sense to denote the Land of Israel. The exact

limits of Palestine, taking the term in its ordi-

nary wider significance, are somewhat hard to

fix. A line drawn from the deep gorge of the

Leontes (the modern Litany or Kasimiych), as

it turns abruptly to the west to reach the sea,

eastward across the valley to Mount Hernion*

will give a satisfactors' northern boundary; simi-

larly, a line from Mount Hernion due south to

the parallel of the southern end of the Dead Sea
will indicate the eastern limit; the southern

boundary may be marked by a line from the

south end of the Dead Sea due west to the Medi-

terranean. The territory thus bounded extends

about 150 miles north and south, the breadth

ranging from about 35 miles at the extreme

north to 110 in the south. The west-.Jordan

portion varies in breadth from 23 to 80 miles,

in other words. Palestine lies between latitudes

31° and 33° 20' X., and extends from the sea to

about longitude 35° 45' E. of Greenwich. The

west-Jordan portion comprises something over

6000 square miles, that east of the Jordan some-

what more than 3000 square miles.

Physical Fe-^itures. The physical features

of Palestine are very marked. The most peculiar

and important of "these is the remarkable de-

pression through which flows the .Jordan (q.v.).

This depression is due to a geological disturbance

at the end of the Pleiocene period, when the whole

plateau east of the Mediterranean then under

water was rent in two from north to south as far

as the Red Sea. In Palestine the strata just

west of the fault broke and fell with a strong

dip toward the deep valley thus formed.

Throughout nearly the whole course of the

Jordan, and to a" short distance south of the

Dead Sea. this valley is lower than the level of

the Mediterranean. Tlie waters of Merom (Lake

lluleh) are about seven feet above sea-level,

the surface of the Sea of Galilee, about 10 miles

farther south, is 682 feet below the sea. while the

surface of the Dead Sea. 65 miles south of the

Sea of Galilee, lies 1292 feet below sea-level,

with the bottom 1300 feet lower still. The sur-

face of Palestine may be divided, roughly speak-

ins. into four parallel zones—the scacoast plain,

the hills and mountains west of the Jordan, the

valley of the Jordan, and the -plateau region east

of the great depression.

This whole region consists of a series of lime-

stone formations over Nubian sandstone. The

upper strata are soft and porous, except w-here

worn awav bv erosion, so that in many places

water can be obtained only from ver>- deep

wells. Where the harder strata are nearer the

surface, springs abound. In the Jordan \'in,.v
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and in many parts of the east-Jordan land hot

springs e.\ist. These show tliat the ancient

Volcanic activity, evidenced not only by many
cartlujuakes recorded in history, but especially

by the great lava plateau (with many extinct

volcanoes) which stretches from the Sea of

Cialilee to the Hauran (q.v.), is not j'et entirely

quiescent.

The hilly range west of the Jordan, in striking

contrast to the' eastern plateau, is broken and
irregular in character. It may be divided into

several distinct regions. Beginning at the ex-

treme south, we have the 'Negeb' or 'south' re-

gion (literally tlie dry or parched land), a desert

tableland, 1500-2000 feet above sea level, inter-

sected by wadics or ravines numing cast toward
the Dead Sea or northwest toward the Mediter-

ranean. The largest of these is the Wady es-Seba,

Avhich ))asses by ancient Beersheba and enters the

Mediterranean as Wady Ghuzzeh a few miles

south of ancient Gaza.

The northern part of the Negcb is higher (about
• 2500 feet above sea level ) and more broken.

The central ridge now becomes more pronounced,
and the higliland or mountain region of .Jiulah

begins. This extends as a fairly unbroken pla-

teau some miles north of Jerusalem. The highest

portion of the .Judean range is near Hebron
(3370 feet). Toward .Jerusalem the level sinks

in places to about 2400 feet, but becomes higher

as it extends north. The crest of the Judean
highland averages nearly 15 miles in breadth.

From it the descent to the Dead Sea. 10 or 15

miles away, is rapid, breaking down finally in

precipitous cliffs. The whole region bordering
on the Dead Sea is wild, barren, and rocky,

intersected by countless deep ravines leading

toward the sea. It was known as Jcshimon (the

desert waste), and its upper reaches nearer the

central plateau formed the Wilderness of >Judah
with its various subdivisions, the Wilderness of

Tekoa, of .Teruel, of ^Maon, etc. West of the
Judean highland the country sinks gradually
toward the coast plain. This region of hills and
valleys was known as the iihephelah, i.e. the

low land. In the more open valleys and on the

hillsides both the Shephelah and the central

plateau are capable of high cultivation. In
other parts, especially the uplands, they are more
suited for pasturage. From the coast plain sev-

eral large valleys lead up into the interior high-

lands, of which those of Ajalon, of Sorek, and
of Elah have become famous as scenes of great
conflicts between invaders and defenders of the
uplands.

The central highland continues north of Jeru-
salem for upward of forty miles, but with less

uniformity. North of Bethel ( 10 miles north of

tierusalem ) it begins to be broken. The general
level sinks, though many peaks are over or
nearly 3000 feet high. The descent to the Jordan
Vallev is in places very abrupt, though also
traversed by a number of passable valleys. One
of these, the Wady Farah, pierces far into the

interior. Near Shechem, situated in a beautiful
vale between JInunt Gcrizim (2849 feet) on the

south and Mount Ebal (3077 feet) on the north,

a network of valleys seems to converge. One of

these, the Wady esh-Shair, opens out northwest
into the plain in which the city of Samaria was
situated and continues on to the coast. Another
opens into the Wady Farah. and thus gives open
connection with the Jordan Valley. Near She-

chem, then, the central highland may be said to

break down into a system of valleys, plains, and
isolated peaks. Between Bethel and Shechem,
especially along its western border, the whole
plateau is more open anil undulating, more fer-

tile and capable of cultivation, tlian that of

Judah to the south. This region was known as
Mount Ephraira, rather a .succession of hills than
one continuous mountain. The part of the coast

plain west of Mount Ephraim is the famous
'Plain of Sharon.'

From the hills near Samaria northward the
comitry takes on a new character. The low-lying
plain of Dothan, 10 miles north of Samaria,
connects tlic .seacoast plain with the southern
reaches of tlie great Plain of Esdraelon (q.v.),

a triangular-shaped expanse, about 16 miles
across, midway between tlie .Jordan and the sea,

with an average elevation of but about 250 feet.

This remarkable district is separated from the
seacoast plain to the west by a series of low
hills running northwest from the plain of
Dothan and culminating in the Carniel range
(loOO-lSOO feet), which juts out into the Medi-
terranean in a promontory 556 feet high, at the
foot of which there is a narrow strip of beach.
The Plain of Esdraelon is shut in on the east by
the Gilboa Mountains (1300-1650 feet) and the

hills near the site of ancient Shnnem and Nain.
Between these two ranges of hills the deep valley
of Jezreel, all of it below the sea level, leads
down to the Jordan. The northeastern corner of

the plain opens out into another rapidly descend-

ing valley across which Mount Tabor ( 1843 feet)

rises in lonely grandeur.

Xorth of Esdraelon, in Lower Galilee, the
mountains begin to reappear. The whole region
between the Sea of Galilee and the Mediter-
ranean (i.e. the Galilee of the New Testament)
is quite open. None of the peaks attains a height

of 2000 feet, and they are for the most part iso-

lated and interspersed witli valleys and plains.

There are two main systems of hills in this lower
Galilee. One bounds the Plain of Esdraelon on
the north, extending from the river Kishon just
opposite Mount Carmel to the Sea of Galilee.

The hills about Nazareth and Cana and Mount
Tabor belong to this system. North of these
hills, extending from the northwest coast of the

Sea of Galilee to the coast plain, is a long, low
plain broken into several portions by low hills,

crossing it from north to south. The most fa-

mous part of this plain is the fertile Sahel el-

Buttauf (Assochis), ten miles long and two to

three miles wide. The eastern end of the plain

as it descends to the Sea of Galilee forms the

Land of Gennesaret. A second line of hills, north
of the long plain, at the northern foot of which
runs the bed of the Wady Shaib, completes the

hill system of Lower Galilee. North of the
Wady Shaib the elevation rapidly increases. As
in .Judah. we now find a high central plateau
with an elevation of 2000-3000 feet, with occa-

sional peaks still higher. The descent on the

east, to the Jordan, is steep; that on the west,

to the sea, more gradual. The plateau is nar-

rower at the north than in its southern portion.

Northern Galilee is limited by the Leontes,

which, rising between the Lebanons, makes a
sharp detour to the west and enters the sea just

north of Tyre. East of the angle formed by the

Leontes the mountains of Galilee extend north-
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ward to form a portion of the great Anti-
Lebanon range.

Across the valley tlirough which flow the upper
coui'ses of the Jordan lie the rapidly ascending
slopes of Mount Hernion, whose summit is 'JlGti

feet above the sea. Out from the depths of this

vast mountain flow most of the springs which
combine to form the .Jordan. Where these

streams converge the valley is 8 to 10 piiles wide
and but little above the level of the sea. It

soon becomes marsliy. and at last opens into

Lake Hulcli. After this the valley narrows and
the stream descends rapidly to the Sea of Gali-

lee. From this lake to the Dead Sea, 65
miles, the .Jordan Valley varies in width from
3 to 14 miles. It is only about 4 miles wide
Avhere it leaves the Sea of Galilee, but broadens
where it is joined by the Valley of .Jezrecl, 13

miles below. It again narrows, but after receiv-

ing the Jabbok continual!}' widens until, at

Jericho, it attains its maximum breadth. Where
the .Jordan enters the Dead Sea the valley bot-

tom is swampy. On either side of the valley the

ascent to the highlands is generally steep. The
western side is much broken by many ravines

and passes, but the eastern hills present a jnore

uniform appearance, being broken only at long

intervals by the larger streams. The valley is

of inexhaustible fertility, and has an almost
tropical climate. The Dead Sea marks the deep-

est part of this great depression. It has no
oulet, and the constant evaporation, aided by the

saline character of many of the springs in the

neighborhood, makes its waters so heavily charged

with salt that they are exceedingly bitter in

taste and of high specific gravity. They are,

nevertheless, very transparent. In some places

the shores are heavily lined Avith salt deposit.

The Dead Sea is also remarkal)le for the petro-

leum springs below its surface from which come
the lumps of bitumen often found floating on its

waters. Hence its ancient name, Asphiiltis. The
sea is deepest (c.l300 feet) at its northern end.

The southern half is quite shallow. Lying at a

level of 1292 feet below the sea, and surrounded
by hills rising 3000 to 4000 feet above its sur-

face, the Dea Sea is one of the hottest regions

on the earth.

Across the deep, hot valley lies Eastern Pales-

tine, much more uniform in character than the

territory west of the .Jordan. It divides natural-

ly into three main sections. From Moimt Her-

nion to the Yarmuk (Hieromax). a large peren-

nial stream traversing the eastern plateau and
emptying into the .Jordan, the limestone is over-

lain with a thick volcanic formation. E.Ktinct

volcanoes alupund and the lava soil renders the

region extraordinarily fertile. Only the western
portion, the Jaulan (ancient Gaulanitis), belongs

within the limits of Palestine. The eastern por-

tion represents the ancient Bashan. The general
elevation is highest near Hernion. gradually sink-

ing toward the Yarmuk. The drainage is all

west ( to the .Jordan ) or south ( to the Yarmuk )

.

Only near the Sea of Galilee and the Yarmuk
is the plateau much broken by ravines.

South of the Yarmuk to the .Jabbok and from
the .Jabbok to the .\rnon, a total distance of

nearly 100 miles, lie ancient Gilead and the

Plains of Moab, identical with the Pcra>a of New
Testament times. The lava soil characteristic

of the region north of the Yarmuk is not found

here. Basalt gives place to limestone, and the

soil, though fairly well watered, is of inferior
fertility. It is con.sequently less titled for
agriculture, but has ever been famous for its

pasturage. It is a hi^h rolling plateau broken
only by the larger wadics running to the .Jordan.
Xorth (iil«ad (modern .\Jlnn, north of the .Jab-

bok) is not so high as Soutli (iilead and the Plains
of iloab (the modern ellielka), but more heavily
wooded and better supplied with water. The
most southern portion, south of the Arnon, and
the home of ancient Moab, is even more barren
and dry, yet still suitable for pasturage.

Palestine is somewhat deficient in its water
supply. During the winter there are heavy
rains, but the numberless wadies, with few
e.xceptions, are dry in the summer or dry sea-
son. Where the hard limestone is near the
surface, at the foot of high hills, perennial
springs are numerous. This is mainly true of
Northern and Central Palestine, while "in Judah
and on the plateau of Southern Gilead and Moab
springs are rare. The .Jordan is the only con-
siderable stream. Its sources are perennial'.
springs mostly flowing from the slopes of

Mount Hernion. Of these the most famous is

that near Banias, the ancient Paneas, near the
site of Dan, where the stream issues forth from
a large cave. The Jordan is supplied farther
down by several perennial allluents, of which the
Yarmuk, the Wady el-Arab, and tlie .Jabbok on
the east, and the Xahr Jaluad ( in the Valley of

.Jezreel) and the Wady Farah on the west are
the most important. On the western slope the
Leontes at the extreme north, the Kishon (which
drains the great Plain of Esdraelon), and the

Zerka or Crocodile River are perennial.

In the whole country there are but two sea-

sons in the year. The rainy, or 'winter' season,

begins in October-November with the 'early rain.'

This softens the parched and baked soil and en-

ables the farmers to plow. The rain, with

occasional snows on the mountains, falls more
or less continuously until February. During
February sowing takes place. Some weeks later

(March-.April) the so-called 'latter' rain is in-

dispensable to the well-being of the now growing

crops. By May the rains are over, and the long

hot summer (May to October) begins. The aver-

age annual rainfall is 21 inches. The different

elevation of the several zones of Palestine

causes a great variety in the temperature and
other conditions. When it is pleasantly cool on

the uplands it is unendurably hot in the .Jordan

Valley a few miles away. The highlands are

dry and salubrious, the lowlands moist and op-

pressive. The mean annual teniperature of the

uplands is 03°, with an average maximum of

100° and an average minimum of 34°. The pre-

vailing winds are from the sea. northwest in

summer, west or southwest in winter. The hot

winds (sirocco) carrying clouds of dust from

the deserts east and south often inflict damage
and severe discomfort.

Flora and Fauxa. Considering the limited

area and the fact that portions of the country

are desert-lands, the flora of Palestine is re-

markably rich. This is owing to the fact that

Palestine is the meeting point of three large

floral regions which ditTer considerably from each

other, the Mediterranean, the .\siatic steppe-

flora, and the tropical flora of .\rabia and Eg>pt.

The latter is confined to the valleys, in which

the pajiyrus grows near the water: dates, ba-
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nanas, iifs, olives, almonds, as well as myrtles,

acacias, azaleas, and many other Jlediterranean

and tropical plants, are also abundant. On the

mountain slopes north of .Judea there are some
heavy forests. On the lower slopes they are

deciduous, chiefly of oak and beech, with maples,

poplars, plane trees, and mulberries. Higher up
there are pine forests associated with spruce, cy-

press, juniper, and cedars, including some re-

maining specimens of the cedar of Lebanon. The
fauna is also varied, including over 100 species

of mammals and several hundred birds. The
larger wild animals, however, such as the lion,

bear, and leopard, have quite disappeared. The
most characteristic svirviving mammals are
mountain goats and the hyrax (q.v. ).

PRE.SENT KcoNOMic CONDITION. The economic
development of the country is hindered by the

lack of a settled agricultural population, the

present inhabitants being cliiefly Syrians and
Arabs. The soil is fertile chiefly in the sense

that it can be rendered highly productive by ir-

rigation and careful cultivation, but it has large-

ly lain barren and uncultivated for many cen-

turies. The herding of sheep and goats was. and
still is. one of the chief means of support of the

inhabitants. Within the last fifty years, how-
ever, considerable areas of waste land have been
brought under cultivation through the efforts of

Western agricultural colonists. Attempts to

found agricultural settlements were made by
Germans and Americans as early as 18.50, but the
first successful colonies were tliose founded by
Germans at Jaffa and Haifa in 1868, and later

at .lerusalem. Since then several other colonies

have been founded by •Jewish immigrants impelled
bj' the Zionist movement. (.See Zionlst JIoVE-
MENT. ) Though tliey have not all been successful,

the net result has been a distinct improvement in

the economic conditions of the country. Modern
agricultural methods have been introduced and
serve as an example to the native farmers, and
new industries have sprung up. Roads have been
greatly improved, and wagons have begun to
replace camels and mules. A railroad has liecn

built from .Jaffa to .Jerusalem, and another is

under construction between Haifa and Damascus.
Political Geographt and Histobt. The

early history of Palestine, to the sixteenth cen-
tury B.C., is exceedingly obscure. From the rec-

ords of the Egv'ptians we learn that it was a part
of the land of the Amu (Southwestern Asia) . ear-

lier called by the same people Lotan or Ruten.
The term Kharu was a designation for Southern
Palestine, Amor or .l»i»r for the northern dis-

trict and the I^ebanon region. The earliest Baby-
lonian records appear to have included the coun-
try under the term Martu, or the west land, which
later gave way to Amur, or the land of the Amo-
rites. While Egyptian forces may have made oc-

casional incursions into Palestine earlier than the
sixteenth century B.C., the dominant power in

Southwestern .\sia at this early period was
Babylonian. This supremacy gave way to the so-

called Amoritic, i.e. tlie incoming of great num-
bers of Semites (q.v.) from the Arabian deserts.

These either absorbed or exterminated the older
population, and. being of the same general Semit-
ic stock as the Babylonians, readily learned and
adopted their culture, so that the civilization of
Babylonia continued dominant. Egyptian in-

scriptions show that this people prospered in
Palestine and engaged in commerce with Egypt.

Eg.vptian overlord-liip over Palestine was fully

established by Thothmes IIJ. (c. 151.5-148.5 B.c.|",

who defeated a great confederacy in which
Northern Palestine was involved, near ilegiddo,

in the Plain of Esdraelon. His famous list of

119 subjugated towns includes names of many
places in Palestine. He organized the conquered
territoiy, established a number of fortresses,

filled them with Egyptian garrisons, and ap-
pointed governors to look after his interests.

The Tell elAmarna letters (see Amakna Let-
TEKs) show that the counnon name of the land
was Canaan (see Canaan; Canaanites), and
that the language of tlie people was simply an
earlier form or dialect of that known later as
Hebrew, spoken not only bj- Israel, but by the
Ph(pnieians, the Moabites. and the Edomiles.

They show further that under the weak rule of

Amenophis IV. Palestine was rapidlv passing
away from Egyptian control. The Hittites

(q.v.) from the north, and the 'Ivliabiri'

(thought by some to be the Hebrews, and. at any
rate, a part of the great Aramean movement to

which the Israelites belonged) in the central

and southern regions, were seeking to gain pos-

sessi9n. The Egj-ptian governors were plotting

one against the other, all meanwhile writing to

Egypt for aid and loudly protesting their indi-

vidual loyalty to their sovereign. This era of

confusion was ended by the revival of Egyptian
supremacy under the new ( nineteenth ) dynasty
(c.1350 B.C.), who.se kings, Seti I. and Rameses
II., rolled back the Hittite advance and again

reduced Palestine to complete submission to

Egjpt. The next Egyptian dynasty was weak
and Palestine broke up into a number of petty
kingdoms.
About this time (B.C. 1300-1100) two distinct

peoples, of different origin and character, souglit

to make this country their home, viz. the I'hil^-

tines ( q.v. ) and the Hebrews. The former be-

came the dominant people of the whole seacoast

plain. The latter, after varied experiences, licgan

a series of conquests which resulted finally in

giving them control of Palestine.
The Canaanites appear to have been so dis-

organized that they offered little united opposi-

tion. Only one concerted action on their part is

recorded, the confederacy of five kings in the

region west of .Jerusalem (.Josh. x. ). The work
of conquest was long and gradual. At first the

Israelites held but little more than the hills.

The seacoast plain and the Plain of Esdraelon,

defended by heavy armed troops with chariots,

they avoided. Israel did not exterminate the

Canaanites, except where the resistance was most
stubborn. In general they simpl,v reduced them
to subjection, and in many cases prol)al)ly tlie

two peoples lived side by side on terms of equal-

ity. The old language of Canaan was used by
the Israelites, and with the adoption of the lan-

guage went the adoption of many Canaanitish
ideas and customs, also the knowledge of the

Babylonian culture then prevalent in the country.

Tlie tribes as finally settled in the conquered

land were distributed as follows, according to the
biblical narrative: East of the .Jordan between
the Arnon and the .Jabbok the Reubenites and the

Gadites had their homes. The Reubenites, who
occupied the northern half of the original iloabite

domain, appear to have soon lost their identity,

either because they were gradually absorbed by
the Gadites, who finall.y occupied this territory,
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or because they gradually drifted eastward and
became absorbed among the Ammonites an<l other
tribes nearer the desert. The western highland
from Jerusalem south to the 'Negeb' was the

home of Judah. Southwest of Judah lay the ter-

ritory of Simeon. Between Judah and the Plain
of Esdraelon the country was occupied mainly by
the House of .Joseph, i.e. the tribes of Benjamin
(northeast of .Judah), Ephraim (the central por-

tion), and JIanasseh (the northern part). A
small district between .Judah and Ephraim on
the northwest was allotted to the tribe of Dan,
but this was so small that soon after the con-

quest a large section of this tribe (600 families)

migrated to more roomy quarters in the extreme
north near the sources of the .Jordan. In the

valley of Jezreel and the fertile Plain of Esdrae-

lon lay the territory of the tribes of Issachar

(the eastern portion) and Zebulon (the western
part ) . Part of Southern and all of Northern
Galilee was occupied by Xaphtali (on the east)

and Asher (on the west behind the Phoenician

territory of Sidon and Tyre) . After the conquest

of the west-.Jordan territory men of Manasseh
(and possibly of Ephraim also) passed over the

Jordan and conquered North Gilead, between the

Jabbok and the Yarmuk, and probably part of

Golan and Bashan, north of the Yarmuk. The
coast north of Carrael remained in possession of

the Phtenicians. South of Carmel the Philistines

controlled it. Israel was never a seafaring

people.

About B.C. 10.J0 the divided Hebrew tribes were
united into a kingdom under Saul, of the tribe of

Benjamin. His successor, David, completed the

work of firmly establishing Israelite supremacy
in Palestine. Under David and Solomon, for

the first and only time in its history, Palestine

was the home of a united people all under one

central government. About B.C. 937 this unity

was disturbed by the formation of two kingdoms,

a northern (Israel) and a southern (Judah).
One result of this division, coupled with the

growing power of the Aramean king<loin of Da-
mascus, was that Israelitic control of the east-

Jordan territory became weakened, without, how-
ever, resulting in any essential changes in the

population. The northern kingdom fell before

the power of Assyria in B.C. 722. The annals of

Sargon. the Assyrian King, state that he deported

27,290 people, and. according to Assyrian custom,

transported thither a number of Arameans from
Baylonia. Seventy-five years later Assurbani-

pai (B.C. 647) added another contingent, made
up of various Eastern nationalities. These

united with the remnant of the old Israelitic

stock, and thus a mixed population, but still

essentially Semitic, came to occupy the old

Ephraim-ilanasseh territory. Galilee seems to

have gradually filled with a mongrel Phcpnician-

Syrian population, which was not seriously dis-

turbed till near B.C. 100, save by the Iturean oc-

cupation. (See iTVRE.i.) The southern kingdom
came to an end when Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon

captured .Jerusalem in B.C. 586. The best ele-

ments of Judah were carried to Babylon and the

whole country left desolate. For the next half

century Palestine seems to have been left largely

to itself. The most important movement during

this period was the influx of Nabatean Arabs,

who pressed in from the deserts east and south-

east, occupied much of the old Ammonite and
lloabite territory, and, forcing the Edomites out

of their abode, pushed them northward into
Southern .Judah, which now became 'Idumean'
territory. The colony of exiles who returned from
Babylonia by permission of Cyrus in B.C. 536

.

occupied only the northern part of the old king-
dom of ,hidah. For further details of the hi,story
of Palestine during this period, see .Jews.

After the reorganization of the Persian Empire
by Darius I., Palestine was a part of tlie Prov-
ince or Satrapy of Syria (i.e. of the regions west
of the Euphrates). The details of its adminis-
tration are somewhat uncertain. The satrapy
was subdivided into a number of districts, of
which Judah, Samaria, and Phwnicia certainly
were administered by separate Governors. What
the exact arrangement was of the coast region,
Galilee, the East .Jordan territory, and Idumea
is obscure. Through the labors of Ezra and
Nehemiah (qq.v.) the .Judean community was
thoroughly consolidated, .Jerusalem fortified,

and foreigners expelled. The .Jews constant-
ly encroached on Samaritan territorj- and
gradually enlarged their border toward the north-
west. The Samaritans also became more closely

united through the founding of the Samari-
tan religion, based on the Pentateuch alone,
by a priest who was expelled from .Jerusa-

lem by Nehemiah, and, at a date now not known,
by the building of a temple on Mount Gerizim.
(See ,Saiiauit.\.\".s. ) During the Persian period

the language of the .Jewish community assimi-

lated itself to the Aramaic spoken throughout
the region and the old Hebrew gradually ceased

to be the tongue of the common people.

The chief result for Palestine of Ale.xander's

conquest of the East was the introduction of a

large Greek element. Samaria was destroyed

and rebuilt as a 'Macedonian' city. It is pos-

sible that Pella and Dium. east of the .Jordan,

were built by Alexander's veterans. Other Greek

cities followed, especially in the east-.Jordan

land (see Decapolis), while many of the old

sites became practically Greek cities. .Mexander
followed the Persian example and attached Pales-

tine to Syria for administrative purposes. In

the struggles of his successors it came into the

hands of Ptolemy I. of Egypt, and until B.C. 197

was under Egyptian control. Then it passed to

Antiochus III. (the Great) of Syria. In n.c.

168 the attempt of Antiochus IV. to destroy the

.Jewish religion led to the great War of Inde-

pendence. (See Maccabees: .Jews.) When the

struggle was over, Judea, now under the As-

monean priest-princes, was in control of all

Southern Palestine from the Jordan to the coast.

The rest of the land was nominally under Syria,

but was practically in a condition of anarchy.

East of the Jordan the Nabatean .Xrabs were in

possession of all but the territory of the Greek

cities. I'ndcr the .\smoneans. Hyreanus I., .\ris-

tobulus I., and Alexander .JannaMis (n.c. l.'?.")-78),

the Jews succeeded in subjugating, first Idumea

and Samaria, then Galilee, and finally nearly all

of the old east-Jordan territory. The Idumeans

and Galileans were compelled to adopt .Jiidaism,

while the Samaritans saw their temple (c.127

B.C.) and capital (0.IO8 B.C.) destroyed. The
Greek cities east of the .Jordan also suffered

greatly. The Jewi.sh population of Galilee, so

familiar to the readers of the New Testament,

dates only from B.C. 10.')-104.

The quarrels of the rival factions opened the

way for Roman intervention. Pompey arrived in
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Syria and captured Jerusalem in B.C. G3. He
deprived the Jews of tlie greater part of their

territory except Judea proper and transferred

. tlie remainder to' tlie government of tlie new-

Roman province of Syria, of whicli it renmined

a part from B.C. 03 to A.u. G7. During most oftiiis

time Judea and other districts were under

the control of Herod the Great and his

successors. (See Herod.) The greater part

of tlie country was included in the four dis-

tricts, Judea, Samaria, Galilee, and Pcrea,

east of the .Jordan, south of the Jabbok. Tlie

territory north of the .laljbok was broken up

into miiior divisions, Gaulanitis, Auranitis, Tra-

ehonitis, Uatana-a, etc., under petty tetrarchs or

governors. At the breaking out of the Jewish

War (A.D. OO-GT) Palestine was made a separate

province under charge of Vespasian. The great

struggle against Rome was closed by the capture

and ruin of Jerusalem in a.d. 70 and the destruc-

tion of the Jewish State. New cities now si)rang

up under Roman protection, and apart from Je-

rusalem the country was prosperous. In 132-

13.5 occurred the rising of the Jews under Bar-

Coehba. This rebellion was crushed out with

fearful bloodshed and devastation, and the Em-
peror Hadrian in rebuilding Jerusalem changed

its name to -Elia Capitolina, and absolutely for-

bade any Jew to dwell in it. Never since has

Jerusalem been a Jewish city, or Palestine a

Jewish land. Greeks, Romans, Arabians, and

large elements of the fundamental Aramean
(Syrian) stock with the remnant of the Jews
made up its population then, and of these the

Aral)ian and Syrian are dominant to-day.

Palestine remained an integral part of the

Roman Emjiire, and afterwards of the ISyzantine

lOmpire until the invasion of the Persian King
Khosru II. in 014. Up to the era of Constantine

the condition -was especially flourishing. Re-

mains of buildings and cities in now absolutely

deserted places are a wonderful testimony to

the great prosperity. After Constantine and
the division of the Empire Greek ("hrislianity

became dominant and Palestine became a Chris-

tian land. It was now the ha1)it to s])eak of it

as divided into I'alcstiiia Prima (.Judea and
iSamaria), t^ccuiidn (Galilee), and Tertia or

iSalutaris ( Iduniea and Moab). Each of these

districts was divided ecclesiastically into vari-

ous bishoprics. See also the article Jews for

Palestine during the Roman period.

The Persian control was transient, but tliat of

^Mohammedanism, licgiiining in 03."), proved to lie

permanent. Since then, apart from the er.i of

tlie Crusades, the history of Palestine contains

little of general importance. Partly under tlie

inlUiencc of Islam, but inueli more from other
general causes, the culture of the Gra>co-Roman
period passed away, the beautiful cities, temples,
and churches fell into decay and ruin, and no
new developments took their place. The era of

degeneration had set in. The Latin Kingdom
of .Jerusalem (sec .Jerusalem) founded by the
Crusaders in 1009, and overthrown liy Saladin in

11S7. was only an episode of no ])ermanent value,

though the Crusaders left their im])rint in church-
es, monasteries, etc., all over the land.

After the conquest by the Ottoman Turks in

1.516 the condition of Palestine became only
worse. In the nineteenth century, however,
mainly as a result of the labors of the mission-

ary societies, the beginning of new activity and

a better era began to manifest themselves. The
large influ.K of Jews from Europe under the

Zionist movement, and above all the opening
of the country to railway enterprise, promise a
better future.

Jlodern Palestine is broken up into a number
of administrative districts. The Mutesarrif of

the Sanjak (province) of Jerusalem governs the

soutliern part west of Jordan. The remainder of

Western Palestine with the Pelka is a part of tlic

Vilayet of Beirut. East of the Jordan, all north

of the Jabbok belongs to tlie Sanjak of Hauran.
The population of the Sanjak of Jerusalem is

about 320,000; that of the remainder of the coun-

try is variously estimated, but exact iigurcs

cannot be obtained. The total is probably near

050,000. It has increased more rapidly in later

years. Under a good government and with more
"thorough cultivation, several times this number
could be easily supported.

BiiiLiOGKAPiiT. The literature on Palestine

is enormous and wil^ be found fully registered

down to 1878 in Rohrichfs BMiothccu (Icograph-

ka I'ulcslina; (Berlin, 1890). Outside of the

Bible and Josephus the older works of impor-

tance are few. The Onoinasticon of Eusebius

(Latin trans, by Jerome) and the various ac-

counts of pilgrimages from Jerome to the Cru-

saders are valuable as contemporary witnesses,

but not reliable fiu' identification of ancient sites

or for ancient history. The great works of Reland,

Putcsthia (Utrecht, 1714), and Ritter, Erillciindr,

vols, xiv.-.xvii. (Berlin, 1848-54), are still of great

value, especially for the notices hy early writ-

ers. The results of modern exploration are given

in Robinson, Biblical I'csearchcs (Boston, 1841

and 1850); id.. Physical Geography (Boston,

1805) ; the various works of Titus Tobler, from
1849 to 1808; Guerin, Description dc la Palesiine

(7 vols., Paris, 1808-89) ; the Quarterly State-

ments of the Palestine Exploration Fund (Lon-

don, 1809 et seq.) ; the seven quarto volumes of

the Survey of Palestine, published by the Fund;
and in the publications of the (ierman Paliislina-

]'errin (Leipzig, 1878 et seq.). To these, as of

special value, may be added: The I/ihrary of the

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society ( 13 vols., Pales-

tine Exploration Fund) ; Schumacher, The
Jaulan. Across the Jordan, and Ajlun (London,

1888,1889, and 1890) : Hull, The Surrey of West-

ern Palestine (ib,, 188G) ; Le Strange, Pales-

tine Under the Moslems (ib., 1890) ;
Tris-

tram, The Fauna and Flora of Palestine (ib,,

1S84) ; and other works published by the

Palestine Exploration Fund. Comprehensive
general treatises on Palestine are the guiile books

of Baedeker and Murray; G. A. Smith, The His-

torical Geography of the Holy hand (London,

1897) ; and Buhl, Geographic Palestina (Leipzig,

1890), most excellent. For the most ancient

jieriod, consult Paton, Early History of Syria and
Palestine (New York, 1901), where a full bibliog-

raphy will be found. The standard histories of

Israel and the areha?ologies of Benzinger ami
Nowack (both 1804) are valuable for the Old

Testament period. For the era from B.C. 175 to

A.D. 135. Schiirer, History of the Jewish People

in the Time of Jesns Christ (Eng. trans., Edin-

burgh, 1880-90), is the most relialile work. An
excellent map is that of Smith and Bartholomew
(Edinburgh, 1902) ; the maps of Kiepert and
of the Palestine Exploration Fund are also to

be recommended.
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PALESTINE. A city and tlie county-seat of

Anderson County, Texas, 100 miles southeast of

Dallas; on the International and Great North-
ern Railroad (Map: Texas, G 4). It has two
libraries, Young Men's Christian Association, fine

city hall, and opera house buildings, and the
general offices and shops of the International and
Great Northei'n Railroad. Old 'Fort Houston' is

of interest. The products of the most extensive

industries, in which there is a considerable trade,

include cotton, cottonseed oil, beef, iron, fruit,

and vegetables. There are in the vicinity large

iron ore deposits, also a salt mine of importance.
Settled in 1846, Palestine was incorporated under
a general law in 1870. The government, under
this statute, is vested in a mayor, biennially elect-

ed; in a council composed of the mayor and alder-

men elected on a general ticket; and in admin-
istrative officials, the majoritv chosen 1)V pO])ular

vote. Population, in 1890, 5838; in 1900, 8297.

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND,
The, a society founded in London, .June 22,

1805, for the accurate and s.ystematic investiga-

tion of the archicology, topography, geology and
physical geography, natural history, manners,
and customs of the Holy Land for biblical illus-

tration. Under its auspices the following expedi-

tions, travels, and excavations have been made:
December, 1865-May, 1866, under Captain Wil-
son, to fix spots for investigation and to collect

information ; May, 1867-April, 1870, under Lieu-
tenant Warren, to settle questions connected with
the Holy Sites; 1870, under Professor Palmer
and C. V. Tyrwhitt Drake, to examine the desert
of the Tih ; 1872-77, under Captain Stewart
Drake, Lieutenant Conder, and Lieutenant Kitch-
ener, to survey Western Palestine; 1873-74, under
Clermont-Ganneau. for archaeological research

;

1881, under Lieutenant Conder, for the partial

survey of Eastern Palestine; 1883-84, under
Prof. E. Hull and Lieutenant Kitchener, for the

geological survey of the Dead Sea region and the

Wady Arabah; 1890-93, under Flinders Petrie

and Frederick J. Bliss, for the excavation of

the buried cities in the mound Tell cI-Hesy; 1894-

97, under Bliss and Dickie, for excavations at the

south and the southwestern portion of .Jerusalem ;

1898-1900, under Bliss, for excavations at Tell

es-Safi (Gath?), Tell Zakariyah. Tell Sandahan-
nah, and Tell el-Judaidah

;

' 1902, under R. A.
Stewart Macalister, for the excavation of Gezer.

Since 1869 the society has issued a Qiinrtcrli/

Siatement. The more important publications of

the society are: Surve;/ of We.fitern Palr-itine:

Memoirs "(7 vols., 1881-84) ; Survey of Eastern
Palestine, bv Conder (1900); Excavations at

Jerusalem, liy Bliss and Dickie (1894-97); The
Fauna and Flora of Palestine, by Tristram

(1884); The Geology of Palestine and Arahia
Petrwa^ by E. Hull (1886); Archeeolocjical Re-

searches, by Clermont-Ganneau (1896, et seq.) ;

the great map of Western Palestine: the raised

map; the map of Modern Palestine (in 20 sheets).

The society has also a Palestinian Jluseum at

its office. 38 Conduit Street. London. Consult:

Thirty Years' Work in the Holy Land (London,

1895), an official resume of the work of the Fund
prepared by Walter Besant; Conder, "Palestine,"

in The World's Great Explorers and Explorations

(ib., 1899).

PALESTINE PILGRIMS' TEXT SOCI-
ETY, The. a societv established in London, Eng-

land (about 188.5), for the purpose of publisliing
translations of the early descriptions of Palestine
and the holy places, written tjy pilgrims and trav-
elers between the fourth and fifteenth centuries.
These accounts were intended to explain many of
the topographical references which abound in'an-
cient and mediaeval literature from the earliest
times to the periods of the Crusades and later,

and to illustrate the manners and customs prev-
alent in the East in bygone times. The narra-
tives are written in Greek, I.,atin, Arabic, Hebrew,
Old l<"rench, Russian and German, and include cu-
rious records of pilgrimages, which begin with the
Unknown Pilgrim of Bordeaux, and follow in un-
broken line down to comparatively recent date,
including such interesting hi.storical monuments
as Saint .Jerome's Pilyrimaye of the Holy Paula
(A.D. 382), Mukadda's IJescription of Syria
(785), Jacques de Vitry ( 1180) , and Bohaedden's
Life of Saladin (114.5-12.32). After a period of

eleven years' work, the Society carried out the
programme originally outlined and the results of
its labors are found in a library of twelve
volumes, which in 1890 were handed over to tlie

Palestine Exploration Fund to be by that .society

distributed to the members of the Palestine Pil-

grims' Text Society.

PALES'TRA (Gk. iraXalarpa, palaistra, from
jrdX?;, pale, wrestling). Properly, a wrestling-

school; hence one of the schools in whicli the

Greek boys were trained in gj^mnastic exercises.

They were usually private institutions, though
in later times some were supported by the State.

The name is also applied to that part of the

Greek g^'mnasium which was set apart for wrest-

ling, and sometimes even becomes a synonym for

gynniasium.

PALESTRINA, pii'les-tre'na. A town of

Central Italy, the ancient Prieneste (q.v. ).

PALESTRINA, Giovajnni Pierluigi da
(c.1524-94).) A great Italian composer. He
was born in a small town southeast of Rome
called Palestrina. His real name and the con-

dition of his parents in life are as uncertain

as is the correct year of his birth. The date

of his birth is variously stated from 1514 to

1524, with the weight of evidence strongly in

favor of the latter date. His first experience in

music is said to have been in the Church of Santa

Maria Maggiorc, whose choirmaster gave hini

his first lessons in music. He is supi)osed to

have studied four years in Rome at the celebrated

Ciallo-Belgian school established by the French-

man Goudimel (q.v.). This would seem to com-

prise all the instruction he ever received. At
the age of twenty he was appointed to a canonry

in the cathedral of his native town, his duties be-

ing to pla3' the organ, sing, and tcacli the boys.

The pay was very poor, and the duties seem to

have been very distasteful. During his stay here

he married a peasant girl named Lucrezia de

Goris, who owned a small vineyard. The chief

ecclesiastical functionary of the town was Giovan-

ni del Monte, who afterwards became Pope, with

the title of .lulius III., and who. as sovereign

pontili'. maintained his interest in the young

composer of Palestrina. .Tacob Arcadelt. the

great Flemish musician, resigned his post in the

Cajjpella Giulia, and, although he was legally

ineligible for the post, by reason of his marriage.

Palestrina was named for the appointment by bis

patron. Pope Julius III. This was the most
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important period of his life, in that it was the

period of his greatest development as a musieian.

On the aeeession of Tope Paul IV., in l.')j,j. Pales-

trina was dismissed, with a pension of six gold

scudi (ahout six dollars) a month. He was so

well known, however, that he secured almost im-

mediate employment at the Church of Saint John

Lateran, where he stayed for six y^-ars, until his

appointment as director of the Church of Santa

^laria Maggiore, where he remained for many
years. This was the most prolilie jieriod of his

life, and many of his finest madrigals, inchiding

the Do)i»(i b'llUi c gcntil, date from this time.

The crucial test of his life, however, was yet to

come. Pope Pius IV., after the close of the fa-

mous Council of Trent, appointed, in 1564, a com-

mittee of cardinals to investigate and, if possible,

rcfonn the condition of Church music. (See S.\-

CBED ihsic. ) Palestrina was asked to support the

argument of those who in the Council of Trent

had fouglit against a too rigid application of the

Pope's radical views, by submitting a mass which

should be free from all the errors prevalent at

this time and yet be polyphonic in character.

In response he" wrote the great Mis.sa I'apw

Marcelli, which was so successful that it won the

day, and secured for its composer the appoint-

ment of composer to the Pontifical chapel. On
the death of .Animuccia he was appointed ilaster

of JIusic at the Cappella Giulia, an office which

he held up to the time of his death. His music is

grave, beautiful, and unemotional in character,

but reverential in the highest and purest sense

of the term. As a composer he is one of the im-

portant landmarks in the entire history of

music, and in the realm of sacred composition

he remains supreme. He was a prolific composer,

his compositions alone filling ;i.3 volumes, a com-

plete edition of which was published between

],S()2 and 1804 by Breitkopf & Hiirtel, Leipzig,

CJermany. Particularly exquisite are the follow-

ing masses: .TJcrna Christi Mtnin-a; Dies fianc-

tifiratiis; Sacrum Convivium ; Assumpta est

Maria in Coslum; Dilexi Quoniam; Ecce Ego
Joannes,

PALESTRO, pA-les'trA. A village in the

Province of Pavia. Italy, on the Sesia, .34 miles

west by south of Milan "(Map: Italy, -C 2). It is

famous as the scene of a battle between the allied

Sardinians and French and the Austrians in
' May, 18.59, in which the latter were defeated

with great loss. Population (commune), in 1901,

3498.

PALEY, pall, Frederick Apthorp (1816-

88). An English classical scholar, born at Eas-

ingwold, near York. He was educated at Saint
. John's College, Cambridge, where he lived from
1838 to 1840, when he left the university on ac-

count of his conversion to the Roman Catholic

faith. Subsequently (1860) he returned to

Cambridge, and remained there until in 1874 he

was elected professor of classical literature in

the Roman Catholic College at Kensington. He
was classical examiner to Cambridge. London
University, and the Civil Service Commission.

A tireless student, he prepared numerous thor-

oughgoing and discriminating editions of the

classics, including .Eschylus, Euripides, Aristo-

phanes, Propertius, and Pindar. It was chiefly

as a verbal critic that he won recognition, and
his original compositions in Latin and Greek
were far superior to his few English renderings.

Besides his literary studies, which attracted

much attention in Germany, he published works
on ecclesiastical architecture, including an ex-

cellent Manual of Gothic Mouldings (1845).

PALEY, William (1743-1805). An English
divine, liorn at Peterborough. He entered Christ's
College, Cambridge, as u sizar at sixteen, and for

the next two years led a dissipated life, Init

thereafter became a severe student, and took his

bachelor's degree in 1763 with the highest honors.

.'\fter teaching in a school for three years he was
elected a fellow and afterwards a tutor of

Christ's, and ordained in 1767. In 1776. upon
his marriage, he was obliged to give up his fel-

lowship and became rector of Musgravc, and later

vicar of Dalston in Cumberland. In 1780 he
was collated to a prebendal stall in the cathedral

church of Carlisle; in 1782 he became arch-

deacon, and in 1785 chancellor of the diocese.

The last of these years witnessed the publication

of his Principles of Moral and Political Philoso-

phy. In this work he propounds his ethical

theory, which is a most remarkable mixture of

utilitarianism and theology. Virtue was defined

as "the doing good to mankind in obedience to

the will of God, and for the sake of everlasting

happiness." The will of God is discoverable

"from Scripture and the light of nature com-
bined." The light of nature is the tendency of

actions to promote human happiness, the benevo-

lence of the Deity being supposed. In 1790 ap-

peared the Horw PauUnte, in which he aims to

prove, by a great variety of 'undesigned coin-

cidences,' the improbability, if not impossibility,

of the hypothesis that the New Testament is a

'cunningly devised fable.' 4 View of the Evi-

dences of Ctiristianih/ was published in 1794. In

his own day he was held to have achieved a splen-

did triumph over skeptics, and was handsoinely

rewarded. Several preferments came to him
in rapid succession, until finally he obtained

the rich rectory of Bishop-Wearmouth (worth

£1200 per annum) . After 1800 he became subject

to a painful disease of the kidneys; but he con-

tinued to write, and in 1802 published perhaps

the most widely pojuilar of all his works,

Natural Theology, or Evidences of the Existence

and Attributes of the Deity, which, however, was
to a large extent borrowed from a Dutch work.

In natural theology he is well known on account

of his shallow argument from design to the

existence of (Jod. Paley died May 25. 1805. A
complete edition of his' works was published in

1825 by one of his sons, the Rev. Edmund Paley.

There are biographies by Meadley (London,

1809). and Lynam (ib., 1825). Consult; Ste-

phen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century

(London. 1876) ; Albee, History of English Util-

itarianism (ib., 1902).

PALFREY, pal'fri. Francis Wixtiirop ( 1831-

89). An American historian, born in Boston, son

of .1. G. Palfrey. He graduated at Harvard in

1851 and at the "Law School two years afterwards.

During the Civil War he rose to the rank of

colonel and brevet brigadier-general, and in

1872 he was appointed register in bankruptcy.

He published A Memoir of William F. Bartlett

(1879); Antietam and Fredericksburg, in the

"Campaigns of the Civil War Series" (1882);

and contributed to the first volume of Military

Papers of the Historical Society of Massachu-

setts, and the Xorth American Review.
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PALFREY, .Toiix Gorham (1796-1881). An

American theolnrrian and historian. He was
born in Boston, ilay 2. 1796, graduated at Har-
vard in 1815, and studied for the ministry. In
181S he was called to the pulpit of the Brattle

Street Church (Congregational-Unitarian), Bos-
ton, and in 18.31 to the chair of sacred litera-

ture at the Harvard Divinity School, where he
remained till 1839. He was editor of the yorth
American lieview (18:35-43), and in 1839 and
1842 gave a course of lectures before the Lowell
Institute, Boston, on The Evidences of Chris-

tianity, which appeared in book form the next
year. He was a member of the House of Rep-
resentatives of the Massachusetts Legislature,
1842-43, and Secretaiy of the Commonwealth,
1844-48. He entered Congress as a Whig in

1847. He had already opposed the extension of

slaverj- in a scries of articles called The Progress

of the Slace I'oner (1840); and in December,
1847. he declined to vote for Robert C. Winthrop,
the Whig candidate for Speaker. This step,

with his well-known anti-slavery principles, cost

him his seat at the election of 1848, after a close

contest. He soon joined the Free-Soil Party, was
one of the editors of the Commonwealth, the

Massachusetts organ of that party, and their

candidate for Governor. He died in Cambridge,
April 26, 1881. Dr. Palfrey published Lec-

tures on the Jewish Scriptures and An-
tiquities (18.38-52); ffcrmons (1834); Elements

of Chaldee, fiyriac, fiamaritan, and Rahbinical
Grammar (1835); and The Relation Between
Judaism and Christianity (1854). But his repu-

tation now rests upon his History of yew Eng-
land During the Htuart Dynasty (1858-75);
abridged as A History of yew Enqland from tha

Discovery by Eurcrpeans to the Revolution of the

Seventeenth Century (1866); again under title

A Compendious History of yeic England, from
the Discovery by Europeans to the First General
Congress of the Anglo-American Colonies (4 vols.,

1873). The closing part of the fourth volume
in this edition was incomplete, and a fifth vol-

ume was published. History of yew England
from the Revolution of the Seventeenth Century
to the Revolution of the Eighteenth Century,

ed. by F. W. Palfrey (1890).

PALGHAT, pal-giit'. A tovna and railway
station in the District of ilalabar. IMadras,

India, on the southern slope of the Xilgiri Hills,

26 miles southwest of Coimbatore (Jlap: India,

C 6). It is at the foot of the Palgbat Pass,

which connects Travancore and Malabar by a

militaiy road and the Madras Railway. It has

an extensive trade, and is noted for its educa-
tional institutions, including the Victoria .Tubilee

College, a law library, and a Swiss Protestant

mission. Anciently of strategic value, Palghat
was captured by the British in 1768, since when
its military importance has declined, and its

fortress, which still exists, has been abandoned.

Population, in 1891, 39.481 ; in 1901, 44,177.

PALGRAVE. pnl'grSv, Sir Francis (1788-

1801). An English historian. He was bom in

London of Hebrew parentage, his father, Meyer
Cohen, being a member of the stock exch.angew

He studied law and for a time was prominent
in pedigree cases before the House of Lords. In

1823 he married, and on that occasion changed

his faith and assumed the maiden name of his

wife's mother. Palgrave. He became known as a

literary antiquary by publishing some Anglo-

Xorman chansons. Gradually, however, he
turned to the study of English" history, and in
1831 published a History of England.' In 1832
appeared his best work, the Rise and Progress of
the English Commonwealth, and in the same
vear Palgrave also received the honor of knight-
hood. In 1838 he was appointed deputy keeper
of Her Majesty's records, and held this olliee

until his death. To him was due the gathering
of the valuable records and their removal from
their various insecure repositories to the great
Public Record Office. In 1851 Palgrave pub-
lished the first volume of his History of yormandy
and England, but most of the work appeared
after his death, which took place on July G, 1801.
As deputy keeper of the records, he "published
twenty-two annual reports. He also edited for
the Record Commission the following works: The
Parliamentary Writs (1827); Essay on the
Original Authority of the King's Council
(18.34); Rotulw Curice Regis (1835). His his-

torical works display a union of research, dar-
ing, and ingenuity. Xevertheless, they are not
monumental, and they have been superseded by
later works. The author lays great stress on
the development of legal institutions, on which
he was an authority; but his style is discursive,
and the subject matter is badly arranged. Sir

Francis Palgrave was the father of Francis Tur-
ner, William Gifford, Robert Henry Inglis, and
Reginald Francis Douse Palgrave (qq.v.).

PALGRAVE, Fbaxcis Tirxer (1824-97).

An English poet and critic. He was born at

Great Yarmouth, was educated at Charterhouse
and in Balliol and Exeter colleges, Oxford;
served for five years as vice-principal of the

training college for schoolmasters at Kneller
Hall, and afterwards until 1884, when he retired,

was successively examiner and assistant secre-

tary in the education department. In 1885 he
succeeded .John C. Shairp in the Oxford pro-

fessorship of poetry. He was the author of

Idylls and Songs (1854) ; Essays on Art (1866) ;

Hymns (1867); Lyrical Poems (1871); and
Landscape in Poetry (1897) ; but is best known
as the scholarly editor of such admirable collec-

tions as the Golden Treasury of English Lyrics

(1861); Sonnets and Songs of Shttkcspeara

(1877); Selected Lyrical Pocm^ of Hcrrich

(1877); Selected Lyrical Poems of Keats

(1855); and the Treasury of Sacred Song
(ISSOl.

PALGRAVE, Sir Reginald Francis DorsE
(1829—). An English writer, bom in London,

June 28. 1829. He was educated at Charterhouse

School and became a solicitor in 1851. Enter-

ing the committee office of the House of Com-
mons as a clerk in 18.53, he was appointed ex-

aminer of petitions for private bills to l>oth

Houses ( 1866) , then second clerk assistant ( 1868-

70), and clerk assistant (1870-86). and finally

clerk of the House of Commons ( 1886-1900) . He
was knighted in 1892. His books include: The

House of Commons: Illustrations of Its History

and Practice (1877) ; The Chairman's Handbook

(1890); Oliver CromireU (1890). He also

edited the first two books of Sir T. E. May's

Treatise on the Law of Parliament (1803).

PALGRAVE, Robert Harry Ixglis (1827

— ). An English economist. He was born at

Westminster, was educated at the Charterhouse,

and went into banking. From 1877 to 1883 he
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edited The Economist. He wrote: Locnl Taxa-
tion of (Ircat Jiritain and Irelund (1871) ; y'otes

on Hanking (1S73); BunI: lialc in England,
J'rance, and (Ivrmany (18S0) ; and contributions

to the Dictionary of Political Economy (1000),
of whicli he was editor.

,

PALGRAVE, Wiiii.^M Gifford (1826-88).

An Eiif»lish traveler and diplomatist. He was
born in Westminster, won the Charterliouse

medal for classical verse, and obtained an open
scliolarsliip at Trinity College. Oxford. He
served in the Indian army as a lieutenant in the
Eighth Bombay native infantry. In 18.53 he
resigned his commission, entered the .Jesuit

Order, and after courses of .study at Laval and
Kome. voluntarily joined the Syrian mission.

Here he acquired such knowledge of Araliic lan-

guage and manners as to lie able thereafter to

pass as a native. This guaranteed his safety in

a j)erilous expedition througli Central Arabia
(18(!2-G3), undertaken under commission of

\a])oleon 111., and described in tlie admirable
Xannlirc of a Year's Journey (1865). Having
withdrawn from the Jesuit Order, in 18G5. he
went on a special governmental mission to Abys-
sinia, held various consulates in 1866-79. and in
1884 received appointment as ^Minister Resident
to Uruguay, where he died. Among his works
are: Essays on Eastern Questions (1872) ; Her-
mann Agha (1872); and Dutch Guiana (1876).

PALI, pii'le (Skt.. line, scries, sacred text).

Tlie language and literature of primitive Bud-
<lliism (q.v. ). now represented in Ceylon. Burma.
aii<l Siam. Strictly speaking, Pali is the name of

tlie literature only, which is so called because it

is regaided as a scries of sacred texts. The lan-

guage itself was called Pulibhasa, 'language of
the series,' or ilagadhlbhdsti, 'language of Jlag-
adha' (q.v.). It appears, however, to have formed
a linguistic ))elt along the northern slope of the
Vindhya ^Mountains. It is not impossible that
its centre was in the city of I'jjain (q.v.), where
tlic first great patron of Buddhism, Asoka (q.v.),
had been governor before he ascended the throne.

Thence tlie langiiage was carried to Ceylon by
tlie Buddhist missionaries. Pali may be divided
into two groups, that of the inscriptions and that
of the literature. Of these the inscriptional Pali
is the older. Its earliest records in India are in

the inscriptions of Asoka, and date from the
third <iuarter of the third century B.C., and the
youngest are as late as the tenth century A.D.

In Ceylon the oldest inscriptions cannot be'dated
lief I ire the first century B.C. The relation of Pali
to the other languages of India is in some re-

spects uncertain. It is clear, however, that it is

not a corruption of classical Sanskrit, but is

descended from a dialect closely akin to Vedic
Sanskrit. (See S.\x.skrit L.\NGr.\GE. ) There is

much evidence for the view that Pali was the
language of India between the Himalayas and
the Vindhyas before the rise of classical San-
skrit. Sanskrit inscriptions are not common be-
fore the first century B.C., and it was not until

the fourth century A.n. that Pali inscriptions,
except for a few, chiefly archaistic in character,
were superseded by those in Sanskrit. !Many
proper names in Megasthenes (about 300 B.C.)

and other classical authors, are evidently Pali,

while others are as plainly Sanskrit. Epigraphi-
cal evidence further leads to the view that the

classical Sanskrit originated in the region which

was bounded by the Ganges and the Jumna, and
which stretched between these rivers from the

Himalayas to JIuttra. From this country clas-

sical Sanskrit spread, superseding Pali and the

other IndoGermanic folk-dialects of India. On the

other hand, it must be borne in mind tliat clas-

sical Sanskrit was at an early date a language
of high culture, and that it was fi.xed in its lit-

erary form by Panini (q.v.) as early as n.c. 300.

Again, the resemblances between Pali and Pra-
krit (q.v.) are so close that Pali may lie re-

garded merely as a Prakrit dialect (see Pra-
krit), and the Prakrits long survived as literary

and doubtless, also, as spoken languages, so that
not only is Prakrit found in the Hindu drama,
but we have a collection of Prakrit poems by
Hala, probably about a.d. 1100. It would ap-

pear, therefore, that Pali and the later Prakrits
existed contemporaneously with classical San-
skrit, which was the language of the higher
classes and of literature, while Pali was ver-

nacular and sectarian in use. Witliin Pali itself

the existence of a number of dialects may be
inferred from the epigraphical remains.
As contrasted both with Vedic and with clas-

sical Sanskrit, Pali, like Prakrit, shows a
marked decadence both in phonology and in

morphologj'. As a few of the most striking
deviations from the Sanskrit phonology found in

Pali, and frequently also in Prakrit, may be
mentioned: The loss of r, as Sanskrit rrdillm.

'large.' Pali raddha, viddha, buildhn, vuddlni,

Prakrit raddha, viddha, vuddhu : the frequent

change of dentals to cerebrals, as .Sanskrit (/i7i(//i,

'burns,' Pali dahati, Prakrit daha'i : the occa-

sional change of d to I, as Sanskrit dohuda, "long-

ing of a pregnant woman,' Pali dohala, Prakrit
dohula, dohada ; the change of Sanskrit .v, s to s,

as Sanskrit iohhati, 'is beautiful,' Pali sobbhati,

Prakrit sohai, Sanskrit vrsabha, 'hull,' Pali rasu-

bha, Prakrit rasaha ; the avoidance of consonant-
groups, usually by assimilation, but occasionally

by the insertion of an epenthetic vowel, as San-
skrit bliakta, "boiled rice,' Pali and Prakrit hhut-

la, Sanskrit sliighu, "praise.' Pali silfujha, Pra-
krit sah'ihO. Inflection in Pali closely resembles
that of classical Sanskrit, except that the aorist,

comparatively rare in classical Sanskrit, occurs
not infrequently in Pali. Pali has no distinctive

alphabet, but is written according to locality in

Ceyloncse, Burmese, or Cambodian script. The
Devanagari (q.v.) writing is never employed.

Pali literature is almost entirely religious.

The greatest work in it is the Tripitaka. Of
much inqiortance are the Tisuddhi Mnijiia. or

Way of Purity, by Buddhaghosa. a treatise on
Buddhist doctrine dating from the fourth cen-

tury \.n., and the Hilindapanha, or Questions
of Milinda (q.v.), which was probably composed
about the beginning of the Christian Era. There
are further a number of historical works, which
have an increased interest from the fact that
Sanskrit literature (q.v.) is almost without
authentic histories. Among tlie most important
works of this class in Pali are the Mahuransa
(q.v.), or Great History, and the Dipuvansa

(q.v.), or History of tlie Island (of "Ceylon).

There is an abundant literature besides, includ-

ing not only religious and historical writings, but

also metrics, grammar, and lexicogiaphy.

Consult: Burnouf and Lassen. Essai sur le

Pali (Paris. 1820); Minayef, Grammaire Palie,

translated by Guyard "(ib., 1874) ; Kuhn,
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Beitriige zur Pali-Grammatik (Berlin, 1875) ;

Frankfurter, Handbook of Pali (London, 1883) ;

iluller, Simplified Grammar of the Pali Latir
guage (ib.. 1884) ; Tilbe, Pali Grammar (Ran-
goon, 18'J'J) : Oung, Grammar of Ihe Pali Lan-
guage (Akyab, 1899-1003) ; Childers, Pali-Eng-
lish Dictionary (London, 1875) ; Torp, Flej'ion

des Pali in ihrem Verhultniss zum Sanskrit
(Christiania, 1881); Franke, Geschichte und
Kritik der einheimischen Pali-Grammatik und
Lexikographie (Strassburg, 1902); id.. Pali und
Sanskrit ( ib., 1902); Takakusu. Pali Chresto-
mathif (Tokio, 1900) ; Andersen, Pali Reader
(London, 1901).

PALIKAO, pa'le'ka'</, Charles Gllllaume
Marie Cousi.x-Moxtaubax, Count of ( 1790-1878).
A French general and statesman, born in Paris.
After serving with distinction in .Spain, and for
twenty years in Africa, he was created a general
in 1855. In 1800 he was placed in command of
the French and English forces sent to China, and
with relatively insignificant forces cajjtured tlie

forts at Taku, and after gaining a decisive victory
at Palikao he entered Peking at the beginning of
October of tlie same year. The Chinese Govern-
ment was forced to accept his terms, and the
conditions of peace were rigidly enforced. On
his return to France in 1801, Xapoleon III. pre-
sented him with the grand cross of the Legion of
Honor, and gave him the title of Count. After
the first defeats of the French anny in 1870 he
succeeded Ollivier as Premier, was at the same
time ilinister of War, and was consequently as-
sociated with the misfortunes that followed the
French army. He published a history and de-
fense of his administration in 1871. He died
January 8. 1878. in Pari-.

PALILIA, or PABILIA. An ancient Roman
feast in honor of Pales (q.v. ), celebrated on
April 21st, and of such importance that its date
was deemed the anniversary of the founding of
Rome.

PALIMPSEST (Lat. palimpsestiis. from Gk.
Trci\ltx\f/ij(TTo!, scraped again, from irdXii', palin,
again ^ jfiri<rT6s. psfsfos, scraped, from ipTjv, psen,
to rub smooth). The name given to parchment,
papyrus, or other writing material, fruui which,
after it had been written upon, the first writing
was wholly or in part removed in order that the
page mi"ht be made available a second time. Tlie
ink used on papyrus and sometimes on parch-
ment was commonly of soot mixed with gum and
thinned with water, or else the liquid of the
cuttlefish. This could be washed out with a
sponge, and the latter was part of the writing
equipment. Where this ink has been used, tliere

is visually no trace of the original writing
if the manuscript has been used again. Later
for parchment, ink made from gall-apples,
sometimes with the addition of vitriol, or metal-
lic substances, was used. This took hold of tlie

vellum, and for removal required the use of

pumice, or of a mixture of milk, cheese, and lime
to soften the parchment. Sometimes the knife
was used, of course to the complete destruction
of the writing. The processes employed were
not always very complete, nor were they care-

fully carried out. and as a result in a number
of cases the earlier writing is still more or less

legible. The fragile character of papyrus made
it dirticult. if not impossible, to wash out writ-
ing of long standing, though the sponge was

probably used while the ink was fresh. Since on
papyri, as a rule, the writing was only on the
recto, the back was frequently used to receive
later writing. In the case of" parchment, espe-
cially when bound in books, erasure was needed
for a second u.se. The practice was common in
classical times, and is frequently mentioned in
the ancient writers, though in some cases it may
be doubted whether the reference is not to wax
tablets. In general, these old palimpsests were
used as note-book.s or for rough drafts. The
relative scarcity and cost of papyrus or vellum
undoubtedly was responsible for this custom,
and, with the disase of papyrus and increasing de-
maud for parchment, the habit of using old books
increased in the East and West. Though vellum
began to supersede papyrus for important works
in the fourth century of our era, it was not till

the seventh century, when the Arab conquest
shut off the supply, that it became jiractically
the only material in use, and it is from that
time that palimpsests begin to increase. In the
East, in 091, a Greek sj-nod forbade the de-
struction of manu.scripts of the Uible or of the
Fathers, unless they were already damaged, and
in the \\est much use was made of old manu-
scripts from the seventh to the ninth centurj-,
when, in consequence of the disturbed state of tfie

country, there was some scarcity of material, and
the old volumes of neglected authors were used
for more popular works. Some writers have as-

cribed this to the indifference and even to the
hostility of the monks and clergy to classical

literature, and have attributed to their reckless

destruction of classic manuscripts, in order to

provide material for their own service-books and
legendaries, the deficiencies in the remains of

ancient learning which scholars have now to de-

plore. That some part of the loss may have so

arisen it is impossible to doubt, although it is

equally certain that we owe to the mcdia-val

monks and clergy the preservation of a large part

of the surviving ancient literature. Moreover,
it seems probable that in general damaged copies

were drawn upon for palimpsests, and in some
cases the writing was not erased till the sheets

had been resewn. It is said that no palimpsest

shows that it originally contained a complete
work under the later writing, though in some
cases the amount preserved is very large. It

should also be noted that in not a few cases

the Bible or Church Fathers are found under
classical or late texts, so that convenience, not

hostility, seems in general to have determined

the choice of material for erasure. While the

practice continued even down to the si.xteenth

century, and in at least one case cleaned parch-

ment was used for a printed book, most of the

valuable Latin palimpsests are earlier than the

tenth century, when it was possible to use the

fine parchment of earlier times. In the East the

practice was much more general, and the best

palimpsests are of a later period. In fact, it is

said that a relatively large proportion of exist-

ing Greek nianusoripts are on reused vellum.

While many of these are of Eastern manufacture,

not a few show that the upper writing was done

in Italy and the West. The natural result of

these factors is that in general the palimpsests

yield fragments, whose value lies largely in testi-

mony to the early state of the text. In biblical

criticism some very important results have been

obtained from early palimpsests, and in classical
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literature such palimpsests as the Codex Am-
broisanus of Plautus have unique value. JMost

important of course are the rare cases where a
lost work may be recovered from a palimpsest,

as iu the ease of the Republic of Cicero, or the

Instilutis of Gaius.
It will easily be understood, therefore, that

the chief, if not the sole, interest of palimpsest

manuscripts lies in the ancient writing which
they had contained, and that their value to lit-

erature mainly depends on the degree of legibil-

ity which the ancient writing still retains. Very
conuuunly the original writing is much larger

than the modern; tlie modern lines and letters

do not cover those of the old manuscript, but
follow the same order. In other specimens the
new writing is transverse, and in some tlie old

l)age is turned upside down. Sometimes, where
the old page is divided into columns, the new
writing is carried over them all iu a single line;

sometimes tlie old page is doubled, so as to form
two pages in the new manuscript. Sometimes it

is cut into two or even three pages. The most
perplexing case of all for the decipherer is that
in wliich the new letters are of the same size,

and are written upon the same lines with those

of the original manuscript. In the case of

Latin palimpsests, it is generally true that lower
minuscule writing, when legible at all. is scarce-

ly worth the trouble of reading. The valuable
manuscripts are in capitals or uncials. Some
variety, also, is found in the language of the

palimpsests. In those which were originally

found in the Western libraries the new writing
is almost invariably Latin, while the original is

sometimes Greek, and sometimes Latin. In the
palimpsests discovered in the East the original

is commonly Greek, the new writing being some-
times Greek, sometimes Syriac, sometimes Arme-
nian.

The ])Ossibility of making use of palimpsest
manuscri|)ts in order to increase our store of
ancient literature was suggested as far back
as the days of ilontfaucon: but tlie idea was
not turned to practical account till the latter
part of the eighteenth century. The first pa-
limpsest editor was a German scholar, iJr. Paul
Bruns, who discovered that one of the Vatican
manuscripts was a palimpsest, the eflfaced matter
of which was a fragment of tlie ninety-tirst book
of Livy's Roman Hislor)/. and printed this frag-
ment at Hamburg in 177.'?. In the field of
discovery thus opened by Bruns, but little prog-
ress was made until the following century, when
Barrett of Trinity College, Dublin, published his
palimpsest fragments of Saint ilatthew, and
when palimpsest literature rose to importance in
the hands of the celebrated -ingelo Mai (q.v. ).

The great historian Xiebuhr about the same time
applied himself to the subject, and was followed
by Blume, Pertz, Gaupp, ilomnisen, Studemund,
and other German scholars, whose labors, how-
ever, were for the most part confined to tlie de-
partment of ancient Roman law, Tiscliendorf's
(q.v.) labors drew attention to the biblical texts
thus preserved, and Cureton's examinations of
Syriac and other Eastern manuscripts showed the
importance of this field, where the most valuable
result has been the discovery in the monastery at
Alount Sinai of an early Syriac version of the
Gospels under some lives of female saints.

Greek Palimpsests. Among these, the first

place in importance belongs to the biblical pa-

limpsests, the earliest of which was Fragments of
the (iuspcl uf Saint Mtitthcw, in fac-siniile as
well as in ordinary type, printed from a palimp-
sest manuscript of Trinity College, Dublin, by
Barrett (Dublin, 1801). The original writing
appears to be of the sixth century. Barrett's
transcript of the text was not in all respects cor-

rect, and a revised edition was published by Ab-
bott in 1880. It is chielly, however, to a collec-

tion of Syriac manuscripts brought from the East
that we are indebted for the more recent palimp-
sest restorations of the ancient biblical read-

ings. In this line the chief discoverer has
been Tischendorf. Of these the best known
is the celebrated Codex Ephremi, in the Xa-
tional Library, Paris. This manuscript had
been early observed to be palimpsest, and the

original Greek text was collated by Wetstein in
1710. It was completely published by Tischen-
dorf, the Xew Testament in 1843, and the Old in

1845. The modern writing of this palimpsest
consists of a Greek translation of works by Saint
Ephrem the Syrian. Another palimpsest of
interest is the Codex Xitriensis, in the British

Museum, containing part of the Gospel of Saint
Luke from the sixth century, part of the Iliad

of about the same date, and a somewhat later

Euclid, all used by a monk of the Xitrian monas-
tery for a copy of a Syriac treatise. The number
of these fragments constantly grows, and now
probably about 30 Greek, Old Latin, and Gothic
biblical palimpsests are known, of which the ma-
jority are Greek, As most of them belong to the
fifth or sixth century, their testimony is often of

great value.

In Greek classical literature the results from
the palimpsests are not great. The Homer frag-

ments are older than other parchment codices,

but are outranked by the numerous papyri. A
small part of the PJiai'thon of Euripides is pre-

served in the Codex Claromontaniis at Paris, and
a collection of extracts from the later historians,

containing some passages from lost works, has
been published by Mai in his Seriptorum Veterum
'Nova Collect io (Rome, 1825-38). In Greek, how-
ever, no such discoveries have been made as in

Latin, though it should be said that the Eastern
libraries contain many palimpsests not yet care-

fully examined.
Latin Palimpsests. The first fragment of

Latin literature printed from a palimpsest origi-

nal is the portion of the ninety-first book of

Liry already referred to, published at Hamburg
and also at Rome in 1773. It was reedited in

a more complete form by Xiebuhr in 1820, Of
the Latin palimpsests edited by ilai, the earliest

were some fragments of lost orations of Cicero

from two ditTerent palimpsests in the Ambrosian
library at Milan, in the later of which the sec-

ond writing consisted of the acts of the Council

of Chalcedon. These orations were published in

two successive volumes in 1814. He also pub-
lished eight orations of Symmachus (1815) and
the comedies of Plautus, including a frag-

ment of tlie lost play entitled Yidularia (1815).

This is the celebrated Codex Ambrosiaiiiis in

Milan, which has since been studied by Ritschl

and other Plautine scholars, notably Studemund
(Berlin. 1880), Mai likewise edited the works
of M, Cornelius Fronto, together with the epistles

of Antoninus Pius, Lucius Verus, JI. Aurelius,

and others (1815), as well as the celebrated dia-

logue of Cicero, De Republica, from a palimpsest
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of the Vatican, the modern writing on wliidi is

the commentary of Saint Augustine on the
Psalms (1821). Soon after the Ue JCcimhlica he

published another volume from palimpsest

sources, the most important of whose contents

were some fragments of ancient Roman law,

which prepared the way for the more distin-

guished success of Xiebuhr, who, in a palimpsest

of the library of Verona, recognized a portion of

an ancient work on Roman law, afterwards iden-

tified as the Institutiones of Gains. The text

was deciphered by Giischen and others, and the

first edition published at Berlin in 1820. A care-

ful new collation was published bj- Studenuind in

1874, and a text edition carefully revised by
Krtiger and Studemund 14th ed. l^erlin, 1899).

The latest considerable Latin publication in this

department is Gai Oninii Liciniuiii AnndUum
Quce tiKpersiint (Berlin. 1857), edited from a

palimpsest of the British ^luseum by the younger
Pertz. This palimpsest, as was already stated, is

a thrice-written codex, the earliest and original

contents being the Annales of Granius Licinianus,

a writer of the second century a.d. The second
writing was also in Latin, and the work is a
grammatical treatise, of which the chapters De
Verho and De Adierhio are still legible. The
most modern writing is Syriac, written in the

cursive character.

It will be gathered from the above that the

ancient works recovered by means of palimpsest

manuscripts are all fragmentary, and one might
be led to rate at a low value the result thereby

obtained. Yet such works as the Republic of

Cicero, the Institutes of Gains, and the very early

text of Plautus in the Ambrosian i)alinipsest are

of priceless value. And it must be remembered
that in some of the departments to which these

palinipsestic fragments belong every scrap, no

matter how- trifling, has an independent value.

In biblical remains, for example, a single text

may present a valuable reading, the merest frag-

ment may throw light on an important critical

question. In history, in like manner, a small

fragment may disclose an interesting fact, or

supply a significant commentary' upon facts

otherwise ascertained. And as regards critical

uses especially, it must not be forgotten that the

obliterated text of the palimpsest manuscripts

for the most part far exceeds in antiquity the

very oldest kno\\-n codices which we possess, and
is. probably, second only in age to the papyri of

Herculaneum.
The method of treating palimpsest manu-

scripts, with a view to deciphering their contents,

has been fully described by different editors.

Jlai. after having washed the palimpsest with an

infusion of galls, exposed it to the light and air.

and. generally speaking, foimd this sufficient for

his purpose. Peyron washed the parchment in

water, afterwards in dilute muriatic acid, and
finally in prussiate of potash. A mixture com-

pounded on this principle is called from its in-

ventor. M. Gioberti, tincfura Giohertina. Some-
times the treatment does not succeed equally

well on both sides of the parchment, the outer

surface, from its softer texture and more thor-

ouL'h erosion, yielding poorer results. Wlien the

ink contained animal substances, as milk, or the

blnnd nf the cuttlefish. :Mone plunged the parch-

ment into a close vessel filled with oil, which he

heated to a temperature of 400° R. But almost,

if not quite, all of the earlier processes have re-

sulted, after the course of some years, in .such
darkening, and sometimes corrosion of the sur-
face of the manuscripts treated, as to make them
quite illegible and worthless. Von Sickel recom-
mended an apparently harmless process, that of
washing the pages of tlie manuscript discreetly
with a potash. soap, and then immersing them in
clear water, from which treatment tliev take no
injury if they are carefully dried afterwards.
Pringsheim published the details of a proci-ss
purely photographic, whereby, through successive
photographings, the effect on the i)late of the
later writing is weakened, and that of the earlier
and fainter hand is intensified, until the erased
writing becomes legible in the negative.

Consult: Mone, Lateinische und griechische
Messen (Frankfort, 1850) ; id., De Libris Pnlimn-
sestis tain Latinis quam Orwcis (Karlsruhe,
1855) ; Wattenbach, Das Schriftwesen im Mit-
tf-lalter (3d ed., Leipzig, 1896). See Pale-
OOR.\PHT.

PALINDROME (C;k. ToXMpo^i, palindro-
mos-. a running back, from wdXiv, palin. back -f
Sp6fU)t, droiiios, a ruiming. from ipaiUtv, dra-
niein, to run). A name given to a kind of verse
the peculiarity of which is that it reads the same
backward as forward. It is very common in

Latin. Examples are:

.Si tiene tfi tna lavs taxat sua laale teoebis.
Et Decat egcr amornon Rama rpge taceate,
Roma reges una non anvs eger amor.

In this, eger is the mcditeval spelling for oeger.

To a Roman lawyer is credited the following:

Sinummi immuuis,

which Camden translates

:

Give me my fee, and I warrant you free.

Consult: Wheatley, Anagrams (Hartford,
1862); Clark, Palindromes (Glasgow, 1887).

PAL'INGENE'SIA (ML., from Gk. waXiy.

•ytveala, new liirth, from rrdXiK, palin, again
-|- y^ycffis, <;c»iesis, birth). A term that appears
to have originated among the Stoics, who em-
ployed it to denote the act of the demiurgus. or

creator, by which, having absorbed all being into

himself, he reproduced it in a new creation. The
occurrence of the word in the New Testament
(Titus, iii. .5, where it is used to denote regenera-

tion) has given it a place in Christian theology,

and divines have variously used it to express the

resurrection of men. the new birth of the indi-

vidual soul, and the restoration of the world to

that perfect state that it lost by the fall
—"the

new heavens and the new earth wherein dwelleth

righteousness."

PALINGEN'ESIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk.irdX.i.,

palin. again — yivevii, genesis, birth), and
CCENOGENESIS. The recapitulation theory

(q.v. ) or biogenetic law' is a statement of the

general fact that the development of the individ-

ual is an epitome of that of the class to which
it belongs. Haeckel, and Fritz Miiller in sub-

stance before him, further distinguished two
modes of operation of this law. To the first he

gave the name 'palingenesis.' Briefly defined, it

is the fact of the regtilar repetition of ancestral

features caused by inheritance. Thus the shrimps

and crabs in the egg pass through a nauplius

stage, the embryo possessinir the rudiment* of

only three pairs of appendages, but they hatch

in an advanced larval condition called the zoea.

The lobster, on the. other hand, before hatching

passes through phases which recall the nauplius,
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and also the zoea stages, and tlio animal hatches

in a more advanced stage tlian tliezoea, undor-

going a partial metamorphosis. Tlie toad or

Iriif.', in tlic embryo, pass through an ascidian, an

Amphioxus, a fish, and a salamander stage,

Ixfore they assume the tailless adult condition.

Tlie animal thus rei)eats in its own development

certain (but not all) of the features which char-

acterized its successively ascidian, Amphioxus-

like, and fish-like ancestors.

The second phase or mode of operation of the

law of recapitulation is 'ccenogenesis,' which

means the modilication of iialiugenesis by the in-

lieritance of later accpiired characters, the ances-

tral characters ha\'ing been lost or crowded out,

owing to tlie lapse of heredity. This was fully

explained by Fritz JIuller, his illustration being

tiie metamorphosis of the more specialized in-

sects, such as the butterfly, bee, aiid fly. The

larval stages of these insects (caterpillar, mag-

got) are secondary. The most primitive insects

were born in the shape of llie jiarent, and passed

through no larval stage. The primitive features

of the ancestral insect have been lost, except the

transitory indications of a .series of abdominal

legs, showing that the insects all descended from
polypodous forms; but the caterpillar and mag-'-

got" stages are recent ac<iuisitions, and to this

phenomenon the term ctenogenesis (or recent

genesis) is applied. As lliiller expressed it: In

contradistinction to the iiilirrltrd metamorjihosis

of the jirawns, we may call that of the C'oleop-

tera, Lepidoptera, etc., an acquired metamor-
phosis, lie tlien goes on to show at some length

that the 'complete' metamorphosis of insects was
not inherited from the primitive ancestor of all

insects, but acquired at a later period. See Reca-
pitulation Theory.

C'ons\ilt: Fritz iliiller. Facts for Daririn (Lon-

don, 1800) : Ilaeckel, (JrncrrUc Morphologic (Ber-

lin, 181)0) ; Ilvatt, I'hi/lo<irtiii of an Acquired
Character (ri'iiladelphia.

' ISiU) ; Lang, Text-

hook of Comparatire Aiiatomi/, vol. i. (Xew
York, IS'.II).

PALINURO', pil'li-nnn'ri'. Cape, or Cape
Sparti.mk.xto. a pninKintciry on the coast of

Lucania, Italy, projecting into the Tyrrhenian
Sea. northwest of the entrance to the Oulf of

Policastro (Map: Italy. K 7). It was nameil in

honor of Palinurus (q.v.), the pilot of .Eneas,

said to have been buried here, where some ruined
walls bear the name of his tomb. In B.C. 253
and in n.c. 30 Roman fleets were wrecked on this

jioint.

PAL'INU'RUS. A pilot of .-Eneas. When
the Trojans were approaching the coast of Italy,

he slept and fell overboard. The ghost of Palinu-

rus ap])eared to .Eneas on his visit to Hades,
and said that he had l)een washed ashore and
murdered by the natives. In accordance with
tlie ]iriJiiiise of the Sibyl, his body received suit-

able burial.

PALISA. pii'lesa. JoHAXX (1848—). An
Austrian astrimomer. born at Troppau. He was
assistant in the Vienna ol)servatory (1870), and
in the observatory at Geneva (1871). and direc-

tor of the Marine Observatory at Pola until ISSO.

when he became adjunct in the Vienna Otiserva-

tory. Before the use of photography Palisa dis-

covered more than iiO asteroids and made special

research on comets, mostly published' in the

Astronomische yachrichten (1871 et .seq.). His
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charts based on observations were begunvalualile

in 1878.

PALISADE CELLS (Fr. palisade, from palis-

scr, to inclose witli jiales, from OF. pulisse, pal-

Use, paliec, from JIL. palitium, paling, from
palus, pale). Tiie green working cells (meso-

phijU) upon the more exposed side of foliage

leaves. Since these cells become elongated and
stand close together, with their long axes at right

angles to tlie epidermis, this arrangement sug-

gested the name. See Le.\f.

PALISADES. The name given to the line of

dill's that extend along the western sliore of the

Hudson r.iver from near Haverstraw, N. Y., to

Weeliawken, X. J... a distance of about 30 miles.

The dills for most of this distance rise almost

directly from the water's edge in a single escarp-

ment whicli simulates a wall of masonry and
lends a characteristic and picturesque effect to

the scenery in this section of the Hudson Valley.

Their height ranges from '200 to.5.30 feet. Tliey are

formed by the outcrop of a thick sheet of diabase

which was intruded while in a molten condition

between sandstones and shales of tlie Newark
system. The overlying strata have been par-

tially removed by erosion, and the harder igneous

rock now stands exposed in the form of a ridge

along the eastern edge of the sheet. The scarp

wall of the Palisades is a complex fault (q.v.).

Extensive accumulations of talus are found in

places. The fissure through which the molten rock

rose toward the surface is situated near the w'est-

ern edge of the .sheet. The slope toward tlie west

is for the most part very gradual. See Hudson
River.

PALISOT DE BEATTVOIS, pa'le'ziV dp b6'-

vwi'i'', A.MiiRoisE Marie 1''ran(,'OIs Joseph (1752-

1820). A Frencli naturalist, born at i\rras. He
Ijecame a corresponding memlier of the Academy
of Sciences in 1781. and five years later set out

on a journey, during which he visited West
Africa. Santo Domingo, and North America. He
returned to France in 1708, succeeded Adanson
at the Institute in 1800. and in 1815 becamea
memlier of the council of the L'niversity of Paris.

Among his works are: Flore d'Oicare et de Benin

(1804-21): Iiisectesi rccueillis en Afrique et en

Amcrique (1805-21) : Essai d'une nourellc ar/ros-

tofiraphic (1812): Miiseoloyie, ou traite sur les

mousses (1822).

PALISSY, paTe'sf-', Bernard (c.l510-8n). A
celebrated French art potter, scholar, and au-

thor, born at La Chapelle Biron, near Agen (Lot-

et-Garonne). The son of a poor workman in

glass, his education was limited, but by his own
studious efforts he acquired a considerable

knowledge in the natural sciences, besides geom-

etry, drawing, and painting, and extended it

while traveling for a period througliont France,

in Flanders, and on the Rhine. In 1530 lie mar-

ried and settled at Saintes. where he practiced

glass and portrait painting, at the same time

carrying on the business of a land surveyor. An
enameled cup of faience which he saw by chance

inspired him with the resolution to discover the

mode of producing white enamel. Neglectingall

other labors, he confined himself to investiga-

tions and experiments for sixteen years, exhaust-

ing all his resources until, unable any longer to

buy fuel, he was reduced to the necessity of

burning his furniture piece by piece, and finally

the flooring of his rooms. Scoffed at by his
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neighbors, overwhelmed witli reproaches by his

«ife, and besou<rht by his starving family crying
for food, he nevertlielcss persisted in the search,

and at length his etl'orts were crowned with
success. A few pieces adorned with figures of

animals, colored to represent nature, sold for

high prices, after which lie became famous and
was patronized and encouraged by the royal

family and the nobility, who employed him to

embellish their mansions with specimens of his

art. An enthusiastic follower of the Huguenot
cause, he was arrested in 15G2 and imprisoned at

Bordeaux, but was soon released by order of the
King, who gave him a patent as inventor of

figulines rustiques.' He removed to Paris about
1564, and set up his pottery-works on a plot of

ground assigned to him near the Tuileries.

There he worked and prospered for 3ears. escap-
ing the Massacre of Saint Bartliolomew's under
the protection of Queen Catharine de' Medici, and
in 1575 began a course of lectures on natural his-

tory and physics, which were attended by all the
learned men of the day and made him prominent
as a man of science. Many of his views of nature
have been supported by subsequent discovery
and investigation, and have made good his title

to a vevj high rank among the natural philoso-
phers of the sixteenth century. On a fresh out-
burst of religious fanaticism in 1587, he was
thrown into the Bastille as a heretic, and con-
demned to death, but died before the sentence
was carried out. The faience of Palissy is of
a peculiar style. His figures and other orna-
ments are all executed in colored relief, the
colors being usually bright, but not of great
variety, blues, grays, and yellows prevailing.
The most remarkable of his productions are the
'pi&ces rustiques,' dishes ornamented with cray-
fish, frogs, lizards, fishes, snakes, shells, aiid

plants, admirably true to nature in form and
color. Magnificent specimens of his work are
in the Louvre, the Must^e de Cluny, and at
S&vres. A few may be seen in the .South Ken-
sington and British museums, but the Fountaine
Collection at Xarford Hall. England, is hardly
equaled by any even in France. His CEurrcs
completes, edited by France (Paris, ISSO). con-
taining also a most stirring autobiograp\v,
fully justify Lamartine's verdict assigning to

Palissy a high position among French writers.

For his life and work, consult Henry ilorley
(London, 1852). Audiat (Paris. 1868). Burty
(ib., 1886), and Dupuy (ib., 1898) ; consult also":

Delange and Borneman, Monographie de I'ceuvre

de Bernard Palisx/i (Paris. 1862), and Marryat,
A History of Pattern and Porcelain (3d ed., aug-
mented. London, 1868).

PALITZSCH, pa'llch. Johaxx Georg (1723-

88). A German astronomer, born at Prohlis,

near Dresden. On Christmas night. 1758. he
discovered, a month before any one else, the
comet usually called Halley's. and in 1782 simul-

taneously with Goodrike determined the period
of variation in Algol, a star in Perseus. Pa-
litzsch made his own instruments and continued
to live as a peasant in the country near Dresden.

PALIZZI, pa-lfft'se, GirsEPPE (1812-98). An
Italian landscape and animal painter, born at
Lanciano, in the Abruzzi. He studied in Naples,

and under Troyon in Paris, where he afterwards
lived. His works, usually of Italian subjects,

are notable for energetic treatment and fine

color. They include -Goats in the Vineyard''
(1855), and "Goats of the Abruzzi," in the
ilontpellier Mu.seum. His brother, Filiito
Palizzi

( ?-189y), born at Vasto, in tlie Abruzzi.
was one of the ablest of those Neapolitan paint-
ers who, in the second half of the ninetecntli
century, did so much to revive Italian art.

PALK STBAIT. Tlie northern portion of
tlie passage between the south coast of Hindu-
stan and tlie island of Ceylon (Map: Asia, H 8).
This passage is continued southward by the (lulf
of Manar (q.v.). It is from 40 to" 80 miles
wide, 80 miles long, and so shallow that it cannot
be navigated in safety by large vessels.

PALL (Lat. piiUa, robe, mantle, curtain). A
small square, generally of cardboard, covered
on both sides with fine linen, which is used in
the Roman Catholic Church to cover the chalice
during the mass. It seems to have evolved
from a fold of the corporal (q.v.), which in
earlier times was turned back over the chalice;
this custom, which maintained itself as late as
the twelfth century, is still preserved in the
Carthusian Order, and a trace of it remains
in the fact that the Pontifical has no separate
form for blessing the pall as distinct from the
corporal. The 'Theatines use a second pall on
which to lay the host; and in the Greek rite also
two are used, one to cover the chalice, the other
the i)aten. The name is also applied to a cover-
ing of black or purple (sometimes white for
young persons) thrown over a cotEn while it is

being carried to burial.

PALL. A bearing in heraldry (q.v.). See also
Pallh M.

PALLA, pfil'la. or Impall.^ ( South African
name), A South African antelope ( .Hpiiceros me-
linnpiis), called 'rodebok' by the Dutch, becau.se

reddish. It is a wood-loving species and
fond of water; and in former days gathered
into large herds in winter, when this species

furnished the principal food of the lion and
leopard. Consequently these antelopes were ex-

ceedingly suspicious, and were not only hard to
shoot, but were likely to alarm all other game
in the neighborhood by their shrill whistling as
soon as they discovered the hunter. The genus
is peculiar in having no dew-claws. The males
alone have horns, which are lyrate with an
abrupt angular bend in the middle.

PALLADIO, p;'il-la'df-(*., AxDREA (1518-80).

An Italian architect of the late Renaissance.

He was born at Vicenza, November 30, 1518. He
studied architecture in his native city, his

patron. Trissino. enabling him to visit Rome,
where he prepared himself by a thorough study
both of Vitruvius and of ancient monuments,
which he assimilated more thoroughly than any
other architect of the Renaissance. His first

great work was the magnificent two-storied ar-

cade around the Basilica of Vicenza (1.545), He
produced many works of both civil and religious

architecture in and near his native city, which

he made a great architectural centre. His sci-

entific treatise on architecture, / (/unttro lihri

dell' arcliitettiira (1570). attained imme<liate

success. The precise rules and formulas, clearly

expressed, carried his style not only throughout

Italy, hut through Europe and Great Britain,

where they found especial favor. Palladio be-

came the standard bearer of late Renaissance

architecture.
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His strength lay rather in composition than in

detail, and his orijjinality was manifesled in

the knowledge, taste, and slcill with which he

reproduced tlie composition, proportions, and de-

tails of Konian architecture, and adapted them
to the requirements of his time. Tlie Basilica of

\'icenza was epoch-making; so was his theatre

(Teatro Olimpico). His palaces were equally

eharacleristic. A few had two orders of columns,

the linest of these heing the Barharano and C'hie-

rigiti palaces, in Vicenza. Of the more numerous
])alaces with hut a single colossal order of pi-

lasters or engaged columns standing on a rustic

basement, the masterpiece is the Marcantonio
Tienc I'alace, which is liner even than the I'orto

and \'nlmarai\a palaces. Of his numerous villas

tlie most famous is the Rotunda Capra. outside

Vicenza. with circular hall in the centre and four

Ionic facades ; its interior ornaments in stucco

are especially fine. In Venice his works were all

ecclesiastical; the earliest was the atrium in

front of the Church of La Caritil, the church
itself coming later; then came the refectory and
later tlie Church of San Giorgio Maggiore. with
its beautiful tower (the fa<;ade being of later

date, by Scamozzi ) ; in 1562 the fagade of San
Francesco della Vigna ; and in 157S-80 the

Church of 11 Redentore—all of them marked by
great dignity and refinement of composition.

His Vicentine buildings have sufl'ered from being
executed in brick, stucco, and wood, instead of

stone. Consult: Scamozzi, Fnbbriche di Pnlladio

(Venice, 1780) ; and the monographs bv Te-
manza (Venice. 1762). Boito (Milan, iS83).
ilelani, in L'.lrf (Paris, 1890), and Fletcher

(New Vork, 11102)

.

PALLADIS TAMIA. See Meres. Fraxcis.

PALLA'DIUM (Lat.. from Gk. noUdJioi.,
PulUnlion) . Among the Greeks, an image of the

protecting divinity of a city, on whose preserva-

tion the safety of the town was believed to de-

pend. In general, these images seem to have had
the form of armed figures, usually with shield and
spear, of rude workmanship, often scarcely more
tlian a mere column, but gradually assuming the
type of the Athena Promachos, the colossal

bronze statue on the Acropolis at Athens. They
were early identified with that goddess, and their

name is connected with hers, Pallas. Such
images are seen even on Mycentean gems and
paintings, and are frequent in later works of art.

In literature the great example is the Palladium
of Troy, believed to have fallen from heaven,
like many another palladium or venerable cult-

image. This was stolen by Odysseus and Di-
omedes, and its subsequent fate was the subject
of many different legends, since various cities

desired to show that they possessed the original.

Witli the acceptance by the Romans of the belief

in their descent from the Trojans arose the
belief staled by Varro that the Palladimn. which
was kept in abs(dute secrecy in the house of
Vesta, was the Trojan original and had been
brought to Italy by .Eneas. Consult Chavannes,
Dr li'iijilK J'dniidii' (Berlin. l^'Jl).

PALLADIUM (Xeo-Lat.). A metallic ele-

ment discovered in 1803 by VVollaston, who
named it from the planetoid Pallas, which had
been discovered by Others in 1802. It is found in

grains usually containing platinum and iridium
in the proportion of alxiut 2 per cent., and with
gold and silver in the proportion of ,"> to 10 per

cent.; also with gold and lead selenide in the

Harz. The principal sources are the platinifer-

ous sands of Brazil, the Urals, and other locali-

ties where platinum ores are found. For its

separation the ore is dissolved in aqua regia ; the

solution is kept boiling for some time with an
excess of caustic soda, then acidified with hydro-
chloric acid and precipitated with ammonium
chloride; the filtrate is then boiled with copper
foil, the metallic powder thus obtained is ex-

tracted with nitric acid, and metallic palladium
is precipitated from the nitric acid solution hy
shaking the latter with metallic mercury.

Palladium (.symbol, Pd; atomic weight,

10(i.30) is a white lustrous metal with a specific

gravity of 11.4 at 22.5° C. It melts at about
1500° 'C, and is fairly malleable and ductile.

It is remarkable for its capacity for ahsorbing

hydrogen. The metal itself is used for nuiking

scales and division marks on scientific instru-

ments and for coating and preserving silvered

ware. The wire finds some use in dentistry on

account of its hardness. An alloy of palladium
with steel is used in making parts of physical

instruments.

Palladium combines with oxygen to form a

suboxiile (IM~0). a monoxide (PdO), and a

dioxide (PdO,), but none of its salts has any
important application.

PALLATaiTIS. An early Christian writer,

lie is sup])osed to have been born in Galatia in

the latter half of the fourth century. At the age

of twenty he started on foot to visit the cells of

the famous monks in ditTerent parts of the Ro-

man Empire. He spent some time in Egypt in

the Xitrian Desert, then went to Palestine and
lived several years with the monks of the Mount
of Olives. At the beginning of the fifth century

he was consecrated a bishop in Asia Minor, but

he is probably not the Palladius who was Bishop
of Helenojjolis in Bithynia. He was the author

of a work addressed to Lausus, a cliamberlain

at the Imperial Court, and hence called Hisloria

jAiu.iidrii. which is a rich collection of pictures of

the monkish life in Egypt and Palestine, based

on personal knowledge, oral testimony, and prob-

ably also written sources. The existing manu-
scripts ditl'er greatly and the text has not yet

been established. It was published in the origi-

nal Greek by Migne in Patrol. Grceca, xxxiv., and

in Latin translation in Patrol. Latina, l.xxiii.,

Ixxiv. Palladius was an adherent of Origen and

an opponent of Jerome. He may also have been

the author of a Dialoffus dc vita .S'. Johannis

Chrtjsostomi (in Migne. Patrol. (Irwra. xlvii.l.

Consult Preusschen. /'nnodiKS uy>d Riifinus (Gies-

sen, 1807).

PALLADIUS, RuTiLUS Taurus .Emilta-

NU.s. A Roman author, who probal)ly lived in

the fourth century a.d., under Valcntinian and
Theodosius. He wrote a work. Dc lie Piifilica

(On Agriculture), in fourteen books, the last of

which is a poem of eighty-five elegiac couplets.

It is, from a literary and grammatical point of

view, full of faults;' Imt, as it was a complete

calendar of Roman agriculture, it was very

useful for its time, and was much read and fol-

lowed during the Middle Ages. The best edition

is that by Schneider in his f^rriptores ltd

Pusticct Veteres Latini (4 vols., Leipzig. 1705),

and the mo.st recent by Schmitt (ib., 1898). The
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work of Palladius was translated into English by
Owen (London, 1803).

PALLANZA, pa-lan'tsa. A town in tlie

Province of Xovara, Italy, situated on a head-
land in Lake Jlaggiore, 45 miles nortliwest of
Milan (Map: Italy, C 2). It is esteemed as a
winter resort, owing to its mild climate and
delightful situation. Population (commune), in
litOl. -,i:i:.

PAL'LAS. The Greek goddess of wisdom,
identical with Athena. See MiNEBVA.

PALLAS, piil'las, Peter Simox (1741-1811).
A German-Kussian traveler and naturalist, born
in Berlin. He studied natural history, and was
emplo3'ed in classifying many valuable collections
in both Holland and England. In 17fi4 he was
elected a foreign member of the Royal Society. He
gained a high reputation by the publication of
his Elenclius Zoophytorum (1700). a work still

nnich Valued, and Miscellanea Zoologica (1700).
In I7G8 the Empress Catharine II. invited him to

Saint Petersljurg, where he was made a memljer
of the Academy of Sciences, and he was subse-
quently appointed naturalist to a scientific ex-
pedition bound for Siberia, the immediate ob-
ject of which was to observe the transit of
Venus. Pallas spent six years on his journey
(1768-74), exploring in succession the L'ral
Mountains, the Kirghiz Steppes, a great part
of the Altaian range, the country around Lake
Baikal, and the steppes of the Volga, returning
to Saint Petersburg in 1774 with an extraor-
dinary treasure of specimens in natural history,
which form the nucleus of the museum of tt'ie

Academy of Saint Petersburg. His travels,
I'eiseri diirch verschiedene Provinzen des rus-
sischen Ifeichs, were published at Saint Peters-
burg (1771-76), and were followed by his Samm-
Vung historischer ^acltrichten iiber die mon-
golischen Vulhersehaften (1776-1802). and his
Neue nordische Beitriiqe zur pht/sikalischen und
geographisehen Erd und Yolkerhesehreihiing,
'Katurgeschichte und Oekonoinie (1781-9li).
\Vithout neglecting any branch of natural history,

he now devoted himself more particularly to

botany; his magnificent Flora Rossica (1784-

1815) and his Hpecies Astragalorum (1800-02)
were among the results of his studies. He
published also Icotves Insectoriim prwciptie Eos-
sicB Sihiriceque Peculiarium (1718-98). and con-

tributed to a glossary of all the languages of

the Russian Empire, which was published at
Saint Petersburg. As he wished to live in the
Crimea, the Empress Catharine presented him
with an estate in the finest part of that penin-
sula, where he resided after 1796. His Bemer-
kungen aus einer Reise durch die siidlicheii

Statthallerschaften des riissischen Reiclis was
published in 1799-1801. In 1810 he went to

Berlin, where he spent the last year of his life.

PALLAVICINO, pal'Ia-ve-che'n.'j, Sforz.\

(1007-07). An Italian historian, son of the

Marquis Alessandro Pallavicino of Parma. He
was born at Rome. November 2S. 1()07. He
took orders, and held several important eccle-

siastical appointments during the pontificate of

Urban \1II. In 1037 he became a member of

the Society of Jesus, and was created a car-

dinal in 1059 by Pope Alexander VII. He died

in Rome, June 5, 1667. In Latin he wrote
theological and polemical works, such as the

]'indicationcs Societatis Jcsu and the Asscrli-

Vol. XV. — is.

num Theologicarum Libri. Of his Italian works
there may be mentioned the fragmentary Fasti
sueri m octaves; the tragedy Ermoicgildo
(1644); the Avverlimenti graminalicali a chi
scrice in ilaliono (1661), and the posthumously
piiblished Delia vita di Alessandro VII., libri
cinque (1839-40), one of his best works; and
his correspondence {Lettere, recent cd., Rome,
1848). The most noted of all his writings i.s

the Istoria del Concilia di Trenlo ore insieme
ri/iutasi con autorevoli testimonianzn tin' istoria
falsa diruUjata neW istesso argomento da Pietro
Soare I'olano (Rome, 1656-57; 2d ed. 1064).
This work, written to do away with the history
by Paolo Sarpi, has many decided merits, but, as
Ranke has stated, it sins"by being undulv partial.

Consult the Opere edite ed inedilc di .Sforza
Pallamcino, containing in vol. ii. AlTo's Memo-
Tie della vita e degli stiidi del cardinale Sforza
Pallarieino (Rome, 1844-48).

PALLESKE, pal-lfo'ke, Eihl (1823-80). A
German author and dramatic reader, born at
Tempelburg, Pomerania. He .studied at the uni-
versities of Berlin and Bonn, then became an
actor at Posen, and from 1845 until 1851 was
attached to the Court theatre at Oldenburg.
Subsequently he was widely known in Germany
through his public readings of Shakespeare's
dramas, later on also of selections from the works
of Fritz Renter. Besides three dramas he pub-
lished Die Eunst des Vortrags (3d ed. 1892), but
he owes his reputation as an author chietiv to his
Sehillers Lrhcn und Werke (15th ed. 1900").

PAL'LISEB, Sir Willi.vm (1830-82). An
English soldier and inventor. He was born in
Dublin, Ireland; was educated at Rugby, Trinity
College, Dublin, Trinity Hall, Cambridge, anil

the Staff College, Sandhurst; and entered the
rirte brigade as ensign in 1855. He was trans-
ferred to the hussars in 1858; retired from the
service in 1871, and was knighted in 1873. He
introduced a number of inventions, among them
being the chilled projectiles kno^vn by his name,
improvements in the manufacture of ordnance,

and the process of converting smooth-bore guns
into rifled ordnance. He was elected to Parlia-

ment in 1880.

PAL'LITJM (Lat., mantle, cloak). The name
given in liie Roman Catholic Church to an
ecclesiastical vestment worn by the Pope, by
patriarchs, and by archbishops. Its use is very

ancient, and a respectable tradition carries it

much further back than the earliest positive his-

torical notice of it. in the life of Pope Marcus,

;i contemporary of Constantine the Great. By
archbisho|is it cannot be worn until it has been

solemnly asked for and granted by the Pope, and
even then only at high mass on certain specified

great festivals or on the occasion of im-

l)ortant functions, such as the consecration

of bislio))S or churches. The pallium is a
narrow band of white woolen web. about three

inches wide, embroidered with black crosses,

which encircles the neck of the arohliishop. and

from whidi two narrow bands of the same mate-

rial depend, one falling over the breast, the other

over the back of the wearer. It is made by nuns

wholly or in part from the wool of two lanibs,

which are blessed annually on the festival and

in the Church of Saint .Agi'ies. During the night

before the feast of Saint" Peter and Saint Paul

the pallia made of this wool are placed on the
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altar above the tomb of these Apostles. Within

three months of his consciTation every new arili-

bisliop is obliged to apjily to tlic Pope, in per-

.son or by |)roxy, for the pallium : nor is it lawful

for him. untillic shall have reeeived it. to exer-

cise anv act of what is properly arcliiepiseopal

jurisdiction. Consult: Thurston, The I'aUium
(London. 1892) ; Vospasiani, De Hacri Pallii

Oii'jiiic ( Uoine. 18o(i).

PALL MALL, ])(•] niel. Tlie name of a street

of London, famous for its clubs and palaces. The
name is derived from the oM {;amc of jjail tnuil,

introduceil durinf; tlie reign of Charles I. Orig-

inally a suliurlian ])ronu'nadc. Pali Mall liecame a
street at the close of the seventeenth century.

Many important historical and literary person-

ages have lived along its borders. Among the
prominent clubs are the Athena-um. Travellers',

Reform, Carlton, Army and Na\-y, Oxford and
Cambriilge, White's, and the Dcvonsliire Club.

The Crimean .Monument, tlic York Column, and
the statue of (ieorge III. and Sir .John Franklin
are the |)rincip:il works of sculpture on the

thoroughfare, upon whicli Her JIajesty's Theatre
and the llaymarket Theatre also front. The
London House, the Winchester House, the Marl-
borough House, St. James's Palace, and the
Spencer House are the principal places of note.

PALM (AS. palm, from Lat. palma, palm-tree,

palm of the hand ; connected with Gk. Tra\dij.>/,

palamc, Skt. pi'ini, Olr. lam, OllG. (tiliiia, AS.
folm, palm of the hand, and ultimately with
OHG. fuolcii, tier, fiihlen, A.S. fclun. Eng. feci;

so called from the resemblance of the leaves to

the outspread hand). Tlie great tree group of

about 130 genera and 1200 species of monocot-
yledons, displayed almost exclusively in the

tropics, where they form a most striking ))art

of the vegetation. Having been descrilicd chiefly

from cultivated and imiimplctc specimens, the

species are very inade(|uatcly tniderstood, as may
be seen from the fact tliat in a collection of Porto
Eican palms, thirteen were new species and
seven were new genera. The general habit
of the palm, with its columnar trunk often
buttressed at the base, sometimes rising
more than 100 feet and crowned by a rosette
of huge leaves, is well known. All palms,
however, do not exhibit this habit, for some
have branching stems (e.g. doom palm), some
are but three or four feet high, and some have
such long and slender stems that they are rope-
like and climbing, by means of hooked spines, as
in the rattan palms. Some species have flexible

stems which often attain a height of .=>00 and
even COO feet. Indeed. Rumphius asserts that
they are sometimes 1200 or even 1800 feet long.

The leaves of palms are of two general kinds,
the palmate or fan forms, and the pinnate or
fern forms, for example, the date palm (l'}i<rnix

(lactiiUfcra) and the cocoanut palm {C'ocos
nucifera). Examples of the former are the com-
mon fan palm { Liii-itotia Sinensis) and the pal-

metto {Hahiil Palmetto) of the Southern States.
In the latter some species produce leaves HO feet
long and 8 feet broad: in the former 30 feet
long and 4 to 5 feet broad, undivided. The flowers
occur in enormous chisters at flrst ensheathed by
huge and frerpiently woody spathes which often
burst with an explosion, and are usually more or
less pendant from among the crown of leaves.

Humboldt estimated the number of flowers on a

single palm (a species, Ehcis) to be about
(jOO.OOO. The fruit is sometimes a kind of berry,

sometimes a drupe, either with a lleshy or fibrous

covering; and sometimes contains a very hard
aiul bony nut. It is sometimes only of the size

of a ])ea or a cherry; sometimes, as in cocoanut,
notwithstanding the smallness of the flowers, it

is of very large size. See Plate of PALMErros.
A few species are found in temperate regions;

one species only, Chinii(vri>iis liiimilis, being a
native of Europe, and extending as far north as

latitude 44°, while the northern limit of palms
in Asia is about latitude 34°, and in North Amer-
ica, latitude 35°. In South America the south-

ern limit of palms is latitude 30°
; in Australi;i

it is latitude 3.5°; in Africa no native species is

found farther .south than latitude 30°; but in

Xew Zealand one species extends as far south
as latitude 38°. Some of the species which are
found in tropical America grow in mountain
regions bordering upon the limits of per|ictual

snow. Some species arc restricted to very nar-

row geographical limits. The cocoanut palm,
which is by far the most extensively distributed,

grows in maritime, others in inland, districts.

Some grow on dry and sandy ground, others in

the richest alluvial soil, and some in swampy
situations; some in open districts, others in dense
forests. Some species are generally found singly,

some in groups ; some even cover tracts of coun-
try in whicli no other tree appears.

There is almost no species of the palm which
is not capable of being applied to some use,

and in economic importance the order is excelled
by no other order of plants except the grasses.

For the vast variety of its products, see Arrack
;

AssAi : Date; Cocoanut; Oil Palm; Palmyra
Palm; Sago; Rattan; Astrocaryum; Pal-
metto; etc.

The classification of Drude of the suborders
and principal genera is as follows: Phoenicete

—

Pheenix; Sabalea>—Chaimrrops, Sabal, Rliapis,

Coryplia, Livistonia, Copernicia ; Borasse.'C—Bo-
rassus, Lodoicea; Mauritea>—JIauritia ; Metroxy-
leiE—Raphia, Metro.xylon, Calamus; Arecineae

—

C'aryota, Arenga, Lcopoldinia, Cero.xylon, Oreo-
doxa, Euterpe, Areca ; Coeoince

—

EI.tis, Attalea,

Cocos, Bactris, Desmoncus; Phytelephantineie

—

Phytelcphas. Xipa.
The cultivation of palms in hot-houses is gen-

erally attended with great expense. In hot-

houses they are cultivated merely as objects of

interest, and for the gratification of a refined

taste, never for the .sake of their fruit or any
other product.
The earliest fossil palms date back to the

iliddle Cretaceous. They are common in the

Ujiper Cretaceous of Xorth America, where they
occur as far north as (ireenland. and they are
found also in the Tertiaries of North .America
and Europe. The prominent genera are Flabel-

laria, Chaniierops, Sabal, Phienix, allied to the
modern fan, palmetto, and date palms.

PALM, .TOH.A.XX PiiiLiPP (1760-1800). A
bookseller of Nuremberg, who has acquired his-

toric celebrity as a victim of Napoleonic justice

in Germany. He was born ' in Schorndorf,

Bavaria, and .succeeded his father-in-law. Stein,

as a bookseller in Nuremberg, the old name of

the firm being retained. In the spring of 1800 a
pamphlet, entitled Deulschland in seiner tiefen

Ernirtlrifiung. which contained some bitter truths

concerning Napoleon and the conduct of the
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French troops in Bavaria, was sent by this firm

to a bookseller in Augsburg in the ordinary
course of trade, and, as Palm to the last moment
of his life averred, without any regard, on his

part, to its contents. Xapoleon's police traced
it to the shop in Xuremberg, and an investiga-

tion was ordered. Palm was in ilunich, but he
returned to Xuremberg, and was there arrested.

An extraordinary court-martial, held at Braunau,
to which place he was removed, condemned him to

death (August 25, ISOG), no advocate being heard
in his defense. General Saint-Hilaire declared that
the orders of the Emperor were positive; and
the sentence was executed at two o'clock on the

same day on which it was pronounced. The
execution of Palm served to stir up a feeling of

bitter hatred among the German people against

the domination of the French, and aroused the

general indignation of Europe. With the nuirder
of the Due d'Enghien (q.v.) this was one of

Napoleon's gravest blunders. Consult Schul-

thciss, Johaiin Philipp Palm (Nuremberg, 1860).

PALMA, piil'ma. One of the Canary Islands

(q.v. I.

PALMA. Tlie capital of the island of Majorca
(q.v.) and of the Spanish Province of Baleares

( Map : Spain. G 3 ) . It is situated on
the southwest coast of the island, on the Gulf

of Palma, which, between capes Figiiera and
Blanco, is 18 miles long, and sweeps 12 miles

inland. The city is surrounded by orange planta-

tions, and is walled and fortified. The houses,

some of which are built of marble, are mostly
in the Moorish style of architecture; a number
of the streets are wide and regular. It is the

see of a bishop, and has a Gothic cathedral which,

from its lofty situation, dominates the whole
city. It is simple but beautiful in style, with

a spire which, from the delicate and airy char-

acter of its construction, is called the Angel's

Tower. Besides other ecclesiastical edifices, the

town has a number of fine modern connuercial

and other secular bviildings, such as the Bank
of Spain, the Exchange, a beautiful and ornate

structure in Germano-Gothic, and the Governor's

palace. The chief educational institutions are a

seminary, a normal school, a school of fine arts,

and a museum of paintings. The chief manu-
factures are alcohol, liquors, chocolate, starch,

sugar, flour, soap, leather, and glass. In the

port, a mole .500 yards in length runs out from

the bastions facing the south ; and on each side

of it are ship-building yards. The harbor is

well sheltered, and is much used as a port of

call : steamers leave it regularly several times

a week for Barcelona, Valencia, and Alicante.

The chief exports are oil, wine, and fruit. Popu-

lation, in 1887, 60,514: in 1000, 63,783.

PALMA, .Iacopo, called II Vecchio (the elder;

(c.l4Mi-l.:)28). A Venetian painter of the High
Renaissance. He was born at Serinalla. near Ber-
gamo, about 1480, and studied principally under

Giovanni Bellini, but there is a latitude in his

art method that indicates the successive domi-

nance of several artists. His earlier works call

to mind the style and technique of Bellini, as

may be seen in the "Tobias and the Angel" in

Stuttgart. His second manner reflects the in-

fluence of Giorgione and Titian, and is charac-

teiized by rich coloring and brilliant lighting,

combined with masterly breadth of treatment.

Like his great contemporaries, he achieved ideal-

ism through the perfection of nature. The
finest example of this period is the altar-piece

of Saint Barbara in the Church of Santa )Iaria
Formosa, Venice. The figure of the saint is

one of the most beautiful and majestic female
forms in Venetian art. His later works, cast in
a lower key and executed with less care, con-
.stitute his third {blonde) manner. The "Three
Sisters," Dresden, is typical of this class.

Palma was a prolific painter, and at the time
of his death, which oc-curred at Venice, August
18, 1.528, no fewer than forty unfinished works
remained. Among his works the following may
be selected as characteristic: "Adam and Eve,"
Brunswick; "The Virgin Enthroned," altar-piece
at Zerman, near Treviso; "Saint Peter En-
throned" and "Healing of the Widow's Son," in

the Academy, Venice. To the best period are
assigned "The Adoration of the Shepherds," in
the Louvre; "Meeting of .lacob and Rachel,"
Dresden Gallery; "Saint Peter Presentin" a
Worshiper to the Infant Christ." Colonna Pal-

ace, Rome; "The Madonna and Cliild Adored by
Saints;" and a number of female portraits in the
Vienna Museum. Consult: Crowe and Caval-
caselle. History of Painting in Xorlh Italy (2d
ed., London, 1871) : Rosenberg, in Dohme, Kunst
nnd Kiitistler Italiens, iii. (I^eipzig, 1879) ;

Morelli, Italian Masters in German Oalleries

(London, 1883) ; Locatelli, Vofisie intomo a
fjiaeomo Palma (Bergamo, 1890).

PALMA, .Tacopo. called II Giovane (the
youngiri ( C.1544-162S) . A Venetian painter,

grandnephew of the preceding. He was Ixirn in

Venice, where he passed most of his life. A
pupil of Antonio Palma, a .second-class Venetian

painter, he received his real inspiration from

the study of the works of Titian and Tintoretto,

and later, during an eight years' stay in Rome,
came under the influence of the great masters

of the Roman Renaissance. He acquired a mas-

tery of expression and a facility in handling

beyond that possessed by the majority of his

contemporaries. The great deficiency in his work
is the mechanical or nianneristic method, which
makes itself felt in spite of the excellences of

color or line. A number of his best productions,

which are historical and religious in character,

are in the Ducal Palace, the .Academy, and the

churches of Venice, a typical example lieing

"Saint Catharine Rescued from the Wheel." in

the Church of the Frari. Other examples are in

the galleries of Vienna, Madrid, Munich, Dres-

den, etc.

PALMA, RiCABDO ( 1833— ) . A Peruvian poet

and prose writer, born at Lima. He was edu-

cated at the University of San Marcos del

Rimac. and as associate editor of the Lima
periodical El Diablo (1860) he was banished

for a time for his political opinions. He held

a position in the Peruvian National Library, and

after it was destroyed by the Chileans in 1.881,

Ricardo undertook "its restoration with foreigTi

help. Besides translations from the German,

Portuguese. French. English, and Italian, he pub-

lished in Lima Los analcs dc la inqtiisicidn de

Lima (1863) and a volume of pm-ms, some of

which had been previously printed in Paris

(1865) and in Havre (1870). His Tradieionr.i

(1883-87) contain many interesting historical

an<l otlier legends of Peru.

PALMA, ToMAS ESTR.VDA (C.1S.36— ). First

President of Cuba, born near Bayamo. where
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his father owned large estates. He studied law

at tlie Universitr of Seville in Spain. Upon the

outbreak of the ten years' war (1868-78) he

joined the revolutionists, soon rose to the rank

of general, and toward the end of the war was
elected to the Presidency of the Cuban Republic.

Soon afterwards he was captured by the Span-

iards and sent to Spain, where he was kept in

confinement until the end of the insurrection.

Then, as his parents were dead, and his estates

confiscated, he went to Honduras, where he mar-

ried the daughter of the President, and became
Postmaster-General. A few years later he re-

moved to the United States and opened a school

for Latin-American boys at Central Valley.

Orange County, X. Y. This he maintained until

1895, when the Cubans again rebelled: where-

upon he closed his school and organized in New
York City the Jimta to which the present Re-

public in great measure owes its existence. His
sen'ices were remembered by his countr^Tiien

when in 1901 they were called upon to choose

their first President, for after ilaximo Gomez
(q.v. ) refused to be a candidate Palma became
their almost unanimous choice. He was in-

augurated on May 20, 1002. and on the same day
the United States formally relinquished all claim

to jurisdiction over the internal afi'airs of the

new nation.

PALMA DI MONTECHIARO, de raon'tA-

kya'r6. A town in the Province of Girgenti,

Sicily, near the southwest coast, 13 miles simth-

east"of Girgenti (Map: Italy, H 10). It is

comparatively modern, dating from 1637. It has

a trade in almonds, dried fruits, and sulphur.

Population (commune), in 1881, 11.702: in 1901,

14.330.

PALMA CHRISTI. See Castob-Oil Plant.

PALMAROLI, piil'marol*. Pietbo (1750-

1828). An Italian painter, cliiefly distinguished

as a restorer of paintings. He invented the art

of transferring frescoes from the wall to canvas.

The first work which he transferred in this man-
ner was the "Descent from the Cross." by Daniele
da Volterra, in the Church of Trinita de' Monti
in Rome in 1809. Tliis transfer created great

interest throughout Italy, and in 1820 he was
called to Dresden, where he restored above fifty

paintings, including the Sistine Madonna. He
afterwards transferred and restored a number
of famous paintings at Rome, including Raphael's
"Sibyls" in Santa Maria della Pace.

PAL'MAS, Cape. See Cape Palmas.

PALMBLAD, plilra'blad, Vilhelm Fbedrik

( 1788-18.52 ) . A Swedish author, professor of his-

tory, geography, and Greek at Upsala. and editor

of the great Sircdi.ih Bioqraphical Dictionary (23
vols.. 1835-52 ) . While a student at Upsala ( 1800-

10) he purchased the university printing-press,

and used it for the popularization of learning.

He published the literary journal Phosphorus,

an annual Poetic Calendar, and a literaiy re-

view. In these enterprises Atterljotn and
HamniarskiJld were associated with Palinlilad in

efforts to supplant the classical by romantic
literary ideals. Palmblarl was an industrious

writer. His ilanual of I'hi/sical and Political

Geographj/ (5 vols.. 182C37) is the best in

Swedisii. His contributions to history are super-

seded, as are his translations of Greek drama-
tists and his Greek Et^-mology (1845). Of his

novels, the best are Familjen FalUenstiird ( 1844)

and Aurora Konigsmark (1846). Of his short

stories. Ainala (1817) and Bolmen i sjiin Dall

( 1819) are good.

PALM CIVET. A civet (q.v.) of the genus
Paradoxurus: a paradoxure, tree-cat, or toddy-

cat. This group differs from the true civets in

important points of skull .structure, dentition,

and coloration (the tail not being distinctly

ringed), and in having niainlj' arboreal habits.

All are Oriental, and ten or a dozen species are

scattered over India, the Malay Peninsula an(J

Archipelago, and Southern China. They have

the slender, sharp-nosed civet form, are about
the size of house-cats, and their relatively long

fur is often beautifully striped and spotted.

The animals spend most of their time in trees,

especially palms, but often live in tlie thatched

roofs of cottages. During the day they sleep,

coiled into a ball, and they become active only

in the night, wlien they display rcmarkal)le

agilit}' in climbing. Their food is mainly vegeta-

ble, but all eat more or less of insects, birds'

eggs and fledglings, and other small creatures.

Like the fox-bats, they are very fond of the

palm-juice or 'toddy' collected by the natives in

vessels attached to the cut spathes of various

Indian palms, especially the jaggery {Caryota

urens) . They are sometimes domesticated. Con-

sult: .Terdon. Manimuls of British India (Lon-

don, 1868); Blanford, Fauna of Britiah India:

Mammals (London, 1888) ; Lyddeker, "Cats,

Civets, and Mungooses," in Allen's yatural His-

tory (London, 1894) ; Wallace, Tropical Xature
(London, 1878).

PALMER, pil'mcr. A town, including several

villages, iu Hampden County, Mass., 15 miles

east by north of Springfield; on the Chicopee
River, " and on the Central Vermont an<l the

Boston and Albany railroads (Map: Jlassachu-

setts, C 3). It has a public library, the Young
Men's Library Association, with more than 6000

volumes; and is prominent as an industrial

centre, its manufactures including cotton and
woolen goods, carpets, straw hats, wire, etc. The
government is administered bv town meetings.

Populati.jn. in 1S90. 0.520; in "l900, 7801.

Settled in 1710. Palmer liecame a district in

1752 and a town in 1775. Before incorporation

it Mas known variously as Xew Marlliorougli,

Kinsfield, The Elbow "Tract, and in 1741-52

as Kingston, in honor of the first settler, John
King. Consult Temple, History of the Town of

Palmer, Massachusetts (Palmer, 1889).

PALMER. See Pilgrim.

PALMER, Alice (Freemam) (18.55-1902).

An American educator. She was born at

Colcsville. X. Y.. was brought up in Windsor,

graduated at Michigan University in 1876. and
taught in Ottawa. 111., and East Saginaw, :Mich.

Elected to the chair of history in Wellesley

College in 1879, after a year slie became acting

president, and then received a permanent ap-

pointment (1882). Under her direction the

college grew, and its organization was per-

fected. She married George Herbert Palmer,

professor of philosophy at Han-ard. in 1887. and
became prominent in the Woman's Educational

Association of Boston. She received the appoint-

ment of non-resident dean of the women's de-

partment in the University of Chicago in 1892.

She died suddenly in Paris. Consult Report of

a Memorial Hcr'vice uilh Addresses by •/. B.
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Angell, Caroline Hazard, 11". J. Tucker, and C.
11. Elliot (Boston, 1903).

PALMER, AxinoxY (c.l67o-l"49). An
Aineriian colonial Governor, born probably in
England. After engaging in mercantile xjursuits

in Barbados for some years, he emigiated to
Pennsylvania in 1707, and settled in Philadel-
phia. From 1708 until his death he was a
member of the Provincial Council of Pennsyl-
vania, ultimately becoming its president, in
which capacity, after the resignation of Lieuten-
ant-Governor Thomas in 1747, he acted as Gov-
ernor for a year and a half, taking measures
for the protection of the colony against Spain
and France, then at war with Great Britain,
and making several important Indian treaties.
He was the founder of what is now the 'Kensing-
ton District' of Philadelphia.

PALMER, Arthur (1841-97). An English
Latinist. born in Guelph, Ontario. Canada. He
was reared in Canada, studied with high honors
at Trinity College, Dublin, and became fellow
there in 1SG7, and professor of Latin in 1880.
His field was Latin poetry, especially of the
Augustan age. and he was famed for his brilliant
Latin style and for his felicitous emendations
of Plautus. the Aiigustan poets (save Vergil),
and Aristophanes. In the first editions of
Herondas (1891) and of Bacchylides (1897) he
was active. He edited: Ovid's Heroides, with
Planudes's version (1874; revised 1898), prob-
ably his greatest work; Properfius (1880);
and Horace, Satires (1883; 5th ed. 1893).

PALMER, ARTnt-R Hcbbell (1859—). An
American Germanic scholar, born in Cleveland,
Ohio, and educated at Western Reserve College.
After two years' study in Europe he became
professor of German at Adelbert College, and
from 1886 to 1891 was librarian of the college
as well. In 1891 he was called to Yale Univer-
sity as professor of German language and litera-

ture. He edited various Gennan texts, among
them Schiller's WHhelm Tell (1898) and Ge-
sclnchte des Dreissigjahrigen Krieges (1899),
and Goethe's Hermann und Dorothea (1902).

PALMER, Benj.\min- Morg.\x (1818-1902).
An American Presbrterian clergv'man. born in
Charleston, S. C. He was a s'tudent at the
University of Georgia, and studied theology at
Columbia Theological Seminary. S. C. After-
wards he was in charge of churches at .Savannah
(1841-43) and at Columbia (1843-46). He had
the chair of Church history and polity in the
Columbia Theological .Seminary from 1853 until

1856. when he took charge of the First Presby-
terian Church at New Orleans. He was modera-
tor in the first General Assembly at Augusta,
(ia.. in 1S61. He was one of the founders, in
1847. of The Southern Presbyterian Reeieic.

PALMER, Edw.\rd Hexbt (1840-82). An
English Oriental scholar. He was born in Cam-
bridge, and went into business in London. In
1863 he entered Saint .John's College. Cambridge,
where he graduated in 1867. and was in that year
appointed fellow. In 1869 he went to Sinai on
the Sinai survey expedition: and in 1870 he
again made explorations in the desert of Tih.
Edom, and Moab with C. F. T. Drake. In 1871
he became professor of Arabic at Cambridge. In
1881 he resigned this position and went to Lon-
don, where he engaged in journalism. In 1882
he was sent on a secret service mission among

the Bedouin tribes to induce them not to ally
themselves with Arabi Pasha (().v.) in his re-
bellion against the Khedive. He met with
eminent success, but while on the mission was
betrayed by a guide and .shot bv the rebels.
Palmer was a prolific writer " on Oriental
topics. Among his works are the following:
Oriental Mysticism, Theosophy of the Persians
(1S67); The Desert of the Exodus (2 vols.,
1S71); The Xegeb or South Arabic Language
(1874; 2d ed. 1885); A Concise Dictionary of
the Persian Language (1876; 2d ed. 1884);
English-Persian Dictionary, completed after his
death by G. Le Strange (1883); a translation
of the Koran, in the Sacred Books of the East
(1880); .several translations from and into
Persian; The Poetical Works of Behaeddin
Zoheir of Egypt, icith a Metrical Eni/lish Trans-
lation, Xolcs and Introduction (1876-77; the
notes were never published): and a Simplified
Grammar of Hindustani. Persian, and Arabic
( 1882; 2d ed. 1885). Consult his Life bv Walter
Besant (London, 1883).

PALMER, Eb.\stus( 1817-1904). An American
sculptor. He was bom at Pompey, Onondaga
County, X. Y.. April 2, 1817. He" was a car-
penter by trade, but in 1846-48 entered upon
an artistic career in Albany as cameo-cutter.
He then attempted sculpture, and in 1851 ex-
hibited his first marble bust, the -Infant Ceres,"
at the Academy of Design, New York. His works
include the bas-reliefs "Faith," "Jlercy," and
"Peace in Bondage;" the ideal busts "Resigna-
tion," "Spring," and "June;" portrait busts of
Alexander Hamilton, Washington Irving, and of
Dr. Armsby, Washington Park. Albany. X. Y.

;

and the statues "The Sleeping Peri," "the White
Captive," and "The Angel of the Sepulchre"
(Rural Cemetery. Albany. X. Y. ).

PALMER, George Herbert (1842—). An
American educator and writer on classical and
pedagogical subjects. He was born in Boston,
graduated at Harvard in 1864. studied at Tubin-
gen, Germany, and Andover Theological Semi-
nary, became instructor in Greek at Harvard
College in 1870, assistant professor in philosophy
there in 1883, and Alford professor of natural
religion, moral philosophy, and civil polity in

1889. He was twice married, first to Ellen Mar-
garet Wellman (1871-79). ne.xt (1887) to Alice
Freeman, then president of Wellesley College.

His publications include \ew Education, The
Glory of the Imperfect, Self-Cultivation in Eng-
lish, and translations of the Odyssey of Homer
and the Antigone of Sophocles.

PALMER, .L\MES SllEBDEX (1810-67). An
American naval otfieer, born in Xew Jersey. He
entered the United States Xa\-y as midshipman
in 1825. was made lieutenant in 1836. and dur-

ing the Mexican War commanded the blockade-

schooner Flirt. In 1855 he was promoted to be

commander, and at the outbreak of the Civil

War he was in command of the Iroquois of the

^Mediterranean squadron. He was soon recalled

and attached to Admiral Dupont's blockading

fleet: was made captain in 1862. led the advance
in the pass.ige of the Vicksburg batteries, and
participated in the fight with the Confederate
ram Arkansas. In 1863 he was promoted to he

commodore. He became a close friend of Far-

ragut. whose flag-captain he was at Mobile Bay
and Xew Orleans. In 1866 he was made rear-
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admiral, and commanded the North Atlantic

fcquudron until his death.

PALMEB, John (c. 1742-98). An English

actor, born in London, lie made his first appear-

ance on the stage in 1702. but gained no great

success until 1708. In 1772 he played at Liver-

pool, and four years afterwards reappeared at

the Haymarket. where in 1777 he was the first

Josepli Surface in The School for Scandal.

Talmer built the Royalty in 1785. but never

made it a success. Tlie pampliletecring war
in wliich hv then engaged broke his spirit and
heallli. and lie died on the stage in the fourth

act of Lewis's Castle Spectre, in whidi he was
playing I'atlier Philip.

PALMEB, -Tonx McAuLEY (1817-1900). An
American soldier and political leader, born at

Eagle Creek. Scott County, Ky. In 1831 he

removed to Illinois and in 1839 was admitted to

the bar. He took an active interest in politics,

and was elected by the Democrats to tlie State

Senate in 1852, but soon afterwards became
identified witli the new Republican Party, was
chosen a delegate to its first national conven-

tion, and in 1850 zealously supported Fremont's
candidacy. On the outbreak of the Civil War
he was commissioned colonel of the Fourteenth
Illinois Volunteers, and on December 20, 18G1,

was promoted to be brigadier-general. He served
witli Fremont in Missouri, and with Pope at New
Madrid (March 13, 1802) and Island No. 10
(April 8, lS(i2). The same j-ear he was advanced
to the rank iif major-general and received com-
mand of a division, wliich he led at Murfreesboro
( December 31, 1802, to .January 2, 1803 ) . At the

battle of Chickaniauga (September 19-20, 1863)
he led one of Crittenden's divisions, and at Chat-
tanooga commanded the Fourteenth Corps of the
Army of the Cumberland. His corps formed
part of Thomas's command during the Atlanta
campaign, and took part in the desperate charge
at Kenesaw ilnuntain (.June 27, 1864), and in

the battle at Peach Tree Creek (July 20, 1864),
soon after which Palmer gave up his command.
In 1808 he was elected Governor of Illinois by
the Republicans, but four years later returned
to the Democratic Party, and in 1870 energet-
ically supported Samuel J. Tilden. In 1890 he
was elected United States Senator, and in 1896
accepted the nomination for President from the
Gold Democrats.

PALMER, .ToiiN Wiixi.^MSON (1825-96). An
American poet, born in Baltimore. Md., April 4,

1825. He studied medicine, was city physician
in 1849, went to China in 1851, volunteered in

the East India Company's service, and was sur-

geon on a war steamer in the Burmese cam-
paigns (1852-53). He was war correspondent
for the New York Trilnnie. In 1853 he returned
to the United States and wrote for various pub-
lications till his death. He wrote novels and
books of travel, e.g. The Xeie and the Old, or
California and India in Romantic Aspects
(1859), and many poems, which have been col-

lected (1901). lie is best known for his stirring
ballad Stoneirnll Jacl;ioii's Wai). written Sep-

tember 17. 1862. while the battle of .\ntietam
was in progress. He was also an editorial as-

sistant on the Internntional, the Century, and
the Standard dictionaries.

PALMER, Nathaniel Brown (1799-1877).
An American sea-captain, the discoverer of the

Palmer Archipelago. He was born at Stonington,
Conn., and was educated at a private school. He
went to sea at the age of fourteen, and in 1821, in

command of the sloop Hero, a vessel of only 40
tons, set out from Yankee Harbor in the South
Shetlands to investigate a new land that had
been sighted to the southward. On his return

from this land he met the Russian exploring
expedition under Bellinghausen. The region that

he discovered was for more than half a century
held to be a portion of that sjjur of the alleged

Antarctic continent which lies below South
America; but more recent investigations have
shown that it is merel.y a part of the archipelago
lying above what is su])[iosed to be the continental

mass. Palmer was subserpiently in command of

various clipper ships and was himself a designer

of clippers, among them the Hoqua and the Ori-

ental. In 1849 he retired from the sea. He
became a director of the Fall River line of

steamers and was mainly instrumental in build-

ing the Bristol and the Providence.

PALMER, Rat (1808-87). An American
clergyman and hymn-writer. He was born at

Little Compton, R. I., studied at Phillips

Academy, Andover, Mass., and graduated from
Y'ale College in 1830. After graduation he

taught in a private school in New Y'ork City,

and later became associated with Prof. E. A. An-
drews in conducting a young ladies' institute

at New Haven, Conn. Becoming a licentiate in

1832, he was called to the pastorate of the

Central Congregational Church, Bath, Maine, in

1835, where he remained until 1850, when he

resigned to accept a call from the First Con-
gregational Church, Albany, N. Y". In 1800 he
relinquished pastoral work and became secretary

of the American Congregational Union at New
Y'ork. The years previous to his death were
spent at Newark, N. .J. He is chielly remem-
bered as a writer of hymns, one of wliich

—"My
faith looks up to Thee"—exists in twenty differ-

ent languages. His collections of hymns are:

H}/nins and Sacred Pieces (1805) ; Hymns of My
Holij Hours (1868); and Voices of Hope and
Gladness (1880).

PALMER, RouNDELL, first Earl of Selborne

(1812-95). An English politician and judge.

He graduated in 1834 from Oxford after a

brilliant career there, and received his master's

degree in 1836. In the following year he was
admitted to the bar, and soon became noted for

his keen and subtle mind and his vast learning.

In 1847 he entered Parliament for Plymoiith
and joined the adherents of Peel. After a varied
Parliamentary career, losing his seat on two
occasions, he became Solicitor-General in

Palmerston's Cabinet in 1801, and in 1803 At-

torney-General, which post he held until 1800.

Palmer gave an independent support to Glad-

stone, and in 1872 became Lord Chancellor, and
was raised to the peerage as Baron Selborne of

Selborne. As Chancellor, Selborne had much to

do with the reformation of the judiciary. In 1S74

he was displaced, but again became Chancellor

in 1880, and in 1882 was created Viscount
Wolmer of Blackmoor and Earl of Selborne. He
was opposed to home rule for Ireland, and be-

came a Liberal-Unionist. Selborne also wrote
several works on hymns, and held at different

times posts of honor in the universities, receiv-

ing also various honorary degrees.
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PALMER, Samuel (1805-81). An Englisli

landscape painter, illustrator, and etelier. He
was born at Ncvvington, January 27. 1805. He
first studied under an obscure artist named
Wate, and then in the antique school of the

British iluseum; but his style was formed under

the influence and advice of his father-in-law,

John Grinnell, and William Blake. After sketch-

ing extensively in Wales and Devonshire, he

went to Kome in 18.37, remaining there two
years. From this time he devoted himself

mainly to water colors, becoming a full member
of the Water Color Society in 1854. He also

illustrated a number of works, the best of which
were -Milton's Comns, L'Allegro, and II Pcnseroso.

Palmer was the last of the ideal school of

landscape painters, represented in England by
Wilson, Turner, and others. His paintings,

mostly aquarelles, are good in <'olor and chieHy

characterized by wealth of poetic feeling. Amon^
the best are: "Dream on the Apennines'

(181i4); "Curfew" (1870); "The Waters Jlur-

muring" (1877); "The Eastern Gate" (1881);

"The Bellman" (1882) ; and the "Street of the

Tombs. Pompeii" (1870), an oil painting. As
an etcher he is placed in the first rank by Ruskin
and Hamerton ; he became a member of the

Etchers' Club in 1853. His best plates include:

"The Sleeping Shepherd," "The Skylark," and

"The Rising Moon" (1857); "The "Herdsman"

(1865) ; "Morning of Life" (1872) ; "The Lonely

Tower" (1880). Like his water colors, his etch-

ings are highly finished and are marked by a

subtle treatment of light. His literary proclivi-

ties are shown by his translation of Vergil's

Eclogues, which he began to illustrate, but com-

pleted only one etching, "The Opening of the

Fold," before his death, which occurred near

Reigate, May 24, 1881. Consult: A. H. Palmer,

Samuel Palmer, Painter and Etcher (London,

1891 ) ; Varley, Samuel Palmer, Memoir ( ib., 1882 )

.

PALMER, Walter Launt (1854—). An
American landscape painter. He was born at

Albany, X. Y. He was a pupil of F. S. Church

at Hudson, N. Y., in 1870-72, and of Carolus

Duran in Paris. He became noted for his

landscapes, especially winter scenes with snow
effects, but also painted Venetian scenes. His

chief works include: "Venice" (1882), in priv-tite

possession, Lynn, Mass.; "Januarj-" (1887);

"Autumn Morning" (1892); "Panorama of

Venice." "Domes of La Salute," "End of a

Winter Day," and "Under the Pines" (1890);
"The Opeii Door" (1901). He received the

second Hallgarten prize at New York in 1887,

a gold medal at the World's Columbian Ex-

hibition in 1893, and honorable mention at

Paris in 1900. He is a member of the Xational

Academy, the Society of American Artists, and
the American Water-Color Society.

PALMEBIN DE OLIVA, paI'mS-ron' diV

6-le'va (Sp., Palmer of the Olive Tree). The

first of a series of chivalrous romances wTittcn

in the Spanish Peninsula in imitation of the

earliest and most famous work of the kind, the

Amadis. and likewise of great importance in the

development of the modern novel. The Palmcrin

de Olira is attributed to Francisco Vftzquez. and

seems to belong to about 1511. The series of

Pnlmcrine.'i ended with the Palmcrin de Iitgla-

terra (c.1544) of the Portuguese Francisco de

Moraes. Consult the English translations of

this latter romance by -Vnthony Munday, be{»un
in 1589 and completed in 1595. and by Southey
(1807). The earliest French Palmcrin ap-

Jienred at Lyons in 1553.

PALMERSTON, niim'er-ston, Henry John
Tf.mple, third Viscount (1784-1865). A cele-

brated English statesman. He was born in

Hampshire. October 20, 1784. a descen<lant of an

old and historic family. Receiving his early

education at home under an Italian refugee and

at Harrow, Palmerston studied later in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, under Dugahl Stewart, in

whose" family he lived, and at Saint John's Col-

lege, Cambridge, where he received liis master's

degree in 180C. He succeeded his father in the

Irish peerage in 1802. His eminent abilities were

earlv recognized; the Tory Party in the university

selected him in 1806 as their candidate to suci I

Pitt. Twice unsuccessful, he entered Parliament

for Newtown, which seat he held till ISll, when

he was chosen at Cambridge and represented his

alma mater for twenty years, losing his seat

onlv when he entered the Grey Ministry and

su])i)orted the Reform Bill. After a term for

Bletehingley, and one fin- South Hampshire, he

found a seat at Tiverton, in 1835, which he

held till his death. In 1809 he accepted the

ollice of Secretary at War in the Duke of

Portland's Administration. This ollice he held

during the governments of Perceval, Liver-

pool, Canning, Goderich. and Wellington—

a

period extending from 1800 to 1828. There was

ample scope at the War Office for Palmerston's

administrative talents and activity. The mili-

tary system swarmed with abuses, and the lalior

thrown upon the Secretary at War during the

Peninsular campaign was prodigious. Palmer-

ston early attaclied himself to the Canning sec-

tion of the Liverpool Administration, and ac-

cepted a seat in the Cabinet of Canning. His

olHcial connection with the Tory Party ceased in

1828, when Wellington insisted on accepting

Huskisson's resignation, which was followed by

Palmerston's retirement. The Duke's Govern-

ment was swept away in the reform flood of

1830, and Earl Grey," who became Prime Min-

ister, otl'ered the seals of the Foreign OlFice to

Palmerston. The European horizon was so dis-

turbed at this crisis that war seemed inevitable,

but Palmerston brought about friendly relations

with the new King of France, Louis-Philippe,

iind the two countries thus acting in reasonable

harmony, the independence of Belgium was ef-

fected, and constitutional governments were

established in Spain under Queen Isabella, and

in Portugal under Queen Maria. In addition to

the above questions Palmerston had to deal with

Eastern problems. He supported Turkey against

Russian aggiession. Later (1840) he united with

Russia against France to curb the rising power

of Meheniet Ali, apparently fearing that French

inlluence in Egypt might endanger England's

communication with India. Tlie Opium War of

1840-42 resulted in the opening of five Chinese

ports to trade. In 1841 the CJuintuple Treaty to

suppress the African slave trade was negotiated,

but failed, being opposed by Lewis Cass, United

States ilinister to France, on account of the right

of visitation clause. A strong foreign policy gave

Palmerston during these years greater reputation

abroad than in England. At home he favored free

trade, labor laws, shorter hours, and factory acts.

In 1841 Palmerston went out of ollice with
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the Whigs on the question of corn duties; but

on thoir return in 184C he resumed the seals of

the J'oreign Olfice. His second foreign adminis-

tration furnished various subjects of hostile

])arty criticism. A vote of censure on the foreign

policy of the Government was carried in IS.iO in

the House of Lords on the motion of Lord Stan-

ley (afterwards Earl of Derby). A counter-

resolution, approving the foreign policy of the

Government, was thereupon moved in the House
of Commons. The debate lasted four nights. In

December. 18.51. however, Palmerstou was dis-

missed from the Russell Cabinet. He had in an
unollicial oral wayexpresscd his approbation of tlie

coup d'etat of Louis Xapoleon, without consult-

ing either the Premier or the Queen; and, as

explanations were refused, her Majesty exer-

cised her right of dismissing her ilinister. A
few weeks later Palmerstou a\cnged himself by
bringing about the fall of the Russell Administra-

tion on a comparatively trilling question regard-

ing the militia. He refused an otl'er from the

Earl of Derby to join the Government which
that statesman was commissioned to form, but
accepted the post of Home Secretary in the

coalition Administration of the Earl of Aber-
deen in 18.52. The fall of this Government, on ac-

count of the mismanagement in the Crimean War,
placed Palmerstou in the position of Prime Minis-

ter, to which he was unanimously called by the

voice of the nation (February, 18.55). He vigor-

ously prosecuted the Russian war until Sebasto-

pol was taken and peace was made. His Govern-

ment was defeated in ilarch, 18.57. on Cobden's

motion condemnatory of the Chinese war. Par-

liament was dissolved, and Palmerston met tlie

House of Commons with a large majority. But
his Administration fell in February, 1858, on ac-

count of the Conspiracy Bill, intended to pro-

tect foreign rulers against the machinations of

plotting refugees. A short Conservative admin-
istration followed; but in .Tune, 18.59. Palmerston
was again called to the post of First Lord of the

Treasury and Premier, which he continued to fill

up to his death. His s\nn])athies were always
with oppressed nationalities, so he favored

Italian unity, and opposed the war of Prussia
and Austria against Denmark in 1864. It was
his ambition to tie considered the minister of a
nation rather than the minister of a political

party; and his opponents were constrained to

admit that he held office w-ith more general ac-

ceptance than any English minister since the
time of Cliatham. As an orator, he was usually
homely and uniiretending, but always sensible

and practical. He was a dexterous tactician,

and a ready, witty, and often brilliant debater.

Ho was popular as a minister, because he was
thoroughly English in his ends and aims. He
died without issue October 18, 1865. Lord Dal-
ling (Sir Henry Bulwer) prepared the Life of
Palmerston to IS'fT, in three volumes; this work
was completed by Sir Evelyn Ashley in two addi-

tio'nal volumes (London, 1870-76) . Consult also:

Ashley, Life and Correspondence of Uenra John
Temple, Viscount Palmerston (London, 1878) ;

Sanders, Life of Viscount Palmerston (ib.,

1888) ; Lorn. liiofiraphi/ of Lord Palmerston
(New York, 1891) ; Francis, Opinions and Policy

of Viscount Palmerston (London, 1852).

PALMETTE. A conventional ornament, so

called because of its resemblance to a palm-leaf,

of which it is a conventionalized form. It was
very generally used in Greek art, either carved
or painted, upon friezes, colmnns, vases, cloths,

etc. Since the Renaissance it has been frequently

applied in modern decoration.

PALMET'TO (from Sp. palmilo, diminutive
of pnhnn. ]ialni I , finhal Palmetto. A species of

palm, a native of maritime parts of North Amer-
ica, from Florida to North Carolina, found
farther north than any other American species

of palm. It attains a height of 40 to 50 feet,

and has a crown of large jialmate leaves, the

blade from one foot to five feet in length and
breadth, and the footstalk long. The flowers are

small, greenish, and in long racemes ; the fruit

black, about as long as a pea-pod, and inedil)le.

The leaves are made into hats, mats, etc., and
are also largely used for thatch. The terminal
bud or cal)bage is eaten. The wood is extremely
porous, but is preferred to every other kind of

wood in North America for wharves, as it is

very durable, and not liable to be attacked by
the teredo. A second American species, the saw
palmetto (Serenoa serrulata) , occurs from
South Carolina to Florida. It has a short stem
and numerous clustered fan-shaped leaves, while
its berries have certain medicinal properties. A
still snuiller species is tlie dwarf palmetto {Sabal
Adansonii ) . a stemless species which bears a
cluster of leaves a foot or two long. (See Cab-
bage Palm.) The Chamarops humilis of the

south of Europe is also called palmetto, and
the name is applied to other species.

PALMETTO STATE. South Carolina. See

St.vtk.s, Popular Names of.

PALMI, pal'me. A town in the Province of

Calabria, Italy, situated on the southwest coast,

21 miles northeast of Reggio by rail (Map:
Italy, K 9). Near by rises Mount Elia, com-

manding a magnificent view, and surroinided by
vineyards, and orange and olive groves. The har-

bor affords good fishing. Population (commune),
in 1881, 11.082; in 1901, 13,297.

PALMIERI, piU'me-a're, LuiGl (1807-96).

An Italian physicist, born in Faicchio. He was
appointed professor of physics at the University

of Naples in 1847, and in 1854 became director

of the meteorological and seismological observa-

tory on the slope of Mount Vesuvius, whose erup-

tions and other phenomena he studied most care-

fully. He published a series of annals of this

observatory (1869-73) and various studies in

electricity, seismology, and volcanology. He was
the inventor of a seismograph, an electrometer

for the study of atmospheric electricity, and
other meteorological instruments.

PALMIRA, pal-me'ra. A town of the Prov-

ince of Santa Clara, Cuba, 8 miles north of

Cienfuegos, on the Cienfuegos-Santa Clara Rail-

way. Palmira lies in the midst of a district

producing largely sugar, corn, and tobacco. Its

population, in 1899, was 4519.

PALMIRA, pftl-me'ra. The capital town of

the pinvince of the same name, in the Depart-

ment of Cauca, Coloml)ia, 160 miles southwest of

Bogotfi, and 7 miles from the right bank of the

Cauca. It is situated on a spacious plain called

Llanos de Malagana, famous as a rich agricul-

tural district, and especially for the cultivation

of a fine grade of tobacco. Stock-raising is also

an impcti-tant industry. It is a modern tcnvn,
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and now ranks as the second in the department,
with a popiUation of about 12.500.

PALMISTBY. See Chibomaxcy.
PALMITIC ACID, C,<^320^ One of tlie most

important ul the fatty acids. In a pure state,

when crystallized from alcohol, it occurs in the
form of beautifully wliite acicular crystals ar-
ranged in tuft-like groups. These ciystals are
devoid of odor or taste, communicate a fatty feel-

ing to the finger, melt at 62^ C, and solidify on
cooling in the form of crystalline scales. The
acid is lighter than water, in which it is in-

soluble; but it dissolves freely in boiling alcohol
and in ether, and the solutions have a distinctly
acid reaction. In small quantities it may be
distilled without decomposing, if the heat be
carefully regulated; and it may be distilled in

any quantity under reduced pressure. The neu-
tral palniitates of the alkalies constitute soaps,
and are soluble in warm water; if, however, their
solutions are largely diluted with cold water, they
are decomposed, an insoluble acid salt being pre-

cipitated, while a half of the alkali remains in

solution. The other most important compounds
of palmitic acid are those which it forms with
glycerin and with cetyl alcohol. With glycerin
this acid forms three compounds, the most im-
portant of which is palmitin (q.v. ). In combina-
tion with cetyl alcohol, whose composition is rep-
resented by the formula C„H330H, it is the main
constituent of spermaceti (q.v.) . and as palmitate
of melissyl it occurs in beeswax. The calcium
salt of palmitic acid is found in adipocere, its

sodium salt in blood and in serous fluids. Pal-
mitic acid was first obtained from palm oil

—

hence its name. It may be obtained from oleic

acid by fusing with caustic potash (see Oleic
Acid), but is now usually prepared either from
•Japan wax or myrtle wax.

PAL'MITIN, or Tbi-P.^lmitin. A white fat,

usually occurring, when crystallized from ether,

in the form of a mass of small scaly crj-stals,

insoluble in water, but readily soluble in ether
and in boiling alcohol. It is a constituent of al-

most every kind of fat. and is the preponderating
ingredient in those of a semi-solid consistence,

and in many oils. It receives its name from the
abundance in which it occurs in palm oil, from
which it may be readily obtained, and then puri-
fied by recrystallization from ether. The true
melting-point of the pure substance is 61° C.

(See Ste.\rin.) Chemically it is a compound
formed by the union of one molecule of glycerin
with three molecules of palmitic acid, three
molecules of water being set free, according to

the following equation:

C,H,(0H), + 3C„.H„C0,H =
Glycerin Palmitic acid

C3H5(OC„HnCO), + 3H.0.
Palmitin Wat«r

It is saponified, or broken up into its constituents

with formation of soap, by boiling with the
caustic alkalies.

PALM OIL. An oil obtained from the fruit

of several species of palm. When fresh it is

of an orange tint, sweetish taste, and violet-like

odor. It is of the consistency of butter, for

which it is sometimes used. and. like butter, it

easily becomes rancid. It is prepared by boil-

ing the fruit in water. It is used in candle and
soap making, and. on account of its pleasant

odor, as a scent to toilet preparations.

PALM SUNDAY (Lat. Dominica Palma-
rum). The last Sunday of Lent, so called from
the custom of blessing branches of the palm tree,
or of other trees substituted in those countries in
which palm cannot be procured, and of carrying
the blessed branches in procession, in commemo-
ration of the triumphal entry of Christ into
Jerusalem (.John xii.). The date of the origin of
tliis custom is uncertain. Some special celebra-
tion of the day is described as early as .380, but
the ceremony of blessing the branches can hardly
be referred to an earlier date than the nintli.
or possibly the eighth century. A procession is

formed, the members of whieli issue from the
church cariyiog branches in their hands, and
singing the hymn of Venantius Fortunatus,
'Gloria, Inns, et honor." In the Greek Church
the book of the Gospels is borne in front. In
some countries a priest, or occasionally a lay
figure, was led at the head, mounted upon an
ass, a usage which still exists in Spain and in
Spanish America. Before their return to the
church the doors have been closed, and certain
strophes of the hymn are sung alternately by a
choir within the church and by the procession
without, when, on the sub-deacon's knocking at
the door with the shaft of the processional cross,
it is again thrown open, and the procession re-

enters. During the singing of the passion in the
solemn mass, which ensues, the congregation hold
the palm branch in their hands, and at the con-
clusion of the service it is carried home to their
respective houses, where it is preserved during
the year. The ashes employed in the ser\'ice of

Ash Wednesday are made by burning the palms
of the preceding year.

PALM-SWIFT. A bird. See Swift.

PALM-WEEVIL, See Gbu-Gbu.

PALMY'RA (Lat., from Gk. na\)U)pd, trans-

lation of Heb. Tadmor, Tadmor, from tamar.
palm-tree). The Greek Tadmor, connected by
tradition with a city built by King Solomon (I.

Kings ix. 18: II. Chron. viii. 4), an ancient city

in an oasis of the Syrian desert, 150 miles north-

east of Damascus (Map: Turkey in Asia, G 5).

It owed its importance to two springs of water
which produced luxurious vegetation. Being half-

way between the Orontes and the Euphrates, it

became, at an early date, a caravan station

for the trade between the Mediterranean and the

Tigris-Euphrates Valley. Its population was,

therefore, always hybrid, though in the main
.\i«mean. The city is first mentioned in B.C. 41

in connection with the wars of Antonius against

the Parthians, when the Triumvir made an unsuc-

cessful attempt to possess himself of it.s riches. At
an early time it was reckoned as belonging to the

Roman Empire, though retaining a large measure
of independence. Xo Roman troops were sta-

tioned here, and Palmyra had to patrol the dis-

trict between Damascus and the Euphrates with

her own troops. In the wars of Trajan the city

was almost destroyed, but was rebuilt by
Hadrian (130) and called Hadrianopolis or

Iladriana Palmyra. It was made a Roman
colony under Caracalla (212), receiving the Jus
Italioiim. In the course of time a semi-inde-

pendent monarchy was developed here. Original-

Iv it was governed by a senate, at the head of

which was a senator. The first senator of whom
we have mention was Hairan, son of Wahbalhit

(222-235), who took the name of Septimius.
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He was followed by liis son Udainath

(Odenathus), who in turn was followed

by his son Hairan (Septiraius Hairanes,

died 255). He was followed by his brother

Udainath II., who. thoufih sti'U called Vi>

Coiisuluris, was made Kiiifc of Palmyra and Vice-

roy of the Eri:peror lor tin- Kast. After his death

lie" received the higli-founding title of 'King of

Kings' (inscription of the year 271). The city

itself was governed by another Palmyrene,
Septimius Varodes, as procurator. Udainath

took the part of Rome in her war against the

Persian King Sapor: relieved Edessa. recovered

Xisihis and Carrhoe ( 204 ) . marclied against

Ctesiphon, drove out the Persians, exjjelled the

Goths from Cappadocia. and marched into Emesa
(200). He seems to have had Armenia, C'ilicia,

Cappadocia. Syria, and Arabia in his power.

He was killed in the year 207. His son Wah-
ballat ( Athenodorus) was too young to rule, and
the Prince's mother. Zenobia (in Palmyrene Bat-

Zabbai), wielded the sceptre in his stead. She

bore the title "Queen of Palmyra and the East.'

and she tried to free herself from Roman tute-

lage. Under her rule the Palmyrene realm
reached its greatest extension. Her adviser and
instructor in Greek was the Platonic philoso-

pher Longinus. She defeated the Roman army
under Heraclianus, and attempted to add Egjpt
to her dominions, sending thither Zabdas with

an army of 70.000 men. Tliough he occupied

Alexandria for a time, he was driven out of

Egypt 1270) by Probus, the general of Aurelian.

Tlie Eni])eror himself marched against her in

272. and being only weakly supported by the
Partliian Varahran, she was defeated in Syria,

and Palmyra was besieged. Zenobia escaped to
the Eu])hrates, but was captured and graced the

triumpli of the conqueror in 274. While Aure-
lian was on his way home the Palmyrenes rose,

appointed a certain Antiochus their ruler, and
massacred the Roman garrison. Aurelian turned
back and destroyed the city (273). taking the
most beautiful sjxjils of the Temple to Rome.
The city now lost its chief importance as a trade
centre, the caravans being sent via liosra and
Ctesiphon. An attempt was made by Diocletian
(284-305) to rebuild the city. It was the seat

of the first Illyrian regiment, and later became
also the seat of a Christian bishopric. .Justinian

rebuilt the churches and the public buildings and
placed a garrison there. The city, however, con-

tinued to decline. It was taken by the Arabs
under Khalid in 634, destroyed again in 744,
severely injured by an earthquake in 1157, and
plinidered by the Tatars under Tamerlane in

1401. Toward the end of the sixteenth century
the Druse chieftain JIan Oghlu fortified it; but
the fortifications were destroyed by the Turks
in the seventeenth century. Since then the place
has been occupied by the Aneze Bedouins. The
modern city is a miserable conglomeration of Bed-
ouin huts, containing about 1500 souls.

Palmyra was an Aramean citv, thickly over-
laid with Greek culture. Its municipality was
patterned after those of the other Greek cities

in the Roman Empire. Its officials had Greek
titles. With the district around it, it formed a
separate tariff union, the customs being collected
by the community itself. The tariff of duties,
engraved on stone, found in 1882, is in Palmy-
rene and Greek. The caravans formed regular
associations, the leaders of which were the promi-

nent and influential men of the place. There
were also guilds of goldsmiths and silversmiths.

Remains of a .Jewish synagogue were found there

by Euting in 1SS3, aiid Jlitwoch in 18!t!t. The
ruins of Palmyra were discovered by Hunting-
ton in 1078 and were visited by Wood and
Dawkins in 1751. Since then many travelers

have described these ruins and liave given an
idea of the beauty and stateliness of this city

in the desert at the time of its grandeur. The
great temple of Baal had a colonnade of 300
columns of tlie Corinthian order. an<i was sur-
rounded by walls 50 feet higli. There must
have been numerous other shrine». as the Palmy-
rene pantlieon was quite extensive. The walls of

Justinian still remain, as well as the ruins of

the aqueduct and many beautifully carved com-
memorative towers. The Palmyrene language
belonged to the western branch of the Aramaic
family. The script is a development of the Ara-

maic branch of Semitic writing and is the direct

parent of the square Hebrew. A large mnnber
of grave inscriptions have been found, not only
in Palmyra itself, but also in Rome, Africa, and
Britain, the latter set up by soldiers of Roman
legions at one time quartered in Palmyra. Most
of the grave inscriptions are accompanied by re-

liefs of the dead persons, most beautifully exe-

cuted. The inscriptions are often bilingual and
two have been found in Dacia only in Latin.
Other inscriptions have been found engraved

upon clay medallions, which evidently served as

talismans. Consult: Mommsen. liijiiiische Ge-
srhichlc. vol. v., ch. ix. (3d ed., Berlin, 1880) :

Von Oppenheim, ^'om Mittelmeer ::um Pcrsischm
Golf, vol. i., ch. viii. (Berlin. IS'.M)): Wright,
An Accojint of Palniip-a and Zenobia (New York,

1S95) ; Abamelek-Lasarew, Archtiologische XJn-

tersuchunijen (Saint Petersburg, 1885); De
Vogiie, Inscriptions semiliques (Paris, 1809);

Sallet, Die Fiirsten ron Palmyra (Berlin, 1800) ;

Jloritz, Ziir antihen Topographie der Palmyrene
(Berlin. 1889).

PALMYRA. A city and the county-seat of

Marion County, JIo., 10 miles southwest of

Quincy, 111., on branches of the Chicago, Bur-
lington and Quincy Railroad (Map: Missouri,

E 2), It has Centenary Academv. a fine court-

house, fair grounds, and a 'Big Spring.' The
industries are represented by flour and grist

mills, a creamery, a pickle factory, and a car-

riage and wagon factory. Settled in 1818,

Palmyra was laid out in the following year, and
incorporated in 1855. Population, in 1890, 2515;
in 1900, 2323.

PALMYRA PALM (named from the city of

Palmyra in Syria), Borussiis fl'ihi'llifcr. A
species of palm with a magnificent crown of fan-

shaped leaves. It occurs througliout India and
the Archipelago, and in tropical West Africa.

The stem attains a height of 20 to 100 feet, and
tapers slightly upward. The leaves are about
4 feet long, with spiny-edged stalks of about
the same length, each leaf having 70-80 rays.

The fruit is somewhat triangular, about the
size of a child's head, having a thick, fibrous,

and rather succulent yellowish-brown or glossy
black rind, and containing three seeds each as

large as a goose's egg. The Palmyra palm is the
most common palm of India, growing sponta-
neously in many districts, cultivated in others,

and reaching as far north at latitude 30°. It

is one of the most valuable palms known, more
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than 800 uses having been enumerated for its PALO ALTO. A place in southern Texas
ditlerent parts. It is of slow growth, and the 8 miles northeast of Brownsville (q.v.), where
wood near the circumference of the stem in old on May 8, 1840, the first important battle in the
trees is very hard, black, hea-vj, durable, sus- war between Mexico and the United States was
ceptible to a high polish, and valuable, easily fought, 2300 Americans under General Taylor
divided in a longitudinal direction, but very defeating about 6000 Mexicans under General
difficult to cut across. The Palmyra palm Arista. It was essentially an artillery battle
abounds greatly in the north of Ceylon, forming though the Mexicans made a futile" cavalry
extensive forests; and the timber is exported to charge late in the day. Early on the followin"
the opposite coast of India, being of superior day General Arista retreated, and took up a
quality to that which is produced there. It
is much used in house-building. The stalks of

the leaves are used for making fences, etc. The
leaves are used for thatching houses; for making
baskets, mats, hats, umbrellas, and large fans;

strong position at Kesaca de la Palnia (q.v.),
where he was again defeated. The Americans lo.-t

at Palo Alto 7 killed. 47 wounded; the Mexi-
can loss was 252. After the battle Arista re-

treated>to Resaca de la Palma. Consult: IJan-
and for writing upon. Their fibres are employed croft, History of Mexico, vol. v. ( San Francisco,
for making twine and small rope. A fine down
found at the liase of the leafstalks is used for

straining liquids and for stanching wounds. The
Palmyra palm yields palm wine, arrack, and
sugar (j'Jyyery) of India. (See Akrack.) The
fruit is cooked in a great variety of ways, and
used for food. The seeds are jelly-like, and
palatable when young. A bland fixed oil is ex-

tracted from the fruit. The young plants, when
a few inches high, are esteemed as a culinary
vegetable, being boiled and eaten generally with
a little of the kernel of the eocoanut ; and some-

times they are dried and pounded into a kind
of meal, ilultitudes of the inhabitants of the

north of Ceylon depend almost entirely on the

Palmyra palm to supply their wants. In the

'Palmyra regions' of the southern Deccan vast
numbers of the people subsist chiefly on the fruit

of this palm.
The Deleb palm, so important to the inhabit-

ants of Central Africa, formerly considered as a
distinct species, is now believed to be the same
as the Palmyra palm.

PALMYRA WOOD. Properly this name ap-

plies only to the wood of the Palmyra palm
{Borassus flabcllifer) , but it is gen-

erally used for all kinds of palm-tree

wood upon the market, of which very

much is the wood of the eocoanut palm
(Cocos nucifera) and the allied species

Cocos plunwsa. These woods are also

called speckled wood and porcupine
wood by the dealers, the former name
being applied to those veneers cut trans-

versely, and showing the ends of nu-

merous black fibres mixed with the

lighter colored portions, and the latter

to longitudinal sections, in which the

mixed black and white fibres much re-

semble porcupines' quills.

PALO, pil'lo. A towni of Leyte,

Philippines, situated on the northeast

south of Tacloban

1885) ; and Howard, General Taylor (New York,
1892), in the '-Great Commanders Series." See
Mexican War.

PALO DEL COLLE, del kol'lfl. A town in

the Province of Bari delle Puglie, Italy. 12 miles
southwest of Bari. It is in a fruit-growing
region, and carries on a trade in wine and cattle.

Population (commune), in 1881, 10,278; in I'JOl,

12,8.51.

PALOLO (pa-lolo) WORM (Samoan name,
Fijian mbalolo or bololo). One of the annelid
worms (Eunice viridis) allied to Xereis, which
on a certain night in Xovember appears in im-
mense numbers at the surface of tlie shores of

the Samoan and Fiji islands. It is then collected

as food by the natives and considered a great
delicacy. In this worm the sexual or hinder part
of the body (epitoke), when the eggs or sperm
are ripe, separates from the rest of the body and
swims to the surface, where the reproductive

elements are discharged, after which the worm
collapses and dies. The swarming of this singu-

lar worm has been observed by A. Agassiz. at
Bololo Point, Fiji Islands. On his arrival, before

1. Palolo worm, the anterior end of the bod.v at the riKlit: 2. the

same discharyingr tht* sexual products in the wat^r from broken front

cnil i>t liod.v; 3. the same breakinj; into pieces and discharging the

Be.\ual products from the rents. (After Mayer.)
coast, six miles „ — , - , , - ...
(Map: Philippine Islands. K 8). Population, daylight, his guide fished up a tew of thejvorms,

17.730.

PALO ALTO, pa'16 iil'to. A town in Santa

Clara County. Cal., 33 miles southeast of San

Francisco, oii the Coast Division of the Southern

Pacific Railroad (Map: California, B 3). It has

a beautiful location and healthful climate, and

is the seat of Leland Stanford Junior University

(q.v.). and of a large Roman Catholic theologi-

cal seminary. There are municipal water-works

and a municipal electric-light plant. Palo Alto

was settled in 1890-01, and was incorporated

in 1894. Population, in 1900, 1658.

and soon the water was full of them, both males

and females, and men and women were catching

them in all kinds of utensils. Their activity was

wonderful, and the bursting of the animal when
re])roduction was over was most peculiar.

The .Atlantic palolo worm (Eunice fucata) is

abundant at the dry Tortugas. Fla., near Porto

Rico, and probably it will be found to be widely

distributed. The animal commonly lies coiled

upon itself within its burrow, and very often

another worm (Polynoir grnnujnta) is found

sharing the same burrow. The worm does not
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live in new and compact coral rock, or in coquina

of recent formation, but abounds in that which is

(lisiutegrating and has become infested with
Pholas shells, otlier worms, crustaceans, etc. The
burrow of the palolo always opens outward at

the surface of the rock, although as far as is

known the worm never leaves its burrow per-

manently until the time of the breeding-swarm.
The Atlantic palolo swarms within tliree days
of the time of the moon's last quarter, between
.June 29th and .July 2Sth. \^'hen the swarm
occurs the hinder end of the worm crawls out
backward from the burrow, and attempts to

swim away from the anterior, non-sexual part,

which remains within tlie burrow. A constric-

tion appears, allowing the se.Kual portion to break
away from the anterior pait of the worm; and
immediately the posterior end darts upward to

the surface, upon reaching which it continues to
swim hind end foremost very near to the surface
of the ocean. The worms move in all directions

and begin to discharge sperm or eggs through
their genital outlets ( nephropores ) , but the least

stimulus, such as being lifted from the water,
or the current from the stroke of an oar, will

cause them to contract violently, often breaking
themselves into fragments and casting the se.xual

products out through rents in the skin. This
normally occurs as soon as the first rays of the
sun fall upon the water, and in a few minutes
after sunrise all the worms will have completely
freed themselves of genital products, so that the
ocean becomes milky with the vast quantity of

sperm and eggs. Two or three hours after sun-
rise no worms remain to be seen. In a dense
swarm there may be on an average about one
worm per square foot over wide areas of the sea,

commonest where the water is about si.K fathoms
in depth. Great numbers of the worms are
devoured by fislies as they sink, although they
are not attacked to any great extent while on the
surface. When set free the sexual ends swim
vertically upward with such rapidity that they
run little risk of capture, and this habit must
be a great advantage to the worm. If the swim-
ming worm be broken into fragments each piece
continues to swim backward in a normal man-
ner, showing that the reaction is not controlled
by any one ganglion, or localized group of gan-
glia, but that the whole sexual end of the worm
is affected by the stimulus which causes the
breeding-swarm.

PALOMINO DE CASTRO Y VELASCO,
pil'lo-mO'iio da ka'stro e vu-lii'sko. Aci.sLO Ax-
Toxio (16.53-1726). A Spanish painter and au-
thor, born at Bujalance. He studied under
Valdes Leal and Alfaro at Cordova. Afterwards
he was associated with Claudio C'oello at Madrid,
and became Court painter in 1688. He executed
a number of large frescoes at Valencia, Sala-
manca. Granada, and Madrid, which are clearly
designed. He wrote El miiseo pictorico >/ escala
optica (171.5-24). which contains a history of
art and a biographical dictionary from Antonio
del Rincon to his own time. It furnished much
of the material for the later work of Cean-
Bermudez.

PALOS, pa'16s. or Palos de la Froxtera. A
small town on the southwest coast of Spain in
the Province of Huelva. near the mouth of the
Rio Tinto (Map: Spain, B 4). It was formerly
an important port, and from here Columbus set

sail with his three caravels on August 3, 1492,
on the voyage wliich resulted in tlie discovery
of America. Population, in 1900, 161'J.

PALPITATION (Lat. palpitatio, from pal-
pitare, to tlirob, fnqvientative of palparc, to feel,

move quickly). The term used to signify inor-
dinately forcible pulsations of the heart, so as
to make tliemselves felt, and frequently to give
rise to a most troublesome and disagreeable sen-

.sation. It may be either functional or a symp-
tom of organic disease of the heart. Although
it may be persistent, it far more frequently
comes on in paro.xysms, which usually terminate
within half an hour, recurring afterwards quite
irregularly, sometimes daily or several times a
day, and sometimes not till after a long interval.
The attack often comes on under some mental or
physical excitement, but sometimes when the
patient is quite composed, or even asleep. If the
paroxysm is a severe one, the heart feels as if

bounding upward into the throat; and there
is a sensation of oppression over the cardiac re-

gion, with hurried or even diificult respiration,
and even nausea. In milder attacks there is sim-
ply a consciousness of sinking or fluttering of the
heart.

Palpitation is due to many different causes.
It is more common in women than in men, and
is apt to occur especially at puberty, the men-
strual periods, and the menopause. An anaemic
condition of the blood is a frequent cause. Pal-
pitation is present in unstable states of the ner-
vous system, such as occur in neurasthenia,
hysteria, worry, anxiety, and excitement. The
excessive use of tea, cotlee, alcohol, and tobacco
predisposes to cardiac irregularities. Perhaps
the most frequent cause is a flatulent and dis-

tended stomach, acting both refle.xly and di-

rectly. Palpitation is a symptom of exophthal-
mic goitre, and lastly it is a concomitant of
organic disease of the heart itself. Either hy-
pertrophy or degeneration of the cardiac muscle
may produce it as well as affections of the valves.
The treatment of palpitation naturally de-

pends on the causation. When the stomach is at
fault, dietetic errors will need to be corrected.
Tea, coffee, alcohol, and tobacco should be inter-

dicted, since they not only affect the nerves, but
hurt the digestion. Anaemia calls for iron, and
neurotic conditions for sedatives such as the
bromides, valerian, and camphor. When the
cardiac muscle is diseased and palpitation is an
expression of weakened power, digitalis, strych-
nine, and other cardiac stimulants must be given.
During the paroxysms, relief may be had from
the diffusible stimulants, as ammonia, in the
form of the aromatic spirit.

PALSGRAVE, pjilz'grav, JoHX (c.l480-
1554). An English grammarian, chaplain to
Henry VIII. He was born in London, studied at
Corpus Christi, Cambridge, and at the Univer-
sity of Paris, and taught French to Henry's
sister, the Princess Jlary. whom he accompa-
nied to Paris on her marriage to I^ouis XII.
Thanks to her favor, he was rapidly advanced in

ecclesiastical honors. About 1517, as we know
from the testimony of Sir Thomas !More and of

Erasmus. Palsgiave studied at Louvain. and.
eight years after, he was appointed tutor to the
Duke of Richmond, a natural son of Henry VIII.
Palsgrave is knoT\-n now as the author of one
of the earliest French grammars for English use.
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LesclarcissemenI de la Laiiyue Francoyse {lo30)

,

a work which still lias value as a treasury of
idiomatic English of this unliterary period. It

is very rare and was rcijrintcd in France in 18.52.

Palsgrave translated into Knglish FuUonius's
Latin comedy Acolastus (1510J.

PALSY. See Pabaiysis; Pabalysis Agi-
TA^S.

PALTOCK, pgl'tok, Robebt (1697-17G7). An
English author, born in London. He was edu-
cated at Saint Paul's School, studied law, and
always lived in Loudon. His fantastic romance,
The Life and Adventures of Piter Wilkins, a
Cornish Man, which probably appeared first in

1750, was published anonymously, and the au-
thor was not known for several years. He also
wrote an inferior work. Memoirs of tlie Life of
Parnese (1751).

PALUDAN-MtJLLER, pa'hi-dan mu'ler,
Freueuik (ls09-7(i). A Danish poet, born at
Kjerteminde. He entered the University of

Copenhagen in 1828, studied law there, and
afterwards traveled abroad. As early as 1831
he became known through some of his poems. A
year afterwards his play Kjaerlighed red Hoffet
( "Love at Court") was successful, and the Byronic
Diinscrinden ( 1833) and the lyric drama Amor oy
y.ST/c/ie I 1834 (established his reputation. But liis

most important work is Adam Homo ( 18-11-48), a
novel in verse. His other writings include: Abels
Ucid (lHoi) , Dryadens Bryllui) [ l^ii }, Betiedikt

fra XMrsiV; ( 18(il), I'aradiset i\S6\) , Ahasverus
(1861), Ealanus (18(51), the last a notable poem
on the life of tlie Indian sage, and Adonis ( 18741,
a romance, also in verse. His Poetiske Ukrifter
were published in 1878-79. His two prose works,
I'ngdomskilden ("The Fountain of Youth,"
18G5) and Ivar Lykkes Historie (1866-73), are
among his most characteristic productions, al-

though it is as a poet that he is best known.

PALUDISM. See ilALABiA axd !M.\labiai,

'Fy.veb,.

PALTIS, pa'looz. A tribe of Shahaptian
stock (q.v. ) occupying the country about Palouse
River and the adjacent portion of Snake River
in southeastern Washington. They are closely

connected with the Xez Perce and Yakima, but,

although mentioned as parties to the treaty made
with the latter tribe in 1855, they have never
come upon a reservation or recognized any treaty
limitations, but still continue a wandering ex-

istence within their ancient territory. They re-

tain most of their primitive characteristics and
adhere to the religion of Smohalla (q.v.). They
are supposed to number from 400 to 500.

PALY. A term in heraldry ( q.v. )

.

PAMEKASAN. Tlie capital of the island of
lladura (q.v. I.

PAMELA, OB ViRTtiE Rewarded. A novel by
Samuel Richardson (1740). Begmi as a series

of letters for the use of the illiterate, it grew
into the story of a maid-servant dishonorably
pursued by her mistress's son. who, after her
withstanding his advances, finally married her.

With all its defects, it is of interest as marking
the starting point of the mo<lern novel.

PAMIERS, pa'myfl'. The capital of an ar-
rondissemcnt and an episcopal see in the De-
partment of Ari&ge, France, on the Arifege, 40

miles south of Toulouse (Map: France, H 8).
It has an ancient cathedral of mi.\ed architec-
ture, a communal college, a seminary, and a
large hospital. It manufactures hardware, wool-
ens, paper, and flour; has iron foundries and
saw mills, and a trade in corn and wine. Popu-
lation, in lUOl, 10,886.

PAMIR, pa-nier', or The Pamihs (Pers. Bum-
i-dunyn. Roof of the World). An elevated moun-
tain region in Central Asia, forming in greater
part the southeastern corner of Russian Turkes-
tan, and bounded by Chinese or East Turkestan
on the east and Bokhara and Afghanistan on the
west, while on the south a narrow projection of
Afghanistan separates it from the e.\trenie north-
western part of British India (Jlapj Asia, G
5). It stretches in eitlier direction about 170
miles, and its area is estimated at 30,000 square
miles. Along its ea.stern boundary runs the
short but lofty Sarikol Range, which is the
nucleus from which the four great mountain
sjstems of Central Asia radiate, the Hindu Rush
toward the west, the Himalayas to the south-
east, the Kuen-lun to the east, and the Tian
Shan to the northeast. The culminating point
of the Sarikol is the Mustagh-ata, 25,790 feet
( or 24,400 feet, according to most recent measure-
ments) above the sea. Westward the Sarikol sends
out a number of parallel spurs or cross ranges di-
viding the country into level-floored valleys four
or five miles broad. These valleys, which are
known as Pamirs and form the characteristic
feature of the country, lie from 10,000 to 14,000
feet above sea level. They differ in formation
from the Tibetan Plateau, and seem to have been
originally deep river-gorges which have been
filled with detritus from the mountain sides.

They are watered by the headstreanis of the
0.\us, and contain a numlfer of beautiful lakes.
The climate is very severe, cold and stormy; the
mountains are always, and the valleys for more
than half of the year, covered with snow. The
countrj' is treeless, but the valley floors are cov-

ered with grass which yields rich pasture in sum-
mer. •

Though there is a considerable population in

the e.\treme western valleys, the population of

Pamir proper, or Russian Pamir, is very sparse,

consisting only of a few hundred nomadic
Kirghiz seeking the pastures during summer.
The great plateau of Pamir was formerly re-

garded as the place of dispersion, if not of

origin of the Aryan or Indo-European peoples.

Its ethnological "importance is lessened by the

fact that the best opinion among investigators

of Aryan prehistory to-day fixes the seat of this

great branch of the white race in some part of

Xorthern or Eastern Europe. The Pamirian
region is. however, interesting from the fact

that about it cluster Aryan peoples of a rather
primitive sort, the remnants, in all probability,

of the Aryan invasion of Asia and the represen-

tatives of a C07nparatively imdevcloped Aryan
character. Eastward of the Pamir was also the

primitive home of the Chinese, while north of it

lay the region of development of the Tatar or

Turkic peoples. South of it various Aryan
tribes have lived and wandered for ages. Here
naturally, as languages, religions, customs, and
habits show, considerable intermingling of races

has taken place.

' Considerable interest has been centred around
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Pamir owing to its frontier position between
Kussian and British possessions, and during tlie

last three decades of the nineteenth century it

\\as probably more thoroughly explored tlian any
other part of Central Asia. Great Britain de-

sired in 1891 to have the region portioned be-

tween Afghanistan and China, but in the same
year Russia sent an official expedition into the

eountrj- in order to substantiate its claims. In

ISilo the boundaries were defined as outlined

above by a treaty between Russia an<l Great
Britain. Russia has cstablislied a fortihed out-

post, Pamirsky Post, on tlic Jlurghab River.

Consult: Bonvalot, Through the Hcuit of Asia
(London, 1889): Geiger, Die Pumirychicte
(Vienna, 1887) ; Dunmore, The Pamirs (London,
(189.3); Cobbohl, Jnnermost Asia (Xew York,
19011).

PAMLICO (pam'le-kO) SOUND. The largest

of the numerous sea-lagoons wliich line the east-

ern coasts of the United States. It stretches

along the coast of North Carolina from Roanoke
Island SO miles southward, and has an average

width of 20 miles (Jlap: North Carolina. F 2).

It is separated from the Atlantic Ocean by long,

narrow sand bars or beaches, which run out into

an angle known as Cape Hatteras, and which are
broken by the Ocracoke and Hatteras Inlets. Tlie

dcptli along the centre of the sound ranges from
10 feet in the north to 20 feet in the south, but
on either side are large areas of shallow water,
and the inner shores are lined with marshes. The
Xeuse and Pamlico rivers enter the sound tlirough
large estuaries, and north of Roanoke Island the
Pamlico connects witli the Albemarle Sound
(q.v.). The fisheries on the Pamlico are impor-
tant, and large numbers of wild fowl frccjuent

its waters.

PAMMARI, pftm-ma're. An Indian tribe of
Brazil. See Piru-puru.

PAMPA, piim'pa, L.\. A territory of Argen-
tina, liiiunded on the north by the provinces of

!Mendoza, San Luis, and Cordoba ; on the east by
Buenos Ayres ; on the south by the Territory of
Rio Negro ; *and on the west by the Territory of

NeuquPn and the Province of !Mendoza (Map:
Argentina, U 11). Its estimated area is .50,320

square miles. Its territory belongs almost wholly
to the pampas region, with some hills and wood-
lands in the northwest, and medanos (shifting
.sand hills) in other portions. The Rio Colorado
forms its southern boundary with an affluent, the
Curaco, wholly within its territory. Tliere are
many lagoons and small lakes, into the largest
of which flows the Rio Salado. Since the Indians
were driven out in 1879 the country has been
occupied by sheep and cattle ranches. Tlie cap-
ital of the territory is General Acha

(
population

about 2000), which has railway communication
with the coast. The population of the territory,
in 189.5, was 2.5.914; in 1900 (estimated), 4fi,6fl2.

PAMPANGA, pampiin'gA. A province of
Central Luzon, Philippines:. It is situated north
of Manila Bay. and bounded on the north by the
Province of Ti'irlac, on the east l)y Bulaefln. and
on the west by Zambales (Jlap:" Luzon, J) 6).
Its area is 2209 square miles. It is mountain-
ous in the west, but the eastern and southern
portions are taken up by a part of the low and
marshy delta of the Rio Grande de la Pampanga,
Agiicultnre is extensively carried on. yielding
rice, sugar-cane, sweet potatoes, tobacco, and

cotton. Industries are also well developed; just
bef<u'e the .Spanish-American War tliere were
over 12,000 looms and 177 .steam sugar mills in

operation. The population of tile province in

1901 was 223,922, ciiielly of the Pampanga race.

The capital is Bacolor (q.v.).

PAMPANGA, Rio Gka.nue de la. The .sec-

ond largest river of Luzon, Philippines, draining
the greater part of the large central plain be-

tween Manila Bay and the Gulf of Lingayen
(Map: Luzon, E 5). It rises on the Caraballo
Sur and Hows southward through the provinces
of Nueva Ecija and Pampanga, emptying into

Manila Bay through tlie numerous ramifications

of a large, marshy delta. It is about 125 miles

long, and receives several large and innumerable
small tributaries. In the rainy season its in-

undations cover large extents of territory, which
are converted into excellent rice fields.

PAMPANGO, piiiii -piin'go. A group of tribes

in Central Luzon speaking a ilalay language and
liaving at the coiKjuest by Spain their own cul-

ture and mode of writing.

PAMPAS, pam'p.iz (Sp., Port, pampa, from
South Anierieau Indian pinnpa, Quichua baiitbii,

baiiba, plain). The designation of certain plains

in South America. In Peru the name is applied

to the forested region along the Ucayali River
and also to the dry lake basins on the Andean
Plateau. The more common signification of the

term, however, refers to the immense grassy
plains which occupy the central part of Argen-
tina between the Rio Salado on the north and
the Rio Negro on the south and which merge into

the forested region of the Gran Chaco and the
steppes of Patagonia. The pampas comprise an
area of about 2.50.000 square miles, with a flat

or gently undulating surface sloping toward the

southeast and south. On their western border
the elevation ranges from 1000 to 1300 feet

above the sea. while along the Atlantic it is gen-

erally less than 100 feet. The soil is mostly
clay of Quaternary and Tertiary age. During the

wet season a luxuriant growth of grasses cov-

ers the plains, affording pasturage to great herds
of cattle and flocks of sheep. A portion of the

region along the Paranfl is adapted to agricul-

ture, and there are smaller areas of arable land
in the interior. In the northern and western
parts the surface is often broken by deep ravines

or barrancas and by shallow depressions which
are filled with brackish water during a part of

the year. Strips of sandy, arid land are known
as travesfas. The. inhabitants comprise the half-

wild gaiichos of mixed .Spanish and Indian blood,

who are chiefly occupied in hunting and grazing,

and European immigrants. See Argf,ntin.4.

PAMPAS CAT. A robust, yellowish-gray
wild cat, of the Argentine pampas and La Plata
Valley. It is striped with straw-colored bands
running obliquely backward across the flanks,

and horizontally on the chest and legs. It has
an exceedingly short head, and only two pre-

molar teeth in the upper jaw. Other names are
'grass-cat' and 'straw-cat.' Hudson (Xaturalist
in La Plata. London, 1892) speaks of it as one
of the most characteristic animals of the pam-
pas; and Mivart notes the resemblance between
it and Pallas's cat (Fclis maniil) of the steppes
of Russia.

PAMPAS DEEB. A small deer of Argentina
{Cervus campestris) , locally called 'guazuti,'
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whose antlers are marked by the development of

the forked posterior tine, and a consequent stunt-

ing of the unbranched front tine, giving three

points to each antler. See Plate of Fallow
Deeb, ^Iusk, etc., with Deeb.

PAMPAS DEL SACRAMENTO, d£-l slik'ra-

niun'tij. Ml extensive- |ilaUMU rcj;ion in North-
eastern Peru between the Huallaga and Ucayali
rivers. It consists largely of open savanna coun-
try, and was settled by .Jesuit missionaries in

tlie midde of the eighteenth century, but is now
almost iminhabited.

PAMPAS GRASS {Gynerium argenteum).
A grass common in Brazil and Argentina, usually
along watercourses, and not, as formerly stated,

upon the pampas or vast plains of South Amer-
ica. It has been introduced into various coun-
tries as an ornamental plant. It is quite hardy
in England, but requires protection in winter
as far north as New York. lis tufts have a
splendid appearance. The leaves are six to

eight feet long, the ends hanging gracefully; the
flowering stems 10 to 14 feet high; the panicles

of flowers silvery white, and from 18 inches to

2 feet long. The herbage is too coarse to be o[

any agricultural value. The male and female
flowers are on separate plants, in panicles, the
paleie of the female llorets elongated, awn-
shaped, and woolly. The pampas grass is grown
connnercially in California, where it was intro-

duced about 1880. Another Brazilian species

of the same genus, uva grass (
flyneriiim sacclui-

roides), yields a considerable quantity of sugar.

Stapf, in a monograph of this genus, published

in the (Jardencr's C'hrunicU: for 1807, separates

the genus, placing the pampas grass in the gentis

Cortaderia, and leaves (lijnerium saccharoides,

or uva grass, as the only representative of

Gynerium. Ffir illustration, see Grasses.

PAMPELUNA, pjim'pa-lotj'na. A city of

Spain. See P.\mplona.

PAM'PHILTJS (Lat.. from Gk.ndti<t>i\os,Pam-

lihiloisi. A Greek painter of the early fourth

century B.C. He was a native of Amphipolis, but

studied and lived at Sicyon. where he succeeded

his master, Eupompos, as the head of the Sicy-

onian school. Of his works we hear of a "Battle

at Pldius," painted for the Athenians. "Odysseus
on the Raft." and apparently of a "Coguatio" or

"llelationship," which may have been a family

group, though the text of I'liny is i)n)hably cor-

rtipt at this point. It is possible also that .-\ris-

tophanes refers to a [lainting by him of the

Heraclidse as suppliants at Athens. He was
noted for his thorough technical knowledge, in-

sisting that arithmetic and geometry were neces-

sary to the painter, thus performing for paint-

ing a service similar to tliat which the Canon of

Polyclitus did for sculpture. Through his in-

fluence, we are told, drawing was introduced

into the schools as part of the education of free-

born boys. This scientific training always char-

acterized the Sicyonian school, and was em-
phasized by the great pupils of I'amphilus, Apel-

les and Melanthius.

PAMPHILTJS (?-.309). A Christian teacher

and writer of the fourth century. He belonged to

a good family of Bervtns (Beirut), Syria, stud-

ied under Pierius of .Alexandria, and spent most

of his life as a priest at Cesara-a in Palestine,

where he founded a Christian school and estab-

lished a valuable and celebrated ecclesiastical
librarj'. He multiplied copies of the Scriptures
and gave liberally to the poor. He was an ad-
mirer of Origen and teacher of Kusebius, who
took the name of Eu.sebius Panipliili. With
Eusebias he prepared an edition of the Hcpliut-
tjint from the text in Origen 's Hcxh/jIu, which
was generally used in the Ea.stern Church. Dur-
ing the persecution of the Christians under Maxi-
minus he was imprisoned (307.300) and em-
ployed himself in writing an apologj- for Origen
in five books, to which Eusebius added a sixth.

All of the work has perished and our knowledge
of it depends upon the untrustworthy l^atin

translation by Rufinus of Book I. and Photius's
summary. Pamphilus died a martyr in .309.

Consult his literary remains in Migne, Patrol.
Orwca, X., xvii.

PAMPHLET (of uncertain etymology). A
small liijok, whether stitched or bound, with or
without covers, written to provoke discussion on
some topic of current interest. On its first ap-
pearance among English writers, the word seems
to ha\e been tised to designate any booklet, what-
ever its aim. It was so employed by Richard
of Bury (died 1345), in his Philohiblon, a Latin
handbook to his library at Durham College;
and by Caxton in his Eneydas (1490), where
printed matter is classed as 'pauntlettis and
bookys.' Sometimes single pieces of verse in

manuscript or in print were also called pam-
phlets by the poets of the fifteenth century. But
since the Reformation, when pamphlets began
to be employed in controver.sy, they have come
to stand mainly for a class of writings that deal

with questions of the day, in politics, religion,

and litcrattire. The.y are thus to be differen-

tiated from academic theses and dissertations and
from all other short .scientific treatises written

with a calm didactic aim. Besides being brief,

pamphlets are spirited in style and often vehe-

ment and angry in tone. The sober pamplilet is

represented by Sidney's Apology for I'nrlni. and

the vehement by ililton's Tenure of Kiiifis and
Magistrates. Both are pamphlets by virtue of

their controversial aims.

A history of English pamphlets would fall lit-

tle short of a history of English institutions

from the establishment of the House of Tudor to

the death of George III. In them as nowhere

else is to be found the story of the fierce contro-

versies whereby Protestantism won against the

Roman Catholic Church, and whereby the English

people wrested from their kings tlieir social and
political rights. Several hot debates have also

marked the course of our literature. Somewhat
earlier than the date here assigned, the pam-

phleteer was abroad. Wiclif. for example, cir-

culated among the people little sheets copied

by the poor priests, in which an appeal was
made against the abuses of the professional

clergj' and against the current authority in re-

ligion. Of these tracts the Seiifem Urrntcs is per-

haps the most famous. The beginning of the

Reformation in England has been ascribi-d. of

course with exaggeration, to theSup/i/j/coci/o/i o;

Beggars (1529) of Simon Fish, copies of wiiicli

were strewn abroad in the streets of London,

apparently with the connivance of Henry Vlll.

.\s no other pamphlet had yet done, it hit

the public view concerning "the ravenous wolves

going in shepherds' clothing and devouring the
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flock." With little effect Sir Tliomas More re-

plieil to Fish in the Siippli/riiri/o)! of Soulijs.

This incident is but an exampU' of wliat was
taking phice evorywlieve tlirou^'liout tho I?pforina-

tion pi'iioil. Erasmus, Lutlicr, ami Mchiiichtliun

were ill! paniplilelixns. The Auf^licau C'luivili

was no sooner establisliod than it was attackcil

hy the Puritans, for cxaniph". by Thomas Cart-

wri<rlit in an Admonition to the I'lirtianicnl

(l.")7"i). Then followed the Martin ilarprelate

controversy (q.v. ), tlie most heated religious

dispute in the reign of Elizabetli. At this time,

too, were debated, in stitclied slieets of varying
length, questions in literature, especially the

essence and form of poetry, and the principles

underlyinf; the drama. In these discussions some
of tlie f,'reat Elizabethans bore a hand, like Cam-
pion, Daniel, and Sidney.
Numerous as were the pamphlets in the Eliza-

bethan age, they were but a sign of the deluge
that was to come during the great Civil War,
when the passions of .sects and factions raji high,

Prynne alone, 'it is estimated, was the author of

nearly two hundred pamphlets, of which may be

cited A Looking Glass for Alt LonUij I'niiitrs.

If he was the most prolific of all the Puritan
pamphleteers, it must be remembered that he

was only one among hundreds. Indeed, on both
the Puritan and Royalist sides the news-letters

which were issiu^d in all the larger towns were
little more than controversial pamphlets. Mil-
ton dropped his poetry and entered the lists

on a variety of questions, discussing in turn edu-
cation, divorce, the press, and the riglit to put
to death kings and magistrates. Substantial as
arc ililtim's tractates, as he sometimes called

them, he was surpassed in brevity and directness

by Col. Edward Sexby in KiUin<j 'So Murder
(10.57). addressed to 'His Highness, Oliver Crom-
well,' and containing the memorable sentence:

"Let this consideration arm and fortify your
Highness's mind against the fears of death, and
the terrors of your evil conscience, that the good
you will do by your death will something balance
the evils of your life."

After the" Restoration (1600), freedom to
print was strongly repressed by the Government,
and pamphlets had to be printed and circu-

lated privately. Still, one should not forget
A lioKf/h Draft of a Xew Model at l?ea (passed
about in manuscript during 1607), in which
George Savile, ISIarquis of Halifax, attacked the
scandahnis behavior of the navy in the war with
the Dutcli; nor the protests of the Quaker
George Eox against the formalism of the estab-
lished Church; nor the virulent debate between
Samuel Paikcr and Andrew Marvell on the re-

lation of Church and State. Much of the litera-

ture of the time, as Drydcn's essays and satires,

was also controversial in tone and was issued in

pamphlet form.

Dr. .Johnson was probably right in describing
the reign of Queen Anne as par excellence the
age of pamphlets. The Revolution of 1088 had
transferred political power to the House of Com-
mons; two great parties. Whig and Tory, had
come into existence, depending for the retention
of office u])on the people; and by the lajise of
the licensing act in 10!).'). the press had become
practically free. As the newspaper had not yet
become thoroughly organized, the pamphleteer
was a necessity for explaining, defending, and
attacking public policies. Party spirit extended

to literary questions, and dissent from the State
Church was assuming new forms. Under tliese

circumstances, the pamphleteer reaped a harvest.
To pass over the hurde of minor writers, the
JMarquis of Halifax, already nicntione<l, paid his

compliments to Whig and Tory, in iSonic Cau-
tions for the Choice of Members of Parliament
(lOUo), and gave the Dissenters some excellent

advice in A Letter to a Dissenter (1087), a
tract that went everywhere and provoked a scoi-e

of replies. Defoe in The shortest Way irith the

Dissenters (1702) urged tlie complete extirpation
of all Dissenters—a piece of irony surpassed (mly
by Swift. Charles Leslie—"a reasoner not to be
reasoned against," .said Dr. .Johnson—rode rough-
shod over Quakers and Deists. William Law at-

tacked the hitituilinarian opinions of the liishop

of Bangor, and two hundred pamphlets followed
from fifty dill'erent pens. Of all his contempo-
rary pamphleteers. Swift was easily the prince.

His Aryument to Prove that the Aboliffhiny of
Christianity . . . May be Attended u-i{li

Some Inconveniences (1708) is a superb ex-

am]de of ironical humor. Swift also performed
,

valuable services to the Tories in nuiny pam-
phlets, of which may be mentioned The Conduct
of the Allies (1711) and tSonie True Thoughts
Upon, the Present State of Affairs (1714). The
condition of Ireland was handled in a mas-
terly manner in the Drapier's Letters contain-
ing the famous "Modest Proposal." Witli Ar-
buthnot. Pope, and others, he joined in excel-

lent foolerj' aimed against literary quacks and
poetasters. Of this joint work the Ijest is per-

haps The Art of Political Lyiny (1712), mostly
from Arbutbnot, though Swift bore a hand.

Later in the eighteenth century there were
other debates in which were active Bolingbroki'.
'Junius.' who may have been Sir Philip Francis,
and Burke, who defended the French Revolu-
tion. The rise of tlie great reviews soon after
1800 turned controversy into new channels. Still

the war of pamphlets has never quite ceased.

Bowles and Byron fought over the question as to

whether Pope was a poet; and pamphlets pla,yed

an important part in the discussion over the

poor laws, the corn laws, the Crimean War, the

Irish land laws, the Armenian massacres, and
the struggles between the shifting parties in the
Church. Even nowadays, a poet occasionally

challenges his reader by issuing his verse in

pamphlet form. Such, for example, seems to

be the intent of .John Davidson, who began in

1001 a series of. verse pamphlets dealing with
the religious and philosophical questions of spe-

cial interest at this time. Consult Arthur
Waugh. The Pamphlet FAbrary (4 vols., Lon-
don, 1807-98). This work contains examples of

political, religious, and literary pamphlets, from
Wiclif to Newman. There are al.so historical

essays un<lcr each division.

PAMPHYL'IA (Lat., from Gk. Ua/j.,pv\la).

In ancient geography, a country on the south
coast of Asia Minor, with Cilicia on the east and
Lycia on the west. On the north it was sepa-

rated from Pisidia by the Taurus range, and the
southern boundary was formed by tho crescent-

shaped Gulf of Attalia. The population was a
mixed race, in which there was a strong Greek
element, and the inscriptions show a dialect

strongly resembling that of Cyprus and Arcadia,
which seems to indicate Greek immigration prior
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to the Dorian conquest of the Peloponnesus. The
chief cities, Perge, Sillaeum, Aspendus, and Side,

were Greek, but the country early lost touch with
the mother country and plays no part in Greek
history, though it was on the river Euryniedon
in Pamphylia that the Athenian Cimon won his

great victory over the Persians. The country
was freed from the Persian rule by the conquests
of Alexander, and after his death passed into

the hands of the Seleucid kings of Syria. With
the rise of Pergamum it became a part of that
kingdom, and Attains II. founded the city of At-

talia, now Adalia. With the rest of the kingdom
it passed to the Romans, and from tliis time
shared the history of the rest of Asia Minor. For
the inscriptions, see Collitz, Griechische Dialekt
Inschriftcn, vol. i. (Gtittingen, 1884). Consult
also: Lanckoronski, Die Htiidte Pamphyliens und
Pisidiens (Vienna, 1890) ; Ramsay, Historical
Geograplii/ of Asia Minor (London, 1890).

PAMPLONA, pam-ph'/na (often called by
English writers PAMPELXJNA, pam'pe-loo'na )

.

The capital of the Province of Navarre (Navar-
ra), in Northern Spain, and in the Middle Ages
capital of the Kingdom of Navarre. It is situ-

ated on an eminence dominating the surrounding
plain among the foothills of the Pyrenees, 10

miles from the French frontier (Map: Spain, E
1 ) . It is a military station of the first class

and is surrounded by a circle of detached forts.

The streets in the old quarters are narrow, while

in the suburbs have sprung up many modern
houses lining broad and well-kept streets. The
city has three beautiful plazas, of which the
Plaza del Castillo, with its ai'cades flanked by the

edifice of the provincial deputation and the

simple modern theatre, is the best, and four

charming promenades and the park-like Foi-est

of Tijeria; while among the principal buildings

are the Gothic cathedral, begun in 1397, with a
Grseco-Roman facade, and the historic Sala

Preciosa, where formerly met the Cortes of Na-
varre; the ornate municipal palace, the vice-

regal palace, and the bull ring, capable of seating

8000 persons. The aqueduct of Noain, eight miles

long, for a portion of its course supported by 97

arches, furnishes the city with its water supply.

The town possesses also a large hospital, a pro-

vincial institute, normal schools, and a seminary.

The chief manufactures are linen, flour, soaps,

beverages, leather, and jiaper, and there are iron,

lead, and copper foundries. Population, in 1887,

26,663; in 1900, .30,609.

The name Pamplona is said to be derived from
PompeiopoUs (the city of Pompeius), though

this etymology is disputed. Being a fortified

frontier town, Pamplona has figured in the wars

with the French and also in the Carlist wars.

PAMUNKEY, pa-mun'ki. A former leading

tribe of tlie Powhatan confederacy (q.v. ) of

Virginia and one of the very few tribes of the

Atlantic Coast region of the United States which

have retained their organization. On the first col-

onization of Virginia in 1607 they were estimated

at nearly three hundred warriors, being the larg-

est tribe of the confederacy. Their most noted

chiefs were Opeehaneano '

(q.v.) , Totopotonioi,

and Queen Anne. The war begun under Opeehan-

eano in 1622 resulted in the destruction of

their town, which was burned by Governor Wyatt
in 1625, after a desperate battle in which he met
and defeated nearly 1000 Indians. A second ris-

Vol. XV.—19.

ing in 1044 ended a year later in the capture
and death of Opeehaneano and the disruption of
the confederacy, each tribe, including the Pa-
nuuikey, making a separate treaty of peace and
being assigned to a reservation held on condition
of the payment of an annual tribute. About the
year 16.")4 the Pamunkey suffered another terrible

loss in the death of their chief Totopotomoi with
nearly one hundred of his men, who had volun-
teered their services to the English to Tepel an
invasion of a hostile mountain tribe, t^ueen
Anne, the widow and successor of Totopotomoi,
maintained her friendship with the English, and
for her services in later Inilian wars wa> pre-
sented with a silver coronet by the English Gov-
ernment. In 1781 the Panuinkey occupied the
same reservation which they still hold, consisting
of a few lumdred acres in a liend of Panunikey
River, Here about 140 mixed-bloods still keep
the name and tribal organization under State
laws. They are all fishernuMi or hunters, making
a good living from their annual catch. They do
not vote or pay taxes, but still inesent the Gov-
ernor of ^irginia an annual tril)ute of game in

token of their former submission,

PAN (Lat., from Cik. ridj-, connected with Lat.
pasci, to feed, pastor, shepherd, Skt. pa. to

protect), A Greek god of herds and hunters,

pastures and forests. He seems to have l)een

originally the god of shepherds and goatherds,

while he is hut slightl.v conneited with neat cat-

tle, which formed a very uninqiortant part of the

wealth of the region where his cult grew up.

This was especially the mountainous district of

Arcadia, and the varied aspects of tlie god can
be easily referred to the wandering life of the

herdsmen, which led them from the lower pas-

tures and valleys up to the high mountains and
cooler regions in the summer. From this life

also is derived Pan's connection with the hunt

and fishing, as both are diversions of the

herdsman's life. He seems to have passed into a
war-god with the growth of the mercenary ser-

vice of the Arcadians, though from relatively

early times we hear of the Panic fear, which he

inspired. This seems derived from the appar-

ently causeless 'stampedes' of herds, often hurry-

ing them to destruction, and the observation that

similar frenzy seemed to seize an army at times

and drive it into mad rout. Pan is not mentioned

in the epic, and his worship seems to have spread

but gradually beyond Pelo]ionnesus. It was in-

troduced into Athens after the battle of Mara-

thon, when Pan was believed to have fulfilled a

promise to help the Athenians. A saiu'tuary in

a cave on the northwest side of the Acropolis was
then given to him, and many votive reliefs of Pan
and the nymphs attest his popularity. He was

also honored with annual sacrifices and a torch

race. Owing to the character of his cult, the

legends about Pan are largely local. He is called

the son of Zeus and Callisto and twin brother of

Areas; of Hermes and the daughter of Dryops. or

Penelope: or by later mythographers. who con-

nected the name with nay, "all.' as the son of

Penelope and all the suitors, A late Homeric

hymn tells of his birth, and how Hermes

carried him to Olympus, where he delighted

all the gods. Later philosophers, especially some

of the Stoics, transformed this divinity into

the great All-God, but this was never a general

belief. Pan's appearance was described in accord-
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ance with his nature. Goat's lejrs and horns, a

shaggy beard and hair, and goat like features

bespoke his origin, and this type is common in

art, though associated from the middle of the fifth

century B.C. with another, representing him as

a youth, whose animal nature is only marked by
short horns on the forehead. Hellenistic art also

introduced female Pans and child Pans, though
the Greek religion knew of but the one god. In

art he became attached especially to Dionysus,

perhaps on account of the satyrs. The artistic

type of Pan seems also to have contributed to the

development of the popular representations of the

Di'vil in the earlier Christian art.

PA'NA. A city in Christian County, 111.,

yy miles northeast of Saint Louis, ilo.. on the

Illinois Central, the Baltimore and Ohio South-
western, and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
and Saint Louis railroads (Map: Illinois, C 4).

It carries on considerable trade, and is largely

engaged in coal-mining. .Settled in 18.5.3, Pana
was incorjmrated by a special charter in 1867.

The govermiient is administered under a general
law of 1870, which provides for a mayor, elected

every two years, and a council. The city owns
and oi)erates the water-works. Population, in

ISilO, .5077; in 1000, .55.30.

PAN.a:TITJS, pane'shi-us (Lat., from Gk.
nayalrio!, I'linnitios) (C.185-C.112 B.C.). A
tircek Stoic philosopher, born at Rhodes. He
studied and taught in Athens, where La^lius

became his pupil. He went to Rome, and be-

came one of the literary circle patronized by the
younger Scipio; but it seems that he returned to

Athens several years Ix'fore his death. He be-

longed to the Middle (or eclectic) Stoa, borrow-
ing much from Plato and Aristotle; and his

great work on moral obligation was the basis of

Cicero's De Ofpciis. Consult: Van Lynden, De
Pamrtio lihoilio (Leyden, 1802), and Fowler,
PfDifriii FriKjmcnta (1885).

PANAMA, pa'na-mil'. A department of Co-
lombia. .South America, bounded by the Caribbean
Sea on the north, the Colombian department of

Cauca on the east, the Pacific on tlie south, and
Costa Rica on the west (Map: Colombia. B 2).
Its area is .31.571 square miles. The department
is only sparsely settled, and the population in
the cities is supported chiefly by the inter-

oceanic commerce. Agriculture is in a backward
state, hut stock-raising is becoming important.
The commerce has greatly increased since the
opening of the Panama Railway, connecting Pan-
ama, the capital, with Colon. The population
was estimated at 285,000 in 180G. Consult:
Peratta, Costa Rica, yicuragua y Panama
(Madrid, 1883); Reclus, Panama et Darien
(Paris, 1881).

PANAMA. The capital of the Department of
Panama, Colombia, situated at the head of the
Bay of Panama, on the south shore of the Isth-
mus. It is at the southern terminus of the
Panama Railroad and of the canal route (Map:
Colombia. B 2). Though its streets are
narrow, the town is well built, and has a large
cathedral, a .lesuit college, several couAents. a
modern hotel, and a hospital, built by the Canal
Company. The inhabitants are supported almost
wholly by the inter-oceanic transit trade. and,since
the definite proposal of the United States Govern-
ment to complete the Panama Canal (q.v. ),the

imijortance of the town has been much enhanced.
The harbor of the town itself is shallow, and large
boats formerly had to anchor seven miles from
the landing ]ilace. Iji-ing loaded and unloaded by
means of small steanjers and lighters. In 1898,
however, a new wharf 1000 feet long and acces-

sible for large steamers was coni])leted at the
canal terminus. The population of the city is

about 2.5,000. Panama was founded in 1519 by
I'cdro Diivila, being the first town founded by
Europeans on the American continent. During
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it was
the chief port for the Spanish trade in the Pacific.

In the nineteenth centuiy its couunerce declined,

but received a new impetus by the completion of

the Panama Railroad in 18.55. It has often suf-

fered from ci\il wars.

PANAMA, LsTHMLS OF. A narrow strip of

land extending between the southern end of the

active volcanic region of Central America and
the northern termination of the Andes (Map:
Central America, G ti). Its outline is that of a
gentle arc stretching in an east and west direc-

tion, its limit on the east being the Atrato River,

and on the west the southeastern boundary of

Costa Rica. In a broad sense much of major
Central America is included in this Isthmian
region, but the expression is commonly confined

to the limits of country here indicated, extending
between the meridians of 79° and 83° W. longi-

tude, or about 415 .statute miles. Its average
width is nearly 70 miles, which is reduced to 31

miles between the bays of Panama and San Bias.

There is no well-defined coastal plain, though
occasional stretches of beach, as at Panama, are

exposed at low tide, but their continuity is in-

terrupted by abrupt cliffs and mountains front-

ing on the sea. The surface of the greater part

of the Isthmus consi.sts of low mountains and
hills covered with dense forests. These elevations

are not arranged in systematic chains or ridges,

but are very irregularly distributed. Only in the

extreme west and in the neighborhood of San
Bias are there mountains of systematic arrange-

ment. With these exceptions the topogiaphy con-

sists of hills fi'om 200 to 1.500 feet in height,

separated by drainage valleys that are cut down
almost to sea level. There arc, however, a few
small areas of nearly level tieeless upland, as

from the mouth of the Bayano River to the Costa
Rican boundary on the Pacific side. The region
assumes the character of lofty mountains in its

western section, where also are foimd a number
of towering and seemingly extinct volcanoes
(Chiriqui, Pico Blanco, both over 11,000 feet in

height )

.

There is no well-defined water parting. The
drainage is about equally divided between the
two oceans. The .streams are of great age, and
the larger rivers, receiving the waters of many
branches, ii.sually reach sea level .so far inland
that they become tidal rivers, sometimes at a
distance nearly half way across the Isthmus. The
Atrato, rising in Colombia about latitude 4° N.,

flows nearly 600 miles almost due north into the
Gulf of Darien, with a fall of less than one foot

to the mile. The Tuyra drains most of the

country west of the Atrato as far as the Gulf of

Panama and empties into the Pacific. This is

the largest drainage basin of the Isthmus.
Farther westward the Bayano. with many tribu-
taries, drains the central part of the Isthmus. It
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is succeeded farther west by the drainage of the

Chagres Basin, whose waters are carried to the
Caribbean, though the basin extends nearly to the

Pacitic. From the Chagres to the Costa Kican
border, the drainage consists of less complicated

streams rising nearer the central or axial line

and Howing into either ocean. Thus the drainage

of the eastern or larger part of the Isthmus is

complex and reaches the sea by concentrating

into three principal channels, while to the west-

ward it is simple.

Among the hills covering the Isthmus are a
number of natural passes which afford the easiest

routes between the two seas. These passes are:

Culebra (287 feet); Atrato-Sucubti (.583 feet);

Atrato-Xapipi (778); Caledonia (1003); San
Bias (1142); and Atrato-JIorte (1143).

The mean annual temperature, 78° to 80° F.,

is somewhat higher on the Atlantic coast, owing
to the warmer waters of the Caribbean. The
extreme annual range of temperature rarely ex-

ceeds 30% the limits being 65° and 115° or 100°.

The entire region is under the influence of the

northeast trades between December and April, and
in the remainder of the year these air currents are
replaced by southeasterly winds. The rainfall is

verj' heavy, and the climate is very unhealthful.

The whole region is covered with a jungle of

grasses, sedges, wild plantains, and trees char-

acteristic of the lower lands of the Caribbean.

Owing to less copious rainfall, vegetation is less

exuberant on the Pacific than on the Atlantic

side. The oceanic fauna on the Caribbean side

differs greatly from that on the Pacific side, and
even the land animals differ in the same way, to

some extent.

The general level of the Isthmus has been enor-

mously lowered by long continued erosion. The
surface is rapidly approaching base level. An-
tiquity is stamped upon every form. The igneous

rocks are now exposed by erosion. But the vol-

canic fires which still persist eastward in the

Andes and westward in Central America have
long ceased to exist in the Isthmus. There is no

evidence that the oceans have ever communi-
cated across the Isthmian regions since Tertiary

times. If the Isthmus could be lowered 300 feet

at present the waters of the two oceans would
commingle through the low Culebra Pass.

Most of the inhabitants are a mixed people of

Spanish. Indian, and negro origin. Some of the

aborigines, however, as the Guavmi and Chocos,

have preserved their physical type, customs, and
speech. The Isthmus is thinly peopled and has

no very important towns except the ports of

Panama and Colon, the termini of the Panama
Railroad and of the proposed Panama Canal.

Politically the Isthmus proper forms the Panama
department of the Republic of Colombia. In other

respects, however, it has small relations with the

Republic. Its ports are not used in the com-

merce of the rest of Colombia ; there is very little

trade between the Isthmus and the other depart-

ments, and its railroad is merely a means of

transport for the commerce (duty free) of other

nations. The most complete treatment of the

geographic and geologic aspects of the Isthmus is

contained in Hill, "The Geological History of the

Isthmus of Panama and Portions of Costa Rica,"

BuUetin of Museum of Comparative ZoUlogrj at

Harvard Uyiiversity. vol. xxviii., No. .t (Cam-
bridge, 1903) ; and of the Isthmus in all its fea-

tures in Reclus, Tin- Earth and Its Jnhabitanti,
Xorth America, vol. ii. (New York, 1893).
PANAMA CANAL. The projected ship

canal across the Isthmus of Panama, connecting
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The first project
for the construction of such a canal to result in
the actual beginning of the work grew out of a
concession granted by the Government of Colom-
bia to Lieut. Lucien X. B. Wyse and others in
Ala}', 1878, giving to them the exclusive privi-

lege, for 99 years, of constructing and operating
a canal across the territory of the Kepublic
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. An
international congress of 13.5 delegates, mostly
engineers, 11 being from the Cnited States, was
held at Paris in May, 1879, under the auspices
of Ferdinand de Lesseps, who had been induced
to assume the leadership in the undertaking, and
after a session of two weeks decided that the
route for the canal should be across the Isthmus
of Panama, between the cities of C'olOn and
Panama, and that the canal should be a sea-

level one and without locks. For the purpose of

construction the Panama Canal Company, odi-

cially known as the 'Compagnie Universelle du
Canal Inter-oceanique de Panama,' was organized
under the laws of France with Lesseps as
president. It purchased the Wj'se concessiim for

10,000,000 francs, and at once entered upon the
task of surveying the route and doing other pre-

liminary work. The plan adopted provided for

a sea-level canal 29.5 feet in depth, with a

bottom width of 72 feet, involving an excavation

of 157,000.000 cubic yards of earth and rock. The
estimated cost of construction, as calculated by
Lesseps, was $127,000,000, and the time required

was estimated at eight years, both of which
estimates were considerably under those made
by the International Congress. Work was begun
in 1881, but in a short lime it became evident
that the undertaking involved ditliculties which
had not been foreseen, and that the estimates

were absurdly low. In order to obtain additional

funds and to retain the confidence of the French
public, bribery on an almost unprecedented scale

was resorted to, prominent newspapers were sub-

sidized, and a number of members of the French
Chamber of Deputies were corrupted. In 1892

many of the transactions of the company or its

agents became known to the public, and the dis-

closures, implicating a number of the most prom-

inent men in France, gave rise to perhaps the

greatest financial scandal in French history. The
company was declared to be bankrupt, and it

was found, on examination, that up to this time-

1.300,000,000 francs had been expended: that the

assets of the company amounted to only 7l>0,000,-

000 francs, and that only a small part of the

work had been done. The compai\y was dissolved

by the French courts and a receiver was ap-

pointed to take charge of its affairs. The receiver

was authorized to cede to any new company all

or a part of the assets and to borrow money and

make contracts with a view to completing the

work of construction. He asked for and received

from the Government of Colombia three sue-

ces,sive extensions of time within which the

canal was to be completed and put into o|H'ration.

The last extension gave the promoters imtil 1910

to complete the work. The receiver finally suc-

ceeded in October. 1804. in organizing the new

Panama Companv, with a capital stock of (!50,000

shares of 100 francs each (about .$13,000,000),
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the Government of Colombia subscribing for

50,000 i-baies. The property and assets of the

old Panama Company were now transferred to the

new Panama Company. ^Vn international tech-

nical commission composed ot ten eminent en-

gineers, representing the United States, Great

Britain, Germany, and France, was appointed to

investigate the subject, and in November, 1899,

reported unanimously in favor of the feasibility

and practicability of completing the canal. They
reported that the canal was already two-fifths

completed, that not more than $102,400,000

would be needed to finish the work, and that the

time need not exceed ten years. The work of

construction was then resumed on a small scale.

Up to June 30, 1899, the new company had ex-

pended about $8,000,000 and had excavated about

5,000,000 cubic yards of earth.

In 1899 President McKinlcy was authorized to

appoint a commission of eminent engineers and
other persons to investigate the whole question

of canal possibilities on the Isthmus from Nic-

aragua to Colombia. After an exhaustive investi-

gation the commission reported in favor of the

Nicaragua route, chietiv on financial grounds, but
upon tiie offer of the Panama Canal Company to

sell its propertv and franchises to the Inited
States for $40,000,000, its value as estimated by

the commission, the commission made a supple-

mentary report advocating the acceptance of the

offer and the completion of the unfinished canal by
way of Panama. In Congress discussion of the re-

spective advantages of the Panama and Nicaragua
routes was long and earnest, finally ending in

June, 1902. by the enactment of a law autliori/.ing

the President of the United States to purcliase the

property and franchises of the Panama Canal
Company for .$40,000,000, provided a satisfacton"

title could be secured, and further authorizing
the Seeretarv of War in that event to construct

the canal at a cost not to exceed $1.30.000.000.

Negotiations were at once entered upon witli the

Republic of Colombia to secure the necessary con-

cessions, and a thorough investigation was begun
to ascertain the character of the legal title of

the Panama Company to the property which it

proposed to sell. Upon investigation it was
found that the company had a valid title, and on
February 16, 1903. the Government of the United
States formally accepted the offer of the company
to sell its rights and property for $40,000,000,

subject to the ratification of the treaty with
Colombia then pending before the Senate. This
treaty had been concluded after a long negotia-

tion between the two governments, lasting

through a period of six months, the delay being
caused by disagreement of the two governments
as to the price to be paid for the concession. In
.lanuary. 1903, the treaty was laid before the
Senate for ratification, but on account of oppo-
sition of a few Senators, under the leadership of

Morgan, of Alabama, who favored the Nicaragua
route, the Fifty-seventh Congress closed without
action on it. An extra session of the Senate was
called to meet on March .5th. and after two
weeks of debate the treaty was ratified on March
18th by a vote of 73 to 5. The treaty provides
that the United States shall pay to the Rep\iblio

of Colombia the sum of $10,000,000 in gold in

cash for the concessions, to be paid upon the
exchange of ratifications, and an annuity of

$2.50,000. beginning nine years after the date of

ratification, the latter sum being a compromise

between the $000,000 demanded by Colombia and
the $100,000 offered by the United Slates. Tlie

concession authorizes the new Panama Company
to transfer to the United States all its property
and franchises, including the J'anama Railroad.

The lease is for 100 years, with the privilege of

perpetual renewal. The treaty further provides

that the territory comprising the canal zone shall

be neutral and under the guarantee of both gov-

ernments. If it should become necessary at any
time to employ armed forces to maintain the

safety of the canal or insure its public use, the

Republic of Colombia agrees to provide the neces-

sary troops. Provision is made for a joint Amer-
ican and Colombian commi.ssion to establish and
enforce sanitary and police reg^ilations. Colom-
bia agrees not to cede or lease any territorj' to

any foreign power within certain limits for coal-

ing stations, fortifications, etc., that might inter-

fere with the construction, protection, safety, and
free use of the canal, and the United States
agrees to support Colombia in preventing the
occupation of any such territoiy. Panama and
Colon are to be free ports for vessels and goods
intended to pass through the canal, which, it is

agreed, shall be open for traffic within fourteen
years, unless the United States should determine
to make the canal a sea-level enterprise, in whidi
event the time is to be extended ten years longer.

In the summer of 1903 the treaty was before the
Colombian Government for ratification. Already
by the Hay-Pauncefote treaty (q.v. ) of Novem-
ber, 1901, superseding the Clayton-Bulwer treaty

(
q.v. ) , the sole right of the United States to

construct, maintain, and police the canal was
conceded by Great Britain, which power at the

same time withdrew its claim to a joint guaranty
of the neutrality of the canal upon the agreement
of the United States to accept substantially the

rules now governing the free navigation of the

Suez Canal.

The principal advantages claimed for the Pan-
ama route are: First, the existence of excellent

natural harbors at both termini of the propo.sed

canal and the existence of a line of railroad

across tlie Isthmus, which will make it practica-

ble to begin work without delay; second, the
estimated annual cost of operating the Panama
Canal will be $1,300,000 less than the corre-

sponding charges for the Nicaragua Canal ; third,

the Panama route is 134.57 miles shorter in

length than the Nicaragua route, ha.s less summit
elevation, will have fewer locks. 26.44 miles less

curvature, and will require but twelve hours
time for a deep-draught vessel to pass through,

whereas it would require 33 hours in the case

of the Nicaragua Canal. The estimated time
for constructing the Nicaragua Canal is about
six years, the cut through the divide we.st of

the lake consuming about four years. The time
estimated for completing the Panama Canal is

eight years, the excavation through the Culebra
section (43.000,000 cubic yards of hard clay)

being the greatest obstacle. Tlie estimated cost of

constructing the two canals, including the $40.-

000,000 to be paid the new Panama Company for

its property and concessions, but excluding the

cost of acquiring concessions from tlie govern-

ments concerned, is $189,000,000 for the Nic-

aragua Canal and $184,000,000 for the Panama
Canal. Finally, the remoteness of active vol-

canoes and the less likelihood of injury from
earthquakes is an advantage commonly claimed
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for the Panama route. Among the disadvantages
charged to the route are the (assumed) compara-
tive unhealthfulness of the climate, which, it is

thought, might impede the work of construction,
and the remoteness of the Panama route as com-
pared with the Nicaragua rou{e from tlie high-
ways of commerce between the Pacific and AtUxn-
tic coasts of tlie United States. On the other
hand, the Panama route gives the direct short
course to the Pacific ports of South America.

Consult: The lieport of the United States
Inthiniuit. Canal Voinmissiun, ISO'J-l'Ml (Wash-
ington, 1901 ) ; The Sew Panama Canal Compani/
(official publication) (New York, 1809) ; and
Canal (le Panama, rapport <lc la commission
(Paris, 1899).
Consult also the authorities cited inider Xic-

AK.VGU.\ C'.\NAL.

PANAMA CONGRESS. A congress of dele-

gates respresenting various nations of America,
which met at Panama in June, 1826, for the con-

sideration of questions of common interest. Soon
after tlie establishment of the independence of

the South and Central American republics and
of ilexico, a movement, largely under the direc-

tion of Simon Bolivar (q.v. ), President of Co-
lombia, was set on foot for the organization of

an American Confederacy. In 1823 Bolivar in-

vited the governments of Mexico, Peru, Buenos
Ayres, and Chile to send to Panama delegates

empowered to take such action: but Buenos
Ayres and Chile held back, and in December,
1824, Bolivar sent a circular letter to all the

Spanish-American republics, proposing that each
appoint representatives to assemble immediately
at Panama. This invitation was promptly ac-

cepted by Jfexico, Peru, Chile, and Guatemala,
and in November, 1825, the ministers of Jlexico,

Colombia, and Guatemala at Washington for-

mally invited the United States to send dele-

gates to the proposed congress, stating in a gen-

eral way the questions which would be brought
up for discussion. President Adams, influenced

largely by Henry Claj', then Secretary of State,

proniptly accepted the invitation and in his an-

nual message to Congress stated that "'ministers

will be commissioned to attend," This was the
signal for one of the most animated debates in

the history of the United States Congress, op-

position being aroused particularly by the fear
of "entangling alliances,' by the proposed discus-
sion of the recognition of Haiti, tlie suppression
of the slave trade, and the liberation fniiu Span-
ish rule of Cuba and Porto Rico, and to some
extent by the reluctance on the part of many to

commit the United States to the policy enunci-
ated in the 'Jlonroe Doctrine,' Finally, however,
Adams's appointment of two envoys extraordi-

nary, Richartf C. Anderson and ,Tohn Sergeant,
was ratified by the Senate, and an ajipropriation

for the mission was voted in the House. The con-

gress met on .Tune 22. 1826. Colombia, Central
America. Peru, and Mexico being represented.
Chile, Brazil, and Buenos .\yres approved of the
congress, but did not send delegates. After hold-

ing ten sessions and agreeing to a treaty of per-

petual union for defense against Spain, the con-

gress adjourned to meet again at Tacuhaya,
Mexico, in the following year. The treaty of

union was subsequently ratified only by Colom-
bia. The United States was not represented,
Anderson having died on the way to Panama,
and Sergeant not reaching that place until after
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The meeting at
the congress had adjourned.
Tacubaya was never held.

PANAMA HATS. Hats made from the im-
jnalure unexpandcd h-aves of the stcmless screw-
pine {Vurludorica palmata), a native of Central
America and Colombia. After special treatment
to remove the soft parts of the leaf, the fibre
is soaked to render it pliable, and the weaving
IS done under water. The hats most valued are
made fr<jm single leaves.

PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS. After the
failinv .,f thi' I'aiiiiiria r,,M-n-s>. 1„.1,| i„ 1S2(!
for the purpose of taking measures looking
toward a close union among the American
republics for the furtherance of their coinmon
welfare, various efforts followed at intervals to
bring together a congress of all the American
States with a view to a more lengthy and earnest
discussion of the imijortant questions of com-
mon interest to the republics of America. Fi-
nally in 18-17 a congress representing five South
American republics was held at Lima and re-
sulted in treaties of confederation and of com-
merce and navigation, a consular convention, and
a jiostal treaty. Again in 1804 a congress of
delegates representing .seven South American re-
publics and one Central American State was held
at Lima for the purpose of forming a Latin-
American I'nion. The sessions were secret and
its work was without substantial result. In
1878 a third congress was held at Lima and
consisted of representatives from seven South
American States and the island of Cuba. Treaties
of international law and extradition were pre-
pared and afterward ratified by Guatemala and
Uruguay. In 1881 the governments of the Central
States i.ssued invitations for a congress of Amer-
ican republics, to be held at Washington, D, C,
in November, 1882, for the purpose of ""eonsider-

ing and discussing the methods of preventing war
between the nations of America," but, on account
of the war between Chile. Bolivia, and Peru and
the failure of Congress to make the necessary
appropriations, the invitations were withdrawn.
Finally on October 2, 1889, a congress represent-
ing every American republic except Santo Do-

mingo met at Washington under the Presidi-twy

of Mr. Blaine. The congress remained in session

till April 21st. Its work consisted of a number of

recommendations, few of which were ever adopted

by the governments interested. The principal of

these related to the free navigation of .\meriean

rivers, a uniform system of weights and meas-
ures throughout America, a uniform standard of

value, and a common silver coin, an international
banking system, uniform extradition treaties,

reciprocity, uniform consular fees, harbor fees

and regulations, uniform sanitary regulations,

and the establishment of a Bureau of Informa-
tion for the dissemination of intelligence concern-

ing the commerce an<l resounes of the .\nieri<;in

republics. In December, I89!l. the Goveniiiient of

the United States suggested the holding of an-

other congress, and upon the invitation of the

Government of ilexico the City of Mexico was
chosen for the place of meeting, and the date set

was October 22, 1901. Eventually the govern-

ments of all the American republics accepted the

invitation and the congress met on the date ap-

pointed. It was in session until January 31,

1902, a part of the time being spent in visiting

places of interest in Mexico, The work of Hie
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congress consisted of a number of protocols,

treaties, conventions, resolutions, and recommen-
dations. The more ini|)ortant of these were a
l)rolocol of adhesion to tlie Hague Convention for

the settlement of international disputes: a treaty

of compulsory arbitration signed by 10 delega-

tions, and resolutions favoring const ruction of a

pan-.\merican railway; an international customs
congress for international sanitation, collection,

and publication of statistics relative to American
tradf and rcscnirces.

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION. An ex-

position held in Buli'alo. N. V., from May 1, to

Xovend)er 2, I'JOl. It had for its puri)ose the

illustration of the progress of civilization in tlie

Western llemispliere during the nineteenth cen-

tury, and was originally phmned for 18118, but
the war with Spain intervened and the enter-

prise was deferred tuitil 1001. A site in the

northern ])art of Buffalo, covering an area of 350
acres and within three miles of the business
centre of the city, was chosen. A formal ground
plan introducing architecture, sculpture, and
painting was early adopted, and it was agreed

that the style of architecture should be a free

adaptation of the Spanish Renaissance, that
abrupt roofs with overhanging eaves should be
used in |ireferenee to ilat roofs with cornices and
balustrades, that color and decorative sculpture
shoidd be introduced freely in the treatment of

tlie buildings, and that the appearance of the

exposition should be as gay and festive as possi-

ble. The buildings were arranged around a
broad court having the form of an inverted T
witli its broad end to the south, where an ap-
proach was made over a triumplial causeway.
From this on the east towaid the north were
the grou|) (it (Government l)uildings, the Ktbnol-
og>- Building, the liuildings of ilanufactures and
Liberal Arts, and Agrictdture. while on the west
side were the buildings of Electricity. JIachinery,
and Transportation, Temple of Music, and Hor-
ticulture, with its two wings, one of which was
devoted to exhibits in graphic arts and the other
to exhibits of mining. .\t the north end of the
court tlius formed, and balancing the Triumphal
Causeway, was tlie Electric Tower. In addition
to the foregoing, tliere were two iiermanent
buildings, one of which, constnu-ted of white
marble and bricks, served as an art building,
and is now the home of the Bufl'alo Fine Arts
Academy, and the Xew York State Building, of
white marble, which now contains the collections
of the Buffalo Historical Society. The color
scheme was designed and directed by Mr. C.
y. Turner, who chose as the underlying theme
the fierce struggle of man to overcome the ele-

ments. Accordingly, the buildings on tlie east
were arranged to represent man and his affairs,

or that wliich man had gained after long years of
strife with the elements, while those on the west
rejiresented the elements themselves. The strug-
gle was denoted by heavy, deep coloring of red,

blue, green, and gold, which graduated gently
but firmly into tints, until the Electric Tower
was reached, where the prevalent tone was a deep
green, as near the color of Lake Erie as it was
possible to attain. The tower, which had sculp-

ture work on the four corners, itself was of a
light ivory color, and was tinted with blue,
green, and gold, which grew fainter as the top
was reached, terminating in a gilt figure of the
Goddess of Light. The color treatment gained

for the Exposition the name of the Rainbow City,

or the Tinted City. The sculpture was likewise
harmonized with the general plan, and was under
the direction of i\lr. Karl Bitter. At the en-
trance of the Exposition, the Triumphal Cause-
^^•ay, which was jierhaps the most ornate feature,
rejiresented the apotheosis of the United States,
an allegorization of national pride, while the
Electric Tower at the other end symbolized the
great waters, suggesting that the importance,
growth, and prosperity of Buffalo were due
chiefly to the Great Lake .sjstem and waterways
on which it was located. On the east side of the
Esplanade the most conspicuous work was the
Fountain of Man, b_y Mr. Charles (irady; while
on the west side, which was devoted to Nature,
tliere was placed the Fountain of Nature, by Mr.
George Brewster. All of the sculpture was in
white staff. The exhibits were examined by a
jury of awards, and upward of 4000 awards of

gold, silver, and bronze medals, and honorable
mentions, were made. The total attendance was
given as 8.179.674. The total cost of the Exposi-
tion was $8,860,757. and the total reccijits were
$5,534,643, leaving a deficit of ,$3,326,114. On
September 6th President William McKinley
(q.v. ) was shot down by an assassin while hold-
ing a public reception in the Temple of Music,
and he died eight days later at the house of John
.J. Milburn, the president of the Exposition.

PANARD, pa'niir', Charles Fran(;ois ( 1694-

1765). A French song-writer, born at Courville,

near Chartres. He went to Paris in early life,

and was employed in the Government bureau for
many years. Panard was an industrious writer
of vaudeville and song, and his works in this

line number more than eight hundred. His
satire was never bitter, and his luuuor never
coarse, while there was in all he wrote an in-

sinuating grace and gaycty. Marniontel gives an
attractive picture of him in his Mcmoirrs. Par-
tial collections of his works were made under
the titles Theatre et rruvrex diverses { 1764) and
(Eiivres choisies de Panard (1803).

PANAS, pa'nii'. Piiotinos (18.32-1903). A
French surgeon and ophthalmologist. He was
born in Cejilialonia, and studied medicine at
Corfu and in Paris, where he was naturalized
in 1863. After service in various other hospitals
he became surgeon to the Hotel Dieu in 1877.
Two years afterwards he was appointed professor
of clinical ophthalmology in the Ecole de Mede-
cine. In general surgery Panas won some repu-
tation by his services in the Franco-Prussian
War, through his introduction ' of Lister's
methods into France, and by his pioneer work as
a successful operator in ovariotomy. But he was
better known for his ophthalmological work, and
it is in this field that he wrote: Legons sur le

stnibistne (1873 and 1893); Legons sur les

Icrdtites (1876) ; Sur les affections de Vappnreil
laerymal (1877); Anatomic patholopiqiie de
I'reil (1879, with Remy) ; .S'wr le glaueome et les

neoplasmes intrriociilaircs {\S^3) ; Traite eom-
plet des mnlndirs des yeux (1804) ; and Lcgons
de cliniqiie ojihthnlniolofiif/iie (1890).

PAN'ATHENiE'A (Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
Tlauad-^fma., Paiintlii'naia, from iras, pas. all +
' kdifvri, Athene. Athena). The most famous fes-

tival of Attica, celebrated at Athens in honor of
Athena, patron goddess of the city. Two festi-

vals were distinguished. The Lesser was annual,
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and its origin was attributed to King Erich-

thonius, though Theseus was said to have
changed the name from Atliena;a to Panathena?a
in commemoration of the union of the Attic com-
munities into a single State. It was celebrated

by a solemn procession to the Acropolis, a sacri-

fice and public feast, and was preceded by an even-

ing torch-race. Probably gymnastic contests and
chariot-races were also held. Like the Lesser,

the Greater Panathenaea was held on the 28th

of the first month of the Attic year, Hecatombicon
(appro.ximately July). Its establishment was
attributed to the tyrant Pisistratus in B.C. 566.

The celebration occurred in the third year of

each Olympiad, and reached its culmination in

the great procession whicli escorted to the Acrop-

olis the sacred pepliis of Athena. The peplus

was a crocus-colored mantle, embroidered by
chosen women of noble blood, with scenes from the

contest of the gods and giants. At least as early

as the end of the third century it was carried

spread from the yard and mast of a ship on
wheels. The procession included representatives

of all tlie free population, the magistrates, old

men with olive branches in their hands, maidens
with the sacred utensils, the metics or resident

foreigners with the vessels for the sacrifices, the

cavalry, the chariots from the games, the animals
for sacrifice, and all the other elements which
were depicted by Phidias on the frieze of the Par-

thenon. The five days before the offering were
filled with contests of various kinds. Rhapsodists
contended in recitations of the epic poems, and
there were also musical contests. There were
prizes for pyrrhic and cyclic choruses and the

ten tribes presented in competition bands of old

men chosen for their beauty and strength. There

were the usual athletic contests for boys, youths,

and grown men. seemingly in great num-
bers, but the chief feature of these games was the

number of the horse-races, which included, not

merely the usual chariot-races with spans and
four horses, but also a special variety, in which
each chariot contained, besides the driver, an

armed runner, who, as the chariot crossed the

finish line, sprang from the moving car and
ran back the length of the stadium. The last

contest was a race of triremes off the Pirseus. For

the musical contests the prizes were crowns of

gold and silver and money, for the choruses an
ox for sacrifice, and for the athletic games vases

filled with oil from the sacred olive-trees. Many
of these vases have been found, all similar in

style, showing on one side Athena brandishing

her lance, between two columns, and on the

other a scene from the sport for which the vase

was a prize. Consult: Michaelis, Der Parthenon

(Lei|)zig. 1871): Mommsen, Fesle iler Htndt

Athrit im AUerlhum. (ib., 1898).

PANAX. A genus of plants. See Aralia;
GiN.SENG.

PANAY, p:\-ni'. One of the Philiiipine Isl-

ands, the westernmost of the Visayan group. It

lies nearly in the geographical centre of the

archipelago, and is bounded on the north by the

Visayan Sea, on the east and southeast by the

Strait of Guimaras, from 9 to .'56 miles wide,

separating Panay from Xegros. and on the west

by the arm of the Sulu Sea known as the Min-

doro Sea, which on the northwest separates Pa-

nay from Mindoro (Map: Philippine Islands,

G8).

Panay ranks fifth in size among the Philip-
pine Islands. Its area is 47.52 .square miles, and
with the 118 dependent islands, bW-i .square
miles, the mainland being thus somewhat larger
than the island of Corsica. It is broadly tri-

angular in shape. Its southern and western
coasts are very little indented, and afford no
harbors except open roadsteads. On the north-
east and east coasts, however, there are numer-
ous small bays and sounds with anchorages, shel-
tered by the adjacent islets. The best harbor
is at Iloilo, on the strait of that name separating
the island of Guimaras from the mainland.
Guimaras, the principal dependent island of
Panay, has an area of 243 square miles, and
lies in the narrowest part of the channel be-
tween Panay and Negros.

The centre of Panay is the nucleus of its

mountain system, which consists of tlirec prin-
cipal mountain ranges radiating from that point
to the three corners of tlie triangular island.

These ranges divide the island politically into
its three provinces, and liydrographically into
its three main drainage basins, tliat of the Panay
River in the north, the Jalaur in the south-
east, and the Cadian in the west. These dividing
ranges are very rugged and almost insurmount-
able. Tliev have a number of peaks exceeding
3000 and "4000 feet, several above 5000, and
Mount Madiaas in the northwestern range has
a height of 7204 feet. In each of the three basins
the land descends gradually to the sea. The
southeastern slope is gently undulating, while
the western and northern are more rugged, with

a number of outlying peaks. Extensive forests

cover the uplands, ami the lower slopes, espe-

cially in the southeast, have a pleasant park-like

aspect. The soil is everywhere ferlile and well

watered ; besides the three rivers mentioned there

are many smaller streams (lowing through every

part of the island. For climate and natural

history, see the article on the Philippine Isl-

ands.

As in the rest of the archipelago, the chief oc-

cupation is agriculture, and the staple products

are rice, sugar, and copra. The shipment of

sugar through the port of Iloilo in 18',(',>

amounted to 77,641 tons, and that of copra to

036 tons. Under onlinary conditions, however,

as shown by the figures for 1892 ( 177.467 tons of

sugar), the export will be more than twice as

great. Other agricultural products are cotton,

hemp, corn, coffee, tobacco, cacao, indigo, and
pepj)er. There are large areas of fine grazing

land in Panay, especially in Iloilo Province. Be-

fore the war witli Spain there were more than

200,000 head of live stock on the island, con-

sisting chietly of carabaos, sheep, and horses, the

latter being highly prized throughout the archi-

l)elago. Tlie mineral wealth has not yet been ex-

ploited, but there are known to be deposits of

iron, gvpsum, coal, and marble, while gold has

been found in various localities. The manu-
facturing industry yields products in sufficient

quantity for export." There are numerous looms

in operation producing fabrics of pineapple fibre,

jusi. sinamay, silk, cotton, and hemp. Coast-

ing trade and conunerce with the rest of the

archipelago through the port of Iloilo are also

very active.

The natives of Panay offered a spirited resist-

ance to the authority of the United States fron\

the beginning of the insurrection. The town of
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Iloilo was occupied and garrisoned by United

folates troops on February 11, 1899, but the in-

surgents practically held the whole interior of

the island until the beginning of active oi^erations

iu the fall of 1900. The insurgents were then

dispersed and driven to the mountains after a

nwndior of sharp engagements. The surrender of

Cieneral Delgado in .January, 1901, followed by
that of other influential leaders, practically

accomplished the ])acification of the island, and
on April 13, 1901, civil government was inau-

gurated. Under the Spanish rule the island was
divided into the three provinces of Antique in

the west, Cfipiz in the north, and lloilo in the
southeast, and the Connnandancia of Concepcion
in tlie northeast. The last is now incorporated

with the Province of lloilo. The pojiulation of

Antique was estimated in 1901 at 11,5,434, that
of Capiz at 224.000, and of lloilo 404,444, giving

a total for the whole island of 801,878. The in-

habitants are nearly all Visayans, there being
only a few thousand savage Mimdos and Negritos
in the mountains. The capitals are San JosO de
Buenavista (q.v. ) in Antique and CTipiz (q.v.)

and lloilo (q.v.) in the provinces of those names.

PANAY. A town of Panay, Philippines, in

the Province of C'flpiz, situated aboiit three miles
.southeast of Clpiz (Map: Philippine Islands,

G 8). Population, 1.5,500.

PANCATANTKA, or PANCHATANTRA,
))an'i-lia-tan'tr:i (Skt., five tlircads. or hooks).
The most important collection of Sanskrit beast-

fables. Its date is uncertain, but is probably
as old as the fifth century A.u., since it was
translated into Pahlavi in the sixth century by
Barzoi. the Court physician of the Sassanian
King Khosru Anushirvan (531-.579). The Pan-
catantra is almost certainly drawn from Bud-
dhistic sources. Its analogies with the .Jatakas
(q.v.), or birth stories of the Buchlha. are too
close to admit of any other explanation than di-

rect borrowing. Tluis the mingling of max-
ims in verse with the prose story and tlie simi-
larity of the beast-fables of the Sanskrit work
to many of the jatakri tales arc resemblances
both striking and significant. On the other hand,
the original Buddhism of the Pancatantra has
been modified and given a veneer of Brah-
manism by the later redactors of the collec-

tion, who exercised whatever \vas anti-Brah-
manistic in spirit. The outline of the collec-

tion is a simple one. Amara.sakti, King of Ma-
hilaropya. a city of the south (perhaps the
Maliarpha of Ptolemy, and the modern Mayila-
pur near ^Madras), had three idle and stupid
sons. On the advice of his minister Sumati, he
requested an aged Brahman, Vislmusannan, to
teach these youths and make them princes indeed.
The sage promised to achieve this result within
six months, and, to-inculcate in them moral prin-
ciples, he wrote the Pancatantra. After the young
men had read this work, they became, within the
six months' space, all that Amarasakti could de-

sire. Tlie Pancatantra itself is divided, as its

name implies, into five books. The first of these,
the Mitrahheda or Separation of FrieniU. tells

how two jackals. Karataka and Damanaka
(whence is derived the title of the Syriac ver-
sion, Kalila and Dinina), bring together a lion,

Pingalaka, and a bull, Sanjivaka. Damanaka,
however, soon feels himself neglected, and, by
telling the lion and the bull alike that eaeii

is ]dotting against the other, he causes the death
of both, and, as the lion's prime minister, be-

comes the gainer by his craft. The secon(rbook,
called the Mitrajiraiilil^a. or Acijiiisltion of
Friciulfi, deals with the friendship of a crow,
Laf;hupatanaka, a mouse, Hiranyaka, a tortoise,

-Mantharaka, and a deer, Citranga, and sets forth

the value and advantage of true friendship. The
third book, the K6k0lukh)a , or (Book of) the

Crons and Oicis, is designed to show the im-

possibility of real friendship between those who
are natural enemies, as were Mcghavarna, king
of the crows, and Arinuirdana, king of the owls.
In the fourth book, entitled l/tihdhajiranuia, or
IjOhs of what has: been (laiitcd, the main story is

of a crocodile, Vikaralamukha, and a monkey,
Raktamukha. The latter gave the former nuts
of the rose-apple tree, which so delighted the
crocodile's wife, when she tasted some, that she
compelled her liusband to seek the heart of the
monkey, which must be, she thought, better even
than the nuts. Raktamukha, however, escaped,
and the crocodiles for tlieir greed and ingratitude
lost all chance of future dainties. The last book
is named Aparik^itakiinika, or Thouyhtlfss Ac-
tion. A certain pious merchant named Mani-
bhadra, who had lost all, had a vision in which
he was bidden to strike a .Jaina monk who
should appear to him the following day. He did
as he was bidden, and tlie apparition turned into

gold. A barber seeing this, and knowing nothing
of the vision, invited a number of .Jaina monks
to his house, and struck them so severely that

many were killed, and the barber himself was
impaled as a punishment for his folly. About
these frameworks fables appropriate to the title

of each book are built. After the introduction,

the order is a box arrangement, familiar to

readers of the Arabian yif/hls. The situations

are often excellent, and the moral teaching be-

j'ond reproach. The quaint treatment of the
beasts as men, yet retaining all their peculiar
traits, has a touch of delicate humor. Thus the
croc'odile falls at his wife's feet, and the tiger

stands with folded hands after performing his

religious ablutions. The influence of the Pan-
catantra on literature has been considerable, as
from it, in large part, the Hitopadesa (q.v.) was
taken, and its form very probably exercised an
influence, at least remotely, on the Arabian
Xit/hts (q.v.). The text of the work, which
seems from the evidence of the oldest translation

to have comprised twelve books instead of five

as at present, varies considerably in the diff'erent

recensions. Consult: Pantchatantrum, ed. Kose-
garten (Bonn. 1848-59) ; Panchatantra, ed. Kiel-

horn and Biihler (Bombay, 1885-96) ; Benfey,
PanlKclialaiiIra, iihersetzt mit Einlcitung und
Anmrrkuiifjen (Leipzig, 1859) : Lancereau,
J'aiilcluttantra, traduit (Paris, 1871); Fritze,

I'aiitschatantra. neu -Ubersetzt (Leipzig, 1884) ;

Shadagopa Chari, Panchatantra, translated (Tri-

chinopoli, 1887) ; Mankowski, Der Auszug atts

dcm Pancatantra in KsJicmcndras Brilitttkathn-

manjurl (Leipzig, 1892) ; Schmidt, Pancatantra
{Tcxtnn ornntior), zum crsten Male ubersetzt
(ib., 1901). See Bidpai; Fable.
PANCHALA, pan-cha'la. The name of a

country in ancient India. It was one of the two
great divisions of the so-called Madhyadesa, or
Jlidland Country. Its territory lay between the
Ganges and the .Jumna, and extended nearly
from- Bulandshahr to Allahabad, although at one
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time it extended o\er the wider district which
lies between the Chauibal River and Gangadvara.
PAN'COAST, Joseph (1805-82). An Ameri-

can surueon, born in Burlington County, N. J.
lie graduated from the medical department of
the University of Pennsylvania in 1828, and in
JS34 was appointed a physician at the Philadel-

any verj' well recognized -et of symptoms, go that
a diagnosis of the atl'ection is frequently impos-
sible. Wounds of this organ are usually faUl.
PANCREATIN. A mixture of the ferments

naturally Lxisting in the pancreas of warm-
blooded animals, and usually obtained from the
fresh i)anereas of the liog. The animal should be

phia Hospital. Four years later he accepted the killed about six hours after a full meal, the
professorship of surgery in Jeft'erson Medical organ being then at the height of its activity.
College, a chair which in 1841 he exchanged The extract is a yellowish, yellowish-white, or
for that of anatomy. The latter he held until gia.vish amorphous powder, having a faint, jicu-
1878, when he resigned in favor of his son. Dr. Iji'' oJor and a meaty taste. It contains or

should contain the four pancreatic enzymes or
ferments: trypsin, which has the property of
digesting protcids (meat, eggs, etc.) ; aniylopsin,
a diaslatic ferment, i.e. converts starches into
sugars; steapsin, a fat-splitting and emulsi-
fying ferment; and a milk-curdling enzyme. It
is iKsed as an artificial agent to digest "the food
of invalids and old people, or those prostrated by
fever or exhaustion.

PANCSOVA, pon'chd-vO. A royal free city
1831), a translation of Lobstein's in the County of Torontal. South Hungary, situ
; and A .S'i/s(em of Anatotny for ated on the femes a few miles from itst-onlluenct

William Henry Paneoast, and was elected emeri
tus professor. After leaving his position at the
Philadelphia Hospital he was until 1845 one
of its visiting surgeons, and later (1854-04) held
a similar position at the Pennsylvania Hospital.
He originated several important operations, and
published a number of medical and surgical works,
among which are: A Treatise on- Operative Sur-
gery (3d ed. 1852) ; A Treatise on the Structure,
Functions, and Diseases of the Human Sympa-
thetic Xene (1831)

"

Latin original

the Use of Studetits (1844), adopted from Casjiar
Wistar. In addition he contributed frequently
to the American Journal of the Medical Sciences
and to the American ilcdival IntfUigencer.

PANCRAS, or PANCKATITTS^ A Chris-
tian martyr, who suflered death at Ronin at the
early age of fourteen years, during the Diocle-
tian persecution. He was highly honored during
the Middle Ages and considered to be the avenger
of false oaths. The French kings at one time

,
confirnied their treaties by swearing in his name.
His day is May 12th, the" date of his martyrdom.
PANCRATIUM (Lat., from Gk. irayKpiTLov,

pankriition. complete contest, from wayKpariis,
pankrates, all-powerftil, from jras, pas, all -^-

Kpiros, kratos, strength ) . A form of Greek ath-
letics, combining wrestling and boxing, the inven-
tion of which was ascribed to Theseus. The bare
hands were used, and were curved, but not
clenched, in boxing. It formed part of the great
national games of Greece, and became very popu-
lar at Rome, \\here it appears to have been in-

troduced in Caligula's time.

PANCREAS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. vdyKpeas,

pankrcas, sweetbread, from ttSs, pas, all + Kp^at,

kreas, flesh). A compound racemose gland,

found lying transversel.y across the posterior

wall of the abdomen behind the stomach, varying
in length from six to eight inches, having a
breadth of about an inch and a half, and a thick-

ness of from half an inch to an inch. Its usual
weiglit is about three ounces. The large ex-

panded end of the pancreas directed to the right
is known as the head, the snuvller pointed ex-

tremity extending to the left is kno^\'n as the
tail. The head of the pancreas lies in the con-

cavity of the duodenum.
The secretion of this gland, or the pancreatic

fluid, is conveyed from its various parts by
means of the pancreatic duct to the duodenum.
This gland is found in all mammals, binls, rep-

tiles, amphibians, and osseous fishes, and in some
cartilaginous fishes.

For the character and function of the pancrea-
tic fluid, see Digestion, Org.\xs axd Process of. sometimes dec\imbent or climbing, and often send-

The diseases to which the pancreas is subject, ing down adventitious roots, which bear curious

though few, are usually of a fatal character, membraneous rootcaps. The order is comjwsed of

Their existence is often' not made manifest by the genera Pandanus and Freycinetia, which have

with the Danube, and about 10 miles northeast
of Belgrade (Map: Hungary, G 4). It is a
well-built town with a number of squares, fine
public buildings, a gymnasium, and a custom-
house. Its manufactures include silk, liquors,
hrick, and Hour. The trade in grain is impor-
tant. Population, in ISHO, 18.28!); in l!)00, 19,-

044, cliieriy Serbs, Magyars, and Germans.
PAN'DA (perhaps an abbreviation of Xaipali

nlyalyapunga, bamboo-eater), or Wah. A curi-
ous Himalayan niamnial [.L'lurus fulgens), of
the raccoon family, and much like a raccoon in
habits. It is about the size of a house-cat, and
has a verj^ short muzzle, small rounded ears, a
moderatelj- long tail, covered with long hair,
plantigrade feet with semi-retractile claws, and a
singular dentiti(m. It dwells chiefly among the
rocks of the higher mountain slopes, but also
climbs trees, and preys much on birds, small
quadrupeds, and insects. It has a thick, fine,

woolly covering, adapting it to a cold climate,
concealed by long, soft, glistening and richly
colored hair, mostly chestnut brown, which
passes into black on the sides and legs, and into
white on the head. The panda is also called

ivah and chit-wa, from a peculiar cry which it

utters. It is restricted to the southeastern
Himalayas, where these animals are occasionally
captured and tamed into gentle but inactive

pets. An extinct panda lived in Europe during
the Pliocene period. Consult Lydekker. Roi/nl
Xalural IJistory, vol. ii. (London. ISOG).

PANDAN, piin-diin'. A seaport town of
Panay, Pliilippines, situated on the west coast of
the island, in the northern ])art of the Province
of Antique (Map: Philippine Islands, G 8).
Population, l'i,737.

PAN'DANA'CE.a:, the PAxr)A\rs. or Screw-
PlXE, F.VMILY ( Xeo-Lat. noni. pi., from Panda-
nus. from Malay pandanfj, conspicuous). A nat-

ural order of monocotyledonous plants, consti-

tuting a remarkable feature in the scenery of

many tropical countries, where they frequent the

.seacoast or marshes. They are trees or shrubs.
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long, simple, imbricated leaves, usually spiny
on the back and margin, their base embracing the
btciii, their spiral arrangement often notably
visible. The flowers are mostly unisexual, naked,
or with only a few scales, arranged on a spadix
and wholly covering it. The stems are numer-
ous; the ovaries usually clustered, one-celled,

each crowned with a stigma ; tlie fruit consists

of fibrous, one-seeded drupes, collected or almost
combined, or of berries with many seeds. There
are alK>ut 80 known species, some of wliich yield
useful products.

PANDANUS. See Scbew-Pixe; Paxdana-
CE.K.

PAN'DARUS (Lat., from Gk. Udi'Sapos, Pan-
diiriis ) . I 1 ) The son of Lycaun and a hero of

the Trojan War. With tlie bow received from
Apollo, lie became famous as an archer. He was
killed by Diomedes. (2) One of the companions
of -Eneas, killed by Turnus. (3| In Shake-
speare's Troiliis and Cressida. and in Chaucer, a
go-between or procurer; the uncle of Cressida.

PANDAVAS, pan'di-vaz. In Hindu legend,
the five putative sons of Pandu. the son of
the sage Vyasa (q.v.). As he was prevented by
a curse laid on him by a sage, whom he hail
unwittingly killed, from having offspring, his
two wives, Kunti and Madri, by a charm ob-
tained from the sage Durvasas, were permitted to
bear children by any divinities they chose to in-
voke. Kunti accordingly bore three of the
Pandavas, Yudhishthira.' Bhima, and Arjuna,
by Dharnia, \'avu. and Indra respectively, while
Jladri gave birih to the other two, Xakula and
Sahadeva, by the twin A.svins. Arjuna is by far
the noblest of the brothers, and is the real hero
of the epic of the Mahabharata. It is he to
whom Krishna recites the Bhagavad-gita (q.v.)
on tlie eve of the battle of Kurukslietra. Xext
to him in uprightness stands Yudhishthira,
while Bliima, although gifted with many good
qualities, is boastful and irascible, conspic-
uous for pliysical rather than moral courage.
The two sons of Madri play but a subordinate
part. The strife between the" Pandavas and their
cousins the Kauravas, the hundred sons of
Dhritarashtra, the blind brotlier of Pandu, is
the theme of the great Sanskrit epic of the Jla-
habharata (q.v.). The legend seems to be a re-
flex of an early tribal war in Northern India.

PANDECTS (Lat. pandecta, from Gk. •n-a.--

i^KTjjs, panJcKtfs, all-receiving, from irSs, pas,
all -f S^x"'*'", decheslhai, to receive). The
leading compilation of the Roman law, made by
the direction of the Emperor Justinian (q.v.)'.
It is also sometimes known as the Digest. The
celebrated .Justinian Code had previously been
compiled by his order, but it dealt with the
more practical affairs of common occurrence, and
the Pandects were designed to supplement it
with all the more subtle legal learning of the
age.

In A,D. .5.30 .Justinian, by an ordinance known
as the De Conceptione nitjestoriim. commanded
the eminent jurist Tribonianus to select some of
the most learned lawyers and jurisconsults of
the Einpire to assist him in making a collection
of decisions and opinions on all points of law.
Tribonianus. who had previouslv had valuable
experience in the preparation of the code, formed
a commission consisting of himself and sixteen
others for the purpose. The work was finished

in the year 533, three years after it was
commenced. The authorities which were com-
pressed, interpreted, and put in systematic form
were said to have consisted of upward of 2000
treatises, and the l^andects contain upward of
0000 separate extracts or statements, selected
according to subjects from these treatises and
authorities.

The Pandects are divided into 50 books, each
containing .several titles, and each title several
extracts from the authorities, due credit bein<»
given to the lawyer or authority from which each
extract is derived. The usual" form of citation
is by the numbers of the book, title, and section
or extract. The work is also divided into seven
parts, which correspond respectivelv with the
books, 1-4, 5-11, 12-19, 20-27, 28-35," 30-44, and
45-50, Tills latter division is seldom referred
to in citations.

The principal jurists from whose writings the
extracts were taken were 39 in number, and
are sometimes called the classical jurists, al-
though .some eminent writers confine that name
to five of that number, viz. Papinianus Paulus,
ripian. Gains, and Modestinus. The extracts
from these authorities indeed constitute the bulk
of the collection, tliose from Ulpian alone mak-
ing about one-third of the whole work, those
from I'aulus one-sixth, and those from Papinianus
one-twelfth. Other writers besides these 39 are
cited, but usually only indirectly, i.e. when cited
by the jurists whose works constitute the basis
of the collection. The Pandects were arranged
according to the method of the code.
The work is deservedly one of the most fa-

mous collections of law the world has known.
In its relations to the history and literature of
Rome it is invaluable: and with its necessary
complement, the Codex, it was the basis of all

medianal legislation, and of the civil law of to-

day, besides exercising an influence on the law
of England. The origin of many doctrines and
terms in modern English and American law may
be traced to the Pandects, and the idea of codifi-
cation which prompted the work is being devel-
oped in all jurisdictions in general acts on vari-
ous subjects of the law. See Jr.STlxiAN; Civil
Law ; Coiiiiox Law ; .JrRiscoxsrLT.

PAN'DER, Christian Heixbich (1794-1865).
A Russian naturalist, one of the founders of
embryology. He was born in Riga, studied in
Germany at Wiirzburg and Jena, and in 1820
accompanied, as naturalist, a Russian expedition
to Bokhara. His great contribution to the em-
bryology of the Vertebrata was in the study of
the development of the chick, and in 1817 he
made careful research on the embryonic layers
wliich, although known to Wolff half a century
before, are commonly called by Pander's name,
as is the kernel or central swelling on the ger-
minal disk of the fowl's egg. Besides Beitriige :ur
Entwickelungsf/c.ichichte des Hiihnchens im Ei
(1817), and a Latin dissertation on the changes
in the egg in the first five days of incubation
(1817), Pander wrote Terglei-chende Osteolor/ie
(with D'Alton, 1820-28) and Beitriige ziir

Geognosie des riissischen Reichs (1830),'

PANDCBA (Lat., from Gk, Hoi-Jiipo, giver
of all, also interpreted as gift of all, or gifted
by all, i.e. the gods, from ttSs, pas. all -f-

Swpof, doron, gift). According to the Hesiodic
poems, the first woman. To punish Prometheus
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and mankind for the theft of fire, at the com-
mand of Zeus, Hephsstus fonned from eartli a
beautiful woman, to whom all the gods contrib-
uted gifts. She was sent by the gods to Epime-
theus, the brother of Prometheus, who, in spite
of warnings, received her to his ruin. One ver-
sion adds that Pamlora opened a cask in which
were kept safe many blessings, whicli thus be-
came scattered and lost, only Hope being saved
by the prompt closing of the lid. There are many
indications that point to Pandora as an earth-
goddess like Demeter. and render it probable that
the original myth is of a new earth given to
men as punishment for the theft of fire, from
which sustenance can only be won by hard
toil. The "Birth of Pandora" was represented
on the base of the great statue of Athene
Parthenos by Phidias, and is found on two Attic
vases and two reliefs.

PANDORUS SPHINX. A large olive-brown
North American hawk-moth ( Philampelus Pan-
doruH). .See Colored Plate of Moths.
PANDROSOS (Gk. UivSpoaos, all-bedewing).

The daughter of the Athenian Cecrops. She was
the first priestess of Athena, and with the latter
was honored in the Pandroseum on the Athenian
Acropolis.

PANDYA, pan'dya. A country in the ex-
treme south of ancient India, corresponding
roughly to the modern Tinnevelli. Its western
boundary was the famous Malaya Mountain
(the southern part of the Western Ghats), and
its southern the Tambraparni River. The sacred
island of Rameswarara, from which Rama {see
R.\ii.5y.\.\a) began his bridge to Ceylon, was
also a part of Pandya. The capital was almost
certainly JIadhura ( now Madura

) , although
Kalidasa (q.v. ) calls the chief town 'Serpent
City,' wiiieh might seem to point to Xegapatam,
situated on the coast, a little south of KarikaK
The Kingdom of Pandya was well known to
Ptolemy, Strabo. and Pliny, who call it Pandion,
and according to some classical accounts the
King sent an embassy to the Emperor Augustus.
PANEL (OF. panel, pannel, paneau. Ft. pan-

neaii, from ML. pniieUiis. panel, diminutive of

Lat. pannus, cloth, rag, Gk. Tr^rat, pcnos, Doric
TToKoj, panos, thread on the bobbin). Primarily,
a flat piece of wood engaged by its edges into
the grooves of a frame surrounding it ; hence,
by extension, any flat surface surrounded by a
frame. In carpentry and joinery the frame may
be plain or molded, and the flat and relatively

thin board may be set -with its face flush with
one face of the frame (flush panel) ; or it may
have the central part of its surface project more
than the portions next the frame (raisrd panel) :

or be itself decorated with moldings or carv-
ings {molded panel, carved panel). In archi-

tecture any space defined by inclosing moldings
or framework is called a panel. The deep panels
of vaults like those of the Pantheon and many
Renaissance ceilings, are called caissons or cof-

fers; small round panels are called medallions.

In Gothic architecture paneling was often

adorned with can'ed tracery, and in the late

or florid period large wall surfaces were cov-

ered with paneling itself reproducing tracery-

forms, as in Henry \'II.'s chapel at Westminster.
Wherever woodwork is used for large surfaces,

it is commonly paneled, as in doors, wainscoting,

and furniture.

PANEL. A schedule or list of the names of
persons whom a sheriff, or other proper officer
of the court, has summoned to serve as jurors.

The term is also applied to the body of per-
sons in attendance upon a court in response
to a summons to appear and serve as jurors.

In the Scotch law the term panel is employed
as being synonymous with the English phra.se
•prisoner at the bar.' See JuBY; Talesmf-.v;
Venire Facias.

PANGANI, pan-ga'nf. A coast town of Ger-
nuin East Africa, at the mouth of the river
Pangani, 50 miles northwest of Zanzibar (Map:
Africa, H .5). The town is the seat of a gov-
ernment district, with a custom house, jwst-
office, and telegraph agency. There are a mosque
and .some stone houses, but most of the houses
are of clay. It has the building of the German
East Africa Company and is the chief export
point of the colony, with an extensive inland
caravan trade. Population, estimated, tiOOO,
mostly negroes and Arabs.

PANGASINAn, pan'ga-se-niin'. A province
of Western Luzon, Philippine Islands, situated
at the head of the Gulf of Lingavf^n (Map: Phil-
ippine Islands, E 3). Its area" is 131« square
miles. It is bordered by mountains on the east
and west, but practically the whole province is

occupied by the lower valley and the delta of
the Agno River. A large part of the coast region
is subject to inundations, and even the rice, the
staple crop, is sometimes injured by the floods.
Other agricultural products are sugar-cane, corn,
tobacco, and cocoanuts, and there are abundant
deposits of salt and other minerals. The chief
industry is the weaving of burf, which is made
into mats, hats, and sugar sacks. There is an
active commerce in the hands of the Chinese.
The population was estimated in 1901 at .!02,I7S,
chiefly Pangasinan. The capital is Lingayen
(
q.v. )

.

PAN'GE LIN'GTTA (Lat., Proc-laim, O
Tongue). One of the most remarkable of the
hymns of the Roman breviary, and like its kin-

dred hymn, Laiida Sion. a most characteristic
example as well of the media'val Latin versifica-

tion as of that union of theology with asceticism
which a large class of these In-mns present. The
Pange Lingua is a hymn in honor of the euchar-
ist, and belongs to the service of the festival of

Corpus Christi. It was written by Saint Thomas
Aquinas (q.v.) in 12(i3 and consists of six

strophes of venses in alternate rhyme. Besides
its place in the oflice of the breviary, the last

two stanzas form part of the service of benedic-

tion of the blessed sacrament.

PANGENTESIS (Xeo-Lat.. from Gk. tos, pas,

all -f- y4rejts, genesis, production, from ylyi/tir-

Sat, gignesthai, to be born). The name given to

a theory proposed by Darwin, to account for the

facts of heredity. He conceived that the heredi-

tary characters of all organisms were handed
down by means of exceedingly minute gemmules
thrown ofl' from the individual cells of the body.

These invisible granules or gemmules. too minute
to be detected by the niiscroscope. were sup-

posed by Darwin to be the bearers of heredity

(q.v.). These gemmules were supposed to mul-
tiply by self-division and to find their way by
various routes to the ileveloping reproductive

cells, in which they would accumulate until each
reproductive cell contained gemmules represent-
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ing every part of the body; each gemmule was
supposed to develop into the part corresponding

to that from which it was derived. Tliis theory

was disproved by Gallon by experimenting on

the transfusion of blood from rabbits of one

breed to those of another, and linding tliat the

results proved that "the doctrine of pangenesis,

pure and simple, is incorrect." Consult: Dar-

win. The }'aria1ion of Aiiinidln mid Plants Under
Domestication, vol. ii. (London, 1888) ; Brooks,

The Luir of Heredity (Baltimore, 1883) ; Weis-

mann. Essays upon Heredity (Oxford, 188!)).

PANGLOSS, Doctor. A pompous prig in

Coleman's Jhir-at-Laie, the tutor of Dick Dow-
las, lie is given to affected expressions and to

quotations, to which he always adds the source.

PANG'OLIN. A name for the East Indian
scaly ant-eaters of the family Manidie. See

JIaxis.

PANHANDLE. A name ^;iven to the por-

tion of West Virginia which protrudes between
Ohio and Pennsylvania, and to similar projec-

tions of Texas and Idaho.

PAN'HELLE'NIA. A festival of Zeus Pan-
hellenios instituted by the Emperor Hadrian,
wlio also bore the surname Panhellenios.

PANIC. See Crisis, Economic.

PANICALE, pa'ni-ka'la, Masolino da. See
JIasolino I)a Paxicale.

PANICLE (from Lat. paniculu, diminutive of

panus, from Doric Gk. irdvos, panos, thread on
the bobbin ) . A compound, spray-like flower-

cluster produced by the branching of a raceme
or corymb, as in many grasses. See Inflores-
cence.

PANICUM. A genus of grasses. See Mil-
let.

PANINI, pa'ne-ne (fourth century B.C.) . The
greatest of all the granunarians of India. Of
his life very little is known. Combined evi-

dence fixes his birthplace at Salatura, near the
modern town of Attock. in the extreme north of

the Punjab. According to a verse in the Pan-
catantra (ij.v.) he was killed by a lion. A late

and trivial legend, told by Somadeva in the
Katlulsaritsugara, describes the future gram-
marian in his youth as a very stupid pupil of a
Brahman named Varsha. Being sent away,
Panini practiced such austerities in the Hima-
layas that Siva, pleased with the penance, re-

vealed to him the grammar which he then set

forth to the world. The work of Panini is the
oldest Sanskrit grammar which has been pre-
served. Although he names no less than sixty-

four predecessors in two schools, a northern and
a southern, their books have been so entirely
superseded by his that they have disappeared.
He marks the line between Vedic and classical

Sanskrit. (See Sanskrit Language.) His in-

fluence is shown by the fact that the language as
he fi.xed it never changed its character so far as
the literary usage was concerned. The grammar
of Panini consists of eight books, each of which
contains four chapters. The chapters are com-
posed of varying n\imbers of extremely short
rules, or siifras. of which the entire work con-
tains .S996. Of these three, or perhaps four, were
not written by Panini himself. The rules are in
algebraic style, and are so compact and obscure
that they are unintelligible without clo.se study.

He invented a large number of arbitrary symbols
to express various grammatical terms, which in-

crease the obscurity of his work, even while
the}' contribute in a large measure to its brevity.

There is, however, a certain amount of method
beneath these apparently arbitrary symbols.
His system of grammar is based on the
theory of the verbal origin of nouns. The ar-

rangement is widely dift'ercnt from that found
in Occidental works. Thus instead of treating
phonology, inflection, conjugation, and the like

separately, Panini traces a given phonetic ehange.
as the cliange of h to n, throughout the language,
without reference to the class of word in whicli

it may occur. Syntax is not considered by him,
and the inllection, strictly speaking, must be
built up from the rules scattered throughout the
work. The authority gained by Panini was well
deserved, for his granuuar is one of the most ex-

haustive ever written. This preeminence, to-

gether with his extreme obscurity, has called

forth a number of connnentaries. Of the.se the
most important were the MaliCibhasya, or Great
Commentary, of Pataujali (q.v.), probably in

the second century u.c. (edited by Kielhorn, 3

vols., Bomljay, 1878-85), in which previous com-
mentaries were summarized, and the first com-
])lete one, the Kasihfi Vrtli, or Benares Com-
mentary, of Jayaditya and Vamana, about a.u.

050 (edited by Bala Sastri, Benares, 1898). To
the grammar there are added as appendixes a
Uhiitupalha, or Index of Roots, and the Gami-
pHthu; or Index of Classes, both ascribed to

Panini. The first contains 1!)61 roots, of which
only about <'ight hundred have thus far been
found in Sanskrit, although comparative linguis-

tics establishes the existence of a number be-

sides. About fifty roots known to occur in the
Vedas are omitted. The second appendix is a col-

lection of lists of words following the same rule

as the first one of their series which is given in

the main grammar. The chief edition is that by
Biihtlingk, faninis Oranunatik (Leipzig. 1887).

PANlNI, pa-ne'ne, GiovANNi Paolo (e.l6i)5-

17(U). An Italian painter, born at Piaeenza. He
was the pupil of Benedetto Luti and Andrea Lu-
catelli, in Rome. Lie confined his attention to in-

teriors and exteriors of buildings in or about
Rome, and introduced figures and accessories,

which, -ivhile not archicologically accurate, are very
picturesque in arrangement. His works include

:

"Interior of Saint Peter's," and "Antique Ruins,"
in the Louvre; "Ancient Ruins with Figures,"

in the National Gallery, London: and "Cardinal
Polignac Visiting the Interior of Saint Peter's,"

in the lletropolitan Museum of Art, New York
City.

PANIPAT, or PANIPUT, panVput'. A
town in the District of Karnal, Punjab. British

India, situated near the old bank of the .lumna,
53 miles north of Delhi by rail (Map: India, C
3). It fig\ired in the negotiations between
Yudishthira and Duryodhana about B.C. 1100.

As an outpost of Delhi on the military road be-

tween Afghanistan and the Punjab it was the
scene of several battles prominent in the history

of Upper India. The most important are the
battle of l.'i2r), when the Afghan forces of Ibra-

him Lodi, Emperor of Delhi, were routed by an
inferior force of Moguls under Baber, who occu-

pied Delhi and became Emperor: that of 155G,

wlien Akbar, the grandson of Baber, won a vie-
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toiy over the Afghans under the Hindu general
Herniu; and that of 1701, when the united
armies of the ilahratta chieftains were defeated
by the Afghans under Ahmad Shah Duraui. At
present the town is of little importance, and
squalid in appearance. Population, in 1891,
27.547; in 1901, 26,914.

PANITAN, pa-ne'tan. A town of Panay,
Philippines, in the Province of Capiz, situated on
the Panay Kiver, six miles south of CSpiz (Map:
Phili]ipine Islands, G 8). Population, 10,020.

PANIZZA, pa-ne'tsa, Oskab (1853—). A
German satirist. He was born at Kissingen,
studied medicine at Munich, where he was physi-
cian to an insane asylum from 1881 to 1883, and
then lived in Paris and London. His early pub-
lications were lyrics, Londoner Lieder appearing
in 1887. But he is better known for his satirical

writings. Among them Die unbefleckte Empfdng-
nis der Pdpste (1893), Der deutsche Michel und
der riimische Papst (1894), and Abschied von
Miincitcn (189G) were .suppressed by the German
Government. Tlie last mentioned refers to Pa-
nizza's condemnation to a year's imprisonment
for blasphemy in his tragedy Das lAebeskonzil
(1895; 3d ed". 1897). After 'his departure from
Munich he lived in Zurich, and then in Paris as
editor of the Ziiricher Diskussionen, and wrote
Dialoge im Geiste Uuttens (1897), Psychopathia
Criminalis (1898), and Parisiana (1899).

PANIZZI, pa-ns'tse, Sir Antonio (1797-

1879). Principal librarian of the British Mu-
seum from 1856 to IStJti. He was born September
16, 1797, at Brescello, in the Duchy of Modena.
He studied at the University of Parma, gradu-
ating in the faculty of law in 1818. He practiced
in his birthplace. In 1828, despite favors from
the Duke of Modena, he became involved in the
conspiracy to overthrow the Jlodenese Govern-
ment, and was arrested, but he escaped to Eng-
land. Under the patronage of William Roscoc,
the historian, he taught Italian at Liverpool. In
1828 Lord Brougham got him the Italian profes-

sorship at University College, London, and in

1831 the post of assistant librarian in the Brit-

ish Museum. In 1837 Panizzi was made keeper

of the printed books, and in 1856 he succeeded

Sir Henry Ellis (q.v. ) as principal librarian.

He resigned in 1866. He was made K. C. B.

In 1869. Panizzi died at his London home near
the Museum, April 8, 1879.

Panizzi was a man of immense energy and
capacity. A friend of the leading statesmen of

the time, in England. France, and Italy, he con-

tinued to wield political influence down to his

death. Panizzi really made over the British

Museum. Under his direction the library was
removed from Jlontague House to its present

quarters. He designed the famous reading-room
and its anne.ves, perhaps his most brilliant con-

ception. He framed the catalogue rules. He
obtained for the library the princely bequest of

Thomas Grenville, consisting of more than 20.000

rare volumes, valued at i'54.000. In 1843 he
drew up an elaborate report of the deficiencies

in the library, which led two 3'ears later to an
annual grant from the Government of £10.000

for the purchase of books. This fund, still con-

tinued, has helped to make the library the richest

in the world. Panizzi wrote for the magazines,
and edited Boiardo's Orlando innamorafo. Ari-

osto's Orlando furioso (1830-34), and Lord Ver-

non s reprint of the first four editions of The
Divine Comedy (1858). Consult Louis Fagan,
Life of Panizzi (London, 1880).

PANJAB, pun-jiib'. A province of British
India. Sec Pu.njah.

PANJABI (pi-m-ja'b6) LANGUAGE AND
LITERATUBE. The modern Indian language
and literature of the Punjab (q.v.). The Paii-
jabi represents, roughly speaking, an archaic
dialect of Hindi, supplemented by a large numl>er
of loan-words from Arabic and Persian. On tlie
other hand, the infusion of Sanskrit loan-words
(technically called tatmma, 'identical') is small,
as compared with the Eastern languages of
India, especially Bengali (q.v.) and Uriya (q.v.).
Panjabi, like all the Indian languages, "has many
small sub-dialects, which shade oil into each
other. The chief of these dialects are Multani in
the South, which stands intermediate between
Panjabi and Sindhi (q.v.), Jathki in the Centre,
and Chibhali-Dogri in the North. There are sev-
eral alphabets. Of the.se the oldest is the Gur-
mukhi. a modilication of the Sanskrit Devana-
gari alphabet, with the omission of the signs for

r, r. I, I, «, and kh, but with the addition of r
and I. It is in the (iurmukhi script that the
Adi-Granth (q.v.) of the Sikhs is written. Next
to the Gurmukhi the Lundi, which is employed
by the nieiehant class, deserves mention. The
official character of the Government, however, is

the Arabic, which is the one most generally em-
ployed. Panjabi has practically no literature,
excepting the Sikh Granths, although the Xew
Testament and [larts of the Old Testament have
been translated into Multani and Dogri.

Consult: Custj Modern Languages of the East
Indies (London, 1878) ; Beames, Comparatire
Grammar of the Modern Artjan Languages of
India (ib., 1872-89) ; Tisdall, Panjabi Gram-
mar and Reading Book (ib., 1889) ; Wilson,
Grammar and Dictionanj of Western Panjabi
(Lahore, 1899) ; O'Brien, Glossary of the Mul-
tani Language (ib., 1881) ; Starkey and Bussawa
Sing, English and Punjabee Dictionary (Cal-
cutta, 1849) : Xe^vton and .Janvier, Dictionary of
the Panjulii Language (Lodiana, 1854).

PANJANDRT7JI, The Grand. An imagi-
nary ])irs(iM in a jumble of nonsense made up
by Samuel Foote to test the remarkable memory
of Macklin, the actor. Tlie title is sometimes
apjilied to a person of leading importance in a
coniiiiunity.

PANJIM, piiN-zheN'. The capital of the Por-
tuguese possession of Goa (q.v.) in India.

P'AN-KU, pan'koo'. A mythical being, in-

vented by the later compilers of Chinese legends,

said to have been the first development of con-

scious being out of chaos. The original histori-

ans say nothing about P'an-ku, but the Chinese
names given him in popular speech and in the

voluminous mediicyal literature seem to mean
'Embryo'; Prince of the Three Powers (of

Heaven, earth, and man) : Son of Heaven, etc.

The legends of this reputed first conscious being

are greatly emliellished. according to the fancy

of myth-making writers. After toiling millions

of years to bring the earth into sha|H'. he dieil

and his breath l>eeaine wind and cloud: his voice,

thunder; his left eye. the sun; his right eye. the

moon; his teeth and bones, metals; his marrow,
pearls and precious stones; his sweat, rain; and
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the parasites on his body iuiprcgnatcd by the

wind, tlie human species.

PAN MICHAEL. A novel by Henryk Sien-

kicwicz (1887). With the novels "With Kire

and Sword'' and "The Deluge," it completes the

{,'reat trilogy on the I'olish wars of the seven-

teenth century. Michael Volodyovski, the little

knight and "marvelous swordsman, who ap-

peared in the earlier tales, is the hero in this ro-

mance of the Tatar invasions and border warfare.

Zagloba, a Polish Falstaff, draws Jlichael from

his retirement in a monastery to the war, to

which his wife, Basia, follows him. At the sur-

render of Kamenyets to the Sultan, Michael and
Kelting blow up the castle and perish in the

ruin.

PANNA, or PUNNAH, pun'a. A native

State of the Bundelkhand Agency (q.v.). Central

India. Area, 2,5ti8 scpiare miles; population, in

1881, 227,301;; in 1801, 239,333. Capital, Panna.

PANNO'NIA. A province of the ancient

Roman Km]iirc, bounded on the north and east

by the Danube, -nid on the west by the moun-
tains of Noricum, and on the south reaching a
little way across the Save, and thus including

part of modern Hungary, Slavonia, and parts of

Bosnia, Croatia, Carniola, Styria, and Lower
Austria. It received its name from the Pan-
nonians, a race of doubtful origin, who at

tirst dwelt in the country between the Dalmatian
)nnuntains and the Save, in modern Bosnia, and
afterwards more to the southeast in Mcesia. The
Kciman arms were first turned against them and
their neighbors, the lapydes, by Augustus in B.C.

.'{.'>, and after Die conquest of Segestica or Siscia

(Sziszek) he subdued them. An insurrection

took place in is.c. 12, which Tiberius crushed
after a long struggle, and a more formidable one

of the Dalmatians and Pannonians together in

A.D. fl, which was suppressed by Tiberius and
Germanicus, but not without a two years' strug-

gle. Fifteen legions had to be assembled against
the Pannonians, who nuistered 2(10.000 warriors.

Hereupon tlie Pannonians settled in the more
nortliern districts, wliich received their name,
and of which the former inhabitants, the Celtic

Boii, had been in great part destroyed in C;esar's

time. The country was now formed into a
Roman province, which was secured against the
inroads of the Mareomanni and Quadi by the
Danube, and on its otlier frontiers liad a line of

fortresses. ^lilitary roads were constructed by
the conquerors, who also planted in the country
many colonies and municipia, and thus gave it a

rough coating of civili/,ati(m. The country was
divided by Trajan, during the Daeian wars, into
Upper (or western) and Lower (or eastern) Pan-
nonia, and under Oalerius an<l Constantine it un-
derwent other changes. Upper Pannonia was the
scene of the Marcomannic war in the second cen-

tury. In the fifth century Pannonia was trans-

ferred from the Western to the Kastern Empire,
and afterwards given up to the Huns. After At-
tila's deatli, in 4.53, the Ostro^'uths obtained pos-

session of it. The Longobards under Alboin made
themselves masters of it in .527, and relinquished

it to the Avari upon eonunencing their expedition
to Italy. Slavic tribes also settled in the
south. Charlemagne brought it under his scep-

tre. In the reigns of his successors the Slavs

spread northward, and the country became a
part of the great Moravian kingdom, till the

Jlagyars or Hungarians took it in the end of the
ninth century. In the time of the Romans the
chief towns of Upper Pannonia were Carnuntum
(Petronell), Petovio (Pettau), Siscia (Szi-

szek
) , Emona ( Laibaeli ) , Savaria ( Stein and

Anger), and V'indobona (Vienna); of Lower
Pannonia, Aquincum (Alt-Ofen, or Old Buda)
and Sirmium (Mitrovic).

PANNUS. See Conjunctivitis.

PANO, pii'no. A tribe of the Huallaga and
Ucayali rivers. Northeastern Peru, the nucleus
of those constituting the Panoan stock (q.v.).

According to their traditions they have emigrated
from a northern region. In 1070 the missionary
Lucero collected a part of them into a settle-

ment at the mouth of the Huallaga. in 1830
they removed to llie mission of Sarayacu on the
Ucayali. wliere tliey still reside. They are ex-

pert boatmen, building canoes of 40 feet in

length, and they have a frank, easy, and courte-

ous bearing, but are much given to drunkenness.
It is said that they formerly preserved picto-

graph records painted on paper manufactured
from the fibre of banana leaves. Thev number
less than 2000.

PANOAN STOCK. An important South
American linguistic stock, eomjuising some 20
tribes occupying the immense forest region on
the ujiper portions of the Madeira, Beni, Parus,
Javary, Ucayali, and Huallaga, east of the Andes
and south of the Amazon, in Peru, Bolivia, and
Western Brazil. Altliough ap])arently of more
tlian average native intelligence, they are almost
all in their original savage condition, some of

tliem being even accused of cannibalism. Sev-

eral of their tribes are light in color. Like most
of the peoples of the Amazon region, they are

steadily decreasing in number. Among the most
important tribes of the stock are the Cashibo,
Conibo, Mayoruna, Pano, Remo, Senci, Setebo,

and Shipibo.

PAn6fKA, pa-nof'ka, TnEODOR (1801-58).
A German arclueologist, born and educated in

Breslau. He began the important excavations at

Nola, Italy, and at the establishment of the Ar-
cha>ological Institute at Rome became its .secre-

tary. In 1844 he was named professor of ar-

chaeology at Berlin. His works, which are still

valuable for the material collected and for the

illustrations, include: Xeapclx Aiitiken (1828);
Mus6e Blacas (1830-33); and Bilder antiken
Lebens (1843).

PANORAMA (Neo-Lat., from Gk, n-af, pas,

all -f- i</JO/"'^ liorama, view, from iipav, horan. to

see). A pictorial representation of the whole
surrounding landscape as seen from one point.

It ditTers from a iiainting in that the latter only

gives part of the landscape, and aims at artistic

eH'eet, whereas the chief aim of the panorama is

optical illusion. The first step in the construc-

tion of a panorama is to obtain sketches of the

entire region to be represented : each sketch is a
representation of a portion of the landscape in

the form of a sector of a circle, with the sketeh-

er"s p<isition as a centre, and the horizon for cir-

cumference. The canvas to which the sketches

are to be transferred is hung round the sides of

a circular room, and forms the surface of a
cylinder, on the inside of which the panorama is

painted. The stage from which the picture is

viewed is placed in the centre of the room, about
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30 feet on every side from the picture; the pic-

ture itself is fastened above to a strong circular

hoop, and, hanging down, has its lower edge
fastened to a similar hoop, which is heavily
weighted to keep tlie picture stead}-. The light

is admitted by an aperture in the roof, vvliich is

concealed by an awning from the spectators on
the stage.

The idea of a panorama was first conceived by
tlie architectural painter Breisig, of Danzig, but
the first to put it in execution was Robert Bar-
ker, a painter, of Edinburgh, to whom the idea

occurred while taking a sketch of the city from
the top of Arthur Seat. After surmounting
numerous difficulties—one of which was the in-

vention of a new kind of perspective for the hori-

zontal lines—he succeeded in producing an ef-

fective panoramic view of Edinburgh, which was
exhibited in that city in 1788, and in London
in the following year. The next panorama exe-

cuted by Barker was a view of London from the

top of the Albion mills, which was followed by
scenes from the Napoleonic wars. In 1709 the
panorama was taken up in Paris, where it was
much improved, and wlience it was introduced

into other European cities. Its use has greatly

increased since the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-

71. By the employment of plastic objects, in

addition to painting, the painter Philippoteaux
greath' increased the optical illusion, as was
seen in his admirable panorama, '"The Siege of

Paris," exhibited in 1875. He was also employed
in the United States on a panorama of the

"Battle of Gettysburg," which was exhibited in

Xew York, 1888-91, and afterwards in other

American cities. In recent years many artists

of ability have painted panoramas, which are

now to be found in most of the chief cities of

Europe and the United States. Consult Bapst,
Essdi stir I'histoire des dioramas (Paris, 1891).

PANORMITA, pa'nor-me'ta, AxTOXio Bec-

CADELLI (1394-1471). An Italian humanist,
born at Palermo, whence the name Panormita
by which he is commonly known. He was edu-

cated at Siena and taught cla.ssics at Pavia,

Bologna, and Padua. His most notorious work
was the collection of obscene elegies entitled

HermaphrodHus, whicli, though attacked by

some of the lesser clergy, and condemned bj- the

Pope, won praise from the scholars of the time
for its elegant Latinity. In 143.T Alfonso of

Naples pensioned him and made him histori-

ographer.

PANOR'MTJS. The ancient name of Paler-

mo (i|.v. I.

PANPSYCHISM, pan-si'kiz'm (from Gk.

ffof
,
pas, all + i>vx'/, psi/che, soul ) . A term

of somewhat raie occurrence whieli designates

the metaphysical theory that the whole of nature,

inanimate and animate alike, is endowed with

mind, or has a mental side or aspect ; so that

the atom of the physicist, no less than man him-

self, though of course in immeasurably less de-

gree, is ensouled, anil llie movements of the atom,

no less than the voluntary movements of man,
are accompanied by mental process. The name
may be applied, in ancient philosophy, to the

Stoic doctrine of Allbeseelung, as opposed to

the earlier hylozoism ; and, in modern times,

to such philosophical beliefs as were held by

Thomas Carlyle. still more to such a philosoph-

ical system as that of Fechner. Every panthe-

istic system (see Pantheism) is also, in a sense,
panpsychistie. In particular, certain of the
.\rabian philosophers, notably .Averrocs (q.v.),
have been termed panpsycliists by the historians
of pliiloso|ihy.

PANSA, House of. The name given to the
ruins of a large dwelling in Pompeii, from un
election notice painted on its front wall. The
house is interesting chiefly on account of the
regularity of its plan. Although extensive, it

contained few lai^^e apartments, but was cut up
into small rooms and contained a numl^er of
shops, including a bakery. None of the wall
decorations are preserved.

PANSLAVISM, pan-slav'iz'm ( from Gk. Trdf,

/ins. all + Ger. Slave, Slav, from OChurch Slav.
.sVoi ifiiiiiH, Russ. Slavyaninti Slav). The term
applied to a movement in which Russia as the

great Slavic nation has assumed the leadership,
for the juditical and cultural union of all races
of .Slavic descent. It had its origin about 1830
and was fostered by the general awakening of the
national spirit which characterized the Europe
of that time. The movement throughout Central
Europe was paralleled by the Slavophile move-
ment in Russia wliich liad for its object the re-

generation of the country through a return to

the old ideas of Russian civilization as they had
stood before the Western innovations of Peter
the Great. Russia, owing to its predominant
position in European alfairs under Nicholas I.,

came to be regarded as the protector of the scat-

tered Slavic peoples living under Austrian, Prus-

sian, or Turkish rule. In 1848 the leading pro-

moters of Panslavism summoned a congress at

Prague, which was attended by Slavs from Bo-

hemia, Moravia, Silesia, Servia. Croatia. Dal-

matia, and Poland. Since 1800 Panslavism has

exerted direct influence on .-Vustro-Hungarian pol-

itics, both northern and southern Slavs tending

toward united action in opposition to the Ger-

mans and Magyars. In 1867 a great Slavic con-

gress was held at Moscow, but with little ma-
terial result. It was largely as the natural

champion of the oppressed Slavs of the Balkan
peninsula that Russia declared war on Turkey
in 1877, and the politics of the jM-ninsula since

then have been influenced to a considerable de-

gree l)y the ambitions of the Panslavists. Up to

the ])rcsent time, however, the Panslavic spirit

has asserted itself most elTectually in the field of

literature and more especially in philology,

where the researches of many scholars have re-

sulted in laying down the princii)les for a com-

parative science of Slavic languages.

PANSY. See Violet.

PANT.iE'NUS (Lat., from Gk. navraii>6c, Pan-

taiiios). Tiaclicr of the Christian catechetical

school in Alexandria about 180-19.i. Little is

known about him, but he was probably a native

of Sicily, trained in the Stoic and Pythagorean

pliilosophy, and converted to Christianity in

adult lifel His fame rests chiefly upon his work

as a teacher, which is described witli affectionate

admiration by his celebrated pupil Clement. (See

Clemext of Alexandria.) Tradition relates

that he went on a mission to India, which is

not improbable. He is said to have written com-

mentaries on the Scriptures, but none have sur-

vived. It has been suggested that he may have

written the last two chapters of the Epistle to

Diognctus. There is no trace of him after the
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pcrseoution under Septiiiiius .Stvorus (203). The
small fragments ascribed to Pantii'nus are given

in Routh's Jtelu/uiw Hacrw (O.xford, 1846). Con-

Milt: Harnaek, deschivhte dcr allchristliclien Lit-

Irratur (Leipzig, 1893) ; Bigg, The Cliristidii Pla-

tonists uf Alexandria (London, 188ti) : Cruttwell,

Ijterary History of Early Christianity (ib.,

1S93).

PANTAGRUEI;, Fr. pron. piiN'ta'gry'el'.

The son of the giant Gargantua and the chief

(liaracter in Rabelais's romance, (laryantua et

raniayriiel. In the lifteenth eentury mysteries

the name is given to a demon wlio throws salt

into tlie mouths of slee])ing persons, and Rabe-
lais made the character King of the Dipsodes
(thirsty). Like his father, Pantagrncl is the

hero of various burlesque adventures imitating
the exploits of chivalry.

PANTA'LEON ( ?-a.d. 305). A Roman
saint, pliysieian. and martyr, born, it is supposed,
at Nicomedia in Bithynia. He studied medicine
and became special physician to the Emperor
(Jalerius. He was a Christian and was mar-
tyred as such. He is the patron saint of physi-

cians, and his feast is kept on -luly 27.

PANTALEON. A large dulcimer, named by
Louis XIV. iu honor of its inventor, Pantaleon
Hebcnstreit. It was four times tlie size of the
dulcimer, and had two soundboards, on one
side strung with strings of wire and brass, and
on the other side with gut strings. It was played
witli small wooden mallets, with which the
strings were struck. The pantaleon was the
direct precursor of the pianoforte (q.v.).

PANTELLARIA, pun'tella-re'a. or PAN-
TELLERIA. A small island in the Mediter-
ranean Sea between Sicily and Africa, and be-

longing to Italy. It is of volcanic origin, and
has an extinct crater 2743 feet high, and several

hot springs. The soil is fertile. i)roducing
grapes, cotton, and olives, and the harbor on the
northwest coast has considerable shipping. Pop-
ulation, in 1!)01, 8G19.

PANTENITJS, pan-ta'ne-us, Tiieodor Her-
mann (1843— ). A German novelist. He was
born at Mitau. Courland, studied theology in

Berlin and Erlangen. and for six years taught
at Riga, where he edited the Battische Monats-
schrift (1870-70). He lived at Leipzig, was
editor of the weekly Daheim (1876, sqq.) and the
Monatshefte (1886 sqq.): and in 1891 followed
his papers to Berlin. Pantenius wrote, under
the i)seudonym of Theodor Hermann, some ex-

cellent sketches and novels, portraying life in
Litliuania and Courland ; such as Wilhclm Wolfs-
cliild (2d ed., 1873), AUein und frci (1875), Das
rule (lold (1881), and Kurliiitdische Ocschichten
(1892). A complete edition of his works ap-
peared in nine volumes (1899).

PANTHEISM ( from Gk. vas, pas, all + «e6s,

Ihros, god). The name given usually by its op-
ponents, and with a touch of odium thcologicum,
to any system of speculation which identifies the
universe with God (acosmism) or God with the
universe. The latter kind of pantheism is further
subjected to the accusation of atheism (q.v.)

;

the former has often been the expression of an
intense religious consciousness ( as in Spinoza )

.

The term pantheism was apparently coined by
John Toland in the eighteenth century, but the
antiquity of the view it designates is undoubt-

edly great, for it is prevalent in one of the oldest
known civilizations in the world—the Hindu.
Vet it is a later development of tliouglit than poly-
theism (q.v.). Hindu pantheism, as acosmism,
is taught especially by the Upanisliads (q.v.)

and by the Vedanta (q.v.). The Hindu thinker re-

gards man as born into a world of illusions and
entanglements, from which his great aim should
be to deliver himself. Neither sense nor reason,

however, is capable of helping him; only thnmgh
long-continued, rigorous, and holy coiiteiiiiiliition

of the supreme unity (Brahma) can he l)ecome
emancipated from the deceptive iniluence of phe-
nomena and fit to apprehend that he and they
are alike but evanescent modes of existence as-

sumed by that infinite, eternal, and unchangeable
being who is all in all.

Greek pantheism finds a somewhat inarticulate
expression in Xcnophanes

(
q.v.

) , but comes to

full utterance in the writings of the Stoics (q.v.).

To the views of Neo-Platonists(see Neo-Platon-
I.SM) a pantheistic tendency is often .attributed,

but it is doubtful whether emanationism does
not logically escape pantheism.

During the Jliddle Ages .lohannes Scotus
Erigena (see Erigena) was one of the few
Christian pantheists. Among the Araliian phi-

losophers pantheism was more current.

Modern pantheism first shows itself in Gior-

dano Bruno (q.v.). Spinoza (q.v.) comes ne.xt

among modern pantheists in the order of time,

and he is perhaps tlie greatest, certainly the
most rigorous and precise, of the whole class

that either the ancient or the modern W'orld has
seen. See Plumtre, General Xl^etcli of the His-

tory of Pantheism (London, 1881).

PAN'THEON (Lat., from Gk. Hdytoov, pan-
thcion, temple to all the gods, ncu. sg. of Trac-

teos, puntheios, relating to all the gods, from
iros, pas, all + dtios, th^ios, divine, from 0cui.

thcos, god). A temple to all the gods; hence in

particular, the greatest of such temples at Rome.
The fir.st Pantheon, erected in B.C. 27 by Valerius
of Ostia for M. V. Agrippa, was a rectangular

edifice behind the Baths of Agrippa. Injured or

destroyed by lightning under Trajan, it was re-

placed in A.D. 123 by the existing circular edifice

erected by Hadrian, as is proved by the dis-

coveries of Chidanne in 1892. The poi'<-h of six-

teen superb colossal monolithic Corinthian col-

umns appears to have been built with materials
from Agrippa's porch and to have been altered

from a decastyle to an oetastyle porch, perhaps
by Septimius Severus, a.d. 202. The Pantheon
was further remodeled by Caracalla; it is pos-

sible that the interior paneling of the dome,
which oilers many puzzling problems, dates from
this time and was hewn in the originally smooth
vault. The Pantheon is the most perfectly pre-

served and the noblest work of Roman archi-

tecture. It consists of a circular hall, 142^a
feet in internal diameter, supporting a dome
rising to a height of 142 feet, and pierced at the

summit by an oculus or opening 27 feet in di-

ameter—the only window in the edifice, Ijut won-
derfullj' eff'ective in its effect of interior lighting.

Seven niches for statues adorn the interior,

which, however, has lost much of its original

aspect since the 'restorations' of 1748-56. The
Pantheon, often called in Rome 'La Rotonda.' has

been since a.d. 608 a Christian church. In 663

it was despoiled of its statues and bronze adorn-
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ments by the Emperor Constans, and in 1G32
the superb bronze vault of the portico was re-

moved by Urban VIII., to be used in casting the

baldacchino of Saint Peter's Church.
The name Pantheon has been also applied to a

number of domical buildings, among which the

most important is the Church of Saint Gen-
evieve at Paris, erected 1764-1781 by the archi-

tect Soufflet in a somewhat cold but highly ele-

gant and dignified classic style. During the

Revolution it was desecrated and dedicated to

the great men of France; according to the classic

tendencies of the time, it was called 'Le Pan-
theon,' and has retained this name ever since,

although in 1826 it was restored to Catholic
worship and reconsecrated. In plan it forms a
Greek cross of about 255 feet in width and
length, exclusive of the noble portico in front.

The dome over the intersection, 70 feet in

diameter and rising 268 feet in air, is adorned
externally with a superb peristyle of 32 colums.

Bibliography. Hirt, Osservazioiw sopra il

Panteon (Rome, 1791) ; Adler, Das Pantheon zu
iJom (Berlin. 1872): Piranesi, jln/ic/ii'a romane
(Rome, 1768) ; Isabelle. Edifices circulaires

(Paris. 1843) ; Lanciani. Ruins and ExcaraHons
of Ancient Rome (trans., Boston, 1897) ; Gosset,

Les coitiioles d'oiient et d'occident (Paris, 1889).

PANTHER (OF. pantere, panthere, Fr. pan-
there, from Lat. panthera, panther, from Gk.
viyffrip, panther, panther; perhaps connected with
Skt. /yKiidaciio, tiger) . (1) The leopard (q.v.).

Sportsmen use the term rather loosely, although
some attempt to distinguish the large, more uni-

formly colored specimens by this name. (2) In
the United States, the puma. The name was
more common in early days than at present, and
more often heard in the dialect corruption,

'painter,' than in its true form. See PuiiA.

PANTHER-CAT. The ocelot (q.v.).

PANTHER-COWRY. An Oriental cowry
(Cypnea pnntheiinn) . red-brown, densely spot-

ted with blackish. See CowR\;: and Colored
Plate of Gastropods.

PANTHER-TOAD. A large smooth-skinned
•toad of Northwestern Africa, which has the up-

per parts adorned with a pattern of dark-edged,

reddish-brown patches upon a yellowish ground,

and the under parts white. This beautiful spe-

cies is noted for the ease with which it may be

tamed. A very similar species is to be found
all over Central and Southern Africa. Tlie

former is Bufo pantherina. and the latter Biifo

regular is.

PAN'TICAP.ffiTJM. The ancient name of

Kertoh iq.v. ).

PANTIN, pax'tax'. A town of France in the

Department of Seine, situated northeast of Paris

just outside the fortifications. It has sugar re-

fineries and manufactures glass and oilcloth.

Population, in 1901. 29,716.

PANTOGRAPH ( from Gk. ffas, pas. all -f

ypdipeii; firaphriii. to write). An instrument used

to make an outline copy of ii map. design, draw-
ing, or other picture either at the same scale or

larger or smaller. It consists of four rods .so

joined as to form a parallelogram. One of the

rods is pivoted about a fixed axis, while tlie ap-

paratus is supplied with a tracer or point which
is moved over the original drawing and a pencil

which makes the line of the copy. A form of the

Vol. XV.—20.

pantograph which is e.\tensively used is sho«-n
in the illustration. The rods are jointed at
a, 6, c, and d, so that ab is equal to cd
and ac to bd, thus making the figure aide
a parallelogram. At d and / are the tracing
point and pencil respectively, ^vhile at c the
rod is pivoted so as to move freely. The
points e, d, and f are in a straight line which
is maintained no matter how the framework is

moved about e. The triangles bed and aef are
similar and the distance traversed by the
point f with respect to that traversed by d will

depend on the ratio of ac to af. It is of course

SIMPLE P.\NTO(iEA

possible to interchange / and d, and in that case

there will be a reduced drawing made. By means
of screws or pins at b and c the ratio of the

sides of the parallelogram and the scale of re-

duction may be altered to suit the artist, the

appropriate scale being marked on the arms.
There are several forms of pantographs and in-

struments in which numerous refinements in the

way of rollers, pivots, suspenders, etc., are in-

troduced, but all operate on the principle just

described. The invention of the pantograph is

ascribed to Christopher Scheiner, a Jesuit priest,

in 1603, and a description of the instrument was
publi'^hed at Rome in 1631.

PANTOJA DE LA CRUZ, p4n-to'H4 d4 14

krixith, .TlAX ( 1551-C.1609). .\ Spanish painter,

born in Madrid, lie was a pupil of Coello. whom
he succeeded as Court painter to Philip II. He
continued in that position under Philip III., and
repeatedly painted the portraits of both these

monarchs. besides those of many other members
of the royal family. Although he executed sev-

eral fine altarpieces and excelled also in painting

animals, he is chiefly famous as one of the great

portrait painters of Spain. His style resembles

that of his master, but is more remarkable for

care and finish than for vigor and freedom. In

the Aladrid Museum may be seen a "Birth of

the Virgin," a "Xativity," besides portraits of

Charles V. (2), Philip" II.. Queen Isabel de

Valois (2), and others; in the Pinakotbek at

Munich the portraits of .\rehduke .\lhrecbt

(l(;nO) and his consort Isabella (1599), and in

the Vienna Museum two portraits of a child

(one dated 1604).

PANTOMIME (Lat. pantomimus. from Ok.

ram-oiiiiJLOi. one who acts by dancing an.i dumb
show, all-imitating, from iras, pas, all + lufios.
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mimos, imitator, Ironi /untivSai, mimeisthai, to

imitate). Tlie art of dramatic representation

without words, through expression iiy attitudes

and gestures. Among the Romans the term
pantmiiimus was applied to tlie actor himself.

Whether pantoniimic performances had a dis-

tinct existence under the Republic it is hard to

say, but Augustus showed great favor to this

kind of entertainment, which seems to have arisen

from the older custom of separating the actor

and the reciter of dramatic dialogue ; the fact

also that in the great open theatres the Roman
public could see much more easily than it could

hear, probablj- contributed to the popularity of

mute acting. As the pnntominii wore masks, no
facial mimicry was possible: everything depended
on the movements of the body. There was, how-
ever, commonly at the rear of the theatre, a
choir, which sang the story by way of interlude

or accompaniment ; and as the subjects presented

in dumb show were chiefly mythological love

stories, they were consequently well known to

the spectators. The earlier panlomimi came
singly upon the stage, acting successively all the

characters involved in the story; later several

appeared together. The most celebrated pan-
toiiiimi of the Augustan Age were Bathyllus
(a freedman of Mfecenas) in comedy, and Py-
lades and Hylas in tragedy. The class soon
spread over Italy and the provinces, and became
so popular with the Roman aristocracy, who used

to invite male and female performers to their

houses to entertain their guests, that Tiberius
thought it necessary to check the vanity of the
pantomimi by issuing a decree forbidding the
senators to go to their houses and knights to be
seen walking with them on the streets. Under
Caligula tliey were again in favor, and Nero even
went the length of acting in a pantomime. From
this period the pantomimi enjoyed unbroken
popularity so long as paganism held sway in the
Empire.
Pantomimic elements have always been found

in the popular theatres, notably in the early

Italian commcdia ilrW arte, in which were de-

veloped the characters of Harlequin, I'anta-

loon. Columbine, and the rest of their familiar
troupe. In France in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries the word pantomime was ap-

plied to a kind of mythological spectacle at the
Opera, in which allegorical characters appeared
in appropriate costumes. The great liallcts d'ac-

tion of Noverre were really pantomimic in char-

acter. In the first half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, at the famous little Theatre des Funam-
bules in Paris, pantomime enjoyed for some
years a remarkable revival under the genius of

Deburau and his associates.

In England the first pantomime is said to

have been produced at Drury Lane in 1702. It

was The Tuiern BUkers, by a dancing-master
named John Weaver, another of whose panto-
mimes. The Love» of Mars and Venus, had a re-

markable success. But it is to the noted harle-

quin .John Rich that the establishment of the
familiar Christmas pantomime is generally cred-

ited. In December, 172.3, he brought out at
Lincoln's Inn Fields The 'Secromancer, or the
Eistorii of Dr. Faust us, by way of rivalry to
Harlequin Dr. Fau.<>-tu.<i, which had been produced
at Drury Lane not long before. Pantomimes
were not then, however, limited to the Christmas
season, but were regarded, as they have some-

times been since then, as a means for filling the
theatre's treasury and supplementing the at-

tractions of the legitimate drama. English pan-
tomime was further develojjcd by the coming in

1758 of the Grimaldi family. Joseph Grimaldi
(q.v.), who was born in 1779, was especially

clever at inventing tricks and devising machin-
ery. Mother (loose and others of his harlequin-
ades were long popular. A special feature
in the early part of the last century was the
'transformation scene,' in which was made the
change of characters to the harlequinade proper,
or latter part of the programme. The subjects
of these pantomimes have been generally found
in popular tales like those of Aladdin. Blue
Beard, Cinderella, or Little Red Riding Hood.

In the United States pantomime has for the
most part been little more than an occasional
importation, though such a show as Humpty
Dumply, with George L. Fox as clown, about
1870, had an enormous and long-continued popu-
larity.

Consult:. Broadbent, A History of Panto-
mime (London, 1901): Friedlander. Sitten-

geschiehte Roms (Leipzig, 1S90); Champfleury,
Souvenirs des Funainbules (Paris, 18.59):

Disraeli, '"The Pantomimical Characters," in

Curiosities of Literature ( 12th ed., Lon-
don, 1841). See Ballet; Harlequin; Mime,
etc.

PANTOP'ODA (XeoLat. nom. pi., from Gk.
jras, pas, all + irous, pons, foot). An aberrant'
group of arthropods, which seem to stand nearer

the Arachnida than any other class. They are
spider-like in form, with very long slender limbs

arising from a remarkably small body, whence
they have been called 'no-body crabs.' Each of

the four pairs of legs contains a long caecal pro-

longation of the stomach. The body consists of a

cephalothorax. consisting of an anterior pro-

boscis, succeeded by three segments, and one

thoracic segment, behind which are three free

thoracic segments and a minute rudimentary
abdomen. To the cephalothorax are attached

A TYPICAL PASTOPOD, OR ' NO-BODY CBAB."

four pairs of appendages, one or both of the first

two of which may end in a forceps. These are

succeeded in the male alone, by a pair of

vigorous legs, and the first pair of thoracic

legs, while each of the three free thoracic seg-

ments bear a pair of very long legs ; there are

thus in all seven pairs of appendages. The ani-

mal breathes through the walls of the body, and,

as in all marine arthropods, there are no urinary
tubes. In most of the forms there is a slight

metamorphosis, the larva having three pairs of

appendages. In one form the larvre are internal

parasites in certain hydroids. These sea-spiders

live at various depths from between tide-marks

to deep water. The group was formerly named
Pycnogonida. By some authors they are sup-
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posed to be allied rather to Crustacea than to
Arachnida. having one more pair of limbs than
any araehnidan.

PANtrCX), pa'noo-k6. A river in ilesico, ris-

ing by several headstreams on the Mexican
Plateau, and {lowing northeastward to the Gulf
of ilexico, on the boundary between the States
of Taniaulipas and Vera Cruz. With the .con-
.struction of the jetties, the bar at its mouth has
been removed, and it is now accessible to steam-
ers of 24 feet draught. Tampico, at its mouth,
is now one of the most important ports in
Mexico.

PANITRGE, pa'nurzh'. An important char-
acter in Piabelais's Gargantua et Pantagruel. He
is discovered by Pantagruel at Paris and becomes
his friend. Panurge is given to practical jokes,

and is gifted, handsome, and always without
money. His desire for enlightenment on the sub-
ject of his marriage leads to the voyage to the
oracle of the Dive Bouteille.

PANY'ASIS, or PANY'ASSIS (Lat.. from
Gk. llamaiTis) ( ?-c.454 B.C. ) . A Greek epic poet
of Halicarnassus; a relative, probabl3- an uncle,
of Herodotus, the historian. He was put to
death by Lygdamis, the tyrant of Halicarnassus,
for assisting his native town in a fight for free-

dom. He was the author of a poem in 14 books
and 9000 verses, entitled Beraclea {Exploits of
Heracles), which led the critics of the Alexan-
drian school to rank him among the five great
epic poets. There are extant a few elegantly
written fragments on the use and abuse of wine-
drinking, which are said to resemble the elegies

on the same subject by Xenophanes and Theognis.

According to Suidas he was also the author of
lonica ('luw/td), an elegiac poem of 7000
lines on the history of Neleus, Codrus, and the
Ionian colonies. The fragments have been edited

by Tzschimer (1842). and by Kinkel in the
Epicorum Grcecorum Fragmenta (1877).

PANZER, piin'tser, Geobg Wolfc-vng (1729-

180.5). A German bibliographer. He was born
at Sulzbach, studied theology at Altdorf, and
lived at Etzelwang, a suburb of Nuremberg, and
in that city as pastor and author. He was for
several years director of the city library, and
wrote: Geschichte der romisch-katholischen
deutschen Bibeliibersetzung (1781); Geschichte
der deutschen Bibeliibersetzung M. Luthers von
1j17-81 (1783); Aniialen der iiUcrn deutschen
Lifteratiir (1788): Aelteste Buchdruckerge-
schichte yUrnbergs (1789); and Annales Typo-
graphici (1793-1803), a valuable catalogue of
the old prints of all countries, in 11 volumes.

PAOAY, pa'f'-i'. A town of Xorthem Luzon.
Philippines, in the Province of Ilocos Norte. It

lies near the western coast, 11 miles south of

Laoag (Map: Philippine Islands, E 1). Pop-
ulation. 11.848.

PAOLA, pa-6la. A city and the county-seat
of Miami County, Kan., 43 miles south by west
of Kansas City: on the Saint Louis and San
Francisco, the Missouri Pacific, and the Mis-
souri, Kansas and Texas railroads (Map: Kan-
sas. H 3). It has a public library with more
than 5500 volumes. The city is in a productive
farming and stock-raising country, rich also in

natural gas and coal. There are grain elevators

and wagon shops. Paola was first settled in

18.55, and in IStJO was chartered a.s a city. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 2943; in 1900, 3144.

PAOLI, pa'6-1.', Pasqlale (1725-1807). A
Corsican patriot, born at Morosaglia. His
father, having taken a leading part in the insur-
Tcction against the Genoese, was obliged to
flee to Naples in 1739. There Paoli rec-eived an
excellent education. In .July, 1755, he was sum-
moned to Corsica, and elected Captain-General
of the island, and the chief of a democratic
government. He energetically and successfully
applied himself to the reformation of the bar-
barous laws and customs of the island, and at
the same time to the expulsion of the Genoese,
who lost, in a short time, nearly all their strong-
holds. The fleet of the Genoese was also defeated
and they were obliged to .seek help from France.
Finally, in 17tJ8, Genoa ceded the island to
France. Paoli refused all ofl'ers of the French
Government, and continued to struggle for the
independence of his country, but was defeated
by the superior force of the Count de Vaux. and
the Frencn became masters of the island. After
continuing the vain .struggle for a year, Paoli
was compelled to take refuge on board a British
frigate, in which he sailed for England, where
he was well received and granted a pension by
the King (1769). Twenty years afterwards the
French Revolution of 1789 retailed him to Cor-
sica as lieutenant-general and military governor.
Subsequently, when the island Ijecame a depart-
ment, he was made president of the administra-
tion and commander of the National Guard. .After

the e-xecution of Louis XVI. Paoli's attitude
toward the Convention changed. With the active

sympathy of England, he organized in 1793 a
revolt against the Convention. He was pro-
scribed by that body and made general-in-chief
and president of the Council by a Consulta which
assembled at Corte. He now openly allied him-
self with Circat Britain, and favored the landing
of 2000 British troops on the island in 1794, with
whose aid he drove out the French. He was
forced, however, to surrender the island to the
English. Disappointed in his hope of being made
Viceroy, and finding his influence over the Corsi-
cans gone, he retired from the island in 1790, and
spent the remainder of his life in England, where
he died near London, February 5, 1807. In 1889
his body was removed to Corsica and there buried
with great honor and solemnity. The earliest
account of Paoli is found in Boswell's Account of
Corsica (Glasgow. I7C8). Consult also: Arrighi,
Histoire de Pascal Paoli (Paris, 1843) : Bartoli.
Histoire de Pascal Paoli (new ed., Bastia. 1891).

PAOLO VERONESE, pa'alA v.^'rA-nii'zft.

See VKKO.NE.'iK. PalX.

PAOMBONG, paVim-bong'. A town of Luzon.
Philippines, in the Province of Bulacfin (^lap:
Luzon, R 7). It is situated on the Pampanga
River two miles west of Malolos, and has a pop-
ulation of 10.297.

PAO-TING FTJ, pii'6-ting' foo' (locally ab-

breviated into Pao-fu). A walled departmental
city of China, capital of the Province of Chili. It

lies about 80 miles southwest of Peking and 70 to
the west of Tien-tsin: it is c-onnected by rail with
Peking, being an important station on the un-
completed Lu-llan Railway from Peking to Han-
kow I .Map: China. E 4 i . The city contains several
old temples, a Mohammedan mosque, several very
good streets with well-filled shops, including a
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very large number of curio and book shops. The
city was occupied by the allied troops during

the Boxer rebellion on October 19, 1900.

PAPA, pii'pi). A town in the County of Vesz-

prem, Hungary, situated on the Tapolcza. about

60 miles south-southeast of Pressburg (Map:
Hungary, E 3). It has an extensive palace of

the Counts of Eszterhftzv, a house in which
Alatthias Corvinus lived, three monasteries, and
a Protestant gymnasium. The manufactures in-

clude potterv. tobacco, and textiles. Population,

in 181I0, 14.417: in 1900, 17,426, chiefly Roman
Catholic Magj"ars.

PAPACY (OF. papacie, from ML. papatia.

Papal ullke. from Lat. papa, pope, bishop, father

:

reduplication of pa, an early infantile utterance,

supposed to apply to the child's father). The ><ee

of Kome considered as an historic institution,

claiming to be the head of and centre of unity for

the whole Christian Church. The origin of the

primacy of Rome is, according to the Roman
tradition, to l)e found ( 1 ) in the leading part

played by the Apostle Peter in the New Testa-

ment records, and (2) in the alleged historic fact

of a residence of Peter at Rome as head or bishop

of the Christian community there. On the first

basis is constructed a theory of a divine com-
mission given to Peter by Jesus Christ, in virtue

of which Peter was invested with the three at-

tributes of king, priest, and teacher over all the

followers of his master. On the second basis the

Roman Church has built up its practical earth-

ly structure of influence and power. The iden-

tification of the Petrine idea with Rome was
needed to localize and make concrete the abstract

claims of a divine commission. Whatever powers
were conveyed to Peter by .Jesus Christ were now
held to be continued in full measure to his

duly appointed successors in the Roman bish-

opric. Although a majority of Christians reject

both the Roman interpretation of the Petrine

commission and the historical proof of a 'bish-

opric' of Peter in Rome, and still more emphati-
cally deny any connection whatever between these

two sets of ideas, the historian finds abundant
explanations of the origin and growth of the

Roman su]iremacy without resorting to these

sources. Doubtless the tradition of an Apostolic

origin was a jiowerful aid to the bishops of Rome
in enforcing their claims to su|)eriority.

The Roman community was certain!}' one of

the earliest Christian foundations. It enjoyed the
prestige of the work and of the martyrdom of

the great Ajjostles, Peter and Paxil. It was the
centre of life of the vast Roman Empire, and
the focal point toward which all ideas streamed
in and from which they were redistributed in

effective form. Rome, however, had never been
an important source of ancient culture. Her
gifts to the world were law and administration,
her culture was always a borrowed one. This
same tradition of practical administrative skill

was now to be continued by the Church. The
authentic records of Roman church life during
the first two centuries are few, and many in-

stances of the exercise of Papal power at this

time are not to be foimd.
The evidences of an aggressive, dominating

jurisdiction appear very clearlv in the adminis-
tration of Victor I. ( ?19.3-20.3); This active and
zealous churchman was bent upon securing uni-
formity in the outward practices of the Church,

and he made the existing variations in the time
of celebrating Easter a test question. He de-

manded of the Eastern churches agreement witli

the Roman Easter period and threatened them
with excommunication if they refused. Excom-
municatiiin, as the refusal to share Christian
fellowship with an offending brother, was the
right of every church, but we distinctly see
here the Roman practice of treating it as a pun-
ishment to be inflicted by a superior upon an
inferior. Irena^us, Bishop of Lyons, himself a
Syrian, but in agreement with Victor on the
Easter question, admitted the potentior princi-

palilas of Rome, a phrase naturally quoted by
Roman controversialists to support their claims
of right. They also cite, as justification of these
claims, a letter of Clement 1. to the Corinthians
(A.D. 95 or 90), the epistles of Saint Ignatius,

and passages of Tertullian, Origen. and other
Christian writers of the .second and third cen-

turies. Whatsoever may be the value of these

testimonies, as cited to sustain the claims of

Papal su])remacy in these early ages, the subse-

quent fact of a Papal domination is outlined dis-

tinctly in historical perspective by the end of

the fourth century.

The Western world turned as naturally to

Rome in religious as in secular matters, partly

as the result of the habit of centuries, partly

because there was no other resort. Papal Rome
met the demand with a steadiness and prudence
worthy of the great political tradition to which
she was succeeding. In matters both of faith

and practice she was always to be found on the

side of a stanch but liberal orthodoxy. While
Gnostics on the one hand and Montanists on the

other were trying to make of the Church a se-

lect esoteric community of the specially initiated,

Rome steered carefully between the extremes
and lent all her weight to the 'Catholic' or in-

clusive idea of the Church, as the medium of sal-

vation for all men. On the vexed questions of

heretical baptism and ordination and the treat-

ment of the 'lapsed' her position was always
moderate and liberal. While the theologians of

the Ea.stern world were speculating with philo-

sophical refinements over the great Christian

problems, the Roman Church quietly but per-

sistently held fast to the idea of a mystery of

redemption not to be solved by any human phi-

losophy, but to be accepted once for all bj' an
act of faith. When, in the storms of the Ger-

manic invasions, the weak and cowardly pm-
perors deserted Rome, the Roman bishops re-

peatedly stood forward in their place and dealt

with the invaders in the name of a power great-

er than their own.

The earliest point at which we can clearly

discern the existence of a well-developed ma-
chinery of Papal power is in the administration

of Leo I. (440-461). He grasped, as none of his

predecessors had done, the vast range of his

opportunity. He aimed to establish, both in

the East and in the West, a system of Papal
vicariates through which the Roman jurisdiction

could be enforced and the Roman forms of faith

and practice maintained. Eastward from the

Adriatic his success was only partial and tem-

porary. The pressure of Greek Christianity

backed by the forces of the Greek Empire was
too great, and we may from this point practical-

ly dismiss the East from our view. At the Coun-
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cil of Chalcedon (451), the formula of faith
presented by Leo was accepted as a sufficient

statement of the Christological problem. In
Gaul the rising metropolitan power received a
serious check in Leo's severe treatment of
Hilary of Aries, who had on insufficient «vi-

deuce deposed Chelidonius, Bishop of Besanton.
In 452 Leo went out, armed with none but spiri-

tual weapons, to meet the terrible Attila, and
actually turned him back in the full tide of
victory. In 455 he again faced a Vandal inva-
sion from the south and succeeded in gaining at
least milder terms for the doomed capital.

Especially clear does this Roman leadership
appear in the dealings with those Germanic
peoples who for a longer or shorter time occupied
the soil of Italy and organized there an actual
administration of government. Tlie popes of
this period, nominally subject to the emperors
at Constantinople, never really questioned the
de facto sovereignty of the barbarian rulers in

Italy. With Odoacer (476-49.3), and then with
Theodoric the Ostrogoth ( 493-526 ) , we find them
in relations of friendly temporal subjection,
ilany cases of Papal privilege and several dis-

puted elections were referred to these barbarous
and heretical chiefs of tribes, and their decisions
were accepted. It was the wise policy of Rome,
at this early stage, to conform itself to actual
conditions and make its profit out of them. This
de facto allegiance was readily transferred to

Constantinople when, after the death of Theo-
doric, the armies of .Justinian under Belisarius
and Xarses finally drove the Ostrogoths out of
Italy (535-53). This revival of Byzantine sover-

eignty was, however, the most serious disaster
that could have happened to the Papal idea.
Again and again popes were made to feel the
rough hand of the Empire if they ventured to
act against its will, even on a matter of doctrine.
The prestige of Rome was in danger of disapjjear-
ing, if she were to become merely one among
the numerous patriarchates under the fitful dic-

tation of Constantinople. It was leally an ad-
vantage when the dreaded Lombards swarmed
over into the Po Valley (568) and rapidly drove
the Byzantine garrisons from most of the country
east of the Apennines. The Lombard terror forms
the background of the Papal history for nearly
two hundred years, but it was one of the means
through which the importance of the Papal in-

stitution was recognized and justified.

These were the conditions under which Gregory
1., the Great (590-604), came to power. From
his correspondence we gain for the first time a
clear impression of the economic side of the
Papal administration. We find a considerable
total of landed properties scattered from Africa,
through Sicily and Italy, to Gaul, managed
directly by Papal agents and serving as the
chief financial "basis of the Roman bishopric.
Gregory, a prudent manager and astute politi-

cian, knew how to keep on good terms with the
Empire, and even succeeded in making some
impression on the Arian Lombards in the direc-

tion of their ultimate conversion to Catholicism.
He kept up an active correspondence with the
Catholic Merovingian princes of the Franks, and
was the originator of the conversion of the
heathen Anglo-Saxons to Roman Catholic Chris-
tianity. In a spirit of wise charity for all hu-
man diversities. Gregory I. laid the foundations

for a Papal system which would have made the

Roman bishop the guide and harmonizer of West-
ern Christendom. As time went on, the hold
of the Eastern Empire ui>on Italy became weaker
and weaker. In vain |)opes implored emperors
for help against the Lombards. The Moham-
medan eonijuest ab-sorlx-d all the energies of the
declining Empire, and Rome must turn elsewhere
for the material support it needed. Gregory's
relations with the Franks gave the clue for the
future. So hjng as the -Merovingian dynasty
lasted nothing could be done: but when the new
and vigorous House of Pejiin Ijegan to displace
the Merovingian princes, the opportunitv came.
Papal appeals to Charles Martel ( JlajorDomus,
714-741) were flatly refused, but his son. Pepin,
needing a sanction for his usurnation of the
kingdom, found it worth while to win this of
Rome as the price of deliverance from the Lom-
bard terror. .More than this, he guaranteed to
the Papacy the temporal sovereignty over an ill-

defined stretch of territory including Rome and
a considerable surrounding country. .See Pap.^l
States for the subsequent history of the tem-
poral sovereignty.

With the coronation of Charles the Great as
Roman Emperor by Pope Leo III. (800) a new
phase of the Papal power begins. The revival
of the Imperial name was doubtless intended
to connect the actual domination of the Frank-
ish people with the traditions of the ancient
Roman world. It was, however, to l>e several
generations yet before the importance of this
new connection was to be evident. No emperor
from Charles to Otho the Saxon held a position
that could in any sense be called 'Imperial.' Even
the title disappeared for more than a generation
before Otho. Meanwhile the Papacy kept on
quietly developing the constitution under which
it was to do its great work. The administration
of Nicholas I. (858-8(>7l. coincident with the
notable rise of intellectual culture in West Fran-
eia, serves to indicate this progress. Nicholas
I. was keen to seize every occasion to assert Pa-
pal right of supreme jurisdiction. ( 1 ) As de-

fender of a sound Christian morality he took
up eagerly the cause of Theutberga. the rejected
wife of King Lothair II. of Lorraine, and car-

ried it against the supjMrt of the fighting men
and the whole clergy of Lorraine to a complete
triumph. (2) He assailed the metropolitan power
in the [)erson of the great .Archbishop Hincmar, ,

the most important prelate in the North, on the

old question of the right of a subordinate clergy-

man disciplined by his local superior to appeal
directly to Rome.
With the tenth century we find the Papacy in

a phase which seemed at times to imperil all

it had gained. Its three functions—the bishopric

of Rome, the government of a Roman State, and
the hea<lship of Latin Christianity—were often

in hopeless conflict, but never more than now.
In the furious strife of local parties in which
Rome, like every other Italian city, was involved,

the Papacy came to be hardly more than the

spoil of party victory. Popes of everj- variety

of incapacity and imsuitableness were set up
by rivals in politics, and. even if they succeeded

in maintaining their hold upon the bishopric and
the Roman territory, there was little qiicstion

of any influence upon the movement of affairs

outside this field. It is the most convincing
proof of the need in that age of some such cen-

tral religious authority in Europe that men con-
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tinued to pay deference to an institution so

caielcss of its own ti-edit and its own future.

Two causes were destined to bring the I'apacy

once again into tlic great currents ot Eun)|)ean

Christianity. Tlie lirst uf tliese was the renewal

of the iMupire on a (iernian basis. The entrance
of the tsa.xon people into the Latin-Christian

culture (c.S.'iO) resulted in a great strengtlien-

ing of the ])urcly Cierman as distinguished from
the half-Komantic elements of the Western world.

In yi'J the Cerman kingship passed with Henry
I. into Saxon hands. His son Otlio I. ('J37-!I73)

took up tlie kingdom, no longer as a Saxon thane,

but as the l)orn King of all Germans, and after

twenty-live years of varying success saw his

idea of kingship fairly realized. For nearly
forty years the Empire had gone begging for a
power strong enough to come and take it. In
961 Otho crossed the Alps as of right, and in

962 was crowned Emperor at Rome by Po])* John
XII., whom he soon uncanonically depo.sed on
accusations of every possible iniquity. He then
caused the 'election' of a capable Roman layman,
Leo VI] 1., and maintained him with his sword.
He bound the clergy and nobility of Rome by
solemn oaths to elect their popes in future 'ca-

nonically" and to seek for such election the ap-
proval of the Emperor. Thus it was thought to

establish a formal balance of rights between
these two branches of the highest earthly power.
If the Papal sanction lie needed to make the
Emperor, no less should Imperial approval be
necessary to a valid Papal election. But no
sooner was the Imperial camp removed from
Rome than all the evils of local factional strife

broke out again. To end the perpetual conflict,

Otho 111. (!)8:M002), a youth of generous en-

thusiasms, tried the experiment of a Roman
residence in conjunction with a German pope,
Gregory V., of his own making. For a moment
the jirnblem seemed solved, but a new outbreak
of Roman fuiy drove him from the cit.v to his

death.

Meanwhile the Church was developing a new
energy through the force of its monastic princi-

ple, the sei'imd cause alluded to aliove. The
Monastery of Cluny in Burgmidy began from
its foundation about 010 to exercise an influence

upon clerical life quite witliout precedent. This
took the form of a purification of the priestly
office by ridding it of tlie frc(|uent vice of simony
and by strictly enforcing the rule of priestly celi-

bacy. The reaction of tills movement upon society
at large is seen in the etl'orts to bring about the
peace of the land known as the 'Peace of Ood'
and the 'Truce of God.' In all this great activity
the Papacy as .such took no part, but the time
came when these ideas took possession of it and
made it do their bidding.

The two processes we have noticed—the rise
of the Empire and the purification of the Church—come together in the middle of the eleventh
century. ,\nother period of Papal depression
had followed the work of the Othos. and once
more the Papacy became the prey of contending
local factions. The office was tossed about in
shameless 'deals' or by open violence. In the
year 104(i three persons were claiming tlie Papal
power on different grounds. The scandal was too
great, and the 'Romans' appealed to the Em-
peror Henry III. In the synod of Sutri (104f)),
held on the borders of the Roman territory,
Henry brought about the removal of all three

claimants and nominated a worthy German prel-

ate who was accepted by the Romans. Two other
Germans, also nominated by the Emperor, fol-

luwcil in rapid succession. The last uf these
was IJruno. Bishop uf Tuul in Lurraine, who as
Pope Leo IX. ( 104!l-i')4) , and under the guidance
of the monk Hildebrand, began the aggressive
policy of Cluirch reform througli Papal action,

which is tlie most important feature of Papal
history for the next century. Though nominated
by the Emperor, Leo saw plainly that to succeed
he must be free from all outside control and
rely upon the old Roman traditions. He began
his administration by a journey to France and
(Jermany. where in two synods, at Rheiiiis and at
Mainz, be proclaimed the articles of the Cluny
programme, especially that against simony, and
demanded the allegiance of the northern prelates

in his crusade against the.se evils. The con-

science of Europe, roused already bv the work of

the monastic reformers, responded with satis-

factory readiness. At Rome Leo IX. found him-
self involved in an entirely new political situa-

tion. The Norman conquciors of Southern Italy

had reached a point in their expansion where
it was important for them to have a definite legal

status. They threatened to encroach upon the

Papal territory and actually routed the Pope's
army in the battle of Civitate (1053). But the

wis(lom of Leo turned this rout into a victory by
persuading the Xormans to become the vassals

of the Holy See on condition that their power,
within certain limits, should be recognized as a

legitimate sovereignty.

The sense of Papal right as paramount is seen

still more plainly in the action of Nicholas II.

(1058-(il). To check the disorders consequent
upon the Papal elections and to establish the

electoral process on a firm and permanent basis,

he procured the passage at the synod of 1059 of

a decree whereby the election of the Po])e was
henceforth to be in charge of the Roman 'cardi-

nals,' including members from all three clerical

orders. The initiative was to lie with these, but
they were then to procure the assent of the

'Roman people.' and a certain undefined right

of partici]iation was reserved to the Emperor,
On tliese three elements—the Roman cardinals,

the Roman people, and the Roman Emperor

—

rested the Papal constitution for the next two
hundred years. The greatest conflicts of this

period arose from attempts to define more pre-

cisely the limits of each element. On the whole,
the cardinalate gained steadily upon the other

factors, and succeeded ultimately in winning
exclusive control, not, however, without de-

cisive modifications in its own make-U]).

The Pa|)acy was now definitely committed to

the work of reform. Tlie influence of Hildelirand
grows more and more perceptible. Under his

far-seeing direction what had been started as a

purely moral movement becomes in the clearest

sense a political one as well. Adding to the two
articles, of the Cluny programme a third—the

prohibition of lay investiture—he tomhined all

three under the one general demand for the 'free-

dom of the Church' from all external control.

( 1 ) The celibacy of the secular clergj' was to be

the guarantee that the clergy should be free

from all the obligations arising from marriage
and the social and economic duties that attend
it. (2) The abolition of simony was to make the

clergy free from all the complications of worldly
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interest that must arise if clerical office were to
be bought and sold for any valuable considera-
tion whatever. (3) The prohibition of lay in-

vestiture was to free tlie clergy from any re-

lation toward the State which might interfere

with the exclusive control of all clerical inter-

ests by the supreme ecclesiastical autliority, the
Papacy itself. The efl'ect of the first was to
separate the priest from the family; of the
second, to separate him from the temporal inter-
ests of the society about him; of the tnird, to cut
him off from any secular service to the State.
It was 'freedom" in the sense of a separation that
must tend to place a gulf between the clergy and
all purely secular interests. On the otlier hand,
it is doubtful if any other process could have
stayed the progress of a fatal secularization

of the Church that threatened to absorb it en-
tirely in the life of the society of the full

feudal period.

As to the question of simony, all thinking
men were agreed that it was an evil. The celi-

bacy of the clergy in the major orders was al-

ready well established in the habits of most
of the European populations, and the sympathy
of the masses was decidedly setting toward its

extension to the minor orders as well. It was,
therefore, a well-considered policy that led Hil-

debrand from the moment of his accession as
Pope Gregory VII. (107.3-8.5) to throw his whole
energy- into the fight against the lay investiture.

The moment cliosen for the conflict with Ger-
many was most favorable. Henrj- III., the
vigorous champion of Imperial right and duty
as the guardian of Papal honor, died in 1056,
leaving a son. Henry IV.. si.x years old. who
was accepted as King under the regency of his

pious mother. Agnes of Poitou. In 1073 this

son was a clever, headstrong youth of twenty-
three, already at odds with many parts of his

kingdom, but prepared to press to the utmost all

his royal rights. The first proclamation against
lay investiture was in 1075. and, though couclied

in general terms, was plainly aimed at Germany.
To give up the right of investiture would have
meant for the German King the loss of the most
important means of political control, and Henry
threw himself upon the loyalty of his clerical

subjects. A German synod at Worms (10701
denounced the Pope in unmeasured terms, and
threatened him vjth deposition. He replied by
excommimicating the King, whose political ene-

mies utilized the excommunication as a weapon
to keep him in a seniiimprisonment until Greg-
ory could carry out his purpose of settling the

whole German question in person at a German
assembly. Gregory was on his way to this meet-

ing at Augsbtirg when Henry IV.. leaving Ger-

many, hurried over the Alps, met the Pope in the

famous interview at Canossa, and won from him
the absolution which reinstated him in the al-

legiance of his subjects, and thus averted the

grave political danger of a settlement of Ger-

man affairs by a Papal council on German soil.

Through the long reign of Henry IV.. under
Gregory and his successors, tlie fight went on.

The Pope repeatedly excommunicated the King
and sanctioned the election of anti-kings. The
King replied in virtue of his Imperial rights,

actual or to be. by deposing' popes and causing

the election of a series of anti-popes. The im-

mediate question of the investiture was lost sight

of in the larger issue—whether Church or State

was to control. Henry V. (1106-25) had joined
th(! Papacy against his father, but was no sooner
King himself than he was forced into an oppo.-^i-
lion as much more dangerous as he was more
powerful. In 1111 he was able to force the
Papacy into a momentary agreement that the
clergy of the Kmpire should be exempt from the
Imperial investiture on condition that they
should surrender all their temporal propertv.
Tliis agreement was promptly rejected bv those
most interested on both sides,'and led to tlie final
settlement in the Concordat of Worms (1122),
whereby the dual nature of the clerical office as
at once temporal and spiritual was recognized.
The investiture with the spiritualities (ring and
staff) was left to the Papacy, while that with
the temporalities (sceptre) was held by the Em-
peror. Similar but less violent confiicts in
France and England led to a similar result.
A new phase of the conHict between Church

and State begins with the accession of tlie em-
perors of the House of Hohenstaufen. The
Hohenstaufen (Ghibelline) policy was to extend
the German kingdom, under the disguise of the
Empire, over Italy. In this ambition it was
checked at every turn by the rising power of the
Italian city republics. Frederick Barbarossa
(1152-90) sought to incor|jorate these communi-
ties into- his administration by jilacing governors
(podestji) over them and utilizing their growing
wealth for his larger plans. Led by Milan, the
Lombard communes steadily resisted. Milan,
destroyed in 1162, was rebuilt by her neigli-

bors, and at the head of Uie great Lombard
League gave the Emperor such a defeat at
Legnano (1170) that in the Peace of Constance
(1183) he conceded practically all the claims
of the cities to independence. Throughout this

fight the communes were steadily supported by
the Papacy. Their party (the Guelph) was also

the Papal parl.v; and though outside the cities

there were many territorial nobles and inside

there was always a noble faction that looked
toward tlie Emperor, the great mas.ses of the

rising industrial population, organized in their

craft and merdiant guilds, were sturdily Guelph
and in evcrv crisis expected the support of

the Pope. Il'enry VI., sou of Frederick I. (11!>0-

97), had elaborate plans for refeinlalizing Itiily

and sinking the communes in greater territorial

units. Through his marriage with the heiress

of the Norman kingdom in the south and the

birth of a son in 1104, he seemed to see the reali-

Ziition of the Hohenstaufen policy. His death,

the consequent confusion in Germany, and the

accession of the great Pope Innocent 111. (IIOS-

1216) saved Italy for the time and gave to the

Papal power one of its greatest moments of

triumph.
Innocent III. realized more completely than

any pope before or after him the Hildebrandine

ideal. He was able to bring King .Tohn of Eng-
land to surrender the overlnrdship of the land

to him for his support against his nobles. He
compelled Philip .\ugustus of France to take

back his rejected wife. In the struggle for the

German crown he championed Otlio the Guelph

against Philip of Hohenstaufen (11081208). but
when Otlio as King (1208-14) pro\-ed that no

Emperor could be a Guelph. as no Pope could be a

Ghibelline, Innocent turned against him at once.

He gave his support to France against Germany
and England in the battle of Bouvines ( 1214), by
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which his ward the jouiig King Frederick of

.Sioily gained the Empire. At a Lateran couni'il

in 1215 Innocent displayed as it had never been

displayed before the legal system on wliicli the

working of the Papal idea depended.

The prestige of the Papacy liad been greatly

increased by its leadersliip in tlie Crusades. The
Crusade liad been commended by (iregory VII.

Events in tlie East had roused attention to it

soon afterwards, and Urban II. (10S8-!)9) had

made it the chief object of his administration.

Throughout the long and not always creditable

history of the Crusades (109G-I270), it was the

Papacy that gave to it whatever of unity and
dignity it had. From Innocent III. we may
licgiu to note the gradual decline of the mediicval

Papacy. It had thriven upon the absence of

strong national governments in Euro])e, and the

rapid rise of the new nations closed uj) one by

one the channels through which the Papal jiower

had made itself felt. The reign of Frederick

II. (121.5-50) is one long conflict between the

Imperial and Papal schemes in Italy. On the

whole, the Emperor was beaten, but the prestige

of the Papacy as a luiivcrsal power was injured.

The attemptOf the Hohcnstaufen to maintain a
government in Italy was frustiated. but the

Papacy, by bringing the Angevin rulers from
France into tlie South, sowed the scctU of new
ilisaster. Rudolph of Hapsburg (1273-!)!) began
a new policy for the Empire: to leave Italy

out of the (juestion in return for a free hand
in (Germany; and every deviation from this wise

policy by his successors only showed again how
completely the niedia'val ideals of public life

were passing over into those of the modern world.
The attempts of Henry VII. ( 1308-13) and Louis

the Bavarian (1314-47) to affect the balance

of Italian politics proved utter failures.

On the other hand, the same thing is true of

Papal attempts to enf(uce discipline (m the

rulers of Europe. Boniface VIII. (12!)4-1303)

came to the Papacy as the leader of the cardi-

nalate in an unprecedented crisis. His predeces-

sor, Celestine V., a piovis recluse, had so com-
pletely fallen into the hands of the Neapolitan
Angevins that he had raised to the cardinalatc

a number of French and N'eapolilan prelates. He
had then, largely luider pressure from Boniface,
resigned the Papacy, and now the cardinals foiuid

themselves under the domination of such a will

as had not been seen in the Pajial olliee since

Innocent III. His violent attempts to break down
the faction of the Colonna drove his enemies to

the Court of Philip IV. of France, and there they
found a fertile soil for their complaints. Philiji,

a completely modern ruler, needing all the money
there was to spare in France, laid a tax upon the
clergy. Boniface, in a series of able documents,
laid down again the Hildebrandine d<M'trine of

the freedom of the (nuircli. Pliilip appealed to

the national sentiment as expressed for the first

time in the Statcs-deneral and won his fight.

Boniface, defeated and abused by the personal
enemies he had made, died, the last great ex-

ponent of the media'val Pa()acy.

The wreck of the medi.Tval scheme of a Papacy
and an Em|)ire working in a harmony that was
never attained threw the Papacy upon a new
alliance. The influence of France now replaces
that of Cermany. The result of the second con-

clave after the death of Boniface was the election

of a Frenchman, Clement V. (1305-14). The

new Pope was met at Lyons by Kind Philip in

person, and as a result of this interview he never
left France. The cardinals summoned across the
.\lps obeyed, and thus began the French resi-

dence of the Papacy, the "Babylonian Captivity'
at Avignon (130i)-7(i). This •exile' came about
naturally through the working of the cardinal
system. The French influence had secured certain
cardinals from Celestine V.; these decided the
choice of Clement, and now he iii turn was free

to appoint enough more French cardinals to ile-

cide the character of the college for a generation
to come. The close relation of the Papacy to

France withdrew from it the sympathies of the
other nations, notably of England, It .seemed in

danger of losing entirel.v that Koman character
which was its only source of authority. Pressure
was continually brought to induce the popes to
return to Rome: several attempts to do so were
made, but were hindered by the French interests

of the cardinals. Finally, Pope Gregory XI.
did return and died at Rome (1378). The new
election, held under fear of violence from the

'Roman people,' resulted in the choice of an
Italian. Urban VI., but within a few months
the French influence succeeded in raising suffi-

cient doubts as to the validity of this election to
justify the cardinals in choosing another Pope.
Clement VII. Thus, still by the regular working
of the Papal machinery, the Churcli found itself,

for the first time in its history, involved in a

schism in which both claimants rested upon the
same basis, a lawful election by cardinals.

Both parties ap]>ealed to the nations for sup-

port. In general, tlie northern peoples sym-
pathized with the Roman Pope. France and Spain
with the French one; but the really important

result of the Great Schism (1378-1418) was the

discussion it aroused as to the nature of the

Papacy and its relations to the Church at large.

The feeling was constantly gaining force that the

Church as a whole was misrepresented by a sys-

tem which threw all the weight of the Papal
authority into the hands of a small body of

persons at Home. To change these persons to

Frenchmen was no relief. What w^as demanded
was a larger .share to the nations in the Church
(•onstitution. These opinions gained in clearness

as the difficulty of breaking the schism through
the action of the cardinals became more apparent.
The remedy was that most feared by the curial

party at all times, a general council, but years

])assed before a way could be found for calling

a council that would Iw respected. Finally, in

1400, the 'union cardinals' on both sides united

in this work, and the Council of Pisa supported
them in making a new election. The Pope
chosen. Alexander V.. lived but a few months,
and the same interests succeeded in putting for-

ward .Tohn XXIII,. who failed utterly to main-

tain the resjiect of the Church as against the

two claimants set aside at Pisa, who now re-

newed their claims.

The f'hurch thus found itself in a triple

schism, honeycombed with the heresy of Wiclif

and Huss and burdened with ecclesiastical abuses

Which every one saw, but which no one knew how
to remedy without danger to the system itself.

The Council of Constance (1414-18) met under

these conditions. It first attacked heresy by ex-

amining and burning .Jolin Huss. who, relying

upon the safe conduct of the Emperor Sigismund,

had voluntarily put himself into its power. It
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Ihcii proceeded to endless discussions of abuses

;-iul the means of relief, only at last to express

a series of pious wishes and leave their execution

to the Pope, whose election was accomplished by
a joint commission of the cardinals and the

Council. Naturally, the new Pope. Martin V.,

of the Roman family of the Colonna. failed to

consider himself bound by the action of a council

that could not agree within itself U|)on vital

questions, and his 'reforms' were of the most
superficial kind. The Papacy had come out of

the trial of schism and opposition unchanged in

its quality. It could not avert the assembling of

the Council of Basel (1431-48), but it steadily

opposed it. So long as the Council could keep

the respect of Europe it could maintain its ex-

istence, and at least succeeded in demonstrating

its capacity to do things that the Papal adminis-
tration had failed to accomplish : but the longer

it lasted the more apparent it became that

Europe was not ready to exchange the traditional

authority of Rome for the novel tyranny of an
irresponsible council. Especially when the Coun-

cil proceeded of its own right to choose a pope,

without reference to the Roman tradition, it

became clear that such a pope could not be sup-

ported. What the Council of Basel really ac-

complished was to furnish to the nations a pre-

text for asserting their rights over their own
local churches more firmly than ever, as, for ex-

ample, in the case of France, through the Prag-

nnatic Sanction of Bourges (1438). When this

was done the governments were conii)aratively in-

different to the general question of the Pajjal con-

stitution itself, and Nicholas V. (1447-r)5) stands

at the beginning of a period more splendid

than any other in the Papal annals. The Papacy
now entered into the politics of Europe as

one among the temporal powers (see P.\p.^l

States), fell in with the prevailing enthusiasm

for art and letters, and sought to direct the

course of the Renaissance movement. In the

meantime opposition was slowly and silently

gathering in the North, which culminated in the

Reformation movement, and directly challenged

the traditional supremacy of the Papacy. The

Protestant Reformation affirmed as the ground of

its justification the financial tyranny, the spiri-

tual indifference, and the anti-national propa-

ganda of the Papacy. It formulated as its pro-

gramme a return to what it claimed to be the

early principles of a private interpretation of

S( ripture and a personal approach of every Chris-

tian man to his God without other mediation

than that of his personal faith. Against this

demand the Papacy set itself with all the re-

sources of its past. Between the two ideas there

was no compromise, and the result was seces-

sion. As late as 1541 it was hoped by many
sanguine persons on both sides that some com-

mon ground might be discovered, but the Council

of Trent (1.54.0-63) reaffirmed in unmistakable

terms the existing principles of the Papacy as it

had come to be. Recognizing the need of 'reform'

in many details, the Council carefully avoided

anv action that might seem like compromise with

rebellion. While not admitting in theory the

fact of schism, the Papacy henceforth was

obliged to recognize jt in practice and to devote

all its energy to maintaining its hold upon what

it had left ' and extending its sway over new

lands. For later history, see Roma.x Catholic
I HiKCH ; Papal States.
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don, 1891-98) ; Valois, La France et le grand
schisme d'occident (Paris, 1896-1902) ; Salem-
bier, Le grand schisme d'occident (Madrid,
1901); Creighton, History of the Papacy from
the Great Schism to the Sack of Rome (Lon-
don, 1897-99) ; Janssen, History of the (ler-

man People from the Close of the Middle Ages
(Eng. trans., London, 1896-1903); Ranke. His-

tory of the Popes in the Sixteenth and Seven-

teenth Centuries (Eng. trans., London, 1853-

56) ; Rocquain, La cour de Rome et I'esprit de
reforme avant Luther (Paris, 1893-97); Puller.

The Primitive Saints and the See of Rome (3d

ed., London, 1900) ; Rivington, The Primitive

Church and the See of Peter (ib., 1894) : Allies,

The Throne of the Fi&herman (ib., 1887).

The following list is taken from Wetzer and

Weltc's Kirchenlexikon, and may be assumed to

represent the conclusions of the best modern
Roman Catholic scholarship. Down to Pius II.

it follows in general the results reached in

Duchesne's learned edition of the Liber Pontifi-

calis (Paris. 1886) : for the later dates, use has

been made of Gams, Series Episcoporum, and of

Reumont, Geschichte der Stadt Rom (Berlin,

1870).

Peter d. 67? Caius 2S3-296

Linus 67-79? Marcellinus 296-3(M

Anencletus 79-90? Maicellus 308-309

Ckment I 90-99? Euscblus 309 (310)

Evari.-^tus 99-107? Miltiades 311-314

\lexander 107-116? S.vlve.ster 1 314-335

Xvstus (Sixtus)116-1'25 ? Marcus '.i-'HS
Tclesphorus . .125-136 ? Julius I •*?' "35-'

Hyginus 136-140? Liberuis ^^L-3t;G

Pius I 140-154? Damasus 1 36ii-3!i4

Anicetu's 154-165 Siricius 384-399

Soter ...165-174 Anastasius 1 399-401

Eleutherus 174-189 Innocent I Il'lill
Victor 189-198 Zoslmus 41.-4J8

Zcphvrinus 198-217 Boniface I. "M;?
("allistus 217-222 Celestme 1 422-432

Urllknus 2'22.230 Xystus HI 432-440

Pontianus 2.'iO-235 Leo I
*At .^l

Anterus 235-236 Hilarys 461-46S

rornelius 251-2.53 Fe ix U.
i5?.i??

Lucius 1 253-254 Gelasius I. ^^. .. .492-496
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Boniface II 530-532
John 11 ,..533-535
Agapetus -I. . .

.'. .535-53ti
Siiverius 53G-537
Vigilius 537-555
Pelagius 1 55t;-5«l
John III 5G1-574
Benedict 1 575-579
Pelagius II 573-590
Gregory 1 590-604
Sabinianus 004-000
Boniface HI (i07

Boniface IV 0OS-U15
Deusdedit 015-018
Boniface V 019-025
Honorius 1 025-038
Severinus 640
John IV 640-642
Theodore 1 642-049
Martin 1 049-653
Eugenius 1 654-057
Vitalian 657-672
Adeodatus 672-676
Donus 676-078
Agatho 678-681
Leo II 0S2-6S3
Benedict II 684-085
John V 685-686
Conon 086-087
Sergius 687-701
John VI 701-705
John VII 705-707
Sisinnius 7u8
Constantine ....708-715
Gregory II 715-731
Gregory III 731-741
Zacharias 741-752
Stephen II 752-757
Paul 1 757-767
Stephen UI 768-772
Adrian 1 772-795
Leo III 795-816
Stephen IV 816-817
Paschal 1 817-824
Eugenius II S24-S27
Valentine 827
Gregory IV 827-844
Sergius II 844-847
Leo IV 847-855
Benedict III 855-858
Nicholas 1 858-867
Adrian II 867-872
John VIII 872-882
Marinus 1 882-884
Adrian III 884-885
Stephen V 885-891
Forraosus 891-S96
Boniface VI 896
Stephen VI 896-897
Romanus 897
Theodore II 897
John IX 898-900
Benedict IV 900-903
Leo V 903
Christopher 903-904
Sergius III 904-911
Anastasius III. . .911-913
Lando 913-914
John X 914-928
Leo VI 928
Stephen VII 928-931
John XI 931-935
Leo VII 936-939
Stephen VIII 939-942
Marinus II 942-946
Agapetus II 946-955
John XII 955-964
Leo VIII 903-965
Benedict V 964
John XIII 965-972
Benedict VI 973-974
Benedict VII 974-983
John XIV 983-984
Boniface VII 984-985
John XV 985-996
Gregory V 996-999
Sylvester II 999-1003
John XVII 1003
John XVIII 1003-09
Sergius IV 1009-12
Benedict VIII 1012-24
John XIX 1024-32
Benedict IX 1032-44
Gregorv- VI 1045-46
Clement II 1046-47
Damasus II 1048
Leo IX 1049-54
Victor II 1055-57

Stephen IX 1057-58
Benedict X 1058-59
Nichodis II 1U5S-61
Alexander 11 1001-73
Gregory VII 1073-85
Victor III 1087
Urban H 1088-99
Paschal II 1099-1118
Gelasius II 1118-19
Cali.xlus II 1119-24
Honurius II 1124-30
Innocent II 1130-43
Celestine II 1143-44
Lucius II... 1144-45
Eugenius III 1145-53
Anastasius IV... 1153-54
Adrian IV 1154-59
Alexander III 1159-81
Lucius III 1181-85
rrban III 1185-87
Gregory VIII 1187
Clement III 1187-91
Celestine III 1191-98
Innocent HI. . .1198-1216
Honorius HI 1210-27
Gregory IX 1227-41
Celestine IV 1241
Innocent IV 1243-54
Alexander IV. .. .1254-01
Urban IV 1201-04
Clement IV 1265-68
Gregory X 1271-76
Innocent V 1270
Adrian V 1276
John XXI 1276-77
Nicholas HI 1277-80
Martin IV 1281-85
Honorius IV 1285-87
Nicholas IV 1288-92
Celestine V 1294
BonifAce VIII.. 1294-1303
Benedict XI 1303-04
Clement V 1305-14
John XXII 1310-34
Benedict XII 1334-42
Clement VI 1342-52
Innocent VI 1.352-62
Urban V 1302-70
Gregory XI 1370-78
Urban VI 1378-89
Boniface IX. . .1389-1404
Innocent VII 1404-06
Gregory XII 1406-09
Alexander V 1409-10
John XXIII 1410-15
Martin V 1417-31
Eugenius IV 1431-47
Nicholas V 1447-55
Calixtus III 1455-58
Pius II 1458-64
Paul II 1464-71
Sixtus IV 1471-84
Innocent VIII. . .1484-92
Alexander VI.. 1492-1503
Pius III 1503
Julius II 1503-13
Leo X 1513-21
Adrian VI 1522-23
Clement VII 1523-34
Paul III 1534-49
Julius III 1550-55
Marcellus II 1555
Paul IV 1555-59
Pius IV 1559-65
Pius V 1560-72
Gregory XIII. .. .1572-85
Sixtus V 1585-90
Urban VII 1590
Gregory XIV. .. .1590-91
Innocent IX 1591
Element VIII. .1592-1605
Leo XI 1605
Paul V 1605-21
Gregory XV 1621-23
Urban VIII 1623-44
Innocent X 1644-55
Alexander VII. . .1655-67
Clement IX 1067-69
Clement X 1670-70
Innocent XI 1076-89
Alexander VIII. .1689-91
Innocent XII.. .1691-1700
Element XI 1700-21
Innocent XIII. . .1721-24
Benedict XIII 1724-30
Clement XII 1730-40
Benedict XIV. . .1740-58
Clement XIII 1758-69

Clement XIV 1709-74 Gregory XVI 1831-46
Pius VI 1775-99 Pius IX 1840-7S
Pius VII 1800-23 Leo XIII 1878-1903
Leo XII 1823-29 Pius X 1903—
Pius VIII 1829-30

PAPAGO, pii'pa-g6. An important tribe of

Pinian stock (q.v. ). originally occupying; a large

portion of Arizona, soulli of tlie Ilila. anil extend-

ing across the border into nortbern Sonera.
Mexico. They were mission ized by the early

Jesuits and Franciscans, and are now ])ractically

all Catholic. They arc agricultural, imlustrioiis,

and ])eaceable toward the whites, but have been
compelled to wage constant war with the Apache
until a recent period. They carry on an ex-

tensive trade in salt, collected from the salt

lakes of the region. They were recognized as

citizens under the Mexican Government, but
their rights were disregarded on the annexation
of the territory to the United States, and by
the seizure of the I)est lands and water supplies

by the American settlers and land companies, the

majority have been rendereil homeless nomads.
Hundreds of them earn good wages as railroad
laborers. They number about .3900, of whom 520
are on San Xavier reservation and 100 at Gila

Bend, most of the others being nomadic. The
number in Sonora is unknown,

PAPA'IN. A digestive ferment derived from
the juice of Carica Papaya, a South American
fruit tree belonging to the order I'apayacea'.

This ferment is a mixture containing vegetable

globulin, albiunoses, and peptone. It digests all

forms of jiroteid or albuminous matter, whether
coagulated or not, and whether the medium in

which it works is acid, alkaline, or neutral.
It is a rapid solvent of false membrane. Papoid.
derived from papain, is serviceable in gastro-en-

teritis, gastritis, infantile diarrhcea. and fermen-
tative dyspepsia. It has been used locally on
diphtheritic membrane, and has been injected into

neoplasms with success. It is found in the shoi>.

in powder and tablet form, and a glycerole is

also made. Papain is not ollicial.

PAPAL GUARANTEES, Law of, A law
passed by the Italian Parliament at Florence in

1871, which aimed at making the Papacy and
the Italian Government mutually independent.

It guaranteed to the Vt>]>e the diplomatic privi-

leges of a sovereign power with its own ambas-
sadors and its own court in the midst of Rome;
separate postal and telegraphic communications
with foreign countries; and an allowance of

3,225,000 francs a year. It allowed further to

him and his successors the use of the Vatican
and Lateran palaces, and certain other build-

ings, and i)recluded all Government oflicials from
entering any of these buildings without permis-

sion. It relinquished the royal cxeqnatur and
placet, or the necessity of the King's assent

to the publication and execution of acts of the

ecclesiastical authority: it exempted the bishops

from any oath of allegiance to the Crown, and
gave the clergy complete freedom of meeting.

It put an end to appeals to the civil courts

against acts of spiritual discipline, but, on the

other hand, it denied to the Church courts the

aid of the civil tribunals in enforcing their

decisions. This plan, of which a draft had been

found among the papers of Cavour. and which
attempted to realize his ideal of 'a free Church
in a free State,' was opposed by the Liberals as
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leaving the Pope in far too independent a posi-

tion. It was submitted to tlie Powers witli

the view of obtaining international sanction; but

this failed throuj»h the refusal of England.
Partly, perhaps, owing to French influence, the

Pope decided to refuse these otters and to ignore

the Italian Government completely while remain-

ing in Rome.

PAPAL STATES, or States of the Cnuacu.
The name applied to the territory in Central
Italy, varying in e.\tent. which until the last

half of the nineteenth century was under tlie

temporal sovereignty of the Pope. The earliest

origin of this dominion is difficult to assign to

a definite year. Although the so-called Donation
of Constantine is now known to have been a
later invention, there is no doubt that he made
many rich gifts to the O'hurch, especially after

his victory over ilaxentius ; the Lateran Palace,

for a thousand years tlie residence of the popes,

seems to have been given to them during liis

reign. Like other bishops, tlie bishops of Rome
acquired by degrees not imimportant political

rights; and when the seat of the Empire was re-

moved to Byzantium, it was partly their rich pos-

sessions that gave them their great influence in

the afiairs of Italy. By the time of Gregory the

Great (590-604) the Roman See possesced at

least twenty-three estates with a total area of

some 1800 square miles in various parts of

Italy and the adjacent islands, in Southern
France, and even in Xorthern Africa. The begin-

ning of full sovereignty in the modern sense may.
liowever, be said to have come from the presenta-

tion of the town of Sutri by the Lombards to the

Apostles P^ter and Paul in the person of Gregory
II. (727). The Lombards were uncertain friends,

however, and the popes were obliged to appeal to

the Prankish kingdom for aid against them. In

754 Pepin transferred considerable and definite

territories to Pope Gregory III., and in the fol-

lowing year, brushing aside by conquest any
claims which either the Lombards or the Byzan-
tine Emperor made to these lands, placed the

Pope in undisputed possession of them. Charle-

magne increased them, until they extended from
Luna, near the present Lucca, to Capua, includ-

ing the Duchy of Rome, the Pentapolis, .Emilia,

and the Exarchate of Ravenna, or nearly the

whole of Central Italy.

This sovereignty, though attacked during the

troubles of the tenth century by the Italian

factions, increased gradually during the eleventh

and twelfth. In 1014 the' Emperor Henry II.

resigned half of Tuscany into the Pope's hands;

Leo IX. received the overlordship of Benevento
from Henry III. in 1052. and the principality

came into the full possession of the Holy See in

1077, on the extinction of the family which

had ruled it. In 1115 the Countess Matilda

of Tuscany left the Pope her fiefs of Parma.
Modena, Reggio, and Garfagnana, and part of

Mantua. They were, however, seized by the

Emperor, and " only a part of Soutliern Tus-

cany actually came into the Pope's hands.

In these times, in any case, the power of

the Pope was little more than a feudal suze-

rainty over a number of petty princes or over

cities with their own government, who paid

tribute to the popes and were bound to assist

them with a military force in case of need. In

France. Gregory X. gained the Conitat Venaissin

from Philip III in 1274, and Clement VI. bought

the town of Avignon in 134«. During the Avi-
gnon period, however ( l:j0!)-7<i), the temporal
sovereignty of the popes over their Italian ter-

ritories was menaced or weakened by the ambi-
tion of the great families, and Cola di Kicnzi
even succeeded for a time in shaking it off from
Rome itself. In the sixteenth century the popes
entered so largely into the political movements
of Europe, and were of such importance to the
maintenance of the balance of power, that pru-
dent statesmanship was able to increase their
territory largely. Sixtus IV. at the end of the
fifteenth century established his jurisdiction over
Romagna; additions were made of Bologna in

1512, Ancona in 15.32, Camerino in 1543. Ferrara
and Comacchio, the possessions of the House of
E.ste. in 1598, Urbino in 1C31, Castro and Ron-
ciglione, the last additions, in 1049.

Cireat changes liegan with the end of the
eighteenth century. In 1708 the Bourbon rulers
of Naples seized Benevento and Ponteeorvo, and
in 1783 dissolved altogether the connection with
the Roman See which had existed for more
than seven centuries. Avignon and Venaissin
were occupied from 1708 to 1774, as they had
been twice in the preceding century, by the
French Bourbons, and in 1791 passed under
the jurisdiction of the French Republic. By
the Treaty of Tolentino (1797) Pius VI. was
obliged to resign the three legations of Bo-
logna, Ferrara, and Romagna into Xapoleon's
hands, and a year later the remaining territory

was seized and erected into the Roman Republic.

This was overthrown bv the Second Coalition

in ,Tune. 1799; on .July's, 1800. Pius VII. en-

tered Rome, which had been held by the X'eapoli-

tans, and reestablished the old constitution in

his States, now deprived of Romagna, Bologna,

and Ferrara. The French again took possession

of them, and in 1809 incorporated them with the

Empire, Rome being reckoned as its second city.

The Congress of Vienna restored the States of

the Church, now embracing the marches of An-
cona and Camerino, the ducliies of Benevento and
Ponteeorvo. and the legations, except a part of

Ferrara. which Austria retained. In 1831 and
1848 there were risings against the Government.
Tlie former was suppressed by the aid of an Aus-

trian nriiiy; the latter assumed such proportions,

even in Rome itself, that Vope Pius IX. was forced

to flee to Gaeta, while Rome was proclaimed a re-

|)iiblic. He was restored by the arms of France

in 1849. The Austrians lield the legations for

tlie Pope imtil 1859, and the Frendi occupied

Rome in his liohalf (except for a part of 1807)

until 1S70. In .July. 1859. on the withdrawal

of the Austrian troops, the Romagna threw off the

Papal authority and declared its annexation to

the Kingdom of Sardinia, or. as it was to become

a few months later, of Italy. After the defeat

of Lamoriei&re, the Papal general (1859). I'ni-

hria. t'rbino. and the ilarches were annexed by

Victor Emmanuel; and the isolated posses-

sions of Benevento and Ponteeorvo shared the

same fate. In October, 1870, the French army
having been withdrawn in .Tuly. the romnant of

the Papal States voted for union with the King

dom of Italy. It was the original intention of

Victor Emnianuel's Government to leave the part

of Rome known as the Leonine city under the

Pope's control as a comnromise; hut it was

rejected equally by the Pope and by the in-

habitants, and the Pope's jurisdiction was re-
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stricted within the limits of the Vatican, outside

of which, as a protest against the legality of

the Italian occupation, he has never set foot

since 1870. Roman Catholics generally, while

of course not considering the temporal power as

in any way essential, yet regard it as verj' ex-

pedient for the proper exercise by the Pope of

his high functions that he should be independent

and not the subject of any temporal ruler. This

is maintained not only on theoretical grounds,

but as demonstrated historically by the events of

the Avignon captivity and by more than one

incident of the period since 1870. Consult:
-Manning. The Temporal Power of the Pope
(London, 1871 ) ; Hageliiken, Die weltliche Macht
ties Papstes (Vrankiori, 1868); DiJllinger,

Papstthum und Kirchenxtaat (Munich. 1861);
Hergenriither, Der Kirchenstaat seit der [ran-

zosischeyi Revolution (Freiburg, 1860); Still-

man, The Union of Italy (Cambridge, 1898).
See Papacy; Italy; Papal Guarantees, Law
OF.

PAPAV'EBA'CE.a: (XeoLat. nom. pi., from
Lat. papnver, poppy), The Poppy Family. A
natural order of dicotyledonous plants, mostly
herbs or half shrubs, and usually with a milky
or colored juice. The leaves are alternate, with-

out .stipules; the flowers solitary on long stalks;

the fruit pod-shaped or capsular; the seeds
numerous. In several the fruit is a capsule
opening by small pores just under the expansion
formed by the stigmas. In this way the seeds

are well protected and only escape when shaken
by the wind or other agencies. The order is

distinguished for narcotic properties. Opium
(q.v. ) is its most important product. The juice
of celandine (q.v. ) is very acrid. A number of

species are used in their native countries for

medicinal purposes. The seeds yield fixed oil,

which, with the exception of that obtained from
Argemone Mexicana, is bland. The flowers of

many species are large and showy, most fre-

quently white or yellow, sometimes red. Several
kinds of poppy and Eschscholtzia are frequent in

gardens. There are in all about 200 species,

natives of tropical and temperate climates. The
chief genera are Hypecoum, Eschscholzia, C'heli-

doniuni. filaucium. Papaver, Dicentra, Corydalis,
and Fumaria. See Poppy.

PAPAW (from Sp., Port, papaya, from
!Malabar papaiamaram, the native name), Asi-
mina triloba. A small American tree or shrub
of the natural order Anonacese, with alternate
entire leaves and lateral or axillary nodding
flowers. The fruits are variable in size, ranging
from two to six inches in length and from one
to two inches in diameter; flesh soft, sweet, and
butterj-; rind thin and adherent: seeds large,

kidney-shaped, and numerous. While the papaw
abounds in clearings and pastures from Penn-
sylvania southward, it is seldom met with in

cultivation outside of parks and ornamental
grounds. The fniits are found in season in sev-

eral American markets, where they meet with
ready sale. The tropical papaw, or melon tree,

is a species of Carica.

PAPEITI, pjl'pi'e'te'. The capital of the
French possessions in the eastern Pacific. See
Tahiti.

PAPER (OF.. Fr. papier, from Lat. papyrus,
from Gk. irdnvpoi, papyros, papyrus ) . Although
the word "paper' is derived from 'papyrus' I'q.v.),

papyrus is not a paper at all. and the beginnings
of the paper industry are not traced back to

it, but to the genuine paper made by the Chi-

nese from very early times. From the Chine:"'

it spread to other races, and was probably
brought into Europe during the twelfth cen-

tury through the Moors into Spain, and at the
time of the Second Crusade into Italy. About
the year 11.50 a paper mill was started at
Fabriano, Italy, which became the principal
centre for paper-making, and this region con-

tinues the manufacture to the present day. From
Italy the art spread to France and Germany,
soniewliat later to Englaml. wlicre it was not
well established until the Revocation of the Edict
of Xantes in 1685 sent many French paper-ma-
kers into exile to England and America. In
1690 the first paper mill in America was built
by William Rittenhouse at Roxborough. near
Philadelphia. The first paper mill in Xew Eng-
land was built by a company to which was
granted by the Governor and Legislature in 1728
the sole privilege of making paper in the Prov-
ince of Massachusetts for ten years. In 17-30 the
manufacture of paper was begun by this com-
pany, and specimens of paper were shown to the
Legislature.

Up to the beginning of the nineteenth century,

while machinery was used to reduce the rags

to a pulp, the formation of the sheet of paper
was done entirely by hand, sheet by sheet, as
described below. About 1798 Louis Robert, a

workman in the mill of • Didot at Essonne,
France, patented an invention for making paper
in an endless web. but it was not put to practical

use till developed in England by Henry and
Sealy Fourdrinier, who spent and lost a fortune

perfecting the machine. They are properly con-

sidered the founders of modern paper-making,
and their machine is universally known as the
Fourdrinier machine. So well was their develop-
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iiient work done that tlie early machines differ

ill minor details only from the most modern
iuachine running to-day.

Earliest Peocess of JIaxufactuke. The
method of manufacturing paper by hand from
the inner bark of the paper mulberry, as prac-

ticed to-day by the Japanese, probably represents
the method in vogue from the very earliest times.

It is of interest not only on account of its

antiquity, but because it presents in outline all

other methods, which merely are adaptations of

the processes here described. .\ sheet of paper is

an artificially felted web of vegetalile fibre, jniri-

fied of perishable materials, so that the remaining
fibres are more or less pure cellulose (q.v. ). The
process may be described as collecting the raw
material, cleaning it by boiling \jitli lye, macerat-
ing it to a fine pulp, diluting with water, form-

ing a sheet on a porous surface (that the water
may drain off), and drying the sheet of paper
thus formed. The Japanese strip the paper
mulberry of its bark, soak it in water till soft

enough to strip the outer bark, then separate

the inner bark, dry in the sun, and boil with
lye obtained by leaching wood ashes. After
being well washed, the bark is now beaten into

pulp by four men seated around a board of hard
wood on which the bark is placed. The men
pound with long wooden mallets and turn out
each day about 80 pounds of l)ulp per man. The
fibre is now mixed with suliicient water, and
the sheet of paper formed on a sieve made of

fine strips of bamboo. A wooden frame is fitted

on the sieve to hold the right amount of liquid

pulp. This elevated border is called in Europe
the 'deckel,' and prevents the pulp from spread-

ing beyond the limits of the sheet. After
dipping the sieve into the vat of pulp, the paper-
maker dexterously shakes the mold in all

directions as the water drains off, thus felting

the fibres in all directions and making a strong
sheet. The sheets are then spread out on a
board and dried in the sun.

The European method of making paper by
hand differs in several respects from the Japan-
ese. The raw material used (originally linen

rags) is too tenacious to be reduced to pulp
by hand power, and the earliest European mills

used a sort of trip-hammer or pestle driven

by a water wheel. This in turn was superseded
by the modern beating engine or Hollander, in-

vented by the Dutch in the latter part of the

seventeenth century, as described below. The
sieve used. in.stead of being made of bamboo, is

of wire cloth, with a movable edge or deckel.

The workman after forming the sheet removes
the deckel, turning the damp sheet onto a sheet

of woolen felt. A pile of these sheets, alternate

paper and felt, is called a "post,' and is placed

in a press to remove the water. The sheets are

afterwards hung U]) in a loft to dry. and finished

by sizing with glue or gelatin, and smoothed
by pressure or calender rolls. Hand-nuidc paper

always has four rough edges, while machine-

made paper has only two. These are usually

trimmed off unless an imitation of hand-made
paper is wanted.
Raw Materials. The preparation of any

raw material for use as paper stock consists

essentially in isolating the cellulose in the form
of fibres of as great length as possible. As
cellulose is the structural base of all plants,

theoretically any plant might furnish the paper-

maker with material for his mill. It becomes,
therefore, a question of cost of producing the
pure cellulose, ami quality of the product. The
earliest plant u.sed was the paper mulberry,
whose fibres are very easily separated, and a
fairly pure cellulose obtained by simply boiling
with lye. As this plant does not grow in Europe,
it is not used in modern paper-making. The
chief material used up to the middle of the
nineteenth centurj- was cotton and linen rags.
These are already reduced to nearly pure cel-
lulose by the processes of textile nianufacture,
and cleaning and boiling with an alkali is all
that is needed to prepare the stock for pulp.
Wood is the raw material of most importance
to the paper-maker to-day, and esparto gras.s

(alfa) is used in England on a large scale.

Straw, waste paper, old rope, jute butts, hemp,
etc., are also used. The different processes of
reducing the material to a suitable fibre will
be considered later.

Peocess of Mauufactube by Macuineby.
VV'liether for handmade or for machine-made
paper, the preparation of rags for pulp may be
divided as follows: (1) Cleaning; (2) boiling;
(3) washing: (4) bleaching; {'>) beating or re-

ducing to pulp. The preparation of .substitutes
for rags is practically the same except that the
Imiling process is more drastic, varying with the
substance used.

(1) Clcanbifi.—Rags are received at the mill

in bales more or less sorted into white, colored,

linen, cotton, canvas, etc., but need, for the finer

sorts of paper ( in which alone rags are now
used at all), a thorough dusting and further

sorting by hand. The duster may be of various

forms, and removes dust and foreign substances
by vigorous mechanical methods. The sorting

is done by girls who stand before tables covered
with wire screens through which dust and dirt

sifts. The girls cut off buttons, rubber (a

great curse to the modern paiwr-maker, as it

does not bleach and appears in the paper as

black specks. Ijesides sticking to rolls and
clogging the straining screens

) , and other for-

eign substances, and sort the rags accurately

into different grades. A further dusting and
chopping into pieces a couple of inches long

make the rags ready for boiling.

(2) BoiUiift.—The rags are packed in a large

horizontal boiler, called the 'rotary.' This is

provided with manholes for the admission and
discharge of the rags and lime, and is mounted
on hollow trunnions through which steam is

admitted. To clean the rags from all fatty,

colored, and non-cellulose impurities, a solution

of lime is used, and the rags cooked and slowly

rotated under steam ])ressure for several hours,

the amount of lime, pressure, and time of boiling

varying according to circiunstances. When suffi-

ciently cooked, the steam and liquor are blown

oft" aiid the rags dumped out by slowly revolv-

ing the rotary with the manholes opened. The
rags are now of a brown color, and most of the

impurities have been sajronified. combining with

the lime to form insoluble compounds which

can be washed away. or. in the case of colors,

reduced to simple colorless compounds.

(3) TTn.sftr'iK?.—The washing or beating en-

gine is shown in the cut. It is also called the

Hollander. It consists of a wooden or metal

tub 10 to l.T feet long, with rounded ends (see

cut), in the centre of which is a partition (E)
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called the 'mid-feather ; a roll (C) is provided

with knives, and revolves rapidly over a bed
plate (B) of similar knives. The distance be-

tween the bed plate and the roll is regulated

by raising or lowering the su])ports of the roll

with a wheel and screw. The rags after passing

between the bed plate and the roll flow down

Fig. 1. PULP-BEATINQ ENGINE.

the 'backfall' (A) and around the mid-feather
back to the starting point, as indicated by ar-

rows. The washing engine is provided witli a
washing cylinder (D) , which is so made that as it

revolves it scoops up the water, which flows out
through its a.\is, the rags being kept out by a
fine wire cloth surrounding the cylinder. The
rags to be washed are put into the washing
engine with enough water, the roll being raised
so that the rags pass around freely without
being beaten into pulp, as otherwise the dirt
would be ground into the fibre. A large quantity
of water is admitted, which is removed liy the
drum washer, as described above, anil tlie rags
are in this manner rapidly cleaned. The roll is

now lowered gradually, and the rags slowly
macerated, losing their characteristics of tex-

tiles, and being finally resolved into single fibres

tub is often used. In place of chloride of lime,

a sblution much used in France is prepared \i\

electrol^'sis of magnesium chloride. After bleacli-

iiig, the pulp is emptied into the drainers, large
chambers with floors of porous tiles, where the
moisture and surplus bleach drain olT. The pulp
is left some davs in the drainers, till it is

nearly drj'. In Lurope, in place of drainers, the
pulp is usually dried by making up into thick
sheets of paper on a machine similar to the
wire of the Fourdrinier machine called a presse-

pute.

(5) Beating.—The half-.stufl" is next put into

the beating engines, .whicli are similar to the
washers, but have no washing-drum, and the
knives are arranged to macerate the pulp faster.

At this point tl*e loading materials, color, and
sizing are added, and if various fibres are used,

such as rag, wood fibre, or esparto, they are
mi.xed here, while the half-stufl' is being reduced
to the very fine condition required for making
into paper. Most papers contain a filler, usually
china clay (kaolin, q.v. ) or sulphate of lime
('pearl hardening'). This fills the pores, giving
a more even printing surface, besides adding to

the weight. As paper is usually ."iold by the

pound, the latter consideration is not without
its influence, the loading sometimes amounting
to 33',:) per cent. An addition of 10 per cent,

of mineral is not considered an adulteration.

Bleached pulp has a yellowish cast, and to ob-

tain a pure white a little blue is added, and
papers that are colored in the pulp are prepared
at this point. Sizing is added to prevent the

absorption of ink. Unsized (or 'water leaf)

papers absorb water readily and cannot be used
for writing with a pen. Tlie sizing is of two
kinds, vegetable (rosin) size, added at this stage

of manufacture, and animal (glue) size, which
is ap])lied externally after the paper is made.
The accompanying plate (Fig. 2) shows the

beating engines in a 'news' mill at Rumford
Falls, JIaine. A boy is 'furnishing' the second

engine, putting in chemical fibre, while the

Fig. 2. FOCRDRI.MER MACHINE IX SECTION.

of varying lengths. When the washing is com-
pleted, the wasliing cylinder is raised out of

the beater and the supply of water cut off. The
beating process is then continued a little longer
till the pulp reaches the stage called half-stuff,

the practice varying in different mills.

(4) iilcuchinfi.—Tlie pulp is now as white as
it can be made without bleaching, and is a light
gray if medium grade white and colored rags
were used. The addition of a solution of chloride
of lime (bleaching powder), decomposed by sul-

phuric acid, bleaches the pulp to a creamy
whiteness. In America the bleaching is done
in the washing engines, but in Europe a separate

ground wood is run in from the large pipe above.
On the other side is seen a man getting out china
clay from a cask.

Rosin size is jirepared as follows: A rosin

soap is made by dissolving rosin with caustic

soda or potash ; this is added to the pulp in the

beating engine and precipitated on the fibres by
the addition of a solution of alum or sul])hate

of alumina. Paper thus sized is called engine-
sized or rosin-sized paper, as distinguished from
'tub-sized' or animal-sized, which will be de-

scribed later.

The pulp may be beaten fine enough in the
beating engine, but the practice in this country
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is to dump it into a "stufif chest,' a large circular

receptacle, with a horizontal agitator to keep it

from settling, and then to pump it through a
so-called "Jordan' or refining engine into a sec-

ond stuff chest, whence it is pumped to the Four-
drinier machine.

The .Jordan Exgixe is a most successful

American invention, in universal use in the

paper mills of America, but practicallv unknown
in Europe, in spite of its large saving of time,

space, and power. It was invented in 1862 by
Joseph .Jordan of Paterson, X. J., who never

benefited financially from the invention, and
is now supported in poverty by the paper-makers

of America. The '.Jordan' consists of a sta-

tionary hollow cone mounted with knives on
the inside which fits over a solid rapidly re-

volving cone mounted with similar knives on
the outside. The pulp passes between these

cones, and the knives can be brought close

together or separated with great accuracy, so

that the degree of fineness of the pulp can be

adjusted.

TuE FouEDEixiER MACHINE Consists of the
following parts: A. The screens; B, the wire,

with dandy roll, deckel straps, and suction bo.xes:

C, the couch rolls; D, the first press; E, the sec-

ond press; F. the driers; G, the calenders; H,
the reel : and I, the slitter.

A. The Screens.—From the second stuff chest

the pulp, which is now diluted with a large

amount of water, flows through sand settlers

and regulating gates to the screens. These con-

sist of brass plates with a large number of

longitudinal V-shaped slits cut in them, the

opening being very small, only a few thou-

sandths of an inch. A continuous jarring is

given to these plates, which forces the fine pulp
through the slits, but the lumps and impurities

are retained. In some forms of screen a vacuum
pump is used combined with an oscillating mo-
tion of the screens, which keeps the pulp flow-

ing back and forth, preventing the clogging of

the slits.

wire receives a lateral motion, which greatlv
assists in the felting of the fibres into a strong
sheet. The forward motion of the wire tends to
arrange the fibres in the same direction, and
the side shake is necessary to offset this tendency,
giving strength in both directions. Notwith-
standing, it is easy to tell by tearing which
way a sheet of paper was made on the machine.
The water drains rapidly away froni the pulp,
assisted by two or three 'suction boxes' under
the wire, which are connected with an air pump
and exhaust the water much faster than would
otherwise be possible. At this point, between
the first and second suction bo.xes, is situated the
'dandy roll,' a light cylinder covered with wire,
which rests on the upper surface of the moist
paper, giving it the impression of whatever
design is on it. 'Wove' pai>er has both sides
impressed with the fine woven wire; that is, the
dandy roll is covered with the same wire as the
paper is formed on. In laid paper, on the other
hand, the dandy is covered with parallel wires,
with a cross wire at intervals. Water marks
are impressed in the paper by affixing the re-

quired design on the dandy roll. A false water
mark is sometimes made after the paper is

partly dried by passing between rolls engraved
with a design.

C. Couch Kolls.—At the end of the wire (that

is, where it turns down over a roll to return to

the starting point) are the 'couch' rolls, covered

with felt, through which the wire passes bc-aring

the web of paper. These rolls press the water
out still more, and consolidate the fibre, giving

it strength to cross alone the gap between the
wire and the felt of the first press roll. These
rolls correspond in function to the pressure ap-

plied to the 'post' of alternate sheets of damp
paper and felts in hand-made paper.

D and E. The Press Rolls.—An endless woolen
blanket (the 'felt') supports the tender web
of paper through a pair of highly polishcil

brass rolls under considerable pressure, giving

the upper side of the sheet a smooth surface, and

Fig. 2. FOCBDEI.VIEE MAOHIN'E IN SECTION.

B. The Wire.—The strained and purified pulp

flows over an apron onto an endless traveling

wire cloth, the mesh of which is 00 to 90 threads

to an inch. The wire is supjiorted perfectly

level on a great many small rollers (the 'table

rolls'), under which "is a shallow wooden box,

the 'save-all,' into which much of the water

runs, leaving the pulp on the wire. The water

in the 'save-all' contams much pulp and is used

over again. The boundary of the flow of pulp

on the sides is made by endless rubber bands,

called deckel straps, which travel with the wire.

These are adjustable so that varying widths of

paper may be made. The frame supporting the

leaving the impress of the felt on the under
side. From the first press, D. the sheet runs

under the second pair of rolls, E, and back

through them in the rererse direction, thus

smoothing the other side of the sheet and giving

as even-sided results as possible.

F. The Driers.—The paper is now formed

and it only remains to dry it. The driers are

a series of" steam-heated metal cylinders, two to

four feet in diameter, arranged in one. two. or

three tiers. The paper is carried nearly round

each in turn, and on to the next, being held

to the hot surfaces by an endless blanket, usually

of cotton. Sometimes there are smoothing rolls
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wmn ilii' ija|iir is piirtlv dried. The size and
number of driers determine how fust a paper

can ho run. With a given machine tliin papers

ean be run (and dried) very fast; thick ones
slowly.

G. The Calenders.—After being thoroughly
dried the web of paper is pa.ssed throngli a
'stack' of .smooth chilled iron rolls, which by
their own weight, and |)rcssure api)lied by screws
or weights, sniiHJths the paper and produces what
is called 'machine finislied' paper, as contrasted
with 'supercalondereil' paper, described farther

on. Tt is now wounil on a reel.

H and 1. The Red and tilitter.—AiteT being
wound on a reel the paper is passed through the

slitter, the rough outside edges trimmed, and if

necessary the single web slit into any required

widths. It is then rewound and is ready for

shipment, if intended for juinting in the roll

or for coating; or for supercalcndering, sheeting,

and i)acking.

The Fourdrinier machine makes automatically
an endless web of paper from 00 to 100 inches

wide at a speed of 10 to 400 feet per minute.
The plate shows the reels, calenders, and driers

of one of the largest machines in the world, 160
inches wide, belonging to the International
Paper Company at Rumford Falls, Maine. It

can run at a speed of 300 feet per minute and
produces 04,000 jjounds of paper in '24 hours.

SupERCALENDER.s. JIuch book paper requires
a high finish, that is, a very smooth surface, and
this is given by passing it between alternate
iron and compressed paper rolls luider great
pressure. These machines are c.nlled the super-
ealenilers. It is then sheeted, eoiuited into reams
of 4S0 or .900 sheets, and packeil in cases or
bundles.

Animal Sizing and Loft Drying. Tlie finer

grades of writing papers are not finished as
here described, but when partly dried are passed
through a vat of gelatin (glue) in solution, the
ex'cess squeezed off by rollers, and either slowly
dried by Jiassing over a large number of hollow
drums with fans inside, or cut in sheets, and
hung in lofts to dry in the manner employed for

hand-made paper.

The following are the main differences in the
preparation of rag substitutes from that given
above

:

Esparto prass conies from Spain and Africa,
and is very largely used in England. The grass
is cleaned, dusted, and boiled with caustic soda
under pressure, a so-called vomiting boiler being
usually used; it is then washed and bleached in

much the same manner as rags. It gives a white
fibre of fair strength.

S'traw is used largely in the United States,
chiefly for strawboard, and not reduced to a
pure fibre. Its characteristics are similar to
esparto, but it is more difficult to reduce to
pure cellulose, owing to the silica it contains,
requiring a stronger alkali and higher pressure
in boiling.

Wood Pulp. There are two kinds of wood
pulp used in paper-making, mechanical pulp
or ground wood, and chemical fibre. Of the
latter there are three processes of manufacture,
the soda process, the sulphite, and the sul-
phate.

dround wood is made by pressing blocks of
wood obliquely (across the grain) against
rapidly revolving grindstones, a stream of water

carrying off the product, which is not chemically
changed, and has very little fibre or strength.
It is used very largely, however, for cheap
newspaper, chielly in connection with chemical
filire to impart greater strength. The plate
( Fig. 1 ) shows a pulp-grinder at Kuniford
Falls, Maine, the stone being coupled directly
to a turbine water wheel. It will be seen that
there are three 'pockets,' in which blocks of wood
are placed and pressed simultaneously against
the stone. The pulp is then screened to remove
lumps, bleached if necessary, and eitlicr run
directly into the beaters if made into paper at
the same mill (as at Rumford Falls; see plate,

Fig. 2), or made into thick sheets by a machine
similar to the cylinder paper machine described
below. It is usually sold in a moist state.

Paper containing ground wood turns yellow when
exposed to the light, and becomes brittle. .\

solution of sulphate of aniline turns ground
wood fibre a bright yellow, the intensity of the
color giving a rough guide to the percentage of

ground wood in the ]iaper.

Chemical Wood Pilp. The oUlest process of

freeing cellulose from the incrusting woody mat-
ter, producing a material for making white pa-

per, is the soda process, patented by Watt & Bur-
gess in England in 18.54. A soft wood, usually

poplar in America, pine in Europe, is barked,
chipped across the grain into small pieces, and
cooked under steam pressure with a solution of

caustic soda. The alkali dissolves everything
but the cellulose, and after washing and bleach-
ing a soft white fibre of good ((uality is pro-

duced, of little strength, but very useful to

supplement other fibres.

The sulphite process is apparently an Ameri-
can invention, the first patent being granted in

18G7 to B. C. Tilghmann. He used sulphurous
acid to produce pure cellulose, and while this is

the base of the modern process, it was not
brought to a practical success till bisulphite of

magnesium or ealciuni was used instead.

Mitschelieh in Germany brought the process to

a commeieial basis, and of late years it has
developed to very large proportions. Various
modifications of the process are used, but in all

of them the wood, properly barked, chipped, and
dusted, is digested under steam pressure in a
solution of the bisulphite, washed, and bleached

if necessary. 'Sulphite' fibre has good strength

and color, and much of it is used unbleached.

The sulphate process is not used in America,
but produces a very good pulp at a higher cost

than sulphite. It is similar to the soda process

in theory, but sulphate of soda is used. An
objection to it consists in the offensive odor of

the by-products.

In the different processes of treating wood
various forms of boilers are used, stationary,

rotary, cylindrical, and spherical. They have
to be lined to resist the action of the chemicals,

and lead or cement is commonly used for this

purpose. A large factor in the successful con-

duct of pulp manufacture lies in recovering the

chemicals from the spent liquor. In the soda

process the liquor is evaporated and finally

incinerated in a furnace from which nearly all

the caustic soda used is recovered. There are

similar economies practiced in the other

processes which not only save valuable chemicals,

but prevent the pollution of streams.
The Cylinder Machine. While almost all pa-
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per, ordinarily so called, is made on the Four-

drinicr niacliino. a very larj-e tla-so of heavy
papers, cardl)Oard», strawbounl, news liuard

Miulers' board, and the like, as well as most

ii~»ue paper, is made im a dilTvront maehinc.

Instead of the horizontal wire on whirli the

pulp Hows, the wire is fastened around a cylimler

whieh dips in a vat of pulp, and as it revolves

a lilni of pull) comes up with it, the water

running olF throii;,'h the wire. As there is no

lateral shake, the \m\K-r is not felted as well as

on the other maehine, and has less stren{{th

HISS the wel). It is easy to arranf^e several

lis and cylinders so that the sheets shall

unite, and in this way very lu'avy hmniN are

made. The rest of the niaihini'. press rolls,

driers, etc., is the same as descrilieil previously.

\\ liile. as already stateil, the produi-l of the

cylinder machines is not so important, there

are in the United Stales nearly as many of these

in operation as Kourdrinier machines.

Coated Papers. A larfje amount of pai)or is

given a surface coatin;; of various substances

after it leaves the pajwr mill proper. Tho
process of coatinp is as follows: The pa|H>r is

fed in a continuous roll to a rotary brush which
applies the coatin}.' on one siih-. Other brushes

spread the material evenly, and it is then hung
from sticks in festoons in a steamheated room.

The sticks rest on moviiifj; racks which pass the

festoons slowly down the room. When dry the

paper is rewound ami calendered, glazed, or em-

bosseil. If it is to be coated on two sides, it is

passed throu;{h the nuichine a second time and
the other side coated. A patented process for

coating both sides at once is in use, but is only

suital)le for a cheap proiluct.

CiKitiil boul.- piijicr (used for illustrations of

the better sort where a very smooth surface is

needed to reproduce every line and sbailiuf; of the

picture) is coated with days ami glue or casein,

and the necessary smoothness obtained by

calendering in a machine similar to the super-

cnlender descril)ed above, but having compressed

cotton rolls in place of pa|)er ones. Lithographic

paper is usually coated on one side only, an<l is

used for printing from stones. See LiTllOO-

BAPIIY.

illiized papcm are chielh' used for covering

paper boxes. They are coaled on one side only

and given a very high glossy surface by the

frirlioii calender. This consists of a top roll of

polished iron heated by .steam revolving at a

much higher speed than the roll below, which

is made of compressed cotton. The pajier as it

passes lietween these rolls is smoothe<l as if a

liot iron were passed over it. Colors are given

to the coating, various pigments being mixed

with the clay; and the high lustre is obtained

by using lH>eswa.\ or carnaul)a wax in the coat-

ing mixture. >[any other fancy etTects are ob-

tained by coating and embossing paper.

\\'aH paprr is printed in various colors and

designs from pajwr in the roll, and is often

emtMsscd.
Manila Paper. Originally the wrapping

paper called manila paper was nuule of nuinila

hemp, jute, old rope, anil other substances hav-

ing a strong tlbre. Since the intr<»iuction of

sulphite fibre the ordinary manila wrapping

paper of commerce is nnule wholly of wood,

while the strong paper made of old rope and

other strong materials is called rope manila.

Vol. XV.—21.

I'apcrs may l)e classified as follows: (1)
Writing papers,, comprising bond pa|M.>rs, ranging
from the Desl bunk note and st<x'k certiftcatt'

to greatly inferior grades, bonii in nothing but
name; ledger papers, for brrnkkeeping and other
tine writing purposes; linen pa|H-rs, usually with
rimgh surface and laid water mark. Writing
jiapers are known in the trade as llat' papers,

as oppOM'd to printing papers, which uscii to !«

folded in quires, but now are also llat ami almost
never folded. (2) Book papers. (:<) News
pa|)er, usually largely made of ground wood.
(4) Wrapping paper, ro|M- manila, manila,
bogu^ manila, etc. (5) Tissue, blotting paper
(iMisizedl. cover pa|>ers, etc. (8) Boards of
all sorts, strawboard, box board, news Imard
(made from ohl printed newspa|)crs), bristol

boaril. etc. Pulp is used for a great many
purposes Iwsides making into pa|>er. It is

waterpriMfed and pressed into rails and many
other shapes. It is used for the inside of car
whwls.

Sizes. Formerly very many names were in use
to designate different sizes of pa|K>rs. but now they

are largely obsolete. es[)ecially in .\merica. and
standard sizes are being more and more super-

seiled by s|)ecial orders of oild sizes. The names
for the sizes of writing pa|)ers are largely the

same in the United States and in F.ngland. but

the sizes differ slightly. A few of the iiio-.t com-

mon are given lielow, with the size of both coun-

tries:

I'Dltcd Stntm III r.ni.-tan>I

Cap
Ofm.v..
Full.)

MfiHiliii

Double cap-..

Koyal
Siipi^r ro.viil.-

Iini>erlnl

Atliis

Double elephant..

ux"
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Little, The Chemistry of Painr Jlakiiifi (Xi>«-
York. 181I4) ; section on "Paper ami Pulp." in
Tueljth Census of the United .states, vol. ix.,

;MiUiutactures, part iii. (Washington, I!)02)
;

Jlierzinski, JIandbuch der I'apierfabrikation
(\ienna, 188(i) ; Hofmann, id., (2d ed., Berlin.
1S8U-98; Enj-lish trans., New York, 18U4) ;

Kiroliner. Dus Papier (Biberach, I897-!)r»)
;

Scluibort, Die Praxis der PapierfabriKation (Ber-
lin, 1898); id.. Die Papicrcorarbcituity (ib.,

1900-02): and Blancliet. Kssai sur I'histoire du
papier et de sa fabrication (Paris, 1900).

PAPER-BOOK. In the English law, a book
containinj; coijies of all the pleadings and an
abstract of all the facts necessary to a complete
understanding of a case. A paper-book is only
required to be filed with the court where the
facts are agreed upon or have been determined
and the question is one of law only. WIutc the
argument is before a court of original jurisdic-
tion the facts must have been agreed upon or
admitted by the pleadings. Where a case is
appealed the paper-book corresponds to what in
the United States is usually called the 'case and
exceptions.' 8ee Appe.^l; Case; Pleading;
Practice.

PAPER-HANGINGS, or Wall Paper. A
name applied to the webs of paper, papiers
peints of the French, usually det-orated. with
which interior walls are often covered. Paper-
hangings appear to have been u.sed by the Chinese
at an early period, but were not introduced into
Europe, to any extent, before the eighteenth
century. Hangings of canvas, painted to imitate
tapestry, were extensively used during the fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries. The well-known
"Triumph of Julius Ca-sar," by Mantegna. at
Hampton Court. England, is simply a consecutive
set of such hangings. During the" sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries a thriving business was
done in Italy and Spain (partieularlv at Cor-
dova) in the manufacture of hangings of leather
variously stamjied and embossed, and from these
countries the art was carried into France and
England. At first the wall papers produced were
imitations of the tapestries, velvets, and leather
hangings that for many centuries had been used
as wall decorations. But eraduallv independent
designs and effects have been introduced, espe-
cially in America. In Europe the costliest wall
papers are still those that counterfeit most suc-
cessfully some other fabric.

In the early days wall paper, like all other
kinds, was made in sheets instead of webs. ( See
Paper.) These, of the size called elephant
(22 X 32 inches), were pasted together to make
a length of 12 yards before the pattern was
applied. In those days the patterns were put
in with stencils and the background with a
brush. The first improvement was the introduc-
tion of block printing. In this process the
pattern was engraved on wooden blocks, a sepa-
rate block for each color, and each block applied
to the paper by hand as manv times as the pat-
tern is repeated. The colored background was
painted in with a brush.
The next advance was the application of

the Fourdrinier machine, by which wall paper,
instead of being made in sheets, was produced
in continuous webs. Then came the cvlindrical
rollers, a roller for each pattern, similar to
that employed for the printing of textile fabrics.

(See Textile Printing.) Later, grounding
machines, for laying on the background color;
bronzing machines, which apply bronze powders
(popularly called gold) ; embossing machines,
and a number of other inventions have been
a|)plied to this art. About 1870 the continuous
jirocess was introduced, by which the paper
jiasses automatically from one step to another,
without a stop and without handling. Great
improvements in design and in blending of colors
have also been made in recent .vears. An im-
portant lihase of the subject is the sanitary one.
serious results having followed the use of
poisonous coloring materials, like arsenic.

In the United States the manufacture of wall
paper was introduced by two Frenchmen. Bouler
and Charden, in 1790, and only three or four
more firms undertook the business before 1844.
In that .vear the first machine for printing paper
was put up in the Howell factory at Philadel-
phia. About the same time continuous rolls of
paper came into general use. instead of sheets.
From that time the business rapidly increased
in importance.
The accompanying table, taken from the chap-

ter on "Wall Papers." in One Hundred Years
of American Commerce (New York, 1895), showa
the growth of this industry:

Gkowth op the Wall Paper iNonsTBY in the Unites
States

YEAH
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ing the temple of the goddess still exist. In

Greek legend, the goddess was said to have risen

from the sea at this point, and even in the

Homeric poems it is mentioned as her favorite

abode. The form of the shrine of the goddess on
Roman coins is strongly reminiscent of the

Mycenaean period, and points also to the early

date of the sanctuarj', which was a place of pil-

grimage until the overthrow of paganism. The
other Papho, called Xeopaphos (now Baffo),

was on the seacoast, about seven or eight mile.s

northwest of the older city, and was said to

have been an Arcadian colony. Under the Ro-

mans it was the capital of the island and the

official residence of the Governor.

PA'PIAS (Lat., from Gk. Iloirios). Bishop

of Hierapolis in Phrygia. He flourished during

the lirst half of the second Christian century,

but the dates of his birth and death are un-

known. He is said to have been a companion
of Polycarp, and to have known personally
some of tlie Lord's disciples, but this is un-

certain. He wrote in Greek an important
work, in five books, entitled Expositions of the

Oracles of the Lord, which unfortunately has

been lost. A few fragments, preserved chiefly by
Irenaeus and Eusebius, indicate that the work
was not itself a gospel, but a sort of running com-

mentary on the sayings (and deeds?) of Christ.

They also prove that written gospels already

existed. Papias diligently gathered up the primi-

tive Christian traditions, setting a high value

upon every direct line of testimony concerning

the Lord's teaching.

Eusebius credits Papias with more learning

than judgment, which probably means that he

disliked his crude and materialistic notions of

the approaching millennium, with its alleged

miraculous vintages and crops. (Cf. Irenjcus,

Af/iiiiist Heresies, v. 3.3.) These conceptions,

however, were not displeasing to Iren.'eus and
other early Christians, although they were gen-

erally discarded before the fourth century. In

any event. Papias's reputation does not depend

upon his millenarian views. He stands as a

connecting link between the Apostolic Age and

that of the Apologists, a period where our

sources at best are scanty, and each one corre-

spondingly valuable.

The fragments of the Ea-jiosHioits may be con-

sulted in Lightfoot's Apostolic Fathers, ed. by

Harmer (London. 1893). or in Funk, Paires

Apostolici (Tiibingen. 1901). Consult, also:

Zahn, Forschungen. part vi. (Leipzig, 1900);

Lightfoot, Essays on i<iipcrnatiiral Religion (2d

ed., London, 1893) ; Cruttwell. Literary History

of Early Christianity (ib., 1893) : Westcott, His-

ton) of the Canon of the Xeic Testament (7th ed.,

ib.." ISOli).

PAPIER-MACHE, pa'pya'-ma'shft' (Er.,

pulped paper). A tough, plastic material, made
frcjui paper-pulp, or from paper that has been

reduced to a pulp, mixed with glue, paste, oil,

resin, or other sizing. It has been in use for

more than a century in Europe, and it is not

improbable that it was first suggested by some

of the beautiful productions of Sindh and other

parts of India, where it is employed in making

boxes, trays, etc.. as well as in China and .lapan.

Its first application, as far as we know, was to

the manufacture of snuff-boxes, by a German
named JIartin, in 1740. Properly speaking.

papier-mache is paper-pulp molded into shape,
and it has been used, not only to make small
articles, such as boxes, trays, etc., but in the
interior decoration of houses for cornices, ceil-

ings, etc. From the extension of the application
of papier-mache to the manufacture of a number
of light and useful articles. mo<lifications have
taken place in its composition, and it is now
of three kind.s— first, the true kind, made of

paper-pulp; second, sheets of paper pasted to-

gether after the manner of pasteboard, hut sub-
mitted to far greater pressure; and third, sheets
of thick millboard east from the pulp, which are
also heavily pressed. The term papier-niacht-

is in the trade held to apply rather to the
articles made of the pulp than to the pulp
itself; and a vast manufacture sprang up during
the last century. Some articles are coated with
successive layers of asphalt varnish, which is

acted upon by heat in ovens until its volatile

parts are dissipated, and it becomes hard and
capable of receiving a high polish. Mother-of-
pearl is sometimes used in its decoration, and
the fine surface Avhich can be given to asphalt
varnish also permits of burnished gilding and
other decorative applications with excellent

effect.

PAPIIiliA (Lat., nipple). A term applied

by apatomi.sts to one of several minute, elon-

gated, conical processes, projecting from the sur-

face of the true skin into the epidermis, highly

vascular and nervous in their character, and tak-

ing an active part in the sense of touch. Their

form and structure are described in the article

Skin. The term papilla is also used to desig-

nate the optic disk or nerve-head as observed

through the ophthalmoscope. See OPHTnALSlo-
SCOPE.

PAPIL'IONTD.a!. A family of large butter-

flies. See Sw.\I.LoWT.\IL.

PAPIN, pa'pax'- Dex's ( 1047-e.l714) . A
French physicist. He was born at Blois. where,

after studying medicine, he practiced for some
time as a physician. His devotion to study and

research in physical science dates from his ac-

quaintance with Huygens, and he soon after be-

came the pupil anil assistant of this famous

physicist, contributing substantial improvements

to" the air pump. He rapidly acquired a wide

reputation and visited England, where he was

received with open arms by the philosophers

of that country, and liecame a member of the

Royal Society in lUSO. While in England. Papin

and Robert" Boyle worked together and per-

formed manv experiments, Papin inventing the

double air pump and the air gun during this

period. To him is also due the idea of pnc\i-

matic transmission of power, but he was not able

to make a practical use of his method. In lt)87

Papin was called to the chair of mathenintics

in the Universitv of Marburg in Hesse-Cassel.

the duties of Avhich office he discharged with zeal

and success for manv vears. He died in extreme

poverty. To Papin" belongs the high honor of

having first constructed a steam-engine with a

piston (1690) and he also used the simple

method of condensing the steam to produce a

vacuum beneath the raised piston. He is also

the inventor of the 'safety-valve.' which was an

essential part of his -dige-ster' (q.v.). With this

latter machine Papin showed that liquids under

produced atmospheric pressure would be made
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to boil at a much lower temperature than
when freely exposed to the air. Papin iliseovered

the principle of action of the siphon. ini])roveil

the air punij) of Otto von Guericke. and took
part in philosophical discus.sions with Leibnitz.
In 1690 he constructed a paddle-wheel boat
in which his pumping engine was used to raise

water which turned a water wheel connected
with the paddle. It was destroyed by a mob
on account of its interfering with the business
of the boatmen. Many of Papin's numerous
writings will be found in the Philosophical
Transactions, Acta Eruditorum, and the Itrcucil
de diverses pieces (1{!95). He publislied an
explanation of the construction and uses of his
'digester' (London. KiSl), afterwards (1682)
translated into French, and his experiments en-
titled Xouvcllcs experiences du Viiide (Paris.
1674). It was not for nearly a century after his
death that the great value of Papin's experiments
and researches \\as perceived. For Papin's work
connected with the steam-engine, see Thurston.
Groicth of the Steam Engine (New York. 1878).
See his Life. l)y Gerland. which includes his cor-
respondence with Leibnitz and Huygens (Berlin,
1881).

PAPINEAXJ, pa'pe'no'. Loris Joseph ( 1789-
1871 ) . A Canadian orator and political agitator.
He was born at Montreal, and received his edu-
cation at the Seminary of Queliec. and then en-
tered upon tlie study of 'law. In 1809 he was elected
to represent the constituency of Kent in the
Legislative Assembly of Lower Canada, and in
I81I was chosen to sit for one of the districts
of Montreal. During the War of 1812 he was
the commander of a company of militia, but
saw little active service. In 1817, as the leader
of the French-Canadian Party, he was chosen
Speaker, and continued to hold that position
until 1837. He had frequent conflicts with the
royal Governors, and in 1827 Lord Dalhousie
refused to accept him as Speaker, but tlie As-
sembly insisted and Dalhousie resigned. In an
effort to force the home Government to make
the Provincial Council elective instead of ap-
pointive, tlie Assembly under his lead refused to
grant supplies to the Governor, and in 1834
transmitted to England the famous 'Xinety-two
Resolutions.' Affairs now became more andmore
critical, and in 1835 Papineau arranged with
William Lyon Mackenzie, the leader of the Revo-
lutionary Party in Upper Canada, for coopera-
tion between their followers. In March, 1837,
the English Govei-nment finally declared that an
elective Council could not be granted, and au-
thorized the Governor, since the Assembly still
refused to vote supplies, to use the money "in the
treasury. A proclamation was issued warning
the people against agitators, and, because of
Papineau's violent harangues to the people, he
was deprived of his captaincy in the militia.
In October, 1837, he attended' a meeting which
decided upon revolution, though there has
been much dispute as to whether "he favored this
action. Certain it is, however, that when the re-
bellion, the way for which he had prepared,
broke out, he fled to the United States, where he
remained for two years. He then went tr,

France, but in 1847 took advantage of a genera'
amnesty and returned to Canada. He was soon
afterwards elected to a seat in the Lower House
of the now united Canadian Parliament, but

found that his old influence had departed. He
retired from the public service in 18.54, and
spent the remainder of his life in seclusion at
his residence of Montebcllo on the Ottawa River.
Consult: Kingsford, History of Canada (Toronto,
1887-98)

; Christie, JJistori/ of the Late Province
of Loner Canada (Quebec, 1848-55); and Read,
The Canadian Rebellion of 1837 (Toronto, 1890).

PAPINIANUS, .E-MiLiAxrs. A distinguished
Roman jurist, a contemporary, friend, and trusted
adviser of tlie Emperor Septimius Severus. He
was probably of Syrian-Greek origin; was born
about 140 A.D. : became pretorian prefect or Chief
Justice of the Empire in 203, and was put to death
in 212 because (it is said) he refused to justify
Caracalla's murder of Geta. He was regarded
by the later Romans and is still generally re-
garded as the greatest of the Roman jurists.
More than any other, he strove to keep law in
harmony with ethics. In Valentinian's Law of
Citations (426) that Emperor directed that if
an equal number of authorities were produced on
either side of a disputed question the opinion sup-
ported in Papinianus's writings should prevail.
Both before and after Justinian's time the works
of Papinianus formed an important part of the
third year of legal study, and the students of
that year were called Papinianista?. His prin-
cipal imblished works were digests of decisions:
37 books of 'questions' and 19 of 'responses.'
Because he left no .systematic commentaries. Jus-
tinian's codifiers drew less largely on his writ-
ings than on those of Ulpian and' Paul ; but ex-
cerpts from his works constitute an important
part of the Digest. Outside of the Digest we
have a passage from Papinianus which Wift in-
cluded in the Breviary of Alaric (q.v. ) and a
few fragments of his 'responses found in Egvpt
in 1877 and 1882. These have been printed' by
Huschke. Consult Otto, Papinianus (2d ed.,
1743) and the article by Bruns in Pauly, Realen-
cyelopiidie.

PAPIST PLOT. See Oates, Titus.

PAPPENHEIM, pap'pen-him, Gottfried
Heixricii. Count (1504-1032). One of the lead-
ing Imperialist generals in the Thirty Years'
War. He was born at Pappenheim. 'Bavaria,
May 20. 1594. of an old and distinguished Swa-
bian family. He studied at Altdorf and Tiibingen
and early identified himself with the Catholic
cause. He served under the Poles against the
Russians and Turks; was in the service of the
Catholic League in 1620, and at the battle of the
\\hite Hill in the same year contributed great-
ly to the victory over the Bohemian forces. He
was in 1023 made commander of the mounted
regiment which became famous as Pappenheim's
cuirassiers. He was a cavalry commander in
the Spanish service in Lombardv in 1025-20. but
rejoined the Imperialist armv 'in the fnllowin"
year, suppressed a revolt of the Protestant peas"
ants of Upper Austria, and then was engaged
under Tilly in the campaigns against the iJines,
Swedes, and Saxons. He took a prominent
part in the storming of Magdebur" (1031)
was engaged at Breitenfehl (1632) and cov-
ered the retreat of tlie defeated armv. He served
under Wallenstein in the final campaign against
Gustavus Adolphus. Just before the fateful
battle of Lutzen he had been detached with eitrht
regiments for an independent movement, but a
recall was sent after him when the rapid ad-
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vance of the Protestant leader became known to
Wallenstein. His splendid charge on the left

wing of the Swedish army had almost changed
the result when he was mortally wounded in the
last charge. He died a few hours afterwards at
Leipzig, November 17, 1032. Consult Hess, Gott-

fried Heinrich, Graf zu Fappenheim (Leipzig,
1855).

PAP'PUS ( Xeo-Lat., from Gk. ndrTros, down,
from Trdinros, pappos, grandfather, from TrdTTTras,

pappus, father, papa). The peculiar calyx of the
Composita?. The flowers are placed close together
in the flower-head. As a consequence, the sepals

are not necessary for protection, and for me-
chanical reasons are probably prevented from
developing in a normal way. Moreover, the
flowers are epigynous, so that the sepals are

developed from the top of the seed-lilce fruit

(acheue. sepals

a
ACHENE9.

a, Arnica; b, Sonchue, or sow thistle; c, Taraxicum, or
dandelion.

(pappus) are entirely obsolete, in others they
form a shallow cup or crown, in others they are

arranged as teeth or scales, while in still others

they constitute a tuft of bristles (a) or hairs (6).

It is this last form of pappus which, as in the

dandelions, thistles, etc., is a conspicuous char-

acter of the family. The hair-like pappus is ex-

ceedingly diverse in details of structure, in some
cases being coarse and bristly, others soft and
silky, and others beautifully plumose. In the

dandelion (c) the achcne develops a long beak at

the summit of which tlic tuft of soft pappus hairs

occurs. In case the pappus has any special de-

velopment it is associated with the dispersal of

the seeds. For example, the hairy pappus of

thistles and dandelions enables the fruit to be

carried by currents of air: while the toothed

and even barbed pappus of Spanish needles serves

as a grappling appendage by which the fruit may
lay liohl of animals brushing past.

PAPPUS, or PAPPOS (Lat.. from Gk. n<£7r-

irot) ( C..300 A.D. ) . An Alexandrian mathcma-
tician. He is said to have written on geography

and astrology, to have composed a commentary
on the Almagest of Ptolemy, and to have been

the head of a school. His principal work, how-

ever, was a mathematical ^iinnfjofic (collection)

in eight books, the first and half of the second

of which are lost. To this work we owe much
of our knowledge of Greek mathematics, and its

translation bv Coramandin (1588) had a power-

ful influence on the Renaissance of geometry in
the seventeenth centurj-. In particular, the
geometry of Descartes had for one of its prin-
cipal objects the solution of a problem of
Pappus, viz.: given '2n straight lines, to find the
locus of points such that the product of tlie dis-
tances of each of these to n of the lines (or more
generally of straight lines at given angles to the
n lines) shall have a given ratio to the product
of the distances (or lines at ijiven angles) to the
other 11. Pappus was the la.jt of the great Greek
mathematicians, but tlie value of his work is

largely due to the fact that it gives to us numer-
ous extracts from the lost writings of his pre-
decessors. Tlie most important theorem due to
him is the one often called by Guldin's name,
viz.: the volume of a solid of revolution is equal
to the product of the area of the revolving plane
figure and the length of the path of its centre
of gravity. Xumerous minor propositions bear
his name, such as the Pythagorean theorem as
generalized for an oblique-angled triangle, in
which the squares on the sides are replaced by
parallelograms. The text of Pappus has been
edite<l l)y Hultsch (3 vols., Berlin, 187C-78,
Greek anil Latin).

PAP'UA. An island north of Australia. See
Xew GrixEA.

PAP'UAN or ATJSTRO-MALAYAN STJB-
EEGION. In zougeogiaphy, a northern sub-divi-
.-ioii of the Australian Region, formed of the
islands eastward of 'Wallace's Line' to San Cris-

toval, embracing Celebes, Lombok, the Giloolo
group, Ceram, New Guinea, and the Solomons.
All are mountainous, well forested, hot and
damp, excepting the small arid group from Lom-
bok to Timor. Considering the proximity and
physical resemblance of these islands to those

west of them, and their dissimilarity to the

continent of Australia, it is surprising to find

that their affinities are Australian rather than
Oriental. The mammals are almost wholly mar-
supials, with one monotremc (sec Eciiid.na) in

Xew (Juinea. A long list of peculiar genera of

birds may be made, and this subregion is the

special home of the birds of paradise, honey-

suckers, some peculiar fly-catchers, and a host

of most brilliant parrots, kingfishers, and pig-

eons. The extraordinary tendency toward or-

namentation which characterizes the birds of

these islands extends also to the insects, and
has been the object of much speculation. Con-

sult: Wallace. Geoffrnphiral Distrihulion of Ani-

mals, vol. i. (New York, 187(>1 : id.. Mala;/ Ar-

chipelago (ib., 1869) : Forbes, .1 Xatiiralist's

Wanileritigs in the Eastern Archipelago (ib.,

1885).

PAPTTLE (Lat. papula, pimple, pustule). A
medical term meaning a pimple: a small eleva-

tion of the surface of the skin containing no

fluid. Papules are either of the normal skin

color or red. If they become filled with fluid

they are called vesicles. If pus develops in a

vesicle it is called a pustule. Tapiilcs appear

in the early stage of many skin diseases and

form the eruption in certain other diseases, as

scarlet fever, chickcnpox. and smallpox. Papu-

lar skin diseases include lichen, prurigo, and
pityriasis (qq.v.).

PAPYR'OGRAPH. See Copying Maciii^tes.

PAPY'RTJS (Lat., from Gk. xdirupot. papy-

rus). A genus of plants of the natural order
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Cyperacete. Egyptian Papyrus {Cypcrus Papy-
rus) is a kind of sedge 3 to 10 feet high, with

a very strong, woody, aromatic, creeping root,

long, sharp-keeled leaves, and naked, leafless, tri-

angular, soft, and cellular stems, as thick as a
man's arm at tlie lower part, and at their upper
extremity bearing a compound umbel of ex-

tremely numerous drooping spikelets with a
general involucre of eiglit long filiform leaves.

The plant is represented in the oldest Egyptian
monuments as reaching the lieight of about 10

feet. Tlie papyrus was used for nuin.v ])ur-

poses. The more slender stalks were woven into

baskets and boxes, while bundles of the tliicker

stalks formed the material of which light boats

were constructed. The fibre was used for mak-
ing cordage, sails, awnings, and matting. The

pith was boiled and
eaten by the poorer
classes, and the root
was dried and used as

fuel. The most im-
])ortant use of the

plant, however, was in

the manufacture of a
species of paper. For
tins purpose the ])ith

was cut into strips

which were placed side

by side on a flat sur-

face, and over the

layer thus formed was
laid a second layer of

strips at right angles

to the first. The whole
was then pressed or
rolled into a slicct, to

which the natural gum
of the plant gave a
homogeneous charac-

ter, and the sheet

when dried was ready
for use. It is possible

that artificial paste was sometimes used to bind
tlie fibres. When newly prejiared the sheet was
white or brownish white ; but in the process of

time those pajjvri which lia\'e reached the present
day have l)ecome of a light or dark brown color,

and exceedingly brittle. The pajiyrus or paper of

the EgA'ptians had a great reputation in antiquitj',

and it appears on the earliest monuments in the
shape of long rectangular sheets, which were
rolled uj) and tied with a string. At a very
late period the papyrus was no longer rolled,

but was cut into square pages which were
bound together as are the leaves of a mod-
ern book. The papyrus sheets and rolls are
of very different heights. The tallest specimen
is said to be 1.5^,2 inches high, but most literary

manuscripts are from 8 to 12 inches, with a
tendency toward the lower limit. The sheets are
far narrower, however, rarely exceeding 9 inches,

while widths of from 5 to 7 inches are common.
The strips seem to have been sold in lengths of

about 20 sheets, but there is no limit to the
length of the rolls, though for literary purposes
the Greeks seem rarely to have exceeded 30 feet.

The ancient EgA'ptians made up huge rolls—one
is said to be 144 feet Ioiik—for burial with the
dead, though there is little likelihood that such
unwieldy volumes were used by the living. The
writing is regularly in columns, parallel to the

length of the roll, and of varying width, in lit-

EGYPTIAX PAPYRUS.

erary prose rarely exceeding three inches, though
in verse they are often wider to accommodate the

longer lines of the hexameter. Public documents
and private papers are of course bound by no
such rules. The use of papyrus paper, or at

least of some similar manufacture from vege-

table fibre, must have arisen at an early date in

Egj'pt, and the oldest datable specimen can be

but little later than B.C. 3000. (For a description

of the Egyptian papyri and their contents, see

the iniragraph on Literature and ticicnce under
Egvpt. ) The Greeks seem to have known a paper
as early as the beginning of tlie fifth century
B.C., though the oldest extant Greek jiapyrus is

perhaps the PersUiiis of Timotheus, belonging to

tlie end of the fourth century. With the growth
of the Alexandrian Library and the spread of

Greek learning the use of papj-rus largely in-

creased, and the manufacture of the paper seems
to have developed greatly under the patronage of

the Ptolemies. It is only in compai'atively recent

years that the attention of scholars and explorers
has been drawn toward the Greek papyri of

Egypt, and that systematic search lias been made
for them. The great bulk of the enormous mass
of papyri brought to light consists of non-literary
documents, partly public, such as oflicial corre-

spondence, laws, petitions, and tax-receipts, and
jiartly private, including wills, contracts, letters,

and notes, school exercises, and accounts. These
documents are of immense value as enabling us
to reconstruct the life and language of the com-
mon peo])le in the towns and villages of Egj'pt

under Greek and Roman rule. Though the lit-

erary papyri are relatively few, they are often

of great importance as restoring to us works
formerly lost. Among the more important are

the Orations of Hyperides, the Mimes of Heron-
das, the Odes of I5acchylides, the treatises of

Aristotle on the Constitution of Athens, and the

Persians of Timotheus. Of Christian writings

the yield has not been large, nor of very striking

value. There are a few fragments from the

New Testament and the Septuagint, some scraps

of apocryphal or heretical writings, and especi-

ally the interesting leaf from Oxvrhynchus con-

taining some Logia or sayings attributed to .Tesus.

Tlie first great discovery of papyri in Egypt was
made near Arsinoi? in the Fayuni in 1S77. Fifteen

years later at Soenopa"i Nesos, also in the Fayuni,
another rubbish heap was opened, most of whose
contents went to Berlin. While the first mass was
chiefly Byzantine, these were Roman and on the

whole in fair preservation. An earlier period, ex-

tending well into the third century B.C., was
revealed by the discovery by Flinders Pctrie of a

series of mummy cases made of old papyri pasted
together. Patient labor separated these fragments
and brouifht to light remnants of the lost Anti-

ope of Euripides, as well as bits of the (loryias

and Pluvdo of Plato, and many non-literary frag-

ments. All previous discoveries were surpassed

by the work of Grcnfell and Hunt at O.xyrhynchus
in 1800-07, and to their continued labors at other

points in the Fayuni, and especially at Tcbtunis,

a large part of the increase since then is due.

Outside of Egypt discoveries of papyri have been
almost unknown. In 17.'i3 a great mass of charred
rolls were found in the Villa .Sidiurbana at Ilercu-

laneuni. and a few of these have been unrolled by
means of a very delicate apparatus, but their con-

tents have been a disappointment, as they have

proved to be philosophical treatises of the Epicu-
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rean school, though the fragments of Philodemiis

have added somewhat to our knowledge of the

history of ancient philosophy. For the hand-
writing on papyri, see Egyptology; Paleog-
BAPHY.

As a matter of scientific interest experiments
in the manufacture of paper from the papyrus
have been made in modern times by Landolina,
Seyffarth, and others, and a small quantity is

made at Syracuse in Sicily, though of course
merely as a curiosity.

Other species of papyrus (C'yperus C'orym-

hosus, Cyperus tefetum ) are much used in India

for mats. Cyperus alternifoUus, the umbrella
plant or umbrella palm, is a common house
plant. It grows to a height of one to three feet,

with drooping involueral rays six to eight inches

long and less than one-half inch broad.

Bibliography. On the general subject, con-

sult: \\'ilcken. Die (ffiechischen Papyrusurkun-
den (Berlin, 1897) ; Kenyon, PalcEugraphy of

Greek Papyri (Oxford. 1899) ; Dziatzko, ijntcr-

suchungen iiber ausgeuahlte Kapitcl des antiken
Buchicesens (Leipzig, 1900); on the results for

Biblical study. Deissmann, Bible Studien, trans.

by Grieve (Edinburgh, 1901). A periodical de-

voted to this subject is the Archiv fiir Papynis-
forschintg nnd cerwandte Gebiete (Leipzig, 1900,

et. seq. ) : and a brief review of the more im-

portant publications of each year may be found

in the Annual Archteological Reports of the

Egjpt Exploration Fund (London, 1869 et seq.).

PARA, pa-ra'. An estuary indenting the

northeastern coast of Brazil and forming the

southern boundary of JIarajo Island (q.v. ), of

which the true mouth of the Amazon is the

northern boundary (Map: Brazil, H 4). The
Rio Para is 40 miles wide at its mouth and has,

in general, a width of .5 to 10 miles for a distance

of 200 miles inland. Formerly it was probably

one of the principal mouths of the Amazon, but

is now connected with that river only by a net-

work of channels and backwaters, which, how-

ever, form the principal steamship routes to the

Amazon, since the true mouth is obstructed by

islands and strong currents. The Pan'i has be-

come the almost independent estuary of the To-

cant ins (q.v.).

PARA. One of the largest and commercially

most important States of Brazil, occupying the

northeastern part of the Republic, and bounded

by the Guianas on the north, the Atlantic Ocean

on the northeast, the Brazilian States of Maran-

hao and Goyaz on the east, Matto Grosso on the

south, and Amazonas on the west (Map: Brazil,

G 4). Its area is 44.3,633 square miles, exclud-

ing the disputed portion of Guiana. The surface

consists of plateaus rising from the here narrow
Amazonian valley to a height of 2500 feet in the

north and south. The Amazon River with its

extensive estuary takes in a large portion of

the State, and the adjoining low lands are inun-

dated during the rainy season. Its two large

tributaries, the Tapajos and the Xingu. and the

system of the Tocantins. give the State a net-

work of navigal)le waterways, and thus remove

one of the greatest obstacles in the way of in-

dustrial development in South American coun-

tries—lack of transportation facilities. The cli-

mate is tempered bv the trade winds, and is on

the whole not unliealthful. :Most of the low

lands are covered with dense forests, which yield

the most important product, as well as the chief
source of revenue, of Para—rubber. Agriculture
is as yet undeveloped on account of the scarcity
of population. .Some foodstutfs have to be im-
ported. Besides rulil>er, the annual export of w hich
exceeds 22,000 tons, Parii exports yearly large
quantities of cacao, ciiichona. couniarin, glue,
and hides. Jlost of the exports go to Xew York
and Liverpool. The mineral deposits of ParS
are believed to be extensive, but so far very little

has been done toward their exploitation. Pari
has no railways with the exception of a short line

from the capital (Para) to the coast. The popu-
lation 0f Para was only 328,4o.j in 1890. The
Indians are mostly civilized. The capital is

Para.

PARA, or Belem. The capital of the State
of Para, Brazil, situated on the southeast shore of

the Para estuary (q.v.), 85 miles from the ocean,

and 1° 27' .south of the equator (Map: Brazil,

H 4). Viewed from the harbor it presents a

picturesque appearance with its numerous
churches and white houses half hidden amid
luxuriant tropical foliage. The streets are in

general narrow and ill-paved, but some of them
are wide and straight, and there are several

spacious avenues lined with trees. The principal

building is the cathedral, dating from 1720.

There are a lyceum and other schools, a public

library, a nmseum, a large botanical garden, and
many scientific, literary, and charitable institu-

tions. The Government buildings are plain struc-

tures. The harbor has 20 feet of water, and,

being situated at the principal entrance for ships

into the Amazon and in the northern part of the

country, where it is comparatively near to the

commercial countries of Europe, Para has be-

come an important trade centre. Its chief ex-

ports arc rubber, cacao, and colonial wares. The
ruliber export exceeds that of any other part of

the world, having in 1898 amounted to .31.882.883

pounds, with a value of about .$08,850,000. The
total value of the exports in the same year was
about .$72,000,000, which shows an increase of

100 per cent, during the preceding five years.

The population has increased sixfold during the

last half century, the inhabitants numlx'ring 90,-

122 in 1896. Panl is the se^t of a United States

consul.

Para was founded in 1615, but was an unim-

portant place until the middle of the nineteenth

centurs'. During the disastrous racial and social

strifesof 1835-48 the population fell from 25.000

to 15.000, and it was still further reduced by the

epidemic of yellow fever in 1850. Since that

year, however, it has grown rapidly.

PARA (Pers. para, piece, portion). A coin

of copper, silver, or mixed metal, though^ most

generally of copper, in use in Turkey and Egypt:

it is the" fortieth part of a piastre, is ^lividi'd into

three aspcrs, and varies much in value, owing to

the debased and complicated condition of the

Turkish coinage. Pieces of five i)ara3 are also

in use. The para is equal to about one mill

( \merican) in Turkey, and a little more in

K?>l't-

PARABLE (OF. parable, paraholc. Fr. para-

bole, from Lat. parabola, parabole. from Gk.

iropo/SoXi}, comparison, juxtaposition, parable,

parabola, from Trapa^dWtiv. i>araballein. to throw

beside, to compare, from iropd. I>ara. beside, l>e-

yond -f ^iWav. hallein, to throw). A short nar-
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rativc, founded upon any real event in nature or

human experience, intended to convey a moral or

rclifjious meaning. Tlie parable is best known
from its use in the Bible. In the Old Testament
it is not of veiy common occurrence. The live

examples which admit of the least question are:

( 1 ) The prophet Nathan's parable of the poor

man with the one ewe lamb, told to King David
(II. Sam. xii. 1-4) ; (2) the story of the woman
of TeUoa concerning her sons ( II. Sam. xiv. 5-7 ) ;

(3) the tale of the i)ro])het regarding the escaped

captive, told to King Ahab (I. Kings xx. 39-40)
;

(4) Jehovali's rebuking song of the vineyard (Is.

V. 1-G) : and (.5) the parable of planting and
threshing (Is. .xxviii. 24-28). Ancient .lewish

writings outside the Bible abound in parables.

Jesus of Xazareth was the great master in their

use. In the Xew Testament the word parable

occurs 48 times in the Synoptic Gospels, but
nowhere else except twice in the Epistle to the

Hebrews. It designates cither a short narrative

designed to convey spiritual truth, such as the

parable of the sower (Matt. xiii. 8 sqq.), or,

more rarely, a popular ])roverb. such as 'Physi-

cian, heal thyself (Luke iv. 23). Hence many
of the utterances of Jesus, which are commonly
regarded as proverbs ('consider the lilies,' 'salt

of the earth,' 'light under a bushel') might be

classified as parables. The well-known parables

of Jesus wer« taken from the natural scenes and
events of common life with wliich He and His
disciples were familiar. In the art with which
He seized upon and illustrated the supreme
point in a parable He never has been surpassed.

He made both nature and history a paralde of

which the Kingdom of (iod is the spiritual in-

terpretation. For definition of the parable and
a study of those spoken by .lesus, consult : French,

Notes on the Farahlcs of Our Lord (Xew York,
1851) ; also Guthrie, The Pnrahles (London,
1866) ; Bruce. The Prirnholic Teaching of Christ
(1892) : Julicher, Die Olcichnisrcden Jesu (Frei-
burg, 1899).

PARABOLA (Neo-Lat., from Gk. irapafioK^,

parahole, comparison, juxtaposition, parable, pa-
rabola). A conic section cut by a plane parallel

to the element of the cone. When the plane
coincides with its

parallel element,
the parabola as-

sumes the limiting
form of a straight

line. The parabola
may also be de-

fined as the locus

of a point whose
distance from a
fi.\ed point ( the
focus) is equal to

its distance from a
fixed straight line

(the directrix), i.e.

From this defini-

Let DD'

directrix and cutting the axis XX' in M,, M,, F,
M„ . . . With F as a centre and ZM, as a radius,
describe an arc cutting the perpendicular through
M, in P, and Q, ; with F as a centre and ZM^ as a
radius, describe a circle cutting the perpendicular
through Mj in Pj and Q,; and so on. The points
P„ Pj . .

. , Q„ Qj . .
. , are then points on a

parabola. PQ is called the latus rectum or
parameter, and, as is evident from the construc-
tion, equals twice the distance between the focus
and directrix. The curve may be described
mechanically in the following manner: move a
right-angled triangle with one perpendicular side
coinciding with the directrix; a string equal
in length to the other perpendicular side has
one end fastened to the outer vertex of the
triangle and the other to the focus; a pencil
resting against the lower side of the triangle and
holding the string taut will trace a parabola.
The Cartesian equation of the parabola, its

axis being taken as the X-axis and its vertex as
the origin, is y" :^ 4px, where p is the distance
between the focus and the vertex. Its polar
equation, the focus being the pole, i.s

2p

Fio. 1.

its eccentricity (q.v.) is 1.

tion its construction readily follows.

(Fig. 1) be the fixed straight line or direc-

trix, and F the fixed point or focus. Draw
a perpendicular to the directrix, passing
through the focus, and this will be the axis

of the curve. The point O on the axis, half

way between F and DD', will evidently be a
point on the curve. To find other points on
the curve draw a series of lines parallel to the

4p cos9
' = 1 a > or r ^— .,„

1— cos 9 mn'8

when the vertex is taken as pole. The following
are some of the most important properties of the
parabola: (1) Any line RH (Fig. 2) parallel to

the X-axis is a diameter, i.e. bisects a sys-

Fio. 2.

tern of parallel chords, as those parallel to
PQ; (2) the subnormal MX is constant and
equal to the semilatus rectum FK; (3) if the
tangent through P cuts the X-axis in T. and if

the normal at P cuts the X-a.xis in X, the focus
F is equidistant from P, T, and X; (4) the
angle DPT = angle XTP is equal to the angle
TPF, or the tangent at any point makes equal
angles with the a.xis of the curve and the focal

radius to the point of contact (these last two
properties furnish simple methods for drawing
tangents to the parabola) ; (.5) through any
point in the plane, three normals can be drawn
to the parabola ; ( 6 ) the tangents at the ex-

tremities of any focal chord PL intersect at a
point G on the directrix, and at right angles;

(7) a perpendicular from the focus F upon a
tangent SQ meets this tangent at a point I on
the tangent through the vertex; (8) a tangent

RE at the end of a diameter RH is parallel to

the chords bisected by that diameter, of which
PQ is one and the tangents at the extremities of

PQ intersect upon the corresponding diameter
SH; (9) the area of a parabolic segment ORPQ
is I of the triangle RPQ on the same base and
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having the same height; (10) the parabola has
110 real finite asymptotes.

Concave reflecting mirrors are often formed so
that all axial sections are equal parabolas. In
-iic-h a mirror, all parallel ra3's of liglit are re-

llected to the focus; and, conversely, if a light

be placed at the focus of such a mirror, its rays
will be reflected in a parallel pencil. If a body
were projected upward and obliquely to the di-

rection of gravity, it would, if undisturbed by
any other force except gravity, accurately de-

scribe a parabola whose a.\is is vertical and
wliose vertex is the liighest point reached by the
body. The term parabola is used in analysis,

more generally, to denote that class of curves in

which .some power of the ordinate is proportional
to a lower power of the corresponding abscissa.

Thus the common parabola above given has the
equation y'' = kx, the cubical parabola has the
equation y = a + fto- + ex- -4- dj?, the simplest
form being y = kx' and the semi-cubical parabola,

y = kx% or y^ = kx'. The last mentioned curve
is also known as the Neilean parabola, because it

was rectified by William Neil ( 16.57).

For the various curves bearing the name para-

bola, consult: Brocard, Notes de hihliographie

des courbes geomctriques (Bar-le-Duc, 1897;
partie eompleinentaire, 1899).

PAR'ABOLA'NI (Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
xapd/SoXos, jiifraholof:. reckless, from Trapa^iWem,
pnrabullein, to throw beside, to comjiare). A
class of functionaries in the early Church by
some writers reckoned as members of the cler-

gy, and included in the minor orders, but more
probably religious associations, whose chief duty
was to tend the sicli, wliether in ordinary dis-

eases or in times of pestilence. They received

their name from the boldness with which they
exposed themselves to danger of contagion. By
some, the association is believed to have orig-

inated at Alexandria in tlie time of a great pesti-

lence under the Bishop Dionysius in the third

century. They were certainly very numerous at
Alexandria, amounting to some 500 or 000, but
were also enrolled in other churches. We find

them at Ephesus, at the time of tlie council in

449, and at Constantinople under .lustinian. The
parabolani are made the subject of formal legis-

lation liy Theodosius the Younger. At first they
were subject to the Pra'fectus Augustalis, but
a later decree placed them directly under the

authority of the bishop. They seem to have been
mainly from the lower classes and with a tend-

ency to disorder. After the time of Justinian
they are not mentioned.

PARABOLOID (from Gk. wapapoX^, para-
iolc, parabola -|- efSos, eidos, form). A solid

wliose surface has the equation Ax" -j- By-—
2C3 = 0, or 5- -i-|- =:: 2cz. (See Coordinates.)

If B is positive, the surface is called an elliptic

paraboloid ; if B is negative, a hyi>crholic para-

boloid. The sections of the former made by the

coordinate planes, a; = 0. y = 0. are parabolas
having a common axis. The section by any plane
parallel to :r = on the positive side is a real

ellipse; on the negative side the section is imagi-
nary. The sections of the hyperbolic paraboloid
made by the planes a' ^ 0. i/ = are parabolas,

but the sections made by planes parallel to c =
are hyperbolas. The section made by the plane

s = is two intersecting straight lines, the limit-

ing form of the other hyperl>olas. The hyper-
bolic jiaraboloid is a special case of the hyper-
boloid of one sheet, and hence is a ruled surface.
A paraboloid of revolution is formed by revolv-
ing a parabola about its principal axis. Its

HYPERBOLIC eABABOLOUJ.

equation is x- + y' — 4pz. Sections of such a
figure perpendicular to the axis of revolution
are circles. The term paraholoidal is applied
to bodies having the general form of a ])ara-
boloid, a form commonly found in concave re-
flecting mirrors. See P.\l{Alioi.A.

PARACATU, pii'ra-ka-too'. A town of the
State of ilinas Geraes, Brazil, near the borders
of the State of Goyaz, situated 450 miles north-
west of Rio dc .Taneiro (Map: Brazil, H 7). The
town was founded near the miildle of the eigh-
teenth century, and was formerly famous for its

rich gold washings. Xow its chief industries
are stock-raising and the cultivation of sugar-
cane and colTee. Its population is about 10,000.

PARACEL'STJS. The assumed name of Phi-
lippus Aureolas Paracelsus Theophrastus Boni-
bastus von Hohenhcim (1400 or 93-1541). A
German physician and chemist. He was born at
Kinsiedeln. Switzerland, the son of a physician
and chemist, Wilhelm Bombast von Hoheiibeim;
he received his early education from his father,
and at sixteen he went to Basel University, but
soon abandoned it for the study of chemistry
and alchemy under Withemina. Bishop of Wiirz-
burg. He traveled widely, sustaining himself by
irregular practice, and ccdlecting a vast amount
of miscellaneous medical knowledge. He served
some time as a military surgeon in the Low Coun-
tries, Denmark, and Italy, and learned practical

metallurgy at the mines in Tyrol belonging to
the Fugger family, who were celebrated for their

patronage of art and science. Here he ap|H'ars

to have studied diligently, investigating the
processes of preparing metals, and making experi-

ments as to their medicinal virtues. His cures,

real or pretended, became voiced abroad, and he
was called to prescribe for many of the great
men of his day. Erasmus was one of his pa-

tients. At the recommendation of (Ecolampadius
he was, in 1520, appointed professor of jiliysic

and surgery at Basel, when he inaugurated his

career as a teacher by puldicly burning the works
of Galen, and denouncing the Arabian masters,
whose teachings were then generally followed.

He also flouted tradition by lecturing in (Jerman
instead of Latin. His defiance of tradition, in

addition to his arrogance, vanity, and drunken-
ness, provoked the most bitter animosity of the

regular faculty, and he was compelled to leave

the university. He resumed his wanderings.
Wherever he went he excited the regular faculty

to a state of violent hatred, not wholly un-
deserved. At Salzburg he gave ollense and was
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thrown from a ^viiulinv l)y the servants of a
phy.sician, and had lii.s neck hroken by the fall.

He was then ahout forty years old.

In spite of his turbulent life and charlatan
methods. Paracelsus exerted a profound inllueiice

upon the medical beliefs of his time and of suc-
ceedini; centuries. He struck at the weak points
of the [)revailing system of medicine; he de-
stroyed the 'humoral patholowy' (which was
founded on the belief that diseases depended
upon an excess or deficiency of bile, phlegm, or
blood), and taught that diseases were actual en-
tities, and were to be combated with specific

remedies. He improved pharmacy and thera-
peutics, made some new chemical compounds,
and strove to reduce the overdosing then prac-
ticed. A large nuinl)cr of medical works are
attributc<l to liim. many of which were written
by his followers, and some, it is declared, by his
enemies, in order to injure his reputation. Marx
admits only ten as genuine, and Hiiser twenty-
four. The earliest printed work was Practi'ca
D. Theophrusji Paracelsus (Augsburg, 1529).
Collected editions of his writings appeared in
German at Basel in 1580-01. in 1603-05. and in
1618. Latin editions in l(!03-05 and 1658 (Ge-
neva ) .

For his life consult : il. B. Lessing
(Berlin. 1S30) : Jlook (Wiirzl)urg. 1876) ; Hart-
mann (London, 1886) : Kahlbaum ( Basel. 1804) ;

and Xetzliammer (Einsiedein, 1001). Consult
also Hartmann, Onindriss der Lchren den Tliro-
phrasitis Paracelsus von Hohenheim (Leipzig,
1808), and The Bermefics and Alchemical ^^'rit
inrjs of Parucchus (London, 1804).

PARACHUTE, par'a-shoot' (Fr. parachute,
from ilL. purine, to guard against, prevent, Lat.
parare, to pre])are -f Fr. e^nite. fall. OF. cheute,
cheoite, It. caduta, fall, from Lat. ci/rfcrc. to fall)

.

A device for the purpose of diminishing the veloc-
ity of a falling body and used by aeronauts as a
means of descending from balloons. The parachute
generally takes the form of a large umbrella. Its
invention is accredited to Seliastian Lenormand.
and the device was used by him in 17S4 in mak-
ing a descent from an upper window nf a house
in Lyons. The first descent from a balloon was
made by Garnerin in Paris in 1707, in which a
parachute 23 feet in diameter, composed of a
number of gores of canvas, was employed. In
this parachute a wicker basket was suspended
from a hoop 8 feet in diameter somewhat below
the top of the umbrella-shaped surface. In its
•usual form, the paraeluite is made of canvas,
being attached to the balloon so as to bans loose
during the ascent, and to spread out and offer
a resisting surface as soon as it is separated from
the balloon and begins to fall. For a weight of
220 pounds, which includes that of the passenger
as well as of the apparatus, it is necessary'^to
have a surface about 40 feet in diameter in order
to reduce the velocity to a rate of about 3^4 feet
per second, fnder the pressure of the air .such
a surface would liecome concave and would meas-
ure about 35 feet across. The car or basket is
supported by cords attached to the edire of the
canvas, and sometimes there is a heavier cord or
girth which passes over the top of the parachute
and carries the larger part of the weight. There
is generally a small opening at the top to allow
some of the air to pass out. and this serves to
keep the parachute steady in its proper position
and prevent swinging. The concave surface has
also been divided into compartments with trans-

verse [)artitions for this .same purpose, and each
compartment has a small opening to permit of
the escajjc of the air.

PARADE (Fr. parade, show, halt on horse-
back, from 8p., Port, parada, halt, parade, from
parar, to halt, prei)ure, from Lat. parare, to
prepare; connected with firopof, cporoii, I pre-
pared). In its original sense, a prepared ground,
but applied also to the courtyard of a castle or
fortification, and afterwards to any inclosed and
level stretch of ground. In every barracks, fort,
or army post there is a parade ground upon
which the regiment assembles and is formed for
inspection or ceremony. Regimental parade is
conducted as follows: The regiment may be
formed in line, in line of platoon columns at
close interval, or in line of masses. On the
sounding of the assembly, companies are formed
and inspected. At adjutant's call, battalions
are formed in line; battalion adjutants, taking
Jiost in front of the centre of their respective
battalions, receive the reports of the first
sergeants, and present the battalions to the hat- '

talion commanders. When this is accomplished.
adjutiint's call is again sounded; the regi-
ment is formed in line, with open ranks, each
battalion at the parade rest. The adjutant
then connnands Sound off, and takes post six
paces to the right of the colonel. The baml,
playing in quick time, passes in front of the
adjutant and field ofiicers, to the left of the
regiment, and back to its post on the right, when
it ceases. The adjutant then rides out in front
of the regiment, and, bringing the regiment to
oZ/fw^oM, gives the commands: (1) Carry arms;
(2) Present arms; after which he turns about,
and reports to the colonel: ".Sir, the parade is
formed"; the colonel acknowledges the salute, and
directs him back to his post; the staff olHcers
and the colonel draw swords: and the latter
proceeds to give such orders in the manual exer-
cises as he may desire. After the command
order arms, the adjutant is ordered to receive
the reports, swords are returned, battalion ad-
jutants are marched out six paces in front of
company officers; commencing on the right, each
adjutant salutes and reports the strength of his
battalion; they are then ordered to return to
their post, and the regimental ailjutant reports
to the colonel. After the report is acknowledged,
the colonel gives the command Publish the or-
ders, sir, on which the adjutant faces the regi-
ment, and reads the orders of the day. The
officers then form before the colonel, who gives
whatever directions are necessary, and the cere-

mony is concluded. The band plays, and the
various component parts are marched off to their
quarters for dismissal.

Parade is also used as a term in fencing, par-
ticularly by those of the French school. It is a
guard position , designed to meet or parry
thrusts, the English equivalent for which is

]iarrif,

PARADISE (OP., Fr. paradis. from Lat.
paradlxus, from Gk. wapdoeKTos. paradeisos. park,
Paradise, from Av. pairida<'~n. inclos\ire). A
word fomid in the Old Testament and in Greek
writers from Xenophon on. as a term for the
great hunting and pleasure parks of the Per-
sian kings. It is the word translated 'forest' in
yehemiah ii. 8. and that rendered by 'orchard'
in the Song of Songs iv. 13 and Ecclcsiastes ii. 5;
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this original sense of 'park' appears in English
literature. The «ord was adopted by tlie Greek
translators of the Old Testament for the 'garden'

in Eden (Gen. ii. S, and in other biblical refer-

ences to Eden, q.v.). The later religious notion
is bound up Avith the Jewish mystical thought
concerning the Garden of Eden. This was sup-
posed to be still in existence in some remote and
mysteriously inaccessible place (Gen. iii. 24),
to which the apocalyptic thought of .Judaism,
from the second century B.C., added the notion
that it was reserved as the future abode of the
righteous. This thought is first fully developed
by the Book of Enoch

(
q.v. ) , which locates

Paradise variously, in the west (like the classic

Isles of the Blest), in the north (with the Mount
of God), or in the east (with Genesis). Accord-
ing to this first stage of thought Paradise is a

place of sensual delight. It was also the abode
of the two saints who had been translated from
this world, Enoch and Elijah. But the rapid
development of eschatology grew impatient of

waiting for the Day of Judgment for the decision

of the fate of the dead, and in the first century
B.C. Paradise became the intermediate abode of

all the righteous. Yet a further step took place
in the spiritualization of the idea. Just as

Jerusalem was supposed to be mystically pre-

served in the heavens until the day of redemption
(ef. Rev. xxi.-xxii.), so was Paradise caught up
into the celestial spheres, and thither the spirits

of the faithful were conveyed ui)on death. This

view appears at length in the Book of the Secrets

of Enoch (or Slavonic Enoch, q.v.), -which lo-

cates Paradise in the third of the seven heavens,

and is re])resented in the New Testament by
Luke xxiii. -13 (cf. xvi. 2.3 sqq.) and II. Cor.

xii. 2. At the .same time there was uncertainty

whether this was the final al»de of the saints,

Jewish theology requiring the Day of Judgment.
In Revelations ii. 7 Paradise seems to be s.vnony-

mous with heaven. Even in these spiritualized

conceptions the imagery of the ancient Garden
of Eden appears still in the Tree of Life and the

Water of Life. The New Testament does not

add to the idea of Paradise, but the Christian

doctrine of the return of Christ to consummate
His kingdom developed the notion of Paradise as

the place of departed saints, where they are sup-

posed to 'sleep in .Jesus,' and at the same time to

enjoy mystic fellowship with Him and with the

saints on earth. In mediieval theology these dis-

tinctions are exactly drawn, whereas in nio.st

Protestant theologj- the doctrine of Paradise

remains indistinct, and in popular Protestantism

Paradise is equivalent to heaven. In Islam the

crass .Jewish notion of Paradise was taken over

and still further sensualized: it remains a gar-

den full of all carnal delights. (See Moham-
i[ED.\xiSM.) It is interesting to note that this

idea of a garden has always appealed to the

Semitic mind, which, accustomed to the desert,

takes the well-watered garden as the type of

heaven ; but Occidental thought has stripped the

theological idea of this picturesque connotation.

Consult: Ciunkel, Srh/jpfung und Chaos (Giit-

tingen. 1S05) : Charles. Eschaloloffi/. Uehrew,
Jeicish, and Christian (London. 1809) ; Hagen-
bach. Bisfori/ of Christian Doctrines (Eng.

trans., Edinburgh, 1880) : Salniond, The Chris-

tian Doctrine of Immortality (ib., 1897). See

ESCHATOLOGT ; HeaVEX.

PARADISE LOST. An epic poem by .John
Milton, published in 1007. The idea of a great
epic had filled Jlilton's mind for nianv vears; at
first the legend of King Arthur attractetf him, but
he chose at last the story of the fall of man,
attempted in Englisli Ijy (a-dmon and Fletcher,
ililton may have been inllueuced by Andreiiii's
drama Adamo, aljout 1040, and Joost van Von-
del's drama Lucifer, 10.54. The poem is a state-
ly creation of life and action beyond mortal
scope.

PARADISE OF FOOLS, The. One of the
four divisions of Limbo, the Linibus Fatuorutn,
reserved for fools, idiots, and lunatics; but at
present the term denotes the state of mind of one
who indulges in vain hopes and expectations.

PARADISE REGAINED. A poem by John
ililt'jn :li;:ii. It supplements the Paradise
Lost, but is written in a colder, more severe
style. It is in fact a paraphrase of the narra-
tive of the Temptation in the Gospels, a dra-
matic dialogue Iwtween two voices, good and evil.

PARADISO, para-de'zo, II (It., The Para-
dise). Tlie last part of Dante's Divine Comedy.

PARADOXIDES, p:-n'ra-dox'i-dez (Xeo-Lat.
noni. ]il.. frmn (ik. TrapdJolos, parndoxos, incredible.

from Trapd. pnrn. beside, beyond -(-JAJa, rfoara, opin-
ion, Ijclief, from Sokuv, dolcein, to seem). An ini-

jHUtant and characteristic fossil trilobite of the

Jliddle Cambrian rocks of Xorth America, Europe,
and Australia. The animal has a flat, long, tapering

shield with large arcuate head shield and sixteen

to twenty thoiacic segments, and a small round
tail shield or pygidium. The eyes are narrow,
of crescentic outline, and not prominent, and the

posterior lateral angles of the head arc usually

furnished witli long spines. The best known
species. Paradoxidcs harlani, found in the sandy
shales of the Cambrian in eastern ilassachusetts.

sometimes attains a length of 20 inches, with a
width across the head of over 10 inches. Finely

Ijreserved specimens of other species of Paradox-

ides are found in the limestone nodules of the

Caml>rian shales of New Brunswick, Canada, and
XewfounJland. See Tbu.omta.

PAR ADOXITRE. St>e Palm Ci\-et.

PAR'.a:STHE'SIA. See Formication.

PARAFFIN (Fr. paraffine, from Lat. parum,
little + a/finis, akin, from ad. to -f /i(iis, end).

A hard, white, wax-like substance largely used

for the manufacture of candles, a small amount
of stearin being added to render the candles

translucent. Paraflin is used, besides, in making
matches, in preserving meat and wood, to im-

])rove the quality of timber employed as fuel, to

render fabrics waterproof, etc. It occurs natu-

rally in the n'.ineral ozokerite, which was for-

merly the chief source of the substance. The
manufacture of parafiin has developed into an

important industry since 1851, when it was

founded by James Young, a Scotch chemist. .\t

present, considerable qiiantities of paraflin are

made in Germany, by distilling certain varieties

of brown coal. In Scotland, the chief seat of the

industrw it is made from lioghead coal and cer-

tain bituminous shales. When the shale is sub-

jected to a process of destructive distillations, a

green, oily liquid pa.sses over, which contains a

large amount of paraffin in solution. This crude

oil is washed with sulpluiric acid and with caus-

tic soda, and is divided into more and loss vola-
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tile fractions by further distillation. Most of the

paratlin is contained in the heavy, non-volatile

fractions; and when the latter are let stand for

some time, at a suilieiently low temperature, the

parallin separates out in the form of a crystalline

mass. The crude product is purified by washing
with benzine and decoloiizcd by heating with

waste coal. Clicmically. parallin is a mixture
of the hi;.'her aliphatic hydrocarbons (see llY-

i)KOCAKUox.s ) ; the relative composition of the

mixture is not always the same, and the melting
tcnijierature varies with the product, being
anywhere between 45° and 90° C. Parallin has

neither taste nor odor; it is insoluble in and
lighter than water.
Among the useful by-products obtained in the

manufacture of paraffin are: Benzine (not
bcnz'Hi ), asphalt, and paraffin oil. Paraffin oil

yields oil-gas, which has a very high illuminating

power and is used to enrich ordinary coal-gas;

it is largelj' used also for lighting ships, railroad

cars, etc.

PARAFFINS. See Htdbocarbons.

PAE'AGLOB'tlXIN. See Globulins.

PARAGXJA, pa-rii'gwa. The old Spanish
name of the island of Palawan, Philippines, and
the present name of the province forming the

northern half of the island (Jlap: Philippine

Island-. DO). See Palawan.

PAKAGUARI, pa'ra-g^va-re'. A town of the

department of the same name, Paraguay. 30
miles southeast of Asuncion, on the railway lead-

ing from that place to Encarnaciun. It is the

centre of traffic for the surrounding region,

which is chiefly engaged in tobacco culture.

Paraguarl was founded in 1775. Its population
has doultled since the introduction of the rail-

road, and now amounts to about 7000.

PARAGUAY, par'a-gAva or pii'ra-gwi'. An
inland republic of South America, bounded on
the north by Bolivia and Brazil, on the west
and south by Argentina, and on the east by
Argentina and Brazil. It is bisected by the

Tropic of Cai)ricorn. It has an area of 08,000
square miles, being about as large as Italy ex-

cluding Sicily. The Paranfi River forms a large

part of the eastern boundary. The country is di-

vided by the Paraguay River into two sections:

( 1 ) Eastern Paraguay ( Paraguay proper) . between
the Paraguay and Parana rivers, which has at-

tained considerable development ; (2) west of the
Paraguay, that jjart of the Gran Chaco belonging
to the Republic. Few enterprises of the white
race have yet been carried into the latter region.

. TopOf;K.\piiY. Eastern Paragiuiy is a plateau
of no great elevation sunnounted by low ridges

and hills and subsiding in the west and south-

west to grassy tracts, morasses, and lagoons,

which scared}' rise above the fluvial level. The
plateau has an average altitude of less than 300
feet above sea level, and the hills and ridges

rarely exceed IGOO feet in height. The name
of mountains can hardly be assigned to these
hills. Slightly undulating plains skirt the east

bank of the Paraguay, luit away from the river

the hills soon become numerous and higher.

Chains of low heights extend north and south
through the country, and are hyperbolically
called Sierras and Cordilleras, though hunters
and mate-gatherers easily pass from one slope

to the other. The fact that much of the in-

terior is still little known is due not to these

low ridges, but to the dense tangle of vegetation

covering their slopes. The Gran Chaco west of

the Paraguay River is mainly an ininieiise level

plain with a very slight slope toward the river,

and with large areas subject to frequent inunda-

tions.

Hydrography. Between the low ranges flow

innumerable rivulets and streams. The whole
country is divided into two fluvial basins, the

Parana system to the east and the Paraguay
system to the west. While the Paranii is one

of the largest rivers of the world and the Para-
guay is its tributary, the Paranft is of minor
iui])ortance in the country's development. The
Paragiuiy River, on the other hanil, has a far

greater importance in the industrial advancement
of the Republic. Life, energy, and jirogress are

chiefly centred in its valley and especially on
its eastern shore. Of great depth, unvarying in

current and velocity, and containing an immense
volume of water, it can at all times be navigated
by the largest vessels, so that it forms a highway

.

of trade into the heart of the continent. The
Pihomayo is the chief affluent of the Paraguay,
but though it is navigable on the Bolivian fron-

tier as well as in its lower reaches, the current

is too feeble in its middle course across the level

plain to excavate a deep channel, and the middle
river is therefore too shallow for navigation.

Climate, The country is hot, but the heat is

temjiered by many refreshing breezes from the

south. The temperature of the summer months
(December, January, and February) ranges from
about 55° F. to 100°. From May to August
(winter) it occasionally falls to about 40°, but

during the day is frequently 80°. Xine of the

twelve months maybe said to be perpetual spring,

the other three months being very hot. The an-

nual rainfall amounts to 46 inches, distributed

over about one-fourth of the days of the year.

The rainy season is chiefly confined to the period

between August and October, and, as the amount
of precipitation shows, it cannot be compared
with what is usually called the rainy season in

tropical countries. The climate is not unhealth-

ful. and white inunigrants, by observing ordinary

hygienic rules, maintain a high degree of vigor.

Flora. The Paraguay River divides the

country into well-defined botanical regions. In
Eastern Paraguay the prevailing feature of hill

and valley is virgin forests with majestic trees,

tangled lianas, and brilliant flowers ; among the

forests are interspersed wide tracts of pasturage
covered w'ith tall grass, and pindo and mbocaya
palms crowning many hills. There are also

groves of orange trees whose fruitage never fails,

clumps of bananas, and the large bush of the

timbo, a leguminous plant. The Chaco, west of

the river, on the other hand, presents the bare
aspect of a heath occasionally marshy or dotted

over with yatais palms; on rising ground thrive

dense quebracho forests. The excellence of Para-

guayan titnber, both for Iniilding and cabinet-mak-

ing, is far-famed. The density of many of these

woods is so great that they will not float ; but
lighter woods, such as are needed for ordinary
carpenter work, are not lacking. The forests

also supply dyestuffs and many medicinal plants.

Perhaps the most characteristic vegetable ))rod-

uct is matf, which grows in the forest*, is culti-

vated on plantations, and is the leading article

of export.
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Fauna. Among tlie wild animals are tlie

jaguar, the most formidable of the earuivora,
the American lion or puma (which, however, is

far more common in Argentina
) , the tiger cat,

the marten, polecat, tapir, peeeaiy, and deer.
Saurians swarm throughout the country. The
alligator of tlie Parana is strong and large, but
not so tierce as that of the Amazon. Though the
venomous snakes include the rattlesnake, viper,
and cobra, few cases of snake-bite occur, largely
because of the great caution of the Paraguayans.
The boas are enormous, but singularly inofi'en-

sive. Paraguay can boast of some of tlie most
beautiful birds in the world. No family is un-
represented, from the enormous wading birds to
the tiniest of humming-birds. In the wilderness
flies, gnats, and other pests are very annoying,
but, strange to say, they give little trouble in the
cultivated districts.

Geology. Broadly speaking, limestones pre-
dominate in Northern Paraguay as far south as
latitude 22° S., while sandstones prevail in most
of the hilly regions of the south, the plains being
formed of argillaceous beds and sandy stones be-

longing to the Tertiary epoch. In some dis-

tricts volcano cones are seen. The hills and
ridges are due to great dislocation of the rocks
occurring long before the mighty upheaval of

the Andean Cordilleras ; but the present eleva-

tions are onlj' the ruins of former lofty sum-
mits which have been degraded by long denuda-
tion. Little use is yet made of the mineral re-

sources, though iron ore is widely distributed,
marble is abundant in the north, and copper
and other valuable minerals are found.

Agrutltcke. The soil in Paraguay is gen-
erally good. Farming is the chief pursuit, but
•is in a very backward condition. Only about
300.000 acres are under cultivation, chiclly along
the rivers, where transportation is easy. Owing
to the fact that the State owns the public
lands and for a long period sold large areas to

capitalists and syndicates, the price of the lands
most favorably situated for farming or stock-

raising was high, and this helped to retard the

development of agriculture. Large tracts of

counti'V also have Ijeen assigned to the holders

of Paraguayan bonds as security for the national
debt, and many a peasant pays rent to foreign

owners of land. The most important crop is

mat^, whose withered leaves are used as tea,

the beverage being very popular in Paraguay,
Brazil, Argentina, and some other South Ameri-
can countries. The decoction appears to act

both as a stimulant and also, by retarding diges-

tion, as a substitute for food. Half of the crop
is consumed at home. The crop is gathered
from the wild shrub in the forests or from
the cultivated plant, and though the adjacent
districts of Brazil also produce it, that of Para-
guay is superior in quality. The native orange
trees yield an enormous crop. Almost every
house has its orange grove. Hogs are fattened

on oranges, and immense quantities are exported.

Maize, the great cereal crop, is the staple food.

Wheat, rice, and other cereals are raised, but not

in sufficient quantities to supply the home de-

mand. Tobacco is a large crop, and is con-

sumed in enormous quantities, but has been so

poorly cured that it is only just beginning to

be important in exports. Among other vege-

table products are sugar-cane, coffee, cotton, and

ramie. Stock-breeding has not yet attained its

proper development. Tlic grasses are of superior
quality. The number of cattle is now rapidly
niereasing. Good grazing lands are abundant in
Eastern Paraguay, and branches are being opened
by cattle men on the plains of the Gran C'haco.
In 1900 it was estimated that the cattle num-
bered 2,743,fiU.5; horses, 182,790; mules and
asses, 762ti; sheep, 214,0()0; goats, 32,.3.34 ; and
hogs, 23,900. The cattle are used chiellv for
meat (including jerked beef), and .for hides,
which are a large export. As in all Spanish
countries, butter is scarcely known, but butter
and cheese are now produced by foreign immi-
grants for their own consumption. Among the
numerous forest products the quebracho colnrado,
now found only on the C'haco, is most important.
It contains nearly 30 per cent, of tannin and is

used chiefly for tanning, but also for railroad
ties and other purposes. Large quantities of the
wood are exported to Germany, and the tannin
is also locally extracted. The export of forest
products for Europe and other parts of the world
is increasing, though the difficulty of carrying
them to the Paraguay and Parana rivers' for
shipment is still great. Paraguayan woods for
piles in the harbor works of Argentina and Uru-
guay and for railroad ties are in large demand.

Maxufactlres. The country has made little

advance in general industries. In 1899 308 dis-

tilleries were making spirits from sugar-cane
juice, 3 sugar factories were producing an inferior
grade of sugar for home consumption, and 73
kilns were turning out brick and other clay
products. Other manufacturing industries are
tanning, and furniture and cigar making. There
were in 1899 35 wood yards, 30 bakeries, 26
blacksmith shops, soap works, etc. Many of

the Indians, under the tuition of the Jesuits,

have become skilled in various trades.

Commerce. The following table shows the

value of the imports and exports in gold dollars

at Asuncion, the capital and chief town:
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is centred on its two yriiil rivers, tlie Paraguay
carrying tlie larger part of it. In lllOl 2157
sle.inii'rs and .sailing vessels entered and cleared

at the port of Asuncion. Some of the largest

and finest river steamers in tlie world ply be-

tween that i)ort and Buenos Ayres. A railroad

is in operation between Asuncion and Pirapo,

15G miles.

GovERXMEXT. The present Constitution was
adoi)ted l)» a jjopularly elected convention of (iO

delegates which met at Asuncion on August 15.

1870. The government is that of a centralized

republic. The legislative power is vested in

a Congress consisting of a Senate and a Chamber
of Deputies. Both Senators and Deputies are
elected by universal suffrage in the proportion
of one Senator for each 12.000 inhabitants, and
one Deputy for each 6000. The Senators are
cho.sen for a term of si.x years, one-third retir-

ing every second year. The Deputies serve for

four years, one-half of the membership of the
chamber retiring bienniall.v. The executive pow-
er is vested in a President chosen for a term of

four .vears bv an electoral college verv similar
to the method followed in the United States.

He is eligible to reelection onl.v after an interval

of eight consecutive years. He is aided in the
exercise of his functions bv a Cabinet of five

ministers who are responsible to the Legislature.
In case of death or inabilit,v of the President
he is succeeded by a Vice-President, who is ex-

o/ficio President of the Senate. The judicial

power is vested in a Supreme Court consisting of
two associate Justices and one chief justice; five

inferior courts ; and a series of magistrates'
courts, of which there is one in each town of im-
portance. The Supreme Court is a tribunal of

last resort and ])Ossesses the right to pass upon
the constitutionality of acts of Congress. The
justices are appointed by the President with
the consent of the Senate for a term of four
years. The powers of the executive and of Con-
gress, the guarantees in behalf of civil libert.v, the
provision for amending the Constitution, etc.. are
quite similar to those in the Constitution of the
United States. For purposes of local govern-
ment Paraguay is divided into .S.3 circumscrip-
tions called 'departments.' which are in turn
subdivided into cantons. The capital is Asuncion
(q.v.).

Finance. The revenue is almost wholly ob-
tained from customs dues. Stamp duties, pat-
ents, harbor duties, postal charges, and the like

are so moderate that the.v are no appreciable
burden upon the people. The revenues and ex-
penditures are small when compared with those
of most other countries. The figures for four
years arc as follows, the value being expressed
in jiaper dollars, which are worth only about
one-tenth of the gold dollar:

Rerenup
Expenditure....

$1,200,009
6,852,334

1897-98

$8,977,299 [$9,806,000

8,441 275 I 8.122.139

1900-01

$11,412,747

Paraguay incurred a large foreign debt chief-
ly on account of prolonged civil wars. As a re-
sult nf the country's failure at times to meet
its obligations, it has been necessary to make
arrangements for scaling the debt and reducing
the interest. The debt in 1874 amounted to
•$7,527,000 (gold), but it was agreed in 1885

that in exchange for this debt new bonds to the
amount of $4,250,000 should be issued. An ar-
rangement was also made for the future payment
of interest, and laud was assigned to creditors
in payment of arrears of interest up to July,
lS8ti. The holders of these unpaid interest cou-
pons received land warrants, and the Paraguay
Land Compan.v, later known as the Anglo-Para-
gua,van Land Company, was formed to deal with
these warrants. Another arrangement was made
with the bondholders in 1895 for the reduction
of interest, refunding of interest coupons in ar-
rears, the creation of a sinking fund, and the
assignment of securities. The outstanding debt
in 1002 was $4,688,750 (gold), and the guar-
antee debt which the Government owed to the
Paraguayan Central Railroad amounted to .$.5,-

130,305.

There are five banks: the Agricultural Bank,
with a capital of 3,025,723 pesos (for value see

below), the Territorial Bank, the Mercantile
Bank, the Bank of Los Rios, and the Caja de
Credito Commercial. Paper inone.v is chiefly

in circulation, the amount on December 31, 1901,
being 10,566,171 pesos.

The nominal value of the peso is $1, but as
compared with the paper peso gold is at a pre-

mium of about 1000 per cent. The legal value of
the gold peso is one American gold dollar. The
silver peso varies in value according to the gold
price of silver. The metrical .system of weights
and measures has nominally been obligatory
since 1886, but practicall.v the old Spanish
weights and measures have remained in use.

The Paraguayan standing army has 1500 men.
Population. The census of 189!l sliowed a

population of about 630,000, of whom nearl.v

100,000 were Indians. The foreign population in

1895 numbered 5000 Argentines. 2500 Italians,

1500 Spaniards, 12.50 Germans, 800 French, 600
Braziliiins, and 1000 Swiss, Austrians, English,
and other nationalities. The Paragua.vans are a
hospitable, well-meaning people, whose prosperity
was long retarded bv terrible misrule, but whose
position is improving under the present favor-
able conditions of government.

EDrc.\Tiox AND Religion. The schools are
supported by the State, but though education is

nominally compulsory, only about one-fifth of the
adult Paragua.vans can read and write. In 1897
there were 390 public and private elementary
schools, with 25,000 pupils and 700 teachers. A
number of Protestant schools are maintained and
private schools are partly supported out of the
public funds. An agricultural school near Asun-
cion, with a model farm, is having a favorable
influence upon farming. The national college,

with 15 professors and 205 students, is situated
at Asuncion. This city has a public library and
five newspapers. The Roman Catholic is the
State religion, but everyone is protected in the
exercise of his own religion.

Immigration. The Government encnuragea
immigration, yet. owing to the troubled history
of the country until quite recentl.v and the
nearer opportunities presented by Argentina, the
incomers from foreign countries have been com-
paratively few. In 1897 there were seven agri-

cultural colonies, embracing 2 148 inhabitants,
Italians, Germans, French. Spaniards, Swiss,
and English. They cultivated 10.000 acres and
possessed 235,246" fruit trees. 62.620 coffee

plants, 1444 horses, and 14,615 cattle. A con-
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siderable number of foreigners, also, scattered

through the towns, are leaders in bi^iness affairs

and a helpful, progressive element.

History. The native inhabitants of the re-

gion above the junction of the Parana and the
Paraguay rivers belong to the warlike race of the

Guarani (q.v. ). The country was first explored

in 1527-28 by Sebastian Cabot, who made his

way for several hundred miles up the course

of these two streams. In 1529-30 Diego Garcia
entered the same region, and in 1536 or 1537

Juan de Ayolas laid the foundation of a town
at Asuncion. He was murdered by the natives,

but Martinez Yeala, who succeeded him, soon

put the colony in a prosperous condition and
it promised to become one of the most important

in South America. His power was largely per-

sonal, however, and after his death a period of

anarchy ensued, which effectually destroyed

Spanish influence over the natives. The coun-

try was considered as a dependency of the Vice-

royalty of Peru, which exercised, however, little

more than nominal oversight. The history of

Paraguay is chiefly remarkable for the long civil

and religious domination of the Jesuits, extend-

ing from 1009 to 1708. The missions, or Re-

ductions as they were called, were not only

centres of education and civilization, skillfully

directed to appeal to the habits and imagination
of the natives, but they were refuges from the

rapacity and oppression of the Spanish con-

querors, and as such acquired an influence and
moral ascendency in many ways analogous to

that exercised by the monasteries of Europe in

the early Middle Ages. The disciplinary rule of

the Jesuits was thorough. They instituted a
penal code with carefully graduated penalties,

and established large schools for the education of

the children. The economic character of the Re-

ductions was largely comnumal, in keeping with
native customs and traditions. After the expulsion

of the Jesuits the missions soon became deserted.

At that time (1708) there were in the various

Jesuit stations some 400.000 natives. In 1770

Paraguay was included in the Viceroyalty of

Rio de la Plata. The Spanish Government was
overthrown in 1811. The last Governor quietly

resigned his otKce, and his place was taken by

a triumvirate, one of whose members was .Jose

Gaspar Francia (q.v.), who soon made himself

Dictator, upon the occasion of a war with the

Argentines, and held that position until his

death, in 1840. His rule was based on a policy

of national isolation. He attempted to cut otl

all intercourse with other States, and actually

closed the Paraguay River to navigation. His
policy was followed by his successors—Vidal,

who "ruled the country from 1840 to 1844; Fran-

cia's nephew, Carlos" .\ntonio Lopez (1844-62);

and from 1S02 to 1870 the hitter's son. Francisco

Solano Lopez (q.v.). The last named, an ambi-

tious despot, plunged Paraguay into a five years'

war with Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay, which

utterly exhausted the country. The struggle ter-

minat'ed with the death of Lopez at Aquidaban
in 1870. The establishment of peace was followed

by the adoption of a more liberal Constitution.
" BlBLIOGR-\PHY. Demersay, Histoire pluisiqiie,
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Ayres, 1892) ; La Dardye, Paragua,/. translated
by Ravenstein (London, 1892) : Van'Bruyssel. La
rcpublique de Paraguay (Brussels. 1893); Olas-
coaga, Paraguay, translated from Reclus, fUog-
raphie universelle (Asuncion, 1890) ; Decoud,
Geografia de la republica del Paraguay (2d ed.,

ib., 1896) ; Santos, La republica del Paraguay
(ib., 1897). For history, consult: Graham, A
Vanished Arcadia (London, 1901), for the Jesuit
period; Reugger, The Reign of Francia (ib.,

1827); Robertson, Letters on Paraguay ( ib.,

1838); id.. Letters on f^outh America (ib.,

1845) ; Page, The La Plata (New York, 1860) ;

Hutchinson, T/je Parana (London, 1868) ; Thomp-
son, The War in Paraguay (ib., 1869) ; Burton,
Letters from the Battlefields of Paraguay (ib.,

1870) ; Washburn, History of Paraguay (Boston,
1871).

PARAGUAY RIVER. A river of South
America, the largest tributary of the Parand
(q.v.). It rises on the plateau of Matto Grosso
and flows in a general southward direction, at
first wholly in Brazil, then on the boundary be-

tween Brazil and Bolivia, then through the cen-

tre of Paraguay, and finally, below Asuncion,

on the boundary between Paraguay and Argen-
tina until it joins the Parand near Corrientes

(Map: South America, D 5). Its total length is

about 1.500 miles. Its sources are a series of

lakes called As Sete Lagoas, which are believed

to be also the source of a beadstream of the

Tapajoz, which flows into the Amazon. After

leaving the plateau in a series of rapids the

river flows for the rest of its course with a
tranquil current over an almost level bed through

the great plains known as the Gran Chaco and
the Pampas. The upper part of this plain, above

the Bolivian frontier, forms the marshes called

the Laguna de los Charayes (Xarayes). This

tract is converted during the annual floods into a

vast lake over 100 miles wide and several hundred

miles long, leaving exposed only a few islands

and the.rows of trees which line the banks of the

permanent streams. Below the Charayes the

river is again confined to its banks by spurs of

the plateau, and farther south its bed is so

deeply cut into the plain that the latter generally

escapes inundation. Below Asuncion, however,

the banks again become marshy. From the es-

carpment of the plateau to the confluence with

the Paranii, a distance of 900 miles, the river

is entirely free from obstructions, and is navi-

gable at all seasons for small vessels, which can

also ascend the S."io Lourenco to Cuyabfi in

Brazil. Steamers drawing nine feet can at all

seasons reach Conimba at the southern end of the

Charayes. and the river is the only commercial

outlet" for Matto Grosso and Paraguay. Two
lines of steamers ply regularly between Asuncion

and Buenos Ayres. each running one steamer

weekly, and in" 1898 nearly 500 ocean vessels

entered the former port. The longest tributaries

of the Paraguay are the Pilcomayo and the

Berhejo. The river was discovered by Sebas-
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tian Cahot. who. in 152t), ascended the Parani as

far u^ the conriuence.

PABAGUAY TEA. A South American
shrill). >t;e Mate.

PAB AHEXIOT'BOPISM: (from Gk. iropd.

jxint. ahout — 7)\ios. hr'Hos, sun -r Tfltnr^, trope,

a. turning, from Tpe-Tcui. tnp':in. to turn). A
sen-itiveness of plant organ*, especiallv of leaves,

by virtue of which they take the position of least

illumination when exposed to intense light. Par-

aheliotropio leaves may turn their tips either

toward or away from the source of light. In

either case the response brings the plane of the

leaf parallel to the direction of the incident light

ray-i. Thus the leaf is much less strongly illu-

minated than in the diaheliotropic position, at

Tight angles to this direction. Many plants of

the pea family show this response on bright

days in summer. See Heliotropisu.

PABAHYBA, or PABAHTBA, para-e'ba.

One of the smaller States of Brazil. lying in the

easternmost part of the country, and bounded
by the State of Rio Grande do Xorte on the

north, the Atlantic (X-ean on the east, Pemam-
buco on the south, and Cear4 on the west (Map:
Brazil. K oi. Area. 28.8-50 square miles. The
surface is low and marshy on the coast, but the

greater part consists of an elevated plateau

whose slopes are heavily forested. The climate

is dry and healthful, but the soil in the interior

supports only a scanty vegetation. In the coast

region are niised sugar, cacao, rice, and tobacco,

and -ome cotfee is cultivateti in the more elevated
regions. The population in 1S90 was 45~J132,

c»a-i<ting largely of Indians and Xegroes. The
capital is Parahyba (q.v. i.

PABAHYBA, or PABAHIBA. The capi-

tal of the State of Parahyba. Brazil, situated on
the river of the same name, about 10 miles from
the sea. and 50 miles north of Pernambuco (Map:
Brazil, L 5). The town lies partly on hills

and partly in a plain: the former section is the

old city and has dwindled away, while the newer
portion, along the river, forms, with its port of

Cabadello. the business quarter. The most nota-

ble structures are the cathedral and a former
.Jesuit college, which contains the State offices.

The harbor of Cabadello is deep enough for ves-

sels of 15 feet draught, and from it sugar and
cotton are exported. Population, in 18!)S. 18.000.

Parahyba was founder! by the Portuguese in
1570. being one of the oldest settlements of
Bnxzil.

PABAZ'DEHYDE (from Gk. rapa. para, be-

side — Eng. aldek'jde. clipped form of Xeo-Lat.
al-rohol lifhyd-roijinatiim. alcohol deprived of
hydrogen ) . A polymeric form of aldehyde with
the symbol 0,11,^0,. occurring as a colorless or
pale 3-ellow oily liquid, soluble in about nine
parts of water and misciMe with the oils, ether,

and aUtihol. It is obtained by treating aldehyde
with dilute sulphuric acid or dilute nitric acid.

In meiiicine. it is used as a hypnotic (q.v. ) prin-
cipally, rarely as a diuretic and antispasmodic.
Excitement follows its aiimini-tration. which is

succeeded by sound and refreshing sleep, without
dig»?stive or cerebral disturbance. It does not
weaken the heart's action. See .Vldehtde.

PAB'AT.TiAy (from Gfc. irapaXXcifu, parai-
laxi^. alternation, from ra^Wii^iraii, parallns-

sein, to make alternate, from irojjd. piira. beside

-i- iWdtr(Tei.i>, aJ/'i.s.sti/i. to alter, from IXXos. 'i"

other). The»apparent displacement of an ob
caused by a change of place of the ob<er'
When an object at M (Fig. 1) is looked at fr

Fis. 1.

P, it appears in line with some other object. S:
but after the observer has moved to E. M has ap-

i

parently retrograded to a position in line with
S' : this apparent retrogression is called paruUax.
The angle PME is called the angle of parallax,

and is the measure of the amount oif parallax.

To astronomers the determination of the parallax

of the heavenly bodies is of the greatest impor-
tance, for two reasons—first, from the necessity

of referring all observations to the earth's cen-

tre, i.e. so modifying them as to make it appear
as if they had been actually made at the earth's

centre: and secondly, because parallax is our
only means of determining the magnitude and
distance of the heavenly bodies. The gfocetitric

parallax, the apparent displacement of a heaven-
j

ly body due to its being observed from a point

on the surface of the earth instead of from its

centre, may be determined as follows : Let P I

and P' be two stations on the surface of the earth
|

(Fig. 2), E its centre, M the object to be ob-

served, and Z and Z' the zeniths respectively I

of the observers at P and P', then at P and P' let!

the zenith distances. ZPM and ZP'M. be obser

simultaneously, and since the latitudes of

and P', and consequently the angle PEP.
known, from these three the angle PMP" (t

sum of the parallaxes at P and P') is at on

found; and then bv trigonometrv the separai

angles or parallaxes' PME and P'ilE. When tl

parallax of M. as observed from P. is known,!
its distance from E, the centre of the ?arth. canj
be at once found in terms of the earth's radio

as a unit. When the heavenly body is on

horizon, as at O. its geocentric parallax is

maximum, and is known as the horizontal par

lax.

In the case of the fixed stars, which are

far away that to them the earth's radius so

tends only an infinitesimal angle, it becon

necessary to make use of a much larger base-lii

than the earth's radius, and. as the largest

can employ is the radius of the earth's orbit.
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aceordinglv is made use oi. and the displacement
of a star, when observed from a point in the
earth's orbit instead of from its centre, tlie sun,
is called the annual or heliocentric parallax.
Here the base-line, instead, as in the former case,

of being 4000 miles, is about 92,800.000 miles,

and the two observations necessary to determine
the parallactic angle are made from two points

on opposite sides of the earth's orbit, at an in-

terval as nearly as possible of half a year. Yet,
notwithstanding the enormous length of the base-
line, it bears so small a proportion to the dis-

tances of the stars that only in a few cases have
they been found to exhibit any parallactic motion
whatever, and in no case does the angle of paral-

lax amount to 1'. See Stab.
SoLAB PARAiiAS. The extremely precise de-

termination of this quantity is very important,
since the solar parallax is our only means of

determining the distance of the sun from the
earth. This is the fundamental unit of distances
in astronomy. Upon it depend directly all our
notions as to the magnitude and distance of the
other members of the solar system, and of the
universe in general. The solar parallax problem
is not only the most important one in fundamental
astronomy, but it is also, perhaps, the one offer-

ing the greatest difficulty in solution. Astro-
nomical instruments enable us to submit to

actual measurement only the directions in space
of the heavenly bodies, never their distances.

These latter must be obtained by computation
from measured directions or angles, and for this

purpose some base-line is indispensable. The
largest possible terrestrial base-line is of course
a diameter of the earth. Yet so small is even
this compared with the distance of the sun, that
it would subtend an angle of only about eighteen

sec-onds of arc to an imaginary observer at the

Sim's c-entre. When we reflect that an angle of

one second corresponds to only three-tenths of an
inch at a distance of one mile, we get some idea

of the extreme minuteness of the earth's diameter
as seen from the sun.

It is never possible, of course, to get a complete
diameter of the earth for a base-line: but ex-

traordinary efforts have been made to come as

near as pptsible to this ideal condition. For
many years observations of transits of Venus
were considered the most favorable means of

measuring the small angular differences of direc-

tion of the sun's centre as seen from opposite

sides of the earth. Xo expense was spared, espe-

cially for the transits of 1874 and 1882. to secure

very complete observations. Y'et, although the

various civilized governments of the world sent

out numerous and most elaborately equipped ob-

serving expeditions, the whole operation turned
out practically a failure. It was simply impos-

sible by this method to secure obser\-ations of the

requisite precision. Of late years, two other

methods have been pretty generally agreed upon
as the best. The first is "based upon the so-called

constant of the aberration of light. (See Abeb-
BATiox OF Light). It is known that the

directions in which we see the stars are appar-

ently thrown forward toward that point on the

sky to which the orbital motion of the earth is

carrying the observer. It is a phenomenon
analogous to the well-known fact that if a man
be nmning in a rain-storm the falling drops teem

to slant toward him though they may really be

falling vertically. So their direction seems to be
" Vol. X\ .—22.

thrown fonvard in the direction of the observer's
motion. In the case of the earth's orbital motion
around the sun. the observer will be moving in
opposite directions in space at intervals of half
a year. Consequently the effect of aberration
is reversed, and the so-called 'constant' or
amount of aberration admits of determination
from the differences of observations made six
months apart. The solar parallax can be com-
puted from the aberration constant, sinc-e we
know, with quite sufficient precision, the velocity
of the transmission of light in space.
The other accredited method of determining

the parallax is by observations of the planetoids.
The method is extremely simple in practice, and
also very accurate. It is necessarj- merely to
await a time when one of these little bodies
is favorably situated for observation, and then to
fix its position teleseopically with respect to the
neighboring stars. Let this be done simultane-
ously at two observatories situated very far
apart on the earth, and using, of course, the
same stars in both places. Then it is clear that
the position determined for the planet will not
be quite the same at the two observatories. The
base-line is the straight line joining the two ob-
servatories. As a result we obtain directly the
distance of the planet from the earth, in terms of
this base-line as a unit. But this is known in

miles from existing geodetic sur\eys of the earth.

Thus we arrive at a knowledge, in miles, of the

planetoid's distance. But from the ordinary proc-

esses of astronomical obser%"ation. we know the
so-called elements of the planetoiil's orbit. ( See
EixsiEXTS. ) We can find from these, by a sim-

ple computation based on Kepler's laws, the dis-

tance of the planetoid from the earth in terms of

the latter's distance from the sun. Knowing
then the distance between the earth and planetoid

in miles from the special parallax observations,

and in terms of the distance 'earth-sun' from
theory, we can at once deduce the value of 'earth-

sun' in miles. This, combined with our knowl-

edge from geodesy of the terrestrial radius in

miles, enables us to compute the angle subtended
by that radius to an observer in the sun—in other

words, the solar parallax.

Tlie planetoid method was put in operation by
no less than twenty-five observatories, acting in

cooperation. By thus increasing the number of

observation stations the precision of the final

result could not fail to be greatly enhanced. The
entire 'campaign' was planned and managed by

Gill, of the Cape of Good Hope Observator>-.

The observatories taking a principal part in the

work, in addition to that at the Cape of Good
Hope, were those at Bamberg. Leipzig. G<>ttingen,

and. in this country. Yale University. All these

observatories are provided with the mo»lern heli-

ometer (q.v.), the most precise apparatus for

measurement on the sky at present known to

scienc-e.

The parallax determinations through the con-

stant of aberration have been made principally

in connection with the study of latitude varia-

tion.

It may be of interest here to show the relative

importance or 'weight' of the various parallax

methods. The general work of high authority on

this topic is the Fundamenfal Constantx r.r (.-

tronoiin/. by Simon Xewcomb (Washi'^'

1 S9.5 1 . Xewcomb assigned the followini; 'w.' i

or relative degrees of precision

:
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From the aberration constant weight 68

From the planetoid method weight 20

Six other methods combined weight 35

Newconib was already at that time in posses-

sion of preliminary results of Gill's researches,

communicated to him in advance of publication.

But after his writing several important series

of aberration determinations were made public,

and the results exhibited certain small discord-

ances amonj; themselves, which discredited some-
what the aberration method, and consequently
enhanced the relative weight of the planetoid

method. The latter method gained also from the

discovery in 181(8 of a new planetoid, much more
favorably situated for parallax determinations
than any previously known. See Eros.
The linal result for the solar parallax at pres-

ent accepted by astronomers in general is 8".80,

corresponding to a distance of 92,789,000 miles
between the earth and the sun.

PAR'ALLEL'SPITED (ilL. paralMepipe-
dum, from Gk. TrapaWriXcirtirfdov. paralUlepipedon,
from rapdXXjjXos, pfirnllilos, parallel, from Tropd,

para, beside, beyond + dXX^Xwj', aUelOn, of each
other, from fiXXos, altos, other + 4XXos, alios,

other, + iri-KtBov, epipcdon, plane surface, from
iTri, epi, upon + rddov, pcdoii, ground), or P.\B-

ALLELOPIPED. A solid figure having six parallelo-

grams for faces. Therefore any two opposite
faces are eijual and parallel. If the faces are all

squares the parallelepiped is a cube. The vol-

ume of a parallelepiped is found l\v multiplying
its base by the altitude.

PARALLEL FORCES. See 5Iech.\nics.

PARALLELISM. A term used in philoso-

phy to denote an hypothetical relation of matter
and consciousness. In the history of philosophy
Spinoza is the most thorough-going parallelist,

holding that matter and ideas are both attributes

of one divine subject, and that every material
object, or instance of the material attribute, has
its ideal counterpart. In modern times the term
parallelism is used more particularly in psy-
chology and in epistemology to denote the sjje-

cific parallelism of the human (or animal) body
with the concrete consciousness of man (or lower
animal

I . In this usage, ijarallelism means the
concomitance of brain process and mental process.

It is distinguished from interactionism, which
holds that mental processes may cause and pre-

cede brain processes and t^ice versa. Psycholo-
gists, however, do not accept parallelism as an
explanatory theory, but only as an hypothetical
statement of a relation of body and mind which
may be used as a basis for formulation of
psyeho-pbysical facts. The solution of the prob-
lem is by them held in abeyance or referred to
the epistemologist. See Body .\>d JIixd: Dr.^L-
isM : Knowledge, Theory of; Mind-Stuff
Theory ; Occasion.\lism.

PARALLEL MOTION. See Mechanics.
PARALLEL'OGRAM (Lat. parallelogram-

mum, from Gk. TrapaW-qKbypanfjiov, parallelogram,
neu. sg. of jropa\X>jX(57pa^MO!. paralltlogrammos,
bounded by parallel lines, from TrapdXXTjXos. par-
allclos, parallel + yodfi/in, gramma, line, letter,

from ypdipeiv, graphein, to write). A quadri-
lateral whose opposite sides are parallel. From
this it follows that the opposite sides and angles
must be equal. Therefore, if one angle of a par-
allelogram is a right angle, all of them are. and
the figure is then called a rectangle; and if at

the same time all the sides are equal, the figure
is a square. If the sides are equal, but not the
angles, it is a rhombus. If only the opposite sides

are equal, it is a rliomboid. The diagonals of a

BECTASGLE.

parallelogram bisect each other, and each bisects

the parallelogram; the sum of their squares is

equal to the sum of the squares of the sides of

RHOMBOID.

BHOMBUB.

a parallelogram. All parallelograms which have
equal bases and equal altitudes are equal in

area, and this is found by multiplying the base

by the altitude.

PARALLELOGRAM OF FORCES. See
Mech.\nics, section Two Xon-Parallcl Coplanar
Forces.

PARALLELS (OF. parallele. Ft. parallele,

from Lat. parallelus, parallelos, parallel). In

military fortitications, trenches cut in the

ground, parallel to the position under siege, and
designed to protect the men and guns of the

besiegers from the fjre of the besieged. See Siege

.\XD Siege Works; Fortification.

PARALLELS, or Circles of Latitude. Cir-

cles drawn round the surface of the earth par-

allel to the equator. They are the intersections

with the earth's surface of planes which cut

the earth at right angles to its axis. The great-

est of these circles is the equator, which has
the centre of the earth for its centre, the radius

of the earth for its radius, and is equally distant

at all points from each pole. It is evident that

of the others, those next the equator are greater

than those more remote, and that they become
less and less till at the poles they vanish alto-

gether. The radius of any one circle is equal

to the earth's radius multiplied by the cosine

of the latitude, if we regard the earth as a

sphere. The rotary velocity of the earth's sur-

face, which is about 17 14 miles per minute at

the equator, is therefore about 8% miles in lati-

tude 60°
; and in latitude SOVo" (within 35 miles

of the pole) is not more than 267 yards per min-
ute. 'The most important parallels of latitude

are the tropics of Cancer (latitude 23° 28' X.)
and Capricorn (latitude 23° 28' S.), and the
.irctic (latitude 66° 32' X.) and Antarctic circles

(latitude 66° 32' S.).

PARALLEL SAILING. See Sailings.
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PARALYSIS (Lat., from Gk. jrapdXwis,

palsy, paralysis, from TrapaXven/, paralyein, to

disable the side, from vapd, para, beside, beyond
-|- Xi/eiv, lyein, to loose), sometimes called Pal-
sy. A loss, more or less complete, of the power
of motion. By some writers the term is made
to include loss of sensation. When the upper
and lower extremities on both sides and more
or less of the trunk is involved, the affection
is termed general paralysis. Frequently only
one-half of the l)ody laterally is afifected. the
other side remaining sound. To this condition

the term hemiplegia is applied. When the par-

alysis is confined to all the parts below an
imaginary transverse line drawn through the
body, or to the two lower extremities, the con-

dition is known as paraplegia. When one part
of the body. e.g. a limb or one side of the

face, is exclusively affected, the condition is

known as a local palsy or local paralysis. In
some cases the loss of sensation and of motion
in the paralyzed part is complete, while in others

there is only some loss of power. In the former
ease the paralysis is said to be complete, in the

latter partial. In most cases, but not invariably,

sensation and motion are simultaneousl.v lost or

impaired. When motion is lost but sensation

remains unaffected, the condition is known as

akinesia, ilore rarely there is a loss of sensibil-

ity while the power of motion is retained. To
such a condition the term anaesthesia is applied.

This latter affection occurs most frequently in

the organs of special .sense, as, for example, in

the tongue, where the sense of taste may be lost

without any impairment of motion.
Paralysis is not a disease in itself, but merely

a symptom of disease usually located in some
part of the body other than that affected by the

paralysis. Earely are disturbances of sensation

or of motion due to changes which are primarilj'

in the skin area or muscles affected by the par-

alysis. This does, however, sometimes occur, as

in the paralysis of progressive muscular dystro-

phy, where the primary lesion is in the muscles

affected. The proper appreciation of external

stimulation, i.e. sensation, and the proper carrj'-

ing out of voluntary movements of the muscles,

are dependent upon the integrity of the parts of

the nervous system which govern such sensations

and movements. The nerve terminations in nuis-

ele, skin, etc.. serve as means for the reception

and distribution of nervous impulses. The nerves

themselves carry impulses between the nerve

centres in the brain, spinal cord, and ganglia, and
the peripheral nerve terminations. The brain,

spinal cord, and ganglia serve as centres in which

nervous impulses originate, are transformed, and

associated. It thus follows that paralysis is a

s-i-mptom which is usually indicative of patho-

logical changes in (1) the peripheral nerves, or

(2) the nerve trunks, or (.3) the nerve centres in

the brain, cord, or ganglia, and it is in these

organs that the lesions of paralysis must usually

be sought, and not in the paralyzed parts them-

selves. Thus disease of the peripheral nerves

may cause paralysis, e.g. the paralyses occurring

in peripheral neuritis. ^More frequently disease

of or injury to nerve trvfnks. or tumors, or dis-

placed bone pressing upon nerve trunks, causes

paralysis in the parts supplied by the nerve or

nerve's affected. The completeness of the paraly-

sis is determined by the extent of the injury to

the nerve fibres and by the completeness of the

interruption of nerve impulses. The spinal cord
( see Xebvous System and Bbaix ) acts by means
of its gray matter as a centre for automatic,
reflex, and trophic impulses, also through its
fibre tracts (white matter) as a pathway by
means of which impulses are transmitted to and
from the higher centres in the brain. After in-

jury to the cord, such as results from dislocation
or fracture of the vertebra, with the consequent
pressure upon or tearing of the tis.sues of the
cord itself, a paralysis supervenes in the parts of
the body below the seat of injury. If the par-
alysis results from pressure alone without an
actual injury to the cord, it may be only tem-
porary, recovery taking place when the pressure
is removed, ilore often there is some crushing
of the cord, in which case the paralysis is perma-
nent, its extent depending upon the extent of
the injury. When the cord is crushed completely
across there is a complete paralysis, both motor
and sensory, of all parts below- the scat of injury,

with the exception of such internal organs as are
supplied by nerves which arise above the injury.

Tumors, benign or malignant, diseased conditions

extending from neighboring tissues and organs,

hemorrhages into the spinal canal or into the

substance of the cor<l, etc., determine, by the

pressure upon the cord which they cause, paraly-

ses similar to those resulting from injury. The
main difference between the two is a clinical one,

the paralysis from injury coming on suddenly

and immediately after the injurj-. while the par-

alysis from disease has a gradual onset. Again,

certain diseases of the spinal cord itself causa

paralysis. Thus acute anterior poliomyelitis,

often "called (because of its most prominent symp-

tom and because of its most frequAit occurrence

in children) acute infantile spinal paralysis, is a

disease of the gray matter of the anterior horns

and causes paralysis of those muscles governed

by the affected cells. In the early stages of this

disease the number of cells affected is large, and

the paralysis is consequently extensive. Some of

the cells are so severely injured that they die,

and the paralysis in the muscles which these cells

govern is permanent. The majority of the cells

first affected usually recover, and this recovery

in the cells is marked by a disappearance of the

paralysis in the muscles which these cells gov-

ern. Among the other diseases of the spinal

cord in which paralysis occurs or may occur may
be mentioned Landry's paralysis, spastic para-

plegia, or spastic spinal paralysis, amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis, tabes dorsalis, ataxic para-

plegia, and myelitis.

The brain serves as a centre for voluntary

motion and for the perception of sensory im-

pulses. It follows that injury to or disease of

the brain is frequently followed by paralysis of

greater or less extent. Thus concussion of the

brain: fracture of the skull with resulting com-

pression due to displaced bone or to hemorrhage

in the cranium; hemorrhage into the substance

of the brain or into its membranes independent of

external injury; compression of the brain from

tumors benigii or malignant, from syphilitic

gmnmata. etc.; destruction of brain tissue by

extension of disease from surrounding parts, na

from bone necrosis, middle ear disease, abscesses,

etc.; brain-softening from cutting off Wood sup-

ply, as in thrombosis or embolism—all these and

other widely different lesions cause paralysis as
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a s\-mptom by intcrferiiij; witli the proper work-

in?; of the nervous mechanism.
There remain to l)e described somewhat more

in detail certain conditions to which the term
paralysis is popularly applied.

Hemiplegia is that form of paralysis popu-

larly known as a 'paralytic stroke' or 'stroke of

apoplexy.' The paralysis affects only one lateral

half of" the body. The parts generally all'ected

are the upper and lower e.\treniities, the muscles

of mastication, and the muscles of the tongue

on one side. In a well-marked case the patient

wlion seized falls to the ground, all ])o\ver of

motion in the affected arm and leg being lost.

The paralysis of the face which accompanies
hemiplegia is usually quite distinct from the

affection known as facial paralysis, which is an
affection of the facial nerve or portio dura. (See

Nehvois System and Brain.) The motor
branches of the fifth or trifacial nerve going to

the muscles of mastication are generality involved

in hemiplegia, and consequently the clicek is

llaccid and hangs down, and tlie angle of the

mouth is depressed on tlie affected side. The
tongue when protruded points toward the par-

alyzed side, and there is often imperfect articula-

tion, in conse(iuenco of the lesion commonly
affecting the hypoglossal nerve. While paralysis

of one side of the body or hemiplegia nu\y be due

to a large numlier of diff'crent conditions in the

brain or cord, some of wliich have been already

mentioned, it is most commonly due to one of

three cerel)ral accidents. Tliese, mentioned in the

order of frequency of their occurrence, are (1)

cerel)ral hemorrhage, ('2) cerebral embolism
(q.v.), (.3) cerebral thrombosis (q.v.). Hemor-
rhage may occur into any ])ortiou of the brain

tissue proper or between the skull and brain, i.e.

into the meninges. Tliese hemorrhages may be due
to injury to the vessels or to disease of the ves-

sel walls such as atlicronia or aneurism. The
most common scat of hemorrluige is in the optic

thalamus and corpus striatum, from the liranches

of tlie middle cerebral artery. With the escape

of blood there is usually more or less tearing and
destruction of brain tissue, and this broken down
brain tissue mixed with the extravasated blood

constitutes what is known as the apoplectic clot.

Facial Par.vlysis, although locall.v affecting

but a small part of the body, is of such frequent

occurrence as to reiiuire separate description. In

this affection there is more or less perfect loss

of power over all the muscles supplied by the

portio dura or facial nerve. This interference

with the functions of the nerve may be due to

lesions in tlie cortex affecting facial fibres of the

corona radiata or internal capsule, to lesions in

the nucleus of the nerve, or to lesions of the nerve
trunk. Facial paralysis due to lesions in the
cortex is commonly associated with hemiplegia.
This paralysis is on the same side as that of the
body, the nucleus from which the facial fibres

originate being connected with the opposite side

of the cortex in a manner quite similar to that
by which the anterior horns are associated with
the opposite hemisphere. Facial paralysis due
to lesions of the facial nucleus in the medulla is

uncommon. Tumors, hemorrhages, softening, the
toxins of diphtheria, and the extension of an
anterior poliomyelitis are the most frequent

causes. Lesions of the trunk of the nerve may
occur in any part of its course, due to tumors,
injurj', inflammation, etc. When the lesion af-

fects the nerve fibres as they pass through the

lower portion of the pons, and involves also tlie

pyramidal or main motor tracts, there results the

so-called 'cross paralysis,' i.e. a paralysis of

the face on the same side as the lesion and of

the trunk upon the opposite side. The following

graphic account of the appearance of a patient

suffering from facial paralysis is condensed from
Watson. Lectures on the Practice of I'htjaie.

From one-half of the countenance all [inwcr of

expression is gone; the features are blank, still,

and unmeaning: the eyelids apart ami motion-

less. The other half retains its natural cast,

except that in some cases the angle of the mouth
on that side seems drawn a little awry, in con-

sequence of want of counterpoise from the corre-

sponding muscular fibres of the paralyzed side.

The patient cannot laugh, weep, frown, or ex-

press any feeling or emotion with one side of the

face, while the features of the other side may
be in full ]ilay. He cannot spit or whistle prop-

erlj'. One half the aspect, with its unwinking
eye, its fixed and solemn stare, might be that of

a dead person; the other half is alive and mo-
bile.

If the cause of the paralj'sis is due to condi-

tions in the nerve external to the cranial cavity,

there is little danger to life and good chances for

recovery from the paralysis. If, however, the

paralysis is dependent upon intra-cranial con-

ditions, there is not only less chance of recovery

from the paralysis, but great danger to life.

There yet remain to be considered certain con-

ditions which are popularly called paralyses or

palsies, but which are essentially ditl'erent from

those already described. Among tliese may be

mentioned the .so-called 'shaking palsy.' or par-

alysis agitans (q.v.), and the palsies induced by
various poisons. The poisons which are the

most common causes of paralysis or of tremors

are alcohol, lead, tobacco, and mercury. Arsenic

and opium are rare causes. It is upon the peri-

pheral nerves that these poisons seem to have
their most pronounced effect, setting up a toxic

peripheral neuritis.

A specific form of paralysis of the lower ex-

tremities, consequent on the use of flour from
the beans of the Lathyrus sativus, is common in

certain parts of India and Tibet. The ripe bean
is an ordinary article of food when made into

flour, but it is generally used with wheat or

barley flour. It is said to be injurious only

when' it exceeds one-twelfth part of the mixture
and to cause paralysis only when it constitutes

more than one-third. Other species of Lathy-
rus have been known occasionally to cause simi-

lar symptoms in European countries.

PARALYSIS AGITANS (Lat., shaking
jialsy), Parkinson'.s Di,se.\.se, Shaking Palsy.
A chronic progressive nerve disease, in which the

principal symptoms are tremor, muscular rigid-

ity, restlessness, weakness, and altcreil sensa-

tions. It occurs more frequently in males, and
generally between the ages of fifty and seventy.

It is caused by exposure, hard labor, and great

fatigue. Fright or injury may immediately pre-

cede an attack. The earlier symptoms are pains

in one arm, with tremor of one hand, the fingers

working together as if the patient were pulling

or picking at something. Stiffness in the arm
follows, and the process invades the leg of the

same side. The neck becomes stiff and the body
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bent forward. The disease lasts from three or

four to twelve years. The pathological changes
found consist of hypertrophy of the nerve cells

of the pons, induration of the pon.s medulla and
cord, thickening of the blood-vessel walls and
of the pia, and increase of connective tissue in

the motor tracts, nerves, and muscles. (Dana.)

The most successful treatment consists of rest,

freedom from mental anxiety, outdoor air,

warm batlis, and massage. Among drugs, hy-

oscine, codein, quinine, arsenic, cannabis, vera-

trum, salicin, nitrate of silver, coniura, atropia,

and phosphorus have been used to relieve various

conditions and with varying results. The mental
condition, which may be hysterical or emotional,

sometimes delusional, is improved by strong men-
tal influences, routine and control, and employ-

ment. Consult Dana. Text-Book of yerious Dis-

eases (Xew York, 1892).

PARAMARIBO, par'a-mar'I-bo. The capital

of Dutch Guiana, South America, situated on the

left bank of the Surinam River, about 17 miles

above its mouth, in latitude 5° 50' X. and longi-

tude .55° 10' \V. (Map: Guiana. Dutch, F 2).

Its climate is very hot, the average annua! tem-

perature being over 80°. Paramaribo has the

neat appearance of a Dutch town with its wide

streets shaded with trees and lined with bright-

colored modern houses. The Government build-

ings are situated near the river, forming the so-

called 'Government plain.' There are a number of

churches and synagogues. The harbor is safe

and commodious, and fortified by the two forts

of Zeelandia and Xew Amsterdam. A number of

wharves are situated along the river. Para-

maribo receives the entire trade of Dutch Guiana

and is the seat of a number of foreign consuls.

Population, in 1900, 31,817, or nearly 50 per

cent, of the entire population of Dutch Guiana.

PARAMATTA, par^-miit'd. A town of New
South Wales. See P.Ab-^matta.

PARAM'ETEB (from Gk. -a^iri, para, beside,

beyond + ficrpov, metron, measure). As com-

monly used in mathematics, any constant quan-

tity, "that isj a quantity fixed in value, entering

into an equation. In analytic geometry it is

used either as a constant or as a variable. Thus,

the line in a conic section called by the ancient

geometers latus ereetum, and later latus rectum,

and now the parameter, is a constant for any

given curve, but a variable quantity for a family

of curves of that type. E.g. in the equation of a

parabola (q.v.) y'' = ipx. where p is the param-

eter, p remains constant, while a; and y vary so

as to generate the cune. But if p be

given a new value, while x and i/ pass

again through the same cycle of values, a new
parabola will be formed: and by repeating the

process any number of curves may be generated

which are said to belong to the same family.

The method of variation of parameters is an im-

portant one in the treatment of differential equa-

tions. The name parameter is due to Mydorge

(i.58.i-ir,4;).

PARAMUSHIR, pii'ra-moosher'. or PARA-
MXrSHIRI. The largest of the Kurile Islands

(q.v.).

PARANA, pa'ra-na'. The largest river of

South America after the .\mazon. and one of the

great rivers of the world. It is formed by the

confluence of the Paranahyba and the Rio Grande

in Southern Brazil at the common boundarj' point
of the States of Matto Grosso, Minas Geraes, and
Sao Paulo (Map: South America, Do). The
Paranahyba rises on the Serra dos Vertientes and
flows soutliwestward on the boundary between Mi-
nas Geraes and Goyaz. The Rio Grande, which is
the longer of the headstrearas, and may be re-
garded as the true upper course of the"Paran:'i,
rises on the .Serra da .Manti(iueira in the Coast
Range. 00 miles from the Atlantic Ocean near Rio
do .Janeiro. It flows northwest and westward to
the confluencCj whence the ParanS proper takes
a southwest course through Brazil, then south
on tlie boundary between Brazil and Paraguay,
whence it curves westward between Paraguay
and -Argentina until it receives its largest tribu-

tary, the Paraguay River (q.v.). From this

point the lower ParanS flows soutliwest through
Argentina as far as Rosario, where it finally

turns to the southeast, and enters the Atlantic
Ocean through the Plata estuarj% at the head of

which it is joined by the Uruguay River (q.v.).

The total length of the Paranfi River from the
ocean to the source of the Rio Grande is 2950
miles, and excluding the Plata 2720 miles. The
length of the lower Parand from the Paraguay
confluence is 8.50 miles, and with the Plata 1080

miles. The Paranfl is thus longer than the

Mississippi proper, and the drainage area of the

«Bystem is nearly equal to that of the Mississippi.

In its upper course the Parana flows over the

great Brazilian plateau, and most of its upper
tributaries, including the two headstreams, are

obstructed by falls and rapids as they descend

over the successive escarpments of tlie higher

plateaus. The main river itself has the fall of

Urupupunga a short distance below the conflu-

ence of the headstreams. Below this point, how-
ever, it is navigable for 000 miles over the level

surface of the plateau as far as the boimdary of

Paraguay. Here it descends over the final great

escarpment in the Falls of GuajTii. in which the

river plunges through numerous rocky clefts

with a total fall of 70 feet. From this point to

within 150 miles of the Paraguay confluence the

stream rushes through a deep gorge over a series

of rockv shallows and rapids. Here the banks

are heavily forested, and most of the tributaries

fall into " the river by cataracts, of which

the Victoria Falls of " the Iguassfl are said

to rival Niagara in height and grandeur. Below

the gorge and the Paraguay confluence the river

flows unobstructed through the Pampas plains,

and for the last 1000 miles of its course, includ-

ing the Plata, is navigiible at all seasons by large

vessels, while transatlantic steamers go directly

to Rosario, 400 miles from the ocean. It is 3000

yards wide at Corrientes, near the Paraguay con-

fluence, and 7000 yards wide at Diamante. It

reaches its greatest volimie at Corrientes, and

loses considerably by evaporation in its lower

course, since it "here receives scarcely any per-

manent tributaries except the Salado (q.v.).

Several hundred miles above the estuary it

begins to divide into parallel channels, inclosing

a Tong island, and has a total width of 25 to 30

miles, while some of the channels are two miles

wide. The delta proper begins 100 miles from

the estuarv, and consists of a vast network of

channels and backwaters, emptying by 14 mouths

into the Plata estuary. The main channel is

accessible to the largest vessels even at low

water, but all the channels are constautiy and
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rapidly shifting, calling for great caution in

tlicir navigation. l"or the description of the

river lielow the delta, see Plata, Rio de la. The
I'ar^ind was first ascended as far as the Paraguay
confluence in 1520 by Sebastian Cabot.

PARANA. A southeastern State of Brazil,

bounded by the Atlantic Ocean on the east, the

State of Sao Paulo on the north, Paraguay and
Jlatto Grosso on the west, and Argentina and
Santa Catharina on the south ( Map : Urazil, G
8). Area 85,430 square miles. The low strip

of coastland is followed by a mountain range
reaching an altitude of nearly 5000 feet and
passing into an elevated plateau lying about
3000 feet above the sea. The portion along tlie

western frontier slopes toward the Parana River,

whose tributaries are the chief rivers of the
State. Most of them, however, are unfit for

navigation, owing to rapids. The climate is gen-

erally healthful in the elevated portions, but
very hot and humid on the coast. Forests cover

a large part of the State, especially in the west-

em lialf, whicli is almost unknown, and inhabited

by roving Indians. On the coast are cultivated

cotton, eoflfee, and manioc, and in the more ele-

vated regions grain and fruits are raised, but

the mate industry is the most important, and
mate is almost the only export. The population

of the State in 1800 was 249,491; consisting t(^

a great extent of German and Polish immigrants.
Capital, Curitiba (q.v.). Consult Lange, Siid-

hrasilien (2d ed., Berlin, 1885).

PARANA (formerly Bajada del ParanA).
The capital of the Province of Entre Rios, Argen-
tina, situated on a high bluH' on theParandRiver,
370 miles from its mouth and opposite the city of

Santa F6 (Map: Argentina, E 10). It is a well-

built town with straight streets, good public

buildings, a normal school, and a national col-

lege. It has an important inter-provincial trade,

has daily steamship connection with Santa Fe,

and is a station for all steamers ascending the
ParanA River. Population, in 1898, estimated
at 24,000. From 1852 to 1861 Parana was the
capital of the Argentine Republic.

PARANAGUA, pa'ra-na-gwa'. The chief

seaport of the State of Parana, Brazil, situated
on the Bay of ParanaguS, 400 miles southwest of

Rio dc .laneiro. A regular steamship line con-
nects the port directly with Hamburg, and it

exports woods, mate, sugar, and cereals. Popu-
lation about GOOO.

PARANAHYBA, pa'ra-na-e^a, or PARNA-
HYBA, piir'na-e'ba. One of the headstreams of

tlie Parana (q.v.).

PARANAHYBA, or PARNAHYBA. A
river of Northeastern Brazil. It rises in the
Serra das JIangabeiras on the northern bound-
ary of the State of Goyaz, flows northeast for

800 miles between the States of Piauhy and
Maranhao, and empties into the .Atlantic Ocean
at the town of Paranahyba (Map: Brazil, J
4 ) . It is navigable for small steamers through
nearly half its length.

PARANAHYBA, or PARNAHYBA. A
seaport in the State of Piauhy, Xortheastern
Brazil, near the mouth of the river of the same
name (ilap: Brazil, .J 4). It is the commercial
centre of Piauhy. being the only harbor in the

State, and the outlet for its agricultural and

cattle products. Population, in 1898, about
11,000.

PAR'ANOI'A (Neo-Lat., from Gk. -apiivnia,

madness, from Tvupavotlv, paranoein, to be de-
ranged, from -apd, para, beside, beyond + I'nili',

noein, to think). A chronic form of insanity in
which for many years the intellect of the patient
remains unimpaired, though dominated by a >> ^

tcmatized delusion. There is almost invarialily

present an acquired or transmitted neuro-ih-
generative taint, though an attack may be basi-.l

on a sudden or severe injury to the nervous
system. It may follow a severe fever or an in-

jury to the head. It may equally well be caused
by great emotional strain or a constantly harass-
ing thought.

Paranoiacs usually present somatic evidences
of degeneration, such as a deformed or asymmetri-
cal skull, badly developed teeth, strabismus, atro-
phy of one side of the body, and ditterences in

size of hands or feet. In several cases examined
by Spitzka anomalies of the cerebrum were found.
Mild forms of paranoia are presented by per-

sons who exhibit perverse acts, morbid ideas,

persistence in absurd notions, and who are
commonly called 'cranks.' These persons become
imbued with an idea and are dominated by it,

and talk constantly of it. They are suspicious,
consider themselves slighted or the subject of

remark. They think they are neglected or mar-
tyred, fancy there is a combination against them,
and are frequently melancholic. These patients
are able to carry on a business or practice a pro-
fession.

The variety of paranoia demanding more at-

tention is the ordinary type of chronic delusional
lunatic who was eccentric in childhood and hypo-
chondriac in his youth, and is e.xcessively ego-

tistical, whose failures are considered to be
due to conspirac}-, wlio betrays delusions of

persecution and halluAnations of sight and
hearing. The usual delusion of persecution may
be replaced by systematized delusions of erotic,

religious, or patriotic nature. The paranoiac is

usually homicidal, either because of mandatory
hallucinations or of persecutory delusions. Early
moral control may do much for mild cases, even
aborting the psychosis. The regularity of life

in asylums, with their discipline, recreations,

and employment, is often beneficial. Consult:
S^glas, "Paranoia," translated by Noyes, in Jour-
nal of Xervous and Mental Diseases (New York,
1888); Ferris, "Clinical Notes on a Case of

Paranoia." in Philadelphia Medical Journal
(Philadelphia, May 26, 1900).

PARAPET. See Fobtification.

PARAPH (OF., Fr. paraphe, paragraphe. It.

pnrafo, pnrografo, from ML. paragraphus, from
Gk. JTapayi>aooc. marginal line, from ^aimypa<itiii,

paragraphein, to write beside, from irapd, para,
beside, beyond + ypaiew, graphein, to write).

An addition to the signature formed by a flourish

of the pen, which, during the Middle Ages, con-

stituted some sort of provision against a forgery

Its use is not altogether extinct in diplomac\,
and in Spain the paraph is still a usual part of

a signature.

PARAPHERNALIA (ML. nom. pi., from
Lat. pnrapherna, from Gk. -npaiicpva, property of

a bride above her dower, from irnpd, para, beside,

beyond -+- <!>epvri, pherne, dower, from (pcptiv.
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pherem, to bear). Articles of wearing apparel
and ornament suitable to a wife's station in
life, whicli were given to or acquired by lier

either before <n' during marriage. Botli the
Roman and civil law recognized a special prop-
erty in the wife, as to her necessary article.-; of
clothing and ornament, and the name and idea
were adopted from the above systems into the
Knglisli law. By the common law the wife's
])araphernalia, except articles of absolutely
necessary clothing, belonged to the husband dur-
ing his lifetime and he could dispose of fliem
at his discretion, but on his death the wife could
hold them against the heirs and legatees, al-

though not as against creditors.. The husband,
liowever, could not dispose of her paraphernalia
by will.

No exact list of articles whicli may . be in-

cluded under the term paraphernalia can be
given, as the rules vary in different jurisdic-

tions. In general, it may be said that the cloth-

ing and ornaments must be such as would ordi-

narily be ])ossessed by a woman in her station
in life, and that jewels, etc., given by the hus-
band in excess of his means will not be included.
See Hl'sba.nd akd Wife; Separate Estate.
Consult the authorities referred to under Hus-
band and Wife.

PARAPHRASE (Lat. paraphra sis, from Gk.
•n-apaippcKji^, from ~aim<)>pa^ta', paraphrazein, to
repeat a statement in different words, from Tzapa,

para, beside, beyond + (ppdi^eiv, phrazein, to say),
in music, a free arrangement of a composition
for some otlier instrument or instruments. Bil-

low's arrangement of Tristan und Isolde is mere-
ly a transcription, because he puts nothing into

the piano score that Wagner has not written in

the orchestral score. Liszt's arrangement of

the Love-Death is more a paraphrase, because
he uses rhythmic figures of his own invention.

Also he begins with the motive of the Curse,
which in ^^"agner's score does not precede the
opening of the Death song. Liszt's transcrip-

tions of the songs of Schubert, Schumann, and
others are excellent examples of paraphrases.

PARAPHYSES, par-afi-sez (from Gk. napa.
<t>vaiQ, paraphysis, offshoot, from Tvapatfivtiv, para-
phyein, to produce oft'shoots, from Trapd, para,

beside + <pveiv, pliyein, to grow). Outgrowths,
usually filamentous in form, whicli are asso-

ciated with reproductive organs, eitlier sexual or

asexual. Among the fungi paraphj-ses occur in

connection with the spore-bearing organs in the

formation of hymenial layers, as in Aseobolus,

black knot (Spheeria morbosa) , etc. The best

known use of the term, however, is in connection

with the mosses, in whicli the groups of sex-

organs, especially the antheridia, are often inter-

mingled with hair-like paraphyses. See Musci.

PARAPLE'GIA. See Paralysis.

PARASOL FUNGUS. See Mr.snRooxt.

PAR'ASANG (Lat. parasanga, from Gk.

naoamyyj]^, parasanges, from Pers. farsang,

parasang) . A lineal measure still used by the

Persians, and often alluded to by tlie Greeks.

The estimate of its length given by Herodotus,

Suidas, Hesychius, and Xenophon, and concurred

in by modern travelers, is equivalent to about
30 Greek stadia, or 3^4 English miles. The word
is thought to be derived from scng (Persian, 'a

stone'), and para (Sanskrit, 'end'), in allusion

to milestones. Byzantine writers reckoned it

at 21 stadia: Strabo reckoned it at 30, 40, and
even (iO stadia. Persian authorities are divided.

PARASARA, pa-ril'sha-rii. A Hindu sage,
reputed to lie the author of some of the hymns
of tlie Kig-\eda, where he is once mentioned
(vii. 18, 21) as a friend of Indra. He is said
to have been the son of Vasishtha, or, according
to the more usual account, of \asishtha's son,
Sakti. The story runs that King Kalinasha-
pada once met Sakti ia a narrow path in a
thicket, and ordered him out of the way. The
sage refused, whereat the King lashed him with
his whip, and Sakti cursed him to become a
rakshasa, or demon. In this transformation
Kalmashapada killed and ate :>aktj, together
with the other sons of Vasishtha. Sakti,' how-
ever, had left hia wife, Adrishyanti, pregnant,
and she gave birth to Paras'ara, who was brought
up by his grandfather. When he grew up, and
was informed how his father died, he instituted
a sacrifice for the destruction of all the rak-
shasas, but was dissuaded from its completion
by Vasishtha and other sages. This legend is

later expanded, so that, as a reward for his for-

bearance, Parasara is said to have been the
compiler of the Visnu-puruna. (See Pihan.v.)
There is also attributed to him a law-code/ the
Parasarasinili, and a subpuiana, the I'ariiSarn-

purana, which, like some late works ascribed to
Parasara, may have been composed by historical

personages bearing this name. The legendary
Para.fera is said to have been the father of

Vyasa (q.v. ) by an intrigue with the Princess
Satyavati.

PARASELENE. See Halo.

PARASITE (Lat. parasitus, from Gk. ^rapAat.

Toi;, one who eats at another's table, guest,

parasite, irom ~apa, para, beside, beyond -i-aiTnc,

sitds. food), A.M.MAL. Animals that feed on the

fluids of other living animals that the latter have
elaborated for their own use: also on the juices

and even solid matters that they get while feed-

ing in the interior of living plants. It is e.s.sen-

tial to the idea of parasitism that an injury is

done to some other living organism within which,

or fastened on to which, the parasite lives; and
the organism that supports the parasite is called

the 'host.'

Parasites are either 'temporary' or 'station-

ary.' Temporary parasites are tliosc that seek

their host only occasionally or for a .short time;

they may have ditl'erent individuals as hosts at

different times, as is the case with the leech and
bed-bug. Stationary parasites are those whose
parasitic life continues for a long time, perhaps

as long as life, e.g. the tapeworm. Parasites

may also be classified as 'eetoparasitic' or 'endo-

parasitic.' Ectoparasites live ehiclly on the skin

and are either temporary, as in the case of the

mosquito, or stationary, as in the case of the

itch-mite. Kndoparasites live chiefiy in the ali-

mentary tract or some other intestinal organ,

and are stationary.

Origin of Parasitic Life. A knowledge of

this subject can best be gained by a study of

certain groups where all gradations occur from

free-living to parasitic forms. The first ex-

ample may be taken from the group Co|M'poda.

Many of these small Crustacea swim free in the

sea and in ponds. They feed on all sorts of

organic d.'-bris. One species, .\igiilus. travel*
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Arachnida .

Vertebbata..

Species

Many parasites among Acarina
(mites)

Demodex lolliculorum ; Pentas-
tomum.

Myxinidte (hag-fishes).

Host

Mammals, birds, and insects.

Itch-mite of man: of young hare,
cat, ox : of adult dog, wolf,
horse.

Bore into the body cavity of
fishes.

HemarlcB

A greatl.T modified
arthropod.

Ttie onl.r parasitic
vertebrates.

about on the surface of the body of fish and
feeds on their slime. Another genus, Caligus,

has taken a further step; it has migrated under

the gill-cover of a fish and has attached itself

to the gills, receiving food from the blood fiow-

ing through them. It is doubtless harmful; it

is a true external parasite. Finally other Cope-

poda, e.g. Lern.'eonema, have penetrated between

the scales and are found imbedded deep in the

muscles of menliadcn and other marine fishes

living entirely on the juices elaborated by them,
and typifying a complete internal parasite. We
see in this case how living or waste organic

matter is by easy gradations to live on and in

living organisms.
The nematode worms are chiefly parasitic.

Some of the Anguillulidfe. or vinegar eels, how-
ever, live in organic fluids. The Ascaridse, or

stomach worms, live for the most part in the

organic fluid contents of the intestine, which they

still have to digest somewhat, so that they are

on the line between messmates (see Commexsal-
ism) and true parasites. They are, however, in

great danger of being indubitable parasites, and

this is the fate that befalls some of their kin-

dred; e.g. Trichina spiralis. (See Trichina.)

Anguillula, Ascaris, and Trachina show how para-

sitism has arisen in a group that originally had
come to live on organic fluids, and especially

how tho.se animals that live on the surface of

other animals, devouring their excretions (or

waste fluids), will easily come to penetrate into

the flesh, devouring the vital secretions (or func-

tional fluids). They will pass from scavengers

to parasites.

The question why animals which are in a posi-

tion to become parasites often do become para-

sites is not difficult to answer. Parasitic life

brings great advantages to the parasite. First.

it affords an abundant food supply ; second, it

diminishes the chance of direct attack from other

organisms. The great disadvantage of abject

parasitism is this, that the parasite is restricted

in its environment, and since the body that it

inhabits is mortal, it must make special provision

for the continuation of the species. In mammals
the capacity of infecting the embryo while at-

tached to tlie mother, would be of great service in

Insuring this continuity, and a certain thread-

worm of the dog (Flrirr'i immifis) has been found

to be transmissible from parent to ftetus, as

seems to occur in few species. ]Wost parasites

depend either upon the flesh of the host being

eaten by a second host, or else the young are

discharged, cncapsuled (to protect them from

desiccation or other untoward conditions), and

take their chances of being picked up by a suit-

able host. To increase the chances of the con-

tinuity of life from one individual to the next,

the fertility of parasites has become extraordi-

nary. Indeed, in the group of copepods, where

theembryos are carried in external pouches, one

may see how the parasitism becomes more

complete as the embryo pouches become larger.

Van Beneden states that a single nematode pro-

duces 60,000,000 ova. The rich food su])ply of

the parent makes this great fertility possible.

In extreme cases the parasite becomes little but
an egg-sac. To increase the fertility still more,
fission, in the ease of cestodes at least, has been

added; so that the number of fertile individuals

is increased. Since a species is little likel}- to

devour the flesh of its own kind, many parasites

may pass successively into two hosts, e.g. the

pig and the rat. This has given rise in some
cases to an obligatory alternation of hosts.

The adaptations in structures of parasites are

striking. Fir.st, temporary parasites must
move over the body of their hosts or go from

one host to another. Hence ( 1 ) sense organs are

developed to direct them in their migrations, and
they are provided with locomotor apparatus,

e.g. the springing legs of the flea : (2) stationary

parasites gain apparatus for holding on, as suck-

ers in cestodes and nematodes, and hooks in

mites and copepods. Certain cestodes have both

suckers and hooks; in still other cases, as in

the degenerate cirriped Saculina, roots or hold-

fasts are developed, which also serve as imbibi-

tory tubes; (3) endoparasites lose their locomo-

tor' organs, for large legs would be a disadvan-

tage to burrowing parasites, such as Demodex,

among mites, or unnecessary, as in the copepod

Caligus: (4) endoparasites lose also their sense

organs, because no longer useful, as is the case

in parasitic Copepoda ; ( .5 ) the alimentary tract

becomes degenerate in extreme forms, because

food is gained by osmosis through the body wall

(e.g. ce.stodes). In less extreme cases the ali-

mentary tract is simplified on account of the

absence" of necessity for digestive apparatus.

Economical Consideration.s. The number of

animal parasites harbored by one host may be

enormous. Thus, in a yoimg horse Krause found

500 Ascaris, 190 Oxyuris, several millions of

Strongj'lus, 214 Sclerostomum, 287 Filaria, 69

Ticnia^ adult and 9 immature. The destruction

wrought by these parasites is sometimes very

gi-cat. It is estimated that half a million pul-

lets die yearly in England from. 'gapes,' caused by a

threadworm
"

(.'?.i/rt<7a"n(S trachealis) . England

in 1S80 was estimated to be losing about 1.000,-

000 sheep annually from liver-flukes. Fortunate-

ly, the United States has been visited by no such

scourges, but scores of cattle regularly die of

the liver-fluke in this country. The T'nitcd

States Bureau of Animal lndu>try makes official

investigations into epidemics of parasites among

the higher animals.

BiBLiOGRAniY. Leuekart, The I'arasitcs of

Man and the Diseases Induced 6.7 Them (trnns.

by Hoyle, Edinburgh, 1896) : Ghenmnnn, Treatise

on the Parasites and Parasitic Diseases of the

Domesticated Animals (trans, by Fleming, Lon-

don, 1802) ; Van Beneden, Animal Parasites and

Messmates (ib., 1876) ; JIaniez, Les parasites do

horn me (Paris, 1888).
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PARASITE, Tlaxt. Tlie plant kingdom
prest-nt-- abundant illustrations of parasitism,

Irom the lowly bacteria to such complicated

flowering plants as the mistletoe and dodder. A
member of the immense group of fungi must al-

ways be either a saprophj-te (q.v. ) or a parasite,

and some entire groups
have adopted the latter

habit, the most disas-

trous of the plant dis-

eases being due to fun-

gous parasites. The po-

tato rot and graperine
mildew are caused by
members of the Perono-
sporales. (See Phtco-
MTCETES.) The Ustila-

ginales (q.v.) are re-

sponsible for smut, and
the TL'redinales

(
q.v. ) for

rusts. Some of the leaf-

curls are caused by an
Ascomycete, and certain

important blights and
wilts by bacteria. Some
very characteristic dis-

eases of insects are the
Fig. 1. DODDEE iCnscata) result of fungous para-

PABA6ITIC OS i HOP STEM. .. t „ „„„ !,„
Sites from among the

Phycomycetes (q.v.) and Ascomycetes (q.v.).

The adaptations developed by many of these

parasites to adjust themselves to their hosts are

remarkable, and lead to some very complex life

histories. A life of parasitism appears to result

in sexual degenera-

tion ( see Fungi i

,

so that, associated

with remarkable spe-

cialization of vege-

tative regions, there

is in a number of

groups the entire

loss of sexuality.

There are also some
remarkable p a r a -

.sites among the flow-

ering plant.*, the dod-

der ( Fig. 1 ) being
an extreme example
of complete depend-
ence upon its host,

the root disappear-

ing, the leaves being
mere scales, and the
flowers much re-

duced. Other plants
have well-developed green leaves, and yet always
grow with their roots or other parts connected
with some host which supplies certain of their

wants. Among these may be mentioned the

mistletoe (Viscum), Euphrasia, and Pedicularis.

the first-named probably depending upon its

host for almost all the water that comes to it.

Parasites establish relations with their hosts

generally by sucker-like structures, called hau.s-

toria (q.v.), or, as in the fimgi, through delicate

processes which pierce the cell walls (Fig. 2).

See also Sr»Blosis.

PARASITIC DISEASES. An important
subdivision in the cl.issification of disease. (See

XosoLOGT. ) In these diseases certain morbid
conditions are induced by the presence and vital

<iy^

Fig. 2. DIAGRAM OF FrXGrs
PARASITIC IS THE TISSrE OF THE
HOST PLA.VT AND FORMING SPORES
ABOVE THE SCRFACE.

activities of various low forms of animal ^r

vegetable life, which have found lodgment n; .

subsistence in some tissue or organ, or upon S"!;.-

surface of the body of man or animals. Even
plants are not exempt from disorders of this nn

ture. See Pabasite, Plaxt.
The vegetable microorganisms which cause dis-

ease are far more numerous and important than
the animal, but are as yet less perfectly under-

stood. They may be divided into three classes:

(1) the Blastomycetes or yeast fungi: (2) the
Hyphomycetes, or molds; and (3) the Schisomy-
cetes or bacteria.

( 1 ) The yeasts are important only as causes
of fermentation. One member of the family,

however, is pathogenic, and grows upon the mu-
c-ous membrane of the mouth and throat. This
is the Oidium albicans, and the disease it gives

rise to is called thrush (q.v.). Yeasts are
common in the stomach, being introduced with
the food, and are found in diabetic urine.

(2) The pathogenic molds are found upon
the surfac-e of the body, since they require free

oxygen for their growth. They are responsible

for many skin diseases. Favus
(
q.v. ) is c-aused

by the Anchorion Schonleinii. Pityriasis rersi-

color, also called chloasma, is caused by the
iliscrosporon furfur. Actinomycosis (q.v.) is

due to infection by the ray fungus (aetino-

myc-es). lladura foot is a serious disease, occ-ur-

ring in the feet of natives of India, and was
shown in ISGl by Carter to be due to a fungus

—

Chionyphe Carteri.

( 3 I The Sehizomyeetes or bacteria are by far

the most important and interesting of the vege-

table parasites. They penetrate every tissue of

the )>ody and are known to be the cause of most
of the specific febrile diseases, and are suspected
to be the cause of others. The study of these

organisms has almost reached the dignity of a

separate science. See Bacteria.

PARATOLOU). See Tr^EEcrux.

PARAY-EE-MONIAX, pa'ra'-1c-m6'nyal'. A
town in the Department of SaOne-et-Loire,

France, on the Bourbince. 32 miles northwest of

ilacon (Map: France, L 5). Its Benedictine

abbey, foimded in 073, contains the tomb of

Marguerite Marie Alacoque (q.v.). The revela-

tions said to have been made to her here greatly

stimulated the devotion to the Sacred Heart of

.Jesus ( see Sacred Heart of .Tesps. Feast op
THE), which has been so marked a feature of

Roman Catholicism in the last two centuries.

Paray-le-Monial has consequently become a popu-

lar pilgrimage centre, and large numbers, even

from America, visit it annually. Population, in

1901. 4362. For an account of the apparitions,

consult Bougand, Bistoire dc la bienheureuse

Marguerite Marie (Paris, 1894),

PAR'Cffi (Lat., fates; connected with parere,

to bring forth, hence originally Parca, a god-

dess of childbirth: later associated by popular

etvmology with pars, part, identified with the

Gk. Mo'ifM, Moira, and then tripled into three

Parca to correspond to the three Moi^xw, or

Fates). The name given by the Roman poets to

the Greek iloirse. or goddesses of fate. They
have no place in Roman worship, though the

name appears in Gallic territory applied to Cel-

tic divinities, who are also called Fati (mascu-

line) or Fatae (feminine). In the poets they
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play an important part as spinners of the
thread of life. Among the Greeks the conception
of the iloira; is somewhat difl'erent. The name
in the singular denotes the portion of life al-

lotted to each man at his Wrth, with the in-

evitable death at the appointed moment. In
Homer iloira is the goddess who allots this por-
tion to man, thougli it is often hard to tell

whether the word is a projier name or a common
noun, destiny. Here we find, however, Moira
or Aisa as a spinner of a thread of destiny for

everj' man at his birth, or in one place associated
with the Klothes, or spinners, who work under
her direction. From this idea of the spinner of
the thread of life developed the conception of two
or three goddesses who begin, control, and end
this thread, but the Moirw are only once named
in Homer, and their development in the cult is

of a later date. In Hesiod they appear as the
three daughters of Zeus and Themis—Clotho,

the spinner : Lachesis. the assigner of the lot

;

Atropos, the inflexible, who cuts the thread.

They were worshiped in Athens, Corinth, Sicyon,
Sparta, Thebes, and elsewhere. They are gloomy,
invisible goddesses, who know the future and at
times reveal it. Their cult was in some places
without images, and their offerings those appro-
priate to chthonic divinities. To them honors
were paid not only in connection with birth and
death, but at any important epoch in human life.

To a later period belongs the close division of

functions between the three sisters, which does
not appear in art till Roman times. In the ear-

lier art they are not distinguished as individuals,

but are only represented as fully draped female
figures of 3'outhful dignity. The so-called Fates
of the Parthenon pediment are not certainly

identified. Later Clotho is retrularly indicated
by the spindle, Lachesis with a globe on which
she traces the fate or little rods from which
she draws the lot of man, and Atropos by a roll

or tablet in which she records man's fate, or the
sun-dial to which she points. The relation of the

JIoiriE to the gods is not always clearly defined.

In Homer the decree of iloira is in accord with
the will of Zeus, and once determined cannot be

altered. Later writers, while keeping the con-

nection with Zeus, seem at times to regard the

Moira> as binding even the gods. Later philo-

sophical speculation naturally gave much atten-

tion to the Fates, and even in popular belief they
held a high place among the gods.

PARCELS. See Baggage ; Carrieb, Common.
PARCENART (OF. parcenerie, from par-

cener, partner, from ML. partiorwrius, having a
share, from Lat. partitio, share, from par.i, por-

tion). In law. the state or estate of two or more
persons, called parceners, who hold title to lands

that have descended to them as equal heirs, so

that though the estate is undivided each has a
right to a separate share of it, and, therefore,

with no benefit of survivorship. See Coparcenary.

PARCHE, piir'sha'. One of the small, beau-

tiful coral-fishes or butterlly-fishes [Cha-todnn

capistratiis) conininn in West Indian waters. The
name 'parch6' is sometimes applied to all the but-

terfly-fishes. See Plate of Coral-Fish.

PARCHIM, piirKlm. A town in the Grand
Ducliy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Germany, situ-

ated on the Elde, about 20 miles southeast of

Schwerin (llap: Germanv. D 2). It lias a monu-
ment to Field-Marshal Von Moltke, a native of

the to«-n, a gymnasium, and manufactures of
cloth, chicory, celluloid, etc. Parchim is one of
the richest cities of ilecklenburg, owning a good
deal of the surrounding land. Population, in
lUOO, 10,242, chietly Protestants.

PARCHMENT (OF., Fr. parchemin, from
Lat. prrriuniiua, peryamena, from Gk. TTeiiya/iqvii,

parchment, from Hepyafirivo^, Pergiimvnos, re-
lating to Pergamus, from Uipya/ioc, Pcrgamos,
nipya/zov, I'ergamon, a city of Mysia in Asia
Jlinor, whence parchment was originally brought),
and Vellum (from OF. velin, Fr. veiin, vellum,
from ML. vitulinu^, relating to a calf, from
Lat. Vilnius, calf; connected with Gk. ZraXii,

italus, Skt. vatsa, calf, from vatsa, Gk. trof,

etos, year). Parchment is one of the oldest
of writing materials, known at least as early
as B.C. 500. Herodotus speaks of books written
upon skins in his time. Pliny, without good
grounds, places the invention as late as B.C.

106, stating that it was made at Pergamum
in the reign of Eumenes II., in consequence of
Ptolemy of Egypt having prohibited the exporta-
tion of papyrus. Possibly the Pergamian mven-
tion was an improvement in the preparation of

skins, which had certainly been used centuries
before. The manufacture rose to great impor-
tance in Rome about the first century B.C., and
its use spread over all Europe, and retained its

preeminence until the invention of paper from
rags.

Parchment is prepared from the skins of sheep
and goats; vellum, from that of calves, kids, and
dead-born lambs; the thick, common kinds, for

drums, tamborines, battledores, etc., from those

of old goats and in Xorthem Europe from
wolves; and a peculiar kind is made from asses'

skins, the surface of which is enameled. It is

used for tablets, as black-lead writing can be

readily removed from it by moisture. The
method of making parchment is at first the

same as in dressing skins for leather. The
skins are limed in the lime-pit until the hair

is easily removed. They are then stretched

tightly and equally upon a square wooden frame

called a herse. "The ilesh side is dressed as in

currying, until a perfectly smooth surface is

obtained. It is next ground by rubbing over it a
flat piece of pumice stone, previously dressing the

flesh side only with powdered chalk, and slaked

lime sprinkled over it. It is next allowed to

dry. still tightly stretched on the frame. The
drying process is an important one and nuist l>e

rather slowly carried on, for which purpose it

must be in the shade. Sometimes these processes

have to be reneated several times, in order to

insure an excellent quality, and much depends

upon the skill with which the pumice stone is

used, and also upon the fineness of the pumice

itself. Vellum is prepared with the finest pu-

mice. When quite dried the lime and chalk are

removed by rubbing with a soft lambskin with

the wo<»l on.

PARCHMENT, Vegetable, or PARcnME.NT

Paper. When pure unsized paper is dipped

into a mixture of one ])art of water and six parts

of sulphuric acid, and then washed carefully

until every trace of acid is removed, a product

is obtained in which the cellulose of the paper

has changed into amyloid or hydro-cellulose,

which forms a gelatinous coating over the swollen

fibres, and acts as a sizing. The parchment-like
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paper produced is transhucnf . and its strength is

iiu-reased threefold. A lunf;-lil)iod untilled pa])er

is preferred for the iiiaiiiifaeture of tliis ])areli-

meiit. A similar product is olitained by treating

unsized paper with a solution of aninioniacal

cuprous oxide, or zinc chloride. After dipping
the paper into the bath it is passed over hot
rollers and then cooled and washed in pure water
to remove all excess of tlie solution, after which
it is dried in a heated room, given a coat of paraf-

fin oil, and calendered. tSuch parchments are

extensively uscil for covering the corks of bot-

tles and for similar purposes.

PARDESSUS, par'de-su', Jeax JIarie (1772-

1853). A distinguished French jurist and pub-
licist, born at Blois. August 11, 1772. He was
educated to tlie law and early became distin-

guished for learning and eloquence. He was
made associate judge in his native city at thirty,

and mayor of Blois in 1805. His Traite dcs
servitudes, published in 1800, established his

reputation as a jurist, and a writer of force and
eloquence. It quickly reached eight editions.

In 1809 he published Traite da eontrat ct des
letires de chaiif/e, subsequently published under
the title of Coiirs de droit commercial, which
was considered the master])iece of its time. His
works on maritime law. Collection des lois mari-
tiiiies antcrieures uu XVllleme siecle (G vols.,

1828-45), Us ct coutumcs de la mer (1847),
and his Collection des ordonnances des rois de
France, were equally esteemed. In 1810 a pro-

fessorship of conunercial law was created for him
in the law department of the CoUfge de France,
where his lectures were notiible. In 1815-10 and
again in 1824-27 he was a member of tlie Cham-
ber of Deputies. After the Revolution of 1830 he
retired from public life. He died at Blois, May
26, 1853.

PARDO, par'do, JUxuel (1834-78). A
Peruvian statesman, born in Lima. He was edu-
cated in Santiago de Chile and in Europe, stud-
ied law and political economy, and received a
Government position in the Lima Bureau of Sta-
tistics in 1853. Five years afterwards he was
elected to the board of" charities, and, forgetful
of self, did much to check the yellow fever
epidemic of 1867. In 1802 he founded the first

bank in Lima. He entered the Cabinet of Presi-

dent Mariano Prado in 1805. was president of
the Tribunal of Commerce in 180S. Jlayor of
Lima (1869), and President of Peru in 1872-70.
He was the first civilian to hold that position,
and his decrees in the interests of science, litera-
ture, and the public peace caused the people to
remember him as a good ruler. He was after-
wards president of the Senate. Probably at the
instigation of officers who bore Prado ill-will for
having reduced the army, he was assassinated
in front of the Hall of Congress by a sergeant.

PARDO BAZAN, ba-than'. Emilia (1851— ). A naturalistic Spanish novelist and critic.

She was born at Coruiia, September 10, 1851.
After her marriage in 1808, she went to
Madrid, where she witnessed the revolution-
ary outbreak of that year. In 187C she won a
prize olTered by the municipality of Oviedo for
an essay on the Benedictine monk Benito Je-
roninio Feijoo, well known in eighteenth-century
Spanish literature. Essays publislied soon after-
wards in the Ciencia Cristiana showed her an
Ultramontane, perhaps a Carlist, but ere long

Senora Pardo Bazan underwent a change, in-

evitable to a follower of naturalism or of nature.

A journey through France, England, and Italy

fiillowed. Later she settled at Madrid, where
she started her critical review, the Xucvo Teatro
Critieo. She gained great repute as a leading

rei)resentative of the naturalistic school of nov-
elists, and as one of the most capable of mo<lern
literary critics, To some extent she is a disciple

of Zola, whose determinism, however, she con-
demns, although in her two strongest novels, Los
pazos de Ulloa and La madre naturale^a, in

which she describes the decay of an aristocratic

family, she is close to those very pornographic
metliods of Zola that she has stigmatized. Hut
she is no mere imitator, for her realism is Span-
ish rather than French, and she does not limit
her pictures of man and nature to the evil side
only, but seeks rather a broad outlook on life.

In El cisne de Vilamorta the ending is so roman-
tic as to set at naught her naturalistic theories.

Her descriptions of the life in her native Galicia
are successful. Of her novels there may be men-
tioned, besides the three noted aliove, Paseual Lo-
pez ; Vn viaje de norios; La trihinw ; La dama
jove^i; Insolacion; Morriiia; Una cristiana; La
prueba ; La piedra angular ; and of her essays
and critical treatises, San Francisco de Asis; lie

mi iierra (1888) ; El Padre Luis Coloma; Pedro
Antonio de Alarcon; La revolucion y la novela en
Itusia (1887); La cuestidn palpitante (4th ed.

1891), rhetorical essays dealing with realism
and naturalism in the modern novel; Polcmicas
y estudios literarios, a supplement to the matter
contained in the Cuestion palpitante, embracing
also the account of her quarrel with the novelist,

Pereda, and a review of some of the works of

Galdos. etc. As a critic, Emilia Pardo Baziin
is fairly keen in her analysis, tolerably sure in

her judgment, and forceful in her language. Con-
sult her Obras completas (1891, fl'.), and her
yuevo Teatro Critieo (1891-93).

PARDOE, par'du, Julia (1806-62). An Eng-
lish author born at Beverley, Yorkshire. Her
father was Major Thomas Pardoe. She traveled
in Portugal, was with her father for a time at

Constantinople, and visited Hungarj-. Since
Lady Mary Montagu, no woman had ever ac-

quired so close a knowledge of Turkish life and
manners. In 1859 she was granted a civil list

pension of f 100. She died in London. November
26, 1862. In her fourteenth year Miss Pardoe
published a volume of verse, which went into a
second edition. Afterwards she became a popu-
lar novelist, writing Lord Morcar of Hereward
{lS2f)), The Hungarian Castle (1842), etc. Her
miscellaneous works are descriptions of the
lands and peoples she had visited and graceful
essays on French history. Among them are

:

Traits and Traditions of Portugal (1833) ; Louis
XIV. and the Court of France (' 1847) ; The Court
and Reign of Francis I. (1849; reprinted with
memoir 1887) ; Life and Memoirs of Marie dc
Medici (1852); The Romance of the Harem
(1839) ; The Beauties of the Bosphorus (1839) ;

The City of the Magyar (1840) ; and Episodes of
French History During the Consulate and t'.

First Empire (1859).
'

PARDON (OP., Fr. pardon, from ilL. pel l

doniim, pardon, from perdonare. to grant, fro/..;

Lat. per, through + donare, to give, from donum,
gift). An act of grace, exercised by a com-
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petent authority, remitting the penalty imposed
by law upon a person vho is either guilty or
accused of a crime or offense against the Gov-
ernment. The earliest records of governments
contain instances of the exercise of such a par-

doning power by the sovereign authority, reliev-

ing an offender from the consequences of a vio-

lation of a tribal rule, or later of a national law.

The main reasons for vesting the chief execu-

tives of modern nations, with the wide discretion

which they exercise in this regard are to prevent

injustice because of the fallibility of human
laws, which sometimes work hardship in indi-

vidual cases, although they may be salutarj' on
the whole; the possibility that a person may be
unjustly accused and convicted, which may not
be discovered tmtil long afterwards; to make it

possible for the supreme authority to release

persons convicted and sentenced imder laws
which are later considered harsh and oppres-

sive, especially political offenders convicted in

a time of great public excitement and discord,

as during or at the close of a civil war; and to

enable the chief executive to reward in this man-
ner repentance and good conduct in prison,

where he is satisfied that a thorough reform has
been effected, and justice satisfied.

In England this power has alwav's been vested

in the King, and in early times seems to have
been shared to a certain extent by the Lords of

the ilarches. In 1536 a statute was enacted (27

Hen. VIII.. ch. 24) restricting the right to the

King, and prohiljiting him from delegating it to

any subject within the realm. At present the

Crown exercises its prerogative upon the advice

of the Secretary of State. Parliament has im-

posed certain restrictions on the power to pardon
from time to time. A pardon cannot be pleaded as

a defense to an impeachment by the House of

Commons. By the 'Habeas Corpus Act' of 1079,

the Crown cannot pardon the offense of sending

a person to prison without the realm. Where
the pardon of an offense will work an injury

against an innocent person, it will only be opera-

tive as far as the culprit's liability to punish-

ment by the Crown is concerned, and will not

affect iiis civil liability to a person injured

by his crime.

In the United States the power to pardon
offenses against the national Government is

vested, by" the Constitution, in the President.

His power is absolute, except as to impeachments

of public officers, and rests entirely in his dis-

cretion, not being subject to legislative control.

Perhaps the greatest number of pardons are

granted to soldiers guilty of a breach of the

military regulations, especially to volunteers

who are unused to rigid military discipline. In

most of the States the pardoning power is vested

in the Governor alone. Several of the States

require the concurrence of one branch of the

Legislature, and in a few boards of pardon have

been established, of which the Governor is a

member ex officio. Applications for a pardon are

usually presented in the form of petitions, affi-

davits of responsible people as to the extenuating

-cumstances of the case, and the previous good

racter of the convicted person; and formal

rings on such applications are often held.

,ie necessity for the exercise of this power is

iveatly lessened in some States by statutes al-

lowing a graduated commutation of a term of

imprisonment as a reward for repentance and

good conduct in prison. Many penal statutes
also allow wide discretion to the trial judge
as to sentence to be imix)scd, in the c.\erci.sc of
which he considers extenuating circumstances,
etc., just as a Governor would do on an applica-
tion for a pardon. The system of releasing pris-
oners on probation, and suspending sentence of
convicted persons, is also a development of the
idea of pardon.

Conditional pardons are sometimes granted.
For example, a prisoner maj- be released on con-
dition that he leaves the State forever. On
violation of the condition, the ex-prisoner is

again remanded to serve out his original term.
A geneial pardon extended to political offenders,
such as rebels, is usually called an act of am-
nesty (q.v. ). A pardon is more sweeping in its

effect than a reprieve, which only operates
as a suspension of sentence. A full pardon ef-

fects a remission of the punishment and re-

moves the legal disabilities which follow con-
viction, so that a person who is pardoned is, in

law, as innocent as if he had never committed
the crime, except that it does not restore for-

feited property or lines. In New Vork, where a
final conviction of murder and sentence of death
operate as an absolute divorce of husband and
wife, if the convicted spouse is pardoned, the

marital relation is not thereby restored. A par-

don obtained by deception or fraud is void, and
on discovery of this fact the convicted person

may be again committed to serve out his term.

Consult the authorities referred to under Cos-
STITUTIONAL LAW; CRIMINAL LAW.

PARDONER'S TALE, The. In Chaucer's

Canterbury Tiil's. the story of three rioters who
pledge themselves to find and destroy Death, who,

they are informed, is under a certain tree. There

they find a treasure. One is sent for food, and
poisons the wine, while the others conspire to

murder him when he returns. All three are

killed.

PARDUBITZ, piir'di.i-blts. A town of Bo-

hemia. Austria, situated at the confluence of the

Chrudimka with the Elbe, 12 miles south of

Koniggrlitz (Map: Austria, D 1). It has an

old palace, a large Rathaus, and a higher Real-

schule. Its manufactures comprise spirits, agri-

cultural machinery, iron products, musical in-

struments, etc. Population, in 18!I0, 12..3tj7; in

1900, 17,029, chiefly Roman Catholic Czechs.

PARE, pa'ra', Ambboise (1517-90). A French

surgeon, born at Laval. Department of Mayeniie.

He"vas apprenticed to a barber in Paris, studied

anatomy and surcery. and in 1.')•'!•> entered the

army as a surgeon. During the military opera-

tions in Italv he acquired a gieat reputation as

a skillful surgeon. He introduced the practice of

ligating arteries in bleeding wounds, in place of

the fashion which then prevailed of cauterizing

them with boiling oil. Although he made many
other improvements in the art. it is on the

ligating arteries that his fame as 'the father of

modern surgery' chiefly rests. On his return

to Paris in \b^\> he was received with distinction

by the Roval College of Surgery, and was sub-

sequently "made its president. War being re-

newed, lie again entered active service. .\t this

time also he substituted ligatures of the arteries

after amputations for cauterization, and many

other important improvements in surgery were

introduced by him. Returning to Paris, honors
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were showered upon liim, and though he was ig-

norant of Latin, tlie conditio sine qua non of a

liberal education at that time, learned titles and

degrees were conferred upon liim.

Tare's writings have exercised a profound in-

fluence on the practice of surgery, and particu-

larly in the treatment of gunshot wounds. Tlie

first complete edition of ParC's works appeared

at Lyons in 15G2; the last, edited by Mal-

gaigne, at Paris in 1840-41. Besides these are

eight Latin editions, and more than fifteen trans-

lations. His principal work was Cinq livres de

chirurgie (1502). Consult: Stephen Paget, Am-
broise Pare and Bis Times (1897), and the Life

\>y Paulmier (Paris, 1884). See Surgery, Mili-

tary; and Medicine, History of.

PAK'EGOR'IC (Lat. paregoricus, from Gk.

napr/yopiKO^, parcgorikos, soothing, from napi/yo-

po;, paregoros, consoling, from Trnpu, para,

beside + ayopeveiv, cgoreuein, to talk in assem-

bly, from ayopa, a(/o/-a, assembly). The campho-

rated tincture of opium of the United States

pharmacopa'ia. An alcoholic solution of opium,

benzoic acid, camphor, and oil of anise, every

fluid ounce containing two grains each of opium,

benzoic acid, and camphor, and two minims of

oil of anise. This preparation is much used both

by the profession and the public. It is an excel-

lent remedy for the chronic winter cough of old

people, the opium diminishing the bronchial

secretion and the sensibility of the pulmonary
mucous membrane, while the benzoic acid and oil

of anise act as stimulating expectorants. The
volatile oil and camphor render paregoric par-

ticularly useful in diarrhoea. The preparation is

often improperly given to children by careless

or ignorant parents to quiet them and relieve

pains in the bowels. Children are peculiarly

susceptible to opium, and much harm is done by

its regular administration.

PAREIRA BRAVA, pa-ra'ra bra'va (Port.,

from Brazilian pareira, the native name, and
Port, hrava, brave, strong). The root of Chondo-
dendron tomcntosum. used to some extent

medicinally as a diuretic, which for a century was
supposed to be the root of Cissampelos Pareira,

but was identified by Hanbury in 1873. The
plant is a tall, woody climber, a native of Brazil

and Peru, belonging to the order Menispermaceae.

It has large, ovate-cordate, fine-nerved leaves,

very small unisexual flowers, and purplish-black,

ovoid one-seeded drupaceous fruits, resembling

grapes. As it conies to market the root is in

short, thick, dark-brown pieces externally ridged

and fissured transversely and irregularly fur-

rowed longitudinally. It is nearly inodorous and
has a bitter taste. The stem is sometimes found

mixed with tlie root, which it much resembles,

Init may be distinguished by the pith. The roots

of several other nienispermaceous plants have

been sold for pareira brava. among which is a

yellow pareira brava exported from Brazil, in

the form of flat, twisted stems which have been

thought to be obtained from Aristolochia glau-

cescens. It may be detected by the eccentric

arrangement of "its woody zones, which in the

genuine are sjTiimetrically concentric. See Cis-

sampelos.

PABEJA, pa-ra'Ha, JuA>- de (lGOG-70),

called El Esclavo (the slave). A Spanish reli-

gious and portrait painter. He was born at

Seville, the son of Moorish parents, and was

the slave of Velazcpicz. He assisted his mas-
ter in the studio, all tlie wliile secretly studying
his art. By an artifice he succeeded in bringing

one of his pictures to the attention of Philip I\'.,

wliile he was visiting Velazcpiez's studio, who
immediately set him free. After his emancipa-
tion he continued to serve Velazquez, though en-

rolled among his pupils, and after the hitter's

death he served his daughter. His paintings,

which include portraits and religious subjects,

are quite in the manner of his master. The most
notable are: "The Calling of Saint Matthew."
in the Prado Jluseum, -Madrid; "Baptism of

Christ," Santa Trinidad, Toledo; '"Jladonna de
Guadalupe," in the RecoUet Monastery at Mad-
rid; "Capuchin Jlonk," Saint Petersburg; "Por-

trait of a Boy," Dulwich.

PARENCHYMA, par-en'ki-ma (NeoLat.,
from Gk. irap^x"/^". tissues of the lungs, liver,

kidneys, and spleen). A plant tissue composed
of living (usually thin-walled) cells whose three

dimensions are approximately equal. Sometimes
the term is applied to elongate cells. See His-
tology.

PARENT AND CHILD. Under this head
are usually treated the legal relations which
exist between father or mother and children.

The legal is to be distinguished from the natural

relation, for two persons may be by the law of

nature parent and child, while they are not

legally or legitimately so. Conversely, the legal

relation may exist although there is no natural

relation. Hence a radical distinction exists be-

tween natural or illegitimate and legitimate

children, and their respective legal rights with

relation to their pai^cnts are very different.

Early Law. While the legal relationship be-

tween mother and child has always been based

on the fact of maternity, that between father and
child was originally based, not on tiie fact ot

paternity, but on the husband's power over the

child's mother, ilarriage (q.v.), as we find it

at the dawn of European history, was the appro-

priation of the woman by the man; and as the

husband's power was originally not differentiated

from other property rights, so the power of the

father over children born of the wife was orig-

inally indistinguishable from ownership. Wife,

children, slaves, and things were equally in the

'hand' (Latin manus, German Mund) of the

head of the house. The father had the power of

life and death over the child; he had also the

right to sell the child. The marriage of a

daughter, which put her in the 'hand' of her

husband, and which usually took the form of a

sale to the husband, of course carried her out of

the father's power, and paternal authority over

the son ended, among most of the Indo-European

peoples, when the son established a houseliold of

his own. The life-long patria jwtestas (q.v.) of

the Roman father seems to have been exception-

al ; it was connected with the Roman custom by

which the son brought his wife into his father's

house.

Of maternal authority over children, even when

illegitimate, there is little trace in early law,

because the woman was regularly herself in the

'hand' of father or husband or kinsman during

her whole life. In early Frisian law, however,

the mother had the same right as the father to

kill her new-born child.

The earliest restraints upon the power of the
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head of the house were exercised by his kinsmen,

and to some extent by those of his wife, and,

when the family was recognized as a religious

institution, by the priests. These restraints,

which at an early period began to lift the wife

out of the position of a mere chattel, aft'ected but
slightly the position of the child. (For that of

the Roman child, see Patri.v Potestas.) In the

old German law (heathen ])eriod) the infant was
not to be exposed after it had teen sprinkled

with water and had received its name ; nor was
a child to be put to death subsequently without
cause; nor was a child to be sold except when
the parents were in dire need. With the accept-

ance of Christianity by the Germans, the right

of exposure disappeared, but the paternal power

of punishment for crime and of sale in case of

necessity were not at first atl'ected. As regarded

personal property, all that the unmarried daugh-

ter or the son living in the paternal house ac-

quired was acquired for the father. As regards

property, however, the children's eventual rights

were protected; inherited realty of the parents

was 'tied up' {verfanfjen) in the interest of the

children, and a sale by the father conveyed no

perfect title to the purchaser.

Medi.eval Law. In the course of the ^Middle

Ages the authority of the father assumed more
and more the aspect of a natural guardiansliip.

The mother, also, with the disappearance of the

rule that women were themselves always under

guardianship, acquired a subordinate authority.

After tiie death of the father, or when he was
incapable of exercising control over the children,

the mother became the natural guardian (at

least of the persons) of her children.

The canon law introduced in the raedia-val law

of parent and child but one important modifica-

tion, viz. legitimation of children born out of

wedlock by subsequent marriage between the

parents. This rule was borrowed from the Roman
law, but was extended by the Church; at Roman
law it applied only to children of a concubine, at

canon law it applied to all illegitimate chil-

dren. When it came, however, to recognizing

such children as heritors, the Church encountered

obstinate resistance. In many parts of Europe

Cierman law held its owm, especially as regards

the inheritance of entailed estates. The reception

of the law-books of .Justinian (see Civil Law)
had little intlucnce upon the European law of

parent and child, for the patria potestas of the

Roman law was not generally received.

Modern European Law. In modern European

law maternity is purely a question of fact ; pa-

ternity is based on the presumption that the

child born or conceived in wedlock is the hus-

band's child, but proof of the contrary is per-

mitted. The child born out of wedlock, if 'recog-

nized' by the father, or if the fact of paternity

be established by judicial inquiry, is entitled to

support up to a certain age, and has rights of

succession (q.v.) in the paternal estate, but not

the same rights which belong to legitimate chil-

dren. In the French law, however, inquiry into

the paternity of the illegitimate child is pro-

hibited, and "such a child has no rights against

the father unless it has been recognized. The

legal relation of the parent and child is regularly

established bv birth in wedlock, by legitiniatmn,

and by adoption. A child born out of wedlock is

legitimized by the subsequent marriage of the

parents accompanied by recognition of the child;

and in .some countries (e.g. in Spain and in Ger-
many) the child may be legitimized by admin-
istrative decree issued at the father's request.

Adoption (q.v.) is usually permitted only when
the adopting parent is childless. Legitimation
and adoption generally give parent and child the
same rights which pertain to the parent and to

the child born in wedlock, but this is not always
the case.

The autliority of the parent over the person
of the child is that of a guardian; i.e. the ele-

ment of duty is more emphasized than that of

power. In the exercise of parental aulliorily the
voice of the father is decisive, so that the pa-

rental rights of the mother become legally ef-

fective only when the father is dead, or when he
is unable to exercise his rights or has been de-

prived of them by a decree of court. The admin-
istration of the property of children belongs to

the parents (to the father as of right; to the

mother, usually, only with the authorization of

the family council or the court), and in most of

the codes the parents are not obliged to account

for the income, their rights being those of usu-

fructuaries ; but where property is given or be-

queathed to a child, the donor or testator may
exclude this parental usufruct and even the

parental administration. The parental usufruct

is also excluded as regards money and property

acquired by the child's separate labor and in-

dustry. In case of divorce or annulment of

marriage, the control of the persons and the

property of the children is regulated by order

of the court. The authority of the widow or

divorced wife over her children and her usu-

fructuary rights are, in all civil legislations, im-

paired by her remarriage; and the (ierman law
makes provision for safeguarding the interests of

children of the first marriage when the father

marries again. Parental authority is extin-

guished when the child' reaches full age or is

emancipated. In many legislations, however,

parental consent is necessary for the marriage
of a child even after the child has reached full

age. See JIabriage.

In all European legislations parents, like other

guardians, are subject to the control of the

State, . exercised through the courts; and they

are usually incompetent to alienate real estate

belonging to the children without the authoriza-

tion of the proper court.

The chief duties of parents are the suitable

supiiort and education of their children. In

many of the civil codes they are also bound to

provide daughters with dowries (so at Spanish

and German law) ; but this is not the case at

French law, the Code Xapol^on following the old

maxim, "nc dote qui ne veut.' Parents are re-

sponsible for debts contracted by their children

without their authorization only as a result of

the dutv of support and education (i.e. they are

li.ible oiilv for necessaries). In most legislations

they are liable for all torts committed by chil-

dren; at German law, however, the parent is

responsible onlv when the tort could and should

have been prevented by him, i.e. when he has

failed to exercise proper surveillance and con-

trol.

THE COMMON L.VW'.

Legitimate Children. The parents are the

le"al as well as the natural guardians and pro-

tectors of the child. They have the legal right
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to name tlie diiUl ami are entitled to liis custody.

As such custodians, they or persons in loco pa-

rcnlis may reasonably chastise the child, but for

excessive ijunislinient, amounting to willful or

malicious cruelty, the parent may be civilly liable

in an action of tort (although in some States this

liability has been denied on grounds of policy), or

criminally liable for assault, or homicide in case

death ensues. At commcm law the jjarcnts could

not be deprived of the custody and control

of the child by third parties, but by modern
legislation oHicers having supervision over public

charities, and in some Slates private charitable

corj)orations, are authorized to acquire custody

of the child, if suojected to cruel or improper
treatment by the parents, by means of a properly

instituted legal proceeding. At common law, as

between the father and mother, in case they w'ere

living apart or divorced, the father was deemed
to be entitled to the custody of the child, but by
the Statute 30 and 37 Vict., c. 12, the mother
was entitled to apply to the Court of Chancery
for custody- of the child, which the court in its

discretion might award to her if it appeared to

be for the best interests of the child. It is now
the practice of courts generally in the United
States, even in the absence of statute, to award
the custody of the child to the parent best quali-

fied and able to care for and educate the child.

In case of divorce or judicial separation of the

parents, even in the absence of statute, courts

having jurisdiction over divorce generally have
jurisdiction to award custody of the children

of the marriage. The right to custody may
also be determined in a proper case by habeas
corpus (q.v. ), or in some States upon applica-

tion to courts of probate or similar courts hav-

ing statutory jurisdiction over the subject matter.

If the parents separate by agreement, no stipu-

lation entere<l into by them as to the custody of

the child will be enforced by the courts if preju-

dicial to the child.

A parent or one in loco ptirrntis is entitled to

the services of his child until he comes of age,

and if the services are rendered to others, the
parent is legally entitled to recover the reason-

able value of the child's services unless payment
for the services is made to the child with the
consent of the parent. As between the father and
the mother, the father is entitled to tlie child's

services, but upon the death of the father or

\ipon custody of the child being awarded to the
mother, she becomes entitled to the child's serv-

ices. The right of the parent to take the child's

earnings may be waived by his voluntary eman-
cipation of tile child. See Kma.xcip.vtiox.

When a child having regularly rendered serv-

ices to his parents continues to do so after com-
ing of age, there is a presumption of fact that
the services are rendered as a gift, and he will

not be allowed to recover for the services thus
rendered in the absence of some agreement to

that elTect.

Parents have no interest in or control over the

property of their children, such control being

exercised by guardians ajipointed by courts of

chancery or probate, having jurisdiction over
the property of infants. (See Guardian and
Waku. ) Wearing appand and personal effects,

however, ])urchased by the ])arent for an infant
child remain the property of the parent and svib-

ject to his control. Clioses in action belonging to

the infant might be enforced at common law b\-

an action brought in the name of the infant by
the [larent as ne.xt friend {prochein iinii) of the
infant ; and now by statute generally such actions

are prosecuted in the name of the infant by a
guardian ud litem appointed by the court, who
may be but is not necessarily a jiarcnt of the

litigant.

As the parent is legally entitled to the serv-

ices of the child, any wrongful act of third per-

sons interfering with this right is a tort, for

which such third ])ersons nuist respond in dam-
ages to the parent. Thus a parent may recover

all damages sutTercd by him by reason of loss

of services of his cliild because of personal in-

juries inflicted upon tlie child by the negligent

conduct of third persons. And in most jurisdic-

tions he may recover also for the medical atten-

dance supplied to the child, although, as will

appear, the parent was not bound by the common
law to supply the child with necessaries.

Upon similar principles the parent may recover
damages for the seduction of an infant daughter.
Indeed, by the early law, as well as in some
States at the present time, the parent's right to

recover for the seduction was based solely upon
his right to recover for the loss of his daughter's
services. The courts of some States, however,
have departed from tliis rule and permit a re-

covery, even though the parent has emancipated
his daughter and is, therefore, not entitled to

her services. See Seduction.

As regards the maintenance of the child, it is

somewhat singular that according to the common
law the parent is under no civil legal duty what-
ever to support the child. This defect in the

law was remedied somewhat when wliat is known
as the 'Poor Law' was enacted b_y Parliament in

the reign of Elizabeth by which some legal duty
was imposed upon parents and children to sup-

port each other when financially able to do so, or

rather to assist the parish authorities in con-

tributing to their support.

This act authorized the parish authorities to

enforce the law by ap])io]iriate proceedings, and
even authorized them to i)rocure a judicial seiz-

ure of the parents' property for the use of their

children in case of abandonment of the children

by tlie parents. But it <lid not create obligations

such that one who supplies a destitute child with
food and clothing has any legal claim against the

parent. Similar statutes have been enacted in

most of the United States, and in a few States

the courts have indicated that the duty of a

parent to maintain his child thus created may
also be enforced by third jiersons by an action

in the nature of quasi contract.

While the parent is not civilly liable to main-

tain his child, he is criminally responsible

if, having undertaken to care for his child, he
neglects it and, by exposure or failure to provide

it with food or clothing, causes the child's injury

or death. Parents have been held guilty of man-
slaughter and even murder when death resulted

from negligent or improper care of their children.

The Englisli courts have held that a parent who
in good faith neglects to provide medical attend-

ance for his child because he did not believe in

the use of medicine was not criminally responsi-

ble for his neglect. The rule of this decision was
promptly corrected by an act of Parliament, and
it is probably generally the law in the CTnited

States that a jiarent guilty of gross neglect in
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not providing proper medical attendance for his

cliild is criminally responsible.

At common law a parent is not liable for the

torts of his child unless their commission is

incited or authorized by the parent, in which case

the rules for determining his liability are tlie

same as in the law of agency or master and
servant.

At common law the child is an heir of the
parent (see Descent) and is also entitled to a
share of the parent's estate under the various

statutes of distribution (q.v. ). This interest of

the child in the parent's property may. however,

be defeated by the parent's will, wliicli may dis-

pose of all his property to strangers. In several

States it is provided by statute that children of

a testator born after the execution cf liis will

and of whom no mention is made in the will sliall

take the .same share in the jiarent's property

wiiich he would have secured had the parent died

intestate.

Illegitimate Childrep?. In strictness of law
an illegitimate child, that is. one born out of

wedlock, has no parent, and consequently he
has no rights as against his natural parents, and
they owe liim no corresponding obligation. Nat-
ural parents at common law were, therefore, not

bound to support their illegitimate child, and in

ease of their death intestate he acquired no in-

terest in their property as heir or next of kin.

The English Poor Law or Bastardy Act, which
has been substantially reenactcd- in most of the

United States, lias qualified the common-law rule

as to the duty of parents to maintain their ille-

gitimate children.

As between the father and mother of the child the

English statute makes the following requirements

:

The father is not bound even by the poor laws to

maintain the child, and the parish oliicers cannot

institute any proceedings whatever against him
for this purpose : but the mother or the guardian

of the child may, to a certain extent, conqM-'l him
to contribute toward the child's maintenance and
education. The first step is to go before a justice

of the peace and obtain a summons of affiliation.

The father is then cited before the magistrate,

and if the mother swears that he is the father

of the child, and some material part of her state-

ment is corroborated by a third party, the magis-

trate may make an order directing the father to

pay tlie expenses of lying in and a weekly sum
until the child attains the age of sixteen. Tlie

mother may make this application cither a few

months before the birth, or within twelve months
after the birth ; and even after that time, pro-

vided that she can prove that the putative father

paid her some money on account of tlie child with-

in the twelve, months. The putative father in

these cases is a competent and conipeUable wit-

ness. The poor laws m.ike the motlier lialde to

maintain the child until it attains tlie age of

sixteen ; and not only is she so hound, but any

man who marries her is also by statute bound to

sii[iport all her illegitimate children until they at-

tain that age. As regards the custody of illegiti-

mate cliildren. the niotlier is the party exclusively

entitled, for tlie father is deemed in point of

law not to be related to such child. Yet, if the

father has in point of fact nlitained the custody

of such child, and the child is taken away by

frniul. the courts will restore the child to Iiis

custody, so as to put him in the same position

as before.
Vol. XV.—23.

The bastardy statutes in tho United States in
general dilfer only in minor particulars from the
English statute. One important ditference, how-
ever, is a provision generally adopted authorizing
the poor officers or other designated otiiciuls to
bring bastardy proceedings directly against the
putative father without the intervention of the
mother. Although the father of an illegitimate
child is under no direct positive ol)ligalion to
support his child, the natural relationship has
been held in some States to be a .sullicient con-
sideration to support and render enforceable the
father's promise or agreement with third persons
to pay for the support of the child even if made
after the support has been given.

In .some .States also illegitimate children are
by statute made heirs at law of the niotlier.

Sucii is the law in New York, provided the
mother leave no legitimate children. The mother
may also inherit from her illegitimate chihl.

Consult: Field, Legal Relation!) of Infanta,
Parent and Child, etc. (Rochester, 1888) ; Ewell,
Cases on Domestic Relation-^ (Boston, 1891):
Fra.ser, Treatise on the Laio of ficotlund lielalive to

Parent and Child, etc. (2d ed., Edinburgh, 1886) ;

Eversley, Law of the Domeslic Relatioiis (Lon-
don, 1885) ; Arndts, Juristische Enciielopiidie

( 9th ed., Stuttgart, ISn.i ) ; and the authorities

referred to under such titles as Do.me.stic Rela-
tions; Husband and Wife; Mabrlvge; Cox-
tract; Divorce; etc.

PARENZO, pa-ren'dzd CLai. Parentium) . A
town on the west coast of the Crownlaiid of Is-

tria, Austria, situated on a rocky peninsula, con-

nected with the mainland by a narrow strip of

land, 35 miles south by west of Trieste (Jlap:
Austria, C 4). It is the seat of the Provincial

Assembly and of a Roman Catholic bishopric,

and has a good harbor. It.s principal building

is the cathedral, a basilica of the sixth century
containing fine mosaics. There are also ruins

of Roman buildings. The inhabitants are en-

gaged prinei])ally in fisliing. shipbuilding, and
trade. Population, in 1900, 99G2, mostly Italians.

Parenzo was a Roman colony. Parentium; lie-

came a part of the Yenetian Republic in 12t>7 and
remained so until its dissolution. The bishopric

of Paieuzo was founded about 524 and united

with that of Pola in 1827.

PABETA-RO'SA, ErpiiROSTNE ( 1 S."}fi-74 )

.

An English soprano. She was born at Edinburgh

and was the daughter of (ieorgiades de Boyespu,

a Wallachian nobleman, and Elizabeth Seguin.

She studied under Crescentini. Panseron, and
Bordogiii, and made her first appearance as a

singer at Malta under the name of Parepa. She

made her debut in London in I8.">7. and in 1863

married Captain Carvell, who died two years

later. She then went to America, and appeared

at Ir\-ing Hall. Xew York, in 1365. In 1867

she married Carl Rosa, the violinist and operatic

manager and conductor, with whom in 1860 she

organized an English opera company. She

sang at the Boston Peace .lubilee in 1869, and

was'^a member of the Italian opera comjinny at

the Khedive's Theatre in Cairo during the winter

of 1872-73. Her voice was remarkable for its

purity and flexibility, and had a compass of two

and fine-half octaves. She died in London.

PAR'ESIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. riptau,

letting go. paralysis, from trapUnu, pnricniii. to

relax,'^from wapd. para, beside, beyond + l^-i".
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hienai, to let go, send), General Paresis, Par-
etic Dementia, Dementia Paralytica, General
Paralysis of the Insane, popularly but im-

properly called 'Softening of the Brain.'

"A chronic diffuse encephalitis, presenting men-
tal, motor, vaso-motor, and sensory synii)toms,

with progressive course and fatal termination"

(Starr).

Etiology. The disease is mucli more common in

males than in females, and occurs especially be-

tween the ages of thirty and fifty-five. In but few
cases has any hereditary tendency been noted.

While in general the disease is said to be more
frequent among the lower classes, in this country

it is most common among the middle and ujiper

classes. About 80 per cent, of cases give a
.syphilitic liistory, and the relation between
syphilis and paresis is so intimate that Fournier
classes the latter as among 'les affections para-

syphiliticiups.' Alcoholic and sexual e.xccsses and
severe mental or emotional strains may also be

mentioned as etiological factors.

Pathology. The earlier changes consist of

congestion of the vessels of tlie brain and pia

mater, exudation of serum into the peri-vascular

lymph spaces, and an increase in the nuclei and
cellular elements of the walls of the vessels.

Following these vascular changes, and probably

in a measure dependent upon them, is an in-

crease in the neuroglia or connective tissue of

the brain. This neumglia increase often goes on
quite rapidl.v and determines a corresponding
shrinkage and atrophy of the nervous tissue

proper. As the process continues there are de-

generative changes in the nerve cells and fibres,

with pigmentation and the formation of cyst-like

cavities. There are usually an increase of fluid

in the ventricles and thickening of the ependyma.
With the full development of the lesion tlie lirain

atrophies, becomes shrunken, weiglis less tlian

the normal brain, the eimvolutions are smaller

and the sulci more w-idely open. These changes

affect the whole brain, but are most marke<l in

the frontal and parietal lobes. Accompanying
the brain lesions there are often a chronic menin-
gitis and sclerosis of the posterior coUnnns of

the cord. Sclerosis of the lateral columns may
also occur.

Symptoms. The onset is gradual. It is first

noticed by friends that the patient does not
seem in his usual frame of mind. He is irritable,

either depressed or excitalile, is growing inat-

tentive to business, is la.ying unusual plans and
schemes. These are often of great magnitude and
involve expense entirely out of proportion to the

man's means. The patient feels well, often say-

ing that he never felt better in his life. A
marked egotism usually develops. He boasts of

his wealth, power, and abilities. Soon he be-

comes forgetful, careless, inattentive, unable to

concentrate his mind upon any definite train of

thoughts or to carry nn a logical argument.
This becomes noticeable in his conversation,

which is disconnected. Headache and sleepless-

ness are common and there is a marked loss in

weight and in strength. Even though previously

a man of exemplary habits, the patient becomes
neglectful of the ordinary proprieties of life,

uses bad language, ignores family obligations,

loses his temper, and indulges in sexual and al-

coholic excesses. This condition lasts from one

to three years and passes over gradually into a

fully developed dementia. This condition is.

maiked by an increase in the symptoms above
descril)ed. Egotism is usually a marked feature
and delusions of grandeur are the rule. Instead
of exaltation there may be depression and melan-
cholia, or melancholia and elation may alternate.
Illusions, delusions, and hallucinations arc com-
mon, but there are no fixed systematic delusions
as is the case in paranoia. The emotions are in

a state of un.stable equilibrium. The patient is

easily moved to laughter or tears. Slight causes
produce intense excitement, which may lake the
form of rage or frenzy, rendering the patient
dangerous to his fellows. There is rarely any
suicidal tendency. Self-control is weakened, and
consequently voluntary actions are weak, irre-

sponsible, and impulsive. Self-consciousness is

impaired, the patient failing to appreciate his

changed mental condition. He is contented
wlierever he is, is not concerned about the anx-
iety of his friends, loss of money or business, or
even asylum confinement. Of motor sj'mptoms
tremor of the tongue and face muscles appears
first. Later almost any motion is attended with
trembling. This results in thickness of speech
and in clumsiness in the finer coordinate move-
ments, such as writing. These motor symptoms
gradually pass over into a paralysis, which be-

comes increasingly widespread and increasingly

complete. There is also mai'ked increase or

marked decrease in the reflexes, with less reten-

tion of urine and of control of the rectum. Sen-
sory symptoms, aniesthesia and analgesia, are
late manifestations. Bed-sores and cystitis are
very common. The average duration of the dis-

ease is from three to four years. In the early

stage of the disease there maj' be transient pa-

ralysis of one arm or one leg. There may be

convulsions occurring at intervals of a few days,

which may be mistaken for epilepsy. In the last

stages convulsions are usual and severe. Death
results from exhaustion, frequently from con-

vulsions, or from some intercurrent complication,

such as pneumonia, cystitis, or obstruction of

the bowels.

Treatment. Antisyphilitic treatment may be

tried in the early stages. Later the treatment
is entirely sj'mptomatie, tonic, sedative in con-

ditions of excitement, while in the later stages

confinement in an institution or constant home
care is necessary. See Insanity.

PAR'ET, William (1826-). A bishop of

the Protestant Episcopal Church. He was born
in New York, graduated from Hobart College

in 1849, and pursued his theological studies un-

der Bishop De Lancey, by whom he was ordained
priest at Grace Church, Rochester, .June 28,

1853. He had charges at Clyde, N. Y. ; Pierre-

pout Manor, N. Y. ; East Saginaw, Mich., El-

mira, N. Y. ; Williamsport, Pa.; and Washing-
ton, D. C. He was consecrated sixth bishop of

Maryland on January 8, 188.5. He is the author
of canonical digests, and Saint Peter and the

Primacy, a lecture before the Church Club of

New York.

PARGA, par'ga. A town in the Vilayet of

Janina, European Turke.v, situated on the shore

of the Ionian Sea. opposite the island of Paxos
(Map: Balkan Peninsula, C 5). It is built on a
steep cliff, surmounted by an almost impregnable
citadel, and has a harbor defended by a small
island. Parga, founded in the last days of the
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Roman Empire, was independent and under the
protection of Venice from 1401 to 1797, when it

was for a short time governed by the French. In
1814 Ali Pasha, Goveinor of Albania, besieged it,

and the people applied to the English for aid.
England took possession of the fortress, but in
1819 handed it over to Ali Pasha, whereupon
most of the inhabitants emigrated to the Ionian
Islands. The present population is about 5000.

PAR'GASITE (named from I'argas, Sweden,
where it is found) . A name applied to the green
and bluish-green varieties of hornblende. Par-
gasite is usually found in the form of stout lus-
trous erjstals, although sometimes occurring in
the granular form. It is distinguished from
the common hornblende, which is usually dark-
green or black in color.

PAB'GO. A fish—a snapper of the genus
Xeomienis. The familiar red snapper is 'pargo
Colorado,' called in Havana markets "pargo gua-
chinango,' or Mexican snapper, because brought
from the Jle.xican coast. The silk snapper is

'pargo de lo alto.'

PARHELIA. See Halo.
PARIA, pa're-a. Gulf of. An inlet of the

Atlantic Ocean on the coast of Venezuela (ilap:
Venezuela, El). It is 40 miles wide and 100
miles long, and almost completely land-locked,
being cut ofl' from the Caribbean Sea by the
narrow and rocky Paria Peninsula, while across
its mouth lies the island of Trinidad. The gulf
communicates with the ocean on either side of
the island by the straits known as the Dragon's
Mouth in the north and the Serpent's Mouth in

the south, each about 10 miles wide. They w-ere
thus named by Columbus, who discovered them
in 1498, because of the difficulties he found in

navigating the strong currents which race
through them. The gulf receives the northern
arms of the Orinoco delta.

PARIAH, pa'ri-a (from Tamil pariah, par-
iar, drunuuer, from parai, drum; so called be-

cause they are hereditary drum-beaters). The
name applied to aboriginal individuals of low
class throughout Southern India, who do not
belong to any of the castes of the Brahmanical
system. They are shunned even by the lowest
Hindus who profess Brahmanism, since the touch
of a pariah renders a Brahman impure. Pariahs
were formerly compelled to wear a bell to warn
Brahmans of their proximity. The pariahs are of

Negrito origin, as shown by their short woolly
hair, flat nose, thick lips, and short stature.

They, like the Hindus, are divided into distinct

grades, and imitate their superiors in that the
lowest pariah is as careful to preserve his status

as the proudest Brahman. In the Tamil country
they form a large part of the population, and are
employed as agricultural laborers or as servants
to Europeans. In station, however, they are
superior to other aborigines.

PARIAH DOG. The native cur of Egypt,
Persia, and all Oriental countries, regarded mere-
ly as an outcast and scavenger. According to

Youatt. there are several varieties, viz.: (1) a

wild form bred in the jungles and lower ranges

of the Himalayas, of a reddish-brow-n color, with
sharp pointed ears; (2) a form in inhabited dis-

tricts among which turnspits are often found;

(3) the Sumatran form, which has the counte-

nance of a fox. eyes oblique, ears rounded, hairy,

muzzle foxy brown, tail bushy and pendulous;

(4) the Javanese indigenous dog. Stonehen<'e
describes the pariah dog as a cross between °u
dhole and any domesticated dog of the neigh-
borhood, and Fitzinger calls it a variant of
the sheep-dog. The pariah dogs of Egvpt apjK-ar
to belong to a single race, and, accorifiiig to Ly-
dekker, are aljout the size of a sheep-dog, but of
ii stouter buihl, with a broader head, the tail
being long, generally bushy, and carried close to
the ground. The general color of their coarse
rough hair is reddish brown, tending in some
individuals more decidedly to grav, and in others
to yellow. Occasionally black or" tawny individ-
uals may be observed. Their ears are short,
pointed, and usually erect.

PARIAN CHRONICLE. A marble slab con-
taining the most important inscription among
the Arundel .Marbles (q.v.).

PA'RIASAU'BUS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. -a-
peia, parciii, check -f aav/mc, sauros, lizard). A
remarkable fossil anomodont reptile, of which a
few quite complete skeletons have been found in
the Permo-Triassic Karoo formation of South
Africa. The animal was large, about 10 feet in
length, of massive build, with very short stout
limbs and a short tail. The skeleton presents a
most peculiar squat appearance and in some re-
spects suggests that of the turtles, for which
reason this creature has been thought to afford a
clue to the origin of the chelonians. There were
a few rows of small dermal scales on the back,
but no nearer approximation to the carapace of
the turtles.

PARI'ETAL BONES. See SKtii.
PARIEU, pa'rye', JIabie Louis Pierre Ffi-

ux EsQiiRox DE (181.5-9.3). A French poli-
tician and economist, born at Aurillae. Ue
studied at Paris and Strassburg and practiced
law at Rouen. In 1848 he was elected to the
Constituent Assemblv, where he voted with the
Moderate Left. From 1849 till 1851 he was Min-
ister of Public Instruction. He joined the Bona-
partist Party, and became a member of the
Council of State in 18.52. In the Jlinistry of 01-

livier he was president of the Council of State.
He served as Senator from Cantal in 1S7C, but
was defeated in the election of 1885. He was
one of the most earnest advocates of a single gold
standard in France. His chief works are: TrailS
ties impOts ( 1862-64) ; Principes de la science

politique (1870); La politique tnonctaire en
France et en Allemagne (1872) ; and Histoire de
(I ustave-Adolphe ( 1875 )

.

PABIWA, pil-re'ma. Sierra de. An isolated

mountain system running along the southern
boundaiy of V'enczuela and Guiana, and forming
part of the divide between the Orinoco and the

Amazon (Map: Brazil, E .'{1. Though the name
Parima is commonly extended to the whole sys-

tem, the eastern range is also known as the
Sierra Pacaraima. It forms a vast turtle-back

plateau consisting of a granite core underlying
Old Sandstone strata. Tliis plateau is crossed in

various directions by short ridges, and falls,

especially toward the .\mazon valley, by several

eteep escarpments. The higher ridges are gen-

erally barren rocks, hut the plains intervening

between the successive escarpments are eovere<I

with grass or forests. The system is neither

as high nor as sharply defined as the northern

mountains of Venezuela. The highest points are

Mount Maraguaca, 8230 feet, and Mount Duida,
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8120 feet. The latter is a conspicuous landmark,
situated near the point of bifurcation of the

Orinoco ana the Cassiijuairc.

FAJRINI, pa-re'n*, Gkseppe (1729-99). An
Italian poet, born at Bosio, ilay 23, 1721). Af-
ter the appearance of his lirst verses he was
made a member of the Accailcmia dei Trasfor-

mati, and he was admitted into a branch of the

Arcadia. He became a priest in 1754. From
1773 on he taught the principles of fine arts at

the Brera in Alilan. To Bonaparte he owed a
temporary olliie in the government of Milan.

He died at ililan, August 15, 1799. His more
important works are the descriptive poem II

(j'ionw and the Odi or Odes. The Odi, some
twenty-one in number, were composed between 1757

and 1795, and, like most of his earlier poetry,

show that he had a deal of the Arcadian spirit,

although he intentionally avoided the excessive

refinement and mellifluousness of the Arcadian
measures. The Giorno, written after 1700, is not
only Parini's masterpiece, but is also one of the
most important literary productions of Italy in

the eighteenth century. It is composed of four
parts: the ilattino (morning), the iltrigyio

(noon), the Venpro (evening), and the yoitc
(night). Under the form of counsels given to a
young noble as to the way iu which he should
spend his day, the author has here satirized the
fashionable youth of his time, who were given up
to effeminate and corrujjt practices. Consult
Reini's edition of the Oyere di Giaaeppe Parini
(Milan, 1801-04), which is still the most nearly
complete collection of his works, and contains his

prose productions (mainly academic discourses)

as well as his verse. Of the Odi the best edi-

tion is that of Ralveraglio (Bologna, 1882). Con-
sult also Cerquetti, // tcsto pii'i sicuro delle Odi
di Giu.icppe I'aniti (Osimo, 1892),

PARIS, Fr. pron. pa're'. The metropolis of

France, and the capital of the Department of
Seine, situated on the River Seine, 110 miles in

a direct line from its mouth, latitude 48° 50' N,,

longitude 2° 20' E, Witli its suburbs, comprised in

the arrondissements of Saint-Denis and Sceaux,
Paris forms the Department of Seine (q.v,). The
city lies in a hollow, about 200 feet above the
level of the sea. and is surrounded by low hills,

which to the north, at Belleville and Montmartre,
reach a maximum altitude respectively of 330
feet and 420 feet. These hills, separated by
narrow valleys or i)lateaus, as those of Saint-Denis
to the north, Ivry to tlie soutlieast, Montrouge
to the south, and Greuelle to the southwest, are
encircled at a distance of from two to five miles
by an outer range of heights, mostlj' fortified,

which include Jlont ^'alorien, 450 feet above the
Seine, the highest point in the immediate vicin-
ity of the city, Villejuif, lleudon, and Saint-
Cloud. The hollow is a small level plain of
Tertiarj- formation, known as the Paris Basin,
composed at varying de^iths of different strata
of gjpsum and marls alinunding in fossil re-
mains, siliceous limestones, and a vast chalk bed.
The strata provide in part the city's building
material, stone, gravel, etc. The climate is fair-

ly unifonii and mild, pleasant and healthful, the
mean annual temperature being 51° F,, the
mean .January temperature 36°, July 60°.

The river seldom freezes. Rain falls on an
average during 143 days in a year, the average
quantity during that period being 19.08 inches.

Paris is encircled by a wall 21 miles long, forti-

fied by 94 bastions, pierced by 57 gales, and
having a glacis and moat 48 feet wide. In addi-
tion there are. 17 detached forts within a distance
of two miles, and 19 outlying fortresses encircling
an area of 400 square miles. 'The modern en-

ceinte was constructed by Louis Philippe in 1841-

44, but the outlying fortresses were added after
the war of 1870, The city is now practically
impregnable. Steam and electric railroads give

access to the numerous suburbs famous alike for

their idcturesque situations and historical asso-

ciations. These include the more immediate sub-
urlis of Boulogne, with the famous Bois de Bou-
logne (bordering Paris on the west), adjoining
which is the race-course of Longchamps,
Xeuilly, Levallois-Perret, Clichy-la-Garenne,
.Surcsnes, Puteaux, Courbevoie, Asniferes, Auber-
villiers, Bobibny, Pantin, Pr^-SaintCiervais,

Vincennes, with its wood, fort, chateau, and race-
course, Charenton, Ivry, Gentilly, Arcueil, Ba-
gneux, Chiitillon, Jlontrouge, Vanves, Issj", Meu-
don, and the more distant Versailles, witli its

palace, gardens, fountains, art collections, and
the Grand and Petit Trianon: Kambouillet, with
its castle, parks, and gardens: Saint-Cloud, with
its palace and park; Saint-Germain-en-Laye-
with its two castles ; Sfevres, famous for its porce-
lain factories; Saint-Denis, with its abbej" cathe-

dral, where the kings of France are buried; En-
ghien, noted for its sulphur springs, on a wooded
lake near the forest of Jlontniorency ; Argenteuil,

a favorite boating resort ; JU'-riel, which derives

its celebrity from the neighboring Abbaye du Val,
a twelfth-century monastic edifice of great arch;e-

ological interest; Dampierre. with the splendid

ducal chateau of the Luyncs family; Fon-
tainehleau, with its palace, fine art collections,

and its extensive forest with Barbison, the resort

of artists on the western border: .Malmaison.

with the former chateau residence of the Empress
Josephine; and Marlj'-Ie-Roi, with its forest

and afjueduct,

CoiiJif.NiCATioxs AXD BRIDGES. The wall-girt

city covers an area of about 30 square miles.

It is entered by six lines of railroads : the

palatial stations in the metropolis include the
Gare du Xord on the Place Koul>aix, the Gare
Saint-Lazare, facing the Rue Saint-Lazare, the

Gare de I'Est or de Strasbourg on tlie Place de
Strasbourg, the C4are d'Orleans on the Quai
d'Austerlitz, and the Gare de Lyon on the Boule-
vard Diderot. The Seine, which enters Paris in

the southeast at Bercv, :ibout a mile below its

junction with the Marne, is spanned by 32
bridges. It leaves the city at Point du Jour in

the southwest, having divided it in two parts, and
having formed the two islands of La Cite and
Saint-Louis, which are both covered with build-

ings. The river at Paris is from 300 to 500 ftet

wide. The most celebrated and ancient of the

bridges are the Pont Xotre Dame, dating from
1.500, and the Pont Xeuf. begun in 1578. coiji-

pleted by Henry IV. in 1004, and thoroughly
restored in 1852, The latter, which crosses the

Seine at the lower end of the Ile-de-la-Cite, is

1080 feet long, and abuts near the middle on a

small peninsula planted with trees whicli form a
background to the equestrian statue of Henry IV,,

which stands in the central open space on the
bridge. Among the other bridges, the handsomest
are the Pont de la Concorde, ICO vards long, built
in 1781-90; the Pont d'Austerlitz, and Pont
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ilena. both of the time of the First Empire; the
Font du Carrousel, built under Louis Philippe;
and the Pont des Invalides, Pont de I'Alina, and
Pont de Solferino—all fine structures, adorned
with military and naval trophies eommeniorative
of events and victories connected with the Second
Empire. Among the most recent, and one of the
most striking, is the Pout Alexandre Hi., named
in honor of the Czar, and the Pont Mirabeau,
connecting Auteuil and Grenelle. These bridges
all communicate directly with the spacious quays,
planted with trees, which line both banks of the
Seine, and which, together with the boulevards,
give characteristic beauty to the city. Although
the most ancient quays—as the Quai des Augus-
tins and the Quai de la Megisserie—date from the
fourteenth century, the greatest part of these
magnificent embankments, measuring 12 miles in

extent, is due to Napoleon I. and Napoleon HI.
Streets, Buildings, JIoxumext.s, etc. The

private houses, most of which are of the apart-
ment or flat-house order, rising to six or seven
stories, as well as the public buildings, are built

of a light-colored limestone, easily wrought and
carded ornamentally. Among the finest of the
wide and .straight streets are the Rue de Rivoli,

two miles in length, the Rue de la Paix, the Rue
du Faubourg Saint-Honore, and the Rue Royale.
The boulevards, which extend in an irregularly

circular line on both sides of the Seine, generally

on the site of the ancient ramparts, between
the nucleus of the city and its surrounding quar-
ters, present the most striking feature of Pari-

sian life. In all the better parts of the city

they are lined with trees, seats, and little towers
called Vespasiennes, covered with advertisements.

Restaurants, cafes, shops, and various places of

amusement succeed one another for miles, their

character varying from the height of luxury and
elegance in the Boulevard des Italiens and the

Boulevard Haussmann. to the domestic simplicitj'

of the Boulevards Beaumarchais and Saint-Denis.

Among the public squares or places, of which
there are over 130, mostly owned by the munici-

pality, the most noteworthy is the Place de la

Concorde, which connects the gardens of the

Tuileries (q.v. ) with the Champs Elysees (q.v.),

and embraces a magnificent view of some of the

finest buildings and gardens of Paris. In the

centre is the famous obelisk of Luxor, brought

from Egypt to France in 1S36. and covered over

its entire height of 76 feet with hieroglyphics.

On the site of this obelisk stood the Revolution-

ary guillotine, at which perished Louis XVI.,

Marie Antoinette, Philippe Egalite, Danton,

Robespierre, and a host of other victims. Of

the other squares, the following are some of the

handsomest : the Place du Carrousel, west of the

Louvre, with the Arc de Triomphe du Car-

rousel, erected by Napoleon I. in commemoration
of his victories in the campaigns of lSO.ii-06; the

Place de la Republique. with a fine bronze statue

of the Republic ; the Place de l'Op«ra ; the Place

Vendome, with Napoleon's column of victory;

the Place de la Bastille, where once stood that

famous prison and fortress (see B.^stii-LE) ; the

Place de la Nation, formerly Place du Trone

(with its fine fountain and monimiental group,

the Triumph of the Republic) : the Place de

I'Hotel de Villc, formerly Place de la Gr&ve.

for many ages the scene of public executions, and

the spot at which some o* the bloodiest deeds of

the Revolution were perpetrated. The Porte

Saint-JIartin and Porte Saint-Denis, which were
erected by Louis XIV. to commemorate his vic-
tories in the Low Countries, and are adorned
with bas-reliefs representing events of these
campaigns, mark the ancient limits of the most
turbulent quarters of the Paris of the past; the
Arc de Triomphe de I'Etoile, 160 feet high and
140 feet wide, begun by Napoleon I. in 1806. and
completed in 1836 at a cost of more than
$2,000,000, may be said to form the extreme west-
em boundarj' of the aristocratic (|uarters. It ia

profusely adorned with bas-reliefs and alto-re-
liefs, representing victories of Napoleon. The
great streets which radiate from the Arc de
Triomphe de I'Etoile are among the most mag-
nificent of Paris, and form the finest quarter.
The Place de I'Etoile is connected with the
Champs Elysees by the Avenue des Champs
Elysees, with the celebrated Bois de Boulogne
(q.v.) by the Avenues Grande Armfe, Bois de
Boulogne, and Victor Hugo, and the Portes
Neuiliy. Dauphine, and ilaillot ; and it com-
municates by the Avenues Klfbcr and d'leua
with the Place, the Pare, and the Palais du
Trocadero.

The Palais du Trocadero, named after a Cadiz
fort taken in 1823 by the French, dates from the
exhibition of 1878; it is a mammoth building of
Oriental architecture and crescent form, on an
elevation surmounting a huge cascade of orna-
mental water. It has valuable museums of com-
parative sculpture and of ethnography, and its

fine Saile des Fetes, containing a huge organ,
can accommodate COOO persons. In the well-kept

park is a subterranean aquarium. The Pont
d'l^na leads from the Park across the Seine to

the historic Champ de Mars (q.v.), the site of

the universal expositions since 1867. and of the

Eiffel Tower (q.v.), 984 feet high, built for the
Exposition of 1880. On the southeast is the
Ecole Militaire, founded in 1752 and formerly

used as barracks for infantry and cavalrv". but
now occupied by the Ecole Su])erieure de Guerre.
Near by is the HStcl des Invalides

(
q.v. ) , founded

in 1670 for disabled soldiers. The crj-pt of the

church contains the sarcophagus, hewn from a
huge block of Russian granite, in which lie the

remains of Napoleon I., deposited there in 1840.

The Musee d'Artillerie in the west wing com-

prises an historical collection of 10.000 war im-

plements. The fine Esplanade des Invalides,

fronting the building and bordered by the Quai
d'Orsay, connects by the Pont Alexandre III.

with the Champs Elysees on the north bank.

Here are situated the Palais de rElysee. the

official residence of the President of the Reiniblic,

the Grand and Petit Palais des Beaux-Arts, where

the Salons are held, and the Palais de Glace, the

three latter built for the Exposition of li'OO,

having replaced the Palais de I'lndustrie built

for the first Great Exposition in 1855, and until

1807 housing a permanent exhibition. Thence

through the Place de la Concorde the Jardin

des l^iilerics is reached, to the east of which

is the Louvre (q.v.), forming a square of 576 by

538 feet, remarkable, especially the eastern

facade, for its architectural Iwauty.

The Louvre, formerly a royal residence, was

connected with the celebrated palace of the

Tuileries (q.v.) by a great picture gallerv-. and

between the two palaces lay the Place du Car-

rousel. Napoleon HI. further connected the

Tuileries and Louvre on the northern side, throw-
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ing them into one vast building, which formed

the most palatial structure in the world. The
Tuilerics continued to be occupied as the resi-

dence of the Imperial family; but the Louvre

proper, with its scries of great galleries, formed

a vast museum of pictures, sculptures, and col-

lections of Kgyptian. Greek, an<l Roman antiqui-

ties. The Communists of 1S71 attempted to burn

the whole pile and succeedcil in destroying the

Tuileries and a corner of the Louvre. The li-

brary of the Louvre, with its contents, was
burned, but the rest of the building and its price-

less treasures were saved. North of the Louvre

is the Palais Royal (q.v. ). and north of the

Palais Royal is thc_Bourse or Exchange, a beau-

tiful structure in Graeco-Roman style, surrounded
by si.\ty-six Corinthian columns ; to the east, on

the north bank of the Seine, opposite the lie

de la Cite, is the Hotel de Ville.- Since 1871,

when it was burned by the Communists, it has
been carefully rebuilt in the .style of its predeces-

sor, and is one of the most magnificent build-

ings in Paris. It is the residence of the prefect

of the Seine, and includes all the offices for the

transaction of the municipal business of Paris.

Kot far from the Hotel de Ville is the Tour
Saint .Iac(|ucs, a square Gothic tower 17.5 feet

high, dating from 1504-22. and imtil recently

utilized as an atmospherical ob.servatory ; it

affords one of the finest views in Paris. Almost
opposite, on the northern bank of the Cite, stands

the vast Palais de Justice, originally the resi-

dence of the kings of France; some parts of it

date from the fourteenth century, others are
modern. It is the seat of some of the courts of

law, as the Court of Cassation, the tribunals of

the first appeal, and of police. Within tlic pre-

cincts of this palace are the Saintc Chapelle, and
the noted oUl prison of the Conciergerie. in which
Marie Antoinet^te, Danton, and Robespierre were
successively confined. The Conciergerie, in wliicli

prisoners are lodged pending their trial, consti-

tuted one of the eight prisons of Paris, of which
the principal were La Force. .Saint Pelagic, Saint
Laziire. ilazas, and La Roquette. The latter

have been replaced by the modern prison of

Fresnes-les-Rungis, which covers fifty acres, the
Conciergerie alone being retained.

Among other notable features on the north of

the river are the mammoth Halles Centrales or

Central ilarkets, the ]March^ du Temple, and the
Pare des Buttes Chaumont. The palace of the

Luxembourg (q.v.), on the south side of the

Seine, was built in the Florentine style by
Jacques Debrosse for ^larie de' Jledici. It con-

tains many magnificent rooms and the celebrated

nuiseum devoted to the exhibition of the works
of modern artists and other notable features.

Also on the south side of the river are the
Sorbonne (q.v.), the centre of the famous Latin
Quarter, the Pantheon (q.v.), the .Tardin des
Plantes. the large Halle aux Vins, the Hospice
<Je la Salpotri&re. the Obser\'atory, and the
Cemetery of llont Parnasse.

Paris has many theatres and places of amuse-
ment, suited to the tastes and means of every
class. The leading houses, as the OpCra. Theatre
Francais—chiefly devoted to classical French
drama—Odeon. Theatre Italien. etc.. receive a
subvention from the Government, and all are
under strict police supervision. The new opera
house, completed in 1S75, is a magnificent build-

ing, costing, exclusive of the site, $5,000,000.

It is at present the largest theatre in the world,
occupying an area of nearly three acres; its

most striking features are the magnificent Grand
Staircase and the Foyer witli admirable decora-

tions. Cheap concerts, equestrian performances,
and public balls, held in the open air in sum-
mer, supply a constant round of gayety to the
burgher and working classes at a moderate cost,

and form a characteristic feature of Parisian
life.

Among the large number of churches, tlie

grandest and most interesting from an historic

jjoint of view is the Cathedral of Notre Dame
(q.v.), which stands on a site on the lie de la

Cite, successively occupied by a Pagan temple
and a Christian basilica of the time of the

Merovingian kings. The present bxiilding was
constructed between 1103 and the end of the
thirteenth century; since then it has been fre-

quently altered, and in its present state of

restored magnificence ranks as one of the noblest
specimens of Gothic architecture. Saint Ger-

main-des-Pr6s, which is probably the most
ancient church in Paris, was comi)leted in

1103: Saint Etienne du ilont and Saint Ger-

main TAuxerrois, both ancient, are interesting

—

the former for its picturesque and quaint decora-

tions, and for containing the tomb of Saint

Genevi&ve, the patron saint of Paris; and the

latter for its rich decorations and the frescoed

portal, restored at the wish of Margaret of

Valois, and for the fact that from its little bell-

tower the signal was given for the massacre of

the Huguenots on Saint Bartholomew's night.

The Sainte Chapelle. built by Saint Louis in

1245-48 for the reception of the various relics

which he had brought from the Holy Land, is

one of the most remarkable buildings in Paris,

profusely decorated in all parts with brilliantly

colored materials. In Saint Eustache. erected

1532-1637, the Feast of Reason was celebrated in

171(3; here is performed probably the finest

religious music in Paris. Saint Sulpice, finished

in 1749. is noticeable for its size, measuring 462

feet in length, 183 feet in width, and 108 feet in

height. Among modern churches are: the Made-
leine (q.v.), built in imitation of a (ireek temple,

and surrounded by a colonnade of fifty-four mas-
sive Corinthian columns ; the building having no
windows, the light enters through the ceiling of

the three cupolas surnmunting it; the interior

is gorgeous with gildings, frescoes, carvings,

marbles, and statues; the Panthton (q.v.), which
was begun as a church, but converted by the Con-
stituent Assembly at the time of the Revolution

into a temple dedicated to the great men of the

nation, was restored to the Church by Napoleon
III. and rededicated to Saint (ienevi&vc. but was
definitely secularized in 1885. when Victor Hugo
was buried there; Notre Dame de Lorettc. erected

in 1823, a flagrant specimen of the meretricious

taste of the dav: Saint Vincent de Paul, com-
pleted in 1844, somewhat more imposing in style

:

and. crowning the height of ilontniartre, the

national votive church of the Sacre Co'ur, begun
in 1875, a Romanesque edifice with a Byzantine
dome and campanile respectively 107 feet nnd
203 feet high. Among the Protestant churches.

L'Oratoire is the largest and the best known.

Paris has a number of cemeteries, of whiih
the principal one is P^re Lachaise, extending

over 110 acres, and filled in every part with

monuments erected to the memorv of the multi-
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tilde of celebrated persons who have been buried
here. The Morgue, on the lie de la Cite, behind
the Cathedral of Notre Dame, is a building in

which the bodies of unknown persons who have
met with a violent death are placed. These,

if not claimed within three days, are buried at

the public expense. The southern parts of the

<'itj' are built over beds of limestone, rich in

fossils, which have been so extensively quarried
as to have become a mere network of vast

caverns, which in some cases scarcelj' afford

sulficient support to the houses above. These
quarries were converted into catacombs in 1784,

and there are deposited the bones of the dead
collected from the ancient cemeteries of Paris.

Edicatio.nal Institutions. The chief insti-

tutions connected with the University of France
are situated in the Quartier Latin. The old
Sorboune (q.v. ), a large building erected by
Cardinal Richelieu for the faculties of the old

University of Paris, has been replaced by a
magnificent modern building, with fine lecture

halis and class-rooms, and an extensive library

open to the public. Xear the Sorbonne is the
CoU&ge de France, where gratuitous public lec-

tures are also delivered by eminent scholars and
men of letters. The Ecole Polytechnique, the

School of ilcdicine and the School of Law, the

Observatory, and the Jardin des Plantes, with
its great niuseuin of natural history, lecture-

rooms, and botanical and zoological gardens, are

situated in the same quarter of Paris.

The principal of the public libraries is that

of the Rue Richelieu, now called the Bibliothfeque

Nationale. which contains more than •2.(')00.()00

volumes, 100,000 manuscripts, many portfolios

or engravings, and a collection of 400.000 coins

and medals, which originated in a small collec-

tion of books placed by Louis XI. in the

Louvre. In addition, the municipality maintains

many branch libraries. X'o city is richer than
Paris in fine-art collections, and among these

the mu-seums at the Louvre stand preeminent.

The Palais or Ecole des Beaux-Arts, one of the

finest educational institutions in the world, dat-

ing from 1648, is a place for exhibiting art,

manufactures, and architectural models. The
Hotel Cluny. connected underground with the

Roman Palais des Thermes, besides being in

itself a most interesting monument of media;val

art. contains curious relics of the arts and usages

of the French people from the earlier ages of

their history to the Renaissance period. The
mint deserves notice for the perfection of its

machinery. The Gobelins, or tapestry manufac-
tory, may be included under the fine arts, as

the productions of its looms are all manual and
demand great artistic skill. The Conservatoire

des -Arts et Metiers, in the Rue Saint Martin,

contains a great collection of models of ma-
chinery and class-rooms for the instruction of

workmen in all departments of applied science.

The spacious building in which the exposition

of 18VS took place was named the Palace of the

Trocadero. and now forms a permanent exhibi-

tion. Among the numerous learned societies, as-

sociations, and institutions the chief are the

Acadftnie de ilC-decine and the Institute of France

(q.v.), the latter housed in the Palais de I'lnsti-

tut on the Seine at the end of the Pont des

Arts, and comprising five academies devoted re-

spectively to the super\ision of the French lan-

guage and the publication of olficial dictionaries

of the French language (the French Academy) ;

to archaeology and ancient languages; to mathe-
matics and natural science; to painting, architec-
ture, sculpture, and music; and to philosophy,
history, and political economy.

.\DMi.MSTB.\Tiox. Paris isdivided into twenty
arrondissements for purposes of administration.
Tlie Prefect of the Seine is the chief of the
municipal government, and is appointed by the
national Government. There is a municipal coun-
cil, composed of eighty members, four from each
arrondissement, chosen by popular election. Each
arrondissement has a mayor and two assistant
councilors. The arrondissement is the unit of
municipal organization for all administrative
purposes. It registers all the births and deaths
within its boundaries; keeps the registration lists

of voters and jurors; attends to the assessment
and collection of all ta.xes; receives application
for licenses and privileges; serves as an agency
in floating municipal or State loans; administers
the schools and libraries ; and forms the local

centre for all modes of charity work. The
whole work of the municipal administrative
machine is greatly facilitated by the admirable
system of civil service regulating all the appoint-

ments and promotions of city officials. The
prefect of police is at the head of the civic guard
or gendarmes, the fire brigade, and the gardiens
de la paix. or city police, who are armed with
swords. The number of policemen has been con-

stantly increasing. At the close of the ]a.st cen-

tury there were nearly 9000 men on the police

force, or .35 to 10.000 population.
Paris is abundantly supplied with water, the

chief sources being the Seine, the Canal d'Ourcq,

the Marne, the Dhuis, and a vast natural reser-

voir, underlying the Paris Basin; the latter is

tapped by artesian wells, the most famous of

which is the well of Crenelle, 1800 feet deep, and
surmounted by a tower 108 feet high. The clean-

ing, sewerage, and water supplies are under the

charge of the prefect. The sewerage system is

admirable; the total length of the underground
channels is over fil.5 miles, and they are kept so

clean and well ventilated that an hour's excursion

through the sewers or egouts is one of the ordi-

nary experiences of visitors to Paris, the journey

being made partly in boats and partly by electrie

trolleys. Paris has a sewage farm, five miles

from the city limits (in the Saint-Germain

forest ) , which has proved a success from an
agricultural point of view, without in the least

injuring the health of the community in that

region. The paving of the city leaves nothing to

be desired, and the street lighting is admirably

carried out by means of electric and gas lights

furnished by private companies, as explained

below.
The administrative tendency in Paris is for

municipal ownership of all works sui)plying pub-

lic wants and directly atTecting public health.

The Conscil d'Hygi&iie ct de Salubrit«'. or Board

of Health, is composed of men known for their

high attainments in science, and includes physi-

cians, citv engineers, and men wlu>se technical

training enables them best to deal with sanitary

problems. Within the scope of its work come

not only cases of disease and epidemics, but the

sanitary regulation of workshops, schools, and

dwellings; prevention of adulteration of food;

sanitary aspects of the water-supply, drainage,

and cemetery management. In addition to that
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central body tlievp arc twenty 'commissions d'liy-

gi6nc,' one for each arrondissement, and a 'com-
mission des logemcnts insalubres,' composed of
physicians, architects, and engineers, whose duty
it is to pass vipon the sanitary conditions of dwell-

ings; they can recommencl sanitary improve-
ments or condemnation of houses, and tlieir re-

commendations are as a rule favorably acted

upon by the municipal council. There is a
special service of sanitary police which enforces

all the health laws.

In addition to the activities enumerated above,

the municipality owns all markets, cattle-yards,

and shmgliter houses, from which it derives a
considerable income. The municipal markets and
abattoirs facilitate the inspection of the meat
supply, and the municipal lalmratory has done
a great deal in checking adulteration of milk,

bread, wine, and other food of common use, and
has scrveil greatly to reduce the death rate.

The poor relief is organized in Paris on a
large scale and centralized in the hands of a
special de])artment called 'L'Assistance Publique
!l Paris.' This has cliarge of the hospitals,

of the homes and asylums for aged jioor, as well
as for friendless children, and of outdoor relief.

The department is under the authorit.y of the
Prefect and is governed by a director and a
board, composed of leading men from various
Government departments. The work is carried

out in detail by the 'Bureaux de bienfaisanee,'

one in each arrondissement, and composed of

persons familiar with the people in tlieir re-

spective districts. The city comes to the aid
of the poor in several otiier ways. There are a
number of municipal lodging-houses open to un-
employed workmen free of charge, and furnish-
ing a meal to each guest. A similar home exists

for working women. From 15.000 to 20,000
families are lielpcd each year by advance of

rent-money in cases of threatened eviction. An
agricultural colony has been established not far
from the city for those unable to make a living.

A free employment oHice is maintained by the
city in eacli arrondissement, and a central labor
exchange known as the 'IJourse du Travail' was
erected by tlie municipality in 1892 at a cost
of 2.000,000 francs. In addition, the municipal
council voles 50,000 francs annually for the
maintenance of the institution, which serves as
the headquarters of all the trade-unions in the
city. A public pawn-shop, known as the ilont-
de-Piet^, has been in existence for more than a
century. It advances loans in any amount at
6 per cent., which is a great accommodation
for the poor. The largest of the numerous
hospitals or almshouses is La Salputri&re (for

women), probably the largest asylum in the
world, extending over 78 acres of land; 1300
of its 4."i00 inmates are insane.' BicOtre, with
nearly 3(100 l)eds, receives only men. The
Hospice des Enfants Trouves. or foundling hos-
pital, provides for the infants brought to it till

they reacli the age of maturity, and only demands
payment in the event of a cliild being reclaimed.
The erfeches. or public nurseries, first established
in 1844, of wliich tliere are now 18, receive the
infants of pncn- women for the day at the cost
of 20 centimes. Besides institutions for the
blind, deaf and dumb, convalescents, sick chil-

dren, etc., Paris has 17 general and special
hospitals. Of these the oldest and most noted
are the Hotel Dieu, rebuilt at a cost of $9,000,-

000, which covered also the cost of the new site, "

La CharitO, and La Pitif.

Education. The educational facilities of Paris
are very complete. A system of kindergartens
called Ecoles Maternelles is provided for chil-

dren between the ages of three and six, and
althousrh attendance ther? is not compulsory,
they arc all ])atronized, as tiiey are a great help

to the poor. The .attendance is from 50,000 to

00,000. Xext follow the Eeolcs Enfantiles, which
are a transition from the kindergarten to the
primary school, and are open to children l)etween

six and eight. The primary schools for chil-

dren below the age of fourteen employ nearly
3000 teachers, half men and half women, and
are attended by 150,000 pupils. The school

system is under the joint supervision of the
municipal council, the prefectoral administra-
tion, and the national jlinistry of Education.
The children are svijiplicd with text-books, etc.,

and those unable to paj' (00 per cent, of the

total number) are given gratis one meal each
day. A new feature of the school system is

the boarding-school for children of widowers
or guardians unable to give proper care to their

children. The cost of boarding and clothing a
child has been fixed at 000 francs a ^car, but
since 1892 the payment has been reduced to 120

francs for those unable to pay more, the city

paying the rest. Upon the completimi of the

primary school a child is free to enter a high

school or professional school, according to the

profession he or she chooses.

Finance. The- maintenance of so many institu-

tions involves, naturally, a gi'eat annual expense,

and their numieipalization has required the C(3n-

traction of large loans. The budget of Paris for

1901 amounted to 314,000,000 francs, of whii-h

more than a third, 113,000,000, went for pay-

ments on the public debt. It should be obser\ed
that only about 30.000,000 francs out of these

113.000,000 go to pay off the principal, the rest

being interest charges. The next heaviest item

is 35,000,000 francs for the police, to which the

national Government adds another 10,000,000.

The other items of importance are charily. 28,-

000,000 francs; education, 27,000,000; streets,

24.000,000. The relative expense for the various
departments is about the same from year to year.

The total debt of the citv is about 2,000,000,000

francs ($400,000,000). To offset these items of

expense there are a number of sources of 4ncorae

which the city derives from the various com-
panies holding franchises. Paris docs not own
its water works, nor the gas and electric plants,

and has no municipal transit system. The gas

company, in addition to furnishing gas for the

illumination of the streets and public buildings

at cost price, pays 200,000 francs a year for the

right to lay its pipes and a tax of 2 francs for

every 100 cubic meters of gas it sells, and di-

vides with the city all its profits above 13% per
cent, on its capital stock, which it is not allowed
to increase. This makes the total income of the
city from the gas company alone equal to 20,000,-

000 francs. A similar arrangement with the
electric lighting and water companies brings
several more millions a year into the city treas-

ury. Likewise the markets, abattoirs, and
cemeteries make their contributions.

Transportation. The main means of intra-

mural communication is supplied by the omni-
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buses anil electric tramways, which latter are in

a great measure supplanting the former, and so

satisfactorily that it seems hardly possible that
until the last decade of the nineteenth century
the intramural transportation was extremely in-

eiricient. Of tlie comprehensive system of under-
ground electric railways authorized by the na-

tional Government in 1S98. to be built by the city

and worked on lease by a private company, seven
miles were in operation in 1900. One of the lines

supplements the old surface steam belt railway
that passes around the city just inside the forti-

fications. The cab service in Paris is unex-
celled. The steamboats on the Seine are well

patronized in pleasant weather, and it will proba-

bly be long before the ancient and familiar omni-
buses are entirely put out of commission.

Indl.stky and Tkade. Paris is the largest in-

dustrial centre of France. It has a world-wide
renown for tlie elegance and taste of its products.

There are comparatively few large industrial

undertakings, Paris being more of a centre of

small workshops employing highly skilled labor-

ers. Of late, however, a tendency has been
noticed toward large establishments. Large fac-

tories are found in sucli industries as the manu-
facture of machinery, railroad supplies, chemical
products, soap, dyes, brewing and liquor estab-

lishments, china, porcelain, leather, printing, etc.

Small workshops, however, predominate in the

production of clothing, gold and silver articles,

furniture, optical and surgical instruments, toys,

paper boxes, steel and aluminum articles, artifi-

cial flowers, perfumes, articles of luxury, gloves,

etc. In all these products Paris excels the world.

The book-publishing business of France is almost
wholly concentrated in Paris. As a trading

centre Paris stands at the head of the list of

French cities. The products of its industry are

valued at more than 3,000,000,000 francs annual-

ly, most of which is exported. It was among the

first cities of the world to introduce large de-

partment stores such as the Louvre, the Bon
Marche, and Printemps. The most important

financial institutions aie the Banque de France,

the Credit Foncier. the Credit Lyonnais with 22

branches in the city, and the Clearing House,

called 'Chambre de Compensation de Banquicrs.'

Then there is the Bourse de Commerce in addi-

tion to the Bourse de Travail.

PoprL.\Tiox. The population of Paris varied

little from the thirteenth to the sixteenth cen-

turv. ranging during tliat period from 21G.0O0 to

260.000. In 171S it had increased to 509.000: in

1817 to 714.000: in 1851 to 1,053,000; in 1S81 to

2,209.000: while in 1891 it was 2.448.000, and

in 1901, 2,714.068. The most densely populated

quarters are the Eighteenth Arrondisscment,

formerly the Butte Montmartre, the Eleventh

Arrondisscment. formerly Popincourt, and the

Seventeenth Arrondisscment. formerly the Bati-

gnollcs Monceaux. The average density of popu-

lation in Paris exceeds 83,000 people to the

square mile, or nearly two and one-half times

that of London. About 10 per cent, of the popu-

lation is composed of foreigners. The great bulk

of the population is Roman Catholic: there are

about 00.000 Protestants and 25.000 .lews.

History. The earliest notice of Paris occurs

in .Julius Cicsar's Commentaries, in which it is

described, under the name of Lutetia. as a collec-

tion of mud huts, composing the chief sett lenient

of the Parisii, a Gallic tribe conquered by the
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Romans. The ruins of the Palatium Thermarum
(Palais des Thermes), and of ancient altars,
aqueducts, and other buildings, show that in
Roman times the town extended to both banks of
the Seine. Christianity was introduced about
A.D. 250 by Saint Denis. In the fourth century
Lutetia began to be known as Parisia, or Paris,
In the sixth century Paris wais chosen by
Cloyis as the seat of government; and after
having fallen into decay under the Carlovingian
kings, in whose time it suffered severely from
frequent invasions of the Xorthmen, it finally
became in the tenth century the residence of
Hugh Capet, the founder of the Capctian (lynasty,
and the capital of the French monarchy.
From this period Paris continued rapidly to in-

crease, and in two centuries it had doubled in

size and population. In the Middle Ages Pari.s

was divided into three distinct parts—La Cite,

on the islands; the Ville, on the right bank; and
the Quartier Latin, or University, on the left

bank of the river. Louis XI. did much to enlarge
Paris, and to efface the disastrous results of its

hostile occupation by the English during the
wars under Henry V. and Henry \'I. of England.
Its progress was again checked during the
wars of the last of the \'alois. when the city sus-
tained several sieges. On the accession of Henrv'
of Xavarre in 1589, a new era was ofieiied for

Paris. The improvements commenced under his
reign were continued during the minority of his

son, Louis Xlll. Louis XIV. converted the old

ramparts into public walks or boulevards, organ-
ized .a regular system of police, established drain-

age and sewerage works, foimded hospitals, alms-
houses, public schools, scientific societies, and a

library, and thus gave to Paris a claim to be
regarded as the focus of European civilization.

The terrible days of the Revolution (see Frexch
Revolltion) caused a temporary reaction. The
improvement of Paris was co^fimenced on a new
and grander scale under the first Xapoleon, when
new quays, bridges, markets, streets, squares,

and public gardens were created. All the treas-

ures of art and science which conquest placed in

his power were applied to the emliellishment of

Paris, in the restoration of which he spent more
than $10,000,000 in twelve years. His down-
fall again arrested progress, and in many re-

spects Paris fell behind other European cities.

Renovation of various sorts was recommenced
under Louis Philippe, under whom fortifications

on a colossal scale were constructed, but it was
reserved for Xapoleon III. to render Paris

the most commodious, splendid, and Iwiutiful of

modern cities. When he commenced his improve-

ments Paris still consisted, in the main, of a

labjrinth of narrow, dark, and ill-ventilated

streets. With .the assistance of Baron Hauss-

mann, the Prefect of the Seine, his schemes were

carried out with rare energj- and good taste.

Two straight and wide thoroughfares, parallel to

and near each other, were made to traverse the

whole width of Paris from north to south cross-

ing the Cite: a still greater thoroughfare was

made to run the whole length of the town, north

of the Seine, from east to west. The old boule-

vards were completed so as to form outer and

inner circles of spacious streets, the former chief-

ly lying along the outskirts of the old city, the

latter passing through and connecting a long line

of distant suburbs. In the year 1867. when the

international exhibition was opened, Paris had
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become in all respects the most splendid city in

Europe, and in that year it was visited hy up-

ward of 1..500,000 foreigners. Many furtlier im-

provements were contemplated, hut financial and
political difficulties supervened I see France),
and these great schemes had to be postponed. The
.siege of Paris by the Germans, which lasted from
September 19, ISTO, to .January 28, 1871. caused

much less injury to the city than the vandalism
of the Red Republicans, who rose against the

Government in March, 1871. took possession of

Paris, and proclaimed the Commune (q.v. ) the

only lawful Government. Acts of pillage and
wai;ton destruction followed. The column erect-

ed to the memory of Napoleon and the Great

Armj-, in the Place Vendome, one of the princi-

pal "squares of Paris, was pulled down as "a

monument of tyranny.' When the Government
troops under Marshal MacMahon pressed forward

into the city, in the latter part of ilay. the Com-
munists Ijegan systematically to set fire with pe-

troleum to a great numlicr of the chief buildings

of Paris, public and private. Tlie fire for a

time threatened to destroy the whole city. It

was not checked until projierty had been lost to

the value of many millions of dollars and his-

torical monuments were destroyed which never

can be replaced. Two years later, however, all

the private houses burned had been rebuilt, the

monuments only partially injured had been re-

stored, and the streets and public places were

as splendid and gay as in the best days of the

Empire. The Universal Expositions of 1878,

1889, and 1000 are among the chief events of

the sul)scquent historj' of Paris.
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PAR'IS. A city and the county-seat of Edgar
County, 111., 20 miles northwest of Terre Haute,
Ind. ; "on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Saint Louis and the Vandalia Line railroads

(ilap: Illinois, E 4). It is mainly a residential

place, and has a public park of 100 acres, 70 of

which are now submerged, forming an artificial

lake. The city is in a farming district, the

products of which form the staples of a con-

siderable trade. There are extensive manufac-
tures of brooms. Paris was laid out in 1825

and incorporated first in 1849. The government
is administered \mder a general law of 1872,

which provides for a mayor, chosen biennially,

and a council. The municipality owns and ope-

rates the water-works and electric light plant.

Population, in 1890, 4996; in 1900. 6105.

PARIS. A city and the county-seat of Bour-

bon County, Ky., 90 miles east of Louisville; on
Stoner Fork of the Licking River, and at the

junction of divisions of the Louisville and Nash-
ville Railroad (ilap: Kentucky, G 2). A hand-

some court-house, to cost more than $150,000, is

in course of construction (1903), and a new
library (Carnegie) is projected. Situated in the

famous 'blue-grass region' of Kentucky. Paris

is engaged extensively in breeding fine horses.

It has also a large "trade in whii^ky. tobacco,

hemp, grass seed, etc. The gas-works are owned
by the municipality. Paris was settled in 1784

and was chartered as a city in 1862. Popula-

tion, in 1890, 4218; in 1900," 4603,

PARIS. A city and the county-seat of Henry
County, Tenn., 110 miles west of Nashville; on

a fork of the West Sandy River, and on the

Louisville and Nashville and the Nashville, Chat-

tanooga and Saint Louis railroads (Map: Ten-

nessee, C 4). It is the centre of a fertile region,

producing cereals, cotton, and tobacco, and has

several tobacco and medicine manufactories,

planing mills, flouring mills, and repair shops of

the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. Popula-

tion in 1890, 1917; in 1900, 2018,

PARIS. A city and the county-seat of Lamar
County, Texas, 100 miles northeast of Dallas;

on the" Texas and Pacific, the Texas Midland, the

Saint Louis and San Francisco, and the Gulf,

Colorado and Santa Fe railroads (Map: Texas,

G 3). It has a fine United States court and
post-ofTice building, and a county court-house

of granite. The city is the centre of a productive

cotton-growing section, and controls extensive

wholesale and shipping interests. Its industrial

establishments include' large cottonseed-oil mills,

a large compress, cotton gins, a flouring mill,

canning factory, brick plants, etc. Paris, settled

in 1841, is governed under a charter of 1889,
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which provides for a mayor, elected everj- two
years, and a council. The water-works are owned
and operated by the municipality. Population,
in 1S1H.I, 8254; in 1900, 93,58.

PARIS, CoXGKESS OF. See Crimeax Wab;
Declaration of Pabis; Paris, Treaties of.

PARIS, Treaties of. The name giyen to

important treaties of peace concluded at Paris
in 17(i3, 1783, 1814, 181.5. 18.50, and 1898.

The treaty of February 10, 1763, was con-

cluded between France and Spain on the one
hand, and Great Britain and Portusal on the
other, at the end of the Seyen Years' War (q.v. ).

It provided for a cession to Great Britain of
Canada, Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton,
and the region east of the Mississippi River,

possessed or claimed by France, except Xew Or-

leans and the isle on which it stood. Great
Britain was confirmed in the possession of Xova
Scotia. France retained a share in the fisheries

of Newfoundland and the Saint Lawrence, un-

der certain restrictions, together with the

isles of Saint-Pierre and Jliquelon. In

the West Indies, Great Britain restored

Martinique and Guadeloupe, and ceded Saint

Lucia to France, while France ceded to Great
Britain Dominica, Saint Vincent. Grenada, and
Tobago (the last previously neutral territory).

France ceded Senegal to Great Britain. She re-

covered possession of Pondicherry, but had to

agree not to maintain military settlements in

Bengal. In Europe. France relinquished her

conquests in Germany, restored Minorca, and
engaged to maintain the status quo. By way of

compensation for the loss of Florida, which
Spain ceiled to GJreat Britain, which had fallen

into the liands of that Power, France ceded to

Spain the bulk of Louisiana, including Xew
Orleans. The effect of the treaty was to establish

the supremacy of Great Britain in America, in

India, and on the seas.

The Treaty of Paris of September 3, 1783,

between Great Britain and the United States,

marked the close of the American Revolution

and recognized the independence of the colonies.

Simultaneously with its conclusion Great Britain

made peace with France and Spain at Versailles.

The four difficult questions upon which the Brit-

ish and American negotiators labored at great

length before reaching a settlement related to

(1) the boundaries of the L'nited States; (2)

fishing rights on the coast of Newfoundland; (3)

payment of private debts due from Americans to

British creditors: and (4) compensation of the

loyalists. As finally concluded, the treaty recog-

nized the Mississippi River as the western boun-

dary from a point west of the Lake of the Woods
to the thirty-first parallel of north latitude;

thence the boundary was to run due ea.st to the

Appalachicola (Chattahoochee) River, thence

down the middle of that stream to tlie Flint

River, thence to the head of the Saint Mary's

River, and thence along the middle of that river

to the Atlantic Oceaii. The Great Lakes and
the Saint Lawrence River were recognized as

the northern boundary to the forty-fifth parallel.

Thence to the Atlantic Ocean the" boundary was
described as following the highlands which divide

those rivers that empty themselves into the Saint

Lawrence from those which empty into the At-

lantic; thence from the highlands to the source

of the Saint Croix River; and thence down that

stream to its mouth. (Sec Northeast Borx-
»ARY Dispute; also Northwest Boc.ndarv Dis-
pute.) With regard to the fisheries, it was
provided that the Americans were to continue
to enjoy tlie same rights of fishery at Newfound-
land and vicinity which they had enjoyed as Eng-
lish colonists, and while they were to* be permit-
ted to dry their fish on other unsettled shores,
they were not allowed to do so on the island of
Newfoundland. At the same time they were to
have the exclusive right of fishing on "their own
coasts. On the third point it was provided that
creditors on either side should meet with no
lawful impediment to the recovery of the full
value in sterling money of all bona fide debt.s
contracted before the war. With regard to the
loyalists, the American negotiators consented
that Congress should be asked to recommend to
the State legislatures to provide for the restitu-.
tion of confiscated estates, and to abandon all

future confiscations and to cease all prosecutions
commenced against persons known as loyalists.

The navigation of the Mississippi was declared
to be free to the subjects of both nations. By
the terms of the Treaty of Versailles, signed on
the same day as that of Paris, Great Britain
restored Florida and Jlinorca to Spain anrl ceded
Tobago to France. Senegal was relinquished to
France.
The Treaty of Paris of May 30. 1814 (First

Peace of Paris), Avas concluded biftwcen France
on the one hand and the representatives of all

the great Powers of Europe on the other. It pro-

vided that France should surrender all her con-

quests except slight territories on the northern
and eastern boundaries, leaving her with the

boundaries of 1792. She was to pay no indem-
nity, and was to retain all works of art taken

from conquered countries with a few except ions.

Most of the colonies taken from her by CIreat

Britain were restored; Holland was restored to

the House of Orange; of the colonial pos.session9

wrested from Holland, Great Britain retained

Ceylon, the Cape of Good Hope, and part of Suri-

nam (Guiana) ; Switzerland was declared inde-

pendent; Italy, except the Austrian provinces,

was to consist of independent .States; a similar

arrangement was made for Germany; the navi-

gation of the Rhine was to be open : and the set-

tlement of all other questions of Euro|)ean con-

cern was to be intrusted to a European congress

to be convened at Vienna. (See Viex.na Con-
gress.) By secret provisions it was agreed that

the Allies should control the distributions of ter-

ritory at the congress; that Austria .should re-

ceive Northern Italy; that the King of Sardinia

should receive Genoa ; and that Belgium and Hol-

land should be united as a defensive territory

against France.

The Treaty of Paris of November 20, 1815

(Second Peace of Paris), was concluded between

France on the one hand and the Allies on the

other, and materially modified the treaty of

1814. By this treaty France was deprived of

certain small territories to the north and east

which she had been allowed to retain by the

treaty of 1814. She was also compelled to pay

indeiiinities to the allied Powers for the ex|HMises

of the war. amounting to some £40.000.000; to

consent to the occupation of her frontier prov-

inces for a period of five years by an allied army

of 150.000 men. and to defray the cost of this

occupation out of her own revenues. Indemnities
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to a large amount were allowed several of the

allies for the spoliations committed on them by
the French armies, the total amount of the entire

indemnity exeeedinf,' £liO,Ol)0,0()0.

The Treaty of Paris of March .30, 1850, was
concluded amonj,' the Powers at the close of the

Crimean War (q.v.), and settled a number of

questions of European pul)lic law of great im-

portance. It provided that the Black Sea should

be neutralized, and that it should be thrown open
to the merchant marine of every nation. All
war vessels of every nation, including Russia and
Turkey, were forever prohibited from entering
that sea. The Czar and the Sultan agreed not
to establish upon its coasts any military fort

or arsenal. A portion of Bessarabia was sur-
rendered b}' Russia, and the River Danube was
declared to be open to free navigation. For the
]iurpose of insuring free navigation, and for
policing and improving the river, it was placed
under the supervision of an international com-
mission. This provision was declared to be a
part of the public law of Europe. The Sublime
Porte was formally admitted to the European
concert, and the PoA\ers engaged to respect the
independence and integrity of the Ottoman Em-
pire. The Danubian principalities of Moldavia
and \\'allaehia were to continue under the su-
zerainty of the Porte, Russia renouncing her pro-
tectorate over them and the Powers guaranteeing
all the privileges and immunities of which they
were then in possession. Several important prin-
ciples of international law Avere agreed upon at
the same time, and were embodied in the Declara-
tion of Paris (q.v.)

.

Tlie Treaty of Paris of December 10, 1808, ter-

minated the Spanish-American War. Spain re-

linquished her sovereignty in Cuba, and ceded
Porto Rico, the Philippine Islands, and the isl-

and of Guam to the United States, from which
she received the sum of .$20,000,000.

PARIS, UxiVERSiTY OF. One of the oldest and
largest universities iu the world. It had its in-

ception in the schools of Xotre-Dame, Sainte
Genevieve, and Saint Victor, and first comes into
prominence about 1170. In the early part of the
twelfth century Paris was already tlie noted seat
of a number of great masters, among whom were
William of Champeaux and his pui)il Abelard
(q.v.). Thousands of scholars from all over
Euroi)e flocked to Paris. Hence arose the neces-
sity for common protection against the imposi-
tions of citizens and particularly against the
chancellor of Xotre Dame, who possessed the
right to gi'ant the 'license to teach' and thus con-
stituted the quasi head of the university, and
from a mere association of masters there gradu-
ally developed a corporation with special rights
and privileges. In 1200 Philip Augustus granted
a charter conceding among other privileges the
right of students to be tried iu an ecclesiastical
court. In 1207 there is mention made of 'Com-
miinitas Scholarium' and 'Universitas Magistro-
rum.' indicating a fully organized Studium Gen-
erale. The chancellor's power to grant licenses

was somewhat neutralized by the custom of In-
ception, which obliged a 'candidate to deliver an
inaugural address before being permitted to as-

sociate with the masters. In 1229 a bloody fight

between students and citizens caused an emigra-
tion which greatly benefited Oxford. Two years
later, however, Pope Gregory IX. came to the

assistance of the university, and masters and
scholars returned in large ninnbers. Popes Hono-
rius III. and Gregory IX., by si<ling with the mas-
ters in these disputes, acquined an enormous inllu-

ence over the all'airs of the university. The cor-

poration, which at first was nothing more than an
association of masters, now ecmsistcd of masters
and scholars, although the right to vote was vest-
ed in the masters only. The university was
<livided into the superior faculties, viz. theology,
medicine, and law, and the inferior faculty of aits
ever, on account of the ])redominance of their

number tlie rector of the faculty of arts became
jiractically the head of the university in the four-

teenth century. The arts faculty was di-

vided into four nations: French. Picards, Eng-
lish, and Xormaus. In the Congregations of the
university there were seven voices, the nations
controlling four and the other faculties three.

In the middle of the thirteenth century the uni-
Acrsity entered into a series of litigations with
the aggressive Mendicants, who included among
their teachers such men as Thomas Aqui-
nas, Alexander of Hales, and Saint Bonaven-
tura. They established three chairs in theology
without taking the oath of ol)edience to the uni-

versity statutes. After a struggle of seven years
the Pope decided against the masters and the

ilendicant scholars were placed on a basis of

eqiuility with the seculars. The contest with ll'e

Jlendieants, however, was fortunate in that a
series of 'colleges' or foundations modeled after
those of the Orders where laymen could get lodg-

ing, care, and instruction were established. The
most famous of these were the Sorbonne (q.v.),

foimded by Robert de Sorbon aliout 1257, and the
College of Xavarre.

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the
university attained its highest stage of develop-
ment. Princes and popes courted its favor, and
followed the teachings of its famous theologians
and jurists. It became the centre of the educated
world. However, its conservative attitude toward
the humanism of the fifteenth century; the civil

wars; the constantly increasing centralization of
the French Ciovernment. which crippled free uni-

versity life—all contributed toward the gradual
decline of its fame. The theological faculties,

owing to the establishment of the bishop semi-
naries, lost their prestige as educational institu-

tions, and degenerated into mere degree-confer-
ring bodies. The famous jurists also forsook
Paris for the practical business of administra-
tion in the provinces. The faculties of arts and
the colleges came to serve the jiurposes of second-
ary education, while most of the higher education
fell into tlie hands of the .Jesuits, who estab-

lished a number of colleges in France. The'

university never flourished again as during the
media-val period. Henceforth the great scholars
of France were connected with the Academy.
During the Revolution the university went down
with the rest of the French universities. In
1808 Xapoleon reorganized it as part of the

t'niversity of France, and until 1896 it was
known as the Facultes de Paris. In 1902 it con-
sisted of the following faculties, schoid, and ad-

ministrative body: (1) The Conseil de I'univcr-

site ; ( 2 ) the Protestant theological faculty

;

(3) the medical faculty, including the Musce
Dupuytren, established in 18.3.5; (4) the law
faculty; (5-6) faculties of science and letters

at the Sorbonne; (7) the school of pharmacy.
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The total attendance is over 12,000. The library

contained, in 1902, 477,5i*0 volumes, including

1590 manuscripts. Consult: Jourdain, Uistoire

de I'universiti de Paris au XVIJme el au
XVnime siMe (Paris, 1802-66) ; Budinszkj-, Die
Unircrsitnt in Paris iind die Fremden an der-

selbrn itn M ittelalter (Berlin, 1876) ; and Denifle

and C'liatelain, Chart ularium Vniversitatis Paris-
iensis (Paris, 1889 et seq.). See article Uni-'
VERblTY.

PARIS (Lat., from Gk. Jlipis, of unknowTi
etymology), also kno\m as Ai-Exa>deb. In Greek
legend, the second son of Priam, King of Troy,
and Hecuba, and cause of the Trojan War. His
mother dreamed that she gave birth to a fire-

brand, which set the whole city on fire, a dream
interpreted by Helenus or Cassandra to signify
that the child n'OuUl bring the city to destruc-

tion. To prevent this, Priam caused the infant
to be e.x-poscd iipon Mount Ida, where he was
found and brought up by shepherds, among
whom he distinguished himself. After a time
he accidentally discovered his origin, and was
received by Priam as his son, but continued to
live on Jlount Ida, where he had won the love

of the nymph ffinone, daughter of the river-god

Cebren. While on Ida he was appealed to as
umpire in a strife which had arisen among the
three goddesses, Hera, Athene, and Aphrodite, as
to which of them was the most beautiful, the god-
dess Eris (strife) having revengefully flung
among them at the marriage of Peleus, to which
she had not been invited, a golden apple (of dis-

cord) inscribed To the ilost Beautiful. Each of
the three endeavored to'bribe him. Hera promised
him dominion over Asia; Athene, military re-

nown; Aphrodite, the fairest of women for his

wife. Helen, the wife of Menolaus. Paris
decided in favor of Aphrodite, hence the animos-
ity which the other two goddesses displayed
against the Trojans in the war that followed.

Paris now equipped a ship and sailed to Sparta,
where, with the aid of Aphrodite, he persuaded
Helen to elope with him to Troy. Upon this fol-

lowed the Trojan War, in which the princes of

Greece joined Menelaus in his endeavor to re-

cover his wife. In the Iliad Paris is at times
represented as a cowardly boaster, disliked by his

countrv'men, while in other portions of the poem
he is valiant and skillful in battle, especially

with his bow, and is welcomed on his appearance
by the Trojans. His manly beauty is more than
once praised. In the epic he was said to have
killed Achilles, while endeavoring to force his

way through the Scfean gate into Troy, but the
later writers elaborated the story of Achilles's

love for Polyxena, and represented the Greek
hero as enticed to the temple of Apollo and there

nuirdered by Paris and Deiphobus. The Little

Uiiid told of the death of Paris by the arrow of

Philoctetes, who owned the bow and arrows of

Heracles. The Alexandrian writers, to whom the

CEnone ejiisode is due. added the version that
when Paris was wounded by the poisoned arrow
he turned for healing to his old love on Mount
Ida. She, however, refused to employ her magic
skill, and the hero died, whereupon, in remorse,

she destroyed herself. Representations of Paris
are common in ancient art. On the earlier vases

he appears at the judgment of the goddesses as

a shepherd, often with the lyre, and amid his

flocks. Later he is usually distinguished by the

Phrj-gian cap, and sometime-; by the close-fitting
trousers and jacket worn by the Asiatics.

PARIS, pa're.s', Gastox (1830-1903). A
French philologist, bom at Aveny, son of Paulin
Paris. He studied Romance philology for two
years at Giiltingen and Bonn, where he was for a
while associated with the illustrious founder
of modem Romance philologj', Friedrieh Diez.
Having gone back to France, he worked at
the Parisian Ecole des Chartes and b<;eanie

director of the Ecole des Hautes Etn<Ies.
He gave to his department of it such fame
that students came to him from all parts of
the world. He was also soon associated with
the work in the College de France, and suc-
ceeded to the chair of his father when the latter
retired in 1872. He was one of the staff of the
Revue Critique from 1866 to his death, and in 1872
with his life-long fellow-worker, Paul Meyer, he
founded the Romania, one of the most important
of the Romance journals. In 1S9.5 Professor
Paris was made director of the College de France,
and in 1890 he was elected to the French Acad-
emy. He had long been a member of the In-

stitute. Since Sainte-Beuve, who gave little at-

tention to the linguistic side, the French nation
had had no critic so great as Gaston Paris. In
him the philologist and the lover of beauty were
at one. Paris was reared among literary men.
Toward the end of his life he was at the head
of scientific literary criticism in France. lie

had no showy theories, b)it his discoveries were
many, and his knowledge was so wide that other
great scholars were loath to assail his views. Yet
his influence, which liad been won by his stead-

fastly scientific attitude, and by the moderation,
clearness, and charm of his thought, created

no doctrinary school. He had rare personal

dignity, a keen but sober wit, an extraordinary
niemorj', and a wide acquaintance with men.
Paris devoted himself mainly to tJie language
and literature of France. He exceflcd not only
in textual criticism, but in teaching and in

arousing a sound love of old literature. In
1902 Paris became head editor of the Journal
des Savants, and had other great work on hand
when he died in Cannes, March 5. 1903, the

most famous of Romance scholars, with disciples

in all civilized countries. Some of the more
important of his productions, besides the mani-
fold articles to be found in the Romania and
other reviews, are: Elude sur le role de Vacccnt

latin dans la langue fran^aisc (1862; new ed.

1896); De Pseudo-Turpino (1865); Bistoire

poitique de Charlemagne (1865) ; Les contes

orientaux dans la litterature frantaisc dii moycn
uge (1875) ; Le petit Poucet et la grandc Otirse

(1875); La poisie au moyen age (1885); La
litterature francaise du moyen 6gc (Paris,

1888) ; Poemes et Icgendes du mogen age ( 1900) ;

Poctes et penscurs (189G). Perhaps his most
fascinating work is his biography and literary

estimate of Francois Villon (1901). Among the

notable texts edited by him are the Fie de Saint

Alexis, with L. Pannier (1872; new ed. 1887),

a remarkable work, and the Extraits de la chan-

son de Roland: also Merlin, and Les miracles d«

Xotre Dame. Consult: Todd, "Gaston Pari.s. Ro-

mance Philologist and ^Member of the French

Academy," in Publications of the Modern Lan-

guage Association, vol. xii. (Baltimore, 1897) ;

mu\ Romania for April (Paris, 1903).
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PAB'IS, John Avrton (1785-185G). An
Eiiplis'i physician and author. He was born

and was educated at Cambridge, where, after

pursuing courses of study at Edinburgli, he took

his medical degree in 1808. He began the prac-

tice of his profession in London, w^as made
physician to Westminster Hospital, and later

set'lled in Cornwall. There he ol)taincd a large

practice, studied natural history, and founded

the Koyal Geological Society of Cornwall. Re-

turning to London, he lecturiMl on materia medica

and the philosophy of medicine at the Royal

College of Physicians. He became a censor of

the Koyal College of Physicians in 1817; de-

livered "the Harveian oration before it in 1843,

and the next year succeeded Sir Henry Ilalford

in its presidency, retaining that ollice until his

death. Among his works are a J'luirmacoloyia

(1812), long the standard treatise on tlic sub-

ject; a Treatise oil. Diet (1827) ;
Phitosoiihy in

Hport Made Science in Earnest ( 1827 ) , a popular

treatise on physical science; and a Life of Sir

Humphry Dar'y (1831).

PABIS, pa're', Loui-s Philippe d'Orl£axs,

Count of (1838-94). Pretender to the crovvn of

France. He was born in Paris, August 24,

1838, being the eldest son of Ferdinand, Duke
of Orleans, and grandson of Louis Philippe. On
the death of his father in 1842 the Count of

Paris became the French heir apparent. He was
carefully educated in Germany and later in Eng-

land, wiiither his mother had removed after the

events of 1848. A journey to Syria with his

brother, the Duke of Cluirtres, in 18.')'J, resulted

in the publieation of a journal of the voyage,

entitled Danias et le Lihau. Early in 1801 the

Count of Paris became interested in the Civil

War in the L'nited States, oU'ered his services

with his brother's to the Federal Government,
and with their uncle, the Prince de Joinvillc.

tlie two were attached to the staff of General

McClellan, with the rank of captain. They re-

mained in active and elTicient service in all the

disastrous battles of that campaign, and only

retired when the attitude of France toward
^lexico gave cause of ollense to the United States.

The Count of Paris returned to England in the

sunmier of 1862, and shortly afterwards began
to appear as a contributor to the Revue des

Deux Mondes, though under a nom de plume.
In 18G4 he married his cousin Isabella, the

daughter of the Duke of Montpensier. In 1871
he was chosen to the National Assembly, which
voted that his property in France, confiscated

bj' Xapoleon, should be restored. In 1873 the

Count of Paris made a formal resignation of

the claims of his family to the throne of France
by a visit to the Count of Cliambord at Frohs-
dortr, but after the latter's death in 1883 he was
generally regarded as the Count of Chambord's
successor and as the chief of the Legitimist
Party. By the Expulsion Act of 1880 the Count
of Paris and his family were compelled to leave
Franco. He settled in England and devoted him-
self to literary pursuits, though occasionally
issuing a royal manifesto to the people of France.
Of his eiglit children, the most noteworthy is

the eldest, Philippe, Duke of Orleans. The Count
of Paris revisited the United States, where he
was well received, in 1800. He died at Stowe House,
Buckinghamshire, England, September 8, 1894. Of
his writings, the most important are : De la situa-

tion des ouvriers en Angleierre (1869), which

has been tr.anslated into English and German,
and Histoire de la guerre cirilc en AnU'ri<iue

(1874-75). an able military history, which has
been translated.

PARIS, :Mattuew (c.1200-59). The greatest

English historian of the iliddle Ages. In

1217 he entered the ilonastery of Saint Al-

bans, where Roger of Wendover (q.v. ) was
historiographer. When Roger died in 1236 Paris

took up the work of continuing the Vhronien
Majura, which had been lirouglit to the year

1235. Paris evidently enjoyed a wide renouii

even in his own day, for about 1240 lie was
specially invited by King Haakon IV. of Norway
to reorganize the Abbey of Saint Benet Holm,
and was ordered b_v Pope Innocent IV. to in-

vestigate its spiritual condition also. He re-

turned to England in 1249 laden with presents.

With the year 1250 Paris intended to end Ids

chronicle, but new events aroused his interest,

and the great work ended only nine years later.

An abridgment which he |)re|iared is known as

Historia Minor, and extends from 1007 to 1253,

and contains a few incidents not noted in the

Chronica Majura. In addition, Paris wrote the

VilcE Abbaium S. Albani, and the Addinotintenta

;

the latter contains charters, etc., supplement-

ing both the Clironica Majora and the VitcB. He
died probably about May, 1259. In his own day
Paris was considered a universal scholar, and
was indeed versed in most of the learning of his

time. There is a continuation of his works
ascriljed to Rishangcr (q.v.). All of tlie works
of Paris are published in the lioHs series. For
other editions and works connected with Paris,

consult: Gross, Sources and Literature of Emj-
lish History (London, 1900) ; Potthast, Bibl'io-

thcca Historica Uedii SEri, vol. ii. (Berlin,

1800).

PABIS, pa'res', Paulin (1800-81). A French
historian and pliilologist. born at Avenay, Marne.

His appointment in the manuscript department
of the National Library gave him opportunity

to study the old French writers. He was made
a member of the Academy of Inscriptions ( 1837 )

,

wrote memoirs for its publications, and for

those of other learned societies to which he be-

longed, and was professor of mediaeval history

in "the College de France (1853-72). His most
notable achievement was his catalogue. Manu-
scrits franf-ais de la bibliothcr/ue du roi ( 18.3fi-

48). Besides other translations, he made a
French edition of Byron (1830-32-30). He edited

the fjrandes chroniques dc France (1830-40) and
other works. His own Etudes sur Francois I.

(1S85) were published posthumously.

PABIS BASIN. A geologic basin eroded in

the Cretaceous rocks of the vicinity of Paris
and subsequently filled with Tertiary marls and
sands. The basin occupies an oblong area of

about 20,000 square miles, wliich is divided by
the Seine into a nortliern and a soutliern half.

The underlying strata are chiefly remarkable for

the ricli harvest of organic remains which they
supplied to Cuvier, and which led to the founda-
tion of tlie modern science of paleontology.

PABISH (OF. parosse, paroiehe, Fr. paroisse,

from Lat. parwcia, parocia, from Gk. irapoiKla.^

paroikia, ecclesiastical district, from Trdpoi/toi,

paroikos, neighboring, from wapd, para, beside,

beyond + oTkos, oikos, house). A division either

of territory or population, originally ecclesias-
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tical, but in some places also civil. The word
in its Greek form was applied in its earliest

ecclesiastical use to a body of Christians living

in a city and its neighborhood to distinguish

them from the other inhabitants. Gradually it

came to mean the district under the care of a

bishop. The subdivision of the dioceses of the

kingdoms of England into what are now known
as parishes is not supposed to have taken place

nmch earlier than the time of King Edgar ('.170),

the boundaries of the parishes being fi.ved by
those of manors. In this later ecclesiastical

sense, the parish came to be the territory com-

mitted to the charge of one priest. But since

the modern development of the English poor

laws the term parish in the statutes defines a

district for which a separate poor rate is or

may be made and a separate overseer appointed.

On the temporal side the administration is in

the hands of the vestry, and especially of the

church wardens, one of whom is usually nomi-

nated by the incumbent, the other elected by
the ratepayers. Their duties are to have a care

for the fabric of the Church and other property,

preserve order during divine service, and provide

whatever is necessary for its due celebration.

There has for many centuries been an appar-

ent confusion in the use of the term, arising

from the fact that as a rule the same body of

individuals represented both the civil and the

religious organizations. From an early period,

however, the ecclesiastical side of the parish

has predominated over the civil side, and this

was the condition of affairs at the time of the

first English .settlements in America. It was
in Virginia that the parish as it existed in Eng-

land was developed, although, on account of the

peculiar circumstances of the colony, it came
later than the military and civil divisions, and

therefore never possessed civil powers equal to

the parishes of the mother country. The word
parish was used in the New England colonies to

denote the township from the ecclesiastical point

of view, as well as a portion of a township not

possessing town rights. In the United States at

the present time the word parish as an ecclesias-

tical district is used loosely by the Episcopal

and Reformed Episcopal churches, and often

w^ith a more definite territorial limitation by

the Roman Catholic Church. In the Episcopal

Church the parish is the local unit of organiza-

tion, and, as a rule, possesses a corporation

composed of the rector, wardens, and vestrymen.

In Louisiana the term parish is given to the civil

territorial divisions called counties in other

States.

PARISH CI.ERK. A secular officer in the

parishes of the Church of England and in some

of the colonial churches of the Anglican com-

munion. It is the duty of a parish clerk to

represent the congregation in public worship. A
person in holy orders may be appointed, but

such a clerk is usually a lajTiian. who by the

canon law is required to be at least twenty years

of ago and of competent skill in singing.

PARISH SCHOOL. A term applied to in-

stitutions located in the district called the parish.

In the capitulary of 780 Charles the Great

directed everv monasterv to have its school where

boys might be taught the Psalms, the system of

musical notation, singing, arithmetic, and gram-

mar. Such schools would, of course, reach only a

very little beyond tiiose designed for the Church,
but in 790 Theodulphus, Bishop of Orleans, issued
a similar capitulary to the clergy of his diocese,
requiring them to give gratuitous instruction to
the children of the laity in every town and village.

From time to time other decrees by both Church
and State attempted to render more elTective the
popular instruction that the clergy- of France
were supposed to give. After the revocation of
the Edict of Xantes (1G85), Louis XIV. decreed
that there should be in every parish a school to

teach the Roman Catholic religion, reading, and
even writing. The 'Brethren of the Christian
Schools,' founded in 1679 by La Salle, a canon of
the cathedral church at Rhcims, atfonled a most
effective means of education for the common
people.

The early Protestant reformers, Luther,
Jlelanchthon, Zwingli, Knox, and others, were
anxious that the common people should have
proper religious instruction, and to this end they
deemed the rudiments of reading and writing
of the greatest importance. They urged upon
the pastors the duty of attending to this matter,
and the early Protestant parish schools cither

were taught by the pastors or their assistants

or were at least under their supervision. As the

schools were taken in hand by the State, eccle-

siastical supervision was retained, and it has

been done away with very slowly, vestiges of it

remaining in Prussia even today.
Consult: M. Arnold, Popular Education of

France (London, 1801), and Balfour, Educa-
tional Systems of Great Britain and Ireland

(Oxford, 1S98).

PARISITJS, pa-re'ze-ys, Ludolf (1827-1900).

A German politician and author. He was born

at Gardelegen, studied law at Halle, and prac-

ticed in his native town. In Berlin he became
prominent in the politics of the Progressist

Party as an editor or the I'arhimcnlarixrhe Kor-

respondenz aus der Fortschritlspartei, and a mem-
ber of the Prussian House of Deputies, .\fter-

wards he joined the Xational Liberal Party, and
sat in the Reichstag in 1874-77 and 1881-87. In

1871 he was made conspicuous by his attacks

on Von JIUhler, Minister of Education. He wrote

various legal commentaries: a valuable history,

Deutschlands polilische Parteien und das Minis-

terium liismarcks (1S77> : and several novels.

PARIS SKETCH-BOOK, The. A collection

of sketches and stories bv W. M. Thackeray

(1840).

PARJANYA, pjir-jiin'ya. In the Veda (q.v.).

tlie rain-t'od. He is mentioned about thirty

times in the Rig-Veda, where he is celebrated

in three hvmns. His action, however, is not

whollv independent, as he. like the Maruts. is

subject to Mitra and Varuna (q.v.). Parjanya.

as being a rain-deity, is frequently associated

with thunder, and occasionally also with light-

ning. It naturally follows from his rfunetions

that he is in a "sijecial degree the god who

promotes and fosters vegetation. His wife is

by implication the earth, although one passage

of the Atharva-Veda expressly calls her nanie

Vasa. Parjanya is mentioned in connection with

several other deities, especially with Vata. the

wind, and less often with the Maruts, the storm-

gods, and with Agni. the fire. He has likewise

many points of resemblance with Tndra (q.v.).

with" whom in the epic he is regularly identified.
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Parjanya is often thought to be identical with

the J^ilhuanian thunder-god reikunas, but this

view must be regarded as more inviting than

probable. Consult Macdoncll, Jedic Mythology

(Strassburg, 18U7).

PARK. See Parks and PLiYcnouNns.

PARK (MEng. park, parrok, from OF., Fr.

pare, and from AS. peurroc, Ollti. pfarrih, Ger.

Pfcrck, ])ark, of uncertain etymology. |iossibly

connected with provincial Eng. par, inclosure for

domestic animals, and with OHG. spurro, Ger.

Sparren, Eng. spar), SIilitaby. Any inclosed

space, in which are stored either guns, wagons, or

supplies. Specifically, an artillery park is one

consisting of guns and their ciiuipmcnt ; and
similarly an ('ngine<M-s' park would consist of

wagons, pontoons, animals, etc. Wagons or other

train vehicles, brought together for purposes of

storage, camping, or for defense against attack,

are said to be parked.

PARK, EnwABDS Amasa ( 1808-1900) . An
American theologian. He was born in Provi-

dence, R. I., December 29, 1808. He graduated

at Brown University in 1820, Andover Seminary

in IS.*)!, and was ordained as colleague pastor

with llev. Richard Salter Storrs of Braintree,

Mass., in the lalter year. In 183.5 he became
professor of intellec-tual pbilosopliy at Amherst
College, and the following year was called to

Andover Theological Seminary as professor of

sacred rhetoric. Nine j'ears later he was trans-

ferred to the chair of systeniiitie theology, suc-

ceeding the first incumbent, Rev. Dr. Leonard
Woods. In this position Professor Park re-

mained till he retired from active labor in 1881.

He died June 4, 1900. Dr. Park was a famous
preacher, but he was before all things else a

teacher, and his influence from his lecture room
was second to that of no man of his generation.

In a sense he was the last of the 'New England'
theologians. (See New E.NGLANt) Theology.)
His system may be defined in a [jhrase as that

of the Westminster Confession, grounded upon
a new philosophy ami purged of its artificial

and realistic details. His literary labors ap-

peared chiefly in the Bihliolheca Socm, which
he founded in 1844 and continued to edit till

1884. He also published memoirs of Samuel
Hopkins (Boston, 1854), Nathaniel Emmons
(ib., 1801), and others: and a volume of Dis-

courses on (S'ooic Theological Doctrines as lielaled

to the Religious Character (Andover, 1885).
Consult the memorial address by R. S. Storrs
(New York, 19(10) and the volume in celebra-

tion of his ninetieth birthday (Boston, 1898).

PARK, MuNGO (1771-1806). An eminent
African explorer. He was horn near Selkirk, in

Scotland, was educated in Edinburgh Tniver-
sity, and devoted his attention particularly to

the study of surgery. In 1792 he went to the
East Indies as a surgeon in the sea service of

the East India Company, Returning from his
first voyage, he offered his services to the African
Association, which for half a century was the
chief promoter of the exploration of Africa.
Under its auspices, in 1705, at the age of twenty-
four, he went to the Gambia River with instruc-
tions to reach the Niger River and to ascertain
its source, its course, and, if possible, its ter-

mination. After acquiring some knowledge of
the Mandingo language, he set out for the in-

terior in December, 1795, crossed the Senegal,

and finally reached the Niger at Sego in Jul.v,

1796. He went down the river until he was
within fifteen days' travel of Timbuktu, which he

could not reach on account of the tropical rain-,

and because he had entered the country ol

merciless and fanatical Jlohamniedans. After
having been in the interior for nineteen months
he returned home and wrote Travels in the In-

terior of Africa (1799; frequently reprinted).

The achievements of this solitary white man
in inner Africa excited the widest interest, lie

had brought to light more important facts re-

specting the geography of Western Africa than
had any former traveler. By pointing out the

])Ositions of the sources of the Senegal ami
(iand)ia, he showed where to look for the elevated

parts of the count r\', and for the water-partings
between the Gambia and Niger, and between the

fertile country and the desert. Tlie success of

his first journey induced the British Government
to employ him to complete the discovery of the

course of the Niger. He received a captain's

commission, and was accompanied by his brother-

in-law, Anderson, and forty-five English soldiers,

besides natives. He started into tlii' interior in

April, 1805. The employment of white soldiers

soon proved a fatal mistake. Man.y died, and,
when the party embarked in canoes on the Niger
to float down to its mouth, it liad dwindled
to seven men. Anderson died in October, Un-
daunted by his misfortunes. Park was resolved to

find the mouth of the Niger. He sailed more
than 1000 miles, but, entering a stretch of rapids
below Yuri on the lower river, while both shores

were lined with hostile natives, the boat was
wrecked, and Park and his three surviving com-
rades were downed. The journal he sent home
and information obtained by later explorers give
all th(! facts known about his last expedition. An
"Account of the Life of Mungo Park," by
Wi.shaw, was published in Park's .Journal of a
Mission to the Interior of Africa (1815),

PARK, Ro.swELL (1852— ), An American
physician, born at Ponifret. Conn. He studied
at Racine College and at Harvard, and in 1870
graduated in medicine at Northwestern Uni-
versity. During the following years he was in-

terne at several hospitals and a member of the
faculties of the Woman's Medical College (Chi-
cago), Northwestern University, and Rush Medi-
cal College. In 1883 he was elected ]>rofessor of

surgery at the University of Buffalo, and after-

wards became surgeon to the Buffalo General
Hospital and director of the State Pathological
Laboratoiy at Buffalo. His writings include
Text Book of Hurijery (1896) and History of
Mrdiriiir (1897).

PARK CITY. A city in Summit County,
Utah, 31 miles cast-southeast of Salt Lake City;
on branches of the Union Pacific and the Rio
Grande Western railroads (Slap; ITtah. B 1).

It is in a rich silver-mining district, and its

chief mechanical industries are metallurgical.
Population, in 1890, 2850; in 1900, 3759.

PARKE, John Grubb (1827-1000). An
American soldier, born in Chester County, Pa.
He graduated at West Point in 1849, and was
assigned to the topographical engineers. From
1857 until the outbreak of the Civil War he was
engaged in surveying the northwest boundary.
In 1861 he was commissioned brigadier-general
of volunteers, and was placed in command of

one of the three brigades in Burnside's North
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Carolina expedition, during which he assisted at
the capture of Koanoke Island (Fcbruar)- 8,
1802) and Newbcin (Jlarch 14, 18(i-2) , and "com-
manded at the capture of Fort Alacon (April 2U,
1802). For these services lie was promoted
major-general of volunteers in 1802, and was
made chief of staff of the Nintli Corps, with
which he served at Soutli Mountain (Septoniher
14, 1802) and Antietam (Scptcnihcr 10-17, 1802).
When liis superior, General Hiiriisidc, was ap-
pointed coninuiiKler of the Army of the Potomac,
Parke remained his chief of stall until after the
battle of Fredericksburg {Deccnd)er 13, 1802).
He accompanied the Ninth Corps into Kentucky
the following March, and commanded it before
Vicksburg. At Jackson, xMiss. (.July 10, 1803),
he commanded Sherman's left wing; liis corps
was ordered north, and he took jjart in the siege
of Knoxville (Xovembcr lu-Dcccmber 5, 1803)
and the pursuit of Lonystreet into Virginia. He
participated in the battles of the Wilderness and
Spottsylvania. During the latter part of the
Richmond campaign he again conuuanded the
Kinth Corps, which he led at the capture of
Petersburg and in the pursuit to Appomattox.
He was mustered out of the volunteer service on
January 15, 1800, and returned to the boundary
survey. Subsequently he had charge of various
military works, and was superintendent of West
Point from 1887 to 188!l. when he retired from
active service with the rank of colonel of en-
gineers and the brevet of major-general in the
Regular Armvt He published Compilations of
Latcs of the United States Relating to Public
Works for the Improvement of Rivers and Jlar-
hors (1877; rev. ed. 1887) and Laws Relating to
the Const nietion- of Brid(ies Over Navigaljle
Matrrs (1882; rev. ed. 1887).

PAR'KER, Alton Brooks (1852—). An
American jurist. He was born at Cortland. N.
Y., and graduated at the All)any Law School in

1872. It was his early intention to fit iiimsclf

for a teacher, and by nuich sacrifice and perse-
verance he succeeded in working his way through
the Coitland Xormal School. Teaching, how-
ever, proved distasteful to him, and he entered
the law office of Schoonniaker and Hardenburgh
at Kingston, X. Y., and eventually completed
the course at the Albany I,aw School. In 1877
Parker was elected Surrogate of T'lster County,
and he held that position until 1885. He was a
delegate to the Democratic National Convention
in 1884. and in 1885 successfully managed the
Democratic gubernatorial campaign. In 1880
Parker was appointed by Governor Hill to a
vacancy in the Supreme Court, and in the
autunm of the same year he was elected as the
candidate of both parties for a full term. He
was transferred to the .\ppellate Division of

the Supreme Court in 1880, and in 18!17 reached
the culmination of his judicial career when he
was chosen Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals.
Judge Parker had many opportunities for

political preferment, notably the Democratic
nomination for Governor in 1902, but refuse*! to

take advantage of them.

PARKER, Edward Harper (IS4n— ). An
Englisli Chinese scholar. From ISO!) to 1871, in

the character of student interpreter, he traveh'd

in Mongolia, and afterwards he served in British

consulates at Wencliow. Fusan. and Shanghai,
and traveled in Oceanica. ICastern .Asia, and North
America. He retired from the consular service in

Vol. XV.—24.

1895, became reader in Chinese at University
College, Liverpool, in 1890, and in 1901 was ap-
pointed lo a chair in Chinese at Owens College,
Manchester. His works include: Comparative
Chinese family Laic {I87'J); Up the Yaniitsze
(18!)2); Burma (1893); A Thousand \eara of
the Tartars (1895); and China (1901).

PARKER, FoxnALL Alex/nuek (1821-79).
An American naval officer, born in Nmv York
City. He graduated at the Naval School in
Philadelphia in 1843, served against the Florida
Indians, and in 1850 became a lieutenant. In
the Civil War he first commanded the gunboats
Mahaska and M'abnsh, and after 1803 the Poto-
mac flotilla. In 1800 he was promoted captain,
and in 1872 commander. In 1873 he was cbii-f
signal oflieer of the navy, and from 1878 until
his death was superintendent of the Naval Acad-
emy at Annapolis. He published: Fleet Tactics
Under Steam (1863); Squadron Tactics Under
Steam (1803); The yaval Hoimt::er Afloat
(1865); The \aval Hoiritzer Ashore (1865);
The Fleets of the ^^^orld: The Galley Period
(1870) ; and The Battle of Mobile Bay (1878).

PARKER, Francis Waylanb (1837-1902).
An American educator, born in Bedford, N. H.
He was principal of a school in Manchester, N.
U. (I8C5-08), and of one in Dayton, Ohio, from
1808 until 1872. when he went to Germany for a
course at the Berlin L"niversity. Afterwards he
was school superintendent in Ouincy. Mass.
(1875-80), supervisor in Boston (1880-83), prin-
cipal of Cook County, HI., Normal School ( 1883-

90), and of the Chicago Normal School (1896-
99). He was appointed president of the Chicago
Institute in 1899. His publications include:
Talks on Teaching (1883) ; The Practical Teacher
(1884) ; Course in Arithtnetic (1884) ; and How
to Study Geography (1889).

PARKER, Sir (HoR.\Tio) Gilbert (1862—).
A Canadian novelist, born at Camden East, Ad-
dington, Ontario. He studied pedagogj* in Ot-
tawa and taught in Frankford and Seaforth.
He studied for the ministrj' at Trinity I'ni-

versity, Toronto, held a curacy at Trenton for a

short time, and taught in the Belleville Deaf and
Dumb Institute, but in 1880 went for his health
to Australia. There he took u)) journalistic work
and the writing or adapting of plays, but after

his return to Canada was principally known as
a writer of romances and short stories, such as
Pierre and His People (1892); Mrs. Falchion
(1893); The Translation of a Savage (1894);
^yhen Wilmond Came to Poutiac (18951: 7'/ie

Seats of the Mighty (1890) ; The Battle of the

Strong! (1898) : The Lane that Had no THrning
(1900); The Right of Way (1901): and
Donovan Pasha (1902). He ma<le his home in

England, was elected Conservative meml>er of

Parliament for Gravesend in 1900. and was
knighted in 1902. The dramatic quality of his

later books won for them considerable popularity,

despite their disregard of truth in local color.

PARKER, Horatio William (1863-1. An
.\nu'riiaii coni[ioscr and teacher. He was born

at Auburndale. Mass., and was a pupil first of

his mother, then of Georgv W. Chadwick and
Stephen .\. Emery, and subsequently of the

ilunich Conservatory. .\fter returning to

America he became organist of the Gar-

den City Cathedral, Long Island, and pro-

fessor of music at the Cathedral School. In 1886
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he was organist and choirmaster at Saint An-
drew's. Xew York, and two years later went to

the C'liurth of tlie llolj- Trinity, Boston. He
liecaiiie professor of niiisie at Yale University in

1804. His oratorio, llora .\orissiiiia (1893),
has been called by European critics one of the
finest of American compositions. Otlier com-
positions are: The Holy Child (1800); The
Kobold (1891) : The Dream King (189,3) ; Saint
Christopher ( 189G) : A \orthern Ballad, for
orchestra (1809) ; and dioruscs, anthems, organ
pieces, transcriptions, and some chamber music.

PARKER, Sir Htde ( 17.'59-1S07) . A British
admiral, son of the vice-admiral of the same
name, under whom he first served. He was
kniglitcd in 1779 for liis success three years
before in occupj'ing tlie North River, which was
strongly fortified by the colonial forces. He
served tlirough the Revolutionary War, was
appointed commander-in-chief at Jamaica in

1790, and in .lanuary, 1801, was sent into the
Baltic to terrorize Denmark. His lieutenant,
Lord Nelson, urged bolder action than seemed
good to Parker, and in the battle off Copenhagen
took command in the lighter vessels because of
tlie shallow dianne). and refused to obey the
order to retreat issued by Parker, who was loath
to infringe tlie customary rules of naval warfare.
Parker was soon replaced by Nelson, and saw no
further service.

PARKER, .Joel (179.5-1875). An American
jurist, born at .Jaffrey, N. H. He graduated at
Dartmouth College in 1811 and, after studying
law. practiced at Kecne. He was appointed an
associate justice of tlie Supreme Court of New
Hampshire in 1833 and became chief justice in
1838. In 1840 he was chairman of tlie com-
mittee on the revision of the State statutes, and
in 1847 was called to a chair in the Harvard
Law School. Conservative in politics, he op-
posed during the Civil War the exercise by the
President of what he deemed unconstrtiitional
powers. He published: Non-Extension of Slav-
ery (18,56): f'ersonal Liberty Laws (ISfil):
The Right of Secession (1861); Constilufional
Law (1862) ; The War Powers of Congress and
of the President (1863) ; Revolution and Reeon-
siruction (1860); Conflict of Decisions (1875).

PARKER, .Joel (1816-88). An American poli-

tician, burn near Freehold, N. .J. He graduated at
Princeton in 1839 and in 1842 was admitted to
tlie bar. In 1847 he was elected to the Legisla-
ture by the Democrats, and in 1852 was ap-
pointed prosecutor of the Pleas. At the outbreak
of the Civil War he was appointed a major-
general of militia, and devoted himself to the
work of enlisting volunteers. The next year,
1862, lie was elected Governor by an unprece-
dented majority: for, though a Democrat and
opposed to the Abolitionists, he was a strong
Union man. So energetic and successful was he
in raising troops that the draft was never
applied in New .Jer.sey; and during Lee's inva-
sion of Pennsylvania in 1863 he induced several
recently returned regiments to go again to the
front, thereby earning the thanks of the neigh-
boring State. Equally successful was his finan-
cial policy, for during his administration the
State bonds never sold below par, and the adop-
tion of his plan for wiping out the war debt
resulted in its being paid off without special
taxation. At the end of his term as Governor,
in 1S6G, he retired to private life, but in 1871

was reelected. In 1875 he was appointed Attor-
ney-General, and in 1880 and in 1887 an asso-

ciate justice of the State Supreme Court.

PARKER, .JcSEPii (1830-1902). An English
Congregational clergj-man. He was born at
Hcxliam. Northumberland. He had little train-
ing in llie schools, but read much. In 1852
he attended classes at University College, Lon-
don. In 1853 he became pastor of the Congrega-
tional Chapel at Banbury, and remained five

years, when he was called to the Cavendish
Street Chapel, Manchester. He at first declined
on account of a debt contracted in building a new
church at Banbury; but the M;mcliester people
assumed the debt, and the transfer was effected.

In 18(i9 be left JIancliester and went to London
to preach at the Old Poultry Chapel, Cheapside.
Here his success was so great that the chapel be-

came inadc(|uate for the congregations, and in

1874 the City Temple on Holburn \'iaduct was
opened. He continued pastor of the church until
his death at his home in Hampstead. His eccen-

tricities did not always secure public approba-
tion, but he was surrounded by enthusiastic
admirers who turned the edge of public criti-

cism. He was twice chairman of the London
Congregational Board, and twice of the Congre-
gational Union of London and Wales. In 1887
he visited America, and delivered a eulogy on his
friend, Henry Ward Beecher. His published
works include: Ecce Dens: Essays on the Lift

and Doctrine of Jesus Christ (1868), a reply to

Ecce Homo: The Paraclete (1874)1; The Peo'/jlc's

Bible (25 vols., 1885 sqij.)
; People's Prai/er Booh

(1898) ; Paterson's Parish (1898), Works of an
autobiographical nature are: Springdalc Abhri/,

Extracts from the Letters and Diaries of an Em/-
lish Preacher (1869) ; Tt/ne Chi/lde. My Life and
Ministry. Partly in tlie Daylight of Fact, Partly
in the Limelight of Fancy ( 1883) : .1 J'reuchcr's

Life: An Autobiography and an Album (1899).
For his life, consult Adams(m (New York, 1903).

PARKER, Louis Napoleon (18.52—). An
English composer and dramatist, born in Cal-

vados, France, and educated at Freiburg im
Breisgau, and at the Royal Academy of Music.
From 1877 to 1896 he was director of music in

Sherborne School. To this period belong his

songs, cantatas, and instrvimental music. He
was made a fellow of the Royal Academy of

Music in 1898. He was connected as author,
collaborator, or translator with man_v successful

plays. Among tho.se which he translated are
Mngda, Cyrano de Bergerac, and L'Aiglon.

PARKER, Matthew (1504-75). The second
Protestant Archbishop of Canterbury. He was
born at Norwich. August 0. 1504, studied at

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, and was or-

dained a priest in 1527. At the universitj- he

was a distinguished student, and was from an
early period favorably disposed toward the doc-

trines of the Reformation, and lived in close in-

timacy with some of the more ardent reformers.

In 1535 he was appointed chaplain to CJucen

Anne Boleyn. With this appointment lie ob-

tained the deanery of the monastic college uf

Stoke-by-Clare in SuflFolk. Here he appears
to have first definitely sided with the reform-

ing party in the Church and State, the ser-

mons which he preached containing bold attacks

on different Catholic tenets and practices. In

1538 Parker took the degree of D.D. ; and in

1544, after some minor changes, became master
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of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, which he
ruled admirably. Three years later he married
and probably about this time drew up his defense

of the marriage of priests, entitled De Conjugio
tiacerdotum. In 1552 he was presented by King
Edward VI. to the rich deanery of Lincoln. On
the accession of Queen ilary he refused to con-

form to the reestablished order of things, and was
deprived of his preferments, and even obliged to
conceal himself. It does not appear, however,
that he was eagerly sought after by the emissa-
ries of ilary; for he was very unwilling to dis-

turb the framework of the Church. On the death
of Mary and the accession of Elizabeth (1558)
he was appointed by the Queen Archbishop of

Canterbury. The consecration took place in

Lambeth Chapel, December 17, 1559.

The subsequent history of Archbishop Parker
is that of the Church of England. The dilliculties

that beset him were very great. Elizabeth her-

self was addicted to various 'popish' practices,

such as the use of images, and was strongly in

favor of the celibacy of the clergy. But his great-

est an.xiety was in regard to the spirit of sec-

tarian dissension within the bosom of the Church
itself. Already the germs of Puritanism were
beginning to spring up, and there can be no
doubt that their growth was fostered by the des-

potic caprices of the Queen. Parker himself was
manifestly convinced tliat if ever Protestantism
was to be firmly established in the land at all,

some definite ecclesiastical forms and methods
must be sanctioned to secure the triumph of

order over anarchy, and he vigorously set about

the repression of what he thought a mutinous in-

dividualism incompatible with a catholic spirit.

That he always acted wisely or well cannot be

afiirmed ; he was forced into intolerant and in-

quisitorial courses, and as he grew older he grew
harsher, the conservative spirit increasing with

his years. He gave the English people the

"Bishops' Bible," which was undertaken at his

request, prepared under his supervision, and
published at his expense in 1572. Much of his

time and labor from 1563 to 1568 was given to

this work. He had also the principal share in

drawing up the Book of Common Prai/er, for

which his skill in ancient liturgies peculiarly

fitted him, and it was mider his presidency that

the Thirtij-nine Articles were finally reviewed

and subscribed by the clergy (1562). Parker
died in the palace at Lambeth, London, May
17. 1575.

Among other literary performances, Parker

published in 1567 an old Saxon Homily on the

Sacrament, by -Elfric of Saint Albans, A Testi-

monie of Anliqnitie Shoicing the Auncicnt Fatjlh

in the Church of England Touching the Sacra-

ment of the Bodfi and Blonde of the Lord, to

prove that transubstantiation was not the doc-

trine of the ancient English Church: edited

(1571) the histories of Matthew of Westmins-

ter and .Matthew Paris; and sujjerintended

the publication of a mast valuable work, Dc
Antiijuitate Britanniece Ecclesiw, probably

printed at Lambeth in 1572, where the Arch-

bishop, we are told, had an establishment of

printers, engravers, and illuminators. He also

founded the 'Society of Antiquaries,' and was its

first president; endowed the L'nivcrsity of Cam-
bridge, and particularly his own college, with

many fellowships and scholarships and with a

magiiificent collection of manuscripts relating to

the civil and ecclesiastical condition of England,
and belonging to nine dilfcreiit centuries (from
the eighth to the sixteenth). His correspondence
from 1535 on was published by the Parker So-
ciety (Cambridge, 1853). Consult his Life by
Strype (best cd., 3 vols., Oxford, 1821), and iii

Hook's Archbishops of Canterbury, new Bcrics,
vol. iv. (London, 1872). In his honor the
Parker Society was formed, which ])ublished 53
volumes of Elizabethan ecclesiastical literature
(Cambridge, 1841-54).

PARKER, Peteb (1721-1811). A British
naval ollicer, born probably in Ireland. He en-
tered the navy and became lieutenant in 1713,
and captain in 1747. Ue served in the West
Indies, and took part in the capture of Belle-
Isle in 1761. For ten years he was out of the
service on account of the reduction of the navy.
He was knighted and restored in 1772, and on
October, 1775, with a small squadron, was sent
to cooj)erate with Sir Henry Clinton in the re-

duction of the Southern colonies of America. The
attempt of .Josiah Martin to arouse tlie Torie> of
North Carolina failed, and Parker proceeded
to Charleston and made the unsuccessful attack
on Fort Moultrie June 28, 1776. He aided Lord
Howe in the capture of New York in September,
and eonmiandecl the squadron which afterwards
took possession of Rhode Island. In April, 1777,
he was promoted to rear-admiral and |)laced in

charge of Jamaica, in 1778. He became vice-

admiral in 177!), was made a baronet when he re-

turned to England in 1782. and became admiral
in 1787. From 1793 to 1790 he was commander-
in-chief at Portsmouth and succeeded Lord Howe
as admiral of the fleet. He is perhaps best re-

membered as the friend and patron of Nelson.

PARKER, Peter (1804-88). A medical mis-

sionary and diplomat, born in Massachusetts;

graduated at Yale College in 1831; studied the-

ology and medicine at New Haven ; was ordained

and went to China as a missionary in 1834. He
established a hospital at Canton, principally for

eye diseases, but soon for other diseases. Dr.

Parker possessed great surgical skill, and his

fame spread rapidly. War breaking out in 1840

between England and China, the hospital was
closed, and Dr. Parker returned to the I'nited

States. In 1842 he went back to China and re-

opened the hospital, which was soon crowded.

In 1845 he resigned his connection with the

American Board, and became .secretary to the

United States legation and interpreter of the

new embassy, still having charge of the hospital.

In the absence of the minister he acted as charge

d'atlaires. In 1855. his health having failed, he

again visited the United States, but by request

oif the Government he returned the same year

to China as commissioner with full power to re-

vise the treaty of 1844. This position he held

until a change of administration in 1857. when,

his health again failing, he returned to the

United States', and settled in Washington. He
published Ileports of the Ophthalmic Flosptlal at

Canton (Canton. 1836-52) ; Slatcntentx ncspect-

inq Hospitals in China (London, 1841) ; Sotrs of

Surgical Practice Among the Chinese (Edin-

burgh. 1S46K

PARKER, TnEODORE (1810-60). An .\nirri-

cau preacher, scholar, and reformer. He wn«

born in Lexington. Mass., August 24, 1810. His

father was farmer and mechanic, and the son
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shared actively in his occupations in the inten'als

of study at the district school and Lexington

Academy. He entered Hanard College in 1830

and took the full course of study privately, pass-

ing all tlie examinations, but getting no A.B. de-

gree because he had paid no tuition fees. In 1840

the degree of SI.A. was given him. By that time

he had mastered several languages which the

college did not teach. In 1833 he entered the

Harvard divinity school, from which he gradu-

ated in 1836. He was ordained Juue 21, 1837,

and the same day installed pastor of the West
Koxbury Unitarian Church. May 19, 1841, he

preached in South Boston an ordination sermon,

"The Transient and Permanent in Christianity,"

which attracted much attention and elicited vio-

lent opposition. With Channing's "Baltimore

Sermon' of 1819 and Emerson's Divinity School

Address of 1838, it is accounted one of the three

epocli-making sermons of the Unitarian develop-

ment. It was virtually a rejoinder to Andrew
Norton's "Latest Form of Infidelity," which, re-

])lying to Emerson's address, contended that no
man can be a Christian who accepts the teachings

of Jesus for any other reason tlian that of their

miraculous attestation. The sermon did not

deny the miraculous in Christianity, but men's

I)resent need of it. Invited to preach in Boston,

liis first important sermons were gathered into

a I)ook, .4 Discourse on Matters Pertaiiiiii;/ to Re-

ligion (1842), which increased the controversial

heat. There were Unitarians who mshed formal-

ly to expel him from their fellowship, and did

achieve his virtual exclusion. In 1846 the Twen-
ty-eighth Congregational Society was formed in

Boston and he became its minister, preaching

in tlic Jlelodeon until 1852. and for the next seven

years to a congregation of several thousands in

ilusic Hall. To much controversial jireaehing,

he added more of the kind represented by his

Lessons from the Wcnld of Matter and the World
of Man (186.5). He had inherited a tendency to

consumption, and in .Tanuarv. 1859, was attacked
with severe illness. He was taken to Santa Cruz
and there wrote his Experience as a Minister
(1850). From Santa Cruz he went to England
and thence to Italy, and died. May 10. 1800, at

Florence, where he is buried in the Protestant
cemetery. Theodore Parker's Christianity was
anti-supernatural : his philosoplu' intuitional,

transcendental: his theology- theistic, affirming

God, the moral law, and immortality as cer-

tainties of consciousness. His conception of

Jesus was purely humanitarian and his criticism

of the Bible anticipated the results of more re-

cent orthodox scholarship. He was one of the
most conspicuous leaders of the Xew England
abolitionists, uniting a great personal admiration
for Garrison with some diflferences from his

views and aims. His works have been published
collectively (edited by Frances Power Cobbe.
14 vols.," London. 1863-70: 10 vols., Boston,
1870). Consult also his Historic Americans
(Boston. 1870) : Discourse on Matters Pertain-
ing to Beiigion, with introduction by Hannah E.
Stevenson (New York, 1871) : Prayers, with
memoir by F. B. Sanborn (Boston. 1882) :

Tietrs of Tteligion, with introduction by .James
Freeman Clark (ib., 18851 : West Tloxhiny Ser-
mons (ib.. 1802). For his lifp. consult Weiss
(New York. 1864), Frothingh.im (Boston. 1874),
and Chadwick (with full bibliographv, ib.,

1901).

PARKER, Thomas Jeffebt (1850-98). A
zoologist, born in London. He received his edu-

cation in the Koyal School of Mines and in the

L'niversity of London. From 1872 to 1880 lie

was demon.strator under Huxley at South Ken
sington and lecturer in biologj- in Bedford Cftl-

lege, London. In 1880 he became professor of

biology in the University of Otago, Dunedin, New
Zciiland. He published a number of memoirs on
New Zealand animals, important of which are:

On the Hlructiire and Development of Aptcryx
and On the Cranial Osteology, Classification, and
Phylogeny of the Dinomithidrr. He also wrote
the following text-books, in which great literaiy

and artistic ability are joined with extensive

knowledge and pedagogical skill: Zootomy
(1884) ; Lessons in Elementary Bioloqy (1890) ;

A Text-hook of Zoology (with W. A. Haswcli.

1897). The last named is the guide followccl

in the classification of animals in this Encyclo-

pa>dia. Professor Parker died at Warrington,
New Zealand, Novemljer 7, 1898.

PARKER, WiLLARD (1800-84). An Ameri-
can surgeon, born at Lyndeborough, N. H. He
graduated from Harvard in 1820, and from its

medical school in 1830, when he was made profes-

sor of anatomy in Vermont Medical College, and in

the same year professor of anatomy in the Berk-
shire Medical College, in which latter institution

he became professor of surgery in 1833. The
following year was spent in the hospitals of Lon-
don and Paris; and upon his return he was ap-

pointed professor of surgery at the College of

Physicians and Surgeons in New York City, a
post he occupied for thirty years. He then be-

came professor of clinical surgery. In 1854 he

first described and reported cases of what is now
known as malignant pustule. In 1865 he was
made president of the New York State Inebriate

Asylum at Binghamton, and in 1867 a member
of the Metropolitan Board of Health. He was
the fir.st to point out the phenomenon of con-

cussion of the nerves, as distinguished from that

of the nerve centres, a condition which had pre-

viously been confounded with congestion or in-

flammation. Dr. Parker made several important
discoveries in pr:ictical surgery, among which
were the operation of cystotomy for the relief

of certain cases of chronic cystitis, and that for

the cure of abscess near the vermiform appendix,
called at that time jwrityphlitis. He was also a
successful operator in many important cases of

ligature of the larger arteries. Consult his

biographv in Medical Record, xxv. 492 (New
York, 1884).

PARKER, Sir William (1781-1866). An
English admiral, born at Almington Hall, Staf-

fordshire. He went to sea when twelve years

old on the Orion, which shared in Lord Howe's
victorious engagement with the French fleet in

1794. As commander of the Amazon he was en-

gaged in arduous service on the Portuguese and
Spanish coasts and made a notable capture of

the French frigate Belle Ponle (1806). He was
made a rear-admiral in 18.30, and was knighted

in 1834 for his services aboard the flagship Asia
during the three preceding years. He remained
in England as an Admiralty lord until 1841.

when he was made vice-admiral in command in

the East Indies, and his prompt action in cap-

turing the ports and blockading the mquth of the
Grand Canal brought the Chinese war to an end.
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In 1845-52 he was coiuuiander-in-chicf in the
Mediterranean, and in 1857 he retired. He was
created admiral of the fleet in 1863.

PARKER, William KiTciiEX (182.3-90). An
English naturalist and morphologist, born at
Dogsthorpe, near Peterborough. He studied

medicine at King's College, London, and began
to practice in 1849. In 1873 he was appointed
Hunterian professor in the Royal College of Sur-

geons, conjointly with Prof. W. H. Flower. His
chief and most suggestive work was on the com-
parative osteology of the higher vertebrates,

from amphibian to mammal. He constantly

dwelt on the developmental side and on the phy-

logcuy of the vertebrates, making many improve-
ments in the classification of the types he stud-

ied. His larger monographs were: ilonoffrtiplt on
the Structure and Development of the Hhoulder-

Girdle and Uternum in the Tertebrata (1868),
and memoirs on the skull of the Batrachia ( 1878

and 1880 ) , the urodelous Amphibia ( 1877 ) , the

common snake (1878), sturgeon (1882), Lepi-

dosteus (1882), Edentata (1886), Insectivora

(1886), and an elaborate paper on the develop-

ment of the wing of the common fowl (1869).
His general works were Morphologij of the Skull

(1877 1 and 0» Mammalian Descent (1885).

PAR'KERSBTJRG. A city and the county-

seat of Wood County, W. Va., 98 miles southwest

of Wheeling, on the Ohio River, at the mouth of

the Little Kanawha, and on the Baltimore and
Ohio, the Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern, and
the Ohio River railroads (Map: West Virginia,

2). It is regularly laid out with a gradual
rise from the water's edge, the limits of the city

extending for some distance on both rivers. A
railroad bridge spans the Ohio at this point,

one and one-third miles long, and another spans
the Kanawha, both being imposing examples of

engineering. The city has a fine public park,

public library, Washington High School. Acad-

emy of the Visitation, Federal building, court

house, and city hall. Blennerhasset Island, of

historic interest, is in sight of the city. Tliere

are regular steamboat lines to important river

ports. The city is favorably located in the cen-

tre of a fertile agricultural region, and has an
active trade. There are several noted medicinal

springs near the city, petroleum and gas wells,

and coal and clay deposits of great value. The
industrial interests are extensive. There are

lumber mills, iron foundries, machine shops,

furniture and chair factories, oil refineries, ve-

neer and panel works, breweries, oil-well supply

works, flouring mills, etc. Settled in 1773, Par-

kersburg was first incorporated in 1820, and in

1863 was chartered as a city. Under a charter

of 1893, the government is "vested in a mayor,

chosen biennially, and a council which elects the

majority of administrative ofTicials. The water-

works are owned and operated bv the municipal-

ity. Population, in 1890, 8408; in 1900. 11,703.

PARKES, parks. Sir Harky Smith (1823-

85). A British dii)loniatist. born in the Parish

of Bloxwich, near Walsall, in Staflordshire, Eng-

land. Left an orphan in tender years, he was

educated at King Edward's Grammar School,

Birmingham. In 1841 he went to Macao, China.

By his energy and diligence lie rose to be British

Consul at Canton. On October 8, 1856. the

Chinese seized the British -^hip Arrow, taking

therefrom twelve Chinese sailors. Parkes's vig-

orous protest and Mandarin Yeh's defiant refusal
to make amends led, in December, 1857, to the
bombardment and occupation of (anion by the
British forces, who were aided by French. In.July,
1800, Parkes joined Lord Elgin in the Anglo-
French punitive expedition to North Cliina.
After the capture of Tientsin, Augu.^l 24111,

Parkes, with twenty-five men, proceeding to
T'ung-Chow under a flag of truce, was laplureil
and imprisoned. Though suffering torture, be
sent word to his chief to make no delay or
compromise, and to take no account of hira.
The Allies arrived in Peking October Cth, and
half of the prisoners—tho.se not already mur-
dered or starved—were delivered up October 9th;
but, in punishment of the Government's treach-
ery, the Emperor's summer palace was pillaged
and destroyed. Parkes wa.s knighted in 1802,
became Consul at Shanghai, and in 1865 was
appointed British Minister to .Japan. For eigh-
teen years in this office, he enjoyed extraordinary
popularity with his countrymen, and was al-

ways a stalwart upholder of British inter-

ests. He was a powerful element in the
modern history of >Jaj)an, fearless, truthful,

and a despiser of the sham,s and hypocrisies
which marked the old school of -Japanese states-
mansliip. In 1882 he was made G. C. M. G.
He was appointed Minister to China in 1883 to
succeed Sir Thomas F. Wade, and in the follow-

ing year he also became ilinister to Korea. He
visited Seoul and negotiated a treaty there: but
after the Tongking question and diplomacy, in

which ''he tired out tne Tsung-li Yamen" (ij.v. ),

he died of overwork, March 22, 1S85. He
was buried at \\Tjitechurch in England. A mar-
ble bust of Parkes was unveiled in 1887 l>y Sir
Rutherford Alcock in Saint Paul's Cathedral in

London, and in April, 1890, his was the first pub-
lie statue unveiled in Shanghai. See his Life,

by Stanley Lane-Poole (London, 1894), and the

Dictionary of yational Biography.

PARKES, Sir Hexby (1815-96). An Aus-

tralian statesman. He was bom at Stoneleigh,

in Warwickshire, England: was c-ompi-lled by

his father's poverty to earn his own living from
the lime he was eight years old, and was entirely

self educated. When" twenty-four years old he
emigrated to Australia, and opened a little store

in S.vdney, Xew South Wales. He attracted

someattention as a writer of. verses, and gained

considerable influence by his writings on eco-

nomic subjects. In 1849 he founded the Empire,

a liberal newspaper. Parkes became a zealous

advocate of responsible government in Xew
South Wales and of the larger que^^lion of an

Austriilian federation. This last was the great

work of his life. L'pon the establishment of

responsible government in 1858. he was elected

to the Xew South Wales Parliament, and was
reelected in 1863. In 1866-68 he was a memlwr
of Sir James Martin's Jfinistry as Colonial Sec-

retary; in 1871 he became Prime Jlinister, an

office which he held again four times during the

following years, and in 1891 he presided over the

convention which made Australian federation

a surety. The most important of his books are:

Australian Yietcs of England (1869); Federal

Government in Australia (1800) : Fifty Tears in.

the Making of Australian History (his autobiog-

raphy. 1892) ; and An Emigrant's Home !.• ifTS

( 1897) . Consult Lyne, Life of Sir Henry Parkes

(1897).
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PARK'HURST, Giiakles Henry (1842—).

All Aiiierican clcrgj'iiian. He was born at

Framiiigham, Mass.," and graduated from Ani-

lierst College in 1866. In 1872 he went to Europe

and devoted two years to study at Leipzig, Halle,

and Bonn. In 1874 he became i)astor of the Con-

gregational Church at Lenox, Mass., and in 1880

was called to the Madison Square Presbyterian

Church, New York City. As a preacher he is

rapid, nervous, and ell'ective, dealing nuieh in

epigram, intensely practical, and fearless in

utterance. In 1801 he was made president of

the Society for the Prevention of Crime, and the

investigations made by the society into the con-

ditions of vice existing under police protection

resulted in the appointment by the Senate, on
January 30, 1894, of the Lexow Committee to

investigate the police department; the work of

this committee sustained the accusations brought

by Dr. Parkliurst and his society. He has been

a frequent contributor to the periodical press,

and has publislied: Forms of the Latin Vert)

Illustrated by the Sanskrit (1870); The Blind

Man's Creed, and Other Sermons (1883); Pat-

tern in the Mount and Other Hermons (1885) ;

The Question of the Hour (180G) ; The Fellow-

ship of Suffering (1891) ; Our Fight irith Tam-
many (1895); Talks to Young Men (1897);
Talks to Young Women (1897); Guarding the

Cross loith Krupp (juns (1900).

PARKHURST, John (1728-97). An Eng-

lish Bible scholar. He was educated at Rugby
and Clare Hall. Cambridge, and took orders, but

received no ]ireferment, spending bis life in re-

tirement and study. He published a Hehreiv and
English Lexicon (1762), to which he a<ldcd in

later editions a Hebrew grammar and a Chaldee

grammar; a Creek and English Lexicon to the

Ken: Testament, with a Greek grammar (1769) ;

and treatises against \Vesley'.s doctrine of assur-

ance (1753), and Priestley's views concerning
the divinity and preexistence of Jesus Christ

(1787). Parkhurst's lexicons had much merit,

but were marred by fantastic tlieories which lie

adopted from Jolin Hutcliinson. Tlie edition of

Jiis Hebrew lexicon publislied in 1823 contains
his life.

PAR'KIN", George Robert ( 1846— ) . A Ca-

nadian educator and author. He was born in New
Brunswick, and was educated at the University
of New Brunswick, and later at Oxford Uni-
versity, England. He was principal of the Col-

lege School at Fredericton for several years, and
began to take an active interest in the 'Imperial

federation' question, upon whicli subject he spoke
in various parts of the Empire. In 1895 he was
appointed jirincipal of Upper Canada College,

Toronto. Afterwards he was made one of the
trustees to arrange for the scholarships at Ox-
ford provided for by tlie will of Cecil Rhodes.
His publications include: Imperial Federation
(1892); Round the Empire (1892); and The
Creat Dominion (1895).

PARK'INSO'NIA ( Neo-Lat., named in honor
of John Parkinson, an English botanist of the
seventeenth century). A genus of plants of the
natural order Leguminosa;. I'arkinsonia aculeata
is a West Indian, Texas, and California shrub
or small sjjin}' tree with pinnated leaves, and
large yellow tlowers spotted with red. When
in tiower it is one of the most splendid objects

in the vegetable kingdom. It is often used for

liedges, hence its name Barbadocs flower fence.

The bark yields a beautiful, wliite, sliort but
ratlier weak libre, wliich might be used for paper-
making. I'arkinsonia micropjiyllu and Farkin-
sonia Torreyanu, both commonly l<nown as Palo
Verde tree or green-barked acacias, are small
trees from western Texas to California antl soutli

to Me.xic(j.

PARKINSON'S DISEASE. See I'aralysis
Agit.\ns.

PARK'MAN, Francis (1823-93). A dis-

tinguished American historian, born in Boston.
September 16, 1823. He graduated at Harvard
in 1844, and then studied law for two years in

the Harvard Law Scliool, but never practiced.

Having become interested in American history,

he selected, as his life work, the writing of the
story of the rise, decline, and fall of the French
power in America. With this tliought in mind,
he at once began to prepare himself for his

great task. In his vacations he visited historic

scenes connected witii the struggle lietween the

Frencli and the English, and made a study of

several Indian tribes yet remaining in New Eng-
land, New York, and Southern Canada. In 1846,

feeling the need of seeing Indians who were still

in an entirely primitive state, he traveled west-

ward with a friend, and in company witli a tribe

of Dakotas spent several months in the Black
Hills, in the Platte River country, and on the

eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains. An ac-

count of tliis expedition appeared tlie next year
in The Knickerbocker Magazine, under title of

'"The Oregon Trail." and was republished two
years later in book form as California and the

Oregon Trail.

The liardships he endured while in tlie West
resulted in the breaking down of his health, and
be remained a semi-invalid all the rest of his

life. Despite this misfortune, he continued in

his work, and succeeded, in 1851, in bringing out

the first of his historical works. The Conspiracy

of Pontiac (2 vols.). Fourteen years elapsed

before he was able to complete a second. A part

of this period he devoted to collecting material,

both in America and in Europe, and to writing
a novel, Yassall Morton, which appeared in 1856.

but which met with little success. During much
of the time, however, his health was so bad that
he was forced to abstain almost entirely from
literary work. To occupy his time, he interested

himself in horticulture, and acquired such a
knowledge of the subject that in 1886 ho pub-
lished The Boole of Roses, and in I87I was made
professor of horticulture in the Harvard Agri-
cultural School. Tliis position, however, he
resigned in the following year. In 1865 the

second of his historical works. Pioneers of France
in the New ^Vorhl. appeared. It was followed

in 1867 by The Jesuits in Korth America; in

1869 by La Salle and the Discovery of the Great
West; in 1874 by The Old Regime in Canada: in

1877 by Count Frontenac and Keu- France Under
Louis XIV.; in 1884 by Montcalm and Wolfe
(2 vols.) ; and in 189'2' by .1 Half-Century of

(Conflict (2 vols.), which completed the series.

Besides these works, he published also an His-

toric Handbook of the Northern Tour (1885),

and numerous articles, many of them advance
chapters from his histories, in magazines and
other periodicals. During all this time his

health continued to be precarious, and his eyes

were so weak that his material, collected for him
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J by hired copj'ists, liad U> Lie read to him, and he
was forced to rely almost entirely upon dictation

instead of the pen. The story of his struggle
against such odds is one of the most heroic in the

history of literature. He died at his home at
Jamaica Plain, Mass., November 8, 18U3, tlie

year following the completion of his great work.
Authorities are unanimouslj- agreed that to

Parkman liclongs a place with such historians as
Bancroft, Prescott, and Jlotley, and many arc of

the opinion that his work will live longer than
any otlier yet done in the field of history on this

side of the Atlantic. In him, in fact, existed a
combination rare among historians; for while he
was a scholarly and indefatigable investigator,

he was at the same time a consummate literary

artist. His search for material was one of the

most exhaustive that any historian has ever
made. He seven times visited Europe, and while
there sought out the documents bearing upon the

period about which he intended to write. He
visited also all the im])ortant localities men-
tioned in his story, and his knowledge of the In-

dians and of the wild life of the woods was in-

valuable in giving him insight into the events
he narrated. Consult Farnham, A Life of Fran-
cis Parkman (Boston, 1901).

PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS. The term
park is here used to denote a tract of ground
set apart for public use and enjoyment. A
grassy expanse, large or small, stocked with
shade trees, and used for rest and recreation, is

a park, whether it be as formal as at Ver-

sailles, as wild and picturesque as Fontainebleau,

or as trim as an old Dutcli garden. Even grass

may be omitted and yet tlie park remains, as in

the park of tlie Tuileries in Paris, where the

entire surface among its trees not occu])ied by
pavements, groups of shrubs, or parterres of

flowers, is covered with loose gravel, through
which water percolates to the tree roots, and
over wliicli there is no restraint of popular use.

The distinction between a park and a pleasure
garden is this: the decorated garden where no
crop is grown is cultivated to exhibit a growth
of grass, trees, shrubs, or flowers with reference

to the special beauty of each, as well as the

beauty of harmonious arrangements. The per-

fectness of development of each part of a pleas-

ure garden is tlie object aimed at. (See Land-
scape Gardening.) The garden becomes a park
whenever freely used for recreation by persons

not interested in its special growth. Frederick

Law Olmsted, the higliest American authority

on parks, suggests that small open spaces in

cities, designed for public use. should be called

places when not largo enough to have grass

and trees, and place-parks when barely large

enough to have grass-plats and a few trees; that

thoroughfares planted with trees for special

adaptation to promenades, or as avenues to parks,

should be called parkways; and public forests

without roads simply woods.
The practice of reserving public parks for the

use and deliglit of the people seems to be as old

as civilization. The Egyptians had parks from
the earliest times. These were small and formal,

ornamented with colonnades and other archi-

tectural features, and with sculpture. Veiy dif-

ferent were the parks of the Assyrians and later

Persians, who reserved and lavishly decorated

vast areas of mountain land. Little is known of

the parks of the Greeks, but they were probably

limited and formal, like those of the Egjptian.s.
In Home, however, in the time of the Ciesars
there were, according to Lanciani, eight cunips
or commons and thirty parks behinging to tlic

eity. Of these the most e.vtensive was the Cam-
pus Martius. During tlie Middle Ages public
parks were little thought of, but the Uenais-
saiice is notable for the beautiful public gardens
and parks which were then laid out and which
arc still the ornament of many European cities.

Another condition has favored tlie existence of
accessible parks in European cities: Nearly
every town formerly had its wall and surround-
ing ditcjies and reserve of open ground outside
kept clear for military defense, all belonging to
the State. These walls and adjacent grounds,
before as well as after the fortiliealions were
razed, were the promenades of the peojile, anil in
modern times have been converted into parks
and lioulevards. Towns which have grown great-
ly have liad several successive circles of inclosing
fortilicatinns, thus providing, as in Paris and
Vienna, several successive circles of public
promenades, boulevards, and commons.

The area of parks in London is proportioned
to the immensity of the city. Only a small part
of them is broken bj' carriage roads, nearly
their whole extent being dedicated to the exclu-

sive use of pedestrians. Its seven great parks
are: Hyde, containing about 400 acres, inter-

sected by walks and carriage roads (including
the famous saddle-horse road called Rotten Row),
clothed with uld forests, and graced by the lake
called Serpentine; Kensington Gardens, an ad-

joining royal j^ark of about the same size. f:utlier

from the eity: Green, a smaller pedestrian park.

by which Hyde Park may be approached ; Re-

gent's, nearly circular, with 450 acres, and hav-

ing zoiUogical and botanic gardens; Victoria

Park, with 200 acres; Battersea Park, 320 acres;

Kensington Park. 20 acres. These are almost ex-

clusively for pedestrians, as well as the great

Botanic (iaidens of Kew outside of Ixindon. Paris

is more noted for the elegance and great number
of its phue parks and avenues for promenades
than for real parks. The latter have become
numerous of late years, and are even more recent

than the Central Park of New York. The Bois

lie Boulogne, an ancient wood lielonging to the

Crown, was given to the public about 1S.')2. It

contains 2.2.i0 acres, not jiarticularly interesting

by nature, with no noble trees, but treated with

all the graces of art possilde to cover its natural

deficiencies. Carriage drives and promenades

traverse it in every part, and four artiticial lakes

are its most interesting feature. The most strik-

ing new park in thecity is the Ruttes Chaunionl,

in the quarter occupying the site of extensive old

stone quarries. The Park ilonccau is a smaller

example of similar transformation. The old

gardens of the Tuileries. already alluded to. and

the gardens of the Luxembourg, though more like

gardens than parks in their treatment, are so

completely used by the public that they fulfill all

the uses of parks'. Paris is provided with park

resorts outside of the city to a greater extent

than any other eity. .Ml the old chateau forests

and hunting grounds of successive kings of

France are now the luoperty of the State and

furnish attractions in every direction from the

city. Saint-t^loud. Versailles. Vincennes. and Fon-

tainebleau. the last named one of the most pictu-

resque and extensive of old royal hunting forests.
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are the most noted. h<iiialler cities in France and
tliroughout Kurope abound in beautiful small
parks coutij;uous to their population, most of

which have been improvements of the last thirty

years, made ])ossible by I lie possession by munici-
palities of suitable ground jireviously used by
the public, but not specially improved for their

enjoyment.

Public parks in the United States on a small
scale are as old as the cities. A seaside walk
was originally the most connuon. The Battery
in New York, and the Bay Side in Charleston,
S. C, are familiar examples. The City Hall
Park in New' York was originally a playground
or common. Boston Common was specifically

dedicated to public use by the founders of the
city, and has more [x^rfectly fulfilled its use
than any other equal area in the country. Pub-
lie squares in nearly all the cities, notably
around Y'ale College in New Haven, have shown
the noble expression that may be given to a very
limited park by avenues of full-grown native
trees. The period of land speculation from 1830
to 1S;?7, when great numbers of Western cities

were planted, was peculiarly unfortunate in the
failure to dedicate ground lilierally either in
park-places, public squares, or larger grounds.
Many of the so-called 'bocmi' cities which have
since been planted fartlicr west have provided
for parks and other public grounds in a most
liberal manner. The lieginning of the era of
public ])arks for large cities, commensurate with
their size, was made when the city of New Y'ork
secured special legislation to create the Central
Park. Though inferior in many respects to older
parks, especially if its comparatively recent
growth of trees be compared witli noble old park
forests, and its limited ranges of lawn with the
great expanse of the finest English ]>arks. yet
it has this merit in a remarkable degree that, in
proportion to the ground which it covers, the
loss of space by the great reservoir being consid-
ered as well as its proportions and topography, it

has developed more beauties and interest for
public use than any other. The ]ni)perty was
secured in IS.IT. and the i)lans for its laying
out submitted by Frederick haw Olmsted "and
Calvert Vaux were adopted and i)ut in their
charge to be executed. The grouncl occupied is

two and a half miles long north and south, and
a half-mile wide east and west. The city reser-
voirs within it occupy 142 acres, forming a lake,
the elevation of which does not permit it to be
given the air of a natural piece of water, but
which nevertheless is a pleasing feature. Besides
this water there are several artificial lakes. Ex-
clusive of the reservoirs and building sites, the
park contains GS3 acres. About 110 acres are in
lawn, little broken by rocks and only bordered by
trees, and the remainder mostly broken ground,
in glades and young forests, or covered with
copses and shrubbery, but nearly all in a condi-
tion to have a surface lawn. The grand terrace
by Mr. Vaux—the first great work of jjark archi-
tecture executed in the United States—is an
admirable study. Prospect Park, in the Borough
of Brooklyn, is an outgrowth of the enthusiasm
developed by the creation of the Central Park.
It contains 550 acres, all of which is available
for park use. Well-grown trees already on a
part of it. and larger stretches of grassy ground,
gave a nobler immediate effect in sylv.-in features
than was possible in Central Park. Its architec-

tural features, though on a grand scale, are not
so interesting as those of Central Park, except at
the entrance, which is finer. The heights com-
mand a fine view of New York Baj- and the
ocean, and there are pietiiresque artilicial lakes.

Philadelphia, in addition to her generous orig-
inal squares for park use, followed and outdid
New York in the ])urchase and improvement of
Fairmount Park. Its extent, varied surface, fine
old trees, broad expanses of turf, the Schuylkill
River at its side, and the stream of the Wissa-
hickon, flowing through a ])ieturesque roeky val-
ley clothed witli the trees, shrubs, and wild' vines
of virgin nature, through dark dells, broken by
numerous waterfalls, altogcllier give it a diller-

ent character from that of most other parks of
the United States. Baltimore has the honor
of the noblest forest park of the United States,
Druid Hill—an old forest of 700 acres acquired
in ISOO, previously the private park of an old
estate. Most of the larger and many of the
smaller American cities have followed tlie exam-
ple of New York and Philadelphia in providing
liberal park areas.

Playcroixd.s. Keeently there has been an
effort to secure juiblic playgrounds for city chil-

dren. When children have no playgrounds but
the streets they will necessarily be interfered
with in their games by the police, and thus a
most unfortunate spirit of antagonism toward the
guardians of the peace is engendered. Not only
the moral and jihysical value of glaygrounds,
but also their educational value, is beginning to
be understood by those who have the welfare of
the children at heart. The forerunner of the
playground was the New England "common,'
where the boys met to play that peculiarly
American game, baseball. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the New England city of Boston
leads in the jirovision of children's playgrounds.
At the close of 1901 Boston had 14 grounds rang-
ing in size from 0.4 acre to 77 acres, and making
a total area of 182 acres. BrooklvTi has main-
tained for years a fine though inaccessible play-
ground. In ISOS Milwaukee established an open-
air gvTiinasium in one of its parks. In the city of
New York, portions of Central Park have for
years been set apart as children's playgrounds.
A general movement for the establishment of mu-
nicipal playgrounds throughout the city, and
especially in the congested tenement-house dis-

trict, was inaugurated in 1887. In that year an
act was passed by the State Legislature permit-
ting an annual expenditure of $1,000,000 for the
establishment of small parks. The City Park
Department, however, has steadily ojiposed the
use of any portion of this sum for the foundation
and equipment of children's playgrounds. In
May, 1S8S. the New Y'ork Society for Parks and
Playgrounds for Children was incorjiorated

under a special law giving the society unusual
powers, including the appointment of special po-

lice. In 1894 the Tenement-House Commission
secured the adoption of a law which provides for

at least two parks on the lower East Side "to

be furnished in part as iiublic playgrounds."
The first of these plots was opened to the children
in 1900. It was merely a bare piece of ground
with no apparatus for children's games and no
directors. Under such management it has done
little good. The management of the second of

these plots, known as Seward Park, was as-

sumed by the Recreation League, an organiza-
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tion devoltd to work of this charuetor; apparatus
was olitaiut'J aud directors seeiired to liulp tlie

childreu in their games, the entire cost ot uijuip-

ping aud operatiug the plavgrouud being paid
by the League. The playground was opened to

the public on June 3, 1S99, in the presence of

from 15,000 to 30,000 people. From the start

it has been imnicusely popular with the children,

and is an effectual proof of the feasibility and
usefulness of such undertakings. In 1903 various

other parks were opened as playgrounds.

Another branch of the work of furnishinj; play-

grounds for the children of New York was un-
dertaken in ISyS. In that year the school boards
of Manhattan and the Bronx appointed a com-
mittee for the management of summer play-

grounds and appropriated $15,000 for the worK.
On July Gth twenty playgrounds attached to

public schools were opened. Apparatus for

games and gymnastics were supplied the chil-

dren and a director was appointed to take charge

of each playground. The daily attendance in

the playgrounds averaged fi-om 300 to 1000 chil-

dren, aud many had to be turned away.

The work of securing playgrounds for the
children is not confined to the few large cities

mentioned. According to Baker, Municipal Year-

Book (New York, 1902), 1S7 cities and towns In

the I uited Slates reported municipal play-
grounds in 1901. Of these, 51 were in New Eng-
land, 3U in the Middle Atlantic States, U in the
5>outh Atlantic, 13 in the South Central, 41 in
the Xorth Central, 10 in the Northwestern, 9 in
the Southwestern, and 7 in the Pacilic States.
According to the same authority 747 cities and
towns of the United States reported the posses-
sion of municipal parks. »

Recre.i.tio.\ Piees. Another form of open-air
enjoyment has been provided by several Ameri-
can cities in the form of rn-retition i>ii m. These
are simplj- second .stories to the ordinary ship-
ping piers, fitted up with canopy roofs. They are
o|)en day and evening; music is furnished at cer-

tain hours, aud dancing enjoyed.

With the advent of the trolley and the bi-

cycle, the outskirts of cities have become more
accessible to the inhabitants, so that parks many
miles distant may be reached in a comparatively
short time and for a trilling sum. Many of the
trolley companies have themselves taken advan-
tage of this fact and ba\e fitted up jiarks on
their lines for the sake of the tradie which they
attract. At the close of the last century, the de-

scription of more than one htuidred such |>arks

could be found in recent numbers of the street

railway journals. 'The movement for park sys-

Jnne. 1900,

Population

New York. S. Y
Cliica^o. Ill

PhilaJelphia. Pa
Saiut Louis. Mo
Bostou. N[ass
Baltimore. Md
Cleveland. Ohio
Buffalo. X. Y
San Francisco, Cal....

Ciuinnuati. Ohio
Pittsbars, Pa
Kt?\v Orleans. La
Detroit. .Mich
Milwaukee. Wis
Washiuston. I). C
Newark. X. J
Jersey rit.v, N, J
Louisville. Ky ,

MiuueapoUs, Miuu....
Proviilene*. R. I

Indianapolis. Iiid

Kansa.<i City. Mo
Saiut Paul. Miun
Rochester. X. Y
Denver, ('olo

Toledo. Ohio ..

AlleKlieii.v, Pa
Columbus. Ohio
Worcester. Mass
S.vracns*. X. Y
New Haven, Conn
Paterson, X. ,T

Fall Hiver. Mas*
Saint Joseph, Mo
Omaha, Xeb
Los Anijples, Cal
Memphis. Tenn
Scranton. Pa.
Lowell, Ma$s
.\lbany. X. Y
Cambrid;re, Mass
Portland. Ore
Atl.inta. Ga
Grand Kapids. Mich..
Da.vton. Ohio
Iticlimoud. Va
Xashville. Tenn
Seattle. Wash
Hartford, Conn
Readinir. Pa.

i.wT.aoj
,Ui»S,577

.293.097

575.238
560,892
508,937
381,768
352,219
S42,7!*2

325.902
321.616
287.104
285,704
285,315
278,718
246,070
206.433
204,731
202,718
175,597
169.164
16S.7S2

163.032
102,435
]33,ai9
131.822
129,696
125.560
118.421
108.374
108,027
105,171
104.863
102.979
102.355
102.479

102.320
102.026
94,909
94.151
91.8*6
90,426
89,872
BJ,565
85.333
85.050
80.865
80.671
79.850

78.961

Area of
city in
acr«s

Area of parka

Owned
bv city

197.192
122,240
84,933
39.277

60,661
24,172

21,190
25,344
27,000
20.800
19,418

125.C00
18.560
13.625
44.320
11.840
8.320
12.800

34a06
11,706
17.792
16.640

£.483
11.635
S1.4S3
18,285
5,040

10.400
21,773
lO.OU
14,340
5.357

26,240
6,400
15.680
27,774
10.240
12,198
7,932
6.867

4.182
25,000
7,040

U,200
6.720
3.526
5.990

30.720
11.065
3.965

6.909
2.151
4,044
2,177
2,G1S
1.136
1,326'

1.020

1,193
539
S86
553

1,036
435

1

19
18

1,350
1,333
544

1,235
279
599
634
571
809
350
196
387
249

1,100

96
89
27
sas

3,720
13
97
125
470
285
96
146
136
4

373
8

415
613
18«

Xot owned
by city

220

3,596
336

20

'"ii

36
U

PepceutaRe
of nr**a In

parks *

3.4
1.7
4.6
3.5
4.3
4.7
C.2
4.0
4.4
2.6
4.5
.6

5.7
3.2
8.1
2.8

io!«
4.5
4.6
7.1

1.7
1.7
5.6
1.8
4.4
6.9
16.0
1.8
2.4
7.7
1.8
.3

.4
3.8
14.0

.1

.8

1.5
C.8
6.8
.8

2.1
1.2

.6

10.0
.1

1.4
4.8
4.7

•Kegardless of ownership.
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tems on an extensive scale is progressing in the

United States, and two such systems are being
developed at public expense with consider-

able success, one in the region about Bos-

ton, and the other in Essex County, N. J. At
the beginning of 1902 the Metropolitan Park
System for Boston and vicinity included 0248
acres of parks and 23.G miles ol parkways, and
an immense ocean-bathing establishment. Be-
sides this large area in parks and public reserva-

tion, the city of Boston alone had 2.389 acres in

parks and playgrounds, and hundreds of acres

of parks were owned by the other cities and
towns in the park district. In 1902 the
Essex County Park System included 3548
acres of land, with a comparatively short length

of ])arkways built, but many miles projected,

iluch of this land lies along the ridge of the
Orange Mountain, conuiianding a view of New
York City and Harbor and the intervening coun-
try. A feature of these two park systems is the
providing of large reservations, to be left as
nearly as possible in their natural state.

The preceding table gives the population, area
devoted to parks, and the percentage of the total

area which is in parks, for the 50 largest cities

in America. The table was compiled from the
Bulletin of the United States Department of

Labor for September. 1900, and the column of

perccntaacs lias l)ecn adilcd. It will be seen that
Columbus. Ohio, has the largest percentage of
its area devoted to parks. It must be remem-
bered, however, that two factors enter into this

proportion, and that where a city has a great
area in proportion to its population, like Saint
Paul, the need for public parks is not so great
as in a densely crowded city like Jersey City.
The latter city, crowded as it is, is one of the
most poorly provided with parks of the cities of

the United States.

PARLEMENT. The name borne in France,
before the Revolution, by a number of local tri-

biuials which exercised a great influence on the
government in fields other than the judicial. The
Parlemenl of Paris, the most influential and cele-

brated of the French parlements, is generally sup-
posed to have had its origin in the rurin ret/is of
the Frankish kings, an assend)ly consisting of the
lay and ecclesiastical dignitaries of the court
which met >mder the presi<lency of the king or
his representative and exercised a wide though
undefined jurisdiction, equitable in nature. Broad-
ly speaking, its powers extended to all cases in-

volving the royal interest, but it also heard ap-
peals from inferior courts where delay or denial
of justice was concerned. T'nder the Carolingian
monarchs it became the court for the trial of
cases involving the high nobility, and its juris-

diction was also extended over all persons living
under the royal protection. In the course of
time the riiria ref]is fell apart into three separate
bodies: the ronxcil de roi, the chambre des comp-
irx. and the Parlement proper, which name first

prominently appears under St. Louis. Under
Philip the Fair the legistes or members of the
learned bourgeoisie began to enter the Parlement
which up till then had been composed exclusive-
ly of the lay and ecclesiastical nobility. These
came to constitute a very important element in

the bofly. as is indicated by an ordinance of 1290.
which ordered that 18 laics and 16 clerks should
always be in session for the doing of judicial

business. The Parlement at this time comprised
three chambers: the grand' chambre or full Par-
lement, meeting for the rendering of decrees; the

chambre des enquetes, to which was referred the

greater mass of detailed work, such as prelimi-

nary investigation and the sifting of testimony,
and the ehambre des re<juetes, which received

the petitions of those desiring to come within
the jurisdiction of the Parlement. From 1417
to 1436, while Paris was in the hands of the
English, the Parlement was in session at Poi-

tiers. In 1467 the irremovability of members
of Parlement was established. The method of

admission at this time was by royal appointment
from a list submitted by the Parlement, but fre-

quently the kings exercised the power of direct

appointment. Under Francis I. the ])rinciple of

]>urchase became general ; nominations henceforth
ceased and memljership, as a rule, passed from
father to son, resulting in the establishment of

a so-called nobility of the robe, fully as class-

conscious, as jealous of its prerogatives, and as
careful of furthering its interests, as was the
feudal nobility. The salary was slight, and the
chief income of the magistrates was derived from
fees which were very high. The kings at vari-

ous times sought to increase their revenue from
the sale of offices by increasing the number of

members of Parlement, or even the number of

chambers, there being at one time no less than
nine of these in the Parlement of Paris. In
1604 the so-called Paulette was introduced in

accordance with which members of Parlement
paid an annual fee of 1-60 of their income in

return for which their office, on death, passed
to their heirs.

The provincial parlements had their rise after

the Hundred Years' War. As the great feuds
were revmited with the crown, parlements were
established in the local capitals to perform the

same judicial functions as the Parlement of

Paris did within its jurisdiction. The Parlement
of Toulouse had been established in 1302, but was
dissolved after some time, and was not reestab-

lished till 1443. The other local parlements,
with the date of their foundation, were as fol-

lows: Grenoble, 1461; Bordeaux, 1462: Dijon,

1477; Aix, 1501: Rouen, 1515: Rennes, 1553;
Pan, 1620: Metz. 1633; Besancon. 1676; Douai,
1686; Trevoux. 17C2; Nancy, 177.5. The early

theoi-y was that all the parlements constituted

but one body, and that the members of one par-

lement were entitled to sit in any other. This,

however, was not maintained for a long time.

The parlements were all on a basis of equality

in that each was supreme within its jurisdiction,

but a certain predominance was enjoyed by the

Parlement of Paris, who.se decrees, after 1474,

were binding in any part of the kingdom with-

out the visa or confirmation of the local parle-

ment. For the facilitation of Ijusiness the Parle-

ment frequently sent out a number of its mem-
bers to hold court in diflTerent places. These were
known as Grand .Jours and constituted, prac-

tically, courts of assize.

The political importance of the Parlement of

Paris dates from the reign of Charles VI. Under
Louis XL it began definitely to put itself int.i

opposition to the royal will in matters of legisla

tion and administration by attempting to modify
the text of the royal edicts submitted to it for

registration (enrej;i«/rpnicnn or by rejecting them'
altogether. The process of registration, which
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in the beginning \va» merely formal and largely

in the nature of an act of record, had come in

time to be regarded bj' the Parlement as essential

for the validity of all royal decrees. The kings
met the opposition b}' letters of "jussion" com-
manding the Parlement to register, frequently,

too, by imprisonment and exile. After 1503 the

common form was by means of a royal bed of

justice (q.v. ), where the king appeared in solemn
state and ordered the Parlement to register the

obnoxious decree. The Parlements exercised

great influence during the period of the civil wars
when they were the strongholds of Catholicism.

They submitted, however, to Henry IV. The
Parlement of Paris sought to assert its authority
during the reign of Louis XIII., but failed before

the masterful will of Richelieu. Under Louis
XIV. Parlement, after playing a leading part

in the troubles of the Fronde ( q.v. )
, was re-

stricted entirely to its judicial functions. After
that monarch's death, however, the Parlement
declared his will invalid, and vested the regency

in the Duke of Orleans. Thereafter it was en-

gaged in continuous struggles against the crown
in the hope of regaining its former power. It

was conspicuous in the Jansenist controversy in

connection with the Bull L'nigenitus (see Jan-
senism ) , and was the bitter enemy of the Jesuits,

whose expulsion it brought about with the aid

of JIadame de Pompadour. The conflict between
the Parlement and the crown culminated in the

coup d'etat of 1771. when the Chancelor ilaupeou
declared all the offices of the Parlement vacant

and organized a new body whose authority was
greatly curtailed by the establishment of six

superior courts in the territory formerly under

the jurisdiction of the Parlement. Purchase and
fees were abolished, but the principle of irre-

movability was retained. In spite of the fact

that the change was on the whole for good, the

new Parlement—the Parlement JIapeou, as it

was called—was extremely unpopular, and when
Louis X^"I. succeeded to the throne he restored

the old magistrates. The quarrels with the

crown nevertheless continued, the Parlement

making itself the mouthpiece of the new ideas

of popular rights, national sovereignty, and
thorough-going reform. Its protestations, how-

ever, were not sincere, as was evidenced at the

summoning of the States-General, in 1787, when
it showed itself no less jealous of its preroga-

tives than the nobility or the clergy. It lost

thereby the popularity which it had enjoyed

for some time, and in 1790 the Parlement of

Paris, with the provincial parlements, was abol-

ished by the National Assembly. As judicial

tribunals the French parlements take a very

high position among such institutions in his-

tory. Though narrow in spirit as far as con-

cerned their privileges as a caste, they never-

theless dispensed justice in an admirable man-

ner, and were largely instrumental in unifying

the customary law of France. Consult Voltaire,

Histoire du parlement de Paris (Paris, 1769) ;

Dufey, Histoire, actes et reinontranccs dcs par-

lements (vol. ii.. Paris, 1826) ; Flammermont. 7>o

chancelier Matipeou et les parlements (Paris,

1883).

PARLER, par'ler. Peter (c.1333-c.1397) . The

most famous and successful of a family of Ger-

man architects. He was bom in Gmiind and his

name seems to have been corrupted in Bohemia

from Arler to Parler, possibly under the influence
of Varlierer or Poller, a word used in the archi-
tecture of the Jliddle Ages, signifying -foreman.'
Like his father, Heinrich, he got his early train-
ing in Cologne. In 1356 he was architect on the
Prague Cathedral, of which he built the choir.
His brother, .Joha.nses, became master architect
of the Cathedral of Freiburg in 1359. Some mem-
bers of the family were known by the name of
Von Gmiind. All are classified by Kleinni in the
AUrjemeine deutsche Biographic. Consult Xeu-
wirtli, I'cter Parler von Omiind und seine Familie
(Prague, 1891).

PARLEY (OF. parlee, turn of speech, from
purler, to speak, from ML. parabolure, to dis-

course, from Lat. parabola, comparison, speech,
parable). In military all'airs, tliis term is used
to describe the conversation between antagonists,
which may be introductory to an exchange of
prisoners, burial of dead, or care of wiiunded sol-

diers. Hostilities are temporarily suspended in

the vicinity near where the parley tnkes place.

A parley is usually preceded by a flag of truce,

although it may be preceded by a roll of drums,
known a-; hruling a parley.

PARLEY, pUr'li, Peteb. The pseudonym of
the American author, Samuel Griswold Good-
rich (q.v.).

PARLIAMENT (OF., Fr. parlement, dis-

course, conference, legislature, from parler, to

speak). The name of the legislative assembly
of Great Britain and Ireland. The legislative

assemblies of Scotland and of Ireland previous to

the union with Kngland (1707) and (ireat Brit-

ain (1801) respectively bore the name of Par-

liament. This is also the designation of the legis-

latures of the Dominion of Canada and of the

Conunonwealth of Australia. The Parliaments

(Parlements) which existed in France before

the Revolution of 1789 were not legislative,

but judicial bodies. The word was first used

by JIatthew Paris in 1240, but only gradually

replaced the terms by which the councils of

the English King had previously been known.
Moreover, even when so called, Parliament had

not at first the privileges and functions which it

exercises to-day. ilodcrn Parliament has de-

veloped by slow and painful degrees from the

Witenagemot of Anglo-Saxon times. This Iwidy

was composed of princes, prelates, ealdormen, and

a varying number of royal nominees. It met

thrice yearly, had the power of electing and de-

posing kings, gave counsel and assent in all

matters of legislation, and was the supreme court

of justice for the kingdom. It was in no sense a

representative and legislative body, but. as the

name indicates, a council of iriian or wise men,

assembled to advise the King. After the Xormnn
Conquest the Witenagemot gradually lost its old

sisinificance together with its name, and wa.s

merged in the Great Council, an assembly to

which in theory every tenant-in-ehief of tho

King l>elonged. This was generally attended

only'' by royal officials, the great prelates, earls,

and those barons who were individually sum-

moned. The powers of the body were three: it

held a somewhat loose control over taxes, it gave

consent to laws proposed by the King, and it

acted a.s a court of justice. The first function

became of some importance by the end of the

twelfth century, when the idea that taxation and

representation go hand in hand first germinated;
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the second was exercised to good purpose in

great crises like the couliict between Henry II.

and Thomas a Becket; but the third developed

earliest and gave the Council its peculiar char-

acter.

With the granting of the Great Charter on
Jime 15, 1215, by King John, the national as-

sembly entered upon its chief period of transi-

tion. (See .Magna Ciiarta.) The commons,
especially the citizens of London, had given im-

portant aid to the barons in their struggle, and
the latter obtained certain privileges, personal

and commercial, for them. More important was
the fact that for the first time the nobles and
commons were thus united against the Crown.
The Great Charter provided that scutage, a
form of feudal taxation hitherto exacted at the

pleasure of the King, should no longer be levied

without the consent of the Great Coimcil, which
was to be summoned forty days before the ap-

pointed date for meeting, so that all might have

time to attend. The document took no notice of

the representative principle, however, and the

minor barons subse(iuently regarded themselves

as exempt from attendance at the Great Council

because tliey were no longer entitled to summons
by special writ. But, curiously enough, John had
already recognized the principle of representation

in 1213 when he summoned to the Council of

Saint Albans the reeve and four men from each

vill on the royal demesne. This is the first oc-

casion where all three estates, nobles, clergy, and
commons, sat together. Recognition had thus

been gained for the ideas of representation, elec-

tion, and concentration in a central assembly,

but until 1254 the experiment seemed abortive.

In that year Queen Eleanor and Earl Richard of

Cornwall, regents during the absence of Henry
III. in Gascony, called a council to meet at West-

minster, at which were present two knights

chosen from each shire. This element was to be

of great importance in the development of Par-

liament, since the knights of the shire hence-

forth furnished leaders for the commons, and,

many of them being nearly related to the nobles,

they enabled the two estates to unite in opposi-

tion to the Crown. This was a most important

effect of the rule of primogeniture which, con-

trary to the custom on the Continent, was in

strict force in England. The younger sons of

the nobility were usually country gentlemen

and thus served as a connecting link between the

nobles and the conmions.

In spite of the part played by the commonalty
in these early attempts at constitutional reform,

the tendency of the time was oligarchical. This

is clearly shown by the struggle between Henry
III. and Simon d"e Montfort (qq-v.). Though
in the course of it distinction was first made be-

tween the representatives of shires and of

boroughs. Simon called upon the commons only

to further his ambitious plans, and even then gave

them no voice in the formation of his govern-

mental scheme. In 1258 a form of provi-

sional government was ratified, embodied in the

Provisions of Oxford (q.v.). which was distinctly

oligarchical and altogether unsatisfactoiy. In

1261 the barons under the leadership of Simon
summoned three knights from each shire south of

the Trent to the autumn Parliament at Saint

Albans to consider the Provisions. The King,

not to be outdone, summoned the same knights to

Windsor, with the result that neither council

was held. Three years later, after the battle of
Lewes, Simon gathered his first Parliament, to
which somewhat extended powers were granted.
It is with the Parliament of Westminster, how-
ever, which met in January, 1205, that Simon's
name is especially connected. To this assembly
were summoned not only two knights from each
shire, but also two burgesses or citizens from
twenty-one boroughs or cities mentioned by
name in the writ. Thus for the first time the
third estate, made up of county freeholders and
burgesses, was fully represented in a national
assembly. Nevertheless, the importance of ilont-

fort's act has been somewhat exaggerated. In
the first place, the Parliament was not truly rep-

resentative. Of the lords, who as a whole were
unfavorable to his cause, only five earls and
eighteen barons were summoned, while of the
clergj-. who \\ere his suppcuters, there was a
very disproportionate number. Furthermore, it

is doubtful whether the Parliamentary represen-
tation of the third estate was intended to be per-

manent. Yet Simon cleverly adapted existing

materials to his own ends and showed the lines

on which a real Parliament was to be formed.
!Meanwhi!e there was developing on tlie part of
the commons a tendency toward organized op-

position to excessive taxation and a somewhat
indefinite theory that a grant of supply should
receive tlie consent of Parliament. It was a step
in advance that Heniy 111. recognized the neces-

sity of support from the barons and that both
parties no longer ignored the rights of the towns.

To Edward I. belongs the honor of completing
the work of founding Parliament. During the
first twenty years of his reign, though tliere was
no important advance, he summoned representa-

tive assemblies occasionally. Whether c<niscious-

ly or not, he seems to have been experimenting in

order to determine the proper representation of

the various classes which had crystallized during
the struggle of the last reign. In 1204 tlie right

of the clergy to give consent to taxation was for-

mally acknowledged. In tlie following year Ed-
ward was beset with difficulties on accoimt of

his wars with Wales and France. He needed
money, and accordingly summoned representa-

tives of the three estates, the consent of which
had become essential in the matter of taxation.

This assembly, which met in Xovember, 1205, is

known as the Model Parliament. To it came,
aside from the bishops and the abbots, the earls

and the barons, two kniglits from each of .37

shires and representatives of 110 cities and
boroughs. The Parliameiit was held at \A'est-

minster, which became from this time the regiilar

meeting place of the assembly. That Parliament

was not formed into three chambers rather than
into two was due to the attitude of the lower

clergy, who soon withdrew and voted grants

of money in their own assembly or Convoca-

tion. It was not till the reign of Edward III.

that the definite separation into two Houses took

place. The knights at first vacillated between

the lords and the commons, but in 1332 is found

the first clear reference to the arrangement

which after 1330 was permanent, the lords form-

ing the Upper House, the knights and burgesses

the Lower,

If the thirteenth century marks the formation,

the foxirteenth century is especially notable for

the development of the privileges of Parliament.
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In 1322 Edward II. definitely acknowledged that
"the matters which are to be established for the
estate of our lord the King and of his heirs, and
for the estate of the realm and of the people,

shall be treated, accorded, and established in

parliaments by our lord the King, and by
the assent of the prelates, earls, and barons, and
the commonalty of the realm." Though tlie po-

sition of the lords and commons was thereby rec-

ognized, the latter had yet to struggle for actual
power. Laws were still made by means of pe-

titions to the King, and only the King could
proclaim them. A purely formal survival of this

contlition explains the phraseology of the laws in

our own time, which, according to the stereo-

typed preamble, always emanate from the Crown,
Parliament merely consenting. The Hundred
Years' War (q.v. ) still further increased the
power of Parliament, because of the necessity of

appealing to the people to meet the enormous
expenses which it entailed upon the (k)vcrnment.

The advance in privilege during the period from
the accession of Edward II. to the death of Henry
V. may be summarized as follows : ( 1 ) By the

•ordinance of 1311, succeeded by the acts of

1330 and 13G2, it became the rule to summon
Parliaments every year. This provision was
often evaded ; but regular and frequent assem-
blies were nevertheless held throughout the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries. (2) From 1340
taxation without the consent of both Houses was
illegal. (3) After 1407 the Commons pos-

sessed the preponderating voice in making money
grants. (4) Parliament began to exercise the

right of supervising expenditure, which involved

not only the audit of acc-ounts, but also the im-

peachment of royal ofiicials. This was first done
by the Good Parliament (q.v.) in 137C, and con-

stituted an early but important step toward
•ministerial responsibility.

The Wars of the Roses proved in a manner
detrimental to the development of Parliament,

since the destruction of the powerful nobles left

the commons unaided in their struggles against

the Crown. Yet the introduction of legislation

by means of bills instead of petitions in the reign

of Henry VI. really laid the foundations for the

subsequent power of Parliament. During the

earlier part of the Tudor period Parliament was
denied even the semblance of power, but Thomas
Cromwell showed Henry VIII. the way to use it

for his own ends while observing the letter of

the law. Subsequently the Tudors were despots

by means of their control over Parliament. The
course they followed was this: (1) Occasionally

they employed the old device of dispensing with

Parliament altogether: but (2) they found a

safer method in creating a niunber of small

boroughs, later called 'rotten boroughs.' and
narrowing the right of franchise; (3) they se-

cured the nomination of the Speaker of the

Commons and made the Secretary of State a

member of that body; (4) as a last resort they

fell back upon the "royal prerogative of govern-

ment by proclamation. The Reformation also

worked toward the same end. since the loss of

the 27 abbots and priors to the Upper House left

the temporal peers in the majority- and gave the

Crown the opportunity of controlling the lords

by means of new creations by letters patent. At
first temporal peers had been the great tenants-

in-chief: from the time of John they were those

barons who received personal summons to the

Great Council; under Edward I. such barons
were confirmed in their hereditary rights ; but
not till the device of creation by letters patent
was established did the hei-editary peerage in
the modern sense appear. Instances of isuch
creations are found as early as tlie reign of
Stephen, but they were rare till the time of
Richard II. Since the Reformation the spiritual
lords have been the two archbishops and the
several bishops holding English di<x-eses. In con-
nection with the House of Ixtrds it is necessary
to note the peculiar function of acting as a
court of last resort, a right which it has kept
since the separation of the Pri\-y Council from
Parliament in the reign of Richard II.

With the accession of James I. (q.v.) in 1C03
began the last great struggle between Parliament
and the Crown. The Tudors,had been able to
retain their personal popularity and to rule
somewhat despotically because they held to a
definite public ]>olicy. The Stuarts, in default of

this, obstinately asserted the principle of divine

right, which was peculiarly obnoxious to the
Puritan Party, at that time just becoming strong,

iloreover, .James was a foreigner and understood
the needs of Scotland better than those of Eng-
land. The struggle with Parliament continued
throughout his reign and that of his son, Charles I.

(q.v.), resulting in the Great Civil War and
the rule of Oliver Cromwell (q.v.). Ttie strife

centred about the right of taxation and the right

to impeach royal officials. In both of these mat-
ters the House of Commons ultimately won
a complete \ictory. as also in the suh^idi.Try

question of the inviolability of its own members.
Though the army was all-powerful during the

Protectorate itself, the Restoration found Par-

liament in possession of the rights for which it

had long struggled. The reign of Charles II.

was strictly Parliamentary, at least as far as

outward forms went, and freedom of speech in

Parliament was definitely established. In this

reign, moreover, the influence of the Lower House
was vastly increased by the provision that bills

for the grant of supplies must not be amended by

the Lords. With Charles II. also appeare<l the

Cabinet, or body of ministers who lead Parlia-

ment and are responsible to it, though as yet this

represented no definite party or system. The

number of members of the House of Commons for

England and Wales, which had been greatly in-

creased bv the Crown in preceding reigns, now
became fixed at 513. This rigidity increase<i the

abuse of rotten boroughs, while new centres of

population remained unreyiresentod. The loss

of its power of creating boroughs was a serious

blow to the Crown, but it still enjoye<l great in-

fluence by means of appointment to lucrative of-

fices andeven grosser forms of bribery.

Though the Revolution of IGSS wa" hardly due

to ParlTamentary struggles, its ellcct ui«n the

development of the powers ..i" T ,iliMiiient was

far-reaching. The Bill of r.i ' mnrk«l

the end of the long struggb ' nf Crown

and the Legislature, and est.<il.li~liiil the principle

that the right of the throne dc|)ends on Parlia-

mentary recognition. This was more clearly

shown in 1701 by the Act of Settlement, which

vested the Crown in the Protestant -

By the Triennial .\ct of 1694 the lif.

ment was limited to three year*. '" '

with the possibility of the King

ser%-ient Parliament in e\i-teiui- .
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the confidence of tlie nation. The limit was ex-

tended to seven years by the Septennial Act of

1"1<), which is still in force. The eighteenth cen-

tury is notable for the complete development of
the' party system, thougli the Whigs and Tories

had existed under these names since 1(>70. In

connection with the rise of parties a])pcared the
completely developed Cabinet government, where-

by the Crown is compelled to select its ministers

from the dominant party in the House of Com-
mons. The fact that George I. was a foreigner

and unable to speak English had much to do with
this change in government. George 111. (q.v.),

indeed, tried to create a party of his own, but
failed. Henceforth the maxim that 'the King
reigns but does not govern' represents the spirit

of tlie Eng}ish Constitution. In 1707, by the

union of Scotland with England and Wales to
form the Kingdom of Great Britain, certain

changes were made in the composition of Parlia-

ment. Scotland received 45 members in the
House of Con'.mons, while its jieers were to elect

for every Parliament IG representatives from
their number to sit in the Upper House. As the
Crown was restrained from creating new peers

for Scotland, the Scottish peerage is gradually
becoming extinct. In 1800 the Irish Parliament
also ceased to have a separate existence, and
Ireland was to be represented in the Parliament
of Great Britain and Ireland by one of the four
archbishops and three of the eighteen bishops
sitting by rotation of sessions, by 28 temporal
lords elected for life by the Irish peerage, and
by 100 members of the House of Commons. The
spiritual lords lost their scats in 1870, however,
in consequence of the disestablishment of the

Irish Cluircli.

In the latter part of the eighteenth century
Parliamentary corruption became notoriously
prevalent. In 1793 the Duke of Norfolk had
eleven scats for rotten boroughs in his gift, and
many other wealthy men were answerable for a
lesser number. Moreover, many great towns had
no representatives whatever in tlie House of

Commons. After various abortive attempts at
the reform of Parliamentary representation by
the younger William Pitt and others, the
question became acute at the close of the
Napoleonic wars and did not cease to agitate

the king<Iom during the greater jmrt of the nine-

teenth century. Legislative measures began
with the great Reform Bill of iS;!2, which was
passed after the opposition of the peers had been
overcome by the threat of nmuerous creations.
This act completely remodeled Parliament. In
England 143 votes were taken from boroughs and
redistributed among the counties and large towns.

The county franchise was given to freeholders
or copylinlders to the value of £10 a year, to

leaseliulders for twenty years whose annual rent
was £,50, and to tenants at will who paid £50 a
year. The borough franchise was given to all

holders of houses to the annual value of £10.
For Scotland the number of members was in-

crease<I from 45 to 53. of whom 30 were to sit for

the counties and 23 for the cities and boroughs.
The county franchise was given to all holders of

property to the annual value of £10. while the
borough franchise was made the same as that of

England. For Ireland the number of members
was raised from 100 to 105. Both the borough
franchise and the county franchise were given as
in England, except that the occupation franchise

in the counties was limited to holders of land to

the value of £20 per annum. This provision was
designed to prevent the control of the priests,

who were nuich feared after the Catholic Eman-
cipation Act of 1829. With the Keform Bill the
parties took new names, the Tories l)eing suc-

ceeded by the Conservatives, the Whigs by the

Liberals. Since then Parliament has undergone
little change in its essential featuies. though
several reform acts have been passed. In 1807
hoTisehold suffrage was established in boroughs,
with a lodger franchise at a value of £10; in

the coimties existing qualifications were reduced
by one-half and an occupation franchise at £12
was created. There was also a slight redistribu-

tion of seats. In 1872 voting by secret ballot

was established. In 1S84 there was a thorough
redistribution of seats, with an attempt to make
equal electoral districts, and an assimilation of

the county and borough franchises. In 1885 the
franchise was again somewhat extended so that
at present there is nearly universal suffrage in

Great Britain and Ireland. Jleanwhile the House
of Commons has become bv far the most impor-
tant branch of tlie Government. It rules the

country absolutely and is quickly responsive to

popular demands. The following table illustrates

the composition of the House of Commons in

1903:

England.
Wales
Scotland,
Ireland...

Counties
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man till the Speaker is elected. The first in-

ciilent of the session is the summoning of the

Cominons to the Peers' Chamber by tlie Black
Itdd, tlie messenger of the Upper House, to hear
the royal message. When tlie King does not
open Parliament in person, this is read by the
Lord Chancellor. Before the actual reading of

the King's speech, the Commons return to their

owTi chamber to elect a Speaker. The Speaker
is not a party leader, as in the United States,

but is supposed to be strictly impartial, and is

usually reelected regardless of the party in

power! He receives an annual salary of £.5000,

and has some perquisites, such as an official resi-

dence. He ranks as first commoner, and when
he retires he is usually rewarded with a jjcerage

and a yearly pension of £4000. The chairman of

the House of Lords is the Lord Chancellor, whose
official seat is the celebrated Woolsack. He is

ordinarily a member of the Cabinet. Most of

the measures introduced into Parliament are
Government bills, and a vote is taken by the

members passing out of different doors into the

lobby and being counted in the process. Kach
party has designated members, known as 'whips,'

who gather the party forces for important di-

visions in the House of Commons.
Besides the general histories, which will be

found in the bibliography under C;re.\t Brit.\ix,

consult: Gneist, The English Parliament in Its

Transformations of a Thousand Years, Eng.
trans. (4th ed., London. 1895) ; Smith, History

of the Enqlish Parliament (ib., 1892) ; Skottowe,
A f^hort' Bistort/ of Parliament (ib.. 1880);
Dickinson, The Development of Parliament Dur-
ing the yinetecnth Century (ib., 189,5). For
the many interesting customs of Parliament and
its method of work, consult MacDonagh, The
Book of Parliament (ib., 1897).

PARLIAMENT, Houses of, or New Pal.\ce

OF Westminster. The seat of the British legis-

lature, a great mass of buildings on the Thames
in London, built at a cost of $15,000,000 after

plans by Sir Charles Barry on the site of the

previous building, which was destroyed by fire

in 1834. The edifice covers an area of eight

acres, and contains 1100 apartments. 100 stair-

cases, and 1 1 courts. The exterior, in rich late-

Gothic style, is made impressive by three massive
towers: Victoria Tower, .340 feet high; Middle
Tower. 300 feet high : and Saint Stephen's or the

Clock Tower, 318 feet high. The latter contains

a clock with dials 23 feet in diameter, and a

great bell. "Big Ben,' weighing 13 tons. The in-

terior is fitted up with much magnificence. In

it are the sumptuous House of Peers and the

simpler House of Commons, an octagonal cen-

tral hall. Saint Stephen's Hall on the site of

.Saint Stejihen's Cluipcl. the foimer meeting-place

of the Conunons, the residence of the Speaker
and other officials, the libraries, connnittee rooms,

and lobbies connected with the two Houses, and
offices. With the edifice is connected Westminster

Hall (n.v.). .\n unsuccessful attempt to destroy

the palace by explosions of dynamite was made
in 1885. For illustration, see Plate accompany-
ing the article London.

PARLIAMENTARY LAW. The body of

rules and (iri'iidciit- regulating the procedure of

deliberative assemblies. Certain rules of parlia-

mentary- procedure have always been found neces-

sary for the accomplishment of the purposes for

which deliberative assemblies are called. Experi-
ence has shown that restrictions must be placfd
on individual members in the general interest of
the whole body ; that mere customary rules are in-

sufficient, and hence regular parliamentary codes
must be prepared for the government of delibera-
tive assemblies. In the United States this has
become almost a distinct branch of the law, and
its mastery is highly es.sential to the success
of the legislator. The necessary officers of a de-
liberative assembly are a chairman, usually
called Speaker, president, or moderator, and a
secretary or clerk. It is the duty of the pre-
siding officer to call the meeting "to order; to
state clearly all questions brought before the
assembly; to put motions properlj' made and in
their proper order; to preserve order and enforce
the rules of procedure; and decide questions of
order subject to the right of appeal to the whole
assemblj-. These are his primary duties, but he
may in addition participate in debate as any
other member, and vole in case of a tie. It is

the duty of the secretary to keep a record of the
proceedings of the meeting, including a correct

statement of every motion made and the manner
in which it was disposed of; the names of mem-
bers of all committees appointed ; a true copy of
every resolution passed with the affirmative and
negative votes cast therefor, etc.

Business is or should be brought before an
assembly by motion of a member or in the form
of a resolution which is presented by a member
who at once moves its adoption. If it is a mass
meeting called for a particular purpose, a motion
is made for the appointment of a cliairnian, who,
upon taking the chair, asks for a statement of

the purpose for which the meeting is called. A
proposition which is presented to an assembly
is usually called a motion if it relates to a mat-
ter of secondary importance; and a resolution,

if of greater importance. The dilTerence is of no
practical consequence, however, since a resolution

may be offered as a motion and a motion may
be presented in the form of a resolution. The
member upon whose motion the subject under
discussion was brought before the assembly, or

upon whose report the conclusion of a conuuittce

is presented, is entitled to be recognized as hav-

ing the floor, although another meinber may have

already risen and addressed the chair. Xo mem-
ber who has once had the floor is again entitled

to it while the same question is before the assem-

bly so long as any member who has not spoken

claims the privilege of the floor. From the de-

cision of the chairman as to the claim of two
members for the floor an ap])eal may be taken, or,

in first instance, the chairnum may refer the

question directly to the assembly for ilecision.

It is the custom, except in the I'nited States

Congress, to require important motions to be

seconded as a means of assurance that the meas-

ure has the support of more than one member.

The motion is often seconded as a matter of

course, even though the person seconding it may
not favor it. After the motion has been made

and .seconded, the chairman clearly states it to

the assembly and then recognizes the author of

the motion as entitled to the lloor if ho wishes to

claim it, otherwise the first member who rise*

and addresses the chair. The question is now

before the assembly and cannot Ive withdrawn or

modified by the niover. if any member objet'ts,

ixirpt bv obtaining leave from the assembly or
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by moving iin ;iiiien(lmcnt. Before the chair has

put tlie question, liowcver, the mover ma}' with-

draw it witliout the consent of the assembly.

The question on the adoption of a motion or

resolution is usually known as tlie main question,

and during the consideration of it the introduc-

tion of any other question is not permissible, but

it is allowable to make subsidiary motions that

may aid in disposing of tlie main question, or

such as arise incidentally in the course of the

consideration of the main question, or such as

relate to the rules of procedure, the privileges

of members, or the termination of the meeting.

Among the subsidiary motions for disposing of

the main question, all of which must be decided

before the main question can be acted upon, are:

First in precedence, the motion to lay on the

table. The ])urpose of this motion is to postpone

further consideration of the question until some
future time, whom it may again be taken up,

which would not be allowable had the question

been disposed of by a motion to postpone either

definitely or indefinitely. This is a common method
of suppressing a question, and is successful

whenever a majority cannot be found to take it

from the table during the session. A motion to

lay on the table is not ojien to debate, cannot be
amended, nor can another subsidiary motion
be applied to it. The eiTcct of the motion is

usually to place on the table everything pertain-

ing to the subject; thus, if an amendment be

ordered to lie on the table the subject wliich it

is pro])osed to amend is also laid on the table.

A second means of disposing of the main question

by means of a subsidiary motion is the demand
for the previous question. This takes prece-

dence of every debatalile question, but is itself

open to Heither debate nor amendment. It applies
to questions of privilege as well as to any other
debatable question. Its effect is to stop imme-
diately all debate and Iiring the assembly to a
vote on tlie question pending. When a demand
is made for tlie previous question and seconded,
the presiding ofiicer immediately puts the ques-

tion. "Shall the main question now be put?"
If the question is lost, the discussion continues

as if the motion had not been made. The pre-
vious question requires a two-thirds vote for its

adojitioii, may be demanded on a pending amend-
ment, and if carried, debate on tlie amendment
only is closed, the main question being still open
to debate and amendment. It may also be used
on an amendment to an amendment. (See Pre-
\lors QfESTOX.) A third method of disposing
of the main question is by means of the motion
to postpone to a certain day. Debate on this

motion is limited, and must not go into the
merits of the subject matter any further than
may be necessary to enable the assembly to judge
of the ])ropriety of the postponement. The
ofTect of this motion is to postpone further con-
sideration of the subject until a certain time,
during which period it cannot be taken up except

. by a two-thirds vote, \\1ien that time arrives
the question is entitled to be taken up in prefer-

ence to everything except privileged questions.
In the fourth place, the main question may he
disposed of by a motiim to commit or recommit.
The purpose of this motion is to refer the sub-
ject to a committee. If difTerent comniittes are
proposed, they should be voted on in the follow-

ing order: (1) Committee of the whole; (2)
a standing committee; (3) a special committee.

The committee, if a select one, may be appointed
by the Chair or nominated by a member ov mem-
bers and elected by the assembly. The motion
to commit is debatable, and the merits of the
question may be gone into. In the next ])lacc,

the main questiun may be disposed of by a motion
to amend, wliicli may take either of the following
forms: ( 1 ) to 'add' or 'insert' certain words or
sentences; (2) to 'strike out'; (3) to 'alriK-c out
ccrtniu ivordx and inacrt others'; (4) to 'substi-

Ivte'; and (5) to 'divide the qiiestioii.' A para-
graph once inserted cannot be struck out or
amended except by adding to it. Similarly,
words inserted cannot be struck out except by a
motion to strike out the paragraph or a portion
thereof. Certain motions are never open to
amendment; among these are the motions to
adjomrn, to lay on the table, to postpone indefi-

nitely, to reconsider, an amendment of an amend-
ment, a demand for the previous question, tur the
orders of the day, and all incidental questions.

An amendment may itself be amemled, but not
so as to alter its form. While an amemlment
is pending it is not in order to make- another
motion to amend until the first amendment is

dis])osed of. Lastly, the main question may be
disjio.sed of by a motion to postpone indefinitely.

This motion o]iens to debate the whole quest inn

which it is pnqiosed to amend, but, as already
observed, it cannot itself be amended. Us etVect

is to withdraw the question from the further
consideration of the assembly for the remainder
of the session. The previous question apjilies to

this motion Mithout affecting the main question.

What are called incidental questions are those
which often arise in the course of the considera-

tion of the main question, and consequently take
precedence of the questions out of which they
arise. Such questions are unamendable. anil,

with a single exception, are luidebatable. The
incidental questions are those of appeal, objec-

tion to the consideration of .a question, the read-

ing of papers, leave to withdraw a motion, and
sus]>ension of the rules. The appeal arises out
of objection raised to a decision of the chair on
a question of order. The decision of the presiding
ofiicer is made without debate, and if a member
objects to the result of the decision, he may say
"I appeal from the decision of the Chair." If

the appeal is .seconded, the chairman puts the
question as follows: "Sliall the decision of the
Chair stand as the judgment of the assembly?"
If there is a tie vote the decision of the Chair is

sustained. The appeal is the only incidental

question which is open to debate, and there are
ix few eases •when it cannot be debated. Wlien
debatable, no member is allowed to speak more
tluin once. If the presiding oflTicer negle<'ts to

enforce the rules of procedure, any member may
call his attention to the breach of order by rising
and saying, "5Ir. Chairman, I rise to a ])oint

of order," whereupon the chairman will reipiest

the member to state his objection, which he does,

and then resumes his seat. If the ehairman de-

cides that the point of order is not well taken,

and no appeal is made against the decision, the
first member is permitted to resume his speech.

If the decision sustains the point of order, and
olijeetion is made, he cannot continue without a
vote of the assembly. It is in order for any
member to object to the consideration of the
main question before debate has bcgini on it.

The objection does not require a second, and may
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be made while another member has the Uoor. It
cannot be debated, amended, or have any other
subsidiary motion applied to it. Whenever ob-
jection is raised to the consideration of a motion
the chairman states the question, "Shall the
question l>e considered?" Unless an atlirmative
vote of a two-thirds majority is secured, further
consideration for the remainder of the session
is ended, otherwise the discussion continues as
though objection had never been raised. The
purpose of this motion is not to cut oil' debate,
but to avoid the discussion of any question which
may seem irrelevant or inexpedient. Any mem-
ber has the right to ask for the reading of papers
for the information of the assembly, but if an
objection is raised, the decision is rendered by
the Chair subject to appeal to the assembly. It

is in order for the mover of a question which is

before the assembly to withdraw it or substitute
another in its place, if no one objects. If objec-

tion is made, it is necessary to obtain leave to
withdraw or substitute, which may be done by
motion. Such a motion is neither debatable nor
amendable. A motion to suspend the rules is

one of the important incidental motions. Like
the others of its kind, it cannot be debated or
amended. It cannot be renewed at the same
meeting for the same purpose, nor is it allowable
except for a definite purpose, and then only by
a two-thirds vote.

Another class of motions are those which are
commonly known as ])rivileged questions. They
take precedence of all other questions, and are
not open to debate except when they relate to
the rights of the assembly or of its members.
Privileged questions include motions to fix a
time for adjournment, to adjourn, motions rela-

tive to rights and privileges of the assembly or
of its members, and the call for the orders of
the day. The motion to fix a day for adjourn-
ment takes precedence of all other privileged
motions, and is in order even after the assembly
has voted to adjourn, provided the chairman
has not announced the result of the vote. Next
in precedence is the motion to adjourn. This
motion is neither debatable, amendable, nor open
to reconsideration after a vote has been taken.

If the adjournment does not close the session, all

unfinished l)usiness has precedence over new busi-

ness at the next meeting, and is treated as if there

had been no adjournment. If the adjournment
closes the session, and the next session is that of

a new assembly, an end is put to all business un-
finished at the close of the session, and it can be
brought before the assembly only by being re-

introduced. Questions of privilege are decided by
the presiding officer, subject to the right of any
two members to appeal froin the decision. The
assignment of one or more subjects to a particular

day constitutes the orders of the day, and they

are not open to consideration before that time ex-

cept by a two-thirds vote. The orders of the day
are classified as special and general, the former
always taking precedence of tlie latter. .\ spe-

cial order involves suspension of all rules that

interfere with its consideration at the time
specified, and it therefore requires a two-thirds

vote to make any question a special order. The
effect of an affirmative vote is to witlidraw the

question then under consideration as though an
adjournment had happened. It is in order at

any time, even though the floor is already oc-

cupied, to move a reconsideration of a previous

Vol. XV.—25.

vote on any measure, unless anulljcr que.<ition is

before the as.sembly at the time. Lnliss the
vote is by ballot, the motion to reconsider must
be made by a member of the prevailing side, and
oidy on the day the vote was taken which it is

propo.sed to consider. Xo question can be twice
reconsidered, and a motion to reconsider cannot
lie amended, although it is debatable, and when
debated it opens up for discussion the entire
subject to be reconsidered. If tiie motion to
reconsider is carried, the original que-,tion is in
the condition it was in before the first vole was
taken, and must be disposed of as if it had never
been voted on. Xo one can debate the question
reccmsidered who had previously exhausted his
right of debate on the question, although it is

allowable to discuss it while the motion to re-
consider is before the assembly.
The preliminary work of deliberative bodies is

usually prepared by means of conmiittees. These
may be standing committees appointed for a
definite time, select committees appointed for a
s])ecial purpo.se, and committees of the whole
consisting of the entire assembly. The first ]>er-

son named on a committee is usually the chair-
man, whose duty it is to call the committee
together. A committee may facilitate its labors
bj' the appointment of a subcommittee of its

own membership. A committee report is usually
made by the chairman, is signed by the mem-
bers and delivered to the clerk. In ca.se of dis-

agreement among the members, there may be a
majority and a minority report. The report of
the majority is the report of the committee, and
it may be adopted by the assembly, rejected, or
reconmiitted. After the report has been adopted,
the question is open to amendment as if there

had been no eonmiittee report. .\n as-senibly may
go into 'connnittee of tlie whole' for the con-
sideration of a subject which it dtH's not wish
to refer to a committee, but which it is desired

to consider with the freedom and informality
which characterizes the procedure of committees.
When this is done, the presiding officer calls

another member to the chair and fakes his

place as a member of the committee. During
the consideration by connnittee of the whole
no motions are in order except to amend and
adopt, or that the committee 'rise anil report.'

Debate may be without limit unless the assembly
votes that debate in committee shall cease at

a certain time, and until then any memh<>r may
speak as often as he can get the floor if no one

else who has not had an opportunity to sjieak

on the question claims it. \\1ien the debate is

concluded, a motion is made that 'the committee
rise and report.' This motion is always in onler

and is undebatable. When it is adopted, the

presiding olficer of the assembly resmnes the

chair, while the chairman of the comn)ittee. hav-

ing resumed his place in the assembly, reports

to the Chair the decision of the committee.

Like other committees, the committee of the

whole has no power to alter the text of any
resolution referred to it. It is the practice of

many delilx-ralive assemblies to consider certain

questions 'informally' without going into com-

mittee of the whole, a procedure which is not

very dift'erent from that of committee of the

whole. This is the practice of the United States

Senate in the consideration of measures on their

second reading.

Debate upon a motion begins after it has been
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stated by tliy chairman and is closed by the

chaiiMian rising to put the question. If the

presiding oUicer thinks the debate has ended,

lie in(|uires if tlie assembly is ready for the

question, and if no one claims the lloor, lie

))uts the question to a vote. The rule of the

liiiled States House of Representatives requires

that those favoring the motion shall indicate

their preference by saying Aye, and those op-

posing it say So. If when the presiding ollicer

announces the result any member rises and e.K-

presses doubt as to the correctness of the result,

or calls for a division, the presiding ollicer

requests those who favor the motion to rise.

After counting these and announcing the result,

those opposed are requested to rise. These are

counted and the final result is then declared.

Or he may appoint tellers to make the count and
nqxjrt to him. Whenever there is a tie vote, the

motion is lost unless the presiding ollicer gives

his vote for the aifirmative. If his vote will

cause a tie, he may cast it and thus defeat the

measure. Still another form of ascertaining the
wish of members is tlie ballot. The following

motions require a two-thirds vote for their adop-
tion: Amendment or susjjension of the rules,

making of special orders, objections to the con-

sideration of a question, the demand for the pre-

vious question, and the closing or limiting of

debate.

The most convenient and in some respects the

most authoritative manual of parliamentary law
is Robert, Rules of Order (Chicago, 188.3 and
1901). Consult, also, Stevens, Law of Assem-
blic.1 (Minneapolis. 1901) ; Hackett, The Gavel
and the Mace (New York, 1900) ; Tliomas
Brackctt Reed, Rules of Order ; Cushing, Manual
of Farliamenfari/ Practice (Boston) ; Rules and
Practices of the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States (Washington).

PARLIAMENT OF DUNCES, Thk. The
Parliament of 1404, under Henry IW. to which,
because no lawyers were admitted, the name
Unlearned or Lawless ( Parliamentuni Indoctum)
was given by Sir Edward Coke.

PARLIAMENT OF FOWLS, The, or The
A.ssEMBLY OF FowLS. One of Chaucer's minor
poems, written in his favorite form of a
vision. A stiulent reading the "Dream of Scipio"

in Cicero's Republic falls asleep, and is led bj'

Sci])io into a garden where nature assembles
the birds on Saint Valentine's Day, and holds
a court of love. The poem is taken partly
from Boccaccio's Teseide and alludes to other

Italian sources, but is based mainly on Macro-
bius's Commentary on Scipio's Dream, a favorite

book in tlie Middle Ages.

PARLOA, piir'16-a', Mabia (1843—). An
American domestic economist, born in Massa-
chusetts. She appeared in Boston as a lecturer
on cooking in 1877, was special instructor, or
lecturer, at various .seminaries in Massachusetts
and New Hampshire, and gave courses of les-

sons in sick-room cookery to Harvard medical
students. In 1878 she visited Paris for study;
in 1881 lectured in Western cities, and in 1882
opened a cooking-school in New York City. Her
p>d)lications include: Miss Parloa's New Cook
linok and Marketing Guide (1882) ; The Young
Housekeeper ; Home Economics : and other books
of a similar nature.

PARMA, pUr'ma. Before 18G0 a duchy in

Northern Italy, lying between Sardinia. Lom-
bardy, Modena, and Tuscany. The city of Parma
was one of the colonies established along the

iEmilian Road by the Romans after the conquest

of Cisalpine Gaul in B.C. 222. It was included

in the Ostrogothic, Lombard, and Frankish king-

doms, and ultimately in the new German Roman
Empire. In the eleventh century it was an
appanage of Tuscany, and as such passed to the

Countess Matilda, and may have been included

in her donation to the Papacy (1102). Lucchino
Viscoiiti, ruler of ililan, bouglit it from Obizzo

d'Este about 134(). It passed, together with
Milan, to the Sforza, and in 1499 was included in

the conquests of Louis XII. of France. In 1511

Pope Julius II. retook it from the French. In

1515, when Francis I. reconquered the Milanese,

he reanne.xed to it Parma and Piaeenza, with the

Papal consent; but in 1521 it was retaken by
the Papal and Imperial troops. In 1545 Pope
Paul III., one of the Roman House of Farnese,
separated Parma and Piaeenza from the Papal
domains and erected them into duchies for

his natural son, Pietro Luigi Farnese, whose
son, Ottavio, married JIargaret, natural daugh-
ter of the Emperor Charles V. Pietro Luigi,

after two years of tyrann}-, was assassinated by
his exasperated subjects, and Parma and Pia-

eenza were seized for the Emperor. Thereupon
Paul III. retracted his grant and resumed the

Papal claim. His successor, Julius III., who
owed his election to the Farnese sup])ort, restored

Parma to Ottavio Farnese. The Emperor re-

tained Piaeenza, and in 1551 sought to take

Parma, whereupon Ottavio sought the protection

of France. Philip II., to secure his alliance

against France in 1556, when Italy was menaced
by a new French invasion, restored to him Pia-

eenza, though a Spanish garrison remained there.

Alessandro Farnese. son of Ottavio. entered the

Spanish service and rose high in Philip's favor,

and in 1585 the Spanish troops were withdrawn.
Duke Ottavio was succeeded in 1580 by Alessan-

dro. who died in the Netherlands in 1592. The
latter's son, Ranuecio, succeeded to the duchies

under the guaranty of Spain and the Pope.

Elizabeth Farnese, Queen of Philip V. of Spain,

in 1725 secured the reversion of Parma and Pia-

eenza to her son, Don Carlos, who received them
upon the death of the reigning Duke, Antonio,
without issue, in 1731. Carlos exchanged them
in 1735 with Austria for the Two Sicilies. In
1748 Parma and Piaeenza, together with C.uastal-

la, were handed over by Austria to the Spanish
Bourbons in the persons of the Infante Don
Philip, with a reversion to Austria in case of

failure to him of male descendants, or in case

any of his descendants should ascend the Spanish
or Neapolitan throne. In 1705 Philip was suc-

ceeded by his son, Ferdinand, who expelled the

Jesuits in 1768. In 1801 Bonaparte concluded

the Treaty of Madrid with Spain, by the terms of

which Parma, Piaeenza, and Giuastalla were to

be given to France on the death of Ferdinand, in

exchange for which Don Luis, the son of Fer-

dinand, was made King of Etruria. France came
into possession by the death of Ferdinand in the
following year. The Treaty of Paris (1814)

gave Parma. Piaeenza, and Guastalla as a duchy
to Maria Louisa. Napoleon's wife, and this was
carried out. notwithstanding the protest of the

King of Spain in behalf of the widow of the
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King of Etruria. On the death of Maria Louisa
in 1847 the duohy reverted to Charles, Uiike of
Lucca, son of the King of Etruria, who suc-
ceeded as Charles II. Guastalla was given to
Modena, and some small districts were added
to Parma. The rule of Charles was tyrannical
and illiberal. On the outbreak of the Revolution
in 1848 he was forced to grant the popular de-
mands. I)ut lie soon afterwards left tlie country.
Parma joined Sardinia against .\ustria. and was
involv<-d in the defeat of its ally. In .March,
1849, Austria imposed upon Parma the rule of
Charles III., son of Charles II., wlio had abdi-
cated. The arbitrary rule of Charles 111. was
clo.secl by his assassination in 1854, when his

widow, Louise Jlarie Ther6se de Bourbon, as-

sumed the government in behalf of her son, Rob-
ert I. She made some attempt at reform, but
left the countrv with her son on the outbreak
of the war of 1859. On March 18, 1800, Parma
was annexed to Sardinia and became a part of
the new Kingdom of Italy by the will of its

people. It now forms tlie two provinces of
Parmu and Piacenza.

PARMA. The capital of the Province of

Parma, Italy, situated on both sides of the river
Parma, 12 miles south of the Po and 75 miles
southeast of Milan (Map: Italj', E 3). The
town is circular in form, and is surrounded by
walls and ditches flanked by bastions. The site

of the former fortifications is now nearly a
complete circle of promenades. The streets are
straight and wide, and meet at right angles.
The Roman Via Emilia, here called the Corso
Vittorio Emanuele, crosses the city from east
to west, dividing it into two nearly eq\ial parts.

It traverses the Piazza Grande, where the official

palaces and the statues of Correggio and Gari-
baldi stand. The northwest corner of the town
is laid out in a fine public park. Here is sit-

uated the Del Giardino Palace, now a military
school, constructed bj- tlie Farnese, and contain-
ing frescoes by Carracci. Along the opposite
side of the city extends the Stradone promenade.
Parma has notable churches. The cruciform

cathedral (consecrated 1106 a.d. ) is built in the

Lombard-Romanesque style. In the octagonal
dome is Correggio's "Assumption." The Bap-
tistery is a splendid edifice of Veronese marble,
comjileted in 1270. It is surmounted b.y several

turrets, and the exterior is richly ornamented
witli tablets representing symbolic scenes. In
the interior is a series of good reliefs. The
Madonna della Steccata, a Renaissance church
in the form of a Greek cross, contains mural
paintings by Parmigiano. The San Giovanni
Evangel ista is a fine Renaissance creation of

eminent architects. It dates from 1510. The
dome has notewortliy frescoes by Correggio. who
has also here a valued "Saint John the Evan-
gelist."

The large but incomplete Palazzo della Pilotta

owes its origin to the Farnese. In it are Parma's
valuable art collections. In the nui-seuni of

antiquities here are meritorious bronze statuettes.

Its picture gallery contains gofxl paintings by
Giulio Romano. Canova's statue of Marie Louise,

Holliein the Younger's "Erasmus," paintings and
drawings by Parmigiano. and also famous ex-

amples of Correggio. Of these last the "JIadonna
della Scodella" is the most prominent. Other ex-

cellent works by Correggio are a "Descent

from the Cross,"" a "Martyrdom of Saints Pla-

cidus and Fhieia," and two Madonnas. The
public library (Palatina) in the same edifice
contains over 300,000 volumes and about 5000
manu.scripts, some of the latter of great interest
and value. The Teatro Farnese is also here,
dating from 1018, and latterlv restored. Jn
the Convent of San Paolo, now used for a school,
are found masterful frescoes by Correggio. The
university was founded in 1512. There are
faculties of jurisprudence, mathematics and
science, and medicine and surgery. In 1002 it

had 42 instructors and 021 auditors. Its
paleontological collection and its African fauna
from the Italian colonies are noteworthy. Con-
nected with tlie university are a botanic garden,
an observatory, and a pharmaceutical school.
Among the oUier educational institutions of
Parma are an Episcopal seminary, a lyeeuni, an
agricultural institute, an academy of' fine arts,
and a school of music. The city is notable in
art liistory as the place of residence of Cor-
reggio and the birthplace of Parmigiano.
Parma has manufactures of musical instru-

ments, silks, woolens, linens, felt hats, leather,
glass, and ironware. There is also a royal
tobacco factory. The printing establishment
founded by Bodoni in 1700 is famous in Italy.
Tlie trade is chiefly in wine, grain, cattle, and
cheese. In June is held a silk fair. Population
(commune), in 1881, 45,217; in 1901, 49.340.

PARMA, Ales.sandro Farne.se, Duke of.

Spanisli governor of the Netherlands. See Fab-
KESE.

PARMA, .Iean Jacque.s Regis CAMBAc£Ei:s,
Duke of. See CAMIiACfiBES.

PARMEN'IDES (Lat., from Gk. no^/ifr»!;/r).

A Greek philosopher of the fifth century B.C., and
the most famous member of tlie Eleatic School
(q.v.). Little is known of liis life, but he was
greatly revered in antiquity for his intellectual

powers and noble character. He is said, when
sixty-five years old, to ha\e visited Athens,
where Socrates, then a young man. heard Iiini.

Like his master Xenoplianes, Parmenides set

forth his philosophical doctrine in verse—his

work being entitled On Xature (Ilfpi *i(Tfijr).

Considerable fragments of it are still extant.
The leading design of this poem is to demon-
strate the reality of actual being, the non-ex-
istence of which Parmenides declares to be incon-

ceivable, but the nature of which, on the other
hand, he admits to be equally inconceivable, in-

asmuch as it is dissociated from every limita-

tion under which man thinks. As for the
phenomena of nature, they are only apparent
and due to man's error: they only seem to exist,

but have no real existence. .\|)parently Par-
menides made no attempt to grapi>Io with the
inevitable contradiction between the doctrine of

being and that of seeming. The fragments are
published by Karsten. Philosoplioniin Grtrconim
Vcterum Heliquiw. vol. i. (Amsterdam. 1835) ;

Stein, in Siimhola rhilologmum liminrnxiiim

(Bonn, 1867) : Ritter and Pieller. Hixlorin fhi-

losophiw Grwcw (7th ed., Gotha. 1S8S) ; Diels,

Parmenidrx' Lehrflcdicht, (jriccli iscli iiiiil drittsch

(Berlin. 1807). Consult Zeller. Philosophie dcr
Gnechrn. vol. i. (5th ed., Leipzig. 1892,.

PARME'NION (Lat.. from Gk. nn,'un<<..i)

(c.399;?29 n.c. ). .\ Macedonian general, who
served under Philip and .\lcxander the Great.

In 356 he defeated the lllyrians; in 342 carried
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out a successful campaign in ]'.ul)ipa ; and in 337

was sent into Asia Jliuur to jiave tiie \va_v lor

the conquest of Persia. ^Vhile he was there

Philip was assassinated. Parnienion, liis most
tnistp<l servant, remained faithful tci Alexander

and acted as Ids military adviser and as com-

mander of the infantry, in 330, when Parmenion
was in Media guarding the booty, his son, Philo-

tas, was accused of treason against Alexander and
was executed, after having implicated his father.

Alexander may have believed the charge or

fearetl vengeance from Parmenion; at any rate

he had him put to death.

PARMIGIANO, par'nie-jii'ii". or PARME-
GIANINO (1503-40). An Italian painter, whose
real name was ilazzuolf. or ilazzola, and who
was called Pamiigiano from his birth-place, Par-

ma. He was the most talented of a group of

mannerists, who attempted to amalgamate the

.schools of Rome and I'aniia. He early came
under the influence of Correggio and became
a successful imitator of his style. In 1523

he went to Rome, where his first manner under-

went great modification, due to his study of the

masterpieces of ilichelangelo and Raphael. His
Roman career was interrupted by the sack of

the city in 1527 by the soldiers of Charles V.
The picture of Saint Jerome, Xational Gallery.

London, was painted at this time. Taking
refuge in Bologna, after a residence there of

three years, he returned to Parma in 1531.

During this year he contracted to execute a

series of frescoes in the Church of jSIadonna

della Steccata. Receiving half payment in ad-

vance and failing to fulfill the terms of the

agreemeut, he was imprisoned by the church
authorities in 1537. Upon promising to com-
])!ctc the work, he was released from prison, but
lied to Casalmaggiore, where he died .\ugust

24. 1.540. Parmigiano's principal altar-piece is

"Santa JIargherita" in the Academy at 15ologna.

Probably the most popular ]irnductiou of the

artist is "Cupid Making a Bow" (1536, Vienna),
frequently attributed to Correggio. Consult Afifo,

Vila (hrMfirzoIa (Parma, 1784).

PABNAHYBA, piir'na-e'ba. The name of

two rivers and of a town in Brazil. See Pabax-
AHYBA.

PAENASSIENS. Les. la par'na'syax'. A
school of French poet-s, so named because they
contributed to a lyric anthologv' known as Le
Panuissr Contemporain. One of the first Par-

nassiens to come forward was Theodore de Ban-
ville ( 1823-01 ) : but the real founder of the

school was Theophile Gautier (1811-72), who
foi-mulated the doctrine of art for art's sake.

Gautier's unhappy friend Baudelaire (1821-07)

upheld this poetic dogiua. but he died rather
too early to belong to the Parnassian school,

save by his tendencies. Under the leadership

of Leeonte de Li.sle (q.v.). in whose house they
gathered on Saturdays as early as 1856, a
score of writers composed poems wherein they
endeavored to suppress personal feeling, to

avoid preaching, and to cultivate art for art's

sake. Leeonte de Lisle himself was called the
impassive, but in him, as in others, one often

feels an emotional lyric undertone, and this

bursts forth in a truly lyric cry in Les Moit-

treiira. a poem in which Leeonte de Lisle utters

his beliefs with a great lack of his h.ibitual

Olympic impassivity. The Parnassiens aimed

at great finish in thought and form, and
many of them achieved their aim. Xavier de

Ricard, Anatole France. Catulle Jlend^s. Aruumd
Silvestre, Fran<.-ois Coppee, Sully I'rudlionune,

Leon Dierx, and Jose Maria de lleredia, to

name the most distinguished Parnassiens, under-

took also to rid French poetiy of a false senti-

mentality, borrowed, they thought, from the Lake
.School

(
q.v.

)
, and to combat the imitation of

Lauiartine.

PABNAS'STJS (Lat., from Gk. napvacao^).

A mountain in Phocis, Greece. It has twin

peaks, now called Gerantorachos and Lj-keri

(8070 feet), which rise from a rough plateau and
form a conspicuous landmark in Eastern Greece.

During all but the summer months the summits
are covered with snow. From the plateau rise

other lesser peaks, and on the side of a hill at

the south above Delphi is the Corycian Cave,

dedicated to Pan and the JIuses. On the slope of

Parnassus was the fountain Castalia (q.v.),

whose waters were supposed to fill the minds of

those who drank of them with poetic inspiration.

The Thyiades are said by Pausanias to have cele-

brated the orgies of Dionysus on the highest

summits. On the southern slope lay Delphi
(q.v. I, the seat of the famous oracle.

PAB'NELL, CiiAELE-s Stew.vbt (1840-91).

An Irish statesman and Parliamentary leader.

He was born at Avondale. in the County of

Wieklow, Ireland. June 28, 1846, of an old

Protestant family. He was the son of .John

Henry Parnell and Delia Tudor Stewart, daugh-
ter of Rear-Adniiral Charles Stewart of the

United States Xavy. Parnell was educated in

the I'niversity of Cambridge, but returned to

Avondale without a degree. After traveling in

the United States (1872-73) he became high

sheritl' of his coiyity. and in 1875 he entered

Parliament for Meath County. From the out-

set he displayed remarkable ability for leader-

ship in polities and for parliamentary warfare.

Resened and dignified, with few of the ordi-

nary graces of an orator, Parnell contrasted

strikingly with the enthusiastic impulsive Irish

debater of the type of O'Connell. But the very

absence of these Irish qualities impressed ujxin

the English the fact that now for the first

tune they had to reckon with a strong, well-di-

rected Irish opposition.

In 1877, in conjunction with Biggar, Parnell

brought together the hitherto disimited forces

of opposition in a compact party of Nationalists,

whose object was Home Rule for Ireland in all

local affairs, including necessarily the restora-

tion of the Irish Parliament. (See Home
RtXE.) The method of pcditical warfare fol-

lowed by Parnell was bold and ellective. He
adopted extreme tactics of obstruction: to delay

all public business as far as possible: to make
combinations with any party that might be in

opposition in order to embarrass the Government;
to use the balance of power in such a way as

to secure concessions as the ])rice of votes; and.

in a word, to make all legislation extremely dif-

ficult until the demands of Ireland shoulil be

considered and accepted. For the support of

thi* policy Parnell looked to the Fenians of

Ireland and of America, and to the Land League,

which he helped organize in 1S79. and of which

he was the first president. The object of the

League was not only to secure fair rents and
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to transfer the owTiership of the soil to the

tenants, but also to bring about Home Rule.

(See Land League.) Meantime I'arnell carried

out his Parliamentarj' warfare with singular

tenacity and persistence, against the bitter opix)-

sition of both of the great English parties. The
conservative traditions of the House of Commons
were speedily set at naught ; its rules were in-

geniously perverted to defeat their own objects;

every inijwrtant piece of legislation was at-

tacked, delayed, and in some cases defeated by
the able combinations of the Irish party under
its great leader, with some of the other elements

of opposition. In 1877 and 1878 the Pamellites,

as they began to be called, persistently opposed

the bill for the annexation of the Transvaal, the
flogging clauses of the Mutiny Act, and the Pris-

ons Bill: and, joined by Joseph Chamberlain and
leading FUidicals, they carried the bill abolishing

flogging in the army. Side by side with the de-

velopment of this new policy the land agitation

in Ireland grew and became a source of wide-

spread pul)lic interest. To aid the movement,
and to relieve those tenants who suffered by

eviction. Parnell in the winter of 1870-80 made
a visit to America, where he raised large sums
by popular subscription. On his return he was
simultaneously elected to Parliament from
Meath. ilayo. and the city of Cork, the last of

which he chose to represent. His claim to lead

his party was formally ratified when in May,
1880, the Irish members of Parliament chose him
leader by a vote of twenty-three to eighteen.

Supported by powerful social and political or-

ganizations, and at last by the Catholic Church,

and controlling the words as well as tlie votes of

his followers with a strong will and an iron

hand, Pamell was now a formidable power in

English politics. Continuing the land agita-

tion, he was arrested and imprisoned in October,

1881,. on the charge of intimidation, and of ob-

structing the operation of the new Land Act.

(See Imsn Laxd Laws.) He remained in Kil-

mainham jail until April, 1882, when he was
released on parole.

At the general election of 188.5 he was reelected

from Cork, and by a political bargain with the

Conser\-ative Party secured the election of a

number of Conservative candidates, though soon

afterwards he repudiated the agreement and
threw his vot^s on the Liberal side (.January,

188C). thtis defeating the Conservative Admin-
istration of Lord Salisbury. Gladstone, who by

this change succeeded to office, was now defi-

nitely committed to the adoption of a measure

of Home Rule for Ireland, and henceforth the

Irish supported the Liberal Party. On April 8.

ISSG. Gladslonc had a bill introduced to give

Home Rule, which ruptured the Liberal Party

and led to tlie formation of the new Liberal

I'nionist Party (q.v.), and Gladstone's .\dniinis-

tration was thereupon defealcd and resiijned in

July, ISSfi. Nevertheless, Parnell introduced a

bill' for the relief of tenants, which; as a whole,

the Salisbury Government refused to accept,

though manv of its important pro\isions were

subsequently' incorporated into the Govemment's

o^vn measure. Toward the close of the session of

1887 a sensation was caused by the publication

in the London Times of the fac-simile of a letter

purporting to have been written by Pamell to

a friend, palliating the murder of the permanent

T'nder-Secretarv for Ireland, Thomas Henry

Burke, in Phcenix Park, Dublin, in 18.S2. On
the night of the publication of this document
Pamell returned to the House of Commons, from
which he had been absent, and denounced the
letter as a base and infamous forger\'. But when
Sir Cliarles Lfewis, a Consenativc, moved that
the publisher of the Times should be prosecuted
for liliel at the expense of the Government, the
Irish members declined on the gTound that they
had no confidence cither in the Government or
in Knglish juries. Some time afterwards this
letter and others of a similar nature were found
on investigation by a judicial commission to be
the forgeries of a man named Pigott, who after
the exposure fled from the country and died at
Madrid by his own hand. Parnell brought suit
for libel against tlie Times, and recovered £5000
damages. He was now at the very height of his
prestige, but his downfall was near at hand.

For a long time rumors had been current in
political circles connecting the name of Parnell
with that of the wife of Capt. W. IL 0"Shea,
formerly memljer of Parliaiuent for Galway, and
long an enthusiastic follower of Parnell. These
rumors were confirmed when in 1889 Captain
O'Shea applied for a divorce from his wife on
the ground of adultcrj' with Parnell. The case

was tried in November, 1890, and, as no defense

was made, the divorce was granted, and ParneJl

was condemned in costs. This decision proved
fatal to his reputation and political power. His
offer to resign the leadership of the Irish party
was at first declined, but soon it became known
that Gladstone had %vritten to .Tohn Morley that

the continuance of Pamell's leadership would
be disastrous in the highest degree to the cause

of Ireland, implying that Parnell could no longer

have the support and coiiperation of the English

Liberals. After this letter had been made public

it was supposed that Pariudl would renew his

offer to resign. As he resolutely refused to give

up the leadership, he was deposed by a vote of

his Parliamentary colleagues. The result was a

division of the Iri-sh parly into Pamellites and
-Anti-Parnellites. The fallen leader now bitterly

denounced both Gladstone and his own late col-

leagues who had turned against him. His appeal

to the people, however, was answered by the

defeat of three Parliamentary candid.ites whom
he had nominated. Nevertheless, he struggled

with desperate energy to recover his leailership

till lus health broke down completely, in Septem-

ber, 1891. In .Julv of that year he had married

Tklrs. O'Shea, and on the 6th of October following

he died.

Consult: Hansard, Reports, 1875-91 (for his

Parliamentan' speeches) ; Lucy. Diar;i of Tko
Parliaments.'lS7i-S5 (London, 1885-86): Diary

of the Salisbiin/ Parliament. If^SCfli {lb.,

1892); Annual Registers. 1875-91: O'Connor.

The Parnell Movement, irilh a Skcteh of Irish

Parties Since ISi-i {New York, 1890): Davitt,

The Times-Parncll Commission (Speech. London,

1890) ; Larkin, Pamell and the London Timet

(Boston. 1890) : MacDonald, Oiori/ of the Par-

nell Commission (London. 1890* ; .IfcmoriViI

Volume to Charles Steirarl Parnell. with a biog-

raphy by Walsh (New York. 1892): Moore.

Parnell and His Liland ( Ixindon. 18871;

O'Brien Life of Charles fUcirart Parmll t\x\n-

don an.i New York. 1888) : O'Shea. Th. O'SAro-

Parnell Dirorce Case (Boston. 1891) : Mahoney,

Life of Parnell (New York, 1886) ; Sherlocke.
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Life of Parnell (Dublin, 1887); Clayden, Eng-

land Under Lord Ucaconsfkld (London, 1880) ;

Enyhind Under the Coalition, etc. (ib., 1S'J2).

PARNELL, Heney Brooke, First Baron
Congleton (177G-1842). A British politician,

born in Irelanil. He stiuliid at Eton and at

Trinity College. Cambridge, and in 17!)7 entered

politics as a member of the Irish House of Com-
mons. In 1802 he was elected to the British

rarliament for (Queen's County, which, with an

interval of four year.s (1802-06), he continued

to represent until 1832, when he declined to

stand again. The next year he was elected from
Dundee, whidi he continued to re|)rcsent from
tliat time until his elevation to the House of

Lords as Baron Congleton of Congleton in 18-41.

He became Secretary of War in Lord Grey's

Cabinet in 1831, but was dismissed the next

year for refusing to support the Slinistry on

the Russo-Dutch War question. His chief in-

terest was in financial an<l agrarian subjects, and
in 1838 lie strongly urged the abolition of the

corn . laws. He wrote a nunilier of works, in-

eluding Oh.iervations Upon the t<taic of Currency

of Ireldnd (1804; .'id ed. 1804) ; An Uistorical

Apolu!/!/ for the Irish Catholics (1807) ;
Treatise

on the Corn Trade and Agriculture (1800) ; On
Financial Reform (4th ed. 1832); and A Trea-

tise on Roads (2d cd. 1838).

PARNELL, TnoMAS (1079-1718). An Anglo-

Irisli jioet, born in Dublin. He graduated at

Trinity College, Dublin, and was ordained dea-

con, though under the canonical aj'e. In 1706
he was appointed Archdeacon of Cloglier; in 1713,

prebendary to Saint Patrick's Cathedral; Dublin;

and in 1716, Vicar of Finglas. He contributed

to the Hpeetator and Ouardian, an<i was the

associate of Swift, Pope. Arbutlinot, and Gav, in

the 'Scriblerus Club." On the fall of the Whig
CJovernnient, near the close of .\nne's reign, he

went over to the Tiiries. and stood in liigh favor

with the Oxford Administration. But liis pros-

pects of advancement from that quarter were
destroyed by the overthrow of the Tories on the

dealli of the Qiu'en. His disappointment at not

olitaining better promotion, and the death of

his wife (1711), threw him into deep melan-
choly, and he is said to have hastened his death

by intemperance. He died at Chester in October,

17 IS. Besides the occasional jiapcrs written for

Addison and his. share in iScrihleriis, Parnell

hel|icd I'ope in tlic translation of the Iliad, and
eontrilnited to the iirst volume an Essa.y on the

Life, }Vritings, and Learning of Homer (1715).

His poems were collected by Pope in 1721. The
volume contains twenty poems, among which are

The Hermit, A Night Piece on Death, and A
Hiimn to Contentment. On these poems Par-

nell's reputation chiefly rests as a fluent and
graceful verse-maker in the manner of Pope.

They also point forward to the next generation

—

to Collins and (ioldsniith. In 17.'5S njipeared the

Posthumous Works of Parnell. The volume adds
nothing to his fame. Consult the Life of Parnell

by Goldsmith, and the edition of Parnell's poems
by Aitken in the Aldine series (London, 1804).

PARNY, par'ne', Evariste DrtsiRl?: Des-
roBCES. Vieomte de (1753-1814). A French poet,

born in the Isle of Bourbon. In his childhood

he went to Paris, became a soldier, and in

1773-75 he revisiteil his native land, and there

loved a Creole whose praises he sang in the

Poesies erotiqucs (1778). His later epics have
less literary merit. They are frivolous and
obscene. Of these. La guerre des dieux anciens

et modernes (1790) is characteristic. His Worlcs

were i)ublished at Paris in 1808 in five volumes.
The latest edition of his Poesies completes ap-

peared in 1887.

PARODY (Lat. parodia, from Gk. napudia,

luiroily, from rrapa, para, beside, beyond -f- (,k!//,

ode, song, ode, from aciociv, aeidein, ^ritvK, adein,

to sing). As understood by the Greeks in early

times, a .parody was a comic imitation of an
epic poem or of some part of it. The rhapsodists,

in reciting the Iliad or the Odys.sci/, were accus-

tomed, it is said, to throw in humorous passages

of their own. composed in the style and metre
of the original, but on a trivial subject. From
tliis use tlie term was extended to the comic
imitation of any poem, and afterwards to the

comic imitation of any variety of prose, such

as history and fiction. Parody, like travesty, is

a form of burlesque. The essence of burlesque

is the treatment of a light theme in the style

apjiropriate to a serious woi-k. Such, for ex-

anii)b', is Chaucer's 'Xun's Priest's Tale, wherein

the hubbub caused by Master Rejniard in the

widow's hou.seliold is described in language sug-

gestive of tlu> fall of Troy. The humor lies in

the contrast between subject matter and the

treatment of it. In the travesty, such as the

clever L'Eneide trarestie of Paul Scarron, the

characters of the original are turned to a

humorous account by some change in the in-

cidents that results in a debasement of' the

original theme. In the parody, the tlicme and
characters are greatly modified or completely

changed, but the style of-the original is closely

followed in those peculiarities that easily lend

themselves to ridicule.

Though the word parody has come tn us from

the Greeks, it is not to be supposed that they

were the first ])eople to feel the impulse toward
this kind of satire. Parody belongs to the folk

literature of many and perhaps all races. In

very early literary stages, writers have laid hold

of their legal and religious phrases for giving

a humorous turn to the common affairs of life.

All that can be said is that the parody as a
distinct literary type of .satire has been handed
down from the Greeks. givi)ig form to the folk

parodies of the Western nations. The first Greek
])arodist, according to Aristotle, was Hegemon
of Thasos (fifth century n.c), who gained a

prize at the Athenian games with his Oiganto-

maehia, or Battle of the Giants. By others the

iinention of the form has been ascribed to

Hipponax (fifth century B.C.). But these are

doubtful traditions. At any rate, the best ex-

tant ])arody of the epic among the Greeks is

The ISattle of the Frogs and the Mice, running

closely on the lines of a Homeric combat, and
dating from the second or tlie third century

before Christ. At a later period great renown
was won. it is said, by a certain CEnonas. a

Greek born in Italy, who burlesqued the public

reciters of Homer by transforming Polyphemus
into a sentimental lover, and by giving Ulysses

the speech of the connuon people. The great

master of parody was .Aristophanes, into whose

comedies were taken over whole passages of

Euripides and many current phrases for the

purpose of ridicule. Aristophanes was follovfed
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I)y Lucian, wlio in The Dialogues of the Cods
freely employed the language of Homer, and in
'J'he True History built up an extravagant ro-

mance on incidents from the llUid and contempo-
rary tales of adventure. That the Romans were
fond of parod}' is known from Cicero, who in

liis Dc Oratorc enumerates its several kinds.

Catullus was a favorite with the parodist, and
Vergil did not escape.

Among the Romans are found tlie first parodies
of the legal testament, or will. It was a custom,
as early as the time of Julius Ca-sar, for men
to satirize their enemies by scurrilous remarks
about them in their wills. Out of the practice

seems to have grown the humorous testament, in

which some animal, a pig or an ass, bequeaths
at death his property or qualities to posterity.

These animal testaments, of wliich the earliest

one extant goes back to the tliird century of our
era. spread through the Latin races, appearing
in French, Spanish, and Portuguese during the

early Renaissance. Akin to them are the many
imaginary testaments written on variovis occa-

sions in later times. A fine specimen is T)ie

^\ill by John Donne, the Elizabethan poet.

Closely related to the humorous testament is

also tlie parody on the epitapli, wliich goes back
to the Jliddle Ages. This kind of satire is seen

in its perfection in the Ballade des pciidns of

Francois Villon, composed in anticipation of

the gallows. Indeed, both the Lesser and the

Greater Testament of Villon are parodies so

excellent in their kind as to form a type. Almost
equally famous is Goldsmith's I'etaliation on the

iniagiiied death of his friends, including Burke,
Garriek, and Reynolds.

For centuries the most fruitful source of

parody was the Bible and the liturgy of the

Cliristian Church. This was, of cour.se, in line

witli the work of Lucian, thottgh it was at first

in no direct way connected with him. From
the twelfth century onward, increa.sing greatly

during the Reformation period, flourished

parodies of the mass, the creed, the litany, the

jiaternoster, and prayers and hynnis to the Vir-

gin. They were sometimes written in Latin, and
at other times in the vernacular speecli. Tn
Ci/iithin's Itci^els. Ben .Jonson introduces a light

parody of the litany; and Lord Somers, who
framed the Declaration of lliifhts, parodied the

first four chapters of Saint Matthew. In 1817

William Hone, a London author and bookseller,

was prosecuted for publisliing parodies on tlie

litany, the Athanasian creed, and tlie catechism,

wliicii he had employed for political satire. These

are liut a few exanijiles taken from a class num-
bering hundreds.

Tlie jnirely literary parody, aiming at good-

natured banter, though not unknown to the

ancients, is mainly a modern development from

the liarsh invective of the earlier times. It

has long lieen expected that a popular poet or

novelist will have his peculiar style and waj'

of viewing things held up to ridicule. So kindly

is this ridicule that not even the most sensitive

author can receive other than pleasurable emo-

tions from it. Shakespeare amused his au-

diences with the rant of the contemporary drama
and the euphuism of .lolin Lyly. and evidently

was not hurt when friends like Beaumont and
Fletcher paid him in his own coin. In more

than one instance Shakespeare even parodied

himself. The bombast and nonsense of Dryden's

tragedies received its just castigation in the
Duke of Buckingham's liehearsal. .\mong the
parodies of Milton the tiplendid HhiUiny ol John
I'hillips (died 1707) is .still reckoned the best,
although the alnio.st contemporary lantKoiiib
Barn, now easily accessible in the works of
Lady Winchelsca (1903), is almost as good.
Passing by Gray, Goldsmith, and C'owimt, each
of whom had his parodist, wc come to the nine-
teenth century—the age par exeellciue of parody.
'I'lie iirst romantic gnmp of Knglisli poets, in-

cluding, among others, Wordsworth, Keats, and
Shelley, were especially exposed to ridicule. Then
came Tennyson and Browning with marked man-
nerisms, and finally the so-called Preraphaelitcs,
like Rossetti, William Jlorris. and Swinburne,
with their florid imaginations, distorted female
figures, and unreal landscapes. There coukl be
no finer material for the parodist. In their
Hcjceted Addresses (lSI:il Horace and James
Smith burlesqued delicious!}- Wordsworth,
Southey, Byron, and Scott. Following in the
line of the Smiths are R. H. Barham's Jngolilshi/

Legends and the Bon Oaullier Ballads, the joint
work of W. K. Aytoun and Theodore .Martin.
.\mong other clever verse-parodists were Thomas
Hood, W. M. Thackeray, C. S. Calverley, Lewis
Carroll, Sir Frederick Pollock, J. K. Stephen,
and the numerous contributors to I'unrli. who
have closely watched for absurdities of sentiment
and style. From this list should be selected

Calverley as undoubtedly the most felicitous

parodist in the whole range of English literature.

Especially successful was he in imitating Ten-
nyson's Brook and Browning's I'inii and the Hook
in The Wanderers and The Cock and the Ball.

And the eccentricities of the Preraphaclites are

finely exaggerated in the Ballad.

The English novel Ix'gaii its career with parody.
Richardson had no sooner published Pamela
than humorous continuations were placed upon
the market. All of them are now forgotten ex-

cept Fielding's Joseph Andretrs, which begins

with ridicule of Richardson's point of view and
a close parody of his epistolary style. Sterne

was likewise the sport of a score of humorists.

Before publishing laiiiVi/ Fair. Thackeray paid

liis compliments to Bulwer. DisraiM, Lever, and

G, P. R. James, and afterwards to Scott. The
mine opened by Thackcraj- in these Burlesiiuc.<i

was further worked by Bret Harle in two s«'ries

of Condensed yorels dealing with the ohler

novelists, and Mrs. Humphry Ward, .\nthony

Hope, Conan Doyle. Hall Caine. and Kipling.

In like manner Owen Seaman in Borroard

Plumes (1002) burlesqued Mrs. Craigie. Miss

Fowler, Marie Corelli. George Meredith, Maurice

Hewlett, Henry James, and other novelists of

the day.

Parody has been considerably cultivated by

.\merii-an writers with at least fair success. Of

colonial parodists the most important is doubt-

less .Toseph Green of Boston, the witty rival of

Mather Byles. the punning parson. The Rcv.du-

timiary satirists naturally made use of parody,

a good illustration being .Tobn Witbcrspoon's

parody of the ]'etilion of Rivington. (he Tory

printer. .Vfter the Revolution the 'llartfoni

\\'its' essayed parody and the mock-heroic in

The Eeho and The .\narehiad. The absurdities

of the Delia Cruseans and the pretensions of the

new Democratic-Republican Party furnished ma-

terials to parodists and satirists, btit the first
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elaborate parody of real consequence, Irving's
Knickerbotlcvr's llintor^i of .\ew Yorli, changed
under its author's hands into a masterpiece of
humorous narration. W'itli the next generation
came authors original enough to be parodied
not only in America, but iu England; for ex-

ample, Willis, Lon''f<'llt)\v, and Poe. It was
even found worth \\-liile to parody, in a volume
modeled on the Kcjcclcd Addresses, versifiers

whose names are now scarcely remembered. The
Civil War gave an im|)etus to the writing of

parodies. Some clever ones are to lie found iu

the works of professed hiiniorists like D. K.
Locke ('retroleum \. Nasby") and R. H. New-
ell ("Orpheus C. Kerr"), but tlie most important
and sustained is Richard Grant White's Ifcw
Gospel of I'cucc. Of recent years Walt Whitman
is naturally the writer who has best lent himself
to parixly. Rret Harte (q.v. ) and Baxard Tay-
lor, in The Echo Club and Other Lilcrnry binr-
sions, arc probably the most important writers
of parody witli regard to both quantity and
qualit.y. l<'or tlie earlyhistory.consult.with its bib-

liography, Delepierre, Easni sur la parodic (I^on-

don, 1871). A popular history of parody with ex-
amples from modern literature is given by JIartin
in On Parodfi { Xew York. 1890). Fora larger
collection, cdnsult Hamilton, Parodies of the
M'orls of Eiuillsh and American Authors (Lon-
don, 1S.S4-8H). Some good specimens of re-

cent verse-parody may also 1k> found in Miles, The
Ports and Poetry of 1hr Century, vol. ix. (ib.,

18H7), and in otlier anthologies. See also the
articles on the writers here mentioned, and the
article on Blrlesqite.

PAROLE (Fr. parole, word, from Lat. para-
bola, com]iarison, speech, parable). When a
military or naval officer is released from close
confinement, or allowed any extraordinary privi-
lege on the sole security of his word of honor, he
is said to be on parole. On guard, or any other
post, where precautions against an enemy are
necessary, a certain word is previously agreed
upon, which is known only to the officers of the
guard and of the day. and such other officers

as for special reasons may be intrusted with it.

It differs from the countersign (q.v.) in that
the latter is given to all sentries and men of
the guard, while the parole is confided entirely
to officers of the guard and those in similar au-
thority.

PAROQUET. See Parrakeet.

PA'ROS (Lat., from Gk. ndpus). An island
of the C'yelades, in the Grecian Archipelago. It
is situated west of Naxos. from which it is

separated by a channel from four to six miles
wide. Greatest length, fifteen miles; greatest
breadth, nine miles; area, about ninety-five
square miles. Population, in 1896, 7740. The
island is chielly a mountain mass, rising in the
centre in the ancient ^Marju-ssa. now Mount Saint
Elias, to a height of nearly 2500 feet. In the
valleys the vine and grain are cultivated, but the
chief im))ortance of tlie island in ancient times
was due to the marble, and especially the highly
esteemed Lychnites, which was much sought by
sculptors. Parikia, on the west coast, on the
site of the ancient Paros. is the principal town.
Ancient tradition attributed the earlv coloniza-
tion of the island to Cretans, who called it

Minoa : later it was settled by lonians. It early
enjoyed prosperity from its marble and its

numerous sculptors. Later it submitted to Per-
sia, and was unsuccessfully attacked bv Miltiades
after the battle of Jiaralhon. After tlie Per-
sian wars it joined the Delian League, and
shared the fortunes of the neigliboring islands.
Like other Cyclades. it jiassed under the rule of
the Ptolemies of Egypt, and in u.c. 197 was
presented to the Athenians by Rome. Since
then it can scarcely be said to have had a
sciiaratc history. It was celebrated in literature
as the native place of the poet Archilochus. and
is also known from the discovery of the famous
Parian Clironicle. See Abundel Marules.
PAROTID GLAND. See S.u.ivAnY Gland.

PARQUETRY ( I'r.. inlaid llooring, from pur-
qucttr, to lloor with small pieces of wood, from
parquet, inlaid floor, diminutive of jmrc, inclo-
sure, park). A kind of wood mosaic used for
llooring and .sometimes for wainscoting or fur-
niture. In the more elaborate kinds of par-
quetry, veneers are used, but it is much more
generally composed of blocks of wood often of
different colors, laid down so as to combine and
form a geometric ])attern. The patterns are
usually bounded by straight lines. The pieces
are laid Hush and liat on the upper surface. For
this purpose the edges are usually grooved so
as to lit snugly into each other, though other
methods of laying are also followed.

PARR (so called probably from the parr-
marks or crossbars on the sides). A young
salmon before its first migration to the sea, and
when its sides still show indistinct bars. Com-
pare Smolt; see Salmon.

PARR, Catharine (1.512-48). The si.xth and
last <-,)uccn of Henry ViU. of England. She was
the daughter of Sir Thomas Parr, of Vendal,
^\estmoreland. Married first to Lord Burgli,
and afterwards to Lord Latimer, she was
wedded, not without misgivings, to Henry VIIL,
on July 12. 1543. She was distinguished for
her learning and knowledge of rcligicms subjects.
Her inlluence was for good; she persuaded Henry
to restoie the right of succession to his daugh-
ters; wished to educate them and Prince Edward,
and interested herself on behalf of the universi-
ties. In 1544, during the absence of Henry at
the siege of Boulogne, she act^d as Regent of the
kingdom. After Henry's death she married
(1547) Sir Thomas Seymour, and died after
childbirth the following year.

PARR, Mrs. Louisa (maiden name Taylor)
(c.1848?— ). An English novelist, born in Lon-
don. She passed her early life in Cornwall.
Marrying a physician in 18G0, she settled at
Kensington. Before this she had written a
story entitled Bow It All Happened (in Good
VTords, 18G8). This graceful story, translated
into French, appeared also in the Journal des
Debat.i. Her first three-volume novel, Dorothy
Fox (1870), was well received. But she first

gained her audience with Adam and Ere (1880),
which depicted with faithfulness the quaint fish-

ing village of Polperro in Cornwall. Among
subsequent novels are Loj/alty George (1888);
The Squire. (1892); and' Can This Be Lovef
(lS9fi).

PARR, Samuel (1747-1825). A once notable
English scholar, born at Harrow-on-the-Hill. He
was sent to Emanuel College, Cambridge,
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in 1705; but the death of his father, two years
afterwards, compelled him to withdraw and to

aceept an assistant-mastership at Harrow,
where he remained five years. In 1770 he was
appointed master of Colchester School, where

he was ordained priest, and obtained the cu-

racies of Hythe and Trinity Church. Next
year he became master of Xorwicli School

;

"but in 1780 settled at Hatton in Warwickshire,

where he sjient the rest of his life. In 1787 he

publislied an edition of Bellenden. to which he

pretixed his celebrated preface, which is as re-

markable for its imcorapromising advocacy of

\\hig princijiles as for the scrupulous Cicero-

nianism of its Latinity. Parr was a man of

vast learning, but his scholarship was not of

high order. Consult De Quincey's essay, Dr.

Hatnuel I'arr on Wliiggism in Its Relations to

Literature.

PARR, Thomas (c.1483-c.163.5). An English
centenarian, known as 'Old Parr.' In 103.T he

was brought by the Earl of Arundel to London
and ])resented at Court as then 1.52 years of age.

He was long a favorite chap-book character, but
assertions of his extreme age have bp<>n inves-

tigated and contradicted by \V. .J. Thorns and
Sir G. C. Lewis. The chief source of informa-

tion concerning Parr is a curious pamphlet bv
.John Taylor, entitled The Olde, Oldc, Very Olde
Man ( l<i35).

PARRAKEET (Fr. pcrroqucti from Sp. peri-

quilo, diminutive of perico, parrot, from Pedro,

Lat. Pctrus, C4k. n^rpos, Peter, from iriTpos, rock;

also explained as from It. parochetto, diminutive

of parocco, parish priest, jestingly applied to the

bird). Any of many small kinds of parrots, es-

pecially the long-tailed East Indian and Aus-

tralian species of the genus Palsornis and its

allies. The American parrakeets are chielly of

the genus Conurus, one species of which is

found within the limits of the United States,

and not elsewhere. At the beginning of the

nineteenth century the Carolina parrakeet

{CoTjuriis Carolinensis) was found throughout

the Eastern and Central United States as far

north as Nebraska, Wisconsin, and central New
York. It was not merely a summer visitor, but

occurred also in winter, so tliat it was remark-

ably hardy for a parrot. At the beginning of

the twentieth century, the species was almost

extinct, and survived only in the most inaccessi-

ble parts of Florida and Indian Territory. It is

a beautiful bird, and also noisy, gregarious, and
tame, so tliat it has been an easy victim. It is

a trifle more than a foot long, bright green in

color, with the head and neck yellow, forehead,

cheek, and bend of wings orange. It feeds on

seeds, nuts, and so on, and is very destrvietive

to fruit. On account of the damage it did in

orchards, it was rutlilessly kilh'd in early days.

Its nesting habits have never been authentically

described, and there is some dispute as to

whether its eggs are laid in a hole in a tree as

is customaiy with parrots. One of the most

beautiful groups, combining gracefulness of form

with splendor of plumage.' is that to which the

Alexandrina or ring parrake<>t (Pahioniis .Ilex-

andri) belongs. It is about the size of a com-

mon pigeon, green, with a red collar, and is a

native of the East Indies. It is said to have

been brought to Europe by Alexander the Great's

expedition to India, and to have been the first

parrot known to the Creeks and Romans, by
whom it was highly prized, as it ntill i,, not
only for its beauty, but for its docility and its

power of imitating human speech. Immense
llocks live in some of tlie cocoanut groves of
Western Ceylon, and fill the air with deafening
screams. The ring parrakeet has many con-
geners, natives chiefly of the East Indies, which
exhibit nmch variety of splendid plum.Tge. among
which the East Indian rose-ringed iPul<eomis
torquata) is one of the most familiar; its gen-
eral color is green, the neck of the male orna-
mented with a rose-red, black-edged collar.

Much like them in length and form of tail,

but with longer and stronger legs, is the small
gronnd-parrakeet {Pezoporiis formostm) of Aus-
tralia and Tasmania. This binl inhabits thickets
and runs much on the ground, but occasionally

takes a sliort low flight. It makes no nest, but
lays its eggs in a hole in the grfiund. Us
colors, dark green above, and yellowish below,

are less brilliant than in many of the parrot
tribe, but the bird is finely marked and mottled.

Its flesh has a very strong game flavor. There
are numerous other Australian species, dis-

tributed in several genera, some of which exhibit

great splendor of plumage. Most familiar is

the grass, shell, or zebra parrakeet ( Mclititsiltuciis

iindulatus) , a very lieantiful little bird, which
has long been one of the favorite cage-birds in

all parts of the world, and often sells under the

dealers' name 'budgerigar' (q.v.). It is small,

slender, and long-tailed. It has a yellow head,

with three black cheek-spots surraounteii by a
blue patch ; the back is yellow with black trans-

verse markings; the wing-quills brown with

green outer webs and yellow margins: the rump
and under parts green, the tail green, boun<U-d

with vellow. but with the two central quills

blue. (For illustration see Plate of P.^RBOT.s.)

In the vast inland plains of Australia this

parrakeet is to be seen in flocks of many hun-

dreds feeding on the seeds of the grasses, which

afiord food also to many other small 'grass

parrakeets,' such as those of the genus Eu-

plieina.

PARRAL, par-nil', or Hidalgo Dtx Paeral.

A city of the State of Oiihuahua, Mexico, sit-

uated' on the Parral. 120 miles south of Chi-

huahua (Map: Mexico. F 4). The town pos-

sesses very old and productive silver mines that

are now in the hands of .\mericans. It is in the

midst of the wine-making district of Mexico,

and is noted for its fine aguardiente. A United

States consular agent is stationed here. Popula-

tion. GOOO.

PARRAMATTA, par'A-mat'tA. or PARA-
MATTA. A to«Ti of New South Wales. .Vus-

tralia. pleasantly situated near the western

extremity of Port .Jackson, on a small river of

the sjime name. 14 miles west of Sydney, with

which it is connecte<l by steamer and railway

(ifap: New South Wales. F 3). The houses

are mostly detached, and the streets are

wide and " regular, the principal one Iwing

about a mile in length. It i'^ the eenti-e of an

extensive fruitgrowing district, and has impor-

tant manufactures of "Colonial tweeds.' 'Par-

nimatta cloths,' and salt. The great reservoir

of the Svdnev water-works is located here. For-

merly called' Eosehill. Parramatta is. -with the

exception of Svdnev, the oldest town in Aus-
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tralia. The first grain raised in the colony

Avas grown liero, and the first grants of hind

made. I'oindation, in IS'Jl, 11,700; in 1901,

12,508.

PARRAS DE LA FUENTE, piir'nis da Id

fwaii'ta. A town of the State of Coahiiila. i\Ie.\-

ieo, situated near the east shore of Lake I'arras

(ilap: Mexico, Ho). The town lies in a fertile

valley, and is surrounded bv orchards and vine-

yards. Its chief manufactures are wines and
Ijrandies, for which the town is celebrated.

Population, in 1805, 8320,

PAR'RATT, Walter (1841-), An English

organist and conductor, born at Iluddersfield.

His first organ appointment was near Iludders-

field (age eleven). The next year he was ap-

pointed organist of Saint Peter's Church, Lon-
don, and studied with George Cooper. He also

occasionally accompanied an anthem at the

service in Saint Paul's Cathedral, In 1854 he
returned to Iluddersfield, where he was in great
reiiuest for organ recitals throughout the north
of England, In 1861 he accepted an apjioint-

meiit at Worcester, where he was also private

organi,st to the Earl of Dudley, In 1872 he
became organist of ilagdalen Collece, Oxford,
On tlie retirement of Sir George Elvey as the

organist of Saint George's Chapel, he was
appointed to fill the vacant position. lie was
knighted by the Queen in 1802, and received
the appointment of private organist to Her
^lajesty, and the following year became master
of the Queen's music, continuing those offices

under King Edward VII, He is more famous
for his work in that direction than for his

compositions, which latter, however, while not
numerous, are of a high order of merit. They
include music to the Story of Orestes, many
anthems and .services, and a few songs. He
edited Mcdrif/Jis for the Bach Choir, and Choral
Sotif/s h>i Various ^Yriicrs iind Composers
(1889), and contributed ten important articles to

Grove's Diclionary of Music and Musicians
(1879-80),

PARRHA'SIUS (Lat,, from Gk. Tlappdaiog).

One of the greatest painters of ancient Greece,
the son of Evenor, himself an artist. He was a
native of Ephesus, but, like his elder contempo-
rary Zeuxis, practiced his profession in many
places, and seems to have received Athenian citi-

zenship as a reward for his picture of Theseus,
since later writers sometimes call him an
Athenian. He lived near the end of the fifth

century B,c,, but e.xact dates are not known. Cer-
tainly apocryphal is the story of Seneca that
for his |iaiiitiiig of Prometheus he tortured a
captive from Oljnithus, as the artist could
scarcely have been living at so late a date (n,c,

347) if he were a celebrated painter during the
lifetime of Socrates, over fifty years before,
(Cf, Xenophon, Memorabilia iii. 10.) His art
is known to us only from ancient criticism, and
chiefly from a passage in Pliny, Bist. Nat.,
XXXV., 67, where he is praised as the first to
introduce accurate proportions into painting,
and as especially successful in his drawing and
rendering of contours. It seems that he was the
first successfully to employ light and shade in
such a way as to suggest tlie round, as distin-
guished from the relief. His painting of the
Athenian Democracy (Demos) was held to ex-
press in a wonderful way the variety of disposi-

tion which marked tliat very variable person.
Otiier works of his were a "Hermes," believed to
be his own portrait; a "Heracles," wliicli claimed
to show the hero as he had appeared to the artist

in a dream; a "Naval Commander in Eull Ar-
mor"; "Ulys.ses Feigning Madness"; ".Eneas,
Castor, and Pollux"; "Dionysus and Virtue";
"Meleager, Heracles, and Perseus" ; "Thraeian
Xurse with a Child in Her Arms"; "Priest with
a Child Bearing Incense"; "Two Boys"; "Healing
of Telephus"; "Contest for the Armor of Achil-
les"; "Philoctetes on Lemnos"; and others. For
recreation he is said to have painted licentious

little pictures, one of which, "Meleager and Ata-
lanta," was a great favorite of the Emperor Ti-
lierius, who chose it rather than a million ses-

terces,

PARRICIDE (Lat, parricida, OLat, parici-

das, murderer of his parent, of a magistrate,
or of a free citizen, assassin, probably from jirir,

equal + eccdere, to kill ; associated in popular
etymology with pater, father). One who kills

his father, or a man who stands in the place
of a father, as a father through adoption. The
term is derived from the Roman law, where the
crime of parricidium included the murder of
many near relatives besides the father, as a
grandfather, son, brother, sister, and others. By
the lex Pompeia de Parricidiis (n,c, 52), the

murder of an ascendant, as a father or grand-
father, or a son, was punished in most severe
manner, the parricide being sewed up in a
leather sack, along with a live dog, viper, cock,

and ape, and cast into the sea or a near-by rixer.

In England and the United States the punisli-

nient of a parricide does not differ from that of

a murderer of a stranger. See Muroer, Consult
the authorities referred to under Criminal
Law; Civil Law.

PAR'RIS, Samuel (1653-1720). A New Eng-
land clergyman. He was born in Loudon, went
in youth to Massachusetts, and studied at Har-
vard College, but did not graduate. After being
a successful merchant in Boston, he entered
the ministry, and was .pastor of the- church at
Danvers, Mass, (then a part of Salem), in
1 089-96, He is remembered from the fact that
the delusion of Salem witchcraft originated in

his family in 1692, his daugliter and his niece

accusing Tituba, a South African slave living

as a servant in the family, with bewitching them,
Jlr, Parris beat her and compelled her to con-

fess herself a witch. The delusion and persecu-
tion thus commenced lasted sixteen months. Mr.
Parris having been a zealous prosecutor in the

witchcraft cases, his church brought charges
against him. He acknowledged his error, but
was dismissed. He preached afterwards at Stow,
Concord, and Dunstable, Consult his Life by

Fowler (Salem, 1857),

PAR'RISH, Edward (1.822-72), An Ameri-
can pharmacist, born in Philadelphia, and mem-
ber of a distinguished family of physicians. He
was principal of the Philadelphia School of

Pharmacy, where he became professor of materia
niedica in 1864. He is best known through a

non-official preparation, the compound syrup of

jjhosphate of iron, popularly known as Par-

rish's chemical food. He published Practical

Pliarmacy (Philadelphia, 1856; 5th ed, 1884);
The Phantom Bouquet (Philadelphia, 1863) ; and

I
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Education in the Society of Friends (Pliiladel-

jihia, 18U0,).

PARRISH, JIaxfield (1870—). An Ameri-
can jiainter and illustrator, born in Philadelphia.

He was a pupil of the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts, and of Howard Pyle. He became
widely known by his decorative posters and de-

signs for magazine covers. His work is usually
in the flat tints used by a number of the modern
illustrators, and is remarkable for strong, deli-

cate line, clever gradation of tone, and the rich

detail of the background. His illustrations,

which include those for The Golden Age of Ken-
neth Grahame, Mother Goose in I'rose, and
Knickerbockers History of Kew York, are full

of charm and humor. Among his paintings are
"The Sandman" and "The Bulletin Board." He
became a member of the Society of American
Artists in 1897, and received honorable mention
at the Paris E.xposition of 1900.

PARRISH, Stephen (1840—). An Ameri-
can landscape painter and etcher, born in Phila-
delphia, Pa. He first exhibited at the Penn-
sylvania Academy in 1878, and a year afterwards
at the Xational Academy in Xew York City.
Among his pictures are "Low Tide," "In Win-
ter Quarters," "Evening," and "The Road to

Perry's Peak." His subjects are usually large,

open expanses of country—often winter scenes

—

treated with much poetic feeling. His etchings
include the series of plates, "Cape Ann to

Marblehead," and many other American seaboard
scenes.

PARROCEL, pa'ro'sel'. A family of French
painters, the first of whom was B.^rtuelemy
(c.lOOO-c.GO), a painter of religious subjects. The
mo.st important was Joseph (1646-1704), the
battle painter, born at Brignolles, He studied

under his father and elder brother, Louis, and
afterwards was the pupil of Le Bourguignon in

Rome. He was made a member of the .Vcademy
in 1076, his reception picture being "Louis XIV.
Repulsing a Sortie of the ilaestriclit Garrison"
(Louvre). He is said to have kno\ni nothing
of actual soldiering, but he had a vigorous brush
and considerable skill in composition. There
are also pictures by him at Versailles, and in

Notre Dame and the Invalides, Paris, He left

several etchings after his own designs, which
include forty-eight scenes from the life of

Christ. Other painters of this name were his

son Charles (1688-1752). a battle painter; his

nephew. Pierre ( 1070-17.39) . whose subjects were
mostly religious: and Igxace Fraxoois (1704-

81). son and pupil of Pierre, an historical and

genre painter.

PARROQUET. An alternative spelling for

'parrakcet' iq.v. ). In the L'nited States the

grou]i is represented by the Carolina parroquet

or parrakeet.

PARROT (probably from Fr. P'errot, Pierrot,

diminutive of Pierre, Peter). A bird of the group

Psittaci. which is related to the cuckoos and
plantain-eaters, and includes two families, the

Psittaeida" and Trichoglossidae, together number-
ing about .500 species. Most of them are natives

of the tropics, and especially of the Australian

and Malayan regions, and about 100 species

occur in Xew Guinea alone. South America has

about l.'JO species, and Africa and Southern Asia

the remainder. Few inhabit or even enter the

temjierate zone, the most northerly one, perhaps,
being the now nearly extinct Carolina parrakeet
(q.v.) of the United Slates. The determining
feature in the family is the beak, which is
sliort, stout, and greatly arched, the upper
mandible hooking over the lower, and movablv
hinged to the skull. The feet are short and
strong, and the toes are two before and two
behind. The wings are likely to be rather short
and in some groups rounded; and the tail may be
short and broad as in the true parrots, or very
long and pointed, as in the parrakects, noticeably
broad in others, and so on. Most parrots are
gaudily colored, but some are soberly clad; and
there is likely to be a crest—very prominent in
the cockatoos and less so in some others—or
other modifications of the feathers of the head, as
in the facial disks of the owl-parrots or kakapos
(q.v.). The se.ves are usually much alike.
Most parrots are forest-birds, although a few

are of terrestrial habits and are stvled ground-
parrots, and a few others, like' the grass-
parrakcets, inhabit grassy or brushy plains.
As a rule, also, they are gregarious, and
many species go in large flocks. Their food with
few exceptions is vegetable—plantains, papaw-
apples, figs, and tamarinds being varied by tlow-
ers, buds, leaves, palm-nuts, and otlier hard
fruits, grass-seeds, and grain. This supplies so
much moisture that little drinking .seems neces-
sary. Exceptional foods arc the bulbs and
tubers for which cockatoos dig, while .some spe-

cies search the bark of trees for insects, or extract
honey and insects from flowers with their brush-
tipped tongues. (See Lory.) Lastly, the kaka
(q.v.) has acquired a taste for flesh. They gather
this food by climbing about the branches like

the nimblest of acrobats, using their beaks freely

in support of their bodies, and manipulating
their food with their claws as no other bird
ever does.

The voices of parrots as a rule are harsh, and
the great macaws and cockatoos scream most
discordantly. Some, however, utter low and
sweet twittering notes. JIany have great facility

in imitating other sounds or human speech, and
some learn to articulate words and phrases with
much distinctness, if given patient training.

There is a popular notion that this process may
be aided by slitting the tongue—a practice as

useless and foolish as it is barbarous. It is not

certain that the tongue has anything more to

do with the enunciation of parrots than in the

case of other birds, where it plays no part in

utterance. The tongue is always large, round,

and fleshy. In the subfamily Nestorinic (the

kakas) it is fringed; and in lories it has a brush

of hairs toward the tip.

The typical, and perhaps the best-known, par-

rot is the African gray parrot {Psillocns

erithaciis) of equatorial Africa, which is ashy

gray, with lilack wing-quills, a red tail, and
whitish, naked face. It is in high esteem among
most of the African tribes, who rear it from

the nest as a house pet, enjoy its flesh, and seek

its feathers as ornaments, some setting apart the

red tail feathers fi>r their chiefs as insignia of

rank. Long ago these parrots were carried

to Europe, and afterwards to all parts of the

world, and have shown fbemselves not only

hardy, long-lived, and afTectionate, but the clear-

est talkers of the whole tril)e. A closely allied

hut nuieh darker West African species is imable
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to talk at all. In their native wilda these par-
rots go about in Hocks during the day, and return
at night to certain 'roosts.' They eat various
fruits and nuts, especially palm-nuts. They breed
in holes in trees, often in companies, and aid one
another in defending their homes. All parrots
nest in holes in treses except a few aberrant
ones, like some in New Zealand, which lay their
eggs in holes or hollows of the ground or among
rocks. All lay white eggs. Fossil representa-
tives of this tribe carry its history back to the
Lower ^Miocene Age.

UiBLioou.MMiY. The latest monographer of
the parrot family is Count Salvador!. For his
papers and those of other systematic orui-
thologi.sts, consult Xewton, Diciionarij of Birds
(Xew York, 1893) : also Evans, liirds (ib.,

1900). For descrijitions and treatment of these
birds as pets, consult (irccne. Parrots in Vaptiv-
il}l (Lonilon, 1884), three royal octavo volumes
with colored plates.

See Plates of Parkots, Cockatoos a^d
Mac.iws.

PARROT-FISH, or LoBO. Any of many
species of the family Searid.T, particularly of
the genus Scams. Tlu' form is oblong ' and
massive, with large scales. Thev are fishes of
brilliant colors in'general, and some have won-
derful splendor, and have received their name
partly on this account and partly on account
of a fancied resemblance in their jaws to a
parrot's l)ill. They are mostly herbivorous,
some feeding on corals, and are' not good food
fishes. Most of them are natives of the tropical
seas. One species in the Jlcditcrranean (Hcarus
Creticus) is the 'searus' of the ancients, about
which many wonderful stories were told as to
its love, its wisdom, its ruminating, etc. Several
species inhabit tropical American waters, and
are known in the West Indies as 'loros,' 'viejas'
(i.e. old wife), 'guacamaias,' etc.

PAR'ROTT, KoBERT Parker (1804-77). An
American soldier and inventor of ordnance, born
at Lee, X. H. He graduated at West Point in
1824, and was assigned to the artillery. Until
1829 he remained at the Jlilitary Academy as
an instructor, then performed garrison duty for
several years, and in 18;iU took part in the
operations against the Creeks. He was promoted
to l)e captain on .January 13th of that year,
but resigned from the service in the following
October to become superintendent of tlie West
Point Iron and Cannon Foundrv at Cold Spring,
N. _Y., a position which lie 'held until 1807.
\ATiile there he invented the famous Parrott
cannon used by the Federal Armv and Xavy
during the Civil War. Captain "Parrott wa's
first judge of the Court of Common Pleas in
Putnam County from 1843 to 1847, and was
superintendent of schools at Phillipstown from
1848 until 1850. For a description of the Par-
rott g\in, see Ordnance.
PAR'RY, Charles Ciiristopheb (1823-90).

An American botanist, honi in Worcestershire,
England. He was educated at Union College,
and afterwards practiced medicine in Davenport,
Iowa. His study of the botany of the district
resulted in his appointment to the geological
survey of the Northwest (1848). then to the
survey of the Mexican boundary (1 849.52), and
he was successively botanist to' the Pacific Rail-
road surrey of the 35th parallel and to the De-

partment of Agriculture from 18G7 to 1871. His
pul)lieations jnchide: liulnnicul Observations in]
Wcslcrn Wi/oiniiiy (1874): IJutaiiical Observa-

\

iions in Southern Utah (1875) ; U'crision of the]
L tilted States Pacific Coast Species of Arcto-
staphylos (1883); Revision of the Genus Chori-
zunlhe (1884) ; and The Xorth American Genus
Ceanothiis (1888).

PARRY, Charles Hubert Hastings ( 1848— ). An English composer, born at Bourne-
mouth. At the age of seven he was sent to a
private school at Malvern. His earliest attempts
at music, in the form of chants and hj-mntunes.
date from this time. In 18G0 he was sent to
Twj-ford School, and took lessons from the vil-
lage organist; while there he came under the
inllucHcc of Samuel 8<'bastian Wesley, the organ-
ist of Winchester Cathedral. In ISIil he entered
Eton. He studied composition under Elvey and
often acted as composer, organist, or vocalist for
the musical society of the "college. In 1807 he
entert'd Exeter College, Oxford, where he came
under the notice of Sir .John Stainer, and became
the founder of the University Music Club. He
obtained in 1874 his degree of'masler of arts, and
took advance<l study in music under IJennett and
ilncFarren, together with an extended course
under Daiinreuther. Upon leaving Oxford he
was anxious to adopt the profession of music, but
his family ojiposed the plan. After tluee years
in a business house, however, he devoted himself
entirely to music. His first success as composer
was with his Intermez::o lieligioso ( 18G8) . Other
compositions include: Pronwlheus Unbound
(1880); Symphoni) So. 1 in G (1882); Tlie
diaries of Our Blood and State (1883); the
oratorio Judith (1888) ; Ode on Saint Cecilia's
Day (1889): The Lotus Eaters (1892); and
Hypatia (1893). He was appointed Choragus of
Oxford University in 1883, and in the same
year was granted the degree of musical doctor
by Cambridge, followed in 1884 by Oxford, and
in 1891, by Dublin. lie was appointed director
of the Royal College of Music in 1894, and was
made a knight by Queen Victoria in 1898.

PARRY, Sir William Edward (17901855).
A British Arctic explorer and naval oHicer. born
at B.ith. on December 19. 1790. He joined the
British Navy as midshipman in 180G, rose to the
rank of rear-admiral, was in the hvdrographic
service from 1823 to 1829, and retired from the
navy in 1852. He is best known as an Arctic
explorer. In command of the ships Griper and
lJrcl<i he left England in 1819 to seek the North-
west Passage. He passed up BafJin Bav, exnlored
and named Barrow Strait, Prince Regent's Inlet,
and Wellington Channel, and reached Melville
Island in September of that year, having crossed
longitude 110° W., thereby" winning a reward
of £5000 offered by Parliament. He returned to
England in November. 1820, and published a
narrative of his expedition. He sailed again in
1821 with the Fury and IJcela to make the
Northwest Passage, and reached Repulse Bay,
which he proved to be land-locked instead of a
strait leading to the west as was supposed. He
wintered on Melville Peninsula, where be made
a study of the Eskimos, discovered Hecla and
Fury Strait the next summer, but was bafHcd
by ice and compelled to spend the succeeding
winter at the east entrance to Hecla and Fury
Strait. The expedition underwent many hard-
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1. COCKATIEL 'Calopsltta Novae-HollanSiael.

2. ROSE-RINGED PARRAKEET IPalaeornis torquata).

3. CAROLINA PARRAKEET iConurus Carolinensis).

4. BUDGERIGAR (Melopslttacus undulatusL

5. KAKA (Nestor merialonal.al.

6. AFRICAN GRAY PARROT IPslttacus erlthacull.
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ships and was so enfeebled in the following sum-
mer that it was compelled to return to England,
where it arrived in October, 1823. In ilay. IS24,

Parry left with the same ships to make another
attempt to discover the long-sought passage, but
after a winter in the ice and the loss of the Fury,
the expedition returned home in October, 1825.
Parry then obtained the Admiralty's consent to

attempt to reach the Xorth Pole by the Spitz-
bergen route. He sailed on the Hecla for Spitz-
bergen in May, 1827, left his ship in Trurenberg
Bay on -Tune 21st, and started for the north with
two boats, titted with steel runners to serve as
sledges, 28 men. and sup[ilies for 71 days. The
advance was extremeh- diniciilt, the part}- ex-
changing from floe ice to water several times
each day. and the southward drift of the ice de-

prived Parry of many of his hard-won miles to
the north. The highest point attained was in

latitude 82° 45' N., which secured for England
a new record of highest latitude and remained
the highest north for forty-eight years. Parry
died on .Jul_v 8. 18.5.'), after serving two years
as governor of Greenwich Hospital. His best-

known books are Journal of a Second Voyage for
the Discovery of the yorthwest Passage, which
appeared in 1824, and^*orro7u-e of an Attempt
to I'each the Xorth Pole in Boats (1827).

PAR'RY ISLANDS. A group of large isl-

ands in the Arctic archipelago of North America,
lying chiefly north of the 75th parallel of lati-

tude (Jlap: America, Xorth, (J 2). The chain

extends westward from Baffin's Bay, south of

Ellesmere Land, being bounded on the south by
Lancaster and Melville sounds. The principal

members of the group are North Devon, Grin-

nell Land, and Cornwallis, Bathurst. Melville,

and Prince Patrick islands. All the islands

are irregular in outline, with numerous fiords

and headlands. The coasts are rocky and steep,

while the interior is covered with glaciers. They
are uninhabited, ami their vegetation is very

scanty, though sufficient in summer to support

herds of reindeer and musk-oxen. One of the

earliest explorers of the group was Parry, who
wintered on Melville Island in 1819. The dis-

coveries in these regions, however, were mainly
accomplished during the search for Sir John
Franklin.

PARSIFAL, piir'se-fal. A festival music-

drama by Richard Wagner. The outline of the

music was finished in 1879. the orchestration in

1882, and the first performance was given in

Bayreuth, .luly 20. 1882. Tlie story is based

upon the Arthurian legend of Perceval and the

Holy Grail, and particularly on the metrical

version by Wolfram von Eschenbach. (See Per-

ceval.) The scene is in or near the Castle of

the Holy Grail (Monsalviit. Spain). The prin-

cipal characters are: Parsifal: Amfortas, who
has l>een one of the Knights of the Grail, but who
has lost the Holy Spear, been wounded by it,

and has fallen into the power of Klingsor. a

magician hostile to the knights; and Kundry,

one of the beautiful women throiigh whom Kling-

sor hopes to gain authority over the knights (as

he has over Amfortas) by tempting them to

break their vows of chastity. In the first act

the inexperienced Parsifal is brought to the

castle by one of the knights, witnesses the adora-

tion of' the Grail, but does not appreciate its

significance, and is cast out by the knights. In

the second act Parsifal withstands Klingsor's
various attempts to overcome him, even Kundry
is unsuccessful, and he finally wins from the
magician the Holy .Spear and starts on his search
for the Castle of the Grail, whose im|K)rtancc
he now realizes. In the third act, after a lapse
of many years, Parsifal meets Kundry and one of
the knights. Kundrv has repented", and after
baptizing her Parsifal is led by the knight to
the castle. There he heals the old wound of
Amfortas by touching it with the Holy Spear
(the only possible cure) ; Kimdry dies "in hap-
piness, and Parsifal is hailed as King of the
Knights of the Grail. See the article Wagneb,
KllIIARO.

PARSIMONY (l>at. parsimonia, parcimonia,
frugalitv. from piirccre. to be frugal, to span':
connected with parens). The Law of. The state-
ment in explicit terms of the demand of thougiit
that principles of explana,tion should not be un-
necessarily multiplied.

PARSIS, par'sez, or PARSEES (Pers., IPind.

Pursi, Persian, fire-worshi|)er). The modem
Zoroa.strians, especially in India, where, in 1901,
they numbere<l 94,190. Less than a hundred
years after the Arab invasion in the seventh
century, and the fall of the Iranian king-

dom and faith, a considerable numl)er of

Zoroastrians left Persia to gain greater re-

ligious lil)erty. and moved as a community
with their priests down to the city of Ornuiz.

on the Persian Gulf. After residing there some
fifteen years, they determined to seek the shores
of India, and they landed first on the island of

Diu, off the coast of Kathiawar. Here they re-

mained for nineteen years until eircumstanc'es
brought them farther south. They landed in 710
at Sanjan, some distance to the north of the

modern Bombay, and settled among the Hindus.
after comjilyiiig with certain simple regulations.

In 775 a .sec-ond band seems to have joined these

pioneers, and together they formed a conmiunity.

which flourished for more than five hundred
years. In 1315 the Mohammedans who were

invading India attacked the Parsis of San-

jan. who had made an alliance with their Hindu
protectors. The allies were defeateil. Sanjan was
destroyed, and the Parsis were fiuced t" seek

refuge in the Bharhut hills, where they kept

alive their sacred fire and preserved their ancient

rites. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

the Zoroastrians spread quite widely thnnigh

Gujarat, settling in Surat. Xavsari. Bombay, and

other jJaces. The Parsi settlement in Bombay
l>e!»an as early as the time of the Portuguese ix--

cupation (1.530-lli(ll ). The Bombay Pn-sideney

has remained the centre of the Parsi population

of India, although representatives of the com-

munity are to be found as far northward as

Peshawar, as far east as Calcutta, and as far

to the south as Madras, or even Ceylon. Almost

all the Parsis are well-to-do. and a laruv pro-

portion of them wealthy. They are often called

the Jews of the East.

The Parsis have in general remained faithful

to the tenets of their ancient ctwhI. But in con-

sequence of emigration from Persia, and because

also of their contact with the Hindus and others,

some changes have crept into their customs. Xor

have they kept free from sectarian contiMver*y.

As early as lt>Sli there is evidence of a vigorous

dispute, as to supremacy of position, between
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the priests of Navsari and the original clerical

leaders of Saiijau. Early in the eighleentli cen-
tury anotlicr dispute arose with reyard to the
dating of the calendar, which in India gradually
fell a uionth behind tlie Persian Zoroastrian
calendar, because of failure properly to introtluce
the intercalary month. This resulted in dividing
the Parsi comnuinity into two sects, .Shenshahis
and Kadniis. The Shenshahis adhered' to their
customary Indian reckoning of months, without
the intercalation, but the Kadrais ad()i)tcd the
Persian reckoning with tlie month duly inserted;
thus the Shenshahi calendar remains still a
month behind the Kadnii. They are gener-
ally united on the main tenets with regard
to their god Ormazd (q.v.), their prophet
Zarathushtra (see Zoroaster), and a belief in
angels and archangels. They follow the same
general rites, feasts, fasts, manners, and customs.
In theology they are strongly monotheistic to-
day. At present, however, a belief in the resur-
rection of the body seems less pronounced among
them than their sacred texts would appear to
warrant. As to the doctrine of spiritual au-
thority, the infallibility of their Dasturs is

unhesitatingly questioned by the less strict
conformists, but all unite in acknowledging
the religious leader.shi[) of those priestly
heads.

If we may judge from the old Greek accounts
of the Persian faith, the Parsis, from time im-
memorial, have kept up the idea of ceremonial
purification. Scrupulous care is taken to pre-
serve the elements, earth, fire, and water, from
defilement, especially from dead matter. Nor
would a strictly orthodox Parsi to-day spit into
the fire or blow out a light, any more than in the
days of Cyrus, although in "practical matters
they often have to make concessions, and Parsis
may even serve in the fire department of Bom-
bay. Many who are less strict have taken to
smoking tobacco, although this is not in keep-
ing with the tenets of their faith. To the desig-
nation Fire-worshipers,' which is so often ap-
plied to them, they strongly object, for their
religion teaches the presence" of Ormazd behind
the fire, which stands merely as one of the em-
blems of his power. As in the days of the
Avesta, they still wear the sacred shirt "and girdle
(now called sudrah and ktisti), and their priest-
ly class are conspicuous for their white flowing
robes.

Some of the present Parsi observances con-
nected with birth and marriage mav show slight
traces of inlluence from the Hindus, but the
Parsi rites connected with death have remained
most individual and striking. As is well known,
they expose the bodies of their dead on DaKh-
tnas, or Towers of Silence, to be devoured by
vultures. In this they adhere strictly to the
precepts of the Avesta, although through force
of circumstances, or otherwise^ they are occa-
sionally obliged to forego this manner of dis-
posing of the dead. As a community, their moral
status is ranked very high. In matters of edu-
cation, especially female education, thev are very
advanced for Orientals. In all that 'relates t'o

progress and civilization they are inclined large-
ly to follow European examples. There is a
growing tendency among them to spread a knowl-
edge of their ancient sacred literature, and nu-
merous editions or reprints of Avesta and Pah-
lavi texts and translations are yearly published

PARSON.

A rosaceous plant. See

by them. For acts of charity, benevolence, and
generosity they are conspicuous. On the Parsis.
of Persia, see Giiebek.s.

Consult: Karaka, History of the Parsis (Lon-
don, 1884) ; Haug and West, Essays on the Par-
sis (3d ed., ib., 1884); Jlodi. "The Religious
System of the Parsis," in The World's Parlia-
ment of Religions, vol. ii. (Chicago, 1893) ;

Bharucha, Zoroastrian Religion and Customs
(Bombay, 1893); Seervai and Patel. Gujarat
Parsis from Their Earliest Settlemrnt to the
Present Time (ib., 1898); Jlenant, Les Parsis,
Histoire des communaules Zoroastriennes de
Vhule (Paris, 1898).

PARSLEY (dialectic parsil, from OF. pcr-
sil, pierre essil. Ft. persil. It. pelrosello, pelro-
sellino, parsley, from Lat. petroselinum, from
Ok. irerpoafKivov. rock-parsley, from Tr^rpoi. pet-
ros, rock -|- (riXivov, srlinoii, sort of parsley),
Ciirnm. Annual ur biennial smooth branching,
tripinnate-leaved herbs of the natural onlei-
Umbellifera;. Common parsley (Varum Pel-
rosrlinnm), a native of the soiith of Europe, is
grown from seed sown in good garden soil, and
is used for flavoring soups, garnishing meats,
etc. Varieties with curled leaflets are generally
preferred to those with plain leaflets. Hamburg
parsley is a variety with large white carrot-
like roots which are used in much the same way
as the carrot or parsnip.

PARSLEY FAMILY. A popular name for
the natural order L'mbellifenE (q.v.).

PARSLEY PIERT.
L.\i)y's-M.\xtle.

PARSNIP (ME. parsenip, pasnepe, from OF.
pastenaque, pastenade, Fr. pa-stenade, panais,
Sp., Port., It. pastinaca, from Lat. pastinaca,
parsnip, from paslinum, sort of two-tined dib-
ble), Pcuerdanum. A genus of annual, biennial,
and perennial herbs of the natural order Um-
bellifene, with carrot-like fleshy roots and pin-
nate leaves. The common parsnip (Peueedanuin
sativum), a native of Europe and Northern
Asia, is a biennial, with angular-furrowed stems
two to three feet high, ovate leaflets, white roots,
which are aromatic, mucilaginous, sweet, but
slightly acrid. Cultivation has greatly modified
the qualities of the roots, rendering them much
more bland, and greatly increasing their size and
lloshiness, thus improving their edible qualities.
The parsnip delights in a very open rich soil,

but will succeed in clayey soils' far too stifl' for
the carrot. The mode "of cultivation of the
parsnip scarcely dillers from that of the carrot.
The parsnip is used chiefly in winter, whether
for the table or for feeding cattle, for which it is

highly valued, especially in Europe. It is im-
proved rather than injured by frosi : but is apt
to become rusty if allowed toremain too long in
the ground, and to become acrid after it has
begim to grow again in the sprinsr. Another
species, the cut-leaved parsnip or sekakul (Pas-
linaea Sekakul). or Malabaila pumila of some
botanists, with pinnatifid cut leaflets, a native of
India, Syria, and Egypt, cultivated in the Levant,
is very similar in its uses to the eonnnon parsnip.
See Plate of Oxio.xs, Oy.steb Pla.\t, etc.

PARSON (OF. persone. Fr. personne, from
ML. persona, person, curate, parson, Lat. per-
sona, person, actor's mask). Strictly, one who
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has full possession of all the rights of a paro-

chial church, as the representative or imper-

sonator of the Church, which is an invisible body.

The term is collo<]uial]y applied in a loose sense

to any clergyman.

PARSON-BIRD, or Tici. A small, noisy

forest dwelling bird of Xew Zealand {Prosthe-

madern yovfF-ZealandicB, of the family Meli-

phacrids ) . Its plumage is blaek. excepting two

small outgrowths of white feathers, one on each

side of the throat, which suggest the "bands' of a

THE i'.\ESOS BIRD.

clerg}"man in the pulpit robes of the Church of

England. It "utters a wild song, laughs, coughs,

sneezes, and mimics generally." Consult BuUer,

Birds of Sew Zealand (London, 2d ed., 18S8).

See Plate of Cbeepeks.

PAR'SONS. A city in Labette County, Kan.,

137 miles .-outh by west of Kansas City, on the

Mi.ssouri, Kansas and Texas and the Saint Louis

and San Francisco railroads (Map: Kansas, G
4). One of the State insane hospitals has been

located here, and five of the buildings are in

process of erection. Among other prominent

structures are the high school, the Missouri,

Kansas and Texas railroad depot, the Catholic

Church, Rasbach Hotel, the business college, the

Masonic building, and the railroad Y. M. C. A.

Thereare two fine parks—Forrest and Glenwood.

The Missouri. Kansas and Texas maintains here

car and machine shops, and its general olfices for

the State. The industrial establishments include

also flouring and feed mills, grain elevators, a

creameiy, foundry, handle factory, chicken-feed

factories, etc. Xatural gas is generally used for

fuel and lighting. Founded and incorporated as

a third-class citv in 1871. Parsons became a city

of the second class in 1873. The jjovernment is

administered by a Mayor, elected every two

years, and a council. Population, in 1890, 6736;

'in 1900. 7682.

PARSONS, Albert Ross (1847—). An
American musician and archaeologist, born at

Sanduskv, Ohio. He studied music with several

American teachers: with iloscheles. Rcinecke,

Papperitz, and Richeter in Leipzig, 186/ -69,

and with Tausig, Weitzmann, and Kullak in

Berlin. 1870-71. He became a very successful

ieacher and composer, and his songs arc especial-

ly popular. "Xight Has a Thousand Eyes.

"Break, Break." and "Three Fishers" have been

extensively sung throughout America and Europe.

During his career as a teacher he originated

the 'svnthetic method' for pianoforte: he trans-

lated Wagner's Jieethnven (1870): wrote Pnrsi-

fal; Xeic Light from the Great Pi/ramid (1893),

a studv in cosmic religion and prehistoric Chns-
• tianity"; and edited KuUak's Complete Works of

Chopin. He held several important New York

church organistships; in 1889 was elected presi-

dent of the Music Teachers' National Associa-
tion, and subsequently acted as president of the
American College of Musicians of the Cniversily
of the State of New York, and vice-president of
the Metropolitan College of Music.

PARSONS, AlJBED WitLlAM (1847—). An
English painter, bom at Beckington. He studied
at Heatherley's. and at the South Kcn.-iu'.'ton art

schools, and afterwards worked bj' himself from
nature. He first exhibited at the Koyal Academy
in 1871. His best known pictures are water-

colors of English scenery. They arc carefully

drawn and brilliant in color. His works include
"When Nature Painted All Things G.ay" (1887),

bought by the Chantrey bequest; "A Mid-M.iy
Morning." "The First Frost." and "The Village

by the Links." He received a gold medal for

water-color and a silver medal for oil painting

at Paris in 1889, two medals at Chicago in 1893,

and a second-class gold medal at Munich in 1893.

He also worked in blaek and white, and his illus-

trations include those done with E. A. AblK-y

for Old fiongs and A Quiet Life; The Wartcick-

shire Avon; Wordsicorlh's Sonnets: and The
Danube from the Black Forest to the Black (ira

(1891).

PARSONS, Ch.U!LEs (1821—). An Ameri-

can iiaiiikr and illustrator, born in Manchester,

England. He studied at the National .\cademy

of Design in New York City, and afterwards

worked in lithography. From 1861 until 1889

he had charge of the art department of Harper

and Brothers, New York City. His work in-

cludes landscapes and marines, which are usually

in water-color, and. like his illustrations, are

notable for their picturesque qualities. He was

elected an associate of the National Academy

of Design in 1860, and a member of the .\merican

Water-Color Society.

PARSONS, Fba.\-k (1854—). -\n American

educator, linrn at Mount Holly. N. .J. He gradu-

ated at Cornell in 1873, and in 1S97 became pro-

fessor of historv and political science at the

Kansas Agricultural College. In 1900 he was

appointed professor of political science and

economics at Kuskin College, Missouri, and, in

1892. lecturer on law at Boston University. His

publications include: Our Countrifs .Vrcd

(1894); The Drift of Our Time (1898): The

.A'eiP Political Economy (1899): and Direct

Legixhilinn (1900).

PARSONS, or PERSONS. Robebt (1546-

1610). An English Jesuit and controversialist,

born at Nether Stowey, Somersetshire. .Tunc 24,

1546 He is said to have been the son of a

blacksmith. Educated at Saint Mary's Hall ami

Balliol College. Oxford, he was elected fellow of

Balliol (1568) and subsequently dean (lpi4).

Parsons had declared to Dr. Clarke that the story

of his bein" a Catholic was slander, but in 15.4

he left Oxford for Rome, where he was receive,

into the Society of Jesus (1575), and "rd-ninrjl

priest (1578)." In 1580 he was sent with F.I

mund Campion to England to help the seeular

clergy He made manv converts among the no-

bilitv. Havinff set up a printing press, which

was "moved about from place to place, he issm-.i.

in conjunction with Campion, many jKimphlets.

amon" which were A Brief Discourse Conta,m«g

Certain R4:asons tchy Catholics Refuse to Go to-
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Church (1580), ami Campion's more famous
Decern Rationes (1581). In 1581 Campion was
cauglit anil e.xfc-uteil, but Parsons escaped to Nor-

mandy. His great energies were now devoted to the

restoration of the Catholic Ciiurch in England.

Going to Spain, lie urged on tlie attempted inva-

sion of Pliilip 11., wliich resulted in the disaster of

1588. He also labored at the Catholic courts of

Euro])e to save JIary, Queen of Soots. A skillful

organizer, he founded schools for English Roman
Catliolics at Ku in Normandy (1584), at Saint

Omer (1592), and at several places in Spain.

Ajiiiointed reetor of the English College in

Rome in 1507, he exerted immense inlluence.

Parsons died in Rome, April 15, 1010. He
wrote a clear and vigorous English style, which
was commended by Swift and Gibbon. Con-
sult Foley, Records of the English Province

of the Socicti) of Jesus (5 vols., London, 1877-

79).

PARSONS. S.viiuEL HoLDEiX (1737-89). An
American soldier and judge, born at Lyme, Conn.
He graduated at Harvard in 1750, studied law at

Lyme, Conn., with Governor Matthew Griswold,
his inicle ; began practice in 1759; and was, for

eighteen years, a member of the Connecticut As-
sembly. In 1774 he removed to New London and
became a mendier of the Connecticut Committee
of Correspondence. At the outbreak of the

Revolutionary War he took command of the
Si.xth Conncetic\it regiment, was present at the
siege of lioston and at the battle of Long Isl-

and, and ]ilanned the attack on Tieonderoga. be-

ing )irnmi)t('d for his services to the rank of

brigadier-general in August, 1770, and of major-
general in 1780. At the close of the war he
practiced law at lliddletown. Conn. In 1785 he
was a member of a commission appointed to treat
with the Miami Indians: in 1788 he sat in the
convention which ratified, for Connecticut, the
Federal Constitution ; and in 1789 he became
on Washington's appointment, the first judge of

the Northwest Territory. He settled near
Marietta, Ohio, and soon afterwards, on behalf
of Connecticut, bought from the Indians about
Lake Eric their claim to the 'Western Reserve.'
He was drowned in the Big Beaver River while
returning from this expedition. Within recent
years letters have been discovered which seem to
convict Parsons of treason in supplying the
British with information during the Revolution-
ary War. but the evidence is not conclusive.
Parsons published a paper on the "Antiquities
of the Western States," in vol. ii. of the
Trnnsdclions of the American Academy. Con-
sult Loring, A Vindication of ficneral Parsons
(1888).

PARSONS, TnEOPiiii,u.s (1750-1813). An
ciiiiiient .\nierican jurist. He was born at By-
field, ilass., February 24, 1750, and graduated
at Harvard in 1709'. From 1770 to" 1773 he
taught school at Falmouth, now Portland. Maine,
at the same time studying law, and was admitted
to the bar in 1774. He began the practice of his
profession at Falmouth, which was laid waste
by a British squadron in October, 1775; and
Parsons, whose prospects for professional suc-
cess at Falmouth were ruined bv this disaster,
returned soon afterwards to Byfield. his native
town. There, for some years, he studied
under .Tudge Edmund Trowbridge, of the Massa-
chusetts Superior Court. Parsons finally re-

moved to Newburyport, where he soon acquireil
an extensive practice. In 1778 he was active in

tlie discussion of the new Constitution of Mas^a
chusetts, then recently framed by the Legi^li
ture. Parsons was strongly opposed to tin'

adoption of that instrument: he was a member n1

the 'Esse.x Junto,' which comprised a large niun
ber of the citizens hostile to the new Constitu-
tion; and the pamphlet called The Essex liesiill,

which hail a great influence in bringing abuut
the defeat of the Constitution, is attributed to
him. In 1779 he sat in the convention wliich
drew up the Constitution which with some
changes still exists as the fundamental law of

Massachusetts. In 1788 he was a member of

the State convention called to ratify the Federal
Constitution, which he warmly supported, ami
the so-called Proposition in favor of its adoption,
though offered by John Hancock, was drawn u|i

by Parsons. He settled in Boston in ISdd.

From 180G until his death lie was Chief Jnslir>'

of the State Supreme Court. His judicial o]iiii-

ions have not lieen fully reported, but those ine-
served in the early Mas.sachusetts reports and in

his Commentaries on the Lute of the Unitiil

states (1830) show great ability and learning,

especially in the department of real property ana
marine insurance. He died at Boston, October
30, 1813. A memoir (Boston, 1859) was luc-

pared by his son, Theophilus. Consult also a
sketch by Knapp (Boston, 1821).

PARSONS, Theophilus (1797-1882). An
American jurist and legal author: born at New-
buryport, Mass., in 1797. He graduated at

Harvard in 1815, was admitted to the bar,

and began to practice in Taunton. Soon after-

wards he removed to Boston, where he be-

came the founder and editor of the United I'ltates

Literary Gazette. He was also a frequent con-

tributor to the North Amm-iean Reriew. In
1847 he was appointed Dane professor of law in

the law school of Harvard University, an ofTieo

which he filled with distinction for a quarter of

a century. His works are characterized by ac-

curacy and jiractical usefulness to the profes-

sion, rather than by jn'ofundify of knowledge or

great legal acumen. They were consequently very
successful in winning the favor of the profession

and have, througli successive revisions, retained
their position as useful legal hand-books. His
best known works are: Treatise on the Law of
Contracts (1853; 8th ed. 1893); Elements of

Mercantile Lata (1856); Laui of Partnership
(1807: 4th ed. 1893); Marine Insurance Arcr-
arje (1868). He was a Swedenborgian, and he
produced a number of works maintaining the
doctrines of the New .Jerusalem Church. The
most important are Essays, in three series; Dens
Uonio (1867) ; and The Infinite and the Finite

(1872).

PARSONS, Thomas William (1819-02). An
American poet and translator of Dante, born and
educated in Boston. In 1836 he went to Italy,

where his studies in the literature of that coun-

try resulted in his well-known translation of the

first ten cantos of Dante's Inferno (1S43). This

part of the Divina Commedia he completed in

1867. He translated much of the Purriatnrin and
a few fragments of the Parndiso. but he never

completed the work. He later took up dentistry

as a profession, and practiced in Boston and in

London. The last twenty years of his life were
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spent in or near Boston. Parsons owes his fame
almost wholly to his interpretation of Dante.
Jlost of this translation is in rhymed couplets.

It may be said without e.xaggeration that I'ar-

.sons has come nearer to Dante than any other
translator in English, nor is his best work ri-

valed by foreign translators. Aside from his

Dante translations, his work includes: Olietto

di Roma (1854); The Magnolia, and Other
J'aems (1807); The Old Uouse at Sudbury
(IS70); and The Hhadoic of the Obelisk, and
Other Poems (1872). His best-known poem.
On a Bust of Dante (first published in the Boston
Advertiser and Patriot in 1841), like most of

his verse is characterized by depth of feeling

and dignity and delicacy of expression. He is

the Poet of Longfellow's Tales of a Wayside Inn.

Parsons died in Scituate, Mass., September 3,

1892. His poems a]>peared in a definite edition

in IS',13.

PAESONS' CAUSE. The name of a cele-

brated case decided by the court of Hanover
County, Va., in December, 1759; rememljered
chiefly because of a speech made before the court

by Patrick Henry (q.v. ). From the earliest his-

tory of the colony the salaries of the clergy in

Virginia had been paid in the form of tobacco,

long the colony's chief staple. Owing to fluctua-

tions in the value of tobacco, the actual amount
tluis paid had varied widely, the clerg\- receiving

the advantage of a rise in price and correspond-

ingly suffering the disadvantages of a fall. In
1748 the Legislature of Virginia passed an act

fixing the salary of the clergy at 16.000 pounds
of tobacco, and George II. formally approved the

act. In 1758, when the price of tobacco was un-

usually high, the Legislature passed an act, to be

in force for twelve months, similar to a previous
act of 1755, which had lapsed, and which had

provided that the salary of the clergy might be

paid in paper currency instead of tobacco, at the

rate of two cents per pound, a price below the

market value of tobacco at that time. Upon the

protest of the clergy the act of 1758 was disal-

lowed by the King, and various clergv'raen forth-

with brought suit against their vestries for the

salaries legally due them for the year 1758. One
such suit was brought by the Rev. James Maury
before the court of Hanover County, and Patrick

Henry, then a young, almost unknown lawyer,

was engaged by the defendants as counsel. The
Court decided against the validity of the act of

1758. such act having been disallowed by the

CroAATi. but the jury, intluenced by an impas-

sioned speech by Henry, returned a verdict of

only one penny damages. The spe«:h made by
Henry was the first in which he attracted general

attention, and was sufficiently radical to be con-

sidered incendiary and treasonable by the con-

servative clement in the colony. According to the

report of Maiiry. Henr\' argued that since the act

of 1758 was an act of general utility, it could not

be annulled by the King, and asserted that ''a

king by disallowins; acts of this salutary nature,

from being the father of his people, degenerates

into a tvrant, and forfeits all rights to his sub-

jects' obedience." Consult Tyler. Patrick Ucnry

(Boston, 1887), in The American Statesmen Se-

ries.

PARSON'S TAXE, The. The last of Chau-

cer's Cantrrliunj Tales, and, like "Melibneus."

written in prose. It is a discourse on penitence,

Vol. XV.—26.

from the Vulgate text of .Jeremiah, vi. 16, and is
mainly an adaptation from Fr6re Lorcns, La
soinme dcs vices et dts virtus, published in
1279, through the English translation entilloJ
The Ayenbite of Invcyt I remor>e of cunscience).
It contains many (|uotiilions from the Latin
Fathers, and was probal)ly once a separate treat-
ise written before 13S0. It has be.-n inferrc-d
from the closing Retractation that Chaucer be-
came a Wiclifite, but leading authorities con-
sider tills \ui\\ fur-felched.

PAR'SONSTOWN, or BIRR. A town in
King's County, Ireland, on the Brosna, 43 miles
northeast of Limerick (Map: Ireland, D 3). It
is an important torn market, a considerable
centre of inland commerce, a military station,
and the seat of a union workhouse, and is one of
the handsomest and best built towns in Ireland.
It has several fine churches and chapels, a nun-
nery, a statue of the Duke of Cumberland, a
bronze .statue of the Earl of Ro.s.se, a town hall,
a library, literary institute, a model school, and
other educaticmal institutions. The principal
attractions are the castle, the obsen'atory, con-
taining a great telescope, 52 feet long, and the
laboratory of the l.ate Earl of Rosse (q.v.), still

maintained in active use by the present Earl.
Birr had its origin at an early period in a mon-
astery founded by Saint Brendan, and was the
scene of many important events, both in the
Irish and in the post-invasion periods. Popula-
tion, in 1901, 4438.

PART (OF., Fr. part, from Lat. pars, part;
connected with Lat. pnrare, to prepare, fJk.

eTTopov, cporon, I prepared). In nuisic, when
a piece of music consists of several series of
sounds performed sinmltaneously, each series is

called a part. In a composition a distinction is

made between real parts and auxiliary parts.

Heal parts are those that progress through an
entire composition as so many individual voices.

A vocal fugue may be written for three, four, or
five voices. It has, therefore, three, four, or
five real parts, even if one or more voices rest

for a number of bars. Auxiliary parts are in

reality but detached tones serving to mark a
strong accent by doubling some or all tones

contained in the real parts. It is evi>Icnt that

in vocal music no auxiliary parts can occur. But
in writing for keyed instruments or full orches-

tra compo.sers make frequent use of such auxil-

iary tones, lu a composition for pianoforte, for

example, let us say four real parts are used. In

certain places the compo.ser desires more sonority

and there he writes six or even more tones to be

struck simultaneously. Any number al)ove four

tones constitutes the auxiliary imrt, for such

voices are added only occasionally. Care must
be taken not to introduce auxiliarxj parts tiMj

closely together, as the ear is apt to conceive

them as real parts, and consequently to ile-

mand adherence to the strict rules of progression

exacted in the real parts. A sjdendid example

of the use of auxiliary parts is furnished by the

opening bars of Beethoven's A Major Symphony,

where the strings are used in auxiliary parts

to give a strong accent to the first lieat of the

1, 3, 5, and 7 measures, while the real parts

are given to the wood-wind.

In this example the oboes have a real jxirt

throughout : the clarinets enter with a real part

in the tliird bar: the flutes in the sixth; the
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horns in the fifth; the bassoons in the seventh four singers could sit opposite, facing each other
bar. The violins throughout have only additional in pairs.

parts or notes. The detached notes of the other
^^"^'(""Bass"^!

instruments before their parti('ii)ation in the —
real parts are also considered additional parts. This was a decided improvement. Such part-

Oboes.0.
I

PAKTANNA, par-tUn'na. A towTi in the
Province of Trapani, Sicily, 38 miles southwest
of Palermo (Map: Italy, G 10). It is on a hill

which commands an extensive view, and is in-

teresting because of the remains of Greek works
of art found here. Ruins of several Saracenic
castles are still to be seen. There is a trade in

grain, wine, and oil. Population (commune), in

1881, 13,144; in 1901, 14,059.

^ARTANT POUR LA SYRIE, par'taN'
piior la se're' ( Fr., departing for >Sj-ria). A
ballad by Count de Laborde (1809). A young
warrior, Dunois, by his bravery in Syria, wins
a battle and gains the daughter of his lord.

Queen Hortense composed music for the ballad,
which became extremely popular long after her
deatli, during the Second Empire.

PART-BOOK. In music, a book containing
an entire part of a composition for a single per-
former. Before the seventeenth century scores
were practically unknown. The individual
voices or parts of a polyphonic composition were
printed in separate books, just as are the sepa-
rate parts of an orchestral composition used by
the menibers of a modern orchestra. In order
to simplify the interpretation of the music, part-
books were also so arranged that all the parts
were printed in a single book, hut not in score.
The soprano and alto appeared on the left-hand
page, while the tenor and bass were printed on
the right-hand page.

|Soprano|Tenor|
I

Alto
I
Bass

I

The music was so arranged that all parts turned
at the same time. .Jacques Moderne in 1539
printed a part-book in such a manner that the

books containing all the parts were printed in
very large type for the convenience of the per-

formers; whereas the single part-books were
generally printed in very small type.

PARTHE'NITJS (Lat., from Gk. nup$hioc}.
A Greek grammarian and poet, who lived at
Rome in the first century B.C. He taught Ver-
gil Greek, and was an intimate friend of the
elegiac poet Cornelius Gallus, to whom he dedi-

cated his Erotic Experiences (Ilfpi ipuriKLv

n-aSr/fidruv) . the only work of his which has sur-

vived. This was a collection of thirty-six brief

stories of unhappy lovers, compiled from ancient
poets, and was intended to furnish Gallus with
themes for his epic and elegiac poems. The
work contains interesting quotations from the

Alexandrine poets, and is valued as a precursor
of the Greek novels. It has been edited by West-
ermann in his yiv9oypd(poi (Brunswick. 1843),
and by Hirschig, in the ficrifitores Erotici Grceci

(Paris, 1856). According to the Ambrosian
manuscript of Vergil, the latter's poem Moretum
was an imitation of Parthenius's Greek work of

the same title.

PAR'THENOGEN'ESIS (Xco-Lat.. from Gk.
wapdivos, parthenos, virgin -f- y4i'co-ii. gencsifi. pro-

duction, from ylyveaOai. ffignesthui. to become).
The essential phenomenon of sexual generation
is the union of a male with a female cell.

Within the past half century, however, com-
paratively numerous cases have been discov-

ered where unfertilized eggs have developed into

an adult organism. .Such cases in certain ani-

mals are known to be in a degree regular, nor-

mal methods, and the phenomenon is called

agamous, virgin reproduction, or 'parthenogen-

esis,' the name proposed by R. Owen. The most
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typical case of parthenogenesis is that of the
aphis or plant-louse. The species is represented
in tlie aphides by eggs alone. (See Hoi>-1.\.sect.s.)

In the spring females alone hatch, and no males
appear until at the close of summer. Bonnet dis-

covered that a virgin aphis may heconie the
parent of millions of aphids, like itself, there be-

ing nine generations through the suinnier. Duval
obtained eleven generations in seven months,
wliile Kyber even observed that a colony of Aphis
diantiti, which had been brought into a constant-
ly lieated room, continued to propagate for four
years in this manner, without the intervention of
males. At tlie approach of cold weather males
appear; tlie\' mate with the females, the latter

laying eggs. There are thus two sets of females,
the parthenogenetic and the normal oviparous
forms. The queen bee also lays eggs in the drone
or male cells of the honeycomb, which are un-
fertilized and give rise to males.

Cases of parthenogenesis are known to occur
rarely in other Ilemiptera than aphids. namely
in bark-lice, and in the silk-worm, and 25 or more
other species of moths. Among Ilymenoptera,
besides the honey bee and some wild bees (as
Halietus), the currant worm (Xemutus venlri-

cosiis) and twelve other species of saw-flies have
been known to lay parthenogenetic eggs; also

many gall-flies; in several species of ants, and
in w'asps (Polistes), the parthenogenetic eggs
produce males. Among beetles, Uastrophijrea

mpliani and a species of caddis-fly are at times
parthenogenous; also certain mites and other
insects, and in the crustaceans Apus, Artemia,
and Limnadia.

It was formerly supposed that these par-

thenogenetic eggs were different from normal eggs,

and they were called "pseudova' by Huxley, but
this view is untenable, since these 'pseudova'

arise just like ordinary eggs and develop like

them, as they undergo cleavage of the yolk and
form germ-layers. R. Hertwig claims that par-

thenogenesis is "a sexual reproduction in which
a degeneration of fertilization has taken place,

and the facts of parthenogenesis show that under
change of conditions the normal mode of sexual

reproduction (amphigony) may be modified for

the benefit of the species."

P.^DOGENESi.s. The larva or maggot of a cer-

tain gall-gnat fl.y is known to produce young
which is developed within the body of the larva

from a 'germ-ball' essentially agreeing with an
ovary in appearance. The asexual larvae begin

life as egg-like bodies developed from the germ-

ball, just as eggs are developed in the little tubes

of which the ovary is an aggregation. Both Wag-
ner and Leuckart conclude that the processes of

embryonic growth agree in all essential points

with tlie ordinarj- phenomena of development in a

PAKTHENOGENESIS.

Larva of a gall-gnat (Cecidomyiiil.-e) with pwdogenetic

daughter-larvae.

fecundated egg, and exactly as in the case of

Aphis parthenogenesis. The only difference con-

sists in the germ chambers of the cecidomyid

larvae separating from the germ-stock, and mov-

ing freely about in the cavity of the body, while

in the aphids, in which there is no metamor-
phosis, the geini-stock is a true ovary. It thus
appears that the free ovary or germ-mass of the
parent maggot becomes i)rematurcly developed,
and the growth of young is thus greatly accele-
rated. The maggots live under the bark of the
apple tree in Ciermany, Denmark, and Ru.ssia, the
phenomena occurring in two species of Ocido-
rayiidiE (Miastor mctroloas and OUyarccH para-
doxus). Here also belongs the ease of larval re-
production in Amblystoma.

CiUiY.sALLooE.NESis. This term is applied by.
Packard to a form of pedogenesis which occurs
in the chrysalis of a gnat of the genus Chirono-
mus. In 18Uy Grimm discovered the pupa of a
species of this gnat laying eggs. In autumn
other pupm changed to flies without laying
eggs, while tlu- fly was obser\'ed to deposit a
larger number of eggs than the .spring pupa.
It is thus seen to be a seasonal phenomenon, de-
pendent on the temperature. (Jrinun also found
that on removing from the perfectly developed in-
sect, before it has left the pupa case, the eggs
which otherwise would have been fertilized, and
nurturing them in water, the development of
the larviE took place in them also, but lasted a
little longer (about six days).

Met.\ge.nesi.s. This term was proposed by
Owen in 1S48 in his Parthenogenesis, and after-

wards more fully in his Lectures on the Compara-
tive Anatomy and Physiology of the Invertebrate
Animals (Loudon, 1858). His examples are the
alternation of generations of the distomes, the
liydroids, medusie, and even the metamorjjhoses
of the echinoderms, the gemmation of Xais and
other annelids, as well as the metamorphoses of

the fish-lice (."Etheres. etc.). which he says "is

a slightly modified parthenogenesis:" again, he
regards the phases they pass through as "much
more those of a metagenesis than a metamor-
phosis." (See Alternation of Ge.neratioss.)

In his paper on the agamic reproduction of Aphis,

Huxley employs the term 'agamogcnesis,' which
he says occurs "when the produced 'zoiiid' is

capable of develoi)nient into an independent or-

ganism without the influence of an act of con-

jugation witli another zodid. The producing

zoiiid may be devoid of sexual organs, as in the

Salpir, many Hydrozoa, and man.v Trematoda,"

in fact in the great majority of cases of agamo-
gcnesis ; and to this kind of alternation of gen-

erations he applies Owen's term 'metagenesis,'

restricting the term 'parthenogenesis' to cases

where the parent ('protozoJiid") possesses se.xiial

organs (ovaries), and its buds have all the his-

tofogical characters of ova. Metagenesis is de-

fined by R. Hertwig as "alternation of gent-ra-

tions in the narrower sense." It is the alternation

of at least two generations, of which one rei>ro-

duces only asexually, by division or budding, the

other either exclusively, or at least to a givat ex-

tent, .sexually. The first generation is called the

'nurse:' the second, the 'sexual animal.' The

best example is furnished by the mode of repro-

duction of Hydromedusiv. See Hyiiro/oa.

Heterogony. This differs from metagenesis

by the fact that the asexual generation is re-

placed by parthenogenesis. For example, in

certain Crustacea (Daphnidir) only females oc-

cur in the sununer time, which increase by un-

fertilized eggs. Then males appear for a short

time, which fertilize the winter eggs which are
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now produced, from which again parthenogenetic

generations arise (K. llertwig).

t'ALSES OF Asexual Repkouuction. Taking
all tlicse cases together, asexual reproduction or

' j)artlienogunesis in general is seen to be due to

budding or cell-division in the egg. The asexual

aphids bud out from the ovary. It was for a

long time lield, says Hertwig, that the cells from
which the cercariiP arose were not eggs, but 'in-

ternal buds,' 'germinal granules.' The fact seems
to be that normal rei)roduction with growth and
parthenogenesis are but extremes of a single

series. The asexual mode of reproduction is mo.st

probably due to temperature and other changes

in the conditions of life, as change of food, and,

in parasitic animals, change of liost (Packard).
The phenomenon takes place in the summer, and
in almost every case ceases at the approach of

cold weather.

The case of dimorphism of a thread-worm has
bjcn incorrectly regarded as heterogony, but it is

simply due to changes of temperature. Thus in

l-.'vv temperature filaria-forms directly arise from
t/ie young of Hhfilnhincmd (Aiiiiiiilhild) iiifrsti-

«a//.v,- but in the suiimier heat indirectly forms
a Rhabdilis form. \\'asman was able, during
tliri'c summers, to induce parthenogenesis in the
V orkers of Foniiica. aanyuinea and their slaves
[t'ormica pisca) by artificially warming the
irests. Abundant food favors parthenogenesis,
t'»lough in Phylloxera the stoppage of tlie food
supply induces parthenogenesis. See Effects of
Chiiiiyes of Temperature, under E\'OLUTlOi\.

Artificial T'arthenocexesis. Experiments
by llcrbst. R. Hertwig. T. H. Morgan, and espe-

eiallj' by Loeb, show that the unfertilized eggs
of tile sea-urchin may be so stimulated by chemi-
cal solutions as to undergo the earlier phases of

development. Herbst experimented with potas-
sium chloride and lithium chloride, but found
that while the lar\;Te developed, they were mon-
strous and finally perished. Hertwig and also
Morgan showed that if imfertilized eggs be
treated by weak solutions of sodium chloride,
magnesium chloride, or strychnine, they exhibit
some of the prcjiaratory changes of yolk-division,

and might actually divide, though without pro-
ducing an embryo. Loeb finally succeeded in

rearing large numbers of perfect larva> • from
eggs which, without fertilization, are first treated
•with a weak solution of magnesium chloride,

and then transferred to normal sea-water. It

thus appears that experiments cai-ried out under
rigidly controlled conditions show that the egg,
without union with a sperm-cell, is capable of
complete development. In commenting on these
discoveries E. B. Wilson (Internationnl Monthli/^
.July, 1900) remarks that even in normal fer-

tilization we must regard the stimulus to devel-
opment as being given by a specific substance or
substances carried by the spermatozoon. The ex-
periments lead us to suppose that the chemical
sa,lts used "are individually poisonous to the
egg, but are normally so balanced as to neu-
tralize one another's injurious effects and main-
tain the equilibrium of tlie egg. If this armed
neutrality be disturbed, the egg responds, under-
going degenerative changes, and dying if the
change be too violent, passing through an abnor-
mal development and giving rise to monstroiis
embryos if the new conditions be less unfavorable,
but under appropriate .stimulus being, as it were.

released from bondage, and rendered free to
its normal course of development."

In Plants. Among plants an embryo is fre-

quently formed by a budding outgrowth from
tissues outside of the egg. and to such a phenom-
enon the term parthenogenesis has often been
wrongly applied. The general term covering all

cases of the appearance of embryos without fer-

tilization, when that process is ordinarily re-

quired, is apogamy (q.v.). partbenogenesis being
that form of apogamy in which the embryo comes
from an unfertilized egg. In tracing the origin
of sex among plants, it seems evident thai the
se.xual cells (gametes) are derived from such
cells as the sexless swimming spores (zoospores)

of the alga^. These spores have the power of

producing new plants, so that wlicn sexual cells,

without pairing in the process of fertilization, in-

dependently produce new plants, it is simply
the rcsum])tion of an ancestral power. The most
primitive sexual cells show no distinction of sex,

and in such cases parthenogenesis is very com-
mon. In the higher development of sexuality,

however, the pairing gametes are very milike,
becoming the sperm and egg. and in such cases
parthenogenesis is more rare, and occurs only
in connection with the egg.

By the process of fertilization the egg is in-

duced to divide, and this is the beginning of an
endiryo. Certain eggs may be artificially in-

duced to divide by other means than fertilization,

and to produce embryos. Just what the stimulus
is which induces the egg to divide is yet unde-
termined, but it seems -probable that natural
.]iartlienogenesis results from the same general
conditions that obtain in artificial partheno-
genesis.

As might be expected, partlienogenesis in

plants is most common among the alga* and fun-

gi, there being well-known cases, as the water
molds (Saprolegnia) , in which the eggs are
never fertilized, and parthenogenesis is the nor-

mal method of embryo formation. Among the
higher groups of plants, however, it is the
exception, and among seed-plants (sperniato-

phytes) probably the very rare exception. But
three cases of real parthenogenesis among seed-

])lants have been determined, though doubtless
there are others. These are in certain species of

Antennaria (Composit.T) , of Alchemilla (Rosa-
cea"), and of Thalictrum (Ranunculacea>)

.

Bibliography. Saks, "Zur Entwicklungsge-
schichte der Mollusken und Zoiiphyten," in

Wiegmann's Archiv fiir Naturfjeschirhle. i. (Ber-
lin. 1837) ; Steenstrup, "On the Alternation of

(fenerations." in Transactions of the lioyul So-
ciety (London, 1S4.5) ; Owen, On Piirthenoycne-

sis (ib., 1849) ; id.. Lectures on the Comparative
Anatomy and Physioloyy of Invertelyrate Ani-
mals (2d ed., 1855) : Huxley. "On the Agamic
IV'pi'oduction and Jlorphology of Aphis," in

Transactions of the Linnean Society of London,
vol. xxii. (London, 18.58) ; Siebold, "On a True
Parthenogenesis in Moths and Bees," in Trans-
actions of the Koyal Society (ib., 1857) ; id.,

Beitriiye zur Parthenogenesis der Arthropoden
(Leipzig. 1871); Leuckart, "Sur I'arrhenotokie

et la parthe'nog^n&se des abeilles et des autres

bymenoptfres qui vivent en societe." in Bulletin

dc rAcadcmie des Sciences de Brtixelles,sei\ea

ii., vol. iii. (Brussels, 1857) ; id., Zur Kenntniss

des Gencrationswechsels und der Parthenogenesis
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lei den Insekten (Frankfort, 1858) ; Von Bacr,

Veher Prof. yic. iVdiincrs Entdcckung von Lar-

ven, die sich fortji/lnnzen, Herni Ounins ver-

Kttiulte und ergtinzende Bcobachtuitgoi und iiber

die Piidogenesis iiberhiiuiit (Saint Petersburjr,

18(!5) ; Tasclienberg, Hixtorinche Enlmckelunij

dcr Lchre t:on dcr I'intlienoyencsis (Malle, ISiCJ).

This last naiiiod work contains a full bibliog-

raphy up to and incluJing 1892.

PARTHENON (Lat., from Gk. Tza(idevuv,

from -apHtvnr, /I'lrllicnos, viTpin) . A celebrated

temple of the virgin goddess Athena, on the

Acropolis of Athens. The highest triumph of

Greek Doric architecture, it was the work of the

architect Ictinus., while the sculptures are gen-

erally believed to have been designed by Phidias.

The building was a Doric octostyle pcripteros

with 17 columns on the long sides. It was 100 by
225 Attic feet (about 101 by 228 English feet),

and from the top of the stylobate to the gable

about 59 feet. Back
of tin- outer row of S

columns, at either end
of the temple, are

columns, forming the

fronts of the pronaon
and opisthodomos. The
main luill of the tem-

ple, called the hekO'

lompedos, was 100
Attic feet in length,

and contained the

great gold and ivory

statue of Athena by
Phidias. Back of this

was another room, en-

tered from the opis-

thodomos only, and
called the pnrthenon.

In the building the

most delicate refine-

ments were introduced

in order to correct op-

tical distortions. The
lines of the stylobate,

cornice, and columns

were delicately curved,

though with such nice-

ty that much can be detected only by the most

careful measurement. That these refinements were

carefullv calculated from the start is shown by the

cutting of the rock on which the crepidoma rests

to allow of the proper curvature in the lines of

the stylobate. The whole building was of care-

fully "selected white Pentelic marble, with the

exception of the tiles of the roof, for which

Parian marble was employed. (See Colored Plate

under ARCHiTECTrRE. ) Begun about B.C. 447,

the temple was sull'ioiently completed to permit

the installation of the statue in B.C. 4.'?S. It

continued in use till the end of the fifth or pos-

siblv the sixth ccnturv of our era, when it was

transformed into » Christian church, dedicated

at first to Saint Sophia and later to the Virgin.

After the capture of Athens by the Turks (a.d.

1458) it became a mosque, and a minaret was

built in the southwest corner. It was, however,

hut little damaged, and in lfi74 the sculptures

were drawn hv .Tacques Carrey and other artists

in the suite of the Marquis de Xointel. In IbVI,

during the siege of Athens by the Venetians the

Turks Bsed it as a powder magazine, and on

If
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tribes of Central Asia, whence have come the
Huns, Mongols, Turks, and Jlagjars. Tlie Par-
thians were distinguished hy primitive simplicity

of life and extreme bravery, tliougli at the same
time tliey wore much given to bacchanalian and
voluptuous ])leasur('S. Tlicy neglected agriculture

and commerce, devoting their whole lime to i)rc-

datory expeditions and warfare. They fought on
lu)rsel)ack, and after a pec\iliar fashion. Being
armed solely with bows and arrows, they were
rendered defenseless after the first discharge,

and, to gain time for adjusting a second arrow to

the bow, Inrncil tlicir horses and retired, as if in

full lliglit, but an enemy incautiously pursuing
was immcdial<'ly assailed l)y a second lliglit of ar-

rows: a second pretended flight followed, and the
contlict was thus carried on till the Partliians
gained the victory or exhausted their quivers.

They generally discharged tlieir arrows back-
ward, holding the bow behind the shoulder, a
mode of attack more dangerous to a pursuing
enemy than to one in order of battle. Tliey were
conquered by Cyrus in the sixth century before

Christ, and their country was organized into a
satrapy under Darius. Parthia was included
in the conquests of Alexander the Great and after
Ills death formed a ]iart of the Seleucid Syrian
kingdom, until about n.c. 250 the people re-

volted successfully under Arsaces, founder of the
dynasty of tlie Arsacida' (q.v.), who maintained
a most tyrannical despotism. The capital of the
Partliian monarchy was Ileeatompylos ("the city
of the hundred gates') . The dominion of Parthia
rapidly extended to the Euphrates and the Indus,
and it became a most powerful and flourishing

empire; Selcucia, Ctesiplion—the capital of the
Persian emperors of the Sassanidae—and other
celebrated cities date their rise from this period,

ami soon eclipsed, in size and splendor, the ancient
Hecatonqnlos. In spite of repeated attacks on
the part of the Romans, the Partliians main-
tained their inde|)cndencc (see CR.\ssf.s, JIar-
cus) ; and though Trajan, in a,d. 115-117, seized
certain portions of the country, the Romans were
soon compelled to abandon them. In 105, how-
ever, the Romans took from Parthia considerable
territory. The final struggle with Rome took
place in 217, when a desperate drawn battle at
Xisil)is made lioth parties desirous of peace. The
Parthian l<ingdom was then weakened by dis-

sension, and in 220. during the reign of Arta-
banus IV., the last of the Arsacidic, a revolt
headed by Ardshir, son of Babegan, broke out in

Persia, and tlie Partliian monarch, beaten in

three engagements, lost his throne and life, the
Persian dynasty of the Sassanidie (q.v.) taking
the jilace of the Arsacida'. Some scions of the
Parthian royal family continued for several cen-
turies to rule over the mountainous district of
Armenia, under the protection of the Romans,
and made frequent descents upon Assyria and
Babylonia ; but their history is obscure and of
little importance. Consult: Rawlinson, The
Sixth Vrvdt Oriental Monarchy (London, 1873);
id., The Slorij of Parthia (Xew York, 1889).

PARTICIPLE (Lat. participitim
,
participle,

a sharing, from partireps, partaking, from pars,
part + aiprre, to take). In grammar, a word
partaking of the characteristics of a verb and
an adjective. Like the verb, it governs nouns
or pronouns, and, like the adjective, it agrees
in gender, number, and case with the noun or

pronoun which it modifies. The double function
of the participle is illustrated in such sentences
as fiifii'r/uai aiiTuf toIto noi/aavTa, 'I remember him
doing this;' Flaminio restitit agrum dividenti,
iie resisted Flaminius dividing the territory.'

Participles are either active or passive, and are
of various tenses, as present. p;ist (aorist), per-
fect, and future. In Lnglish the active participle
coincides in form with tlie abstract verbal noun,
as goinrj. The two forms must be sharply dis-
tinguished in speech, as, he is building the house,
but, forty and six years irus this temple in build-
ing (whence .such colloquial and archaic forms as
a-buililiny)

.

PAR'TICK. A town and western suburb of
Glasgow, Scotland, with numerous shipbuilding
yards, fiour mills, cotton factories, and bleach-
fields, and 1500 feet of wharfage along the Kel-
vin River (Map: Scotland, D 4). A large pro-
portion of the inhabitants occupying extensive
ranges of handsome villa residences are engaged
in business in (ihisgow. Population, in 1851,
31.32; in 1891, 3ti,53S ; in lllOl, 54,274.

PARTICITLAR BAPTISTS. See Baptists.

PARTIES. In law, in a general sense, those
who have personal connection with an affair, or
transaction, or who are united in interest in any
act or thing; in a specific sense, litigants in a
legal action or proceeding. In cases in equity all

persons who have a material interest in the sub-
ject matter of the proceeding, whether legal or
equitable, mu.st be made parties, and persons
whose interests are antagonistic cannot be joined
as complainants. In an action at law there are
generallj' two parties, or classes of parties, the
plaintiff, or complainant, and the defendant, but
variations occur, as in attachment cases, in ac-

tions in rem. etc. In general, any person not
under legal disability of some kind, such as an
alien enemy, an idiot or an infant, may become
a party |)laintiff', or maj' be made a party defen-
dant. For such persons as arc under legal dis-

ability of any kind the law apjioints or allows
others to act for them, either in their names or

on their behalf. Consult: Dicey, Treatise on the
Iiules for i<election of Parties, etc. (.Icrsey City,

1886) ; Barbour, Summari/ of the Lair of Parties
to Actions, etc. (Albany, 1884) ; and the authori-
ties referred to under I'leaiu.xg : Eqiitv : Law,
etc. See also Action; Defenda^jt; Plaintiff;
Infant; Insanity; Alien.

PARTING. See Cleavage of Crystals.

PART'INGTON, Jlns. A character similar

to Mrs. Malaprop in her wrong use of words.
Its origin was probably the person of that name
described by Sydney Smith in a s])eech on the
position of the House of Lords in reference to the
Reform Bill, as attempting to keep back the At-
lantic Ocean with her mop.

PARTTNICO, piir'te-ne'ko. A town in the

Province of Palermo, Sicily, on the Palermo-
Tra|iani Railroad. 14 miles southwest of Paler-

mo (Map: Italy, H 0). Corn and fruit are ]<)•-

duced in the vicinity, and there are manufactured
of wine, oil, linen, and woolen goods. Population,

(commune), in 1881, 21,000; in 1901, 23,729.

PARTITION (Lat. partitio, division, from
parliri. to divide, from pars, part). A division

of lands, tenements, and hereditaments, or of

goods and chattels, by or for the benefit of per-
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sons who have an undivided common interest in
them so that each becomes the sole owner of one
jjait or portion of the property. Compulsory
partition was first allowed in the early common
law as to coparceners, who became joint
owners of real estate by inlieritance, on the
theory that, as they became joint owners by
operation of law, and without their consent, they
should be entitled to have it divided if their

ideas as to management were not in accord. But
as estates held in joint tenancy and tenancy in
common were ordinarily created by the volun-
tary act of the parties, or with their consent,
the old rule was that they could only be dis-

solvei2 in the same way. In the course of time,
however, tiie common-law rules were changed by
statute, and since the reign of Henry Vlll. all

estates held in common have been subject to par-
tition. The English law has continued to be the

common law of the United States.

Originally, compulsory partition was obtained
by means of a writ of partition, issued from a
court of law, but subsequently the courts of

chancery assumed jurisdiction; and in most
States the action is now considered more in the
nature of an equitable action because of the char-
acter of the relief obtained. Compulsory par-

tition is now confined almost exclusively to real

estate, as personal property, when left by a
decedent, is sold and the proceeds distributed
by the executors or administrators; and it is

seldom held in common except by virtue of a
partnership relation, in case of the dissolution
of which the sale of the property, or an account-

ing, is resorted to as the most convenient method
of adjusting the rights of the partners.

Where the common owners of property agree
upon a partition, it is usually effected by ex-

changing deeds, each conveying and releasing to

the other all his right, title, and interest in and
to the portion which the latter is to receive. It

is held in some States that a parol partition fol-

lowed by actual possession of the respective por-

tions of the parties is valid, on the ground that

a conveyance is not necessary under the statute
of frauds, as each party owned every jmrtion in

common with tlie others, biit this is a most
doubtful and unsatisfactory' method.

Where the parties do not all agree that there

should be a partition, and upon the shares to

which each should be entitled, one or more of

them may commence an action for partition.

All parties having any possible interest in the

property who do not join as plaintilTs should

be made parties defendant. In some cases where
the owners in common are all friendly, it is

agreed that partition shall be made by the court,

and one or more will consent to be made parties

defendant, in order to give the proceeding the

form of a litigated action. A few States permit

all the parties in interest to join in an ex parte

application to the court for partition, that is,

to apply by a petition in the name of all. no
one being made party defendant. In all

'friendly' suits the costs are apporticmed among
the parties according to their respective inter-

ests.

The respective proportions or interests of the

various parties are first determined. an<l the court

then decides upon the division which will be

equitable and just to all. The courts generally

favor a division of the property itself where that

is possible from its nature and situation. In

some cases the courts may make a division of
real estate among the interested parties, and
order those who receive parcels of greater value
than the others to make a certain compensation
to the latter. This is .sometimes called •owelty
(equality) of partition." In the actual division
and .apportionment of lands, values of the re-
spective portions are considered as well as area,
and wliere the action is brought in a court of
equitable jurisdiction each parly will lie al-
lotted the portion which seems best adapted to
his interests, A partition sale is conducted on
the same principles as any other judicial sale.
See Re.vl Proi-ertv; .Joi.nt Te.nancy. Consult
the authorities referred to under Real Pbopebty
and ICi^riTY.

PART-MrcrSIC, or PART-SONG. A com-
posiliiin fur at least tlirci- voices williout instru-
mental accompaniment. The voices may l>e a/uiil
(all male or all female) or mijced. "it is im-
material whether the Avords are sacred or sec-
ular.

PARTNERSHIP (ME. parlciicr. [inrccwr.
OF, parcener, from Ml,, partioimrius, having a
portion, from Lat. partitio. division). An un-
incorporated association of two or more perspns
who have agreed to combine their labor, property,
and skill, or some of them, and who. in accord-
ance with this agreement, carry on a lawful trade
or business with a view to profit. The term is

often used in popular speech, and sometimes in

legal documents, with a different signification.

We find the first charter of the Levant mer-
chants (granted 1581) designating the grantees
as partners: but the association was in truth
a corporation, not a partnership. In an early
Xew York case, the Court of Chancery was called

upon to decide whether the members of a steam-
boat company, who had styled themselves part-

ners in their articles of agreement, were partners
or part owners (q.v.) : and the decision was that

they were jiart owners. It is to be borne in

mind, therefore, that partnership is a technical

term in legjil nomenclature. Persons may In?

called partners, and even call thems<'lves by that
name, without constituting a partnership. On
the other hand, they may deny that they are

partners, and believe that they are not partners,

while in fact the partnership relation does sub-

sist between them. How are we to determine,

in a particular case, whether a partnership ex-

ists or not ?

The Test of Partxebship, Ordinarily the an-

swer to the foregoing question is not ditficult, if

we apply the definition given al)0\e. First, we
inquire whether the association is incorporated.

If it is, then it is not a partnership. If it is not,

we are next to ask whether the association is a

voluntary one; for the law does not institute the

relation of partners between persons against their

will. Property may be left to children by a

parent. This does not make them partners.

Each has a right to say whether or not he will

combine his interest with the interests of the

others in carrying on a common business. The
reason for this rule will l>e apparent when we

consider a little later the a\ithority possessed

by each partner to sell firm projierty and to

bind his co-partners by contracts and even by

torts. It follows from this newssity of a bind-

ing agreement between the parties that they

must possess legal capacity to contract, and
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that the partnership aj,'rL'eiiieiit must be of such
nature aud form as to he legally euforeeable. An
infant is not bound by a partnership contract.

Convicts, alien enemies, and, as a rule, corpora-
tions, are proliibited from entering partnerships.

.Judges are often deljarred by statute from becom-
ing partners in law firms. At common law mar-
ried women were incapable of binding themselves
by contract, and consequently could not become
partners. Even when the parties have con-
tractual capacity, tlicir partnership contract
may be worthless, either because its object is

illegal or against public policy, or because its

form does not comply with the Statute of Frauds.
(.See Fbaubs, Statute of.) Courts have prop-
erly refused to enforce partncrsliip agreements
for highway robbery, for conducting gambling
establishments or houses of ill-fame, cornering
markets, and for creating monopolies.

The third question to ask is whether the par-
tics are carrying on a business in common. A
land-owner often lets his premises to a tenant
'to farm on shares.' This arrangement does not
make them partners. Owners in common of a
building agree that one of them shall have the
general management of it and provide funds for
necessary repairs, so as to make it habitable by
teflants, and to divide the rent. Such an agree-

ment does not amount to a partnership. If,

liowever, they agree to supply the building with
furniture at their joint expense, and to let

furnished rooms to various tenants, they may
well be held to intend the carrying on of a busi-
ness in common. The presumption that common
owners of land or of interests in land, as well
as coMunon owners of cliattels, are not part-
ners in their use of it, is due to the fact that
such ownership was recognized and the relations
of the owners defined by the conunon law long
before the institution of partnership came before
English courts for consideration. While it is

now possible and even common for partnerships
to e.xist for buying and selling real estate or for
renting it, the courts usually require that the
intent of joint owners to throw such property
into a fund as partnership stock shall be dis-

tinctly manifested. Such intent will not be pre-
sumed.

Still a fourth question to be answered before
a decision as to the partnership character of an
association can be reached is whether it was
entered into with a view of profit. The earliest
form of partnership known to English law was
that of ordinary merchants. Its sole object was
pecuniary- gain. Hence the courts of England
and of this country have had no hesitation in
declaring that "societies and clubs, organized and
maintained for the promotion of temperance, for
the enforcement of particular laws, for musical
culture among their members, for the propaga-
tion of political, social, or religious doctrines,
or even for mutual protection or insurance, are
not partnerships, even though they may have for
one of their objects the accumulation of property
to be owned and enjoyed in conunon."

Formerly, the sharing of the profits of a busi-
ness was thought to constitute one a partner,
at least toward those dealing with the business,
whether he was a co-owner in the enterprise or
not. This view has been discarded in England
and in most of our jurisdictions. A person
may share the profits, as a servant or agent, as
a lender of money, or as the lessor of property.

without becoming a partner. Sharing the profits
of a business is prima facie evidence tliat one is a
partner; but it is no longer deemed conclusive,
it may be overcome by evidence that the sharers
are not carrying on the business in common

—

that they are not its joint proprietors.
Classes of Part.neksiiip. Various classifica-

tions have been made by writers and judges. A
general partnership is one organized fcir the con-
duct of a busintss in accordance with tlic general
usages of trade. A particular partnership is

confined to a single transaction or enterprise.
Joint-stock companies are a form of general part-
nership at common law, in which the members
are allowed to transfer their shares, without
dissolving the firm, and the control of which is

vested in a few designated managers. Mining
partnerships are substantially joint-stock com-
panies. All of these forms are again classified

as ordinary partnerships, in contradistinction to
limited partnerships.
Limited Pabtxebsiiips. This species was intro-

duced into this country from the law of France.
It has never gained a foothold in England, al-

though strenuous eflorts were made to develop
it there after it l;ad proved successful with us.

Such efforts have ceased since the organization
of joint-stock companies has become popular
under modern British statutes. New York was
the first of our States to provide by legislation

for limited partnership. Connecticut followed
tliis example closely, and now nearly every State
has a statute xipon the subject. The distinctive
characteristic of a limited partnership is the
conjunction of at least one general partner, who
is liable for all the debts of the firm as every
member of an ordinary partnership is, with one
or more' special partners, whose liability is

limited to their contribution to the capital of the
firm. In a few States limited partnership as-

sociations are authorized. These differ from the
regular limited partnership in that their capi-

tal alone is responsible for their debts: none of
the partners is subject to any personal liability.

Both of these institutions, it will be observed,
are creatures of statute. Accordingl)-, if the
statutory- provisions are not complied with, all

tile members of the association are liable as gen-
eral partners. It is impossible to describe with
fullness, in this connection, the statutory re-

quirements for the formation of a limited part-
nership, for they are different in the various
States. The chief requirements, however, are
these: A certificate mu«t be signed, acknowl-
edged, registered, and published by the partners,
stating the name under which the partnership
is to be conducted; the general nature of the
b'.isiness to be done; the names and residences
of the various members with a designation of the
general and of the special partners respectively;
the amount of capital contributed by tlic special
partners; and the times at which the partnership
is to begin and to end. An affidavit must also
1)6 made and filed in the proper office, stating
that the sums specified in the certificate to

have been contributed by the special partners
have been actually and in good faith paid in cash.

In some States the capital of the special part-

ners may be contributed in property other than
cash.

Kinds of P.\bt>t:ks. In addition to the two
kinds of partners designated by limited partner-
ship legislation—the general partner and the
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special partniT—we haxe three others, which
uiusf be brielly described. The active or osten-
sible partner is oue who franklj' avows his mem-
bership in the firm, and thereby actively and
openly promotes its business. The dormant part-

ner is one who conceals from the public his con-

nection with the firm. In Jingland, and in a few
of our States, he may take jjart in the conduct
of firm all'airs, without losing his status; but
the view prevailing gcneially in this country is

that he must take no part in the business

—

that both secrecy and inactivity are included in

the term "dormant.' The third kind goes under
various names. Sometimes he is called the

'nominal' partner; at others the "holding-out'

partner. Still again he is described as the quasi
partner, or partner by estopi)el. Each of these

designations indicates that he is not a partner at
all ; Init still he is liable, as if he were a partner,

to those persons who have acted upon his repre-

sentations that he was a partner and who would
be harmed if he were jjormitted to show the
truth of his non-partnership.

The X.\tube of a Partnkkship. After a part-

nership has been fonned the association is gen-

erally spoken of as a firm. ancVthe name in which
it does business is called the firm name. Un-
less a statute forbids, the firm may adopt any
name it pleases and may change it at will, or it

may go without a name. Occasionally the Leg-

islature prohibits the use of 'and company' or
'& Co.' unless such terms represent an actual part-

ner; or it forbids the assumption of a corporate

name. Even in the absence of a statute, a part-

nership is not at liberty to choose a firm name
which will o[5erate as a fraud uiion the public

or upon others trading under substantially the

same name. Accordingly, if a business has been

conducted successfully under tlie name of the

'Guinea Coal Company,' another firm will not
be allowed to carry on the same line of trade

in the name of the 'Pall ilall Guinea Coal
Company,' especially if it has its envelopes, let-

ter heads, and business cards so printed as to

resemble those of its competitor.

The law merchant treats the firm as a legal

entity—as a sort of artificial person much like

a corporation. When the partners make their

contribution to firm capital they cease to own it

as individuals, and title passes to the firm. The
firm becomes their debtor for the capital. They

lend money to the firm, or borrow from it. The

firm, in other words, has its own property, its

own creditors, and its own debtors. This con-

ception of tlie firm prevails very generally among
the mercantile classes both in England and in

this country. It is always observed by jiartner-

ship bookkeepers. To some extent it has been

recognized by State and Federal statutes, pei"-

mitting the firm to sue and be sued as an asso-

ciation, and to be declared 'a bankrupt.' The
entity theory of partnership, however, has never

received full judicial sanction by English or

American courts. And American .nidges, who,

in construing mercantile contracts, have given

effect as far as possible to the mercantile con-

ception of partnership, have declared "that the

firm is not recognized by lawyers as distinct from

the members composing it." It follows from

this view that if lands arc purchased by a firm.

the deed should name the partners as grantees:

and if the partnership sells lands, the deed

should name the partners as grantors, and they
and their wives should execute and acknowledge
tlie conveyance |)reci-i.-ly as though they were
tenants in cunimon of the projjerty.

But this conception of a firm, as a mere asso-
ciation of individuals, is not applied consistent-
ly in any jurisdiction. For example, we have
said that an infant, because of his eontrartu-.-.l

incapacity, is not bound by his agreement to
become a partner, nor by the partnership agree-
ment with third persons. Vet, after he has en-
tered a firm and taken part in its management.
he is not allowed to withdraw his capital until
firm debts are jjaid. That is, he may escajK.'

personal responsibility for partnership obliga-
tions, but the firm ownership of firm pro]>erty
prevents his taking away any money or goods
which he had contributed to the firm. Again, a
partner's share in the firm is not the interest
of a tenant in common in specific articles. It
is only a cAo.se in action—a right to his pro-
portionate share of the net proceeds of firm prop-
erty U|)on a final settlement. Accordingly, it

the creditor of one partner gets a judgment
against him and levies upon firm property, he
cannot sell and give perfect title to any par-
ticular articles. All that he can dis]>osc of is

the judgment debtor's interest therein, which
may he something or nothing, and which is unlh-

ing whenever the firm is insolvent, or the debtor
partner has exliausted his interest in the firm
property.

The rowER.s op Partxeks. Each member of a
normal partnership is the general agent of the
firm and of his copartners in carrv-ing on the
ordinary business ol the firm. He can sell and
give a ])erfect title to firm ]>roperty, c^an collect

debts, and can subject the firm and his copart-

ners to most extensive obligations both in con-

tract and in tort.

How extensive a general partner's agency is

depends upon the na'ture of the firm's business.

His implied authority may be summariited as
follows: If the partnership is a trailing or <-om-

mercial finn, he may sell or pledge any of its

property: he may buy on creilit such property as
it is accustomed to deal in ; he may Inirrow

money, and issue in the firm name negotiable

paper: he may hire sen-ants and agents; and he

may render the firm and each copartner liable in

tort by wrongful acts or omissions in the ordi-

nary course of the business of the firm. More-

over, his admissions and rcprcsentjitions made
concerning the firm afi'airs and in the ordinary

course of its business are Tcceivahle as evidence

against the firm and his copartners when sued

as such.

This implied agency of a partner may be with-

drawn from him by his consent, as where the

partnership articles confer the i)0weT of manap?-

ment upon particular members. It may be taken

from him without his assent by a nmjority act-

ing in good faith. Such limitations upon a part-

ner's agency must be brought to the knowledge

of those dealing with the linn, or they will not

be affected by them.

Pities of a Partner. Tlie most important of

these is his otwervance of the utmost good faith

toward his copartners. Xot only must he give

the firm the benefit of every advantageous bar-

gain he can make in the business, but he mu.st

devote the whole of his time and energies, dur-
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ing business hours, lo llif promotion of its iiitcr-

osts, unless lie has stipulated in tlie partnership

contract for exemption in tliese respects. More-

over, if his copartners have been compelled to

pay more than their shares of the firm debts and
expenses, he is bound to contribute toward their

indemnity.
UissoLiTiox OF Partkeksuip. This may result

by operation of law, or from the acts of tlie

parties, or from judicial decree. The happening

of any event whieh makes it unlawful for the

business of the firm to be carried on, or for the

particular contracting memliers to continue as

partners, dissolves the firm at once, as does the

death or the bankruptcy of a partner. The part-

nership may terminate by reason of an agreement
made in advance that it shall teriiiinate at a

fixed date, or at any time by mutual consent.

In the United States one partner may break up
a firm against the wishes of his copartners, sub-

ject to Ills liability to damages for breach of

his partnership contract. A court will ordinarily

decree a dissolution, at the request of a |iart-

ncr, upon the insanity or pennancnt inca|)ncity

of a member of the linn, or for the misconduct of

one of the defendant partners, or when it ap-

pears that the business can only be carried on at

a loss. As soon as a firm is dissolved, the agency

of the partners ceases, except so far as this is

necessary to winding up the firm's affairs. Some-
times a particular member is agreed upon as

liquidating partner, to whom exclusive authority

in settling firm matters is confided.

DisTEiiii Tiox OF Firm Asset.s. In winding up
a partnership its assets are to be applied as fol-

lows: First, to paying the general creditors of

the firm; second, to paying to each partner

ratably what is due from tlie firm to him for

advances as distinguished from capital; third,

paying to each ])artner ratably what is due from
the firm' to him in respect of capital; fonrtli,

the distribution of the residue, if any, shall be

among the partners in the proportion in which
profits are divided. If losses have been sus-

tained, these are to be paid first out of profits,

next out of capital, and lastly, if necessary, by
the ])artners individually in the proportion in

which they were entitled to share profits. Of

course, these rules may be varied, so far as their

application to partners is concerned, by pro-

visions in the partnership articles.

Consult: Bates, The Law of Partnership (Chi-

cago, 1888) ; Bates, The Law of Limited Partner-

ship (Boston, 1886) : Parsons, A Treatise on the

Law of Partnership (ib., 189.3) ; Burdick,

The Law of Partnership, Including Limited Part-

nerships (ib., 1899).

PAR'TON, Abtiiuk (1842—). An American
painter, born at Hudson, N, Y. He was the

pupil of \V. T. Biehards in Philadelphia, and was
elected to the National Academy in 1884. The
coloring in his landscapes is usually in a low
key, but his later work, with quite as much
qualitv, has more vigor. His pictures include:

'•Mountain Brook" (1875); "Nightfall" (1881);
"In the Gloaming" (1885); and "Palisades in

Winter" ( 1885) .—His brother Erxk.st ( 1845—)

,

born at Hudson, was his pu])il, and also a land-

scape painter. Among his works are "Silver and
Gold" (1882) and "Last of October" (1886),
both characteristic of his refined poetic style of

painting.

PARTON, James (1822-91), An American
biographer, born in Canterbur.v, England, I'cbru-

aiy 9, 1822. Parton wa.s brought to tlie United
States in 1827, and was educated in New York
City and White Plains, N. Y. He taught in

Philadelphia and New York, and began a long

literary career by journalistic work on the Home
Journal,. His first book was a Life of Horace
(Ireeley (1855), which gained immediate success.

He afterwards devoted himself wholly to au-

thorship and to lectures on ]iolitical and literary

topics, residing in New York until 1875, and
afterwards at Newburyport, Mass. His princi-

pal publications were: Life and Times of

Aaron Burr (1857); Life of Andrew Jackson
( .3 vols., 1859-00 ) ; General Butler in New Orleans
(1863); Life and Times of Benjamin Franklin
(1864); Famousi Americans of Recent Times
(1867); The Words of Washington (1872);
Fanny Fern, a memorial to his wife (1873);
Life of Thomas Jefferson (1874); Caricature
and Other Comic Art in All Times and Many
Lands (1877) ; .1 Ijife of Voltaire, his most meri-
torious production (1881) ; Soted Women of
Europe and America (1883): and Captains of

Industry, a Book frjr Young Americans ( 1884 and
1891).

'

In 1856 be married Sara Pavson Willis

(born at Portland, Me,, Julv 9, 18il; died at
Brooklyn. N, Y„ October 10, 'l872), sister of the
poet N, P. Willis, a popular authoress who wrote
under the name of 'Fanny Fern.' She left, by a
former marriage to Charles H. Eldridge, a daugh-
ter, wliom I'arton afterwards married.

PART OWNER. In its broadest sense, any
person who owns property in common with an-

other or others, except partners. Specifically,

one of the coowners of a ship.

Part owners of a ship may transform this

ownership into a partnership title by agreement.
Such transformation, however, will not be pre-

sumed ; it must be proved. So long as they

remain part ow'ners. they manage the vessel by,

and delegate their interests to, various agents,

of whom the principal are the ship's husband
and the master. Formerly the ship's husband was
generally in fact a i);irt owner, but he need not
own an interest in the vessel in order that his

authority extend to all matters connected with
its equipment, repair, and management. A ma-
jfprity of the part owners have the right to use

the ship for a particular voyage against the W'ill

of the minority. When the majority exercise this

power, however, a court of admiralty may re-

quire them to secure the minority owners to the

extent of their shares. Consult: Lindley, The
Law of Partnership (London, 1895) ; Kent. Com-
mentaries on American Law (Boston, 1896).

PARTRIDGE (OF. perdris, perdriz, pertrix,

Fr. prrilri.c. It. perdice, perniee, from Lat.
perdix, from Gk. iripSii. partridge). A popular
name for various gallinaceous birds, or other

birds superficially like them, the precise applica-

tion of which depends not only on the country,

but on the p'irt of the country where the term is

used. The name was originally given, and prop-

erly belongs, to birds of the grouse family, of the

genus Perdix. all of which are confined to the

Old World. They have a short, strong bill, naked
at the base; the upper mandible convex, bent

down at the tip ; the wings and tail short, the

tarsi as well as the toes naked, the tarsi not

spurred. In North America the term is hardly
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1. COMMON EUROPEAN QUAIL (Coturnix communis).

2. PRATINCOLE (Glareola pratincola'.

3. SAND GROUSE iPterocles alchatal.

4. CROWNED WOOD QUAIL (Rollulus roulrouH.

5. CALIFORNIA VALLEY QUAIL ILophortyx Callfornica'.

6 CALIFORNIA PLUMED or MOUNTAIN QUAIL (Ortortyx pictus).

7.' AMERICAN QUAIL or BOB-WHITE ICollnus VlrglnHnuj)-

8. RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGE (Caccabis rufal.
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applicable properl}', as our larger Gallinae are
grouse, while the smaller ones are preferably
known as quails, although not precisely the same
as the true quails (Coturnix) of the Old World.
In the Northeastern United States the rull'ed

grouse (see GuousE) is almost universally called
•pai-tridge,' while in the .So\ithern States the
common quail (q.v.) receives that name, and the
grouse is known as 'pheasant.' The term seems
most properly applied in America to the small
game-birds of the Pacific Coast, such as Cambel's
partridge, and the 'mountain' and 'valley' par-
tridges of California. In South America tina-

mous (q.v.) are called 'partridges.'

The true partridge of the Old World is typified

by the common gray partridge (I'vrdix ciiicrea)

of Great Jiritain ami Kurope generally, which
is the most plentiful of all the game-birds in

Great Britain, and becomes increasinglj- plentiful

as cultivation is extended. On the Continent of

Kurope it is abundant in almost all suitable dis-

tricts from Scandinavia to the iMediterranean,
and is found also in the north of Africa and in

Western Asia. It varies considerably in size;

those found in rich lowlands are generally the
largest, and about 12i,4 inches in entire length,

while those which inhabit poorer and more up-

land districts are rather smaller. The female
is somewhat smaller than the male. The upper
parts of botli are ash-gray, finely varied with
brown and black; the male has a deep chestnut
crescent-shaped spot on the breast, which is al-

most or altogether wanting in the female. The
partridge is seldom found far from cultivated

land. It feeds on grain and other seeds, insects

and their larvie and pupa', and the pup.-e of ants

are generally the food sought at first for the

young. The nest is usually on the ground, among
brushwood and long grass, or in fields of clover

or corn, and generally contains from 12 to 20

eggs. Until the end of autumn the parent birds

and tlieir brood keep together in a colwi) : late

in the season several coveys often unite into a

pack, when it becomes nnu'h m<n'e dilTieult for

the sportsman to approach them. The llight of

the partridge is strong and rapid for a short dis-

tance, but the bird does not seem to be capable

of long-sustained flight. The eggs of partridges

are often hatched, and the young birds reared,

by the dimu'stic hen. the chief requisite being a

plentiful supply of ants wdien the birds are very

young. Partridges thus reared become very

tame, but they seldom breed in the aviary. Other

species occur in Asia.

Of a different genus is the red-legged or French

partridge {Criccabis rufa), a native of Southern

Europe and now plentiful in the. southof Eng-

land, where it has been introduced. It is rather

larger than the common partridge, stronger on

the wing, and less easily approached by the

sportsman, while it is also less esteemed for

the table. The upper parts are of a reddisli ash

color; the throat and cheeks white, bounded by a

collar of black, which expands in black spots on

the breast; and the sides exhibit bars of black.

The plumage is smooth. Two otlier species near-

ly allied to this are found in Southern Europe.

India has a number of species, the habits of

which much resemble tho.so of the common par-

tridge, the best known of which, is the chukor

(q.v.). In India, however, the name is extended

by sportsmen to a large variety of small game-

birds, more or less like the true partridge, such
as the bamboo-partridges, hill-partridges, and
francolins (of which the 'black partridge'—
J'raiicoliiius vulgaris—of the Eastern .Mediter-
ranean region is a familiar example |. In .\us-
tralia one of the bush-quails (Pedionomus) is

so called; and in South Africa the "redwing' par-
tridge of the colonists is a francolin (Francoli-
nils Le Vuillaiili).

Consult general and local ornithologists cited
under Bird; especially .Morris, Uritinh fjiiinc-

Birds (London, I8U1); .Vllalo, ,S>jr( in Europe
(ib., 1001) ; Lloyd, dame Birds and Wildfowl of
tiweden (ib., 1807) ; Walsingliam. "Shooting," in
Badminton. Library (ib., 1889); Bryden, Suture
and Hport in Houth Africa (ib., 18;)7); Sliellev,
Birds of Egypt (ib., 1872) ; Seetiohni, Birds of
Asia (ib., 1901) ; Sharpe and Hudson, Argentine
Ornithology (ib., 1888); Coues. Birds of the
Sorthicest (Washington, 1874) ; Mayer (editor),
Hport irith Gun and Rod (Xew York, 1892);
Sandys and A'an Dyke, Vpland Game Birds
(ib., 1002) ; and writings of .American natural-
ists and sportsmen generally. .See Colored Plates
of Game Bums, with article Grouse, and of Er.cs
OF WaTKR and (i.VME BiRDS.

PAR'TRIDGE, Alde.x (1785-18.54). An
.\merican e<hi(alor, born at Norwich, Vt. Ue
graduated at the newly founded Military Acad-
emy at West Point in 1800, was conmiissi<ine<l

first lieutenant of engineers, and was assigned to

duty there as assistant professor of mathematics.
From 1813 to 1810 he was professor of engi-

neering. In 1818 he resigned from the army,
and in 1820 returned to Norwich, where he
founded the .\nierican Literary, Scientific, and
Military Academy, better known as the Norwich
Jlilitary .\cademy. The success of this under-
taking was inunediate. and in 18.14 the State

granted it a charter as the Norwich University.

.\l the invitation of other States, Partrid'je

founded similar military schools at Portsmouth.
Va., Pembroke, N. H.. Harrisbnrg. Pa., and
Brandywine Springs. Del., and devoted much
time til iirgani/ing and drilling their militia.

PARTRIDGE, Joiix (1044-171.5). A famous
London astrologer and almanac-maker. Bound
apprentice to a shoemaker, he nevertheless learned

by himself Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. ;ind swms
subsequently to have stmlied medicine at Ley-

den. He wrote a treatise on the Old I'rineiplrs

of Astrology in 1007. In 1080 he had hc;;un to

issue an almanac called Mcrlinus I.ihrrntus.

which, after a .short suspension, was regularly

published from 1089. This masterpiece of ei^uivq-

eation soon became exceedingly popular. .As a

parody upon it Jonathan Swift issued at the

begiiuiing of 1708, J'rrdictions . . . by Isaac

Bickerstaff. Esq.. in which it was foretolil that

Partridge would "infallibly die u|)on March 20th

next, about 11 at ni;.'ht. of a raging fever." 0;i

March .30th Swift published a |iamplilet in

which the prediction was said to 1«> accom-

plished. In vain Partridge tried to convince the

public that he was still alive. Swift followed

up the humorous attack in an Elegy on the Ttralh

of Mr. Partridge (1708) and the Vindication of

Isaac BickerstajJ (1700). Partridge was so com-

pletely crushed that not another .l/<T/inii,i ap-

peared till 1714. Partridge's .1/hi<ih<ii\ issuinl by

the Stationers' Company in 1711, has appeared
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regularly ever since. The name Isaac Bickerstaif

(q.v.), which Swift look from a sign in Long-
acre, soon spread fur and wide. It was appro-
priated by Steele in the Tatler (1709).

PARTRIDGE, William Ordway (ISGl— ).

An American sculptor and author, born in Paris,

lie was educated at Columbia University, in New
York City, and studied luodcliug under (Jalli in

Florence, and W'elonski in Kome. lie first be-

came known by his portrait busts, which include
"An Old Woman," in the Corcoran Ciallcry,

Washington, and bas-reliefs of Sir Henry Irving
(1892) and Edward Everett Uale (Salon, 1S9.3).

One of his fii-st large works, the bronze statue
of Hamilton in front of the Hamilton Club,
Brooklyn, N. Y., is a striking conception of the
great statesman in a moment of dramatic inter-

est. It exhibits in a marked degree the restraint
that characterizes all his productions. Another
notable work is the "Shakespeare," unveiled at
Lincoln Park, Chicago, in 1894. His bronze
equestrian statue of General Grant (1800) in
Brooklyn is a model of unity and technical
ability. His largest ideal work is the Kauflfman
Memorial at Washington. Other busts include
a noble "Jladonna" (1897), Whitman, Lincoln,
Whitlier, "Dreams," and "Midsummer Night's
Dream." Mr. Partridge also became well known
as a lecturer and writer on art and letters

and niunicijial improvements. His publications
include: Art for Aiiicricu (1894); Son;/ Life of
a .S'c«//)for (1894) ; The Technique of Hciilpliire

(189.T) ; The Anflel of Clap (1900), a novel; and
TCathfiH Hale (1902). For a time he was pro-

fessor of fine arts at Columbian Universit}',

Washington, D. C.

PARTRIDGE-BERRY, or Checkee-Beeet.
Members of the genus Mitchella, of the natural

order Rubiaceie (madder family), represented by
one si)eeies in America and one in Japan. The

PAETBIDQE BERRY (Mitnhella repens).

American species, ]\Iitchella repens, which ex-
tends from Canada to Mexico, is a small trail-
ing evergreen, with a branching stem, a foot or
more long, usually covering the ground. It is

named in honor of Dr. .lohn Mitchell, a Virginian
botanist, correspondent of Linnteus. Its favorite

habitats arc dry, sandy knolls in piney woods^
but it may be found in most dry woods. It3
leaves are smooth and shining, round-ovate, op-
posite with short petioles, and traversed with
light lines; flowers in i)airs with ovaries united.
The fruit is a beautiful scarlet berry crowned
with the calyx teeth of the two flowers, each witli

four small seed-like and bony nutlets. The berry,
which is about the size of that of the winter-
green, but almost tasteless, remains on the plant
during the winter. Blossoms appear in June and
July.

PARTRIDGE DOVE, or Partridge Pigeon.
An Australian pigeon of the genus Geophaps,
ajjproaching in character and habits to the
gallinaceous birds, and particularly to par-
tridges. The plumage has a bronze tinge and
lustre on the wings, which resembles that of the
closely allied bronzewings (q.v.). There are
several species. They live mostly on the ground,
and rise witli a whirring noise, like the phc^asaul,
when disturbed. They are highly esteemed for
the tal)le. Oeotryyon, inonlami, a species of an-
other genus, bears the name 'partridge dove' in

the West Indies. It also seeks its food chiefly on
the ground, although it affects well-wooded dis-

tricts.

PARTRIDGE-WOOD. A very pretty, usu-
ally reddish, variously streaked hard wood from
tlie West Indies and Itrazil, where it is used in
shipbuilding. In choice specimens the layers of
wood are curled upon one another so as to resem-
ble the feathers of the partridge; hence its

name. Its chief use in other countries is for
cabinet-work, parasol-sticks, fans, and other
small articles. It is said to be yielded by A)idira
i)ieniiis, a leguminous tree.

PARTS OF SPEECH. See the section on
Parts of Sjiceeh. under (Iram.mar.

PARTURIENT APOPLEXY. A disease of
live stock. See JIilk Fkver.

PARTURITION. See OnsxETRlcs.
PARTY NAMES (OF., Fr. partie, from ML.

partita, party, part, Lat. partita, fcm. sg. of
partitus, p.p. of partiri, to divide). The follow-
ing is a partial list of the political gr(jups which
have existed in the United States, some of which,
however, were never definitely organized as
parties.

Aholitionists.—Those who strove to secure the
abolition of slavery. (See article on this title.)

Adamites.—The political supporters of ,Iohn
Quiney -Adams. The expression was current from
about 1821 to 18.32. Ainrriean Parlij.—X party
which originated in New York in 183.5. and wdiich

was organized as a national part.y about 18.52.

Its purpose was expressed in the motto, 'America
for .Vmericans.' Later it became know'n as the
'Know-Nothing Party.' The name was also ap-

plied to two other parties in the history of the
United States. (See American Party, and
Know-Notiiings.) Anti-Federalists.—The name
applied to those who ojjposed the adoption of the
Constitution of the United States and who later

opposed the liberal construction of that instru-

ment. ( See AxTi- Federalists.) Anti-hnpcrial-
isls.— (See Imperialism.) Anti-Masons.—

A

party which originated in New York in 1820, its

ihief principle being hostility to the Masonic
Order. (See Anti-Masons.) Atiti-Nebraska
Partij.—A party formed in 18.54 after the
enactment of the Kansas-Nebraska Bill and
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composed mainly of Northern Whigs, who were
opposed to the repeal of the Missouri Coiuproinise.
Anti-Renters.—The name applied to those in
New York who opposed the collection of rent from
the tenants occupying the old patroon estates.
The movement nourished during 1830-47. (See
Anti-Rextism. ) Biirnhurners.— The radical wing
•of the Democratic Party in Xew York for several
years after 1844. They were arrayed against the
Hunkers (q.v. ) or the moderate wing. (See B.vbn-
liUUNERS.) Black Repiibliciiiis.—Tlie name ap-
plied, chielly in the South at the close

of the Civil ^Var, to those supporting the
Republican Paity, on account of their sym-
pathy for the negro. Bourbons.—Originally
applied to the Southern Democrats of the
old school, liut now used of any reactionary who
adheres obstinately to tradition. Bucktails.—

A

political faction originating in Xew Y'ork in 1815,

and opposed to the administration of Governor
Clinton. They wore so called from the habit
of wearing bucktails in their hats. C'ar/>et-

Baggers.—See article on this title. Coii.ilitu-

tional Union Party.—A party organized in 1800
and composed nuiinlj- of former Southern Whigs.
(See CoNHTiTUTioxAL U>'io.\ Pabty. ) Vupper-
heads.—The name applied by the Re])ublicans

during the Civil War to the Democrats of the

North who did nut believe in prosecuting the

struggle with the South, and some of whom sym-
pathized with the eaus(^ of the Confederates.

(See CoppebhEjU)S.) Coiiperationists.—The term
applied at the time of the secession controversy

in the Southern States to those who favored the
secession of their own State only in the event

of 'cooperation' of theii- sister States. Court

Party (old and new).—The term applied to the

supporters of two rival superior courts in Ken-
tucky. (See IvENTUCKY.) Democratic R<:i}ubli-

cans. See Democilvtic Pakty. Democrats.—
See article on Democbatic Pakty. Dough-

faces.—The name sneeringly applied by John
Randolph of Roanoke, about 1820, to Northern
members of Congress who supported the slavery

interests by their votes. Drys.—Another term
for those favoring the prohibition of the liquor

trathc. Federalists.—See article on this title.

free Soilers.—A party which first came into

liiominence in 1S48. It was made up of men
opposed to the extension of negro slavery.

(See Fbee-Soil Party, j Gold Dcmoenits.—
A party of disafl'ected Democrats who refused

to support the regular party platform and
candidates in 18!)ti. They adopted a platform
fa\oring the gold monetary standard and nom-
inated .J. M. Palmer, of Illinois, for President.

Grangers.—See article on this title. (irecn-

hiiel.ers.—A party advocating the issue of an
irredeemable paper currency. It was promi-

nent during the decade from lS7(i to 18S(i.

(See Gree.n-back Party.) Hal/ Breeds.—Tlie

moderate wing of the New York Republicans,

1881-85, opposed to the Stalwarts (ij.v.). Bunk-
ers.—See Hunkers. Jacksoniles.—The follow-

ers of Andrew Jackson, 1825-29, opposed to

the Adamites. Know-Nothings.—Hee article on

this title. Liberals or Liberal Republicans.—

Those Republicans who opposed the reelection

of President Grant in 1872, and favored a more

liberal policy as regards the Southern question.

(See LiBER.\L REPunuCAK Party.) Liberty

J'arty.—A party which was formed about 1840

for the purpose "of securing the abolition of slav-

iry. (Sec article on this title.) Lily Whiles.—
The tenn applied to white Republicans in the
South who favor th<' exclusion of ncgro<'s from
the party. Lr/co I'ocos.—A ]iopular nickname
given to a faction of the "Democrats in Xew York
about 18.35. (Sec article on this title.) Loose
Constructionists.—The term applied frer|ucntly
to the Federalists and later to the Whigs, on
account of their advocacy of a liberal interpreta-
tion of the Constilulion of the United States.
Mahonists.—A party in Virginia consisting of
the followers of Gen. William Jlahone, who
bolted from the Demo<iatic Party in 1878. (Sec
Pa:AD.JUSTEBS.) iliddle-of-thc-Road Populists.—
See Poi'LUST Party. Mugwumps.—See ar-
ticle on this title. A'aiionaJ Republicans.—See
Whig Party. yatire Americaiis.—See the
article K.now-Notiii.ngs. Sullifiers.—Those who
advocated the right of a State to siLS|)end within
its own boundaries the operation of a law of
the United States. Only in South Carolina,
182S-;{2. did this become the basis of a party
organization. I See article on Nillihtcatio.n.)
People's Party, or Populist Party.—A political

l)arty first organized on national lines in 18!»2.

(See article on Poi'Lust Party.) Prohibi-
tionists.—Those who advocate abolition of the
licpior traffic. Since 1872 there has been a.

national Prohibition Party. (See article on
PHoiunmox.) Radicals.—The name ajiplied

after the Civil War to the extreme wing of the

Republican Party as regards its policy in deal-

ing with Southern ^juestions. Rcndjuslers.—
A local party in A'irginia in 1878 headed by Gen.
William ilahone. and favoring a conditional

repudiation of the State debt. (See article on
Reau.iuster.s.) Repudiutors.—A party in Sfis-

sissippi which advocated the repudiation of a

large nundier of Union liank bonds, the paynu-nt

of which the Slate had guaranteed. (See article

on Reih UIATION.) Relief Parly.—The name ap-

plied to tlic supporters of a movement in Ken-

tucky which had for its purpose the enactment

of measures by the Legislature for relieving the

people of economic and financial burdens. "Relief

parties were connnon in other States from IS.'iO

to IStJO. (See Kentucky.) Republicans.—Sec

article on the Repuulicax Party. Scalairays.—
The name applied to native Southerners during

the reconstruition era who alliliateil with the Re-

publican Party. Hilrcr Grays.—The conservative

wing of the W'hig Partv. iJi/tcr Party.—A party

made up ehiellv of disafTccted Republicans in

18U0, who favored the free coinage of silver.

It indorsed the Democratic nominees for Presi-

dent and Vice-President in that year. Socialists,

or Socialist-Labor Party.—This first appeared as

a national movement in 1802, when it noiinnatod

candidates for President and Vice-President, and

adopted a platform advocating a socialistic policy

in governmental atfairs. Slalirarls.—A wing of

the Republican Party in Xew York from 1880 to

1885, led by Roscoe Conkling. and representing

the 'machine' politics of the party. (See article

on this title.) Strict Con.^truclinnisls.—-The

name given to those who advocated the strict in-

terpretation of the Constitution of the United

States. Union Labor Parly.—.\ movement which

first became national in 1888. It noniinatwl candi-

dates for President and Vice-President and

adopted a platform of principles. Union

Leaques.—Organizations of a political char-

acter in the "Southern States for a time after
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the Civil \\':ir, cnmpnsoil cli icily of iie<;roos

and white Rcpulilicaiis. W'li.shiiit/tonidns.—The
term early a|)i)lie<l to the I'rnliihilion Party.
WliU/s.—.See Wiiio Party. Woman's Jfigh'ts

Parly.—A party which -first a])])earc(l as a na-

tional iiioveniciit in 1S84. I5oth in that year
and in 18S.S it held national conventions and
nominated candidates for President and Vice-

I'resiilent. pledfred to advocate the general intro-

ductio7i of female snflrafje.

PABTY WALL. .\ wall dividing adjoining
jjropertics and owned in common by the owners
of the pro|)erties or so that they have common
rights in its use and maintenance. By the Eng-
lish common law. where the wall is partly on
both lots, the adjoining i)r<)prictors are regarded
as tenants in common of the wall, and probably
of the land on which it stands, during the

existence of the wall. In the I'nited States, if

the wall stands so that it is partly on both lots,

the owner of each lot retains the fee in the part
of his land covered thereby, and also owns the
portion of the wall standing on his lot, subject,

however, to the easement of support incident to

a party wall, in favor of the adjoining owner,
and lie has reciprocal rights in the other portion
of the wall.

A party wall may, like any other easement, be
created h.y grant, by prescription, or twenty
years' user, and in a few States by virtue of

statutes authorizing a person to build a party
wall between his land and that of another and
exact contribution from the latter under certain
circumstances. The weight of authority in the
I'nited States is to the effect that statutes of

the nature above referred to are unconstitu-
tional, as taking private property without com-
pensation, especially as it is for private pur-
poses. Tn the few States where such statutes
exist they are held valid as a legitimate exer-

cise of the police power. Neither owTier of a
party wall has a right to extend the front and
rear walls of his building farther than to the
middle of the party wall, nor can either main-
tain a window therein, even if the other party
is not using his side. Either owner may increase
the height of a party wall, provided the wall is

thick enough "to bear tlie increased weight, or
may increase its thickness on his own land."
When a ]iarty wall becomes unsafe or dangerous,
either jiarty ma.y repair it, even to the extent
of rebuilding it, without causing injury to the
other; but the one repairing or rebuilding can-
not in general require the other to pay his pro-
portionate share of the cost thereof. In most
jurisdictions it is held that if the wall is to-

tally destroyed by an.v cause the easement is at
an end, and neither party can rebuild w'ithout the
consent of the other. Consult the authorities
referred to under Easement and Real Prop-
erty.

PARVATI (Skt., mountain-born). In Hindu
m.vthology, the beneficent asjiect of the wife
of .Siva (q.v. ). She was a reincarnation of I'nia
(q.v.), and was born as a daughter of Hima-
vant or the Himalaya Mountain, from which
circumstance she received her name. According
to another account, she was the daughter of the
combined glances of Brahma (q.v.), Vishnu
(q.v.), and Siva, and was born on Mount Kail-
asa in the Himalayas. She was then white, red,

and black, the colors of Brahma, Vishnu, and

.Siva respectively, but at Brahma's request di-

vided herself into three forms, of which the
white, Sarasvati, was tlie wife of Brahma; the
red, Lakshmi (q.v.), the wife of Vishnu, and
the black, Parvati, the wife of Siva. Parvati
jilays little part in Hindu mythology', manifest-
ing her power chiefly under her aspects of Durga
(q.v.) and Kali (q.v.). Consult Wilkins, llinitii

M!/tlwl(i(/ii (2d ed., London, 1900). and see. for

illustration, Plate of iliNuu Deities in the ar-

ticle INIIIA.

PAR'VIN, TuEopiiiLus (1829-98). An
American obstetrician. lie was born in Buenos
A,vres, was a graduate of the universities of

Indiana and of Pennsylvania, and, after a dozen
years' practice in Indianapolis, became professor
in the Ohio Medical College (1864). From 1809
to 1872 he taught in the medical department of
the University of Louisville; then was professor

of obstetrics and infantile diseases in Indiana
Jledical College, and in 188,3 was chosen to a
like chair in .leU'erson Medical College, Philadel-
phia. He wrote The Science and Art of Obstet-
rics (1886), and edited Winchel on the Diseases
of Woniri, (1887).

PAS'ADE'NA. A city in Los Angeles Coun-
ty, Cal., 10 miles northeast of Los Angeles, on
the Southern Pacific, the Atchi-son, Topeka and
Santa Fe. and the Salt Lake railroads (Map:
California, D 4). It is an attractive residential

place and a well-known winter resort, its health-
ful climate and beautiful situation contributing
to its popularity. Green Hotel, ilaryland Hotel,
Hotel La Pintoresca, and Raymond Hotel, are
among the most prominent buildings of Pasa-
dena. There are also the Throop Polytechnic In-

stitute, and a public library that contains over
20,000 volumes. The Pasadena Academy of
Sciences possesses a valual)le museum of archa"-
ology and natural history. The city has voted

(190.3) $300,000 for parks and other improve-
ments, besides $100,000 for a new high school
building. Pasadena was settled in 1874 by a
colony from Indianapolis and soon became known
for its horticultural enterprise. It is the cen-
tre of extensive fruit-growing interests, the cul-

tivation of oranges and lemons being especially
prominent. There are large packing houses,
many drying establishments, a large cannery, and
manufactures of woodwork, boots and shoes, and
l)rick. Pasadena was first incorporated in 1886.
It is governed, under a charter of 1901. liy a
mayor, elected every two years, and a unicameral
council. Population, in 1890, 4882; in 1900,
!)117.

PASAR'GADJE (Lat., from Gk. Uaaapydiai,
liossildy from OPcrs. * Parsa-rardana, city of

Persia, equivalent in meaning to Persepolis).
The ancient capital of Persia, before the foun-

dation of Persepolis. Its site is generally sup-
posed to have been on the Plain of jSIurghab

northeast of Persepolis, where there is an ancient
tomb which the best authorities all believe to be
the tomb of Cyrus. The neighborhood was
the burial place of the Acha'inenian kings and the
ancient tribe called Pasargadic dwelt in the vicin-

ity. The region was the home of the royal family
of the Achiemenida". Consult Curzon, Persia and
the Persian Question (London. 1892) ; and the
authorities referred to under Persepolis.

PASCAGOULA, pris'ka-gCo'lii. A river of

ilississippi, formed by the junction of the Leaf
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and the Chickasawhay, botli (lowing southward
through the southeastern part of the Slate
(Jla]): Mississippi, H 9). It empties through a
beautiful estuary into Mississippi Sound at
Seraiitoii, near the Alabama boundary. With its
main headstream, the Chickasawhay, it is 250
miles long, and navigable 100 miles for small
steamers. It is the outlet for the lumber cut in
the large pine barrens through which it flows.

PASCAL, pa'skal'. Blai.se (1G23-02). A
distinguished French philosopher, mathematician,
and author, born at Clermont-Ferrand. He
came of an .\uvergnat family, ennobled in 1478,
and for generations occupied in the civil service.

His mother died in his infancy, and his father
moved in 1031 to Paris, Here he was educated
by his father, and showed remarkable precocity
in mathematics. In 1041 the family removed to

Kouen, where for a number of years Pascal was
engaged in scientific studies, especially in phys-
ics. In 1648 his sister .Jacqueline was attracted
to the Jansenist convent at Port-Royal, and
Pascal frequently accompanied her there, till

their father took them both to Clermont, where
Pascal remained for two years. In 1650 the
family returned to Paris, and the next year the
fa.ther died ; .Jacqueline joined Port-Royal, but
Pascal remained in Paris till 1054, when he fol-

lowed her thither. His decision to embrace the
austere life of Port-Royal is said to have been

caused by a carriage accident, though it is quite
clear from minor writings of this period, sucli as

Priere pour demander le bon usage des maladies
(1648). and Lettres siir la mort du pere de M.
Pascal ( 1651 ) , that the .Jansenist faith and what
is uncritically called Pascal's skepticism were al-

ready firmly fixed in his mind. From this mo-
ment he gave himself utterly to Port-Royal, con-

tinuing to believe in and labor for the progress

of science, though sure that mental and moral
certitude could be found only in revelation. He
was not then a theologian, and he never acquired

more than a superficial acquaintance with the
Fathers of the Church. Yet, with the equipment
of his unsurpassed literary instinct and sscien-

tific training, he entered on his famous contro-

versy with the Jesuits in the eighteen Lettres pro-

vinciales. They were published clandestinely and
pseudonymously in 1656 and 1657. The title of

the collected letters reads: Lettres icrites par
Louis de Montalte a un provincial de ses amis et

aux RR. PP. Jesuites ; sur la morale et la poli-

tique de ces peres. Subsequently the collection was
entitled simply Les proriiiciolrs. It is evident that

they were written under intense excitement, stim-

ulated by the supposed miraculous cure of his

niece through contact with a relic of the crown
of thorns at Port-Roj'al. The letters were im-

mensely popular and successful, but brought
down both ecclesiastical and civil censures upon
the unknown author. They are perliaps the

greatest masterpieces in the literature of irony;

there is no trace of declamation or of indigna-

tion, only a contemptuous smile, an insinuation

of sarcasm, which in the latest letters yields oc-

casionally to a stern but not impassioned in-

vective, less effectual and less agreeable than the

earlier manner. Pascal's style is unsurpassed

in graceful energy and brilliant wit. It lacks

tenderness and melody, but has the characteris-

tically French virtues of being sharp, clear-cut.

compact, and yet full in its utterance. He is the

first French prose-writer thoroughly at home with

rhetorical tools. There has l«en gradual adapta-
tion to new needs, but French prose has neither
made nor needed to make a great advance .since
the Lettres provinciates. Considered, however,
from the point of view of honest controversy, they
cannot be |)raised so highly. At best they are
special pleadings, and do not"represent the general
spirit of the Jesuit Order. Accurate scholarship
has pointed out numerous passages which mis-
quote or misapply the authors quoted, or distort
an obiter dictum of some obscure .Jesuit, some-
times even a proposition condemned by the So-
ciety, into its ofiicial teaching. His colleagues
at Port-Royal, especially Nicole, furnished mate-
rials and collected references, and others were
taken from a Calvinist collection published at
Geneva in 1632. Pascal's part was that of the
earnest and convinced barrister who pleads a
case from materials put into his hands by others.
He himself said, it is true, that he had read
Escobar through twice, and had never used a
passage from any author willioul having hwked
it up with its context. The real issue, however,
is not between Jesuits an<l .Jansenists, but be-

tween Puritanism and Probabilism, Pascal lead*
an ascetic reaction against the naturalism of the
sixteenth century as we find it, on the one hand,
in Rabelais and Montaigne, and, on the other,
in Ronsard and the Classicists. This double
movement of the Renaissance the .lesuits had
sought to reconcile with Christianity by their
ethics. Against this Pa.scal makes a Puritan and
Augustinian protest, somewhat as Calvin had
made it in a previous generation. The critic

Bruneti&re thinks that Pascal made a mistake
in scoffing at ca.suistics, while he attacked Prob-

abilism, and that in seeking to ruin the moral
credit of the .Jesuits he directed a blow against

religion itself, which might have had serious con-

sequences had it not been in some degree parried

by Pascal's second great work, Pensees sur la

religion et sur (yi/c/i/ucs aiitrrs siijrts ( 1070).

For Pascal had not yet finished Les pro-

vinciates when he conceived the idea of supple-

menting this destructive work of criticism by a
constructive Apologie de la religion chreticnne,

by which, of course, he meant Jansenism. At
this he worked serenely, though with much
physical sutTering. and some self-inllicted re-

finements of asceticism, until his death, in 1062.

He left it little more than a series of discon-

nected fragments, published with omissions, al-

terations, and some errors of mere carelessness in

1070, A more e.xact text, edited by Kaug^re. ap-

ix!ared in 1S44. The general idea of the work is

obvious if we conceive it to be a book of .Jansen-

ist apologetics. Pascal urges the wretchedness

of man in himself and in his environments, the

impotence of reason, the protest of (h-^pair. the

invincible hope of better destiny, the solution

of the dilliculty in the dix'trine of original sin,

and the consequences of the acceptance of that

doctrine, namely, expiation and redemption, dog-

mas foreshadowed in the Old Testament, con-

firmed by miracles, forming the essentials of

Christianity, and credible by an effort of will,

Pascal's work in matbeiimtics was also of con-

siderable importance. He was the first one to

attempt a philosophy of mathenintics. When
only sixteen years old. he wrote a work on the

fleometrg of Conies (10.10). most of which is

lost, though a fragment has been restore<l from

his correspondence with Leibnitz. It contained
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two important theorems, the one which is known
as Pastal's theorem (see Co.nclrbkme and C'ol-

I.INEARITY), and another, due to Desargiies, that

if a strai{;ht line eiit a eonie in P and Q, and the

sides of an inscribed quadrilateral in A, B, C, D,

we have the following relations :
-

. piXoc^^on
In 1G65 he published his arithmetical triangle,

a <levice for determining the coetlicients of the
expansion (a + 6)°. (.See Pascal's Trian(ilk.)

The theory of probabilities (see PuoiiAnii.iTy

)

assumed form under the hands of Pascal and For-

mat (q.v. ). Pascal's last work dealt with a curve
called !)}• him the roulette, and known later as

the cycloid (q.v.). The best study of his scien-

tific works is Dcsloves, Etude mir I'msval et les

gcointirrs confon pornins (Paris. 1S78).
There are modern editions of Les provincitilcs

by Lesieur (ISHT), Sacy (1877), .Soyres (1880),
lJen')nie (18S0-8(;), Urunoti&re ('l8!)G), and
others. Of the Pcnscrs may be mentioned here

the modern editions by Molinier ( 1877-79) , Guth-
lin (1890), Michaut (1896), and Urunschvicg
(1897). With the Pcnsces are usually in-

cluded the chief minor works, Entretirn avec M.
Dc .SV/ri, Diicours sur la condition des grands,
Ij'csprit (/((/iiictrifjiip, Prrfacr d'lin Iriiilf da
ridr. and the Letters to Jllle. de Boannez.
Both Lcs provinciales and the I'ensies have been
frecpicntly translated. An elaborate and, it is

hoped, definite edition is being prepared by
Boutroux. A full bibliogra])hy may be found in

Petit de Julleville, Hi.stoire de la langve ct de la

lilterntiirc /'rajifrtise (Paris, 1800 ct seq.). There
are biof;raphies and studies of Pascal by Condor-
cet (1770), Bossuet (1779), Sainte-Beuve in his

Port-lioyal (.5th ed., 1887), Mavnard (1850),
Cousin (.5th ed., 18.58), Bcrtrand (1891), Souriau
(1898), and Boutroux (1900). Consult also:

Tulloch, Pascal (London, 1878) ; Vinet, Studies
on Pascal (Kng. trans., Edinburgh, 1859) ; Ka-
smith, Pascal (Xew York, 1892); Clark, Paseal
and the Pnrt-Poyalists (ib., 1902) ; Parsons,

Studies in Church History (ib., 1890) ; Drey-
dorlT, Pascal, sein Leben und seine Kampfe
(Leipzig, 1870).

PASCAL'S THEOREM. See Concubrence
and Col.I.I.NKARITY.

PASCAL'S TRIANGLE. A device studied

by Pascal for the determination of the coeffi-

cients of the expansion ia -\- fc)", where n is any
positive inte^'cr. The triangle is constructed in

the following wav:

PASCHASIUS. J

in the coefficients of the
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iiiost inn^oitant of his writings are De Corpore
et tianyuiin: Domini, wliicli caused a prolonged
controversy on the doctrine of tlie Lord's Sup-
per; Expusitio in Lamentaliones Jeremiw; and
De Fide, Spe et chariiate. His work^ were pub-
lislied collectively at Paris in 1018 under the
editorship of Giruiond.

PASCO, pa'sko, C'ERRo UE. A city of Peru.
See C'Eimo he Pasco.

PAS-DE-CALAIS, pa-de-ka'li' (Fr. for Strait
of Dover). A deparlnieut in the north of France,
embracing most of the old Province of Artois
and part of Picardy, bounded on the north
by the Department of Nord and the Strait
of Dover, and on the west by the Strait
of Dover and the English Channel (Man;
France, J 1 ) . Area, 2U0G square miles. Popula-
tion, in 1896, 900,249; in 1901, 9.55,391. The
surface is level, with the exception of a ridge

of hills running from the southeast to the north-
west, ending in Gris-nez Cape (q.v. ), and form-
ing the watershed between the North Sea and the
English Channel. The highest point (095 feet)

is reached a little to the southwest of Desvres.
The rivers, which are of no considerable length,

are the Scarpe and Lys in the basin of the North
Sea, and the Authie and Canche belonging to the

basin of the English Channel. The rivers are
navigable within the department, and are con-

nected l)y canals. The coast-line is SO miles in

length, and the shores are in certain parts low
and sandy; while for several miles on either

side of Gris-nez cliifs similar to those of Dover
front the sea. The climate is mild, but variable.

' The soil is fertile—all the usual cereal and legu-

minous crops being produced in abundance. Fish-

ing is actively carried on along the coast, par-

ticularly in the neighborhood of Boulogne. Coal
of an indill'erent quality is obtained, excellent

stone is quarried, and considerable quantities of

turf are cut. The industrial establishments are

nvunerous and important, including iron foun-

dries, glass works, potteries, tanneries, bleach

works, and mills and factories of various kinds.

Boulogne and Calais are the principal ports.

Capital, Arras.

PASDELOUP, pa'd'-loo', Jules Etien.\e
(1819-87). A French musical conductor, born

in Paris. At ten years of age he entered the

Paris Conservatoire, and in 1834 won the first

prize for his piano-playing. He held a Govern-

ment position after 1848, but three .years later

began the formation of an orchestra composed of

conservatory students whom he trained to pro-

duce the symphonies of the best French and
foreign composers. This was the beginning of the

'concerts populaires' which from their founda-

tion in 1861 truly merited their name. The
Legion of Honor and other marks of distinction

were conferred on him. and his Sunday concerts

were subsidized by the Government and were

carried on for more than twenty years. Pasde-

loup man.iged the Lyric Theatre (1868-70) and
was an instructor at the Conservatoire in 1847-

50, and again in 1855-68.

PASEWALK, pa'zc-valk. A town of Pom-
erania. Northern Prussia, situated on the Ucker.

22 miles northwest of Stettin (Map; Prussia, E
2). It contains several churches, and a bronze

statue of Frederick III. erected in 1895. The

manufactures include tobacco, starch, flour, oil.

Vol. XV—27.

and plaster, and there are iron foundries and
saw-mills. Population, in lUUO, 10,299.

PASHA, pa-shU' (Turk, pasha, from Peryj.
pusliO, pCtiiahiih, king, from pud, protector, mas-
ter I connected with Skt. pali, Lilh. patia, lord,
Lat. potis, able) -|- «/id/i, OPers. xiuyat/iya, king,
connected with OPers. xialra, Av. xiueia, Ski.
kf/atru, kingdom, from Asi, to rule), or Uasua.
A title used in the (Jttoman Empire, originally
bestowed upon members of the royal family only.
It is now used also for high civil and niilitarv
officers. Of the latter there are three grades,
symbolized by the number of horse-tails formerly
borne before them on occasions of state. Three liiils

signify gcneral-in-chief, two tails general, and
one brigadier. The actual .symbols were abol-
ished by Mahmud II. (1808-39), but the grades
still exist. Admirals also have the title pasha.
Civil officers of the rank of Vizier, provincial
governors, and others also receive the title. The
province governed by a pasha is known as a
pashalik or vilayet. The authority of the pasha
in his province was formerly absolute, but be is

now held in check by local councils, ami the
Sultan may at any moment remove the pasha
and even i)ut liiui tn death.

PASHIUBA PALM. See Iriahtea.

PASHKOFF, j)ash'k6f, Vasili Alexandro-
viTCii (?1902). A Russian religious reformer,
founder of an evangelical sect, called after bini

the Pashkovski. An officer of the Imperial Guard
and with high connections, he was brought to

accept Lord Radstock's views of primitive Chris-

tianity (1874); founded an association for the
encouragement of religious reading (18761.
which was abolished about ten years later; anl
did a simple and unassuming evangelical work
in which he met with great success, especially

among his own class. Ahnost his entire fortune

he spent in wise charity. During the reign of

Alexander II.. with whom PashkolT was person-
ally intimate, the work was uninterrupted; but
in 1884 he was forced into exile, first from Saint

Petersburg and then from Russia, the immediate
occasion being his attempt to unite the Stundists
and Baptists of the soutn with his o«Ti northern

sect by means of a simple creed. He afterwards
lived in Austria. Englaml. and France.

PASHTU, pash'too. or PTJSHTTT, poosh'too.

See Afghan.

PASIG, pii's^g. The outlet of the Laguna de

Bay. in Luzon, Philippine Islands. See article

M.V.MI..V.

PASIG. The capital of the Province of Kizal,

in Central Luzon, Philippines (Map: Luzon, F
8). It is situated near the northwestern corner

of the Laguna de Bay, seven miles east of Ma-

nila. The city was burned during the insurrec-

tion of 1897,' and only a few well-built stone

houses remain, the majority of the |H'ople living

in bamboo or nii>a huts. Population, 22,000.

PASINI, pa-se'mV Alberto (1820-09). An
Italian landscape and figure iwinter. born at

Busseto. near Parma. He came to Paris about

1840 and first studieil lithography. Afterwards

he became a )mpil of Ciceri. Isabey. and Thfkv

dore Rousseau. He traveled much in the East,

particularly Turkey and Persia, and took most

of his subjects from those countries. His pic-

tures are full of atmosphere and color, and «s

characteristically Oriental as those of G^^rflme.
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He was awarded tlic undal uf honor at the Paris

Exposition of ISIS. An excelleut example of his

work is the "Eutrance to a ilosque,' in the

Metropolitan Jluseum, Xew" York City.

PASIPHAE, pa-sif'a-G (Lat., from Gk. Uan,-

(pcii/). In Greek mytliology, the daughter of

Helios and sister of C'iree. She was the wife of

Minos, but, in consequence of his neglect to per-

form a certain vow, Poseidon rendered her

enamored of a bull, and she became the mother
of the Jlinotaur. See iliNos ; Minotaur.

PASITH'EA (Lat., from Gk. Xlaw$ia). The
wife of Hypnos, and one of the Graces.

PASKEVITCH, pas-ka'vich, Ivan Feodoko-
viTCii. fount of Erivan, Prince of Warsaw ( 1782-

1850). A Russian licld-marslial, born at Poltava.

He belonged to a Polish family, was a page of the

Emperor Paul, and, entering the army in 1800,

sei'ved in the campaign of Austerlitz. He fought
subsequently against the Turks. He was also

actively engaged in the campaign of 1812, was
present at the battle of Leipzig in 1813, and par-

ticiiiated in the conllicts under the walls of

Paris. In 1820 he gained a great victory over
the Persians under Abbas ilirza at Velizavctpol
and in the following year conquered Persian
Armenia and captured Erivan. He obtained for

Russia tlie advantageous Peace of Turkniantchai

( 1828) . For these services he was created Count
of Erivan. In 1828 and 1829 he made two cam-
paigns against the Turks in Asia, taking Kars,
Erzerum, and other important places. In 1831
Paskevitch, now a field-marshal, succeeded Die-
bitsch as commander of the Russian ftuces
in Poland ; he put an end to the revolt within
three months after his appointment, taking War-
saw after a desperate resistance, Septend)cr 8,

1831. He was made Governor-General of Poland,
and such was the vigor and severity of his rule
that the eventful year of 1848 passed without
any attempt at revolution. When Russian inter-

vention in Hungary had been resolved U]ion in

1840, Paskevitch marched into that country at
the head of 200.000 men. The Hungarian I'nain

army, unable to make head against the double
foe, laid down its arms at Vilagos, August 13th.
In 1854 Paskevitch took the command of the
Russian army on the Danube : but after an un-
successful siege of Silistria he resigned his com-
mand and retired to Warsaw, wliere he died,
February 13, 1856.

PASMA (Neo-Lat., from Gk. Trdafui, a sprink-
ling, from iroufffH', jjassciH, to sprinkle) . Anon-
officinal healing powder, which is regarded as
very serviceable in burns, ulcers, excoriations,
etc. It is composed of 30 parts of silica, 12 of
magnesia, of alumina, 2 of protoxide of iron,
ami 50 of starch from the olgra root. The name
is also applied to a paste or salve, or to a poul-
tice.

PAS'PALTJM (Xeo-Lat.. from Gk. ^da-aAoc,
p<ispalos. sort of millet, from ;ruf, pas, all +
Tvd?.7/. pale, meal). A genus of numerous species
of grasses, natives of warm climates, with soli-

tary or vari(nisly grouped spikes, one-flowered
spikelets, and awnless paleie. Pnspaliim scrohi-
culatum, the cereal koda, cultivated in India,
grows in dry loose soils. PaspaUim exile Is
called fundi (see Fu.x'Di) or fundungi in West
Africa, where it is similarly cultivated. Pas-
pahiin racemosum is a very important fodder-

grass in the coast districts of Peru during the dry
months of February and Jlarch. It has been in-

troduced into France; but it is apt to be injured
by frosts, and seldom ripens its seeds in the
neighborhqod of Paris. Several perennial spe-

cies are indigenous in the Soutliern L'nited States,

where they are highly appreciated as fodder

and pasture grass. They liave some of the cliai-

acteristics of Bermuda grass (q.v. ). raspuhmi
coiiiprcssum (or Paspalum platicaule of some
botanists), commonly known as Louisiana grass,

is considered an excellent lawn grass for t)ie

Southern States, being superior to Bermuda and
less dilHcult to eradicate.

PASPATIS, pas-pa'tis, Alexandros Georgios
(1814'J1). A modern Greek historian, born on
the island of Seio. He was enslaved in 1822, but
was manumitted in Smyrna, came to the United
States, and graduated at Ainherst in 1831. He
studied medicine at Paris and Pisa, and, after

many years' practice in Constantinople, became
professor in the University of Athens in 1878.

He wrote: Etudes stir les Tchinr/hian^s ou Bo-
hcinitiis de Vonpire ottoman (1870): The Eii'i-

lish Version of the Jfevised Xew Testament
(1882); The Great Palace of Constantinople
(trans, from the Greek by Jletcalfe. 18!I3)

; ami
various works in Greek, of which the most im-

portant is on the capture of Constantinople by
the Turks in 14.53 (1890).

PASQUE-FLOWER (OF. prtSf/»c, Fr. pdyiie,

Easter, from Lat. pascha, Gk. iraa-xn, Easter,

from Heb. pesaeh, a
jiassing over, Pass-

over, from pasach,
to pass over), Anem-
one. A genus of per-

ennial silky herbs of

the natural order Ra-
nunculaccic, by some
botanists separated
into the genus Pul-

satilla, the chief dis-

tinguishing charac-

teristic being the
long featherv awns
of the fruit. The
common pasque-flow-

er {Anemone Pulsa-
tilla) is a native of

Europe, with widely
b e 1 l-shapcd bluish-

puri)le flowers, the

petals of which are
often used to color

Easter eggs. Anem-
one pratensis has
smaller and more
perfectly bell-shaped
blackish-purple flow-

ers. These plants
emit, when bruised,

a pungent smell, due
to an essential oil.

Anemone patens is

acrid and is said to blister the skin occasionally.
Anemone patens Nuttalliana, the American
pasque-flower, occurs abundantly from Illinois

northward and westward.

PASQUIEE, pa'skya', EtieNne (1529-1615).
A French jurist and author. He early studied
law under the ablest jurists of France and Italy,

PASQUE-FLOWER
(ADemone PuIsatiUa).
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.ii.il in 1549 was called to the bar. Having al-

ready secured a considerable practice, he in 1.5G0

published the first part of his llecherchcs dc la

France—an antiquarian treatise on national poli-

tics, literature, and religion. In 1.565 he made
his celebrated speech defending the University of
Paris from the encroachments of the .Jesuits.

He was in 1585 appointed by Henry III. advo-
cate-general of the Court of Accounts.

PAS'QUINADE'. See Pasquixo.

PASQUINO, ijas-kwe'no. Tlie name given in
Rome to a mutilated antique statue discovered in

the Piazza Xavona, and erected in a little square
which bears the same name, near the Palazzo
Braschi. From the end of the fifteenth century
it was customary to affix to it epigrams on cur-

rent events, frequently in the forms of questions
and answers passing between Pasquino and an-
other statue known as Marforio. These epigrams
were called Pasquinades. The name is said to

have been taken from a witty tailor of tlie early
part of the sixteenth century, wlio was renowTied
for his pungent criticisms of public men. The
Roman populace, when the government checked
their freedom of speech, found this an outlet

for their opinions ; but since Marforio was trans-

ferred to the Capitoline iluseum, Pasquino has
not had much to say.

PASSAGE (OF., Fr. passage, from ML. pas-

saticiim, right of passage, from passaie, to pass,

to step, from Lat. passiis, pace). In music, a
term applied to a rapidly executed ornamental
figure which is not essential to the melodic out-

line. In concertos for solo-instruments it is

customary to give the performer an opportunity

to display his mastery of mere technical skill.

In the finale, just before the end, the composer
indicates such a place by placing the word ca-

denza there. Such a cadenza has really nothing

to do with the composition and consists of an
extensive series of rapid ornamentations, without

any accompaniment. This is called 'passage-

work.'

PASSAGLIA, pa-sii'lya. CUrlo (1812-87).

An Italian theologian. He was born near Lucca,

became a Jesuit in 1827, and in 1844 was ap-

pointed professor of canon law, and later of dog-

matic theology, in the Collegium Komanum. Dur-
ing the temporary withdrawal of the .Jesuits from
Rome in 1848-51, Passaglia, with some of his

brethren, went to England, where he taught the-

ology to the young brethren of his Order, and on

the Veestabli.shment of the .Jesuits in the Roman
College he resumed possession of his chair. Dur-

ing the discussions which preceded the definition

of the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception

(q.v.) he published an elaborate treatise on

the doctrine and history of that question (1853).

Becoming interested in the movement for Italian

unity in 1850. he left the Society of the .Tesuits,

and entered warmly into the discussions as to

tlie temporal power of the Pope. Having fallen

under suspicion in Rome, he withilrew from that

city to Turin, where he established a journal en-

titled // Mediatore, which appeared till 1866.

In 1861 he was appointed by the King professor

of moral philosophy, and subsequently of the-

ology, in the University of Turin. In 1863 he be-

came a member of the Turin Parliament. He is

said to have sought reconciliation with the

Church, but to have failed to make the required

retractation. He died in Turin, March 12, 1887.

Passaglia's principal works are the treatise on
the Immaculate Conception already referred to;
a treatise (Latin) on the primacy of Saint Peter
(18.50): a scholastic treatise entitled Commcn-
toiius Theoloyiciis dc I'artiliunr Oivinw \ olunln-
tis ( 1851 ) ; an apologj- for the cause of Italian
unity, entitled Pro Causa llaliea: ad Kpiscopos
Vatholicos ( 1801 ) , in which he attacked the tem-
poral power of the Pope and recommended the
Church to n)ake peace with the nation; several
essays on religious and political subjects, and a
rejily to P.cnan's lie de -Usus (1864).

PASSAIC. A river of northern New Jersey
(ilap: Xew Jersey, D 2). It rises a few miles
southwest of ilorristown. Hows in a devious
course northeastward to Paterson, then bends ab-
ruptly to the south, and flows into Newark Bay
between Newark and .Jersey City. It is about
100 miles long, and navigable 13 miles for .small

steamers and sloops. At Pater-son it has a per-

pendicular fall of 50 feet, which furnishes im-
mense water power.

PASSAIC. A city in Passaic County, N. T.,

11 miles northwest of New York City and 4
miles south by east of Paterson. at the' head of
navigation on the Passaic River, and on the Erie,
the Lackawanna, and the Xew York, Susque-
hanna and Western railroads (Map: New Jersey,
D 2). It has two public libraries, the Jane
Watson Reid Memorial Library, completed in

1003, being the finest edifice in the city, .\mong
other prominent features are the municipal
building and the city hall and park. The city

is extensively engaged in manufacturing—the
industrial establishments include rubber and
woolen mills, pantasote leather works, print
works, chemical works, silk mills, and handker-
chief and enanieline factories. There are also large
vineyards and a winery. Under a revised charter
of 1874, the government is vested in a mayor
elected every two years, a coimcil. and in admin-
istrative officials, the majority of whom are nomi-
nated by the executive with the consent of the

council. Tlie school board is independently elect-

ed by popular vote. Population, in 1800, 13,028;

in 1900, 27,777. Settled about 1679. and organized

as a township in 1693. Passaic was incorporated

as a village in 1860, and chartered as a city in

1873. Until about 1852 it was kno\m as Aquae-
kenonk Landing. In November, 1776, Washing-
ton, retreating through New .Jersey, crossed the

Passaic at this point. Consult Pape and Scott,

Histor;/ of P>is>!aic (Passaic, 1899).

PAS SAMAQUOD'DY (perhaps, pollock-

catcher I. A small .\lgonquian trilie. closely re-

lated to the .\malecite and less intimately to the

.Abnaki proper, and formerly residing about Pas-

samaquoddy Bay and Saint Croix River, in

Maine and New Brimswick. In customs thev
resembled the .\bnaki. and. like them, acted witti

the French in the colonial wars. They are now
gathered, to the luimlier of about 200. at Pleas-

ant Point and on Lewis Island, on the bay of

their name.

PASSAMAQTJODDY BAY. An inlet of the

Bav of Fundy. forming part of the boimilary be-

tween JIaine and New Bnmswick (Map: Maine,

K 6). It is 12 miles long by 6 wide, and shut in

by a cluster of islands so as to form an excellent

harbor. It receives the Saint Croix and other

rivers. Tlie city of Eastport, Maine, lies on one
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of the islands, and at the head of the bay is

the town of Saint Andrews, Xew Brunswick.
Tlir tide liere rises 25 feet.

PASSANT, pasax' (Pi-., passing). An her-

aldic term used to express the attitude of an
animal in a walking position, with his head
strai^'ht before him. See Heraldry.

PASSAROWITZ, pas-sa'ro-vits (Serv. Po-
zarcviir, pu-zhii're-vats) . A town of Servia, situ-

ated about 35 miles southeast of Belgrade |Ma]):
Balkan Peninsula, C 2). It has a considerable
trade in agricultural products. It is noteworthy
f(u- the treaty concluded here on July 21, 1718,
between Turkey, on one side, and Austria and
Venice on the other. Turkey ceded the Banat,
part of Servia (including Belgrade), and parts
of Bosnia and Wallachia to Austria. She re-

tained the Morea, which had been reconquered
from the Venetians in 1715. Population, in

mno, 12,957.

PASSAXJ, Gei: pron. piis'sou. An ancient
town of Bavaria, Germany, situated at the con-
tinence of the Danube, the Inn, and the Ilz, on
the Austrian frontier and about 90 miles north-
east of JIunich ( ilap : Germany, E 4 ) . The town
proper is situated on the rocky tongue between
the Danube and the Inn, and is remarkably pic-

turesque with its old-fashioned houses rising in

terr.aces above each other. The two suburbs of

Tnnstadt and Ilzstadt are situated on the Inn and
the Ilz respectively. Opposite Ilzstadt stands the
old fortress of Oberhaus. dating from the begin-

ning of the thirteenth centurj'. The centre of the
old town is the Domplatz, with its beautiful

cathedral founded in the fifth century and rebuilt

in the rococo style in the seventeenth century.
Adjoining the cathedral is the post office, former-
ly the canons' residence, where the Treaty of

Passau (q.v.) was concluded in 1552. Worthy of

mention are also the old and the new rococo epis-

copal residences and the recently restored Rath-
aus. In the Innstadt is situated the pilgrimage
church of Mariahilf. The educational institutions

include a gymnasium founded in IGll, a Real-
sriiulc, a school of agriculture, a training school

for teachers, and a number of institutes for girls.

Tlie city manufactures hard-wood flooring, leath-

er, paper, mirrors, porcelain, matches, wire, etc.,

and trades in wood, salt, and grain. Population,
in 1890, 10,333; in 1900, 17,988, chiefly Roman
Catholics.

Passau proper occupies the site of the Castra
Batava of the Romans, and Innstadt is identified
with the Celtic settlement of Boiudurum, founded
about one hundred years B.C. The bishopric of

Passau, of which the town is the seat, was
founded in 738, .secularized in 1803, and re-

established in 1817. Consult Moun, Passau
(Passau. 1878).

PASSAU, Treaty of. An agreement made
in the year 1552 at Passau, by the Elector
JIaurice of Saxonj- and Ferdinand, King of the
Romans, representing his brother, the Emperor
Charles V. It was signed by ilaurice on August
2d and agreed to by the Emperor a few weeks
later. It established peace between the Catholics
and Lutherans pending the settlement of ecclesi-

astical matters by the next Diet, thus guarantee-
ing the free exercise of their religion to the
adherents of the Confession of Aug.sburg in the
States which had adopted this form of worship.
A definitive settlement was effected at the Diet of

Augsburg in 1555. Consult Barge, Die Vcrhaiid-
Uinyen zu Liiiz und Passau und der Vertray von
Passau (Strassburg, 1893). See Refohmation,
The Protestant.

PASSAVANT, pa'sa'vaN', .Johann David
li87-lStil). A German art critic and painter,
born at Frankfort-on-the-ilain. He studied
painting with David and Gros at Paris, and
afterwards with the Xazarites in Rome. His
jiaintings are imimportant, but he eventually be-

came inspector of the Stiidel Institute at Frank-
fort, and did much to promote art, by virtue
of his position, and also by his literary works.
The principal of these are: Rafael von Urbiiio

und sein Vater Giovanni Santi (1839-58); Die
christliche Kunst in Spatiien (1853); and Le
peiutre-graveur (6 vols., 1860-64), an appendix
to Bartsch's standard work on the same subject.
Consult his autobiography (Frankfort, 1803),
and the biograph}- by Cornill (ib., 1805).

PAS'SAVANT, William Alfred (1821-94).
An American philanthropist, born at Zelienople,

Butler County, Pa. He graduated at .Jefferson

College in 1S40, and at the Lutheran Theological
Seminary in 1842; was ordained to the Lutheran
ministiy in the latter year; was pastor of
churches at Baltimore, JId., and Pittsburg, Pa.,

successively, and subsequently became widely
known as the founder of hospitals and orphan
asvlums at various places in the United States.

In 1870 he, with A. Louis Thiel, founded Thiel

College, at Greenville. Pa., and in 1819 he found-
ed the Lutheran Theological Seminar3' in Chicago.

He introduced the order of deaconesses into the

United States. He was foiuider and editor of

The ^Vorkman, published at Pittsburg; from
1845 to 1861 edited The Missiouarii. and subse-

quently was a co-editor of The Lutheran, into

which The Missionary was merged in 1801.

PASS CHRISTIAN. A town in Harrison
County, iliss., 58 miles east by north of New
Orleans, on Jlississippi Sound (Gulf of Mexico),
and on the Louisville and Xashville Railroad
(Map: Mississippi, G 10). It is one of the most
popular watering places on the Gulf, having a
healthful climate and excellent facilities for boat-

ing, bathing, and fishing. Among its attractions

is a wide shell-paved avenue, lined with fine

trees. It extends for seven miles along the shore,

where there are many pleasure piers. Pass Chris-

tian is the centre of an important oyster indus-

trv; it also has a large packing establishment.

Population, in 1890, 1705; in 1900. 2028.

PASSE, pa'sa'. A tribe of the great Ara-

wakan stock (q.v.), formerly the most numerous
tribe on the .Japura River, Northwestern Brazil,

but now nearly extinct. Both men and women
are noted for their liglit complexion, fine figures,

and handsome features, approaching the Cau-
casian type. They are clean in habit, intelligent,

gentle, and industrious, and have been called the

noblest tribe of the Amazon region. They tattoo

their faces: the men cut the hair close, while the

women wear it flowing loosely. They bury their

dead in circular graves and are greatly under the

influence of their priests.

PASSENGER PIGEON. The .\meriean wild

or migratory pigeon. See Pigeon. Also Plate

of Pir.EONS.

PASSENGERS. See Carrier, Common.
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PASSEPIED, pas'pya' (from Fr. passer, to

jjusi, from Lat. passus, step, from paiuUre, to

stretch + pied, foot, from Lat. pes, foot). An
old French dance in three-eiglilh or sLvciwhth
time. It resembled the minuet, hut was a little

more lively. During the time of Louis XIY. it

was introduced into the ballet, and was also

often inserted in suites. It was divided into a
numlxT of parts of eight or sixteen bars each.

PASSERAT, pas'ra', Jean (1534-1602). A
French poet and scholar, born at Troyes. He
taught in various Provencal colleges mitil 1569,

when he gained the patronage of Henri de Mes-
mes, and settled in Paris. In 1572 he succeeded
Kamus as professor of eloquence and Latin
poetry at the Coll&ge de France, where his learn-

ing and wit brought him many pupils. But
Passerat was a patriot, and during the Wars of

the League he had to suspend his courses. At
this time he was one of the authors of the Satire
ilcnippee (1594), which was his chief literary

achievement. The grace, point, and erudition of

his verse make him one of the most interesting

of the post-Pleiades. His w orks include : Vers de
chasse et d'amour (1597); Kalenda; Januariw
et Varia qucedam Poemata (1597), and com-
mentaries on Tibullus, Catullus, and other Ro-
man poets. His collected works were edited

by Blanehemain in 1881 (Paris).

FASSERES, pas'ser-ez (Lat., sparrows), or

Passeriformes. The largest order of birds,

nearly corresponding to the old order Insessores

or 'perchers.' The order takes its name from a

typical genus (Passer) represented by the com-
mon house-sparrow (q.v.). The Passeres are char-

acterized by the possession of four toes, three in

front and one behind, all inserted on the same
level. The muscle that bends the hind toe is

separate from the muscle which bends the other

toes collectively; there is no anibiens, and no

accessory femoro-caudal muscle: the sternum has

a single notch on each side behind : there are

more than si.x secondaries and the reetrices are

almost always twelve; the palate is aegithog-

nathous; there is a single carotid, the left: the

oil-gland is nude: there are two ca;ca: the ui)per

cervical feather-tract is directly continuous with

the dorsal tract, and the femoral tracts are

weak : the young are hatched naked and helpless.

More than half of all known birds are Passeres.

They are found everywhere, and their habits,

colors, food, songs, eggs, etc., show the greatest

diversity. According to the structure of the

syrinx, "they are grouped as Clamatores (Pas-

seres anisomyodfe) , or as Oseines (Passeres dia-

cromyoda;). Consult Evans, i?irrf.? (London,! 900 )

.

PASSI, pas'se. A town of Panay, Philippines,

in the Province of Iloilo, situated 19 miles north

of Iloilo (Map: Philippine Islands, G 8). Pop-

ulation. l.S,802.

PASSING NOTES. A term in music. In

passing from one cliord to another, an inter-

vening note, not belonging to either chord, may
be used to assist the progression. Such a note

is called a passing note or note of transition, as

the notes marked * in the upper part of the

subjoined example

:

I J

They differ from suspensions in not being pre-
pared and in always entering upon the unac-
cented beat.

PASSINI, pA-s6'n6, Li dwk; (1832-190.3). An
Austrian painter, born in Vienna. He was a son
of and was first instructed by the engraver
Johann Passini (1798-1874), then studied at the
Vienna Academy under Fiihrich and Kupel-
wieser, and finally devoted him.self to painting
in water-colors under Karl Werner, with whom
he tr-aveled in Italy. In 1855 he made his home
in Rome, where he first painted architectural
subjects and interiors with figures, hut gradually-
cultivated more exclusively genre scenes from
Italian popular life. He "settled in Venire in

1873, and thenceforth devoted his brush chiefly
to those delineations of Venetian life with which
his name is associated as one of the most dis-

tinguished aquarellists of his day. Prominent
examples of his work are: '"Canons in Saint
Peter's, Rome" (1870, National Gallery. Ber-
lin) ; "Reading Aloud from Tasso to Fishermen
at Chioggia" (1872); "I'umpkin Venders in

Venice" (1876, Vienna Museum) ; "Curious Peo-
ple on a Bridge" (1885, Breslau Museum);
"Venetian Women at a Fountain" (1891). He
also painted excellent portraits.

PASSION, or Passiox Mvsic. From the
earliest times it was customary in the Church to
chant the story of the passion of Christ during
Holy Week. As a musical art-form the passion
first appears in Germany about 1570. At the
same time Italy originated the form of the
oratorio, and for the next half century no
marked distinction appears between the two
forms. Then the passion began to a.ssume char-
acteristic traits which distinguish it from the
oratorio. These traits are the frequent introduc-
tion of chorales, the retention of the character of
the 'narrator' (which entirely disappeared from
the oratorio), and the use of the chorus for con-
templation and reflection upon the events related.

See Oratorio: Sacred Mtsic.

PASSIONATE PILGRIM, TuE. A small
collection of sonnets and lyrics by Shakespeare,
Marlowe, Barnfield, and Raleigh, published by
W. Jaggard in 1599. .Shakespeare's name ap-

peared on the title-page, but was evidently un-
authorized, as it was dropped in later editions,

and several of the poems were erroneously at-

tributed to him.

PASSION CROSS (Lat. passio. suffering,

from /"III, to sutler). A cross supposed to re-

produce the form and proportions of that on
which Christ suffered, with a long upright and
one or two short traverses near the top. It often

liears the figure of Christ, and is heavier in pro-

portions than the resurrection cross, which also

belongs to the type of the Latin cross, A pas-

sion cross, when elevated on three steps or de-

grees (said by heralds to represent the virtues

of faith, hope, and charity), is called a cross

Calvary.

PASSION-FLOWER {r<issiflora). A genus
of fifty known species of mostly climbing plants

of the natural order Passifloraeea", The species,

which are almost exclusively natives of the warm
parts of America, have alternate, simple, vari-

ously lobed leaves, from the axils of which ten-

drils are produced. The flowers are usually

hermaphrodite, with a generally fine segmented
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colori^d calyx, ami similarly segmfntcd or absent

corolla. Several rows of filamento\is i)rocesses

spring from within the eup, which is formed by
tlie consolidated calyx and corolla. The genus

received its name from fanciful persons among
the first Spanish settlers in America who imag-

ined a representation of the Lord's passion, the

filamentous processes being taken to represent

the crown of thorns, the three styles the nails

of the cross, and the five anthers the marks of

(he wounds. On account of the large and beauti-

ful flowers, many of the species are cultivated in

greenhouses; some are aJso grown in tropical

countries for their fruit, particularly Passifiora

ediilis, or granadilla (q.v.). Passifiora quad-'

ranyularis is a larger edible species known
as the large granadilla. One of the best

known species is Pussi/lora cwrnlea, a na-

tive of Peru and Brazil, extensively gro\ni

for its beautiful white, pale blue, or rose-colored

flowers. Like most species, it succeeds in the

open only in tro]iical and snbtro])ieal climates.

Among the popular cultivated species are Passi-

fiora gracilis and Passifiora rncemosa. About ten

species are natives of the L'nited States, among
which are Passifiora incarnata, the ilay-pop of

the Southern States, a showy flowered edible

fruited species. The passion-flower is propagated
by seeds and bj^ cuttings of the young wood.

PASSIONISTS. The name generally applied

to the order formally known as '"Barefooted

Clerks of the Holy Cross and Passion of Our
Lord," founded by Saint Paul of the Cross (q.v.).

Their first permanent settlement was made on
Monte Argentarn. near Genoa, in 1737: they re-

ceived the first Papal approbation as a society

of mission preachers from Benedict XIV. in 1741,

and their rule, modified in some points, was
again confirmed by Clement XIV. in 1769. who
four years later gave them the Church of Saints
John and Paul on the Ctelian Hill in Rome, now
the headquarters of the Order. The members
take, besides the usual monastic vows, a fourth

to remember and meditate continually upon the

sufl'erings of Christ. Their work is principally

the conversion of sinners, especially by preaching
missions. Their habit is black, with a white
heart-shaped piece of stufT sewed on the left

breast, in which are represented the instruments
of the passion—cross, nails, crown of thorns, etc.

The general (prwpositus) is elected by the gen-
eral chapter for six years; each house has a
rector, chosen for three years. The Order has
now eight provinces—four in Italy, one in Eng-
land, one in America, one in France, and one in

Spain. In 1901 they numbered eighty-seven pro-
fessed fathers in the United States (to which
they came in 1852), with ten monasteries.

PASSION PLAY. A performance which
takes ])lace every tenth year in the village of
Oborammergau, in the Bavarian highlands^ In
1033, as an act of gratitude for the cessation of
a plague which had desolated the surrounding
country, the villagers vowed to represent the
passion of Christ every ten years, and have ever
since observed their vow. The inhabitants of
this secluded spot, long noted for their skill in

carving wood and ivory, have a rare iniion of

artistic cultivation with perfect simplicity. The
personator of Christ considers his part an act
of religious devotion; he and the other principal
performers are said to be selected for their holy

life, and consecrated to their work with prayer.
Tlie i)layers, about six hundred in number, are
all villagers, who, though they have no artistic

instruction except from the parish priest, act
their parts with much dramatic power and a
delicate appreciation of character. The tJospel

narrative is closely followed; the acts .alternate

with tableaux from the Old Testament and choral
odes. Many thousands of the peasantry arc at

tracted by the spectacle from all parts of the

Tyrol and Bavaria, among whom the same
earnest and devout demeanor prevails as amoni.'

the performers. Consult: iStead, The Passiim
Play (London, 1890); Grein, Uas Ohframmii-
gatier Passionspiel (Leipzig, 1880), See Mys-
tery.

PASSOVER (translation of Heb. pesach. a

passing over, from piisach, to pass over). The
first of the three chief festivals prescribed liv

the Pentateuchal codes (Ex. xii.; Lev. xxiii. 4-s';

Xum. ix. 1-14: xxviii. l(i-25; Deut. xvi. 1-8). It-

celebration begins on the evening of the f(;ur

teenth day of Xisan (corresponding to the older
Abib) and lasts for eight daj-s. The .Jewish

Church associates the festival with the Exodus
from Egypt, and this historical character was so

impressed upon it as to obscure its original sig-

nificance. By a careful study, however, of the
passages referring to the Passover in the various
Pentateuchal codes, modern scholars claim that
they have traced the gradual development of the

festival and have .shown that it was a mixture
of various elements, originally having notliing to

do one with the other. In the first place, dis-

tinction must be made between two festivals com-
bined in the Passover, viz. ( 1 ) a feast of un-
leavened bread known as massoth, and (2) a
festival in wliieh the chief rite was the sacrifice

of a sheep within the family circle and the
sprinkling of the lintels and doorposts of the
houses with the blood. This sacrifice was called

pesach. Of these two festivals the former is the
old Canaanitish harvest festival, commemorative
of the first ripening of the corn, which the He-
brews naturally adojited when they took posses-

sion of the Canaanitish soil. Thanksgiving of-

ferings were made on this occasion to Yahweli
as the 'Baal,' to whom the land belonged. Since
the presentation of such gifts, consisting of the
first-fruit sheaf, involved a visit to a Yahweh
sanctuary, the occasion became a khag—the an-
cient Semitic designation for a mirthful festival

with dances and processions at a sanctviary and
a sacrificial meal as the symbol of communion
between the god and his worshipers. It was cvis-

tomary at this festival to eat only unleavened
bread, which merelj- represents the usual food
during the harvest season, when the people, busy
with field labors, did not take time to wait in

baking their bread imtil the completion of the
slow process involved in the leavening of the
dough; hence the festival became known as the
Ihag ham-mnssoth, i.e. the festival of unleavened
bread. On the other hand, the sacrifice of the
pesach stands in no connection with agriculture
and is originally a rite of propitiation or lustra-

tion observed during a pestilence or on some
other speei.al occasion. It consisted in sprinkling
with blood the entrance to the house (or tent),
which was particularly sacred. It is still cus-

tomary among the Bedouins to sprinkle their

camels and (locks with blood as a protection
against the ravages of a pestilence. This blood
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lite, from being indulyed in on extraordinary
nreasions, became a regular custom ol)served in

I he spring, the bearing time of tlie tloeUs, wlien

It became especially important to secure the pro-

irction of the deitj-. Already in the earliest of
1 iie Pentateuchal codes these two festivals, one
; I. longing to the agricultural stage, the other a
-iirvival of the nomadic stage, are brought into

..mnection with the Kxodus from Egypt, and
tombined with each otlier. The combination

once made, there resulted a series of ceremonial
observances which gradually assumed the elabo-

rate character of the Jewish Passover festival.

The sprinkling of the blood became the symbol
of the protection granted the Hebrews by Yah-
weh at the time that pestilence struck the Egyp-
tian households. The oH'erings of the first-fruits

of the field to Yahweh led to the view that first-

lings of the flock and the first-born of the house-

hold likewise lielonged to the deity. The sacri-

ficial lamb and tlie unleavened bread were also

brought into connection with tlie Exodus, the

former pictured as a ceremony indulged in on
the eve of the departure of the people, the latter

a syanbol of the 'haste' with which the deliver-

ance was brought about, so that the people did

not have time to bake bread from leavened dough.
In later Judaism the historical association was
still further emphasized, and there grew up an
elaborate service for the eve of the Passover,

known as the seder, the chief features of which
were the recalling of the Exodus by reciting the

narrative in the houseliold, the preparation of

dishes symbolizing the affliction and liardships of

the people in Egypt, together with thanksgivings

and songs of praise accompanied by benedictions

over wine for the miraculous deliverance. For
eight days unleavened cakes are eaten and no
food prepared of any leaven material is to be

eaten. In fact, all traces of leaven are to be

removed out of the house, and in orthodox Jew-
ish households separate sets of dishes are used

during the eight days of the Passover. In the

Christian Church the paschal lamb became pre-

eminently the type of the sacrifice of Christ.

Bibliography. Consult the Hebrew archae-

ologies of Nowack and Benzinger, and the com-

mentaries on Exodus by Dillmann, Strack,

Baentsch; K. Schiifer, Das Passah-Ma~zot Fcst

nacli seincm Ursprung iiiid seiner Eiilirickeliing

(Gutersloh. 1900) ; Trumbull, The Threshold

Covenant (Xew York, 1890) ; and for the later

Jewish customs, Scliriider, Satzungen tind Oe-

Irihiche dcs tahnndisch-rahbinischen. Judenthums
(Bremen, 1851); Dembitz, The Jetpish Services

ill Synagogue and Home (Philadelphia, 189S).

PASSOW, pas'sft, Franz (1781)1833). A
Gevnuiu jihilologist. He was born at I.udwigs-

lust. studied at Leipzig, and was called in 1807

to tlie chair of Greek in the Weimar Gymnasium,

and in 1815 to that of ancient literature in the

University of Breslau. His princijial work is his

Handiporierbuch der qrieehisehen Spraehe (1819-

24). He also published (Irundziige der griech-

ischen und riimischen Litteratur- vnd Kunst-

geschicMe (2d ed., 1829), and other volumes.

PASSPORT (Fr. passeporl, from passer, to

pass + pari, Lat. partus, port, harbor). A
written instrument issued by the authority of a

government for the identification and protection

of its citizens when traveling abroad. It 13

first a certificate of the citizenship of the bearer,

and, second, a formal permit authorizing him to
leave the State of which he is a subject. The
origin of the practice of granting passports grew
out of the right of nations, which was formerly
more frequently exercised than now, to witliliuld
from foreigners the right of transit througli their
territory. The formal permission granted to a
foreigner by a government to pass through its
territory was a passport. To avoid the incon-
venience of this rerjuirement, the practice was
adopted by which a subject of one governnieiil
leaving his country for travel in another ob-
tained from his government a certificate of citi-

zenship which was accepted by the otlier govern-
ment as a passport. This is presented to the
foreign government as an identification of the
bearer, who, instead of receiving a passport from
the foreign government, is given permission to
pass through by the act of an ollicer in iiuttiug
a vis^ upon the certificate itself. .\t present
Russia, Turkey, Portugal, and Greece are the
only European countries where travelers cannot
travel freely without passports, though some of

the German States require certification for the
purpose of police protection, where parties desire

to reside for a considerable period in one place.

In the United States passports are issued only
by the Department of State and only to citizens

upon application supported by proof of citizen-

ship. Xo distinction is made between native-

born and naturalized citizens in the granting of

passports. The fee is $1, and a passport for the

head of a family includes the wife and minor
children. In foreign countries they may be ob-

tained by citizens of the l"iiited States only by
the chief diplomatic representative or by the

consul-general, or, in the absence of both of these

officers, by a consul. A fee of $5 is allowed to be

charged for each passport granted to a citizen of

the United States abroad by a diplomatic rep-

resentative. An application to a diplomatic of-

ficer for a passport by a native citizen mu>-t l>e

accompanied by a written declaration under oath

stating the name, age, and place of birth of the

applicant, supported if possible by the allidavit

of a creditable person to whom the applicant is

personally known. If the applicant claims to be

a naturalized citizen, he must produce a copy of

the decree of the court by which he was nat-

uralized. In both cases an oath of allegiance is

required for transmission to the Department of

State. Every such passport to be valid must be

renewed either at the Department of State or at

a legation of the Inited States abroad at the

expiration of two years frniii its date. Passport.s

are not granted to alien.-, who have declared

their intention to become citizens of the T'nitoJ

States, although they may obtain authenticated

certificates of their declaration of intention, which

entitle them to a qualified protection while trav-

eling abroad. Xor are they granted to natural-

ized^citizcns who may be inferred from long resi-

dence abroad and other circumstances to have

abandoned their nationality. The chief value

of a passport is that it provides the holder with

authentic proof of his national character and

frees him from inconveniences which be might

otherwise experience while traveling in foreigri

lands. If lawfully issuc.l it is prinui facie evi-

dence of citizenship, and as such must I<e re-

spected not only by the administrative officers,

but by the courts "of the government where the

holder may be sojourning; but it furnishes no
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exemption from the jurisdiction of the country
in whicli lie may be. It is nothing more than a
request to foreign governments to admit tlie

bearer to tlie enjoyment of the rights and privi-
leges to wliich he as citizen of the country
issuing the passport may be entitled by treaty or
convention.

In some European States no subject is allowed
to depart tlierefrora without first securing a pass-
port from his government authorizing him to
leave the country. Where tliis rule prevails the
passport is required to be countersigned by the
minister or consul of the country which the
bearer visits. In time of war passports or safe
conducts arc frequently granted by military com-
manders to allow persons to pass through the
lines or to insure the safety of officers while in
the performance of some duty which takes them
beyond the lines. They may'also be granted for
the passage of goods as well as for individuals.
Diplomatic representatives upon departing from
a State in which they have been residing usiially
demand and receive passports to enable them to
withdraw in safety.

PASSY, pa'se'. A western suburb of Paris,
included in tlie city since 18fi0.

PASTA, pii'sta (nee Xegri), Giuditta (Ju-
dith) ( 170S-18G5). An Italian singer, and one
of the most distinguishcdopera sopranos of modej-n
times. She was born near Milan, and received
her musical education partly at Como, under
the chapelmaster of the cathedral there, and
partly in the conservatory at Milan. After 1811
she appeared at various theatres of the second
rank in Northern Italy. Her first great triumph
was achieved at Verona in 1821. The year fol-

lowing she was engaged at the Paris Italian
Opera, where her singing excited great admira-
tion. From 1825 to 1830 was the period of her
greatest triumphs, which were won principally
in London and Paris. Vienna, where she ac-
cepted an engagement in 1832, witnessed the last.

Some time afterwards she withdrew from the
stage and purchased a villa on the banks of Lake
Como, where, and at Milan, she resided. She
had a magnificent voice, which easily passed
from clear, shrill soprano notes to the gravest
contralto tones, besides which she had great dra-
matic energy, and a stateliness of manner that
suited lofty and ini[X)sing characters. Her prin-
cipal roles were in Medea, Desdemonn, Kemi-
ramide. La Sonnambiila, and Norma (these
operas were written for her by Bellini), and
Giulia in Romeo e Giulia. Donizetti and Pacini
also wrote operas for her.

PASTEL (Fr. paslel. from Lat. pastillus,
little roll, lozenge, diminutive of panis, loaf,
bread). Colored crayon. (SeeCRATON.) Also, by
abbreviation, the process of drawing in color by
means of such crayon. The substance is gen-
erally sold in small cylinders. The paper used
is not very smooth. Tlie drawing is carried on
exactly as with black and white drawing, with
this distinction, that a color etl'ect may be, and
generally is, sought, depth of shade and grada-
tions of light and dark being replaced by grada-
tions in colors. One of the special difficulties
with the pastel process is the perishable nature
of the result. A sharp jar or blow will dislodge
some of the particles of color, and a touch of a
soft brush or cloth will make a great scar in the
colored surface. It is possible to remedy this

in part by the use of a fixative: but a pastel
drawing remains the most easily injured of all
works of art. To guard against tliis, 'it is almost
universally the custom to cover such a drawing
with glass; and, moreover, the drawing must not
touch the glass. Properly protected, a pastel
may remain beautiful for a century and a hall,
as is seen in the very admirable drSiwings in the
Louvre by French masters of the eighteenth cen-
tury. The special beauty of a pastel drawing
is in its soft, velvety surface, giving a bloom and
depth to the color harmonies hardly attainable
elsewhere; but this beauty is at once marnd
when it is seen through the glass covering. It
will be best, then, to risk the chance of injury
to pastels of no special value, keeping them in
closed portfolios; and, for those of great im-
portance, to have the glass arranged to open
readily.

On th^ whole, pastel seems more fitted for the
sketching of an artist who cares for color than
for any other purpose. It gives a great facilitv
to the artist who wishes to work rapidly, and
who does not wish to wait while liquid washes
or semi-liquid touches are drying.

There are crayon drawings in two or three col-
ors which date from the sixteenth century, but
pastel in the usual sense hardly appears before
the second quarter of the eighteenth century.
Rosalba Carriera of Venice (1075-1757), the
most original of all woman artists, seems to
have brought pastel drawing to its full charm
during her stay in France, about 1720. The chief
of all pastel-draughtsmen is generally admitted
to be Maurice Quentin de la Tour (iii the eight-
eenth century), whose works are chielly in the
Louvre and in the Museum of Saint (Jueiitin
( Aisne) . Jean Baptiste Greuze, in the eighteenth
century, and Eug&ne Delacroix, in the nine-
teenth did admirable work in this way, and the
Swede Lundberg, who died about 1780, is also
famous, though his work is not much known out
of Sweden.

The art underwent a sort of revival during the
last quarter of the nineteenth century. In
Brussels, Emile Wauters, a portraitist of real
merit, and in France H. G. E. Degas, the impres-
sionist, have used pastel with surprising original-
ity. Other noted pastel artists of the present day
are Pierre Carrier-Belleuse, Rene Gilbert, Emile
Rene Menard. In the LTnited States this medium
has been used with success by William M. Chase,
J. Appleton Brown, and especially by J. Wells
Champney. Consult: Robert, Le Pastel (Paris,
1890) ; Jiinnicke, Kime Anieitunfi zur Tempera-
und Pastellteehnik (Stuttgart, 1803) : Retscher,
Anlcitung zur Pastellmalerei (4th ed., Dresden,
1900).

PASTEUR, pas'ter', Louis (1822-05). A
celebrated French scientist, born at Dole. He
early devoted himself to the study of chemistry
and took his doctor's degree in 18-17. In 1848 he
became professor of physical science at Dijon,
and in the following year accepted the professor-
ship of chemistry at Strassburg. In 1854 he
founded the faculty of sciences at Lille, of which
he became dean. Here he remained until 1857,
when he went to Paris as scientific director of the
Ecole Normale Superieure and was elected a
member of the Institute. In 1863 he became pro-
fessor of geology-, physics, and chemistry at the
School of Fine Arts, and from 1867 to 1875 was
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professor of chemistry at the Sorbonne. Later

he carried on his researches at the institute

bearing his name. The results of Pasteur's in-

vestigations have formed contributions of the

highest importance to nearly every branch of

physical and natural science. By his classical

researches on optically active substances and

their separation into isomeric modifications of

identical chemical but different physical prop-

erties. Pasteur became the founder of modem
stereo-chemistry (q.v.). In the province of fer-

mentation and the germ theory his work was even

more valuable. He showed that lactic, butyric,

acetic, and other fermentations are caused by

micro-organisms, and established on a firm scien-

tilic basis the principle that spontaneous genera-

tion cannot take place, at least under ordinary

conditions. The different processes of putrefac-

tion and fermentation set up by the air are in-

variably produced by germs the presence of which

in the atmosphere Pasteur demonstrated by pass-

ing a current of air tluough guncotton. and dis-

solving the latter in a mixture of alcohol and
ether; an insoluble residue was thus obtained,

in which the germs of organisms could be readily

seen with the aid of a miscroscope and could be

shown to be capable of developing into mature

organisms.

Pasteur's studies on the diseased conditions

of wine and beer have rendered possible and

easy the prevention of these conditions. Xo less

important were his investigations on the silk-

worm's disease pcbrine and its cure. His dis-

covery of bacteria as the cause of anthrax

(splenic fever) in cattle was epoch-making in

the science of diseases. Similar results were ob-

tained with regard to fowl-cholera: and his ex-

periments show success in preventing the various

diseases caused by septic bacteria, by inoculating

animals with a "milder form of the disease by

means of a weaker brood of bacteria, artificially

cultured. Pasteur found that by keeping a

cultured crop of specific micro-organisms at a

certain temperature with a full supply of oxy-

gen, he could reduce organisms to an incapacity

for producing spores, therefore to sterility. But

before this point is reached the cultured organ-

ism loses its virulence, although still germinat-

ing; vaccination with it then produces a mild

disease, which effectually protects from the fatal

scourge of splenic fever, of fowl's cholera, and

other diseases.

In the same manner he dealt with splenic

apoplexv. which he showed to be caused by the

presence of specific bacteria in the blood. By
artificiallv cultivating these bacteria he suc-

ceeded in developing a weaker crop of germs:

and bv inoculating healthy animals with the

virus he produced a milder form of the disease,

which is believed to afford protection from the

more violent and dangerous malady. Pasteur^s

•well-known treatment of hydrophobia (q.v.) is

based on a siniiliar principle.

His published works include: youvel exemple

de fermentation (IHerminee par des avimalciilrs

infusoircs pourant rivre snns o.riffihte libre

(1863) : Etudes siir le vin. sen mnlndtex. causes

gui les proroquent. etc. (ISCfi) : Etudes sur Je

rinaiare. ses maladies, moiiens de les prfremr.

etc (1868); Etudes sur la maladic des vers

i soie (1870); youvelles etudes sur la maladic

des vers a soie, etc. (1871) ; Etudes sur la biire,

ses maladies, etc. (1870); Les microbes (jointly
with Tyndall (1878); .Sur les maladies viru-

lentes et en parliculier sur la maladic appelie
vulgairetnent cholera des poules (Paris, 1880);
and several important articles in the Annates de
Chimie. Con.sult: Bournand, Vn bienfaiteur de
rhumanitc: Pasteur, sa tie, son ocuvre (Paris,

1S9G), and a JAfc in English by Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Frankland (New York, 1898).

PASTETJKIZEB. An apparatus for preserv-

ing by mi-aus oi IhmI wines, milk, and othi-r

solutions Iriiiii (li'li liciratiiiii.

PASTICCIO, pi-stet'chd (It., medley). In
music, a term ap|ilied to works that are patched
up from various earlier works of a composer.

In the eighteenth century operatic composers
did not always trouble themselves to compose new
music to a new text. They took arias or choruses

from their other earlier ojwras and adapted

them to a new text. Gluck's I'iramo e Tisbe is

such a pasticcio in wliich tlie composer used the

best arias of operas previously written by him.

Handel made liberal use of this inartistic device,

even in some of his best works. Thus the fa-

mous chorus from tlie Mensiah, "For unto us a

child is born," is not original, but the music is

taken note for note from a madrigal composed
by Handel himself in 1712 to a text representing

a jealous lover.

PASTO, piis'to. The capital of the province

of the same name in the Department of Cauca,

Colombia, near the border of Ecuador, and

120 miles northeast of C^uito (Map: Cohmibia,

B 3). It is situated at an altitude of 86o0 feet

in the midst of a large plain at the foot of the

volcano of the same name. The town is well

constructed, with broad, well-paved streets, and

many fine private residences. It is an episcopal

seatwith a seminarv- and collegiate institute. It

has manufactures of woolen blankets, hats, and

certain kinds of decorated pottery. It maintains

a regular trade with Ecuador. Its population is

about 10.000. Pasto was founded by order of

Pizarro in 1539. It was twice burned during the

wars of independence ami ruined by an earth-

quake in 1827. ill wliiili 10,000 people perished.

PASTON LETTERS. The correspondence of

the Paston family in Norfolk. England, including

over 1100 letters", together with a few State pa-

pers which came into the family's possession. The

letters cover the years 1422-1.509 and are of the

utmost value as affording us our only glimpse

into the public and ])rivate life of the time in nil

its phases. They were first published by Sir

•John Fenn in five volumes (London. 1787-18231,

the last volume appearing by another hand after

the principal editor's death. The disappearance

of the manuscripts after tlipir publication nat-

urallv led to doubts as to their genuineness.

Gairdner defended their authenticity on 4hc

grounds of internal evidence, and the sound-

ness of his argument was completely proved by

the subsequent reappearance of several volumes

of the lost manuscripts. He also prepared

an admirable edition of the letters in three vol-

umes (London. lS72-7.i: reprinted in 1890). with

an introduction containing a full history of the

Paston familv in connection with the history of

the time. This edition was speedily exhausted

and a new one by the same editor, containing

105 new letters, appeared in four volumes (Lon-

don. 1900-01).
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PASTOR (Lat., slicplierd; so called because
IrKiueiitly seen near flocks of sheep). The pop-

ular, as well as the generic name of certain birds

of the starling family (Sturnidfe). They differ

from starlings in the compressed and slightly

curved bill. In habits, as in structure and food,

the groups are very similar. (See Oxpeckeb.)
They are confined to the Old World, and espe-

cially to the Orient, though one species, the rose-

colored pastor, or rose-starling {Pastor roseus)

,

glossy black, with pink back and abdomen, is

occasionally seen (sometimes in vast flocks)

about the ilediterranean. It is not only a very
handsome bird, but is very useful, especially

where locusts occur, as the pastors eat the young
locusts greedily, and are for this reason some-
times called 'locust-birds' (q.v.). In India the
species is numerous and familiar, and is included
with the mynas. See Plate of Labks axd
Stablixgs.

PASTOR, piis'tor, LiDWiG (1854—). A Ger-
man lii-turian, born at Aixla-Chapelle. He studied
at the universities of Bonn. Berlin, and Vienna,
became a lecturer at Innsbruck in 1880, and was
appointed to a professorship of history there in

1880. In the preparation of his historical works
he made extensive research in the archives of

Germany. France, and Italy, particularly those
of the Vatican, first made accessible by Leo XIII.
His chief publication is his (Jeschichte der Papste
sett dem Ausgang des iJittelaltcrs (1886-95; 4th
cd.. 18(19-1001; English trans.. London. 1891-98),
an extensive and thorough history of the Papacy
from the close of the iliddle Ages. Other volumes
by him are Die kirchtichcn jReuiiio>ixljcf!lrehun-

gen iciihrend dcr Regierung Karls V. (1879), and
Die Korrespondenz des Kardimils Contarini iviih-

rend seiner deutschen Legation (1880).

PASTORAL EPISTLES. A sub-group in the
collection oi New Testament letters which in their
several addresses claim to have been written by the
Apostle Paul. They comprise the following three
writings: I. Timothy, II. Timothy, and Titus.
They are called Pastoral because of the rather
unusual character of their contents, as compared
with the Apostle's other letters, being ad-
dressed to helpers of the Apostle, whom he had
left in pastoral care of certain fields, and whom
he wished in these communications to instruct
regarding the duties involved in their charges.
See the articles on the individual Epistles.

PASTORAL POETRY (Lat. pastoralis. re-
lating to a shepherd, from pastor, shepherd;
connected with pasci, to feed, pabulum, food,
OChurch Slav, pasati. to feed. Skt. pa. to pro-
tect). A kind of poetr.v in which the incidents,
thoughts, and emotions of ciiltivated society are
presented under the disguise of rustic life." The
characters are shepherds and shepherdesses, in a
setting of valley and hillside, and the usual theme
is love. This artificial literary genre flourished
in antiquity and for centuries "throughout West-
ern Euroiit. The oldest extant forms are the
idyl and the eclogue, but the pastoral motive may
enter the romance and the drama.
Antiqittt. The pastoral undoubtedly takes

its root far hack in Greek literature. According
to .^=:iianns (T'oria Nistnria. x. IS) its inventor
was Stesiehorus of Himera in Sicilv (who died
about B.C. 555) ; and his subject w.is the blind-
ness of Daphnis. afterwards the typical love-lorn
cowherd. According to the ancient grammarians,

it originated in the rustic cult of Artemis a1

Syracuse (.Sc/ioWa upon Theocritus). These tn
ditions certainly point to very old folksongs noi

lost. The extant pastoral dates from Theocritus,]
who flourished about B.C. 270 at the courts oi\

Syracuse and Alexandria. To him are attrib-

uted thirty-one idyls (little pictures of life), of]

which ten are strictly bucolic. Here first occui
Thyrsis, Tityrus. Corydon, Damoetas, Daphnis,!
Lycidas, Menaleas, and Amaryllis, names since!

made familiar to Western Europe. Theocritus
seemingly reproduces the language of the peas-
ants, their melodies, superstitions, and custom
of answering one another in verse. His idyls
are short descriptive lyrics combined with little

dramatic pieces, sometimes comic, like the mimes
which had been popular in Sicily since Sophron
(about 440 B.C.). The poet introduces himself
under the name of Simicliidas, and devotes an
idyl to his patron Ptolemy Philadelphus of Alex-
andria, and another to Hiero II. of Syracuse.
Theocritus was followed by two poets: Bion of
Symrna, known for his beautiful Lament for
.idonis. and Moschus. author of the still more
beautiful Dirge for Bion. Several centuries later
an unknown Greek writer told the story of

Daphnis and Chloe in prose. The theme of the
romance is artless innocence; its tone is sensuous
and decadent. The pastoral poem had already
been adapted to Italy by Vergil (d. 19 B.C.).

However much Theocritus may have idealized his

country scenes, he yet had nature before his eyes.

The purely artificial pastoral began with Vergil,
who took his notes not so much from nature as
from Theocritus. Vergil composed ten graceful
bucolics, which he called eelogrc ( i.e. selections )

.

Like Theocritus, he wove into them incidents
from his own life. From Vergil the pastoral
motive spread to Horace, Catullus, and otiier

Roman poets, and eventually throughout West-
ern Europe,

Italy, The pastoral of the Renaissance did
not spring from Vergil alone. To it contributed
the pastourelles. love songs with a rustic set-

ting, which were cultivated in various countries
of Southern Europe in the thirteenth century.
They especially flourished in Provence, as early
as the twelfth century, whence they were largely

diffused. They were in no way connected witli

Vergil, but they seem to have had their source in

folk-song. In the fourteenth century the two
streams of influence—the native and the classic

—united to form the modern pastoral. The Vcr-
gilian revival first took the form of allegorii-.

in which the learned addressed Latin epistles tn

one another under pastoral names. Eclogue-
of this kind passed between Dante and Giovanni
del Virgilio. professor of Latin at Bologna
(about 1320). Dante figures as Tityrus and lii-

friend as Mopsus. Petrarch (1,304-74) also com-
posed a pastoral in twelve eclogues, in which he
worked out an elaborate allegory. Dante and
Petrarch thus mark the reappearance of Ver<;il

as a literary force. Boccaccio (l.'Jl.'i^n) blend-
the ancient and the indigenous pastoral. lie

wrote Latin eclogiies much in the manner of hi-^

great compatriots. His .4mcfo (1.342) is the fir^t

pastoral romance in the vernacular. He took as
his model the song-fable in which pmse is em-
ployed for the narrative and verse for the expres-
sion of the feelings. I'nder the names Caleone
and Fianimett.a Boccaccio veiled hi^ passion for
Maria, natural daughter of King Robert of
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Xaples. The Ameto, with its disguised personal
history and cross-loves, is the prototype of the
later Italian pastoral romances, of wliich a fa-

mous specimen is the Arcadia (150-1) by Jacopo
Sannazaro. Another aspect of the pastoral,

which indeed is found in Petrarcli, was rendered
by ilantuan (d. 151U). His rustics were made a
medium for fierce satire on women, the Court, and
the Church. Attention has already been called

to the dramatic element in the pastoral as early
as Theocritus. Wlien the popularity of the
mediaval mystery play began to wane, the pas-

toral drama, easily expanded from the eclogue,

was one of the forms that took its place. Even
in Boccaccio's yinfale Fiesolnno the pastoral be-

gins to assume a dramatic turn. But the first

distinctive pastoral drama is the Orfeo of Po-
liziano, a sort of opera given at Mantua in 1471.

It is founded on the story of Orpheus and Eury-
dice. During the next century many similar
pastorals were produced at the Italian courts.

By far the best of them is the Aminta of Tasso,

performed at Ferrara in 157.3. Equally well

known in its own time was the Pastor Fido of

Guarini (1590).
Spaix. In the Spanish Peninsula the native

pastoral songs counted for much more than else-

where. As early as 1300 the pnstourelle was
cultivated at the Court of Dom Diniz, King of

Portugal. And in Spain proper the Christmas
mystery play, performed by real shepherds, was
in fact a pastoral. The way was thus prepared
for .Juan de la Encina (d. 15.34), who, besides

translating Vergil's eclogues, composed pastoral

pieces for recital before audiences at the house
of the Duke of Alba. To this time belong also

the pastoral lyrics by Garcilaso (d. 153GL one

of Spain's greatest poets. Under Italian in-

fluences, the pastoral romance made its appear-

ance with the Menina e J/ofo (Girl and Maiden)
of the Portuguese Ribeiro (d. 1550). It was fol-

lowed by the more famous Diana (1558) of

Montemayor, a Portuguese by birth who cliose to

write in .Spanish. For Spain the pastoral senti-

ment received its most refined expression in Cer-

vantes, in his Galatea (1584) and the closing

chapters of Dore Quixote (1016).

Fbaxce and Gebmaxt. In Southern France

the pastoral love song goes back to the twelfth

century. At the outset this kind of poetry be-

longed" to the country folk, who sang it especially

in ^lay, but as early as Marcabru the pastoral

is already an artistic form and becomes stereo-

typed. A knight, happening to come where a

shepherdess is. makes love to her, but he is usual-

ly dismissed. This is the theme of all. Xo pas-

torals of genuinely popular design have sur-

Tived. The pastoral soon appeared in Xorthern

France. From the beginning of the tliirteenth

centurv the French paxtorele strongly influenced

that of Provence. The shepherd Robin or Robert

•was adopted in the South, and Marion, too. The

old theme blooms charmingly in the Jeu de Robin

et de Marion (c. 1283) by Adam de la Halle.

Though the song fable of AucnsMn et yicolette

(c.1225) contains delightful rustic scenes, it

is hardly a true pastoral. During the

sixteenth " century the pastoral disguise was

sometimes eraploved by the poets. Clement

Marot (d. 1544)" addressed an eclogue to the

King, in which he described the course of

his life under the svmbol of the four seasons.

The pastoral ideal, enforcetl by translations of

the Italian Artudw. ilie .^pani-h Diana, and the
Greek Daphnis and Chloi, culminated in the
Astree (1010-25) of llonore d'Crife, an iniuiensc
prose romance. Here the bucolic life reached its
extreme idealization. The nymphs appear in
gilded buskins, arms adorned with bracelets, and
Heads covered with garlands of pearls. From the
Asln'e the pastoral made it^ way into Germany,
where it flourished for more than a century. 6i
the German pastorals may l>e cited the Ue'rcynia
of Opitz (1022), the Daphnis (1754) and the
Idylkn (1750) of Gessner, the Luint- (1705) of
Voss, and Goethe's Hermann und Dorothea
(1797), in which the idyl returned to the truth-
fulness and simplicity of Theocritus.

EKGI.AXD. Before the sixteenth century there
was nothing beyond the realistic treatment of the
shepherd scenes in the religious drama, and
Hobetic and Makyne of Robert Ilenryson (d.

1500?), written in the Scotch dialect. The pas-
toral on the Continental model made its first

English appearance in the si.x dull eclogues of
Alexander liarday (d. 1552). They closely re-

semble the work of Mantuan. In 1563 appeared
eight equal!}' dull eclogues by Barnabe Googe.
To Totlel's Miscellany (1757) Surrey contrib-

uted two beautiful pastoral songs in the Italian
manner. The important date for the English
pastoral is 1579, when Edmund Spenser pub-
lished the Shepherd's Calendar. In twelve ec-

logues under this title, Spenser handles the lead-

ing motives—allegory, satire, and love. During
the next quarter of a century English litera-

ture became saturated with pastoral sentiment.

In all the great writers lived the image of a
'golden world' somewhere in Arcadia or the

Forest of Arden. The pastoral poem was culti-

vated in many lyrics, of which may be cited Mar-
lowe's Passionate iihepherd ; and in many col-

lections, as Britannia's Pastorals of William
Browne and the Fclogues of C^orge Withers.

Of romances inspired originally by Italy and
Spain, the most typical is Sir Philip Sidney's

Arcadia (1590), which had many imitators.

There was, moreover, another large group of

romancers, at the head of whom stood Rol)ort

Greene and Thomas Lodge, the authors resp<'0-

tively of .l/cnap/ion (1589» and /fo.s<i(iii<f (15!>0).

Undying charm was given to the pastoral ideal

bv Fletcher, Ben Jonson. ami Shakespeare, in

fhe Faithful Shepherdess, The Sad Shepherd.

and As You Like It. A generation later Milton

placed the masque in an exquisite pastoral set-

ting and composed his great dirge in the manner
of Moschus {Comus and Lyeidns) . After Milton

the English pastoral fell into .sad ways. The
pastorals of Pope and Ambrose Philips—each

l)ublishcd in 1709—are utterly conventional.

Their imagery, when not borrowed, is either

false or so general as to convey nothing. In

ridicule of Philips, John Gay professed to depict

rustic life with the gilt ofl". His Shepherd's Week
(1714) probably conies somewhere near country

manners. William Shenstone wrote r-eveml

pretty ballads, in which appear Strephon and

Chloe. We come to something better in .\l!an

Rarasav's Gentle Shepherd (1728). a genuine

picture of Scotch rural life. Later in the eight-

eenth century, the pastoral was fused with other

forms of descriptive poetry and hardly existed

as an independent species. The pastoral ele-

ments may. however, be uncovered. For example,

the summons from the city to the country, so fre-
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qucnt in Cowper, is a motive of Spenser. And
the lyrics of JSunis, many of tliem, are pastoral

songs. The Vergilian type of pastoral has be-

come thoroughly discredited. But several of

the greatest English poets in the nineteenth cen-

tury drew upon tlie Sicilian idylists. There they

found truth, grace, and cliarm. Tlie two finest

dirges since Milton—Shelley's Adomiis and Ar-
nold's Thi/rsis—go back to Bion and Mosclius.

Pastoral themes were beautifully rendered by
Landor in some of his Hellenics (1847), for ex-

ample "The Hamadryad." Theocritus is easily

discovered in Tennyson's Dora and Tlie ililler's

Daughter.
BiBLioGRAPUT. Material for the history of the

pastoral is scattered. Consult: Lang, Theocritus,

Bion, and. Moehus, "Ooldcn Treasury Series"

(London and Xew Yorl:, 1880) ; Gaspary, Ge-

schichte der itulienisehcn Littenitur ( lierlin,

1885-88) ; better in the translation of Zingarelli,

Btoria delta lellrnilura ituliana (Turin. 1880-

91) ; Warren. History of the yovel (New York.

1895) ; Dunlop. History of Prose Fiction ( 1888) ;

Herford. f^penscr: Shepherd's Calendar (ib.,

1895) ; Chambers, English Pastorals (ib., 1896) ;

Stedman. Victorian Poets (ib., 1887) : Smith,
"Pastoral Influence in the English Drama." in

the Publications of the Modern Lanfiuaye .Isso-

ciation (Baltimore. 1807); the authorities re-

ferred to under Pkovexcai., French, and Span-
ish LiTEE.vTURES ; and the writers mentioned in

this article.

PASTORAL STAFF. See Crosiek.

PASTORAL SYMPHONT, The, or Recol-
lections OF CoiNTRV Life. The title of Beet-

hoven's sixth symphony. F nuijor, opus 68.

written in the country in 1807, and juoduced

DecembeT 22. 1808. at Vienna in the Au der
Wien Theatre. It belongs to Beethoven's so-

called second period, and is representative of the

free, joyous music which characterizes his com-
positions of the years 1800- 15. See BEETno\-EN.

PASTORELS (OF. pastorel, Fr. pastoral,

from Lat. jiasloralis. relating to a shepherd).
A name given to certain disorderly bands which
appeared in France during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. They were recruited from
the lower orders of society, including many shep-

herds, whence the name. In the year 1251 a
certain Jacob, who claimed to be Lord of Hun-
gary, and is commonly known as .Jacob of Hun-
gary, appeared as their leader in Flanders. He
was an unprincipled adventurer and fanatic, but
an able man. The King, Louis IX. (Saint
Louis), was then in the East, engaged in the dis-

astrous Seventh Crusade, and the preceding year
had been a prisoner in the hands of the Mo-
hammedans. .Jacob preached that God had rejected

princes and the mighty and would free the Holy
Land by means of the common people. He
claimed to have special revelations and assumed
ecclesiastical fvmctions. He formed his fol-

lowers in well-orgiinizcd companies, and. osten-

sibly on the way to Palestine, they began to
overrun the countiy. The true character of the
movement soon became evident. The rulers were
attacked, property was destroyed, priests and
monks were nuirdered. and the .Jew's in particular
suffered cruel persecution. The disorders were
ultimately put down with a firm hand. .Jacob

was killed while haranguing a crowd in Paris,

or, according to another account, in a conflict at

Bourges. Seventy years later, under Philip V.,
similar disorders broke out under the same pru
text. These bands of Pastorels ultinuitely threat
ened to attack Avignon, when the Pope. .Juliu

XXII., excommunicated them, and the Seucsulial
of Carcassone dispersed them with an army.

PASTOR FIDO. See Gi arini.

PASTO'RIUS, Francis Daniel (1651-1719).
An American colonist, born at Sommcrhausen, in

Franconia, Germany. Having joined the Society
of Friends while in England, where he met Wil-
liam Penn, I'astorius, in 1683. led a paity of

German and Dutch Mennonites to the new colony
of Penn.sylvania. where they founded German-
town. He was a man of noble character and
deep learning, and exerted great inlluence among
his countrymen. Five years after his arrival in

America he signed a protest addressed to the
Friends' yearly meeting in Burlington, X. J.,

which characterized slavery as unchristian. This
protest is said to liave been the first formal plea
for emancipation made in America, and is the
subject of Whittier's "Pennsylvania Pilgrim."
\\hittier also translated the Latin ode tu ])()S-

terity which Pastorius prefixed to the German-
town book of records. Among his other writings
is an interesting <!eographi4-al Description of
Pennsylvania, first published under the title,

Vmstiindige geographische Beschreibung der al-

Icrletzt erfundenen Pn/vintz Pennsylvania
(1700).

PASTURAGE (OF. pasturage. Fr. puturage,
from OF. pasturcr, Fr. puturer, from ^IL. pas-
turare, to pasture, from Lat. pasturu. feeding,
pasture, from pasci, to feed ; connected with
pastor, shepherd, pabuhini. food, OChurch Slav.
jxisali. to feed, Skt. pa, to protect). In law,
the right of one w'no is not the owner of land to

put his c;jttle and sheep on such land to feed
there. In England the strips of waste land be-

tween inclosed fields and the public highways
are presumed to belong to the owner of the in-

closed land, subject to the right of passage in the
public, and he can pasture his own cattle there,

and prevent others from doing so. Pasturage
is one of the rights in 'common' in many com-
munities in Great Britain. The right is seldom
separated from the ownership of the land itself

in the United States. .See Common, Tenancy
IN : E.\SEMENT.

PASTURE, PASTURAGE. The word pas-

ture signifies in its widest sense land for the
grazing of domestic animals; in its limited

sense, the inclosed lot or meadow found on near-

ly every farm in which the stock feeds on the

growing herbage. The word pasturage also has
two different meanings, being used in the one
sense for the growing grass and other green
plants eaten by stock, and in the otlicr as a
synonym for pasture. Pasture is here used in its

limited sense, and pasturage as meaning the

growing grass and herbage on which stock feeds.

The area of the ranges, those great natural pas-

tures of the Rocky Mountain and Great Plains

regions, is decreasing as the land is being brought
imder cultivation by settlers. The pampas of

South America, and to some extent the steppes of

Asia. are vast natural feeding-grounds correspond-

ing to our ranges. Sometimes the different kinds

of farm animals are confined in one inclosure. but
most farmers have a separate pasture for swine.

Horses and cattle are generally pastured to-
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gether. although they sometimes annoy and in-

jure each other. Sheep graze much closer than
horses and cattle, and so place the latter at a

disadvantage when pastured with them, while,

on the other hand, they are useful in keeping

down certain weeds which horses and cattle do

not eat. A dairy herd is always most profitably

pastured by itself. In the United States, and in

all countries where new lands are brought into

cultivation, the native prairie is often used for

pastures, while in older countries or long-set-

tled regions the cultivated soil is laid down to

grass for this purpose. Native grasses are hardy

and adapted to the prevailing conditions of soil

and climate, so that when they are used the

element of uncertainty is entirely eliminated.

Pasturing more stock than can be well fed in a

pasture of this kind has the effect of killing

out the grasses and encouraging the growth of

weeds, especially during times of drought. Occa-

sional light applications of well-rotted barnj-ard

manure, followed by a thorough harrowing, are

very beneficial when the sod has become unpro-

ductive and hard. The care of native pastures

further requires that the weeds be always kept

down and that hardy tame or wild grasses

be sown on places where the sod is becoming

bare.

The practice of laying down land to pasture

is common in all farming regions, and often

forms a part of the crop rotation. Pastures on

cultivated land intended for only a few years are

called temporary pastures, and those for a long

series of years permanent pastures. In starting

pastures on cultivated land the first and most im-

portant requisite is a good condition of the soil.

The kinds of soil best adapted for pastures are

loams and clays, while loose, sandy, and gravelly

soils are entirely unsuitable in this connection.

Before the land is seeded down the soil is brought

to the best possible condition of cultivation and

fertility, and if the natural drainage is inade-

quate artificial drains are laid. A high state of

fertility is conducive to a lu.xuriant growth of

grass and a rapid formation of a good sod. A
heavy dressing of barnyard manure is well

adapted to gi-ass lands, because it not only fur-

nishes all the necessary elements of plant food,

but also has a beneficial effect on the mechanical

condition of the soil. It is preferable to lay

land down to pasture after a hoed crop like com.

which leaves the soil in a good condition of tilth

and comparatively free from weeds. The methods

of preparing the'soil and sowing the grass seed

are the same in pasture-making as in laying

down land to grass for a meadow (q.v.).

The choice of'gra^ses depends largely upon the

conditions of climate and soil. On ordinary- soils

in regions where the rainfall is generally suffi-

cient. Kentuckv blue grass {Poa pratensis). Cana-

da blue grass \Poa eompressa). tall fescue (Fcs-

tuca elatior), red top (Agrostis vulgaris), per-

ennial rve grass (Lolium percnne) ,
orchard

grass (BnctyUs glomerata) , and red and white

clover form a good mixture for pastures. Red

top, alsike clover, creeping bent grass (Agrostis

stolonifera). and perennial rye grass are growTi

in wet pastures, and red fescue {Festuca rubra),

red top, Kentuckv blue grass, and white clover

in pastures on light sandy soils. In the Southern

States, Bermuda grass (Cynodon Dnctiilon),

carpet grass {Paspaliim platicaiile) , large water

grass (Paspalum dilatatum), and Texas blue

grass (Pon aracluiifera ) are valuable pa.sture

grasses. Timothy (Pbleum pratciiite), an excel-

lent hay glass, is often .sown for pasture, but it

is rather subject to injury by the trampling of

stock and close grazing, and it •i— - ' torni

a good turf. I'nlike the cour- for

meadows, in .selecting pasture gr:i- spe-

cies are sought which furnish a succession of

green forage throughout the season. For teni-

porar.v pastures annual and biennial crops and
short-lived grasses are suitable, but for p<?rina-

nent pastures |)erennial and good turf-makiog
species are required.

ilany farmers grow forage crops near their

pastures to feed to the stock during times

of drought, to prevent injury being done by too

close cropping. The droppings of the slock are

not sufficient to keep up the fertility of tlic soil,

and hence, as mentioned above, top dressings of

barnyard manure and commercial fertilizers are

applied to supply the deficiency. The droppings

of cattle ought to be broken up and .scattered

over the ground. Harrowing a pasture in the

spring admits heat and light into the soil and
favors the growth of grasses and leguminous

plants. Weeds should never be allowed to grow-

in pastures, and the coarsest and rankest grass

should be mowed once or twice each year. Re-

seeding old pastures is usually not .so profitable

as breaking and working up the sod and growing

a few crops before the land is again seeded down.

An abundance of pure water in pastures is a

prime necessity. A few trees on the highest points

where the stock can find cixil shade are of great

Ijenefit. A paddock is a small pasture generally

located near the barns. Compare Meadow.

PAT'AGO'NIA. A name formerly applied

to the whole southern portion of the .S>uth

American continent, extending from the Strait

of Magellan indefinitely northward to al)Out the

38th parallel of south' latitude. In its present

use. though the name has no political signifi-

cance, it is generally restricted to the region ly-

ing east of the Andes and south of the Rio Negro

(Map: Argentina. D 13». The name is supposed

to be derived from the Spanish word pnlngoii. a

'large foot.' in allusion to the large foot])rinLs

found bv the first explorers; but it may also

come from the Quichua word pataciina, meaning

terraces.' The region was visited by various

Spanish and English explorers after it was first

seen bv Magellan in 1520. It remained un-

claimed by any country until 18SI. when it wa.s

incorporated into Argentina, while the strip west

of the Andes was given up to Chile. The latter

portion now constitutes the Chilean Territory of

Magallanes (
q.v. ) , and Patagonia proper consists

of fhe Argentine Territories of Rio Negro, Chu-

but, and Santa Cruz (qqv.).

BiBLiOGB.\PHY. Musters. At Home icith the

Patagonians (London, 1871): Beerbohm. Pan-

derings in Patagonia (ih.. 1878) : Dixie, Arross

Patahonia (ib., 1880) : Milanesio. La Patagonia

(Buenos Avres. 1898): Carbajal. /.< Patagonm

(Turin, 1890-1900) : Moreiio. Explorations in

Patagonia (London, 1899): Marin Vicuila, Al

traces de hi Patagonia . . . (Santiago,

1901); Campbell. Through Patagonia (London,

1901)' Prichard. Throunh the Heart of Pata-

gonia '(ib.. 1902). See Argentina; Chile: and

for the inhabitants. TEHt-ELCHES.

PATAGONIAN CAVY. See Ca\t.
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PATALA, jnVtii'lii. In Hindu niytliology, the

nnnie of a scries of lower worlds, paeh 10,000

yOjaiias, or miles, in depth. According to the

I'uranas (q.v.), tiiev are usually seven in num-
her: Atala, Vitala," Sutala. Kasatala, Talatala,

Mahatala, and I'atala. Other authorities make
citfht: Patala. Tala, Atala, Vitala, Tala, Vidhi-

Patala, SarUara-Huhnii, and Vijaja. These re-

gions are entirely distinct from the Narakas
(([.v.), or liells, and arc inhabited by various

classes of semi-divine beings. The soil is white,

black, purple, yellow, sandy, stony, and golden,

rcs])ectively, and they are euiliellishcd with mag-
nificent palaces, decorated will\ brilliant jewels,

and filled with delicious viands and wines. There
are in these regions beautiful groves, and streams

and lakes, wlicre the lotus blows, and the skies

are resonant with the songs of birds.

PATALIPUTBA, pa'ta-le-pCo'tra. A fa-

mous city of ancient India, and the capital of

the Kingdom of Magadha. It was jituated at the

junction of the Son (Sanskrit Sona, classical

Eraimoboas) River with the (ianges. It seems,

therefore, to have stood near the site of the mod-
ern city of I'atna. It was the chief city of the

Xanila and JMaurya dynasties, and is famous
as the residence of Megasthenes during his

stay in India. It was also called Pushpapura
ami Kusumapura, both terms meaning 'Flower
City.'

PAT'AMAR (East Indian name). A species

of sailing vessel or boat used along the coast of

India, especially in the vicinity of Bombay. It

is of tlie grab (([.v. I type, is fast, and has a
large carrying capacity. It was formerly nmch
used for carrying despatches, but steam vessels

have now superseded it in this work.

PATAN, pa-tiin', or PATTAN. A town in

the State uf liaroda, India, 55 miles northwest of

AlimeJabad (ilap: India, E .3). It contains

over a hundred .lain temples, and is celebrated

for its collections of .Iain manuscripts. It occu-

pies the site of Anhilvada, the ancient capital

of the Gujarati kingdom, renowned for its beau-
tifully sculptured buildings, which was cap-

tured bv ilahmud of Ghazni in 10:24, Popula-
tion, in" 11101, 31,402.

PATAN. A town in Gujarat, India. See
So.M.NATlI.

PATANJALI, pa-tan'ja-le. (Probably sec-

ond century B.C.) Tlie founder of the Yoga
Iq.v.) system of Hindu philosophy. There
seems to be little reason to doubt that he
actually composed the Y6<ia-sutias (edited and
translated by Rajendralala Mitra, Calcutta,
ISS.'il, which formulate tlie principles of the
Yoga philosophy. He is generally regarded,
probably correctly, as the author of the Maha-
hhnithiia (edited by Kielhorn, 3 vols., Bombay,
ISTS So), a commentary on the VCiritik'as, or Ex-
planations, of Katyayana (q.v.), which form in

tlieir turn a connnentary on the grammar of

Panini (q.v.). Consult: Garbe, SOililxhya und
Yoffti (Strassburg, 1896); Miiller, Six Systems
of Indian Philosophy (New Y'ork, 1899).

PATAP'SCO. A river of ilaryland, entering
Chesapeake Bay by a large and wide estuary at
the head of which stands Baltimore, and which is

navigable for the largest ships (Map: Maryland,
M 4 ) . The upper course of the river is very
swift and furnishes considerable water power.

PATARINES, or PATARENES, pat'a-renz.

A name applied in -Milan in the eleventh century
to the reforming party, who held their meetings
in the J'otiiria or ragmen's quarter. Under tlie

leadership oi Anselm of Lucca and the deacon
Arialdo, they took energetic steps to suppress
clerical concubinage and simon^'. They were
sup]iorted by the popes, but tlie emperors and
many of the nobility opposed them forcibly, and
as a popular movement the Patariu died out
early in the twelfth century. The name of

Patarini was, however, ajipropriated by the
Cathari (q.v.) or Manichsean heretics of North-
ern Italy and Southern France.

PATAS, jja-tas' (African name), MONKEY.
One of the guenons {Cercoiiilhecus i/nliis), a
native of Senegambia, distinguished from all

others by its reddish color, and grayish cheeks
and under parts. It is usually to be seen in

menageries. See Guenon.

PATCH, Samiel (1807-29). An American
noted for various feats of leaping. He was born
in Rhode Island, went to .sea in early life, and
afterwards settled at Paterson, N. J., where he
was a cotton-s])inner. Because of his threats to

|

jump from a bridge over the Passaic River, he
was finally placed under arrest. A few months
afterwards the successful performance of the
feat gave him such widespread notorietj' that he

traveled about, leaping from the yard-arms or
topmasts of ships. He lost his life in making a

jump of 125 feet into the Genesee River below
I

the falls at Rochester, N. Y.

PATCHOGUE, pn-chog'. A village in Suffolk

County, X. Y., 55 miles east of New Y'ork City,

on the shore of Great South Baj', and on the
Long Island Railroad (Map: New York, H 5).

It is popular as a place of residence and as a
summer resort, and has several hotels, fine

church edifices, a high .school, and a public li-

brary. The village has large oyster and fish

interests, ice and cold storage plant, lumber
yards, and manufactories of lace curtains, paper^

and surveyor's steel tapes and supplies. It was
incorporated in 1893. The government is admin-
istered by a village president, who holds otiice

for a year, and a board of trustees, elected on a
general ticket. Population, in 1900, 2926.

PATCHOUIvI (Fr., from the East Indian
name). The powerfully odoriferous dried

branches of Pogostemon patchouli or Pogostemon
heyneanus, of the natural order Labiata", which
first appeared in commerce in 1844. The plant is

a native of the ilalay coast, Ceylon, .Java, the

neighborhood of Bombay, and probably also of

China and Japan. The odor of patchouli was
,

known in Europe before the material itself was
introduced, because of its use in keeping moths
out of Cashmere shawls, hence genuine Cash-
mere shawls were known by their scent until the

French fotind the secret, and imported the herb.

In India, where it is known as puchapat, it is

used as an ingredient in fancy tobaccos, as a per-

fume for the hair, and for keeping insects from
linen and woolen articles. Patchouli yields by
distillation a peculiar heavy brown oil, disagree-

ably odoriferous, which requires extreme dilution

for perfumery purposes.

PATE DE FOIE GRAS, pa'tft' de fwa gr^
(Fr., paste of thick liver). Sometimes called

'Strassburg pie,' a dish greatly esteemed by epi-
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cuvcs,aml,asthe name indicates, made of the livers
it abnormally and artificially fattened geese or
.links. Strassburg and Toulouse are the chief
|il:ices of manufacture. The putes are exported to
r\rry part of the world, and the trade amounts
In several hundred thousand dollars annually.
I lir fowls are fed to repletion with salted maize,
J lid by this means the liver is increased to the
iiiiiiatural weight of two or even three pounds.

PATEL, pa'tel', Pierre (c.1605-76). A
French landscape painter, born probably in Pi-

cardy. He is said to have been a pupil of V'ouet,

and also to have studied in Italy. He was one of

tlic many painters employed on the Hotel Lam-
bert, and on the decorations in the Louvre. His
paintings are in the manner of Claude Lorraine,

and he chose like subjects—the ruins of old

buildings and masses of finely drawn architec-

ture, in which he shows considerable variety in

the arrangement of the surrounding landscape.

He also had Claude's genius for aerial perspec-

tive and fine, glowing skies. Their works are
sometimes confounded. Patel had a son who
imitated his father. Tlie Louvre contains sev-

eral pictures by the older Patel; these include

"Exposure of Moses," "Moses Burying the Egyp-
tian," and some landscapes. There are other

works by him in the provincial museums of

Besancon, Montpellier, Xantes, and Marseilles.

PATELLA (Lat., small pan or dish, kneepan,

patella ) , or Kxee-Cap. A sesamoid bone, devel-

oped in the common tendon of the rectus, i^astus

externtis, and vastus intentus muscles—the

great extensor nuiscles of the leg. It is of

roimded, somewhat heart-shaped form, the broad

end being directed upward and the apex down-

ward. The anterior or external surface is con-

vex, perforated by small apertures for the en-

trance of vessels, and marked by rough longi-

tudinal stria>, while the posterior or internal

surface is smooth and divided into two facets

by a vertical ridge, which corresponds and fits

into the groove on the lower articulating surface

of the femur or thigh-bone, while the two facets

(of which the outer is the broader and deeper)

correspond to the articular surface of the two

condyles.

This bone is liable both to dislocation and

fracture. Dislocation is rare. It may occur

either inward or outward ; but it is most fre-

quent in the outward direction. The displace-

ment may be caused either by extenial violence,

or by too sudden contraction of the extensor

muscles in whose conjoined tendon it lies, and

is most liable to occur in knock-kneed, llabby

persons. It may be readily detected by the limi-

tation of active' motion, and by the bones being

felt in its new position: the dislocation is usu-

ally capable of being reduced without great diffi-

culty.

Fracture of the patella niiiy (like dislocation)

be caused either bv muscular action or by ex-

ternal violence. Fracture by musoilar action is

the more common, and occurs thus: A ])er-

son in danger of falling forward attempts to

recover himself bv throwing the body liackward.

and the violent action of the extensors (chiefly

the rectus) snaps the patella across, the upper

fragment being drawn up the thigh, while the

lower portion is retained in situ by that portion

of the common tendon which is continued from

the patella to the tubercle oi tile tibia, and wlucli

is called the ligamentum patella;. The conser-
vative treatment consists in relaxing the oppos-
ing muscles by raising the trunk and slightly
elevating the limb, which should be kept in a
straight position, while straps and other devices
are applied directly to the fragments to secure
their close a[ii)roxiniation. In consequence of the
great dilliculty of bringing the brokeii surfaces
into exact apposition, it is very diflicult to obtain
bony reunion of the parts, and the case generally
results either in mere ligamentous union or in
no true union at all. The practical results in
these eases as regards the use of the limb are
fairly satisfactory, however.
The operative treatment consists in cutting

down on the fragments and fastening them to-
gether with catgut, wire, or some other form
of suture. It is attended with remarkably per-
fects results, but is not devoid of danger. A
measure intermediate between operative and non-
operative treatment consists in the ap|>lication
of hooks or other devices which seize the frag-

ments through the skin and hold them in apposi-
tion until union has taken place.

PATELLA. See Limpet.

PATEN (Lat. pntena, patina, flat shallow
dish, from paterc, to lie open; connected with
Gk. ireravvvvai, petunnijnui, to spread out). The
plate on which the bread in the eucharistic ser-

vice is consecrated, sometimes used also for the
distribution to the faithful. In the earliest cen-

turies it was of wood, glass, or the more ordi-

nary metals, and underwent the same changes as
the chalice (q.v.), which it accompanied. As
early as the fourth century, however, patens were

often inaile of silver or gold, weighing thirty

pounds and more. These early examples were of

large size and called patciicc m'inislcrialcs or

communicaks. The smaller patens {pnlrnw
parvw) for the use of the celebrant at the altar

were of far later origin. Special patens were

used for the chrism in baptism and confirmation

(patcmv chrismulis). Patens were usually

circular, though later examples are sometimes
polygonal or square. -V very few exam])les re-

main of the Byzantine and Romanesque periods,

of silver with decoration in low relief, niello, or

enamel.

PATENT, and PATENT LAW (from Lat.

patens, lying open, jiatent, pies. part, of patere,

to lie open: originally in the phrase littcrw pa-

teiites, letter patent, open letter). A patent,

in the most general sense, is a letter patent

(q.v.), but the term is mostly used in the specific

sense of a letter patent granted by the Govern-

ment to secure to an inventor the exclusive right

to make, manufacture, and sell for a certain

period tlie thing invented or discovered by him.

The term patent law is used to designate the law

aft'eeting the granting of .such letters patent and

their use, protection, etc. By the coininon law

an inventor has no protection in the exelusivc

use of his invention, and therefore all patent

law is founded upon statutes. The policy of en-

coura-'ing useful discoveries and inventions in

the arts and industries by securing to discoverers

and inventors the exclusive benefits of their

discoveries is an old one among governments. It

was a common practice among the Tudor sov-

ereigns of England to grant to inventors such

exclusive privileges. At first the inventor was

required to use his invention within the kingdom.
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and in some in^^tanccs to [lay a tax to the
Crown or share with it the profits derived there-
from. Until 1S52 the British patent law was re-

stricted to England, patents in Scotland being
issued under the common law. In 1852 the basis
of the present British system of patent legisla-

tion was laid by a comprehensive statute which
was applied to the whole kingdom. The British
policy of encouraging by exclusive privilege the
invention of new and useful articles was extended
to the English colonies in America, and we find

occasional colonial statutes em])Owering certain
persons to exercise the exclusive right to nianu-
ifacture articles of use which they had invented.
The Constitution (Art. I.. § 8) of the United

States recognized and sanctioned the policy by
conferring authority upon Congress to secure to

inventors the exclusive use of their inventions
for limited periods of time. In pursuance of
this authority. Congress in 1700 passed an act

to provide for the granting of patents to the
inventor of "any useful art, manufacture, en-

gine, nuichine, or device, or any improvement
therein not before known or used." Applications
for patents under tliis law were i-equircd to be
made to a board consisting of the Secretary of

State, the Secretary of War, and the Attorney-
General. The ])atent was issued by this board
upon the concurrent action of two members, was
authenticated by affixing the great seal of the
United States, and was valid for such term not
exceeding fourteen years as the board might in

its discretion agree upon. Tlie law of ITIM) con-

tained provisions for the punishment of infringe-

ments and provided that no distinction should
be observed between foreigners and American
citizens in the granting of letters patent. A
small fee amounting to less than five dollars was
charged for the patent. In 1703 a new statute
(vas passed, repealing the Act of 1700 and mak-
ing several changes in the system. The new act
restricted the grant of patents to citizens of the
United States; required applicants to surrender
to the United States any patents which they
might have received from any State prior to the
adoption of the Constitution: provided that ap-
plications should be made to the Secretary of
htate, that conflicts between applications should
be decided by a board of three arbitrators, and
that patents obtained by fraud or misrepresenta-
tion could be declared void by a United States
district court upon due proof. Supplemental
acts of 1704 and 1800 were passed, the latter of

which extended patent privileges to aliens who
at the time of application had resided in the
United States for a period of two year=. All ap-

plicants were now required to make oath that to

the best of their knowledge and belief the inven-

tion for which they were seeking a patent had not
been known or used in any foreign country.
About this time the judicial question arose as to
whether the power of Congress was exclusive
in the matter of patents (Gibbon vs. Ogden, 9
^^^leat. i.) ; but the precise point as to the right

of a State to grant patents was not decided.

Since then, however, the opinion has become
settled that the power of Congress in the prem-
ises is exclusive.

The year 1836 marks the beginning of an era
in the patent system of the United States. In
that year all previous statutes were repealed and
a comprehensive act was passed which brought
the system somewhat into its present condition.

retaining many old features, but introducing new
and important changes. In the first place, it

created a patent otfice to be attached to the
Department of State, at the head of which was
to be a connuissioner of patents. The most
important provision of the Act of 1830 was the

introduction of the policy of preliminary e.xami-

natiims for the purpose of determining the patent-
ability of an invention before issuing the patent.

The -Vet of 1830 also ]irovidcd for a board of

appeal to hear ai>peals from tlie decisions of the

examiner and commissioner against the patent-

ability of an invention. The patent privilege

was now extended to any alien who had resided

one year in the United States and who had made
a declaration of intention to become a citizen.

The fee was fixed at $30 in the case of citizens

and resident aliens, $500 for the subjects of

Great Britain, and $300 for the subjects of other
nations. Provision was also made for filing

caveats on incompleted inventions and the policy
of reissuing patents was confirmed and extended.
Exclusive jurisdiction of cases involving patent
rights was conferred upon the United States
Circuit Courts. Provision was also made for ex-

tending the duration of patents for a period of

seven years after the expiration of the original

fourteen, the power of extension being placed
in the hands of a board consisting of the Com-
missioner of Patents, the Secretary of State, and
the Solicitor of the Treasury. Various amendments
of the patent laws were made during the succeed-

ing years. In 1842 provision was made for

patenting designs for a period of seven years.

By an Act of 1801 the term of patents for inven-

tions was extended from fourteen to seventeen
years: all former acts discriminating between
aliens and citizens were repealed ; a uniform
scale of fees was adopted; and a board of exam-
iners intermediate between the regular examiners
and the Commissioner was established to hear
appeals from the former. The whole system of

patent legislation was revised and codified in

1870. and brought into its present condition.

As the laws now stand (Rev. Stat. S 4886)
any person who has invented or discovered any
new and useful art, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or any new and useful

improvement thereof, not known or used by
others in this country and not patented or de-

scribed in any printed publication in this or
any foreign country Ijefore his invention or dis-

covery thereof, and not in public use or on sale

for more than two years prior to his application,

imless the same is proved to have been aban-
doned, may upon payment of the fee required
by law obtain a patent therefor.

Patents are obtained by making application to

the Commissioner of Patents in accordance with

forms prescribed by law. The form prescribed

is that of a petition together with an oath that
the applicant believes himself to be the first

inventor. The application is accompanied by a
specification describing the invention in a full,

clear, and concise manner. Drawings accompany
the specification in cases which admit of it. and
the Commissioner may require the applicant to

furnish the office with a model of the article : but

this of late years has not usually been required
except where necessaiy to a correct understanding
of the article. The application upon being re-

ceived is referred to the proper examiner for

inquiry as to whether the article possesses nov-
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elty and utility and whether it has already been
anticipated in the United States or abroad. If
no objection is found by the examiner the patent
is issued. If objection is raised by the examiner
the applicant may amend his application so as to
eliminate from the claims tlie features that are old.
If still refused he may appeal to the board of ex-
aminers, and from their decision he may appeal to
the Commissioner of Patents. Finally." an appeal
lies to the Court of Appeals of the" District of
Columbia. The fee upon filing an application is

$15; on issuing the patent, .$20; on application
for extension of a patent, $50; on granting an
extension, .$50. A prior patent by the inventor
in a foreign countrj- does not debar him from
receiving a patent in the United States, pro-
vided the application be made within seven
months of the application for the foreign patent.
Where a person has made an invention, but

has not completed the details to his satisfaction,

or feels that he can improve on it after further
experiment, he may protect himself against a
patent being granted meanwhile for the same
thing, by filing a 'caveat' in the Patent Office. A
caveat is a notice which contains a description

of the thing claimed as an invention, and con-

cludes with a request that the inventor's rights

be protected until he has completed his inven-

tion and has an opportunity to apply for a
patent. A caveat is kept secret by the Patent

Office, thereby avoiding giving information which
might be fraudulently utilized by clever persons,

and entitles the caveator to notice of the filing

of an interfering application for a period of

one year. If such notice is sent him, the cave-

ator, to retain his rights, must file his applica-

tion, specifications, and, if necessary, models or

samples, within three months thereafter. \Vliere

he does this his invention is considered to date

back to the date of filing the caveat.

The interpretations by the courts of the va-

rious words and phrases in the sections above
quoted form the great body of the substantive

law of patents, in connection with the statute

itself. The alternative use of the words "inven-

tion' and 'discovery' early attracted attention,

and the question arose as to whether diUVrent

meanings were to be ascribed to them. It was
undisputed that the mere discovery of a force of

nature could not be patentable, as natural forces

and elements belong to all mankind, and it was
finally determined that the word 'discovery' as

used was synonymous with 'invention.' and in-

volved the exercise of inventive or creative gen-

ius or faculties. For example, the person who
discovered electricity as a force could not have

obtained a patent allowing him the exclusive use

of that force of nature, but Horse, who applied

electricity to the communication of messages,

was allowed a patent on his system of telegraphy,

as that was a device calling for inventive

genius in its creation, and was not merely the

finding of an already existing thing.

Under the word 'art' many of the 'jjrocesses'

now heid patentable are classified. A process is

a combination of the elements or laws of nature

designed to accomplish a useful result. Much
controversy arises over this class of patents. The
word 'machine' includes all contrivances whereby

mechanical parts or pieces are arranged to move
together for the production of some useful re-

sult, and it is under this head that most iiatents

are granted in the United States. The word
Vol. XV. -2s.

'manufacture' i,. con-trued to mean anything
new, made by the hand of man. which is not
included in the other terms emphived in the
above sections, and covers fabrics." furniture,
clothing, etc. The term 'composition of mat-
ter' may be defined as the uniting of two or
more elements or substances by chemical union
or by mechanical mixing, and includes such prod-
ucts as paints, medicines, etc. Frequentlv it is
very difficult to determine under which "of the
above heads an invention should pro|KTly Ik;

classified, but it is held not to Ix' ab^-ofutely
essential for an inventor to do so, provided it
is certain that his invention comes under one
or more of them. The section allowing patents
for designs is liberally construed to include orna-
mental as well as useful designs.

Besides consisting of one of the above subject-
matters, a thing for which a patent is asked must
have the three general characteristics prescril)ed
by the statute, viz.: it must be an invention: it

must have novelty, that is, bo new; and it must
be useful. The determination of whether a thing
presented really constitutes an invention is fre-
quently a very difficult matter. In general, it

may be said that it is not invention to devise
something that is not a practical working device,
but needs more thought or experiment to enable
it to produce the result; or to construct or pro-
duce something which anj- mechanic or reason-
ably skilled jwrson in the particular line would
produce, upon request, in the exercise of his ordi-
nary skill : or to put in better materials or
workmanship into a known article; or to change
the size of a thing: or to omit a useless or 'dead'

part of a machine or device: or to substitute an
equivalent which merely performs the same otEce

as the part taken aw.iy. without improving the
operation of the whole : or to make a new or
'double' use of a known article, without improv-
ing on it, as by utilizing the principles of an ice-

cream freezer for the purpose of preserving fish.

A person who produces a combination of ele-

ments, or of mechanical devices, need not be
able to explain the scientific reasons for their

combination or adjustment in the particular

manner or form in which he presents them, in

order to be considered the inventor, proviiled ha

can describe the materials and the combination

or construction so that the same result can l>c

accomplished again. See Ixve.ntiox.

A distinct and original improvement on an old

invention is patentable, but a patent on the im-

provement does not disturb the rights of the

inventor of the first device to its exclusive use

as it was. It is not necessary that an inventor

l)e personally able to construct the device which

he has conceived, if he can dictate his ideas to

a skilled mechanic, so that the latter can readily

construct the device without the exerci.sc of his

own inventive genius. However, the mere con-

ception of a result, without being able to suggest

a practical means of attaining it, is not inven-

tion.

The word 'new' in the statute is not confined

to its ordinary meaning, but includes an.vthing

which has not licfore K-en made public or bw-n

given to the world. For example, if A presents

a model of a machine together with an applica-

tion for a patent on it, at the Patent Office, he is

first entitled to a patent, although another in-

ventor may later bring there a machine iden-

tieallv the same as the first, and he able to
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prove tliat lie lm«l roiufivt-d and constructed it

iunj; tiel'orc A. proviilcd the inventor who first

conceived the machine had not used it or made
it public in any way. However, if the thing

whicli is sought to be patented has l)een previous-

ly Used in a single instance by other parties, even
though that use was not known to tlie public at

large, it is snllicient to defeat a claim for a
patent on the device presented, for want of novel-

ty,' although the one jireseiiting it and claiming
to be the inventor had never heard of the pre-

vious use of liis alleged invention. But a patent
may be granted for a new method of producing
a result theretofore acomplishcd in another man-
ner, as. for instance, if a new machine should
be devised for making pins.

The statute also requires that an invention, to
be patentable, nuist be useful. This is perhaps
the most liberally construed of the three gen-
eral essentials, and as a result, almost anything
which is not injurious to public lieallh or inorals

can be patented if it contains the other essen-

tial characteristics, and contributes to the com-
fort, convenience, or pleasure of mankind. Thus,
a toy, intendeil for the amusement of children,
may be patented.

A patent will be issued only to the inventor,
except that if he dies before making application,
his personal ri'presentatives are permitted to do
fo, and that he may sell his rights in his inven-
tion before obtaining a patent, and in making his
application ask that the [latent issue to his as-
signee, which will be done. .Joint inventors must
have their inventions patented to both jointly.
Foreign inventors may obtain patents in the
United States, with the condition that if their
inventions are not known in the United States
before they make application, and a citizen of
the United Stales has made the same invention
without knowledge that it had previously lieen
produced abroad, the latter can obtain a patent
in preference to the former, even though his ap-
plication be filed subsequently. Where an em-
ployee makes a new thing under the guidance and
direction of his employer, the latter is entitled to
the patent, as he is the actual inventor: but if

an employee, independently of the suggestions of
his employer, conceives and produces something
which is patentable, he is entitled to the patent,
as his inventive faculties were alone employed;
but the employer may by the terms of his "con-
tract with the employee be entitled to an as-
signment of the patent. Before or after filing a
caveat or application, an inventor may abandon
his invention to the public by express acts or
words, or by such conduct that an intention to
do so may be presumed. Delav in making or
completing an application and lack of public ex-
hibition or use of the invention are considered
evidence of abandonment. However, any acts or
words are subject to explanation, and if the in-
ventor was too poor to defray the expenses of
an application, or was unable through temporary
insanity, illness, or any other reasonable cause,
to make application, the above presumption will
be rebutted.
Where a patentee has reason to believe that

hi.s patent is <Iefeetive by reason of an insuf-
ficient description in the specifications, or that
his claims were not broad enough to include all
the principles of his invention, or if there was
an error alTecting it in the Patent Office, he may
surrender the old patent and at the same time

file an applieati(m to have a new one issued to
him. upon proper specifications. This is known
as 'surrender and reissue.' A good patent can-
not be thus surrendered for the purpose of hav-
ing a new one containing the features of a
subsequent improvement, issued to the inventor.
The reissue must he for the same invention.

Where a claim in a patent covers more than
the patentee is lawfully entitled to, the patent
is wholly void. However, where this has oi-

curred through inadvertence or mistake, tlie

])atcntee may file an instrument kno\ni as a
'disclaimer.' which should contain a clear state-

ment of what he justly claims as his own in-

vention, and what he disclaims. Unless this is

done, such a patentee cannot maintain an action
to protect wliatever rights he is actually en-
titled to in the invention. A disclaimer is not
the proper method of correcting defective speci-
fications, as it only amounts to an abandonment
of a thing previously claimed.

\Vliere two or more patents contain claims
which are identical, they are known as inter-
fering patents. In such a case, any one of the
patentees may bring an action in equity to have
the respective rights of the interfering patentees
determined, and only one of the patents can be
sustained as valid.

Patents are considered as property, and may
be sold and transferred from one person to an-
other, by assignments in writing. Provision is

made for recording such assignments in the Pat-
ent Office, and unless this is done within three
nu)nths after its date, an assignment will be
void as against innocent purchasers or mort-
gagees for value. Prospective purchasers should
therefore search in the Patent Ollice for possible
assignments. Patents may be held by joint own-
ers, partners, or corporations. An owner of a
patent may convey an interest in it, or giant a
license to another to use it upon payment of
royalties or a fixed rent, or may grant the right
to make and sell it for an agreed period.

All patented articles should be marked with
the word 'patented,' and with the e.xact date on
which the patent was granted. Unless this is

done no damages can be recovered in an action
for an infringement, if the infringer had no
previous notice of the existence of the patent.
Where an unpatented article is marked 'pat-
ented,' the person so marking it is liable to a pen-
alty of not less than .$100 and costs, to be recov-
ered in a qui tarn (q.v. ) action, one-half of which
goes to the informer, and the other half to the
Government.
An infringement of a patent consists in wrong-

fully making, using, or otherwise dealing with
a patented invention. A person to whom the
patentee sells a patented machine may make
necessary repairs from time to time, but they
must not amount to a reconstruction of the ma-
chine, and he cannot build a new machine with-
out being guilty of an infringement. Many eases
of infringement arise in regard to patented com-
positions of matter, by an infringer substituting
an equivalent for one element. A patentee has
two remedies for an infringement. He may sue
at law for damages, or may apply to a court of
equity for an injunction restraining the infringer
from continuing his acts, and incidentally be
awarded damages for the. injury suffered. If
the patented article is properly 'stamped, it is
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no defense that the infringer had not seen or

heard of it.

The United States Government will not issue a
patent except with the consent of the patentee,

as the relation between them is in a sense con-
tractual, as the patentee pays certain fees and
cumplies with certain regulations in return for
his protection. The grant of a patent is not
the grant of a monopoly in the strict sense of

that word, whicli is that certain rights or privi-

leges theretofore enjoyed by the whole public are
granted exclusively to one or more individuals,
and the general public restrained in the exercise
of those rights. A patent is merelj' protection for
a limited time in the enjoyment of something
which has been created or produced by an inven-
tor, and which had not theretofore been enjoyed
bj' the general public. Consult the treatises on the
Lutes of Patents, bv Walker (3 ed., Xew York,
18n.5) ; Phillips (oth ed.. Boston. 1867) : Curtis
(4th ed.. Boston. 187.3) : Carpmael, Patent Laus
of the World (2d ed.. London. 1880). and tlie

official Government reports of the United .States,

Creat Britain, etc.: Merwin, Patentability of
Inventions (Boston, 188.3) : Munn & Co.. United
States Patent Lair (Xew York. 1870). See Copy-
right; Letters P.vtext; Moxopoly; Tr.\be-
MABK.

PATENT OFFICE. A Government depart-
ment or bureau established by act of Congress in
1836. with a commissioner at its head charged
with performing all duties relative to the grant-
ing of patents. In 184!) the Patent Office was
transferred to the newly created Interior De-
partment, where it has since remained. From the
beginning provision was made for the collection
and preservation of models, as a result of which
an immense collection of specimens and designs
has been gathered. In 1830 the building in
which the models were kept was burned and many
of them were destroyed, but Congress jna<le an
appropriation of §100.000 to procure duplicates
of the ;uost valuable ones. Again in 1877 a part
of the building was burned together with many
models, but the most of these were replaced by
the manufacture of new ones.

The business of the Patent Office during the
early years of its existence was small, the number
of patents granted varying from 400 to flOO an-
nually during the period from 1837 to 1847. In
1840 the applications for patents amounted to

735. while the number of patents actually issued
was 458. In 1890 the number of applications
•was 35.352, while the number of patents granted
was 23.550. The receipts of the Patent Office

usually exceed the expenditures, although there
have been exceptional years. In 1840 the receipts
and expenditures were respectivelv .$38,05U and
$30,020: in 1809 they were $1,32'5.457 and $1,-

211,783. The Commissioner of Patents is required
to make an annual report of the business of the
office, giving with other information a list of

patents issued during the year, with the names
of the patentees. Specifications and drawings
of all inventions are likewise published in a
monthly volume. Until 18(i2 the Patent Office

also published an annual volume on agrioilture.

An official gazette containing lists of patents,

issued together with brief descriptions and
drawings, decisions of the office on important
questions arising in the cotirso of the administra-
tion, and important judicial decisions affecting

l)atents, is now one of the regular weekly pub-
lications of the office. The Commissioner of Pat-
ents is aided by an assistant commissioner, three
examiners in chief, and a large number of ex-
aminers, each of whom has charge of a distinct
class of inventions. Besides these there are sev-
eral hundred assistant examiners, clerks, mes-
sengers, etc.

PATER, pa'tA', Jean Baptiste Joseph ( 1005-
1730). A French genre painter, born in Valen-
ciennes. He was a pupil of Watteau, and
painted subjects similar to those of his master.
The 'fOtes galantes' were depicted by him with
something of the grace and ease that distin-
guished Watteau himself. But although he was
a good colorist, he was not a good draughtsman.
His works include: "Fete Galante" (in the Dres-
den Gallery); "Women Bathing" (in the Xa-
tional Gallery, Edinburgh): "FOte Champetre"
11728), in the Louvre; "The Bath" (in Ver-
sailles) ; and "The Comical JIarch" (in the
Metropolitan Museum, Xew York City).

PATER, pa'ter. Walter Horatio (1830-94).
An Knglish essayist, born at Shadwell, in the
East of London, August 4, 1839. He was
educated at King's School, Canterbury, and at
Queen's College, Oxford, graduating B.A. in
1862. In 1804 he was elected fellow of Brasenose
College. Except for his visits to the Continent
and a short residence in London, he passed his
life at Oxford. He had come to the university
with the intention of entering the Church of
England; but by 186.5^the date of his first visit
to Italy—he had lost all belief in Christian doc-
trines. He found his mission in interpreting
to his age the spirit of the Renaissance in art
and literature. For this end he employed the
historical novel, the story, and mainly the essay.
In all his work—much of which originally ap-
peared in the reviews—he wrought with the great-
est care, aiming at absolute precision in the ex-
pression of his thoughts and emotions. The re-

sult was an extremely delicate and refined style,

delightful in its rhythm, but lacking in vigor
and simplicity. After a quiet career as tutor
and author. Pater died at Oxford. .July 30. 1894.
His publications in book form comprise: Studies
in the Historii of the Henaissanee (1873). con-
taining the brilliant essay on Winckelmann

;

ilarius the Epieinean (1885). a masterly ex-
position of the best phases of Epicureanism, put
into the form of an historical romance: Imapi-
nary Portraits (1887), studies in philosophic
fiction; Appreciations (1889), containing his

most subtle literary criticism and a notable es-

say on style: Plato and Platonism (1893);
and The Child in the House (1894), an imagi-
nary portrait. After his death appeared Greek
Studies (1895). and a volume of essays collected
from contributions to the (luardian (1897).
His IVorAs in eight volumes appeared in 1900.

PATER'CTTLUS, Gaiis VelleH'S. A Roman
historian, descended from an ancient and wealthy
Campanian family. He is thought to have been
born about B.C. 19. He entered the array at an
early age. and from a.d. 4 to 12 served under
Tiberius as prwfectus equitum or legatus in Ger-
many. Pannonia, and Dalmatia. He was a great
favorite with Tiberius, and when the latter be-

came Emperor. A.n. 14. Paterculus was appointed
prwtor. He was alive in a.d. 30, as his history
comes down to that year; but it is conjectured
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that in tlio following year he was pprliaps put

to ileatli as one of the friends of !>ejauus, of

whom he speaks highly in his work. PatiTculus's

claim to rcmenilirance is his llis.tnriic Uumaixr,

a (•ompendium of universal, luit more particular-

ly of Roman, history, in two hooks. The work,

us we have it, is not complete, the beginning

and a portion following the eiglith chapter being

wanting. It seems to have commenced with the

fall of Troy, and descril«"s only the musi promi-

nent historical incidents, but these, fortunately,

with considerable fullness of detail. The r(/i7io

priiicrps of the Hi.ttoriw Uomn)\ir appeared at

Basel in l.j-iO. Later editions are l)y Orelli

(Leipzig. 18:iri); Kritz (ib.. 1840): Haiise (ib..

ISO."!) : and Ilalm (ib., ISTli). There is a partial

English translation by Haker (London. 1814).

and a compk'te one in the Bohn Library (ib.,

1h.->:pi.

PAT'ERE'RO (corrupted from pederero.

from Sp. pedrero, swivel-gun. from JIL. pclraria,

stone-throwing engine, from Lat. i>i Ira, from Gk.
Trirpa, rock). A small gun. firing a shot weigh-
ing 12 pounds or less, formerly much used as a
swivel. It was mounted on the ship's rail or in

the bow of a boat. (See article on Guxs.
Naval.) The name is also applied to a small
mortar for firing salutes on holidays and at fes-

tivals, especially in Konian Catholic countries.

PATER JOCHEM, pil'ter yO'Kem. A Swiss
pat 1 int. See 11a.si>i.\ger, Joachim.
PATERNO, pa-ter'nfl. A town in the Prov-

ince of Catania, Sicily, situated on the slope of
Jlount Etna, 1 1 miles northwest of Catania by
rail (Map: Italy. .1 10). There are some inter-
esting remains here of the Roman period. On a
height overlooking the city stands an ancient
Norman tower now used as a prison. There are
mineral springs, and a trade in wine. oil. and
flax. Paterna is built on the site of the old
Greek city of llvbla Major. Population (com-
mune), in 188l,'l7..!.')3: in 1001, 23,4.53.

PATERNOSTER (Lat,, Our Father). A
name for the Lord's Prayer (q.v.) commonly
used among Roman Catholics, from the opening
words of the Latin version employed in all their
services. In the rosary (q.v. ) it is combined
with the Hail .Mary; the larger beads of the
rosary arc thus ealled paternosters, and the
name was at one time applied to any beads about
the same size, even when used for trinnning a
dress.

PATERNOSTER BO^W. A noted London
street, long the focus of the pulilishing and
book trade of the city. Its name is derived from
the makers of rosaries and prayer-books, who
formerly made it their headtpiarters.

PAT'ERSON. An important manufacturing
city, the county-seat of Passaic County. N. .J.,

10 miles northwest of New York Citv': on the
Passaic River, the Morris Canal, and' the Erie,
the Lackawanna, and the New York. Susque-
hanna and Western railroads (Map: New .Ter-
scy, D 2). The city, with an area of about 8Vi
square miles, extends over a broad plaiii
around a curve of the river. The Passaic has a
perpendicular fall of 50 feet at this point, and
a descent of 20 feet more to the plain, affording
great water power. The streets are broad and
well drained. Sixty-four miles are paved, the
great proportion with macadam. The street

railroad .system, including .50 miles of track,
extends beyond the city, connecting with im-
portant towns and cities of the vicinitj-. Pater-
son has a puljlic library of aljout 37.000
volumes: two city parks—Kast Side and West
Side parks: an imposing soldiers' nionument

:

Paterson General Hospital and Saint .Iose])h's

and isolation hospitals; Old Ladies' Home and
Children's Nursery, and other charitable insti-

tutions. Among prominent structures are also
the new city hall, court-house, post-office, and
several banking buildings. The numufacture-^.
which make this the third city of the State
in importance, include silk and silk goods, loco-

motives, steel trusses and bridge work, engines
and boilers, iron and steel, brass castings.

general machinery, cotton goods, linen thread,
jute, paper, malt liquors, etc. The silk mills are
the most extensive in the L'nited States, employ-
ing an army of operatives, and representing a

considerable amount of capital.

The government is vested in a mayor, elected
every two years; a council; and in subordinate
administrative officials, appointed or elected as
follows: board of education and library trus-

tees, by the executive; park commissioners and
health boaid, by the executive, subject to the
consent of the council : and heads of city depart-
ments such as are employed in the city hall, by
the council. Paterson spends annually, in main-
tenance and opeiation, about .$1.17.5,000. the
main items of expense being $295,000 for schools,

$14.5,000 for interest on debt, $120,000 for the
fire department, $115,000 for the police depart-
ment, $75,000 for municipal lighting, $60,000
for charitable institutions, and $55,000 for street

cleaning and sprinkling. The city's bonded del>t

is (1901) over .$3,200,000. and tiie valuation of

property (real and personal) is assessed at near-
ly $50,000,000.

Paterson was founded in 1792 by "The So-
ciety for Establishing Useful Manufactures," in

•which Alexander Hamilton was much interested.

It was thought that the town would soon be-

come the manufacturing metropolis of America.
It was incorporated as a town in 1791. William
Paterson then being Governor of the State, and
was chartered as a city in 1851. The steady
growth of the city is indicated in the following
s'tatistics: Population, in 1840. 7590: 1850, IL-
334; 1860. 19,586; 1870. 33,579; 1880, 51,031:
1890, 78.347; 1900, 10.5.171. The population in

1900 included 38,800 persons of foreign birth
and 1200 of negro descent.

PATERSON, .JoH?r (1744-180S). An Ameri-
can .soldier, born at New Britain, Conn. He
graduated at Y'ale in 1762: practiced law for a
time in New Britain; removed to Lenox, Mass.,
in 1774, and was elected a member of the Massa-
chusetts Provincial Congi-ess. Immediately after
the battle of Lexington he led a regiment of
minute-men to Cambridge and helped to erect the
first redoubt near Boston. He afterwards
served with great gallantry in the Canada and
New .Jersey campaigns in the operations against
Burgo\Tie. and became a brigadier-general
(1777) and a major-general (1783). He held a
command in the Massachusetts militia during
Shays's Rebellion in 1786. and afterwards (1794)
removed to Lisle (now Whitney's Point). N. Y..
and became county judge of Broome County. He
served four terms in the State Legislature, was a
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member of the State Con>titutional Convention
in 1801, and was a member of Congress in

180305. From 1805 imtil his death (at Lisle),

he devoted liimself to farming. Consult Egglcs-
ton, Life of Mnjor-Oeneral John Paterson (2d ed..

New York, IS'JSl.

PATERSON, RoBEEi (1715-1801). A Scot-

tish stonemason, bom near Hawick, who is

immortalized by Sir Walter Scott, as 'Old Mor-
tality.' After his marriage he leased a quarry
of his own, but being a Cameronian with the
courage of his convictions, his house was burned
and himself made prisoner by the Jacobites on
their retreat from England with Prince Charles
in 1745. Paterson began his wanderings by
taking monuments into the Galloway district for

the graves of the Covenanters, and from 1758
he forsook his wife and family in his enthusiasm
for his self-appointed task. For more than forty

years he and his old white pony were well-known
figures in the vicinity of every churchyard of
Southern Scotland where there were Camero-
nian monuments. 'Old ilortality' restored their

lettering and otherwise kept them in order. He
depended for his living chiefly upon Cameronian
hospitality, which never failed him, had ever a
melancholy mania for discoursing upon the per-

secutions of the hill-men, and died in poverty.

PATERSON, William (1658-1719). A Brit-

ish financier, born in Dumfriesshire, Scotland.
When a young man he removed to England, and
then went to the Bahama Islands. Returning to

London, he engaged in trade, and soon acquired a
considerable fortune. Paterson is chiefly famous
for having been the originator of the Bank of

England and for having projected the Darien
scheme. His first overtures to the Government
for the establishment of the bank were made in

1691, but it was not imtil 1694 that Parliament
adopted his plan and passed the act creating for
ten years the corporation called the "Governor
and Company of the Bank of England."' Pater-
son was one of the original stockholders of the
bank, but in less than a year he resigned, and
soon afterwards took up the more visionary
Darien scheme

(
q.v. ) . Removing to Edinburgh,

he succeeded in persuading the Scottish Parlia-
ment to pass the Act of 1(395. which created the
"Company of Scotland trading to Africa and
India," imder the management of which the set-

tlement at the Isthmus of Darien was made.
Paterson, wlio had, because of a quarrel with the
directors, accompanied the expedition merely as
a private individual, lost his wife by death and
suffered greatly from hardships and sickness.

Upon his return to England he was an active
and influential advocate of the imion between
Scotland and England, and had a considerable
share in framing the articles of the treaty relat-

ing to trade and finance. In consideration of
his public services, the united Parliament of
1708 recommended that he be given an indemnity
for his losses in the Darien undertaking, but this
was not done imtil 1715, when he received £18.-

241. Paterson published anonymously more than
twenty works on finance, colonial enterprises,
legislative imion. and other stihjects. His ^Vor^:s
have been collected by Bannister in three volumes
(London. 1859). Consult also. Bannister, Life
of TV. Pdteisoii (Edinburgh, 1858).

PATERSON, WrLLi.iM (1745-1806). An
American statesman and jurist, said to have

been born at sea. He came to America when
Very young, graduated at the College of Xew
Jersey (Princeton) in 1763, studied law, and
was admitted to the bar in 1769. In 1776 he
was a member of the Legislative Council of Xew
Jersey, and of the State Constitutional Conven-
tion. The same year he was elected Attorney-
General and served ten years. He was a delegate
to the Continental Congress in 1780-81, and in
1787 to the Xational Constitutional Convention.
Here, as a representative of the smaller States,
who feared to enter a union in which population
or wealth should govern representation, he pro-
posed (.June 13th) the famous 'Xew Jersey
plan.' This provided for a single legislative
house, in which each State should have one vote;
an E.xecutive Council removable by Congress,
and a supreme judiciary to be elected by Con-
gress. The Xational Government should have
power to regulate commerce, le\-y import duties,
and, if necessary, make requisitions for money
upon the States. He was one of the fir.st Sena-
tors from Xew .Jersey in 1789, but resigned in
1790. From 1791 to 1793 he was Governor of the
State, and the town of Paterson was named in
his honor. In 1793 Washington appointed him
an associate justice of the Supreme Court, ou
which he served until his death. A collection of
his letters has been published under the title
Glimpses of Coloiil/il Society and the Life at
Princeton College, lise-ms. bi/ one of the class
of nes, edited by :Mills (Philadelphia, 1903).

PATERSON, WiLLLiM RoMAtN-E (1871—).
An English novelist, better known by his pseu-
donym, Benjamin Swift. He was born in Glas-'
gow, and studied a year at Lausanne. His
books are: Xuncy Soon (1896) ; The Tormentor
(1897); The Destroyer (1898); Siren City
(1899) ; Xude Souls (1900); and The Game of
Love (1901). Of these the earlier were over-
fanciful or consistently disagreeable in matter,
and in manner imitations of ileredith, but with
Siren City he struck an original note.

PATHANS, pa-thanz'. One of the names of
the Afghan peoples of the border-land of Hin-
dustan and Afghanistan. The Indian Pathans
have been of considerable historical importance,
and the less cultured tribes have at times fought
desperately against the British. Consult: Bel-
lew, The Races of Afghanistan (London, 1880)
and Inquiry into the Ethnography of Afghanis-
tan (London, 1891) ; Oliver, Across the Border,
Pathan and Biloch (London, 1890).

PATHELIN, patiax', or ilAJTRE Patiielix.
A noted French farce, composed probably at
Rouen in 1465. Pathelin is a tricky lawyer,
whose dishonest shifts form the staple of the
action. It was worked over in modern style by
Brueys and Palaprat (1706) as L'avocat Pateli'ii

and had great success. From their dialogue
comes the familiar phrase Revenez a cos moutons,
used there to recall Patelin to the sheep whose
disappearance is tmder discussion. Consult
Schaumburg. Die Farce Pathelin und ihre Xach-
ahmungen (Oppeln. 1887).

PATHFINDER. A name given to Gen. John
Charles Fremont, on account of his success in
exploring the passes of the Rocky Motmtains.

PATHFINDER, The. A novel by James
Fenimore Cooper (1840). It is the third in the
Leatherstocking Series^ and continues the career
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palho.t,

|)10V

of Xatty Bunippo under the iiaiiio of the Patli-

findir. 'The scene is about Fort Oswego aiul

J.ake Ontario during the French and Indian

War of 1756, and displays the sagacity of'the

hero in the perils of the wilderness.

PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY (from Gk.

TiSoi, ,«illi(,s, disease + X07/0, -lo(iiu. account,

from ^^eif, IcQtiii, to say). The branch of

anatoniv which treats of organs, tissues, and

cells as changed from the normal by disease.

It is usually studied in connection with the caus-

ative disease; and therefore in this work the

patludogical changes occurring during a disease

are described in tlie article which treats of that

disease.

PATHOLOGY (from Gk. viBos,

disease + Xo7ia, -logia, account, from

7((/ci«, to say). The study of disease as

in'ce of scientific knowledge; pathological i)hysi-

ology. Disease is well defined as 'the expression

of "the sum of abnormal cell activities'

(Schmaus). Such activity disturbs the regiilar

cell life in one of three directions: nutrition,

function, or multiplication. It is evident, then,

that jiathologj- is equally with physiologj- a de-

])artnient of biolog>'.

Many theories of disease and its causation are

found in the history of medicine. .\thena>us, of

Attalia (\.I). 0!)), was the founder of the pneu-

matic patliology. He helil tliat tliere is a cer-

tain spiritual" principle, tlie pncuma, which

reaches the heart by way of tlie respiration and
is thence driven through the whole body. When
working regularly, and mixed with warmth and
moisture, it occasions healtli. When mixed witli

warmth and dryness it occasions acute diseases.

When mixed with cold and moisture it produces

the phlegmatic diseases. When uiixi'd with cold

and dryness it causes melancholy. He also

claimed that in febrile diseases the liumors of

the body became corrupted or putrefied. Tliis

jmtridity, he asserted, was ,a process williin the

fluids by which they exhaled much water.
Galen ( l.SO-e.201 ) elaborated and advanced

the humoral pathology of Ilipixicrates (c.460-

357 B.C.). He selected four fluids, or hu-
mors, of the body as the primary scats of dis-

ease: blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile.

Health he conceived to be tlic due combination, or
"crasis,' of these; while illness he considered
was the result of a disturbance of this condi-
tion. During favorable progress of disease, these
humors underwent a change, or 'eoction,' which
was taken as a sign of returning health and as
a preparation for the 'crisis,' when an expulsion
of morbid matter occurred. The humoral path-
ology was long in vogue. Sylvius (1478-153.'))

and Boerhaave (10(;a-1738) championed a new
jiathohigy. Tliey asserted that the iatro-cheniical
"acridities' of the fluids played a most important
role. They classified acid, saline, oleaginous,
glutinous, alkaline, and mixed 'acridities.' which
were supjiosed to originate in the food and to be
especially active in chronic diseases. Glisson
( 1597-1677) advanced the theory of 'irritability,'

attributing it to both solids and liquids. Life
itself was considered to be 'irritability.' HolT-
mann (1660-1742) originated the 'solidist path-
ologj-.' He claimed that disease was "a marked
disturbance in the movements of the solids and
the fluids." In these disturbances the solids are
the active and the fluids are the passive agents.

Excessive movement produces 'spasm' and defec-

tive movement produces 'aton.y.' Disease, he

admitted, "might be due to alteration in the

humors, and especially to a gradual thickening

ot the vessels, wliich tends at once to hinder

their free circulation and to prevent the ex-

cretion of waste products." His four main
sources of disease were, therefore, spasm, atony,

altered humors, and deficient excretion. Barthoz

(born 1734) launched the mystic and vague
vitalistic pathology-. He assumed the existence

of a 'vital principle,' neither soul nor body. Dis-

ease he asserted to be the eft'ort of the vital prin-

ciple to resist harmful agencies, or to be due to

'a morbid idea manifesting itself by alterations

in sensibility, abnormal movements, or an aber-

ration in those acts which regulate the chemical

constitution of tlie humors."
It was reserved for \'irchow in 1858 to enun-

ciate clearly and elaborate convincingly the cel-

lular pathology, now accepted the world over,

and forming the basis of a universal view of the

organs and the diseases which affect them.
The complex human organism may be reduced

to very simple elements—the cells and the inter-

cellular substance to which they give origin. All

])arts of all organs and tissues are composed of

cells or products of cells. Blood and lymph are

tissues, differing from muscular or fibrovis tis-

sues in that they have fluid intercellular sub-

stance. Cells are the conductors of vital func-

tions, normal or abnormal. Their condition

elianges with age, disease, and fatigue on the one

hand, and reparation and nutrition on the other.

Pathological conditions affect an organ in one
of two wa.vs : as an increase or as a decrease in

vital activity. Hence such conditions may be

divided into two classes: the retrogressive and
the progressive disorders. It is obvious that

each of these processes involves functional as

well as anatomical differences and abnormalities.

Between the two processes seems to stand the

condition of arrest of development, due to me-
chanical causes or to interrupted vascular sup-

ply. If development begins, but is arrested, the
condition is termed aplasia. If the arrest is par-

tial, the condition is termed hypoplasia. If an
organ is wholly undeveloped, the condition is

termed afloiesia.

The patliologist's attention is fixed largely upon
the nature of anatomical changes found, and the

explanation of their occurrence. Tliese changes
are termed 'lesions,' and upon more or less ac-

curate idea of their nature and extent depend the

success of measures taken for the relief of dis-

ease. Having established a conception of the
lesions present, the investigator turns to their

cause. The inquiry as to causation is embraced
in the branch of pathology termed etiology. This

department includes not only the study of vege-

table organisms ( bacteria ) and animal organ-

isms (such as Plasmodia), and mineral toxins,

and their agency in producing lesions, but also

the study of reaction fcjUowing the activity of

the agent. This reaction depends, in some meas-
ure, upon the develojimental disorder present, or
the inherited dispositions of the tissues as to

resistance or susceptibility. Inherited condi-

tions are largely speculative and inferential, and
this factor of etiology is of less importance in

the analysis of disease. The essential feature of

the whole matter is the adequate comprehension
of the abnormal expression of cellular life.
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There are, then, throe subdivisions of pathology:
etiolog}', or the study of causes of disease; mor-
bid anatomy, or the study of structural changes
in disease ; and morbid physiology', or tlie study

of disturbances of function, including morbid
chemical action.

Pathology naturally separates into two great
divisions: (1) general pathology, or the study
of morbid conditions which are common to sev-

eral difl'crcnt diseases; (2) special pathology, or
the study of individual diseases. To illustrate,

fever is a morbid condition which enters into a
number of diseases, and therefore belongs to the

realm of general pathology; while the study of

the lesions of typhoid fever, an individual dis-

ease, belongs to special pathologj-. The study of

tlie gross and microscopic anatomy of diseased
tissues is termed pathological histology. The
study of the lesions in diseases referred to the
surgeon for treatment and of the lesions in post-

operative conditions constitutes surgical pathol-

ogy.

Gexekal P.\tiiologt. Of prime importance to
tlie pathologist is the study of disorders of circu-

lation, whether (1) hfipercemia. arising from ex-

cess of supply or diminished escape of supply of

blood: or (2) anwmia. a decrease of supply of

arterial blood; or (3) hemorrhage (see Bleed-
ing) : or (4) oedema (q.v.) ; or (5) thrombosis
(q.v. ), uniler which is to be considered embolism
(q.v.), with consequent necrosis or relief by an-

astomosis.

Xecrosis (q.v.) is a local death of tissue, due
to circulatory disorder, thermic action, or in-

flammation. A regi-essive disorder of the life

of cells in which there is diminished nutritive

and functional derangement is degeneration.
Ten forms occur. The degeneration may be
parenchj-matous (or albuminous), fatty, mucous,
colloid, amyloid, hyaline, glycogenic, or hydropic.

or may appear in the form of petrification or
pigmentation. .Some of these forms of degenera-
tion are described in the article Brioht'.s Dis-
ease. In some forms of degeneration products
of imperfect metamorphosis accumulate within
the cells. In others, necrotic cells and tissue

elements or foreign material collect between
the cells. In still others, there is a gradual
degeneration of the cell elements and a deposi-
tion in their place of a new substance. Atrophy
(q.v.), on the contrary, is essential loss of

substance without deposit of pathological or
foreign material. Each component part of the
tissues shrinks in volume. Yet atrophy may be
accompanied by deposits of various kinds, and
in such cases coexists with degeneration, as in

arterio-sclerosis (q.v.). Defective innervation,
exhausting diseases, disuse, long-continued mod-
erate pressure, or certain drugs may be the cause
of atrophy, in different tissues, and these causes
must be weighed by the physicians in determin-
ing pathological conditions in the course of

treatment of a diseased person.

.Among the progressive processes, or those in

which the vital activity of the organism is actually

increased, the most important are the reproduc-

tive. Inherent in every cell is the tendency for

reproduction. Stimulus of various kinds awak-
ens this innate tendency, which results in pro-

duction of new tissue of various forms. Closely

allied to the reproductive energy is the stimulus
and the power to repair, to replace lost parts.

Should the process of rebuilding go on to an

excess of mere replacement, or should regular
physiological growth be excessive, and the result
be an increase in size as well as an increase in
number of tlie elements, the condition is termed
hjjiicrtroiihy (q.v.). Under the influence of bac-
teria or chemical agents or unascertained causes,
and accompanied by pronounced vasrtilar dis-
turbance, a certain progressive process results in
inflammation (q.v.). Still another progressive
process results in tlie formation of neoplasm, or
new growths, constituted of tissues of a different
kind from those adjacent and developing at their
expense. Host of these formations are consid-
ered under TuMOB.
With this preliminary knowledge of the proc-

esses at work, it is usual, in taking up the study
of special pathology, to consider first the dis-

eases of the blood, next those of the lymphatic
tissues, then those of the various systems with
their or|;ans— respiratory, gastrointestinal,
urinary, and reproductive—and then the dis-
eases of bones and of joints, of voluntary mus-
cles, of the brain and its membranes, of the
spinal cord and its membranes, and of the pcri-
plieral system of nerves.

To bacteria are ascribed the production of
lesions, and they certainly influence chemical and
physiological processes, " locally and systemic-
ally. To their agency are ascribed pneumonia,
diphtheria, cholera, leprosy, bubonic plague
(qq.v.), etc. Animal parasites also play an
important role in the production of pathologic
conditions. Among them are the Amaba coli,

the H(Tmato~iJon malaria; etc. It is believed,

though not yet demonstrated, that to some proto-
zoa are due scarlet fever, measles, and smallpox.
There are also parasitic worms which produce
diseases such as tapeworm, lumbricoides. filaria

(qq.v.), etc. The special pathology of the dif-

ferent diseases is considered under tlie proper
title for each disease.

Consult: Green and Murray, Pathology and
Morbid .inatomy (Philadelphia. 1900) : Stengel,
Textbook of Pathology ( ib.. 1001) ; Schmaus and
Ewing. Patholoqy and Patholoqical Anatomy (ib.,

1902).

PATHOROS. The Hebrew corruption of the
Egyptian name for Upper Eg^'pt. Pa'to'rCs,

literally 'the South-land.' It occurs in five pas-

sages of the Old Testament: Isaiah xi. 11;

.Teremiah xliv 1-15: Bzekiel xxix. 14; xxx. 14.

The name was probably pronounced Pathoris by
the Hebrews, as is indicated by the Greek ren-

dering IlatfoiJpTC and *ac"<jp;/f. In Assyrian it

appears as Paturisi. The Pathrusim, mentioned
in Genesis x. 14 and I. Chronicles i. 12, are the

people of Pathros or Upper Egvpt. Consult
Krman. in Zcitschrift fiir die alttestamentliche
AVissrnxrhaft, vol. X. (Giessen, 1890).

PATIALA, put'Hili. An eastern native

State of the Punjab, India, Area. 5951 square
miles. Population, in 1S91. 1.583..521: in 1001,

l,.")Si;.n:',n. Capital, Patiala.

PATIALA. The capital of a native Punjab
State of the same name. India, 25 miles .south-

west of .\mbala (Map: India, C 2). Popula-
tion, in 1801, .5.5,8.56; in 1901, 53,.54.5. There are

aliout 5000 Sikhs: the rest are almost equally
divided between Hindus and Mohammedans.
PATIENCE. A comie opera hv Sir .\rthur

Sullivan with libretto by W. S. Gilbert (1881).
It is a satire on the sesthetic craze in England in
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the <cvoiUics. tvpiliod in the ridiculous character

of Bunlliorne.
'
Jt was one of the most Buccess-

ful of the Savoy operas.

PATINIB, pi't^'n*r', or PATENIER, -nya',

.loAiillM (c.U!lO-l")24). A FleniiNli iiaiiitir. born

at Pinant. He was proliahly tlic pupil of Olieeradt

David at Urugcs. Afterwards lie lived in Ant-

werp, where Albrecht Diirer painted his jiortrait

on the occasion of his second marriage in 1521.

He was the tirst of the Flemish painters to

make figures subordinate to the landscape in

his pictures. He had little knowledge of per-

spective, and the small figures he introduced are

fantastically grouped. He painted with extreme

detail. Hi's best pictures are: "Bajjtisni of

Christ," Vienna Museum: "Virgin of tlie Seven

borrows." Brussels Museum: "Temptation of

Saint Anthony." and "Repose in Egypt," Madrid
Musiimi.

PATKUL, piit'ki.il. JoHANN Reinhold von'^

(l(iUO-1707). A Livonian nobleman, prominent

as an opponent of the .Swedish power during
the last part of the seventeenth century and the

beginning of the eighteenth. He was born at
Stockholm, where his father was then a prisoner

of State, and after receiving a mililary educa-

tion entered the Swedish Army and rose to the

rank of captain. His bold advocacy of the rights

of the I-ivonian nobility, which the Swe<lish

Crown had suppressed, gained him the hatred of

Charles XI., who in 1094 condemned him to

mutilation and the loss of his estates. Patkul
escaped, and. in lODS. took service with Augustus
the Strong. Elector of Saxony and King of Poland,
as a member of the Privy Council. He was instru-

mental in bringing about the alliance of Russia,
Poland. Saxony, and Denmark against Charles
XII. in 1700, liut soon after left the Saxon Court
and entered the service of Peter the Great. In
1704 he was Russian Ambassador at Warsaw,
where his outspoken criticism of the conduct of
Augustus led to his being imprisoned. In the
Treaty of AltVaiistlidt concluded between Sax-
ony and Sweden in 1706, Augustus promised to
surrender Patkul to Charles XII., but privately
gave orders to the conunandant of the prison to
connive at his escape. Before this could be
ellected, however, a Swedish detachment entered
Warsaw and Patkul was delivered into their
hands. At Kazimier/. near Posen, on October 10,

1707, Patkul was broken on the wheel and quar-
tered as a traitor to his country. Consult
Buchholz, Bcilriiqc. zur Lehensgeschichte J. R.
Palliils (Leipzig, 189,3).

PATTaORE, Coventry Kearsey Dighton
(1823-9G). An English poet, born at Woodford,
Essex. His earliest publication was a volume
of Poems (1844), praised by Buhver and utterly
condemned by Hhicknond in an unsparing re-
View. He also contributed to various periodi-
cals, in particular to the yorth British and the
Edinburgh, critical articles, which, although
marked by valuable detached observations, are
unsatisfactory because of his failure to under-
stand work other than his own. It was he who
asked Ruskin to send to the Times the latter's
famous letter in defense of the Pre-Raphaelites,
and he wrote for the Germ an essav on Macbeth',
and verse, including The Seasons.' However, he
was not much concerned with tlie Pre-Raphaelite
movement, and latterly nt lenst held no compli-
mentary opinion of Rossetti. He was at one time

a disciple of Tennyson, and in 1850 recovered the
manuseript of In ilcmuriuni from a cupboard in

which it had been left. From 1840 to 18G0 he was
assistant in the printed-book department of the
British Museum. His published verse includes:

The Angel in the House (in part, 1854; com-
plete, ISO,'?; last ed. 1890) ; The Unknoim Eros
and Other Odes, i.-jcjc.ri. (1877) ; and Poems (in

a definitive edition, with a treatise on English
metrical law, 1886; reprinted, 1890, 1894, 1897).
Of these, the more pretentious are in narrative
form, quite Licking in any unity of interest and
at times bathetic, but with fine isolated pas-

sages, particularly convincing descriptions of

natural scenery, set in the mass of context. His
triviality and baldness have been perhaps too

monotonously dwelt upon by the critics, and the
high esteem of eminent contemporaries is not
wholly to be disregarded; but his work seems
much less remarkable than his rugged and strik-

ing personality. Of his prose may be mentiontd
Prineijiles in Art { 1889 : new revised and re-

arranged ed. 1898), essays reprinted from the
Saint James's Gazette, and Religio Poetw (1893;
revised and rearranged, 1898 ) . He wrote, also,

a memoir of the poet Procter, better known as
'Barry Cornwall' (1877). Consult Champneys,
Memoirs and Correspondence of Coventry Pat-
more (London, 1900).

PAT'MOS (Lat., from Gk. irar/iof). An isl-

and of ]iicturesque and irregular shape, about
10 miles in extent from north to south, lying off

the coast of Asia Minor (Map: Turkey in Asia,
B 4). The most prominent physical feature of
the island is its masses of volcanic hills, which
rise 800 feet at their highest point. The island
has borne no conspicuous part in history and
owes its reputation to the reference made to it

in the Bible (Rev. i. 9), where it is stated that
Patmos was the place to which Saint John was
exiled and that there he received the visions con-
tained in the Book of Revelation. The island is

now under Turkish rule and its condition has
steadily deteriorated. The most important fea-

ture of modern Patmos is the Monastery of Saint
John, founded in the eleventh century. Here
was once gathered a very valuable library, many
of the most important books in which have been
sold.

PATNA. A native State of India, feudatory
to the Central Provinces (q.v.). Area. 2399
square miles. Population, in 1891, 332.197; in

1901, 277.506. After having been several years
under British administration, the State was re-

stored to a descendant of its ancient Rajput
rulers.

PAT'NA, A division of Behar, Bengal (q.v.),

British India, comprising the districts of Patna,
Gaya, Sliahabad, Saran. Champaran, Muzaffar-
pur, and Darbhangarh. Area, 23.680 square
miles. Population, in 1891, 15,811,000; in 1901,
15,464.400. It is watered by the Ganges and
its tributary, the Son. The climate is very hot
in summer and mild in winter. The soil is fer-

tile and well cultivated. Rice, wheat, and barley
are grown, and the opium poppy is extensively
raised. Capital, Patna (q.v.).

PATNA. The capital of a district and divi-

sion of Bengal. British India, on the right bank
of the Ganges, 130 miles east of Benares (Map:
India, E 3). It covers a large area, stretching
with its suburbs for 9 miles along the river
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bank; its streets arc crooked and dirty, and

there are few interesting buildings. Tlie Golali,

a large, circular structure with walls more than

12 feet thick, originally built as a granary, is

remarkable for its acoustic properties. The city

has extensive bazaars, contains the largest opium
factories in India, and is an important centre

for the indigo trade. In the European quarter

on the west are a Roman Catholic cathedral,

Protestant churches. Government offices, schools,

the Nabob's palace, and the great tank.

Patna, under the former name of Padmavati,

or Lotus City, is supposed to have been the capi-

tal of Behar as early as B.C. 419. Here, at an
early period, the East India Company established

factories, and traded in opium, rice, etc. In 1763

disputes about transit-duties arose between the

company's servants and the native Government.

A war ensued, resulting in the British takin"

possession of the district. Patna was the head-

quarters of the Wahabi or Mussulman conspiracy

in 1864. It lies on the principal railroad of the

Ganges Valley, and also has considerable ship-

ping on the river. Population, in 1891, 165,192;

in 1001, 134.78.5, most of whom were Hindus,

with about 40,000 Mohammedans and .500 Chris-

tians.

PA'TON, Sir Joseph Noel (1821-1901). A
Scottish historical painter. He was born at

Dunfermline. Scotland, December 13, 1821. His

first work in art was the designing of patterns

for damask fabrics. He entered the Academy
Schools, London, in 1843, and in 1845. as well as

two years later, his designs received prizes in

the Westminster Hall Competition. He became
a member of the Royal Scottish Academy in

18.50, and in 1857 he settled in Edinburgh. In

1866 he received the appointment of Queen's

Limner for Scotland, and was knighted in 1867.

He made the cartoons for the glass of the great
windows of Dunfermline, restored in 1884 by

Andrew Carnegie. He died at Edinburgh, De-

cember 10, 1901. His subjects are drawn from
fairy tales, history, poetry, and religious lore,

and his painting, though imaginative and sym-
pathetic, is faulty in drawing and sometimes
harsh in color. His chief works include "The
Spirit of Religion" (1845); "Reconciliation of

Oberon and Titania" (1847), Xational Gallery,

Edinburgh: "Home from the Crimea" (1856);
"Luther at Erfurt" (1861): "Death Barge of

King Arthur" ( 1865 ) ; "Love in Tenebris"

(1879).

PATOS, pa'tosh, Lagoa dos. A lake in Brazil.

See L.\GO.\ DOS Patos.

PATRAS, pa'tras, or PATR^ffi. A fortified

seaport of Greece and the capital of the Xo-

marchv of Achaia, situated in a fertile plain

on the Cxulf of Patras (Map: Greece. C 3).

The town is dominated by a citadel-crowned

ridge, the site of the ancient acropolis. It is

well built, with wide and straight streets, and
has a fine church and post office, a high school,

and ruins from ancient Greek and Roman times.

The harbor is only a roadstead, protected by a

breakwater, but the town is, nevertheless, an

important trade centre, and the seat of a United
States consul. The chief exports are currants,

wine, oils, valonia. and skins. Population, in

1889. 33.529: in 1896. 37,958. Patras was one

of the foremost among the 'twelve cities' of

Achaia, and during the Middle Ages was the chief

commercial city of the Peloponnesus. It was de-

stroyed by the Turks in 1821, but was soon rebuilt.

PATRIA POTESTAS (Lat., paternal

power). The power of the father over his chil-

dren in early Roman law was similar to that

which existed among other Aryan peoples at the
same stage of social development. (See Pabent
A>D CuiLU. ) What was peculiar in later Roman
law was the extent to which this early power was
maintained even at an advanced stage of civiliza-

tion, and the duration of the power, in the case

of sons, until the father's death. Daughters (at

least in the earlier law) passed out of the pa-

ternal power upon marriage, but sons remained
subject even after their marriage. The son had
no potestas over his children until his father's

death. Patria potestas was thus the authority

not merely of the father over children, but of the

ancestor over all descendants in the male line

(son's children, son's son's children, etc.).

In early Roman law the father had an un-
limited right to expose all infant daughters ex-

cept the first-born. Sons and first-born daugh-
ters might also be exposed if they were deformed
and the deformity were attested by five of the

nearest neighbors. The father had also, as do-

mestic magistrate, the right to pimish his chil-

dren, even with death, after a trial at which the

kinsmen were present. These paternal rights ex-

isted throughout the Republican period, unchecked
except by the arbitrary power of the censors and
of the popular assembly to punish abuses of pa-

ternal power. In the Imperial period, however, ex-

posure of children was forbidden and the right of

punishmentwas reduced -n-ithin disciplinary limits.

The father had also the right to sell the child.

Sale into slavery was tmusual; in the later

Empire it was permitted only in the case of

new-born children and only when the father was
in extreme poverty, .and even then the father re-

tained the right of ransom. To pledge the person
of a child for the father's debt (which was
originally accomplished by sale with the right of

ransom ) was not luicommon, nor was this prac-

tice forbidden until the Imperial period. It

was also not imusual for a father to sell his

son's services for a number of years. A so-called

royal law (i.e. a rule of the old religious law;
see Cnn, Law) forbade the sale of a married

son; and another royal law declared that a son

sold three times should be free from- the father

—

a rule of which the jurists took advantage in de-

vising a form of emancipation (q.v.). Sales of

children for the purposes of emancipation or of

adoption into a new family, and sales of daugh-

ters as a method of giving them in marriage,
were of course purely formal.

Sons and daughters imder patria potestas had
no property of their own: whatever they acquired

was acquired for the head of the house. In the

Imperial period, however, the son and also the

daughter obtained property rights: ( 1 1 Whatever
the son acquired in the military or civil ser-

vice of the Empiie tpeettUum castreitse. quasi

castreiise) was his own; (2) whatever a son or

daughter acquired from the mother or from
maternal relations (bona maienta, materni fien-

eris) , and, finally, whatever a son or a dauglitcr

acquired from anyone except the father ( bona
adrcnticia) . passed indeed into the control and
usufruct of the father, but the equitable interest

was in the child. Accordingly the father was for-
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bidden to sell land llius acquired, and liis estate

was accountable to the children for all goods and
uioiiey tliu3 acquired.

With the development of the legal recognition

of the child's right to life came the recognition

of his right to su))port. With the development
of independent property rights of the child came
the duty to support an indigent parejit.

Even at early Konian law there was one field

in which sons were independent, viz., that of

public law. The son under paternal authority
bad political rights and was eligible to otTice;

and. if clothed with ollicial power, he could con-

trol the actions of the father.

Paternal authority existed over children born
to the father in lawful marriage. In the later

Empire children born of a concubine (filii nutu-
ralvsj coiUd be legitimized by the subsequent
marriage of their parents or by rescript of the
Emperor. Children thus legitimized and chil-

dren brought into the family by adoption {arro-
gatio or adopt io plena: see Adoption) were sub-
ject to patria potcstas.

Pallia ]jolcsta» was extinguished not only by
the death of the father, but by his loss of lib-

erty or of citizciisliip (capilis dcminutio maxima,
vicdia). His capture and enslavement by foreign
enemies, however, only suspended his paternal au-
thority, and if he escaped or was ransomed it

revived. The practical meaning of the rule was
that condemnation to any penalty which carried
with it loss of freedom or of citizenship destroyed
patria potcstas. Forfeiture of paternal authority
was also imposed, by Inijjerial legislation, on the
father who exposed his child or prostituted his
daughter. The marriage of a daughter extin-
guished her father's a\ithority as long as mar-
riage (q.v.) carried the woman into the power
{maiius) of her husband: but when the free mar-
riage was developed, the married woman re-
mained under her father's' authority. Even in
such a marriage, however, her children were un-
der the paternal authority of her husband or of
her husbanils father. Paternal authority was
extinguished, in the older Roman law, when a
son became a ilamen of .Jupiter or a daughter be-
came a vestal virgin. In the law of .Justinian
the same result attached to the elevation of the
son to the episcopate or his appointment to any
important secular oilice. Finally, paternal au-
thority was extinguished when the son or daugh-
ter was voluntarily emancipated or transferred
to an adopted father. The emancipation of chil-
dren originally deprived them of all right of in-
heriting property in their original familv ex-
cept by testament : but this result was obviated
as regarded the father's estate, bv the pra-torian
edict, and, as regarded the estates of brothers,
sisters, and paternal relatives, by Imperial legis-
lation. Consult the authorities referred to under
Civil. Law.

PATKIARCH (Lat. patriarcha, patriarrhes,
Irom hk. narpi&pxiir, patriarch, chief of a tribe
from ^arpia, patria, lineage, from ^arf/p, pater,
father -f apxnv, archein. to rule). The name
given to ten personages appearing in the ante-
diluvian period of biblical historv, who are, how-
ever, supposed by many modern "scholars to rep-
resent tradition,il epochs or dynasties, similar in
ch.-,racter to and st.inding in some connection
with Berosus s list of antediluvian dynasties in
iJabylonia. See METiirsELAH.

In the history of the Christian Church, the
title is applied to the bishops of certain great
metropolitan sees of a wider jurisdiction than
other metropolitans. The three earliest instances
seem to l>e directly connected with a tradition of

the establishment of those sees by Saint Peter.

These are the three which the First Council of

Xicica asserts to be recognized by ancient custom
—Rome, Antioch, and Alexandria. After the
translation of the seat of empire to Byzantium,
thenceforward called Constantinople, that see,

which had originally been subject to the lletro-
politan of Heraclea. obtained first metropolitan
and then patriarchal rank, and eventually estab-
lislied a precedence over Antioch and Alexandria,
being ranked second only to Rome. To these
four patriarchates was added in 451 that of
Jerusalem, which was formed out of the ancient
Patriarchate of Antioch. The limits of these
five patriarchates can only be loosely assigned.
These patriarchs had autliority to consecrate the
metropolitans under their jurisdiction, and to
preside over councils aud high judicial tribunals
within the same limits. After the Greek schism,
and particularly after the establishment of the
Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, Latin prelates
were appointed with the rank and title of pa-
triarch in each of the four great Eastern sees.

Since then there have been a number of patriarchs
in the East, among the Greek Orthodox (one for
Russia created in 1589 and removed by Peter
the Great), among the Xestorian and Eutychian
communities, and among those who have returned
to union with Rome.

Besides the five greater patriarchates, there
have been others in the West kno^^•n by the name
of minor patriarchates. The controversy of the
Three Chapters (see Ch.^pters, The Three) gave
the Bishop of Aquileia an opportunity to assume
this title, whereupon the orthodox Bishop of
Cirado asserted an equal right to it. It remained
in the former line even after the first bearer
made his submission, until Benedict XIV. abol-
ished it : that of Grado was transferred to Venice
in 1451. In France the Bishop of Bourges at
times claimed the title, and Napoleon had the
idea of creating a French patriarch. Pope
Paul III. granted the dignity of Patriarch of the
Indies to the grand chaplain of the King of
Spain, and the King of Portugal asked a similar
dignity for his grand chaplain, with his see in
Lisbon. As a matter of fact, by the concordat
of 1886 which regulated the relations between
Church and State in the Portuguese East In-
dies, the honorary title was conceded to the
Archbishop of Goa".

PATRIARCHAL CROSS. A cross which,
like the patriarchal crosier, has its upright part
crossed by two horizontal bars, the upper shorter
than the lower. A cross patriarchal fimbriated
or was a badge of the Knights Templars.

PATRIARCHATE. (1) The rule or juris-
diction of a father. (2) Any social group, as a
family, a clan, or a tribe, living under the rule
of a father or eldest male member of the group.
The term stands for an important stage in the
development of human society, and for an im-
portant theory commonly called the patriarchal
theory. In nomadic communities, and often in
simple agricultural populations, there are found
compound families, in which two or three gen-
erations of relatives, including many brethren
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with their wives and children, live together under
tlie rule of the eldest male, and in the common
ownership of a household property. The society

of the ancient Hebrews in the very early days
is described in the Old Testament as patriarchal.

The nomadic tribes of the Arabian desert and of

the steppes of Central Asia are patriarchal now.
Tlie family and clan organization of the ancient

Greeks and of the ancient Romans was pa-

triarchal, and a large proportion of the Slavic

population of Russia and of Southeastern Aus-
tria is patriarchal still. In its simplest form
the patriarchal theory is stated by Aristotle in

the opening pages of the The Politics. Society is

represented as springing from a single family,

consisting of a man and his wife and children.

The children and children's children continue to

live with the first father, acknowledging him as

chief or patriarch as long as he lives. On his

death his descendants divide into as many fam-
ilies as he has sons with offspring. Each such

son becomes the patriarch of a new compound
family. In the course of time many such related

families, living in one district and speaking one

tongue, become a tribe. Tribes enlaiging divide,

but if they do not separate too far they jjresently

confederate and become a nation. This simple

theory underwent great modification through the

researches of Sir Henry Sumner ilaine, who in

Ancient Law (London, 1801) showed that the

patriarchal family of the Komans was a partly

natural, partly artificial gi'oup held together by
the supreme power {potcstas) of the eldest male.

Membership in the groupraightbeacquiredthrough
adoption as well as by actual descent from the

first father, and it could not be acquired through
blood relationship on the side of the mother.
Neither males nor females not subject to the

father's power were accounted of the group, and
property descended only through kinship in the

male line. The group was thus essentially not

a compound family, but, rather, a elan or gens.

(See Gexs.) Maine attempted to prove in this

work, and later in Early Laic and CiiMom (Lon-

don, 1883), that this highly artificial patriarchal

system had been general among Aryan peoples.

A destructive criticism of Maine's theories by
John F. ilcLennan, The Patriarchal Theory,

edited and completed by Donald McLennan, was
put forth (London) in 188.5. In this work it

was shown that the patriarchal family has every-

where been preceded by the clan and family sys-

tem based on kinship through females, and that

the true patria potestas has been of exceptional

occurrence, even after the patriarchal system has

been established. Substantially the same conclu-

sions are maintained by W. Robertson Smith,

Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia (London,
18S.5). An exceedingly interesting and instruc-

tive account of the economic aspect of patriarchal

institutions, especially in Slavic communities, is

found in Laveleye's De la propricte et de ses

formes primitives (Paris. 1874: translated.

Primitive Property, London, 1878). See

Matriahciiate : ^Marriage.

PATRIARCHS, Test.\ment of the. See

Apocrypha, section on Old Testament.

PATRIARCHS, TESTAitEXTS of the Twelve.
See Apocrypha, section on Old Testament.

PATRICIAN (Fr. patricien, from Lat. pa-

tricius. of the rank or dignity of the fathers,

from pater, Gk. ^artip, pater, Skt. pitar. father;

connected with Goth, fadar, OHG. fatar, Ger.
Voter, AS. feeder, Eng. father) . A name given to

the members of the original Roman gentesi, of

whom the populus Romanus consisted, and to

their descendants by blood and adoption. The
amalgamation of the three tribes of Ramnes,
Titles, and Luceres gave rise to a distinction

between patres majorum yentiiim and patres mi-
iiorum gentium—the latter term being applied to

families recently elevated to an equality with
the old patrician class. On the establishment
of the plebeians as a distinct order, sharing cer-

tain rights with the patricians, the patriciate
became an aristocracy of birth, in the exclusive
possession of a number of important privileges.

A long struggle between the two orders ended
in the attainment by the plebeians of a political

equality, and the establishment of a new aris-

tocracy of nohiles based on wealth and oflice.

From B.C. 300 the old political distinction be-

tween patricians and plebeians had no real ex-

istence, except that patricians were ineligible to
the tribunate of the plebs. The Empire made
an end even of this relic of earlier days. Under
Constantine the dignity of patricius became a
personal title, not hereditary, but conferring
very high honor and certain privileges. It was
created at Constantinople, and not confined to
Romans or subjects of the Empire, but sometimes
bestowed on foreign princes. These patricians,

unlike the old Roman order, were distinguished
in dress and equipage from the ordinary citizens.

The popes in after times conferred the same title

on eminent persons and princes, including many
of the German emperors. In several of the Ger-
manic kingdoms the title of patrician was be-

stowed on distinguished subjects, and in some
parts of Italy the hereditary nobility are still

styled patricians. See Rome; Plebeians.

PAT^RICK, Saixt (373?-463?). The apostle

of Ireland. Of the existence of this holy man
there is no question, but every other fact about
him has been hotly disputed. This is the more
strange as he left an autobiography, but as

his object in it was rather to exalt the work
than the worker, he was not careful to give facts

in their chronological order or to detail his life;

so that for the purposes of a sketch of his life the
document has little value. According to the

facts which can be gathered from this work
Patrick was born at Banavem Taberni^. in Scot-

land, probably identical with the modern Dum-
barton, on the Leven near its confluence with the

Clyde, a few miles northwest of Glasgow. His
father was Calpornius. deacon in the Church,
also a dccurion and a man of means and standing.

His baptismal name was Suoat. When he was
sixteen years old he was captured by pirates

and carried to Ireland, where he was sold to

Miliuc, chieftain of Xorth Dalaradia. in the

County of Antrim, Xorth Ireland. He lived as

a slave for six years, employed in tending cattle.

His sad condition drove him to find consolation

in God, and he learned to wait upon the divine

will. In obedience to a divine intimation, he fled

from his master and journeyed south 200 miles.

He found a ship about to .sail for France, and
after a little parley was taken on board as a

servant, and in three days landed at the mouth of

the Loire. Then for twenty-eight days he trav-

ersed a wild country with the ship's company
until they came to JIarseilles. Here he parted
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from liis companions ami went to Tours, where

the fanions ^Martin ((|.v.) was Bishop. If. as

some aeenunts state, his mother was the sister of

this Martin, his {joinf; to Tours was the more
natural. He lived with Martin for four years.

At last he returned to Scotland. But the desire

to devote himself to preaching the Gospel to the

Irisli was strengthened by visions and voices,

and he went to Au.xerre in France to be conse-

crated by Bishop Amator. It was on this occa-

sion that he assumed the name of Patrick, by
which he is now exclusively known. In 405 he

began his missionary work in Ireland, and the

rest of his long life was spent in incessant labors

with commensurate success. He came to Ire-

land with a thorough knowledge of the language
and of the people and seems to have encountered
little opposition. He found no Christians and
left no heathen. It is jirobable that he died at
Armagli in 4(l.'i. His bell is in the Museum of

Arts and Sciences in Dublin; his crosier was pre-

served till the Kefornuition, but then tuifortu-

nately it was burned.

Besides the Patrick of history there is the
Patrick of legend, and the less attractive Patrick
of controversy. Among the many legends which
have gathered about him the most familiar is

that he banished the snakes from Ireland. Others
represent him as escaping from his foes by
miraculous agencies. For example, it is related
tliat on one occasion when a company was lying
in wait to slay Patrick and his companions, he
chantcil his hymn, called a "Breastplate," and
the op|)onents mistcHik tlie Christians for wild
deer with a fawn beliind them. These legends
have enhanced Patrick's reputation and doubtless
some of them have sonic foundation in fact. The
Patrick of controversy is now by birth a French-
man, now an Irishman; now of the third century,
now mythical ; now a Presbyterian, now a devoted
follower of the Komau Church; now deriving his
orders from Scotland and now from Rome; now
remarkably successful, now really accomplishing
very little.

Patrick was emphatically a man of deeds and
not of words, and so his literary remains are
few, though of great interest. First is his auto-
biography, which he calls his Confession. This
was written in Latin, in which tongtie he had be-
come very rusty. Xext comes his Epistle to
Coroticus, a Welsh prince, who had taken cap-
tive some of the Irish Christians. Patrick wrote
to secure, if possible, their release. Finally,
his hymn in Irish, called a 'Breastplate,'
which is a confession of faith, showing plainly
the very simple character of Patrick's faitli.
Other remains bearing his name have not such
good claim to be called genuine. All his remains,
genuine and disputed, are in Migne, Pair. Lot.,
Uii.; also in better shape with' the Tripartite
Life, one of the sources of his biography, in the
"Rolls Series," No. 89, two parts, edited by Whit-
ley Stokes (London. 1887). For English trans-
lations of his genuine works and notes, consult:
Wright, The Writiiifis of Patrick, the AjMStle of
Ireland (London, 1880) ; and Olden, Epistles ami
Hi/mns of ,<!aiiit Patrick (Dublin, 187G; 3d ed
180.5). For his life, consult: Miss Cusack Life
"f^'""fP''l>M% Apostle of Ireland (London,
18/1, with a translation of the Tripartite Life
from the original Irish by Hennessey)

; also Todd
Saiut Patrick, Apostle of Ireland (i)-ah\\n, 1864)

•"

Morris, Ireland and Huint Patrick (London,
1888) ; Newell, Haint Patrick, Uis Life and
Tvachiwi (ib., 1890) ; Shearman, Loca Putriciana
(ib., 1870).

PATRICK, Saint, Order of. See Saint Pat-
RU K, .Most 1llu.strious Order of.

PATRICK, Simon ( 1G26-I707). A Church of
England divine. He was born at Gainsborough,
Lincolnshire, and graduated from Queen's Col-
lege, Cambridge, in 1G48. He took orders, and
in 1655 was received as eha|ilain into the family
of Sir Walter Saint John, of Battersea. In 1662
he was appointed rector of Saint Paul's, Covent
Garden, Loudon, and endeared himself to his
people by faithful instructions, and especially
by remaining with them during the plague of
1665. In 1671 he was made chaplain in ordinary
to the King. In 1072 he was made prebendary
of Westminster, and in 1679 Dean of Peter-
borough. During the reign of James II. he de-
fended Protestantism. In 1689 he was made
Bishop of Chichester, and in 1691 transferred to
the see of Ely. In his early life he wrote against
the Non-Conformists, in a pamphlet entitled

A Friendly Debate Beticeen a. Conformist and
a 'Non-Conformist (1669), but after he became
bishop he changed his opinion, regarded them
with favor, and used his iullucnce to allay strife.

He stood next to Tillotson in learning and in-

fluence. Among his numerous works were:
Mensa Mystica, or A Discourse Concerning the
Sacrament of the Lord's Supper (1660);' The
Heart's Ease, or a Remedy Against Trouble
(1600); The Parable of the Pilgrim (1664);
The Christian Sacrifice (1671) ; The Dignity of
the Christian Priesthood (1704). His para-
phrases upon the books of the Old Testament
from Genesis to Solomon's Song were published
in ten volumes between 1695 and 1710. They
are included with tlie commentaries of Lowth,
Arnold, Whitby, and Lowman, in A Critical
Commentary and Pai-aphrase on the Old and
yew Testament and the Apocrypha (London,
1809). A complete edition of his works was
published in 1858 by the Rev. Alexander Taylor,
in nine volumes. His Autobiography was pub-
lished at Oxford in 1839.

PA'TRIOFE'LIS (Neo-Lat., from Lat. jra-

/fi'»s, relating to a father, hereditary, ancient
+ felis, cat). A fossil creodont mammal found
in the Middle Eocene (Bridger) beds of Wyom-
ing, and of interest because it is considered by
some authors to be the ancestor of the modern
seals. Other writers, basing their conclusions on
more recent examination of the material, con-
sider Patriofelis to have been a terrestrial creo-
dont witli habits similar to those of the cats and
presenting a lateral line of evolution that seems
to have no descendants among modern carni-
vores. The animal, as indicated by the finely
mounted skeleton in the American" jMuseum of
Natural History, was of heavy build, about six
feet in length with low, crouching attitude,
flexed limbs, and long tail. The skull is rather
large, with small brain ease, and a prominent
posterior crest. The powerful jaws are armed
with sharp cutting teeth. The feet are digiti-
grade with spreading clawed toes. Oxyoena,
from the Wasatch lower Eocene beds, is a 'more
slender, less specialized ally of Patriofelis. Con-
sult: Wortman, "Osteology of Patriofelis, a
Jliddle-Eocene Creodont," in Bulletin of the
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American Mvseion of ?fatural History, vol. vi.

(New York, 1SU4) ; and Osborn, "Oxyteiia and
Patriofelis Re-Studied as Terrestrial Creodonts,"
in Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural
Hintory, vol. xiii. (New York, 1900).

PATRIOTIC SOCIETIES (ilL. patrioticus,

from Gk. -aTpiuiTti<u(;, patriOlitos, relating to

descent or to a lellou-countrynian, from Trar/itu-

T^f, pat riot es, fellow-countryman, from Trarpia,

putrid, race, country, from xar//p, pater, father).

Societies having as their objects the preserva-
tion of the records of important events in his-

toiy, and especialh- of the wars in which the
United States has participated; the encourage-
ment of love of country; the saving and restora-

tion of historical sites and objects; the celebra-

tion of anniversaries of historic events ; and the
fostering of fraternal feeling and intercourse

among veterans.

Of the colonial period, the first of the heredi-

tary patriotic bodies is the Society of the May-
flower Descendants. (See ^Iayflower De-
scEXDAXTS, Society of.) The Society of Colo-

nial Wars admits to membership adult male
descendants of Colonial ancestors of distinction.

(See Colonial Waks, Society of.) Similar to

the foregoing is the Order of the Founders and
Patriots of America. Besides colonial ancestry,

it requires that its members shall be descended
from ancestors who were loyal to the colonies

during the War of the Revolution. (See
FouxDERs AND Patriots of Ajierica, Order
of.) Of like character is the Settlers and De-
fenders of America (q.v. ), which admits both
men and women. The first patriotic hereditary
society of women to be organized was the Society
of Colonial Dames of America. It admits on
invitation women who are directly descended
from some ancestor of worthy life who resided in

an American colony before 1776. (See Colonial
Dames of A.merica, Society of.) Broader in

its scope is the National Society of Colonial
Dames of America. It admits on invitation
women who are descended from an ancestor of
worthy life who resided in an American colony
prior to 1750. (See Colonial Dames of Amer-
ica, National Society of.) The Society of

Daughters and Patriots of America admits to
membership by invitation women who are de-

scended in the direct paternal line of either
father or mother from an ancestor who settled

in the colonies before 1G87. and of an ancestor
in the same line who was loyal to tlie colonies

during the War of the Revolution. In New
Y'ork City there is the Holland Society (q.v.),

which admits to membersliip male descendants
in the direct male line of a man of Dutch
blood resident in America before 1675.

Commemorating tlie period of the great strug-
gle between the colonies and Great Britain are
a number of hereditary societies, of which the
oldest and best known is tlie Society of the Cin-
cinnati (q.v.), which admits to membership de-

scendants of officers wlio served in the Continen-
tal Army for at least three years. Following
the centennial celebration of the battle of Lex-
ington, there was organized in San Francisco,
Cal., on October 22. 1875. the Sons of Revolu-
tionary Sires, which, on April 30, 1889, became
the Society of the Sons of the American Revo-
lution. (See SoN.s of the American Revolu-
tion, Society of the.) Tlie Society of the Sons
of the Revolution has priority over the previous-

l.V mentioned societ_v in the Eastern States, and
has almost identical requirements, for it admits
to membership lineal descendants of participants
in the War of the Revolution. (See Sons of
THE Revolution.) Similarly the Naval Order
of tlie United State-s (q.v.) admits to mem-
bership any ollieer, or descendant of one, who
served in the naval forces of the United States
during the War of the Revolution or any of
the subsequent wars. Enlisted men wlio "have
received the naval medal of honor are also
eligible to membership. One of the most dis-
tinguished among the patriotic societies is the
Military Order of Foreign \\ars, which admits
to membership commissioned officers who par-
ticipated in the foreign wars of the United
States, and their direct lineal descendants in
the male line. See Foreign Wars, Military
Order of.

Originally the Sons of the American Revolu-
tion" admitted to membership women, but, this
being found unsatisfactory, special organizations
were instituted for women, the first of which
was the Society of the Daughters of the Ameri-
can Revolution, wliich admits any woman of
acceptable character descended from an ancestor
who rendered material aid to the cause of inde-
pendence. (See Daughters of the American
Revolution, Society of.) Of similar nature is

the Daughters of the Revolution (q.v.). Other
societies are the Daughters of the Cincinnati,
organized in New York City in 1894, and the
Dames of the Revolution, organized in New York
City in 1896. The Society of the Children of
the American Revolution, with a membership of
over 5000, was organized in Washington in 1895.

Of the period subsequent to the War of the
Revolution and prior to the Civil War, there are
comparatively few associations that are both
patriotic and hereditary, althougli worthy of

mention of that character is the Saint Nicholas
Society of New York, organized in New York
City on February 28, 1835. This society admits
natives or residents of New York State who are
descended from residents of the State prior to
1785. The American Order of Louisiana was
organized in Denver, Colo., on December 20,

1901, and admits to membership descendants of
those who rendered distinguished services in the
settlement and civilization of the Louisiana Pur-
chase States, from 1803 to 1903. Tlie War of
1812 is commemorated by the Veteran Corps
of Artillery. (See War of 1812, Military So-
ciety of the, by which name it has been known
since 1892.) Tlie General Society of tlie War of
1812 admits to membership any male person
who is lineally descended from a participant in
the War of 1812. (See War of 1812, Ge.nebal
Society of.) Corresponding to the last men-
tioned is the Society of the United States
Daughters, 1812. (See L'nited States Daugh-
ters OF 1812. ) The memory of the War of Jlexico
is preserved by the Aztec Club of 1847 I q.v. ) . Tlie

Association of Mexican Veterans admits to mem-
bership descendants of any participant who
sened in that war.

The Civil War proved rich in the formation of
commemorative societies. One of the most im-
portant of these is the Military Order of the
Loyal Legion, which admits to membership offi-

cers who participated in the war. and as a
second class the eldest sons of living original

members. (See Loyal Legion of the United
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States. ^ai-ix-vRY Obdeb of.) Tlic Grand Army
of the Republic (q.v.), populiirly known as the

0. A. R., admits to membership an.v soldier or

sailor who was honorably discharged after ser-

vice. As the Grand Army grew in strength,

there was organized as an .auxiliary the Wo-

man's Relief Corps (q.v.), which admits to mem-
bership mothers, wives, daughters, and sisters

of Union soldiers. Also auxiliary to the Grand
.Army is the Sons of Veterans (q.v.). The Union
Veteran Legion I see Vetek.^x Legio.n. Uniox)
draws the line a little closer than the G. A. R.,

for it admits only those who volunteered prior to

.luly 1, 18(53, for a term of three years. That is

to say. it will not admit any drafted person or

substitute. It has as an auxiliary the Ladies of

the Union Veteran Legion, which was organized

in Newark. Ohio, on February 20, 1890. The
Union Veteran Union (.see Veter.\x Union,
U.Mox) admits veterans who served between
April 12. IStil, and .\pril 30, 18G.5. and who par-

ticipated in one or more engagements or battles,

and received an honorary discharge. Of broader
scope than the foregoing is the Regular Army
and Navy Union of the United States of .America

(q.v.), in which any honorably discharged sol-

dier, sailor, or marine, without regard to time
or length of his service, is eligible for member-
ship. Of worthy recognition in this connection
is tlio Medal of Honor Legion (q.v.), whicli is

comjiosed of officers and enlisted men who have
received the medal of honor (q.v.) for distin-

guished conduct in action. The United States
Veteran Navy (q.v.) admits to membership any
ofliccr or enlisted man in the naval service dur-
ing the period of the Civil War or during the
Spanish-.American War. There is also the Na-
tional Association of Naval Veterans, to which
any olTicer or enlisted man who served in the
navy or marine corjis during the period of the
Civil War is eligible. (See Naval Veterans,
Natio.nal As.soci.\tio\ of.) ilcntion .should
also be made of the Society of the Army of the
Cumberland, Society of the Army of the Poto-
mac, and Society of the Army of Tennessee, as
well as the Eleventh Army Corps Association,
whose character is evident from their names.
They now admit to membership descendants of
original members, thus becoming hereditary
societies.

Tlie history of the Confederate States of
America is preserved by three organizations, the
oldest of which is the United Confederate Veter-
ans, which admits to membership any soldier
or sailor who served in the Confederate senice
during the Civil War. (See Confederate Vet-
erans, United.) The United Sons of Con-
federate Veterans admits to membership any
male descendant over sixteen vears old of a sol-
dier or sailor who served in the Confederate
Army or Navy. (See Confederate Veterans,
United Sons of.) The United Daughters of the
Confederacy admits to membership tlie widows,
wives, mothers, sisters, and lineal descendants of
those who served in the army or navj- of the
Confederate States. See Confederacy," Uxited
Daiohters of the.

The long period between the Civil War and
the war with Spain saw the organization of two
patriotic societies, the Order of the Indian Wars
of tile United Slates, founded at Chicago in 1896.
and the Society of Veterans of Indian Wars of
the United States, established at Philadelphia

in the same year. Tlie War with Spain (1898)
was prolific in the formation of war societies.

Corresponding to the Loyal Legion is the Naval
and Military Order of the Spanish-Anieriean
War, which admits to membership officers who
were on the active list in the United States
army, navy, marine corps, or revenue marine,
during the War with Spain, or the subsequent
insurrection in the Philippines. (See Sp.\nisii-

AiiERiCAN War, Naval and Military Order
OF.) The most important organization of this

period, however, is the Spanish War Veterans
(q.v.), which admits to membership soldiers and
sailors of the volunteer army and marine corps
who served honorably during the war. Of simi-

lar nature is the Society of Spanish-American
War Veterans, which was organized in Trenton,
N. J., on December 14, 1899. Arrangements
were concluded in 1903 for the consolidation of

this organization with the Spanish War Vet-
erans. The Society of the Army of Santiago de
Culia admits to membership all officers and
soldiers of the L'nited States Army who served
with the expeditionary force to Santiago de
Cuba. (See Santiago de Cuba, Society of the
Army of.) The occupation of Porto Rico gave
rise to the Military and Naval Society of the
Porto Rican Expedition. (See Porto Ricax Ex-
pedition, Military .\xd Naval Society of.)

The members of the first regiment of United
States Volunteer Cavalry that served in Cuba,
before disbanding, organized the Rough Riders'
Association. The Spanish-American War in

the West Indies was also productive of tlie

Society of the Caribbean, which was founded by
American war correspondents who participated
in the naval and military campaigns in Cub.a
and Porto Rico. Service in the Philippines led
to the organization of the Na.tional Society of
the Army of the Philippines. Membership is

extended to soldiers and sailors who served dur-
ing the war in the Philippine Islands. The Mili-
tary Order of the Carabao was formed in the
Philippines by officers who served in those isl-

ands during the fighting period, and any officer

is eligible to membership who was there prior
to July 4, 1902. Participants in the Chinese
expedition for the relief of Peking, on their re-

turn to Manila, organized the ililitary Order of
the Dragon.

Mention must be made of such organizations
as the Mount Vernon Ladies' Association, which
has for its special purpose the preservation of the
home of Washington. Of similar nature is the
Ladies' Hermitage Association, which cares for
the home of Andrew Jackson, near Nashville,
Tennessee, and the Betsy Ross Memorial Asso-
ciiition, which has saved the house in Philadel-
phia where the first American flag was made.
The Landmarks Club in Los Angeles is doing a
splendid work in the restoration and ])reserva-
tion of the old missions which were left to us
by the Spanish occupants of -\lta California
and the beautiful missions near San Antonio are
cared for by an organization of women in Texas.
In Colorado the cliff dwellings of the Mancos
Caiion have been leased by the Colorado Cliff

Dwellers' Association, and efforts have been
made by that body to secure the permanent
preservation of these ancient ruins by Congress.
The Thomas Jefferson ilemorial Association,
which has for its object the building of a suit-

able memorial to the author of the Declaration
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of Independence, is one of the latest of these
organizations. Two national bodies have been
formed for such work. Of these the American
Scenic and Historic Preservation Society is the
older. (See ScExic axd Historic Peesebvatiox
Society, American.) The Xational Trust for
Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty
was formed in Washington City, in 1002. Its

members were influential in the movement in

190.3 that prevented the demolition of the an-
cient walls of ilanila.

PATRIOTS' DAY. The anniversary in the

State of JIassaehusetts of the double battle of

Concord and Lexington on April 19, 1775. It

was first observed April 19, 1894.

PATRIPASSIANISM (from Lat. patrius,

relating to a father, from initer, father -r.passio,

suffering, from pati, to suH'erj to endure). One
variety of ilonarehiauism, a belief held by many
Christians in the West about a.u. 200, accord-
ing to which Christ and God were so completely
identified that the Father himself was said to

have suffered and died on the cross. It seems
to have originated in the East, but was brought
to Rome by Praxeas, late in the second century,

and a little later by Xoetus of Smyrna. Its

most famous advocate was Sabellius
(
q.v. )

,

whose name is often used to designate this form
of belief (Sabellianism) . TertuUian and Hip-
polytus vigorously attacked the Patripassianists,

or Modalists, as they are also called. Largely
under the influence of Origen's teaching, the
Church rejected modalism, and defined the Cath-
olic doctrine of the Trinity so that it expressed
personal distinctions in the Godhead. See Ath-
AXASius, and Xic.ea, Councils of. Consult:
Harnack, Hifitory of Doijma, vol. ii. (London,

1896); Fisher. History of Christian Doctrine
(New York, 1896).

PATRISTIC THEOLOGY. The name ap-
plied to the teachings of the early Christian
writers who are collectively known as Fathers
(q.v.) of the Church. They are commonly di-

vided as follows : ( 1 ) The Apostolic Fathers.

These include Clement of Rome. Polycarp, Igna-

tius, Barnabas, Hennas, and Papias. (2) The
Ante-Xicene Fathers of the second and third cen-

turies, whose work is mainly of an apologetic

nature, against .Jews on the one hand and Gen-
tiles on the other. Of these the principal names
are .Justin ilartyr, Irena'us. Clement of Alexan-
dria, and Origen in Gireek. and TertuUian and
Cyprian in Latin. ( 3 ) The Xicene Fathers of the

fourth century, who set forth the fully developed
doctrines of the Trinity and the Incarnation, and
defended them against heretics on both sides of

the received teachings. They include Eusebius,
the historian, Athanasius. CJregory of Xazianzus,
Ciregory of Xyssa. Cyril of .Jerusalem, John
Chrysostom, and Epiphanius in Greek, Hilary
of Poitiers, and Ambrose in Latin. (4) Classed

as PostXicene are, in the East, Cyril of Alex-
andria, Theodoret and John of Damascus : in the

West, .Jerome. Augustine, Leo the Great, and
Gregory the CJreat. For extended treatment, see

the articles under each of these names. From
the literan,' point of view, there is often much
to criticise in their works ; but the lack of classi-

cal elegance and refinement of diction is com-

pensated by the single-hearted fervor and devo-

tion to their cause with which they write.

PATRO'CLTJS (Lat., from Gk. nar/DO/c/.of,

Patroklos). In Greek legend, a son of Menoetius,

and friend of Achilles (q.v.). According to the
common story, while yet a boy in Opuntian Loc-
ris, he accidentally killed a playmate, and in con-
sequence was brought by his father to Peleus,

father of Achilles, at Phthia. With Achilles he
went to the Trojan War. Though he was men-
tioned in the stories of the earlier years of the
Trojan Wifr, it is through the Iliad that his

name has become familiar to us. At the crisis

of the battle, when the victorious Trojans had
begun to burn the Greek ships, Patroclus per-

suaded the angry Achilles to allow him to lead
the il.vrmidons to the rescue. At their head he
drove the routed Trojans to their walls, but fell

l)efore Apollo and Hector. Over his body raged
one of the fiercest struggles of the poem, and it

was only when the en,- of Achilles struck panic
among the Trojans that the Greeks were able to

bear it to the ships, where it was mourned in

touching verses by Achilles. In later times
Patroclus was worshiped as a hero on the Helles-

pont, where he was believed to be buried with
Achilles, and at Opus in Locris.

PATROL (from Fr. patrouiller, to patrol, dab-
ble in tlic water, paw, OF. patrouiller, patouilUr,
patoiller, to paddle through water, from patte,

pate, paw). In the United States Army, patrols
are classified under the following heads: otfi-

cers; reconnoitring, visiting, covering, or flank-

ing and connecting patrols. Patrols organized
for special or extraordinaiy purposes, are: ex-

ploring, harassing, expeditionary, and pursuing
patrols. The general duties of patrols are to
gain all information possible regarding the

enemy, and prevent a similar operation on his

side. Other duties are also assigned them, dic-

tated by the specific circumstances of the case.

Whenever possible, patrol duty is performed by
the cavalry, particularly if the enemy is known
to be at a distance. At night, or in close, broken,

or wooded country the duty is of necessity per-

formed by infantry—although a few horsemen
would if possiljle be attached for the speedy con-

veying of information. In the 1901 manoeuvres of

Germany, France, and Austria, cyclists were
found extremely useful as messengers from both
cavalry and infantry [jatrols, wherever the nature
of the country admitted of their use: and they

are now regularly attached for that purpose.

Ordinary patrolling may be performed by any
number of men, from three to a company of in-

fantry or a troop of cavalry: a strong patrol

consists of from 9 to 100 men, and a small patrol

from 3 to 8 men. Officers' patrols consist of

from 2 to 10 men, or occasionally of two officers

only. They are used in connection with the

cavalry screen (q.v.). Visiting patrols are a part

of outposts (q.v.). Connecting patrols are of

cavalry, and maintain connection between given

points or bodies of troops. Cocering or flanking

patrols reconnoitre along the lateral communica-
tions, keeping in toucli, if possible, with the

main body, {exploring patrols carry out many
of the duties of a topographical reconnaissance

(see Militarg fiurreiis. in the article Exgixeer-
IXG, ilti.lTART) besides their more specific in-

structions. Harassing patrols are assigned the

duty of disturbing and annoying the enemy, by
depriving him of sleep and rest. Expeditionary
patrols are sent out to destroy the enemy's
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property, roads, railroads, telegraphs, etc., or

to capture liis patrols cr pickets. Pursuing
patrols hang on the Hanks or rear of a retreat-

ing enemy—keejiing their >'\vn troops supplied

with inlormaliou regarding them. On the thor-

oughness of j)atrol service hirgely depends tlie

value to tlic main l)ody of eirective outpost

service, or of advance, rear, or flank guards.

(See Reconnaissa.nce. ) Excellent autliorities

in regard to this important service are: Shaw,
Klemcnts of Modern Taclics (Uth ed., London,
1900) : Wagner. 'J'lw Kcrrice of Hecurihj and In-

formiilion (Kansas City, 189U) : and Smylie,
J'oints ill Minor Tactics (Xew York, 18U8).

PATRON (OF., Fr. patron, from Lat. patro-
nui, prntiitor. from paler, father). Among the

Romans, originally the appellation of a citizen

who had de|)cndents, called clients, attached to

him. Before the time of the I.,aws of the Twelve
Tallies, the most frequent use of tlie term pa-
tronus was in opposition to lihcrtus, these two
words being used to signify persons who stood to
one another in the relation of master and manu-
mitted slave. The Koman was not deprived of

all right in his slave when he freed him; a tie

remained somewhat like tlial of parent and child,

and the law recognized important obligations on
the part of the libcrtus toward his patron, the
neglect of which involved severe punishment. In
Bome cases tliu patron could claim a right to the
whole or part of the property of his freedman.
The original idea of a patron apart from the
manumittcr of slaves continued to exist. A
Roman citizen, desiroiis of a protector, might at-
tach himself to a patron, whose client he thence-
forward became; and distinguished Romans were
sometimes patrons of depeniient States or cities,

particularly where they had been the means of
bringing them into subject iim. Thus the JIarcelli
were patrons of the Sicilians, because Claudius
Marcellus had conipiered Syracuse and Sicily.
The patron was the gnardian'of his client's inter-
ests, public and i)rivate; as his legal adviser, he
vindicated his rights before the courts of law.
The client was bound, on various occasions, to
assist the patron with money, as by p.aying the
costs of his suits, contributing to the marriage
portions of his daughters, and defraying in
part the exjienses incurred in the discharge
of public functions. Patron and client were un-
der an obligation never to accuse one another;
violation of this law was tantamount to treason,
and anyone might slay the otl'ender with im-
punity. .\s the patron was in the habit of ap-
pearing in support of his clients in courts of
justice, the word palroniis acquired, in course
of time, the signilication of advocate or legal ad-
viser and defender, the client being the party de-
fended; hence the modern relation between coun-
sel and client. Patron, in after times, became
a connnon designation of every protector or
powerful promoter of the intere'sts of another;
and the saints, who were believe<l to watch over
the interests of particular persons, places, trades
etc., acquired in the iliddlc Ages the designation
of their patron saints. The saint in whose name
a church is founded is considered its patron saint.
PATRONAGE (Lat. patronaticvm, homage

due a patron, from Lat. paironus, protector)
ECCLE.SIASTICAI.. The right of presenting a
properly qualified person to a vacant ecclesiasti-
cal position. Such a right is under many cir-

cumstances a species of property that may be
enforced in the proper courts of law. The patron
originally was the person who founded or en-
dowed the benefice, yet the title came to be ap-
plied also to one who succeeded to the right as
property. Proprietors of lands were early en-

couraged to build and endow churches on their
own ])ossessions. In such cases the priest in

chai-gc did not look to the bishop for his sup-
port, but was allowed to receive the whole or a
jjart of the protits of the lands with which the
founder had endowed the church. Kventually
it came to be stipulated with the bishop that the
founder and his heirs should have a share in the
administration of tlie property and have the right
to nominate a person in holy orders to be the
incumbent whenever a vacancy occurred. The
person onjoying the privileges of a founder w-as

called paironus and adroeatus. He had a promi-
nent seat and a burial place in the church; his

name and arms were engraved on the eluircli. and
on the church walls, and he was specially named
in the public prayers. He sometimes also had a
right to a portion of the church funds, called
pulronaijiiini.

In France the right of patronage was often
extended by the sovereigns to churches not origi-

nally jirivate foundations. Church property was
bestowe<l in fee on laymen, who appropriated the
greater part of the revenues, and took the ap-
pointment of the elei^gj' into their ow-n hands. It

was at last ruled by the third and fourth Lateran
councils (1179 and 121.'j) that the presentation
of the patron should not of itself suffice to con-
fer any ecclesiastical benefice when the presen-
tee was a layman.
Toward the close of the twelfth century letters

of request began to be issued by the ])opes to
jiatrons that benefices should be bestowed upon
particular persons. What had at first been
requested as a favor was soon demanded as a
right. In the thirteenth century the patronage
of all livings whose incumbents had died at the
court of Rome (racanlia in curia) was also
claimed by the Pope. By the fourteenth century
these claims encountered effective opposition.
England took the lead in a resistance which was
in the end successful. In Scotland, at the time
of the Reformation, the rights of patrons were
reserved and the presbyteries were bound by
several statutes to admit any qualified person
presented by the patron. For three centuries
the question of lay patronage was a cause of

contention, legislation, and litigation, but by an
act of Parliament passed in 1S74 jiatroiiage in

Scotland was abolished, and the right of choos-
ing their minister transferred to the congrega-
tion. Upon the Continent of Europe, in the
Protestant churches of Germany, Denmark.
Sweden, and Xorway, ecclesiastical patronage
exists to some extent. The only form of eccle-

siastical patronage to be found in the United
States is that in the hands of the bishops of the
Roman Catholic Church. With these rights the
decrees of the plenary councils of Baltimore have
dealt upon the general principles laid down by
the canons of the third and fourth Lateran
councils.

PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY. See
Granoe.

PAT'RONYM'IC (Lat. patroni/micus. from
Gk. Trarfx.ivouiKdc, palronomikos, relating to one's
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father's name, from Trariip, patir, father + dvo/xa,

onoma, name). Properly a name taken from
one's father, but generally applied to such names
as express descent from a parent or ancestor. In

Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin patronymics are very
numerous. They' may be derived from the name
of a father, mother, grandfather, or remoter an-

cestor, as Atrides, son of Atreus; yEacides. "grand-

son of .Eacus. The names of the founders of

nations have also been used to form a sort of

patronymic, as when the Romans were called

Romulidie. A number of the surnames in use
in modern times are patronymics, as Johnson,
tlic son of John. Originally these names fluc-

tuated from generation to generation, as was
the case in Shetland, where Magnus Johnson's
son called himself John llagnusson or Han-
son. In the course of time it was generally
found more convenient to take a surname from
one well-known ancestor, which should descend
unchanged to the children of the bearer of it.

PATROONS' (Dutch patroon, protector, pa-

tron, from Lat. piitronus, protector). The name
applied to a special class of settlers in the New
Netherlands. In 1029, in order to facilitate

emigration to America, the Dutch West India
Company granted certain 'freedoms and exemp-
tions' to such of their number as, within a period

of four years after having given due notice,

should plant a colony of fifty persons over fifteen

years of age in tlie New Netherlands. .Such men
were to be called jiatroons (or p.atrons) and each
was to have as his 'absolute property' a tract of

land extending IG miles along any navigable
river (or eight miles if on each shore) and "so
far into the country as the situation of the occu-
piers will permit." The proprietors were, be-

sides, invested with many feudal privileges, be-

ing empowered to hold both civil and criminal
courts, to appoint local officers and magistrates,
and to punish offenders against the law, except
in certain specified cases, where there existed a

right of appeal to the Director-General at Fort
Amsterdam. In practice, however, this right was
virtually abrogated. The settlers were to be ex-

empt from taxes for ten years, but were to be
absolutely bound to their patroon for a speci-

fied period, and were to pay certain rentals,

either in money or in kind. Schools and churches
were to be established, but at the same time
slavery was introduced, commerce was restricted,

and manufacturing was prohibited on pain of

banishment. Several patroonships were soon es-

tablished, the largest (and the first) being Rens-
selaerswyck. which remained in the Rensselaer
family until about the middle of the nineteenth
century. In 1640 a new charter of 'freedoms and
exemptions' was granted, by which patroonship
privileges were extended to "all good inhabitants
of the Netherlands," the period of settlement
limited to three years, the prohibition of manu-
facturing rescinded, and the size of the grants
limited to four miles along a coast and eight

miles into the interior. At the same time many
inducements were offered to smaller landhohl-
ers, called masters or 'colonists.' The sy.stem
gave New York one of its characteristic features
throughout the colonial period, creating as it did
a landed aristocracy, fostering class divisions and
semi-feudal relations between landholder and
tenant, and discouraging the immigration of set-

tlers, who naturally preferred to obtain land in

Vol. XV.—29.

fee simple in other colonies rather than become
tenants of proprietors in New York. Under the
English regime the system remained virtually
unchanged, but in 1775 some of its chief features
were abolished, and the patroons or 'lords of the
manor' became mere proprietors of estates. Many
characteristics of the old feudal tenure, however,
remained, and the relations between tenant and
landlord became more and more strained, until a
modification was effected by the Anti-Rent agita-
tion of 1839-47. See Anti-Rektism.

PATTAN, pa-tiin'. A town of India. See
Pata.n.

PATTE, pa'tu' (OF. patte, broad-footed, from
patte, paw). A term in heraldry (q.v. ) applied
to a cross with its arms expanding toward the
ends and tiat at their outer edges.

PAT'TEN, SiMox Nelson (1852-). An
American economist, boin at Sandwich, 111. He
was educated at Jennings's Seminary (111.),
Northwestern University ( 111. ) . and at the Uni-
versity of Halle, Germany, and received the de-
gree of Ph.D. in 1878. During the next ten years
he taught in the public schools of Iowa and Illi-

nois. In 1888 he was elected professor of political

economy at the University of Pennsylvania. His
principal works are: Prcmi&es of PoUtirnl Econ-
omy (18S5) : The Consumption of Wealth ( 1889) ;

The Economic Basis of Protection (1890); The
Theory of Dynamic Economics (1893); The
Theory of Social Forces (1896) ; Development of
English Thought (1899); The Theory of Pros-
perity (1901): Heredity and- Social Progress
(1903). Professor Patten ranks as one of the
most brilliant and original of American economic
writers. His chief contributions to economics
are his analyses of dynamic forces in economic
life, of monopoly elements in value, and of the
bearing of the laws of consumption upon distri-

bution. A large part of his work is rather
sociological than economic.

PAT'TERSON, Cablile Pollock (1816-81).
An American civil engineer, superintendent of the
United States Coast Survey, born at Shieldsboro,
Mass. He was appointed midshipman in 1830,
served in the Mediterranean squadron, and, after

graduation at Georgetown College as a civil en-

gineer in 1838, was attached to the Coast Survev
(1838-41). In 1845 he led a hydrographic expe-
dition to the Gulf of Jlexico; from 1850 to 1861
commanded the Pacific mail-steamer Oregon : in

1861 was appointed hydrographic inspector in the
United States Coast Survey, and in 1874 super-
intendent. This department was greatly de-
veloped by him.

PATTERSON, Da xiEL Ton (1780-18391. An
American naval officer, born on Long Island,

N. Y. He entered the navy in 1800. and was on
board the frigate Philadelphia in the expedition
commanded by Capt. William Haiiibridge when
the frigate ran upon the rocks off the coast of
Tripoli, and the entire crew were held prisoners
until peace was declared. In 1813 he was pro-
moted to be commander. In September. 1814, he
comnianded the exjjedition which broke up the
establishment of the pirate Lafitte in Barataria
Bay. He was made captain in 1815; commanded
the frigate Constitution from 1826 to 1828;
and in the latter year was appointed navy com-
missioner. In 1832-3() he conunande<l the" Medi-
terranean squadron, and on his return was
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appointPtl coniuiaiuU'r ;it tlic niuy yard at Wash-
infrlon. wluro lie rc'iniiined until his death.

PATTERSON (Bonaparte), Elizabeth
(]785-187i»l. An .\nieiican woman, famous as the

wife of .Jerome Honaparte. She was born in Balti-

more. Md., and was the daughter of William Pat-

terson, one of the wealthiest men in tlie I'nited

States. When Jerome Bonaparte visited lialtiinore

in 1803 he was faseinatcd hv Miss Patterson and

the two were married by Bishop Carroll. Uecem-

ber 24. 1803. In .Vjiril.' 1804. Xapuleon, tlirou-jh

M. Pichon, Consul-tJeneral of l''rance, in New
York, declared the marriage illegal, and ordered

•Jeiome to return to France and to leave the

yoimg person' behind. The other members of his

family, however, accepted the situation and
promised to receive her. In 1805 Jerome and his

wife sailed for Europe. The latter, not beting al-

lowed to land either at Lisbon or Amsterdam,
went to Englanil, and her son. .Jerome Xapoleon,

was born at CaniberwcU. July 7. 180:^. Mean-
while Xapoleon had requested unsuccessfully the

annulment of the marriage from Pope Pius VII.,

but the Council of State gianted the divorce. In
November Madame Bonaparte returned to the

T'nited States, and lived with her father. After

the battle of Waterloo she went to Europe,
where she was well received in the most exclusive

circles, and was much admired for her beauty and
wit. In 181.5, by special act of the Legislature
of Maryland, she secured a divorce. From 1816
to 1819 she was in Baltimore, and subsequently
spent much of lui' time in Euro])e. Her last

years were spent in Baltimore in the management
of her estate, which she increased to more than
a million and a half. Consult Didier, I^ife and
l.riK rs iif Miiihimc Udiiiiparte (New York, 1879).

PATTERSON, HoniiRT (1743-1824). An
.•\merican educator, and director of the mint,
lie was born near Hillsborough. County Down,
Ireland, emigrated to the United States in 1768,
and lived for a time in Philadelpliia. In 1774
he became principal of an academy in Wilming-
ton. Del. In the disputes between the colonies
and the British Ministry he allied himself with
the Whig or Patriot Party, and in the early part
of the Revolutionary War served as assistant
surgeon and brigadier-major in the Continental
Army. From 1779 to 18i4 he was professor of
mathematics in the University of Pennsylvania,
being also from 1810 to 1813 vice-provost. In
ISO.) President Jefferson api)ointed hint director
of the mint, which posifiim he held until a short
time before bis death. .Mways actively interested
in the .\merican Philosophical .Societv. he was
its president from 1819 until his death! He pub-
lished Thr ycictonian System (1808) and edited
various works.

PATTERSON, Robert (17.5.3-1827). An
.\merican pioneer, born in Pennsvlvania. He
emigrated to Kentucky in 1775.

"
In October,

1776, on a trip to Fort Pitt to secure ammuni-
tion, his party was attacked by Indians and every
member was killed or wounded. He took part in
Col. CJeorge R. Clark's successful expedition
against Kaskaskia and Vincennes in 1778, andm Capt. .John Bowman's attack on Chillicothe in
1770. In April. 1779, he built a blockhouse
on the present site of Lexington. Kv. In 1780 he
was a captain in Colonel Clark's expedition
against the Shawnees, and in 1782 was second in
command under Boone at the Lower Blue Lick.

He was a colonel in Clark's second expedition
into the Miami country this year, and served

with Gen. Benjamin Logan's expedition against

the Shawnees in 1780, in which he was severely

wounded. He, with two comi)anions, bought
from John Cleves Symnies a tract of 740 acres

of land opposite the mouth of the Licking River,

and founded, in 1788, the town of Losantiville,

now Cincinnati. He sold his interest in 1794,

and in 1804 settled in Dayton, Ohio, where he
lived until his death.

PATTERSON, Robert (1792-1881). An
-Vmerican soldier, born at Cappagh, Coiinty Ty-
rone, Ireland, .\bout 1798 he emigrated to the

United States, and finally settled in Philadel-

phia. During the War of 1812 he was assistant

deputy quartermaster-general, with rank of cap-

tain, 'from 1813 to 1814, and in 1814 was ap-

pointed captain of the Thirty-second Infantry.

He was commissioned major-general of volun-

teers in 1846. and in the Mexican War com-
ni.anded a division at Cerro Gordo, directed the

pursuit of the retreating Mexicans by the cav-

alry and leading infantry brigades, and occupie<l

Jalapa. Under President Lincoln's thiee-months
call for troops (April 15, 1861) he was ap-

pointed by Governor Curtin, of Pennsylvania,
major-general of volunteers, organized the three-

mouths forces in Philadelphia, and later com-
manded the Department of Pennsylvania. When
McDowell began bis marcli against Beauregard,
Patterson was instructed to detain .Johnston and
prevent him from supplying Beauregard with re-

enforcements. This, however, he failed to ac-

complish. He withdrew to Charleston, about 18

miles from Winchester, and Johnston's entire

force arrived in time to take part in and deter-

mine the result of the first battle of Bull Kun,
A long controversy ensued as to the responsi-

bility for this event, and Patterson was vigor-

ously criticised in some quarters. He published
a vindication entitled A Xarratire of thr Cam-
paiyn in the Valley of the Shenandoah in 1861
(1805). Patterson was mustered out on .July

27th. He invested largely in the sugar and
cotton industries, and was among the leading
American niill-ovvneis.

PATTERSON, William McKendree (1838-

88). A missionary of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South. He was born near Saint Louis,
Mo., graduated at Saint Charles College. 1860,
and entered the Saint Louis Conference in 1861.
He was chaplain in the Confederate Army, 1862;
agent for the American Bible vSociety. 1805;
agent for Vanderbilt Universitv, 1*72; mission-
ary to Mexico, 1872-88. Part of the time he
edited Mexican Eranijeliata. In 1888 he became
agent for the American Bible Society in Vene-
zuela, but died of yellow fever in Caracas a few
days after his arrival in the country,

PAT'TESON, John Colderidge (1827-71).
An English divine. Bishop of Melanesia. He was
horn in London, was educated at Ottery Saint
Mary, at Eton, and at Balliol College, Oxford.
He obtained a fellow-ship at Merton. went to
Dresden to study German, and was ordained
in 1853 to the curacy of Alfington, near
Ottery Saint Mary, In 1855 he left England
with Bishop Selwyn of New Zealand to enter
upon a missionary career. His first work was
instructing boys of the Melanesian Islands, and
when the mission was regularly established there
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he was, in 1801, consecrated bishop, and fixed

his residence at ilota. He spoke as many as

twenty-three of the native dialects, and made
translations of parts of the Bible into the Mota
tongue, wliich lie r<egarded as the most typical.

He worked for twenty years in the Islands and
made great improvements in the material and
spiritual condition of the natives. His position

was rendered difficult by the action of British

traders who sometimes used the Bishop's name
to further the kidnapping of natives to be either

enslaved or held as laborers upon the plantations

of Fiji and Queensland. In revenge for such an
outrage against the islanders of Nakapu, the

Bishop himself was slain by the natives. Con-
sult his Life by Charlotte JI. Yonge (London,

1878) : also Aw'dry, The Htory of a Fellow Sol-

dier (London, 1875).

PATTI, pat'te. A town in the Province of

Jlessina, Sicily, situated on the north coast, 35
miles west by south of Messina b.y rail (Map:
Italy, J 9). Its cathedral contains the tomb
of Adelasia, mother of King Roger II. of Sicily.

The town has silk mills, sandstone quarries, and
a shipping trade in olive oil. flour, and fish.

Population (commune), in 1881, 9374: in 1901,

11,082.

PATTI, Adeu:?.\ (1843—). A clebrated

operatic singer of Italian parentage, born at

Madrid, ^^"hen about ten years of age she ap-

peared in a series of concerts with Ole Bull and
Maurice Strakosch. After a course of profes-

sional study, .she made her first operatic appear-

ance (1859) in Xew York. Her real debut,

which occurred in London, took place in

18C1, when she appeared as 'Amina' in La
Sonnambula : after which she was acknowledged
one of the greatest artists of her day. Her
voice was an unusually high soprano, of rich,

bell-like quality, and remarkable evenness of

tone ; to these qualities she added purity of

style and high artistic finish. Equally at home
in the portrayal of deep passion and the spright-

ly vivacity of light comedy, she was also con-

spicuously successful in oratorio. She was as

popular throughout Continental Europe as in

England and America. In May, 1868, she mar-
ried the Marquis de Caux. from whom she was
divorced in 1885. In 1886 she married Ernesto
Xicolini, a well-known tenor, who died in 1898.

In 1899 she married Baron Cederstrom, a Swed-
ish nobleman. She resides in ^A'ales. where she

is the owner of a magnificent castle. After about
1890 she confined herself almost entirely to the

concert platform.

PATTI (Demunck).Carlotta (1840-89). An
Italian vocalist, sister of Adelina. She was
born in Florence, of musical parents, who
were also her first teachers in singing. She
afterwards studied the piano under Henri Herz
at Paris. Her voice was a soprano of unusual
compass, and of a clear silvery quality, and
much power in the upper register : a si ight de-

gree of lameness, however, prevented her from
appearing in opera. Her peculiarly sweet high
notes brought her into favor with the public. She

made her debut in Xew York in 1861, where for

some years previously she had made her home.
She became very popular throughout America as

a concert soprano, and was almost as success-

ful in Europe, her first appearance there occur-

ring in 1863, in London. Like her sister, she

was a brilliant coloratura vocalist. She mar-
ried De Munck, a violoncellist, in 1871. She died

in Paris.

PAT'TISON, Dorothy Wysdlow (1832-78).

Better known as Sister Dora. A famous nurse,

sister of Mark Pattison (q.v.). She was born
at Haukswell, near Richmond, Yorkshire. In
1864 she joined a sisterhood of the Church of

England (the Sisterhood of the Good Samari-
tan), and early in the following year Ijecame a
nurse in a cottage hospital at Walsall. In 1867

a new hospital was built, of which .she liad sole

charge until 1877, when she resigned to become
head of the municipal hospital in the same place.

She had many natural gifts for her work, ac-

quired much skill in surgery, and was tireless

in philanthropic labors. Her life lias been writ-

ten by Margaret Lonsdale (London, 1880).

PATTISOM",^ JiARK (1813-84). An English
scholar and writer, born at Haukswell, York-
shire. He was educated at Oriel College. Ox-
ford (B.A.. 1836; M.A., 1840 1. He translated
the "Saint Matthew" from Thomas Aquinas's Cn-

tena Aurea on the Gospels for Newman (written,

1839: printed, 1842), and also contributed bi-

ographies of Stephen Langton and Saint Ed-
mund to the series of lives of English saints

published under Xewman's editorship. In 1839
he was elected fellow of Lincoln, and in 1843 was
ordained priest. He was appointed to a tutor-

ship of Lincoln in 1843. and in 1848 became ex-

aminer in the school of litrrw humaniores. In

1853 he was again appointed examiner, and in

1855 resigned his tutorship. He was then for

a time a private tutor at O.xford, but later was
nuieh in Germany. In 1861 he was elected

rector of Lincoln. He also became a curator of

the Bodleian Library and of the Taylor Insti-

tution. From 1845 his theological views great-

ly changed: he wrote for the Essays and Revieirs

(1860) an article on "Tendencies of Religious

Thought in England. 1688-1750," intended as

"a neutral and philosophic inquiry." and so

recognized on the Continent, but not in England;
and he remained a liberal member of the Angli-

can communion. His principal studies, however,

were not theological or philosophical, but were
directed originally to the preparation of a his-

tory of learning from the time of the Renais-

sance, and later to that of the more restricted

account of the French school of philology. Of
this work only fragments were executed, most
important of which is the Life of Isaac Casaiibon

(1875; 2d ed. 1892). Other portions appear in

the selected Essays (2 vols., 1889), edited by H.
Nettleship. He also wrote an excellent Life of

John Milton (1879; reprinted, with alterations,

1880. 1883, 1885, 1887) for the "English Men of

Letters" series, and edited Pope's Essay on Man
(1869; 2d cd. 1872) and .Satires and Epistles

(1872; 2d ed. 1874). An edition by him of the

Sonnets of Milton, with a valuable introduction,

appeared in 1883. Other published volumes are
Sermons (1885), and the Memoirs (to 1861),
dictated in 1883, and printed in 1885. Patti-

son's literary work is for the main part marked
by the most thorough scholarship, eminent judg-
ment, and a skillful presentation of material.

In real academic distinction he was second to

none at Oxford. He was a tireless pedestrian
and angler, a stiulent of natural history, brief

and oftten ironic in speech, contemptuous of
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ghaiD, and so reluctant in the expression of Ins

view = as souietiuies quite to hamper the proceed-

ings of cuniniittees of which he was a member.

PATTISON, Robert Emory (1850—). An

American politician, horn at Quantico, Somer-

set County, .Md. When he was si.\ years old his

parents removed to Phihulelphia, where he was

educated in the public schools, and in 1872 was

admitted to the l)ar. Five years later he was

elected citv ('oni|)tri)lIer and discharged his duties

wi(h exceptional elliciency. He was reelected,

though a candidate on the otherwise unsuccess-

ful Ueniocrat'ic ticket. In 1882 his party nomi-

nated him for (iovernor. and he was elected by

a plurality of more than 40,000, the first Demo-

crat to hold the oflice in thirty years. His ad-

ministration was cliaractcrized by the same en-

ergy and probity that he liad shown as Comp-

troller. In 1800 he was again elected Governor.

PATTISON, RoiiERT Everett (1800-74). An
American cicrgynuin and edu<ator. He was
born at Benson. \t.. and educated at Amherst
College, lie was ordained to the Baptist minis-

try in 182!l. and the next year accepted a call

from the Kirst Baptist Church, Providence. R. I.

In 18.'?(i he became president of Waterville Col-

lege (now Coll)y College), and remained until

the college was obliged to suspend in 1840 from
a lack of funds. He resumed preaching, and in

184:i became corresponding secretary of the Bap-
tist Board of Foreign Missions. In 1845 be be-

came president of tlic Western Baptist Tlu'ologi-

cal Institute. Covington, Ky. ; but he resigned in

1848 and accepted the chair of systematic theol-

ogy in Newton Tlicological Seminary. Water-
ville College having reopened its doors in 1841.

Dr. Pattison was again made its president in

1853. but resigned live years later on account
of ill health. He was subsequently professor of

systematic theology in SburtlefT College, pro-

fessor of theology in tlu' Baptist Theological
Seminary, Chicago, and vice-president and ]U'0-

fessor of moral and intellectual pbilosophy in

Chicago University. He died at Saint Louis. Mo.
His one published work is the Commentary on
the iLpislle to the Ejihcsians (1850).

PAT'TON, Francis Lanuey (1843—). An
American clergyman and educator. He was born
at Warwick, Bernuida. He studied at Knox
College, of the I'niversity of Toronto, and at

Princeton Seminary, New Jersey. He was or-

dained to the ministry in 1805, and after hold-
ing several pastorates was, in 1871. appointed
professor of didactic an<l jmlemical theology in
the Theological Seminary of tlie Northwest (now
MeCormick Seminary. Chicago), where he re-

mained ten years. During the period from 1873
to 1876 he edited the religious journal The
Interior (Chicago), in which connection he
brought charges of heresy against Prof. David
Swing, resulting in the hitter's trial and subse-
quent withdrawal from the Church. While in
Chicago, he also beld tlie pastorate of the .TefTer-

son Park Presbyterian Church, and in 1878 was
elected moderator of the Presbyterian General
Assembly. In 1881 'he assumed the professorship
endowed for him in Princeton Theological Semi-
nary, styled the chair of the relations of philoso-
phy and science to the Christian religion: in
1885 he became professor of ethics in the college,
and in 1888 -succeeded .James McCosh In the
presidency. In 1891 and 1892 he was again

prominent as an opponent of the so-called hereti-

cal views of Dr. C. A. Briggs, of Union Theologi-

cal Seminary. In 1902 he resigned from the

presidency of Princeton University, but was soon

after elected to that of the senynary. His admin-

istration of Princeton was marked by the assump-

tion of the title Princeton University in place of

the charter name, 'The College of Xew Jersey,' and

by large donations which enabled tlu' university

to make extensive additions to its equipment and

buildings. The number of stiulents nearly doulded

during this jieriod from 1888 to 1902. and new-

courses were added to both the scicntitic and

academic departments. Perhaps most important

in the future develo])ment of Princeton as a

university was the founding of a graduate school.

President Patton became widely known as a

forcible speaker and a keen, logical thinker on

theological subjects. He contributed frequently

to leading periodicals and wrote Inspinition of

the l^rriptures (1869), and i^ummari/ of Chris-

tian Diirlrine ( 1874)

.

PATUX'ENT. A river of Maryland, rising

in Frederick County, and llowing southeastward

into Cbesajieake Bay north of the Potomac
(Map: Maryland. L 5). It is 90 miles long, and

for the last 40 miles it is a navigable tidal es-

tuary abounding in valuable oyster beds.

PATZCUARO, piits'kwa-rd. A town of

Mexico in the State of Micboacan, situated on

the south shore of the beautiful Lake Pi'itzcuaro,

38 miles southwest of Morelia (Map: Mexico, H
8). It is irregularly built, with narrow,

crooked streets, but is very picturesque in ap-

pearance, being surmounted by a church built

on the top of a high hill. It is noted for the

manufacture of fine furniture and beautiful

featherwork. Population, in 1895. 7082. Patz-

cuaro is supposed to have been the ancient capi-

tal of the Tarasca Indians.

PATZUM, pat-tliTJCm'. A town of the Depart-

ment of Cbimaltenango, Guatemala, 33 miles

west of the city of that name. The chief indus-

try is wool-weaving, and in the vicinity sugar-

cane, grain, and coflee are produced in abun-

dance. Mines of silver, antimony, lead, and coal

are found near by. Its population in 1892 was
about 0500.

PATJ, p6. The capital of the Dejiartment of

Basses-Pyrenees. France, on the Gave dc Pan,
105 miles south-southeast of Bordeaux (Map:
France, F 8). It occupies a rocky height, cloven

in two by a ravine and united by a high bridge.

Toward the south it commands magnificent

views of the western Pyrenees. Among its chief

buildings are the two Gothic churches of Saint

Martin and Saint .James, a palace of Justice, a
beautiful theatre, museum, a public lilirary con-

taining over 55.000 volumes, and a winter palace

built in 1890 in Beaumont Park. The Ch.ateau of

Henry IV.. erected in the fourteenth century on
the site of an older castle, dominates the town
and contains interesting memorials of the kings

of Xavarre. A striking marble statue of Henry
IV. stands on the Place Ro.vale in the centre of

the town. There are linen and cloth numufac-
tures, and a trade in .Jurancon wine, grain,

marble, and leather. Manv swine are fed in the
vicinity, and from the pork the famous jambons
de Bayonne are made. Pau is a favorite resort

of the English, especially during the winter, and
is a general rendezvous for those who wish to
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explore the Pyrenees. Population, in 1891,

33,111; in 190 1", 34,268. Founded in the tenth

century, Pau became important as tlie residence

of the sovereigns of Xavarre in the fifteenth

century.

PAUEB, pou'er, Ernst ( 1S2G— ) . An Avis-

trian-English pianist and writer on music,

born at Vienna. He studied there with Dirzka,

Sechter, and the son of Jlozart, and at ilunich

with Laehner. He directed musical societies

in ilainz from 1847 until 18.51, when he

went to London, but did not sever his Continental

connections, and gave concerts in Germany
and elsewhere. He became a professor at tlie

London Royal Academy of Music in ISSO and
was made Austrian Court pianist in lS(i(i. In

1867 he was made principal professor in the

National Training School, and from 1883 to

1896 held a similar position at the Koyal Col-

lege of Music. He was appointed musical exam-

iner at Cambridge in 1879. From 1870 he gave

musical lectures throughout fireat Britain upon
the history of music and kindred subjects, with

pianoforte" illustrations. He fathered German
' music in London and to the Augener editions he

contributed Old EiujUsh Composers for the Vii-

ginal and Harpsichord, as well as the Bach,

Handel, Schumann, and other classical and ro-

mantic selections. Some of his own studies are

included in the series of one hundred called The

Tiew Gradiis ad Parnassum, which he publislied.

His compositions include besides three operas, a

symphony, quartette, quintette, songs, and
pianoforte solos.

PAUL. The Apostle of Jesus Christ who was
specially commissioned to work among the Gen-

tiles. The sources from which we secure our

knowledge of his life and work are his own
Epistles and the Book of Acts. From these

it is clear that the condition of the Church
when he came to the full prosecution of

his work was one which rendered that work not

only most significant for the future development

of the Church, but most revolutionary to the

ideas which the Church's leaders entertained as

to what that development should be. These

leaders were the Apostles who had formed the

nucleus of .Jesus's discipleship during His min-

istry on earth. They were men of limited educa-

tion, and with no great breadtli of religious ideas.

As a consequence their views of the necessary

development of .Jesus's religion ]iractically re-

stricted it to a reforming of .Judaism in accord-

ance with Jesus's teaching, and as this reformed

Judaism went out in a new evangelism to the

world, it involved the bringing of the world into

this religion through the gateway of .ludaism.

Tn view of their Palestinian training and experi-

ence, these views were perfectly natur:il for the

Apostles to entertain: but they were also clearly

impossible for the Church to carry out. if the

religion of .Jesus was to realize for itself that

world-wide development which the Gospels show
US Jesus himself intended it should have. It

was at this latter point that Paul through his

work and teaching introduced into the Church

new conceptions which virtually revolutionized its

ideas and made possible for Christianity its de-

velopment as a universal religion.

Paul's early name was Saul: he was a native

of Tarsus, in the Province of Cilieia ( Acts xxi.

39), where he was born abcvut the beginning of

the Christian Era His parents were Jews (Acts

xxiii. 6; II. Cor. xi. 22). His early training was
doubtless that of the ordinary Jewish boy, though

it was apparently at an early age that he was
sent to Jerusalem to be educated in the Rab-
binic schools of that city, having as his teacher

in the sacred law the liberal-minded Gamaliel

(Acts xxii. 3; see Gamaliel). According to his

own testimony he threw his whole heart into all

that was taught him there, becoming one of the

straitest of the sect of the Pharisees, and having

no conception beyond that of a salvation to be

obtained through a perfect performance of the

works of the Law (Gal. i. 14; Acts xxii. 3; xxvi.

4-5; Phil. iii. 4-6).

After his Rabbinic training he returned for

a while to his native city, in order to learn his

trade (Acts xviii. 3). While there he may pos-

sibly have supplemented his Jewish education

by attendance upon the CJentile schools, for which

Tarsus was famed. From Cilieia he came back

to Jerusalem, where he became prominent in

ecelftsiastical atlairs, being apparently chosen

to membership in the Sanhedrin (Acts x.xvi. 10).

Though in Jerusalem for s<nne time, it is not

probable that he was there during the time of

Jesus's ministry, for he does not seem to have

ever seen the Great Teacher. He was. however,

well acquainted with .Jesus's Messianic claims

and was clearly conscious of the opposition to

Judaism which tliey involved. Consequently,

wlien, after the Day of Pentecost, this new dis-

cipleship began to assume large proportions, and
take to itself a definitely organized form, he

shared in the bitter hostility to the movement
which animated the religious leaders of the people.

Into the persecution which this produced he threw

himself with energy-, participating practically in

the death of Stephen (.\cts vii. ,')8
: viii. 1), and

following up this assault with a rigor of inquisi-

tion that made him conspicuous among his fel-

lows (Acts xxii. 4; .xxvi. 9-11: Gal. i. 13-14).

In the year 34 or 35, however, while on a journey

to Damascus undertaken for the purpose of

searching out the disciples in that place and

bringing them bound to Jerusalem, he went

through the experience of a sujiernatural vision

that brought him to his journey's end under the

deep conviction of the sinfulness of the course

he was pursuing (Acts ix. 1-9). Out of this

state of soul he came a Christian disci|)le, pro-

foundly convinced of the ilessiahship of Jesus,

and distinctly conscious of having received from

his Master a commission to preach His religion

among the nations of the earth (Acts ix. 10-18;

Gal. i. 15-16).

This mission, however, he did not immediately

carry out, but for the greater part of three

years withdrew into the region of .\rabia (tial.

i. 17). The purpose of this withdrawal it may
not be possible definitely to determine, though,

from the contrast in which he places it to the

alternative course of conference with the Apostles

at .Jerusalem, it would seem that primarily it

was for the sake of meditative thought upon tho

spiritual revolution which had taken place in

his life. At the same time, it cannot be doubted

that he availed himself of such o])portunity of

practical work as the region afforded (Gal. i.

15-23).

I'pon his return to Damascus and .Terusaleni he

began to preach his new-found faith, evidently

with some fuller conception of the Gentile dirac-
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tion of his mission than he had had immediately

alter his conversion (Acts ix. 19-22), especially

in Jernsaleni, where he singled out the (!reek-

speaking Jews, dispulinj; with them, dimhtless

largely along the lines of tlie Measiahship of Jesus

lAets! i.\. 28-29; x.vii. 18). His motive in making
Jerusalem the place of his preaching was appar-

ently the courageous one of returning to the scene

of his former work of persecution, and hearing

open testimony to Jesus Ix'fore those with wlioni

he had formerly been associated. That this, how-
ever, was not what the Master intended him to

do is clear from the fact that while in Jerusalem
he was made conscious through a vision that he

was to leave tlie city and give himself to work
among the more distant Gentiles (Acts xxii.

17-20).

In obedience to this command, he went to his

home in Cilicia, visiting on the way the regions

of Syria, where iu all probability he accom-
jjlished some work of a Gentile character in the

city of Antioch. Such a hypothesis at least explains

the reason for the statement that refugees from
the Stephen persecution in .Terusalem coming to

Antioch changed the character of their ministry
and preached the word to those who were not

pure .Jews (Acts xi. 10-20), and that, upon the

successful outcome of their preaching. Paul was
summoned from Tarsus to give his aid and as-

sistance in the development of this new movement
{Acts xi. 21-20).

Antioch became thus the place of Paul's labors,

and here his ministry gradually reached the full

Gentile character which the Master had in-

tended it should have, resulting finally, tuider

divine direction, in the sending out of Paul and
Barnabas to the neighboring Gentile regions of

Asia Minor (Acts xiii. 1,3). The remarkable
success of this mission brought Paul at last to
a consciousness of the full meaning of his Gen-
tile commission (Acts xiii. 44-48), and also

brought the Church to a full realization of the
signihcance of this new departure. In fact, upon
their return to Antioch. Paul and Barnabas were
confronted with a grave and serious dispute.
Parties representing the extreme Jewish element
in the Mother Church came to Antioch insisting

upon the need of circiuncision in order to salva-

tion. This was so contrary to Paul's fundamental
conception of salvation by faith that surrender
was impossible, and under the advice of the local

Church the controversy was carried up to .Teru-

salem for submission to the Apostles and Elders
there (Acts xv. 1-2). A clear understanding of

the resultant council and the position in it of

Paul and Barnal)as on the one side, and the
leaders of the Church on the other, can only be
.secured by recognizing the development through
which Paul's work had gone from his own origi-

nal conception of it. and especially from the
original conception of it held by the Jerusalem
Church. That Paul had the ftm'damentals of his
theologj' from the time of his conversion may he
accepted, as far as our records give any light;
that the.se fimdamentals included a clear convic
tion of the principles of justification by faith is

almost necessary, if Paul's theology is to be un-
derstood as in any sense self-consistent—for this
principle is practically essential to his thinking.
But while Paul may have possessed the principle
of his thetilngA' from the beginning, it is mani-
festly <*lipar that the prartichl experiences of his
work had an effect upon the application which he

gave to these principles. Few greater experi-

ences, however, did he go through in his work
than that of the wholesale conversion of the Gen-
tiles during his first mission tour. That these

experiences must have given strength to his con-

viction of justification by faith is of course
very clear; but it is also clear that it must
have widely broadened the application of that
principle in the direction of the universalizing
of the Gosi)el beyond the bounds of Jvidaisni.

If, however, such was the influence of this ex-

perience upon Paul's own views, its effect upon
the slower and more conservative views of the
Jerusalem Church nuist have been e\en more
significant. That Paul told them fully of his

commission to a Gentile work at his first visit

to the city after his conversion may not be

doubted; that they fairly understood his position,

and frankly accepted it, would seem to be clear

from the companionship with them into which the
records show him to have entered; but if Paul
himself at that time had but an undeveloped
view of all his theologj' meant in the direction of

a justification by faith, much less developed must
have been the views on this point of those in the
Jerusalem Church. It may be safely said that
their conception of and agreement to Paul's posi-

tion was largely theoretical until the results of

this first mission tour startled them into a
realization of the full significance of his com-
mission. Treasuring as they did the Jewish
origin of Jesus's religion and the Jewish char-

acter of his discipleship. this wholesale ingather-

ing of the uncircumci.sed Gentiles naturally
seemed to them to herald the doom of the
Church.
From such a situation it was inevitable that

there should come disjjute and controversy. The
extremists on the side of the Jerusalem Churcli
insisted on circumcision—the distinctive feature

of ceremonial Judaism—as necessary to salvation
and acceptance within the Church. Paul and
his followers insisted on the freedom from this

rite given by the essential principle of justifica-

tion bj- faith. It was the determination of this

contention, in the light of thi' practical results

of the first mission tour, that <-(>nstitutcil the

real question before the .Jerusalem Council; and
the decision which was reached to grant the Gen-
tiles, with a few unessential provisos, full free-

dom from the ceremonial law was a result which
was not only a triumph for the views of Paul,
but a salvation for the Church itself. For. in

spite of the conviction of the .Jerusalem leaders,

the Chinch's future lay beyond .Judaism, and
could be reached only as the way to Christ was
no longer obstructed by the forms which Judaism
imposed.

F'rom this council Paul and Barnabas returned
to Antioch, and soon afterwards Paul, having dis-

agreed with Barnabas on some matters of their

practical work, took with him Silas, who had
come down with them from Jerusalem, and
started upon his second missionary tour (Acts
XV. 30-40). On this tour he first revisited the
churches established at an earlier period in

Syria and Cilicia. as well as those gathered to-

gether on his first journey. From one of these

latter churches he secured Timothy to be a helper

in his work. Upon arriving finally at Antioch
in Pisidia he essayed to go farther westward into
the Prdvinee of Asia. btit. being divinely forbid-

den, he returned northward with a view ulti-
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iiiately of cntpiinj; tlie Province of Bitliynia. but,

afrain. heino^ forbidden bv the Holy Spirit, he
turned westward to the seaeoast town of Troas,

I lie old classical region of Troy ( Acts xv. 41-xvi.8).

It is clear from his general policy of selecting

the large city centres for his work that Paul's

purpose in this further extension of his journey

beyond Antioch had been to go to Ephesus and.

when forbidden to preach there, to go northward
to Byzantium, which at that time was within

the Province of Bithynia. The divine prevention

of this policy, confusing though it was, left him
naturally convinced that the JIaster had for him
some distinctive mission to perform. He was
consequently in a receptive mood for the vision

which came to him at Troas and called him
across the water to Thrace.

In obedience to this divine direction he entered

upon his first European mission, passing down
along the commercial highway that gave him en-

trance at the imjiortant towns of Philippi, Thes-

salonica, and Berea and finally brought him to

Athens and Corinth (Acts xvi. 9-xviii. 1). At
all of these places, as far as Corinth, his mission

efforts had been disappointing, either being

broken ofY by persecution or being received with

indifference and contempt. As a consequence he

came at last to Corinth in a despondent frame of

mind (I. Cor. ii. 3). At this last place, however,

his work was greatly blessed, and for a year and
a half he and his companions remained in that

region establishing churches, not only in Corinth

itself, but throughout the Province of Achaia
(Acts xviii. 2-11; II. Cor. i. 1 ) . It was during

the early part of his stay in Corinth that, anx-

ious for their welfare in the face of persecution,

corrupting influences, and false teachings, he

.wrote his two letters to the Thessalonians, gen-

erally considered the earliest of his preserved

writings. (See Thess.\loxiaxs. Epistles to
THE.) From Corinth Paul returned by sea to

Syria, stopping on the voyage at Ephesus long

enough to reason in the synagogue and make
promise of a return for more extended work.

Landing finally at C'jesarea. he went up to Jeru-

salem with greetings to the Church, and then

returned to Antioch (Acts xviii. 18-22).

After some time spent there he set out upon
his third mission tour, visiting again the churches

of Southern Asia Jlinor, and in fulfillment of his

promise proceeded on to Ephesus. At this large

centre of activity and influence he remained at

work for the greater part of three years, carrying

the Gospel, either personally or through his help-

ers, throughout the entire seaeoast Province of

Asia (Acts xviii. 2.3-xix. 20: xx. 17-35: I. Cor.

xvi. 19). During this period he was in more or

less contact with the Church at Corinth, whose
problems of organization. Christian brotherhood.

and moral life necessitated frequent comnumica-
tion with the Apostle. Tliis produced considerable

correspondence, portions of which are preserved

in his Corinthian Epistles. It is quite clear that

late in this pcrio<l. in answer to an urgent sum-
mons, he made a hurried trip from Ephesus to

Corinth by the direct route across the sea. The
occasion of the visit was evidently a new
manifestation of factional tendencies in the

Church. The visit was apparently quite brief,

and resulted in a practical failure to straighten

out the situation. (See Corixthi.vns. Epistij:s

TO THE.) Soon after his retjirn to Ephesus from

this fruitless trip Paul was obliged to leave the

city, because of disturbances occasioned by pa-

gan resentment of his increasingly successful

work. To give himself and the people at Corinth

time to recover from the disappointing experi-

ences of his recent visit, as well as to visit the

Macedonian churches established on his previous

journev, he selected the less direct route by the

way of Troas (Acts xix. 23-xx. 1; II. Cor. i.

23-ii. 13). On the way he again wrote to the

Corinthians and engaged in more or less mis-

sion work in the provinces south of Macedonia,
covering the territory up to if not across the

borders of lUyricum. It is quite likely that dur-

ing the progress of this work he received the

startling news from the Cialatian churches which

occasioned his letter to them. (See Galatiaxs,
Epistle to the.) Reaching Corinth in the late

autumn or early winter of the year .5.5. he re-

mained there three months (Acts xx. 1-3). Dur-
ing this time he wrote his letter to the Church
at Rome—a church he had not founded or seen,

but to the visiting of which he looked forward
with earnest longing, and largely to prepare
them for this visit he sent them his letter. See

EoMAXs, Epistle to the.
In the spring of 56 he left Corinth for Jeru-

salem with quite a company, who doubtless rep-

resented the churches that had been engaged in

gathering a contribution for the Mother Church
(Acts XX. 4. See also I. Cor. xvi. 1-4; II. Cor.

viii.-ix.). After a journey which was accom-
panied by some incidents of a foreboding nature,

to all of which Paul's mind seemed resignedly
receptive, he reached Jerusalem (Acts xx. 3-

xxi. 15). His reception by the brethren of the

Church was full of Oliristian fellowship; at the

same time it was clear that the leaders were

deeply impressed by the growing alienation from
Paul among the believing Jews. As a conse-

quence they suggested that he carry out in the

temple a certain course of ceremonial observance

designed to show his respect for the Law of

Moses, and to disprove the charge that he every-

where urged its abandonment by the Christian

Jews. This he willingly did; bui his action was
so misunderstood ancl the motive for it so mis-

construed as to rouse against him a riotous dem-
onstration on the part of the Jews in general. that

would have ended his life but for the rescue of

his person effected by the soldiers of the adjoin-

ing Roman garrison (Acts .xxi. 17-32).

It is clear from this incident, as presented in

the passage cited, that the head and front of

Paul's ofl'ending in the eyes of the Jews was not

so much his heralding of the Messiahship of

Jesus as his denial of the continued obligation of

the Mosaic Law. This is instructive as to the

large significance of the controversy which en-

sued up(m his first mission journey and which, in

spite of the wise action of the .Jerusalem Council,

wrought itself into the Calatian and to a certain

degree into the Corinthian churches. Paul's

position as to the absolute essentiality of the

principle of justification by faith alone appar-

ently went to the heart of the whole problem of

salvation as it was present before the early

Church.
Having found it impossible to secure from the

excited mob any idea of the offense of which his

prisoner was guilty, and Paul himself asserting

his rights of Roman citizenship, the chief caji

tain of the guard. Claudius Lysias, summoned a

council of the Sanhedrin and brought Paul before
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it for examination (Acts xxi. 33-xxii. 30). This

gathering, however, resultinj,' in nothing but dis-

order among the members of the court, and, infor-

mation having been brought of a desperate plot

against Paul's life by a secret band of Jews,

Claudius Lysias sent him away by night under
heavy guard to C.-esarea witli letters to Felix,

Governor of the Province of Syria, whose official

residence was at that place (.Acts xxiii.).

Paul's stay at Cicsarea, which lasted some two
years, was practically a continued commitment
for trial. He appeared before Felix soon after

his arrival at C'lesarea and pleaded his cause
against the High Priest Ananias and certain of

the elders from Jerusalem, who were accompa-
nied by counsel. But, though the prosecution

failed to make out their ease, no decision was
reached by the Governor (Acts xxiv. 1-23).

Later Paul was summoned before Felix and his

wife to speak '"concerning the faith in .Jesus

Christ," but, though the Apostle ''reasoned of

righteousness, temperance, ami the judgment to

come" in such a way as to make a terrifying im-
pression upon Feli.x, the fear was wholly tran-

sient; for Paul was returned again to prison,

where Feli.x kept him through the remainder
of his term of oflice, arranging frequent hearings
from him and interviews with him, in hope of

securing from the Apostle a bribe for his release.

Finally, in order to please the .Jews, he handed
him over bound to his successor, Festus (Acts
xxiv. 24-27 )

.

Before Festus Paul appeared but once, being
again confronted with his accusers from .Jerusa-

lem, who as before failed to make out a case

against him. When, however, the Governor
seemed about to follow in his predecessor's steps

and ignore the evidence presented, suggesting
that Paul go up to .Jerusalem for another trial,

the .\postle, on the basis of his rights of citizen-

ship, transferred the case to Rome by appealing
to C*sar. Such action left the Governor no fur-

ther choice, though he took the opportunity of

Agrippa's presence in Ciesarea to bring Paul once
more into court, and to have his case heard by
his royal vistor (Acts xxv. ). In his defense, the
Apostle presented before Agrippa the course of
his life and the grounds of his Christian hope,
persuading the King, as he had in fact both
Governors, that there was no reason for his being
retained in bonds (Acts xxvi. 1-31). Beyond
such personal impressions, however, his plea
was of no use. since his appeal to the Emperor
made transportation to Rome obligatory upon
the authorities (Acts xxvi. 32).
The voyage to Italy was begun in the fall of

58, being marked by disastrous experiences which
resulted in shipwreck on the island of Malta
(q.v. ). There (;he company remained through
the winter, continuing their voyage in the spring
and reaching at last their journey's end at the
Imperial capital some time in the early half of
the year .59 (Acts xxTii. 1-xxviii. 14). Here
Paul was cordially welcomed by the Christian
brethren of the cit>- and kindly received by the
authorities, being allowed to reside under guard
in his own hired house, with freedom of inter-
course among his friends and liberty of preaching
his gospel (Acts xxviii. 1.5-31). It was during
this period of imprisonment that he wrote his let-

ters to the Philippians. the Colossians, Philemon,
and the Ephesians. Of these, Philippians and
Philemon, especially Philemon, dwell upon the

Apostle's personal relation to the readers, though
the practical problems of Christian brotherhood
and moral living emerge quite clearly in Philip-

pians. On the other hand, Colossians and Ephesi-
ans were intended to counteract doctrinal errors

of a subtle nature involving a large element of

nascent Gnosticism. This is especial]}' true of

Colossians, Ephesians, as an encyclical letter,

emphasizing rather the principles of Christian
solidarity in the membership of the churches.
(See the articles on the abcjve letters.

It is a matter of considerable debate as to what
was the outcome of this imprisonment at Rome,
though the better critical opinion of the present
day tends in the direction of holding that after

some two years Paul was brought to trial before

Nero, and on the absence of any real evidence
against him was released. After this release be
returned to the region of his former missionary
labors iti the East, engaging again in active work,
in the course of which he was rearrested and
transported again as a captive to Rome. At his

second trial he was sentenced to death, which
was accomplished not later than the j-ear 65.

During this return he wrote the letter to Titus,

and the first letter to Timothy, both of which
have to do almost wholly with the practical mat-
ters of Church organization and discipline. His
second letter to Timothy was written after his

reimprisonment at Rome, shortly before his

death, and is practically his last word of per-

sonal counsel and encouragement to his trusted
helper and friend. See the articles on these let-

ters.

The picture of Paul stands clearly before us
in the records which the Xew Testament gives

—

a man of education, if not of culture, for his

time—a Roman citizen and yet a .Jew, a student
of the Scriptures, a zealot in the law. and withal
a conscientious seeker for the way of life within
the circle of its precepts—consequently an earn-

est persecutor of the disciples of .Jesus until di-

vinely convinced of his error, when all his

energy and enthusiasm and loyal devotion were
transferred to his new life and infused into his

new work. In this new life and work, however,
Paul manifestly remained a .Jew. He did not con-

ceive of his Christianity as having severed him
from the Israel of (iod, but rather as having en-

abled him to realize the ideal of Israel's Godward
relations. His doctrinal thinking consequently

found its historical and logical background in

the Old Testament, rising through its anthro-
pologj- and its soteriology to its climax in its

Christologj'. His doctrine of Christ controlled

all t)ie rest of his theologj'. It was the begin-

ning point of his preaching and formed the main
theme of his last letters to his churches. In all

his thinking he was intense and characteristically

logical, thrmgh he often clothed his thought in

the ol'd Rabbinic forms which he had brought
with him from the .Jerusalem schools, and fre-

quently yielded to the rhetorical impulses more
or less belonging to his intensity of nature. He
was not metaphysical, even in treating the pro-

foundest themes, but practical in the extreme and
sympathetic on broad and comprehensive lines.

Though his position in the matter of relationship

to ceremonial .Judaism was not that of the

.Jerusalem leaders, his views came to (dominate

the Church, and he himself became the Church's
leader in its world work. On the theolog\' of the
Church since his day his influence has not been
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even. During the centuries immediately suc-

ceeding the Apostolic age it largely if not com-
pletely disappeared, being revived in its doctrine

of man and of salvation in the theology of Au-
gustine and receiving again at these points its

conspicuous restoration in the essential position

of the Pi'otestant Reformation. Since then these

Pauline doctrines have come and gone with the

rise and fall of that trend of thinking which may
be termed Calvinistic. To-day they are not
prominent, being dominated by a mode of thought
which is characterized by a spiritualism of the
feelings that has come to us from the Schleier-

macher school, though Paul's supreme doctrine of

Christ, which really controls his thought, con-

tributes more to the present-day exaltation of

Jesus than is popularly supposed.

Bibliography. For consideration of the sources

(a) from the point of criticism: consult the New
Testament introdu(;tions and the critical diseu.s-

sions referred to in articles on the Epistles and
the Book of Acts; (b) from the point of exegesis:

consult the commentaries referred to in these

articles. For study of the times: Schiirer, Oe-

schichte des jiidischen Tolkes tin Zeitalter Jesu
Christi (Eng. trans., Xew York, 1896) ; Weber,
Jiidische Theologie (Leipzig, 1897); Ramsay,
The Church in the Roman Empire (New York,
1894). For study of the chronologj': Burton,
Records and Letters of the Apostolic Affe (New
Y'ork, 189.5) ; Clemen, Die fhronolorjie drr pnuli-

nischen Briefe (Halle, 1893); Harnack, Chro-
noloffie der ultchristlichen Litteralur, Band i.

(Leipzig, 1897). For stud.y of the man: Baur,
Paulus{Eng. trans., Edinburgh, 1873-75) ; Renan,
Les apot res ( Eng. trans.. London, 1809); id.,

Haint Paul (Eng. trans., ib., 1887); Conybeare
and Howson. Life and Epistles of .SVnnf Paul (ib.,

18.50-.521 ; Lewin, Life and Epistles of Saint
Paul (ib., 1851 ) ; Farrar, Life and Work of Saint
PawM London. 1879); StaWier. Life of Saint Paul
(New York. 1884) ; ilatheson. The Spiritual De-
velopment of Saint Paul (Edinburgh, 1892) ;

Ramsay, Saint Paul the Traveller and Roman
Citizen (New Y'ork, 1896) ; Cone, Paul the Man,
the Missionary, and the Teacher (New Y'ork,

1898) ; Gilbert, The Student's Life of Saint Paul
(New Y'ork, 1899). Consult also McGifrert, His-
tory of Christianity in the Apostolic Age (New
York. 1897). For .study of Paul's teaching:
Ritschl, Enlstehung der altkathoUschen Kirche
(Bonn, 1857); Sabatier, L'apotre Paul (Eng.
trans.. New York. 1891) ; Pfleiderer. The Influ-

ence of the Apostle Paul on the Development of
Christianity (Hibbert Lectures for 1885; New
York, 188.5) ; Knowling, The Witness of the
Epistles (London. 1892) ; Holsten, Das Evange-
lium des Paulus (Berlin, 1880-98) ; Bruce, Saint
I'aul's Conception of Christianity (New York,
1894); Stevens. The Pauline Theology^ (New
York. 1892). Consult also the accepted works on
New Testament theology'.

PAUL. The name of five popes. Paui. L,
Pope 757-767, the brother of Stephen II., whom
he succeeded. He was the candidate of the
Frankish party, and as Pope maintained close

relations with Pepin I., whose help he needed
both against the Lombards and against the
Greek Emperor, who had not given up his claims
to the exarchate and the Pentapolis. Pepin,
however, was constant in his support of the
Pope, and assured him a fairly peaceable pos-

session of the ecclesiastical territory.

—

P.aul II.,

Pope 1464-71, Pietro Barbo. He was born at
Venice in 1417, the nephew of Eugenius IV'., to
whom he owed his introduction to an ecclesiasti-

cal career. He was made a cardinal in 1440, and
held a position of great influence under Nicholas
V. and Calixtus III. Pius II., however, did not
regard him so favorably, and his election to the
Papacy as successor to Pius was largely due to the

older cardinals, who had not been in sympathy
with that pontiff. At the beginning of his reign he
tried to form an alliance of Christian sovereigns

against the Turks, but the circumstances of the
time frustrated his purpose. He was obliged
to oppose the claims of the French King, Louis
XL, to absolute power, and demanded of him
the repeal of the Pragmatic Sanction. He at-

tempted to suppress the non-Christian or prop-
erly so-called humanistic Renaissance, especially
by the dissolution of the Roman Academy, which
had become a meeting-place for the enemies of
religion, and by severe penalties against the
seliolars v.ho combined pagan doctrine with
pagan immorality.

—

Paul III., Pope 1534-49,

Alessandro Farnese. He was born in 1468, was
educated in Rome by Pomponio Leto, and went
to Florence, entering into close relations with
the Jledici. Alexander VI. made him a cardinal
in 1493 ; later he became Bishop of Ostia and
dean of the Sacred College. He held various
important offices, twice representing the Pope
during his absence as legate in Rome. He
strongly advocated the calling of a general coun-
cil, and was a member of the commission ap-
pointed by Clement VII. to consider the ques-
tion. After his elevation to the Papacy, he vig-

orously pursued the reforming policy he had
always advocated. He first summoned the coun-
cil to meet at Mantua in 1536. then at Vicenza
in 1538, and again _at Mantua in 1542; but each
time its assembly was prevented by the discord
between Charles V. and Francis I. It finally

met at Trent in 1545. (See Trent, Couxcil
OF.) Against Henry VIII. of England he took
decisive steps, finally issuing in 1538 the bull

of excommunication and deposition prepared
three years earlier. He took vigorous steps also
for tlig suppression of Protestantism in Italy,

reconsfructing the Inquisition and establishing
a strict censorship of books. (See Index.) The
reproach of nepotism is brought against him. In
1545 he is to he credited with an enlightened
patronage of letters and art. He made his nat-
ural son, Pietro Luigi Farnese, Duke of Parma
and Piacenza. having appointed ilichelangelo
architect in chief of the Vatican and of Saint
Peter's, and provided for manj- great works.

P.A.UL IV., Pope 15.55-59, Giovanni Pietro
CarafTa. He was born at Naples in 1476. In
1494 he entered the service of the Curia, and
in 1507 was appointed Bishop of Chieti, in which
see he laliored most earnestly for the reforma-
tion of abuses, and for the revival of religion

and morality. With this view he established,

in conjunction with several congenial reformers,
the congregation of secular clergy called Thea-
tines (q.v.), and was himself the first superior.

It was under his influence that Paul III. organ-
ized the Tribunal of the Inquisition in Rome. On
the death of Marcellus II. in 1555. although in
his seventy-ninth year, he was elected to succeed
liini. He enforced vigorously upon the clergy the
obser\'ance of all the clerical duties, and enacted
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laws for the maintenance of public morality.

He established a censorship, and conipleled the

organization of the Koniun Inquisition; he took

measures for the alleviation of the burdens of

the poorer classes, and for the better administra-

tion of justice, not sparing even his own nephews,

whom he banished from Rome on account of

their corrupt conduct and profligate life. His
foreign relations, too. in^•olved liim in much labor

and perplexity. He insisted on the restoration

of Church property in England, a demand which
Julius III. had in the interests of peace refused

to press; and on Elizal)eth's accession declared

her illegitimate and not entitled to the tlirone.

He was emliroiled with the Kmperor Ferdinand,
with Philip II. of f<pain. and with Cosmo, (irand

Duke of Tuscany. Having condemned the prin-

ciples of the Peace' of Augsburg, he protested
against its provisions.

—

Paul V., Pope 1005-21,

Camillo Borghese. He was born in Koine in

1550. In his early life he was a distinguished
canonist and theologian ; and after the ordinary
prelatieal career at Rome he rose first to the
])ost of Nuncio at the S|)anisli Court, and after-

wards to the cardinalate under Clement VIII.
His Pontificate is rendered memorable by the

celebrated conflict with tlie Republic of Venice,
into which he was plunged at the very outset of
his career. The original ground of dispute was
the question of the innmuiity of the clergy from
the jurisdiction of civil tribunals. The Venetian
Senate resisted the claim of the clergy to be tried

by ecclesiastical tribunals ; and further causes of

dispute were added liy a mortmain law, and a law
prohibiting tlic establisliment of new religious Or-
ders or associations unless with the sanction of
the Senate. Each party remaining inflexible in its

determinaticm. Paul issued a brief, directing a sen-
tence of exconnnunication against the Doge and
Senate, and placing the Republic under an inter-

dict nniess submission should be made within
twenty-four days. The Senate pei'.sisted, and an
animated conflict, as well of acts as of writings,
ensued, in the latter of which the celebrated Era
Paolo Sarpi, on the side of the Republic, and on
the Papal side Bellarmine and Baronius, were
the leaders. Preparations were even made for
actual hostilities : but, by the intervention of
Henry TV. of France, the dispute was accommo-
dated and ix!ace restored in 1607, although dis-

satisfaction afterwards arose on the subject of
the nomination of a patriarch. Paul's adminis-
tration was a vigorous and noble one. and marked
by the development of religious Orders and mis-
.sionary enterprise. Consult his Life by T. A.
Trollope (London, ISUl).

PAUL I., Petrovitch (1754-1801). Emperor
of Russia from 1706 to ISOl. He was the son
of Peter III. and Catharine the Great. He under-
went a vigorous training at the hands of his
mother, and this served to harden and warp a
nature which was by no means devoid of gener-
ous impulses. The memory of his father's vio-
lent death made him suspicious of all who sur-
rounded him, and as prince or emperor pre-
vented him from gathering a party around him.
During his mother's lifetime he was allowed no
share in the government, and with the exception
of a journey abroad (1781-82) passed his time
in brooding idleness on his estates at Gatchina.
Catharine died November 17, 1796. while seri-

ously contemplat^g the exclusion of Paul from
the succession to the throne in favor of his son

Alexander. Paul's reign began with fair prom-
ise, but speedily degenerated into an oppressive

despotism which weighed alike on the Court, the

army, and the intellectual life of the nation.

The system of police espionage was developed to

a hitherto unparalleled degree, and swift pun-
ishment was visited on tliose unfortunate enough
to arouse the slightiest suspicion in the Em-
peror's diseased imagination. Reluctant at first

to enter the struggle against France, he finally

joined the Second European Coalition against
the French Republic in 1798, and in 1799 the

Russian armies under Suvarofl' (q.v. ) gained a
series of notable victories over the French and
drove them out of Northern Italy. Bonaparte's
astute di])lomacy. however, succeeded in breed-

ing dissension between the Russian Emperor and
his allies. Paul's discontent was intensified by
tlie conduct of England in refusing him pos-
.session of the island of Malta, to which as
grand master of the Knights of Malta, an office

assumed in 1798, he laid claim. His opposition
to England finally developed into open hostility,

and led in 1800-01 to the formation of the
Northern Maritime League by Russia, Sweden,
and Denmark against Great Britain. At home,
meanwhile, Paul's despotism had become un-
endurable, and a conspiracy was formed by
some of the highest ollicials about the Court
to bring about the Emperor's abdication in fa-

vor of his son Alexander. The leaders of the
conspiracy were Count Pahlen, Count Panin,
Prince Suboff, General Bennigsen, and General
Uvaroft'. On the night of March 2S. 1801, the
Imperial palace was surrounded by the troops of

Count Pahlen while tlie conspirators, some
thirty in number, broke into Paul's chamber
and at the sword's point demanded that he sign

the act of abdication. No certain knowledge
exists of what then occurred, but it would seem
that the Emperor, crazed with fear, attempted
resistance, that a scuffle ensued, and that in the

struggle Paul was strangled with his own scarf.

Of Paul's ten children. Alexander and Nicholas
ruled over Russia, while Constantine was a
prominent figure during the reign of the latter.

Consult: Kobeko, Der ('•iis-arewitsch Paul, 17o'i-

06 (Berlin, 1886) ; Brenemann, Aus den, Tagen
Kaiser Pauls (Leipzig, 1886).

PAUL, Apocalypse of. See Afocri'pha, sec-

tion on Vcif Testament

.

PAUL, Chables Kegax (1828-1902). An
English publisher and author, born at White
Laekington, Somersetshire. He was educated at

Eton and at Exeter College, O.xford ; from 185.3

to 1862 was a master at Eton, and. after twelve
years as vicar of Sturminster, entered the pub-
lishing business, from which he retired in 1899.

As an author he is best known for his biog-

raphies and translations: A Translatimt of
Faust (1873) ; Life of William Godwin (1876) ;

Letters of Mary Wollstonecraft (1879); Bio-

firaphical Slcetches (1883); Maria Drummond
(1891) ; Huysmans's En Route (1896) ;and;l/r»i-

ories (1899)'. In Faith and Vnfaitli (1891) Paul
hinted at his own religious beliefs ; be left the
Church of England for Positivism, and in his last

years entered the Roman Catholic Cliurch.

PAUL, poul, Hermann (1846—). A German
philologist. He was born in Magdeburg; studied
at Berlin and Leipzig, and in 1874 became pro-
fessor in the University of Freiburg. In 1893 he
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was appointed professor of German philologj' at
tlie University of Munich. His publications in-

clude: Gab es eine mittelhochdeutsche Hchrift-

sprachef (1873); Zur Lautverschiebung (1874);
Kritische Beitriige zu den Minnesingem (1876) ;

Zur 'Nibeluiigenfra(/e (1877) ; Mittelhochdeutsche
Omiii.iiiatik (5th ed. IDOO). He is best known in

the United States by his I'rinzipien dcr tiprach-

geschichte (1880: 3d ed. 1898), translated into

English by Strong (1888), and retranslated with
changes by Strong, Logeman, and Wheeler
(1891). As editor of Griindriss der gertmin-
ischen PhUohigic (1891-93; 2d ed. 1896 et seq.),

lu' rendered valuable service to modern philology.

After 1874 he with W. Braune edited the Beitriige

zur Geschichte der deutsclien Sprache.

PAUL, pal, Lewis (?-17.59). An English in-

ventor, of whose life very little is known. About
1729 he invented a pinking machine, and his

acquaintance with Dr. Johnson seems due to

the tact that Mrs. Desmoulins had learned pink-
ing from him. Paul's important patent dates
from 1738, and it is the earliest machine for the
spinning of wool or cotton by two pairs of re-

volving rollers. The factories established at
Birmingham and Northampton met with no suc-

cess. Two other patents taken out by Paul were
a carding machine (1748) and a spinning ma-
chine (1758). They seem to have been no more
successful than the first, which, however, was
the basis of Arkwright's invention.

PAUL, poul, OsKAR (1836—). A German
writer on music, born at Freiwaldau, Silesia.

He was a pupil of Klingenberg at Gorlitz, then
of Plaidy, Richter. and Hauptmann at the Uni-
versity of Leipzig, and after sojourns in different

German towns he returned to Leipzig (1866), to
give private lessons in harmony. Three years
afterwards he began to teach musical history in
the conservatory of that city, and in 1872 he
was appointed professor cxtraordinarins at the
imiversity. He founded and edited the periodi-
cal Tonhalle, which was merged into the il/itsi-

h-alische Wochenhlatt : published Hauptmann's
l^ehre der Hormonik (1868); wrote Geschichte
des Claviers (1869) : Eandlexieon der Tonkunst
(1871-73) : and made the first German transla-
tion of Boethius (1872).

PAUL, pfil, Vincent de. See Vincent de
Paul. Saint.

PAUL, Vision of. See Apocrypha, section on
AVtr Testament.

PAUL AND VIRGINIA (Fr. Paul el Vir-

ginie. po'la-ver'zhe'ne') . .\ well-known romance
by Bernardin de Saint-Pierre (1788). the scene
of which is laid in Mauritius, where the author
had spent three years. It exhibits great powers
of description and emotional force, witli exag-
gerated sentiment and a not altogether healthy
atmosphere. It is the story of two playmates
whose affection develops into love, and ends with
the drowning of Virginia and the deatli of her
lover from grief.

PAUL CLIFFORD. A novel by Bulwer-
Lytton (1833). It is the story of a chivalrous
highwayman in the time of the French Kevolu-
tion. Paul Clifford, of unknown birth, brought
up in evil, is arrested for theft and becomes a

highwayman. As Captain Clifl'ord he loves Lucy
Brandon, but is brought before her uncle, .Judge

Brandon, for a robbery. He proves to be Bran-

don's stolen child, is condemned to death by his
father, but escapes with Lucy to America.

PAUL'DING, HiBAM (1797-1878). An
American naval officer. He was born in New
York City, entered the United States Navy as a
midshipman iu 1811, participated in the battle of

Lake Champlain (September II, 1814), receiving
a vote of thanks ana a sword from Congress for

his services, served under Commodore Decatur
against the Barbary Powers in 1815, and in the
following year was promoted to a lieutenancy.
He accompanied Commodore Porter on an expedi-
tion against the West Indian pirates in 1822-23,

acting as first lieutenant of the ^ea Gull, said to
have been the first steamer ever used for pur-
poses of war; served on the Dolphin in 1826 when
that vessel was sent to the JIulgrave Islands in
search of the mutineers of the American whale
ship Globe; crui.sed in the East Indies, in com-
mand of the Vincennes, from 1844 to 1847; was
in command of the Washington Navy Yard from
1851 to 1854; and from 1854 to 1857 was com-
mander of the home squadron, at the time the
highest position in the navy. For arresting
the filibuster Walker (see Walker, William)
at Greytown, Nicaragua, in December, 1857, he
was relieved from command by President Bu-
chanan, though the Republic of Nicaragua, in

recognition of his services, presented him with
a sword and a large tract of valuable land,
which latter Congress did not allow him to ac-

cept. On the outbreak of the Civil War he was
ordered to Washington to assist Secretary Welles
of the Na\'y Department, and in April, 1861, pro-

ceeded to Norfolk and destroyed the na\'j' yard
there. Having passed the age limit of sixty-two
years, he was technically retired in December,
1861. In the following year he was promoted
to the recently created grade of rear-admiral, on
the retired list, and subsequently was command-
ant of the New York Navy Yard from 1862 to

1866, in which position he rendered important
services to the Government by sending many
vessels and thousands of men to the front; was
Governor of the Naval Asylum in Philadelphia
from 1866 to 1869, and was port admiral at
Boston from 1870 to 1871. He published a
Journal of a Cruise Among the Islands of the
Pacific (1831). Consult a biographical sketch
bv Meade in Harper's Kew Monthly Magazine,
vol. Iviii. (New York, 1879).

PAULDING, .LvMEs Kirke (1779-1860). An
American author, born in Pleasant Valley,

Dutchess County, N. Y. After a scanty educa-

tiorw he went to New York, where, with William
Irving, his brother-in-law, and with Washing-
ton Irving, he collaborated in Salmagundi
(1807), the second series of the same (1810) be-

ing by Paulding alone. During the War of 1812
he published the Direrting IJistorg of John Bull
and Brother Jonathan; and in 1814 the United
Slates and England, a defense against British
criticisms. This work attracted attention and
caused him to be appointed secretary of the board
of na\y commissioners. In 1817 he published a
defense of the Southern States and of slavery in

Letters from- the South, bif a Northern Man; in

1822. A Sketch of Old England, by a New England
Man; and in 1825 John Bull in America, or the
AVie Mvn,chausen, a satire on the writings of
British tourists. Meanwhile he had published
his first novel, Eoningstnarke (1823); Merry
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Talcx of the Three Wis,: Men of Oothnm ^(1826)

fol!o\ve<I, and other books, mainly humorous and
satirical. In 1831 he produced The Dutchman's
Fireside, a novel dealing with the old Dutch set-

tlers. This, his best work, was followed by lVcs7-

Kttrd fio.'(1832), a novel dealing with Kentucky.
Xext came a good biography of Washington
( 18:i.5) , and Slavery in the Vni'ted .States ( 1836)

.

ileanwhile he had been naA-y agent at New York
City since 1825. a position from which he was
advanced in 1837 to the post of Secretary of the

Xa\7' in Van Buren's Cabinet. On his retirement
in 1841 he went to a country residence at Hyde
Park, where he wrote a few stories and plays,

the novel, The Puritan and His Daughter ( 184!"l),

being the most conspicuous. There he died, April

6, 1860. His select works appeared in four vol-

umes (1867-68). Consult Literary Life of James
K. Paulding, by his son William (New York,
1867).

PAULDING, John (1758-1818). An Ameri-
can Revolutionary soldier, born in New Y'ork
City. He. together with Isaac Van Wart and
David Williams, captured Major Andr^ near
Tarrytown, September 23. 1780, and for this re-

ceived from Congress a silver medal bearing the
inscription 'Fidelity" on one side, and "Vincit
amor patriie" on the other. He was a prisoner
three times during the Revolutionary War, being
released the second time only four days before
Andre's capture.

PATILI, poiilf, K.\SL (1839—). A German
philologist. He was born at Barth, in Pomerania,
studied at Erlangen and Greifswald. and, after
teaching in various gymnasiums and spending
several years in Leipzig, in 1893 became profes-
sor in the Lyceum of Lugano, in Switzerland.
Pauli's especial study was on the languages of
Italy, above all Etruscan. He published: Etrus-
kische Studien (1879-80; completed in Deecke's
Etruski.iche Forsehuvgen vnd Studien) ; Altita-
lische Studien (1883-87) : AUitalische Forsehun-
gen. (1885-94); and, with Danielsson, Corpus
Inscriptiomim Etruscariim (1893 et seq.).

PAULI, Reixhold (1823-82). A German
historian. He was born in Berlin, studied there
and at Bonn, and lived for several years in Eng-
land, in antiquarian research and as secretary to
the Prussian ambassador, Bunsen. In 186(5 he
lost his professorship at Tubingen because of an
attack on the policy of Wurttemberg. In the fol-
lowing year he was appointed professor at Mar-
burg and in 1870 at Gottingen. His historical
•works are marked by a lucid stvle and by pains-
taking research. They include: Konig Alfred
und^ seine Stelle in der Gcsehichte Englands
(1851); a continuation of Lappenberg^s f!e-
schichte von England (1853-58), an able work:
Bilder aus Altengland (1860; 2d ed. 1876) ; Ge-
schichfe Englands seit den Friedcnsschliisfvn von
181.', und ISIo (1864-75): .S'imon von Monffort
(1867) : and a sketch of Cromwell (1874). Pauli
edited in 1856 Gnwer's Confessio Amantis.
PATJLICIANS. An Oriental Christian sect,

which flourished in the eighth and ninth centuries,
although survivors are found much later. It has
generally been represented as an off.shoot of the
Manichtrans (see Maxich.eism) , but recent
investigations make it probable that it is of in-
dependent origin. In a work entitled The Key of
Truth, dating in its present form probablv from
the ninth century, and representing the contem-

porary usages and beliefs of the Paulicians in
Armenia, sur\uvals of ancient baptismal and
ordination forms are found, which indicate some
connection between this Church and the older
Adoptionists. The Adoptionists taught that
Christ was a man who, at his baptism, became by
adoption the Son of God. instead of being so by
nature, or eternally (the Catholic doctrine).
This type of Christology goes back to the end
of the second century^ when it was brought to
Rome by Theodotus. (See Mo.\.\kc'III.\.\s.)

Tlie origin of the name Paulicians is uncertain,
but an eleventh-century opponent of the move-
ment traces it to Paul of Samosata (q.v.) , Bishop
of Antioch in the latter part of the third century,
the last great Adopt ionist teacher, and this is the
most plausible derivation yet suggested. Ancient
writers like Petrus Siculus and Photius (ninth
century) say that Paulicianism arose in Armenia
some two hundred years before their time. Their
leader was one Constantine (Sylvanus), and the
sect stood in opposition to the Catholicus, or head
of the National Church, on several points of doc-
trine and practice. They rejected the autliority
of the hierarchy, and chose religious leaders of
their own, the 'elect ones,' wherein lies one re-

semblance between them and the mediaeval ilani-
chaean sects. These facts have led many writers
to speak of them as 'Protestants.' In the ninth
century the Paulicians enjoyed a vigorous eccle-

siastical life, especially under a leader nameil
Baanes, from whom they are sometimes known
as Baanites. but they were subjected to severe
and repeated jjersecution at the hands of the
Church and of the Byzantine Emperors. Under
such provocation they for a time joined force*

with the Mohammedans against all Christian
powers. In the eighth century, and again in tln'

tenth, some of them were removed from Asi^i

Minor to the upper part of the Balkan Peninsula.
to serve as an outpost against the Slavic trilic*

of the north, and thus a considerable Paulician
population was established in Euro]M>. Their in-

fluence penetrated into Bulgaria, and here no
doubt is one source of those mediieval movements
generally classed as Manichajan. which include
the Bogomiles. Cathari. and Albigenses (qq.v. ).

A few surviving Paulicians were discovered in

Southeastern Europe in the eighteenth century,
and larger numbers of them in Armenia in tlie

nineteenth. Here was found their book. The Key
of Truth, which has thro«-n new light on some
obscure points of their histors-. Consult: Gib-
bon's Roman Empire, especially vol. vi., app. 6

(ed. by Bury, London, 1896 et seq.) : Conybeare.
The Key o'f Truth (Oxford. 1898) : Newman.
Manual of Church History, vol. i. (Philadelphia.
1000) : Lynch, Armenia. Travels and Studies
(London, 1901).

PAULINE EPISTLES. A grovip of New
Testament letters, claiming in their superscrip-
tions to have been written by the Apostle Paul
and comprising the following thirteen writings:
Romans. I. Corinthians, II. Corinthians, Gala-
tians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, I. Thes-
salonians. II. Thessalonians, 1. Timothy, II. Tim-
othy. Titus, Philemon.

PAULI'NUS, IXlEROPirs Pontius Axicirs,
S.UNT (353-431). He was born at Bordeaux,
France, and became a pupil of the poet Ausonius,
who secured him the favor of the Emperor
CJratian. He attained the dignity of consul
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suffectus, and married a wealthy Spanisli lady
named Xherasia. Through the efforts of Saint
Ambrose he was converted to Christianity, dis-

tributed most of his property among the poor,

and continued for a time to reside in Spain.
He was ordained a priest iu 393, at Barce-
lona, but soon left Sixain for Rome. In
394 he went to Nola, where he had an
estate. Near the city was the tomb of the
martyr Felix, over which a church had been
built, with a few cells for pilgrims. Here
Paulinus lived for fifteen years iu a strictlj- mo-
nastic fashion, except that his wife seems to have
been with him. In 409 he was made Bishop of

Xola, a position which he retained till his death.

He was present at the Council of Ravenna in 419.

Of his works there have been preserved 50
epistles, 32 poems, and a tract called Passio <S'.

Genesii Arelateiisis. His name is of frequent oc-

currence in the letters of Augustine and Jerome.
The works of Paulinus will be found in vol. Ixi.

of Migiie's Patrologia Latina (Paris, 1861). Con-
sult Lagrange, Saint PauUn de Xole (Paris, 2d
ed., 1882).

PAULINUS, Saixt (died 644). A missionary
sent to England by Pope Gregory I. in 601, where
he joined Augustine (q.v. ). In 625 he was made
bishop by Archbishop Justus of Canterbury, and
went to Xorthumbria. in attendance on Ethel-

burga. daughter of Ethelbert, King of Kent, and
wife of Edwin (q.v.). King of Xorthumbria. Ed-
win was still a pagan at the time, but in 627,

through the influence of his wife and Paulinus,
he caused himself to be baptized, together Avith

many others. Soon afterwards Paulinus founded
the cathedral at York. On the overthrow of

King Edwin in 633 the Northumbrians relapsed
into heathenism, and Paulinus fled to Kent,
where he became Bishop of Rochester. He died
October 10, 644. Consult Bright, Early Englisli

Church History (Oxford, 1878).

PAULISTS. The ordinary designation of the
Congregation of Missionary Priests of Saint Paul
the Apostle. This is a society founded in New
York in 1858 by Father Hecker (see Hecker,
Isaac Thomas) and some other priests. Their
desire was to form a comraimity of priests for

missionary work in America, composed chiefly

of those whose native tongue was English ; Heck-
er had left the Redemptorists largely on the

ground that the members of that Order working
in America were mostly of German birth, and did
not understand the needs of the country. The
plan was approved by Archbishop Hughes, and
received the Papal confirmation from Pius IX.
The mother house of the community, most of

whose members are converts from Protestantism,
is in New Y'ork. The Paulists devote themselves
especially to mission preaching, and have been
the main promoters of the remarkable movement
originating in the last years of the nineteenth
century toward a systematized eff'ort to extend
their faith among the non-Catholics of America
which has taken shape in the foundation of a

central training house for such work at Washing-
ton. Their magnificent church in New York is

noted for the perfection of its services, both in

the direction of punctilious carrying o>it of the
rubrics and of Gregorian music. They also carry
on the Catholic Publication Society work, with
a printing plant of their own. and publish a
monthly magazine called The Catholic World.

PAULITES (JUL. Paulita, from Lat. Paulus,
Paul). An Order of hermits which arose in Hun-
gary in the thirteenth century by the union of

two earlier communities, those of Patach and
Pisilia, under Eusebius of Gran, the founder
of the latter, who united both of them in 1250
and became the first superior of the joint Order.
Eusebius died in 1270; the rule of Saint Augus-
tine was adopted in 1308, and the Order, which
was confirmed by Pope John XXII., spread
throughout Northern Europe, until it numbered
170 cloisters in Hungary alone, in which coun-
try many of its members filled the highest eccle-

siastical otfices. They were introduced into Por-
tugal in 1420, and into France, where they were
commonly known as Brothers of Death (see

Death, Bbethbex of) and much favored by
Louis XIII. The Order in France seems to have
been suppressed by Pope Urban VIII. It has
practically died out everywhere except in Cracow
and Poland.

PAULITSCHKE, pou-llch'kc, Philipp Vik-
tor (1854-99). An Austrian geographer and
explorer of X'ortheastern Africa. He was born
in Moravia, was educated in the universities
of Gratz and Vienna, and in 1883 was ap-
pointed docent in the University of Vien-
na. His first trip to Africa was in 1880, when
he made ethnological studies in Eg^-pt and
Nubia ; but the expedition undertaken in 1844,
starting from Harar and going south through
Somaliland, was much more important, especial-

ly as it covered new territory in GaJla. Pau-
litschke's writings include: Die geographische
Erforschung des afrikanischen Kontincnis lyon

den (iltesten Zeiten his auf unsere Tage ( 1880) :

Die AfriLa-Utteratur von 1500 bis ll'.V) (1881) ;

Leitfadcn der ycographischen Verkehrslehre (2d
ed.. 1892); Die geographische Erforschung der
Adallander und Hnrrars (1884); Die Sudan-
Hinder (1885); Beitrdge zur Ethnographic und
Anihropologie der Somal, GaUa und flarrari

(1886); Die Wanderungen der Oronio (1888);
and Ethnographic Xordostafrikas (1893-90).

PAULLINIA (Neo-Lat., named in honor of

C. F. PauUini, a German botanist [1643-1712]).
A climbing plant of the order Sapindaceie, native
in Brazil. A paste made of the crushed seeds and
leaves of Paullinia >Sar6)7is or PaulUnia Cupana
is called guarana, and is used in medicine. The
dried paste occurs in brown cakes or sticks, with
an odor of chocolate and a bitter taste, partly
soluble in water and in alcohol. As the prepara-
tion of this paste is a secret, the other ingredi-

ents are not knonii. It yields an alkaloid, guara-
nin, which is considered to be identical with
caffeine (q.v.). and has the same therapeutic and
physiological effects. A fluid extract of guarana
is otlicial. which has been used in migraine chief-

ly, but also in wasting diarrhopa and as a tonic.

PAULO_ AFFONSO, pou'16 af-fon'so. Falls
OF. See S.\o Fbaxci.sco.

PAUL OF SAMOS'ATA. Bishop of Antioch
in the third century. Beyond the fact that he
was born at Samosata. little is known of his early
life. He was at first a sophist and obtained ad-
mittance among the clergy in some unkno^vn way.
He became Bishop of Antioch (260), probably
through the influence of Zenobia. Queen of Pal-

myra. He was a Monarch ian and his opponents
do not give a good account of him. They assert

that his character previous to his appointment
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was in some respects unwoithy of the episcopal
oiBce, and that after liis elevation lie was rapa-
cious, arrogant, and vain. His heresies caused
several councils to be convened to consider his
case; by the last of these, held about 269, he was
divested of his ofBce and excommunicated. Trust-
ing to the favor of botli Queen Zenobia and
the_ populace, he refused to vacate the episcopal
residence, in whicli also the meetings of the
Church were held. In 272 the Emperor Aurelian,
having conquered Zenobia, referred Paul's case to
the bishops of Rome and of Italy, and they de-
cided against him. There is no "notice eitlier of
the time or place of his death.

PATJI, OF THEBES, Saint (c.23.'5-e..'?47).

The first well-known hermit in the Christian
Church, called, by Saint Jerome, the founder of
Monasticism. He was born at Thebes, in Upper
Egypt, and at the age of fifteen Hed to the desert
to escape the Decian persecution. Here he lived
about a hundred years in prayer and mortifica-
tion, and trained Saint Antony'to be his successor
in the leadership of those who sought an ascetic
life in retirement from the world. See Antony,
Saint.

PAUL OF THE CROSS, Saint (1694-1775).
The founder of the Order of Passionists (q.v.).
His original name was Paolo Francesco Danei;
he was born at Ovada, near tienoa. Witli a few
companions, lie began to live a hermit's life on
Monte Argentaro, where he believed that Ood re-
vealed to him that he should found a new Order,
even showing him its destined habit. The Bishop
of Alessandria, after careful investigation,
clothed him with this habit, and allowed him even
as a layman to preach repentance and conduct
spiritual exercises. In 1727 he was ordained
priest, and ten years later the first permanent
settlement of Passionists was made on Monte
Argentaro; from this time the founder took the
name of Paul of the Cross. After a life of pen-
ance and labor, he died in Rome, October 18,
1775. He was canonized by Pius IX. in 1867.
Consult his Life by the Passionist Father Pius
(Dublin and Now York, 1807).

_
PAULOWNIA, pa-l<VnI-a (Neo-Lat., named

in honor of Anne Paulovna, daughter of Paul I.,
Czar of Russia). The common and generic name
of an ornamental Japanese tree of the natural
order Scropliulariacea', which attains a height of
20 to 40 feet. It has somewhat the appearance
of a catalpa, the heart-shaped leaves bein" simi-
lar, but much more downy. The ilowersf borne
in panicles in spring, are perfumed, violet-col-
ored, two inches long, somewhat cylindrical with
rounded lobes at the mouth. The tree was for-
merly much planted in the United States but
not proving equal to expectation, has lost in"
popular favor. It is not hardv north of New
York, and even there and farther south it often
fails to bloom for several seasons in succession
Ihc branches are crooked, spreading, and nearly
horizontal. Since the flower buds are carried
over winter, a severe winter generally blights
them. The growth of the tree in a favorable cli-
mate IS very rapid and vigorous. When annually
cut to the ground it is said to form a good heda'e
of young growths remarkable for the striking
appearance of the leaves.

PAUL PRY. A .successful comedy bv John
Poole, produced in 1825. The title character is

an exceedingly curious, meddlesome person, who
on trivial pretenses interrupts every interesting
situation in the play.

PAULSEN, poul'sen, Fbiedkich (1840—). A
German philosoplier of the Neo-Kantian school.
He was born in Langenhorn, Schleswig, and
studied at Erlangen and at Berlin, where he
became doeent in 1875, and in 1878 professor of
philosophy and pedagogy, and where his lectures
were among the most widely attended in Ger-
many. His chief works in the latter branch are
"Griindung. Organisation und Lebensordnungen
der deutschen Universitaten im Jlittelaltcr " in
Sybel's Zeitschrift (1881); Oeschichte des ge-
lehrten Unterrichis uuf den deutschen Schulen
und UnwersiUiten (1885; 2d ed. 1806); Real-
yymnasium und humunistische Bildung ('l889)

;and Ubhere Hchitlen und Universitiitsstudium im
20. Jahrhtindert (1901). As a philosopher Paul-
sen ranks as a disciple of Fechner in meta-
physics, holding his pan-psychic doctrine and
agreeing with him as to the parallelism between
physical and mental. In general, his agreement
with Fechner is best seen in the widely known
Etnhitung in die Philosophie (1892; '7th ed.
1900), of which an English version appeared in
1895. Equally characteristic is the important
genetic study of the Kantian .system. Versuch
emer EntwicHungsgesehichte der Kantischen
hrkennimsslheorie (1875), and the supplemen-
tary work, Immanuel Kant (1898; 2d ed. 1899).
His other works are: Kant der Philosoph des
Protestant ism us (1899); Schopenhauer, Ham-
let und ilephistophelcs (1900), a series of es-
says; Philosophia Militans (1900) 2d ed.
1901), a reply to Haeckel's Weltriltsel;
and the excellent manual. Ethih: (18S9; 5th
ed. 1899; partial English version. 1899), which
is especially noteworthy for its historical sketch
and for its practical treatment of the ethics of
every-day life and of politics. The last topic
IS considered in Parteipolitik und Moral (1900).

PAULSEN, John (1851-). A Norwegian
poet and novelist, born at Bergen. There he was
for some time employed in the Portuguese con-
sulate. Having entered literature with Af Bii-
hvet (1875; 2d ed. 1890), thanks to Ib.sen's
infiuenee, he received a State stipend and spent
several years abroad, returning to Norway in
1882 only temporarily, and spending most of his
time in Denmark. Among his works are: Moll
og Dur (1876), a volume of poems: Margherita

^I'Ln*^' *i*'
^.'^* Norwegian problem-stories'

(1880); En dxgters Bustru (1884) and En
Fremtidskvinde (1887), both of which were
translated into" German, as was Jiidinden
(1892); Nije Melodier (1894); and a play
Fnlkcnstrmn og son, which met with success in
Norway and in Germany.
PAULUS, pou'lus, Heinrich Eberiiard Oott-

LOB (1761-1851). A German theologian and one
of the leaders of the Rationalist school. He was
born at Leonberg. near Stuttgart. September 1,
1761. He studied Oriental languages at Got-
tingen, London, and Paris. In 1789 he was
called to the professorship of Oriental languages
at ,Jena. and in 179.3 became professor of the-
olog^N Here he especially signalized himself by
the critical elucidation of the Scriptures of the
Old and New Testament, in so far as they
presente<l Oriental characteristics. In ISl'l
iie accepted the professorship of exegesis and
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ecclesiastical history at Heidelberg. He died
August 10, ISol. Among his numerous \vritinj.'s

may be mentioned: Clavis uber die P.irilmen

(1791); Clavis iiber Jesaias (1793); Philolo-

gisch-kritischer und fiistorischer Kommentar
iiber das Nene Testament (1800-04) ; Hammlung
der merkwiirdigsteti lieisen in den Orient (7
vols., 1792-180.3) ; Lebcn Jesu, als Orundlage
einer reinen Oeschichte des Urchristentums

(1828); Aufkliirende Beitrage zur Dogmen-,
Kirchen- und Rcliglonsgeschichte (1830); and
Exegetisches Tlaiulburh iiber die drei ersten
Evangelien (1830-33). Consult: Paulus, S/ci^^cm

aus meiner Bildnngs- und Leben-sgcschichte cwm.

Andenken an mein 50-fahriges Jubiliium (Heidel-

berg, 1829) ; and Reichlin-Meldegg, B. E. G.

Paulas und seine Zeit (Stuttgart, 18.53).

PAULUS, Julius. A distinguished Roman
jurist, who lived in the latter half of the second

century and the earlier decades of the third. He
was an assessor or associate justice under Pa-
pinianus, when the latter was praetorian prefect

or chief justice of the Empire, in the reign of

Septimius Severus ; was exiled by Elagabalus

;

was recalled and made prsetorian prefect by
Alexander Severus. Paulus was one of the most
fertile of Roman legal writers. In addition to

commentaries on the civil law (16 books) and
on the praetorian or equity law (78 books), he
published a great number of monographs on
special topics, and 48 books of 'questions' and
'responses.' He published also a succinct presen-

tation of the entire law, civil and pnetorian,

under the title of Sententiw {o books), and two
books of 'institutes' for beginners. He was re-

garded by the later Romans as the equal of his

contemporary, Ulpian, and as inferior only to

Papinianus. His style, however, is less clear than
Ulpian's. Excerpts from his writings make up
more than one-sixth of the Digest of .Justinian.

A part of his SentcnticE has come down to us

in the Breviary of Alaric (q.v.), and this text

is included in Huschke, J urisprudentice Anti-

Justinianw r/uw Supersunt (4th ed., Leipzig,

1879), A fuller text, which includes the pas-

sages preserved in the Digest, may be found in

Kriiger, Mommsen, and Studemund, Collectio

Liborum. Juris Antijustiniani (Berlin, 1878-90).

PAULUS, Lucius ^Emilius. A Roman gen-

eral. See .Emtlius P.vulus.

PAULUS DIAC'ONUS (Lat„ Paul the dea-

con) (c.720-c,800) . The best historian of the

Lombards. He was descended from a noble

family, which had settled in Friuli. He received

an excellent education either at Pavia or Friuli,

and was at the former city while King Ratchis

(744-49) ruled there, and became the tutor

of Adelperga, daughter of King Desiderius.

After the destruction of the kingdom at Pavia,

if not earlier, he Very likely took refuge at the

Court of Duke Arichis, the husband of Adelperga.

For the latter he wrote his Tlistoria Romana,
which was chiefly a compilation of works still in

our possession, and w-as greatly used as a text-

book for centuries after. About tliis time Paulus

entered the monastery at Monte Cassino. In 782

Paulus journeyed to the Court of Charles the

Great in order to obtain the release of his brother

and other captive Lombards. His mission was
successful, while he himself was induced by
King Charles to remain and lend his aid in the

reawakening of learning. It was here that he

made his collection of homilies, known as Eomi-
larium, which have been translated into many
languages. At the request of Bishop Angilrara

of Sletz, he also wrote Gcsta Episcoporum Met-
tensinm (Histor}' of the Bishops of Metz). Fi-

nally, after repeated petitions, Paulus was per-

mitted to return to his beloved convent, prob-
ably accompanying Charles to Italy in 786.

At Jlonte Cassino Paulus now wrote his most
important work, De Gestis Langobardorum (His-

tory of the Lombards), which ends with the
year 744. The work is remarkable on account
of its pure Latin and the vast number of poetic

legends of the early Ciermans it has preserved.
Paulus was also the author of a number of

theological works, and of some hymns and let-

ters still extant. The best edition of his works
is to be fovmd in the Monumenta Germanice His-
torica (Hanover, 1878-79). For other editions
and the like, consult Potthast, Bibliotheea His-
torica Medii Jlvi, vol, ii. (2d ed., Berlin, 1896) ;

Wattenbach, Deutschlands Geschiehtsquellen, vol.

i. (6th ed„ Berlin, 1893). There is an excellent

German translation of the Lombard History
with a serviceable introduction by Jacobi in Oe-
schiehtsschreiber der deutschen Vorzeit. Achtes
Jahrhiindcrt, vol. iv. (Leipzig, 1888).

PAULUS HOOK, Capture of. See Jersey
City, N. J,

PAUL VERONESE. See Veronese, Paul.

PAUMOTA (pa'u-mO't:i) ISLANDS. A
group of islands in the South Pacific. See Low
ARcinrKLAco.

PAUNCEFOTE, pans'fi.it. Lord Julian (1828-

1002.) A British diplomat, born in Munich,
Germany, of English parents. He was educated
at Marlborough College, in Paris, and in Geneva,
and was called to the bar in 1852. Three year.s

afterwards he became private secretary to Sir

William Molesworth. British Colonial Minister,

and on the death of his chief, the following year,

Pauneefote went to Hong Kong, where he pratv

tieed law successfully, and in 1866 was made
Attorney-Cieneral of the colony. He was ap-

pointed the first Chief J\istice of the federated

British Leeward Islands in 1874, knighted and
made Assistant Under-Secretary for the Colo-

nies the same year, and in 1876 was given the

corresponding position in the Foreign Office. He
was made Permanent Under-Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs in 1882. served as British

Commissioner to Paris in the Suez Canal nego-

tiations in 1885, and was appointed Minister
to the United States in 1889. His title was
changed to Ambassador when that office was
created in 1893. and he was the first to bear
that title in this country. Queen Victoria made
him a Privy Councilor in 1894. In the Bering

Sea, the Venezuelan, and other difficulties be-

tween (ircat Britain -iind the United States,

Pauncefote's large experience, knowledge, and
tact in dealing with international affairs were
powerful up(m flie conciliatory side, and his

friendliness to the LTnited States was shown in

liis efforts to have the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty
abrogated. He was a British delegate to the

Peace Conference at The Hague in 1899, and for

his services there was raised to the peerage as

Baron Paimcefote of Preston.

PAUPERISM (from La t. p(7i/;)cr, poor). The
condition of tliose who are partly or wholly

dependent upon private charity or public aid for
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support. Tethiiieally, in law, a v""!'" •* " P""
son supported l)y the public authorities, at the

expense of taxpayers. In its broadest meaning

the term pauperism should not be used syiiony-

niously with poverty, or even with occasional

acceptance of relief, but only to designate a state

of chronic dependence. Pauperism is possible

only in communities where extreme poverty and

surplus wealth exist together, and in combina-

tion with a prevailing sentiment of pity. In

primitive communities, where pity is lacking

and tlic means of subsistence are often inade-

quate, the hopelessly ill and the aged as well as

the iiredeemably lazy starve or are put to death.

In barbarian societies, where pity is still lack-

ing, although some accumulations of wealth have

appeared, weak or deformed children are com-

monly dispatched, while the aged receive scant

consideration.

Chief among the more important causes of

destitution in civilization are improvidence,

sickness, accident, death of the head of the

family, and old age. Charles Booth's investiga-

tions of English pauperism have shown that old

age is, all in all, the chief cause. Destitution,

however, m.iy exist, and yet pauperism be

averted through a wi.se administration of private

agencies of relief. Destitution at one end of

the social scale, abundant means in the hands of

kindly disposed but thoughtless givers at the

other end. and sentimentality in public admin-
istration being given, destitution is rapidly eon-

verted into pauperism. In general, we may say

that improvidence, sickness, or other misfortune,

and old age, are the causes of dentitulion, and
that an unwise dealing with destitution is the

great cause of pauperism.

History of Pauperism. On account of the
simplicity of their economic life, great poverty
was rare among the Jews. The care of the poor
was left to custom and religion. The gleaning
of the olive and vine orchards and of grain fields

belonged to the widows and orphans. (Deut. .xiv.

28-20: xxiv. 10-22; xxvi. 12-13.) Charity was,
however, limited by racial lines, and there was
little provision for the alien. Under Chris-

tianity there was a great development of char-
ity. Men were to feed the hungry, give the
thirsty to drink, clothe the naked, shelter the
stranger, care for the sick, visit the prisoner.
In the early Church the free gifts of the mem-
bers were distributed by the bishops and deacons
to those who were known by the members to be
in need. Within the Church the situation seems
to have been excellent.

Greece as early as Pisastratus provided for

those wounded in battle. Later those unable to
work (aiU'vaToi), if they possessed property
valued at less than about $60, received from 1 to

2 obols per day (10 obols = .5 cents). As wages
were 2 to 3 obols a day. the amount received
must have suHiced for support. In Athens poor
persons found shelter in houses without doors.
There were in many cities unions (cfjavot) which
provided against poverty.

In Rome the donations of food and grain were
for political effect, in part at least. CJaius Grac-
chus supplied Rome with grain at cost. Clodius
gave it free to poor citizens, and in B.C. 33 the
amount spent for grain was 10.000.000 sesterces,
about $433,000. which rose in a.d. 46 to seven-
fold. C-esar found 301.000 persons receiving
grain and limited the number to 150,000, but

this figure was exceeded under Augustus. The
conditions which entitled men to grain were
full citizenship and residence in Rome. Under
Aurelius the donations consisted of bread, oil,

and meat. From the time of Nerva emperors
as well as private citizens gave funds for the edu-

cation of children, as Forax Antonius in honor
of his wife, Faustina (Puellff Faustinianfe)

.

After Constantine great churches replaced the

small communions, with the result that the ef-

fectiveness of the earlier charity of the Church
was impaired. The Church received vast wealth,

and great sums weTe given for the poor. Large
institutions arose for widows and children.

Rome and other cities were divided into districts

in charge of deacons who dispensed alms. In
Rome one-fourtli of the goods was set apart
for the poor. But the old voluntary ofl'erings

disappeared and donations came from the Church
funds. After the fifth century the decline of

charity is obvious, and beggars increased to an
enormous extent.

During the Middle Ages the Church taught
that almsgiving was a means of obtaining grace,

but pauperism became too extensive to be ade-

quately met by private charity. Charlemagne
brought pressure on the bi.shops and lords to

support the poor. In 779, a year of special

need, he imposed a poor tax and expressly forbade

begging. He also made arrangements for caring

for widows, orphans, and strangers, but the sys-

tem went to pieces at his death. The benefac-

tions of the Middle Ages were numerous and
varied. There were hospitals of all sorts for the

aged sick, the criminal, the homeless, and for

pilgrims ; free baths ; houses for the poor. The
charitable orders were also well developed. But
no systematic attempt was made to diminish
pauperism. There was no discrimination be-

tween worthy and unworthy, the least deserving
often receiving most. CJreat swarms of beggars
arose and threatened to overrun Europe. ( See
MENDlCA>xr. ) In the fifteenth century city

authorities begin to take part in the relief of

poverty. In 1437 Frankfort had city almoners.

Cologne undertook some supervision of the poor
in 1450, and Antwerp in 145S had an Armen-
meester. The city council became the guardian
of orphans and the insane. But the measures
taken to suppress mendicancy were regulative, in

effect licensing it, and proved unsatisfactor.y.

Luther, in his letter to the German nobility,

laid the foundations of a new policy. He advo-
cated the control of poor relief by the cities.

The relief should be limited to what was abso-

lutely necessary, and should be given only after

investigation; the worthy poor should be distin-

guished from tramps and impostors. In this

scheme the idea of almsgiving as a means of

salvation disappeared. Aug.sburg ( 1522) , Strass-
burg, Breslau (1523), Regensburg, Magdeburg
(1524), and other cities began a reorganiza-
tion of poor relief. The question as to the rela-

tive spheres of Church and State at once arose,

and was variously determined. In the main the
old parishes formed the poor relief districts.

Efforts were made to gather the various funds
into one treasury controlled by deacons (in Ham-
burg there were three deacons, in Liibeck
twelve), whose time of service was only one
or two years. They were at first elected, but later
on appointed, and they rendered yearly accounts.
Alms were distributed to the poor at their homes,
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or occasionally given out at the cliuroli. Necessa-

ries of life were sold at low rates. Labor was se-

cured when possible. But the charges were too

great for continued success and there were other

handicaps. The short term of the deacons made
systematic efiort impossible ; the existence of

old orders and institutions caused cross-currents,

and the plans gradually failed.

The German development begins again after the

Thirty Years' War. Edict after edict against

begging came to naught, but some progress was
made toward fixing the responsibility for sup-

port, and in the regulation of marriage. By the

end of the seventeenth century poor-liouses and
houses of correction appear. The teaching of

Thomasius and of Gallert and the Pietist move-
ment strengthened humane feeling, and in the

writings of Garve, Resewitz, Rochow. and others

a literature of poor relief appeared. JIany pa-

triotic and benefit societies were founded. In
Hamburg (1788) the general poor-house was
created. Visitors (180) were appointed to gather

information. The poor "were given work, various
trades were started at the poor-house, and de-

ficient earnings were supplemented. At first re-

sults were favorable. In the first ten years the

number of the poor in institutions sank from
9757 to 47.51. In 1801, however, the institution

had a deficit of $15,000, which increased from
year to year. In Prussia poor associations (Ar-
menverbiinde) were organized, and rules regard-

ing the responsibility for support were adopted.
Parishes had to support residents of three
years' standing, those without legal residence be-

ing cared for out of special or general funds.

Schools of industry appeared. Pestalozzi gave an
impetus to special institutions for children, and
institutions for the deaf and blind were founded.

In Gotha and Weimar children were boarded in

families. The schemes adopted were, however,
at that time impracticable and many were even

demoralizing. Wages below a certain minimum
were made good, though it was obvious tluit em-
ployers would lo«er wages to take advantage of

this fact. The period of the wars also had a de-

pressing eff"ect. During the first thirty years of

the nineteenth century begging increased. New
laws were promulgated in Saxony in 1840, and
in Prussia in 1S42, The general law of 1870
affecting the German States, with the exception

of Bavaria and Alsace-Lorraine, opened the way
for the development of the poor relief of the

different States according to local conditions.

The Elberfeld system (q.v. ) has found general

adoption. This is in essence a combination of

public and private charity, with unpaid visitors

assigned to special districts, wlio investigate each

case, and the treatment is adapted to individual

needs. There has likewise been a development of

private associations. The Inner Mission (q.v.)

has reintroduced the Church care for the poor

and the churches are beginning to organize, as

is shown bv the proceedings of the Kisenach
Conference of 1802. The Catholic Church has

also been active, this Church in general oppos-

ing poor relief by the State or at most merely ad-

mitting the right of the State to supplement pri-

vate efforts, Germany has taken steps to do

away with pauperism by the introduction also of

compulsory insurance and old-age pensions (q.v.).

In Catholic countries the State has never

assumed the leading role in poor relief. At
Ypres in 1525 reform measures were introduced

Voi.. XV.—30.

which raised a storm of religious opposition and
were never fully carried out, although the Sor-
bomie ratified them. Tlie Council of Trent
took the old attitude, but in spite of this some
princes attempted the supervision of hospitals
as within their executive rights. There was,
however, a great development of charitable insti-

tutions under the Church. A Portuguese, Juan
de Dio (1550), founded the Brothers of Charity
and the modern hospitals, while Vincent de Paul
is justly honored for his philanthropy and for

the establishment of the Order of Sisters of

Charity.

France has been the seat of the greatest de-

velopment of the charity of the Church. The
administration of relief has been largely through
the Church, though some of the funds have been
supplied l)_v the State. Francis I. ordered each
church to care for its poor, the poor relief to

be in the hands of the pastors and assistants,
the funds to be derived from free-will offerings.

In Paris (1544) a general poor office was created

with power to levy a tax, and this tax was ex-
tended to all communes in 1566, which plan was
followed until 1791. Edicts against begging
were numerous and the penalties often severe, but
to no purpose. L'nder the influence of Francis
de Sales and Vincent de Paul many institutions

were founded, and Louis XIV. also was noted for

his efforts in this direction. To supplement the
hospitals, depots de mendicitg were established

in 1774. and in 1808 these were extended to
each province, but they have since largely disap-

peared. In these labor was compulsory. In spite

of the 2185 hospitals with an income of 38.000.-

000 francs listed by the comity de mendicite, in

1790 pauperism was a live question in France.

By the time of the Revolution there was a stong
demand for a reform of the poor relief system.

The Constitution of 1791 established the princi-

ple of State control, and that of 1793 proclaimed

that "Society owes its unfortunate citizens sup-

port by offering work and by maintaining those

incapable of providing for themselves." It was
proposed to acquire the private institutions.

Xecker initiated new measures, opening, among
other things, workshops in Paris, which but

served to attract the poor from the country, and
thus increased the trouble. During the following

years many schemes were inaugurated, but the

net result was rather to cripple the old system
than to establish anything enduring in its place.

Tlie Church came again to control, subsidized by
the State. The Sisters of Charity regained
strength. In 1796 local boards (bureaux de bien-

faisance) were established, but were not made
compulsoiy. They exist to-day in only about one-

third of the communes whose pojmlation is less

than .500. and in perhaps two-thirds of those with

a population of over 1000. Relief given is both at

home ('secours fl domicile') and in the institu-

tions. Most of the relief is in the liands of the

Church and the right to State relief is not ad-

mitted, though in recent years there are signs of

opposition to management by the Church. The
State has assumed charge of the work for chil-

dren and for the insane. The Revolution found
large numbers of foundling asylums (q.v.),

and these increased until 1834, when restric-

tions were imposed, and instead of the recep-

tion through the 'tours' bureaus of admission
were formed and the care of the children regu-

lated. In 1869 a special department of the Gov-
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piiiment was set aside for this work, and in 1874

txteusive regulations relative to the boarding.of

iliildren in privatt families were adopted. Since

1S"J5 the law regulating medical care of the poor

has made some changes, though etVective institu-

tions are lacking. The cost of public charity

has greatly increased, but this is largely ac-

counted for by the improved care given the poor

rather than by gre«it increase in the number of

the dependent.
In Italy the mediaeval system is most pro-

nounced. Begging is almost universal, and there

is little State control of pauperism. The law

of 1802 (legge della ojjere pic), modified in 1890,

established some State supervision over chari-

table corporations, but further development has

been checked by the political situation. There

arc numerous institutions and endowed charities

with funds aggregating .$4,000,000 or more.

In Austria poor relief is chielly administered

through the comnnnies under the leadership of

the priests. The system is known as the Pfarr-

armen Institute (1782). The funds are ob-

tained largely from private donations, and each

conuinnie supports its own poor, though there is

nil special tax for the jnirpose. In Lower Austria

the Elberfeld .system has been introduced since

hSi),"?, with some local taxation in case of emer-

gency. Switzerland supports the helpless and pro-

vides work for the able-bodied pauper. After

the freeing of the serfs Russia turned poor re-

lief over to the local representative assemblies,

which impose taxes for this purpose. In Norway
and Sweden public charities are administered by
the Established Church. Belgium has alms-

houses with compulsory labor. Holland has a
system of pauper or labor colonies (q.v.), which
has won general favor. There exist also over

41100 associations for poor relief, many orphan
asylums, and other institutions. In addition

there are large numbers of private organizations

and institutions.

Long before the Reformation England had un-

successfuUv forbidden begging. No )irovision was
made for the destitute until 1.388 (12 Richard
II.). In 1530 (27 Heniy VIII.) each parish was
ordered to care for its poor and provide work for

the able-bodied. It soon became necessary to in-

duce the people to give money for this purpose,

and at first the bishop was to use 'charitable ways
and means' to persuade the unwilling donor. In
1503 it was decreed that the persistent refusal to

give would bring one before the courts for pun-
ishment. A decade later a tax was levied for the
poor, and public ofTicials, over.seers of the poor
(q.v.), were created. In 1001 the famous law of

Elizabeth (43 Eliz., c. 2) was enacted and became
the basis of subsequent public poor relief in
England and the I'nited States. Emphasis is

laid upon the 'setting to work' of the .able-bodied.

The overseers were given power to assess, collect,

and distribute the 'rate,' as the tax was called.
They cared for and apprenticed orphan children.
The unwillingness of any parish to support the
poor of other parishes led in time to the develop-
7nent of strict settlement laws ( 14 Charles II.,

C.12). Insistence upon 'setting to work' of the
able led to the establishment of the workhouse
(then called the industrial house). The first one
was founded at Bristol in 1697. In 1722 a gen-
eral act (9 George I., c, 7) authorized workhouses
wherever needed. Any pauper refusing to go to
the workhouse was denied assistance elsewhere.

This gave rise to the distinction made in Eng-
land and elsewhere between assistance given in

an institution, technically called 'indoor relief,'

and tluit given at the residence of the recipient or
outside of any public institution, 'outdoor re-

lief.' The introduction of the new institutions

naturally gave rise to many abuses, and these,

with the general humanitarian sentiment of the
eighteenth century, tended toward a reaction.

I'niler Gilbert's act of 1782 the workhouses were
largely given over to the old, the infirm, and to
children, others receiving assistance outside of

the institutions. Various 2)arishes were allowed
to form workhouse unions. By an act of 1796
"outdoor relief was again legalized. The famous
Speenhamland Act, adopted in Berkshire in 1795,

started the "allowance system.' A certain mini-

mum of wages was considered necessary, and the
difference between this and the amount actually

earned was to be supplied liy the State. This was
extended by the act of 1790. The expenditures

for the relief of the poor rose from about £2.004,-

000 in 1775 to £4.207,000 in 1802, and to £7,890,-

000 by 1818, Such a rapid increase called for in-

vestigation, A commission authorized by Par-
liament, after a thorough investigation (1832-

34), made a remarkable report (1833-34) show-
ing a deplorable condition of affairs. Pauperism
seemed to be contagious, a)ul in some districts

nearly all the able-bodied men were receiving al-

lowances. In 1834 (4 and 5 William IV,) radi-

cal reforms were introduced. Outdoor relief was
gradually withdrawn and limited as far as pos-

sible. Able-bodied men were refused assistance

outside the workhouse. The population of the
workhouses was classified. The sexes were sepa-

rated and only plain necessaries of life were pro-

vided. The functions of overseers had already
been restricted to the collection of rates, an<l

the distribution of relief had been given to

boards of guardians. This arrangement was con-

tinued. A central body of commissioners was
created, which became in 1847 the Poor Law
Board. This body was abolished in 1871 and its

powers were lodged in the Local Govei-nment
Board, which is now the body controlling the gen-

eral execution of the Poor Law in England and
Wales. The results have been satisfactory. New
imions were formed. Conditions within the work-
houses have improved. Many children have been

educated in the special workhouse schools, but
there is a growing tendency to send thejn to the

regular parish schools. In many districts chil-

dren arc boarded out in private families. When
children are ready to support themselves they are

apprenticed in various trades. The workhouses
of the first half of the nineteenth century have
grown into numerous special institutions for the

insane, blind, and deaf and dumb, so that the

workhouse of to-day is not the general dumping
place of the infirm and unfit. The following table,

drawn from statistical reports, shows the ex-

penses of the public relief and the number as-

sisted.

The total sum raised bv taxes during these

three periods was £12,677.-306, £15.087.2.58. £19,-

428,912 respectively, the sums actually given in

relief rising from "£7.747,947 to £8.310,411 and
£9,249,724. The costs of administration have
properly increased, and it is to be noted that more
persons are assisted in institutions, fewer outside,

while the total nuinber has slightly increased.
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England

pauperism:.

1871-75 •..

18«l-85*..
1891-93 •..

Adult able-bodied poor

'

Other poor

In institu-
tions

23,639
24,795
84,765

Outside

116.525
79,866
72,515

In institu-
tions

131,753
164,412
167,938

Outside

647.049
.522,628

511,926

Total
assisted

918,966
791,701
787,141

Per cent.
o(

poputation

3.93
2.96
2.65

' Yearly average.

This means that those assisted probably receive
better care than formerly.
England has also witnessed a great develop-

ment of private charity, of which little mention
can be made here. The Friendly Societies (q.v.),

the Charity Organization Society, the Salvation
Army, and Dr. Barnardo's great work for chil-

dren deserve mention. Attempts to prevent
pauperism have been made in cities by the de-
struction of slums, the building of tenements, and
the opening of parks and playgrounds. Public
attention has been directed to the question of
old-age pensions

(
q'.v. ) . The postal savings banks

(q.v.) have been successful.

Scotland and Ireland have public relief pat-
terned after that of England. In Scotland no
relief is allowed to able-bodied adults. The re-

lief is given by inspectors appointed by the
parochial boards, which are under the oversight
of the board of supervision.

Public relief of the destitute in the United
States is based on the Elizabethan law of 1601.
The public duty to give relief is recognized.
How this relief shall be admini-stered is a mat-
ter for each State to determine. There is little

uniformity. At iirst the almshouse, or poor-
house, was the only institution for the pauper.
This was maintained by the town in Xew Eng-
land, the county elsewhere, llany of the larger
cities had and still have their owti institutions.

Here have been intermingled the worthy poor,
the sick, insane, feeble-minded, children, mothers
with illegitimate children. The nineteenth cen-
tury witnessed the gradual development of hos-
pitals for the insane, which can now provide for

about 75 per cent of the insane who are public
charges: of institutions for children in such num-
bers that there is no longer any excuse for the
presence of children in almshouses; of hospitals
for the sick ; of schools for the deaf and dumb
and blind; of schools for the feeble-minded; and,
in the last decade, of special institutions for the
epileptic. Reforms have usually been initiated

by private organizations and then been adopted
by the State, which has sometimes subsidized pri-

vate institutions. There is a growing tendency,
however, for the State to own and manage all

institutions which shelter public charges. Out-
door relief is administered by township trustees

under the County Board of Superv-isors (in Xew
England the town is the unit) in rural districts.

The large cities usually are independent of the
county. Chicago is a notable exception. Many
cities grant outdoor relief, but some, such as
Philadelphia and Xew York, do not. Mendicancy
and vagrancy are forbidden by laws and ordi-

nances, but these are not always enforced. Little

attention has been paid to settlement until recent-
ly. Xow some States are beginning to make in-

quiries and to send home those who are not prop-
erly dependent on them. In most States there is

a public body, known usually as the State Board

of Charities, which oversees the working of the
charitable institutions of the State. Its mem-
bers, with the exception of the secretary, who
devotes his entire time to the work, are usually
unpaid. Recently a few States have established
a Board of Control, a smaller body of paid agents,
to supervise institutions, and sometimes to pur-
chase their supplies. Destitute aliens are a State
charge. Immigration of persons likely to become
public charges is forbidden by Federal laws.
The United States has witnessed a great devel-

opment of private beneficence. Most of the
churches have funds for the relief of poor mem-
bers, and there are large charitable institutions
under denominational management. The growth
since 1870 of the Charity Organization Society
has helped to bring order out of the chaos
in private relief. One of the chief aims of
this society is to coordinate various agencies
and to pievent a duplication of effort. Since 1874
the National Conference of (Charities and Correc-
tion, composed of philanthropists and workers in

charitable and correctional institutions, has held
annual meetings for the study of pauperism and
allied topics, and its publications are valuable.
See Chabiiies axd Corbectiox, Xatioxal Cox-
FEBE>eE OF.

There are no accurate statistics of paupers in

the United States. The census of 1890 gave the
number of inmates of almshouses as 73.043, but
this is generally conceded to be at least 10,000
short of the actual number. To these 'indoor

poor' would have to be added the much larger

number of persons receiving help who are not in

institutions, and the insane and other defectives

who are cared for in public institutions, not to
mention those supported by private associations.

Xo attempt has been made to give any com-
parative statistics of the extent of pauperism in

the different countries. The conditions of relief

are so diverse, and the census of paupers is so

inadequate, that comparative statements are mis-
leading.

Pauperism has no panacea. With everi- step

in human progress a certain proportion of the
population, discouraged or overwhelmed by mis-

fortune through the breaking up of old indus-

trial relations when new ones are established,

falls behind in the race. Therefore each age
and each nation must attack anew the problem
of preventing an inevitable destitution from be-

coming a hopeless pauperism. Certain funda-
mental principles, however, have been well estab-

lished by experience, and may thus be sum-
marized :

( 1 ) Indiscriminate almsgiving, without care-

ful investigation of the situation and needs of
the applicant, is a fruitful cause of pauperism
instead of a remedy. (2) To remove the cause
and to bring the individual to self-.support. if

possible.-must be the aim of all efforts: and (3)
to accomplish this doles are not sufficient, but
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carefully worked out plans must be adopted and

carried "through. (4) This necessitates an en-

during organization of experts (either private

or public) to superintend and execute the

chosen methods. If success is to be obtained,

the various charities must work in cooperation

with this central body to prevent imposture and
duplication of efforts'. (See Ciiabity Obgaxiza-

Tio.N Society.) (5) The assistance given must be

sullicient. but not enough to tempt the self-

supporting workiiigman to surrender his inde-

pendence. (0) In the words of JIalthus: "It is

in the liighest degree important to the general

hajipinoss of tlie poor that no man shall look to

charity as a fun<l upon which he may confidently

dejiend." (7) Beggars should be put in institu-

tions with labor adapted to their abilities. (8)

Constructive efforts, such as the creation of fam-

ily ])ride, assistance in securing work, removal

of children from demoralizing surroundings, pay

far better than any palliative measures. (9)

The questions as to the sort of relief, in money or

in kind: the agency, whether private or- public;

the place, whether at home or in institutions, are

matters to be determined by local antecedents

and local conditions. (10) For the physically

or mentally feeble there nuist be furnished good

care under decent surroim<iings—that which con-

stitutes good care naturally varying from place

to place and time to time. (11) It is recog-

nized as desirable, no matter what system of re-

lief i)revails. that there should be voluntary,

unpaid cooperators to lessen the danger of offi-

cialism.
BiBLioGKAPHY. The books and articles treat-

ing of pauperism are almost numberless. Refer-

ence is made only to a few of the more important
sources.

Ancient and Medi.eval. !Monnier, Bistoire de
Vassistance piiblirjue (Paris, 1866); Hirschfeld,

Die Oetreiden'ni-aliung in der romischen Kaiser-

zcit (Gottingen, 1869) ; Moreau-Christophe, Du
prohlcme de la misere et sa fioliition cliez les

pcuples ancietis et modernes (Paris, 1881) : Rat-
zinger. Ocschichte drr hirrhliehen Armenpflege
(Freiburg. l.'^S4). written fnmi a Catholic stand-

point; Uhlhorn, Die christlirhe Liebesthiitiykeit

in der alttn Kirche (Stuttgart. 1880; Eng.
trans. Edinburgh, 1883) : id., Die ehristtiehe

LiehestlMlifiheit im Mittelalter (ib., 1884) ; id..

Die christliehe LiehestMtigkeit seit der Reforma-
tion (2d ed., ib., 1895).
Modern Eirope. Emminghaus. Dns Armen-

wesen tind die Armengesetzgehung in den euro-
paischen Ktanten (Berlin, 1870; Eng. trans.. Lon-
don, 187.3); Rocholl. ffijstem des detitschen
Armenpflegereehtx (Berlin. 1873): Reitenstein,
Die Armengesetzgebung Frankreichs (Leipzig.
1881): Du Camp. La charity priree a Paris
(Paris, 1886) ; Bohmert, Da» Armemresen in 77
deutsehen fUhdten (Dresden, 1886) ; Hubert-
Valeroux, La charite arnnt et depuis i7S,9( Paris',

1890) ; Bodio, Atti della commissione reale per
I'inehiesta suite opere pie (Rome, 1895).
England. Xicholls. History of the English

Poor Law (London. 1854; vol. iii. by Mackay,
ib., 1899) ; Extracts from the Information Re-
ceived by His Majesty's Commissioners as to the
Administration and Operation of the Poor Laus
(ib., 1833) : Ribton-Turner, History of Vagrants
and Vagrancy (ib.. 1887) ; Booth. In Darkest
England and the Way Out (Xew York; 1890) ;

Booth, Life and Labor of the People (London,

1891); id.. Pauperism and the Endowment of

Old Age (ib., 1892) ; id., The Aged Poor in Eng-

land and Wales (ib., 1894); Rowntree, Poverty

(New York, 1902).

L^NITED St.^tes. Warner, American Charities

(Xew York, 1894) ; Report of the i:>pecial Com-
mittee on Outdoor Alms of the Town of Hart-

ford (Hartford, 1891). This account of Ameri-

can conditions is unique in the American litera-

ture of the subject- and ranks in value with the

Report of the Poor Law Commission of 1833-34.

Dugdale, The Jukes (New York, 1888), a valu-

able history of one pauper family; National Con-

ference Charities and Correction, Annual Reports

(Boston, 1874 to date); Brace, The Dangerous
Classes of Xew York (New York, 1880). Census

of 1890. statistics regarding almshouses, etc.;

also reports of various State conferences of

charities.

General. Conrad, Handworterbuch der Staats-

wissenschaften (Jena, 1898), articles under

title "Arnienwesen." The subjects treated by
the various authors are Introduction; History of

Public Poor Relief; Poor Laws of various coun-

tries: The Care of the Poor; Poor Rates; Sta-

tistics of Pauperism. Each section contains a
good bibliography, and the articles here given

form by all means the best and most complete

study of the subject for the purposes of the gen-

eral "reader. See Charities; Mendicancy; Old-

Age Pen.sioxs; Poor L.\vcs.

PATJR, pour, Emil (1855—). An Austro-

Ajuerican musician and conductor, born at Czerno-

witz. After preliminary instruction under

his father he became a student at the Vienna
Conservatory, and subsequently held many im-

portant appointments. In 1876 he was kapell-

meister at Cassel, and in 1880 principal Court

kapellmeister and conductor of tlic Mannheim
subscription concerts. He was director at the
Leipzig Stadt Theater in 1891, and two years

later was called to Bo.ston, as the successor of

Nikisch of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. He
became conductor of the New York Philharmonic
Society concerts in 1898, and the following year

succeeded DvorSk in the directorship of the Na-
tional Conservatorv. He conducted at the Metro-
politan Opera House, New York (1899-1900).
His compositions consist chiefly of songs and
chamber-music.

PATTROP'ODA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
Traryiof, patiros, little, small -f- noh^, pons,

foot ) . A small group of arthropods allied to the

'thousand-legs' ( Diplo-

j)oda.). The few spe-

cies known are minute,
the body behind the
head composed of 12

segments, which on the
back are represented by
six plates. They differ

from the Diplopoda in

having but a single

pair of legs to a seg-

ment. The order is rep-

presented by Pauropus
Lubboekii in the East-
ern L'nited States and Chile, and by a flat-

tened broad form. Eurypauropus. found in the

United States and Europe. The species are cos-

mopolitan and represent an ancient type. Con-
sult Kenyon, "Morphology and Classification of

PAtJBOPUS LUBBOCKII.

a. Front view of head.
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the Pauropoda,"' in Tufts College Studies, So.
4 (Someiviile, Mass, 1893).

PATTSA'NIAS (Lat., from Gk. navaavla^)

{ V-C.469 B.C. ) . A soil ot' Cleombrotus, and regent

of .Sparta as guardian of his cousin, Plistarchus,

the son of Leonidas. He commanded the Greeks
in the battle of Plataea, B.C. 479, in which the

Persian army under llardonius was overwhelmed,
and eleven days later, marching to Thebes, de-

manded of tliat city the surrender of all who had
been traitors to the Greek cause. After a siege of

twenty days, the Thebans yielded. In B.C. 477
there was put under his command a fleet of the

confederate Greeks, wherewith to drive the Per-

sians from the islands and coast-towns, and with
this he took Cyprus and Byzantium. Elated by
these victories and puffed up with pride and am-
bition, he entered into secret negotiations with
the Persians, with the view of becoming ruler,

subject to the Persian monarch, of the whole of

Greece. ileanwhile, lie treated the allies as
though he were their lord and sovereign, adopted
Persian dress and manners, protected his per-

son with a bodyguard of Persians and Egyptians,
and introduced into his household habits of

Oriental luxury. Being recalled by the authori-

ties at Sparta, he was acquitted on the main
charge of treason, and again returned to the

Hellespont to renew liis intrigues with the Per-
sians. He was a second time summoned home
and arraigned, but was a second time acquitted.

He now, while still continuing his negotiations

with Xerxes, began also to intrigue with the
Helots, promising them freedom and citizenship

if they would rise and overthrow the govern-
ment. At last he was betrayed by one Argilius,

whom he had commissioned to carry a letter to

the Persians. Argilius, noticing that no one
of those previously sent on a similar errand had
ever returned, opened the letter, found directions

therein for his own death, and laid the matter
before the ephors. Pausanias. finding his plot

discovered and himself entrapped, took refuge
in the temple of Athene Chaleioecus. Hereupon
the people blocked up the entrance with a pile of

stones, the first stone being laid by his aged
mother, and left him to die of hunger. This was
about B.C. 469. Consult the histories of Greece by
Grote, Curtius, Abbott, Holm, Beloch, and
Meyer.

PAUSANIAS. A Greek traveler and geog-
rapher, author of 'E/./lii(!of Ylepiip/tjciQ, Hellados
Perieglsis, or Guide-book to Greece. Of his early

life little is known. He was probably a native
of Lydia in Asia Minor, and was certainly at
work on his book as late as a.d. 17.5. though
the earlier part seems to have been published
some years before. His work, in ten books, is a
detailed description of what seemed to him the
most important places and monuments in Greece,
arranged by districts and in much of the work
described in a most systematic fashion. His
interest is largely religious, and while other
buildings are mentioned, the chief space is de-

voted to temples and lesser shrines, often with
interesting and curious details as to local tra-

ditions and ceremonies. In general, he pays lit-

tle attention to recent art or buildings, reser\-ing

his admiration for the great works of the fifth

and fourth centuries B.C. The dry details of

topography are relieved by historical digressions,

often of no great accuracy, anecdotes, and

legends. The style is dry and often obscure, and
the manuscripts are not infrequently defective.

In spite of its imdoubted weaknesses, the book
is an invaluable source not merely for the topog-
raphy and monuments, but for the local cults,

and its value increases with new exploration.
For his history Pausanias of course depended
on his predecessors, and for traditions and de-
scriptions he seems to have used earlier material;
but there is no good reason to doubt that his
work represents personal travel and investiga-

tion, and its general accuracy is confirmed by
recent discoveries. There are a number of early
editions of Pausanias, but the best complete text
is that edited by J. H. C. Schubert (Leipzig,

1853-54, often reprinted) ; a new edition with
critical and explanatory notes by Hitzig and
Bliimner is in course of publication (Leipzig,
1890 et seq.

) ; the fullest commentary is by .J. G.
Frazer, Pausanias' Description of Greece, trans-

lated with commentary (6 vols., London, 1898) ;

valuable for Athens is Jahn-Michaelis, Am
Athenarum a Pausania Descripta (3d ed., Bonn,
1901); Harrison and Verrall, Mythology and
Monuments of Ancient Athens (London, 1890).
For the criticism of Pausanias, consult: Kalk-
mann, Pausanias der Perieget (Berlin. 1886);
Gurlitt, Pausanias (Gratz, 1890) ; Heberdey,
Die Reisen des Pausanias in Griechenland
(Vienna, 1894).

PATJSIAS, pa'shl-os (Lat., from Gk. Ilavci.

Of). A Greek painter of the first half of the

fourth century B.C., a pupil of Pamphilus and
a contemporary, if not a fellow-student, of

Apelles. He was a great decorative artist, espe-

cially in encaustic, and was reputed the first to

paint ceilings, setting within garlands and
wreaths small genre pictures, especially of chil-

dren. His famous painting of Glycera. a flower

girl of his native city. Sicyon. and probably his

mistress, showing her with a garland in her hair,

or a copy, was sold to Lucullus for two talents.

His skill in foreshortening made his work prized

in Rome, where a black bull at the altar, head
to the front, and with such clever perspective

that the length is easily guessed, was one of the

great pictures in the portico of Pompey's Tem-
ple.

PAUSINaEB, pou'zlng-er, Fra.nz vo.\ (1839
— ). An Austrian landscape and animal painter,

born at Salzburg. He studied at the Vienna
Academy, then under Schirmer at Karlsruhe,
and under Rudolf Roller at Zurich, where he de-

veloped that keen observation of animal life,

especially of the larger kinds of game, which
presently brought his faithful delineations of it

into great favor with sportsmen. In 1881 he ac-

companied Crown Prince Rudolph of Austria on
his trip to the East, and afterwards supplied
the illustrations to the Prince's work describing

that journey. His best known pictures include:

"Beechwood in the Glow of Sunlight" (1873,

Vienna iluseum) : '"Stag Fighting Dogs"
(1877): "Red Deer at Feeding-Trough in Win-
ter" (1888); "Stag Attacked by Wolves"
(1893).

PAUW, pou, CoRXEUS VAX (1739-99). A
Dutch autlior. He was born at Amsterdam and
educaterl at Gottingen. He joined the Order of

Franciscans and became canon of Xanten in the
Duchy of Cleves; was afterwards appointed
reader to Frederick II, of Prussia. He declined
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the place of an academician of Berlin and a bish-

opric at Breslau. lie publislied Ileclierches phi-

losopliiques sur les Amiricains (17G8-70; en-

larged editions, 1770 and 1774) ; Itecherclics phi-

losuphiques sur Us Egijpticns el les Chinois

(1774) ; Recherches philosophigues sur Jes Grees

(1778). These works were translated into Eng-

lish (Rochdale, 180U; London, 1735, 1703 respec-

tively). They contain curious information, but

many unproved assertions made in a dogmatic

spirit.

PAUWELS, pou'els, Ferdinand ( 1830—) . A
Bel^rian liistorical painter. He was born at Eec-

keren, near Antwerp, April 13, 1830. and studied

at the Academy of Antwerp, principally under

Wappers. His first picture, exliibited in 1851,

was tlie ''ileeting of Baldwin I. with His

Daughter Joan at Constantinople in 1200." His

''Coriolanus" gained him the Roman prize. He
remained four years at Rome. Upon his return

to Antwerp he achieved fame with his ''Widow

of Jacob van Artevelde"' (1857, Brussels Mu-
seum) and '-Banished by Alva" (1861). From
1862 to 1872 he was professor in the Art School

at Weimar, and painted, besides other pictures,

the ''Reception by Louis XIV. of a Dejjutation

from the Doge of Cienoa" (1804. ^laximilianeum,

Mmiich) ; "Queen Philippa of England Relieving

the Poor of Ghent" (1860) ; and several mural
paintings in the Wartburg. illustrating the his-

tory of Luther. He returned to Antwerp in

1872, and finished the historical cycle of wall

paintings by Groux in the C'lotli Hall of Ypres.

In 1876 he became professor at the Academy
of Dresden, which position he resigned in 1001.

His later works include: "Count JPhilip of Al-

sace Visiting a Hospital at Ypres" (1877:

Dresden Gallerv) : '•Admonition" (Leipzig Mu-
seum) : "Christus Consolator" (1893). His
style is grandiose, his color luminous, and his

figuris arc full of character.

PAVANE (It. pavana, probably a variant of

pavour, paone. peacock ; so called from the

stately character of the dance ; commonly de-

rived, however, from It. Padiana, .Padorana,
Paduan, from Padora, Padua, as being supposed
to be the place where the dance originated ) . An
ancient Italian dance which spread from that
country into Spain, thence to France, and event-

vially to England and Scotland. It was most
popvilar during the sixteenth century, and was
especially so in Spain, and at the Court of
.Tames V. of Scotland. It was a solemn, stately

dance, generally accompanied by a song. The
music was always written in even time and the
steps were simple and slow, the performers al-

ternately advancing and retreating. There were
various modifications of the pavane. the most
important being the Spanish, which introduced
a number of elaborate figures.

PAVEMENT (OF. pavement, pavtment. Fr.
pciicmciit, from Lat. pavimentum, pavement,
beaten floor, from pa lire, to beat, Gk. ^raleiv,

pniein, to beat, Skt. pari, thunderbolt). This
term, in its broader sense, includes any firm,

hard covering for areas subjected to the wear
and tear of human feet, or of hoofs and wheels,
designed to keep the feet or wheels from
the ground or earth, and to present a more or
less dry. durable, and smooth surface. I'nder
this definition would be included the paved floors

of cathedrals and other public buildings often

of an ornamental character (see TiLE.s), as well

as the surfaces of courtyards, walks, streets,

and highways, on wliich stones or other durable
materials are placed. In the modern and more
restricted sense, pavements are generally limited

to the wearing surface of that portion of im-

proved streets lying between the curbs, thus ex-

cluding the sidewalks.

The early history of pavements is involved

in obscurity. Strabo says Babylon was paved
2000 years B.C., and Livy relates that about B.C.

170 Rome was paved from the ox market to the

Temple of Venus. Before the Christian Era tlie

Romans had learned to construct solid and
durable pavements, composed of several layers

of stone, mortar, and cement, the upper surface

being quite smooth. Portions of these early

pavements are said to have been in use within
comparatively recent times. 'Excavations at

Old Roman Pavement.
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Cobblestone on Sand.
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Belgian Block on Sand.
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Granite on Concrete.

« . .-Wecrnn^ Surface /Birder^

SVieet Asphalt on Concrete.
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Brick on Concrete.

i^b -""'5^""— ^

^ '
t A^
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Wood on Concrete.

TVPICAL STBEET' PATEMEXTS.

Pompeii reveal some of the old Roman streets

just as they appeared when the city was
destroyed a.d. 70. Tlie stone blocks were large,

many-sided, with their vertical edges carefully

fitted, the whole resting on a solid foundation,

composed of several layers. The material used
was lava stone. It is said that the streets of

Cordova, in Spain, were both paved and lighted

as early as a.d. 950, tmder the Caliph Abderrah-
man III., but most mediaeval cities were unpaved
until about the twelfth century, and nearly all

pavements from that time on until well into the

nineteenth century were of rude construction,

cobblestone being a common material.
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Paris first had parements, it is believed, about

1184, when its population was estimated at 200,-

000. In 1698 the pavements of Paris were de-

scribed as being "of square stones of about eight

or ten inches thick ; that is, as deep in the ground
as they are broad on top." Tillson says that the
English Parliament ordered the London Strand
paved in the fourteenth century, but adds:
"It is said that the tirst regular pavements were
laid in 1533, when the city had a population of

150,000. Holborn had some pavements in 1417.

Square granite blocks were introduced by acts of

Parliament for Westminster in 1761, and for

London generally in 1766.'' In the United States,

cobblestone pavements were laid as early as
1650, or thereabouts, in both Boston and New
York.
During the second quarter of the nineteenth

century the cities of both Europe and America
began to look about for better pavements and to

experiment with stone and wood blocks, and ( in

Europe) with asphalt. From 1850 to 1875 bricks

were tried in America. During the period from
1875 to 1900, and more particularly from 1890 to

1900, the theory and practice of street paving
was put on a more satisfactory basis than ever
before, and thousands of miles of new pavements
were laid.

Asphalt was first used in Paris in 1838, but
not on a large scale until 1854. It was intro-

duced in London in 1869. In both these cities

the material was rock asphalt. What is believed
to have been the first asphalt pavement in the
L'nited States was laid in Newark, N. J., in 1870,
by E. J. de Smedt. In 1871 some asphalt was
laid in New York and a little later in Philadel-
phia. The material in each of these three cases was
Trinidad asphalt. In 1876-77 both rock and
Trinidad asphalt were laid in Washington. The
good results obtained in that city led to the
rapid introduction of asphalt there and else-

where, but comparatively little rock asphalt has
been laid in America.

Brick was used to pave roads in Holland as
early as the seventeenth century and has been
used extensively for both roads and city streets

since. Brick pavements are said to have been
used in Japan for more than a hundred years.

The first brick pavement on a roadway in the
United States was laid at Charleston. W. Va.. in

1870, and in 1873 the city adopted the system
for certain streets. This exami)Ie was followed
by many Central Western cities, but Philadelphia
was the first large city to make use of this

material, laving some brick roadwav pavement
in 1887.

Wood blocks were laid in New Y'ork as early
as 1835-36, and in 1839 wood pavements were al-

ready in use in both Philadelphia and Boston, b€>-

ing mentioned in a report made to tlie Franklin
Institute (Philadelphia) by a committee on pav-
ing materials. London laid its first wooden pave-
ment in 1830; Glasgow, in 1841; Paris, much
later.

Stone blocks of the modern type, of 3 X 9

inches, granite, with mortar joints, were laid on
Blackfriar's Bridge, London, in 1840. Glasgow
laid granite blocks in 1841. A concrete foundation
was used in London, the first in that city, in

1872, and tar and gravel joints were employed
in both London and Liverpool about the same
time, although used in Manchester, England,
prior to 1860. Prior to 1849 scarcely any pave-

ments but cobblestone were used in New York.
About 1850 the Belgian blocks were introduced.
Granite blocks similar to those now used were in-
troduced in New York about 1876, succeeding
some much larger blocks, known as the Guidet
patent. Concrete foundations for stone pave-
ments were not used regularly in New York
until 1888. Large stone blocks were used in
Saint Louis as early as 1818, being from three
to 12 inches thick, 6 to 14 inches long, and 6 to
10 inches deep, set on 6 inches of sand. In 1842
stone blocks of about the present size and shape
were used in Saint Louis.

In America the pavements now being laid are
principally asphalt, brick, and stone block.
Rock asphalt is used to some extent in Lon-

don, Paris, and other European cities, and stone
blocks are common. Brick does not appear to
have gained the footing in Europe that it has in
America. There is still another sort of im-
proved street surface which is very common on
roads and on streets of light traffic throughout
the United States, Canada. Great Britain, and at
least the western part of Continental Europe,
namely the compacted broken stone, known as
macadam or telford. See Eoads.

Foundations are to pavements what floors are
to carpets; or, conversely, the visible parts of
pavements are but the wearing surfaces of streets.

Failure to recognize the importance of good foun-
dations has been the bane of most American and
many foreign pavements. If the foundation
yields, through deficient drainage or bad ma-
terial and workmanship, the destruction of the
pavement follows. In some soils natural drain-
age is ample. Where it is not. either a drain
in the centre or at one or both sides of the street

is required to remove the subsoil water. These
drains may be of stone, tile, or sewer pipe, ac-
cording to the relative cheapness of the several
materials in the locality concerned and the char-

acter of the drainage work. Drainage provided,
and the surface on which the pavement is to he
laid shaped and compacted, the foundation is

next put in place. For serviceability nothing
surpasses concrete as a foundation. The chief

argument against it is its cost, which may range
from 50 cents per square yard upward. The
thickness of the concrete should rarely be less

than six inches, and may run as high as ten
inches. Sometimes broken stone, alone, is used
for foundation, and again stone, brick, or wood
is laid directly on sand.

If the traffic is not hea^•y, sand, gravel, or
broken stone may sometimes be used with a fair

degree of success, particularly if the earth be-

neath is well compacted and thoroughly drained.
Asphalt should always have a concrete founda-
tion, except where laid on top of an existing
pavement of some other material, which will form
a good bed. The finished surface of the founda-
tion should be brought to such a curve, or crown,
crosswise of the street, as will shed the rainfall

to the gutters. A four-inch crown on a street

30 feet wide is considered good practice. Greater
widths should have more crown, but the increase
is not necessarily proportional.

Cushion coats, composed of one to two inches
of sand, are generally placed on concrete founda-
tions for all materials save asphalt, and also on
brick laid flatwise for foundations. They allow
the separate blocks or bricks to be brought to a
firm bed by ramming or rolling. They also pro-
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vide for uneven depths in blocks or bricks, thus

aiding in bringing the finished pavement to a

true surface.

Fillers are employed to close the joints between

blocks and bricks. They are often of some water-

proof cement, thus rcnderin<; the pavement im-

pervious, as well as binding it together. Where
bituminous in character, like asphalt, coal tar,

or the two conibinfii, they also yield somewhat to

contraction and expansion, without permanent

rupture, as is the case with the Portland cement

and other burnt stone fillers. I'oriUind cemeni

filler is a grout comjiosed of 1 l)art cement and

1 or perhai)s 2 parts fine sand, mixed with suffi-

cient water to cause it to run easily, thus filling

the interstices. Murphi/ grout is a jjatcnted

tiller composed chiefly of ground iron slag, car-

bonate of lime, and sand, mixed with water.

liituminoiis cements are many and variable, but

may be classed as coal-tar pitch and asphalt.

Residuum oil (obtained in the refining of

petroleum) is generally, but not always, used

with asphalt cements. (See Asphalt.) Coal-tar

pitch alone becomes brittle and cracks or breaks

in winter, while in stimmer it becomes hot and

flows. It is designated commercially by the de-

gree of hardness to which it has been distilled.

In and near New York it is conunon to mix 100

pounds of No. 4 coal-tar pitch (commercially

known as paving cement), 20 pounds asphalt,

and 3 pounds residuum oil. This last combina-

tion js used with hot gravel to fill the joints in

block stone |)avements. Where asphalt is used,

some 10 per cent, of its weight in rcsidinim oil

is sometimes added. All the bituminous cements

are poured hot. Sand alone is also used as a filler,

but not where imperviousness is desired.

Ranuning is employed on stone, wood, and

brick pavements to bring the blocks or bricks to

a firm bed and even surface. Rolling with steam
or other rollers is a necessity with sheet asphalt

and is sometimes done with other pavements.

Choick of Paving Materials depends on a va-

riety of factors, such as serviceability, durability,

cost of construction, repairs, and maintenance,

case of cleaning, noiselcssncss, and other sanitary

or related qualities. Under serviceability, the

main factors are a mininuim resistance to trac-

tion and a good foothold for horses, or absence

of slipperiness. Asphalt fulfills the first of these

conditions most admirably, and probably brick

conies next, .\splialt is slippery, both in wet
weather and on heavy grades. 15ri(-l< is less slip-

pery. Newly laid wood gives a smooth pavement,

but it is liable to wear unevenly and to be slippery

in wet weather. For durability, or long wearing
powers, the best stone blocks cannot be excelled,

and under heavy traffic they are very serviceable,

altliough offering more resistance to trajtion

than several other materials. In first cost, as-

phalt an<l the best stone blocks generally rank
iiigh: but this is largely offset by their durability

and low cost of repairs. Brick pavements are

very cheap in some localities, and if placed on
good foundations they are sufficiently durable.

Wood may be cheap also, but unless specially

treated wood is used it generally proves ex-

pensive to keep in repair and requires frequent
renewals. For ease of cleaning nothing can sur-

pass asphalt, and it gives rise to less noise than
either stone blocks or brick. Brick is also easily

cleaned, and far quieter than stone blocks. The
latter are not only noisy, but also hard to clean,

and unpleasant to ride over, on account of their

roughness. The smoothness of asphalt and brick,

and the quickness with which their surfaces dry
after a rain or a sprinkling, make them great

dust-spreaders, but tlie ease and thoroughness

with which they may be cleaned render an avoid-

ance of this nuisance comparatively easy. The
large joints of stone blocks collect and retain

dirt, but, as it is next to impossible to clean

all of it from between the stones, it dries and
spreads when .subjected to the sun and wind. The
dampness of wood pavements is one of the chief

objections urged against them. They absorb un-

clean water readily and tend to keep the streets

in a slimy condition, particularly in moist cli-

mates and on streets not freely exposed to the

.sun and wind.
Cost of pavements varies widely with local

conditions, particularly the depth and character

of the foundations, the kind and qualit}' of the

wearing surfaces, the inclusion (or absence)

in the contract of maintenance guarantees, and
the freight rates. The variations are even great-

er when the cost of grading is included. For
comparative purposes the cost of grading, drain-

ing, and curbing should be omitted; and the

maintenance guarantees, if any. should be de-

scribed. In fact, without full details relating to

the various factors involved, comparative figures

of cost are often worse than useless. Roughly,
the cost per yard of asphalt and granite was,

in 1000, about $2.25 to $2.75; brick, $1..50 to

$1.75; all for American cities, and excluding
both extremes. With sand foundations and
second or third class work the prices would be
less, but the tendency is to insist on concrete

foundations and good work generally for all

three kinds of pavements, asphalt, granite, and
brick ranking in the order named in this par-

ticular. The best wood pavements, on con-

crete, cost about the same as brick. The life of

pavements, or the period for which they may be

used without renewing the wearing surface, is

given by TilLson as follows: granite blocks, 25
to 20 years; Belgian blocks, 20 years; asphalt

and cobble, each 18 years; brick, 15 years; wood,
10 to 15 years; macadam. 8 years.

Tools for paving work include hammers, ram-
mers, tamping irons, crowbars, sand and gravel

screens, and brooms, besides special asphalt tools

and macliinery and a variety of tools and ma-
chines common to road and other work, such as
rollers and concrete-mixers. The graders,

scrapers, and other apparatus used in preparing
the earth sub-grade, and also the rollers used to

compact the natural earth and various classes of

paving material, will be described under Road
AND Street Machinery. Concrete-mixers are

described under CoNCHETE. Pavers' hammers
have a head at one end for pounding the blocks,

and a sort of combination chisel and scoop at

the other, to facilitate the preparation of the

sand cushion and to pry out or loosen single

blocks in the setting. Different-shaped ham-
mers are used for cobble than for sqtiared stones,

and still dilTerent ones for brick. Rammers,
also, vary in shape and weight, according to the

character of the blocks for which they are de-

signed. For stone, the weights are 40 to 45

pounds; for brick, 25 to 30 pounds; for earth,

about 20 pounds. Several shapes of tamping
irons are used for street asphalt, to facilitate

work along curbstones and to meet other spe-
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cial needs. These rammers have cast-iron heads
and wooden handles. The smoothing irons are

of the same materials, but are slightly convex
to the pavement, and are mounted on handles

curved at the lower end. Both the tamping and
smoothing irons are heated in fire-boxes,

mounted on wheels. Screens for sand and gravel
are of the familiar type used by masons, con-

sisting of wire meshes of the desired size,

mounted in wooden frames. The brooms used
for brushing sand and gravel into joints are

Cobble 1

1

5f-pne ScjuarA \ 5hine

Paving Hammers.
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Belcfian
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m
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Paving Rammers.

a
AsphaH- Rammers and Smoo+hing Iron.

TOOLS rSED IN STltEET-PAVl.VG.

short and stiff, of rattan, wood fibres, or wire.

The Perkins surface heater, used in repairing
sheet asphalt, is composed of gasoline burners,
surrounded by wire and asbestos cement. The
burners are supplied from a gasoline tank
mounted on wheels, the same mounting also serv-

ing as a support to the burner frame and
mat when the heater is being wheeled about.

When in use, the burner frame rests on the as-

phalt pavement, with a small air space below the

mat.
Asphalt Pavements are divided into sheet

and block. Sheet asphalt consists of a binder
and a wearing surface, the binder serving to

unite the foundation and the wearing surface.

The binder is composed of small pieces of broken
stone, united with asphaltic cement. The mix-
ture is spread on the foundation in a layer sulli-

ciently deep to give the requisite thickness after

having been rolled. A final thickness of one inch

is considered ample by some, but one and one-

half and even two inches is not uncommon. The
wearing surface is composed of sand, carbonate

of lime (powdered limestone), and asphaltic

cement, mixed hot in varying proportions. The
object is to use enough powdered limestone to fill

the voids in the sand as completely as possible,

and enough asphaltic cement to bind the whole
together. It is also desired to make the pave-
ment impervious to water. The consensus of

opinion is that the wearing surface should con-

tain to 10 per cent, of bitumen and have a
final thickness of about two inches. It should
be spread on the binder while the mixtuie is hot,

saj' at a temperature of 250° F. The spreading
is effected by n)en with rakes, who are followed
by other men with hand rollers. Ne.xt hydraulic
femcnt is scattered over the surface. After this

conies first a five-ton and then a ten-ton steam
roller. Thus, three rollers are used in succes-
sion, the lighter ones first, in order to prevent
distortion of the asphalt while soft. Generally,
the asphalt is laid clear up to each curb, special
care being taken with the gutters, but sometimes
brick or stone is used in place of asphalt in

the gutters. The need of special precautions
here is the danger from the water that gravitates
to the gutters. It is claimed for the Aleatraz
and Bermudez products that they may be laid
in gutters witliout harm, but some conservative
engineers did not regard this as proved up to the
close of 1900. Cracks are liable to occur in sheet
asphalt subjected to wide variations in tem-
peiature. Most of the asphalt pavements laid

in America have been composed of Trinidad sheet
asphalt, but in recent years both the Bermudez
and Aleatraz products have been employed. See
Asphalt.

.VspHALT Plants, used to prepare the mate-
rial for laying sheet asphalt pavements, include
melting kettles, sand-heaters. mi.xers, and vari-

ous accessories. The asphalt arrives at the
plant in barrels. These are cut away and the
asphalt and the residuum oil or other flux are
heated and thoroughly mixed in the kettles. The
mixing may be effected by revolving paddles, or
by pumping in air at tlie bottom of the kettles.

The sand is dried and heated in jacketed revolv-

ing cylinders, fitted with angle bars to keep the
sand well agitated. The drum is set at a slight

angle, so the sand will find its way out. It falls

into elevators, which take it to a bin on or above
the mixing platform. In case pulverized lime-

stone cannot be had in the vicinity of the plant
a limestone-grinding mill is provided. All the
ingredients being ready, the asphaltic cement,
sand, and limestone are admitted to the mixer.
This is an iron box, with a capacity of 8 or 16
cubic feet. Two parallel revolving shafts, each
fitted with steel blades, and revolving in oppo-
site directions, are placed in the bottom of the
box and effect a thorough mixing of the several

)naterials. When mixed, the finished paving ma-
terial is dumped from the mi.xer into a cart or
wagon and hauled to the street.

KoCK .\spiialt PAVEitENTS are composed of

crushed limestone or sandstone, naturally im-
pregnated with bitumen. If the natural product
does not have the desired projjortion of bitu-

minous matter this is rectified bj' mixing a
richer or poorer rock with the first. The mix-
ture is powdered, sifted, then kept heated for

two hours at 300° to 325° F., after which it is

carted to and spread upon the street. After a
light rolling, followed by hand tamping, the sur-

face is covered lightly with hydraiilic cement
and rolled with a steam roller. The Kuropean
rock asphalt pavements are all made from bitu-

minous limestone, but in .America both sand-
stone and limestone bituminous rock are used.
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sometimes mixed together. Little trouble from
cracking arises with the rock asp)ialls; llic}- are

generally considered more durable ami more slip-

pery than tlie artificial asphalt mixtures. In
Paris some of the asphalt pavements are pre-

pared by adding enouj,di bitumen to the rock as-

I)halt to bring the total bitumen up to 1,5 or 18

per cent. Tlie mixture is heated to such a con-

sistency that it can be spread or floated into a
baver about one and one-hiilf inches deep. It is

not rolled. Other asjjhalt pavements in Paris

are compressed.
Block Asphalt is formed by mixing crushed

trap rock and asphaltic cement at a tempera-
ture of some 300° F., and molding the mixture
in machines, under a pressure of 120 tons to each
block. The blocks measure 4 X 12 inches on the

street surface, and are either 3 or 4 inches deep.
They are laid much like brick. It is claimed for

asjihalt blocks that they are made of a uniform
composition and at a uniform temperature, al-

ways under cover, thus yielding a product of

constant quality; also that they are available

for use in small places where the erection of a
plant for the preparation of street asphalt would
be out of the question.

Bkick Pavements are composed of tough,
hard, non-absorbent brick, designed to withstand
the hammer-like blows and abrasive action of

hoofs and wheels and to resist the action of

water and frost. In size, shape, and general
appearance they resemble ordinary building
brick, but they are made and burned with more
care. (See Brick.) Where feasible, brick
should have a concrete foundation. On the lat-

ter a two-inch cushion of sand is laid. The bricks
are set edgewise on the sand, their lengths run-
ning across the street and joints being broken.
At street intersections each quarter of the area
is laid diagonally, so the length of the brick will
be at right angles to the direction of the traffic,

when the latter is turning corners. The bricks
are rammed to bed them firmly. Such bricks
as siid< below- the surface are replaced with
deejier ones. Although the bricks are set in as
close contact with each other as is feasible, open
spaces remain. Xearly all the fillers described
above have been used for brick pavements. Sand
is not suitable, as it quickly washes out. There
is great difference of opinion as to the relative
merits of Poi-tland cement grout and the bitu-
minous fillers. Both kinds of filler arc poured
over the surface of the pavement and swept into
the joints with brooms. After this has been
done the pavement is covered with a thin layer
of sand. Expansion joints are sometimes pro-
vided, both lengthwise and crosswise the streets,
the former at each curb line, and the latter at
intervals of 25 to 50 feet. They are made by
filling a narrow space or spaces'between bricks
with some form of bituminous cement.
Wood Payments are composed of blocks of

wood, either round or rectangular, laid with the
grain or fibre perpendicular to the foundation.
The rectangular blocks are most commonly 3X9
inches X 4 to 6 inches deep. The round blocks
are 4 to 8 inches in diameter, and about C
inches deep. Blocks of hexagonal and other
special shapes have been tried, but experience
has shown that the special forms have no ad-
vantage commensurate with their cost. The
round and the rectangular blocks are sawed to
the desired lengths from logs or from plank.

respectively, gang saws sometimes being used.
The bark, and in some cases the sap-wood, is

cut from the round blocks by machinery. The
blocks are sometimes treated chemically with
creosote or some other wood preservative. Unless
this is done it is questionable whether wood
should be used for paving purposes. The
round blocks necessarily have large spaces be-

tween them to be filled; the rectangular blocks
are sometimes laid close together and sometimes
witli spaces. Various fillers are used. Expan-
sion joints are often, but not always, inserted
at the curb, of sand, and covered with l)itu-

minous cement or other materials. Probal)ly

round cedar blocks have been more freely used
in America than any other wood. In Eurojie
pine, fir, and more recently Australian hard
woods, known as Karri and .Jarrah, have been
employed. For the best results, wood should be
laid on a concrete foundation, but this has sel-

dom been done in the United States. In Chi-
cago round cedar blocks are laid as follows:

Not less than two inches of sand is spread over

the surface to be paved. On this a flooring of
two-inch hemlock plank is laid, supported also

at the centre and each end by 1 X 8-inch boards,
laid flatwise in the sand. The blocks are set on
end on the plank. The spaces between the blocks
must be at least three-quarters of an inch, but
not more than one and one-half inches in size.

The joints are filled with clean, screened dry
gravel, thoroughly rammed in. after which the
whole pavement is covered with hot coal-tar

pitch, and this in turn is covered with three-

quarters of an inch of roofing gravel. At In-
dianapolis rectangular red cedar blocks were
laid in 1894 and 1896, and heart-wood Southern
yellow pine later on. The first blocks were
not treated, but the later ones were creosoted.
The blocks were laid on a concrete foundation,
with a one-inch sand cushion, and latterly with
expansion joints at the curb. The joints were
partially filled with fine sand, after which the
pavement was rolled, then covered with hot pav-
ing pitch and fine gravel. The cedar blocks were
five inches, and the pine blocks four inches deep.

Since 1900 creosoted wood blocks have been
gaining in favor in the United States. , Some
of the London hard-wood pavements have
been of blocks 3X9X5 inches deep, laid close.

At tlie gutters three courses were laid parallel

to the curbs, the blocks having been dipped
in a boiling mixture of four parts of tar

and one part of pitch, and there being a one-inch
sand filled expansion joint at each curb. The
main part of the street was covered with blocks
laid crosswise. The filling is effected with boil-

ing tar and pitch, first covering the entire sur-

face, then worked into the joints; after which
cement grout is floated over the pavement, then
sand thrown over all. Soft-wood pavements
of the same period in London were not less than
six inches deep, creosoted, and had their joints

filled with a grout of blue lias lime and sand.

Stone Block Pavements are most commonly
of granite, some of the harder and tougher sand-
stones, and trap rock, the latter being the least

satisfactory of the three. The lengths and depths
are quite variable in different cities, but in the

best work the widths range from 3 to 4 or 41-1.

inches, with a tendency to 3% inches in Ameri-
can cities. The governing condition of width is

the foothold for horses. Depths should be at
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least one and one-lialf times the narrow and me-
dium widths, to give a firm setting that will pre-

vent rocking on tlie base. In American cities

common dimensions are as follows: Widths, 314
to 4 inches; lengths, 9 to 12 inches; depths, 6 to
8 incites. In a numher of European cities there is

a tendency to square or nearly square blocks, ap-
pro.ximating 6 inches on a side, with depths of
6 to 8 inches. Square blocks ( or Belgian ; see

below) are also used in the United States, but
not frequently of granite, as is the case abroad.
The blocks should be as nearly rectangular and
flat as is possible on the tops, sides, and ends.

The blocks are generally laid crosswise of the
street, and diagonally at intersections. A sand
cushion is used wlien the blocks are laid on con-

crete, as thej' should be almost invariably, since

stone blocks are generally used where the traffic

is heavy. The filler most commonly employed for

the joints is first gravel, then hot paving cement.
Medina sandstone is sometimes laid as close

as possible, and filled with asphaltie cement,
Portland cement, or Murphy grout. Belgian
Hocks, so named from their use in Belgium, have
tops five or six inches square, bottoms somewhat
less, but generally not more than one inch smaller
each way, and depths of seven to eight inches.

These blocks have been extensively used near
New York, and trap rock, being plentiful and
cheap in that vicinity, has been employed for

the purpose. The trap does not break to a true
surface readily and is not easily worked, so it

is difficult to get good surfaces with Belgian
block of this material. It is very durable, but
wears smooth and slippery. Belgian blocks are
almost if not quite always laid on a sand or earth
base, since one of the objects in their selection is

cheapness ; their joints are filled with sand.
Trap-rock blocks are also got out and laid in

oblong form, much like granite and sandstone in

general outline, but with far less regular sur-

faces. Limestone has been used for block pave-
ments, but to a small extent, as it is too soft to

be durable.
All blocks should be laid diagonally at street

intersections, as is done with brick. The se-

curing and dressing of stone blocks does not differ

materially from the quarrying and working of

other dimension stone. Cross-walks are laid at
street intersections. They are composed of two
parallel rows of bluestone. granite, or sandstone,

according to the locality and the kind of pave-

ment, with a row of blocks between. The cross-

stones are 1^-; to 2 feet wide. 4 to 6 feet long,

and 6 to 8 inches thick. In the best modern work
they are laid with a keystone at the centre of the
street, and with diagonal joints each way, at
right angles to the direction of the traffic in turn-

ing corners.

CoiiBLE.sTONES are seldom used now. Their
only merit is low first cost. They are laid with
best results on a base of six inches of loamy
sand, which gives a firm bedding and tends to hold

them tightly in place. They are set on end. The
stones should be not less than four inches nor

more than eight inches in diameter at the head,

not under five inches nor over ten inches deep,

and only rounded stones should be used.

Maintenance. The greatest enemy to good
pavements is the frequent street openings so com-

mon, and often so necessary where subways for

pipes and wires are not provided, (See SuB-
WAT-s,) All street openings to gain access to

pipes and wires should be under the control of the
city department responsible for the maintenance
of tlie pavements. Great care should be taken in
refilling all trenches, the dirt being thoroughly
tamped to prevent future settlement. In Amer-
ica maintenance for a period of years is some-
times included in contracts for pavements, but
chiefly for asphalt. The periods are of varying
lengths, but generally five to ten years. ]\l"ain-

tenance guarantees amount, of course, to a higher
contract ])rice for what on its face is original
construction, but is really maintenance as well.

When the guarantees expire, a contract for main-
tenance only is sometimes made with the origi-

nal or a new contractor. See articles on As-
phalt; Brick; Concbete; Quarrying; Roau
-AND Street ilAcmxERY; Roads; Streets.

BiBLiOGR.APllY. For American treatises, con-
sult: Byrnes, Highirai/ Construction. (4th ed.,

New York, 1900) ; Tillson, Street Pavements and
Paving Materials (ib., 1900) ; and for a briefer
and more elementary work, Spaulding, Roads and
Parenients (ib., 189.5). British treatises avail-

able are Aitken. Road Making and Maintenance
(London and Philadelphia, 1900) ; Maxwell, Con-
struction of Roads and Streets (London, 1899).

PAVEMENT ANT. See House-Ant.

PAVET DE COURTEILLE, pa'va' de koor'-
tii'y', Abel (1821-89). A French Orientalist,
born in Paris. He was a grandson of De Saey
and studied under him in the Ecole des Langucs
Orientales. After four years as instructor in

the Ecole Jeunes, in 1854 he became professor
of Turkish in the College de France. It was
in Turkish especially that he made important re-

search. He published: Conseils de Xabi Efcndi
d, son fils Aboiil Khair (text and translation,

1857) ; Histoire de la campagne de Mohdcz. par
Kcmal Pacha Zadeh (1859) ; Les prairies d'or de
Macoudi (with Barbier de Meynard, 1861-G4);
Memoires de Baher (1871): Miradj Xameh
(1882) ; Tezkereh-i-evliya (1889) ; and, most im-
portant of all. the Dictionnaire turc-oriental

(1870),

PAVIA, pa-ve'a. The cajiital of the Province
of Pavia, Italy, situated on the left bank of the

Ticino. two miles above its conlluence with the

Po, 18 miles south of ililan, with which it is con-

nected both by river and canal ( Map : Italy, D 2 )

.

An ancient covered granite bridge of seven arches

and an iron railway bridge connect the city with
the suburb of Ticino, on the right bank of the

river. Through the town with its narrow streets

runs the Corso Cavour. The city is still mostly
surrounded by its old walls, and has an impos-

ing appearance, but bears a sombre impress of

antiquity. In former times it was called the

'city of a hundred towers,' but few of these now
remain. Some of the edifices are by Bramante.
The oldest church is San Michcle, a fine example
of the Lombard-Romanesque style. The cathe-

dral, containing some good paintings, was com-
menced in 1480, but was never finished. It is

now being restored. In a beautiful chapel at-

tached to it are the ashes of Saint Augustine in

a magnificent Gothic sarcophagus. The Certosa
di Pavia (q.v. ), the most splendid monastery in

the world, lies five miles north of the city. Pavia
has a famous imiversity with an imposing and
interesting building. (See Pavia. Universitt
OF.) The Palazzo ilalaspina contains a mu-
seum with a collection of paintings and an-
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titluuR- and is associated with the lives of

Boethius and Petrarch. The other cliief objects

of interest are two theatres, an old castle built bj'

the Visconti and now converted into a barrack, a

huge bronze statue of Pope Pius V., a marble

statue of Italia, and monuments to Garibaldi and

to Volta. The Collegio Borromeo was founded in

1563 and the Collegio Ghislieri in 1509. Both

offer scholarships. There are also an episcopal

seminarv. a lyceuin, a technical school, an art

and industrial" school, and a Deaf and Dumb In-

stitute. Pavia has manufactures of machines,

hats, organs, chemicals, and leather. There are

also important marble works. The yearly fair is

largely attended, and the chief trade is in wine,

rice, oil. silk, and cheese. Population (com-

mune), in 1881, 34,826: in 1901. 35,447.

Pavia, the ancient Ticiniim, was founded by

the Ligurii. It became a place of considerable

importance after the fall of the Roman Empire.

It came into the possession of the Goths and

Lombards, and the latter made it the capital of

their Italian Kingdom, which was conquered by

Charles the Great in 774. In 924 the city was

taken and destroyed by the Hungarians. It be-

came independent in the twelfth century. After

having been weakened by civil wars, it was con-

quered by the Visconti of Milan in 1359. From
this time its history is merged in that of the

Duchy of :Milan and 'of Louibardy. Here, on Feb-

ruary 24. 1525. the forces of Charles V. defeated

the French and captured Francis I. The city

was stormed and pillaged by Napoleon in 1790.

PAVIA. A town of Panay, Philippines, in

the Province of Iloilo, situated six miles north-

west of Iloilo. Population, 10,220.

PAVIA, Univebsity of. One of the oldest

universities of Europe. It had its inception in a

law school that nourished licfore the twelfth cen-

tury, and even in tlie tirst half of the fourteenth

century there still existed traces of the older in-

stitution. Galeazzo II. Visconti obtained from

Charles IV. a charter for a Studium Generale in

1361, which conferred upon it all university priv-

ileges, and in 1389 it received the same privileges

from Pope Boniface IX. In 1398 it was removed
to Piacenza. With the death of Galeazzo it

declined and by 1404 it ceased to exist.

In 1412 it was restored by Filippo Maria
Visconti, and it soon vied with the leading Ital-

ian universities, particularly in Roman law. It

had a large attendance of foreigners. In the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries its fame de-

clined, but after its reorganization in 1770 by
ilaria Theresa and in 1817 by Emperor Francis

I. it again assumed considerable importance

among European universities. In 1902 it con-

sisted of the faculties of law, medicine, and sur-

gery, mathematics and natural science and phi-

losophy, and the School of Pharmacy. The at-

tendance was over 1300. The Collegio Ghislieri,

founded in 1569, prepares students for the imi-

versity. The library contains 160,000 volumes,

100,000 pamphlets, and 1100 manuscripts.

PAVIE, pa've'. THfiODORE-MABiE (1811-90).

A French Orientalist. He was bom at Angers.

Early travels in the United States, Central Amer-
ica, and Canada resulted in the publication of his

Voyage aux Etats-Vnis ft ati Canada (2 vols,.

1828-33) ; and subsequent travels through Asia,

and the study of Asiatic languages, especially

Sanskrit and Chinese, formed the foundation of

valuable historical and literary contributions to

the Kevue dcs Deux Mondes, the Journal Asia-

lique, and the Bulletin of the French Geographi-

cal Society. The.v also led to appointments as

professor of Sanskrit literature in the Collf'ge de

France from 1853 to 1857, and as professor of

Oriental literature in the university of his na-

tive town, where he died May 12. 1890. His
principal work is the l^un-kouct-chi (2 vols..

1845-51), a history of China in the thirteenth

century; other works are: Fragments du Maha-
hhuraiw (1844) : Les trois religions de la Chine

(1845) : Bliodjaprahandha (1855), a History of

Bhoja, King of ilalwa ; and numerous books of

travel.

PAVILION (OF. paviUion, paveillon, Fr.

pavilion, tent, from Lat. papilio, butterfly, tent,

pavilion). A portion of a building, under a
separate roof, originally of a tent-like form, with

the slope of the roof either straight or curved.

The term is used generally to describe a wing or

dependency of a large structure, usually of lighter

construction or greater height. This form is

much used in France. The higher parts of the

new buildings at the Louvre are good examples of

pavilions.

PAVING. See Pavement.

PAVLOGKAD, pav'16-grad'. A town in the

Government of Ekaterinoslav, Russia, situated

on a tributary of the Samara, 50 miles east of

Ekaterinoslav' (Map: Russia. E 5). It has a

gymnasium and carries on a large trade in flour

and grain. The town was founded in 1779, and
is ^settled by Zaporogian Cossacks. Population,

in 1897, 17,188.

PAVLOVO, pllv'lo-vo. An industrial town in

the (Jovcrnment of Xizhni-Xovgorod. Russia, situ-

ated on the Oka, 40 miles southwest of Nizhni-Nov-

gorod. It has steel works and match factories.

There are a museum of cutlerv and models, and a
library. Population, in 1897,' 12.200.

PAWNBROKING (from pawn, OHG. pfant,

Ger. Pfaiid. pledge, from OF. pan. pawn, pledge;

usually considered identical with OF., Fr. pan,

piece of a garment; more probably from OF.
paner, Sp. apandar, to plunder, apanar, to take

away -)- broking: connected with AS. brucan,

OHG. bruhhen, Ger. bratichen, to use, need,

Lat. frui, to use, enjoy). The business of lend-

ing money on the security of personal effects

left in the possession of the lender. Pawning has

existed in some form in all ages and among all

peoples. It is much older than banking, with

which it was originally connected. The Chinese,

Greeks, and Hebrews borrowed on pledges. In

media-val times pawnbroking was synonymous
with usury. In Europe the business was carried

on at first by Jews and later by Lombards. Pawn-
broking is a legitimate business, but since the

expense of administering small loans is very

great, the pawnbroker has often been allowed to

charge as high as 100 per cent, where the regu-

lar rate of interest is only 6 per cent. Recogniz-

ing the great disadvantage imder which the poor

borrower labors, efforts have been made to carry

on the business in the interest of the borrowers.

This effort has taken the form of monts de pi^t6

on the Continent. France is especially successful

in maintaining these institutions. They are asso-

ciated with the town councils, hospitals, and
charity bureaus. When endowed they charge no
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interest, and the highest interest is 12 per cent.

The Paris institution acts as the poor man's safe

deposit, as it has excellent facilities for storage

and makes a practice of disinfecting goods. The
objections to its methods are: ( 1) the amount of

time the system takes; and liii) the undervalua-
tion of goods. Belgium follows French methods.
The pawnbroking business has been controlled

since 1G18. The monts de pi^t6 are managed by
councils and charity administrators, while their

funds are borrowed from the charity department.
Germany has royal, municipal, and private

pawn shops. The private pawn shops are regu-

lated and any city may prohibit them. The mu-
nicipal pawn shops are usually in connection with
the savings-bank and are self-supporting. In
Austria-Hungary the private pawn shops are in

the majority. The Imperial Pawn Shop of Vien-
na, founded in 1707 by Joseph I., is now self-

supporting, but. because of the origin of its capi-

tal, one-half of its profits go to the poor. The re-

mainder is used in extending the business. In
Spain the mont de piete is connected with the
savings-bank. Denmark regulates its pawn shops.

Sweden has had successful private companies
since 1880. Few pawn shops are found in Switz-

erland, only one in Berne. Saint Petersburg and
Moscow are the only cities of Russia maintain-
ing municipal pawn shojjs.

The charter of the Bank of England gives that

institution power to lend on plate and non-
perishable commodities at 3 per cent. In 1695

the directors seriously considered establishing

pawn shops. Pawnbroking was first regulated

by .James I., then under George 111. The law of

1872 is very favorable to pawnbrokers, but since

1894 there has been an increased interest in plans

for improving the position of those who borrow
money on pledges. General Booth proposed a
scheme, but the funds were not at hand to de-

velop it.

In the United States the business has until

recently been entirely in the hands of private

pawnbrokers, who do business imder State regu-

lations or municipal ordinances. The State regu-

lations may provide for a license, a bond, regu-

lation of interest charges, methods of sale, and
the disposition of the surplus. The city ordi-

nances usually place the pawn shops under police

control, providing for daily inspection or daily

reports. The laws are generally inadequate.

Only a few States forbid a charge above the legal

rate of interest. Where a sale of goods requires

an advertisement and by auction, the law is fre-

quently evaded or not enforced. It is very sel-

dom, if ever, that the borrower receives any
surplus from the sale of his goods. The difficul-

ties in regulation arise from the character of the

business and the lack of ordinances. Since pawn-
broking can exist only in large centres of popula-

tion, the problem of regulation has been one of

local rather than general interest. The ignorance

or pride of tlie borrowers prevents them from
making necessary complaints to the authorities.

Low licenses invite a motley crowd of pawnbrok-

ers. Where the regulations permit only four or

five pawn shops to exist, as in Providence, Wash-
ington, or Baltimore, they are respectable, but

the large number of shops in Boston and Phila-

delphia cannot be easily controlled. Some of

the maximum charges are: Baltimore. ."JO per

cent,; Boston, 132 per cent.; Buffalo and Chicago,

120 per cent.; Cleveland, 300 per cent,; Pitts-

burg, 240 per cent. ; and Providence, 180 per
cent. The smallest pawns do not pay pawnbrok-
ers even at 100 per cent. Municipal pawn shops
were proposed for Philadelphia in 1816 by Dr.

Mease. The oldest philanthropic concern in the

United States is the Pawners' Bank of Boston,
started in 1859, which underwent many losses and
discouragements. It is now the Collateral Loan
Company, and pa3S a regular dividend. In 1894
Dr. Greer of Saint Bartholomew's Protestant
Episcopal Church in Xew York City started a
pawnbroker's shop in his parish. Out of this de-

veloped the Provident Loan Company, whicli

opened its doors May 21, 1894. at 279 Fourth
Avenue. The company is incorporated, with

a board of fifteen directors, and has a sub-

scribed capital of .$100,000. Only jewelry and
articles of considerable value, but small in bulk,

are received. Bedding and furniture are barred
because of lack of room. As a result the people

reached are independent workers, who need money
to tide over a period of sickness or lack of work.
One per cent, a month, or one-third the legal rate,

is charged. In competition with the Provident
Loan Society, pawnbrokers have reduced their

charges, sometimes even lower, or they have
advertised that they will lend at the same rate

as the Provident Loan Society. The report

for 1902 states that .$3.866".325 was lent

on 130,158 pledges; the average amount of each

loan was $29.70; and the average amount lent

per day was .$12,942.70. The average loan of the

pawn shops is much lower, sometimes being as

low as $1.41 in one month. More than 99 per

cent, of the pledges were redeemed. This enter-

prise pays 6 per cent, on the capital.

After opposition from the pawnbrokers, who
were well organized, Illinois passed a compromise
measure, authorizing lending .societies, but only

permitting loans on personal property and limit-

ing the capital to $50,000. The State Pawners'

Society opened its office in Chicago November 1,

1898. The society has a board of directors elected

bj- the stockholders, with two additional membew
selected respectively by the Governor and the

ilayor. The maximum interest charged is one per

cent, per month, with an additional charge of

one-half per cent, for storage and insurance. The
pressure for loans has been heavy. The society

pays 6 per cent, dividends. At the time the office

opened there were 67 pawn shops in Chicago.

The Chattel Loan Association of Baltimore, es-

tablished May 12. 1898. expects ultimately to do

a pawnbroking business. The Worcester Collat-

eral Loan Association, the Workingmen's Loan
Associations of Boston and Providence, the Provi-

dent Loan Company of Buffalo, and the Hebrew
Free Loan Association of New York deal with

chattel mortgages and indorsed loans.

Bibliography. United States Bulletin of De-

partment of Lahor. No. 21 (1899K For Great

Britain, Report of Her ifajexty's Representatives

Ahroad on Si/sfems of Paicnbroking in Various

Countries (1894). See MoxTS de Fitrt.

PAWNEE, p8-ne'. The most important tribe

of the Caddoan stock (q.v.) of North American
Indians, They formerly claimed a large terri-

tory upon the Platte River, in what is now
Nebraska, ranging from the Niobrara on the

north to the .\rkansas on the south, and occa-

sionally extending their forays far down into

Texas or New Mexico. They were in chronic
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warfare with every surrounding tribe witli tlie

iXLcption of tlie cinialui. I'onea. and Oto. whom
Ihcy treated as wards and dependents. Tlic few

reuiaininf; are now associated with tlie I'onca,

(.•to, and Tonkawa upon Oakland Keservation,

Okhihonia.

Tlic Pawnees call themselves 8kihil:xihih-ti, 'men

of men,' or "super-excellent men.' Tlie popular

name appears to be derived from the Pawnee
parihi, 'a horn,' referring to their peculiar sealp-

loek, which was dressed to stand nearly erect.

This mark indicates a Pawnee in the pictofjraphs

of the plains tribes and undoubtedly also gave

origin to the tribal sign, now interjiieted to

mean 'Wolf People.' They have four bands or

grand divisions, viz. Shau-i, or tirand (i.e. 'prin-

cipal'), Kitkehoki, or Republican, Pitnliaucrat,

or Tapage ('noisy'), and SUidi, or Loup
('Wolf'). The Skidi were originally a distinct

and hostile tribe, which had preceded the Paw-
nee proper, by whom they were conquered and
incorporated. Traditional and historic evidence
shows that the Pawnee and Arikara migrated

from the south, proliably from aliout the middle
Ked River, adjoining the cognate Caddo tribes.

The Skidi and Arikara may have preceded the

others by perhaps a century, the latter continu-

ing up the Jlissouri. while the 8kidi halted at

the Platte, where they were overtaken by the

Pawnee proper. The dialects of the Pawnee,
Skidi. Arikara, and Wichita are all so closely

related as to constitute but one language. The
Pawnee appear to have been known to tlie Span-
iards as early as 1(120. They are noted upon
Marquette's map of 107.3 about where they were
found in 1804 by Lewis and Clark, viz. the lower
Platte near its confluence with the ilissouri.

By treaty in 1833 they ceded their lands south
of the Platte and came under the supervision of

an agent. Some civilizing work was started
among them, which prospered for a little time
until the hostile Sioux drove them south of the
river, compelling them to abandon their fields

and villages. About the same time, in IS.'iS. the
great smallpox epidemic carried off at least 2000
of their number. In 1849 probably a greater
number perished by cholera. Since then their
history has been one of swift and certain decline
from disease, removal, and unceasing warfare in

which the Pawnee found every man's hand
against him. They have never, however, as a
tribe been at war with the whites, but, on
the contrary, have frequently furnished a con-
tingent of scouts in our various difficulties with
the Northern plains tribes. One main factor in

the introduction of disease has been the great
overland trail, which passed directly through
their_ territory. In 18.58 they ceded all their
remaining original territory except a strip 30
miles long by 1.5 wide upon the Loup River. In
1874 they sold this and removed to their pres-
ent location in Oklahoma.

Like all the tribes of Caddoan stock, the Paw-
nee were principally agricultural ant^ sedentary,
building large circular houses of logs covered
with earth, and raising abundant crops of corn,
pumpkins, and other Indian vegetables, which
they dried or cached for winter use. The skin
tipi was used only for temporary purposes when
upon the buffalo hunt, away from their perma-
nent villages. They are of good physique, some-
what more robust than the regular hunting
tribes, and were noted for their running and

walking powers. It is said that their warriors
could cover one hundred miles in twenty-four
hours on a foot trot without stopping to cat or

sleep. They were devoted to religious ceremo-
nials, the Skidi being particularly noted for

their bloody rite of human sacrifice, offered to

the Morning Star, as the spirit of fertility on
the occasion of the annual corn planting, the
victim being a captive girl. See Petai.e.siiabo.

The best early estimate of their population is

that by the missionaries Dunbar and .Mlis in

1835, who give them 10.000. In 1H40. after the
smallpox, the same authorities estimated them
at about 7500. In 1847 they were about 8400,
but were again terribly reduced by the great
cholera epidemic in 1849. Later official esti-

mates are 4680 in 1856; 3410 in 1801; 2376 in

1874 (just before removal to Oklahoma); 1440
in 187!i: 824 in 1889: 029 in 1901.

PAWNEE CITY. The county-seat of Pawnee
County, Neb., 75 miles south-southeast of Lin-
coln, on the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific

and the Burlington and Missouri River railroads

(Map: Nebraska, H 3). It is chiefly important
as the commercial centre of a productive sec-

tion engaged in farming and stock-raising.

Population, in 1890, 1550; in 1900, 1969.

PAWTTJCK'ET. An important manufactur-
ing city in Providence County, R. I., 4 miles
north of Providence, on both sides of the Paw-
tucket River, at the head of navigation, and on
the New York. New Haven and Hartford Rail-

road (Map: Rhode Island. (_' 2). Pawtucket
covers an area of nearly nine square miles. It

has Daggett Park, Collyer Monument, and
a Soldiers' Memorial Monument, several in-

teresting bridges of various types, Sayles Me-
morial Library, Home for Aged Poor, Emer-
gency Hospital, and a State armory. Among
the more prominent business structures are the
Safe Deposit Building, Industrial Trust Build-
ing, Providence County Savings Bank, Taylor
Building, and Kinyon Block. Other points of

interest are Ten-Mile River and Pawtucket
Falls, 50 feet in height, noteworthy alike for
beauty of scenery and as the source of great
water power. .

Pawtucket is well known for the extent and
variety of its manufactures, which include cot-

ton, silk, and woolen goods, plush, velvet braid,

webbing, various kinds of machinery, foundry
products, gymnasium supplies, electrical sup-
plies, thread, hair-cloth, yarns, and wire. There
are also numerous dyeing, bleaching, and finish-

ing establishments. The government is vested
in a mayor annually elected, a bicameral coun-
cil, and in administrative officials, the majority
of whom are elected by the council. The school
committee is independently chosen by popular
vote. Pawtucket spends annually in mainte-
nance and operation over .$700,000. the municipal
budget balancing at nearly $1,325,000. The prin-
cipal items of expense are $135,000 for the
operation of the water-works, $135,000 for
schools. .$50,000 for the police department. $40,-

000 for the fire department, and $38,000 for
municijial lighting. The wateT-work.s, which
were built in 1878 by the city at a cost of over
$1,840,000, are owned and operated by the
municipalitv. Population, in 1890, 27.633; in
1900, ,39.231.

The portion of the city of Pawtucket on the
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west side of the river was originally the prin-

cipal village in the town of North Providence,

which was incorporated in 1765. This town was
divided in 1874, and the village of Pawtueket was
consolidated with the town of Pawtueket on the

cast side of the river as the town of Pawtueket,
which in 1886 was incorporated as a city. The

portion of Pawtueket on the east of the river

was originally in Massachusetts, and was in-

corporated as the town of Pawtueket in 1828,

having been set off from the parent town of

Seekonk. In 1862 the town of Pawtueket, Mass.,

was ceded to Rhode Island, and remained a

separate town until its consolidation with the

village of Pawtueket in North Providence in

1874. The first cotton factory in the United

States was established here in 1700 by Samuel
Slater. This mill is still standing. Con.sult

Greene, The Providence Plantations {Providence,

1886).

PAX (Latr, peace), called also Pacificale
and OsccLATOBiUM. The "kiss of peace,' and also

a sacred utensil, employed in some of the solemn
services of the Catholic Church in the ceremony
of giving the so-called "kiss of peace' during the

mass. The practice of saluting each other—the

men, men. and the women, women—during public

worship, and particularly in the agape, or love-

feast, is frequently alluded to by ancient writers,

as Cyril of .Jerusalem, and Augustine. All the

ancient liturgies, without exception, refer to it

as among the rites with which the eucharist was
celebrated : but they differ as to the time and the

place in the eucharistie service in which it is

introduced. The ceremony commences with the

celebrating bishop or priest, who, after kissing

the altar, salutes the deacon., not ( in modern
times) by an actual kiss, but by placing the

hands upon his shoulders and slightly inclining

the head toward him. By the deacon the salute

is tendered to the other clergj- assisting. Orig-

inally, the laity also were included, but this has
long since been abandoned. It is when the mass
is celebrated by a high dignitary that the utensil

called the pax is used. The pax is sometimes a
crucifix, sometimes a reliquary, sometimes a
tablet with a figure sculptured or enameled upon
it. Having been kissed by the celebrant, and
by him handed to the deacon, it is carried by
the latter to the rest of the clergy. The pa.x is

omitted in the mass of Maundy Thursday (q.v. ),

to express horror of the treacherous kiss of

Judas.

PAXOS, pak'sos, or PAXO. One of the

Ionian Islands (q.v.). It lies nine miles south

of Corfu, and about the same distance from
Acarnania, Greece (Map: Greece, B 2). It is

about five miles long and two miles broad, and
is mainly a hilly mass of limestone with an
absence of potable water. It is noted for its

fruit and the fine quality of its olive oil. Goats
and mules are raised. Population, in 1896, 3814.

PAX'TON. A city and the county-seat of

Ford County. 111.. 103 miles south-southwest of

Chicago, at the junction of the Lake Erie and
Western and the Illinois Central railroads

CMap: Illinois. D 3). It is the seat of the Rice

Collegiate Institute. Among its industrial es-

tablishments are hardware manufactories, ma-
chine shops, flour mills, carriage works, brick

nnd tile plants, etc. The water-works are owned

bv the municipality. Population, in 1890, 2187;
in llton. .j(J36.

PAXTON, John Randolph (1843—). A
Presbyterian clergjman. He was born at Can-
onsburg, Pa., graduated from Jefferson College

in 1806 and from the Western Theological Semi-
nary, Allegheny, in 1869. He served in the

140th Pennsylvania Regiment from 1862 until

the end of the war, rising to the rank of second

lieutenant. His first pastorate was at Church-
ville, Md., from which he proceeded to the Pine
Street Church, Harrisburg, Pa., then to the New
York Avenue Church, Washington, D. C, and in

1882 he became pastor of the West Presbyterian
Church, New York City. In 1803 he resigned

his charge because of ill health, but resumed
preacliing at the New Y'ork Presbyterian Church
in 1898.

PAXTON, Sir Joseph (1801-65). An Eng-
lish aichitect and horticulturist, born at ililton-

Bryant, near Wobum, Bedfordshire. As superin-

tendent of the gardens of Chatsworth, in the em-
ploy of the Duke of Devonshire, he designed the

large conservatory of Chatsworth ( 1836-40) . This

e.xperienee led him to propose a crystal palace of

glass and iron for the great London Exhibition

of 1851. It was the first time these materials

had been employed on so extensive a .scale. His
design obtained for him great popularity and
the honor of knighthood. The Crystal Palace

of 1851 was removed from Hyde Park, but be-

came the germ of the nobler and more splendid
palace at Sydenham, tlie construction of which
he superintended ; the grounds were also laid out
by him.

PAXWAX. See Faswax : Ligament.

PAY AND ALLOWANCES. A military

term used to denote the rate of pay and allow-

ances granted to otEcers and enlisted men of the

military and naval services of the United States.

Allowances to officers and enlisted men are

made on a basis of requirement and rank; and
may be either in kind, or in lieu of the amount
to which such otlicer or soldier by regulation is

entitled. The money allowance of clothing is

allotted half-yearly for the first year, estimates

for clothing being made quarterly as follows:

On .January 1st. for a supply to last until .June

30th; on April 1st, until September 30th; on
.July 1st, imtil December 31st; on October 1st,

until March 31st. Commanding oflieers settle

the clothing accounts of their men si.x months
after enlistment and afterwards on June 30th
and December 31st of each j-ear. (For allow-

ances of forage, see Forage.) Soldiers receiving

allowance or conunutation in lieu of food ( ra-

tion) are paid according to a scale, which
varies in amount from 25 cents per diem, al-

lowed enlisted men on conclusion of furlough;

40 cents per diem to sergeants of post non-

commissioned staff, on duty at stations where
there are no other troops; 75 cents per diem to

a soldier on detached duty, to $1.50 per diem to

a soldier traveling under orders from a station,

where his rations have been regularly commuted
—which is the maximum allowance in lieu of

rations for enlisted men. Tlie allowance of bag-

gage permitted officers and men will be found
under B.\(;g.\ge.

Whenever there are sufficient quarters in a
barracks or station, permanent quarters are as-

signed to the field and staff officers of the garri-
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son. llegiiiH'ntal oliieors are ino\ idod with quar-

ttrs according to eonvonicncc of location and the

rank of llie rccipiont. ISacliplor quarters arc as-

signed to ollieer.s witliiiut families. On the ar-

rival of a command at a new station the original

assignment of i|iiarters is made by a board of

oHicer.s consisting of the eommanding officer, the

two senior line oflieers present, the senior sur-

geon, and the quartermaster. .Allowances in lieu

of quarters are according to rank and circum-

stances.

from, or between Cul)a, Hawaii, and the Philip-

pines by the shortest regularly traveled routes.

Retired officers detailed for duty at colleges

are entitled to full paj-, but not commutation of

quarters. The nia.ximum pay of a colonel is

established by law at $4500 per annum, and
that of a lieutenant-colonel at $4000. An aide-

de-camp to a major-general is allowed $200 per
year in addition to the pay of his rank; an aide-

de-camp to a brigadier-general is allowed $ir)0

per year additional ; and an acting commissary

Table of PtY op Commibsioned Officers United States Armv

Lieutenant-General
Major-Ueneral -
Brijiadier-General
Colonel
LieutenantrColonel
Major
Captain, mounted
Capta.in, not mounted
Begiiuental Adjutant—Captain, mounted
Re^-iraental Quartermaster—Captain, ni'ted..

Battalion and Squadron Adjutant
RefJiiment.al Commisaar.v
First Lieutenant, mounted
First Lieutenant, not mounted
•Second Lieutenant, mounted
Second Lieutenant, not mounted
Chaplain

Pay of officers in active service

Pay of grade

Yearl.T

$11,000
7,500

6.500
3.500

3.000
2.600
2.000
l.SOO
2.00O
2,000
1.800
1.800
1,000
1,500

1.500
1.400
1.600

Monthly

$916.67
625.00
458.33
291.67
250,00
208.33
166.67
160,00
16B.67
166,67
160.00
150,00
133,33
125.00
125,00

116,67
125.00

Monthly pay

After 5

years
service

10 per cent.

$320.83
276.00
229.17
183 33
165,00
183,33

183,33
165,00
106,00
146,07
137,50
137,50
128,.33

137.60

20 per cent.

After 10
years
service

$360,00
30O,(KI

260.00
200.00
180.00
200.00
200,00
180,00
180,00
160.00
160.00
160,00
140,00

150,00

30 per ce*. 40 per cent.

After 15
years

After 20
years
service

$376,00
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Table of Monthly Pay of Enlisted Men of the United States Army.

BANK AND SERVICE

EEGLMENT, CORPS, BATTALION

Battalion Sergeant-Major—EngiiieerH )

Battalion Quartermaster-Serg-eaut—Engineers /
Sergeant-Major—Cavalry, Infantry
Quartermaster-Sergeant—Cavalry, Infantry
Commissary-Sergeant—Cavalry, Infantry
Senior Sergeant-Major—Artillery
Squadron Sergeaut-Major—Cavalry
Battalion Sergeant-Major—Infantry
Color Sergeant—Cavalry, Infantry
Junior Sergeant-Major—Artillei-y

COMPANY, TROOP, BATTERY
Sergeant, flrst-class—Signal Corps
iSergeant—Engineers, Ordnance, Signal Corps
Quartermaster-Sergeant—Engineers
First Sergeant—Engineers
First Sergeant—Artillery, Cavalry, Infantry
Corporal—Engineers, Ordnance, Signal Corps 1

Cook—Engineers, Signal Corps /
Sergeant—.\rtillery. Cavalry, Infantr.v i

Quarterma.ster-Sergeaut—Artillery, Cavalry, Infantry
Cook—.\rtillery. Cavalry, infantry
Mechanic—Coast Artillery:
Stable Sergeant—Field Artillery
Private, flrst-class—Engineers, Ordnance. Signal Corps
Artificer— Field Artillery. Infantry

j

Farrier, blacksmith, saddler—Cavalry V

Corporal—Artillery, Cavalry, Infantry J

Wagoner—Cavalry
Trumpeter—Cavalry
Musician—Artillery, Infantry. Engineers
Private— .\rtillery. Cavalry, Infantry. Signal Corps
Private, second-class— Engineers, Ordnance

BAND—ARTILLERY, CAVALRY, INFANTRY, ENGINEERS

Cliief musician
Drum Major
Chief trumpeter—Artillery, Cavalry
Principal musician
Sergeant
Cook
Corporal
Private

First two
years

$26

34

25

45

34

25

20

17

15

14

60
25

15

13

Third
year

$37

35

46

35

26

21

19

18

16

15

61
26

23

16
14

Fourth
year

$38

36

47

36

27

22

19

17

10

62
27

17

15

Fifth year
and reiin-

lieted pay

$39

37

48

37

28

23

20

18

17

16

63
28

18
16

opportunities it offers for extra pay, origi-

nally commonly described as "Batta." Allow-
ances, also, are paid at a higher rate than at

home.
Half Pay is practically any form of reduced

pay, and the term is still frequently used to de-

scribe the rate of pay of a retired or disabled

officer.

PAYER, pi'er, Julius von (1842—). An
Austrian Polar explorer and painter. He was
born at Sehiinau, near Teplitz, Bohemia, was
educated in the military academy at \Viener-

Neustadt, and entered the army in 1859. Subse-

quently attached to the general staff, he was
intrusted with the survey of some of the most
inaccessible regions in the Alps. In 18fiO-70 he
took part in the second German expedition to

tlie North Pole, and contributed much to the

knowledge of the eastern coast of Orccnland. In
1872 he was appointed with Weyprecht to lead

the Austrian expedition to the North Pole, which
resulted in the discovery (1873) and exploration

( 1874 ) of Franz Josef Land, and which was de-

scribed by him in Die oesterreichisch-imgarische
Nordpolexpeclition in den Jahren lS73-7Jf

(lS7li). Upon his return he retired from the

military service to devote himself entirely to

painting, studied for two years in Frankfort

under Hasselhorst. three years in Munich under
Wagner, and four years in Paris. From the

first he worked on large canvases, pai'nting stir-

ring episodes from his Arctic experience. In

1883 he was awarded the great gold medal in

Vol. XV.—31.

Munich for "The Bay of Death," the best of four

pictures illustrating the Franklin expedition.

In 1884 he lost the sight of one eye, and this

delayed the completion of the other pictures

in tile series, of which "Leaving the Ships" was
exhibited in 1886, and "The Death of Franklin"

in 1889. For the Museum of Natural History in

Vienna he executed mural paintings of "\'ie\vs

in Franz Josef Land." and "Never Retreat"

(1892). He won gold medals also in Berlin

(188G) and Paris (1889).

PAYMASTER. An officer in the military or

naval service charged with the payment of troops

and other duties involving the receipt and dis-

bursement of public funds. The pay department
of the United States Army is under a paymaster-

general, with the rank of brigadier-general, who
under the direction of the Secretary of War has

charge of the payment of the army. There are
two assistant paymasters-general with the rank
of colonel ; three deputy paymasters-general,

with the rank of lieutenant-colonel: and twenty
I)aymasters, with the rank of major. The chief

paymaster of a department, under the direction

of its commander, has control of all paymasters
in the conunand. and is responsible for them so

far as the payment of troops is concerned.

In the United .States Navy a paymaster has

charge of (he public funds carried on board ship

(or at a navy yard or shore station), also of

the clothing and provisions for the enlisted men.
Lender directions of his commanding officer, he

makes such purchases as may be necessary from
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time to tinip. At shore stations paj-masters are

also keepers of the 'general store.' from which

nil departments of the station draw supplies.

Tn Jlay, inO'2, the number of officers of the dif-

ferent "ranks of the pay corps was l.'5(j. Tlicy

receive the same pay as the officers of the line

with whom they rank.

PAYMASTER-GENERAL, An ofliccr of

the Brili>li -.Ministry, but not of the Cabinet,

charged with superintending the issue of all

moneys voted by Parliament. He has no con-

trol over the suras issued, paying merel\' on the

order of tlie department concerned. He is al-

ways eitlier a peer or a member of tlie House of

Commons, and changes with tlie Jlinistry. The
paymaster-general is assisted by a deputy and a
staff of clerks, tlie annual cost of the wliole

department amounting to about £25,000.

PAYMENT. In law, the satisfaction or dis-

charge of a legal obligation by the delivery of

money, or sometliing which the creditor accepts

in lieu of money. Payment is. therefore, em-
ployed in a more limited sense than performance,
which implies the fulfillment of any legal obliga-

tion, as carrying out the provisions of an agree-

ment or contract to do work or furnish materials

to anotlier. In order to be effectual, payment
must be made to the proper party, that is, either

to the one to wliom it is due, personally, or to
some other person lawfuU.y authorized by him
to receive it, and it must be of the exact amount
due. It should be made at the exact time and
place agreed upon, or implied by law, in order
to avoid a claim for interest from that time, or

the commencement of an action. In general
where no place for payment has been previously

agreed upon by the parties, the debtor nuist seek
the creditor, or he may be considered as in de-

fault. The chief consequences which may ensue
on a default of payment are, in general, to give

the creditor the right to have immediate recourse
to any security, as to sell an article pledged as

security, or to foreclose a mortgage or other
lien, and if the contract is a continuing one and
payments become due in installments to rescind
the contract, refuse to proceed furtlier, and sue
the debtor for the amount then due and unpaid.
Where jjayment is made to one of several joint
creditors, the debtor is discharged, even though
the one to whom he paid it does not account to

his fellow creditors. The effect of a valid pay-
ment is to discharge the debtor from his obliga-

tion. See Creditok; Debtor: Legal Tender;
Negotiable Paper. Consult the authorities re-

ferred to under Contract.

PAYN, .James (1830-08). An English novel-
ist. He was born in Cheltenham ; graduated at
Cambridge in 1852, and adopted literature as a

profession. He contributed largely to periodi-

cals; became coeditor with L. Ritchie of Cham-
bers's Journal in 1858. and in the following year
was made sole editor, which position he held
until 1874. From 1883 to 1806 he was the suc-

cessor of Leslie Stephen as editor of the Cornhill
Magazine. The novel Lost Sir Mnssinghcrd
(1864) was the first of his works to attract at-

tention, and after its appearance he published
more than one hundred novels, anions which are
Cecil's Tri/st (1872); Fnllrn Fortiinrs (1876);
By Prom/ "(1878) : A Grnpr from n T/iorn ( 1881 ) ;

The Heir of the Ages (1886) ; The Eavesdropper
(1888) ; Gleams of Memorxj (1894) ; and In Mar-

Vet Overt (1895), .lHo(7irr Burden (1897), and
a collection of essajs. The Backwater of Life
(1899), published posthumously with an intro-

duction by Leslie Stephen.

PAYNE, Henry B. (1810-90). An American
politician and capitalist, born at Hamilton. N.
Y. He graduated at Hamilton College in 1832,
and two years later began to practice law at
Cleveland, Ohio. In 1849 he was elected to the
State Senate by the Democrats, and was their
candidate for United States Senator in 1851 and
for Governor in 1857. At the Charleston con-
vention in 18G0 he exerted his inlUience to check
the secession movement and during the Civil

War remained a strong Union man. In 1872 he
led the Ohio delegation at the Baltimore con-
vention which nominated Horace Greeley for tlie

Presidency. Two years later he was elected

to Congress by a fusion of Democrats and Lib-

eral Republicans, and was one of the representa-
tives of the House on the Electoral Commission
in 1877. He was elected United States Senator in

1884 and served from 1885 until 1891. He was
for many years interested in various industrial,
railroad, and mining projects, and accumulated
a large fortune.

PAYNE, Henry Clay (1843-). An Ameri-
can politician and Cabinet officer. He was born
in Ashfield, Mass., was educated at Shelburne
Falls Academy, and in 1859 began a business
career in Northampton. In 1803 he removed to
Milwaukee. Wis., where he successfully engaged
in mercantile business. From 1875 to 1885 he
was postmaster of Milwaukee. Subsequent]}' he
became largely interested in electric railway and
lighting companies, effected a consolidation of

various competing companies, and became presi-

dent of the combined corporation. From 1887 he
was for several years president of the Milwaukee
and Northern Railroad, and in 1893 was appoint-
ed one of the receivers for the Northern Pacific

Railroad. Meanwhile he was remarkably suc-

cessful as a political manager; served for many
years as chairman of the Republican State Cen-
tral Committee in Wisconsin: in 1880 became a
member of the Republican National Committee,
and of its executive committee, and in the
Presidential campaigns of 1890 and 1900, as
vice-chairman, conducted the Republican cam-
paign in the West. In 1897 he was offered the
post of Ambassador to Germany by President Mc-
Kinley. but declined. In January, 1902, he suc-

ceeded Charles Emory Smith as Postmaster-
General in President Roosevelt's Cabinet.

PAYNE, John (1842—). An English poet
and translator, born August 23, 1842. He was a
solicitor by profession, and lived a retired

life. He was one of a cluster of Neo-
Romantic poets inspired by Rossetti, Morris, and
Swinburne. Others of the group are Th^ophile
Marzials (q.v. ) and Arthur O'Shaughnessy (q.v. ).

Payne's verse comprises: A Masque of Shadows
(1871); Intaglios, a sonnet sequence (1871);
Songs of Life and Death (1872) ; Lautrec, a
vigorous narrative poem (1878) ; and 'Xew Poems
(1880). For the Villon Society he translated

Villon's Poems (1878); the Arabian Xights (9
vols., 1882-84) ; Tales from the Arabic (1S85)

;

Aladdin and the Enchanted Lamp (1885);
Boccaccio's Decameron; Quatrains of Omar
Khayyam (1898); and Poems of Shemseddin
Mohammed Hafiz of Shiraz (3 vols., 1901).
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PAYNE, John Howaed {17911852). An
American actor and playwright; best known,
liowever, as the author of Home, Sweet Home.
Born in New York, he lived in childliood at East
Hampton, L. I. Payne showed great precocity.

At thirteen years of age, while a clerk in a mer-
cantile house in Xew York, he secretly edited a
weekly paper, The Thespian Mirror. He was a
student of Union College, when the bankruptcy
of his father interrupted his education, and he
decided to go on the stage, as the best means of

supporting the family. He made his dsbut at

the Park Theatre, Xew Y'ork, February 24, 1809,

as Young Xorval in Douglas. This enterprise

proved an artistic and pecuniary success, and he
subsequently appeared before large and enthu-

siastic audiences in Boston, Philadelphia, and
Baltimore. In 1813 he sailed for England, and
made his appearance in London at Drury Lane
Theatre as Master PavTie, 'the American JJoscius,'

in his original part of Y'oung Xorval. His per-

formances were well received by the public.

After this he supported himself in England as

actor, manager, and playwright, but. owing to

his lack of business ability, was often in financial

embarrassments. In 1815 Payne published in

London a selection of poems called Listings of

the Muse. His fugitive writings, besides verse,

include many articles in criticism, one of the best

known being an essay on "Our Xeglected Poets,"

published in the Democratic Revivic in 1838.

Paj'ne adapted many plays from the French
and produced a number of original ones, among
them Brutus, or the Full of Tariiuin. Therese,

Virginia, and the comedy of Charles II. The
song Home, Siceet Home, occurs in his opera of

Clari, or the Maid of Milan, which was produced
at the Covent Garden Theatre in May, 1823. The
music was adapted by Henry R. Bishop from an
old melody which Payne had heard in Italy. The
publishers of this song are said to have cleared

2000 guineas bj- it within a year, and the opera
was very successful ; by all this, however, Payne
himself 'profited but little. In 1820-27 he edited

in London a periodical called the Opera Glass.

In 1832 he returned to America. He was ap-

pointed American consul at Tunis, Africa, in

1842; was recalled in 1845; and reappointed in

1851, He died there April 9, 1852, and was
buried in the Cemetery of Saint George at Tunis.

In 1883 his remains were brought to Washington.
Consult: Harrison, .John Howard Payne (new
ed., Philadelphia, 1885) ; Brainard, .John. [Jouard
Payne: .1 Biographical Sketch (Washington,
1885).

PAYNE, Joseph (1808-76). An English edu-
cator, born at Bury Saint Edmunds. He was
chiefly .self-educated, and in 1830 founded a
school that developed into the successful Den-
mark Hill Grammar School for boys. In 1845
he and his wife founded the Mansion House
School at Leatherhead and stayed there up to

their retirement to Bayswater, London, in 1863,

Payne's educational ideas were founded upon
those of .Jacotot, and he wrote in condemnation of

the Eton system. In 1872 he was made the first

professor of education at the College of Precep-
tors. His works were edited by his son. Dr. J.

F. Payne, and published in two volumes; Lec-

tures on the Science and .^rt of Education

(1883) and Lectures on the Histcn-y of Education,

with a Visit to German Schools (1892).

PAYNE, Peter (c.1.380 14.55 j . An English
Lollard; born near Grantham in Lincolnshire.
He studied at Oxford, where he learned Wiclifite
doctrines, was principal of Saint Edmund Hall
(1410-14), and in 141G was e.xconnnunicated,
having failed to appear for trial on the charge of
heresy. He fled from England to Prague, where
Queen Elizabeth protected him, and where he
became a prominent member of the Taborite
Party. As such, he appeared in many religious

conferences and by his extreme views did much
to block a union of quarreling sects. The story
of the latter years of his life, which were passed
in Bohemia, is full of confusing detail, and it

is uncertain whether Payne submitted after the
defeat of the Taborites. All of his writings dealt
with the defense of Wiclif's teachings. Consult
Baker, A Forgotten Great Englishman (London,
1894).

PAYNE, William Habold (1836—). An
American educator, born in Farmington, Ontario
County, X, Y. In 1858 he was appointed prin-
cipal of a school in Three Rivers, Mich., and he
held the same position in other schools of that
State, concluding with Adrian, where he re-

mained ten years, and was then elected to the
newly created chair of pedagogy in the Uni-
versity of Michigan (1879). He was chancellor
of the University of Xashville, Tenn., and presi-

dent of the Peabody Xormal College from 1888
until 1901, when he returned to the University
of ilichigan. He wrote: School Supervision
(1875); Educational Doctrine (1882); Contri-
butions to the Science of Education (1887) ; and
translated three of Compavre's works: Uislori/ of
Pedagogy (1886) ; Lectures on Teaching (1888) ;

and Elements of Psychology (1890),

PAYNE, William Morton (1858—), A
critic and educator, born in Xewburyport, Mass.
He was assistant librarian of the Chicago
Public Library (1874-76), teacher in Chicago
high schools after 1876. literary editor of the
Chicago Morning \eus (1884-88)'. of the Chicago
Evening .Journal (1888-92), and afterwards asso-

ciate editor of the Dial. He is known especially
for his criticism of modern literature—English,

French, Cierman. Italian, and Scandinavian. His
essays are in part gathered in Our yen- Educa-
tion' (1884). Little I^caders (1895), and Various
Vieus (1902).

PAYNE SMITH, Robert (1819-95), An
English theologian and Orientalist. He was born
at Chipping Campden, Gloucestershire, and en-

tered Pembroke College, Oxford. Avhere he pur-
sued Oriental studies, and took the Sanskrit
scholarship in 1840 and a Hebrew^ scholarship

in 1843. After his ordination he spent three

years in pastoral work at Crendon. Long Win-
chenden. and Thame, then became classical mas-
ter at the Edinburgh Academy and later preached
also at Trinity Chapel. In 1853 he went to

London as head master of the Kensington pro-

prietary school, and pursued his favorite Orien-

tal studies at the British Museum. In 1857 he
became sub-librarian at the Bodleian Library,

and here he began his great work, the Thesaurus
Syriacus, the first part of which was published

in 1868. From 1865 to 1870 he was regius pro-

fessor of divinity at Oxford, and in 1869 he de-

livered the Bampton lectures, published as

Prophecy a Preparation for Christ (1869). In
1870 he became Dean of Canterbury. His posi-
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tion in the Church was one of sympathy with

the evangelicals and his popularity extended

widely, e\en in Non-Conlorniist bodies. For fif-

teen years he was a meiiiljcr of the Old Testament

revision conmiittee. Besides the Syriac lexicon

and the Bampton lectures, he published: S.

Cyrilli Alcxaiuhicc Archiciiincopi Commentarii in

Lucm Evaiujelium Qu(e Supcrsunt Hyriuce (1858) ;

Saint Cyril's Commentary on Saint Luke's Gos-

pel, in knslish (1859) ; The Third Part of the

Ecclesiastieal Hisiory of John, Bishop of Ephe-

sus, now first Translated from the Original

Syriac (1800); Catalogi Codieum Uanuscripto-

rum Bihliothrrw Bodleianw Pars Sexta, Codices

Syriaeos. Curshidiicos. MendiFos Completcns. and

commentaries on Daniel, Jeremiah, Samuel, and

Genesis.

PAYSANDU, pl'san-doo'. A port of Uru-

guay, situated on the Uruguay River, 170 miles

nortli of Buenos Ayres (Map: Uruguay, F 10).

The city has handsome public buildings, a good

system "of public schools, a library, and several

scientific and benevolent societies. Its princi-

pal industry is the preservation of beef for the

foreign market, especially ox-tongues, to a brand

of which it gives its name. It has regular com-

munication by steamer with Buenos Ayres and

Montevideo and is the station of a United States

commercial agent. The city is the largest in the

country next to Montevideo, and had a popula-

tion in 1808 of 2().000. Paysandu was founded

in 1782. It has played an important part in the

civil and foreign wars of the Republic.

PAYSANS, pS'zaN', Les (Fr., The Peasants)

.

A gloomy tale by Balzac (1844), of which only

the first' part appeared before his death. In it

he traces the elVect produced on economic condi-

tions by the transfer of land-ownership to the

peasant; class, brought about by the revolutions

of 1789 and 1830, and the despoiling of the peas-

ants in turn by the shrewd bourgeois. The

strongest character is the usurer Rigou. who is

depicted as a scheming, silent, and finally suc-

cessful sharper.

PAY'SON, Edward (1783-1827). A Congre-

gational minister. He was born at Rindge. N.

H. ;
graduated at Harvard College in 1803 ; stud-

ied theology with his father, the Rev. Seth Pay-

son, pastor at Rindge; and from 1807 till his

death was pastor of the Congregational Church

at Portland, Maine. His sermons, published at

various times, were much read and gave him a

wide reputation. His complete works were pub-

lished with a memoir bv Asa Cummings (3 vols.,

Philadelphia, 1859).

PAYTA, pi'ta. A seaport of Northern Peru.

situated at the head of a bay south of Cape

Blanco (Jlap: Peru. A 5). It is a wretched

village of 4000 or 5000 inhabitants, but as a

port it is the second in imi)ortance in the coun-

try, and the harbor is one of the best on the

Pacific Coast. It is connected by rail with Piura,

the capital of the department, and has an

important trade with Guayaquil, the exports

amounting to over .$2,500,000 annu.ally. The

chief exports are cotton, tobacco, Panama hats,

hides, and salt. The town has a United States

consular agency.

PAZ, piis. La. The name of several places in

Spanish America. See La Paz.

PAZ, piith, Enkiquez de. A Spanish drama-

tist, commonly called Enriquez Gomez (q.v. ).

PAZAND, pa-ziind', or PAZEND. See Pah
LjVVI Language and Literature.

PAZMANY, piiz'mii-ny', Peter (1570-1637).

A Hungarian cardinal and author. He was bom
at Grosswardein of Protestant parents, but went

over to the Roman Catholic Church in 1583, and

entered the Society of Jesus. He was an ardent

Catholic and carried on almost single-handed the

work of the Counter-Reformation in Hungary.

In 1629 Urban VIII. made him cardinal. For

Catholic education in Hungary he did much by

the foundation of the Pazmaneum (1623) in

Vienna and of several other schools. His pub-

lished works were edited by Bognar (Budapest,

1894 et seq.). Consult Schwicker, Peter Pdz-

mdiiy (Cologne, 1888)

.

PAZ • SOLDAN, piis sol-diin', Mariano Fe-

lipe (1821-86). A Peruvian historian and geog-

rapher. He was born in Arequipa, studied law

there and at Lima, and practiced in both cities.

He held high judicial olHces in Lima, and was

sent to the United States in 1853 to report on

penal systems. This mission resulted in the

foundation of a detective bureau in Peru and of

great improvements in the prisons of the coun-

try. Paz Soldan held for many years the post

of director of public works. He wrote: Atlas

gcogrdfico del Peru (1861); Bistoria del Peru

'independiente (1866); Diccionario geograficu

estadistico del Peru (1877) ; and Uistoria de In

Gnerra del Pacifico (1884).

PEA (modem singular of pease, AS. pise,

piuse, pea, from Lat. pisum, Gk. ttJo-os. pisos,

irlaov, pison, pea), Pisum. A genus of plants

of the natural order Leguminosoe. The common
pea or garden pea (Pisum sativum) and the

field pea (Pisum arrensc) are natives of the

south of Europe and of Asia. They are both ;

climbing annuals, with pinnate leaves, ovate leaf-

lets, and branching tendrils in place of a ter-

minal leafiet. Peas have been cultivated in the

East from time immemorial, and were apparently

introduced into Europe very early in the Middle

Ages. Their cultivation extends from warm cli-

mates, as India, to the cooler regions of the

North. The seeds of the garden pea are used for

culinary purposes both in a green and in a ripe

state. There are two main types of garden peas,

those having smooth round seeds, and those with

wrinkled seed. The former are the earlier and

hardier. The wrinkled varieties are better in

quality. Some varieties have edible pods. The
green "succulent pods of these are eaten in much
the same manner as green beans. These are

grown to a considerable extent in Europe and

offered by seedsmen in America, but are not

popular. There are innumerable varieties both

of the field pea and of the garden pea. Some of

the latter have long stems, and require for their

support stakes of six or eight feet in height;

others are of humbler growth: and certain dwarf

kinds, preferred as most convenient in many gar-

dens, succeed very well without stakes. The
largest kinds are sown in rows about four feet

apart. A calcareous soil is desirable, but good

crops are secured on almost any good wheat or

maize soil. Peas are cultivated to a considerable

extent as a field crop in the Northern United

States and Canada, and both the grain and
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-.(raw are used in feeding stock. The plant with-
stands light frosts, and may therefore be grown
as early in spring as the gromid can be worked.
Semi-dwarf varieties are preferred for field cul-

ture, since they lodge less and the crop is more
easily harvested.

A plant found on some parts of the shores
nf Great Britain, as well as of Continental
Kurope and Xorth America, known as the sea
pea, has been commonly referred to the genus
I'isum, and called I'isum mnriiimum, although
li<itanists now generally refer it to Lathyrus. It
much resembles the common pea; has large red-
lish or purple flowers on many-flowered stalks;
and its seeds have a disagreeable bitter taste.
The other species of Pisum are few. But the
name pea is often given to species of other papil-
ionaceous genera. The sweet pea (q.v. ) and
. \ erlasting pea are species of Lathyrus. The
I I lick pea (q.v.) is a species of C'icer.

Food and Feedi>g Value. Both green and
dried peas are much used as articles of diet. The
shelled green pea has the following average per-
centage composition; water, 74.6; protein, 7.0;
fat, 0.5; total carbohydrates, 1G.9; and ash, 1.0.

Dried peas have the following percentage com-
position: water, 9.5; protein, 24.C; fat. 1.0; total
carbohydrates, 62.0; and ash, 2.9. Dried peas
are used for soups and purees, cooked in other
ways, and sometimes baked like beans. They
are rich in protein, and, being readily digested
if cooked soft, are a valuable food. As food,

green peas are especially prized for their deli-

cate flavor, which is retained when they are
properly canned. The varieties with edible pods

(
pods and seeds ) have the following percentage

composition: water, 81.8; protein, 3.4; fat, 0.4;
total carbohydrates, 13.7 ; ash, 0.7. Pea meal is

too sodden to be fed alone, and should always
be mixed with bran, ground oats, or corn meal.
Pea vines have the following percentage com-
position: water. 15.0; protein, 13.7; fat. 2.3; ni-

trogen-free extract. 37.6; crude fibre, 24.7; and
ash, 6.7. In Northern regions peas, especially
when ground, replace corn to some extent, and,
on account of the large amount of protein they
contain, have a high feeding value. See Pea In-
sects. See Plates of Flowers; Useful
Legumes.

PEA'BODY. A town, including several vil-

lages, in Essex County, Mass., two miles west
of Salem ; on the Boston and Maine Railroad
(Map: Jlassachusetts, F 2). It has the Pea-
body Institute, with a library of 37,000 volumes,
established in 1852 by George Peabody, and the
Eben Dale Sutton Reference Librarj-. There is

a public park (Emerson). The Essex County
Agricultural Society is permanently established
in Peabody. The city is a manufacturing centre
of considerable importance, its products includ-
ing leather, morocco, shoes, gloves, leather-work-
ing machinery, thermometers, electrical sup-
plies, marine hardware, glue, etc. The govern-
ment is administered by town meetings. There
are municipal water-works and a municipal
electric light plant. First a part of Salem and
then of Danvers, Peabody became a separate
town under the name of South Danvers in 1855.

In 1S6S its present name was adopted in honor
of George Peabody. who was born here and lived
here for some years. Population, in 1800, 10,158;

in 1900, 11,523.

PEABODY, Andrew Pre.ston (1811-93). A
Unitarian clergjTnan. He was born at Beverly,
Mass., graduated at Harvard college in 1826,
studied in the divinity school, and was tutor in
mathematics there. In 1833 he was settled over
a Unitarian church in Portsmouth, X. H., where
he remained till 1860, when he became Plummer
professor of Christian morals and chaplain o£
Harvard University, retaining this position till

1881. He edited the Xorlh American Review
(1854-63). Among his numerous works are
Lectures on Christian Doctrine (1844); Re;ni-
niscences of European Travel (1868) ; Manual of
Moral Philosophy (1873); Christianity and
Science (1874; new ed. 1890) ; Christian Belief
and Life (1875); Moral Philosophy (1887);
Harvard Reminiscences (1888) ; Harvard Gradu-
ates Whom I Have Known (1890). Consult the
memorial sermon by .James De Xormandie (Bos-
ton, 1893).

PEABODY, Cecil Hobart (1855-). An
American mechanical engineer, born in Burling-
ton, Vt. He graduated in the department of
mechanical engineering at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology in 1877, and in 1893 be-
came professor of marine engineering and naval
architecture there. In the interval he had been
professor of mathematics in the Sapporo Im-
perial Agricultural College of Japan (1878),
and assistant professor of mechanical engineer-
ing in the University of Illinois, and of steam
engineering in the Boston Institute. His publi-
cations include: Thermodynamics of the Steam
Entjine (1889); Valve Gear for Steam Engines
(1892) ; Steam Boilers (with Miller, 1897) ; and
Manual of Steam Engine Indicator (1900).

PEABODY, Elizabeth Pal.mer (1804-94).
An American educator, born at Billerica, Mass.
She was for a time connected with the school of
Amos Bronson Alcott, in Boston, of which she
wrote an account entitled A Record of Mr.
Alcott's School (3d ed. 1874) : but later she
came under the influence of Friedrich Friibel

(q.v.) and was one of the most active in intro-
ducing the kindergarten system into the United
States. She published a number of works, in-

cluding: Crimes of the House of Austria
(1852); Kindergarten Culture (1870); Kinder-
garten in Italy (1872); Reminiscences of Dr.
Channing (1880) ; and Letters to Kindergart-
ners (1886).

PEABODY, Ephraiji (1807-56). A Unitarian
divine. He was born at Wilton, X. H. : gradu-
ated at Bowdoin College 1827, and at the Har-
vard Divinity School 1830; was settled over a
L'nitarian church in X"ew Bedford (1838-4G),
when he became pastor of King's Chapel, Bos-
ton, where he remained till his death. lie was
the founder of the Boston Providence Society.
His sermons, with a memoir, appeared in Boston
in 1857. and a selection from his writings in

1858 entitled Christian Days and Thoughts.

PEABODY, Francis Greenwood (1847—).
An American clergyman and theologian, born
in Boston. He graduated at Harvard in 1869.

and in divinity three years later, was pastor of

the First Parish Church in Cambridge, Mass,,
from 1874 imtil 1881. when he became Parkman
professor of theology in the Harvard Divinity
School, Five years afterwards he was appointed
Plummer professor of Christian morals at Har-
vard University. His publications include:
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Short Addresses to Young Men on Personal Re-

ligion (1896); Afternoons in the College Chapel

(1898); and Jesus Christ and the Social Ques-

tion (1900).

PEABODY, GEORdE (1795-1869). An Ameri-

can merchant and philanthropist, born February
18, 1795, in a parish of Danvers, Mass. (now
known as Peabody). Dependent upon liimself

for support, lie went at the age of sixteen or

seventeen to Georgetown, D. C, where, in 1813,

he beejime associated with Elisha Eiggs, a

wholesale dry goods merchant in Georgetown.
Twice during the War of 1812 he was a volun-

teer in tlie defense of his country. The firm

removed to Baltimore in 1815, and afterwards
established branches in New York and Phila-

delphia. In 1829 Peabody became the head of

the firm and continued to reside in Baltimore
during the next few years. In 1835, as one of

three commissioners of the State of Maryland,
he negotiated in London a loan of $8,000,000
and declined to receive the large commission to

which he was entitled. Later (retaining a
branch in Baltimore) he founded the house of

George Peabody and Compan.y in London, and
there he remained until his death. During his

long absence from the L'nitcd States he main-
tained the liveliest interest in his native land.

This was shown by a liberal gift to promote the

American exhibit in the World's Fair of 1851

;

by a contribution for the second Kane expedition
to the Arctic seas; and by a series of banquets
on Independence Day, whicii were attended not
only by his countrymen, but by Englishmen of

official rank and of other distinctions. During
the latter years of his life his gifts increased
in amount and were devoted to a great variety
of purposes. To his native ])lace he gave about
$200,000 to found the Peabody Institute and
Library, and to Xortli Danvers ,$50,000 for a
like institution. To the publication funds of

the Massachusetts Historical Society and the
Maryland Historical Society he contributed .$20,-

000 each, and to the Peabody Academy of

Sciences in Salem, ilass., .$140,000. To Har-
vard and to Yale he gave $150,000 each, for the
establishment in Cambridge of a museum of

arclioeology, and in Now Haven of a museum of

natural history. Phillips Academy at Andover,
and Kenyon College, in Ohio, received $25,000
each. During tlie Civil War he gave $10,000 to

the United States Sanitary Commission. Three
other gifts transcended those which we have
already named. As a token of affection to the
city of Baltimore, wliere he laid tlie foundation
of his fortune, he gave more than a million and
a quarter of dollars to found the Peabody Insti-

tute, whicli comprises a lil)rary, an art gallery,

a conservatory of music, and arrangements for
the delivery of public lectures and for the be-

stowal of prizes in the public schools. To the
city of London he gave two and a half mil-
lions of dollars for the construction of lodging
houses—a fund which has since increased enor-
mously. To a separate board, known as the
Trustees of the Peabody Educational Fund, he
gave more than $3,000,000 to promote education
in the Southern States. This is perhaps the
most inlluential of all his gifts. Such munifi-
cence, then without parallel, brought him grati-

tude and honor from England and the United
States. The Queen offered to make him a baro-
net, or to give him the Grand Cross of the Bath;

but he declined both honors, and expressed a
preference for a letter from the Queen, which he
presently received and placed in the Institute at
Danvers. Congress caused a gold medal to be

struck in acknowledgment of his gifts for edu-
cation, which had aggregated about $7,000,000.
Oxford made him a D.C.L. in 1807.

George Pealjody was never married. His death
occurred in London, November 4, 1869. His
body was brouglit to the United States by
H.M.S. Monarch, convoyed by a French and an
American vessel, and received by an American
squadron. Many eulogies were delivered, of

which the most important are those of Robert
C. Winthrop (Boston, 1870), S. T. Wallis (Bal-
timore, 1870). Edward Everett (Orations, vol.

iii., Boston, 1869), and H. W, Foote (Boston,

1869), A biography has also been published by
Phoebe A. Hanaford (Boston, 1870), and a Brief
Sketch by .J. L. M. Curry (Cambridge, 1898). A
bronze statue of Peabody. by William W. Story,

stands near the Royal Exchange in London and a
replica of it in front of the Peabody Institute in

Baltimore,

PEABODY, Selim Hobabt (1829-1903), An
American educator, born at Rockingham, Vt.

He graduated at the L'niversity of Vermont in

1852, and during the following years held profes-

sorships of mathematics, physics, and engineer-

ing at several colleges. From 1880 until 1891 he

was president of the L^niversity of Illinois, and
in 1893 was chief of the department of liberal

arts at the World's Columbian Exposition. In

1899-1900 he was editor and statistician of the

United States Commission to the Paris Exposi-

tion, and in 1900 superintendent of the division

of liberal arts at the Pan-American Exposition,

From 1892 to 1895 he was president of the Chi-

cago Academy of Sciences, and from 1889 to

1891 president of the National Council of Edu-
cation,

PEABODY-BIKD (named from the Pealody
Glen in the White Mountains). A local name in

New England for the white-throated sparrow
(Zonotrichia albicoUis). It is one of the largest

and handsomest sparrows of North America,
second in size only to the fox-colored sparrow,

from which it differs markedly in color. The pea-

body-bird is variegated brown, black, and white
above, clear gray beneath, with a pure white
throat, and prominent black, white, and yellow

stripes on the head. It breeds from northern
Micliigan and New England northward to Labra-
dor, and winters from New England to Florida.

It is most remarkable for its very agreeable,

though brief, song, consisting of two low soft

notes followed by a thrice-repeated triple note

clearly whistled. In Massachusetts it is usually
interpreted as I—/, Pea-hod-y, Pea-hod-y, Pea-

hod-y ; in Maine, All day, whit-tle-ing, whit-tle-

ing, ichit-tlr-ing : in Canada, Swe-eet Can-ada,
Can-a-da, Can-a-dn.

PEABODY NORMAL COLLEGE. A co-

educational training school in Nashville, Tenn.,

founded in 1875 through a benefaction of $1,000,-

000 by George Peabody, planned to foster the

cause of intellectual development in the South.

Dr. Barnas Sears, president of Brown Univer-

sity, became the agent for putting the plan

into practical operation, and soon realized tlie

necessity of establishing a college for the

specific purpose of training teachers for ths

*
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public schools. Xashville was selected as the
most favorable location, and upon the otTer of

the trustees the buildings and endowment of the
University of Xashville were accepted as a
foundation. The college was opened with thir-

teen students, under the presidency of Dr. Eben
S. Stearns, who was succeeded in 18S7 by Dr.
William H. Payne. James Davis Porter became
president in 1901. The development of the in-

stitution has been rapid, as shown by the in-

crease in students from 178 in 1887 to 007 in

1901, when there were 36 instructors. The degree
of licentiate of instruction is conferred by tlie

college, and makes the holder eligible without
examination for any teaching position in the

State. The university confers the degrees of
bachelor and master of arts, sciences, and let-

ters. The college is supported by the State, the
University of Xashville, and the Peabody
Board, which maintains nearly two hundred
scholarships, distributed by the general agent of

the Peabody Fund. The holder of a scholarship,

which is good for two consecutive years, re-

ceives .$100 per year, and railroad fare to Xash-
ville and return. The college is equipped with
well-arranged studios, laboratories, a gymna-
sium, and a library contairiing. in 1903, 20,000
volumes. The Winthrop Jlodel School affords

opportunity to the students to observe methods
of teaching in actual application. In 1902 the
building and grounds were valued at $200,000,
and the income was about §80,000.

PEABODY EDUCATIONAL FUND. A
fund founded in 1867 by George Peabody (q.v.

)

for the purpose of promoting "intellectual, moral,
and industrial education in the most destitute

portion of the Southern States." The gift of

foundation consisted of securities to the value
of $2,100,000. of which .$1,100,000 were in Mis-
sissippi State bonds, afterwards repudiated. In
1869 an additional $1,000,000 was given bv Mr.
Peabody, with $384,000 of Florida bonds" also

repudiated later. The trustees, chosen from the
most prominent public men in the United States,
had authority to expend forty per cent, of the
principal during the first two years, after which
the amount was to remain unchanged for thirty

years, when the fund might be used and dis-

tributed for educational purposes. The main
purpose of the fund was to aid elementary edu-
cation, and that by strengthening existing

schools rather than by founding new ones. Only
schools having an attendance of more than 100
and a school period of ten months were to be
aided. To such schools $300 was to be given;

to those having an attendance of 200, $600 was
given ; and to those having an attendance of 300,

$1000 was given. All grants were made on condi-
tion that the district contributed twice as much as

the Peabody Board, and in all cases the board
worked in unison with State and local school

authorities. Especial attention was given to the
support of normal schools, particularly those on
independent foundations. Scholarships were
granted to numerous students of .$200 in value,

later of $100 and traveling expenses. In 1875
the Peabody Xormal School was established at
Nashville, Tennessee. The annual distribution

of the products of the funds averages about
$7.5,000 per year, and in the thirty years of

the Fund, terminating in 1808, a total of more
than $2,500,000 was distributed. The States

benefited were Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,

Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Xorth Carolina,
South Carolina, Texas, Tennessee, Virginia, and
West Virginia.

Consult: Reports of the Peabody Educational
Fund (1807 to date), and Dr. J. L. M. Curry's
History of Peabody Educational Fund (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1898).

PEACE (OF. pais, paiz, Fr. paix, from Lat.
2)ax, peace; connected with pangere, Gk. m/yv6-

vai, pcgnynai, to fasten, Skt. pdsa, bond, and
perhaps with Goth., OHG. ' fahan, AS. fun, Ger.

fangen, to seize, take). In law, in a general

sense, the internal good order of a coiumunity
that is violated by the commission of otTenses

against the law. This general sense is expressed
in England by the phrase the 'King's peace,' and
in the United States it is commonly called the

'peace of the State or Commonwealth.' It is

also sometimes called the 'public peace.' Origi-
nally the expression "the King's peace' was used
in a narrower sense with reference to the sanc-
tity of the King's house, or to the special pro-

tection of the King's servants, or those to whom
he had accorded the same protection.

This general good order or peace was in the
earlier days protected only by the hundred court
and the ealdormen; but the present special

peace officers are the conservators of the peace
(in England), justices of the peace, constables,

and sheriffs ( qq.v. )

.

Offenses against the public peace are criminal
offenses, also known as breaches of the peace, the

wrongfulness of which consists either in an act

by the offender which is an actual disturbance

of public peace and order, as in the case of

riot or affray, or an act which is a constructive

rather than an actual disturhance of the peace

in that it has a tendency only to cause public
disturbance or disorder, as unlawful assembly,
or seditious libel.

The more common forms of offenses against the

peace are riot, affray, forcible entry and detain-

er, unlawful assembly, challenge to fight, and
seditious libel. In addition to these well-defined

offenses, there are other offenses against the

peace, having no specific name, which are pun-
ishable as misdemeanors. Thus, in some States

the malicious killing of another's horse and the

causing of a disturbance in the home of another
have been held to be offenses against the peace.

Forcible entry and detainer is strictly not an
offense at common law. It was made so, how-
ever, by an early English statute, and is now
regarded as a common-law offense.

Seditious libel is an offense against the peace
as tending directly to a breach of the peace by
giving affront to public opinion, as by libels

vilifying officers of the Government, the courts

of justice, or even the sovereign or chief officers

of a foreign government.
Ordinary libels are also sometimes classified

as offenses against the public peace, but they
are more properly considered as an independent
class of offenses. Consult the authorities re-

ferred to under CoN.ST.\BLE; Criminal Law:
also Inderwick, The King's Peace (London,
1895) : Pollock. The King's Peace; Pollock and
JIaitland. History of English Law (2d ed., Lon-
don and Boston, 1899). See Affray: Breach
(of the Peace) ; Forcible Extrv axd DETAnJER;
Constable: Justice of the Peace, etc.

PEACE CONFERENCE. See Hague Peace
Conference.
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PEACE CONVENTION. Tlic name given to

a convention licld in Wasliington. on the invita-

tion of Virginia, in Fcbr\iary, 1801. just before

the outbreak of the Civil War, for the purpose of

arranging a peaceful settlement of the difliculties

between the North and the South. Fourteen free

States an<i seven slave States were represented,

and each Slate was allowed only a single vote.

KxPresident Tyler presided over the convention.

A committee, upon which each of the twenty-one

States was represented, submitted a report, which

was adopted, recommending the adojition of cer-

tain specified amendments to the Federal Consti-

tution. These amendments generally favored the

South, but were not wholly satisfactory to either

section, and were not favorably receive<l by either

House of Congress. A number of prcmiinent po-

litical leaders of the time were members of the

convention.

PEACE OF GOD. An attempt of the Church
in the latter part of the tenth century and early

part of the eleventh century to do away with pri-

vate warfare. Various synods in France sought

to compel persons who were accustomed to bear

arms to agree not to use them, but to submit
their differences to the judgment of regular

tribunals. The method of enforcing these decrees

was by spiritual penalties. The whole scheme
proved a failure, partly because the nobles loved

tiglitiug too well, partly also because there were
no tribunals suited to judge differences arising

between tlie nobles. The Church tliereupon sub-

stituted the so-called Truce of God (q.v. ).

PEACE RIVER. One of the largest tribu-

taries of tlie jNIackenzie system, in Western Cana-
da (Map: Canada, F 5). It rises in the north

central part of British Columbia, and flows east

through the Rocky Jlountains. then northeast

through Athabasca Territory until it joins by
several arms the Great Slave River at the west-

ern end of Lake Athabasca. Its length is about
one thousand miles, but, though of navigable

depth through most of its course, it is obstructed

by a number of rapids. Its valley is fertile.

PEACH (OF. pesche, Fr. peche. It. pesca,

persica, from Lat. pcrsicum, from Gk. irepaiKiv,

persikon, peach, neu. sg. of Tlt^niKoc, Pcrsikos,

Persian, from Ilfpff/c, Pc'sis, OPers. Pursa, Per-

sia ; so called because the first peaches known
to the Greeks came from Persia ) . A deciduous
orchard fruit believed to have originated in China,

where it has been cultivated from very remote
times. It was early introduced into Europe by
way of Persia, hence its specific name. Primus
Persica (order Rosacese). The peach is a small,

much branched tree. ]^ to 20 feet high, with
lanceolate leaves, triplicate buds usually at

each node, the two outer of which are flower

buds and the middle one a leaf biul, and flowers

which usually blossom before the leaves ap-

pear. The fruit is a drupe, varying much in

size and color of flesh and downy skin. Peaches
bave been variously classified. Popularly they
are separated into two groups—clingstones and
freestones. These two classes gradually merge
into each other in the different varieties, and
even the same variety may be a clingstone or a
freestone in different seasons. Price has classified

the nearly .300 varieties of peaches groxNTi in

North .America into the following five races: (1)
Peen-To, a flat, medium-sized, greenish white,

very early peach, suited for commercial culture

only in Florida and some of the Gulf States.

(2) South Cliina race. Rather small, oval,

somewhat flattened fruit, with an extended re-

curved apex. (.3) Spanish or Indian race. Fruit

late, nearly always yellow, with a hairy down.
(4) North China race. Fruit large, oval, with
slightly recurved beak. (5) The Persian race,

which includes the great majority of large, yel-

low or white fleshed varieties grown in the North-

ern United States. Certain smooth-skinned
peaches are poimlarly called nectarines. They
may originate as seedlings or bud variations
('sports'), and may be propagated and cultivated

like other varieties of the peach.

PEACH BLOSSOMS AND LEAVES.

In America peaches are grown in orchards like

apples; in England and Middle Europe they

are usually trained against walls, or other
protection, cultivated in pots and under glass.

The tree is hardy, withstanding a winter tem-
perature of — 12'° to —18° F. Should a few
•warm days occur in winter and the fruit buds
start into growth, they may be easily killed at

a much higher temperature. The chief ditfienlty

in peach-growing arises from the danger from
late spring frosts. The peach, like the almond,

blossoms early unless held in cheek by cool

spring weather or some artificial means; hence,

there is often more difficulty in growing peaches
in the South than in the North. These facts

tend to confine the commercial culture of peaches

to particular localities. In America the peach
regions include certain more or less continuous

areas from Connecticut to Georgia, the eastern

and southern .shores of the Great Lakes, nuich

of southern Illinoi-s, parts of Missouri, Kansas,
and eastern Texas, and nearly the whole of Cali-

fornia. Of these different peach area.s the most
widely known are those located in Maryland,
Delaware, Georgia, and Michigan.

Peaches are propagated from seed, which is

usually stratified with moist sand in the fall, and
left exposed to the freezing and thawing of win-
ter, which softens and cracks the pits. In spring

the pits are planted 6 to 8 inches apart in rows
wide enough to admit of horse cultivation, and
the following August or September the seedlings

are budded with improved varieties, since the
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peach does not, except in a few instanoes, repro-

duce true to seed. ( .See Budding. ) In the South-

ern States the seedlings are often budded in .June,

and the budded trees are set in the orchard in the

fall or following spring. In the North trees

budded one fall are allowed to grow the following

season before transplanting to the permanent
orchard. Peaches thrive best on light, sandy,
giavelly, or shaly soils, though larger trees are

grown on heavier soils. High or rolling lands are

desirable to insure good soil and air drainage, for

the peach must be planted in protected localities

free from late spring rrosts. Early blooming is

sometimes delayed by planting on northern or

northeastern slopes. Thoroughly whitewashing
the trees in fall or winter also has a tendency to

delay blossoming. The trees are usually set in

the orchard about 20 feet apart each way. though
whrt-e careful attention is given to pruning and
fertilizing, as in some commercial orchards,

they may be set as close as 15 feet apart each
way. The peach is not a long-lived tree, even

under the most favorable conditions, seldom ex-

ceeding thirty years. The life of a commercial
orchard is seldom more than seven to nine

years. The trees come into bearing about the

third year after setting in the orchard. The best
peach-growers advocate clean cultivation in the

orchard up to about the middle of summer, when
a cover crop is sown and cultivation stopped.

Trees thus treated ripen up their wood better and
are less likely to winter-kill than if cultivated

longer in the season. Potash and phosphatic fer-

tilizers are most in demand in the peach orchard.

By planting leguminous cover crops and turning

these under each spring other nitrogenous ferti-

lizers will seldom be required. Barnyard manure
is not considered desirable in the peach or-

chard unless the land is very poor. It affects

the quality of the fruit unfavorably and is

likely to produce a rank unripened growth of

^vood.

Commercial peach-growers quite generally thin

their peaches to stand 5 or 6 inches apart after

the visual 'June drop' occurs. Peaches are borne
only on wood of the preceding season's growth

;

hence by carefully heading back this new growth
each spring they are really thinned in part at the

same time. In heading in it is customary to re-

move about one-half of the new wood growth of

the previous season. In harvesting, the fruits are

gathered when full grown and well colored, but
before they begin to soften, graded according to

size, and marketed in various forms of small

packages. Besides being extensively used as a

dessert fruit, peaches are canned in enormous
quantities, evaporated, and sold as dried peaches,

and also used to some extent in the manufacture
of peach brandy.
Peach Disea.ses. Among the most serious

fungous troubles of the peach are the black spot

and the brown or fruit rot. The black spot {Cla-

dos^porinm airjiojihilum) causes dusky brown or

black spots on the side of the fruit. These spots

are individually seldom more than Vs inch in di-

ameter, but by coalescence often injure a large

area. The tissues underneath become aiTectcd

and hard, and the peach lop-sided, often cracked.

The brown rot [Monilia fructifirini) .
which also

attacks cherries and plums, causes the rotting

of all these fruits as they are rij)ening. and is

one of the most serious diseases to which they are

subject. The affected fruits, which turn brown

and appear decayed, soon become covered by an
ash-colored coating of spores. The disease

spreads rapidly, especially among early varieties.

The twigs are also likely to be destroyed, and
where the flowers are attacked, which evidence
seems to show may happen, no fruit is set. These
diseases may be largely prevented by thorough
spraying w'ith Bordeaux mi.xturo. (,See Fungi-
cide. ) The fungicide should be diluted about
one-third, because the foliage of the peach is

very subject to injury from the copper com-
pounds used in spraj-ing. One of the most in-

jurious fungous diseases of the peach tree and
foliage is the leaf-curl, due to Exooscus defor-
mans. This fungus attacks the leaves, defoliating

the tree. Its presence may be ascertained by
the occurrence of reddish or yellowish blisters

upon the leaves, which become curled or crumpled.
This disease is more prevalent in damp, foggy
regions than in dry, airy ones. It can be pre-

vented by applying Bordeau.x mixture of full

strength to the trees before the buds begin to

swell, followed after the leaves appear with a
single application of the same fungicide, diluted

as above. Two diseases of unknown cause are
peach rosette and yellows. In rosette the twigs
are stunted and the leaves bunched in rosettes. It

is mostly confined to the South. The yellows is

also shown in the appearance of the leaves.

They are narrow, tufted, and of a yellowish

color. The fruit ripens prematurely and is

streaked through the flesh with red. Both of

these diseases are contagious, and diseased trees

should be dug out and burned as soon as dis-

covered. Badly infested regions have been rid

of the disease in this way.
BiBLioGBAPHT. For a classification of peaches

see Price. The Peach (Texas Agricultural Ex-
perimental Station, Bulletin .39) ; Hume, A
Monograph of the Pecn-To Group of Peaches
(Florida Agricultural Experimental Station,

Bulletin 02) : Powell. A Monograph of the Chi-

nese Cling Croup (Delaware Agricultural Ex-
perimental Station, Bulletin ,54) ; Gould, Peach
Growing in Mari/jaiid (Maryland Agricultural

Experimental Station, Bulletin 72) : Taft, Peach
and Plum Groa-ing in Michigan (Michigan Agri-

cultural Experimental Station, Bulletin 103) ;

Davis, Peach Crowing in Went Virginia (West
Virginia Agricultural Experimental Station, Bul-

letin S2) :' The Peach, Kansas State Horticul-

tural Societv (Topeka, 1800) : Fulton. Peach
Culture (New York, 1800) : Smith, Peach Groic-

ing for Market (United States Department of

Agriculture. Farmers' Bulletin No. 33). See

Peach Insects. See Colored Plate of Drupes.

PEACH'AM, Henrt (c.l576-c.lG43) . An
English author, born at North !Mimms, Hertford,

and educated at Trinity College. In 1()06 he pub-

lished his first volume, Graphiee. or the . . . Art

of Drawing u-ith the Pen and Limning in Water
Colors. That he was a fair draughtsman is clear

from his illustrations in Minerva Britannica

(1012), a work on heraldry. After two years

of foreign travel, he settled in London, made the

acquaintance of Ben .Tonson and John Sclden,

and became well known in literary circles. His
best known works arc: The Compleat Genlleman
(1022). of which many editions were published;

The .irt of Litnng in' London (1042); and The
Worth of a Peni/. or a Caution to Keep Money
(1641, with imprint, 1647).
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PEACH INSECTS. The prineip.il enemy of

the pcacli in the United States is the peach-tree

borer, which is the huva of a sesiid moth {.'Erir-

ria exitiosa). The moth, which has partly trans-

parent wings and closely resembles a wasp, is a

day flier. It appears in the Northern United
States and Canada from about the middle of

PEACH-TREE BOREK.
Stages of ^ger:A exitiosa : a, adult female; b, adulfc

male ; c» cocoon ; d, caterpillar.

July to August; in the South, much earlier. Its

eggs are laid on the bark of the peaeh-tree near
the surface of the ground. As soon as the larva
has hatched it works downward in the bark to

the root, forming a tunnel which soon becomes
filled with gum. As the larva increases in size,

it devours the bark and sap-wood, causing an
exudation of gum which ultimately makes a
thick mass about the base of the tree. Larvae of

different sizes may be found all through the fall

and winter months, and the full-grown ones
transform into pupae within pod-like cases made
from the eastings mixed with gum and threads of
silk. The pupa state lasts about three weeks or
more. This insect is not confined absolutely to

peach, but sometimes occurs upon plum, and the
presence of the larvie is

readily detected by' the
exudation of gum, when
they may be either re-

moved by hand or, after
some scraping, the ap-
plication of hot water is

efTective to some degree.
The best remedy, liow-

ever, consists in protect-
ing the lower part of the
trunk of the tree by a
band made of stiff paper
or straw.

The peach-twig borer
{Anarsia Uneatella) is a
moth whose hibernating
larv;E injure the trees
in early spring, when

they bore into the shoots of new leaves, killing
the growing terminals and preventing the devef-
opment of the branch. It is an Old World insect,
which has done vast damage on the Pacific coast,
and somewhat in the East. It also attacks re-
lated fruit trees.

The fruit-tree bark-beetle (Scolytus rurfulosus)
frequently damages the peach, making small
holes like shot-holes through the bark. The
beetles will lay their eggs by preference in de-
vitalized trees, but will occasionally attack
healthy trees. Where this insect is abundant it
•will be w-ell to girdle one or more trees to be
used as traps. The issuing beetles will lay their

PEACH-TWIG DORER.
a, a new shoot of peach

withering from attack of
larva of Anarsia Uneatella;
b, the larva (enlarged).

eggs by preference in the trees thus injured and
later they may be cut down and burned.
The San Jose scale is a serious enemy to the

peach (see San Jose Scale), while the peach-
tree liark-louse (Lccanium persicce) is another
scale-insect enemy of this tree. The leaves are
attacked by tlie Xew York weevil {Iclitli/iccrys

Xoveboracensis) and by the peach-tree leaf-roller
(I'ti/choloma pcrsicano) , as well as by the larva
of Cnllimorpha Lecontii. Spraying with an
arsenical poison is a remedy against tliese insects.
The peach-tree aphis (Myziis persicce) and the
black peadi-aphis {Aphis persicw-niger) are tiie

only other enemies of any importance. These are
combated by kerosene emulsion.

Consult Saunders, Insects Injttrious to Fruits
(Pliiladelphia, 1880), and the various circulars
and bulletins of the Division of Entomology,
United States Department of Agriculture,* es-

pecially Farmers' Bulletin Xo. SO.

PEACH TREE CREEK, Battle of. A bat-
tle fought on July 20. 1804, near Atlanta, be-

tween a part of the Federal Army, under General
W. T. Sherman and a part of the Confederate
Army of the Tennessee, under Gen. John B. Hood.
General .Joseph E. Johnston had foreseen that
General Slierman would probably divide his army
in the neighborhood of Atlanta, and had planned
to attack at Peach Tree Creek, less than ten miles
north of Atlanta, and, if repulsed, to fall back to
intrenehments nearer the city. When General
Hood succeeded General Johnston, on July 18th,
he adopted the plan and ordered General Hardee
and General A. P. Stewart to attack tlie Federal
right, consisting of the Army of the Cumberland,
under General George H. Thomas, while cross-
ing the stream, July 20th. General Cheatham
was to prevent General ilcPherson from coming
to the aid of General Thomas. The attack was
ordered to be made at 1 p. m., but was delayed
until 4 p. jr., by which time the Federal troops
had crossed and thrown up rough intrenehments.
The artillery was well handled and a furious
attack was repulsed with great slaughter. Mean-
while General McPherson had advanced more
rapidly than was expected, and General Hood
withdrew General Cleburne's division from Gen-
eral Hardee to oppose him, and a further attack
was useless. The Federal troops engaged amount-
ed to 21,655 and the Confederate to 20,250. The
Federal loss in killed, wounded, and prisoners
was IfiOO: the Confederate, 2500. The result of
this battle was to hasten the fall of Atlanta.
Consult .Johnson and Buel (ed.). Battles and
Leaders of the Civil War. vol. iv. (New York,
1887).

PEACOCK (from pea, AS. paira, from Lat.
paro, peacock, connected with Gk. tows, taos.
Pers., Ar. tairus. taus. peacock

-f- coek, AS. coc,
Bret. kok. Alb. cocos, Skt. kiikkuta. cock, onoma-
topoetic in origin),' or Peafowl. A kind of
pheasant of which only two species are known,
natives of the East Indies; birds of a large size,
and somewhat remarkable for magnificence of
plumage. The bill is of moderate size, somewhat
arched toward the tip; the cheeks nearly naked:
the head crested; the tarsi rather long, and
armed with a single spur; the wings short; the
upper tail-coverts prolonged far beyond the tail
and forming a splendid train capable of being
erected and spread out into a great disk, the
true tail being at the same time erected to sup-
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port it. The common peacock (Pavo cristatus)

Isas for crest an aigrette of 24 upright feathers,

with slender almost naked shafts and broad tip.

The tail consists of 18 brown stiff feathers, and
is about si.K inches long. The train derives much
of its beauty from the loose barbs of its feathers,

I

while tlieir great number and unequal length
contribute to its gorgeousness, the upper feathers

being successively shorter, so that when it is

erected into a disk the eye-like or moon-like
^pot at the tip of each feather is displayed. The
blue of the neck; the green and black of the back
;aid wings; the brown, green, violet, and gold of

tile tail; the arrangement of the colors, their

metallic splendor, and the play of color in chang-
ing lights, render the male peacock an object of

iiiiiversal admiration—a sentiment in which the

bird himself seems to participate, as he struts

about to display himself. \\hen the disk is

erected, the peacock has the power of rattling

the shafts of its feathers against one another in

a very peculiar manner, by a strong muscular
vibration. The peahen is much smaller than the

adult male bird, has no train, and is of dull plu-

mage, mostly brownish, except that the neck is

green. Individuals with white plumage not in-

frequently occur, in which even the eye-like spots

of the tail are but faintly indicated; and pied

peacocks have the deep blue of the neck and
breast contrasted with pure white. The 'ja-

panned peacock' {Pai'o nigripennis) is probably
a variety ; it has deep blue wing-coverts and the
female is grayish white.

The peacock is generally supposed to have been
known to the Hebrews in the time of Solomon,
but it is not certain that the word commonly
translated 'peacocks' in the account of Solomon's
importations from Tarshish ( II. Chronicles ix.

21) does not signify parrots. It is commonly
stated that it first became known to the Greeks
on the occasion of Alexander's expedition to

India, but Aristophanes mentions it in plays

written before Alexander was born. It has taken
a considerable part in the folk-lore and religious

history of most peoples familiar with it. It is

regarded as sacred by various Indian castes, was
made the emblem of certain classic divinities, and
its plumes are still thought 'unlucky' by many
persons. The peacock became common among the
Greeks and Romans : a sumptvious banquet in

the latter days of Roman greatness was scarcely

complete without it; and wealth and folly went
to the excess of providing dishes of peacocks'

tongues and peacocks' brains. Throughout the
Jliddle Ages, also, a peacock was often presented

at the tables of the great, on state occasions, the

skin with the plumage being placed around the

bird after it was cooked.
The peacock is now common in most parts of

the world; generally kept, however, except in

warm countries, for ornament rather than
profit, although both the flesh and the eggs are

very good. It readily partakes of all the ordi-

nary food provided for the poultry yard, and is

fond of buds and succulent vegetables. It is

hardy enough even in cold climates, except that

few eggs are laid and the young are difficult to

rear. The adult birds sit on trees or on the

tops of houses or stacks during the keenest

frosty nights, never, if they can avoid it. submit-

ting to the confinement of a house. A sketch of

its history in civilization will be found in Stally-

brass's English translation (London, 1891) of

Hehn's work entitled Cultiinted PInnl.s nnd Do-
mestic Animals in Their Migrations. Peacocks
are found wild in almost all parts of India and
Siam. In general habits they resemble other
pheasants. They roost at night in trees, for
.safety, but find their food and make their nests
on the ground. When alarmed on the ground
the bird cannot readily take wing, and is some-
times run down by dogs or by horsemen. The
female lays about ten eggs, dirty brown in color.
The otlier species is the .lavanese peacock

(Pavo muticus), a native of some of the south-
eastern parts of Asia and neighboring islands.
It is nearly e(|ual in size to the conniion pea-
cock, but of perhaps more brilliant although
very similar plumage. The cheeks and around
the eyes are yellow; the neck, and other fore
parts, greenish with golden reflections. The crest
is longer than that of the common peacock, its

feathers less equal, and webbed along their whole
length. Consult the works of Jordan, Hume,
Gates, Legge, Seebohm, Blyth, and other writers
on East Indian ornithologv'; Darwin, Variation
of Aytimals and Plants Under Domestication (2d
ed., London, 1875) ; Gubernatis, Zoological My-
thology (ib., 1872); De Kav, Bird Gods (Xew
York, 1898). See Plate of Peacocks, etc.

PEA'COCK, Edward (1831—). An English
antiquary, born at Hemsworth, in Yorkshire,
December 22, 1831. He was educated by private
tutors. In 1857 he was elected fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries. His antiquarian works
comprise mainly the Arm;/ List of Roundheads
and Cavaliers (18G3; enlarged 1874); Instruc-
tions for Parish Priests, bii John Miirc (Early
English Text Society. 18(iS) ; A List of the
Roman Catholics in the County of York, in IGOJ^

[\?>'2) ;' Index to English-f^pealcing (Students
Who Hare Gradu<ited at Leyden University (In-

dex Society, 1883) ; The Moneton Papers ( Philo-

biblon Society. 1885). Between 1870 and 1874
he published three novels.

PEACOCK, George (1791-1858). An Eng-
lish mathematician and divine, born at Thorn-
ton Hall, Denton. He was educated at Rich-
mond, and at Trinity College, Cambridge, where
he became second wrangler ( 1813), fellow ( 1814),
and tutor and lecturer (1815). He was a fel-

low student with Herschel, Babbage, and Wood-
house. These four translated Lacroix's Differ-

ential and Intrcgal Calculus (ISlfi), and were
instrumental in the introduction of the Conti-

nental notation of the calculus into Cambridge.
In 1836 he was elected Lowndean professor of

astronomy at Cambridge, which oflice he retained

until his death, although he soon treated it as

a sinecure. In 1839 he became Dean of Ely and
removed thither. Peacock was one of the found-

ers of the Cambridge I'niversity Philosophical

Society (1819), Fellow of the Royal .Astronomi-

cal. Geological, and other societies. In 1838 and
1843 he was member of the commission for

standard weights and measures, and advocated a
system of decimal coinage. In 1850 he was mem-
ber of the royal commission and in 18.55 of the

Parliamentary commission for drawing up new
statutes for the university and colleges. His
principal mathematical works are: Collection of
Examples of the .ipplication of the Differential

and Integral Calculus (18201; contributions to

the Encyelopwdia Metropolitana (1825-26);

Treatise on Algebra (18.30; 2d ed.. 2 vols., 1842-
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45) ; Report on the Recent Progre^ of Certain

Branches of Analysis (British Association Re-

ports, 1834) ; Remarks on Decimal Xomenclature

of Coins, Weights, and Measures (1841). He
also wrote the Life of Thomas Young (1855).

PEACOCK^ Thomas Lore (1785-1806). An
English novolist and poet. He was born at ^Yey-

mouth, October 18, 1785, and, his father dying

soon afterwards, was educated in a somewhat
desultory fashion at home and at a private school

until he was thirteen. He made his first publi-

cation, in ])oetry, before he was twenty, but his

independent poems have not added much to his

fame. In 1812, on one of his tours in Wales, he

made the acquaintance of Shelley and his wife,

Harriet, and for several years the friendship

then begun is the most notable thing in his life.

Shelley made him his executor, with Byron, and
it is to liim that we owe our best materials for

the poet's biography. In 181G, by the publication

of Headlong Hull, he 'took his station and de-

gree' in literature, which was not to be ma-
terially altered in the course of a long life. At
the beginning of 1810, by the happy custom of

the times, he obtained an important position un-

der the East India Company because he was a

clever novelist and a good Greek scholar. With
James Mill, he was appointed one of the ex-

aminers of Indian correspondence, a post de-

manding statesmanlike qualities and business

ability not always found in a poet and novelist.

He continued at India House for thirty-ciglit

years, succeeding Mill as chief examiner in 1836.

and finally retired on an ample pension, to live

thenceforth quietly witli his books and his gar-

den, at Halliford. on his beloved Thames, until

his death, January 23, 186C.

Though tlie charming ballads scattered

throughout his books show undoubted poetic abil-

ity, it is as a satirist that Peacock will be prin-

cipallv remembered. He describes Maid Marian
(written 1818, published 1822) to Shelley as "a
comic romance of the twelfth century, which I

shall make the vehicle of much oblique satire

on all the oppressions that are done under the

sun"—a phrase which, if we widen it to include

the oppressions of cant and ignorance, is not a
bad summary of the most of his work. In the
ordinary qualifications of the novelist—plot-con-

struction, human interest, character-drawing

—

he is deficient. But in genial satire (aided by a
real passion for beauty and a singularly pure
and elegant style) he has had few equals in re-

cent literature: in fact, his fiction has been called

by a good judge the best modern representative

of the Aristophanic comedy. His characters, de-

spite their suggestion of Shelley or Coleridge or
Canning, are rather types than real people; like

Ben Jonson and his school, he presents 'humors'
in preference to men.' His other books are:

Melincourt (1818); Siqhtmare Ahhey (18181;
The Misfortunes of Elphin (1829) ; Crotchet
Castle (1831), which contains his highest
comedy; and (jrgll Grange (18611, the mellow
product of his old age. His principal works
were published in collected editions in 1875 (ed.

Sir Henry Cole) and 1801 (ed. Garnett), with
valuable critical and biographical matter. Con-
sult also Saintsbury. in Essays in English Litera-

ture. nSO-JSeO (I'st series, London, ' 1890)

.

PEACOCK-EISH. A gorgeous European
wrasse {Ctrnilnlrxs pavo).

PEACOCK-PHEASANT. A pheasant, closely

allied to the peacocks, of the genus Polyplectron,

of which several species inhabit the Indo-Chinese
region and the neighboring islands. The best

known species is Polyplectron ChiMjuis, whicli

is brown with a black head, and has the upper
plumage adorned with large ocelli resembling
those of a peacock's tail. They frequent the

forests of hilly regions. The female has the
peculiar habit of using her large tail as a shelter

for her young. These birds have two great spurs
upon the heel, which are especially strong in

Polyplectron biculcaratuni (see Plate of Pheas-
ants) of the Malay Peninsula.

PEA INSECTS. The pea in Europe is at-

tacked by seven species of weevils, by the lar^ift

of seven species of moths, and by two species of

flies. In the L'nited States there are probably
twenty species of insects which are especially in-

jurious to this crop. The pea-weevil {Bruchus
pisorum) is very abundant. It probably origi-

nated in Oriental regions, is scarcely known in

the colder countries of Europe and Canada,
but is very abundant throughout the United
States—so abundant, in fact, that in eating

green peas we consume a larva or grub with
nearly every pea. The beetles appear on the

vines when the peas are in blossom, and the eggs

are deposited singly upon the surface of the pods.

The larva bores through the pod into a pea, and
when full-grown transforms to pupa, the adults

issuing at varying periods from the end of .luly

until late in the autumn, frequently in tlie

jSTorthern States remaining in the pea until the

following spring, when many are planted in the

seed. The insect hibernates in the adult condi-

tion and has only a single generation each year.

It does not breed in dried peas, and the new
generation for another year is dependent iipon

the beetles which are contained in planted seed

or which escape from the store-room. The sim-

plest and most effective remedy consists in hold-

ing seed peas in a closed receptacle over one
year; the beetles which issue die without being

able to lay their eggs in the field. Late planting is

also frequently effective, and weevilly peas may be

made safe by fumigation with bisulphid of carbon.

Certain of the blister-beetles are frequently in-

jurious to both beans and peas by devouring the

leaves, particularly the ash-gray blister-beetle

(Maerobasis unicolor), which also feeds upon
other leguminous plants. The beetles are abun-

dant in June and July, and are handled by spray-

ing with Paris green or by driving them, in the

early morning, into windrows of straw or hay,

where they are burned. In their early stages

these insects are beneficial by destroying the egg-

pods of grasshoppers. The maturing pods of

peas and cowpeas and other leguminous plants

are frequently damaged by the boll-worm or

corn-ear worm (larva of Hrliothis armiger) ;

and the young plants as they come from the

ground are frequently damaged by cutworms. (See

Cutworm and Owijrr Moth.) The European
pea-moth memasia nigricana) has been intro-

duced into Canada, where it has injured peas for

a number of years. It is probably only a ques-

tion of time when it will make its appearance in

the Xorthern L'nited States. A plant-bug (Halti-

cus Vhlcri) damages peas and beans in some of

the Central States, and several species of leaf-

hoppers infest the plant.
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The most serious enemy to the pea crop of re-

cent years has been the destructive green pea-

louse (Sectatophora destructor) , which caused
a loss of many liundreds of thousands of dollars

to *pea-growers in the United States during 1899
and 1900. During the first season of its abun-
dance it overran and laid waste fields of peas
from Xova Scotia and ilaine to Virginia and
Maryland, as well as in neighboring States, de-

stroying about 50 per cent, of the crop. The
loss" during 1899 was estimated at .53,000,000,

and during 1900, as early as June loth, at $4.-

000,000. The insect multiplies with great rapid-

ity, and in favorable seasons is always likely to

do enormous damage. The remedies which have
been employed are spraying with kerosene soap
emulsion and the use of the brush and cultiva-

tor method. In the latter case, the peas have
been grown in rows sufficiently wide apart to

admit of a one-horse cultivator, and the lice

are brushed from the plants with boughs of

pine, the cultivator following immediately after-

wards and burying the lice. Early planting and

GBEEN PEA-LOF8E.

a. Winged female of XecTaropbora destructor in feeding
position; b, wingless female,

very late planting have also been advised, but
rotation of crops by which no leguminous crop

immediately follows another one offers apparent-

ly the best chance of immunity. Consult: Chit-

tenden, Insects Injurious to Beans and Peas;
and The Destructive Green Pea Louse (Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Washington, 1901),

PEALE, pel, Charles Wilson (1741-1827).

An American portrait painter and author. He
was born at Chesterton, Md., April 16, 1741,

In 1768-69 he lived in Boston, where he stud-

ied with Copley, and in 1770 went to London,
where he was a pupil of Benjamin West, In
1774 he returned to America and practiced por-

trait painting at Annapolis, and two years later
settled in Philadelphia. He fought in the

Eevolution. commanding a company at Trenton
and Germantown, and painted the portraits of

many prominent Revolutionary officers. He
painted fourteen likenesses of Washington, the

earliest of which represents him in the uniform
of a Virginia colonel, and is the only one surviv-

ing of those painted before the Revolution, The
most notable one, ordered by Lafayette for the

French King, was purchased during the French
Revolution and presented to the Xational Insti-

tute, where it is still preserved. Another por-

trait of Washington was painted in 1780 for

Princeton College. Other portraits include those

of Lincoln. Greene, Rochambeau, Reed, Gates, De
Kalb, .lefferson. .Jackson, and Clay. There is a

portrait of Hamilton in the New York His-

torical Society. At eighty-one years of age he

painted "Christ Healing the Rick." and two years

later a portrait of himself, which is now in the

Philadelphia Academj'. He died in Philadelphia,
February 22, 1827. Consult: Dunlap, History of
Die Arts of Design in the United titates (New
York, 1834) ; .Johnston, Original Portraits of
Washington (Boston, 1882).

PEALE, Patrick. Tlie pseudonym of the
German ])oet and novelist Gustav Anton von
Seekendorff ( q.v. )

,

PEALE, Rembrandt (1778-1860). An Ameri-
can portrait and historical painter and author.

He was born in Bucks County, Pa., Febriiarj- 22,

1778, the son and pupil of Charles Wilson Peale.
From 1796 to 1801 he practiced portrait painting
in Charleston, S. C, and then went to London,
where he studied under West, returning to the
United States in 1803. In 1807 and again in

1809 he visited Paris, where he painted the por-
traits of distinguished Frenchmen. In 1810 he
returned to America and practiced portrait paint-

ing at Philadelphia, New York, Charleston, and
at Baltimore, where he established a museum and
picture gallery. In 1829 he went abroad again,

visiting France and Italy, and in 1833 he estab-

lished himself in London. Peale painted several
portraits of Washington, the most notable of

which, executed in 1823, was exhibited in Rome,
Florence, and London, and was bought by Con-
gress upon his return to America in 1832. His
other works include the "Court of Death" (1820),
in private possession. Saint Louis : the "Roman
Daughter" (1810). Boston Museum; and the
"Ascent of Elijah;" portraits of Gilbert Stuart,

Thomas .Jefferson, and Mrs. Madison, New York
Historical Society; of Cuvier and Houdon. Penn-
sylvania Academy; and an equestrian portrait of

Wa.shington, Independence Hall, Philadelphia.

He was also a skillful lithographer, and in 1827
won a silver medal at the Franklin Institute, for

a portrait of Washington. He lectured on natu-
ral history, and is the author of An Account of

the Skeleton of the Mammoth (London. 1802).
His other publications include: yotes on Italy

(Philadelphia. 1831); Graphics (1841); and
Reminiscences of Art and Artists (1845). He
died in Philadelphia, October 3, 1860.

PEAN, pen (OF, pane, panne, Fr. panne,
skin, fur, from ML, panna, penna, skin, from Lat,

pannus. cloth, or penna, feather). One of the
furs borne in heraldry (q.v,).

PEANUT (Arachis hypngwa). An annual
plant of the order Leguminosae, also called

groundnut, earthriut, groimd-pea, goober, and pin-

dar in various localities. It grows from one to two
feet high with thick, greenish, hair^- stems and
spreading branches. After the flower has fallen

the pe<luncle bends downward and pushes into the
ground, where the fruit or pod develops. The
pods are pale yellowish, wrinkled, slightly

curved, often contracted in the mid<ile. and con-

tain from one to three seeds. The peanut is thovight

to be a native of Brazil, where a number of spe-

cies of the genus are indigenous. Soon after the
discovery of South America it was introduced

into the Old World and is now grown in all the
warm regions of the globe. Only since 1866 has
it been an important crop in the T'nited States,

where it is mainly grown in the Southern and
Southeastern States, particularly Virsinia. North
Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee. The conditions

best suited to the culture of the peanut are an
early and warm spring, a hot and moist summer,
and a limy, sandy, friable loam. Lime in some
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form must be added to soils deficient in this ele-

ment. The soil is finely pulverized from four to

five inches deep and the seed planted about

one inch deep in rows from 28 to 36 inches

apart and from 12 to 16 inches in the row, when
danger of late spring frosts has passed. About
two bushels of nuts in the pod are required to

plant an acre. -After planting and during the

growing period of the crop the soil is kept loose

and open and free from weeds. The crop is har-

vestetl before frost in the fall, the plants being

loosened by means of a special plow, then taken

up and put into shocks. After drying from fif-

teen to twenty days the pods are picked. Fifty
bushels of pods and from one to two tons of hay
or straw per acre is considered a good yield. In
special establishments known as recleaners or fac-

tories the pods are polished and sorted before

being put upon the market.

Feeding Value. Peanuts are used as a forage

crop and as hay. The ripe nuts and the cake
which remains after the oil is expressed are also

fed. The percentage composition of a number of

peanut products follows:

cakes, etc., into the diet have not proved very suc-
cessful. See Plate of Usefli, Legumes.

FEA OBE. A form of compact brown or red
hematite, consisting of round smooth grains, from
the size of mustard-seed to that of small pease.

Sometimes the grains are still smaller and flat-

tened. The Clinton iron ore, found in the Silurian

of the Eastern United States, is often of this

nature.

FEAR (AS. peru, pere, from Lat. pirum, pear,

pints, pear-tree ; connected with Gk. 47rio5, apios,

pear). A deciduous orchard fruit {.Pynis com-
iiiunis) of temperate climates, belonging to the

rose family, a native of Europe, early introduced
into America. This species is the parent of thou-

sands of cultivated varieties. The small apple-
shaped, gritty sand or Chinese pear (Pyrns
Sinensis) is seldom grown except for ornament
and as a stock, the fruit being inedible unless

baked or preserved. Some hybrids between these

two species have arisen, two of which, Le Conte
and Kieffer, are among the most important com-
mercial varieties grown in America. Pear or-

COMPOSITION OF PeANCT KERNELS, FORAGE, ETC.

Peanut kernels
Peanut vines (green)
Peatint hay
Peanut hulls (shells)..

Water

7.9
31.9
7.8
12.9

Pro-
tein

27.2
7.4

10.8
6.3

Fat

45.3
3.4
1.7
2.3

'"Tref
° crude

extract

13.1
27.1
43.6
16.9

fibre

3.9
22.0
20.4
58.6

2.6
8.2
16.7
3.0

Peanut kernels resemble other leguminous seeds

in being rich in protein. The fat content is also
high. Since peanut hay is apt to contain con-

siderable dirt, it should be fed from low mangers
or troughs. If immature pods are left on the
vines, no other food is necessary during the
winter. It has been estimated that pigs under
100 pounds would make from $12 to $20
worth of pork from an acre of peanuts if fed

a moderate allowance of corn or corn meal in

addition. Pasturing pigs has the advantage that
the animals gather the crop and save the cost of
harvesting. Peanuts make a soft pork and lard,

a disadvantage that may be overcome by feeding
corn exclusively for a month before slaughtering.
Peanut cake mi.xed with less concentrated feeds
has been found to be a useful cattle food. A
material called 'peanut meal' is made by grind-
ing peanut hulls, immature peanuts, and those of
an inferior grade.

Pea.nuts as Food. Of the 4.000,000 bushels of

peanuts raised yearly in the United States. 3,000,-

000 bushels are used as roasted peanuts. Many
nuts are used in the manufacture of confectionery
and peanut butter. The latter is prepared by
grinding the nut and generally mixing it with a
little water. Peanut oil is made in large quan-
tities in Europe from African-raised nuts. The
shelled nuts contain 30 to .50 per cent, of oil,

which, if carefully made, is of good flavor, and is

used for variotis culinary purposes and in the
arts. The peanut is at present u.sed more as a
luxury or for eating at odd times than as a staple
article of diet. It is. however, wholesome, nutri-
tious, and cheap. Little is definitely known con-
cerning its digestibility. It is apparently more
easily digested if eaten with other foods than if

eaten alone. Attempts to introduce peanut soups.

chards resemble apple orchards in appearance
excejit that the trees naturally grow much more
pyramidal. When left to themselves they fre-

quently grow to a height of 60 feet or more. Pear
flowers are usually white and borne on spurs that

continue to bear fruit and to branch for years.

The fruit is a pome, more juicy and melting or

buttery than the apple, and less tart. It is one of
the best dessert fruits, and is extensively used
for canning, preserving, etc., and in some parts

of Europe large quantities are used in the pro-

duction of eider or perry.

While pears are grown over a wide territory in

the temperate zones, the countries of largest pro-

duction are France and the L^nited States. In
America they stand fourth in importance among
the orchard fruits. The best American pear dis-

tricts are found in the Xortheastern States, from
New England west to the Great Lakes, and in

California and parts of Oregon and Washington.
Blight seriously interferes with pear-growing in

the South, while in the Northwest only the in-

ferior Russian sorts are hardy enough to thrive.

The pear is grown in orchards, either as a stand-

ard or dwarf. Standard trees are produced by
grafting or budding the variety which it is wished
to grow upon a seedling pear; the best stock for

the purpose is obtained by growing the seed of the

wild pear of Europe. Dwarf trees are produced
by grafting or budding on quince stock. Pears
thus treated seldom grow more than 12 to 15

feet high. They come into bearing earlier than
standard trees, usually within four years from
planting in the orchard, and are especially valua-

ble where land is expensive or for planting be-

tween other trees. Frequently dwarfing increases

the size of the fruit and improves its quality.

The best soil for standard pears is a well-

I
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drained heavy clay loam. Dwarf pears will do
well on lighter soils. Rapid growth is not sought
for in pear culture, since it is believed to favor

the attacks of blight. For this reason, also,

stable or other nitrogenous manures are not ad-

vocated for the pear orchard except on very poor
soils. Trees are set in the orchard when two or

three years from the bud, standard trees from
18 to 25 feet apart each way, and dwarfs 10 to

16 feet. Dwarf trees are set deep, 4 to 6 inches

below the union, to prevent growth of the stock

and to lessen the danger from breaking off in

storms. Cultivation is practiced only during the

spring and early summer in order to prevent a

late, sappy wood growth. Recent investigations

have clearly shown that many varieties of pears

are self-sterile and must be planted with other
varieties to eross-pollenize them in order to pro-

duce fruit. Such varieties should therefore never

be planted in orchards alone. It is probable that
almost any variety blossoming at the same time

as these self-sterile sorts may be used as pol-

lenizers. In the orchard one or two rows of one

variety should be alternated with one or two rows
of another variety blossoming at the same time.

Pears are harvested before they are fully ripe

and while they are still hard. Thus handled they

acquire a better color and Havor, develop less grit

in the flesh, and are less likely to decay at the

core than when allowed to ripen on the tree. After
picking they are stored in shallow boxes or racks
in a cool room away from all draughts of air,

which tend to shrivel up the fruit. Late winter

pears may be left on the trees as long as practic-

able before frost. Pears grown for market are

gathered and placed in barrels or boxes at once.

European and California fancy pears are wrapped
in paper like oranges before marketing.

Pe.\r Diseases. The pear and its fruit are

subject to the same diseases as the apple, for the

description and prevention of which see Apple.

paragraph Diseases. In addition there are two
diseases which, although occurring upon the apple

and quince, are so much more frequent upon the

pear as to be generally associated with it. The
first is the leaf-spot, due to the fungus Entomo-
sporium rnaciilatuin, which occurs upon the

leaves, fruits, and young twigs; upon the leaves

as reddish brown spots which coalesce more or

less, and destroy the leaf, sometimes defoli-

ating the tree ; upon the stems black, as dead
spots ; upon the fruit reddish spots beneath which
the tissues become hard and cork-like, the fruit

often cracking and rotting as a result of the at-

tack. This disease may be easily controlled by
the application of Bordeaux mixture or other

fungicide (q.v. ). The second is pear-blight or

fire-blight (q.v.).

Consult: Quinn, Penr Culture for Profit (New
York, 1889) ; Waite. Pollination of Pear Floicers,

Ignited States Department. Agricultural Division

Vegetable Pathology. Bulletin No. 5 (189.5);

Field, "Pear Culture' (New York. 186.3); Bailey,

article "Pear." in Cifclopcdia of American Horti-

culture (New York, 1000-02); Jordan. Pear
Groirinq in .Vc«- Jcrsci/ (New Jersey Experi-

mentaf Station, Bulletin 142). See Peae In-

sects ; Plate of Flowers.

PEAK, Prickly. A species of cactus. See

Prickly Peab.

PEARCE, pers, Charles Sprague (1851— ).

An American figure painter, born in Boston,

Mass. He studied under Bonnat in Paris, and
was a frequent exhibitor at the Salon. After-
wards he lived many years in France. He was
one of the first members of the Society of Ameri-
can artists. In 1891 he was awarded the Grand
Diploma at the Berlin Exhibition, and in 1894
was made an oHicer of the Legion of Honor. His
work is in the realistic French manner, quiet in
tone, with notable technical qualities and skill in
composition. Among his Ijest known pictures
are: "Death of the First Born" (1877); "The
Shepherdess" (1866) ; "Fantaisie" (in the Penn-
sylvania Academy of Fine Arts) ; and "Medita-
tion" (in the Metropolitan Museum, New York
City). He did some mural painting in the north
hall of the Congressional Library in Washington.
PEA RIDGE, Battle of. A battle of the

Civil War in America, fought at Pea Ridge, in

northwest Arkansas, near the Missouri boun-
dary, March 7 and 8, 1862. In .Januarv. 1862,
Gen. S. R. Curtis with 10.500 "Federal
troops, composing the Army of the Southwest,
moved against Gen. Sterling Price, commanding
Missouri State troops at Springfield. General
Price retired into Arkansas, where he was joined

by Gen. Benjamin McCulloch with his division,
and General Van Dorn took chief command.
General Curtis followed and took a strong posi-

tion at Pea Ridge, on an eminence in the Ozark
Jlountains, and awaited an attack. General Van
Dorn advanced with 14.000 men and was joined
by Gen. Albert Pike with a brigade of Indians,

which had been recruited in Indian Territory. His
plan was to strike the rear of the Federal army
and cut ofT its communications. General Curtis
had changed front, but the Federal right was
driven back two miles on March 7th. The attack,

by the Confederates on the Federal left was re-

pulsed with great slaughter. Generals McCulloch
and Mcintosh being among the killed. The Indi-

ans were entirely useless, and scattered at the

beginning of the artillery fire. The next morning
General Van Dorn retreated under cover of his

artillery, but General Curtis drew his men into

an arc of a circle and poured in a destructive

cross fire. The Federal loss was 1384 killed,

wounded, and prisoners : the Confederate was
given at 800 exclusive of Indians, but was un-
doubtedly larger. The result of this first victory

west of the Mississippi saved Missouri to the

Union cause.

PEAR INSECTS. The insects attacking the

pear are identical in many instances with those

which attack the apples, the apple-borers, the

PEAR P8TI.LA.

Psylla pyrirola: adult: an egg (a); and larva (h) from
beneath. Greatl.v enlarged.

San .Jos^ scale, the oyster-shell bark-louse, and
the codling moth all being found to attack the

pear. The pear-tree psylla {Psylla pi/ri) is con-
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fined to the pear, and is comniun and ratlier de-

structive iu the Nortliern L'nited States, extend-
ing westward as far as Michigan and .southward
to -Maryhmd and Virginia. It was probably im-
ported about lS;i2 from Kurope, where it occurs
abundantly, especially in Austria. The orange-
yellow eggs are laid by the adult insect upon the
leaves of the trees, and the young insects, yellow
in color, with crimson eyes, begin immediately to

suck the sap from the leaf. It grows rather
rapidly and has several generations (four or
five) in the course of summer. It hibernates iu

the adult condition. It is prej'ed upon by a
large number of natural enemies, principally by
the golden-eyed lace-wing flies and the larva; of
coccinellid beetles. The best remedy is a spring
application of kerosene emulsion spray when the
leaves are first unfolded. A combination of
kerosene emulsion and Bordeaux mixture is rec-

ommended where pear-blight occurs in the same
orchard.

A bark-boring beetle, known as the pear-blight
beetle (Xijleborns pyri). frequentl_y causes the
death of many twigs of the pear tree by making
small perforations at the bases of the buds. Tlie
adult beetle deposits its egg on the bud and the
young larva bores down, following the course of
the eye of the bud, toward the pith, around
which it passes, consuming the tissues in its

course, thus interfering with the circulation, and
causing the twig to wither. The adult insect
is-sues in June or July and deposits its eggs
during August. The only remedy which has been
suggested is to cut off the blighted limbs below
the injured part and burn them before the
beetle has escaped. Another borer, the sinuate
pear-borer {Agriliis siiiiiiilun) . has been intro-
duced into the United States from Europe within
recent years. This borer in the larval condition
feeds between the bark and wood in pear trees,
especially in the trunk and larger branches,
making long zigzag galleries, finally girdling
the tree and killing it. It lives two years in the
larval condition.

Among tlie numerous insects which attack the
leaves of the pear is the so-called 'pear slug,'
which is the larva of a sawfly {Eriocompoides
Umacina). The adult is a small insect, smaller

PKAR (1LDU.

3, adult fiaw-fl.v. female; h. larva with slims removed- f
larva iu normal state (the • slug '); d, an affected leaf- e co-
coon.

than the house-fly, and glossy black in color. It
was probably introduced into the United States
from Europe toward the close of the ei<ihteenth
century. Tlie eggs are laid uiidei- the surface
of the leaf, and the young larvae hatch and grow
rapidly, covering themselves with a slimy secre-

tion. There are two generations each year, and
the larva; when abundant skeletonize near-
ly all the leaves on large trees. The best
remedy is to spray with an arsenical wash or
with a soap solution, or hellebore may be used
either as a dry powder or as a wet spray. Heavy
rains will often destroy them, and a forcible
water sjjray will wash them from the leaves.

Among caterpillars which feed upon the j)ear
are the white-marked tussock-moth {Onjyia leu-
costigma] , the red-humped ap])le-tree caterpillar
[Xotodonta conci)itm) , the fall webworm {Hy-
phantria cunea), the cccropia moth {Attaciis
cecropia), the eye-sjiotted bud-moth (Tmctoccra
occUana), and others. The plum curculio and
the quince curculio (qq.v. ) injure pears, as well
as plums and quinces, although not so exten-
sively. Consult: Saunders, Inserts Injurious to

Fruits (Philadelphia, 1889) ; Smith, Manual of
Economic Entomology (Philadelphia, I89G).

PEARL (from ML. pcrula. pcrulus, perla,
pearl, probably variants of pirula, diminutive of
Lat. pirum. pear). A morbid product formed
from the jwarly nacre of the interior of the pearl
mussel (Meleagrina maryiiritifcra) and other
bivalves. It is often due to the irritation caused
by the presence of a grain of sand or sonie other
foreign body lodged between the mantle of the
animal and the shell ; an extra amount of pearly
matter is thus secreted and forms roughnesses or
projections on the inside of the shell, which, if

becoming free and regularly spherical, form one
or more pearls. Recent authorities state that
pearls are also due to the presence of distoma;.
It has been noticed that when the pearl oyster
(Meleagrina) is large, well formed, and with
ample space for in<lividual development, pearls
scarcely occur at all, but when the shells are
crowded together, and become humped and dis-
torted, as well as affording cover for all kinds
of marine worms and parasitic creatures, then
pearls are sure to be found (Cooke). The pearl-
oyster fishery is carried on in the Aru Islands,
the Sulu Archipelago, the Philippine Islands,
Burma, the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea, at Cey-
lon, along the coasts of North Queensland, Nortii-
eastern Australia, and of West Australia, at
New CJuinea, and at the Pearl Islands on the
Bay of Panama. This species also occurs along
the coast of Lower California, and in the South
Pacific in the Paumota, Gambler, and Navigator
Islands, .and also at Madagascar. The shell is

very large, about eight to ten and even fifteen

inches in diameter, while the valves are very
thick and heavy, and in young individuals the
outer surface is very rough and corrugated. The
largest pearl known is said to measure two
inches long, four inches round, and to weigh
1800 grains.

The 'mother-of-pearl' is the internal nacre or
nacreous lamina; of this oyster. It is utilized
in the manufacture of buttons, studs, knife-
handles, fans, card-cases, brooches, boxes, and
all kinds of inlaid work.

Pearls may be forniecl in almost any bivalve,
and some of the most valuable are taken from the
shells of fresh-water mussels, but these arc usual-
l.v small and called 'seed-pearls;' they also occur
in tolerable abundance in the common mussel of
our coast {Mytiliis edulis). very fair specimens
at times being found: also in oysters, in Plncuna
placenta of the Pacific, in many species of Pinna,
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and in the giant clam (Tridacna). Pearls are
sometimes formed in univalve shells ; thus pink
pearls have been taken from the giant conc-h-

shell {Strombus giyus) of the West Indies, as
well as from certain species of Turbinella.

Pearl Fisheries. The average annual value
of the pearl fishery of Northern Australia is

$290,000, the industry having been founded at
Thursday Island. It appears that the profits of

the fishery are made out of the pearl sliell only,

because so many pearls, and often very valuable
ones, are stolen by divers. Saville Kent distin-

guishes two species of pearl shells; viz. the
large white shell (ileleagrina margaritifera) and
a smaller blaek-edged form which he names
Meleagrina nigro-iiiarginata. Kent has proved
that it is possible to transplant living pearl

oj'sters. Under favorable conditions the shell is

supposed to attain in three years the marketable
size of eight or nine inches in diameter, while in

five years a pair of shells may weigh five or six

pounds, the extreme weight being ten pounds.
The centre for labor and supplies of the Queens-
land fishery is Singapore, this port being an ex-

cellent market for the shells, while more pearls

probably change hands here than in any other
place in the world, large quantities being pur-
cha.sed for the Chinese market, where there is an
extensive demand for second-class pearls.

The pearl oysters live at depths of from eight

to twenty or more fathoms. For collecting the
oysters small vessels of from 12 to 1.5 tons are
most convenient. Two or more such boats are
usually accompanied by a larger vessel as a
storeship. The best divers are .Japanese; Fili-

pinos are also good, and Jlalays are employed.
The diver takes with him a netted bag made of

rope. When the depth is from eight to fifteen

fathoms the diver can work at the bottom for

two or more hours, but at a greater depth he

cannot remain on the bottom more than fifteen

minutes. The shells usually live in .strong cur-

rents and in narrow channels between groups of

islands, where they lie on a hard bottom.

The pearl fishery nf the Mississippi and its

tributaries is of much greater importance than
is generally known. During recent years a thou-

sand persons have been engaged in this indu.stry

on the Mississippi P>iver alone. In 1001 a single

firm is stated to have bought from these fisher-

men $100,000 worth of pearls, besides the clam
or mussel shells from which pearl buttons are

made. It is said that the supply of pearls is

not being exhausted, but that the demand has
increased so rapidly in the last fifteen years as
to treble prices. The centre of the industry is

Muscatine. Iowa.
In the United States the fresh-water pearl in-

dustry dates back to 18.57, when the 'Queen
Pearl' was foimd in Xew -Jersey. It was sold

to the Empress Eugenie for $2500 and is said to

be worth now fovir times that sum. Tennessee,

Kentuclcs', and Wisconsin are the leading States in

the pearl indnstrv, and in the ten years succeed-

ing ISSn it is said (hat more than '$2.5.000 worth
of pearls were collected in Wisconsin alone. So
great has been the destruction of the mussels
there that in many places they are nearly if not
quite exterminated.

PEARIi. A beautiful English poem belonging
to the second half of the fourteenth century. It

is a lament of a father for a lost child, sym-
VOL. XV.—32.

bolized by a pearl. Tiie puet possessed a spotless
pearl, ttne day as he was in an arbor it slipped
from liis hand down through the grass and the
llowers into the earth. Wandering afterwards
into the arbor in search of the lost gem, he fell

asleep amid the flowers, and in visiim saw his
lost child by the shinnnering clitis of the new
Jerusalem. The jjoem consists of 101 twelve-
line stanzas. The dialect is West-JIidland. That
the poet lived in the West of England near the
Welsh borders is all tliat is known of him. Con-
sult Frail, edited, with a modern English ver-
siuH, by Israel GoUancz (London. 1891).

PEARL ASH (so called on account of the
color), or Por.\SHEs. Crude potassium carbonate
obtained from wood ashes. The commercial
product is made in Canada, as follows: Wood is

burned in pits and the resulting ash spread on
a stone floor, sprinkled with water, and worked
till it is damp, frequently with the addition of
a little lime. The damp ash is then placed in
casks containing false bottoms, covered with
straw and hot water jjoured over them. The
liquid, which is drawn oil' from a plug hole at
the bottom, is boiled down, and finds some use in
this condition as a manure owing to the soluble
potash that it contains. The crude pearl asli

thus obtained mav be puritied by heating and
then cooled, during which the sulphate and chlo-

ride, together with the insoluble matter, are
separated out, while the clear supernatant liquid
is drawn off and boiled down until it crystallizes.

When sufliciently pure this product finds use in

tlie manufacture of flint glass. Ordinary pearl
ash is used principally, however, in the manufac-
ture of soap.

PEARL HARBOR. An inlet on the south
coast of Oahu. Hawaii, six miles west of Hono-
lulu (Map: Hawaii. C 2). It consists of several

land-locked basins with a narrow entrance in-

side of which there is a depth of 00 feet. Out-
side, however, a coral reef ])revents the entrance
of large vessels. In 1884 the United States
obtained the right from the Hawaiian Govern-
ment to establish here a coaling and repair sta-

tion, and several surveys were made by the
I'nited States Government. The li:irbor, however,
was not utilized, and the acquisition of the har-
bor of Honolulu in 1808 rendered its improve-
ment unnecessary.

PEARLITE (so called on account of the
pearly lustre). A glassy or once glassy rock
which exhibits a ready separation by cracks into
spherical or spheroidal forms. These so-called

pearlitic cracks may arise from stresses set np
during the cooling of the magma, or from differ-

ential expansion and contraction about spheru-
litic masses nf feldspar.

PEARL MILLET. A cereal grain. See
GriXEA Corn.

PEARL OYSTER. A tropical bivalve
(Mrlengiitm margaritifera) noted for producing
precious pearls and mother-of-pearl. See Pe.\rl.

PEARL RIVER. A river of :Mississippi.

It rises in Winston County in the east central

part of the Stale, and (lows southward, empty-
ing into the Mississippi Sound after having
formed for some distance the boundary between
Mississippi and Louisiana (Map: Mississippi,

F 8). It is about MO miles long, but its navi-

gation is impeded by shoals and sand bars.
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PEAKI. WEDDING. See Wedding Anni-

VERSABIES.

PEARL WOOD-NYMPH. See WooD-

Xv.MPJi.

PEAKSE, pers, Mark Giy (1842—). An
En{;lisli ilcrf^iiuiii and author. He was born in

C'aniliorno, stiulied medicine and tlien tlieologj',

and in ISO.'! entered the Wesleyan ministry. Af-

ter lioldinf; various charges in Leeds, Ipswich,

Bristol. Westminster, and elsewhere, on the mo-

tion of Hugh Price Hughes in 1889 he was chosen

to take charge of the West London Jlission, from

which he retired after twelve years of service.

His writings, numbering more than 25 volumes,

include devotional works and semi-religious tales,

especially of Cornish life. The best known are:

Daniel <)uoim and His KcUgious Notions (1874-

70), of which hundreds of thousands have been

printed in many languages; Elijah, the Man of

aod (1891): The (ientlrncss of Jesuits (1898);

The Kloni of a Roman Soldier (1899) ; and West
Conntri/ ifongs (1902).

PEARSON, per'son. Charles Henry (1830-

94). An English educator and historian, born at

Islington. He studied at King's College, Lon-

don, and at O.xford, receiving a B.A. in 1853 and
an M.A. in 185G. He was appointed professor

of modern history in King's College: but in 1871

he went to Australia, where he soon resumed
teaching and became Minister of Education in

Victoria. In 1892 ill health compelled him to return

to England. His principal works are: /i'h.s«/((, hi/

a Reeenf Traveler (London, 1859) : History of

England During the Earlg and Middle Ages (2

vols., London, 18(i7 ) : English Hislorg in the

Fourteenth Ccnturg (London. 1870): Hisiorieal

Maps of England During the First Thirteen Cen-
turies, With Explanatorii Essai/s, etc. ( London,

1809) ; National Life and Character: A Fore-

cast (London. 1893); Report on the fitate of
Puhlie Edneation in Metoria (Jlelbourne, 1878) ;

Revieirs and Critienl Essags, ed. by Strong (Lon-
don, 1890). Consult Stebbing, Charles Hcnrg
Pears'in ( London, 1900).

PEARSON, .John (1613-80). An English
prelate of high celebrity. He was born on Feb-

ruary 28 at Great Snoring, in Norfolk. He was
educated at Eton and King's College, Cambridge,
where he took the degree of M.A. in 1039, and
in the same year took orders, and was collated to

a prebend in Salisbury Cathedral. In 1640 he
was appointed chaplain to Sir John Finch, Lord
Keeper of the Great Seal, and on the outbreak of

the Civil War became chaplain to Lord Goring,
and afterwards to Sir Robert Coke, in London.
In 1054 he was appointed minister of Saint
Clement's, Eastcheap, London; and in 1059 pub-
lished the great work by which he is now re-

membered. An Ej-position of the Creed (new ed..

2 vols.. 1890-91). During the same year Pear-
son published The Golden Remains of the Ever
Memorahle Mr. John Hales of Eton. At the
Restoration honors and emoluments were lav-

ishly showered upon him. Before the close of

1660 he received the rectory of Saint Christo-
pher's, in London ; was created D.D. at Cambridge :

installed Prebendary of Ely and Archdeacon of
Surrey: and made master of Jesus College. Cam-
bridge. In 1001 he obtained the Margaret pro-
fessorship of divinity, and was one of the most
prominent commissioners in the Savoy Confer-
ence; in 1662 he was made master of Trinity,

Cambridge, and in 1073 was consecrated Bishop

of Chester. In 1072 he published his yindici<s

Epistolarum S. Ignatii, in answer to Daille, who
had denied the genuineness of the Epistles. In

1084 appeared his Annalcs Cyprianici. He died

at Chester, July 16, 1086. Pearson's Opera Post-

hnnia Chronologica were published by Dodwell
(London, 1688, 3 parts), and his Orationes, Con-

eiones et Determinationes Theologicec contain

much valuable matter. Con.sult Churton's

memoir prefixed to Pearson's Minor Theological

Works (2 vols., Oxford, 1844).

PEARSON, John- Loughborough (1817-97).

An English architect, born in Brussels. He
studied under Bonomi in Durham, and in Lon-
don with Salvin and Hardwick; entered practice

for himself in 1843; and built churches in York-
shire (1843-40). A second period, following the

construction of Trinity for Bentinck (1850), was
largely devoted to restorations and especially to

regroining old churches. In 1870 Pearson was
employed in extensive repairs to the cathedral at

Lincoln, and in 1879, having received a gold

medal and the cross of the Legion of Honor at

Paris in the previous year, he was intrusted with

the plans for the new cathedral at Truro, which,

completed in 1887, may be reckoned his greatest

opportunity, and his best work. His most
widely known work of restoration was that of

the north transept of Westminster Abbey. Be-

sides, he made important repairs at Canterbury,

Rochester, Peterborough. Cliichcster, Bristol, and
Exeter. For the most part his architectural

type was ecclesiastical and Gothic, but he es-

sayed some country houses and office buildings

and at times used the Tudor, Jacobean, or Free
Renaissance.

PEARSON, Karl (1857—). An English

mathematician and author. He was educated

at King's College, Cambridge, studied at Hei-

delberg and Berlin, and was called to the bar in

1882. After two years (1882-84) as professor of

geometry, in 1885 he was appointed to a chair

of applied mathematics and mechanics in Uni-

versity College, London. Pearson received the

Darwin medal from the Royal Society in 1898.

He wrote: Histori/ of the Theory of Elasticitt/

and .strength of Materials (1886-93) ; The Ethic

of Frcethought (1888; revised 1901) ; The Crnm-
mar of Science (1892 and 1899); and The
Chances of Death, and Other Studies in Evolu-

tion (1897).

PEA'RY, Robert Edwin ( 1850—) . An Ameri-
can Arctic explorer and civil engineer in the

I'nited States Navy, born at Cresson, Pa., May
0, 1850. He was graduated from Bowdoin Col-

lege, Maine, in 1877, became a civil engineer in

the na\-y in 1881, and in 1884-85, under Govern-
ment orders, he was assistant engineer on the

roiite of the proposed Nicaragua Ship Canal. In
1887-88 he was engineer-in-chief of the Nicaragua
Canal survey. He had made a reconnaissance in

1880 of the Greenland inland ice-cap east of

Disco Bay. in latitude 70° N. From this time
until he sailed in 1891 on his first expedition to

Northwest Greenland all his leisure was given to

the most minute studies and preparations for his

participation in .Arctic research. During bis

first expedition (June, lS91-September. 1892) he
Tuade a brilliant record of achievements,' not the
least of which were the results of his studies

and minute experimentation in the field cover-
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ing every phase of the equipment for Arctic work.
His journey over the inland ice, from 5000 to

8000 feet above the sea, from ilcCormick Bay to

the northeast angle of Greenland (Independence
Bay, latitude 81° 37' X.), a round trip of 1300
miles including land travel on the northeast
coast, was one of the most brilliant feats of polar
sledge work ever accomplished. He proved that
the northern extension of the great interior ice-

cap ends below latitude 82° X. He also estab-

lished the insularity of Greenland and ascertained
the existence of detached ice-free land masses
north of the mainland and the fact that the east

and west coasts rapidly converge north of the
seventy-eighth parallel. His ethnological work
among the Eskimos known as the Arctic High-
landers (from Cape York to Smith Sound) was
the most thorough and noteworthy that has been
done in that region. The auxiliary expeditions

in w'hich well-known men of science participated
gave opportunity for fruitful researches as to
glacial and other Arctic phenomena. In 1893-95

he made another voyage to the same region, com-
pleted his study of the Arctic Highlanders, made
another journey across the ice-cap to Independ-
ence Bay. and discovered the famous meteorites
of the Eskimos near the coast of ^Melville Bay.
They were later removed to New York, and one
of them, weighing 90 tons, is the largest kno\\Ti

to exist. After summer voyages to the ilelville

Bay regions in 1896 and 1897, he started north
again in 1898 for the purpose of outlining the
northern extension of the land masses above
Greenland and of reaching the Xorth Pole, if

possible. His work covered four years, during
which he made resurveys of a considerable ex-

tent of coast line in the neighborhood of Smith
Sound, surveyed new coast lines on the west side
of <;rinnell Land and north of the Greenland
mainland, and made a number of notable and
very difficult sledge journeys along the northern
channels leading to Lincoln Sea. Passing Lock-
wood's Farthest, he traced the northern limit
of the land masses north of Greenland to its

highest point, 83° 39' X., and then followed the
southerly trend of the coast for many miles to-

ward Independence Bay on the east coast.

In the spring of 1902 he started over the
frozen Arctic Ocean from Cape Hecla, on the
north coast of Grant Land, in his attempt to

reach the Xorth Pole. Each day's march was
very arduous on account of the broken condition
of the ice and the vast pressure ridges crossing
his path. His general course was deflected to
the west by the character of the ice. At his far-

thest camp in latitude 84° 17' X. the polar pack
became impracticable and further efi'orts to ad-

vance were given up. He had attained the
nearest approach to the pole in the American
Arctic. Commander Peary was elected president
of the .American Geographical Society in Decem-
ber, 1902.

PEARY LAND. A name given to the north-

ern coast region of Greenland, which was first

explored by Peary in 1892.

PEASANT WAR (OF. paissant, Ft. paysan,

from OF. finis, pa lis. Fr. pajis. country, from Lat.

pai/iis. district, province, from panqere. to fix.

to fasten ; connected with pnx. peace, Gk. wrf^vi-

vai, prqniiniii. to fasten: and perhaps with Goth.,

OHG. fahan, AS. fon. Ger. fonflcn. to seize, take).

The name given to the insurrection of the peas-

antry in Central and South Germany in the year
1524-25. With the decline of the feudal system
the lot of the peasantry throughout Germany
had greatly deteriorated. They were still sub-

ject to the oppressive exactions of their feudal
masters, but the ancient service of protection

from master to man had gradually disappeared.
The example of Switzerland encouraged the Ger-
man peasants to hope that the yoke of the no-
bility might be thrown off, and after 1475 there

were risings here and there among the peasants
of South Germany. A peasant league, called

from its cognizance, a peasant's clog, tlie Bund-
schiih, rose in the Rhine countries in 1502, and
another, called the 'League of Poor Conrad,'
was organized in Wiirttemberg in 1514: but both
were put down. The great insurrection finally

broke out in Swabia in .June, 1524. Many of

the secular nobility at first regarded the insur-

rection with some measure of complacency, be-

cause it was directed primarily against the ec-

clesiastical lords. An irregular warfare ensued,
attended by the most revolting cruelty on both
sides. In spite of the disadvantage under which
the ignorant and poorly organized peasants la-

bored, the insurrection spread through Alsace
and the Palatinate. Franconia, Bavaria, Tyrol
and Carinthia. The rising of the peasants
was accompanied by insurrections among the
lower classes in many cities. The movement in

many parts took on a religious character, and
was merged with the agitation of the Anabap-
tists (q.v.), Tlionias JIunzer (q.v.) becoming
one of the principal leaders of the peasantry.

The demands of the peasants were set forth in

a manifesto issued about Easter, 1525, by the
insurgents of Swabia, knowTi as the Twelve Ar-
ticles. These embraoed the free election of their

parish clergy: the appropriation of the tithes

of grain, after competent maintenance of the

parish clergy, to the support of the poor and to

purpo.ses of general utility; the abolition of serf-

dom, and of the exclusive hunting and fishing

rights of the nobles; the restoration to the com-
munity of foiests, fields, and meadows, which
the secular and ecclesiastical lords had appro-

priated to themselves; release from arbitrary

augmentation and multiplication of services, du-

ties, and rents; the equal administration of jus-

tice: and the abolition of some of the most odious

exactions of the clergy. The conduct of the

insurgents was not, however, in accordance with
the moderation of their demands. Their many
separate bands destroyed convents and castles,

murdered, pillaged, and were guilty of the great-

est excesses, partly in revenge for the cruelties

practiced against them. A number of princes

and knights were forced to make common cause

with them and even to join their ranks, the "most

noted of these lieing Gcitz von Berlichingen (q.v.).

Luther denounced the excesses of the peasants,

and called upon the princes of Germany to stamp
out the insurrection. The peasant army in Cen-

tral Germany, imder the conunand of Miinzer,

was overwhelmed at Frankenhausen, on May
15, 1525, by the Landgrave Philip the Mag-
nanimous of Hesse, at the head of the

forces of Hesse. Saxony, and Brunswick.
By .June disorderly bands in South Germany
had been mostly annihilated or dispersed. The
peasants, after they had been subjugated, were
everywhere treated with terrible cruelty. Multi-

tudes were hanged in the streets, and many were
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put to death witli the jireatest tortures. Weins-

bcrg. Kotlienlmri;. Wiirzburg, and other towns

wliich had joined tlieni suffered the vengeance of

the victors, and torrent* of bh)od were shed. It is

supposed that more than 100,000 persons lost

their lives in the Peasant War. Flourishing

and popuU)US districts were desolated. The lot

of the defeated insurgents became harder than

ever, and many burdens of the jieasantry origi-

nated at this period. Consult: Fries, Ocschichtc

des Bauenikricgs in Osifranhcn (Wiirzburg.

1884) ; Cornelius, Studien £ur Geschichte des

liauenikriegii (Munich, 1862) ; Schreiber, Der
deutsche Biiiirnikrieij (1864); Zimmermann,
AUgemeine Geschichte des grossen Baucrnkriegs
(new ed., Stuttgart, 1891) : Baumann, Die ziciilf

Artikel (Kempten. 1896) : Janssen. Geschichte

des deiitschen Volks sett dem Mittelaller (Frei-

burg. lS7r-94).

PEASE, Erxest JIoxdell (1859—). An
American Latinist, bom at West Union. Iowa.
He graduated from the University of Colorado
in 1SS2. and was fellow at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity from 1884-86. He was instructor in Latin
at Smith College 1SS.5-8G, professor of Latin at
Bowdoin College. 1886-91. and at Leland Stan-
ford Junior University. 1S91-1902. With Prof.

H. T. Peck, of Columbia L'niversity. he is editor
of the fytudents' Series of Latin Classics, publish-

ed in Boston. He is also the author of various
philological papers and reviews.

PEASIiEE, Edmu.\d Randolpk (1814-78).
An .\meric;in ]ihysician, known as an obstetrician

and gynecologist. He was born in Xew Hamp-
shire, and graduated from Dartmouth College in

18.36, where he remained for two years as tutor.

After taking his medical degree at Yale, he began
practice in Hanover. X. H.. in 1841. In 1842 he
t>ecame professor of anatomy and physiology at

Dartmouth. He was made professor of physiol-
ogj- and |)atliologj- in the Xew York Medical
College in 18.31, and in 18.58 he assumed the
chair of obstetrics and removed to Xew York
City. This college became extinct in 1864. In
1874 he was made professor of gjTiecology in
Belleviie Hospital Jledical College. He published
Human Histology (18.57), and Ovarian Tumors
and Ovariotomy (1872).

PEAT (possibly a variant of heat, sod, from
irrt, AS. hitan. to mend, from 6of, Goth, hota;
OHG. buoza, Ger. Basse, reparation). The prod-
uct resulting from the partial decay of vegetable
matter—mouses and other marsh plants—which
grows and dies in bogg^- places where water stands.
The remains of the plants arc often so well pre-
sen-ed that the species can be easily distin-
guished. Reeds, rushes, and other aquatic plants
may usually l>e traced in peat, and stems of heath
•arc often abundant in it: but it chiefly consists,
in the northern parts of the world, of various
species of Sphagnum (q.v.), or bog-moss. The
plants are so well preserved in many bogs that
attempts have been made with some success to
utilize the fibre prepared from peat as a textile.
Peat passes by insensible degrees into lignite
(q.v.). The less perfectly decomposed peat is

generally brown : that which is more perfectly
decomposed is often nearly black. Moist peat
posse?!ses a decided antiseptic property which may
be due to tannin, organic acids, or iron, and other
salts present. This property is manifested not
only in the perfect preservation of ancient trees

and of leaves, fruits, etc., but sometimes even of

animal bodies. For this reason peat is not well

suited for use as a fertilizer in the raw .state,

but should be allowed to weather before being
so used. lu warm regions the decay of vegetable

substances is. as a rule, too rapid to permit the
formation of peat. But in the colder parts of the
world the deposits are very e.\tensive. In the
Southern Hemisphere no moss seems to enter into

their composition, and South American peat is

said by Darwin to be formed of many plants, but
chiefly of Astelia pumila, a phanerogamous plant
of the rush family. The rate of growth is vari-

ously estimated at from two to four inches a
year. Many thousands of acres are known in the
X'ortli German lowlands; in Ireland estimates

place the lowland bog area at 1,.576,000 acres and
the highland at 1.254.000 acres. Russia is said to

have 6700 square miles of peat. Several million

acres occur in X'orway and Sweden, France and
Holland. The United States and Canada have
also e.vtensive tracts, but only in the latter coun-
try have attempts been made to utilize them. For
tlie physical characters, and the mode of reclaim-

ing and converting peat bogs into arable land, see

Bog.

!Mere peat is not a good soil, even when suffi-

ciently drained, but requires the application of

lime, marl; etc., and other soil amendments
to convert it into good soil. Peat bogs even when
well drained are not at first productive. The
peat must undergo a certain amount of decom-
position to supply the nitrogen required by
plants, and usually certain of the mineral con-

stituents necessary to plant growth are deficient.

Barnyard manure is frequently beneficial, prob-

ably because it not only furnishes a certain

amount of available fertilizing matter, but pro-

motes fermentation of the peat and thus renders

its ineit nitrogen available. Lime, marl, wood
ashes, etc., are also used with benefit on peat bogs,

for similar reasons and because they correct

acidity and promote nitrification. Peat was for-

merly extensively used as a fertilizer, particular-

ly in the form of compost (q.v.). but its use has
declined since tlie general introduction of the
more convenient and efficient commercial fertil-

izers. (See Manures and Maxiring. ) Dried
peat is an excellent absorbent and is used to a
considerable extent as a litter in stables. It has
also been used in the manufacture of the so-

called 'peat molasses,' a cattle food prepared by
mixing the crude molasses from sugar factories

with dried ground peat.

Peat is extensively used for fuel. The more
perfectly it is decomposed, and therefore the more
consolidated it is. the better. It is the ordinary
fuel of the greater part of Ireland, where it is

usually called turf, although the term turf in its

ordinaiy English sense is utterly inapplicable to

it. To procure peat for fuel, the portion of l)Og

to be operated upon must first be partially dried

by a wide open drain: its surface is then pared
off with the spade, to the depth of about six

inches, to remove the coarse undceomposed vege-

table matter; the peat is afterwards cut out in

pieces (peats) like bricks, by means chiefly of a
narrow, sharp spade, the blade of which is fur-

nished on one side with a tongue set at a right

angle to it. The soft peats are set up on end
in little clusters to dry. \^Tien sufficiently dry
they are piled in out-houses or stacked in t1ic

open air. Tlie operation of peat-cutting is i'-
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ways performed in spring or summer. Where
peat for fuel cannot be obtained in the waj' just

described, the black mud of a semi-tluid bog is

sometimes worked by the feet of men, women, and
children until it acquires such a consistency that

it can be molded by the hand. The process is

laborious, but the fuel obtained is good.

Peat is a light and bulky kind of fuel, and
cannot be convexed to considerable distances with-

out too great expense. ElTorts have, however,

been made, both in Scotland and Ireland, to ren-

der it more generally useful, and so to promote
the reclaiming of bogs by compressing it until

its specific gravity is nearly equal to that of

coal. For this purpose it is first reduced to a
pulp. The compressing of peat has not been
advantageously prosecuted on an extensive scale.

Peat-charcoal, made from uncompressed peat,

is very light and inflammable, and therefore un-

suitable for many purposes, but is well ada[)ted

for others, particularly for use as an antiseptic

and deodorizer. Peat-charcoal is higlily esteemed
for tlie smelting of iron, and for working and
tempering tlie finer kinds of cutlery. Charcoal
maile from compressed peat is in density su-

perior to wood-charcoal, and is capable of being

used as coke. Various attempts have been made
to obtain valuable products from the destructive

distillation of peat, but without profitable results.

Kane states that 1000 parts of peat yield about
11 of sulphate of ammonia. For further inforuui-

tion. consult: Storer, Agriculture (New York,
1807): KoHer, Die Torf Industrie (Leipzig,

1808) : Bach, "Peat," The Mineral Industry, vol.

vii. (New York, 1899) ; Ries, "Peat," Mineral Re-
sources, in United fitates Geological Purvey Re-
ports for I'JIJl (Washington, 1902) ; Page, "Mak-
ing Coal of Bog Peat." in Iron Age. vol. Ixii.

(New Y'ork, 1898) ; .Johnson. Peat and Mucl;
(Hartford, 18.59). See Co.\L. See Plate of

JIossES .VXD LiCHEXS, witli the article Musci,
for illustration of peat moss.

PEAT BOG. See Swamp.
PEA TREE. See Pepper Tree.

PEAUCELLIER'S CELL. See Lixkage.s.

PEAU DE CHAGRIN, p6 de sha'graN' (Fr.,

Asses' Skin). A tale by Balzac (18.31). in

which the author incorporates portions of his

own experiences and philosophy. The central

idea is the conflict between the ideal and the
material. The hero, Raphael, is the possessor

of a piece of ass's skin having the magic power
of fidnlling material wishes, but diminishing in

size each time the power is exercised, and asso-

ciated with a corresponding shortening of the

possessor's life. After a reckless use of its prop-

erties, Raphael tries to refrain from wishing, but
is overcome by the material side of his nature and
perishes. The work exhibits Balzac's power of

giving reality to the fantastic and unnatural.

PE'BA (South American Indian name). A
small armadillo ( q.v. ) . In Texas and ^Mexico the

name is given to the nine-banded armadillo (Talu-
sia novrmcincta) , which is about 30 inches long,

and is notable as the only edentate that occurs

in the United States. In South .\merica the

name is sometimes given to armadillos of the
genus of Dasypas.

PEBRINE. A disease of silkworms. See
Silkworm.
PECAN (probably from the Xorth American

Indian name), Bicaria pecan. The common

name of an American fore^-t tree 75 to 170 feet

high, and its fruit—a nvit. (For the botany of the

pecan and its forestry value, see Hickory.) The
tree is native to river bottoms from Iowa and
Kentucky southwest into Texas and Mexico, but
is now grown commercially in a number of other
Southern States and in California. It has not
proved commercially successful north of paral-
lel 40°.

The trees grow on nearly all soils, but for nut
production a sandy loam soil with a clay sub-

soil has proved most satisfactorj' in the Southern
States. The trees should bi^ set about 40 feet

apart. Clean orchard cultivation should be prac-

ticed. Through cultivation and selection a num-
ber of varieties have been originated, which, since

they do not come true to seed, are budded or
grafted upon seedling stocks. Little pruning, ex-

cept the removal of dead limbs, is required after

the head has been formed. The trees come into

bearing in five or six years, but paying crops can-
not be expected under ten years, and full crops
not imder twenty, ilature trees .sometimes yield as
high as twenty bushels of nuts each, but two to
three bushels per tree is probably a good average.
The nuts have a rounded oblong shape and vary
in weight from 25 to 100 to the pound. The
varieties called paper shells are considered most
desirable, because their shells are verj' thin

and are easily cracked between the fingers. The
meats are large and separate easily from the
shell. At the present time Te.xas and Louisiana
furnish the bulk of the commercial nuts, mostly
from native trees.

PECCARY (probably from the South Ameri-
can Indian name). A small wild hog of tlie

warmer parts of America, two species of which,

of the genus Dicotyles, represent the swine
(Suidse) in the New World, or, in the view of

some, constitute a separate family Dicotylid*.

They differ from typical swine in having a mere
tubercle instead of a tail ; no external toe on the

hind feet ; and the tusks short and not curved
outward. A gland opening on the loins near the

THE COLLABED PECCARY.

tail secretes a fetid humor, and must be cut out
at once after killing a peccary, or the fiesh will

be tainted. The common collared peccary or
tajacu {Dicotyles torquatus) is found in almost
all parts of South .\merica and north through
Mexico to Texas and Arkansas; the white-lipped
peecary (Dicotyles labiatus) lives in Guiana,
Brazil, Paraguay, and Peru. Both species are
gregarious, the white-lipped peccary often as-

sembling in very large herds, and sometimes do-

ing great mischief to maize and other crops.
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whicli arc attacked at night, when the animals do

all tlieir feeding. The common peccary cliielly

frequents forests, and small companies sometimes

tiike up their abode in the liollow of a great tree.

It is about the size of a small hog. grayish,

bristly, and nianed. A narrow wliite collar en-

circles tlic neck. The wliite-lipped peccary is

considerably larger, of a darker color, with con-

spicuously "white lips. Both species are capable

of being tamed, but are' of irritable and uncertain

temper. In a wild state tliey defend themselves

vigorously against assailants, making good use

of their sharp tusks, a whole herd combining for

defense. Their most dreaded enemy is the jaguar,

or in tlie north the punui, which seizes one when

it can be caught alone, but hurries into a tree to

escape the onslaught of a herd. Human hunters

liave less to fear from them, judging by the Texas

examples, tlian old stories would indicate. They
are omnivorous, and, if hurtful to crops, render

service by destroying reptiles. Their voice is

somewhat like that of the hog, but more sharp.

Their flesh is inferior to domestic juirk. Consult:

Alston, Biologia Aiiiericayia Ccntrali: Mammals
(London, 1879) ; Audubon and Bachman, Quad-
»»/(('</» of yorlh America (New York, 1841).

PE-CHI-LI, or PE-CHIH-LI, pfiche'le'. An
old name for the province of China which is now
known as Chili, which means 'Direct Rule.' and
is so called because it is the one in which is situ-

ated the Imperial capital (Map: China, E 3).

The name Pe-chi-li is in frequent use by foreign-

ers outside of China and on maps, but is not used

by the Chinese themselves.

Chi-Ii is the most northerly of the six maritime
provinces of China proper. It is bounded on the

north by inner Mongolia, on the west by Shan-si,

on the soutli by Ho-nan and Shan-tung, on tlie

northeast by a small portion of Liao-tung, and on

the east i)y the Oulf of Pe-chi-li. It now includes

within its jurisdiction a portion of inner Jlon-

golia lying north of the Great Wall, where many
Chinese have settled. Area, .50,949 square miles,

nearly half of which lies beyond the wall.

With the exception of a number of scattered

ridges of moderate height in its western and
northern parts, the entire province is a plain

formed by delta deposits. It is well watered by tlie

Pei-ho (q.v. ) with its numerous tributaries and
their many feeders, and by tlie Lan-ho, which
rises in Mongolia, and, like the Pei-ho, flows into

the Gulf of Pe-chi-li. It is also traversed from
poutliwest to northeast by the Yun-liang-ho or
(irand Canal, which terminates at Tien-tsin.

There are three lakes in the centre of the prov-

ince, and several lagoons elsewhere. Tlie prov-
ince is rich in minerals, especially in coal, which
has long been worked l)y the natives, and is now
mined by modern methods at Kai-ping (q.v.).

Iron is also plentiful, and silver has been found
in several places. In the hills are great quarries
of granite, marble, white saccharoid. and blue
limestone. Except along the shores, where there

are alkaline exudations, the soil is fertile and
jiroduces good crops of wheat, barley, millet,

maize, cotton, tobacco, indigo, etc. The produc-
tion of rice is not great ; it is grown chiefly in the
vicinity of the lakes. The climate is extreme, the
temperature ranging from 8° F. below zero in
winter to 9.5°, 100°, and at times 108° F. in

.summer. The rivers are frozen over from the
middle of November to about the end of March.
The shores are very low and the coast waters

shallow. The chief outlet for commerce is the
Pei-ho, and Tientsin was the only treaty port

until December 15, 1901, when the port of Ciiin-

wang-tao, near the end of the Great Wall (which

had been seized by the foreign admirals operating

against the Boxers in 1900, and impnjvcd by
them ) , was throw n open to foreign trade. Tliis has

a wooden pier 2000 feet long, at which vessels

drawing 10 feet can unload. The roads are very

poor, but railways have been introduced and
under foreign competition are extending rapidly.

For administrative purposes Chi-li is divided

into 11 fu or departments, G chi-li-chow or sub-

departments, each subdivided into a certain num-
ber of prefectures, with the rank of ting, choic, or

liien (or hsien). At the head of the Government
is a Governor-General, a Governor, and the usual
corps of provincial oliicials, all of whom reside at
tlie capital, Pao-ting-fu (q.v.). Since the open-

ing of Tientsin to foreigners, however, the Gov-
ernor-General finds it convenient to spend most of

his time there. Of the 11 fu, one called Shun-
t'ien-fu is detached from the jurisdiction of the

provincial Government. Its chief city, Shun-t'ien-

fu, is the seat of the National or Imperial capi-

tal, and is best known as Peking. Tlie officer who
rules the department of Shun-t'ien-fu resides

here. The population of the province is estimated

at 18,000,000 to 20,000,000.

PECHT, peKt, Fkiedrich (1814—). A Ger-

man painter, illustrator, and art-critic, born at

Constance. He was at first occupied for some
years as a lithographer in ilunicli, then went to

Paris in 1839 to study painting under Delaroehe,

and subsequently worked in Munich, Dresden,

Leipzig, Frankfort, and London on portrait and
genre pictures. A sojourn in Italy (1851-54)

was devoted chiefly to art-historical studies, the

results of which he embodied in Siidfriichte. Skiz-

zcnhuch eines Malers ( 1854) . Settled in Munich,
he became favorably known through a series of

scenes from the lives of Goethe and Schiller, but
more especiallv through his illustrations for the

Schiller-Galerie (1855-.59), Gocthe-Oalcrie (1861-

G2), Lesshig-Galerie (1806-68), and Shakespeare-

Galerie (1870-76). For these publications he
also supplied the text. In fresco he executed in

a hall of the Maximilianeum at Munich twelve

portraits of generals and statesmen (1868-71).

and in the council chamber at Constance "Ejii-

sodes from the History of the City" ( 1869-77, in

collaboration with Fr". Schwiirer), His publica-

tions include: Deutsche Kiinstler des neunzelin-

ten Jahrhunderts (1877-85); Geschichte dcr

Miinchcncr Kunst im neunzehnten Jahrhundcrt

(1886-87) : and Aits meiner Zeit, Lebenserinncr-

vngcn ( 1894) : and he edited Die Kunst fiir Allf

(Munich, 1885 et seq,).

PECK (perhaps from peck, pick, AS. pycan,
Icel. pikka, to pick, prick). A measure of capac-

ity for dry goods, such as grain, fruit, etc., used
in America, and equivalent to two imperial gal-

lons, or 554.54 -f cubic inches. It is thus the

fourth part of a bushel (q.v.). See W'eights
AND Me.\subes.

PECK, George (1797-1876). A Methodist
minister. He was born at Jliddlefield, N. Y.

;

joined the Genesee Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in 1816; was appointed presid-

ing elder of the Susquehanna District in 1824;
was principal of Cazenovia Seminary 18.15-40,

and in the last year was elected editor of the
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Methodist Quarterly Review, which position he
filled for eight years. In 1848 he was elected

chief editor of the Christian Advocate and Jour-
nal, in Xew York, retaining the position for four
years. He was pastor at Wilkesbarre, Scranton,

Providence, and Diinniore ; and his public labors

included a period of sixty years. His published
works are: Universalism Examined (1826);
Scripture Doctrine of Christian Perfection

(1841) ; Rnle of Faith ( 1844) ; Reply to Bascom
on Slavery (1845); Christian Exertion (1845);
ilnnly Character (1852); History of Wyoiiiiny

(1858) ; Early ilethodism Within the Bounds of
the Old Genesee Couference (1860); and Our
Country (1865). Consult his autobiography
(Xew York, 1874).

PECK, Harry Thurston (1856—). An
American classical scholar, editor, and critic,

born in Stamford, Conn. In 1881 he graduated at
Columbia University, in which institution he

was made successively instructor in Latin, and
for a while in the Semitic languages, and in 1888
professor of Latin language and literature, after

having spent some time in advanced study in

Paris, Berlin, and Rome. In the line of his own
researches, his publications include The Semitic

Theory of Creation (1885); Suetonius. (1889);
Latin Pronunciation (1890) : and he also edited

University Bulletin; A Dictionary of Classical

Literature and Antiquities (1895); Classical

Studies (1895) ; Roman Life in Latin Prose and
Yerse (1895); Trimalchio's Dinner (1899); and
a series of Latin classics for college use. In
1890 he became editor-in-chief of The Internation-

al Encyclopcedia, continuing as such until 1901,

when, with President Oilman and Professor F.

M. Colby, he edited The New International En-
cyclopcedia. He was also the editor-in-chief of

Appleton's Atlas of Modern Geography (1892)
and of Masterpieces of Literature (1899). In
1895 he assumed the editorship of The Bookman
when that magazine was established, and there-

after published the following works in general

literature, besides a large number of special

papers, monographs, and reviews: The Personal
Equation (1897); The Adventures of Mabel
(1897) ; What is Good English f ( 1899) and a
volume of verse, Graystone and Porphyry ( 1900)

.

PECK, Jesse Truesdell (1811-8.3). A Metho-
dist Episcopal bishop. He was born at Middle-

field, Otsego County. N. Y. ; studied at Cazenovia
Seminary; joined the Oneida Conference in 1832;

was principal of Gouvcmeur Wesleyan Seminary
in 1837-41, and of the Trov Conference Academy
at West Poultney, Vt.. in' 1841-48; president of

Dickinson College in 1848-52 ; pastor of the

Foundry Church in \\ashington, D. C, two years.

In 1854 he was appointed secretary and editor

of the Methodist Tract Society ; he labored eight

years in California as pastor and presiding elder.

Returning to the East, he was pastor in Peekskill.

Albany, and Syracuse, and in 1872 was elected

bishop. He was one of the founders of Syra-

cuse University. He published: The Central idea

of Christianity (I8n5) : The True TVomnn ( 1857) ;

The History of the Great Republic Considered

from a Christian Standpoint (1868).

PECK, .JoHX .T.\MES (1821-78). An Ameri-
can soldier, born at ilanlius. X. Y. He gradu-
ated at West Point in 1843. and was assigned to

the Second Artillery, with which he served both

in the Southern and the Northern campaigns

during the war with Mexico, winning by his

gallantry the brevets of captain and major. In
1853 he resigned from the service and became
treasurer of a projected railroad from New York
to Syracuse and cashier of the Burnet Bank in

Syracuse. He was a delegate to the Democratic
national convention at Cliarleston in 1800. At
the outbreak of the Civil War he accepted a
commission as brigadier-general of volunteers in

the Federal service. In 1862 he took part in the

Peninsular campaign,, and after the battle of

Malvern Hill (.July 1, 1862) commanded the in-

fantry of the rear guard. On July 4th he was
promoted to be major-general, and after the with-

drawal of the main army from the Peninsula
commanded the troops left to hold the strategic

positional Suffolk (September, 1862-May, 1863).

There he was attacked by Generals Longstreet

and D. H. Hill with a sujierior force, but man-
aged to hold his own until General Hooker's
movements before Fredericksburg caused the Con-
federate Government to send its forces north.

He was mustered out of the service on August
24. 1865, and in 1867 he organized the New Y'ork

Life Insurance Company at Syracuse, of which
he was president until his death.

PECK, Sami-el Mixturn (1854—). An
American poet, born in Tuscaloosa. Ala. He was
educated at the University of Alabama and in

New York. His poems are collected under the

titles: Cap and Bells (1886) ; Rings and Love-

Knots (1893) : Rhymes and Roses (1895) ; and
Fair Women of To-day (1895). His best known
song is "The Grapevine Swing."

PECK, Tracy (1838—). An American Lat-

inist, born at Bristol, Conn. He graduated from
Yale in 1861 and continued his .studies at the

universities of Berlin and Bonn, Germany. From
1871 to 1880 he was professor of Latin at Cornell

University. Since the latter date he has held a

similar position in Y'ale College. In 1898-99 he

was director of the American School of Classical

Studies at Rome. His publications include

papers read before the American Philological As-

sociation, and an edition with Professor Greenough

of Liv)), books xxi. and xxii. (Boston, 1803).

With Prof. C. L. Smith he is editor-in-chief of

the College Series of Latin Authors.

PECK, William Gnr (1820-92). An Ameri-

can soldier and mathematician, born at Litch-

field, Conn. He graduated at West Point in

1844. and was assigned to the corps of topo-

giaphical engineers. In 1845 he accompanied

Fr<:'mont's third exploring expedition through

the Rocky Mountains, and during the war with

Mexico served under General Kearny in the

Army of the West. In 1847 he was appointed

assistant professor of mathematics at the Mili-

tary Academy, but in 1855 he resigned from the

army and became professor of physics and engi-

neering at the University of Michigan. In 1857

he accepted the position of adjunct professor of

mathematics and astronomy at Columbia, and in

1801 he was promoted to the chair of mathe-

matics, mechanics, and astronomy. He published

a number of excellent elementary text-books on
mathematics, and was joint editor with Prof.

Charles Davies of the Mathematical Dictionary/

and Cyclopaedia of Mathematical Science (1855).

PECKHAM, pgk'am. RuFus William (1833

— ) . An American jurist, born in Albany, N. Y.
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He was educated at tlic Albany Academy and in

Philaddijliia. lie was admitted 1o tlie bar in

1859, and in tlie following year succeeded his
fatlier, Kufus Wheeler, as law partner to Lyman
Treniain. As district attorney of Albany County,
Peekhain served for three years. He was counsel
to the Albany and .Susquehanna Railroad in its

famous suit against the Erie Railroad: and in

1881 was successful in the national bank tax
cases before the Supreme Court. At the same
time he had entered jralitics and was a represen-
tative to the Uemooratic national conventions of
ISTO and 1880. He became corporation counsel
of the city of Albany in 1881 ; was justice of the
New York State Supreme Court (1883-80) ; and,
during his term as justice of the State Court of
Appeals in 1895, was appointed associate justice
of tlie United States Supreme Court.

PECKHAM, Wheeler H.\zabd ( 1833—) . An
American lawyer, son of Rufus Wheeler Peck-
ham, born in Albanj' and educated at Union Col-
lege. He studied law in the office of Peckham
anil Tremain, practiced in New York City with
his father, then in Saint Paul until 18(J2, "and in
1804 .again in Xew York. His growing fame as
a c(mstitutional lawyer and his argument on the
constitutionality of taxing greenbacks won him
the friendship of his opponent in this case,
Charles O'Conor, who as Deputy-Attorney-General
during the exposure of the Tweed ring made
Peckham his assistant. In 1884 he was ap-
pointed district attorney of New Y'ork City, but
soon returned to law "practice in the firm of
Miller, Peckham & Dixon. In January, 1894,
President Cleveland nominated him for "the Su-
preme Court, at a time when he was president of
the State Bar Association. But the nomination
was not confirmed by the Senate, because of the
opposition of the New York Senators to Mr.
Peekham's anti-machine Democracy. In 1890 he
took a firm stand in favor of sound money.
PECKSNIFF. A character in Dickens's Mar-

tin C'hit:::lctrit, a pompous hypocrite and fraud,
who pretended to carrs* on a school for architects,
but really plundered and abused his pupils. His
daughters were Jlerry and Cherry, one of whom
married .lonas Cluizzlewit. while" the other was
the victim of unrequited love.

PEACOCK, Regix.\ld (C.1395-C.1400). A Brit-
ish Bisboj) of the Roman Catholic Church, born
in Wales. He was educated at Oxford, and was
ordained a priest in 1421. Ten years afterwards
he was master of Whittington College. London,
and he was appointed rector of Saint Jlichaers.
in Riola, Bishop of Saint .\saph's (1444). and of
Chichester in 1450. He took an aggressive part
in the controversy with the Lollards, who were
striving to abolish certain rites of the Church
of which he approved, and published an intro-
duction to the Cliristian faith in dialogue form,
entitled Doiwt (e.l440), and Reprcs.'inr of Orcr
Much Blaminfi of the Clcrr/i/ (c.l455). In his
Book of Faith (c.l450, partially printed in
1088), he argued against the infal'libility of the
Church, and in later works went so far as to
deny the authenticity of the Apostles' Creed and
to place reason above authority. For these and
other heresies, forerunners of modern toleration,
he was called to account before Henry VI. and
his lords at Westminster (1457) and 'was given
the choice between the stake and recantation.
He chose the latter, his fourteen books were

burned, and he ended his days in a cell of
Thorney Abbey, Cambridgeshire.

PECOS, pa'kos. The principal tributary of
the Rio Grande. It rises at the foot of Baldy
Peak, near Santa Fe, in north-central New Mex-
ico, and flows first southeast, then southward
along the western escarpment of the Llano
Estacado, turning again southeast in Texas, and
emptying into the Rio Grande 30 miles north-
west of Del Rio, Texas, after a course of 800
miles (Map: Texas. C 4). In its upper course it

flows through a cailon-like valley, and it receives
nearly all its tributaries from the west. Near
Carlsbad, N. M., storage reservoirs have been con-
structed for irrigation purposes.

PECQUET, pc'k:!', Jean (1627-74). A
French anatomist, born at Dieppe. He studied
medicine at Montpellier, where he soon made the
important discovery of the course of the lacteal
vessels, including the nTcjitaculitm chi/li, or
reservoir of Pecf|uct. as it is sometimes called,

and the termination of the principal lacteal ves-

sel, the thoracic duct, into the left subclavian
vein. His principal works are: Expcrimoita
yora A)iatomica(PiXTh, 1051; Amsterdam. 1001;
trans, into Eng., London, 1053) ; De Circulatione
Sanqviiiis ct Chyli Moiii, and De Thoracicis Lae-
teis (1654).

PECS, pach. The native name of a royal free
town of Hungary. See Fuxfkirchex.
PECTASE (from Gk. jn/xriKis, pektilcos,

congealing, from wTiypiivai, piftnijnui, to solidify).

An enzyme (q.v.), widely distributed in plants,
attacking certain of the constituents of the
cell wall. The formation of vegetable jellies

from ripe fruits is mainly dependent upon the
action of this enzyme. The substances it de-

composes may be termed in general pectins. Their
composition and relationships are not thorotighly
understood, though they are undoubtedly allied

to the carbohydrates, especially to cellulose. In
the presence of minute quantities of peetase and
of a calciimi salt in solution, the pectins are de-
composed and form pectose and calcium pectate,
which gelatinize promptly. Peetase, therefore,
is to be reckoned as one of the clotting enzymes.
When fruits are boiled and the juice is expressed
and allowed to cool it sets into a jelly: because
the peetase and pectins extracted therefrom re-

act, and in the presence of the calcium salts,

always found normally in plants, set into a
jelly, entangling the other dissolved and sus-
pendcil materials present.

PECTEN. See Scallop.

PECTORAL SANDPIPER (Lat. pectoralis,
relating to the lireast, frcmi pectus, breast). A
well-known migratory sandpiper {Trinpa inacu-
lata) of North America, called 'grass-snipe,'

'jack-snipe,' and 'meadow-snipe' by gunners. It
owes its bookname to an extraordinary ability
on the part of the male to puflf out its throat
((esophagus) after the manner of a pouter pig-
eon. (The .act is depicted on the Colored Plate of
Shore Birds.) It was first noticed by Edward
Adams ( Proccerliur/s ZoiiJofiiral Socicti/ of Lon-
don. 1859), and afterwards confirmed, described,
and figured by Nelson, Murdoch, and others in
their works on the natural history of Alaska
(cited under Alaska), where it has its summer
home. This performance is a part of its court-
ship, not only as an attention to the female, but
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as a menace to rivals. (Compare Ruff.) Dur-

ing its niigratoiy visits to the United States it

is a favorite with sportsmen, because of its game-
liUe manner of lying well in the grass before a
dog, and its crooked, snipe-like flight. Moreover,

lis llesh is exceedingly palatable.

PEC TOKIL'OQUY (from Lat. pectus, breast

+ Uiipii, to speak). The term applied to a
distinct transmission of articulate voice-sounds

when the ear or stethoscope of the listener is

placed upon the chest wall. This phenomenon
was discovered and named by L.'cnnec (q.v.). In

the normal chest the voice sound is transmitted

through the lung substance of the patient to the

ear of the listener only as a distant, muffled

soimd, known as vocal resonance. Over the

bronchi this vocal resonance is increased, the

voice sounds become nearer and louder. When
there is an approach to articulate speech, this is

called hronchophotnj, and occurs also over por-

tions of lung tissue which have become solidi-

fied by disease. In pectoriloquy, however, the

voice is not only louder and plainer, but words
and even syllables are percei%ed with startling

distinctness. The pathological conditions under
which this occurs are either a consolidation of

the lung substance connecting a large bronchus
with the chest wall, which consolidation acts as

an unusually perfect conductor of the vocal vi-

brations; the presence of a cavity in the lung
having free communication with a bronchus, in

which case the sound is conveyed by air; a
pneumothorax having open connection with a
bronchus ; or, more rarely, compression of the

lung by an extensive pleuritic effusion. (See

Pleuri.sy.) As a rule pectoriloquy is inter-

preted to mean the existence of a cavity in the

lung with a thin layer of solidified tissue be-

tween it and the chest wall.

Whixprrinri pectorUoqufi is produced, under
the same conditions mentioned above, when the

patient whimpers instead of talking. It is a
curiously distinct reproduction of the whispered
words, and is a test of much delicacy and ex-

actness.

PEDAGOGY, ped'a-go'jl, or PEDAGOGICS
(from (;k. -aiSa'juyia, fxiidariogia, training of

children, from Tzaiiayuyd^ ,
paiihujOgos, trainer of

children, from nal(, pais, child -|- ayuyor, aydgos,

leader, from ayetv, apein, to lead). The science

of education ; a body of facts and principles bear-

ing on the aims and methods of efTectively equip-

ping the young for life—aiding them in attaining

their spiritual majority, and fitting them for

their vocation. It is still in its infancy; com-
paratively few of the problems pertaining to edu-

cation either in the Irome or at scliool are as yet

solved by applying established principles in a

scientifie manner. Numerous and complex, these

problems can be worked out only by the help of

the sciences of psychology, physiology, ethics, so-

ciology, and anthropology', and in the light of the

spirit of the time, the ideals of the nation, and
existing local conditions. Any solution of them,

indeed, is impossible, except tiirough the coopera-

tion of the various institutions that make up
society: the home, the school, the Church, the

diverse vocations, and the State in its several

functions. That the present time is marked by
progress toward more efficient cooperation be-

tween these factors is gratifying.

While there are certain fixed factors in education,

and certain principles of universal application,

the greater part of the educational field is char-

acterized by adjustment and change. With the
growth of cities, home life is revolutionized; in-

ventions and discoveries make possible and
necessary the introduction of new .subjects,

and the changing of old ones; foreign-born

children require a somewhat different curriculum
from that of native-born children, city children

from country children; in a commercial centre, a
high school of commerce is a necessity; an indus-

trial community calls for industrial schools ; the

children of a farming district should have oppor-
tunitj' to study the elements of agriculture;

schools of forestry are the natural preventive of

the denudation of forest lands ; in an age of press-

ing economic problems, it is an anomalous condi-

tion that the study of economics should l)e post-

poned till the college course. The study of Latin
clearly cannot hold the same place in the twen-
tieth century that it held in the si.\teenth or even
the nineteenth. *

The expansion of modern knowledge and the

complexity of modern life are reflected in the
modem crowded curriculum, and in the prob-

lems to which it gives rise. In a 'threcvR'

elementary curriculum, or in a college course con-

sisting largely of CJreek, Latin, and mathematics,
the choice of studies was only an academic ques-

tion ; with a multitude of subjects to choose
from, the question of educational values becomes

vital. This question has been asked and an-

swered in various ways. With Herbert Spencer
it took the form; What knowledge is of most
worth? Spencer's answer was, Science, by which
he meant the scientific habit of mind in mastering
those subjects which bear on man's ctTicicncy in

society, including, primarily, the natural sciences

and history, with literature and art subsidiary

to these. Nicholas Murray Butler, in an essay

bearing the same title, assigns the highest place

to those subjects that afford in the highest degree

nurture and e.xercise to man's spiritual nature,

and in this judgment modern educators gen-

erally agree with him. Attacking this same prob-

lem at closer quarters. Commissioner William T.

Harris asks the question. What groups of sub-

jects are essential to a complete education? and
gives this answer: There are six coordinate

groups of studies : (1) ilathematics and physics,

which gi\^e us the command of nature quanti-

tatively; (2) biological science, which gives us

the key to the organic phase of nature; {')) lit-

erature and art, which reveal human nature in its

intrinsic form, and show man in his relation to

social institutions; (4) grammar and language,

and studies allied with them, such as logic and
psychology, which enable the mind to know itself

analytically; (.I) history, or the study of the de-

velopment of the State* and its relations to the

individual; (6) religion, which looks at human
experience and knowledge in their relation to

God, An education which .should not provide at

least the elements of each group would be incom-

plete.

The question still remains, Upon what prin-

ciples shall studies be chosen within these

groups? A favorite way of approaching this

question has been to classify all subjects (1) as

giving discipline to the faculties of the mind; {2)

as giving practical training for life: (3) as giv-

ing culture. Thus, bookkeeping and spelling are

valued chiefly for their practical value; algebra
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and grammar for their disciplinary value; litera-

ture and art for their power to f;ive that sym-

pathy, appreciation, and insiglit into the meaning

of life which we call culture. But it is clear that

no subject is without some value in each of these

departments. And. further, it appears tliat much
depends on the method of teaching, the purpose

in view, and individual attributes; the same,

study may serve now as a bread-and-butter sub-

ject." nowas a culture subject, according to cir-

cumstances. Tlie same study may train memory
or reason, according to the method employed ; or

the same study may he good for one pupil, and
not so good for another. Moreover, with the fall

of the faculty theory in psychology, the dogma of

formal discipline has been discredited. It is held

that there is no such thing as training 'the

memory,' and that to transfer skill acquired in

one department to another department is not in

any strict sense possible. It follows that, in any
given case, considerations of environment, apti-

tude, aim in life, and method must have greater

weight in determining the choice of studies than
values assigned to studies in the abstract. These
considerations furnish justification from one

point of view for the expansion of the modern
curriculum and the concomitant development of

the elective system.

At what point shall studies be intro-

duced? This question is to be answered partly

in the light of the capacity of the child, and part-

ly in the light of the culture-epoch theory, which
assumes that the child in his development passes

through a series of stages corresponding closely

to the epochs through which the race has passed
in its progress from primitive to modern culture.

Gen. Francis A. Walker, after investigating the
study of arithmetic in the elementary school, pro-

tested against 'prying up' the powers of the child

by giving him tasks for which he was not yet
ready, and which he could in due time perform
naturally and easily. On similar grounds, it has
been proposed to decrease the amount of reading
and writing called for in the first three years of

school ; but advocates of this plan seem not to

give sufficient weight to the fact that children

in these very years show a decided tendency to
perform -these activities, and a marked ability to
master them. It is clear that to postpone the
study of mythology and of mediieval history until
the child has passed the culture epoch to which
they appeal involves waste. The application of
this latter principle, however, is made difficult

by the fact that the youngest child is a member
of the modern world as well as of the primitive
world—that he can and must learn about the ar-
rangements for heating and lighting his own
house as well as about back-logs and tallow
candles.

Children in the elementary school some-
times carry as many as fifteen so-called 'sub-

jects' at one time: how shall they be kept
from being overwhelmed by the multiplicity of
sulijects and interests:' Certain well-estab-
lished princi])les throw light on the solution
of this problem. First, the doctrine of apper-
ception, which asserts that the mind acquires
knowledge by means of knowledge already pos-
sessed—that what we can learn is conditioned ab-
solutely by what we have to learn with. Second-
ly, the principle of self-activity, which affirms
that the child is not primarily a knowing being,

but an active being, whose instincts and impulses

start him on the way to knowledge, and whose
|)ractical needs teach him to think. Empirical
observation attests the truth of these principles;

it has been conclusivelj' shown, for e.xample, that

under the old regime children learned the little

they had to learn with greater ditliculty and
strain than they accomplish their greatly in-

;

creased tasks, if only the work be properly organ- i

ized and conducted. 1

In order to understand the various attempts at
correlation, it is neces.sary to consider tlie evolu-

tion of the idea. The revolt against the isolation

of studies was the outgrowth of Herbartian doc-

trines. According to Herbart, 'erziehender Unter-

richt'—instruction that educates, or education
through instruction—expresses the aim and the

chief means of formal school work. Now. edu-

cation means moral character-building, and char-

acter is produced by the training and culture of

volition—the will being reached only through the
emotions, these in turn depending on ideas. But
not from ideas in any form and relation do emo-
tional warmth ('interest') and volitional energy
spring, but only from those ideas that are knit
into a living whole. Hence the fundamental sig-

nificance in the Herbartian pedagogj' of the

phrase 'circle of thought,' by which it is meant
that instruction should be both many-sided and
closely connected; and hence the capital role

played in the same system by interest—interest

being that condition of mind of which the cause
is knowdedge made real and vital through being
related, and of which the effect is volition. The
early schemes of correlation were produced in

Germany and were characteristically formal,

treating correlation as chiefly a question of cur-

riculum, and so perhaps better described as

schemes for the cobrdination of studies. Usually,
however, German plans of coordination took the

form of concentration, ^vhereby certain studies
were made dominant and others were treated as

subsidiary to them. There was no agreement as
to what studies should be the core, some choosing
literature and history, others natural sciences.

In America, under the impulse of Herbartian
ideas, much fruitful experimenting has been done,

at first after the German manner (taking Robin-
son Crusoe, for example, as the central subject

of a year's work and 'relating' arithmetic, geog-

raphy, reading, drawing, manual training, and
other studies to this core), and later in ways
independently American. For the most part, this

latter work ma}' be described as informal corre-

lation. For example, a part of the work of a
year or a part of the year in a certain grade may
cluster around the reading of Hiaicatha and the

making and decorating of various objects illustra-

tive of the story, no attempt, however, being
made to confine the work in arithmetic, geog-

raphy, and nature-study within the limits of

Hiawatha's life. Even where correlation is not
recognized in the curriculum there is an increased
tendency to recognize the manifold inter-relations

which exist between all subjects and parts of

subjects. In support of such partial schemes it is

claimed (1) that variety and difference are as

essential to wholesale mental development as are
identity and relatedness; (2) that the child stud-

ies with intense interest and with assimilation
so apparently isolated a study as arithmetic; (3)

that a correlating teacher can make an apper-
ceptive child even without a correlated curricu-

lum. But there can be no doubt that waste is
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often avoided by studying at the same time sub-

jects related both to each other and to the theo-

retical and practical interests of the child.

The most important single contribution to this

subject made by American educators is the mono-
graph Interest as Related to Wiil, liy Prof. John
Dewey, in which interest is represented as aris-

ing when the child does that which makes for

self-expression (self-realization). This view not
only places interest in its proper subordinate

place, but also makes it clear that a curriculum
is not to be worked out in the closet, and that

character-building does not necessarily result

when the child is occupied with apparently inter-

related studies. In the practical working out of

tliis principle, the child, with his manifold im-

pulses to act, his interests, his social relation-

ships, his spiritual environment and heritage, be-

comes the core of correlation, and those creative

social activities that have to do with providing
food, clothing, shelter, and aesthetic expression
become the gatewa.y both to knowledge and to

character. The influence of this insight into the

dynamic nature of education (whereby 'educative

activity' is substituted for 'educative instruc-

tion') has been and is destined to be profound
and far-reaching.

In an ideal system of education, the pupil

would pass without loss of time or energy from
the kindergarten into the elementary school,

thence into the high school, college, and pro-

fessional school. Between the kindergarten and
the elementary school, on the one hand, and
the college and the professional school on the
other, the transition is now, indeed, measurably
natural and easy. But the transition from ele-

iiuntary school to high school and from high
^< hiiol to college involves considerable waste,
which it is being attempted to obviate through
conference, discussion, and experiment.

The foundation principles of education may for

the present purpose be summarized in the form
of an answer to the question, Wherein does the
so-called 'new education' differ from that system
which it has replaced or is replacing? Ever since

the rise of democratic institutions, there has
been developing a new conception of the
worth of the individual ; and during the
]iast fifty years this conception of the in-

dividual has been modified and reinforced by a
new conception of society. It is now coming to
be vividly realized that the ideal of individual
development is realized in the highest social effi-

ciency, and that the ideal social or institutional

development demands individuals that have at-

tained perfect self-realization. This insight has
been reflected in educational aims and methods.
In the old education, based on a certain lack of

faith in the individual and on contempt for the
linily and this present world, the characteristic

iintes were authority, intolerance, and disregard
"I hygienic laws; the mainstay in teaching was
naturally memorizing. The new ediication is

based on respect and even reverence for humanity
—on belief in the worth of the present mo-
ment, and on the doctrine of evolution. Its

dominant features are, therefore, appeal to in-

(Ii\idual obser\-ation. experience, judgment, rea-
^iin—enrichment of school progiammes: and en-

liuhtened consciousness of the differences in in-

dividuals, and a consequent tolerance and adapta-
tion. Under the impulse of these conceptions

srliool hygiene is recognized as an important ad-

junct to pedagogics; psychology, instead of deal-

ing only with traits supposed to be common to

all, is investigating those peculiar to types and
even to individuals; child study makes careful

studies of actual children at various stages of

development in order to determine effective ways
of dealing with each type at each stage. As for

educating the child to be a social being, the new
education proceeds by regarding and treating him
as a f-ocial being from the start. The most ad-

vanced schools of all grades are those which
recognize most fully the possil)ilities of social

training latent in the class, the school, the play-

ground. Constructive work, especially the form
known as group work (where all the members of

the class are engaged on a common project, each
contributing his share) is a fine illustration of

how a subject can contribute to both individual

and social development. Jlention has already
been made of the recognition of the need of ad-

justing the child to his social environment
through the curricKlum. The bearing of these

ideas on moral education is obvious. Morality is

to be attained in the individual as such only
through his own free and responsible choosing to

obey law ; it is best to be attained in the indi-

vidual considered as a social unit by living mor-
ally in the society of which he is a member—the
family, the school, the neighborhood.

The main objection urged against the new
education is that it fails to provide for training

that power to "endure hardness as a good soldier"

which is the bone and sinew of character; that in

suiting school work to the grain of a child's dis-

position it fails to prepare for those demands of

life which go against the grain. It is a suflieient

answer to this objection to say: (1) that bone

and sinew are none the less firm, and they are the

more useful, when developed b}' growth rather

than inserted ready-made; and (2) there is no
virtue or strength either in school or in life to

be gained by overcoming difficulties merely by a
dead pull; the secret of power in performing dif-

ficult tasks is the ability to raise any task above
the level of drudgery into relation with life as a
whole. By giving this power, the new education

greatly multiplies the ability to overcome ob-

stacles.

Educational Methods. The word 'method'

is used in two senses : ( 1 ) to designate those

special rules which are applicable to the teach-

ing of a particular subject; and (2) to designate

general modes of procedure applicable to all sub-

jects. Examples of the first are the various meth-

ods of teaching reading, as the phonetic method,

the sentence method, the word method, etc. Each
of these methods can be defended on psychologi-

cal grounds, yet each is incomplete. The most ef-

fective method is that which combines the good

points of all methods into one. The final test of

a method is not, ''Can arguments be made in its

favor?" but "Will it work?"
Under the head of 'general method' belongs

the doctrine of the formal steps of instrurlion.

This doctrine is based on the assumption that the

mind nuist follow a certain order of processes in

grasping .any subject presented to it: there must
be preparation of the ideas already in the mind,
presentation of the new facts, comparison, ab-

straction, ftenerali::ation. whereby the meaning of

the facts is arrived at and stated in terms; and,

finally, application, whereby the knowledge thus

gained is translated into life. The essential value
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of this doctrine lies not so much in its assump-
tion of an unchanging time order of processes,

as in its emphasis of the fact that there are
certain processes which are essential to a com-
plete act of instruction.

Using 'general metliod' in the sense of a law of
teaching applicable to any suhject, the following
maxims may serve as examples: (1) In all teach-
ing, whether in instruction or in training, let

spirit be uppermost, and mechanism subordinate
to it. This is the first and great commandment;
upon it are based a multitude of specific direc-
tions; such as, thought first, form second; inter-
est first, then criticism

; praise first, if possible,

and let blame be simply tlie subtracting from a
fund of praise; let tlie teacher's first aim be to
lead the pupil to love a subject, and afterwards
he may do what he will; .seize the moment of
excited curiosity that it may not run to waste

—

an impulse of the human spirit is a power which
the teacher caimot produce at will, but which,
unfortunately, he can cramp and suppress; on the
other hand, the teadicr should make mechanism
his ally, not his enemy. 'Drive thy habits, let

them not drive thee.' ('2) A second general prin-
ciple may be stated thus: We learn most ef-
fectively by our own activity under the spur of
a practical interest. We learn least efTectively
when we are least active and least interested. A
teacher who applies this principle will multiply
opportunities whereby his pupils may learn by
experience, by discovery, by executing'; by object
lessons, laboratory and sliop work and the rela-
tions of school life; whereby they may a])ply what
they have heard or read or gained in any second-
hand way, thus supplying, though in tlie reverse
order, the element reality. (3) A third general
principle of teaching may be described as learn-
ing by thinking. The teacher who follows this
leads his pupils to avoid being swamped by de-
tails, because, grasping together many particu-
lars into a convenient bundle duly tagged, he will
form in them the habit of foresight and fore-
thought, and he will develop in them the power
to search out meanings and to find the essential
point of a problem, a situation, or an argument.

In deciding the order to be followed in teaching
the topics in a subject, two conflicting systems
have held sway. The first arranges the topics of
the subjects in logical order, ignoring the fact
that what is first in experience is last in thought,
th.at the psychological order is usually the re-
verse of logical order. The second arranges the
topics with reference to the child's supposed
needs; either (1) teaching related processes con-
currently (as in the Grube method in arithme-
tic) and carrying a number of topics abreast, re-
turning to each at more or less regular intervals
with increased power, as in the spiral method, or
(2) determining the order of topics rather by
the need of the child than by the strict develop-
ment of the subject ; for example, introducing the
subject of osmosis at the point when the children
are eager to understand how the root of a plant
receives nourishment from the earth.
By the inductive method of teaching, a pupil

is led from facts to'generalizations ; for example,
in natural science where individual forms are
first observed, then classified according to essen-
tial characteristics; and in the study of syntax,
where the rule is formulated after several' cases
of the construction are observed and compared.
By the deductive method, the teacher or the

author first states a principle and then proceeds
to elucidate and exemplify it, as when in gram-
mar the definition of noun is given and then
exaniples of nouns. Each of these methods has its

own field, every subject having its deductive and
its inductive stage, and every stiuly of any sub-
ject being partly deductive and partly inductive.
in the Hocraiic method, the teacher asks ques-
tions designed to lead the pupil to think about
what he already knows, to see his mistakes, revise
his judgments, and discover the truth. This meth-
od is especially applicable in subjects involving
moral or a'sthetic judgments, where the pupil has
experiences and knowledge more or less unor-
ganized. Akin to this is the method of dixeovery,
which leads the pupil to experiment. obser\'e,
infer, and formulate conclusions. In all the above
methods the principle of self-activity and partici-
pation is called in. Often combined with these
is the method of discussion, in which the teacher
jjroposes, or has members of the class propose,
theses to be defended. The advantages and dan-
gers of this method are extreme. Great skill and
address, together with the power of summarizing
the discussion, are required in the leader. All
these methods aim to make the pupils ready, re-
sourceful, self-reliant. They need to be supple-
mented by some form of the lecture method or by
the text-book method, which are strong on the
side of exactness and breadth. The recitation
(which is the name applied in the United States
to class exercises in general) varies in efficiency
according to the metliod pursued. The minimum
of advantage results if tlie time be spent in saying
lessons learned mcmoriter from a book, or in re-
citing facts more or less known to all the class.
A class exercise is at its best when the class is
engaged upon some jirolilem toward the solution
of which each one, including the teacher, from his
peculiar point of view, contributes his proper
share. It has been proposed that instead of reci-
tations in which the quick and the slow proceed
at the same rate, each pupil should be allowed
to go at his own pace under the guidance of the
teacher. This plan (known as the Puelilo plan),
though it contains an element of wisdom, is of
only limited application. Its vital defect lies in
its failure to recognize sufficiently the social
value of the recitation,

BiBi,ioGR.\PHy. Adams, Herhartian Psychol-
oijtj (Boston, 1898); Butler, The Meaninci of
Education (new ed., Xew York, inn2) ; Eliot,
Educational Reform (ib., 1878); Froc])^. Educa-
tion of Man (ib,, 1887) ; Blow, Sumbolic Educa-
tion (ib„ 1804) ; Dewey, The School and Soeiett/
(Chicago, 1800) ; Hall, in Pedarjofjical Seminan/.
passim (Worcester, ISni); Herbart, f^cience of
Education (London. 1892) ; Hanus, Educational
Aims and Educational Values (New York,
1809); Harris, Psi/choloriie Foundations of Edu-
cation (ib., 1899) ; .James, Talks to Teachers
(ib,, 1899) ; Laurie, Institutes of Education (ib.,

1892) ; Bishop Potter, Principles of Religious
Education (ib,, 1900) ; Rosenkranz, Philosoph)/
of Education (ib,, 188G) ; Spencer, Education
lib.. ISOl).

PEDAL (Lat. pedalis, relating to the foot,
from pes, foot). Any part of a musical instru-
ment acted on by the feet. The pianoforte, the
harp, and the organ are furnished witli pedals,
which, however, serve an entirely different pur-
pose in each instrument. In the pianoforte their
object is to effect a change in the quality or in-
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tensitj' of the sound; the damper pedal prolongs

the sound alter the linger is lifted from the key,

and the shifting or una corda pedal softens the

tone. The pedals of the harp are the means by

which the chromatic changes of intonation

are etfeeted. In the organ the pedals arc

keys put in action by the feet. The division of

the organ which is connected with the foot-keys

is called the pedal organ, and contains the largest

pipes. The introduction of pedals in the organ
has been attriluited to various men. among them

a German of the name of Bernhard. who lived in

the fifteenth century. Pedals known as combina-

tion pedals are also used in the organ by which

certain fi.xed combinations of stops may be util-

ized. Recent improvements in organ-building

have made possible the choice of such combina-

tions by the performer, who before commencing
to play arranges the combinations he wishes to

use, to act on the swell and on the stops. See

Organ.

PEDAL-POINT. See Organ-Point.

PEDDLER. A person who travels from place

to place selling at retail goods, wares, and mer-

chandise, which he carries about with him. Ped-

dlers are to be distinguished from ordinary trav-

eling salesmen, who sell goods by sample and
have a recognized headquarters from which the

goods are shipped. Because of the irresponsible

character of most peddlers and the ditticulty of

tracing fraud or other crime to them, statutes

have been enacted in almost all of the United
States requiring them to take out licenses and to

conform to certain other regulations, such as

wearing a badge or shield, bearing their license

number, where it can be easily seen. See Li-

cense.

PEDEE', Great. A river in South Carolina.

See Great Pedee River.

PEDESTAL (It. piedestallo, base of a pillar,

from pifylc. from Lat. pes, foot + stallo, from
OHG. slal, Ger. Stall, stall). A base for col-

umns, statues, vases, etc. The pedestal is much
used in classic (especially Roman) architecture.

Like the column, it has a base, a body or central

block, and a capital or cornice, usually called

the surbase. The shaft or plain block is called

the dado or die.

PEDIC'ULA'RIS (Lat.. lousy). A genus of

more than 100 herbs of the natural order Scro-

phulariacece, some of which have rather large and
finely colored ilowers. Several species have been

called lousewort. the English equivalent of Pedic-

ularis, from their supposed influence in produc-
ing the louse disease in sheep. Their acridity

seems to make them injurious as sheep food.

JFany species are found in Continental Europe
and Northern Asia, and some in North America.

.\ few species are cultivated chiefly for their

finely cut beautiful foliage. Pediculnris Cana-

densis, wood betony, is the most common species

in the United States.

PEDIC'XJLA'TI (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Lat. i)cdirnlus. little foot, diminutive of pes,

foot). An order of marine fishes having the

carjial bones eloiigatoil into a kind of arm which

supports the broad pectoral fin. and the anterior

dorsal fin reduced to a few tentacle-like, mostly

isolated, spines: the anglers (q.v.). frog-fishes,

etc. See Plate of Anglers and Batfish.

PEDIGREE (of uncertain etymology; per-

haps from OF. pied de grue, crane's foot, in al-

lusion to the resemblance of the lines of a jK-di-

gree to a bird's foot). Family relationship

traced back through a number of degrees or
generations, sometimes including the record of

births, marriages, and deaths. The term is most

frequently employed in the law in connection

with a rule of evidence which forms one of the

exceptions to the so-called 'hearsay rule' of evi-

dence, and may be generally stated to be, that

statements as to the pedigree of the party in

question made by a blood relative of that parly,

as a brother, since deceased, may be repeated by
a witness who beard them made. See Affinity;
Consanguinity: Evidence; Kin, Next of.

PEDIMENT (Lat. pedamentum, prop for a
vine, from pedare, to furnish with feet, from pes,

foot). The triangular space over the colonnade

at the ends of the roof of classic buildings. It is

inclosed by the horizontal and the raking cor-

nices, the latter following the slopes of the roof

and corresponding to the cornice of the entabla-

ture. The pediment may be called the gable of

classic buildings. In Greek temples the pedi-

ment was frequently enriched with sculpture, for

which it forms a fine setting. The finest ex-

amples are the pedimental sculjitures of the

temples of .Egina, Olympia. and tlie Parthenon

at -Vthens. The doors and windows of buildings

of the Renaissance are often surmounted by pedi-

ments, either straight-sided or curved, and the

form was also used in mediicval structures for

facades and minor architectural parts. In such

cases the terms to use are more properly gable

{c^.v. ) and fronton.

PEDOMETER (from Lat. pes, foot -|- Gk.

uirpov niclrun, measure). An instrument re-

.sendjling a watch and used for measuring dis-

tances traveled by walking. Such an instrument
usually records on a dial plate the number of

steps taken by the person carrying it.

PEDRARIAS DAVILA, p:l<lr:ire';\s da've-

hi. (c. 1440.- 1.530). A Spani--h administrator in

America, born in Segovia. Sjiain. Pedro Arias

de Avila was his proper name. but historians have

contracted it. He distinguished himself in the

conquest of Granada, and he served in the New
World as governor of the Spanish colonies on the

Isthmus of Panama in 1.514. He found a rival

there in Balboa, whom he finally executed ( 1.517).

This deed put Pedrarias out of favor with the

Spanish Court, but the emissaries sent to dislodge

him failed in their mission, and he continued

governor, founded Panama (1;51!M, and exlcnilcd

his sovereignty by settling colonies to the north

and south. But he was jealous of any one else

attempting the same, hindered Pizarro as much
as he could, and had Ci'inloba beheaded for trying

to league himself with Hernando CortPs at Hon-
duras. For these and other tyrannical acts

Pedrarias was called upon to exchange the

governorship of Panama for that of Nicaragua,

where he died.

PEDREGAL Y CANEDO, p:i'drA-gUl' f k.A-

n:"L'Do. 1L\NUEL (1832-PG). A Spanish politician

and author, born at Grado. He studied law. and
took a prominent part in politics as an ardent
Republican. After the abdication of .\madcus,

in 1S73. and during the period of the Republic,

Pedregal was twice Minisd-r of .Justice, and once

Minister of Finance. The following year he
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returned to private life and devoted himself to

studv, and ti) the loiimlation of the Institucifm

Libre de Ensenanza, of which he was made rector

in 1883. He reentered polities in 1882 as Deputy

from Oviedo, and with Azcfirate, Salracron,

Labra, and others, organized the Republican

party called 'centralista,' which has stood for

the best element in radical politics. His works
inchitle IJI piMlrr y l» libcrlad en cl mundu on-

tiytto (1878); Estudios sohre el cnyrnndeci-

micnto y la dccadencia de Espafia (1878);

Elceeidn presidencial de las Estados-Unidos

(1892); Nociones de hacienda pi'iblica (1881);

and Sociedades eooperativas (1888).

PEDRELL, pa-dreiy, Felipe (1841—). A
Spanish writer on music. He was born at Tor-

tosa, studied music, and in his earlier period

comi)osed considerably. His works incluilc the

operas El idtimo Abeiwcrra<ie (1874), for which

he wrote music and book, Quasimudo (1875), and

El Tasso en Ferrara ( 1881 ) , and the lyric dramas
Cleopatra, Mazcppa, and (1894) Los Pirineos, as
well as songs and masses. In all these works

there is originality and an evident cfl'ort to build

up a national musical style. Of even more im-
jiortance is Pedrell's works as a critic and histo-

rian of music. The two great works, Hispaniw
Hchola Mtisica .S'ocrrt (1894 sqq.) and Teatro
lirico espuiiol anterior al siglo XIX (1897 sqq.),

are original and able. His lexicographical labors
include Dieeionario tfenico de la mnS'ica (1894)

and a biographical dictionary of Spanish and
Portuguese musicians (1897 sqq.).

PEDRO I., rort. pron. pa'dr6 (DoM Anto-
nio Pedko de Alcantara Bourbon) (1798-18.34).

Emperor of Brazil. He was the second son of

John VI., King of Portugal from 1816, and was
born at Lisbon, October 12, 1798. In 1807 the
royal family fled to Brazil before the invading
armies of France. Tliere John VI., on the death
of his mother, !Maria I., was crowm'd King
of Portugal, and Dom Pedro, heir apparent
since the death of his elder brother (1801), at-

tained nuich influence in politics in epite of his
youth and his rather irregular education. In
1821 King John returned to Portugal and Dom
Pedro was made Regent of Brazil. He soon threw
in his lot with the Brazilian national party, who
were disgusted by the systematic preference
shown to the Portuguese in the appointment to
high (ilfices in Church and State. The separatist
movement attained formidable proportions, and
on Octolier 12, 1822, Dom Pedro was proclaimed
Emperor of Brazil. The slight resistance made
by Portugal was easily overcome, and in 182.5 the
mother country acknowledged the independence
of Brazil. The popularity of the Emperor, wliich
was at first very great, was gradually weakened
by the arbitrary measures taken against the Re-
publican faction, and his acceptance of a new
constitution in 1824 did not materially mend
matters. In 1828 the Province of Uruguay succeed-
ed in establishing its independence of Brazil. Op-
position to the Government increased, and Pedro
at length, April 7. 1831, abdicated in favor of his
Eon, Pedro II., and went to Europe. He had been
proclaimed King of Portugal upon the death of
his father, in 1826, but had resigned the throne
in favor of his daughter. Donna Maria da Gloria,
who had been set aside by her uncle, Dom Pedro's
younger brother, Migiiel

( q.v. ) . The ex-Emperor
invaded Portugal in the early part of 1832 with

PEDRO II.

an army largely made up of English and French
volunteers, to make good his daughter's title to
the throne. He occupied Oporto in July, and a
year later made his entry into Lisbon after his

admiral. Sir Charles Napier had vanquished the
fleet of Dom Miguel oft' Cape Saint Vincent. The
usurper was forced to abandon all claims to the
throne in 1834. In August, 1834, Dom Pedro
was chosen Regent of the Kingdom, but he died

on September 24th of the same year, two days
after the coronation of the young Queen, Donna
Maria.

Armitage, History of Brazil (London, 1836),
gives an excellent account of events during the

residence of the Braganza family in Brazil.

PEDRO II. (?-1213). King of Aragon. A
brave soldier and a gifted troubador. He suc-

ceeded his father, Alfonso II., in Aragon and
Catalonia in 1196, and in France he secured the

lordship of Montpellier. He was crowned at

Rome in 1204, and promised to send a yearly

tribute to the Papal chair. His efforts to im-

pose a new tax on his people aroused opposition

on the part of the nobility and the towns, and
these formed a league against him. In 1212 he
entered into an alliance with the kings of Castile

and Navarre against the Almohades (q.v.), which
resulted in the great victory of Las Navas de
Tolosa on July 16. The next year he crossed into

France to aid the Albigenses against Simon de
Montfort (q.v.), and was killed at the battle of

'

Muret, September 2, 1213.

PEDRO II. (Dom Pedro de Alcantara)
(1825-91). Emperor of Brazil. He was the son,
of Emperor Pedro I. and was born at Rio de
Janeiro, December 2, 1825. He was but five years
old when his father abdicated in his favor, April
7, 1831. During his minority the country was
governed by a regency. He was declared of age in

1840, was crowned in 1841, and married in 1843
Theresa Christina, sister of Ferdinand II. of the
Two Sicilies. His .sons died in childhood, and his

daughter Isabella became heiress to the crown.
The early years of the reign of Pedro II. were
marked by revolutionary disturbances within the
country and complications with the neighboring
South American States. Revolts in the provinces
of Sao Paulo and Minas Geraes were suppressed
in 1842, as were similar insurrections in Rio
Grande do Sul in 1845. and Pernambuco in 1849.

In 1851 Brazil assisted General Jos6 de Urquiza,

Governor of Entre-Rios, in his struggle against
Rosas, the dictator of Buenos Ayres, and was
instrumental in bringing about the fall of the dic-

tator. A five years' struggle in conjunction with
Uruguay and the Argentine Republic against
Lopez, the dictator of Paraguay ( 1865-70) , ended
in the triumph of the allies. In 18G7 Dom Pedro
opened the Amazon to the commerce of all nations.

In 1871 a law was passed for the gradual aboli-

tion of slavery, which was hurried to its com-
pletion by popular demonstrations in 1888. Dom
Pedro's administration was conducted with tact

and good judgment. On November 15, 1889, how-
ever, as a result of a revolution instigated by the
ofticers of the Brazilian army, Dom Pedro was
forced to abdicate and a republic was proclaimed.
A ])ension was conferred on the ex-Emperor and
he was sent to Europe on a Government vessel.

Dom Pedro spent the remaining years of his life

in France, and died in Paris, December 5, 1891.

He was a man of wide culture, and Brazil made

I
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great progress under his guidance. He traveled

extensively, both in America and in Europe, and
devoted much time to studying systems of gov-

ernment and education.

PEDBO THE CRUEL (1334-69). King of

Castile and Leon from 1350 to 1369. He was the

son of Alfonso XI. and Maria of Portugal, and was
born at Burgos, August 30, 1334. On his father's

deatli Pedro succeeded to the throne without op-

position. He was greatly influenced by his

motlier, and Albuquerque, his favorite. His bas-

tard brother, Henry of Trastamare (q.v.) ,
plotted

against him constantly. But the great oppo-

sition which he encountered was due to his mar-

riage, in 13i33, to Blanche of Bourbon, whom he

abandoned after three days, and a second marriage

in 1354 to .Juana de Castro, whom he abandoned

after two days. The friends of both joined his

brothers. He was taken prisoner in 1354, but soon

escaped and took cruel revenge. From 1357 to

1361 he was engaged in a war with Tedrn IV.

of Aragon. Henry of Trastamare, who had fled

to France, returned ( 1366) at the head of a body

of exiles, reinforced by Bertrand du Guesclin

(q.v.) with an army of mercenaries, and aided by

Aragon, France, and the Pope. Pedro prevailed

upon Edward, the Black Prince, to espouse his

cause. Edward invaded Castile in the spring of

1367, defeated Henry and Du Guesclin at Najera,

and restored Pedro to the throne. But the King
disgusted his chivalrous ally by his cruelty to

the vanquished, and paid no heed to his remon-

strances; Edward accordingly repassed the

Pyrenees, and left the treacherous monarch to his

fate. The whole kingdom groaned under his

cruelties; rebellions broke out everywhere; and
in August, 1369, Henry returned. Pedro's forces

were routed at Montiel, and he himself was com-
pelled to retire for safety within the town, whence
he was treacherously decoyed and captured by Du
Guesclin. He was carried to a tent, where a

quarrel took place between him and Henry, in

whicli the latter killed Pedro. Consult: Garcia,

Castilla y Leon durante los reJnados de Pedro I.,

Enrique II., Juan II., Enrique HI., vol. i.

(Madrid, 1891) ; Burke, A History of Spain, vol.

i. (London, 1895).

PEEBLESSHIRE, p-e^)'l-sher. or Tweeddale.
A soutlieastern county of Scotland, bonnded by
Edinljurgh on the north, Selkirk on the east,

Dumfries and Selkirk on the south, and Lanark-

shire on the west (Map: Scotland, E 4). Area,

355 square miles. The surface generally is moun-
tainous, 450 feet above the level of the sea at the

low-est point and attaining a maximum altitude

of 2754 feet in Broadlaw. Tlie principal river

is the Tweed (whence Tweeddale) and its af-

fluents. The arable lands are in the valleys, the

highlands being chiefly pastoral. Cereals are

largely grown and green crops. Coal is mined
and there are deposits of ironstone and lime-

stone. Woolens are manufactured. Capital,

Peebles. Population of county, in 1891, 14.750:

in 1901, 15.066. Consult Chambers, A History of

Pcrhlcsxhirr (Edinburgh, 1864).

PEEKS'KILL. A village in Westchester

County, N. Y., fortv-one miles north of New York
City; 'on the east bank of the Hudson River,

iust below the Highlands, and on the New York

Central and Hudson River Railroad (Map: X'.w-

York, G 4). It has several private secondary

schools and the Field Library, with over 6800

volumes; Helping Hand Hospital, St. Joseph's
Home, a House of the Good Shepherd, and the

State Military Camp. There are extensive manu-
factures of stoves, fire brick, hats, underwear,
foundry products, blank books, etc. The water
works are owned and operated by the municipal-
ity. Peekskill was settled in 1764, and derives

its name from Jans Peek, an early Dutcli navi-

gator. It was incorporated as a village in 1810
and was reincorporated in 1827. Xear it is the

famous Robinson House, the headquarters of

Generals Putnam and Parsons in 1778-79, and of

Arnold in the summer of 1780. It was here that
Arnold first learned of the capture of Andre.
Population, in 1890, 9676; in 1900, 10,358.

PEEL. A seaport town and a favorite water-

ing resort on the west coast of the Isle of Man,
England (Map: England, B 2). It was formerly
called "Holm." Its fisheries are productive, and
the building of vessels of small tonnage and the

manufacture of nets are carried on extensively.

At the northern extremity of the bay on which
it stands are several grotesque and romantic

caverns. The southern extremity is formed by
Peel Island, which contains the grand old ruins

of Peel Castle, described in Scott's Peveril of the

Peak. The castle was formerly the frequent resi-

dence of the earls of Derby, then lords of the Isle

of Man, and is expressly named in the original

grant of Henry IV. to tlie Stanley family. It in-

closes a 'round tower' and the ruins of a cathe-

dral, beneath which is a strong subterranean dun-

geon, where many notable persons were im-

prisoned. Population, 3600.

PEEL^ Pavl (1860-92). A Canadian artist,

born in London, Ontario. At the age of sixteen

he went to the Pennsvlvania Academy of Fine

Arts in Philadelphia, and in 1880 to the Royal

Academy, London, thence to Paris, where he

studied with Gerome, Boulange, and others. He
was a pupil of Benjamin Constant for nearly five

years and achieved great skill as a colorist, es-

pecially in flesh tints as shown in nude children.

In 1889 he obtained an honorable mention at the

Paris Salon for his painting "How Bitter Life

Is," and the following year was awarded a gold

medal for "After the Bath." which was acquired

by the National Gallery at Budapest, Hungarj'.

Queen Alexandra bought his "Two Friends" for

Buckingham Palace, and "Fording the Stream"
hangs in the City Hall. Toronto. His other pic-

tures include "The Unwilling Model," "In Pun-

ishment," "The Unexpected Meeting," and "The

Twins."

PEEL, Sir Eobebt (1788-1850). An eminent

British statesman. He was born on February 5,

1788, the eldest son of Robert Peel (created a
baronet in 1800). a wealthy cotton-spinner. Peel

was educated at Harrow and Christ Church, Ox-

ford, graduating from the latter in 1808. In 1800

he entered the House of Commons, where he began
his career in supporting the Tory Ministry

of the Duke of Portland. In 1810 he was appoint-

ed L'ndcr-Secretary for War and the Colonies.

In 1812. Lord Liver|iool having meanwhile become
Prime Minister. Peel became Chief Secretary for

Ireland. In this capacity he had to consider

three great questions: patronage, the preserva-

tion of order, and the maintenance of the Protest-

ant ascendency. In order to carry out these af-

fairs successfully. Peel ignored all personal ends,

and appointed Catholics and Protestants alike.
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thus strengthening his party. He created the
Irish constabulary, dubbed "Peelers," and be-

came involved in such a bitter contest with
Daniel O'Connell (q.v. ) that he was driven in

1815 to send the agitator a challenge. The po-

lice, however, prevented the duel from taking
place. Peel remained Irish Secretary until 181S,

when he resigned. He had been chosen in 1817

the representative of Oxford in Parliament, an
imusual honor for so young a man. He also

began about this time to acquire a reputation as

a financier and economist; and in 1819 he was
appointed chairman of a special committee to

consider the state of the Bank of England. As a
result the so-called "Peel's Act' was adopted, ac-

cording to which specie payments were resumed
on May 1, IS-i."?.

Peel had been a vigorous opponent of all acts

intended to emancipate the Catholics, but about
this time his views gradually began to change,
though the process was so slow that after he had
reentered the Ministry in 1S"22 as Home Secre-

tary he continued to oppose the measures of

Canning, the most powerful advocate of the
Catholics, and in 1827, after Canning had be-

come Prime Jlinister, Peel resigned. In 1828 he
again became Home Secretary in the Cabinet of

the Duke of Wellington. By this time Peel

decided to support Catholic emancipation, and
on March 5, 1829, himself introduced a bill to

effect this change, which soon became a law. As
a result of this reversal of his views. Peel no
longer remained the representative of O.\ford. He
also brought about at this time numerous re-

forms in the laws, and in 1829 established the
London police force.

In November, 1830, the Cabinet was defeated,
on the question of Parliamentarv" reform, and
Peel for the first time belonged to the Opposition.
He vigorously attacked the Reform Bills, and
played an important part in the various dramatic
episodes of that time. On December 9, 18.34, he
became Prime Minister, and tried to carrj- on the
Government in the face of an overwhelming hos-
tile majority, but on April 8, 183.5, he was com-
pelled to give up the contest. He began slowly,
but surely, to build up the great Conservative
Party, so called since 1831, and gathered together
under his leadership young men like Disraeli and
Gladstone. In 1839 the Conservative leader was
summoned on one occasion to form a Cabinet, but
Queen ^ietoria refused to submit to changes in
the personnel of her household, and so the \\'hig3
remained in power. They were, however, pressed
on the one side by the new Radical Party and the
Anti-Corn League, and on the other by O'Connell.
They lost giound. and in 1841 were compelled to
dissolve Parliament. The general election that
ensued was virtually a contest between free trade
and protection, and the latter won. When the
new Parliament met, the Conservative Party,
headed by Peel, came into oflSce. The Whigs
desired a fixed and moderate duty on foreign
corn; the Anti-Corn League wished free corn;
while Peel was in favor of a modification
of the sliding scale of duty which had existed
since 1828. He introduced and carried in 1842. in
spite of strong opposition, a measure based upon
this principle. The deficit in the revenue, which
had become quite alarming under the Melbourne
Administration, next engaged his attention, and
led him to bring in a bill (1842 i for the imposi-
tion of an 'income tax' of 7d. in the pound, to

be levied for three years. To equalize still fur-

ther the burdens of taxation. Peel commenced a
revision of the general tarilF, and either abolished
or lowered the duties on several very important
articles of commerce. The great Bank Charter Act
of 1844 was the measure to which Peel himself
felt most attached, and which he considered the
most important and far-reaching of his Adminis-
tration. He also showed himself resolute in the
repression of the malcontents of Ireland. O'Con-
nell (q.v.) was tried for conspiracy, and though
the judgment against him was set aside on apjjeal

to the House oi" Lords, the influence of the "agi-

tator' was broken. The first half of 1845 was
marked by the increase of the allowance to ilay-
nooth and its change into a permanent endow-
ment instead of an annual grant, and b^" the
foundation of the Irish nonsectarian colleges and
other imi)ortant measures. The potato-rot in Ire-

land during the autumn, followed by a frightful

famine, rendered 'cheap corn' a necessity, if mil-

lions were not to starve. Cobden and the League
redoubled their exertions. Lord John Russell an-
nounced the views of tlie Liberal Party on tlie

crisis, and Peel finally yielded. He told his Minis-

terial colleagues that the corn-laws were doomed,
and their repeal was inevitable. Some of them
refusing to go along with him. he resigned; but
after a few days he was recalled, and the repeal
was carried. He was, however, immediately
afterwards defeated on a protection of life bill

for Ireland. Xot so much upon this account, as
because he felt that the course which he had pur-
sued had produced a dissolution of the old ties of
party, ami that he could not expect for some time
to find himself at the head of a strong Govern-
ment, Peel retired from ollice in June, 184G,
giving place to a Liberal Administration under
Lord .John Russell, to which he gave an inde-
pendent but general support as the leader of a
middle party rather than Liberal or Conserva-
tive. In the critical times of 1847-48 he was
one of the most important props of the Govern-
ment, wliose free-trade principles he had now
completely accepted. His ecclesiastical policy
had also undergone a remarkable change, and he
now franklj- supported the Liberals in their ef-

forts to carry an act for the repeal of the Jew-
ish disabilities. On .June 28. 18.50. he spoke
with great eloquence in the debate on Lord Pal-
merston's Greek policy. On the following day he
was thrown from his horse in Hyde Park, and
was so much injured that he died on the evening
of .July 2, 1850.

The best authorities for a study of Peel are:
Collection of S/M-eckes Delivered in Parliament
(4 vols., London, 1853) ; Stanhope and Cardwell,
Memoirs hy Peel (ib., 1857) ; Hardinge and
Peel, fixr Robert Peel; His Life and His
Private Correspondence (ib., 1891). A great
number of biographies of Peel exist. Among the
best may be named: Taylor and Mackay. Life
and Times of Sir Robert Peel (London. 1840-50) ;

Doubleday, The Political Life of >S'ir Robert
Peel (ib., 1856) ; Sir Lawrence Peel. Life and
Character of Sir Robert Peel (ib.. 18G0) ; Guizot,

<S'iV Robert Peel: Etude d'histoire contemporaine
(ib.. 1856). Consult also "Peel." in Ticclve

English Statesmen Series, in Prime Ministers of

Queen Victoria Series, and in Statesmen Series.

PEELE, George (c.l5.58c.l.597). An English
dramatist. He was educated at Christ's Hospital
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School, where his father was a clerk, and at

Christ Church, Oxford, graduating B.A. in 1577,

and il.A. in 1579. On returninj; to London he
was driven from the precincts of Christ's Hos-
pital owing to his dissipated conduct. He seems
to have been a skillful player as well as a play-

wright. His chief plays are the Anuifjnment of

Paris, performed before the Queen probalily in

1581-; Eduurd I. (printed 1.593), one of the ear-

liest historical plays in English: 2Vie Battle of
Alcazar (printed 1594); The Old Wives' Tale
(printed 1595) ; and the richly Oriental David
and Beihsalie (printed 1599). Though Peele's

dramatic work has less importance than
Greene's and Marlowe's, it yet helped prepare
the way for Shakespeare. Peele wrote a couple

of pageants, also, and among his miscellaneous
writings are "An Eclogue Gratulatory," ad-

dre.ssed to the ''Renowned Shepherd of Albion's

Arcadia. Robert, Earl of Essex," and "The Be-

ginnings, Accidents, and End of the Fall of

Troy." important because Shakespeare may liave

got from it the idea of treating fully the theme
of Trnilus and Cressida. Peele's style is often

highly poetical. His verses are sweet, but his

rhyme seems faulty. Many of the lyrics and pas-

torals scattered through his plays have great

charm. Consult his Works, ed. bv BuUen (Lon-
don. 1888).

PEELE, .John- Tiioi[.\.s (1822—). An Eng-
lish-American genre painter, born in Peterbor-

ough, England. He came to the United States

at an early age, and was self-taught. He began
by painting portraits, but after 1846 took up
genre painting, especially of juvenile subjects.

He settled in England about 1851. His works
include "The Children of Robert Thornton." and
"Children of the Wood," bought by Prince Albert
of England.

PEENE, pa'ne. Htppoliet J.\x tax (1811-

64). .\ Flemish dramatist. He was born at
Capryeke, in East Flanders, studied medicine at
Louvain. and practiced in Ghent from 1837 to his

death. Besides a popular song. De Vlaamsclxe
Lceuic. for which the music was written by Karel
Miry. Pcene's work was for the stage. As early
as 1835 he had written a French vaudeville, La
rieillcsse de Stanislas. His Keizer Earel (1847)
is the first example in Flemish of the same genre.

Of his later plays the more important are:
Brigitta (1847). an opera; Jan de Tierde
(1848), an historical drama; Vader Cats
(1855) : and Jellen en Mieije (1858). as well as
texts for French opera. His collected works in

thirtv-eight volumes appeared at Ghent (1880-

82).

PEEPER. One of the small tree-frogs which
in early spring are heard peeping all over the

countiy as the sexes gather in the ponds and
p\iddles for breeding purposes. The first voice

heard in this chorus of early March in the
Xorthcrn States is that of Pickering's or the
little yellow tree-toad {Eiila Pickerinfjii) . In
the Southern States a small greenish peeper, very
common, is Uula srjuirella.

PEEPING TOM OF COVEWTRT. The only
person in Coventry who disobeyed the injunction

not to look out on the street while Lady Go-
diva (q.v.) rode by. The name has become a
conventional term for an inquisitive person.

Vol. XV.—33.

PEEPXJL, PIPTJL, or PIPPTTL (Uind. pipal,

from Skt. pippala, long pepper, sacred fig-tree),

Ficus religiosa. A species of fig (q.v.) known
in Ceylon as the bo tree. It somewhat resembles
the banyan, but the branches do not root like those
of that tree, and the leaves, rounded at the base,

have long attenuated points which are consid-

ered special devices for carrying off the water
from leaves, a necessary device in wet tropical

forests. The tree, which often attains a height

of 100 feet or more, is held sacred by the Hindus,

who maintain that Vishnu was born under it,

hence its name 'sacred fig.' It is frequently

])lanted near temples, and religious devotees

b])cnd their lives under its shade. The Buddhists

also held it sacred. It is often planted for shade

near houses, and by the side of walls. The juice

contains caoutchouc, and is used by women as

bandoline. Lac insects feed upon the tree, and
much lac is obtained from it. The fruit is not

much larger than a grape, and, although edible,

is not valued.

PEER (OF. per, pair, Fr. pair, peer, equal,

from Lat. par, equal). A general name applied

to the various members of the titled nobility of

England. The peerage comprises the ranks of duke,

marquis, earl, viscoimt. and baron. The dignity of

the peerage, still hereditary, was in early times

also territorial. Life jx'erages se«'m to h.Tve been

not unknown at one time in Fngland: but in 1856,

in the case of the law lord Baron Wensleydale,

the House of Lords ruled that his creation "for

and during the term of his natural life" did not

convey the privilege of a seat and a vote in their

House. Women may be peeresses in their own
right, either by creation or by inheritance. In
France the great vassals of the Crown were
very early known as peers, while the legal

fiction of a semienuality with the King was still

maintained: the title occurs under Robert I. and
Louis VII., though the earliest letters patent
creating a peerage which are known are those

issued i)y Philip- IV. in favor of Robert II., Count
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of Artois. Under Pliilip Augustus there were

six lay peers and six ecolesiastieal. When tliree

of the lay peerages wiie extinguished by union

with the Crown, the King created new ones, at

first of the hkuid royal, to counterbalance the

ecclesiastical peerages. The policy of Richelieu

and Louis XIV'. reduced the prerogatives of the

peerage to a simple question of precedence, the

debates over which occupy such a large pai't of

Saint-Simon's memoirs. Their only privilege

was that of sitting in the parliaments and being

judged only by these high courts.' At the Kevo-

lution there were forty-nine peerages, including

five princes of the blood, six spiritual peers (the

same archbishoi)s as in the jNIiddle Ages), and
thirty-eight lay peers, ranging in seniority from
l"z&s, 1,572, to Aubigny, Choiseul. and Coigny,

1787. The peerage was then supi)ressed. From
1814 to 1848 a House of Peers was in existence,

modeled on the English I'pjjer House. Heredi-

tary successicm was abolished in 18.30.

PEER GYNT, p."ir gunt. A dramatic poem
by Henrik Ibsen (1867). It has been called the

^Scandinavian Faust, and is a satire on certain

Xorwegian traits exemplified in the hero. It

has, however, a broader application as the story

of a human soul. Peer Oynt. as the drama he-

gins, is a peasant, dreamy, selfish, sordid, super-

stitious, and a liar, leading a life of smatterings.

Later the scene changes to foreign lands where
Gynt apparently has prospered, but his character

remains unchanged. At last, in old age, ho
returns to his early home, and realizes the
worthlessness of his miserable existence, but is

saved from utter despair by the devotion of the

woman who has loved him from his youth. In
spite of its dismal theme, the poem is varied and
witty, full of allusions to Northern folk-lore,

the name and nature of Peer GjTit being taken
from a folk-tale of that title. The composer
Grieg has a suite named from the poem and sug-

gested by its theme.

PEERLKAMP, parPkamp. Hgfm.vn Peter
( 178t)-lSli.j) . A prominent Dutch Latinist and
critic. He was born at Groningen, studied there
and at Leyden, where, after teaching in Haarlem
and Doekum. he became jirofessor of classics and
ancient history (1822). This chair he resigned
in 1848 becaiwe of ill health. As a classical

scholar, he had a remarkably brilliant style and
a purely subjective standard of criticism which
led him to judge as interpolations much of Latin
poetry. Peerlkamp edited Horace's Odes (18.34;

2d ed. 1802). his most famous work; Vergil's
^Eneid (184.3); Horace's Ars Poctica (1845)
and Satires (18G3); as well as Taeitus's Agri-
cola (1827; 2d ed. 1804) and the works of
Xenophon of Ephesus (1818); and he wrote
much on the history of Dutch literature and
classical scholarship. He founded (182.5) the
Ifibliotheca Critica Nova. Consult Leopold. Stu-
dia Pcrrll-ampiana (Groningen, 1892).

PEERS. Richard (1G4.5-0O). An English au-
thor anil translator. He was the son of a tanner
and was born in Lisbiirn, in the County of An-
trim. Ireland. Disliking his father's trade, to
which lie was apprenticed, he ran away to Eng-
land, where he was sent to school by an uncle.
He graduated B.A. from Christ Church. Oxford,
in IfifiS. and M.A. in lfi71. In recognition of his
scholarship, he was elected esquire bedell in the
faculty of arts (1675) and afterwards in the

PEGASUS.

faculty of physic. L'nder the supervision of Dr.
.John Fell (q.v.), he translated into Latin An-
thony fi Wood's Hislonj and Aiili(iuities of O.r-

ford (1674): and unaided made the fli-l.

catalogue of Oxford graduates under the title nf

.'1 Catalogue of Graduates in Divinity, Law, and
Plii/sic, etc. (1680), and contributed to the fa-

mous English Atlas (vol. iv.) of Moses Pitt, The
Description of the Seventeen Provinces of the
Lon-' Countries! or Netherlands (1682). He also

published Verses on Sundri/ Occasions (1667).
His life was passed in and near O.xford.

PEERYBINGLE, JIr.s. In Dickens's Cricket
on the Hearth, the devoted and cheery little wife
of the Carrier John Peerybingle. Ilcr liusband
called her Dot, under which name Dion Bouei-
eault's dramatization of the stoi'y was presented
in 1862.

PEET, Haevey Prindle (1794-187-3). An
American educator, born at Bethlehem, Conn.
He graduated at Yale in 1822. and two years
later became superintendent of the American
Asylum for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb,
the first institution of the kind in this country.

In 1831 he became president of the New York
institute for the deaf and dumb. He was the
author of A Course of Instruction for the Deaf
and Dumb (1844-46), and of several other works
on deafness and on insanity.

PEET, Stephen Denison (1830—). An
American archicologist, born at Euclid. Ohio. He
graduated at Beloit College in 1851. .studied

theology at Andover, Mass., and after 18:54 was
pastor of Congregational churches in Racine and
Clinton, Wis.. Ashtabula. Ohio, and Mendon. 111.

He became editor of the Anf^riciin Antiiptariari

and published History of Earl;/ ifissions in Wis-
consin (1886), Religious Beliefs of the Aborig-
ines of North America (1886), The Clan Cen-
tres and the Clan Habitat of the Effim/ Builders

(1891), The History of the Explorations in the

Mississippi Valley (1896), and Prehistorio

America (3 vols., 1890-99).

PEF'FER, William Alfred (1831— ). An
American lawAer and legislator, born in Cumber-
laml County. Pa. He was entirelv self-educated.

In 1853 he settled in Indiana, iii 1859 in Mis-

souri, and later in Illinois. He enlisted in the

Eighty-third Illinois regiment in 1802. was mus-
tered out as lieutenant in 1865. and, removing to

Kansas, est.ablished the Fredonia Journal and
the Cofl'eyville Journal. In 1874 he was elected

to the State Senate, in 1880 was a Republican
Presidential elector, and in 1881 assumed the

editorship of the Kansas Farmer. From 1891 to

1897 he represented the People's Party in the

United States Senate, and in 1898 was nominated
by the Prohibitionists for Governor of Kansas.
Among his publications are : Peffer's Tariff Man-
ual (1888) : The Way Out (1890) ; The Farmer's
Side (1891); Americanism in the Philippines
( 1900) ; Rise and Fall of Populism in the United
States^ (1900).

PEG'ASTJS (Lat.. from Gk. Hi/yaaoc; con-

nected with TTtiybq, pcgos, strong, i^nyvivm, peg-

nynai, to fasten; popularly derived from rrnyii,

prgc, spring). In Greek legend, a winged horse,

begotten by Poseidon on the Gorgon ]\fedusa, and
with Chrysaor springing from her neck when she

was beheaded by Perseus. Later by the aid of

Athena he was caught at the spring Peirene in
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Corinth by Bellerophon, who used him in his con-

flict with the Chimtera, and his hiter wars. Af-
terwards he was said to have flown to lieavcn,

and later writers told how he had been placed

among the stars. The Alexandrian poets seem
to have been the first to attribute the spring
Hippocrcne on Mount Helicon to a blow of Pe-

gasus's hoof, and the same story is found in con-

nection with Aganippe and several other foun-

tains in Greece. This story brought Pegasus
into connection with the Muses of ilount Heli-

con, and as the spring-inspired poets we find

them honoring Pegasus for his gift. As the

poet's horse on which he is carried from the earth

into the realms of poetic fancy, Pegasus is un-

known to antiquity. That conception seems to

appear first in Boiardo's Orlando Innainorato.

Consult Hannig, De Pegaso (Breslau, 1901).

PEG'GOTTY. The name of a family in Dick-

ens's Daiirl Vopperfield, consisting of Clara Peg-

gotty, David's devoted nurse, who married Bar-

kis, the carrier, her brother Dan, and nephew
Ham, Yarmouth boatmen, who live in a re-

modeled barge with Little Emily and Mrs. Gum-
midge.

PEGMATITE (from Gk. irf/yiia, pcgma, any-

thing fastened together, from TD/jrivni, pCyiiyiwi,

to fasten). A coarse-grained rock of siliceous

composition occurring in dikes or veins and gen-

erally in association with a parent mass of

granite rock. Most pegmatites have the com-
position of a siliceous granite. They are

made up chiefly of feldspar (orthoclase, micro-

cline, plagioclase) , quartz, and muscovito ; but
tlicv are also the home of many of the minerals

containing rarer chemical elements, such, for

example, as boron, beryllium, uranium, cerium,

etc. Pegmatites supply the feldspar for porce-

lain and the mica for isinglass. They are in

part of igneous and in part of aqueous or aquco-

igneous origin.

PE'GRAM, JoH>f (1832-65). An American
solilier, Ixjrn at Petersburg, Va. He graduated at
West Point in 1854. and was assigned to frontier

duty with the First Dragoons. On February 28.

1857, he was appointed first lieutenant. He served

as assistant instructor of cavalry, and took part

in the Utah Expedition of 1857-58. From 1858 to

18()0 he was on leave, traveling and studying in

Europe, and on his return served against the

Indians in New Mexico. He resigned on May 10,

ISHl, and became a captain of cavalry in the
I 11 federate army. In .June and July he was
liriifenant-coloncl in General Garnett's opera-
tions around Beverly in western Virginia, and
was captured at Rich Mountain (July 11). When
exchanged, he was sent in July. 1862, to General
Bragg in Mississippi as chief of engineers, and af-

terwards was chief of staff for Gen. E. Kirby Smith
in Tennessee. He was made brigadier-general of

cavalry in Xovember. 1862, was engaged at

Murfreesboro, and commanded a division at

Chickamauga. He was transferred to the Army
of Northern Virginia, Early's division. Second
Corps, and repulsed au attempt to turn the right

Confederate flank at the Wilderness. He served

in the campaign against Sheridan in the Shenan-
doah in the fail of 1864. and was promoted major-

general. \\Tiile on service around Richmond he

was mortally wounded in the skirmish at Hatch-

er's Run in February, 1865.

PEGU, pe-gou'. A division of Lo\>er Burma
(q.v.), British India (ilap: Burma, C 3).

Area, 13,100 square miles. Population, in 1801,

1,522,500; in 1901, 1,810,000. It comprises the

districts of Pegu, Rangoon, Hauthawaddy. Tliar-

rawaddy, and Prome. It is watered bj' the Irra-

waddy, the Rangoon, the Pegu, and the Sittang.

The surface is uneven, attaining in the Aracan
Yoma Mountains, on the west boundary, a maxi-
mum altitude of about 6000 feet. The clinuite

is warm and humid, but not unliealthful. The
soil is fertile ; the river valleys are well cultivated

and highly productive; and tliere are extensive

forests of valuable trees. Rice is the principal

crop, and teak timber is largely exported. The
Peguans belong by race to the ilons

(
q.v. ) , one

of the great groups of primitive jieoples of Indo-

China. Pegu was an independent Tabling king-

dom until 1752; its subsequent history is merged
with that of Burma (q.v.). It became British

in 1852.

PEGU. The capital of a division of Southern
Burma, on the Pegu River, at its confluence with
the Irrawaddy, 40 miles northeast of Rangoon
(Map: Burma. C 3). Before its destruction by
Alompsa in 1757 it was a large and fine city, said

to have had over 100,000 inhabitants. Its popu-
lation is now about 12,000. It contains a num-
ber of interesting pagodas, a colossal recumbent
figure of Buddha, and many ancient relics.

PEHLEVI, p.a'lii-ve, more correctly paK'lft-

Ve. See PaHLAXT L.\NGUAGE and LiTERATtRE.
PEI-HO, pfi'hiV or pi'hr/ (Chin., while river).

The most important river of North China (ilap:

China, E 4). It rises near the Great Wall north

of Peking, flows southward, receiving several

tributaries, past T'ung-chow fu, 12 miles east of

Peking, to Tien-tsin, where it takes a southeast-

ern course and falls into the Gulf of Pe-chi-li at

Taku (q.v.), its course being wholly within the

Province of Chili. At Tientsin it receives from
the northwest the Hun-ho, swollen by the acces-

sion near its confluence with the Pei-ho of the

waters of many rivers, with luimerous feeders,

from the west and southwest. Here. also, it con-

nects with the Grand Canal. Its course is very

tortuous, especially below Tien-tsin, the distance

from that point to Taku by water being 80 miles,

but only 35 by land. Its waters are thick with

silt, but are navigable by coast and river .steam-

ers as far as Tientsin and by native vessels

above that point to T'mig-cliow. There is a bar

of stiff clay at its mouth which greatly imjiairs

its value as a waterway, and the water along

the coast is so shallow that heavily laden vessels

cannot approach nearer than eight miles. The
total length of the river is estimated at 350 miles.

PEILE, pel. JoHM (1838-). An English

philologi-st, born at Whitehaven, Cumberbuul.
He studied at Christ's College, Cambridge, wliero

he was fellow and lecturer in 1860. and in 1887

master. Peile took much interest in university

extension. He publislied: Introduction to Grrek
and Latin Eti/inolo;!!! (lS(i!)) and Primer of Phi-

lolotjt/ (1877), both popular works; yotes to the

Tale' of ynln (1881) : and a History of Christ's

Cnllriic MOflO).

PEINE, pi'nc. A town in the Piovince of

Hanover. Prussia, on the Fuse. 20 miles south-

east of Hanover (Map: Prussia. D 2). Tt has

cattle markets, breweries, and manufactures of

iron, sugar, furniture, jute goods, malt, artificial
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gunno, etc. Population, in 1800, 10,100; in

IIKKJ, 15,-100. Peine was founded in the ninth
tfiiluiy.

PEINE FORTE ET DURE, pun fort t dur
(OF., strong and hard jmnishnient). A punish-
ment formerly imposed Ijy the laws of England
upon persons who, on heing arraigned for felony

(il.v. ), refused to plead, stood mute or per-

emptorily challenged more than twenty jurors,

wliich was considered a contumacy eciuivalcnt to

standing mute. By the early Englisli law, an
accused person must plead 'guilty' or 'not guilty'

before lie could he tried, and the form of coercion
hereinafter described was devised to force an ac-

cused per.son to plead in ease of his obstinate
refusal.

In the beginning of the thirteenth century the
penalty consisted merely of a long imprisonment
and a low diet, persisted in until the prison-
er submitted. Howerer, by the reign of Henry
IV. it had become the jjractice to lay the ac-

cused on his back on a bare lloor. place on his
body as great a weight of iron "as he could bear,
and more." and give him only the 'worst' bread
and water from tlie nearest stagnant pool until
he consented to plead or died. During the fif-

teentli, sixteenth, scvcntcenlli. and even the
eighteenth centuries, a luimber of cases are re-

corded of the infliction of the above punishment
for 'standing mute' on an arraignment for fel-

ony.
This form of coercion of a ])lea was finally

abolished in 1772, by the statute of 12 Geo.
ill., chap. 20, which provided that 'standing
nuite' on an arraignment for felony should be
considered as e<iuivalent to conviction. This
harsh rule was altered by the statute of 728
(;eo. lY., chap. 28, by the humane provision
that a plea of 'not guilty' should, be entered in
case of the refusal of a prisoner to plead, and
this rule prevails everywhere to-day.
American rc^'ords are stained by only one well-

authenticated instance of the infliction of this
torture. One Giles Cory, accused of being a
witch, refused to jdead on his arraignment, and
was pressed to death at Salem, Mass., in 1692.
Consult Stejiliens, llixlon/ of the Criminal Law
of i: II II 1(1 ml (London, 1S83).

PEIPTJS, pi'poos (Russ. TchwUkoijc Osrro)

.

A large lake in the Baltic Provinces' of Xnrth-
western Pvussia. It lies 30 miles south of the
Ciulf of Finland, into which it is drained through
the Xarova Kiver (Map: Russia. C 3). Itis
4.'5 miles long and 20 miles broad, and connects
southward tliro\igh a nnrrow channel with Lake
Pskov. Its banks are low and sandy, and for the
greater part wooded, and it is rich in fish, which
supply the markets of Saint Petersburg. The
lake is deep enough for large vessels, and is navi-
gate<l by steamers. It was formerlv the chief
waterway l)etween the Hanse towns oif the Baltic
and the interior of Russia.

PEIRCE, pers or pers. Benjamin (1800-80).
An .\merican mathematician and astronomer,
born at Salem, Mass. fie graduated at Harvard
College in 1820, He became tutor there in 1831

;

professor of mathematics and physics in 1833,
and Perkins professor of mathematics and as-
tronomy in 1842, which position he held till his
death. Tn 1840 he became consulting astronomer
to the Anifriran Ephemrris atid ynutical Aimn-
ttac, and in 18.55 one of the council to oreanize

llic Dudley Observatory, Albany. In 1SG7 he suc-

ceeded Professor A. D. Bache a™ suiicrinteiident of

the Coast Survey, in which service he contiinied
till 1874. In his early life he was a contrilnilor to

the Mutliviiiulicnl ilisvellany, and also published
the Uambridye Miscellunij of Mullwinatics, Phys-
ics, and AslroiioiHij, in which ap])eared Jiis cele-

brated investigation of the "motion of a top spin-
ning on a i)lane surface. He also prejjarcd a
series of mathematical te,\t books for the use of
the university, and it was chiefly by his exertions
tliat tlie Harvard 01)servatory was established and
|)erfeeted. In 1851 lie imblished in i\\(! Astroiiom-
iial lournul remarkable papers on the con.stitu-

tion of Saturn's rings, in which he considered the
conditions of statical equilibrium of a transverse
section of the ring, and came to the coiiclu.sion

that if there are separate rings, they must be more
numerous than Laplace had even supposed. (See
Saturn.) In 1857 he published the Hijstem of
Analijticnl Mechanics. Among his important con-
tributions to mechanics may lie mentioned his in-

vestigation of the forms of an elastic sac con-
taining a fluid, a subject which led to the theory
of analytic morphology. His contributions to
mathematics are of the liroadest and jirofoundest

.

character. They are principally embraced in cer-

tain communications on Linear Associative Alge-
bra, to the National Academy of Sciences, which
had been suggested by the publication by Hamil-
ton ill 1852 of his quaternions. These communica-
tions were collected in 1870, and 100 litliograph

copies were published. It was reprinted in the
Aiiirrican Journal of Mathematics (1882). Peircc
was a member of various learned societies in

Europe and America.

PEIRCE, Benjamin Osgood (1854—). An
American mathematician and physicist, born in

Beverly. Mass. He graduated at Harvard in

1870; studied in Leipzig and Berlin after acting
as assistant in physics at Harvard for a year;
taught in the Boston Latin School ; was instruc-
tor in mathematics at Harvard from 1881 to

1884, and was promoted from an assistant profes-

sorship to the HoUis chair of mathematics and
natural philosophy. He contributed to the Pro-
rrriliiiris of the American Academy of Sciences
many i)apers on magnetism, electricity, and heat,

and published a Table of Inlcijrals "(1800).

PEIRCE, Bradford Kinney (1810-80). A
minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church. He
was born at Royalton, Vt.. graduated at Wes-
leyan I'liiversity, Middlctown, Conn,. 1841, and
joined the New England Conference 1846. He
was editor of the Sunday-school Messenger and
Hunday-school Teacher, 1844-45; agent of the

American Sunday School Union 1854-50; State
Senator 1855-56; superintendent and chajdain of

the State Indu.strial School, Lancaster, Mass,,
1856-62: chaplain of the bouse of refuge on Ran-
dall's Island. New York, 1862-72; editor of
Zion's Herald. 1872-1888: financial agent for Bos-
ton University, 1880. He wrote The Bible
Hrholar's Manual (1847): Xntrs on the .Icti

(1848) : The Eminent Dead (1851) ; a series of
question books for Sunday-school scholars (1849-

52) ; Trials of an Inren'tor (1860) : The Word
of God Opened (1868): A Half Century With
Jurrnile Delinr/uents (1869).

PEIRCE, CirABr.Es Sanders (1830—). An
American physici.st. born in Cambridge. Mass.
He graduated at Harvard in 1850, and at the
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Lawrence Scientific School in 1863. Entering the

United States Coast Survey, in 1872 lie conducted
a valuable series of pendulum experiments to de-

termine the density and shape of the earth. He
was a lecturer on logic at the Johns HopUins and
Harvard Universities, and in 1809 lectured on
philosophy before the Lowell Institute of Boston.

In 187(i he was elected a member of the National

Academy of Science. He was a member of the

stall of the Century Dictionary.

PEIRCE, Jajies lllLLS (1834—). An Ameri-

can matliematician, born at Cambridge, Mass. He
graduated at Harvard in 1853, and after several

years of tutoring became an assistant professor

of mathematics there in 1801. In 1860 he was
raised to the rank of professor and in 188.5 was
appointed Perkins professor. Among his publica-

tions are A Text-hook of Analytic (leometry
(lSo7) ; Three and Four Place Tables of Loya-

rithmio and Trigonometric Functions (1871);
and The Elements of Logarithms (1874).

PEIROL, pa'rol' (?-c.l22.5). A French trou-

badour, so called from his birthplace, Peirol in

Auvergne. The Dauphin, Robert of Auvcrgne, re-

ceived him at his Court. But there Peirol met
and loved Kobert's sister, Assalide, or Sail de

Claustra as he calls her in his verse, and accord-

ing to the Provencal Life of the poet for a time

lived at Court as her favorite with Robert's

knowledge, but was finally exiled by the jealous

Dauphin. In the Crusade of 118!) he seems to

have taken an active part. On his return, he

lived at Montferrat, whence in all' probability

he made a pilgrimage to the East. If we are
to believe the manuscript Life, he settled at

Montpellier and there married and died. His
poems, thirty canzones and his part of a few ten-

zons, are especially valuable as contributions to

the history of the spirit of the Crusades.

PEISHEVA. See Pebuwa.

PEISIS'TRATUS. See Pisistratcs.

PEIXOTO, pa-sho'to, Floeia.xo (1842-95). A
Brazilian soldier and politician, born at Pico,

in the Province of Alagoas. He entered the army
as a private, rose rapi<lly, and distinguished him-

self in the war with Paraguay. In 18S9 he as-

sisted Fonseca in establishing the Republic, and

after serving as Jlinister of Finance was elected

Vice-President in 1891. Fonseca resigned from
the Presidency in the same year, and Peixoto

took his place. As leader of the military party

he was somewhat uni)0]nilar, and had to cope

with a great revolt headed by ilello and Da
Gama, and with insurrections in various parts

of the Republic. He was unsuccessful in his

candidacy for reelection, and was succeeded in

1894 by Jloraes. Consult: Luiz Jose Pereira da

Silva. F/oriono Peixoto (Rio de Janeiro, 1894).

See Brazil.

PEIXOTO, loNAfio JosiS DE Alvarenga
(1748-93). A Brazilian poet, born in Rio de

Janeiro. He was educated in Portugal at the

University of Coinihra and studied law at Cintra.

He returned to Brazil in 1770 and was made a
judge in Sao-Jorio-d'Kl-Rci, in the interior Prov-

ince of ilinas Goraes. He was one of the twelve

arrested for implication in the republican plots,

and was kept for two years in a dungeon without
trial ; but his death sentence was conmiuted to de-

portation to Angola, in Portuguese .\frica. Some
of his poems, which rank among the best in the

Portuguese tongue, were published in Paris in
1806, under the title Obras poeticas, collegidas
annotadas, precedidas de juizos criticos.

PEK'AN, or Pennant's Marten. See Fisiieb.

PEKEA TREE. A tropical American tree.

See Caryocar.

PEKIN. The capital of China. See Peking.

PE'KIN. A city and the county-seat of

Tazewell County, 111., ten miles south of Peoria;
on the Illinois River, and on the Cleveland, Cin-
cimiati, Chicago and St. Louis, the Chicago and
Alton, the Illinois Central, the Atchison, To-
peka and Santa Fe, the Chicago, Peoria and
Saint Louis, and other railroads (Map: Illinois,

C 3). It has a public library and fine public
school buildings. In the vicinity are productive
veins of coal and fertile agricultural lands. The
city is a noted grain market and controls an im-
portant shipping trade by rail and water. Its

manufactures also are extensive, and include agri-

cultural implements, plows, wagons, carriages,

beet sugar, glucose, spirits, alcohol, ammonia
salts, fertilizer, brick and tile, organs, foundry
products, planing mill products, etc. Settled in

1829, Fekin was incorporated first in 1850. The
government is administered under a revised char-

ter of 1875 which provides for a mayor, elected

every two years, and a council. Population, in

1890, 6347
;'

in 1900, 8420.

PEKIN DUCK. A domestic duck introducea

from China about 1870, which has become widely
extended and popular, both for the table and as

a producer of excellent eggs. In color it is white
or cream-white, with deep yellow bill, lead-blue

WHITE PEKIN DCCK.

eyes, and orange feet. The body is long and
deep, the size large, sonic birds weighing as much
as twenty pounds to the pair, and the breed :3

hardy, p.i-ily raised, and profitable.

PEKING, pe'king' or pa'king' (Chin.. Xoith-

ern Cajiital ) : or. in the Court dialect. PEI-
CHING, pit'ching'. The capital of the Empire
of China, coincident in position ami area with

the chief city of the Department of Shun-fienfu.

in the Province of Chih-li (see Pe-chi-li) . but not

within the jurisdiction of the Governor-General or

so-called •Viceroy' of Chih-li (ilap: China, E 4).

It has been the seat of the Imperial government
since 1400, and is called Peking, or "northern

capital." to distinguish it from Kiang-ning-fii.

south of the Vang-tse. which had been the seat

of the capital from 1308 to that date, and is now
known as Xanking (q.v.).

I'cking is a walled and moated city, with an
area of about twenty-five square miles, and is
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situated in a slopiiij; handy plain about twelve
mill's west of llie Pei-lio (i|.v.), 7(1 miles south-

east of tlieGreal Wall, and lOUniiJes from theTaku
Forts, where the Pei-ho enters the Gulf of Pe-chi-li.

The Imperial Ohservatory stands in hit. 30° 54'

31" N., and in long. 110* 28' 24" east of Green-

wich. The elevation above the sea is about 120
feet. The city is surrounded on three sides bj'

mountains di.stant from 10 to 30 miles, the moun-
tains in the west providing i-ool breathing spots

for the foreign residents in summer, as well as an
abundant sujiply of coal for all seasons. Peking
is in the main healthful. The climate is that of

North China generally, intensely cold in winter
(zero and below), the city, however, being shel-

tered somewhat by the high walls, while the heat

in summer is great, cooling winds being barred
out by the height of the walls.

Genebai, Desckii'tiox. Peking consists of two
parts of dillercnt shapes, sizes, and dates: The
Tatar or 'inner' city, which lies to the north,

and the Chinese or "Outer' city, which adjoins the
other on the south, the south wall of tiie Tatar
city forming the main part of the north wall of

the Chinese city. The former, which is nearly
square, has a circuit of about 12.3 English miles,

and the latter, which has its greatest extension

from west to east, is an imperfect parallelogram
measuring five miles by two. The walls of both
cities arc of earth and concrete, faced within and
without with brick. Those of the Tatar city are
40 feet high, (!2 feet thick at the base, and 34
at the lop, access from within to the top being
by stOMc-iiavcd ramparts. The walls are strength-
ened at intervals of (iO yards by huge buttresses
which project outward 50 feet, and the parapets
of both walls? and buttresses are loopholcd and
crenelated. The Chinese city walls are only 30
feet high, and 2.5 feet thick at the base. These
walls are i)ierced by 10 gates, 9 of which are in
the Tatar city (3 "in the south wall, communi-
cating with the Chinese ci(y. and 2 in each of
the other three sides). Of the 7 gates in the
Chinese city, 3 arc in the south wall, one in the
cast wall, one in the west, and 2 in those portions
of the north wall which project east and west for
a quarter of a mile beyond the cimimon wall of
the Tatar and Chinese cities, and open toward
the north. Each gate is protected l)y a demi-
lune or enceinte, and is surmounted t'ly a lofty
three-storied tower 0!) Chinese feet (about 119
English feet) in height, and covered with green
glazed tiles. The Ch'ien ni'T'n, or 'Front Gate' in
the centre of the south wall of the Tatar city,

like the Yung-ting gate of the south wall of tlie

Chinese city, has 3 entrances, the one in the
centre being resen'ed for the Emperor. All gates
are closed at sunset.

The Chinese city, built in 1.543, is newer than
the Tatar city, which was built by Kublai
Khan in 1207-71. It contains many vacant
spaces, but the bulk of the population is here.
Entering by the Yung-ting gate in the south wall,
a roadway 2 miles in length leads due north
to the {^b'ien-men or 'Front Gate,' the nuiin
entrance to the Tatar city. On the right or east
side of this roadway stands the inclosure (one
square mile in extent) containing the Altar of
Heaven, surrounded with temples and shrines, in-
cluding the circular triple-roofed Temple of
Heaven, about 119 English feet high. It was burn-
ed down in 18S9, but has lieen rebuilt, Oregon pine
being used for the pillars. It is roofed with blue

porcelain tiles. Here at luidnight of the winter
solstice, the Emperor, after due fasting and
prayer, w'orships Shang-ti, the 'Supreme Ruler,'

with prayer, hymns, prostrations, and burnt of-

ferings of oxen, sheep, hares, etc., and of* silk,

jade, and other ])recious things. On the west side

of the roadway stands the Temple of Agriculture,
dedicated to Shin-nung (q.v.), the 'Divine
Husbandman.' In this spot every year at the

'opening of spring' the Emperor plows a furrow
or two and thus inaugurates for the 3'ear the

principal industry of bis people. In the Chinese
city most of the mercantile business of the city

is carried on. It also has a powder factory, an
Imperial pottery, a mosque, and many theatres.

Here also i.s the fashionable promenade known as
HooksoUcrs Street, where curios of all sorts,

precious stones, etc., can be bought. Proceeding
northward about half way to the entrance to the
Tatar city is a magnificent marble bridge, an
essential, according to the requirements of Fung-
shui. Within the Tatar city the first important
cross street to the right is 'Legation Street,' a
macadamized thoroughfare, extending southeast-

wardly. Here are the foreign legations, the head-
quarters of the Imperial maritime customs, the
hotel, the two foreign banks, etc.; and here the
fury of the bloody Boxer outbreak concenti'ated

as far as the city of Peking was concerned.

Immediately north of the Great Gate is a
paved square bordered by a stone jialisade. The
Mongol market is found here. North of this

square is the outer gate leading to the llwang-
ch'ing or 'Imperial City,' w-alled and towered like

tile Tatar city itself. From this a wide avenue
leads for a quarter of a mile to the inner gate,

within which right and left are seen the temples
of ancestors and of grain. A mile and a half

farther brings us to the entrance of the Tszc-kin-

ch'ing or 'Purple Forbidden City,' a great walled
inclosure with towers on the corners and over the

gates, one square mile in extent, containing the

Imperial Palace and its pleasure grounds and
gardens, as well as the numerous reception balls,

pavilions, and ofhces required by the Emperor and
his liigh olliccrs of State in conducting tlic af-

fairs of his great Empire, all roofed with yellow

porcelain tiles. North of all this is the beautiful
finely wooded artificial hill called King-shan, or
'Prospect Hill,' 170 feet high, with five peaks,
each having a Buddhist temjile on top, the whole
surrounded with a i)ark a mile in circuit. Con-
tinuing northward, the traveler passes through
the 'back gate' into the Im])erial City, where is

the palace of the Ti-tu, or (iencral. wlio is re-

sponsible for the peace of the city. Northward
still is the gate leading from the Imperial into
the Tatar city.

It is seen that the Tatar city is really a nest
of cities, with the Forbidden City in the centre,

the Foi'bidden City being surrounded by the

Hwang or Imperial City (six miles in circuit),

containing Government offices, temples, pleasure-

grounds, a beautiful artificial lake on the west
side, the White Ming pagoda built on the siiot

where the last Emperor of the Ming dynasty
hanged himself (1643), the Pei-t'ang, or Roman
Catholic cathedral, and many elegant residences
of princes, and of officers of the Government.
The Tatar city thus surrounds both the For-
bidden and the Imperial cities. Originally
intended for Manchus alone, it is now largely
occupied by Chinese. It contains the public oflS-
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ces of the Eight Boards or Government depart-
ments, including the Wai \Vu Pu, or Foreign
Ufliee, which recently superseded the Tsung-li
YamOn; the Imperial tensorate, the site of the

Han-lin (q.v.), adjoining the British Legation
on the north and burned down with its unr^ijlace-

able libraries, during the Boxer disturbances;

the Imperial University; the Examination Hall,

witli its 10,000 cells for the triennial competitive
literarj' examinations; the Imperial Observa-

lor.y; the Christian mission houses, churches,

and schools in different parts of the city ( mostly
burned down by the Boxers) ; Confucian, Bud-
dhist, Taoist, and Lamaistic temples; a great
drum-tower, etc. There is in addition the temple
erected in 1578 to house the great bronze bell,

17 feet high, 12 feet S inches in diameter, weigh-
ing 87,000 pounds, cast in the earlj' years of the

fifteenth century, and covered within and without
with quotations from tlie Buddliist scrijitures.

There is also another Roman Catholic eatliedral.

It is situated in the southwest part of the city.

The principal streets of Peking are lined with
shops, gorgeously painted, and decorated with
great pendent signs with gilt characters. At
times the streets are verv noisy and full of ac-

tivity. Besides the hurrying to and fro of man-
darins and their followers. Government messen-
gers, envoys from vassal States and provinces,

Mongols with their big Bactrian camels, yellow-

robed Tibetan and ilongol lamas, itinerant ven-

dors of anmsem.ent, or of infallible medicines, or

of things to eat or wear, make up a scene of

great interest. The principal conve^-ances are the
sedan chair and the springless covered carts,

politely called 'carriages.' The smaller streets

are filth.v and vile-smelling, but since the post-

Boxer military occupation many improvements
have been inaugurated by the reforming and pro-

gressive prince in whose charge the streets have
been ])laced. The sewers have been thoroughly
cleaned out, and the practice of sprinkling the

dusty roads with the foul liquid from the gutters

lias been suppressed. Macadamizing is every-

where in progress.

GovEBXMEXT. The peace of the city is in

charge of a board, consisting of the Chih-fii

(head of the Department of Shun-t'icn). the two
Chih-hien (heads of the two prefectures included

within the city), five members of the Board of

Censors, and the Ti-tu, or general. Besides the

military, 12.000 police are subject to this board,

10 being stationed at each barrier. Each of

these has 1.50 runners under him. Tlie Tatar
garrison is divided into S banners, each in three

divisions (ilongol, ilanchu, and Chinese).

The population of Peking is estimated at

1.300.000.

ExviRONS. Without the city are many points

of great interest. On the east side is the Temple
of the Sun, and on the west the Temple of the

Jloon. where the Emperor worships at the sum-
mer solstice. On the north, outside the Anting
Gate, is the Altar of Earth, where the Emperor
woi-ships at the vernal equinox. To the north-

west are the tombs of the Jling emperors (ex-

cept two, who were buried at Xanking). ap-

jiroached through a long avenue of colossal lions,

unicorns, camels, elephants, and horses, in

marble, two pairs of each. Xine miles northwest

is the celebrated Yuen-Ming Y'uen, or 'Summer
Palace.'

HiSTOBY. From the earliest times there has
been a city on or near this spot. In 937 the

Khitan Tatars, who had conquered Xorth China,
made it one of their capitals and called it Xan-
king, or 'Southern Capital,' the northern being in

Tatary. In 1151 tlie Kin Tatars called it Chung-
tu, or 'Middle Capital.' In 1215 the city was
captured by (iengliiz Khan, and in 12(14 Kublai
Klian made his capital here and built the present
Tatar city, called Ta-tu, or 'Great Capital,' in

Chinese, and called Khan-baligh, or 'City of the
Khan,' in Jlongol, the Kambiilu of !Mareo Polo.

The third Emperor of the Ming dynasty settled

here in 1400, caused 1% miles of jts length

to be cut oil', and built the present north wall.

The ruins of this discarded section can still be

traced. The Manchus in 1043 accepted the city

as the}- found it, but have improved it much. In
1800 it was spared by the Anglo-French expedi-
tion, who had no quarrel with the people. By
agreement, however, they held the An-ting gate
during the negotiations. On August 14, 1900. its

walls were breached and entered by the allied

forces sent to relieve the foreigners besieged in

the British legation, and the city was held by the
troops until September, 1901. In 1884 Peking
was brought into telegraphic communication
with the rest of the world. In 1897 it was
connected by rail with Tien-tsin, the terminus re-

maining outside the south gate until the military
occupation made it necessary to carry it into the

cit}-. The station is now opposite the Altar of

Heaven. Peking is now also in railway c(ninec-

tion with Shan-hai-kwan and Manchuria and
through the Russian lines with Europe.

BiBLiOGR.iPHY. Y'ule. The Book of Her Marco
Polo (2 vols., London, 1875) ; Bretschneider,

Archwological Researches in Peking and Its En-
virons (Changhai, 1S70) ; Edkins, in Williamson's
Journeijs in Xorth China, Manchuria, and Mon-
golia (2 vols, London, 1870) ; Favier, Peking:
Histoire et description (Paris, 1902; Pt. 1, Hist,

of China; Pt. 2, Peking) ; Allen, The Siege of the

Legations (London, 1901) ; Martin, The Siege in

Peking (Xew Y'ork and Chicago, 1900) ; Smith,

China in Convulsion (New Y'ork and Chicago,

1901) ; etc.

PELADAN, pa'Ia'diix', Josephix, calletl 'Le

Sar' (1859— ). A French mystic, novelist and
art-critic, born in L.yons. He became known as

a disciple of Barbey d'Aurevilly, posed as a
desc'endant of the last kings of Babylonia, as-

suming the title 'Sar' (chief) and a theatrical

costume, and attracted increasing attention by a

series of novels under the general title of Im
decadence latine, which include Le ticc supreme
(1886), Curieuse (1886). L'inifiation sentimen-

talc (1887) ; A cncur perdu (1888), Istar (1888).

La victoire du mari (1889), Cceur en peine

(1890), L'androgyne (1890), and Le gynandre
(1891). These works are an extraordinary mix-

ture of originality and merely riotous imagina-

tion, in which human passions, astrological

dreams, esoteric doctrines, and astral adventures

vie with one another for precedence, and the

subtlest sensuality does not come otT a

loser. Entirely distinct from this cycle is the

novel Fcmmcs honnetes (1885). As art critic

he published Rembrandt (1381), Vne introduc-

tion a rhistoire des peintres< de foutes les denies

(1884), and La decadence esthftique (1888). He'

founded the order of "La Rose Croix, Croix du
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Temple" in 1892, and the cult spread prodigiously

for a few years. In spite of many absurdities, it

seems really to have been a reaction against much
that was purely material in French art, a reac-

tion that liad its equivalent in the Pre-Raphaelite
movement in England several years earlier. The
Rosicrucians held Salons, called the '.Ksthetic

Geste,' and gave concerts, lectures, and plays writ-

ten by the Sar Peladau.

PELA'GIANISM. A fifth-century Western
heresj', wliioh iiri;;in;itcd with tlic monk Pelagius
(q.v. ), who denied the dependence of the human
will U]ir)n grace, in opposition to Augustine's doc-

trine of fhe necessily of divine assistance, and
mininiiwil the consequenc<'s of Adam's fall, tlius

denying the doctrine of original sin. The views
commonly called Pelagian are not foreign to

Greek Christianity. The later Origenists, Mho
are generally thought of only as interested in the
Christologieal discussions, had much sympathy
with the teaching of Pelagius. So, for instance,

Theodore of Mopsucstia. to whom Xestorianism
was largely indebted, held that Adam's trans-

gression wrought no s])ecial injury to his de-

scendants. It lias been s\iggested that 'the Xes-
torian Christ' would he the 'fitting Saviour for

the Pelagian man.' (See Xestokils. ) On the
other hand, it has often been charged by the
Pelagians and their apologists that their oppo-
nents held tlie Manichaan view of the matter, and
that it influenced their conception of original

sin, as if tlie physical body were itself essentially
evil. See ^Iamcu.eism.

Pelagius spent some time in Rome, in high re-

pute, before raising the issue which was so
deeply to agitate the Western Church. About the
year 405 he openly objected to a prayer contained
in Augustine's Confessions. "Give what thou
commandest. and conunand what thou wilt," on
the gi-ound that it tended to destroy all sense of
responsibility. He was soon joined by an able
ally, CVelestius, who had Iieen trained as an
advocate, and whose subsequent history is bound
up with the Pelagian cause. Fleeing before
the Gothic invasion (410), the two friends
made their way to Africa, where Augustine
was then engaged in his controversy with the
Donatists (q.v.). Here Pelagius taught that
infant baptism was administered not to re-

move the stain of sin, because infants had none,
but rather to sanctify and adniif! them to the
kingdom of heaven. This was not Augustine's
view at all, and as soon as the Donatist dispute
permitted he turned to deal with the new foe.

By tliat time, however, Pelagius had left Africa
for Pahstine. but Cadestius remained and was
seeking ordination as a presbyter. Objection was
raised by one Paulinus, a deacon from ililan,
who charged Coelestius with error. lie was ex-
amined before a synod (412) and condemned for
teaching that Adam would have died even if he
had not sinned ; that Adam's transgression in-

jured only himself; that infants are born into
the state in which Adam was before the fall

;

that unbaptized infants, dying in infancy, have
eternal life; that men may attain heaven through
a righteous life (keeping the law), as well as
through the Ciospel ; that some men have lived
without sin, and others may; and that men can
easily live without sin. if they will. In opposi-
tion to these views .Augustine maintained that
Adam's sin affected the race, involving all man-

kind in guilt; that physical death is the penalty
of sin; that infants are baptized for the remis-
sion of original (inherited) sin; and that tlie

only sinless man in the world was Jesus Clirist.

Jlost of these ideas are found in his earliest anti-

Pelagian work. The Deserts of Sins and Their lie-

mission (writteu in 412).

The arrival of Pelagius in Palestine opened the
first chapter in the Eastern history of the contro-
versy. Xot a few Origenists sympathized with
his views, and none of them openly opposed him.
I3ut Jerome (q.v.), and a little later the Spanish
))resl)yter Oro^ius, promptly opened the attack.

A syno<l was summoned by John, Bishop of Jeru-
salem, to consider the question (41.5), and to it

Orosius reported the action of the African clergy
in the case of Coelestius. During the examina-
tion of Pelagius his Latin and the synod's Gieek
seem to have occasioned some misunderstanding,
but he finally con.sented to anathematize any one
who taught "that man can ever become perfect

without God's aid," and this so far satisfied the

synod tliat it <lissolved without condenuiing him.
Orosius, however, and some others, felt that the
Bishop had not been impartial in his conduct of

the inquiry. At the more important synod of
Diospolis, presided over by Kulogius, of Ciesarea

(415;, Pelagius either disavowed or explained
away the heretical opinions with which he was
charged, and was thereupon pronounced orthodox
—a result which angered .leronie, and caused
Augustine afterwards to declare that Pelagius
had deceived his judges. Pelagius now proceeded
to issue his treatise On Free Will, which was
presently supported by Theodore of Mopsuestia,
who attacked .Jerome's idea that "men sin by
nature, not by will."

Upon Orosius's return to Carthage, a synod
was held (41(;), realllrming the adverse judg-
ment of the African Church and appealing to

Innocent, Bishoj) of Rome, to aid in opposing
Pelagianism with "the authority of the Apostolic
See." A similar appeal was made by the Synod
of Miieve, in X'umidia. Innocent replied as they
had hoped he would, saying that Pelagians must
be excluded from tlie Church. Two months later

he was succeeilcd by Zosimus. a Greek, who
proved more friendly to the Pelagians than his

predecessor. To him Ca?lestius appealed in per-

son, and after examination, in which he denied
the heretical opinions charged against him and
made a formal profession of faith, the Pope re-

fused to condemn him, although he cautioned
him to abstain from pursuing further his un-
profitable speculations. Soon after this Zosimus
received from Pelagius a written statement of

belief, similar to that of Cielestius, on flic

strength of which he too escaped condemnation.
The African clergj" were gi'catly disturbed at the
Pope's action, reversing as it did the policy of

Innocent, but they were not to be turned fro.n

their jiosition. Another large synod reaffirmed

once more the condemnation of Pelagianism. and
urged upon Zosimus a reconsideration of the

whole case. Their action, coupled with the fact

that at this juncture the Em]ieror Honovius
issued a strong anti-Pelagian decree, aroused the

Pope to action. He reversed his jiidgment. and
now wrote a circular letter to tlie bisliops. call-

insr upon them to assent to the condemnation
of Pelagius and Coelestius, and setting forth in

Augustinian terms the true doctrine of sin and
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grace. This document is known as the Epistola
Tracloria, and its date is 418. What may he re-

garded as tlie final collective action in the West
was taken by a great national synod, held tlie

same year in Cartilage, wliosc decrees anatlie-

matize Pelagianism in clear and unniistakalde

terms. Soon afterwards Augustine wrote liis two
works. Oh the Grace of Christ and On Original
Sin, in wliich he argues that all man's righteous-

ness comes from God. wlio is the ultimate prin-

ciple of goodness, back of every impulse of the
human heart. Here one may find the uncom-
promising doctrine of tlie necessity of divine

grace which is characteristic of Augustinianism.
And here, too, is that last resort to whicli Au-
gustine more than once was driven by the logic

of liis opponents, the inscrutability of (iod's deal-

ings with His creatures, expressed in tlie words
of Saint Paul, "0 tlie depth of tlie riches, both
of the wisdom and the knowledge of God!" (Rom.
xi. 33 ) . Augustine had indeed readied the
boundaries of l-;nowledge.

But Augustinianism was not j'et victorious.

Eighteen Italian bisliops refused tlieir assent to

the Tractoria of Zosimus, among them Julian of

Eclanum, one of the best debaters on tlie Pe-

lagian side. These bishops were promptly excom-
'municated, but Julian headed a schism which
lasted for several years and gave the Church no
little trouble. The Pelagians took refuge in the

East, where, among others, the patriarch Nesto-

rius showed them favor. But their partial al-

liance with him proved disastrous in the end, for

at the Third Ecumenical Council (Ephesus, 431)
both Nestorius and Pelagius were condemned.
This result was largel3' due to the imtiring ef-

forts of jNIarius Wercator, a layman from the

\\est, to whom we owe much of our information
on the subject. Pelagian views did not at once

disappeai', either in the East or in the West; for

their subsequent history, see Semi-Pelagianisii.
Besides the works referred to under Pelagius. con-

sult: Hefele, Bistort/ of the Coiincilsi, vol. ii.

(Eng. trans., Edinburgh, 1876); Harnack. His-
tori/ of Dogma, vol. v. (Eng. trans., London,
ISiiS) : Rainv. The Ancient Catholic Church
(New York, 1902).

PELAGIC ANIMALS (from Gk. 77e?^-/iK6c.

peldfiikos. relating to the open sea, from n-O.ayoc,

pelagos, open sea ) . The pelagic or surface fauna
of the ocean comprises an assemblage of animals
which live on the high seas, far from land. They
live permanently at or near the surface of the

ocean, in the warmer parts of the earth. Among
them are many Foraniinifera, of which Globi-

gerina is the most abundant, also the Radiolaria

(q.v. ) . Siphonojiliora (q.v. ), manv iledusa; (q.v.),

all the Ctenophora, many entomostracous Crus-

tacea, certain schizopod Crustacea, as Jlysis,

pteropod and hetcropod mollusks. the nudi-

branch Olausus, the Salpse (q.v.). and most ceph-

alopods, as the squid and calamary; while the

flying-fish, certain little fishes (Antennariida-)

nesting in gulf-weed, many sharks, and the

whales and porpoises make up the assemblage.

The pelagic invertebrate animals, such as the

Medusa?, Salpte, etc.. are very transparent, either

colorless or with blue or violet tints. The pelagic

fishes are usually gray or steel-blue above, white

beneath, not being so strikingly marked as those

frequenting the shore or coral reefs. See Ooze;
Plankton ; Laniebk-Fish.

PELAGIUS, pc-Ia'ji-us. A British monk,
author of the Pelagian lieresy, who flourished
during the first quarter of the fifth century. The
dates of his birth and death are unknown. A
late and uncertain tradition says that his name
was Morgan (iluriffena, sea-born), of which Pe-
lagius {Rt'Aaymi;) would be the Greek translation.
Some of his theological opponents describe him
as immoral, but Augustine calls him a "holy
man, who has made no small progicss in the
Christian life." The history of his life begins
with his visit to Rome, whither he went probably
in the year 401 ; thenceforth it is that of the Pe-
lagian controversy, for which see Pelaclvmsm.
Nothing is known with ciutainty of the close of
Pelagius's life, but one tradition saj's that he died
in Palestine at the age of about seventy years.
Among his writings we have the creed whicli he
submitted to Bisiiop Zosimus, a letter to Deme-
trius about the ascetic life, and some fragments.
He wrote a work On the Trinity, another On Free
Will, a Commentary on Paul's Epistles, proliably
e.xtant in a revised form among the works of
Jerome, and the Eulogice, a collection of extracts
from the Scriptures, for use as an aid to Chris-
tian living. Consult: Augustine, Anti-Pelagian
Works, Eng. trans, in The Nicene Fathers, First
Series, vol. v., ed. by Schaflf (Xew York, 1887) ;

Fisher, History of Christian Doctrine (ib.,

189G) ;. Bright, The Age of the Fathers, vol. ii.

(London, 1!»03) ; Smith and Wace, Dictionary of
Christian Biography, article "Pelagius" (ib.,

1887).

PELAGIUS. The name of two poiies. Pela-
gius I., Pope 5.55-GO. He came of a noble Roman
family, and as a deacon accompanied Pope Aga-
petus I. to Constantinople (530). Pope Vigilius
appointed him his representative at the Imperial
Court there in 540, and he won great influence

over the Emperor .Justinian. He took a vigorous
part in the eontroversj- over the Three Chapters
of Justinian (see Chapters, The Three), in

which the decree of the Council of Chalcedon on
the Person of Christ was constructively con-

demned. Despite his opposition to the Emperor's
views, the latter, on the death of Vigilius, put hiin

forward as his candidate for the vacant see. He
was ill received on his return to Italy as the Im-
perial nominee, and only two bishops came to

assist in his consecration. He endeavored to clear

himself from the charge of conijilicity in heresy

by a solemn protestation of allegiance to the

teaching of the four general councils, and es-

pecially that of Chalcedon ; but he could not pre-

vent a schism in Xorthcrn Italy. He died in

Rome, Jlareh 3. .500, or, according to Duchesne,

JIarch 4. 501. His letters are in Migne, Patrolo-

gia Latina, Ixix; some additional ones in Lowen-
feld, Epistolw Pontificvm Komanorum Ineditm
(Leipzig, 1885).

—

Pelagius II., Pope 578-flO, bom
in Rome of a Catholic faniily. He was elected

Pope when Rome was besieged by the Lombards,
and appealed to the Greek Emperor Tiberias II.

for assistance; but that monarch was too much
oceuiiied with a war in Persia. He then turned

to the Franks, with whom ilaurice. the suc-

cessor of Tiberius, concluded a treaty. The
Franks, however, proved untrustworthy allies,

and the troubles of Italy continued. He took
great offense at the toleration of the title 'uni-

versal bishop' by John the Faster, Patriarch of

Constantinople, and forbade his representative

there to attend any service celebrated by John.
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But his heart was jilaihlenod at the end of }iis

poiititicate by the news tliat the West-Cioths in

Spain had returned from Arianisni to the ortho-

dox faith ( 58!) ) . He died of tlie plague in Rome,
February 7, 590. His letters are in Migne,

Patroloyia Lalina, Ixxii. He was succeeded by

Gregory the Great, who had long been his trusted

counselor, and in whose biographies many of the

events of liis pontificate will be found; consult

also Weise, lliilien und die Langobardcnhcrrscher
(Halle. 1887).

PEL'AGOSAtT'KTJS (NeoLat.. from Gk.
wi'Aa}iic^ Ijclofios. open sea + cavpnr, srinros,

lizard). An extinct Liassie crocodile, foimd fossil

in Southern (iermany. in France, and in ling-

land, having a peculiarly elongated narrow skull

and jfLWS furnished with many sharp, slender

teeth. See Ckocodile.

PELAEGONIC ACID, C„H,A- One of the

so-calkd fiitli/ acids. It is an oily Jiquid,

nearly insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol

and ether. It derives its name from its having
been originally obtained from the leaves of ]'c-

largoiiiiim roseuin by distilling them with water.

It may also be obtained by the oxidation of oil

of rue with nitric acid. It is supposed to exist

in a combined form in old whisky.

PELARGONIUM (Neo-Lat., from Gk. irt'-

^ap;uf, ijvhirgos, stork; so called from the resem-

blance of the capsules to a stork's bill) . A genus

of plants of the natural order Geraniacea-, includ-

ing many favorite greenhouse and house plants,

to some of which the old generic name Geranium
(q.v.) is popularly given. The genus contains

about 170 species, smooth or downy perennial

herbs or undershrubs, native chiefly of Soutli

Africa, a few species being found in Australia.

The species in cultivation have become so modified

that it is often difficult to determine their origin.

The leaves exhibit great variety in form.

A CULTIVATED VARIETY OF PELAHCONIU-VI.

texture, fragrance, and color. The flowers always
adhere to a certain U'pe in form, but vary greatly
in color and size ; they are always in stalked
umbels, arising from the axils of the leaves, or in

the stemless kinds from the midst of the leaves.

In no genus has the art of the gardener produced
more striking results than in this; and the num-
ber of beautiful hybrids and varieties is very
great, some of them excelling in beauty any of the
original species. Some species, not possessing
much beauty of flower, are cultivated for the
grateful odor of their leaves. The cultivated
species are divided into four groups, namely, ivy
geraniums, derived from PeJarr/onium prUatuin

;

scarlet, horseshoe, or zonal geraniums, from Pe-

htrijonium zonule and /'. inquinans ; L.idy Wash-
ington geraniums; and rose geraniums. The
horseshoe geraniums often have a horseshoe-

shaped dark zone on the leaf. The flowers of the

Lady Washington varieties are very large and
irregular, while the rose-colored or purple flow-

ers of the rose geraniums are rather small. These
last two groups each include a number of ilifrer-

ent species. Jlost of the conunun varieties are

largely grown as bed and border ])lants. tlieir

outdoor culture being quite simple. For this

purpose the plants are taken from the grecsnhouse

after danger of frost has passed and set out in a
well-worked, rich, sandy loam. Water must be

liberally supplied during the time of flowering;

1)ut for no plants is a period of rest more neces-

sary, and water must then be very sparingly
given. JIany of the shrubby kinds may be

trimmed of leaves and watery shoots, hung up
by the roofs in a dry cellar, or covered with hay
in ,1 box, in a cool but frost-proof dry loft or
garret. Another method is to cut ofT every leaf

before frost comes, and to keep the plants all

winter in their pots in a dry, cool room, without
watering them. By .such means many varieties

are successfully cultivated by persons who have
no greenhouse. Pelargoniums are commonly
propagated by cuttings from the firm shoots,*

which root readily,

PELASGIAN ARCHITECTURE, See Ct-
CLOPEAX ARCIIITECTIRK.

PELAS'GIANS (Lat. Pelaspi, from Gk, Hf-
Xiwynl^ I'lluHijiii, of uncertain etymology). The
name of a people dwelling in (Jreece in early

times, used with very different meanings at dif-

ferent times. In the earliest (Jreek writings, the

Homeric poems, the Pelasgians seem to be the
inhabitants of Pelasgian Argos and the fertile

\allcy of the Pcneus around Larissa in Thcssaly,
and the Zeus of Dodona is also called Pelasgian.

In a somewhat late part of the llUid tbey appear
among the allies of the Trojans, thereby causing
much trouble to ancient and modern commenta-
tors. As there is no other trace of their existence

in Asia Jlinor, very possibly the poet, knowing of

enmity between the Achaeans of Phthiotis and
their northern neighbors, thought of the latter as

coming from Thessaly to Troy, In the Odyxscii

they are once mentioned as one of the tribes in

Crete, Nothing in the epic indicates that they are
of other race than the Greeks, Like the other

tribes of Thessaly, they seem to have been con-

quered by the Thessalians, and probably largely

reduced to Penestae, though their old territory

was known in historical times as Pelasgiotis. Tra-
dition, however, told of the former state of their

King, Pelasgus, son of the earth. This seems the

slender basis on which the extensive and contra-

dictory legend of the Pelasgians grew up. In
Hesiod we find Pelasgus transferred to Arcadia,

whose people also claimed to be autofhflioncs,

though it must be said that Pelasgians do not

ap])car as a race in any early Arcadian legend.

The epithet Pelasgian was transferred to .Vrgos

in Peloponnesus, and now we find there also a
King Pelasgus prepared to receive Danaus and his

daughters. Herodotus has decided that the old

name of Greece was Pelasgia, and that the Pelas-

gians preceded the Hellenes; naturally, since Hel-

lenes could not well exist before Hellen and his

three sons, while many Greek genealogies traced

descent from different sources. Further confu-
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sion was invited by the transformation of the

Athenian name for the old fortification of the

Acropolis, I'elargwon, into Pelasgicon ; whence it

followed that Pelasgians had lived in Attica.

Jloreovcr. Hecataeus, who seems to have made
this transformation, also identified the Tyrrhe-

nians of Lemnos with Pelasgians, and brought

them from Attica to the island. As the Etrus-

cans were also Tyrrhenians, it followed that they

were Pelasgians, and so the race appeared in

Italy. This identification also converted Pelas-

gians into barbarians, for every one knew that

the Tyrrhenians were not Greek. Thus toward
the end of the fifth century B.C., apparently by
Hellanicus, the legend was fully developed that

they were the original inhabitants of Greece,

driven from Peloponnesus to Thessaly by the

Danaans, and scattered to the four winds by the

Hellenes. It has been well said that in general

the Pelasgians only appear in a land in order to

be driven out. From this conception of the Pelas-

gians naturally arose the theory that to them
were due the great works of the early days, and
the mighty walls that some called Cyclopean were
by otliers termed Pelasgian. In recent years it has

become very common to employ the term Pelas-

gian to designate the pre-Aryan population of

"Greece and Italy, to whom is attributed the pre-

JSIycena^an civilization : not, of course, with the

implication that this population formed one great

peo]de. l)ut rather as a convenient collective name
for more or less closely related tribes. This use

may be criticised as easily leading to the belief

that it rests on ancient authority, and not on

modern speculation. Of late they have been

brought into special prominence by the theory

that to them is due the entire ilycenican civiliza-

tion ; that they were invaded and conquered by
the Acha'ans. a fair-haired tribe akin to the Celts,

who became a ruling class, and to whom is due

the Homeric civilization. The dark-haired Pelas-

gians gradually absorbed their conquerors, as

has been the case in other invasions of these lands

by blond northern races. The theory uses large-

ly, if uncritically, the ancient authorities, but has

not won general acceptance.

The literature on this question is very volu-

minous. The more important discussions, to

1889. are collected in Hermann's Lehrbuch der
grifchischen AntiquiliUen. Gth ed. by Thumser
(Freiburg, 1889). Consult also Busolt, (Irkch-

ische Gcsrhichte, i. (2d ed.. Gotha. 189.3). For the

ancient statements, consult S. Bruck, Qu(e Veteres

de Pchis;/is Trudidcriiif ( Hreslau, 1884), and

especially the thorough examination by E. Meyer
in his Forschiinyen zur ullin Geschichte. i.

(Halle. 1892), wlio has shown how^ largely they

consist of guesses. The new theory is presented

in Kidgeway's Earh/ Age of (h-eece (Cambridge,

1901 et seq.) . It is discussed in Hall's Oldest Civjl-

iziiiinn of Greece (London and Philadelphia,

1901). and bv J. C. Myres, in Classical Review,

vol. xvi. (London. 1002).

PELAYO, pa-lii'yo (died 737). The first

Christian King in Asturias, after the conquest of

Spain by the Arabs. Practically nothing is

known about his life. He was. strictly speaking,

nothing but a robber chieftain; still by his de-

fense of Covadonga. a mountain fastness, in 7)8

against the Moslems, he kindled the national

spirit and became the founder of the Spanish

monarchy. The legend states that at Covadonga
he and tliirty followers destroyed an Arab army

four hundred thousand strong. Consult Burke,
A History of Spuin, vol. i. (London, 1895).

PEL'ECYP'ODA (Xeo-Lat. nom.. pi., from
TieMKvf, pelekys, a.xe -|- iroi/f, puus, foot), or

La.mellibka.xciiiata, or Bivalves. A class of

bilaterally symmetrical acephalous molhisks, all

of which have bivalve shells, and gills in the form
of vascular plates of membrane attached to the

inner surface of the mantle. The body is very

strongly compressed, the dorso-ventral diameter
being much greater than the lateral. The adduc-
tor mu.scle, which closes the shell, is single in

some, double in the greater number. The shell

is naturally more or less open, owing to the

peculiar elastic hinge which tends to keep it open.

But the adductor muscles contimially tend to

close it. Consetiuently when a live molli^k is

irritated the shell closes tight, but when the ani-

mal is dead the muscles relax and the shell gapes

open. Important diff'erences exist in the powers

of locomotion. Oysters are fi.xed to one s2iot by
one of the valves of the shell ; but most of the
pelecypods have the power of moving bv swim-
ming, leaping, or burrowing in sand, some-

times in more than one of these ways, being pro-

vided for this purpose with a fleshy .muscular

organ called the foot. Some, as mussels, fix

themselves when 3'ouug by a cable of chitinous

threads, the byssus. 'The mouth is jawless and
toothless, but on each side arc two flaps, the

labial palpi. All seem to depend for their food

on the currents of water continually brought by
ciliary action into the mouth. The edges of the

mantles are sometimes entirely separate from
each other, but are often more or less fused. In

the latter case two openings are left in the pos-

terior edge, through the lower of which water is

brought into the mantle cavity, where, having

been dei)rived of its oxygen by flowing over the

gills, and of its nutritive material in the stomacli.

it passes out through the upper opening, carrying

away the waste, and, at the proper season, tlie

reproductive elements. Various modifications of

this inhalent and exhalent apparatus exist; and

in many forms the orifices become elongated into

two tubes called 'siphons.' which, as in the clam,

may often be extended several inches beyond the

shell. Bivalves, with such siphons, live buried

in mud or sand with only their siphons reaching

the surface. The edges of the mantle often bear

tentacles, pa])illa\ glands, and more or less com-

plicated eyes. The two halves of the shell are

usually of about the same size, but in some forms

one valve is very nuich larger than the other.

Generally the shell covers the whole animal, and

when the shell is closed the animal is completely

shut in, but in the ship-worm (q.v.) the two
halves of the shell are very small, and inclose

only an insignificant part of the greatly elon-

gated body.

The ear or otocyst is situated in the 'foot.' The
heart is three-chambered, there being two auricles

and one ventricle. The sexes exist in difl'ercnt in-

dividuals. The number of eggs is usually enor-

mous, the oyster producing about two millions

each season. The young pelecypod passes through

a free-swinnning veliger stage, and some bivalves

get their growth in a single year. The fresh-

water mussels -live from ten to twelve years,

while the giant clam (Tridacna) is supposed to

attain an age of from sixty to one hundred years.

Manv bivalves are of great use to man as food,

notably oysters, clams, and scallops. Others, as
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the ship-worm (q.v.), are injurious. The mol-
lusks of this class vary in size liom a small frac-

tion of an inch vip to the giant clam (q.v.) of

the Kast Indies, which reaches three feet in

length. In many species the shells are very
beautiful, the interior being lined with nacre, or

mother-of-pearl. Pearls (q.v.) are formed iu
many, especially in the pearl oyster and fresh-

water mussels. Bivalves inhabit all parts of the

world in both salt and fresh water, and form a
higlily important part of the food of many valu-

able lishes, especially tliose of tlie cod family, as
well as of other marine animals. About li,000

species are known, 8000 or !)000 of which are

fossils; and they are generally grouped in five

orders, distinguished by the character of the gills.

See^JIoLLUSCA; Mollusk and authorities cited
thereunder; L'olored Plate of Clams anu Edible
.\lis.sioL.s and flate of Abalone, etc.

PELEE, pA-lii', MoxT (or more properly,
SIoXTAiiNE Pelee). An active volcano of the
island of Martinique, situated in its northwestern
part, in about latitude 14^ 48' X. The elevation
of the Morne de La Croix (the culminating point
at tlie time) previous to Jlay, UI02, was about
4.300 feet ; of the newly formed cone, with its ex-
tended •[)lug' or obelisk, in May, 1903, 5200
feet. The mountain has exceedingly gradual
slopes, which rise with gradients of from
five to twenty-five degrees, and is constructed of
alternating lava-masses (andesite) and frag-
mental agglomerates. Its surface is scarred by
deep ravines and waterways, the latter num-
bering about twenty-five, the majority of
the streams taking individual courses to the
sea. Among the most noted of these are the
Riviere Blanche (lying in the course of the
devastated region)", the Rivieres PrOchcur,
Grande, Basse- l^ointe. Falnise, and Eoxelane, the
last-named tlowing through the town of Saint
Pierre. Prior to the eru|)tion of jjlay 8, 1902, a
small tarn, the Lac des Palmistes—often, but
probably erroneously, refened lo as a crater-lake—occupied the fiattened summit of the volcano,
and was surrounded by beautiful and rank vege-
tation. The only historically recorded eruptions
of Mont Pclee are those of 1702, August, 1851,
and 1902-0.3 (those of May 8, 20, 2(i, *.June 6,
July 9, and August .30, 1902, being especially
accentuated ) , all having taken place from crater-
lets or soufrieres located on the western and
southwestern slopes of the mountain, and at ele-

vations of fi;om 2400 to 3000 feet. The great
eruptions of 1902 were from the basin of the
Etang Sec, or 'Dry Lake,' near the head of the
Riviere P>lanche, this being the true crater, a wild
basin, al)out a half mile in greatest diameter, sur-
rounded in greater part by rugged walls of rock
IfiOO feet or more in height. The seaward face
of the Morne de La Croix plunged at an angle of
75° into tljis crater-basin. The active ojiening
of this crater, the general character of which had
been recognized fifty years before, was on April
25, 1902: from it,' on .Alay 5tb, descended the
'avalanche' of boiling black mud that destroyed
the sugar estate iiiniiir) of Guerin. and buried be-
neath its mass thirty or more of the workmen (and
proprietors), and on Jfay 8th the black cloud of
e-xplosive and exploded superheated steam,
charged with glowing incandescent particles,'
which (at 8.2 a.m.) destroyed Saint Pierre, and
with it hardly less than ' .30.000 people. The
phenomena of this remarkable eruption are not

yet known in their full detail, but they are among
the most extraordinary recorded in the intensity

of the a.ssociated electric manifestations, the vast
disturbance in the magnetic field, and the violeine

of the destroying blow. The magnetic disturb-
ance was transmitted to the antipodal region uf

the earth in about two minutes' time, while the
noise of the eruption manifested itself forcibly at
Maracaibo, Venezuela, and beyond, at a direct
distance of 850 miles, or considerably more.
The second death-dealing eruption of Mont

Pelee t<x)k place on August 30th at about P.M.,

and destroyed in less or greater part .Morne
Rouge and Ajoupa-Bouillon, besides inllicting

considerable damage, with loss of life, upon
Morne Balai, Morne Cajjot, and Bourdon (Basse-
Pointe), The loss of life in this later exjdosion,
whose characteristics a]i[)ear to have been almost
exactly those of the ilay cataclysm, has been
estimated at from 2000 to"2500. Since that date,
as well as in the period preceding the early days
of May, the volcano has been continuously active,
disclinrging vast (luantities of lapilli and ashes.
There lias been at no time during the recent pe-
riod of activity any lava How, although the large
ejected blocks or bombs, together with the mas-
sive extended obelisk, clearly show the pres-

ence of a molten magma within the throat or
neck of the volcano. The column of ejected
steam, laden with dust and lava bondjs, shot
forth from the crater on August 30th, just
before the second great eruption, was estimated
to have a diameter of 1500 feet as it rose hycv the
crest of the crater, and its initial velocity was
rouglily computed to be in the neighborliood of
100 miles an hour. The steam ascended miles
into the air. spreading out into a broad, nmsh-
room-like canopy. The most extraordinary fea-
ture that is associated with the activity of Pelee
is the giant mass of rock, a veritable obelisk,
which has been slowly juished out through the
sunuuit opening of tlie new cone, and rises (.June,
1903) to ui>ward of 800 feet, with a basal thick-
ness of 300-3.50 feet. The molten lava rises into
some portions of this, and may be followed at
niglit-time along the passages, which are made
brilliantly red.

»lt is a remarkable circumstance that, despite
the accentuated warnings which for a period of
two weeks and more Mont Pelee threw out pre-
saging disaster, only a few hundred of the in-

habitants of Saint Pierre took the precaution to
leave the city; and this loss to the population
was counterbalanced by numbers of refugees who
from minor villages and hamlets had fiocked to
the larger city for protection. The annihilating
blow came with appalling swiftness, and there
is reason to believe that for the greater part of
the 30,000 victims death was well-nigh instan-
taneous, or, at least, brought about in two to
three minutes. Only two of the inhabitants from
the city proper appear to have survived their
wounds, altliough a dozen or more lingered on in
the hospital of Fort-de-France and elsewhere for
a few days. The attitudes and conditions of
many of the corpses found among the ruins were
largely suggestive of the remains (casts) recov-
ered from Pompeii, and there is reason to lielieve
that the destruction of the two cities may have
been brought about in very nearly the sanie way.
In both j)laces many of the bodies were found
wholly destitute of clothing or giving indication
of having had the clothing swept from the body

I

I

i
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by a tornadie blast. For several days preceding
the cataclysm Saint Pierre was well covered with
ash, and the local journals called attention to
tlie wintrj- aspect of the city. See JIaktinique.
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PELEE ISLAND* An island of Lake Erie,
belonging to Essex County, Ontario, Canada,
about miles northward of the Put-in-Bay group,
and 10 miles southwest of Point Pelee on tlie

north shore mainland. It is 9 miles long from
north to south, and 4 miles wide at its widest
part, ilore than half the surface is marsh;
the lemainder is sparsely timbered, and of late

years has been considerably occupied with vine-

yards. Its beaches furnish sand for building pur-
poses.

PE'LEUS (Lat., fromGk. n//;tfi5c). In Greek
legend, a >oii of .Eaeiis, King of .Egina, and the
nymph Endeis, and a brother of Telamon. In
jealousy he and Telamon brought about the death
of their half-brother Phocus, and were banished.
He withdrew to Phtbia in Southern Thessaly,
where Eurytus purified him from blood-guilti-

ness and gave him his daughter Antigone to wife.

While participating in the Calydonian Hunt he
had the misfortune to kill his father-in-law acci-

dentally. Once more an exile, he withdrew to

lolcos, where Acastus, son of Pelias, was cele-

brating magnificent funeral games for his father.

In these Pebjus took part, but was defeated by
Atalanta in wrestling. Here he attracted the
notice of Astydameia, wife of Acastus (or, in

another version, Hippolyte, daughter of Cre-
theus), who ofi'ered him her love. On liis refusal

she slandered him to his wife and Acastus. An-
tigone hanged herself, while Acastus planned the
death of Peleus. Rescued by Chiron, the good
Centaur, Peleus later returned with .Jason and
the Dioscuri, destroyed the city, and killed Acas-
tus and his wife. Celebrated in legend was his

marriage to the Nereid Thetis, who bad been
sought by Zeus and Poseidon, but was given to
a mortal because of the prophecy that her son
would be mightier than his father. Peleus,

helped by the gods, lay in wait for her by the
shore, and in spite of her transformations into

fire, water, and wild beasts, beld her fast until

she returned to her original form. The mar-
riage was attended by all the gods, who be-

stowed valuable gifts. Poseidon gave him two
immortal horses, and Chiron the ashen spear
which .Achilles wielded at Troy. Into this gather-
ing Ate threw the golden apple inscribed "For the

Fairest," which led to the "Judgment of, Paris,"

and the Irojan War. By Thetis Peleus became
the father of Achilles, and in later writers she
is said to have returned shortly to her life as a
Nereid, while the boy was brought up by Cliiron;
but this .seems unknown to tlie Homeric poems,
though even in the Iliad Thetis is represented as
dwelling in the sea. Peleus is also said to have
been one of the Argonauts and to have accom-
panied Hercules and Telamon to Troy. The mar-
riage of Peleus and Thetis was described by later
poets, and rejiresented on works of art, of which
the best known is the celebrated Francois vase in

Florence, made by the Athenians Clitias and
Ergotimos, in the sixth century B.C.

PELEW, pe-loU', or PALAU, pa-lou', ISL-
ANDS. A group of 20 small islands in the
Pacific Ocean lying to the east of the Philippine
and to the west of the Caroline islands, between
the parallels of 7" and 8° N., and the meridians
of 134° and 134° 45' E. (Map: East Indies, H 3).
They were discovered by the Spaniards in 1345
and remained in their possession until 1S99, when
tliey were purchased by Ciermauy along with the
rest of the OSO islands of Jlicronesia (except
Guam), and now form part of the German "New
Guinea Protectorate." Area, 170 square miles.
The largest and most populous member of the
group is Babelthuat; tlie most important politi-

cally is Korror, where the King resides. The
southern islands are coral in origin, the northern
volcanic. The surface is rugged and hilly and
covered witli forests. The soil is fertile and the
vegetation tropical. The climate is equable and
salubrious, the temperature ranging from 77° to
91° F. Rice is the princijial food of the people;
sugar-cane, tobacco, breadfruit, cocoanuts, ba-

nanas, lemons, oranges, and other tropical fruits

are grown. Only six of the islands arc inhabited.

Pililu, one of the southern islands, probably gives

name to the group. The natives of the I'elew

Islands are of Malayo-Polynesian race, with, ae-

(ording to some authorities, a trace of Papuan
blood. They are still among the most primitive
and good-natured of the peoples of the Pacific,

and are of considerable interest to ethnologists

by reason of their marriage customs and other
social institutions. These have been studied by
Kubary in Die sozialen Einrichtigungen der
Palaucr (Berlin, 1885).

PELHAM, pel'ora. Peter ( 1G84 or 1694-

1751). An English mezzotint engraver, born
probably at Chichester. His earliest plate is

dated 1720. His subjects include: George I.,

George II., and Queen .Anne, after Knellcr: Peter

Paul Reubens, after Reubens; Oliver Cromwell,
after Walker. In 1720 he went to America and
settled in Boston, where he opened a school in

which he taught painting, reading, writing, danc-

ing, and needlework, meanwhile keeping u|) his

engraving. His portrait of Cotton Mather ( 1727)

was the first of its kind ever produced in .\mer-

ica. Other subjects treated by him include:

Rev. John Moorhead (1731). Rev. blather Byles,

his own originals: Benjamin Coleman (1734),

Rev. William Cooper (1743). Rev. .Joseph Sewall.

and Governor Shirley (1747). all after Smibert:

plan of the citv and fortress of Loiiisburg. after

Richard Gridley (1746) : Rev. Charles Broekwell,

Rev. Thomas Prince (n.iOK Thomas HoUis
(1751). and Rev. Edward Holyokc (1749). after

Higbmore. Pelhani was the first master of John
Singleton Copley, the painter.
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PELHAM-HOLLES, \iti\z, Thomas, First

Duke of Newcastle. See Newcastle, Thomas
Peluam-Holles, First Duke of.

PELHAM. OR THE ADVENTURES OF A
GENTLEMAN. A lunel by Juilwer-J-yUun

(1828). The hei-o, though a clandy, is a young

man of serious ambition, who devotes himself to

politics. His love for Ellen Glanville induces him

to take steps to prove the innocence uf her

brother, wiio was accused of murder, though at

first convinced of his guilt.

PE'LIAS (Lat., from Gk. n^X/af)- ^n Greek

legend, a sou (jf Poseidon and of Tyro, daughter

of iSalnioneiis, and twin brotlier of Neleus, fatlier

of Nestor. Willi his brotlier he was exposed by

Tyro, but tlie cliildren were found and reared by

a" herd.sman, who named him Pelias (compare

n-tXif, prion, dark-colored) because his face was
livid from a kick by a mare. In the meantime
Tyro had become the wife of Cretheus, King of

lolcos in Thessaly, and motlier of ^'Eson, Pheres,

and Amythaon. Tlie twins later found their

mother, and after Cretliens's death Pelias suc-

ceeded in .seizing tlie throne from ,Eson, who lied

into exile. By his wife, Ana.\ibia, daughter of

Bias, he became father of Aeastus and four

daughters. One of these was Alccstis, who was
won by Adnietus, who met the test imposed by
her father, by harnessing a lion and a boar to a
chariot, .fealous of Jason, his nephew, Pelias

dispatched him to secure the Golden Fleece at

Colchis. On the return of the Argo, Medea per-

suaded tile daughters of Pelias that she could

rejuvenate their father, by Iioiling hi-; tiesh with

magic herbs. They accordingly killed and cut

up tlie old man, but were then mocked l)y Medea,

who th\is revenged the wrongs of her husband,
Jason. His funeral was celebrated with great

splendor by Aeastus, and the games were a fa-

vorite theme with ancient poets. See Argo-
NAITS ; .\1kuea.

PELICAN (AS. pelUcaii, from Lat. pclicanus,

pelecanus, from Gk. TrcMKan, pelekan, pelican,

connected with TrtAe/taf, pelekas, woodpecker,
from pelekan, to hew with an axe, from -i/-ti\rc,

pclckys, Skt. parasu, a.xe). A large web-footed,

(ish-eating water-bird of the family Peleeanidic,

having a very large, long, llattened lull. Tlie

upper mandible, which is terminated by a strong
hook, curves over the tip of the lower one : and
beneath tlie lower mandible, which is composed
of two flexible bony branches meeting at the tip,

a large distensible pouch of naked skin is ap-

pended. The tongue is very short and almost
rudimentarj'; the face and throat generally are
naked; the wings of moderate length, the tail

rounded. About 12 species are known, widely
distributed in warm regions, frequenling the

shores of the sea. lakes, and rivers, and feeding

ehiefl.y on fish. They take their [irey by plung-

ing upon it into the water, and store it in their

pnuch, for their own eating at leisure or to feed

their young. Three species of pelican occur in

the United States. The white pelican {Pelecanus
eri/lhrorhi/nchiis) was formerly found throughout
North America, but is now rare east of the Mis-
sissippi, except along the Gulf coast, where it

winters. It resembles the coniiiion pelican of the
Old World, but differs in having a curious horny
prominence on the bill during the lirceding sea-

son. The plumage is pure white, excepting the

primaries. It is the largest American species.

being live feet long and eight or nine feet across

the wings. It brei'ds in colonies generally; the

eggs, from one to four in number, are creamy
or bluish white, liVU inches long by 2^4 broad.

The brown pelican { l'rU'C<uiiis fiiseiix) is some-

what smaller than the white pelican, and gray

and brown. It is found throughout the West
Indies, occurs as far north as South Carolina,

and breeds throughout its range. The brown
pelican of the California coast (Felecuniis Call-

furnicus) is a trifle larger and shows more dif-

ference in color.

The common pelican of the Old World {Fete-

i-diiiis oiirrdlalii^:) is as large as a swan. Its

plumage is white, tinged with llesli color. It is

a native of Kastern Europe, and of many parts

of Asia and Africa, and frequents both the sea-

coast and rivers and lakes. It makes a nest of

grass on the ground near the water, and lays two
or three white eggs. The parents are said to

carry water to their young, as well as food, in

their pouches. The nail or hook which terminates

the bill is red, and it has been suggested tliat

the ancient fable of the pelican feeding its young
with blood from its own breast originated from

its habit of pressing the bill upon the breast,

when tlie red tip might be mistaken for blood.

In licraldry, tlie pelican is drawn with her

wings indorsed, and wounding her breast with

her beak. When represented in her nest feeding

her young with her blood, she is called 'a pelican

in her piety.' This is connected with the fable

above mentioned, and with the symbolism of the

pelican in mediaeval religious art as significant of

self-sacrifice. Consult Twining, Hi/inhols and Km-
blems of Christian. Art (London, 188G). See

Plate of Fishing Birds.

PELICAN'S-FOOT, or Spout-Siiell. A shell

of a gastrnpod of the family Aporrhaidie, of which

FOSSIL Al'ORRHAID.l-:.

I. AInriii wyiirus (lower Oolite) ; 2, ^DP/iwra CArinatn;
3, S/iinigera 'semwnriniita (Jurassic); 4, A/jorrhais viil-

eurata (upper Greensaud).

but four living species re-

main, but a great number of

quaintly shaped fossil spe-

cies are known from the

Jura onward. The most
common specimens are of

Aporrhais pes-pelicani, nu-

merous on the Western
European coast. Its widel.y

distended and prolonged
outer lips account for its

popular name, A heavier,

less forked species (Apor-
rhais oreiden talis) is occasionally seen off New
England. These mollusks inhabit rather deep

water, and their habits are little known.

PELICAN e-FOOT enELL.
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PELICAN STATE. Louisiana. See States,
Popular Names of.

PE'LION (Lat., from Gk. ,n?;A<ov). A wood-
ed mountain range on the coast of Thessaly,
southeast of Ossa. The chief summit, now
called Plessidi, is 5.308 feet high, and in ancient
times was a seat of the worship of Zeus Acrseas.

The mountain is still thickl_v wooded with oak,
cliestiiut, and beech. In ancient legend it played
an important jiart as the home of the Centaurs,
and especially of the good Chiron, whose cave was
shown in later times. Otus and Ephialtes in

their attempt to scale heaven were said to have
piled Ossa on Olympus and Pelion upon Ossa, or,

according to Vergil, Ossa on Pelion, and Olympus
upon Ossa.

PELISSIER, pa'l6'.sya', Aimable Jean
jAcgiES, Duke of MalakolT (1794-1864). A
marshal of France, born at Maromme, near Rouen.
He studied at the artillerj' school of La Fl&che
and at Saint-C3'r, from which he entered the
artillery of the Royal Guard in 1S15. He served
in Spain in 1823, made the campaign of the
Morea in 1828, joined the first expedition to

Algiers in 18.30, and in 1839 returned to Al-
geria with the rank of lieutenant-colonel. He
commanded the left wing of the French army
at the battle of Isly (1844). In 1845 he
acquired an unenviable notoriety by putting to

death by suffocation some six hundred Arabs
who took refuge in the caves of the Dahra
and refused to surrender. Marshal Soult, then
Jlinister of War, did not venture to approve this

atrocity, but ilarshal Bugoaud, commander-in-
chief in Algeria, declared that Pelissier only
carried out his positive orders, and so saved his

subordinate from disgrace. P>y 1850 Pelissier had
attained the rank of general of division. When
the news of the coup d'etat of December 2, 1851,
reached Algeria, he espoused the cause of the
Emperor, and placed the province under martial
law until order was restored. In the Crimean
War he was given command of the First Army
Corps, and early in 1855 he succeeded Marshal
Canrobert in the chief command. After the
fall of Sebastopol Pelissier received a mar-
shal's baton, and on his return to France was
created Duke of ^Malakoff' and a Senator. He
was also made a member of the Order of the
Bath by Queen Victoria. In 1858 he went to

London as French Ambassador, but resigned in

the following year a post for which he had little

relish. He was then named Governor-General
of Algeria, and died at Algiers May 22, 1864.

PELL, .John (1611-85). An English mathe-
matician, born at Southwick. in Sussex. He was
educated at Steyning and at Trinity College,
Cambridge. He was a remarkable student, hav-
ing at the age of twenty mastered Hebrew. Greek,
Latin, Arabic, Italian, French, Spanisli, and
Dutch, and having shown much proficiency in

matliematics. He was elected to the chair of

mathematics at Amsterdam in 1643. By the
invitation of the Prince of Orange (1646), he
accepted the professorship of mathematics at
Breda. He returned to England a few years
later (1652). and was made political agent to

the Protestant cantons in Switzerland by Crom-
well in 1654. Returning again to England in

1658. he entered the ministry ( 1061 ) , and became
rector of Fobbing and vicar of Laindon, both in

Sussex Countv. which offices he retained till his

death. He was chosen Fellow of the Royal So-
ciet}' in 1603, and in the same year became
domestic chaplain to Dr. Sheldon, Bishop of Can-
terbury, and took the degree of doctor of divin-
ity. But liis interest in philosophy and mathe-
matics unfitted him for the ministry, leading
him to neglect his clerical duties in ])ursuit of
more congenial studies. Pell was inlluential in
the matter of fixing the .sj-mbolism of algebra.
The division symbol -i- is connnonly attributed
to him, although it was due to IJahn, whose
work, translated by Branckcr. he edited (1688).
His most important mathematical works are:
.1 Hcfulation of Longomonlanun'.i Pretended
Quadratiiic of the CireJe (1640, in Latin 1047) ;

.4 Table of 10,000 Square Xiimbcrs (1072) ; .In
Antilogarithmic Table, computed with the aid of
Walter Warner (c. 1030-40), now lost; and a
collection of some 40 folio volumes of letters and
papers preserved in the British Museum.

PEL'LA ( Lat., from Gk. W'/.'/.a). An ancient
city, situated in the southeastern part of Mace-
donia, on the river Ludias, which formed around
it impassable marshes, the present Lake of .]a-

nitza. It is mentioned in Herodotus, and at the
end of the fifth centurj' B.C. was the capital of
King Archelaus. It first grew to a town of im-
portance under Philip 11., and became celebrated
as the birthplace of Alexander the Great. It was
the capital of the Macedonian kings from Anti-
gonus Gonatas to Perseus, and in its acropolis
they kept their treasure. By the Romans it was
made a colony and seems to have enjoj-ed some
prosperity, but under the later Empire gradually
declined. The name seems to have clung to a
spring not far from Janitza, and the ruins of the
town are to be found at the neighboring Pala-
titza, where parts of a large palace have been
excavated. Consult Heuzey and Daumet, ilission

nrcheotogique en Macedoine (Paris, 1870).

PEL'LAGRA (Neo-Lat., from Lat. pcllis,

skin + (ik. I'lypa, affra, a catching, chase). A
severe and chronic disease due to eating altered
maize. It occurs extensively in the northern
parts of Italy (whence it has been called Alpine
scurvy or Italian leprosy), Spain, the south of

France, and other parts of Europe. It has never
been obsened in America. Tlie disease is gen-
erally confined to the poorer classes, especially

of the country districts, and is worse in times
of famine, when diseased or fermented maize is

the chief article of diet. The trouble begins with
indefinite digestive disturbances, with insonmia,
but as it progresses there occurs an cru|ition on
the skin followed by suppuration and the forma-
tion of dark crusts; the digestive symptoms be-

come worse, with salivation, dyspepsia, and
diarrhoea. In the more severe forms of the af-

fection there are pronounced nervous phenomena
-—headache, backache, spasins, and paralyses.

The menial depression is profound—melancholia
and suicidal mania being common. The extent
of the ravages of this affection may be estimated
from the fact that of 500 patients in the Milan
lunatic asylum in 1827 one-third were afflicted

with pellagra: (hat in 1784 one out of every
twenty and in 1817 one out of every five or
six of the population presented symptoms of the
disease. Treatment resolves itself into a correc-

tion of diet and removal from the infected dis-

trict. For an elaborate discussion of the sub-
ject, see Jules Arnouhl, in the Dictionnaire Ency^
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clopidique des Sciences Midicales, vol. xxii.

(Pari>», 1886) ; also the official report, La pel-

lagra in Italia (Rome, 1880).

PELLAT, pa'la', JOSEPH Solange Henri
(18.">()— ). A French physicist, born at Orenoble.
He slviilied in Paris at the Eeole Norniale Su-
p^rieure, was assistant in pliysics at the Paris
Observatory ( 1874), and taiif;ht in various lycecs

until 18'J3. Avhcn he was named adjunct in the
scientific faculty of the University of Paris.

In }S'M) he was promoted to a full profcssorsliip.

Pellat's especial field of research is electricity.

On thermodynamics also he wrote for the Journal
de I'hyHiijuc and the Comptes h'endns. lie in-

vented an clcctrodynamometer balance, and other
apparatus for the measure of specific induc-
tivity: and wrote: Cours dc physique. (1883-86)

;

ElcctricHe ahni>s.ph(rique (1890) ; and Cours de
phi/niqur ijiiu'riile (1896-97).

PELLEGRINO, pel'la-grc'nS, TiBALDI. See
TiBALW, PlOr.UlGRIXO.

PELLETAN", pel'taN', Charles Camille
(lK4(i— ). A French politician, son of the follow-
ing, lie was l«)rn in Paris, studied at the Ecole
des Chartes, ami entered the political press with
boldly re])ul)licnn attacks on the Empire. He
became eilitor-in-cliief of La Justice in ISSO and
in the following year was elected to the Chamber
of Deputies, where he voted with the Radical
Left. He was an active opponent of Boulanger.
In 1902 he received in the Combes Cabinet the
portfolio of the navy and came near causing in-

ternational complications because of his ill-ad-

vised speeches in which he foreshadowed a great
war of conquest for France. His publications in-
clude: Le theatre de Versailles (1870), a collec-
tion of his reports on the meetings of the Nation-
al Assembly; Question d'histoire: Le comite cen-
tral et la Commune (1879); Georges Climen-
ceuu (1S83) ; Les guerres de la Revolution (new
ed., 1894) : and De 1815 a nos jours (1892).

PELLETAN, Pierre CLfiaiENT Eugene
( 1813-84 ) . A French politician and publicist, born
at Royau. He was educated at Poitiers and
Paris, was engaged in journalistic work in the
latter city from 1837, and incurred the displeas-
ure of the Government by the freedom with which
he voiced his political convictions. In 1868 he
became chief editor of the Tribune, of which he
had been a founder, and in 1863 he was elected to
the Chamber of Deputies, where he sided with
the opposition. During the Franco-Prussian
War lie was a member of tlie Government for
National Defense; in 1871 he was elected to the
National Assembly and in 1876 to the Senate.
Three years afterwards he became vice-president
of the Senate. He was the author of La lampe
(teinle (1840); L'hisloire du hrahmnnisme
(1846); La loi de progris (18.57); Decadence
de la monarehie frani-aise (1800); La nouveUe
Bahylone (1863); Elisee: voyage d'un homme d,

la recherche de lui-mcme (1877) ; and Dieu est-il
»/ior/ .'(18.83). The friendsliip 1>etween Lamartine
and Iiimsclf was dissolved by the publication of
Pelletan's Profession de foi' du XlXicme siecle
and Letlres a un homme iomhi (1857).

PELLETIER. pel-tyA'. Sir Charles Al-
PHOXSE pANTALfeoN (1837— ). A Canadian
statesman, born at Rivit^re Ouelle, Quebec Prov-
ince. He was educated in the Sainte Anne de la
Pocatiere College and Laval University, called

to the bar in 1800, and became Qiieen's Counsel
in 1879. He commanded the Ninth Battalion of
the V'oltigeurs de Quebec in tlie Fenian Raid of
1800, represented Kaniouraska in the Dominion
Parliament in 1869-77, and Quebec East in the
Provincial House in 1873-74. He was made a
Senator in 1877, served as Minister of Agricul-
ture in 1877-78, and president of the Canadian
commission at the Paris E.xposition in 1878. He
was made Speaker of the Senate in 1890, and
was knightcMl in 1898.

PELLEW, pel'oo, Edward. See Exmoutii,
ViSCOVNT.

PEL'LICA'NTJS (Neo-Lat., skinner, furrier,
from Lat. pellis, skin; a translation of his (ier-

man name, Kiirsehner) , Conrad (1478-1550).
A Swiss linguist and reformer. He was born at
Ruftach in Alsace, studied for a short time at
Heidelberg, entered a Franciscan monastery in
his native town, and was later transferred to
Tubingen. Subsequently he became professor at
Basel. He gradually shifted toward Protestant-
ism, and in 1526 threw aside his cowl and in
the following year became professor of Hebrew
at Zurich. He publislied the first Hebrew gram-
mar written in a European language (1504; re-

printed in phototype, 1877) ; his other works are
an autobiography (published in Latin at Basel,
1877, and in (iemian, Strassburg, 1891 ) : and a
biblical commentary in seven volumes (1532-39).
Consult Reuss, Konrad Pellicanus (Strassburg.
1893).

PELLICO, pel'Ie-k6, SiLVio (1788-1854). An
Italian poet, celebrated for his long and cruel
imprisonment by the Austrians. He was born
June 24, 1788, at Saluzzo. in Piedmont. In his
sixteenth year he went to Lyons, where he stayed,
giving his time mostly to French literature, until
Foscolo's Carme dc' sepolrri aw.nkenod in him <a

strong patriotic feeling, and an irresistible long-
ing to return to Italy. About 1810 he went witli

his family to Milan, where he was professor of
French in the Collegio degli Orfani Jlilitari, and
he also served as tutor in the family of Count
Porro, in whose house the most distinguished
men in Jlilan were wont to meet. His tragedy
Franeesca da Rimini (1818) shows how a nicdiie-

val theme may be classically handled. This play
is full of lyric passages and of declamation. Pel-
lico took an active part in a libenil periodical
called II Conciliatore, which was suppressed. For
belonging to the Carbonari (q.v.) Pellico was
arrested in 1820. and sent to the Prison of Santa
jNIarghcrita, at Milan, where his friend the poet
Maroncelli was also confined. In the beginning
of the following year he was taken to ^^enice, and
in January, 1822, to the prison on the isle of
San Miehele. near Venice. Maroncelli and he
were at lust condemned to death ; but the Emper-
or commuted the sentence to twenty years' im-
prisonment for Maroncelli, and fifteen years for
Pellico. In March, 1822, they were both con-
veyed to the subterranean dungeons of the S])iel-

herg, near Briinn, in iMoravia. In August. 1830,
however, they were set at liberty. Pellico pub-
lished an account of his sufferings during his
ten years' imprisonment, under the title Lc mie
prigioni (1832). Pellico's health, however,
was permanently injured. The Marchioness of
Barolo received him into her house at Turin as
her secretary. He died at Turin, January 31,
1854. Pellico wrote some twelve tragedies, only
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eight of which he published, and nearly all of

which deal with mediaeval subjects. Francesca
da Ilini >>U is the last of them and is still a popu-
lar play. The verse novels and lyrics (Poesie
incdite di Silvio Pellico, Turin, 1837) and the
Poesie (Florence, 1SG9) belong chiefly to the pe-

riod between 1834 and 1837. Pellico is shallow
and sentimental, but his piety is sincere.

His correspondence (Epistolario, Florence, 18u6,
and later editions, 1858, 1861, 1874, 1877) re-

veals his tendency to mystical contemplation.
His fame rests on his account of his imprison-
ment. Le mie prigioni has been translated into

many languages. Consult: Bourbon, Silvio Pelli-

co, sa vie et sa mort (Paris, 1879) ; Rinieri, Del-

la vita e delle opere di Silvio Pellico (Turin,
1899-1901).

PELLISOV, pel1e-z6f, Emil. The pseudonym
of the German physicist Karl Franz Emil
Schafhiiutl (q.v.).

PELMATAZOA. A class of echinoderms
characterized liy the fact that (with a few excep-

tions) they are fixed in their dwelling-place by
stalks. It includes the crinoids, ceptoids, and
bla.stoids. ( tjeeoC'BiNoiDEA ; Pentbemites.)

PELLITORY OF SPAIN, Anacyclus Pyre-
thrum. A plant of the natural order Compositse.
Its small S2)indle-shaped. fleshy, acrid root has
been used medicinally in parts of Europe and
still is in Xorthern Africa, where the plant is

native.

PEL0P1DAS (Lat., from Gk. ncXoirWas) ( ?-

B.C. 3U4). A Theban general and patriot, the
associate of Epaminondas. He belonged to a
good family and was in affluent circumstances.
In B.C. 382 he was driven from Thebes
by the oligarchic party, supported by the
Spartans, and took refuge at Athens, but re-

turned with a few associates in B.C. 379, recov-

ered possession of the Cadmeia, or citadel, slew
the Spartan leader, Leontiades, with his own
hand, and established a democratic form of gov-

ernment. From this time until his death he
was actively engaged in fighting for his coun-
try's cause, and was successful in several conflicts

with the Lacedaemonians. His Sacred Band of

Theban youth largely contributed to the victory

of Epaminondas at Leuctra (B.C. 371), but failed

in a subsequent attack on Sparta itself. In the
expedition of the Thebans against the cruel

tyrant Alexander of Pher* (B.C. 368) he was,
after several important successes, treacherously
taken prisoner, when in the character of an am-
bassador, but was rescued by Epaminondas in

the exi)edition of the following year. He was
then sent to Susa as ambassador from Thebes,
and successfully counteracted the Spartan and
Athenian intrigues at the Court of Persia. In
B.C. 364 he defeated Alexander of Pheroe at

C}"nosccphala\ but was himself killed while rush-

ing in pursuit of the enemy. Consult Plutarch's

Life of Pelopidas, and the standard histories of

Greece.

PELOPONNESIAN WAR. See Greece.

PEL'OPONNE'STIS (Lat., from Gk. Hf^o-oi'-

rj/ffof, island of Pelops, from Xif?.oili^ Pclops,

Pelops -f- vijmc, H'"sos. island). The ancient

name of the peninsula forming the southern part

of ancient Greece: now called the Morea (q.v.).

It is separated from the mainland by the Co-

ToL. XV.—34.

rinthian and Saronic gulfs, and united with it

only by the narrow Isthmus of Corinth. It wa.s
divided into six districts: Argolis, on the north-
east; Laconia, on the southeast; ilessenia, on
the southwest; Elis, on the west; Achaja, on the
north; and Arcadia, in the centre. The most
famous cities *ere MyceniC, Sicyon, Tii-j-ns,

Corinth, Argos, Tra'zen, and Epidaurus in Argo-
lis, Sparta in Laconia, Messene, Pylos, and ilc-
thone in Jlessenia, Elis in Elis, Patrae and .Egium
in Acha'a, and Tegea, Mantinea, and Megalopolis
in Arcadia. After the conquest by the Dorians a
long period of war resulted in the establishment
of the supremacy of Sparta, which was main-
tained until the battle of Leuctra (B.C. 371),
which was followed by the Theban invasion under
Epaminondas, the restoration of the Jlessenians,
and the founding of Megalopolis. From this time
the Peloponnesus was the scene of internal strife

until the Roman conquest (B.C. 146), when it be-
came part of the Province of Aehaia. Consult:
Leake, Travels in the Morea (London, 18.30) ;

id., Peloponnesiaca (ib., 1846); Blouet, Expe-
dition seientifique du Moree (and Atlas, Paris,
1831-38) ; Curtius, Pelopormesos (Gotha, 1851-

52), still a standard work; Philippson, Dcr
Pelopennes (Berlin, 1892), treats chiefly of the
physical geography and geology. See Greece,
section on History; Mokea.

PE'LOPS (Lat., from Gk. nf/^jfj. In Greek
legend, the son of Tantalus, King of Plirygia.

His father was especially loved of the gods, but
at a feast at which they were present he slew
and served to them his son. The gods, recognizing
the nature of the food, refused it, with the ex-

ception of Denieter, who, absorbed in grief at the
loss of her daughter, devoured a shoulder. At
the command of Zeus, Hermes threw the members
into a caldron from which Clotho drew the boy
restored to life, while Demeter replaced the lost

shoulder by one of ivory. Later legend told of

the love of Poseidon for the beautiful youth, and
his gift of winged horses of matchless speed, by
whose aid and the treachery of Myrtilus he was
enabled to win the hand of Hippodamia, daughter
of ffinomaus. King of Elis. Each suitor was re-

quired to take Hippodamia in his chariot and
start from Olympia for Corinth, while Q^nomaus
offered a sacrifice to Zeus and then piirsued. As
his horses were a gift of the gods, he had hitherto

overtaken and slain thirteen luckless lovers.

Pelops bribed Myrtihis. (Enoinaus's charioteer, to

draw the lynch-pin, and thus secured the victorj-

and the death of (Enomaus. He, however, re-

fused to pay Myrtilus his reward, and even cast

him into the sea, wherefore Myrtilus cursed the

whole race of Pelops. It may be observed that the
Homeric poems know nothing of this curse and
the subsequent horrors, whidi furnished so much
material to the .Attic dramatists. While the or-

dinary versions localized this story at Olympia.
and associated the Olympic games with Pelops.

there are many indications that the race was in

some versions considered as crossing tlie water to

or from Lesbos. Of the later fortimcs of Pelops

many versions were current. He was the fatlier

by Hippodamia of .Atreus, Thyestes, and other

children, and by Axioche of Chrysippus. who was
carried off by Laius of Thebes, or murdered hy
his jealous brothers and stepmother, thus begin-

ning the woes of the family. At Olympia Pelops

was especially honored in a sacred inclosure, the
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Pclopion, where a black wether was yearly of-

feicd.

PELO'BIA (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. JU'/mjii, ikIOi;

monster). A malformation occurring in llowers

which are normally irregular, by whicli regu-

larity is again attained. It was first described

by Linnieus, who found the spvirred llowers of tlie

butter-and-eggs or toadflax {Limiria vulgaris)

with five spurred petals instead of the normal
one. The cause of such malformations has not

been fully determined, though peloria has been

l)roduccd by a change in the relation of the plant

10 light, onesided illumination appearing favor-

al)l(' to its development.

PELOTA, palo'ta, or Mai-Alaj' (Sp., from
pilotii, pvlotii, little ball, from Lat. pila, ball). A
Basque game introduced into the South Ameri-
can republics, and to Cuba, from the northern

provinces of Spain, and imported thence to the

L'nited States. It can be played either in or out

of doors. Its necessities are a concha or court,

with level concrete floor 200 feet long and 65

feet wide, with a wall 36 feet square, called the

froiitis or front wall at one end. and at the

opposite another similar wall, called la pnreil dc

rcbole, or rebounding wall. On tlie front wall

iron strips painted red mark the boundaries

within which the ball must strike. On the floor

of the court, occupying the whole space between
the two ends. are also boundary lines within wb'ch

FRONT WALL
36FEET 29FEET
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teorologist; bom at Ham, in the Department of

bomme. He was a watchmaker, but gave up his

trade at the age of thirty, to apply himself to

experimental science. He made several impor-

tant discoveries in electricity and meteorology,

known as the •phenomena of Peltier,' and pub-

lished a number of interesting memoirs, includ-

ing Sur la meteorologie clcctrique (1840). He
also published an excellent work on water-spouts

entitled Obstriations sur les causes qui con-

coureiit a la formal ion des trombes (1840). Con-

sult Peltier, fils, Xolice sur la vie et les tra-

i««x dc J. C. A. Peltier (Paris, 1847).

PELTJ'SIO'TA. A name often applied to

Saint Isidorus (q.v.).

PELTT'SIITM: (Lat., from Gk. Uii?M6aiov, mud-
city; Egypt. Am ; probably, though not certainly,

identical with the ancient Avaris. and the Sin

of the Old Testament ; also called, in Coptic and
Arabic, Peremoun, El-Ferma, Farama) . An an-

cient Egyptian city, situated a few miles from
the Mediterranean, at the extreme northeast cor-

ner of the Delta, important as the key of Egypt
on the Asiatic side. The eastern mouth of the

Xile derived from it the name Pelusiac. Pelu-

sium was the last stronghold of the Hyksos, and
was finally taken by Amasis I. It was the

scene of Sennacherib's defeat ( II. Kings xviii.,

xix. ). On this occasion, according to Herodo-
tus, the camp of the Assyrians was invaded at

night by a host of field-mice, who gnawed their

bow-strings and shield-straps, so that in the

morning, when the Egv"ptians fell upon them,
they were defenseless. In B.C. 52.5 the Persians,

under Cambyses, defeated the forces of Psam-
metichiis III., near Pelusium. and overthrew the

native Egyptian dynasty. The city was taken

by Iphicrates and Pharnabazus in B.C. 374, and
was besieged and conquered by the Persians in

B.C. 369. In B.C. 170 it was the scene of the de-

feat of Ptolemy Philometor by Antiochus Epi-

phanes, and in B.C. 55 it was captured by JIarcus

Antonius. After the battle of Actium in B.C. 31,

it fell into the hands of the Romans. It was. ac-

cording to one account, the birthplace of Ptolemy
the astronomer. At present the place is in ruins

and nearly level witli the surrounding country.

Consult: Petrie, Tanis (London. 1885-88); Dii-

michen and Meyer, Geschirhte des alien Aegyp-
tens : Meyer, Geschicl'lc des Allerlhums (Stutt-

gart, 1884-93) ; E. Amolineau. Geofiraphie de

I'Efiiiple a I'epoque coptc (Paris, 1893).

PELVIC GIKDLE (from Lat. pcliis, basin;

connected with Gk. ttDv^, pehjx, 77c?;ii'f, pellis,

ire?.7.a, pella. bowl). The pelvic girdle is that

part of the vertebrate skeleton which serves for

the connection of the hind limbs with the back.

Among fishes there is no true girdle, although
cartilaginous plates and rods lying in the mus-
cular tissues of the ventral side, and often

connected with the pelvic fins, are regarded as

rudiments of such a structure. These are best

developed in dipnoid fishes, but are quite dis-

tinct in the sharks and rays. In the Batrachia

we find a well-formed pelvic girdle made \ip of

three parts, a dorsal ilium, an anterior ventral

pubis, and a posterior ischium. Each part is

made up of a pair of bones, one on each side of

the body, and the iliac bones are connected with
the sacral vertebrse: the femur articulates with

the pelvis at a point known as 'acetabulum,'

where the iliac, pubic, and isehiac bones meet.

In some salamanders an epipubis is present, con-

sisting of a slender bifurcated rod of cartilage

projecting forward from the anterior edge of the
pubis. In frogs and toads the iliac bones are very
long, while the Ischium and pubis are completely
fused with the posterior portion of the ilium into
a single piece. Among reptiles the same essential

elements are present in the pelvic girdle, and the

pubic and isehiac bones are united ventrallj-, more
or less perfectly. In crocodiles there is a pro-

longation of the iliac bone in front of the

acetabulum. In birds this prolongation is very
marked, but the relative proportion of anterior

and posterior parts of the ilium differ greatly in

difl'erent birds. The pubic bones of birds extend
backward parallel with the isehiac, and in many
birds fusing with them. All the parts of the pel-

vis of birds tend to become ankylosed, but a pubic
symphysis is present only in tlie ostrich, and an
isehiac symphysis occurs only in the rhea. Among
mammals the pelvic girdle shows much variety.

Both pubic and isehiac symphyses occur in mono-
tremes, marsupials, many rodents, insectivores,

ungulates, and carnivores. The pubic symphysis
is wanting in bats and some insectivores, while
the isehiac symphysis fails in many insectivores

and carnivores and in the primates. In mono-
tremes and marsupials there are present well-

developed epipubic bones, known as 'marsupial'

bones, though they are not concerned in any way
with the marsupium; they are a.ssociated with
the muscles governing the mammary glands. A
fourth element, the 'pars acetabularis,' enters into

the formation of the pelvis in the crocodile, birds,

and many mammals, and it often shuts the pubis

out from a part in forming the acetabulum ; occa-

sionally the isehiac bones are also excluded, as in

the mole. The pelvic girdle has no fixed position

throughout any class, but varies greatly accord-

ing to the position and function of the hind legs.

A pelvis is lacking in the apodous batrachians,

in all snakes (with rare exceptions), in a few
lizards, and in the Sirenia and Cetacea it is

either wanting or reduced to a rudimentary ilium.

Consult Wiedersheim's Comparalive Analomy of

Yerlebrales (XewYork, 1886).

PELVIS (Lat., basin). A bony ring inter-

posed between the spinal column and the lower

extremities, so as to transmit the weight of the

former to the latter. Before considering the pel-

vis as a whole, it will be expedient to consider the

individual bones of wliich it is composed. These,

in the adult, are four in number, viz. the two ossa

innominata which constitute its sides and front,

and the sacrum and coccyx, which complete it

behind. The OS innommn/Hwi receives its name
from its bearing no resemblance to any known
body, and is a large irregular-shaped bone. In the

young subject it consists of three separate bones,

which meet and form the deep cup-shaped cavity

(the acelabulum), situated a little below the mid-

dle of the outside of the bone, and in which the

head of the thigh-bone rests. Hence it is usual to

describe this bone as consisting of the ilium, the

ischium, and the pubes. The ilium is the supe-

rior, broad, and expanded portion which forms

the prominence of the hip. and articulates Avith

the sacnmi. This bone may be descrilied as. divi-

sible into an external and an internal surface, a
crest, and an anterior and posterior border. The
external surface (see Eiir. 1) is convex in front

and concave behind: it is bounded above by the

crest, below by the upper border of the acetabu-
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lum, and in front and behind by the an-

terior and jjosterior borders. It presents vari-

ous curved lines and rougli surfaces for the at-

taehr.ient of tlie glutei and other powerful mus-

cles connecting the pelvis and the lower extremi-

ties. The internal surface, which is smooth and

concave, has the same boiiudarics as the external,

except inferiorly, where it terminates in a promi-

nent line, termed the Unea Uio-pectinea. The

CrGtatlltum

JUidgt^lme

JSuL^utUns-

Post sufispine

\jitsuptpine,

Inftjluliiiu
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Cotyloid notch

iMhLaL spine-

Small sclallcnotch

GrooiV fertemlon
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Jtamiis ofIsfhiunv
[InTra/nus
XoTPuiia

Fig. 1. 09 IXNOMINATUM OF THE RIGHT SIDE (outer .surface).

surface of the crest is convex, roughened, and
sufficiently broad to admit of the attachment of

three planes of muscles. The borders will be

sulliciently understood by a reference to Fig. 1.

The iachium is the inferior and strongest ])ortion

of the bone. It consists of a tliick and solid por-

tion, the body (whose inferior border is termed
the tuherosil;/) , and a thin ascending portion,

the ramus. In the ordinary sitting position the

whole weight of the body rests on the ischium;
and by sitting on the hands we can usually feel

the part (the tuhcrosily, see Fig. 1) through
which the weight is transmitted. The puhrs is

that portion which runs horizontally inward from
the inner side of the acetabulum for about two
inches, and then descends obliquely outward for

about the same length, thus making an acute
angle with its original direction. The former
part is called the body, and the latter the ramus,
of the pubos. The ramus is continuous with the
ramus of the ischium. Between the ischium and
the pubes is a large aperture, known as the thy-

roid or ohtunitor foramen, which in the living

body is closed by a membrane termed the obtura-
tor iiiciiihrane. The object of this large foramen
is probably to give lightness to the parts, without
materially diminishing their strength.

' The development of the os innominatum affords

an excellent example of the general principles
laid down in the article Ossificatiox. There are

no less than eiyht centres of ossification for this

bone: three primary—one for the ilium, one for
the ischium, and one for the pubes—and five

seeond.-irv ones for various processes, etc. The
first centre appears in the lower part of the ilium,

at about the same period that the development
of the vertebriE commences, viz. at about the
close of the second month of foetal life; the second
in the body of the ischium, just below the aceta-
bulum, at about the third month; and the third

in the body of the pubes, near the acetabulum.

during the fourth or fifth month. At birth the
crest of the ilium, the Ijoltom of the acetabulum,
and the rami of the ischium and pubes are still

cartilaginous. At about the sixth or seventh
year these rami become completely ossified ; next,

the ilium is united to the ischium; and lastly,

the pubes is joined to the other two in the aceta-

bulum. The complete ossification of the bone,

from the secondary centres in the crest of the

ilium, the tuberosity of the ischium, etc., is not
completed till about the twenty-liftb year.

Each OS innominatum articulates with its fel-

low of the opposite side through the intervention

of the interosseous fibro-curlilage, which unites

the two surfaces of the pubic bones, with the

sacrum, and with the femur (at the acetabulum).
No less than thirty-five muscles are attached

to this bone, some proceeding to the region

of the back, others forming the walls of

the abdomen, others forming the floor of the pel-

\is, others passing downward to the lower ex-

tremities, etc. As the other bones entering into

the formation of the pelvis (the sacrum and the

coccyx ) belong essentially to the vertebral column,

and will be described in the article on that sub-

ject, it is shibcient here to remark that, col-

icctivcly, they form a triangular bony mass (with

the base upward, and with a concave anterior

surface), which constitutes the posterior part of

the pelvic ring. See Fig. 2.

The pelvis, considered as a whole, is divisible

into a false and true pelvis. The false pelvis is

all that expanded portion which is iKniniled later-

ally by the iliac bones, and lies above the promi-,

nent line termed the Unea ileo-pcctinea (.see Fig.

2) ; while the true pelvis is all that part of

the general pelvic cavity which is situated below

that line. The broad, shallow cavit}- of the false

,/_:-t -'

Aatabulu/n'

/sOuaZ tuberwUy-

Fig PELVI8 (FEMALE ADULT) SEES FROM THE FllO.N'T.

pelvis serves to support the weight of the intes-

tines; while the rectum, bladder, and part of the

generative organs lie in the cavity of the true

pelvis. The upper aperture of the true pelvis is

termed the inlet. It is somewhat heart-shaped

in form, and has three principal diameters—an
antero-posterior (or sacro-pubic) , which extends

from the angle formed by the sacrum with the

last lumbar vertebra to the symphysis pubis, or

point of union of the two pubic bones: the trans-

verse, at right angles to the former, and extend-

ing across the greatest width of the pelvis; and
the oblique, extending from the sacro-iliac sym-
physis ( or union ) . on one side, to the margin of

the brim corresponding with the acclal)ulum on
the other. The diameters of the outlet are two

—

an antern-posterior. extending from the tip of the

coccyx to the lower part of the symphysis pubis,

and a transverse, from the posterior part of one
ischiatic tuberosity to the same point on the op-

posite side. As the precise knowledge of the di-

ameter and depth of the pelvis is of the greatest
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importance in the practice of midwifery, we give
the average numbers representing tlie dimensions
of a well-formed adult female pelvis. Diameters
of inlet or brim—antero-posterior, 4.4 inches;
transverse, 5.4 inches; oblique, 4.8 inches. Di-

ameters of outlet—antero-posterior, 5 inches;

transverse, 4.3 inches. Dcjjth of the true pelcis—
posteriorly, 4.5 inches; in the middle, 3.5 inches;

anteriorly, 1.5 inches.

The pelvis is placed obliquely with regard to

the trunk of the body, the plane of the inlet to

the true pelvis forming an angle of from 00° to
05° with the horizon. According to Gray, the

extremity of the coecy.\ is in the female, when
standing upright, about one-half inch higher than
the lower edge of the symphysis pubis, the

ui)per edge of the symphysis being at the same
level as the lower edge of the second segment of

the c-occyx. By attention to these data, a de-

tached pelvis may readily be placed at the angle

at which it normally lies in the skeleton. The
shape of the human pelvis is much afTected by the

curving forward of the lower part of the sacrum.

This bend of the sacrum forward serves to sup-

port the viscera when the body is in an erect

posture; but it is of much more importance in its

relation to the act of parturition. If all the an-

tero-posterior diameters of the true pelvis from
the brim to the outlet were bisected, the points

of bisection would form a curved line, similar

to the curve of the sacrum, and termed the axis

of the pelvis. As the head of the child has to fol-

low this curve, the difficulties of parturiticm are

tnueh greater than if the axis of the pelvis had
been straight, as in the other vertebrata. With-

out entering into unnecessary details, we may
remark, generally, that the fojtal head is of oval

shape, with its greatest diameter from before

backward, and that in its passage through the

pelvis it is So placed that its longest diameter

at each stage of labor coincides with the longest

diameter of the pelvis. The head enters the pel-

vis with the occiput (or back of the skull) being

directed toward one ilium, and the face toward
the other, while at its final emergence the face

is turned toward the sacnuii and coccyx. There

can be no doubt that the screw-like or rotatory

motion which is thus given to the foetal head ren-

ders its passage through the pelvis more easy

than it would otherwise have been.

There are well-marked differences, chiefly hav-

ing reference to the act of parturition, between
the male and female pelvis. In the female the

bones are lighter and more delicate than in the

male, and the muscular impressions and emi-

nences are less distinctly marked. The iliac fos-

SfP are large and expanded, and hence the great

prominence of the hips. The several diameters

(particularly the transverse diameter of the

brim, which measures only 5.1 inches in the

male) are somewhat greater; and the pubic arch

is wider by about 10 degrees ; the sacrum also is

wider and less curved.

It is worthy of notice that the pelvis of the

negro is smaller in all its dimensions than that

of the European, and presents a partial approxi-

mation to that of the monkey, especially in the

deficiency of its width. This dilTerence is very

much more obvious in the male than in the fe-

male negro; and parturition in the black races

is facilitated both by the sacrum being less

curved, and by the fcetal head being of smaller

dimensions. In the apes and monkeys, which

approach most nearly to man, the pelvis is longer
and narrower, and much less curved than in the
human subject. In other mammals the difl'er-

ences are for the most part the same in kind, but
gi-eater in degree. In many of the Cheiroptera
(bats) and Insectivora (as the mole) the pubic
bones are only looselj- connected by a small liga-
ment, or there is a complete opening between the
bones (as occurs normally in birds), an arrange-
ment by which the act of parturition in these
animals is much facilitated. The pelvic bones
are very simple in the Cetacea, in some cases being
represented by two simple elongated bones lying
near the anus, and converging from opposite sides
(a transverse connecting piece being sometimes
but not always present) ; in others, by a small V-
shaped bone; while sometimes (as in llanatus)
they seem to be entirely wanting. The additional
pelvic bones in the non-placental mammals have
been already noticed in the article on the iL\B-
SUPI.VLIA. In the echidna, which belongs to the
Prototheria (q.v.), the acetabulum is perforated,
as occurs normallj- in birds. In birds, in addi-
tion to the peculiarity just noticed, we find the
pelvis open in front (or, more correctly, infe-

riorly)., there being no union of the pubic bones
in any bird except the ostrich. This normal
incompleteness of the pelvic ring is obviously
for the purpose of facilitating the passage of
the eggs.

PEM'BA. An island on the east coast of
Africa, 30 miles north of Zanzibar (ilap: Africa,

Jo). It is in the dominions of the Sultan, but
imder the protectorate of England. It is about
35 miles long, with an area of 380 square miles.

It has a luxuriant vegetation, and produces rice,

maize, and sugar cane; but since the abolition of

slavery on the island agriculture has been ne-

glected. There is some trade in timber and ship-

ping supplies. The population is estimated at
50,000. The chief town is Chaka, wiih a popula-

tion of 5000.

PEM'BERTON. A town in Lancashire, Eng-
land, two miles southwest of Wigan (Map: Eng-
land, D 3). It has manufactures of cottons,

chemicals, iron products, etc. ; and there are

neighboring coal mines and stone quarries. The
mtmicipalitv owns its electric lighting plant.

Population." in 1891, 18,400; in 1901, 21,600.

PEMBEBTON, .Toiix Clifford (1814-81).

An American soldier, born in Philadelphia. He
graduated at West Point in 1837, and was com-
missioned second lieutenant of the Fourth Artil-

lery. During the Jlexican War he was aide to

General Worth, and was brevettcd captain for

gallantry at Monterey, and major after Jlolino

del Rev. In 1848 he married Miss Martha
Thompson, of Norfolk, Va. On the outbreak of

the Civil War he refused to serve against the

South. On .Tune 15, 1861, he was commissioned

major of artillery in the Confederate Army, and

June 17th, brigadier-general. He served north of

the Xansemond River in Virginia until Novem-

ber, 1861. when he was transferred to the Eighth

Ifilitary District of South Carolina. In January,

1862, he was promoted to be major-general and
placed in charge of the Department of South

Carolina, Georgia, and East Florida. He was
promoted to be lieuttyiant-general October 13,

1802, and was placed in charge of Mississippi

and cast Louisiana, succeeding General Van Dorn.

He disobeyed tiie orders of his superior, General
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Johnston, to unite with him near Jackson, next to

strike General Grant's rear at Clinton, and linally

to evacuate V'icksburg. His correspoiKleiicc with
General Johnston was betrayed to (iciicral Grant,
and he was sharply defeated at Baker's Creek or
Champion's Hill. May 10. 180.3, and at Big Black
Bridge the next day. ^\'hen he retired into Vicks-
hnrg lie conducted llie defense with skill until

July 4tli. when he surrendered 31,000 men and
172 cannon. His course met with so much criti-

cism that lie resigned his commission after his

exchange, but in May, 1804, was placed in charge
of the artillery defenses of Richmond, with the

rank of lieutenant-colonel, and served here until

the end of the war. He then engaged in farming
in Virginia until 1S70, in which year he removed
to I'eiiiisylvania. Consult for Vicksburg, Johnson
and Bucl (ed.), Batlles and Leaders of the Civil
War (Srw York. ISS").

PEMBERTOIT, Ma.x (1863-). An English
romancer, born in Birmingham, June 19, 1803.

.\fter graduating from Caius College, Cambridge,
he joined the staff of Vanity Fair (1885). He
also began writing stories and miscellaneous arti-

cles for several London periodicals, became the
editor of Chums (1802-93), and in 1896 he be-

came editor of Cassrll's Magazine. Among his
romances are: The Iron Pirate (1893) ; The Sea
Wolres (1894); The Impre<in.ahle City (1895);
A (I'eiilleman's (lentleman (1890) ;

Queen of the
Jexter.1 (1897) ; The Garden of Suxjrds (1899) ;

F^o (1900) ; and House Under the Sea (1902).

PEMBROKE, pem^)ruk. A seaport town and
the capital of Pembrokeshire, Wales, 42 miles
west of Swansea (Jlap: Wales, B 5). Pater,
otlierwise called Pembroke Dock, an important
fortilied Government dockyard, two miles from
the town, embraces an area of 80 acres and pro-
vides the chief industry of the neighborhood, On
tlie extremity of the ridge on w-hich the town is

liuilt are the remains of its extensive castle,
founded in 1094, and the birthplace of Henry Vll.
Beneath the ruins is a remarknlile natural cavern,
wliich had conimunicatioiis both with the castle
and the harbor. In 1048 the castle was be-
leaguered by Cromwell and taken after a siege

of six weeks. The town dates from the early
Tears of British history. U owns its water sup-
ply, .slaughter houses, and markets. Population,
municipal borough, in 1891, 14,978; in 1901, 15,-
8.53.

PEMBROKE. A municipality of Leinster,
Ireland, constituting a southeast .suburb of Dub-
lin. Population, in 1891, 23,992; in 1901, 25,799.

PEMBROKE, pem'brok. A town and the
county-seat of Renfrew County. Ontario, Canada,
on the Ottawa River, 80 miles from Ottawa
(Map: Ontario. F 2). It has saw mills, facto-
ries, and a large business in lumber. Popula-
tion, in 1891, 4401; in 1901, 5156.

PEMBROKE, pem'bn.ik. Earl of. A title of
the British family of Herbert (q.v. ).

PEMBROKE COLLEGE. A college at Cam-
bridge, England. It was founded by Mary de
Saint Paul, wife of A}-mer de Valence, in 1347, It

has always occupied an honorable place among
Cambridge colleges, and has had among its 7nein-

bers some of the most digtininiished men in Eng-
land. Of these, the greatest are Pitt, the poets
Spenser and Gray, Archbishops Whitgift, Grindal,
and Rotherham, the martyrs Ridley, Rogers, and

Bradford. The college library, of some 20,000
volumes, is one of tlie most interesting and valu-

able college collections in Cambridge. There are
tliirteen fellowships and twenty-nine scholarships.

PEMBROKE COLLEGE. A college at 0.\-

ford, England. It was founded by James I., in

1024, and endowed by Thomas Tcsdale, of Glymp-
ton, O.xfordshire, and Richard Wightwick, B.D.,
rector of Hsey, Berks. It took its name
from William, Earl of Pembroke, then chancellor

of the university. Its buildings, though not
large, and quite modern, are very attractive. The
college has a master, ten fellowships, several hon-
orary fellows and lecturers, and twenty-eight
scholars, some sevent\'-flve undergraduates in all.

Never a large college, a number of distinguished

men have been connected with it. es]jeciall}' in the
seventeenth and eigliteenth centuries. Among
these may be mentioned Camden tlie antiquary,
John Pym, Beaumont the dramatist, George
Whitelicid, Sir William Blackstonc. Shenstone,
Sir Thomas Browne, and Samuel Johnson.

PEMBROKESHIRE. The westernmost coun-

ty of Wales, Great Britain, bounded north and
west by Saint George's Channel, east by Cardigan
and Carmarthen, south by the Bristol Cliannel

(Map: Wales, B 5). Area, 028 square miles.

The surface is undulating; the principal eleva-

tions are the Precelly Hills, which traverse the
north of the county from east to west, and attain

a maximum altitude of 1754 feet. The rivers are

unimportant ; the Eastern and Western Cleddan,
which unite and form a navigable portion of

JNlilford Haven, are the principal streams. The
northern and western shores are indented with

fine bays and dotted with islands ; the estuary of

Milford Haven forms one of the best harbors on
the coast of Great Britain ; the south shores are

wild and rugged, fronted with precipitous cliffs.

The climate is mild but damp. There are excel-

lent and productive soils in the south, and along
the northwest coast the barley districts are fa-

mous, Oats, barley, and potatoes are the prin-

cipal crops. Coal. iron, and lead are mined, and
slate is quarried. There are important fisheries.

The chief towns are Pembroke (the capital).

Saint Davids. Tenby, and Haverfordwest. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 89,000; in 1901. 88.000.

PEMICAN (C^rce Indian name). An Indian

food preparation much used among all the tribes

from about the Canada border to the Eskimo
country, and consisting of lean dried meat of

buffalo, deer, or, in modern days, beef, pounded to

a |)owder, and liberally mixed with boiling fat,

which is poured over it. It is then pressed into

cakes and packed into parfleche cases until

needed. Berries are frequently pounded up and
mixed with the meat. Pemican contains a great

amount of nutriment in compact form, and when
thus prepared will continue sw-eet and good for

an indefinite time so long as it is kept dry. It

is extensively manufactured by the Cree and Red
River half-breeds and is the staple commissary
article of hunters, traders, and other travelers

throughout the great Northwest.

PEMPHI'GUS (Neo-Lat.. from Gk. nefi<l,t^,

pempliix, bubble), or PoMPHOT-YX. A disease of

the skin in which appear on its surface blebs or

bulla" filled with serum, pus, or blood, with itch-

ing, fever, and great impairment of the general

health. Similar blebs appear on the mucous
membrane. The blebs burst after a time, leav-
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ing a rough, reddened surface, and scaling occurs

in the variety termed pimphigus foliaceiis. This

variety is always chronic, and an attack lasts

from several mouths to several years, successive

crops of bullae appearing and rupturing. In pem-
phigus vulgaris, which may be acute or chronic,

the vesicles contain clear serum at first. This

variety may last but two or three weeks. In the

treatment of this disease arsenic, strychnine, iron,

and quinine are given internally, local applica-

tions of a sedative nature are made, and warm
baths are given for months, the patients being

suspended under water upon a hammock night

and day.

PEN (OF., Fr. penne, from Lat. penna, pen,

feather, OLat. pesna, feather; probably connected

with Gk. irrepov, pteron, OHG. fedara, Ger.

Feder, AS. fepai; Eng. feather, Skt. patatra,

feather, from pat, to fly). An instrument for

writing; with a fluid ink. For many centuries the

quill pen was the only kind used. Isidore of

Seville, who died a.d. 636, mentions reeds and
pens among the instruments employed in writing.

A century and a half later Alcuin writes of the

use of pens. Probably their general use began
with the introduction of modern paper.

Steel Pexs. Toward the close of the eigh-

teenth century various experiments were being

made in France, England, and America toward
the manufacture of steel pens. At first they
were barrel-shaped and were made as much like

a quill pen as possible. They were ^made by
bending a flat piece of steel into a tube and then

filing it into shape, the joint of the two edges
forming the slit. These pens were expensive and
unsatisfactory, for they were hard and inflexible.

In 1820 Joseph Gillott, of England, began the

manufacture of steel pens and greatly improved
their form. He also cheapened their price by in-

troducing machinery for their manufacture.
Presses were contrived for cutting, bending, and
marking, and other machinery for cleaning and
polishing. The manufacture of steel pens was not

introduced into the I'nited States until about
1860. By that time the art had been perfected

and a knowledge of the varieties of steel best

qualified for pens had been acquired. Most of the

steel used in American factories is imported from
Sweden. The steel, which is received by the
manufacturer in sheets of varying thickness, is

prepared for conversion into pens by a prelimi-

nary process of annealing, polishing, and rolling.

The last named operation requires considerable
care and skill, for the steel must be passed be-

tween successive rollers until reduced to a re-

ipiired thickness, which is usually l-160th of an
inch. The slightest variation in the thickness
of the sheet affects the flexibility of the finished

pen. The blanks are next stamped or pressed into

tlie desired shape, and then the small hole which
terminates the slit in the finished pen and pre-

vents it from spreading is punched. After an-

other annealing, the blanks are placed between a
pair of dies which give them (heir curved form.
Hardening l)y plunging into hot oil. cleaning in

sand and sawdust, and tempering are the next
processes. The polishing is performed by placing
the pens in revolving barrels of sand or saw-
dust and then grinding against a revolving emery
wheel. The temperiner is done by placing the

pens in an iron cylinder which is kept revolving
over a charcoal fire vintil they are of the proper
temper. This is a delicate process, regulated

by the color shown bj- the pens, which indicates

the temperature of the metal. The last and per-

haps most important mechanical operation is

slitting the pen point. This is done by a spe-

ciallj- constructed pair of cutters of great deli-

cacy of construction. The pens are now subjected
to a final burnishing, and possibly lacquering to

prevent rust, and are ready for the market.

Gold Pens. Though steel pens are used in

greater quantities than any other kind, there is

an increasing demand for gold pens on account
of their greater flexibility and durability. Gold
pens were first made in 1825 in England. In the

United States their manufacture was first at-

tempted by a watch-maker of Detroit in 1835.

In 1840 the business was moved to New York,
. various improvements were introduced, and the

manufacture grew* in importance. At first the

points of gold pens were protected by diamonds
or rubies. The discovery that the native alloy of

iridivim and osmium could be used much more
cheaply as well as satisfactorily was made by
John Isaac Hawkins, an American, residing in

England. The American right to this discovery

was purchased by a Xew York establishment.
About 1850 it was discovered that by imbedding
the iridium points in the gold instead of solder-

ing them on a stronger pen was produced. Gold
pens are made in a manner similar to steel pens,

by rolling the metal into thin sheets and stamp-
ing out the blanks and sha])ing them with dies.

The under side of the point is notched with a

circular saw to receive the iridium tip, which is

secured Ijy a flux of borax and a blowpipe. The
slit is cut; through the solid iridium by means of

a thin copper wheel, after which it is extended

up the pen it.self, to the notch, with a saw. The
]ien is now finished by polishing it and by ham-
mering till the desired degree of elasticity is

secured.

FouXTAiN Pens. A fountain pen is one having
an ink barrel in the holder which supplies ink as

required by means of an automatic feed. Foun-
tain pens were manufactured in England as early

as 1S35, but they did not attain any great degree
of success. In the Sehaeft'er pen the ink was ad-

mitted to the pen from a reservoir in the holder,

by pressing a projecting button with the thumb.
In the Parker pen the flow of ink was regulated

by a piston controlled by a rotating nut. Other

early attempts sought to control the flow from
the barrel by means of tubes, springs, valves, or

other mechanical contrivances. In all these early

attempts the flow of ink was foimd to be irregu-

lar. All modern fountain pens are based on a

diflerent principle. The flow of ink is regulated

by a feed, and air is admitted to the barrel to

take the place of the ink as it is used. A typi-

cal fountain pen consists of four jiieces of hard
rubber and a gold pen. The handle containing

the ink reservoir is in two pieces, connected with
a screw joint, so that it may readily be taken

apart for fillinrr. The gold pen is held in the
point section of the barrel by means of a third

piece of rubber, the feed-bar. which also conveys

the ink from the reservoir to the pen. Air is

admitted to the barrel, to replace the ink as it is

used, by means of a cavity in the feed connecting
with the hole at the end of the slit in the back
of the pen proper. During the act of writing the

ink is drawn from the resen-oir by capillary at-

traction, through the feed to the pen point, and
the flow ceases with the writing. The fourth
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piece of rubber is the cap, wliicli covers the pen
to protect it from injury and keep the ink from
drying when not in use.' A fountain pen usually

hoUls ink enoufjli for ten liours or more of con-

tinuous writing, or from 1.5,000 words up.

Styi.ogkapiiic Pens, like fountain peus. have a
reservoir to hold the ink, but instead of an or-

dinary pen point it has a pencil-shaped point;

the point is tubular and in it plays a needle

which releases tlie ink when pressed on the jiaper.

Stati.stic'S. .Accordinj; to the Twclftli United
States Census there were in the United States, in

1900, 48 estal)lishnients dcvote<l to the manu-
facture of pens, of which 2.3 made fountain and
stylographic pens, 22 made gold jjcns, and ',i made
steel pens. The combined capital invcsteil in

these different establislimcnts is given as $1,444,-
.

Ofi.5, and tlie value of the annual i)roduct $1,855,-
6.")8. In this amount 8028 gross of fountain pens,

valued at $!)02,7.S4, 1801! gross of stylographic

pens, at $82,070, 0735 gross of gold pens, at $458,-

370, and 1,704,079 gross of steel pens, at $411,-

872, are incluikd.

Bini,iO(iKAriiY. Consult: The Twelfth Census,

vol. X., part iv. (Washington, 1900), wdiere is

published an article entitled "Pens and Pencils;"

also Depew. One Hundred Years of American
Commerce (New York, 1895).

PENAL CODE. A collection or declaration
of the laws of a State or country in relation to

crimes and their pimishmcnt, in a single legisla-

tive act. By this means the various acts and
omissions wdiich constitute crimes, the degrees
of crime, and the penalty imposed for each are
all defined and clearly set forth in an orderly
manner. Nearly all of the nations of Europe and
several of the United States have thus embodied
their criminal laws in the convenient and com-
paratively simple form of a penal code. Some
States, including New York, have also adojited a
code of criminal procedure which, as its name in-

dicates, provides the mode of enforcing the law
as set forth in the jjcnal code. See Code, and
the authorities there referred to.

PENAL LAW. See Law, Criminal.

PENALTY (Pr. pfnnlHe, from ML. jimial-
Uns, punishment, from Lat. prriialis. relating to
punishment, from porna, pmiishnient, from Gk.
voivii, poine, fine, punishment ; connected with
Ttvciv, tinein, Skt. ci, to avenge). In the broad-
est sense, punishment of any kind for violations
of law or legal duty, as the 'death penalty.'
Usually, however, a 'jienalty' is a sum of money
the payment of which is required by law as a
punishment for an ofl'ense, or omission to comply
with some statutory provision. In this sense,
a penalty is usually imposed for a violation of the

,
law less serious in its nature than a crime, which
is malum in se (q.v.). For example, a neglect
to conform to sanitary regulations generally sub-
jects the ofTender to payment of a sum of money
imposed as a penalty, which is considered as
commensurate with the gravity of the offense.
Tlxcppt in aggravated cases, imprisonment would
be too severe for omissions of the above nature.
A penalty differs but little from a fine in its

nature and purposes. An penalties are common-
ly imposed for the least serious violations of the
law. which are. for that reason, not so likely to
come to the attention of the proper authorities,
the statutes creating them often provide, as an
inducement to persons to inform on offenders,

tliat the whole or a part of tlu- penaltv shall go
to tlie informer. In sonic jurisdiction"; the inform-
er may recover the amount of tlie penally by
civil action, and in others iiaymcnt to the |>ub-

lie officials is enforced by the alternative of im-
])risonmcnt, and the amount collected is then
pai<l to the informer.

In the law of contracts the term penalty is

applied to an arbitrary sum fixed by the parties
to an agreement, to be jiaid by the one guilty of

a breach thereof. This practice is no longer sanc-
tioned, and a sum fixed as a penalty cannot be
n'covi'ied. Where, however, a sum is based on a
calculation as to the |>robablc amount of dam-
ages in case of a breach, it will be considered as
'liquidated damages' (q.v.), and payment en-
forced.

PENANCE (OF. penance, penaunce, peneance,
from Lat. pcenilentia, repentance, from pccnitere,

to repent, frequentative of poenire, punire,
to punish, from pana, punisliment) . The
voluntary or accepted punishment by which a
repentant sinner manifests his sorrow for sin,

and seeks to atone for the sin, and to avert the
punishment which, even after the guilt has been
remitted, may still remain due to tlie offense.

l!oiiian Catholics number penance among the seven
sacraments (q.v.) , and believe it to be of direct di-

vine institution (Matt. xvi. U); xviii. 18; .John xx.

21). The matter of this saerauient cimsists, in

their view, of the three acts of the penitent—con-

trition, or heartfelt sorrow for sin, as being an
offense againSt God; confession, or detailed ac-

cusation of one's self to a priest ajiproved for the
purpose; and satisfaction, or the accejitancc and
accomplishment of certain penitential works, in

atonement of the sin confessed ; and the form of

the sacrament is the sentence of absolution from
sin pronounced by the priest who has received the
confession, and has been satisfied of the peniten-

tial disposition of the .self-accusing sinner. Even
in the Apostolic times the ju'actice prevailed of

excluding persons of scandalous life from the
spiritual fellowship of the Christian community
(see ExcoMJiUNicATiON

) ; and without attempt-
ing to fix the date, it nia.y be stated as certain,

from the authority of Tertullian and other writ-
ers, that from a very early time the jiersons so

excluded were subjected to certain penitential
regulations. The class of offenders so treated
were those who had been notoriously guilty of

the grievous crimes of idolatry or apostasy, mur-
der, adultery, and other scandalous offenses. The
period of penitential probation differed in differ-

ent times and places, but in general was gradu-
ated according to the enormity of the sin, some
going so far in their rigor (see Novatiax) as.

contrary to the clearly expressed sense of the
Church, to carry it even beyond the grave. The
penitent, in ordinary cases, could only be re-

stored to communion by the bishop who had ex-

cluded him. and this only at the expiration of
the appointed time, unless the bishop himself had
shortened it; but in case of dangerous illness he
might be restored, with the condition, however,
that if he recovered from the illness the whole
course of penance should be completed. The
reconciliation of penitents took place commonly
in Holy Week, and was publicly performed
by the bishop in the church, with inaycr and
imposition of hands. It was followed by the
aibiiinistration of communion. This public dis-

cipline continued in force with greater or lesa
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exactness in tlie fiftli, sixth, and seventh centuries,

gradually, liowever, being replaced by senii-pub-

lie, aud ultimately by private penance. In the

eleventh and twelfth centuries the public pen-

ance had entirely disappeared. The nature and
origin of private penance is a subject of contro-

versy between Catholics and Pi'otestants ; the

former contending that it had existed from the

first, and that it held the same place even in the

ages of public jjeuance for secret sins which the

public penance did for public ofl'enses. At all

events, from the date of the cessation of the pub-

lic discipline it has existed universally in the

Eoman Catholic Church. The priest, in absolving

the penitent, imposes upon him the obligation

of reciting certain prayers, undergoing certain

works of mortification, or performing certain

devotional exercises. These acts of the penitent

are held to form an integral part of the sacra-

ment of penance.

Outside of what is explained above as sacra-

mental penance, devout Roman Catholics have
always believed in the infliction of voluntary

mortifications as beiiig pleasing to God, since

they are based on an intense detestation of sin

and realization of its enormity; and many of the

saints have gone to almost incredible lengths in

seeking suflering as a means of purifying the

soul and uniting it more closely with God.

Luther fought stoutly against the doctrine of

penance current in his day as being contrary to

some of what he considered the most essential

principles of Scriptural Christianity, particular-

ly to the doctrine of justification by faith in

Jesus Christ alone, on the ground of His complete

or 'finished' work : penance being founded on a
doctrine of at least supplementary atonement by
the works or suft'erings of man—the sinner—him-
self. His teaching has been generally followed

by Protestants. The outward expressions of

humiliation, sorrow, and repentance common un-

der the Jewish dispensation are regarded as very
consistent with the character of that dispensa-

tion, in which so many symbols were employed.
It is also held that the self-inflicted austerities,

as fasting, sackcloth and ashes, etc., of .Jewish

and earliest Christian times, had for their sole

purpose the mortification of unholy lusts and sin-

ful passions in the people of God ; or the ex-

pression of sorrow for sin, so that others liehold-

ing might be warned of its evil and restrained

from it. Accordingly, in the discipline of the

Protestant churches penance is now unknown.
The nearest approach to the Eoman Catholic

polity on the subject was that in use among the

English Puritans of the seventeenth century,

and more particularly in the Church of Scotland

during that and the succeeding century, when it

was conmion "to make satisfaction publicly on
the stool of repentance." See Absohjtion ; Co:j-

rE.ssioN : I>;dulgence.

PENANG' ('Betel-nut Island'). The most
northerly of the British Straits Settlements

(q.v.). It consists of the island of Penang,
formerly officially called Prince of Wales Island,

and the coast districts known as Province Welles-

ley and the Dindings. The island of Penang, with

an area of 107 square miles, is .situated olT the

west coast of the 'Malay Peninsula at the north-

ern entrance to the ^lalacca Strait (Map: Bur-

ma. D fiK The island is .still largely covered

with jungle, and is of gi'cat commercial impor-

tance, Georgetown, the capital, situated at the

northeastern extremity, being the chief port of

the Straits .Settlements ne.xt to Singajjore. The
town is defended by forts, and has a capacious

harbor and a large shipping and commerce. In
1898 there entered and cleared at the port oUi
vessels, of 3,701,094 tons. In 1899 the imports
amounted to $U9,078,;571, and the exports to ipOl,-

424,108. The principal exports are tin, spices, rice,

and sugar, nearly all of which are produced on the
mainland. The total population of the Settle-

ment was, in 1891, 235,018, and in 1901, 248,207,
mostly JIalays and Chinese, there being only
1100 Europeans, most of whom were in the city

of Georgetown. The population of Penang Isl-

land in 1901 was 128,830, and of Georgetown
municipality 94,086. Penang Island was ceded
to England in 1785 by the Rajah of Kedah, and
organized in the following year under the East
India Company, who later purchased Prov-
ince Wellesley. In 1800 Penang was made a
presidency of equal rank with Madras and Bom-
bay, and it remained the chief seat of govern-
ment of the Straits Settlements, including Ma-
lacca and Singapore, until 1832, when the latter

city superseded it,

PENARTH'. A seaport of Glamorganshire,
Wales, at the mouth of the Taflf, opposite Cardiff

(Map: Wales, C 5). It is a favorite seaside resi-

dence and bathing resort of the CardiflSans. It

was an unimportant village until 1856, when its

port was made a tidal harbor. It has extensive

docks, and is an important shipping port for the

minerals of South Wales, especially coal, iron,

and alabaster. The docks have 0125 feet of quay-
age and the tidal harbor 15,000 feet. The town
maintains public baths, parks, and pleasure

grounds, and an i-solation hospital. Population,

in 1S91, 12,400; in 1901, 14,200.

PENATES, pe-na'tez (Lat. nom. pi., gods of

the store-room). The Roman gods of the store-

room, worshiped, with Vesta, at every hearth. The
proper title is di penates, which indicates that a
group of gods is here united under a comprehen-
sive title, which is not really a proper name. It

thus follows that the individual deities comprised
in the title might vary in different families, and
this seems proved by the variety of gods who ap-

peared grouped with Lares and Genius as
penates in the Pompeian paintings near the

hearth. Vesta seems usually, if not always, in-

cluded in these groujis. Each family worshiped
its own penates, though under the Empire the

penates of the Imperial family were publicly hon-

ored. As the family had its private hearth, so

the State had its temple of Vesta also, and with

her were naturally worshiped the public penates,

probably a collective title for the gods who cared
for the prosperity of the State. Later (before R.c.

167, and probably by some considerable time) a

little temple of the penates was built on the Velia,

and now images after the ty])e of the Greek Dios-

curi were set up, Varro, it is true, denied that

these were the true penates, whose sacred symbols

were rather kept secretly in the wdes Vesta: but

other antiquaries did not follow him. and mu<h
ingenuity was disi)Iayed in attempted explanation

of these mysterious gods. They were identified

with the 'great gods' of Samothrace. and after

the time of Augustus it was the orthodox belief

that they had been brought from Troy to Italy

by .Eneas. See Larfs; Manes.
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PENCIL (OF. piucti, I'r. pinceau, from Lat.
•peiiicillum, pcniciUus, painter's brush, dimiuutive
of pciiin, Uk. wio!. ptus, tail, puuis). An in-

strument for « riling or drawing, employing some
coloring material of which it is composed, as
lead, graphite, or slate. . Probably the pencil

was the first instrument used by artists, and in

its earliest form consisted simply of a lump of

colored earth or chalk, cut into a form con-
venient to hold in the hand. With sucli pencils

were executed tlie line-drawings of Aridices, the
Corinthian, and Telephanes, the Sicyonian, and
also the early one-colored pictures or monochro-
mata of the Greeks and Egyptians. The use of

metallic lead for marking is of very ancient
origin. Pliny refers to the use of lead for mak-
ing lines on jiapyrus. and Cortes in 1520 found
the Aztecs using lead crayons. Jilack lead pen-
cils are made of graphite or i)hnnbago, which
contains no lead whatever in its composition, but
is in reality almost pure carbon. (See Gra-
phite.) The misnomer is probably owing to the
fact that, previous to the employment of gi'aphite

for nuiking pencils, common lead was used, a
material which, indeed, continued to be employed
until well into the nineteenth century. Conse-
quently, as the ])lunibago with its black streak
offered a contrast to the i)ale mark of the lead,

it was called, in contradistinction, black lend.

Develoi'Ment of the I.NDi'STKY. The manu-
facture of graphite pencils in England began
in 1564, when a valuable graphite mine was dis-

covered at Barrowdale, Cumberland. The mine
was so highly prized that Parliament kept it

guarded with an armed force, and. to keep up
the value of the product, it was worked only six

weeks in the year. The early graphite ])encils

were made by pulverizing the graphite and C(mi-

pressing it into solid blocks by means of a
hydraulic press, and then cutting bars from the
blocks. In 1S50 the Barrowdale mine became
exhausted. Graphite is now mined at Passau,
Bavaria ; Schwarzbach. Bohemia ; in Norway,
in New Zealand, in Mexico, and in various
parts of the United States. The mine contain-
ing the purest graphite yet discovered is lo-

cated at Ticonderoga, in New York State. It

yields a product which is 09.!) per cent, pure
carbon. The manufacture of lead pencils is

extensively carried on in Germany. England,
and America. In Xuremlierg, Bavaria, are no
less than 2.S pencil factories, employing 10,000
workmen and turning out 4,400,000 pencils per
week.

Pencil IIaptufactuke in the United States.
The two raw materials essential for pencil manu-
facture—pure giaphite and excellent cedar for
the cases—exist in such generous quantities in

the United States as to favor exceptionally the
growth of this industry. The first manufac-
turer of black lead pencils in this country* was
William ilonroe, of Concord, !Mass., who in 1812
invented a process by which he pulverized and
mixed the material and incased it in cedar hold-
ers. He was very successful in selling his prod-
uct and continued the business for about eight-
een months, when he was obliged to give it up
on accnimt of the difficulty of obtaining the raw
materials. Later he resumed the manufacture
of pencils and carried it on. on ii small scale, for

many years. Another pioneer in the industry
was .Joseph Dixon, and in 1860 the Fabers es-

tablished a branch factory in the United States.

jMethod of Manufacture. The familiar lead
pencil of every-day use consists of a round or
polygonal stick of graphite mixed with clay,

surrounded l>y a cedar case. The graphite is

lirst reduced to an impalpable powder by grind-
ing. Water is then adch'd and the sub.stance is

run through mixers in a lluid state, the proper
amount of linely powdered clay being put into
the mixture ami thoroughly blended with it. A
little lampblack is sometimes added to the com-
position to increase the blackness. The more
clay used, the harder will be the pencil. The
mixing is performed by .specially constructed ma-
chinery. After thorough mixing the mass is

placed in lilter presses to exclude the water and
reduce the mi.xture to a doughy consistency. The
material is next passed through dies, consisting
of successive plates with holes of varying di-

ameter. Great pressure is used, causing the
mi.xlure to ooze forth in doughy strings. This
process is repeated several times. The final dies

are of the same diameter as the finished lead.

The graphite in this form is straightened, cut
into three-foot lengths, and allowed to dry. It

is ne.xt cut into pieces of the required length,

usually about seven inches. These pieces are
])acked in crucibles and burned for several hours,
to extract the moisture. The graphite is now
rea<ly to be inserted in its wooden case. Some-
times the plumbago is calcined before being
mixed with clay. For some varieties of drawing
pencils the leads are immersed for a minute in

very hot melted wax or suet, before being
mounted.
The leads are usually incased in the wood

before it is shaped into a pencil. Little slabs of
cedar, two, four, or six pencils wide, are passed
through a machine which cuts out semicircular
grooves, the diameter of the pencil. . Into the
grooves in one of these slabs the leads are laid

and another grooved slab is glued to it, thus
completely incasing the graphite. The slabs are
now passed through machines which divide them
into pencils, with their sides shaped in hexagonal
or curved form. After the processes of polishing,

varnishing, and stamping, all of which are per-

formed by machinery, the pencils are ready for

shipment.
Colored Pexcil.s are made of ehalk, elay, or

wa.x, mixed with coloring jjignients, the nature
of which does not permit their being calcined

like black pencils. They may be incased in wood
like ordinary pencils, or simply wrapped in

paper. Toward the close of the last century a

process was invented by which both black and
colored pencils were incased in paper instead of

wood. A sheet of paper cut for a part of its

width into strips about one-fourth of an inch

wide is wrapped around the lead to form a
case of the usual thickness. The surface is

painted. \\'hen the pencil point wears down to

the paper it is sharpened, that is more lead is

exposed, by simply imwinding one of the narrow
strips of paper.

Slate Pencils are sometimes inclosed in wood,
but are more often little unprotected rods of
slate. Partly from sanitary reasons, they are not
nearly so much used as formerly, paper and lead
pencil having taken the place of slate and pencil,

for most purposes.
Statistics. According to the Twelfth Census

of the United States, there were in 1900 seven
pencil factories, having a total capital of $2,227,-
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406, and producing an annual output of 1,383,822
gross of pencils, valued at $1,705,065. The num-
ber of factories reported has increased only one
since the census of 1800, but the capital invested
was then only $0,600, and the value of the prod-
uct about $20,400. The value of the pencils im-
ported into the United States for the closing
decade of the nineteenth century is as follows:
1891, $116,687; 1892, .$99,902; "1893, $105,720;
1894, $74,585; 1895, $142,817; 1896, $171,575;
1897, $182,687; 1898, $169,051; 1899, $197,406;
1900. .$289,008.

BiBLiOGBAPHY. The Twelfth United States
Census, vol. x., part iv., "Manufactures," contains
historical, descriptive, and statistical matter re-

garding the pencil industry in this country. The
Dixon Crucible Company, of Jersey City, N. J.,

and L. C. Hardtmuth Company, of New York,
both publish pamphlets containing interesting
descriptions of methods of pencil manufacture.

PENCIL (in mathematics). See Pebspec-
rivE..

PENCE, penk, Albbecht (1858—). A Ger-
man geologist and physical geographer, born and
educated at Leipzig. He made special studies
of the mountains of Bavaria and Tyrol (1880).
and traveled in Scotland and the Pyrenees. After
serving as docent at ^Munich he was in 1885 ap-
pointed professor of physical geography at Vien-
na. He was editor of (leoyraphische Abhand-
lungen ( 1880 et seq. ) and has been one of the con-

tributors to the GeologicalJournal of Chicago. In
1892 he was appointed president of the central
commission for the study of the geography of

Germany. He wrote: Die Vergletscherung der
deutschen Alpen (1882); Die Eiszeit in den
Pyreniien (1885): Xiederlande und Belqien
(1889) ; Donau (1S9I) ; Morphologic der Erdo-
berftJiche (1894) ; and Untersuchtingen iiber Ver-
dtntstung und Abfltiss (1896).

PENCZ, pents, Geobg (c. 1500-50). A German
painter and engraver. He was born at Nurem-
berg and was probably a pupil of Diircr, or, at
least, stood immediately under his influence. He
was received into the Painters' Guild in 1523;
but in the year following, together with Sebald
and Barthel Beham, he was tried for infidelity

and banished from the city. In 1525 he was al-

lowed to settle in the neighborhood, and about
1532 he returned to Nuremberg, where he was
frequently employed by the city council. In
Rome, which he visited before 1530, and again in

1539, he diligently studied Raphael and other

great masters, especially the Venetians, and per-

fected himself in the art of engraving under
Marc Antonio. Of the few existing specimens
of his historical, allegorical, and mythological
paintings, his "'Saint .Jerome" (1544; in the Ger-
manic iluseum, Nuremberg) is the most remark-
able. His fame as a painter rests chiefly on his

masterly portraits, which for animated concep-

tion, excellent modeling, and warm, transparent
coloring rank among the finest productions of

the Nuremberg school. Especially char.acteristic

are a "Young Man" (1534) . "The Painter Erhard
Schwetzer" (1.544), and his "Wife" (1.545), all

in the Berlin ^luseum: a "Youns: Man" (1543).
in the Vienna Museum : and "Fieldmarshal Pe-

baldus Schirmer" (1545). in the Germanic !Mu-

seum. Nuremberg. All otliers in the various
galleries of Europe are surpassed by the ex-

quisite portrait of a "Scholar" in the Karlsruhe

Gallery. Pencz is most prominent as an engrav-
er, ranking ne.\t to the Beham.s among the Ut-
tle Masters.' In some of his plates he equals his
master, Mare Antonio. Besides his largest plat«.
"The Taking of Carthage" (1.5.39), after Giulio
Romano, may be mentioned the "Six Triumphs
of Petrarch," "Life of Christ" (20 plates).
"Medea," "Paris," "Vergil and the Courtesan,"
and the portrait of .John Frederick, Elector of
Sa.\ony. Consult: Scott, The Little Mailers
(London, 1880) ; and Kurzwelly, Forschungen
zu riiiirg Pencz (Leipzig, 1895).*

PENDA. A king of the Anglo-Saxon king-
dom of Mercia (q.v.).

PENDANT (Lat. pendens, hanging, pres.
part, of pendere, to hang). A hanging orna-
ment, used in ceilings, vaults, staircases, timber
roofs, as the end of keystones, posts, corbels, etc.
It is sometimes a simple ball, and Bometimcs
elaborately ornamented, and is chiefly used in the
later Gothic and Renaissance styles.

PEND D'OBEILLE, pa.\ dd'ra'y'. See Kal-
ISPEL.

PENDENOJIIS, Tub Histoby of. A novel br
W. il. Thackeray (18.50). Arthur Pendennis,
the hero, a weak, commonplace, but thoroughlv
life-like young man, spoiled by an indulgent
mother, and his own worst enemy, nearly wrecks
himself in imprudent love affairs. From one
such affair with an actress he is saved by his
uncle. Major Pendennis, a shrewd man of the
world. When he is jilted by Blanche Amory, he
realizes the devotion of his cousin Laura and
marries her. After a struggle, he becomes a suc-

cessful writer in London, and as such tells the
story of The Xewcomcs.

PENDENTIVE. A section of masonry form-
ing the transition between a domical vault and
the walls or piers supporting it. It occupies the
angle where two walls meet and is usually rough-
ly triangular in shape, with the apex below. The
development of the peudentive by Byzantine
architects of the sixth century made it possible

to erect domes (q.v.) above rectangiilar or poly-

gonal interiors, and this made it one of the great-

est acquisitions in the history of architecture.

Such pendentives are, strictly speaking, formed
of a curved surface, but any device for passing

from a vault to a wall of different plan may. by
extension, be called a pendentive, as in the case

of corner slabs or lintels, receding corbels,

cones, and especially the Mohammedan stalactite

pendentive.

PENTiER, Wii-i.iAM DoBSET (1834-63). An
American soldier, born in Edgecombe County, N.
C. He was graduated from West Point in 1854

and assigned to the artillery. He served against

the Seminole Indians in New Mexico, and in the

Apache campaign in 1856. He resigned in 1861

and was made captain of artilleiy in the Con-

federate Army, and May 16th was promoted to

be colonel of the Tliird North Carolina Infantry.

He was engaged at Bull Run, and at Seven Pines

was made temporary- brigadier-general. The ap-

pointment was made permanent after Gaines's Mill

and Frazier's Farm. .\t the second battle of Biill

Run he fought on foot, leading his men again and

atrain against the impregnable Federal position.

He was engaged at Winchester. Harper's Ferry,

and Fredericksburg, winninff the .special favor of

'Stonewall' Jackson. Pender was made major-
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general May liT, 1803, luul took part in the in-

vasion of IVnns.vlvaniii. Un tlu> first Jay at Gct-

tyslmrg he attacked Seminary Ridge and was

killed on the second day.

PENDLETON, pOn'd'l-toii. A town of Lan-

cashire, Kngland. suburban to Manchester on the

nortliwest (Map: Enghuul, D :i). Pendleton is

jiart of tlie Parliamentary borougli of Salford,

and is incoriwratod witli its municipality. The
rapid increase of its population is due to the

inunense industries of the locality, which are

identified with those of Salford and Manchester

(q.v.). PRpiilation, in 18!)1, r)7,000; in 1901,

75,000.

PENDLETON. A town and the county-seat

of I'matilla County, Oregon, 47 miles southwest

of Walla Walla. Wash.; on the Umatilla Kiver,

and on the line of the Oregon liailroad and Xavi-

gati<in Company and the Wasliington and Columbia

River Railroad (Map: Oregon, G 4). It is the

centre of a productive region interested largely

in gr;iin cultivation and in the raising of cattle,

sheep, and horses; and has flouring mills, woolen

and wool-se(nuing mills, machine shops, etc.

Some of tliese establishments are operated by

water ])()wer supplied by the river. The chief

building is a fine court-house; and there are

three bridges across the Umatilla here. The
water-works are owned by the municipality.

Population, in 1890, 250G; in 1900, 4400.

PENDLETON, EnMuxn (1721-1803). An
American statesman of the Revolutionary period.

He was born in Caroline County, Va., and was
wholly self-educated. In 1744 he was admitted
to the bar, and in 1752 was elected to the House
of Bui'gesses, of which he was was a member for

many yeiirs, serving several terms as Speaker.

He was a member of the Committee of Correspon-
dence in 1773; was a delegate to the First Conti-

nental Congress (1774); and was president of

the \'irginia conventions of 1775 and 1770. The
resolution of May, 177G. instructing the State
delegates to introduce a declaration of independ-

ence in Congress, was written by him. In 1770
he became president of the Committee of Safety,

and, on the organization of the State Govern-
ment, was elected Speaker of the House of Bur-
gesses, and. somewhat later, president of the
Court of Chancery. In 1777 he was crippled for

life, but continued to serve as Speaker of the
House, and in 1779 became ])resident of the Court
of Appeals, which position he held until his

death. In 1788 he presided over the Virginia
convention which ratified the Federal Constitu-
tion, he himself taking an active part in the
deflate and being largely resjjonsible for the final

decision.

PENDLETON, George Hunt (1825-89). An
American lawyer, legislator, and civil-service re-

former, born in Cinciimati, Ohio. He studied
law, was admitted to the bar in Ohio, and became
distinguished in his professiion. He was a mem-
ber of the State Senate in 1854-55; was elected to
Congress in 1850: and served successively in the
Thirty-fifth, Thirty-sixth, Thirty-seventh, and
Thirty-eighth Congresses, being a member of the
House Committee on Military Affairs during the
first three terms, and a member of the Ways
and l\leans Committee dnrincr the last term. He
identified himself with the Anti-War Democrats,
and attracted much public criticism on account

of the boldness of his antagonism to the course

of the Administration. In 1804 he was nomi-
nated for the Vice-Presidency of the United
States on the ticket with General McClellan.

Pendleton was one of the most prominent
leaders of the Greenback Party, strongly oppos-

ing the payment of the Government bonds in

gold, and the contraction of the currency. In

1879 he was elected to the United States Senate,

where he won distinction as chairman of the

Committee on Civil-Service Reform. Late in

1882 he inlro^luccd in the Senate the so-called

Pendleton Bill for reforming the civil service.

This bill passed the Senate on Deccndjer 27th, and
tlie House on January 5, 1SS3, and was approved
by President Arthur on January IGth. It marks
the first definite establishment of the merit sys-

tem as opposed to the spoils .system in the United
States.

.
( See Civil-Service Refor.m. ) At the

expiration of his term as United States Senator
in 1885, he was appointed by President Cleveland
Minister to Germany, which post he held until

the time of his death, at Brussels, in 1889.

PENDLETON, William Nelson (1809-83).

An American clergyman and Confederate soldier,

liorn in Richmond, Va. He graduated at West
Point in IS30; was assistant professor of mathe-
matics there (1831-32); and resigned from the

army in 1833. He taught in Bristol College, Pa.,

and Delaware College, and in 1839 became rector

of the Episcopal Diocesan School at Alexandria,

Va. At the outbreak of the Civil War he en-

tered the Confederate service and became chief

of artillery in the Army of Northern Virginia.

In 1802 lie was promoted to be brigadier-general,

and in ISOo served as one of Lee's commissioners
on surrender. At the close of tlie war Pendleton

became rector of Grace Memorial Church, Lex-

ington, Va. He wrote Science a Witness for tin-

Bible (1800).

PENDULUM (Neo-Lat. neu. sg. of Lat. jc //-

diihis, banging down, from pcndere, to hang). A
pendulum is any rigid body pointed about a
horizontal axis so that it can swing to and fro,

making vibrations under the influence of gravity.

A 'simple' pendulum is the name given an imagi-

nary pendulum consisting of a particle of mattii-

suspended from a point by a cord supposed to In'

without mass. If the length of this cord is I

and if 17 is the acceleration which the suspemhd
particle would have if allowed to fall freely to-

ward the earth, the period, or time taken for one
complete vibration of the simple pendulum
swinging in a vertical plane through very small

ijr-J— . The period of any actual or •com-

pound' pendulum is given by the formula

2ir l—~, where I is the moment of inertia of

the pendulum about its axis of suspension, m
is its mass, I is the distance from the centre of

gravity to the axis, and r; has it usual value. It is

seen that the period of vibration of a pendulum
is constant, being independent of the ex-tent of

the amjilitude of vibration, provided only that it

be small compared with I. This fact was made
use of by Galileo, who also recognized the con-
nection between the period and the length of a
pendulum.
The length of the pendulum, as will be seen

from the formula, varies as the square of the

arcs, IS ;
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time of oscillation, and consequently a pendulum
with a vibration period of one-lialf second has
but one-quarter the length of a seconds pendu-

lum, it is also apparent that pendulums of dif-

ferent kinds of matter—but in other respects

identical—should have the same periods of vibra-

tion if (I
is the same for the ditl'ereut kinds of

matter. This idea was tested by Newton and
later by Bessel, who found that within experi-

mental limits g is tlie same for all forms and
kinds of matter. If tj is difl'ercnt at different

places on the earth, the fact will be shown by
measuring the jjeriod of the same pendulum at

these places. This was shown to be the case

by Huygens.
The problem of deducting the length of a sim-

ple pendulum which sliould have the same period

as a given compound pendulum was first solved

by Huygens. See Ce>'tee of Oscillatio^j and
Wecha.mcs.

If the same pendulum is swung at various

positions on the earth's surface, its time of vibra-

tion will vary depending on the value of jr.

Accordingly one of the best methods of deter-

mining this quantity is to cause a pendulum to

swing at different stations and carefully and
exactly measure its time of oscillation. In the

United States this work is done by the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey, and from their

observations the value of the absolute force of

gravity in the pcnduUnn room of tlie Coast and
Geodetic Survey at Washington has been found
to be 9S0.16.5 on the C. G. S. system. The rela-

tive measure between Paris and Washington gave
gr = 080.109, and, accordingly, the mean of these

two values, 980.167, was adopted.
The pendulums used

in the United States

Coast and Geodetic
Survey for gravity de-

terminations swing
with a period of one-

half second in a case

from w-hich the air

has been exhausted.
The stem is flat and
carries a lenticular

bob, the pendulum
being .supported on
agate bearings. Abeam
of light is thrown into

the pendulum receiver

every second, and when
the pendulum is ver-

tical it is reflected in-

to a telescope through
the coincidence of two
slits. A carefully rated

chronometer forms a

part of the apparatus
and enables the ob-

server to determine

with great accuracy

the time of vibration

of the pendulum. The
instruments of the

Survey are extremely portable, and the observers

travel from station' to station making observa-

tions.

This variation in time of oscillation is shown
below in figures from three stations in Nnrtb

America, with considerable difference in their

latitude. A pendulum whose period of vibration

HALF-SECOND PENDUKU.M.
Front ami side views of

United States Coast and Geo-
<ietie Survey standard form.
A. Iiandle fr)r lifting peiidn-
hini from the knif*' edg-es on
which it is suspended.

in Washington was .5008383 second had a
period at Key West, I'la., of .5011320 second
and at Umanak, Greenland, of .5002032 second.

Another application of the pendulum due to

Foucault is to show the rotation of tlie earth.

Using a long pendulum with a heavy weight, he
found that the plane of oscillation would shift

in the same direction as the motion of the sun,

or opposite to the rotation of the earth. Were
the pendulum to vibrate at the pole, it would
continue in the same plane while the earth ro-

tated, the path of the pendulum appearing to

njake one complete revolution in twenty-four

hours. At the equator, on the other hand, there

would he no rotation of the plane of vibration.

In order to determine the Icnsfth of a seconds

pendulum at any particular place, the method
devised by Captain Katcr of using a revi'vsible

pendulum is employed. Here the centre of oscil-

lation and the centre of suspension are inter-

changeable, and the apparatus will be equivalent

to a simple pendulum, whose length is the dis-

tance between them. In practice these two points

are formed by knife edges, which can be moved
with respect to eacli other along a rod so that

the vibrations of the pendulum will be syn-

chronous irrespective of the knife edge by which

it is svippoi'ted.

C0MPEN.SAT10N Pendulum. As the length of

a rod or bar of any material depends on its tem-

perature (see Heat), a clock with an ordinary

pendulum goes faster in cold and slower in hot

weather. In the method of correction usually

employed, and called compensation, advantage

is taken of the fact that dilTerent substances have

different coeilicients of linear expansion ; so that

if the bob of the pendulum is so suspended as to

be raised by the expansion of

one substance, and depressed

by the expansion of another,

tiie lengths of the effective

portions of these substances

may be so adjusted that the

raising and depression, taking

place simultaneously, may
leave the position of the bob

unaffected. There are two
common methods of cft'ecting

this, differing a little in con-

struction, but ultimately de-

pending on the same principle.

Of these, tlie mercurial pendu-

lum is the more easily de-

scribed. The rod AC and the

framework CB are of steel.

Inside the framework is

placed a cylindrical glass jar,

nearly full of mercury, which

can l)c raised or depressed by

turning a screw. With an

increase of temperature, the

steel portion AC is lengthened

by an amount proportioned to

its length, its coefficient of

linear dilatation, and the change of temperature,

conjointly—and thus the jar of mercury is re-

moved from tlie axis of suspension. But neglect-

ing the expansion of the glass, which is very

small, the mcrcuiy rises in the jar by an amount

proportional fo its bulk, its coefficient of cubical

expansion, and the change of temperature con-

jointly. Now, by increasing or diminishing the

MERCVKIAI. roMPEN-
SATI.N'O PENDULUM.
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quantity of mercury, it is obvious tliat we may
so adjust the instrument that the length of the

equivalent simple pendulum shall be unaltered by
the change of temperature, whatever be its

amount, so long as it is not great enough to

ehange sensibly the eoeffieients of dilatation of

the two metals.

The construction of the yridiron jjcnduluni

will be easily understood from the cut. The shad-

ed bars are steel; the .second and fourth ones

are zinc, or some substance whose coellicient of

linear expansion is considerably grcaU'r than
that of steel. It is obvious from the figure that

the horizontal bars are merely con-

incctors, and that their expansion
has nothing to do with the vibra-

tion of the pendulum, so they may
be made of any substance. It is

easily seen that an increase of tem-
jierature lowers the bob by expand-
ing the steel rods, whose elVective

length consists of the sum of the

lengths of one of the outer rods
and the steel bar to which the bob
is attached; while it raises the bob
by expanding the zinc bars, whose
eflfective length is that of one of

them only, the other, as well as
one of the outside steel rods, being
added to the instrument for the

sake of symmetry, strength, and
stifl'ness only. If the effective

lengths of steel and brass be in-

versely as their respective expan-
sion coefficients, the position of the

bob is unaltered by temperature

;

and therefore the pendulum will

always vibrate in the same period.

This is on the supposition that the
weight of the framework may be
neglected in comparison with that
of the bob; if this weight must be

taken into account, the re(]uisite

adjustments, though possible, are
greatly more complex, and can only

be alludeil to here. Practically, it is found that a
strip of dry fir-wood, carefully varnished to pre-
vent the absorption of moisture, and consequent
hygronietric alterations of its length, is very little

all'eeted by change of temperature; and in many
excellent clocks this is u.sed as a very eileetive
substitute for the more elaborate forms just de-
scribed. In astronomical clocks, though they are
kept at a temperature as nearly constant as pos-
silile, tlie compensation of the pendulum is a
matter of delicacy.

PENEL'OPE (Lat.. from Gk. W-nvMirr,, PC-
iiclopc ni)i/eX67reia, I'cnclopriii) . In Oreek legend,
a daughter of Icarios of .Sparta and Perihre.T, and
wife of Odysseus. According to the Homeric
story, Odysseus was soon called to the Trojan
War, leaving his wife with their infant son
Telemachus at Ithaca. When Troy had fallen
and years passed without his return, numerous
suitors gathered at his palace, whom the youth-
ful Telemachus could not dispossess, though they
devoure<l and wasted his father's goods, while
iniportuning Penelope to choose a husband. For
some time she put them off under the plea that
she must first finish the shro\id she was weaving
for old Laertes, father of Odysseus. To protract
the time, she unraveled at night what she wove

1
ORIOIRON COM.
PEN8ATING
PENDULCM.

by day. Betrayed by a maid, she was compelled
to finish the work, and the suitors were prepar-
ing to force a decision, when Odysseus returned,
and slew them. Later epics told how Odysseus
was subsequently slain in ignorance by Telc-
gonus. his .son by Circe, and how after his death
Telemachus. Telegonus, and Penelope jcnirneycd
to Circe's island, where Telemachus wedded Circe,
and Telegonus Penelope. There is considerable
evidence connecting both Odysseus and Penelope
with Arcadia, as local divinities. At Mantinea
the grave of Penelope was shown, and in Arca-
dian legends she is a nymph, who became by
Hermes (or in another version by all the suitors)
the mother of Pan. The later writers endeavored
to accoimt for her grave by saying that when
Odysseus learned of lier infidelity, he dismissed
her, whereu])on she wandered to Lacedjemon,
and then to Jlantinea, where she died.

PENEPLAIN. See Plain.

PENETRATION OF A PROJECTILE. See
B.VLLISTICS.

PEN'FIELD, EuwARD (1806—). An Ameri-
can artist, b(jrn in New York City. He studied
at the Art Students' League in Xew York City,
and afterwards in Holland and England. He was
associated with the Harpers Publishing Company
from 1891 until 1901, and designed several post-

ers, magazine covers, and calendars for them.
He was one of the first in .\merica to make poster
designs in color, and showed himself to be an
artist of originality and unusual force, espe-

cially in drawings of small size. His other works
include decorations in Randolph Hall, Cambridge,
jMass.

PENFIELD, Samuel Lewi.s (1850—). An
American mineralogist, born at Catskill, N. Y.
He graduated in 1877 at the Sheffield Scientific

School of Yale, and was appointed professor of
mineralogy there. Penfield was elected to the
National Academy of Sciences. His publications
include: Determinntivc Minernloipj and Blow-
Pipe Anah/sis (1S9S), and contributions to the
Amrrican Journal of Hcicnce and .Irt on crystal-

lograph.v and mineralogy.

PEnIfIELD, Smith Newell (18.37—). An
American organist and composer. He was born
in Oberlin. Ohio, and graduated from Oberlin
College. After teaching music for several vears
in Rochester, N. Y., he studied in Leipzig under
Jloscheles, Reinecke, and Plaidy, and on hi.s re-

turn to America lived for some time in Savan-
nah, Ga., then in Brooklyn, N. Y., where he was
for two years organist of the Church of the Pil-

grims, and in New York, where he held like posi-

tions in Saint George's, Saint Jlark's, the Broad-
way Tabernacle, and the Scotch Presbvterian
Church. In Savannah he founded the Mozait
Club and a Conservatorv of Music, and in Brook-
lyn the Arion Conservatory. Among Pen field's

man.v compositions are sei-vices of the Episcopal
canticles, a cantata entitled The Ei;ihteenth
P.ialm, as well as marches, choruses, glees, and
solos.

PENGE. A municipality of Surrey, England,
and a residential suburb of London, seven miles
southeast of Saint Paul's. Population, 1891,
20.400: 1901, 22,400.

PENGUIN (possibl.v from Welsh pen gwen,
white head, applied to the auk and later trans-

ferred to the penguin, or perhaps from a native
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South American nanio) . One of the Antarctic sea-

birds of the family Spheniscidse, representing the

larger group y|)lienisei. They have short wings,

quite unlit for liiglil, hut covered with short rigid

scale-like feathers, and much like the llippers of

turtles. The legs are very short, and arc placed

very far back, so that on land penguins rest on
the tarsus, which is widened like the sole of the

foot of a quadruped, and they thus maintain a

perfectly erect jiosture. Their bones, unlike those

of birds in general, are hard, compact, and heavy,

and have no air-cavities; those of the extremities

contain an oily marrow. The body is of an el-

liptical form; the neck of moderate length; the

head small; the bill moderately long, straight,

more or less compressed ; the tail very short.

They are among the most aquatic birds, and
S])cnd little more time on shore than is necessary

for sleeping and reproduction. Their food con-

sists of all the small life of the sea, which they

catch by swimming and diving often to very great

depths. The wings are modified internally as

well as externally to make them elTcctive aids in

this work, and are used not together like oars, as

other birds swim under water, but alternately

and with a twisting motion, so that no part of the

result of the effort is neutralized and continuous
and very rapid jirogress is made without the aid

of the feet, which merely serve as rudders.

Underneath their skin is a layer of blubber-like

fat. which assists them to withstand the icy air

and water of their habitat. They go about in

swimming 'schools,' and gather at their breeding
grounds in enormous flocks.

About fifteen species are known, mainly in high
southern latitudes, although some species strag-

gle as far north as Peru and Brazil, New Zealand,
and the Cape of tiood Hope. It is upim tlie isl-

ands about Cape Horn and in the Antarctic Sea
that they abound and breed in the greatest num-
bers. Some gather stones, bits of stick, grass,

etc., into a sort of a nest ; others make no nest
whatever; while the king penguin, and perhaps

.some others, incubate the egg as do their Arctic

analogues, the auks, by holding it between their

thighs, resting upon the top of their feet, the

male and female relieving each other at intervals.

A single egg only is laid, but it is tended and
guarded with great care ; and the mother penguin
is said to keep her young one with her for a
twelvemonth.
The king penguins ( Aptenodytes ) are among

the largest. They stand three feet high, and are

grayish blue with black heads, white breasts, and
orange or yellow throats. They exist in colonies

of many thousands. The 'jackass-penguins'

(Spheniscus) are medium-sized or small species

with a stout bill. They receive their popular
name from their cry. The rock-hoppers or ma-
caronis (15udyptes) are notable for being curi-

ously crested with curly yellow plumes on each

aide of the head. The smallest known species

of penguin is Eiidj/ptila minor of .Australia and
New Zealand, which is only about a foot long. In
the Eocene rocks of New Zealand fossil remains
of a giant penguin {l'<ilfccurhii>lcs aiifarcticus)

have been found, indicating a bird six or seven

feet high.

Consult: Newton, Dictionar;f of liirds (New
York, 1893) ; Stejneger, fttandard Natural His-

tory, vol. iv. (Boston. ISS.'i) : Buller. Hirds of

Ifew Zealand (2d ed., London, 18881 ; Darwin, A
Naturalist's Voyage (New York, 1899) ; Mosely,

The Katuralist in the Challenger (London,
1879) ; and the writings of Antarctic navigators.

See Plate of AuKS, Albathos.s, etc.

PENHALLOW, pen-hol'16, Samuel (1665-

1726). ,\ii .\merican colonist and historian,

born at Saint Alabon, Cornwall, England. He
came to ^Massachusetts with tlie Rev. Charles
Morton, his teacher, in 1686; lived for a time at
Charlestown, Jlass., and then removed to Ports-

mouth, X. H., wliere by marriage and business
successes he acquired a considerable fortune, and
was successively made a magistrate, a member of

the council, recorder of deeds, and justice of the
Supreme Court of Judicature (1714), of which
court he was Chief Justice from 1717 until his

death. He was also for several years treasurer
of the colony. He is remembered as the author of

a Eislorji of the ll'ors of .Voir Eiighiiid irith the
Eastern Indians, or a Xarrntivc of Their Perfidy
and Cruelty (1726; reprinted in the Collections

of the New Haven Historical Society in 1824, and
separately at Cincinnati in 18.59), which covers
the period from 1703 to 1726, is the chief con-

temporary authority in English on Queen Anne's
War, and the so-called Lovewell's \\ ar, and has
been of great value to historians.

PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN. The name
given to the campaign of General McCIellan, at

the head of the Federal Army of tlie Potomac,
against Richmond, Va., in .April-July. 1862. dur-
ing the Civil War. The campaign was so named
because of JlcClellan's attempt to reach the Con-
federate capital by way of the peninsula formed
by the York and the James rivers. For details

see McClellan, G. B. ; Civil War in America;
YoRKTOWN ; Williamsburg ; Seven Pines ;

Gaines's Mill; Seven Days' Battles; Mal-
vern Hill.

PENINSULAR STATE. Florida. See
ST.4TES, Popular X.\.mes of.

PENINSULAR WAR, The. The struggle

carried on in the Iberian Peninsula from 1807

to 1814 between the Emperor Napoleon on the one

side and the Spaniards, the Portuguese, and the

English on the other. After the Treaty of Til-

sit Napoleon resolved to seize Portugal in order
more perfectly to enforce his Continental System
(q.v.) against England. With the connivance
of Spain, a Frencli army under .Junot invaded

Portugal and occupied Lisbon on November 30,

1807. The flight of the royal family to Brazil

left the Portuguese for the moment leaderless,

but the English soon came to their assistance and,

imdcr the eonunand of Sir .\rthur Wellesley,

afterwards Duke of Wellington, defeated .Tunot

at Vimeiro on August 21, 1808, and by the Con-
ventitm of Cinlra. nine days later, forced him to

evacuate Portugal. In the mean while the family

affairs of Spanish royalty gave Napoleon a pre-

text for interfering in Spain, .\rmies under the

direction of Jlurat occu])ied the country and on

.June 6, 1808, .Joseph Bonaparte was proclaimed

King of Spain. (See Charles IV.; Fermnanu
VII.) One of the divisions of the French army
of occupation was tra])ped by the Spaniards and
forced to surrender at Bailen (q.v.) on .July 20.

1808. This disaster so startled Napoleon that

immediately after the Congress of Erfurt he in

person undertook a campaign in Spain with three

large armies aiul oecu|Ued ^tadrid on December
4, 1808. His army was lured away from Madrid
by an English army under Sir .lohn Jloore, who
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invaded Spain from I'ortugal and then oonduoted
a skillful ic-troat to Coruiia. IJuriiif; i\w i)ursuit

Xapolcon tui'ucd over tlie eoniuiaiid to .Soult

ami liunied away to i)iepare for the campaign
against Austria. While Xapolcon's marshals
Were busy completing the conquest of the Penin-

sula, an Knglish army under Wellcsley landed at

Lisbon on Ajiril 22, 1800. Having taken Oporto
from Soult, Wellcsley invaded Spain and fought
a drawn battle with King Joseph and Marshal
Victor at Talavera de la I'.eina on July 27th-2Stli.

This battle saved Portugal from further harrying
by the French, who, however, won a series of suc-

cesses in Sjiain, including the victories of Al-

monacid on August 11th and Ocana on November
18th. By the beginning of the summer of 1810,

the French liad subjugated praeticall.y the whole
of Spain. The Province of Galicia and the forti-

fied towns of Cadiz, Valencia, Uadajoz, and
C'iudad Itodrigo were the only important places

still held by the Spaniards. During ISIO Napo-
leon hoped to take these places and to drive the
English out of Portugal. With this purpose, a
large army under ^Massena laid siege to Ciudad
Eodrigo. which was ca])tuied on July lOth. In-

vading Portugal, JIassena captured Almeida on
August 20th, and after a repulse by Wellington
at Ihisaco on September 2"th, continued the pur-
suit of that general, who retired behind the well-

fortilicd lines of Torres Vcdras. The devastation
of the counti-y by the Portuguese, the incessant
guerrilla warfare waged bj' the Spaniards, and
the jealousies of the French nuxrshals spoilvd the
]dau of campaign. Soult captured Badajoz on
:March 11, 1811, hut failed to cooperate with
!Masscna, who was forced to abandon the attempt
to carry the lines of Torres Vedras in order to
jirevcnt the recapture of Almeida. Wellington
defeated Massciia at Fuentcs dc Onoro on llay
5th and the Knglish reoccupied Almeida. Dur-
ing the year tlie French, luider Soult. were
defeated at Albuera on Jlay IGth, and un-
der (ierard at Arroyo Molinos on October 2Gth,
and their only success was in Aragon and
Valencia under Siiehet, who captured the
city of Valencia on Januaiy 10, 1812. In the
same month Wellington took the offensive, cap-
tured Ciudad Podrigo on January 10th. and Ba-
dajoz on April Gth, and defeatid Jlarmont at
Salamanca on July 22d, but failed to capture
Burgos and retired into winter ipiartcrs in Por-
tugal. Elsewhere in Spain the French held their
own until the witliilrawal of troops from the
Peninsula for the campaign of 1813 in Germany.
The resumption of hostilities by Wellington
forced King Josejih to abandon his capita! and
retreat toward the northern mountains. Welling-
ton pushed the cam|)aign with vigor, defeating
Josejih and Jourdan at Vitoria on June 21. 181.3,
capturing San Sebastirtn on August 31st, and in-
vading France. Soult failed in successive at-
tempts to cheek Wellington's victorious advance
in Southern France in tlie battles on the Nivelle,
on the Nive, at Orthez on Februarv 27, 1814. and
at Toulouse on April 10th. Suchi't succeeded in
witlidrawing his army from Aragon without loss
and was marching to the assistance of Soult when
the news of Napoleon's abdication arrived. The
termination of the war at this moment enabled
the English to transport many of Wellington's
veterans to .America to take "part in the cam-
paign of 1814 against the ITnited States. Po-
litically the invasion of the Peninsula was the

most costly error in Napoleon's career, for there
he first aroused that spirit of nationality which
was destined to bring disaster on him not only in
Spain, but in Germany as well. From a niiliiary

jHiint of view the war in the Peninsula was a
stupendous blunder for Napoleon, for it made a
wanton increase in the number of his foes, it gave
England her longed for opportunity of fighting him
on land, while its campaigns and its guerrilla
waifare cost Na|)olcon tliousiiiids of nu'U and
liroved demoralizing to the clliciency of his army,
so that in his final campaigns he found himself
with a formiilable foe at his rear and was tlu'refore

luiable to put in the field against his great Con-
tinental enemies, Austria, Prussia, and Russia,
the full military power of the French nation.

BiULiOGKAi'HY. The best brief sketch is Shand,
The U'or in the Peninsula (New York, 1808).
The standard works are: Napier, Ilistury of the
M'(ir ill the I'eninnula (London, 1828-40) ; and
Foy, Hialuire de la ijuerre de la Peiiin.sulc suus
yoiiolcon (Paris, 1827). The best works of

recent scholarship are Gomez di- Arteche y Jloro,

(I'lierra dctla iiidcpeudciicia (14 V(ds., Madrid,
18(i8-lyO.'i) ; Latino Coelho, llinloriu polilicii e

militur dcsde os f'nis do IS scvulo ate ISUi (Lis-

bon, 1880) ; and Oman, History of the Peninsular
Mar (New York, 1002).

PENITENTIAL PSALMS. A name given

to seven of the psalms, as being specially expres-
sive of sorrow for sin, and accepted by Christian
devotion as forms of ])rayer suitable for the re-

pentant sinner. They are Psalms vi., xxxii.,

-xxxviii., li., cii., exxx.. and exliii., according to

the Authorized Version, which correspond with
vi., xxxi., xxxvii., 1.. ci., exxix., and cxlii. of the

Vulgate. These ])salms were set apart at a very
early period, and the collection is referred to by
Origen. Pope Innocent III. ordered that they
should be recited in Lent.

PENITENTIARY. A term commonly used
as sj-nonymous with prison (q.v.).

PENITENTIARY. In the history of the

Roman Catholic Church, a priest attached to

cathedral churches, whose special duty it is to

deal with ilillicult cases of the judgment to be
passed on grave sins and the jienancc to be pre-

scribed for them. The custom of appointing such
officials is at least as old as the outbreak of

the Novatianist schism; but the fourth Lateran
Council, of 1215, proscribed tlieir appointment for

all metropolitan and cathedral churches, to rep-

resent the bishop in such matters when he was
absent or otherwise hindered from giving his

personal attention to the matter. Since the
Council of Trent the oflice has nornially been
held bj' a member of the cafhcdral cha])ter, some-
times combined with that of vicar-gencral. The
cardinal penitentiary is an officer of the Roman
curia who holds a eorres]ionding position in re-

gard to eases of absolution or dispensation such
as are reserved to Pajial decision. He nuist be a

priest, and hold the degree of master in theology
or doctor in canon law. He is assisted by an
official theologian and canonist, and has a num-
iicr of subordinates, who together make up the

branch of the Roman administration called the

Penitenziaria. A monthly session is held for the

discussion of the more important cases, which are
then, if necessary, referred directlj- to the Pope.

PENJAMO, pan'n:\-m6. A tovra of Guana-
juato, ^Mexico, 50 miles southwest of the city of
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that name, on the Guadalajara branch of the
Mexican Central Railroad (Map: Mexico, H 7).
Its population, in 1895, was 7558. The patriot
Hidalgo was born on the neighboring hacienda
of Cormlejo, and here, in 1817, the filibuster

Mina was shot.

PENJDEH, punj'du. An oasis in the south-

ern part of Russian Turkestan, 25 miles from the
boundary of Afglianistan (Map: Asia, Central,

H 3 ) . It belonged to the latter cotmtrv until
1885 ; in that year it was the scene of the defeat

of a body of Afghan troops by the Russians,
which brought about strained relations between
England and Russia.

PENMT, .John- (1729-95). A proprietary Lieu-
tenant-Governor of Pennsjlvania. He was born
in London, and was a grandson of William Penn.
After a course in the University of Geneva, he
went to Pennsylvania, where, in 175.3, he became
a memiier of the council. He was a member of
the Albany Congress of 1754, and in 176.3 became
Lieutenant-Governor of Pennsylvania, which office

he held until 1771, and then, after a visit to Eng-
land, from 1773 to 1775. When the Revolution-

ary War broke out, although he attempted to
maintain a neutral attitude, his authority was
soon superseded by that of a revolutionary gov-

ernment, and in 1777 he was imprisoned, but
after a few months was released. He received
one-fourth of the f 1.30.000 voted by the Legisla-
ture in compensation for the confiscated proprie-
tary rights, and the same share of a £4000 an-
nuity later granted the proprietors by the English
Government. Consult: the Pennsylvania Ar-
chires: and Sheperd, Proprietary Government in
Pennsylvania, vol. vi. of the "Columbia fniver-
sitv Studies in History, Economics, and Public
Law."

PENN, John (1741-88). An American pa-

triot, one of the signers of the Declaration of

Independence, born in Caroline County. Va. He
was admitted to the bar in 1702, and soon ac-

quired a reputation as an eloquent and success-

ful pleader. In 1774 he removed to Granville
County, X. C, and almost immediately became
prominent there. Having espoused the Patriot
cause, he was. in September. 177.5, chosen a dele-

gate to the Continental Congress, and next year
signed the Declaration of Independence. He was
rechosen delegate in 1777, and once again in
1779. In 1780. after the disastrous defeat of

Camden, he was given almost dictatorial power
in Xorth Carolina, and did much to assist Gen-
eral Greene in his campaign against the invaders
under Cornwallis. In 1784 he was appointed
receiver of taxes for Xorth Carolina by Robert
Morris, but found his duties so disagreeable that
he soon resigned.

PENN, Richard (c.1735-1811). A British

colonial Governor in America, born in England.
He was a grandson of William Penn. and was
educated at Saint John's College. Cambridge. He
began the study of law. but went to Pennsylvania
in 1763. became a member of the Council in

1704. and remained, probably, until 1769. When
his brother .John, who was Lieutenant-Governor,
returned to England in 1771. Ricliard was sent
out in his stead, and served until August. 1773.

He was very popular with both colonists and In-

dians. With Arthur Lee he carried the petition

of the Congress to England. \^Tien examined
before the House of Lords as to the ability and

Vol. XV.—35.

disposition of the colonists to resist the acts of
Parliament, he was sharply reproved by the Min-
isters for liis obvious sjTnpathy with resistance.
From 1784 until 1809, he represented various
boroughs in Parliament.

PENN, THOMA.S (1702-75). A British colo-
nial proprietor, son of William Penn, the founder
of Penn.sylvania. He was born in Kensington,
and in 1718 succeeded to one-fourth of the pro-
prietorship of Pennsylvania. In 1732 he went
to Philadelphia. He held a power of attorney for
his two brothers and assumed direction of tlie

colony until the arrival of his elder brother,
John, in 1734. He remained in the colony after
his brother's return to England, presided at many
of the council meetings up to 1739, and held a
great conference with the Indians in 1740. In
1747. upon the death of his elder brother, he
inherited the latter's half-interest, and went to
England to take charge. During the French and
Indian War he sent £5000 for the relief of the
colony, having previously given money and land
for the establishment of a public library ia
Philadelphia. When the dispute over taxation
of the proprietary estates arose, he received
Franklin, the agent of the colony, who brought
the 'Heads of Complaint.' in 1757, and he vigor-
ously opposed the petition of the colon.v, in 1764,
that the Crown should assume charge. His in-

terest was finally purchased by the State.

PENN, Sir William (1621-70). A British
sailor, probably born in Bristol, England. He
was brought up to the sea, and under the Com-
monwealth held many important naval com-
mands. In 1649 he was appointed vice-admiral
of the Irish fleet, and in 1650-51 cruised along
the coast of Southern Europe and in the Mediter-

ranean, seeking Prince Rupert. In 1652 he was
appointed vice-admiral of the fleet under Gen.
Robert Blake (q.v. ). and participated in the vic-

tory off Portland (February 18. 1053), and those

of June 3d and .July 31st. After the conclusion

of the Dutch War Penn entered into negotiations

with the Stuarts, but these proving fruitless, he
accepted the command of a fleet sent against the
Spanish possessions in America, and on ilay 17,

1655, captured the island of .Tamaica. In 1060

he was knighted by the King and appointed a
commissioner of the navy. Five years later he

won. though nominally under the command of

the Duke of York, a victory over tlie Dutch near
Lowestoft (.June 3. 1065). Consult: Granville

Penn, Memoriah of the Professional Life and
Times of Sir William Penn, and Dixon, Life of
William Penn.

PENN, William (1044-1718). A celebrated

English Quaker and the founder of Pennsylvania.

He was the son of Sir William Penn. was born

in London, and was educated chiefly at Christ's

Church. O.xford, where he became a Quaker. His
enthusiasm for his new faith assumed a pugna-
cious form. Xot only did he object to attending

the services of the Church of England and to

wearing the surplice of a student—both of which

he considered papistical—but. along with some
companions, who had also become Quakers, he

attacked several of his fellow-students, and tore

the obnoxious robes from their backs. For this

conduct Penn was expelled from the university.

His fatlier. although excessively annoyed at his

conduct, .sent him to travel on the Continent,

where he became a frequent guest at the Court
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of Louis XIV. After studying law a short time

at Lincoln's Inn, he was sent by his father to

Ireland to look after his estates in the County of

Corlc. In tlie city of Cork, however, he fell in

with Thomas Lee, and for attending a Quaker

meeting was, along with some others, imprisoned

l>}- the Mayor, though he was promptly released.

He now became a minister, and nn his return to

England he and his fatlier again quarreled, be-

cause his 'conscience' would not allow him to take

off his hat to anybody—not even to the King, tlie

Duke of York, "or the Admiral himself. Penn
was for a second time turned out of doors by his

father, but his mother smoothed matters so far

that he was allowed to return home, and the Ad-

miral even exerted his influence with the Gov-

ernment to wink at his sou's attendance at the

illegal conventicles of the Quakers, which noth-

ing could induce him to give up. Meantime he

was engaged in preaching and writing tracts on
various religious subjects. In 1G08, however, he

was thrown into the Tower, where he was con-

fined for eight months on account of a publication

entitled The Sund;/ Foundntion Hh(il;cn, in which

he attacked the ordinary doctrines of the Trinity.

Wliile in prison he wrote the most famous and
most popular of his books, "So Cross, So Crou-n,

and Jniiocency with Her Open Face, a vindica-

tion of himself which contributed to his libera-

tion through the interference of the Duke of

York. In September, 1670, Admiral Penn died,

leaving his son an estate of £1.500 a year, to-

getlier with claims upon the Government for

f IC.OOO. In 1671 he was again committed to the
Tower for preaching in violation of the Conven-
ticle Act, and, as he would take no oath at his

trial, he was sent to Xewgate for six months. Here
he wrote four treatises, one of which, entitled The
Great Catise of the Libertii of Conscience, is an
admirable defense of the doctrine of toleration.

After regaining his liberty he, together with Fox
and Barclay, visited Holland and Germany for

the advancement of Quaker interests. The
Countess Palatine Elizabeth, the granddaughter
of James I., showed him particular favor. On his

return he again engaged in preaching and writing
on religious topics, but circumstances soon turned
his attention to the New World. In 1676 Penn
and several associates founded a Quaker colony
in West Jersey, which had come into their pos-

session by purchase. In 1681 Penn obtained
from the Crown, in lieu of a debt of £16.000
due from the King to his father, a grant of the

territory now forming the State of Pennsyl-

vania. By a royal cliarter he was made full pro-

prietor of the territory of Pennsylvania. His
great desire was to establish a home for his co-

religionists in America, where they might preach
and practice their convictions in unmolested
peace. In the same year he sent out a governor
to take possession of the province, and in the
following year, 1682, with several friends, sailed

for the Delaware, arriving in October. After
taking formal possession he laid out a site for

his new capital, which he named Philadelphia.
Some time during the following year he had his

famous interview with the Indians tmder the
great. Elm at Shakumaxon (now Kensington)
and concluded a treaty of lasting friendship with
them. Penn's colony in its infancy escaped the
horrors of Indian warfare which befell some of

the other American settlements, and under the

wise and liberal government of its founder made

immense progress during tlie next few years. Not
only Quakers, but persecuted members of otlier

religious sects, sought refuge in his new colony,
where, from the first, the principle of toleration
was established by law. Having called the col-

onists togetlier, he gave the colony a constitution
in twenty-four articles. Almost from the begin-
ning Delaware, wliich was secured by a grant
from the Duke of York, formed part of the Penn-
sylvania colony. In 1G82 Penn and other Quakers
bought East Jersey. Xeither West .Jersey nor
East Jersey, however, remained permanently in
tlie possession of the Quakers, the whole region
being surrendered to the Crown in 1702. Toward
the end of the reign of Charles XL, in 1684, Penn
returned to England to exert liimself in favor of

his persecuted brethreu at home, leaving behind a
prosperous colony of 7000 inhabitants. His influ-

ence with James II.—an old friend of his father—

•

was so great that his exertions in favor of the

Quakers secured in 1686 a proclamation by which
all persons imprisoned on account of tlieir re-

ligious opinions were released, and more than
1200 Quakers were set free. In the April follow-
ing, largely as a result of the same influence,

James issued an edict for the repeal of all reli-

gious tests and penalties, but the mass of non-
conformists distrusted his sincerity, and refused
to avail themselves of it. After the accession of

the Prince of Orange as William III., Penn was
twice accused of treason as a result of his rela-

tions with the exiled monarcli, but was acquitted.
In 1000 he was arrested on a charge of conspir-
acy, but was again acquitted for lacli of evidence.

Nevertheless in tlie following year the charge was
renewed, and for a time he was deprived of the
government of Pennsylvania. Nothing further ap-

pears to have been done for some time, but at
last, through the kindly offices of his friends,

Locke, Tillotson, and others, the matter was
thoroughly investigated, and he was finally and
honorably acquitted November, 1093, and restored

to the government of his province. In 1699 he
paid a second visit to the New World, and found
Pennsylvania in a prosperous condition. His stay,

which lasted two years, was marked liy many
viseful measures, and b.v efTorts to ameliorate the

condition both of the Indians and of the negroes.

Penn departed for England toward the end of

1701, leaving the management of his affairs to a
Quaker agent named Ford, liy whose dishonesty

he was virtually ruined. When the agent died,

he left to his widow and son false claims against
his principal, and these were so ruthlessly

pressed that Penn allowed himself to be thrown
into Fleet Prison in 1708 to avoid extortion. His

,

friends afterwards procured his release, but not

until his health had been fatally impaired. Later

he was stricken with paralysis and in this condi-

tion liugered until his death in 1718. He was
twice married and left issue by both marriages.

The works of Penn were published in 1782 in five

volumes, and again in 182o in three vohimes. An
important biography of Penn is that of Janney
(Philadelphia, 18.52). His Memoirs, in two vol-

umes, were edited by Clarkson (Philadelphia,

1813). A biography refuting charges made
against him by Lord Macaulay was written by

Dixon (new ed.. Philadelphia. 18.56). A small

popular biography is that by Hodges (Boston,

1901). Consult also Fisher, The True William

Penn (Philadelphia).
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PEN'NACOOK (nut place, or crooked place).

A confederacy of Algonquian tribes formerly oc-

cupying the Merriniac Kiver basin and adjacent
region in New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and

southern JIaine. They occupied a middle ground
between the Southern New England tribes, with

whom the English had dealing, and the Abnaki
and others of the north, who were under French
influence. Their early treaties were with the

English, but their later alliances were with the

French. The capital of the confederacy and
the residence of the head chief, Passacona\ray,

was at Amoskeag, the present Manchester, New
Hampshire. Wamesit village, with Pawtucket
Falls, was the great rendezvous during the fishing

season. When first known to the English they

were estimated at 3000. which was probablj' below
their real number, under the rule of the noted
chief and medicine man, Passaconaway. He was
friendly to the whites and invited the English to

settle upon the Jlerrimac. Before his death, about
1669. he saw almost his whole country in the

hands of the whites and was himself obliged to

petition for enough ground to live upon. In the
mean time his people had been reduced by small-

pox and other introduced diseases to about 1200.

On the outbreak of King Philip's War in 167.5, one
or two of the Pennacook bands joined the hostile

Indians, but the greater portion, under Wanalan-
cet, the sou of Passaconaway, remained on friend-

ly terms with the English until, angered by the
treacherous seizure of a number of their people,

they abandoned their country and fled, part to

the French in Canada, others to the Mohican on
the Hudson. Those who removed to Canada
were finally settled at Saint Francis, Quebec
Province.

PENNAMITE-YANKEE WAR. See Wyo-
XIIXG \'aI.I,EY.

PENNANT (variant of pennon, with excres-

cent t, possibly associated by popular etymology
with pendant, from OF., Fr. pennon, sort of flag,

augmentative of OP. penne. from Lat. penna,
feather, wing) . A narrow flag or streamer taper-
ing from the "hoist." to the "fly" or tip. In the
signal codes pennants are two to five times as
long as they are wide. The old commodores'
"broad pennant' was a 'swallow-tail' flag. The
pennant of the 'senior officer present' is blue and
nearly equilateral. The narrow pennant worn by
allvesselscommissioned in the Ciovernment service
is carried at the main and signifies that she is of
a public character. See Colored Plates of Flags
OF THE U>ITED St.\TES, and I.NTEB.NATION.\^L SIG-
NAL Code with the article Signals, Marine.

PEN'NANT, Thomas (1726-98). A British
naturalist, born at Downing, near Holywell, in

Flintshire, and educated at Queen's College. Ox-
ford. In 17.54 he visited Ireland, and about this
time began those tours of the British Islands,
the published accounts of which contributed
greatly to his reputation. In 1761 he began his
British Zoijlogi/, the first part of which was
published five years latei\ This work and his
Bistory of Quadrupeds (1781) were long held
in the highest esteem by scientists. Among his

other writings are: Tour in A^cotlmrd (1771):
Tours in Wales (1810); Arctic Zooloqif (1784-

87); and Outlines of the Glohe (1798-1800).
Consult: The Literary Life of the Late Thomas
Pennant, Esq., By Himself (London, 1793) :

Parkins, Memoir, in Rhys's edition of the Tours

in Wales (1883) ; and .Jardinc, Memoir, in "The
Xaturali.-.t>' Lilnary," vol. xv.

PENNANT'S MARTEN. See Fisiieb.

PENNANT - WINGED NIGHTJAR. A
nightjar (ilacrodiyteryx vexillariiis) of equatori-

al Africa, in which one of the quill feathers in

each wing is greatly elongated and has a vane only

near the end. The bird is rare and little known;
but has been observed in the daytime seated
U[)on the ground with the two modified wing-
feathers held perfectly erect, their feathery tips

fluttering among the grass heads, from which they
were scarcely to be distinguished. Compare
Staxdardwing.

PENN COLLEGE. A coeducational Friends'

college at Oskaloo.sa, Iowa, founded in 1873, and
comprising collegiate and prcjiaratory courses,
with departments of biblical instruction and a
summer school. It had in 1902 an attendance of

242 collegiate and 124 preparatoi-y students, 15
instructors, and a library of 6000 volumes. The
college property was valued at $200,000. and the
grounds and buildings at $1.50,000. The endow-
ment was $100,000, with an income of $15,000.

PENNELL, pen'fl. Joseph (1800—). An
American etcher, illustrator, and author, born in
Philadelphia. He was a pupil of the Pennsj'l-
vania Academy of Fine Arts and the Pennsyl-
vania School of Industrial Arts. He showed the
picturesque possibilities of old Philadelphia in a
series of clever etchings, and also executed many
Italian and several English subjects, such as the
"Thames Embankment," and the "Xelson Monu-
ment." He is one of the best of American etch-

ers. His work is clean, strong, and intelligent,

and is characterized by sharp contrasts of light

and shade. He received honorable mentions and
medals at Paris, Philadelphia, and Chicago, and
a first class gold medal at the Paris Exposition
of 1900. Some of the books which he illustrated,

and the text for which usually was prepared by
his wife, Elizabeth Robins Pennell, include .4.

Canterbury Pilyrima^e (1885) ; An Italian Pil-

f/rimaye (1886); Our Sentimental Journey
through France and Italy (1888); Pen Draic-
ing and Pen Draughtsmen (1889) ; Our Journey
to' the Hchrides (1889) ; To flypsy Land (1893) ;

Modern Illustration (189.5) ; The Illustration of
Books (1896) ; and The Alhambra (1896).

PENNI, pen'e, Gianfraxcesco. called 'II

Fattore' (c.l48S-c.l.528) . An Italian painter,

born in Florence, He was one of the favorite
pupils and a friend of Raphael, and with Giulio

Romano was his legatee and artistic executor. He
painted from Raphael's designs in the Loggia of

t?ie Farnesina, and the Vatican, completed the
"Coronation of the Virgin" for ilonteluce. and
copied the "Transfiguration" and the "Entomb-
ment." Besides these paintings he is said to have
worked on the cartoons, and to have executed the
"Visitation" in the Madrid ^Museum, and the
'JIadonna del Passeggio," in the Bridgewater
Oallerv, after Raphael's designs. His original
work is of little importance.

PENNINE ALPS. See Alps.

PENNINE CHAIN. A range of hills in

Xortlieni England. See Great Britain.

PENNSYLVA'NIA (from Penn + Neo-Lat.
sylrania, woodland, from Lat. silranus. sylranus,
relating to a forest, from .<ti7i-n. syh-a. wood, for-

est; named in honor of William Penn). A North
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Atlantic State of the L'niteil States, situated at

the apes of the arch formed hy tlic coast States

from Xortli Carolina to Xew Knj^laiul. whence it

is popularly called the 'Keystone State.' It lies

between .3!)'° 43' and 4:2° l.V nortli latitude, and
between 74° 43' and 80° 31' west longitude. It

is bounded on the north by New York State, and
for about 50 miles in the west by Lake Erie, on
the east by New York and New .Jersey, on the

south by a small part of Delaware and by Mary-
land and West Virginia, and on the west by West
Virginia and Ohio. In shape it forms a rectangle.

The north and south boundaries are straight lines

running along parallels 1,57'!4 miles apart, ex-

cept for the small projection of the northwestern
corner. The western boundary is a straight line

running along the meridian, but the eastern

boundary is formed by the Delaware River,

which forms two large and regular zigzag bends,
making the extreme length of the State 302

miles. The area is 4.5,215 square miles, of which
44,985 square miles, or 28.790,400 acres, are land
surface. The State ranks twenty-ninth in size

among the United States.

ToroGRAPiiT. Three of the four topographical
belts which form the Eastern United States may
be recognized in this State, running across its

territory from southwest to northeast. The At-
lantic coastal plain does not come within the
State limits, so that the first of the three belts

is the Piedmont Plain (q.v.), which occupies the

southeastern portion between the lower course of

the Delaware and the Blue or Kittatinny jMoun-
tain range. It has a width of about 60 miles,

and ascends by gentle undulations from sea-level

at the Delaware estuary to an elevation of 500
feet at the base of the mountains. It is broken,
however, by several low ridges in the southeast,

and farther inland by the interrupted chain of

.semi-isolated groups of hills known as the South
Jtountain. which farther north becomes the High-
lands of New .Jersey and New York. The second
belt is the Appalachian Mountain region. It

crosses the State toward tlie northeastern corner
as a system of more or less parallel ridges, to-

gether from 50 to 80 miles wide. Tlie eastern
ridge is the Blue Mountain, known farther north
and in New .Jersey as the Kittatinny Range. It

rises abruptly from the plain to a imifonn height
of a little over 1000 feet, or about 1500 feet

above the level of the sea. It is broken by but
few river gaps, notably that of the Susquehanna
(which pierces the entire mountain belt), and
the Delaware Water-Gap, on the eastern bound-
ary of the State. West of the Blue Mountain
there followc. a succession of low ridges bearing
various names, and intersected here and there
by transverse river valleys. They appear almost
like waves on the ocean, turning their steep faces
southeastward and sloping gently toward the
northwest, and they inclose a number of fertile

and populous valleys. North of the Susquehanna
they pass in the west into irregular masses which
merge with the western plateau, but in the south-
ern half the undulating belt is sharply limited
on the west by the high and steep face of the
Allegheny Range. The western slope of the lat-

ter falls gradually toward the plateau, though
it is flanked by a few minor ridges, the extreme
western outliers of the system, chief among
which is Laurel Hill in the southwestern part
of the State. The highest point in the State is

North Knob, 2084 feet above the sea. The third

topographical region is the broad Allegheny Pla-
teau, covering the entire western half of the
State. Its liorizon has an elevation of 1000 to
2000 feet, slo[iing gently to the south ,and west.
But it has liccn reduced by erosion to a compli-
cated liill-country, or rather valley-country, being
intersected in all directions by river-valleys, .some
broad and open, others narrow, with abrujit
slopes 500 to 800 feet deep. The line of 1000
feet elevation is only two to five miles from the
shore of Lake Erie, so that there is here no lake-

shore plain.

IlYDROGBAPny. The three chief river systems
are. in the order of their drainage areas, the Sus-
quelianna, the Ohio, and the Delaware. These to-

gether drain over 90 per cent, of the State. An
insignilicant area in the south belongs to the
Potomac system, and in the north to the Gene-
see, while the extreme northwestern corner is

drained by short streams flowing into Lake Erie.
The Delaware, which is navigable for the largest
ships to Philadelphia, and for small steamers
some distance above, drains the eastern slope

througli its right tributaries, chief of which are
the Lehigh and tlie Schuylkill. The Susquehanna
traverses the State in a large zigzag from north
to south, receiving its two main trilmtaries. the
West Brancli and the .Juniata, from tlic west. It

is broad, but shallow and unnavigable. The
western part of the State is drained by the Ohio
and its two great headstreams, the Allegheny and
Monongahela, both of which are navigable for

some distance above their junction at Pittsburg.
Climate. The climate in the southeastern

part along the Delaware is much warmer, both
in summer and in winter, than in the western
ujdancl. The mean temperature for .January at

Philadelphia is 32.3°, and for .July 76.2°. 'The
corresponding figures for Wilkesbarre, among the

mountains, are 27° and 72°; for Pittsburg, 31°

and 75°; and for Erie, on the lake shore, 27°

and 70°. The summer heat south of the Blue
Mountain has been as high as 107°. and is pro-

longed far into autumn. Northwest of the moun-
tains the snow sometimes lies several feet deep
throughout the winter, and the temjierature may
fall to 28° below zero. The average annual rain-

fall for the State is 44.6 inches. It is evenly dis-

tributed both as to season and through the larger

regions of the State, though it may range from
35 to 50 inches in isolated localities.

Soil and Vegetation. The soils are on the
whole somewhat more fertile than those of the
average Atlantic State, there being no Tertiary
sand area, and comparatively small areas of

primary rocks. The soil is to a large extent de-

composed limestone material, which is a good
grain soil, and, where least fertile, is well suited
for pasturage. Pennsylvania was originally one
of the most densely forested States, and there
are still considerable forest areas on the western
plateau. The predominating trees on the low-

lands are white oak. hickory, chestnut, walnut,
and cherry: on the higher gi'ound are the white
pine, hemlock, pitch pine, maple, beech, and black

and yellow birch ; and on the mountains above
1800 feet the black and red spruce, balsam fir,

and larch predominate. On the western plateau
the forests are mostly deciduous, with chestnut
and oak abtindant. and in the southwest the com-
mon trees of the State mingle with those char-

acteristic of Kent\icky. such as the honey locust

and Kentucky coffee tree. The sugar-maple is



AREAAND POPULATION OF PENNSYLVANIA BY COUNTIES.

County.

Adams
Allegheny
Armstrong
Beaver
Bedford

Berks .

.

Blair
Bradford.
Bucks —
Butler..

Cambria
Cameron
Carbon
Center
Chester

Clarion
Clearfield
Clinton
Columbia
Crawford

Cumberland
Dauphin
Delaware
Elk
Erie

Fayette
Forest
Franklin
Fulton
Greene

Huntingdon
Indiana
Jefferson
Juniata
Lackawanna ... .

Lancaster
Lawrence
Lebanon
Lehigh
Luzerne

Lycoming
McKean
Mercer
Mifflin
Monroe

Montgomery . . .

.

Montour
Northampton.. .

Northumberland .

Perry

Philadelphia . .

.

Pike
Potter
Schuylkill
Snyder

Somerset
Sullivan
Susquehanna
Tioga

Union
Venango
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Westmoreland.. .

Wyoming
York

Map
Index.

D4
A .1

B 3
A .3

C 4

E 3
C 3
E 2
F 3
B 3

C 3
c a
P 3
D 3
F 4

B 2
C 3
D a
E 2
A a

D 3
E 3
F 3
c a
A 1

B 4
B 2
D 4
C 4

A 4

C 3
B 3
B 3
D3
F 2

E 3
A 3
E 3
F 3
E 3

D 2
c a
A 3
D 3
F 3

F 3
E 3
P 3
F 3
D 3

F 4

F a
D a
E 3
D3

B 4
E a
E 2
D 3

D 3
B a
B a
A 3
F 2
B 3
E 2
E 4

Gettysburg..
Pittsburg...
Kittanning.

.

Beaver
Bedford

Reading

.

Hollidaysburg.
Towanda
Doylestown
Butler

Ebensburg
Emporium
Mauch Chunk.
Bellefonte
Westchester . .

.

Clarion
Clearfield .

.

Lockhaven .

.

Bloomsburg .

Meadvillc

Carlisle
Harrisburg

.

Media
Ridgway . .

.

Erie

County Seat.

Uniontown
Ti<»nestjx

Chambcrsburg . .

.

McConnellsburg.
Waynesburg

Huntingdon
Indiana
Brookville...
Mifflintown.

.

Scrantou

Lancaster. . .

.

Newcastle
Lebanon . . .

.

.'Vllentown.,

.

Wilkes barre.

Williamsport

.

Smetbport
Mercer
Lewistown . .

.

Stroudsburg.

Norristown
Danville
Easton
Sunbury
New Bloomfield

.

Philadelphia.
Milford
Coudersport .

,

Pottsville
Middleburg...

Somerset .

.

Laport£
Montrose.

.

Wellsboro .

Lewisburg ...

.

Franklin
Warren
Washington . .

.

Hiuiesdale
tireensburg. . .

.

Tunkhannock .

York

Area in

square
miles.

537
7.58

040
42(i

1,070

874
.'i.30

1,140
620
70.5

080
375
400

1,130

700

SCO
1.141

S9a
4«0

1,020

5.30

514
178
7'iO

782

824
420
731

416
5S8

940
820
620
3;i8

470

960
360
370
328
910

1,340
976
080
411

630

501
143
370
4I»
561

130
630

1,049
789
320

1,040

470
833

1,180

.316

671

860
830
831

1,060
409
875

Population.

1890.

33,486
551,959
47 747
50,077
38,644

137,337
70,866
59,333
70,615

06,375
7,338

.38,634

43,369
89,377

36,802
69,565
28.685
36.832
65,324

47.271

96,977
74,683
33,339
86,074

80,000
8,482

51,4.33

10,137
28.9.35

:35.751

42.175
44.005
16.655

142.088

149,095
37.517
48.131
76,031

201,203

70,579
46,863
55.744
19,996
20,111

123,290
15,645
m.820
74,698

26,2^6

1,046.964
9,412

32,778
1.54,163

17.651

37,317
11.620

40,093
53,313

17,820
40.640
37.585
71.I.^5

.31,010

112,819
15,891

99,489

1900.

.34,490

775,058
52,551
56.41)2

39,468

159,615
85.099
.59,403

71,190
56,963

104,8.37

7,048
44,510
43,894
95,695

34,383
80.614
39.197
.39,896

63,W3

60,344
114,443
W.762
.33,903

98,473

110,413
11,039
54.902
9.934

28,281

.34,650

42,556
59,113
16,051

MI3,a31

159,241

57,042
.53,827

93,893
257,121

75,663
51 ,.343

57,387
2.3,160

21,161

138,995

15,526
99,687
90,911
26,263

1,393,697
8.766

30,631
172,927
17,304

49,461
13,134
40,043
49,086

17,593
49,018
38.946
92,181
80.171
160,175
17,152

116,413
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still one of the most common trees all over the

State.

For Fauna see this section under United
States.

Geology. The great Archaean belt which
forms the entire eastern flank of the Appalachian
system from Alabama to Canada crosses the

southeastern corner of the State in a band about
50 miles wide and consisting chiefly of gneisses

with tracts of serpentine. It is exposed in two
sections, one ending in a point near Trenton, and
broadening southwestward along the Delaware,
forming the hills near Philadelphia, the other
running southwest from tlie confluence of the i.e-

high River with the Delaware, and forming the

South Jlountain chain. Between these two cut-
crops the Archfean belt is crossed by a band
of Triassic red sandstone, which runs northeast-

ward and extends across New Jersey. Both this

and the Archaean belts are crossed by numerous
dikes of trap-rock. Against the western flank of

the South ilountain rests the lowest stratum of

the great Paleozoic series which covers the entire

remainder of tlie State as well as the whole of
the Ohio and Upper Mississippi Valley. On the
western plateau these strata lie nearly horizontal,

hut in the Appalachian uplift they are nuich
tilted, folded, and broken, so that they outcrop

in narrow successive bands. Here the hard sand-

stone strata generally form the ridges, while the

softer limestone forms the valley floors. The
series begins with a narrow belt of Cambrian run-
ning along the edge of the Archaean outcrop.

West of this, between the South and the Blue or

Kittatinny Jlountains. the Kittatinny Valley
runs across the State as a belt of Lower Silurian

limestone, from which rise the Appalachian ridges

of Devonian rocks, with some belts of Silurian.

The great Devonian area of southwestern New
York extends across the whole length of the
boundary, and is especiallv prominent in the
northeastern part of the State. It is overlaid

with Carboniferous strata, which, with the ex-

ception of the Triassic belt in the east, is the most
recent formation in the State, and covers the en-

tire southwestern and west central regions, with
isolated patches east of the Susquehanna.
Mineral Resources. In these isolated Car-

boniferous areas in the Appalachian valleys the

coal seams were subjected to metamorphosis by
the folding and crushing action of the older

strata during the great upheaval, and were
changed into invaluable beds of anthracite, while
on the western plateau, where the strata were un-

disturbed, they remained in the bituminous form.

The underlying Devonian sandstone strata in the

west are heavily charged with petroleum and
natural gas. Iron is found as brown hematite in

the Silurian slates in the region of the Lehigh
River, and as magnetite in the metamorphic
rocks, while it is also imbedded with the Car-

boniferous strata. Other minerals found are zinc,

cobalt, nickel, lead, copper, tin, chrome iron, salt,

and soapstone. White marble is quarried in the
Silurian limestone beds, and building stone, such
as the trap and red sandstone in the east, is

abundant.

Mining. No State in the Union compares with
Pennsylvania as to mining. Its mineral wealth
has been in a large measure the basis of its di-

versified and highly developed industrial life. The
annual output of coal alone exceeds in value the

total mineral product of any other State, and

has annually, since 1880, been equal in amount
to that of all the coal mined in the other
States. Anthracite has been mined continu-
ously since 1820. The demand and the out-

put rapidly increased, particularly after 1840,
when it came into use for smelting iron ore. The
annual output of anthracite coal much more
than doubled in both bulk and value from 1880 to

1!K)1. The amount in short tons for 1880 was
•28.049,811; for 1800, 40,468,041; and for 1901,

07.471.067, the value for the year 1901 being
$112..504,020. The anthracite coal fields of Penn-
sylvania yield almost the entire product for the
United States, and represent the only high-grade
anthracite producing region in the world. These
mining districts fall principally into three sec-

tions in the northeastern i)art of the State—the

Xortliern Field, in the Wyoming and Lackawanna
valleys, the Middle or Lehigh and Mahonoy
Fields, and the Southern or Schuylkill Field. The
bituminous coal is mined chiefly in six parallel
valleys west of the Allegheny slope, in the south-

western corner of the State. It was not until

about 187.5 that bituminous coal began to be ex-
tensively used in iron-smelting, but since then it

has far exceeded anthracite in annual tonnage.

The tonnage increased from 19.410,171 short ton^
in 1880 to 82.305,496 in 1901, the value for the

latter year being $81,397,586. In 1900 there were
92.692 employees engaged in coal-mining.

Pennsylvania has always ranked first in the
production of coke, usually yielding about two-
thirds of the total for the United States. The
yield increased from 2,821,384 tons in 1880 to

8,560,245 in 1890 and to over 13.000,000 tons in

1900. The coal used requires little or no prepara-

tion before charging into the ovens, and the

greater part of it is unwashed run-of-mine.

Nearly three-fourths of the total product of coke

is made in the Connellsville district.

The utilization of petroleum in the United
States began in Pennsylvania in 1859. The out-

put increased almost constantly until 1882, when
the yield was 30,053.500 barrels. This figure was
not exceeded until 1891, when the output was
33,009.236 barrels. The yield has since fallen

off over half, being 12,625,378 barrels in 1901,

valued at $15,430,609. Prior to about 1885

Pennsylvania produced almost the whole product

for the United States, and up to 1900 had pro-

duced 60 per cent, of the total output for the

country. However, since 1894 Ohio has annually

outranked Pennsvlvania, and it was also out-

ranked by West Virginia in 1900. The first oil

pipe lines were laid in 1865, and have been ex-

tended until they reach numerous distant points.

Natural gas became prominent as a fuel in

Pennsylvania earlier than in other gas States,

and its annual sales of gas exceed those of any
other State. Gas came into general use from
1880 to 1885, reaching its climax in 1888. in

which year the sales amounted to $19,282,375.

As the" supply in certain regions becanu' ex-

hausted, the recei]>ts decreased to less than $6,-

000,000 in 1895 and 1806; but the growing scar-

city has resulted in a considerable rise in price,

and this fact has largely been responsible for a
recent aain in receipts, which amounted in 1900

to $12,688,101.
Iron-mining began early in the colonial period,

and until 1850 the local product supplied the

iron furnaces of the State with all the raw ma-
terial required. And though the greater part of
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tlie iron used in the latter part of the nineteenth
ci'Mtmy came from outside regions—especially

the Lake Superior mines—the output within .the

State has not decrea.sed, and Pennsylvania takes

fourth rank among the iron-mining States. The
yield in 1901 amounted to nearly l,040.ti84 long

tons, valued at $1,890,100. Over 771.000 tons

\\ere of the magnetite variety, for which the

Cornwall hills, near Lebanon, are noted. Brown
and red hematites and a small quantity of car-

bonate are also mined.
Pennsylvania is without a rival in the stone-

()narrying industry. The values of the product in

1901 for limestone, slate, and marble, respectively,

were .$5,081,387, $2,984,2G4, and .fl.i7,.547, each

figure being larger than the corresponding one
for any preceding year. The production of slate

is about two-thirds that for the whole country.

Pennsylvania also ranks first in the amount of

limestone quarried. About two-fifths of tlie lime-

stone is used for flux, and a somewhat less

amount is burned into lime. Tlie value of the

granite for the same year was $39i;,27I. but from
year to year the value of the out])ut fluctuates

greatly. The value of sandstone has recently
increased enormously, being put in 1901 (in-

cluding bluestnne) at $2,0G.l082, and giving the

State second rank. Pennsylvani.a stands second
in tlie value of its clay products and first in the

output of Ijrick, the value of which in 1900 was
$12,000,87.5. The State produces in value over
half the total product of Portland cement for the

United States. This industry is rapidly develop-
ing, the value of the product having increased
from $3,142,711 in 1898 to nearly .$0,382,3,50 in

1901. Some rocrk cement is also produced. Other
pnxlucts worthy of note are metallic paint, min-
eral water, salt, and ochre.

AiiHic'L'LTi'KE. Farming is carried on more or
less extensively in all sections, there being many
arable and fertile valleys, even in the more
mountainous regions. Districts too hilly to be
readily cultivated are admirably adapted for
grazing. In the southeastern counties the soil is

an exceedingly rich loam, and agriculture is high-
ly developed. About 07 per cent, of the area of
the State is included in farms, and of this 68 per
cent, is inij)roved. The area of improved land in-

creased ra])idly until 1880, since when it has not
materially changed. The average size of farms
decreased in each decade between 1850 and 1900,
being reduced from 117 acres in 18.50 to 86.4 in
1900. Seventy-four per cent, of the farms are
operated by owners. Pennsylvania leads the
Atlantic States in the production of cereals. It
yields considerably over twice as much corn and
about three times as much wheat as New York.
The acreage for each of these in 1900 exceeded
that in 1880 and in 1890. Oats, which are only
a little less important, decreased .slightly in acre-
age during the same period. Oats are grown
most extensively in the eastern section, and corn
and wheat in the southeastern. The State leads
in the production of rye, and is exceeded by New
York alone in the area of buckwheat, having over
a third of the total acreage for the United
States. The acreage of hay is greatly exceeded
in Xcw York and slightly in two or three Western
States. Potatoes form one of the chief money
crops. Other varieties of vegetables are also
abundantly grown, particularly sweet com and
cabbage, the acreages separately reported in 1900
being respectively 12,879 and 10,851. Tobacco is

a very important crop in Lancaster and York
counties. Pennslyvania is a large ]iroducer of or-

chard fruits. Between 1890 and 1900 the number
of tree-s increased 59.4 per cent., the increase in

the peach trees being particularly noteworthy.

Of the total number of trees. 11,774,211. or 66

per cent., were apple, Orajies and small fruits

are grown in considerable quantities, anil flori-

eult\ire is extensively carried on.

The following table shows the acreages of the

leading farm crops:
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colonies, it was spoken of as 'most advanced'
in Pennsylvania as early as 1756. In 1900
it furnished 54 per cent, of the total product
for the United States. The localization of the

industry is determined by the accessibility to

ore and fuel, and consequently until about 1850
the industry was most extensive in the eastern

anthracite coal and iron ore district. (Char-
coal, however, had been universally used prior to

1840.) Since then the Pittsburg district, in the

western part, has far surpassed the eastern dis-

trict. This change is coincident with the sub-

stitution of bituminous coal and coke and natural

gas for anthracite coal, and with the development
of the Lake Superior ore region. The pig iron

produced in lilOO by the use of bituminous coal

and coke amounted to 76 per cent, of the total for

the State. The ore used in this part of the State
comes from the Lake Superior district, having
the advantage of cheap water transportation.

From ISOO to 1000 the increase in iron and steel

was 64.2 per cent. Although the industry is

largely centered in the towns of Alleglieny
County, it is imjtortant in almost every large
to\\'n. The manufacture of Bessemer steel began
in 1867. Within the last two decades, however,
the Bessemer process has been largely supplanted
by the open-hearth process.

In foundiy and machine-shop products the

State ranks first. For in.stance, it made in 1000
more than one-half the total numlier of steam
locomotives made in the United States. Since
1845 locomotives of Pennsylvania make have
been shipped in constantly increasing numbers

INDDSTBIES

Total (or selected industries for State
-J

Increase, 1890 to 1900
Percent, of increase

Per cent, of total of all industries in State
|

Iron and steel, total |

Bla.st furnaces
j

Rolling mills and steel works
j

Iron and steel, pipe, wrought
j

Foundry and machine shop products
j

Electrical apparatus and supplies
j

Cars and general shop construction and repairs by steam rail- (

road companies I

Cars, steam railroad, not including operations of railroad com- f

panies I

Coke
{

Textiles .*.

j

Boots and shoes, factory product
j

Clothing, men's, factory product .
|

Clothing, women's, factory product -.

|

Flouring and grist-mill products
j

Slaughtering, total
|

Cheese, butter, and condensed milk, factory product -

Liquors, total
|

Liquors, distilled -j

Liquors, malt -j

Tobacco, total

Leather, tanned, curried and finished..

Glass

Petroleum, reflning •!

Sugar and molasses, reflning
|

Chemicals
|

Printing and publishing, total
|

Lumber and timber products
j

Lumber, planing mill products. Including sash, doors, and/
blinds t

Paper and wood pulp •!
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to other countries. Also important is the pro-

duction of iron .and steel ))ipe .and electrical .ap-

paratus and supplies, the latter industry having

grown up almost entirely since ISOO. The same

advantages, together with the large railroad in-

terests of Pennsylvania, have led to the most ex-

tensive car-construction and general shop works

of steam railroiid companies of any State. Al-

toona. Reading, and Philadelphia are the chief

centres of this industry.

An entirely difi'erent group of industries, less

dependent upon the material resources of the

State, is the manufacture of textiles, in which

the State takes second rank. Philadelphia, the

principal seat of the industry, is the largest tex-

tile centre in the country." In 1900 the silk

product amounted to 20 per cent, of the total for

the United States, and the State was exceeded

only hy Xew .Jersey. In recent years the opera-

tions are confined largely to 'throwing,' the

thrown silk being sent to other States to be

woven into cloth. Pennsylvania ranks second

in the manufacture of woolen goods and hosiery.

Both industries were begun at an early period,

the former having been introduced by the English

and the latter by the German settlers. A lower

rank is held in the manufacture of worsteds and
cottons. In 1000 Pennsylvania manufactured 48

per cent, of the total carpet product of the United

States. Jlore ingrain carpets are probably made
in Philadelphia than in any other city in the

world.
The agricultural resources supply materials for

the flour and grist milling, slaughtering, and
butter-making industries, and the manufacture

of li(iuor and tobacco ))roducts. Prior to the

Whisky Rebellion in western Pennsylvania large

quantities of distilled liquors were made in that

part of the State, but more recently the product

is mainly malt liquors, in the output of which
the State took second rank in 1900. -The tobacco

products are mainly cigars and cigarettes, the

State ranking second also in this industry. The
large tanning business, in which Pennsylvania
stands first, with 27.3 per cent, of the total

product for the United States, is due to the large

quantities of hemlock bark attainable from the

large forests of this tree. The manufacture of

glass is a long established industry. The utiliza-

tion of natural gas in the western part of the

State gave great impetus to its manufacture. In

IflOO the product amounted to 38.9 per c-ent. of

the total for the country. The resources of

petroleum have given the State first rank in the

refining of oil. Pennsylvania has always held an
important rank in the printing and publishing
business. Other important industries are sugar

and molasses refining, and the manufacture of

chemicals. The preceding table shows the rela-

tive importance of the leading industries. It

will be seen that the per cent, of increase for the

value of products is more than twice as great as

the per cent, of increase for the number of es-

tablishments. Among the industries showing the

greatest tendency toward centralization are those

connected with the production of iron and steel,

coke, and leather.

Forests and Forest PRonrcrs. Pennsylvania
has always been one of the leading States in the

lumber industry. In 1900 three of the lake

States exceeded it in the value of lumber prod-

ucts, but for more than half a century Pennsyl-

vania had taken a higher rank, being first in

ISfiO. The figure in 1900, however, exceeded that

of any previous census year. The manufacture
of wood l>ulp is growing in importance, as shown
in the table above, but the planing-mill industry

scarcely holds its own. The woodland has been

reduced (1900) to about 2.3.000 square miles, or

51 per cent, of the total area, and the merchant-

able timber has been removed from a large part

of the region specified as woodland. The hem-
lock is the most abundant merchantable species

and the one most extensively drawn upon at

present. The white pine is ne.xt in importance.

Hard woods are conunon in the soutlieast corner

of the State.

Tr.^xsport.ition and CosiiiERCE. Pennsyl-

vania is exceeded in railroad mileage by only one

other State. There was an increase from 2.598

miles in 18fi0 to 80.38 miles in 1890 and 10.310

miles in 1900. For the fiscal year ending in 1900

the number of passengers carried was 21(5.003,-

748 and the receipts per passenger per mile

averaged 1.852 cents. During the same year

there were 478.684,683 tons of freight carried,

for which the receipts per ton per mile averaged

.0 of a cent. A large number of the smaller lines

have fallen into the hands of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, which operates 2912 miles in the State.

Other important roads are the Philadelphia

and Reading; the Lehigh Valley; the Pittsburg,

Cincinnati, Chicago and Saint Louis; the Balti-

more and Oliio; the Erie; the Philadelphia, Wil-

mington and Baltimore: the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna and Western; the Western New York and
Pennsylvania ; and the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne
and Chicago. The canal and slack-water naviga-

tion facilities are mostly controlled hy railroad

and coal-mining corporations. The State expend-

ed large sums in canal construction, but the rapid

extension of the railroad system has caused many
such waterways to be abandoned.

Philadelphia and Erie are the ports of entry,

and control a considerable amount of foreign

commerce. Philadelphia ranks third among the

Atlantic Coast ports in the value of its foreign

trade. Erie has one of the best harbors on Lake
Erie, and carries on a large import trade in

Michigan iron and Canadian lumber, and exports

large quantities of coal. Pittsburg also, at the

eastern head of navigation on the Western rivers,

has an immense inland trade, while its local ship-

yards build large numbers of steamboats for use

on the \\'estern streams.

Banks. The Bank of North America, origi-

nally chartered by Congress in 1781, was the first

bank in Pennsylvania, where it obtained a charter

in 1782. In 1793 the Bank of Pennsylvania was
incorporated as the official agent of the State,

which was heavily interested in it. A few other

banks were chartered by individual acts of the

Legislature. In 1814 there were six banks, and the

State owned stock in the most important ones.

In 1814 the State policy toward the banking
business underwent a radical change. The Com-
monwealth was divided into twenty-seven bank-

ing districts, each of which was allotted a definite

number of banks. Unincorporated banking was
prohibited and a comprehensive banking law

passed. This could not avert the injurious results

of the speculative inflation, and in 1810 many
banks had to suspend specie payments. Banking
became the object of popular disfavor and was
held responsible for the critical times. A law
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was passed in 1819 providing for forfeiture of

charter in case of suspension of specie payments,
and it somewhat reduced the number of banks.

The period of extensive internal improvements
that followed stimulated the banking business as
well as all other business of the State, and for

ten years the banks were exceptionally prosper-

ous. In 18.36 the second United States Bank, at

the expiration of its national charter, became a
Pennsylvania' .State institution, paying heavily

for the privilege. The crisis of 1837 again caused
a suspension of specie payment, and in 1840 after

a hard struggle the United States Bank failed,

ruined by its lieavv investments in the State im-
provements and its heavy contributions to the
State treasury. This failure, together with finan-

cial difficulties of the State treasury between
1840 and 1845, was felt by the other banks, and
the stocks of most of them were sold far below
par. Efforts were made to correct this by special

legislation, by the levying of a tax on banking
stock below par. and by making specie payments
obligatory: but this last provision was frequently

suspended by necessity. A slight improvement
between 1850 and 1855 was followed by the severe
crisis of 1857, when several Pennsylvania banks
failed and a general suspension followed.

An agitation for a free banking system, with
guaranteed circulation, was .started, and in 18(50

a free banking act was passed which was very
similar to the Xew York Banking Law of 1837,

but before the value of this act could be tested

the national banking system came into existence.

There was a marked demand for the national

charters, which were supposed to exempt tlie banks
from State taxation. By 1868 only 12 State
banks remained, as against 198 national banks.

In 1870-73 more than 90 State banks were char-

tered bv special acts, but the Constitution of

1874 prohibited the organization of banks, ex-

cept under the general law. At present State
banking is regulated by the law of 1876 as amend-
ed in 1891, when a Banking Department was
established. National banks remain by far the

more important ones. Trust companies are con-

ducted mostly in conjunction with the banks, and
take care of business which the law prohibits the

banks from doing. Savings banks have existed in

Pennsylvania for almost a century. The first sav-

ings bank was chartered in 1819. Before the Civil

War there were 14 of them. A general law for
their regulation, strictly limiting their avenues
for investment, was passed in 1889. A clearing

house was established in Philadelphia in 1858,

or five years later than the one in Xew York.
The condition of the banks in 1902 is shown as
follows

:

that year. In 1790 a new Constitution, of a more
democratic cast, was adopted. The Constitution,

as amended Ln 1838, vested the legislative power
in a General Assembly, consisting of a Senate and
a House of Representatives. An amendment to tlie

Constitution, adopted in 1850, made the judiciary

elective. An amended Constitution was adopted
in 1873, by a popular vote of 253,744 against

108,594, and went into force .January 1, 1874. If

a proposed amendment receives a majority vote

of both Houses at two successive regular sessions,

it will be submitted to the people, and if ap-

proved by a majority of those voting, it becomes
a part of the Constitution. Xo amendments can
be submitted oftener than once in five years. A
voter must have been a citizen of the United
States one month, a resident of the State one
year, and of the election district two months, and
have paid State or coimty taxe-s. No elector can
be deprived of the privilege of voting because he
lias not registered. The general election is held

annually on the Tuesday next following the first

ilonday in November. The State has thirty-

two members in the National House of Eepre-
.sentatives.

Legislative. The Senate is limited to 50
members chosen for four years, and the House to

a varying number, apportioned after eacli Federal
census, chosen for two years. No city or county
is entitled to more than one-sixth tlie whole num-
ber of Senators. Sessions are biennial, on the
first Tuesday of January, without time limit.

The Governor is empowered to call extra
sessions for urgent business, and required to do
so in case of a vacancy in the office of a United
States Senator occurring during the recess. No
bill can contain more than one suliject. and
revenue bills must originate in the I^wer House.
The power of impeachment rests witli the Lower
House, the trial of impeachment with the Senate.

ExEcrxnE. The executive department consists

of a Governor and a Lieutenant-Governor, both
elected for four years, and a Secretary of Internal
Affairs, an Auditor-General, elected for three

years, and a Treasurer, elected for two years, an
Attorney-General, a Secretary of the Common-
wealth, and a Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, appointed for four years by the Governor,
with the consent of two-thirds of the Senators.

The Governor is not eligible for two consecutive
terms. He is empowered to commute sentences

and grant pardons within clearly defined limits,

and vested, besides the ordinary veto powers, with
the prerogative of a partial veto on appropriation

bills. The department of the Secretar\' of Inter-

nal Affairs embraces a bureau of industrial statis-

tics, and maintains the supervision of corpora-
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Jldiciart. The judiciary embraces a Supreme
Court, consisting of seven judges, elected by tlie

people for 21 years, ineligible for reelection, with

the jud^e the oldest in commission as Chief .Tus-

tice. Ine court holds annual sessions at Phila-

delphia, Harrisburg, Suiibury, and Pittsburg.

Other courts are a Superior Court, courts of coni-

mon pleas, of oyer and terminer and general jail

delivery, of quarter sessions of the peace, magis-

trates' and orplians' courts. Judges of the Su-

preme Court, and those of tlie Common Pleas, ai;e

justices of oyer and terminer and general jail

delivery in the respective counties; the latter

discharge also the functions of judges of quarter

sessions of the peace and of orphans' courts in

districts where special ])rovision for them has

not been made. Criminal matters of the respec-

tive districts belong likewise to their cognizance.

There are .51 judicial districts in the State, in

each of which the people elect one or more com-

mon pleas judges for ten years.

Local Government. The creation of new or

alteration of old counties is conditioned on a

minimum population limit of 20,000 and a mini-

mum area limit of 400 square miles for all coun-

ties affected. Each county elects sheriffs, coro-

ners, prothonotaries. register of wills, recorder of

deeds, treasurer, surveyor, <U'rk. three auditors,

and three commissioners, all for three years.

Towns of over 10.000 may be chartered upon the

approval of one-half the electors. The State has
classified the cities for charter purposes into

four classes.

Flx.\NCE.s. The first direct State tax was
levied in 1785, but was discontinued in 1780.

Taxes were very unpopular and the State ex-

pected to cover its expenditures by income from
public property, sale of public lands, etc. Some
taxes were introduced in the beginning of the
nineteenth century, but in 1810 the revenue from
them amounted only to 20 per cent, of the total

receipts. In 1820 there were no direct State
taxes. About this time the construction of pub-
lic improvements, which had been going on in a
quiet way since 1780. became the cry of the day.
Loans were the only available source of necessary
means. In 1821 the public debt incurred during
the War of 1812 amounted only to ,$1,230,000.

but new loans followed one another in great
rapidity. Canals, roads, bridges, and railroads
were built. Between 178!) and 1828 more than
$22,000,000 was spent on these improvements.
In 1834 the system of canals and railroads to
connect Pittsburg and Philadelphia was com-
pleted at the cost of more than $14..500,000, and
lateral canals were added in 1838 at the cost of
almost .$(!..500.000. The large sum (more than
.$12,000,000) which the United States Bank fur-
nished in 1837, partly as a bonus and partly as
a Ipan to the State, in exchange for a State
charter, further stinuilated tliis feverish activitv.

The State debt was .$24..">00.000 in 1835 and in

1842 reached $40,000,000. Expecting large re-

turns from these improvements, the State did not
provide a thorough system of taxation. Interest
had to be paid by means of further loans. The
credit of the Commonwealth was therefore so
much impaired in 1840 that failure was threaten-
ing. The income from the improvements did not
even cover their expenses, and a law was passed
in 1840 imposing small taxes on banks, personal
property, and salaries. The revenue from this

law did not cover even a tenth part of the ex-

penditures, and the interest on the bonds con-

tinued to be paid by issue of special bonds. In
1844 a radical change was made in the financial

system. A comprehensive tax was imposed upon
all property, .stocks, incomes, etc., and cash pay-
ment of interest was resmued the next year. For
15 years the debt remained on the same level;

the i^tate was not al)le to cancel any of its obli-

gations and kept on refun<ling the maturing
bonds. In 1S57 and 1858 the State works, which
were built at tlie expense of over $75,000,000.
were sold for $11,000,000 to the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company and Sunbury and Erie Rail-

road Company, and a gradual reduction of the

State debt dates from that time.

In 1800 the debt decreased to $38,000,000, but
the military loan of ISfil increased it by .$3,000,-

000. A steady decline came after the war. In
1870 the delit was $28,080,071 ; in 1880. .$21,501.-

000; in 1800. $12,349,020: and from 1805 to 1002
it remained $r,.S15.200. In 1'.MI2 bonds to the
amount of $2,008,050 were bought at a nigh
premium by the sinking fund and the debt was
reduced to .$4,800,049. against which the sinking
fund had $4,432,023. These results were only
possible by vigorous taxation. The law of 1844
taxed all property, but real estate was released

from State taxation in 1807. The income tax
survives, but contributes a trifling sum. The
taxes on personal property and inheritances are

productive of more revenue. The main sources,

however, are the taxes on corporation stocks and
receipts and various licenses. Pennsylvania hav-

ing introduced the high-license principle.

During the fiscal vear 1001-02 the receipts were
$22,947,800 and expenditures $17,787,106. Dis-

counting the operations of the sinking fund, the

receipts were $10,374,003. and the expenditures

$15,210,793. The cash balance in the sinking

fund was $3,717,440, and in the general fund
$9,151,300. Of the expenditures more than 50
])er cent, was for schools and 17 per cent, for

charitable institutions.

^Militia. In 1900 there were r,405.016 men of

militia age. The number of the militia in 1001

was 9343.

Population. The following figures show the

growth of the population: 1790, 434.373; 1820,

1.047.507; 1850, 2.311.780; 1800, 2.000.215;

1870. 3..521.951; 1880, 4.282.891: 1890. 5,2.58,014;

1900. 0.302.115. The State has nearly always
ranked second in population. The absolute in-

crease in each decade has been greater than that

of the decade preceding. The per cent, of the in-

crease between 1800 and 1000 was 19.9. as com-
pared with 20.7 for the L'nited States. The State

ranks second in the number of foreign born, with
a total of 985.250. This element is not so greatly

centralized in the large cities as in some of the

other Eastern States, being found in large num-
bers in the mining districts. The Irish. Germans,
and English are the most numerous : but there are,

besides, a larger number of Welsh and natives of

Hungary than in any other State. In lOOO the

negroes numbered 1.50.845. Of the total popula-

tion 51 per cent, is urban—i.e. they live in places

which contain over 4.000 inhabitants, there being,

in 1900. 119 such places, or more than in any
other State. The average number of inhabitants

to the square mile in 1000 was 140.1.

Cities. The population of the 18 largest

cities in 1900 was as follows: Philadelphia. 1,-

203,097; Pitt.sburg, 321,016; Allegheny, 120,890;
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Seranton, 102,026; Reading, 78,961; Erie, 52,-

733; Wilkesbarre, 51,721; Harrisburg, the cap-
ital, 50,167; Lancaster, 4I,4.5'J; Altooua, 38,973;
AUentowTi. 35.410: Johnstown. 35.930: McKees-
port, 34,227: Che.ster, 33,988: York, 33,708; Wil-
liamsport, 28,757 ; Xewcastle, 28.339 ; Easton,
25.238.

Religion. The Roman Catholics form over

one-eighth of the population. The principal

Protestant denominations are the Methodist,
Presbyterian, and Lutheran, each with over one-

sixth of the total numljer of church members.
Then follow in order the Baptists, the Protestant
Episcopalians, the Disciples of Christ, and the

Congregationalists.
Edccatiox. The first settlers of Pennsylvania,

the Swedes and the Dutch, usually relegated the

matter of education to the ministers. William
Penn, in his Frame of Government, provided tliat

the '"Governor and Provincial Council shall erect

and order all public schools" and 'that the chil-

dren within this province of the age of 12 years
.shall be taught some useful trade or skill." This

provision was subsequently strengthened by the

clause in the second Frame, adopted by the second
Assembly in 1683, which provided for compulsory
instruction in reading and writing, as well as in

some manual trade. With the passing of the

control of the colony from the hands of the
Quakeis, education received very little attention
from the Legislature. It was left entirely to the

Church and private initiative during the first

three quarters of the eighteenth century. Private
schools were meanwhile being established all over

the province, and the agitation for a higher edu-
cational institution in Philadelpliia, carried on by
Benjamin Franklin, resulted in the foundation of

the Academy and Charitable School of the Prov-
ince of Pennsylvania (now University of Penn-
sylvania) in 1749. The first free public schools

in Pennsylvania were opened by the settlers from
Connecticut in 1709. The provisional Constitu-

tion of 1776 provided for the establishment of a

school in each county, but it was only in 1834
that a free school system was successfully es-

tablished.

The public school system is under the super-
vision of a State Su[)erintendent, appointed by
the Ciovernor. The county superintendents are
elected by the school directors, and the latter are
elected by the people. Pennsylvania has no per-

manent school fund, the school revenue being ob-

tained principally from local taxations and State

appropriations. School attendance is compulsory
between the ages of 8 and 16. and text books are

free. In 1900 Pennsylvania had illiterates

amounting to 6.1 per cent, of the total popula-

tion of 10 years of age and over, being 2.1 per

cent, for the native white population. 19.9 per

cent, of the foreign white, and 15.3 per cent for

the colored population. Of the school population

68.22 per cent, were enrolled in the public schools

in 1901. The number of public schools in the

same year was 29.046. including 16.625 graded,

and the average attendance was 847.445, or about

73 per cent, of the total enrollment. In the same
year there were employed in tlie public schools

30.044 teachers, of whom the male teachers form-

ed 30.6 per cent., as against 45.5 in 1880. The
average monthly salaries were $44.14 for male

and .$38.23 for female teachers, being consider-

ably below the salaries paid in most of the Xorth
Atlantic States. Also the length of the school

term was 165.6 days in 1901, as compared with
an average of 177.2 days for the entire Xorth At-
lantic division. An attempt to solve the rural
school problem by centralization has .so far been
attended with little success, owing to the poor
condition of the roads. Pennsylvania sufl'ers in
common with other States in the low professional
standing of the teachers, especially in the rural
districts. For normal education the State main-
tains thirteen normal schools, which had a total
attendance of 7987 in 1901, including 4664 female
students. In that year the school revenue amount-
ed to S26,159.774,"consisting of .$5,250,000 derived
from State taxes, .$15,482,898 from local taxes,
and $5,426,876 from other .sources. The ex-

penditure amounted in the same year to $22,813,-

395, or .$26.92 per pupil in average attendance.
The 391 public schools had a total attendance of

32,438 in 1901. In the same year there were in

the State 137 private high schools and academies,
with a total attendance of 11,236. Commercial
and professional education is provided by numer-
ous commercial colleges, schools of law, medicine,
dentistry, etc., and theological seminaries.
The principal institutions of higher education,

besides the University of Pennsvlvania. are the
Western University of Pennsylvania (non-sec-

tarian), at Allegheny; Lafayette College (Pres-
byterian), at Easton; Lehigh University (nonsec-

tarian ) , at South Bethlehem ; Bucknell University
(Baptist), at Lewisburg; Dickinson College
(JNlethodist Episcopal ), at Carlisle; Haverford Col-

lege ( Friends) , at Haverford : Swarthmore College

(Friends), at Swarthmore: Pennsylvania State
College, at State College : and Washington and .Jef-

fer>on College (Presbyterian) . at Washington. The
principal college for women is Brjn Jlawr (q.v.).

CH.\BIT.\BLE .\XD PE>"-iI, IXSTITUTIOX.S. Tlie

state maintains hospitals for the insane at Har-
risburg. Danville, Xorristown. Warren, Dixmont,
and Warrensville. which together with the State
aided asylums contained 7411 inmates on Sep-

tember 30, 1900. On the same date the hos-

pitals for the sick and wounded, and homes for

children, etc., held a population of 21,665. The
four institutions for the deaf contained 408 per-

sons, the two blind asylums 271. and the two
institutions for feeble-minded 1655. The alms-

houses for that date had a population of 12,168.

The State maintains a soldiers' and sailors" home
at Erie. Th^re are State penitentiaries located

at Philadelphia and at Allegheny, a House of

Correction at Philadelphia, a Workhouse in Al-

legheny County, a House of Refuge at Philadel-

pliia, a Reform School at Morganza. and an
Industrial Reformatory at Huntingdon ; the ag-

gregate population of these institutions together

with the 3493 inmates of county jails was. in

1900. 9108. The aggregate for all classes remain-
ing in institutions September 30. 1900, was
41.908. Besides these. al)Ovit 40.800 had received

public outdoor relief during the year. The total

public expenditure incurred for all the foregoing

Avas $16,050,406. The foremost Indian training

school in the country is maintained by the
X'ational Government at Carlisle.

History. Henry Hudson in the Half Moon
anchored in Delaware Bay, .\ugust 28. 1609. and
founded the Dutch claim to the bay and river,

though he did not land. After 1614 exploring
parties were sent out and trading posts founded
on the eastern side of the river. Gustavus Adol-
phus. of Sweden, planned to found a colony in
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America, and under his daughter, Queen Chris-

tina, Peter Jlinuit, formerly Governor of Xew
Ketlierland, built Fort Christina within the pres-

ent limits of Delaware, in 1038, and began to

trade with the Indians. John Printz arrived with

other colonists in 1643, and built Xew Gotten-

burg on Tinicum Island, the first settlement

within the present limits of Pennsylvania. The
Dutch looked with jealousy upo^ these and other
f^wedish settlements afterwards founded, and to

offset the advance made by the Swedes, built Fort
Casimir, at the. site of the present town of Xew
Castle, Del. Tliis was captured by the Swedes in

1654; but in September, 1055, Governor Stuyve-

sant, of New Netherland, appeared in the bay
with seven vessels and overtlirew the Swedish
authority. The city of Amsterdam had furnished

much of the money for this conquest, and in re-

turn the southern setlh'nicnts were assigned to

that city under the name of New Amstel. Tlie

'Company' colony was left in charge of (iovernor

Stuyvesant. but in l(i03 the two were reunite<l.

When the Duke of York took possession of New
Netherland in 1604 the settlements on the Dela-

ware were included and remained attached to

New York until 1082. On March 4, 1081, William
Penn (q.v.), in return for a debt of £16,000,

owed to his father by Charles II., secured a grant

of the territory west of the Delaware River be-

tween 40° and 43°, extending to the west five

degrees, at an annual rent of two beaver skins

and one-fifth «f the gold and silver ore discovered

in the region. As New Castle was supposed to be
on or near tlie 40th degree, the eastern boundary
was to begin wliere a circle, having its centre

at that settlement, twelve miles in radius, in-

tersected the Delaware River and the southern
boundary at the point where that circle inter-

sected the 40tli degree. Full feudal rights, both
to the soil and to the government, were granted.
On December 0. 1682. Penn secured from the
Duke of York the grant of the soil of the lower
settlements, and by consent assumed govern-
mental rights. These settlements were within
the original llaryland patent, but Lord Balti-

more complained in vain. They remained at-

tached to Pennsylvania, though with separate
legislatures after 1703, until the Revolution,
imder the names 'the Lower Counties' or 'the

Territories.' The southern boundary- caused
much trouble later. When it was found that the
401 h degree was north of the present site of

Philadelphia, the ingenious theory was announced
that the beginning of the 40th degree was at
30°. The matter was finally settled by a compro-
mise in 1700 (see M.vsoN and Dixon's Line),
when also the northern boundary was fixed at
42°.

L"pon receiving the grant Penn sent over his
kinsman, William Markham (q.v.), as Deputy
Governor, and followed himself in 1082. arriving
at Uplands (now Chester) October 27th. A few
days later he concluded a treaty with the In-

dians, though the purchase of the lands could
not have taken place imtil later. The 'Frame of

Government' previously published in England was
submitted to the first General Assemblj- in De-
cember, 1682. and was adopted together with
the 'great law.' made up largely of the sugges-
tions of the Proprietor. Universal suffrage and
entire religious toleration made the scheme not-
able. Settlers came over in great numbers,
chiefly Quakers and Germans from the Palati-

nate. Philadelphia, which liad been planned be-

fore Penn left England, grew rapidly, and be-

fore 1683 contained more tlian five hundred in-

habitants, while more than 3000 settlers had
come to the province. Land was offered at forty

sliillings the hundred acres, subject to a quit rent
of a shilling a year. Penn returned to England
in 1084, leaving the Council in charge, but its

autliority was soon disputed by the Lower House,
which had a veto power on legislation, though it

could not originate measures. Slanders were
circulated in England, and in 1693 the province
was resumed by William III., and attached to

New York. Governor Fletcher met with little

success in his attempts to secure aid for his In-

dian wars, and luul several contests with the Leg-
islature. The province was restored to Penn in

August, 1694, and in 1696 a new and more
democratic constitution was adopted with the
Proprietor's consent. Penn's second and last visit

to the province lasted from December, 1099, to

October, 1701. During this time he granted the

'Charter of Privileges,' adopted October 26. 1701,
which served as a constitution until the Revolu-
tion. The governors whom Penn appointed were
involved in frequent disputes with the Assembly,
and in consequence the Proprietor grew dis-

couraged. In 1712 he was on the point of selling

the province to the Crown for £12,000, but a
paralytic stroke prevented the completion of the
sale. Though the province was a constant source
of expense to him. it made liis descendants rich.

After Penn's death in 1718. the disputes between
tlie Assembly and tlie Proprietors continued with
renewed vigor.

Immigration was large. There were Scotch-
Irish in the province as early as 1698, and after

1730 they came in great numbers. These gener-

ally pushed on to the frontier, as did also the
later influx of Germans. The first years were
free from Indian warfare, but after 1740 the

Indians were restless and soon became openly
hostile. The efforts of the French were success-

ful, and forts were established on the Ohio. The
province sent few men to the aid of General
Braddock in his expedition against Fort
Duquesne in 1755; but his defeat aroused the

Assembly, and a chain of forts was erected at
a cost of £85.000. Until after 1764 danger from
the Indians was constant. Meanwhile, in 1753,

Connecticut laid claim to a tract of land on the
Susquehanna, seventy miles west of the Delaware,

under the charter of 1602. which granted to Con-
necticut the land to the 41st degree. A company
was formed, the land was purchased from the

Indians in 1754 (though previously, purchased
by Pennsylvania

)
, and Susquehanna County was

formed. Settlers went in and the formation of a
distinct colony was considered. The Indians
claimed that the purchase was made by fraud
and protested vigorously. Armed forces were
sent from eastern Pennsylvania and brought on
the so-called Pennamite War: the dispute had its

influence in causing the Wyoming Massacre in

1778. See Wyomino V.\lley.

The colony's agent, Benjamin Franklin, vigor-

ously resisted the Stamp Act, and in .July. 1774,

a Provincial Congress met at Philadelphia,
adopted resolutions, and elected delegates to the

first Continental Congress, to be held at Philadel-

phia. The Provincial Convention in 1775 author-

ized the Committee of Safety to prepare a sys-

tem of defense for the colony. Troops were r.iised
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and boats were built. After the Declaration of

Independence the Proprietary government ceased

in Pennsylvania, and a State constitution was
drawn up, September 28, 1776. It provided for

a Supreme Executive Council, one Legislative

House, and a Board of Censors. The Royal Char-

ter was annulled by the King in 1778, and the

State secured the commutation of the quit-rents

in 1779. During the Revolution the eastern

part of the State was the scene of important op-

erations. Philadelphia was at different times the

seat of the Continental Congress and the British

headquarters. The question of the western
boundary was settled in 1784, with the consent

of Virginia, by measuring five degrees west from
the Delaware River and then due north. The pos-

session of the Wyoming lands was given to the

State by decision of Congress in 1782. but when
it was found that the line of 42" excluded Lake
Erie, Congress, in 1788, authorized the addition

of the triangle bordering upon the lake. In

1787 the State ratified the Federal Constitution.

In 1790 a new constitution was adopted. The
growth and prosperity of the State was marked,
though the population was turbulent. The
Whisky Rebellion (1794) grew out of the un-

willingness of the Scotch-Irish to submit to the

excise tax. The imposition by the National Gov-

ernment of the window tax led to the "Hot-water
Rebellion' among a part of the German jxjpula-

tion in 1798. Internal improvements were pro-

jected early, and the Schuj-lkill Canal was begun

in 1815 and completed in 1825. From 1829 to

1836 the projected improvements called for the

construction of 292 miles of canal and 126 miles

of railroad, at a total cost of .$35,000,000. The
first bill for a public school system was passed in

the face of violent opposition in 1834. Though
both iron and coal had been kno«-n to exist before

the Revolution, it was not until 1839 that anthra-

cite was successfully applied to the manufacture
of iron. The first oil well was sunk near Titus-

ville in 1859.

At the outbreak of the Civil War five com-
panies of Pennsylvania troops were the first to

arrive in Washington under President Lincoln's

call for troops on April 15. 1861, and twenty-five

regiments were formed during the month. The
draft was necessary before the end of the war. but
troops were furnished. The State was three

times invaded, twice at Chambersburg and once
by General Lee's army, which fought the battle of

Gettysburg (q.v.). Since the war the chief events

of importance have been the rapid growth of the

steel, oil, and coal industries and frequent labor

troubles. In 1877 a great strike of railroad

employees led to violence and the defeat of the

militia at Pittsburg. The despatch of regular

troops was necessary to quell the disorder. On
Way 31, 1889, a dam at the outlet of Conemaugh
Lake broke and a great wall of water over-

whelmed .lohnstown (q.v.) and several smaller

towns, drowning more than 2000 people and de-

stroying property to the value of .$10,000,000.

The strike at the Carneffie Company's mills at

Homestead, near Pittsburg, July 6, 1892. was one

of the most serious ever known in America. Mar-
tial law was declared, and the entire militia force

was called out. An extensive strike of coal-

miners in Hazleton region in 1900 was followed

bv a general strike in the anthracite region in

1902.

In national elections the State was at the
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outset Federalist, but in 1796 fourteen of its fif-

teen votes were cast for Jefferson. Eight votes

were cast for him again in 1800, while seven went
to the FederalLst candidate. From this time until

1840 the State was Democratic. In 1835 the Anti-

Masonic party succeeded in electing the Governor
and the agitation gave the .State to the Wliig
electors in 1840. In 1838 a dispute between the

Democrats and Whigs concerning tlie results of an
election in one of the State Congressional districts

caused much excitement, each party contending
that it had elected not only the Congressman, but
the members of the State Legislature in that dis-

trict. The disturbance, which was later knonn
as the 'Buck-Shot War,' was, however, short-

lived, and the dispute was settled in favor of

the Democrats. The State gave its vote to Polk
in 1844, to Taylor in 1848. and in 1852 and 1856
to the Democratic candidates. Since 1860 the
State has been overwhelmingly Republican in

national affairs, though, on account of factional
fights in the Republican ranks, a Democratic
Governor has been twice elected.

GOVEBNOBS OF PENNSTIiTAinA.

UNDER THE SWEDES
Peter Mlnuit 163»-tl
Peter HoUandaer 1041-43

John Printz 1&13-.53

Jolm Pappegoya .: 1653-54

John Claudius Rysingh „ 1654-o5

CSDEB THE DDTCH

Peter Stuyresant, Director General of the New Neth-
erland 165.5-64

Derek Smidt. Schout Fiscal 1655

John Paul Jacquet, Vice-Director 1655-57

COLONY OF THE CITT

Jacob Alricks. Director lte7-59

Alexander d'Hinyossa 1659-63

COLONY OF THE COUPANY
Goeran Van Dyck. Schout Fiscal 1657-.58

William Beekman. Vice-Director 1658-63

Alexander d'Hinyossa, Director of united colony 1663-64

UNDEB THE ENGLISH

Richard Sicolls 16ft4.67

Francis Lovelace 1667-73

BECAPTUBED BY THE DUTCH 1673

.Anthony Calve. Governor-General 1673-7*

Peter Alricks, Commander 1673-74

UNDEB THE ENGLISH

Sir Edmund Andros 1674-81

PEOPKIETABY GOVEBNMENT
William Markham. Deputy Governor 1681-S2

William Penn. Proprietor 1682-8*

The Council (Thomas Lloyd. President) 1684-88

The Five Commissioners 1688

Capt. John Blackwell 1688-90

The Council (Thomas Llo.vd, President) 1690-91

Thomas Lloyd, Deputy Governor 1 1691 93
WllllamMarkham.Depy GovemorLowerCountlesj

UNDEB THE CBOWN

Benjamin Fletcher. Gov. of New York. Governor... 1,„.„
William Markham, Lieutenant-Governor jidsj-to

PBOPRIETAKY GOVEBNMENT
William Markham. Lieutenant-Governor 169.'>-99

William Penn. Proprietor 1699-1701

Andrew Hamilton. Lieutenant-Governor. 1701-0:)

The Council (Edward Shippen. President) 1703J>I

John Evans. Lieutenant-Governor 17(M-09

Charles (Jookin. " 1709-17

Sir William Keith, " 1717-26

Patrick Gordon. " 1726-36

The Council (James Lopan. President) 1736-38

George Thomas. Lieutenant-Governor 1738-47

The Council (Anthony Palmer. Pre.><ident) 1747-48

James Hamilton. Lieutenant-Governor 1748-54

Robert Hunter Morris, " 1754-56

William Denny, " 17.56-.=i9

James Hamilton, " 1759-63

John Penn, " 1763-71
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The Council (James Hamilton, rreeideut) 1171

Richard Penn, Lieutenant-GoviTnor 1771-73

.I<.l.n I'cnn,
" 1773-76

Council o( Safety (Thomas Wharton, President) 1776-77

PBE8IDENTB OF THE 8CPKEME EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Thomas Wharton. Jr 1777-78

George Hr.van (acting) 1778

Joseph Kecd 1778-81

Williiim Moore 17S1-82

Jolin Dlcliillson 1782-85

Benjamin Krnnlclin 1785-88

Thomas Mifflin 1788-90

60TERNOBB OP STATE

Thomas Mifflin Federalist 1790-99

Thomas McKean Democratic-Kepubllcan 1790-1808

Simon .Snyder " ....1K08-17

Willinm Kindlay •' ....1817-20

Josi'iih Heistvr Independent Democrat. ...1820-23

John .\ndrcn- Shulze Democratic-Uepublicau....l823-'29
George Woir ....1829-35

Joseph Kitner Anti-Masonic 1835-39

David Rittenhonse Porter, Democratic 1839-45

Frani-is Kawn .Shunk " 1845-48

Willinm Freame Johnston,Whif< 1H48-52

William Blyler Democratic IK.W-.m
,

James I'ollock " 1855-.')8

William Fisher Tacker " 1858-61

Andrew GrcKK Curtin Republican 1801-67

John \V. Genrv " 18C7-73

John F. Hartranft " 1873-79

Henrv M. Hoyt " 1879-83

Robert E. Pattison Democratic 1883-87

James A. Beaver Republican 1887-91

Robert E. Pattison Democratic 1891-95

Daniel H. Hastings Republican 1895-99

William A. Stone '• 1899-1903

Samuel W. Pennypacker... ' " 1903

—
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Fiske, Dutch and Quaker (Colonies in America
(Boston, 1890) : Bolles, J'rnnstilvania Province
and Stale ( Philadclpliia, 190(1)'; Shininiell, His-

tory of Prnuf.iilranid (Harrisburg, 1000),

PENNSYLVANIA, Historical Society of.

An association organized in Philadelphia Decem-
ber 2, 1824, and incorporated June 2, 1820. Its

object is the elu(i<lation of history, with special

reference to that of Pi'nnsylvania. It has a val-

uable historical libvarv and a museum at Pliila-

deljihia. The society has a subscribed publica-

tion fund of .$40,000, the revenue from which is

expended in printing matter of historic interest.

This fund has published 14 volumes of Memoirs
of the Society, and -<i volumes of The Pennsyl-
va^iia ilayazine of History and Bioyraphy. issued

in quarterly numbers. The society has also pub-
lished an historical map of the State, a volume
of Collections, and one on Pennsylvania and the

Federal Constitution.

PENNSYLVANIA, T^mversity of. An in-

stitution of higher learning in Philadelphia, Pa.,
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established in 1740 as a charitable .school, and
raised to the grade of an academy in 1751

through the ell'orts of an association of citizens

formed in consequence of a pamphlet published

by Benjamin Franklin, entitled, "Proposals P.ela-

tive to the liducation of Y'outh in Pennsylvania."

The academy, consisting of an Fnglish, a mathe-
matical, ami a Latin school, each under a master,

with subordinate tutors and ushers, proved so

sneeessful that in 17.i3 it received a charter from
the Proprietors, Thomas and Richard Pcnn.

Two years later it had attained a standard which

justified the granting of degree conferring powers,

"and in 1755 the institution was converted into

the College and Academy of Philadelphia. Dur-

ing the agitated times of the wars with the

French the provost. Rev. William Smith, opposed
so vehemently the non-resistance policy of the

Pennsylvania Legislature that he was arbitrarily

thrown into prison, where he faithfully received

his classes. He was subsequently sent to England
to raise funds for an endowment, and there met
the commissioner from King's (Columbia) Col-

lege on a similar mi.ssion. Through the influence

of the -Archbishop of Canterbury tliey received a

circular letter from the King, and succeeded in

raising a considerable endowment for each col-

lege. On Doctor Smith's return a letter to the

trustees from the Archldshop of C'anterl)ury,

Thomas and Richard Penn, and Rev. Samuel
Chandler re]iresented that the institution was
originally founded and carried on for the benefit

of a mixed liody of ]icople: that at the time of

making the collection its olliccrs included repre-

sentatives of various Christian denominations;
and, since jealousies had arisen between parties,

it was reconnnended to the tru.stees to make a
fundamental declaration to prevent inconveniences

of this kind. Accordingly, in 1704, the trustees

bound themselves and their successors to retain

the original wide plan of the institution and "to

use their utmost endeavors that the same be not

narrowed, nor the members of the Church of

Englar.d, or those dissenting from them (in any
future election to the principal olHces), be put on
any worse footing in this seminary than they
were at the time of receiving the royal brief." In

1770 this resolution was construed by the Legis-

lature into .a "narrowing of the foundation." and
seized as a pretext for confiscating all the rights

and properties of the college, which were be-

stowed \ipon a new organization, called in the

charter tlie "Trustees of the University of tlie

State of Pennsylvania." Ten years later thes-

rights and properties were restored, and in 1791

an act was passed amalgamating the old college

with the new university under its present title.

In 1872 the university was removed to the pres-

ent site.

The departments of the university are the col-

lege, including the School of Arts, the Towne
Scientific School, and the courses for teachers; tlie

Departments of Philosophy (Ciraduate School).

Law, Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medi-
cine, and Arclueology : the Wistar Institute of

Anatomy and Biolog;\- ; the I^aboratory of

Hygiene; the Veterinary Hospital; the Li-

brary, and the Flower Astronomical Observa-
tory; Physical Education. The School of

Arts offers courses in arts and science, finance

and commerce, biology and music. The Towne
Scientific School offers courses in architecture,

.science and technology', mechanical, electrical.
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civil; and chemical engineering, and chem-

istry. Candidates are admitted on passing

the' examination set by the college, or Uy

the Entrance Examination Board of the Middle
States and Maryland, or on the diplomas of the

public high schools. Free tuition is offered

through the 2 Penn scholarships, filled by the

Governor of the State, 50 Philadelphia free city

scholarships, 5 competitive State scholarships, a

General Alumni Society scholarship, and 31

scholarships not confined to special localities.

The college courses in arts and sciences, finance

and commerce, and biology are planned to enable

the student to complete his work in three, four,

or five years, at his option, the successful comple-

tion of 60 units of work being required for gradu-

ation. Students are not permitted to take less

than 12 units a year, a unit being defined as one

hour's work a week for one year in lectures or

recitations, or two hours' work a week in labor-

atory practice. In the course in arts and sci-

ences tlie prescribed studies amount to 22 units

and group studies to 18 units, the remaining 20

units being made up of free electives. Provision

is made for a senior composite year in which

eight units are credited to the work of the first

year class in medicine. In the Scientific School,

the architectural course covers four years. The
courses in science and technology cover five

years. The Graduate Department offers eight

scholarships on the Harrison Foundation, en-

titling the holder to free tuition and an income
of .$100. 30 university scholarships, providing

onlv free tuition, and 29 fellowships, with in-

comes ranging from .$200 to S800. The Gradu-
ate Department for women offers 5 fellowships.

Of the professional schools of the university,

that of medicine is best known and has always
been one of the strong departments. The Dental
School especially has a wide reputation in Aus-
tralia and in Spanish American countries. The
Flower Astronomical Observatory is situated two
miles beyond the city limits, and there is a small

working observatory in the college grounds. The
university buildings. 29 in number, stand on
Woodland Avenue, on property covering over .50

acres in the city proper, and provide dormitorj' ac-

commodations for about 500 students. They in-

clude a University Hospital, with a training

school and home for nurses, and the Howard
Houston Hall, a students' club.

The university confers the degrees of Bachelor
of Arts, Laws, Music, and Science, Master of Arts
and Science, Doctor of Philosophy, Medicine. Den-

tal Surgery, and Veterinary Medicine, and the

technical degrees of Civil, Mechanical, Electrical,

and Chemical Engineer. In 1002 the faculty

numbered 281. and the student body 2578. dis-

tributed as follows: School of Arts. 476: Scien-

tific School, 431: Teachers' Courses. 206: Gradu-
ates, 192; Law, 339; Medicine. 475: Dentistry,

403 : Veterinary Medicine. 62. The library con-

tained 212.861 volumes. The university grounds
and buildings were valued at about .?4..500.000

and extensive plans were undertaken in the early

part of 1903 for a group of new buildings to be

erected outside the present limits of the uni-

versity grounds. The first step toward this end
was the announcement of a new building for the
Wharton Scientific School, to cost $200,000. the

gift of .Joseph Wharton, the founder. The en-

dowment of the university in 1902 was $9,000,000

and its income was $1,490,000. The heads of the

university, since its beginning as a collegiate

institution in 1755, have been: William Smith
(17.55-80); .John Ewing (1780-1802); John Mc-
Dowell (1807-10); .John Andrews (1810-13);

Frederick Beaslev (1813-28); William Heath-
cote de Lancey ("l828-33) ; John Ludlow (1834-

53): Henry Vethake (1854-59); Daniel Raynes
Goodwin "(1860-68): Charles Janeway Still«

(1868-80); William Pepper (1881-94); Charles
Custis Harrison (1894— ).

PENNSYLVANIA, Westebs Uxn-ERSITT
OF. An institution at Allegheny, Pa. > the sec-

ond oldest institution of learning west of the Ap-
palachian Mountains, founded as the Pittsburg

Academy in 1786, incorporated in 1787, and re-

incorporated imder its present name in 1819.

Since 1895 women have been admitted on the

same terms as men. The university comprises

collegiate, engineering, medical, and law depart-

ments, and colleges of pharmacy and dentistry.

Several of the schools are institutions formerly
independent. The iledical School became a part

of the university in 1892, and the Law School in

1895. The Allegheny observatory was founded in

1859 by the Allegheny Astronomical Society, and
in 1867 was transferred to the university. It

has achieved an international reputation through
the work of its successive directors. Professors

Langley and Keeler. in the fields of solar physics

and astronomical spectroscopy. Xew buildings

for this department were erected in 1901. In 1902

the university had 892 students, 110 instructors,

and a library of 20.000 volumes.

PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE FOR WO-
MEN. An institution for the higher education

of women in Pittsburg. Pa., founded in lS(i9. under

the auspices of the Presbyterian Church. Besides

the collegiate department it has a preparatory

school and departments of music and art. with a
total registration in 1902 of 185 and 20 instruc-

tors. In that year the income was $40,000 and
the college property was valued at $250,000. The
library contained .3000 volumes.

PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH, or Pexxstl-
v.^xi.\ (lERJt.vx. The language of the Germans
who emigrated to Pennsylvania between 1683

( when Pastorius settled in Germantown ) and the

middle of the eighteenth century. During this

time some 100,000 settled principally in the

southeastern counties of the State, such as Lan-

caster, York, Franklin, Cumberland, Berks,

Schuylkill, and Lehigh. The emigration was due
partly to the ravages of the armies of Louis XIV.,

and partly to religious persecution. The settlers

came principally from the Rhenish Palatinate,

Wiirttemberg. and Switzerland, with a sprink-

ling from the Lower Rhine, Bavaria. Alsace, and
Saxony. As most of the dialects spoken by these

people belonged to the Alemannic and Franconian
groups (see (tERMax L.^ngiage) , the idiom of

the Pennsylvania Dutch is really High German,
and the confusion with Dutch is due to the fact

that the settlers called their language "Deitsch'

(German). Although a variety of dialects were
originally represented, that of the Rhenish Pala-

tinate ( Rheno-Franconian) so predominated and
influenced the others that the language may be

regarded as fairly homogeneous. Owing to their

segregation in religious communities, the emi-

grants clung tenaciously to their mother tongue,

but were gradually compelled by force of circvim-

stances to accept many English words, especially
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the names of objects in daily use, until the dialect

can best be described as a fusion of p'ranconian

and Alcniannic with an admixture of English

varying from one per cent, in the rural districts

to a large percentage in the towns.

The language exhibits the characteristic dia-

lectic darkening of a to o (schlof for Hchlaf

;

jor for Jahr). further the fronting of ii to <; {here

for htireii; bes for Use) and of « to i (hicher for

liucher). German ei and iiii generally appear as

(- (del for Teil; hem for liiiuiite). The consonants

p pp, and d are not sliifted (pund for I'fund;

ihoppe for l.lopfrii; kupp for Kopf _: dug for Tag;

muddcr for Mutter). Final vowels and inflec-

tional n are dropped {mid for miide; hem for

Baume; finne for fimlen; tjfunne for gefunden).

The writings of the Pennsylvania Germans have

been mainlv of a religious character, such as

hymns and polemical pamphlets. They were writ-

ten as a rule in the High- German literary dialect,

with, however, a number of exceptions. \\ ithin

the last fortv years, however, a number of poems

in the dialect" have been written. Consult: Sei-

densticker, liUder aus dcr deutsck-pcnnstil-
' vanischen Gcschichte (2d ed.. New York, 1886) ;

id The First Centurii of Oerman Printing in

Americ<x. (Philadelphia'. 18!)3) : Cobb, Story of the

Palatines, an Episode in Colonial History (New

York 1807) ; Sachse, The (lernuin Sectarians of

Pror'inciat Pennsylvania, KiiUi-lSOO (ib.. 1895-

inOO) ; Haldeman. Pennsijlrania Dutch (ib.,

1872) ; Learned, The Pennsylvania German Dia-

lect (Baltimore, 1889).

PENNSYLVANIA-GERMAN SOCIETY,
The. An association organized in Lancaster,

Pa., April 15, 1891, to collect, preserve, and pub-

lish documents relating to the history of the

Pennsylvania Germans, and cause original papers

to be prejiarcd and reail before the society. Its

regular members, wlio now number about 400,

must be direct descendants of the early German

or Swiss emigrants to the colony of Pennsylvania.

The society holds an annual meeting in some one

of the smaller cities of eastern Pennsylvania,

and publishes annually a volume of Proceedings,

including the papers read at each meeting.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE. A
coeducational institution of higher learning at

State College, Pa., organized on a collegiate basis

as the Farmers' High School in 1859. In 1862

the name was changed to The Agricultural Col-

lege of Pennsylvania, and in 1874 to its present

title. The p'rincipal income of the college is

derived from the sale of public lands held in

trust by the State. The grounds contain 400

acres, of which the cami)us covers 60 acres, the

remainder being devoted to a model farm. The

courses of instruction occupy four years. The gen-

eral courses offered are a classical general science,

a Latin scientific, and a philosophical course. The

technical courses include agriculture, biologji,

chemistry, civil, electrical, nieehanical, and min-

ing engineering, mathcmaties, and physics. All

courses, except the classical, lead to the B.S. de-

grees. In the graduate courses the degrees of

C.E., M.E., E.M'., E.E., and M.S. are conferred.

In 1902 the faculty numbered 48: the college

was attended by 602 students, of whom 420

were in the School of Engineering; 1800 persons

took correspondence courses in agriculture. The
endowment w^as $517,000, the income was $137,-

992, and the value of the college grounds, build-

ings, ami equipment was $850,000. The library

contained 19,181 volumes.

PENNY (AS. penig, pctmig, pencg, pening,

pwning, pending, OHG. phantinc, pfentinc, pfen-

ding, phenniiuj. Ger. Pfenning, Pfennig, penny;

perhaps connected with OHG. phant, pfant, Ger.

Pfand, pawn, pledge, or less plausibly with

OHG. pfanna, phanna, panna, Ger. Pfanne, AS.

panne, Eng. pan, from ML. panna, from Lat.

patina, shallow bowl). A British coin and

money of account. After the sceattte (q.v.) it

is tlie most ancient of the English coins, and was

the only one generally current among the Anglo-

Saxons. The pennv is first mentioned in tlie laws

of Ina, King of the West Saxons, about the close

of the seventh century. It was at that time a

silver coin, and weighed about 22 M; troy grains,

being thus about ^\j, of the Saxon pound

weight. This relation to the pound weight is

eviifently derived from the usage of the early

Franks, who retained the Roman division of the

lihra into 20 solidi. and the solidus into 12 de-

narii (the denarius being thus the 240th part of

the libra or pound). (See Makk.) Half-pence

and farthings were not coined in England till the

time of Edward I., l)ut the practice previously

prevailed of so deeply indenting the penny with a

cross mark that the coin could be easily broken

into two or four parts as required. Silver farth-

ings ceased to be coined under Edward VI., and

siher half-pennies under the Commonwealth. By

this time the penny had steadily decreased in

weiirht; it was 18 grains under Edward III.. 15

and 12 under Edward IV., 8 under Edward VI.,

and under Eliziibeth it was finally fixed at 7 if

grains, or ^V of an ounce of silver, a value to

which the subsequent copper pennies, which till

1860 were the circulating medium, closely approx-

imated. In 1672 an authorized copper coinage

was established, and half-pence and farthings

were struck in copper. The penny was not in-

troduced till 1797, and at the same period the

coinage of twopenny pieces was begun ;
but these

latter" being found unsuitable, were withdrawn.

The penny of the present bronze coinage is of

only about half the value of the old copper penny.

The German pfennig was also originally a silver

coin bearing the same relation to the German

pound of silver as the English penny to its pound.

And in the twelfth century it was made so broad,

in imitation of the Byzantine coins, that it would

no longer bear to be struck with a die on each

side as" before, but was struck on one side only.

In the beginning of the fourteenth century the

mark of silver was anew divided into 60 parts

or coins, which, to distinguish them from the old

coins, were called grossi denarii, whence the terra

groschen. In the" modern monetary system of

"Germany, the pfennig is a nickel coin, the hun-

dredth of the mark, the latter being equal to a

shilling or about $0.25.

PENN YAN. A village and the county-seat

of Yates County. N. Y'., 45 miles north by west

of Elniira: on Lake Keuka, and on the Northern

Central and the New York Central railroads

(Map: New York, C 3). It has an attractive

location on the lake, the shores being covered with

cottages and the hills with vineyards. There are

Penn Yan Academy, a public school library, and

a fine countv court" house and jail. The village is

situated in a noted grape-growing region, and has

extensive agricultural, fruit, and wine-making
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interests, as well as manufactures of flour, hubs
and spokes, grape baskets, malt, and paper. The
manufacturing industries are promoted by ex-

cellent water power derived from the lake. Penn
Yan is governed by a village president and board
of trustees. The water-works are owned and
operated by the village. Penn Yan was settled

about 1800 and was incorporated as a village in

1833. The early settlers were partly Pennsylva-
nians and partly New Englanders (Yankees) ;

hence the name. Population, in 1890, 4254; in

1900, 4650.

PEN'lfYPACKEK, Galusha (1844-). An
American soldier, born in Chester County, Pa.
He received an academic education, and on April
22, 1861, enlisted for three months in the Federal
service as a quartermaster-sergeant in the Ninth
Pennsylvania Infantry. On August 22d he re-

entered the service as a captain in the 97th
Pennsylvania ; served throughout the war, and
on February 18, 1865, was commissioned a briga-

dier-general of volunteers. Until April, 1864, he
was principally engaged in the operations along
the Atlantic coast. He was then transferred to

the Army of the .James, and participated in the
action at Drury's Bluff (May 13-16. 1864), where
he was wounded, and led a brigade at the cap-
ture of Fort Harrison, where he was again
wounded. He recovered in time to participate in

the final assault on Fort Fisher (.January 15,

1865), but was again woimded. this time so se-

vere!}" that he was confined to the hospital until
April, 1866, when he resigned from the service.

During this time he received his commission as
brigadier-general of volunteers and the Congres-
sional medal for bravery in battle. The following
July he was appointed colonel of the 34th regu-
lar infantry, and on ilarch 2, 1867, was brevetted
major-general U. S. A. In 1869 he was trans-
ferred to the 16th Infantry, which he commanded
until his retirement, in 1883.

PENNYROYAL ( variant, influenced by pop-
ular etymology with penii;/, of obsolete puUol-
royal, JIE. puliall real, from ML. puUium regale,

Lat. pulciiim regale, royal fleabane, from piile-

iiim. fleabane, fiom pulex, flea, and regale, royal,

from rex, king). A species of mint (q.v. ). In
North America a small plant (Hedeoma piilegi-

oides), also bears this name, and having, like the
mints, a pleasant aromatic smell and a warm
pungent taste, it is used as an infusion in domes-
tic medicine to promote perspiration. The plant
is common from New England to the Dakotas and
southward. The name is also sometimes applied

to Mentha Canadensis, which resembles the Eng-
lish pennyroyal { Mentha Pulegiiim)

.

PENOB'SCOT. A former leading tribe of the
Abnaki confe<leracy (of the Algonquian stock).

Tbey claimed tlic entire basin of the Penobscot
P.iver, Maine, and had their principal village, of

tlie same name, about the present Veazie or Ban-
giir. A French mission was established there in

1088. When first known to the whites the Penob-
scot, under their chief, Bashaba, seem to have
had dominion over all the New England tribes

southward to or beyond the Merrimac River. They
took aetive part on the French side in all the

colonial wars on the New Eneland frontier )ip to

1749, when they made a treaty of peace with the

English and have remained quiet ever since. This
treaty brought them into disfavor with the Ab-
naki and other refugees at Saint Francis, who

Vol. XV.—36.

continued hostilities in the French interest, for

which reason verj' few of the Penobscot ever
joined their emigrant brethren in Canada, but re-

mained in their old homes. For their services on
the American side in the Revolution they were
confirmed in possession of a small reservation on
the Penobscot above Bangor, where they still re-

side, their principal settlement being Oldtown,
upon an island in the river. They number now
about 400, still preserving their language and
subsisting by hunting, fishing, lumbering, and
basket-making.

PENOBSCOT BAY. An inlet of the Atlantic
Ocean indenting the coast of Maine (Jlap: Maine,
F 7). It is 28 miles wide at the mouth and pene-
trates an equal distance inland, narrowing gradu-
ally to its head, where it receives the Penobscot
River. It contains several large and a number
of small islands, and on its shores are numerous
coves with deep water.

PENOBSCOT BIVEB. The principal river
of ilaine. It rises on the northwestern boundary
of the State, and flows east to Lake Chesun-
cook, then southeast through Pamedumcook
Lake at the foot of Mount Katahdin, and finally

southward until it empties into the Atlantic
Ocean through Penobscot Bay (Map: Maine, F
5 ) . It is nearly 300 miles long, and is navigable
for large vessels to Bangor, 55 miles from its

mouth. Above Bangor there are falls supplying
power to sawmills, and the upper course of the
river is used for floating large numbers of logs

from the forests of northern llaine,

PENOLOGY (from Lat. poena, punishment
+ Gk. \oyia, -logia, account, from X^tiK,

legein, to say). A term defined by Dr. F. H.
Wines, one of the foremost penologists of the
United States, as the treatment of crime for its

repression and prevention, and of criminals for

their extirpation or rehabilitation. The oldest

form of the forcible repression of crime and treat-

ment of criminals is execution. The death penalty
naturally suggested itself to primitive peoples as

the simplest, surest means of ridding society of

its dangerous members. With the advance of civil-

ization, however, the number of ofl'enses for which
the death penalty is inflicted has steadily de-

creased. (See Capital Pixisiiment.) Alater
important form of forcible repression is that of
transportation, or the establishment of penal col-

onies, to which criminals are removed. England,
Russia, and France have employed this system
with more than doubtful success. England, in-

deed, has abandoned it. ( See Traxsportatioxs
Pexal. ) A third and later form is the prison.

The idea of punishment by imprisonment does not

seem to have entered the mind of the rulers of

antiquity, although the prison was as a matter
of fact, from its crowded and filthy condition, its

want of ventilatioy. the foul fevers and plagues
engendered there, and the starvation inflicted upon
its hapless inmates, a place of torture and speedy
death. It was primarily a place for the seques-

tration of persons obnoxious to the despotic
ruler, as well as of debtors, and for the detention
of persons charged with other crimes, until they
were tried. It is only in comparatively recent

times that the prison itself has come to be re-

garded as a place of punishment, a place for the
confinement of eondenuied persons; and the name
'jail' is now generallv employed to designate the
place where persons under accusation are com-
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polled to abide pending the dclerniination of their

guilt or innocence. Of all the institutions of this

kind in the United States the county jails are the

most unsatisfactory; they are generally breeding

places of crime and licentiousness, because pris-

oners of all grades, of all ages, and sometimes
even of both sexes, are herded together.

The idea of reformation has for a century
played an increasingly important part in our
modern prison systems. In 1773 John Howard,
an English country gentleman, havin" been ap-
pointed high sheriff of Bedford, found so many
abuses in the jails of his county tliat he was
moved to call the attention of all England to its

prisons everywhere. Up to this time the man-
agement of jails in England was under no public
supervision whatever. It was the custom of the
jailer, who was not even paid by the community
for the performance of his duties, to collect his

fees from the prisoners in his custody. Howard's
life was henceforward spent in attempts to'.^m-

prove the conditions of the prisoner, but his ix>-

forms were mainly those which looked to the
humane treatment rather than to the reformation
of the criminal.

The problem of the restoration of the criminal
to society is a later work of the penologist. As
to the method of its solution penologists do not
all agi'ee. Two distinct systems of prison disci-

pline, which are commonly known as the Penn-
sylvania, or Philadelphia, and Auburn systems,
have grown up in the United States. The first,

or "separate system,' insists upon the separation
of prisoners by day and by night ; the second, by
night onl}-. From these two a third has been
evolved, which is in a certain sense a combination
of the two, but has also distinct features of its

own. It is known as the Irish system, because it

has been most fully and successfully applied in

Ireland, under Sir Walter Crofton.

The essential principle of the separate system
is the complete physical separation of prisoners.
It rests upon the conviction that mutual contact
between them is necessarily corrupting, and that
classification upon any basis except that of indi-

vidual character is impossible. At first, solitary
confinement, without labor or recreation or men-
tal contact with any human being, even with the
oflieers of the prison, except in case of necessity,
was the form which this experiment assumed.
But the severity of this rule has been relaxed on
account of the injury which it wrought in some
cases both to the body and the mind of the sub-
ject. Now the prisoner is not excluded from a
degree of companionship with the prison officials
and authorized visitors. The convict, however,
sleeps, eats, and works in his cell alone, and
takes his exercise in an adjoining space outside.
It is claimed for this system that it removes a
man from evil associates: trains him as an indi-
vidual, and increases the personal influence of the
authorities and teachers: that it gives greater
opportunity for reflection : that the convict who
reforms under it cannot afterwards be identified
by professional criminals and so led back to evil
Mays; and that discipline may be varied accord-
ing to the needs of individual convicts. The ob-
jections to this system are: that it necessitates a
large ground area and costly buildings; that it

unfits a man for ordinary methods of work, be-
cause he has worked alone, and under exceptional
conditions, such as do not prevail in the outside
world where men cooperate; that loneliness is in-

jurious to morals and to mental and physical
health. It is claimed, however, that this .system
has produced excellent results; its friends main-
tain that, more than any other system, it reduces
the number of recidivists, that is, of discharged
convicts who lapse again into crime. The Inter-

national Prison Congress of 1!)00 reached the
conclusion that this method must be regarded
with favor as having checked criminality.

The prison at Auburn, in the State of New
York, represents the 'congregate' or 'silent' sys-

tem, which now prevails throughout the United
States. Prisoners sleep in separate cells, but are
brought together during the day in large work-
.ihops; separation between them, the necessity for

which was acknowledged, is secured by a rule for-

bidding them to communicate with one another
or with visitors. The difficulty of enforcing this
rule has led to its relaxation. The Eastern Peni-
tentiary in Philadelphia was intended to be a
strictly cellular prison for convicts of the higher

grades in the United States, but it has long since

ceased to be such, because of its seriously, over-

crowded condition. Among the causes which have
contributed to the general adoption of the Auburn
.system are: The comparative cheapness of con-

struction and maintenance of congregated pris-

ons; the ease with which profitable labor may be
introduced into them, especially in conuection
with machinerv of all sorts ; the facilities which
they afford for contracting out the labor of con-
victs, thvis relieving the administration of finan-

cial responsibilty.

The Irish system was, in its origin, an out-
growth of the experience of Captain Maconochie
as governor of the penal settlement of Norfolk
Island. Maconochie devised the 'mark system,'
which is added to the 'ticket of leave' system, or
conditional liberation (also an Australian inven-
tion), and the 'progressive' classification and the
'intermediate' prison, to constitute the four ele-

ments of the Crofton system. Briefly described,

this system consists of four stages, of which the
first is not less than eight months of strictly cel-

lular confinement in the Mountjoy Prison, Dublin,
with short rations and no employment but pick-
ing oakum for the first half of tlie time. The sec-

ond is an indefinite ))eriod, not less than one year,
of associated imprisonment, at Spike Island,
where the prisoners are divided into four classes,

and are promoted from one to the other according
to their demeanor, labor, and study—an account
being kept with them by the use of marks, and
their promotion depending upon their record.
Tlie third is a short period of probationary deten-
tion in a condition intermediate between imprison-
ment and freedom, at Lusk. where the men are
trained for entire freedom, and their capacity for

it is tested prior to their liberation; the fourth is

conditional liberation with police supervision.
This .system is supplemented by a scheme for uli-

taining employment for liberated prisoners.

The first American institution managed along
these lines is the Elmira Reformatory (q.v.)

opened in 1876 in the State of New York, and
known as the New York State Reformatory. Pris-

oners received here are such as are convicted of

their first offense for felony, and are held under
what is known as the indefinite or indeterminate
sentence ; that is, they are not sentenced for a
specific period of time, but may be held for the
maximum period for which they might have been
sentenced for the crime committed, and cannot be
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discharged until they have served the miniinum
period provided by statute for such offense. Hav-
ing served sucli minimum period, they may be
allowed by the Board of JIanagers to leave the
prison on parole, but must remain while on
parole under the control of the Board and sub-
ject to be taken back to the institution.

Concerning the 'indeterminate sentence,' it

should be noted that eminent penologists have
favored this device on the ground that it is im-
possible for courts of justice to know just how
long a period of incarceration is necessary to pro-
duce the desired effect upon an offender. Of two
criminals sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment,
one may be at the expiration of this period en-
tirely luifit to be released, while another may
have become ready and willing to assume the
duties and responsibilities of citizenship. The
fixed .sentence, they claim, is as absurd as it

would be for a physician to prescribe medicine
for a period of ten days, and then omit to inquire
what effect this treatment has produced in the
patient at the expiration thereof. With an inde-

terminate sentence the prisoner is virtually his
own custodian. \Anien he understands this, his

reformation—assuming him to be a reformable
person and not a criminal by instinct—is ren-

dered far more probable. The hope of freedom is

the one stimulus to which he may be depended
upon to respond. When the criminal in convinced
that this hope is to be realized, not through some
vague chance of pardon or escape, but whenever
by his conduct in prison he makes it apparent to
those in charge that society has nothing to fear
from him, the work of his reformers is compara-
tively easy. !Most penologists, therefore, see in
this almost certain means of securing the cooper-
ation of the criminal—a principle of reform of
the gi'eatest importance.

By means of the indeterminate sentence, a pris-
oner may be liberated conditionally, on parole.
It is this actual experience with the outside world
which establishes a man's ])owers and intentions.
Within the prison walls he cannot steal or mur-
der or forge sign.atures, or otherwise menace the
life or property of his fellow-man.

The indeterminate sentence has been tried in

more than a quarter of the American conunon-
wealths since 1870. but it has met with much op-
position from the courts, judges very generally
regarding it as an infringement of their preroga-
tive of sentence, and finding constitutional objec-
tions to it unless the statute creating it is drawn
with extreme care to fix a definite period for the
expiration of sentence, and in some cases unless
the release on parole is specifically described as
a commutation for good behavior.

Bibliography. Wines, Reformation and Pun-
ishment (Xew York. 189.5) : Henderson, Depen-
dent. Defectii-e. and Delinquent Classes (Boston,
1901) ; Tallack. Penological and Preientire Prin-
ciples (London. 1889) ; Driihms. The Criminal
(New York, 1900). See Criminology; Juvenile
Offenders; Pri.sons; Punishment; Keforma-
TORiE.s : Recidivists.

PEN'EITH. A market town in Cumberland.
England, in a picturesque and fertile valley, with
rich and striking scenery in the vicinity. 17 miles
southeast of Carlisle (Map: England, D 2). It

has ruins of a fine old castle and in the parish

churchyard is a monument of great antiquity

kno\vn as the 'Giant's Grave,' formed of two

pyramidal stones about 12 feet high. The town
contains an ancient free giammar school. There
are tanneries, saw-mills, and breweries; the
trade is chiefly agricultural. Population, in 1901,
9180.

PEN'ROSE, Boies (lS(iO— ). An American
political leader, born in Philadelphia. He gradu-
ated at Harvard in 1881, was admitted to the bar
in 1883. and the next year was elected to the
Pennsylvania State Legislature. From 1887 to
189.5 he was a member of the State Senate, and
from 1897 until 1903 a member of the United
States Senate. He wrote .a History of the City
frovernment of Philadelphia (1887) and contrib-
uted to the American and English Encyclopedia
of Law.

PENROSE, Francis Cranmer (1817-1903).
An English architect, born at Bracebridge. near
Lincoln. He studied under the architect Edward
Blore and graduated at JIagdalene College, for
which he was traveling bachelor from 1842 until

1845. His Principles of Athenian Architecture
(1851), a valuable work, was published by the
Society of Dilettanti. In 1852 he became sur-
veyor of the fabric of Saint Paul's Cathedral,
which position he occupied until 1897. He was
awarded the royal gold medal of tine Institute of
British Architects in 1883, and was president of

that body in 1894 and 1895. In 1886 he was
made director of the British Archa>ological School
at Athens. Other works by him include Graph-
ical Method of Predictint/ Occultations of Stars
and Solar Eclipses (1809) and "Orientation of
Greek Temples," in the Transactions of the Royal
Society (1893-97).

PEN'RY, .John (1559-93). A Puritan writer.
He was born in Wales, and graduated B.A. at
Cambridge, 1584: JI.A. Oxford, 1586. Although
always a layman, he was deeply interested in

controversial theology on the Puritan side. It is,

however, as the moving spirit of the little com-
pany of writers and printers who brought out
the Martin Marprelate tracts (q.v. ) that he is

remembered. The excitement caused by these
bitter attacks upon the alleged evils of the
Church of England made it necessary for Penrj'

to seek refuge in Scotland (1590-92). He was
well received by the Presl)\-terian ministers and
preached there. In September. 1592. he ventured
to return to England, and settled in London. The
following year he was arrested, brought to trial,

and found guilty of treason. He was hanged on
May 29. 1593. Consult his Life by Waddington
(London, 1854).

PENRYN, pen-rin'. A municipal borough
and market town in Cornwall. England, in a

richly productive valley bordering on Falmouth
Harbor, two miles northwest of Falmouth (Map:
England, A 6). The famous Penryn granite is

obtained here : 20.000 tons have been exported

in the year. The rental of corporate property
covers all principal expenses, and the town levies

no local rates. Its incorporation dates from
1216. Population, in 1901. 3200.

PEN SACO'LA. Tlie second city of Florida,

a port of entry, and the county seat of Escambia
County, 204 miles west of Tallahassee; on the
Louisville and Xashvillp and the Pensacola, Ala-
bama and Tennessee railroads (Jlap: Florida.

A 1). Situated on Pensacola Bay about six

miles from the Gulf of Mexico, it has a land-
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loekod, deep, and commodious liarbor, the en-

trance to which is defended by forts Pickens,

Jianancas, and Me-Ree. Tliere is a large navy

yard here; and tlie reniains of the Spanisli fort-

resses San Miguel and San Bernardo arc of inter-

est. Among the fine structures in the city are the

State .\rninry. o))cra house, court house, and the

Federal (Jove'rnnicnt building, the last having cost

.$'2.'5O,0O0. There are public jiarks of considerable

beauty. Pensacola is cliiefly a commercial centre,

its lumber interests being notable. It has a trade

also in fish, coal, cotton, naval stores, grain, etc.

The commerce of the port in lilOl included ex-

ports valued at .$13.45(5,000 and imports to the

amount of .$2:58.000. Because of the increased

tra<le, especially with the West Indies, extensive

improvements arc lieing made in connection with

the railroad terminal facilities. Population, in

1800, 11,750; in lilOO, 17,747.

Pensacola was permanently settled in 1696 by

Spaniards from Vera Cruz. It was cajitured l>y

the French in 1710, was restored to Spain in

172.3, and passed into the hands of the British in

1763. In 1781 it was captured by a Spanish

force iinder Governor Bernardo Galvez. During
the War of 1812, owing to the assistance given

here to the English, it was taken (1814) by
General .lackson, who again in 1818 captured it

on account of Spanish encouragement of hostile

Indian attacks. The United States took formal

possession in 1821, in pursuance of the treaty of

1819, In 1801 tlie Confederates seized the na^-y

yard here, but were unable to capture Fort Pick-

ens, and in 1862 they evacuated the city. A
destructive fire occurred in 1864.

PENSACOLA BAY. An inlet of the Gulf

of Mexico on the coast of Florida near the west-

ern boundary of the State (Map: Florida, A I).

Across its entrance lies the long, narrow island

of Santa Rosa, leaving a passage only a mile
wide, hut deep and navigable. The inner bay is

from 4 to 12 miles wide, and divides into two
large liranches, which penetrate about 25 miles

inland. The entrance is fortified, and on the

west shore lies the city of Pensacola (q.v.)

.

PEN'SERO'SO, II (It., the pensive). A poem
by Jlilton, written ])robably in 1632 at Horton.
It is the com|ilemcnt of L'Allegro (q.v.) and is

the unrivaled description of the impressions made
by scenes of nature, art, and music on the mind
of a thoughtful cultivated man.

PENSILE NESTS (from Lat. pcnsilis. hang-
ing, from peiuh-re, to hang), Xests of birds

woven in the form of a bag, cup. or hammock,
and suspended by the rim from the twigs of a
tree, bush, or other plant. Many birds construct
such nests, which are not only safer tlian in most
otlier situations, but usually most skillfully and
beautifully made. Prominent American examples
are the nests of the Baltimore and orchard ori-

oles, of the vireos. and of certain warblers. In
South America, the caciques and some humming-
birds: in Europe, the titmice; and in Asia, the
tailor-birds and weaver-birds, afford other ex-

amples in a great variety of forms and materials.

See articles under the names of these birds: and
Plates under Nidificatiox and Wea\t:k-Bibd.

PENSION (Lat. pensio, payment, weight,
from penderc, to weigh out). A pension is an
annual income granted by public authority, usu-
ally for an antecedent public service, mili-

tary or civil. In earlier days the granting of

pensions was a royal prerogative which was fre-

quently abused. At the present time in England
civil list pensions are granted by the free grace
of the sovereign and are frequently bestowed

upon men of letters. Hereditary pensions granted
in former times to national lierocs and their de-

scendants have been almost entirely commuted.
Pensions are bestowed upon oflicers of tlie army
and na\"y and to judges, as in the United States.

Like most of the countries of Europe, England
has a system of pensions for civil servants. A
similar system is widely advocated for the United
States, The theory of such pensions is generally
that the assured provision for old age is a com-
pensation for the low rates of pay which attacli

to the Government service. In some of the Euro-

pean countries a system of pensioning working-
men is now in force. (See Old Age Pensions.)
In the ordinary service of the United States re-

tiring pensions are confined to the Federal judges
and the ollicers of the army and na^•y. The
former at the age of seventy, after ten years of

judicial service, may retire on full pay. The
maxinnnn pay on the retired list for oflicers of

the army and nary is 75 per cent, of the active

pay of their respective ranks. Congress has also

by special act granted pensions to some of the
A\ idows of the Presidents.

Military Pensions in the United States.
The system of military pensions in the United
States had its germ in the colonial epoch. The
necessity of calling upon the inhabitants for

armed defense against the Indians and other foes

seemed to impose the necessity of providing at

public expense for those who were disabled, and
for the families of those who perished in the

struggles. In the Revolutionary struggle the

troops were promised similar pensions, and ofli-

cers who should remain in the service till tlie

end of the war were promised half pay for life.

The Continental Congress was unable to fulfill

- this obligation. After the adoption of the Con-
stitution Congress took up the matter of pensions,

and passed in 1792 a general pension law. Suc-
cessive laws were passed improving tile machinery
for granting pensions, and enlarging the number
of claimants, but no increase of rate was granted
until 1816, when the rate of a full pension was
raised from .$5 per month to $8. The application

of the law was at the same time extended to those

who had fought in the War of 1812.

The principle of service pensions was intro-

duced by the act of March 13, 1818. All sur-

vivors of the Revolutionary army or na\'y who
had served until the close of the war, or at any
period of the struggle for at least nine months,
were entitled, if in needy circumstances, to pen-

sions for life. For privates the rate was fixed at

$8 per month. The law was loosely worded and
the door left wide open to fraud. The grants of

pensions became a public scandal, and a law of

1820 required all ])ensioners and applicants to file

a statement of property in proof of their alleged

indigence. Many were stricken from the rolls.

I'p to SeptembeT, 1822, as many as 18.880 claims

had been admitted, but at that time the number
of pensioners was only 12.331, owing to the

effect of the law of 1820. In 1832 a law was
passed which granted full pay for life to all who
had served at least two years in the Revolution-

ary War, and proportional payments to those
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who Iiad sened less than two years but more
than six months.

In 1836 began a long series of acts in favor of

the widows of Revolutionary soldiers, restricted

at first to those who had married before the close

of the Revolution, but gradually growing itiore

liberal until pensions were granted to all, ir-

respective of the date of marriage.

A similar development of legislation occurred
with respect to pensions growing out of the War
of 1812, and of the Mexican War. A part of this

legislation is of recent date and was affected bj'

the more liberal views as to pension legislation

which followed the Civil War.
The first law pensioning soldiers of the Civil

War was a disability pension law of July 14,

1862. It provided for the disabled survivor, and
for the widows, orphan children, and dependent
mothers of those who died by reason of any
wound received or disease contracted wliile in

the service of the United States and in the line

of duty. Rates for total disability ranged from
$8 to $30 a month, according to rank, and these
were the rates accorded to widows. Successive
laws beginning July 4, 1864, have increased the
rates, adopting fixed rates for various kinds of

disability.

A powerful stimulus was given to pensions ex-

penditure by the passage of the Arrears Act in

1879. This provided that all pensions which had
been granted or might hereafter be granted should
date from the time of disability, provided appli-
cation were made prior to the first of July,

1880. The operation of the law is shown by the
fact that in 1881 the average of first pavments
to army invalids wa.s $953.62, and $1,021.51 to

army widows.
A bill to establish service pensions for persons

in dependent circumstances was vetoed in 1886
by President Cleveland. A similar bill was passed
June 27. 1S90, providing that all persons who
had served ninety days in the war and who were
suffering from any mental or physical disability

of a permanent character which incapacitated
them from performing manual labor may receive
pensions of from $6 to $12 a month, proportioned
to the degree of inability to earn a support.
Widows of soldiers who served ninety days wlio
are dependent upon their daily labor for support
may receive $8 per month.

In addition to the pensions granted under gen-
eral laws, many claims, often rejected by tlie

Pension Bureau, have been granted bv special
legislation. From 1861 to 1902 no less than 9296
acts liave been passed granting such pensions. A
large part of the activity of Congress is devoted
to such measures, though a legislative body is

ill-adapted to the proper investigation of claims.
Elaborate rules which have been framed by the
committees of the two Houses for their guidance
offer, however, a certain guaranty for the justice

and reasonableness of their procedure.

The provisions of the general pension law were
of course applicable to the war with Spain, and
this brief struggle has already brought forth a
considerable number of pensions. Up to 1902
50,071 applications had been filed. There were on
the roll July 1. 1902. 6611 Spanish War invalids
and 2854 Spanish War widows.
The development of the pension system in the

United States can be seen from a few typical

figures taken from the Reports of the Commis-
sioner of Pensions:
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seas of Europe, and many slabs bearing numerous
fine examples have been obtained from the Liassic

rocks of Wiirttemberg. The stems seem to have

been of great length, one of them having been
traced through many convolutions for about sev-

enty feet. Though of such large size, the entire

structure was extremely delicate. In some cases

several individuals of various degrees of develop-

ment and age have been found attaclied to pieces

of fossil wood wliich must have been originally

floating logs drifting about the surface of the
ocean and supporting the sessile pentaerinids.
See Ckixoidea.

PENTAGON (Lat. pentagonium, from Gk.
irevTiyamv, jiciitagOnon, pentagon, neu. sg. of

ireirrdyums, pentitrjOnos, five-cornered, from irivre,

j)C)ilc. five + ywvla, gonia, angle). A polj-gon

(q.v.) of five sides. A pentagon in the form of

a star of five rays is called a pentagram {vivre,

five, ypan/i-fi, line). This figure was used as a
badge by the members
of the P_vthagorean
school, and is said to

have symbolized health.

In the figure, if A, D,
B, E, C, A are con-

nected in order, a reg-

ular convex pentagon
is formed and the
sides of the pentagram
become diagonals of

the pentagon, and di-

vide one another in golden section (q.v.). Whence
in tlie pentagram Q divides AB, and P divides
BA in golden section, and the figure may be con-
structed from this relation.

PENTAGRAM. See Pentagon.
PENTAM'EEON (Neo-Lat., from Gk. x^it£.

pentc, five + Vf-ip"-, hCmera, day), The. One
of the best of the Imagiiinry Conver.intioyis. by
Walter Savage Landor (1837). The participant's

are Petrarch and Boccaccio, who discuss the
great Italian writers of the fourteenth century.
There is an appreciative setting of Tuscan
scenery.

PENTAM'ERTJS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. tcvto-

Htp^s, pentamercs, having five parts, from nivre,
petite, five + /t^pos, mcros, part). A group of
hinged fossil brachiopods in which the shells
are characterized by a more or less distinctly
marked division of their interiors into five cham-
bers by radiating septa that arise from the um-
bonal region. The type of the genus is Pentam-
ertis oblongus, an oval to oblong smootli-surfaced
shell that is very characteristic of the Upper
Silurian rocks of North America and Europe.
With this typical species have been associated a
number of forms that are now recognized as more
properly belonging in other genera. Such are:
Ojipuhila gnleala, a very characteristic species of
the Lower Helderberg limestone; Pentamerella
arata, a strongly plicate shell of the Lower De-
vonian; Camerophoria, an t'pper Devonian to
Permian genus which strongly resembles the
rhynchonellids ; and Capellinia, C'lorinda, Am-
phigenia, Conchidium, fftricklandinia, all of
which are important horizon-markers in the
hands of the expert paleontologist.

PENTAM'ETER (Lat., from Gk. HrT€, pente,
five -|- iiirpov, metroii. measure). The name of a
verse composed of five feet or measures. Its most
frequent use is in iambic verse. The iambic

)«ntameter is emplojed for the dialogue of
Greek plays, and in English is used for two of
the most popular forms, blank verse and the
heroic couplet. In the Spenserian stanza, also,

it .supplies all verses except the last. The dac-
tylic hexameter in Greek and Latin poetry al-

ternates with the pentameter to make up the com-
mon form known as elegiac verse.

PENTATEUCH, pfn'ti-tuk (from Lat. Peii-

tiiteiicliiis. Pentuteuchum, Pentateuch, from Gk.
T€irriTcvxos, pcntatenchos, consisting of five

books, from irivre, prnte, five + reSxos, teuchos,

tool, book, from Ttiixen", tcuchein, to prepare).
The name given by the Greek translators to the
group of five books which tradition ascribed to

Moses : Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and
Deuteronomy. Among the .Jews these five books
are known as Book of the Lair, or The Five Parts

of the Laiv. The division into five books (to which
the division of the Psalms into five sections pre-

sents a parallel) was made before the Septuagint
translation, apparently for liturgical purposes,
though the division into 54 sections (known as
purshioth or sidre) represents the more specifical-

ly .Jewish division adopted for the distribution

of the Pentateuch over the Sabbaths of the year.

The division into books or into sections is arbi-

trary, and has merely conventional significance,

for the Pentateuch is a continuous work. In the

opinion of modern scholars the Book of Joshua
must also be added as an integi-al part, and it is

customary at the present time to speak of the
Hexateuch (sixfold book) rather than the Penta-
teuch. This term Hexateucli, however, must not
be understood as implying that the six books are
sharply separated from those which follow. The
theory regards that part of the Old Testament
which extends from Genesis to the end of Kings
as a unified historical compilation, brought to its

present shape in the Greek period, and aiming to
give a coin|)Iete history of the Hebrews from the
creation of the world to the Babylonian captivity

in B.C. 58fi. The Hexateuch covers the portion of

this history to the conquest of Canaan and the
distribution of the territory among the tribes;

the Pentateuch ends with the death of Moses.
Scholars who hold this view reject the opinion,

traditionally held till the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, that the Pentateuch is essentially

a law book and the work of Moses, They regard
it as a compilation at which many different indi-

viduals have worked throughout a long period of

time ; various sources have been used in making
the compilation, among them certain legal codes,

originally independent, which have been incorpo-

rated and constitute the legal portions. For a

statement of what these sources are believed to be
and a history of the discussion by which the
theor}' has been developed and strengthened until

it has come to be accepted by well nigh all

scholars, see the article Hexateuch. In addition
to what is there said the following points may
be here noted.

The difference in style and point of view be-

tween the Prophetic narrative (JE) and the
Priestly docimient (P) is very marked. Both be-

gin with the creation of the world and cover the
same ground, but the Priestly compiler passes
more rapidly over the histories of the earlier
and later patriarchs, emphasizing only such in-

cidents as have a bearing on the religious theory
imderlying his narrative. His chief interest is
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theological and ceremonial; his style stilted and
formal. The Elobist and Yahwist, on the other

hand are genuine story-tellers; events are told for

their own sake, in a style flowing and attractive,

which makes some of their narratives models of

story-telling. In the Book of Exodus, likewise,

historical incidents are rapidly passed over by

the Priestly compiler till the revelation at Sinai

is reached. Here, beginning with chapter xxv.,

his real object reveals itself—the formulation of

the various ordinances, the construction of the

tabernacle, its furniture, the organization of the

priesthood, the distinction between Levites and
priests, duties of both, ceremonies of consecra-

tion, sacrificial laws, festival regulations, and the

like. The greater part of Leviticus and Numbers
is taken up with sections of the Priestly Code
introduced bj- the narrator at the point which he

regarded as appropriate.

The chronological order of the codes (Book
of the Covenant, Deuteronomic Code, Law of Holi-

ness. Priestly Code) rests upon the detailed study

of their contents and language. For example, in

the Book of the Covenant there is no restriction

of the Yahweh cult to a single sanctuary, which
is the distinguishing mark of Deuteronomj- and
the other codes. A general demarcation between
Deuteronomy and the two remaining codes is the

lack of a distinction between Levites and priests

in the former. The Code of Holiness recognizes

the Aaronites only as priests : the Priestly Code
is distinguished by a sharp division between Le-

vites and priests. Besides these general indica-

tions there are many special ones which go to

confirm the thesis.

The chief difficulties are introduced by the com-
plicated and long continued editorial processes

involved in the combination of the sources and
the additions and modifications introduced in the

course of time, which, while of minor importance,

yet have a bearing on the problems involved.

Thus the Book of Deuteronomy, which is more of

an independent work than any other part of the

Pentateuch, contains, besides the laws, a series

of farewell discourses delivered by Closes and
two poems—the so-called Song and Blessing of

Moses (chaps, xxxii., xxxiii.). These must have

been the work of writers who flourished subse-

quent to the promulgation of the codes. Such
additions involve a long continued process which
was not brought to a close till after the Exile,

and which produced finally, not only the Hexa-

teuch, but its continuation from the conquest of

Canaan to the Exile. It is but natural that the

details of this complicated editing should escape

us and that some of the problems involved should

be incapable of definite solution.

The combination of the codes, the historical

narratives of the Hexateuch, and the additional

sources used in the books from Judges to Kings,

was effected under the influence of a theory which

is already evident in the earlier compilers and
becomes more fully and consistently adopted by

the later schools of redactors. It was believed

that the Hebrew clans had been selected as the

chosen people of Yahweh, the one God of the

universe, and a covenant made between the peo-

ple and the deity at Mount Sinai. This covenant

had been foreordained by a personal one between

Yahweh (under other names, e.g. El-Shaddai)

and the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

and a promise for the future of the people had

been given to Abraham and confirmed to the two

other patriarchs. In close connection with the

covenant at -Mount Sinai a bodj- of laws had been
received directly from Yahweli and promulgated
through Moses. As a direct consequence of these

views the pious writers who put the He.xateuch

into its final shape looked upon the entire history

of Israel subsequent to the revelation at Mount
Sinai as a constant falling away from the teach-

ings given to the nation at the outset of its

career. Even the progress from the crude re-

ligious notions of the early time to the lofty

monotheism of the post-exilic prophets is repre-

sented as a retrogression, not an advance. The
struggles, trials, and misfortunes of the nation
are punishments sent by Yahweh for disobedience

to his decrees. The leaders of the people, notably
the kings, are viewed favorably or unfavorably
according as they represent an approach to the

supposed commands of Yahweh or a departure
from them. The natural difficulties encountered
in dispossessing the Canaanites, the equally nat-

ural rivalry and quarrels between the Hebrews
and surrounding peoples ( Moabites, Edomites.
Philistines, Amalekites), even a distinct social

advance, the establishment of a definite political

organization in the shape of a kingdom, are all

forms of punishment sent by Yahweli. These pun-
ishments culminated in the destruction of the
two kingdoms in B.C. 722 and 58(5. The Exile,

when Yahweh could no longer be appealed to in

his legitimate sanctuary, was the grievous atone-

ment for past sins.

For the literature, see the article Hexateuch.

PENTATHLON (Gk. v4vTae\ov, quintuple

contest, from x^n-e, pente, five + affXov, atlilun,

contest). A combination of running, jump-
ing, wrestling, throwing the discus, and cast-

ing the javelin, which formed one of the contests

in Greek athletic games. The victory in the five

events was settled by the wrestling, in which
only the contestants victorious in the preceding

events took part.

PENTATJR ( Egyptian Pcn-fa-iwre ( O ) . An
Egyptian scribe, who was formerly regarded as the

author of the poem celebrating the valor of

Eameses II. in the battle fought against the

Hittites at Kadesh on the Orontes. In this char-

acter he is the hero of Ebers's novel Varda. It is

now known, however, that he was merely the

copyist of the papyrus (Sallier .3) in which the

poem has been preserved. According to the first

Sallier papyrus he was still living in the tenth

year of Meneptah. Another Pentaur, who seems

to have been a member of the royal family of

Egypt, is mentioned in the Turin judiciary papy-

rus as being concerned in the conspiracy against

Eameses III. He was found guilty by the com-

mission appointed to try the case and was forced

to kill himself. Consult Wiedemann, Geschichte

ton Alt-Aegnptcn (Stuttgart, ISOl).

PENTECOST, pen'tf-kost (OF. pentecoste,

Fr. iientccijtr, from Lat. pentecoste. from Gk.

TrevTriKoaTi), penti'koMv, fiftieth, sc. iif-^pa, hcm-
ern. day, from TrcvnfiKoi^a. pcniekottta. fifty).

The Greek name of the second of the three chief

festivals among the Hebrews, in the Old Testa-

ment commonly called the Feast of Weeks. It

received the name Pentecost from the fact that

its celebration was determined by an interval of

seven weeks or fifty days from the Passover. (See

Weeks, Fe.vst of.) From the .Tewish Church it

was introduced into the Christian, and with spe-
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cial solemnity, as being tlic day of the descent

of the Holy Ghost on the Apostles, and of the first

solemn preaching of the Christian religion (Acts

ii.). From early times Pentecost has been re-

garded as one of the great festivals of the Chris-

tian year, and it was chosen as one of the times

for the solenm administration of baptism. The
English name of the festival, Whitsunday, is

derived from the white robes in which the newly
baptized were clad. It is regarded as specially

sacred to the Third Person of the Trinity, to

whose honor the services of the day are directly

addressed. As a trace of its originally agricul-

tural character, the practice prevails in the East
as well as in the West of decorating the churches
with evergreens and ilowers, as is done in Eng-
land at Christmas, and it is interesting to note
also that the whole time intervening between
Easter and Pentecost is celebrated in the Roman
Catholic Church with great solemnity. See Pass-
over.

PENTECOST, Georoe Frederick (1842—).
An American Presbyterian clergyman and au-
thor, born in Albion, 111. He left Georgetown
College to enter the Union Army, in which he
served as chaplain (18B2-04). He then entered
the ministr}-, and between 1864 and 1887 was
pastor of churches in Indiana and Kentuck.y, in

Brooklyn and Boston. After evangelical \vork
in .Scotland, and a special mission to English-
sgeaking Brahmins in India, Dr. Pentecost was
for six years pastor of ilarvlebone Church, Lon-
don, anil (1897-1002) pastor of the First Pres-
byterian Church of Yoiikcrs, N. Y. In 1902 he
was appointed a special commissioner to China,
Japan, and the Philippines to examine the mis-
sionary work of the Presliyterian and Congrega-
tional churches of America. He wrote: A South
Window (1886) ; Bible filiidies (1881-91) ; Birth
and Boyhood of Christ

( 1890) ; Systematic Bene-
ficence (1897); and Christian Imperialism
(1902).

PEN'THESILE'A (Lat.. from Gk. XK.'eeH-
Xeia. .Pcntlicsileia) . The daughter of Ares and
Queen of the Amazons. In the latter part of the
Trojan War she aided Priam, and showed great
valor. Achilles slew her, and, in admiration of
her deeds, desired to Ixnior her with a tomb.
The ridicule and offensive words of Thersites at
this suggestion so provoked Achilles that he
killed him, whereupon Dioniedes threw the Ama-
zon's body into the Scamander.

PEN'THEUS (Lat., from Gk. nerSeh). The
son of Agave, daughter of Cadmus, and his suc-
cessor on the throne of Thebes. He opposed the
introduction of the Bacchic worship, and. being
discovered watching the orgies of the Bacchanals,
was torn in pieces by his mother and sisters on
Mount Cithicron. The Baechw of Euripides is

based on this legend.

PENT'LAND FIRTH. A channel connecting
the Atlantic Ocean with the North Sea and sepa-
rating the Orkney Islands from the mainland of
Scotland (Map: Europe. C 3). It is 14 miles
long, 6 to 8 miles wide, and crossed by a ferry-

line. Its navigation is dangerous owing to strong
currents, eddies, and rocks, but it is lighted by
several lighthouses, and used by a large number
of vessels.

PENTREMITES, pen'tr^mt'tez (Neo-Lat.
nom. pi., from Gk. vtlvTt. pente. five -f- Lat.
remus, oar). A genus of fossil echinoderms

typical of the class Blastoidea. The blast^,ids

were erinoid-like animals that lived in abun-
dance in the sea of late Paleozoic time. They
resembled the crinoids in respect of the gen-
eral plan of their organization, but they dif-

fered in that the calyx has only 13 principal
plates arranged in very regular order, general-
ly forming a bud-shaped head ( whence the
name), and in the absence of well-developed
arms. In place of the arms there were very
efficient pinnules that screened the food from
the water. The calyx is usually small, pear-
shaped, ovate, or globose in form and more or
less pentangular in section. Tlie stem is seldom
found attached to the calj-x. About 20 genera
and 150 species of blastoids are known, by far the
larger proportion of which are American only.

The blastoids appear to have been derived from
some of the more regular cj'stideans of Ordovi-
cian time. The earliest member of the group is

Troostocrinus, an elongate slender species from
the Niagara group of Tennessee, lilwacrimis
{Xucleocrinus) vernetiili is a well-known index
fossil of the Lower Devonian limestones of the
Central States. The blastoids attained great
prominence in the Subcarboniferous of North
Aluerica, especially in the Saint Louis and Kas-
kiiskia limestones of the Mississippi Valley. Here
the mo.st prominent genus is Pentrcmites, which
seems to be unknown in Europe, where it is

represented in the Devonian rocks by an ances-

tral form Pentremitidea. See Von Zittel and
Eastman, Textbook of Paleontology, vol. i. (New
York and London, 1900) ; and Etlieridge and
Carpenter, Cataloyue of the Blastoidea in the

Geological Department of the British Museum..
The latter work contains a full bibliography to

the literature of the group. See Crinoidea ;

Echinodermata.

PENUM'BRA (Neo-Lat., from Lat. pene,

pcene, almost + umbra, shadow). When the
shadow of an opaque object is thrown upon a
surface at some distance from it by a light of

considerable apparent size, it is observed that

the shadow is divided into two portions, a dark
portion in the centre, and a lighter portion sur-

rounding it. The former is known as the umbra,
or complete shadow; the latter as the penuntbra,

or partial shadow. A reference to the figure will

at once make plain their origin and relation; for

if S be the illuminating body, E the object whose
shadow' is cast on the surface, ABCD, it is seen
that the small portion, UU' receives (omitting all

consideration of refraction, dispersion, etc., of

light ) no light from S, while the whole surface

outside of PPPP' is completely illuminated. The
point P' receives light from the whole of S; the
point F is only half illumined, and that by the
lower part of S, the illumination of the points

becoming less and less as they approach U', which
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is iinillumined. The portion within UU' is the
umbra, and that between the boundaries PPPP'
and UU' is the penumbra, which, as we have seen,

gradually shades from perfect light at the outer
boundary to perfect darkness at the inner, so

that it is almost impossible exactly to note its

limits on either side. This phenomenon, it is

evident, can only occur when the illuminating
body is of such a size, real or apparent, as to

make the angle, P'KU', of sensible magnitude

;

and it is equally evident that the nearer the body
E approaches the plane on which its shadow is

cast, the larger is the umbra and the smaller
the penumbra ; while by increasing the distance

between E and the plane, so that the point L
shall fall between them, the umbra is madg to
vanish, and the penumbra is increased. This is

well illustrated by natural phenomena ; the shad-

ow of a man cast by the sun on the ground
presents almost no penumbra -. the shadow of the

earth thrown by the sun upon space at the dis-

tance of the moon gives a penumbra many times

as large as the umbra ; and sometimes, when the

moon is new at her apogee, for instance, her

shadow cast upon the earth exhibits no umbra.
Spectators on the earth who see a partial eclipse

of the sun are situated within the penumbra, but
within the umbra when they observe a total

eclipse : while if the eclipse be annular, the

umbra does not exist in the shadow cast by the

moon on the earth's surface. See Eclipse.

PENZA, pen'za. A government of Central
Russia, bounded by the Government of Nizhni-

Novgorod on the north, Simbirsk on the east,

Saratov on the south, and Tambov on the west
(Map: Russia, F 4). Area, about 1.5,000 square
miles. The surface is undulating, intersected by
numerous ravines and sloping toward the north-

west. The district is watered principally

by the iloksha, a tributary of the Oka. and the

Sura, an affluent of the Volga—both navigable.

The climate is harsh, the mean annual tempera-
ture at Penza, the capital, averaging 39°. Agii-

culture, the chief occupation, is favored by a soil

of remarkable fertility. Rye, oats, and wheat are

the leading cereals raised. Flax is cultivated to

a considerable extent, and gardening and stock-

raising are well developed. Modern farm meth-
ods are making some progress among the peas-

antry. The manufacturing industries employed
in 1895 over 12,000 men, and their products were
valued at over $8,000,000. The chief manufac-
tures are spirits, paper, flour, oil, and matches.

Population, in 1897, 1.491.21.5. of whom about 90

per cent, were Great Russians and the rest

Mordvins and Tatars.

PENZA. The capital of the government of

the same name in Russia, at the confluence of

the Penza with the Sura. 440 miles by rail

southeast of Moscow (Map: Russia, F 4). It

has a monastery and a convent, a mosque, three

gymnasia, a realschule. a seminary for teachers

and one for priests, a technical school, a school of

drawing, and a picture gallery. The municipal-

ity owns the waterworks and directs a pawn
shop. Paper, lumber, flour, and various iron

products are the chief manufactures. Penza was
founded in 106G. Population, in 1807, 01,851.

PENZANCE, pen-zans'. A municipal bor-

ough, market, and seaport town in Cornwall,

England, on the northwest shore of Mount's Bay,

65 miles southwest of Launceston (Map: Eng-

land, A C). It is the most westerly town in

England. The town, exceedingly picturesque in

situation, stands on a finely curved shore, sur-

rounded by rocky eminences, and is famous for

its mild climate. Its esplanade, one of the finest

in the west of England, commands charming land
and sea views. The chief buildings are the to^vn

hall and corn market, and the chapels of Saint
Paul and Saint Mary. Its educational institu-

tions include mining and science schools, and a
free library. Woolen yarns and ploths are made
and the fisheries emplo}' upward of 2000 persons.

Agricultural produce, pilchards, china clay, gran-
ite, and tin and copper ores produced from the

mines of the vicinity are exported; and timber,
iron, hemp, and hides are the chief imports. The
harbor has two piers, drj' docks and wet docks, and
a lighthouse. The town owns much remunerative
property, wharfs, modern docks, tjuays, markets,
public baths, and water supply. Penzance, mean-
ing 'holy head,' originated in a chapel to Saint
Anthony. Edward III. gave it the grant of a
weekly market, and in the fifteenth century it

was described as 'a place of ships and mer-
chandise.' The Spaniards burned and sacked the

town in 1595, and it suft'ered in the Civil \Yar3

from Fairfa.x. It enjoyed the privilege of a coin-

age charter from 1663 to 1838. Population, in

1891, 12,430: in 1901, 13,120. Consult: Millett,

Historji of Penzance (Penzance, 1876-80) ; Lach-
Szvrma, Hhort History of Penzance (London,
1878).

PEONAGE. A term loosely used to denote

the system of labor formerly prevalent in Span-
ish America, and especially in Mexico. The sys-

tem originated in the desire of the Spanish Gov-
ernment to protect the natives from the rapacity

of their conquerors. In Mexico the Indians were
early given all the privileges of minors, and as

such were exempt from compulsory military

service, the payment of tithes, aside from a mo(l-

erate annual tribute, and certain ecclesiastical

and legal restrictions, and the royal officials were
especially charged with their protection. These
privileges and exemptions, however, served eq\ial-

ly well as a mark of inferiority, and their natu-

ral protectors often took advantage of their help-

less political and social condition to force them
into virtual slavery. The labor required of the

peones, as these Indians were called, was of two
kinds; the free labor {obirajcs). a system under

which the laborer served by definite contract,

with the days of service, tasks, compensation,

etc., strictly regulated by the laws of the Indies;

and forced labor, as punishment for crime or

debt. With the administration of the law in the

hands of corrupt officials, it was comparatively

easy to extend almost indefinitelv the number of

the second class, and with the requirement that

each Indian nuist perform a certain number of

days' work each year, the condition of laborers

of the first class was far from being one of free

contract. During the latter period of the Span-

ish rule many restrictions were adopted to pre-

vent the Indians from falling into debt, and the

conduct of employers was so strictly regulated

that the condition of the natives was much better

than during the first years of Mexican inde-

pendence.
The principal evils of the system arose from

the strict segregation in separate villages of the

Indians, which kept from them any opportuni-

ties to advance by more intimate contact with a
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superior race, and wliicli speedily nuUilicd

first feeble efforts to educate them ; and from the

feeling of race contempt which their isolated and

defenseless condition engendered in their masters.

Though in a legal sense the institution itself long

since disappeared, the name peon is still used to

designate the laborer of native or mixed blood,

and through his ignorance and credulity many
of the worst features of the system are yet

fastened upon him. The system as then prevail-

ing in Jlexico* survived in Xew Mexico and

Arizona a few years after the annexation of the

Southwest to the United States, but was re-

moved by national enactment March 2, 1867.

Recent revelations have shown that the worst

features of the convict labor system of the South,

especially as applied to negro prisoners, closely

parallel some of the most Hagrant evils of early

Spanish-American peonage, and consequently that

term has been used, though not with strict accu-

racy, to designate the condition of these convicts.

PEONY (OF. pione, pioine, Fr. pivoine. from

I^IL. peoiiia, Lat. poeonia, from Gk. jraiui/la,

poiVjnio, peony, from —nnjv, Paion, iraiav, Patau,

the physician of the gods; so called because orig-

inally regarded as medicinal), Pceonia. A genus

of plants of the natural oriler Ranunculacea;, na-

tives of Southern Europe, Northern Africa, and

Asia. The species are large herbaceous or rarely

half shrubby perennials often with tuberous

roots. The "half-shrubliy sjiecies are known as

tree peonies. On account of the beauty of their

large flowers, some of the species are extensively

cultivated in gardens, and many varieties and hy-

brids have been originated. The common peony

{Pwonia officinalis), a native of Southern Eu-

rope, is the most generally cultivated species. It

produces in early summer large solitary blos-

soms, usually red or crimson, but varying to

white. The white ])eony {Pceonia albifiora) , an-

other favorite species, 'with beautiful white or

pink and fragrant flowers, is a native of Siberia,

where its roots are used by the Mongolian Ta-

tars as a food. These two species are the parents

of many cultivated forms. The Chinese peonies,

a large grou]) including many hardy double-

flowered and fragrant varieties, are hybrids ob-

tained by intercrossing various species. The
term Chinese peony, however, is often applied to

several different species. The less common tree

peonies are derived mainly from Pceonia Mon tan

and Pceonia Intra, which latter is a comparatively

recent introduction from China and is as yet not

so well known as the other species. It begins

to blossom in late spring and produces its yel-

low flowers for about a month. Pceonia Moutan,

the commonest of the tree peonies and much
larger than the foregoing, attaining a height of

3 or 4 feet, is a native of California and .Japan.

It blossoms in spring and produces verj- large

and handsome flowers representing a wide range

of shade and colors. It is often grown as a

greenhouse plant for early spring blossoms. The
tree peonies prefer a good, strong sandy loam.
They require a rich soil and applications of well-

rotted cow manure are very advantageous to the

growing plants. They are rather tender, and in

many localities require protection. The plants

are propagated from cuttings at the base, usually

made with a piece of the ripened stem, potted in

sandy soil and placed in a cold frame or the

greenhouse. They are also grafted in early fall

on the roots of Pwonia alhiflora and Pceonia offi-

cinalis. The shoots for grafting are without a

flower bud and the grafts are potted in sand and

kept in cold frames. T'le herbaceous peonies are

commonly increased by divisions of the shoots in

fall or spring. Xew varieties are grown from

seed.

PEOPLE'S CHORAL UNION. See Cuokal
Societies.

PEOPLE'S PALACE. An institution at

Mile Knd, London, cslalilished to furnish the peo-

ple of East London with facilities for education

and recreation. In 1840 .John B. Beaumont left

a sum of money, the income of which was to be

spent in promoting education and entertainment

lor the people in the neighborhood of Beaumont
Square. This bequest was badly managed until

Sir Edmund Hay Currie took the work in hand
and added to tiie $00,000 which remained the

quarter of a million he had raised for its exten-

sion. In 1882 Walter Besant published his

.story, .ill Sorts and Conditions of Men. describ-

ing a '-Palace of Delight." This novel suggested

the name for the new enterprise, created a wider

interest in the work, and emphasized the recre-

ation idea, for the further development of which

the means soon offered. Besant. as trustee, was
closely connected with the work. A central loca-

tion was chosen and Queen's Hall was formally

opened by Queen Victoria on May 14. 1887.

Technical classes had already been started in

temporarv buildings in October. Other buildings

were gradually added. The institution contains,

in addition to" Queen's Hall, with its large organ

and stage, and a seating capacity of 4000. a libra-

ry, class-rooms, laboratories, machinery rooms,

social rooms, reading rooms, a g;snunasium. a

swimming tank, and a winter garden. The activi-

ties are educational and social. The only religious

work is that carried on by voluntarily formed

branches of the Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion. The main object is to furnish boys with a

technical training, an opiiortunity to learn a trade,

and wholesome entertainment. Tliere is a day

school for boys, limited to 500. which prepares for

the technical' courses ; evening polytechnic classes,

scientific classes, language and commercial class-

es. The technical courses include music, dress-

making, and training for the civil-service exami-

nation. A school of art teaches design in relation

to the crafts. Its aim is to elevate the taste and

improve the skill. Social rooms provide sewing,

music for the girls, and reading and billiard

rooms for the boys. Debating, athletic, cycling,

and rambler clubs are formed among the mem-
hers. Balls have been given with success. Re-

freshments are served at a small charge. The

library is open to all during the day. to members
only in the evening. It is also open on Sundays

froin .3 to 10 p.m. Several concerts are given

during the week to which a small admission

fee is charged. There are also Sunday eon-

certs of sacred music at half-past twelve to one

o'clock, when the saloons open, and at half-

past four and eight in the afternoon. The

choral societies of the Palace sometimes give eon-

certs. Exhibitions of pictures have greatly inter-

ested the people ; as well as 'shows' of chrysan-

themums, poultry and pigeons, dogs, cats and

rabbits, donkeys and ponies, and exhibits of the

work of London apprentices, where prizes and
premiums are awarded. The Palace is primarily
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for the Toung, membership being limited to per-

sons from sixteen to twenty-five years; a junior

section includes those from thirteen to sixteen.

There is a small membership fee for which is

received the privilege of attending concerts and
other entertainments, the use of the library in

the evening, and admission to clubs and classes.

The membership the first year was 4200. In
1S90 the Drapers Company took the management
of the educational work and two years later de-

cided to contribute £7000 annually, while the

Charities Commission give £3500.
The Jlfiisoiis du Peuple of Belgium have a

similar purpose. They are, however, an outcome
of the socialistic movement for cooperative pro-

duction. They provide a gathering place open to

all, where concerts, lectures, and entertainments
are given, and books and companionship can be
obtained. They are the people's temples.

Jersey City, N. .J., has a People's Palace in

connection with the People's Tabernacle. A day
nursery, baths, swimming tank, a gjmnasium,
industrial training, and amusements (bowling,

billiards, theatricals, dancing) are provided.

The social settlement of to-day is a later de-

velopment of the People's Palace idea. Institu-

tions like the Educational Alliance and the Uni-

versity Settlement of Xew York City are organ-

ized to meet the need for a more intimate ac-

quaintance with the home life and interests of

the poor.

BiBLiOGB.^PHY. Besant, Xll Sorts and Condi-
tions of Men (London, 1882): Century, 18, 163

(1890) ; yineteenth Century, 27, 344; Contempo-
rary. .51. 226; North American Rerietc, 147, 56.

For ilaisons du Peuple, consult Hale\-y, Essais

sur le mouvement ouvrier en France (Paris,

loni).

PEOPLE'S PARTY. See Farmers' Alli-

ance; Populist Partt.

PEO'RIA. One of the five principal tribes

of the Illinois Confederacy. Their home territory

was in central Illinois, about the lake of the same
name. They shared in the swift decline of the

Illinois tribes, largely brought upon themselves

by the murder of Pontiac, and were soon reduced

to a mere remnant. In 1832 they and the Kas-
kaskia removed to Kansas, whence in 1854 they
again removed to the reservation in the north-

eastern corner of Indian Territory, where they

still reside, confederated with the remnant of the

Kaskaskia, Wea, and Piankishaw. the entire

body numbering only 180, all probably of mixed
blood. See ILLINOIS; Kaskaskia.

PEORIA. An important manufacturing city

and railroad centre, the county-seat of Peoria

County. 111.. 160 miles southwest of Chicago, on
the Illinois River, at the outlet of the expansion
called Peoria Lake, and on the Chicago. Burling-

ton and Quincy. the Chicago and Alton, the Chi-

cago. Peoria and Saint Louis, the Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific, the Iowa Central, the Lake
Erie and Western, the Toledo, Peoria and West-
ern, and other railroads (ilap: Illinois, C 3) . The
city occupies an area of more than SH square

miles on a plateau, and is surrounded by a fine

rolling country. There are 43 miles of paved streets

(principally brick and asphalt) . 50 miles of street

railways. 75 miles of sewers, and a well-con-

ducted system of parks and drives, the public

park system comprising about 350 acres and in-

cluding Glen Oak and Bradley parks. A soldiers'

monument is among the attractions of the city,

as is also a wagon bridge across the Illinois

River. The city hall and court-house are hand-
some buildings. Peoria has a public library of

75.000 volumes and the Peoria Law Library,
Bradley Polytechnic Institute, and Spalding In-

stitute. It is an important commercial centre,

coutroliing a large trade both by rail and river.

It is also a great grain market, and its live stock
and meat-packing interests arc extensive. The
manufacturing establishments include distiller-

ies, glucose works, strawboard mills, wagon
works, malting houses, breweries, wire-fence
works, a peanut-roaster factory, agricultural im-
plement works, foundries and machine shops,

lumber mills of various kinds, and flour-

ing mills. In the production of high wines

Peoria ranks first among cities of the United
States, the output of its distilleries, according
to the census of 1900, being valued at $26,792,-

000. A very small amount of whisky is made in
Peoria, the high wines being sent to rectifying

establishments to be changed into whisky.

The government is vested in a mayor, elected

every two years, a council, and in administrative
olTicials who are all, with the exception of the

treasurer, city clerk, city attorney, and police

magistrate—these being chosen by popular vote
—nominated by the executive, subject to the con-

sent of the council. Peoria spends annually in

maintenance and operation about $610,000 the

principal items being $234,000 for schools, .$80,-

000 for the fire department. .?SO.0OO for the

police department, and $37,000 for municipal
lighting. The valuation of property (real and
personal) is assessed at over SIO.OOO.OOO. Popu-
lation, in 1880. 29,259; in 1890, 41.024; in 1900,

56.100, including 8900 persons of foreign birth

and 1400 of negro descent. Since the census of

1900. Xorth Peoria, which had a population of

2358. has been annexed to Peoria.

In 1680 La Salle visited the site of Peoria and
built near here Fort Crevccoeur, which, however,

was soon abandoned. Some time in the eigh-

teenth century French traders settled here. In
1812 General" Craig of the United States Army
broke up their settlement, suspecting them of

assisting the Indians. The present city really

dates from 1819. In 1835 Peoria (named from
the Peoria Indians) was incorporated as a town,

and in 1845 it was chartered as a city.- Consult

Ballance, The History of Peoria (Peoria, 1870).

PEPI. pa'pe. The name of two Kings of

Egypt of the Sixth Dynasty.

—

Pepi I., the great-

est monarch of this dynasty, reigned for some
twentv years about 2500 B.C. ^Memorials of him
are found throughout Egypt from Elephantine

to Tanis. as well as in various mines and quar-

ries. .\n inscription carved on the rocks of the

Wadi ^Maghara, in the peninsula of Sinai, records

the fact that he sent an exjicdition thither in the

eighteenth year of his reign, and there is other evi-

dence of his military activity. An official named
Una, in an inscription found at .\bydos. relates

that, at the command nf King Pepi. he gathered
an army, chastised the Bedouins of the Sinaitic

peninsula in several expeditions, and conducted

an expedition against a more distant Asiatic

cotintry. whose name has not yet been identified.

Pepi was the founder of Memphis (q.v.), which

took its name from the King's pyramid Men-no-
fer, erected in the vicinity. This pyramid, which
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is situated near the modern village of Sakkara,

was opened in 1881, and its inner walls were

found to be covered with religious texts. The
successor of Pepi I. was his son, Mer-en-re, and
he, dying after a brief reign of four years, was
succeeded by his brother Ptri II., of whose reign

little is known. According to the Turin papyrus
he reigned for ninety years, while ilanetho, who
calls him Phiops, states that he reigned for a
hundred years. His pyramid at Sakkara was
opened in 1881 ; it contains religious texts

similar to those found in tlie other pyramids of

this dynasty. Consult: Petrie, .-1 History of

Eiii/iit '(3d ed., New York, 1897) ; Budge, A His-

tory of EgyiU (ili., U)02).

PEPIN, or PIP'PIN. The name of several

Frankish mayors of the palace, ancestors of the

Carolingian kings. Pepin the Elder (died

639), also known as Pepin of Landen, was the

first of the name to become prominent. He was
major domiis of King Dagobert I. of the Franks,
and, together with his friend Arnulf, Bishop of

!Metz, controlled the policy of the State. The
son of Arnulf was Ansegisel, and he married
Bega, the daughter of Pepin. Their son was
Pepin of Heristal (died 714), who became
major domtis in the eastern part of the Frankish
realm, known as Austrasia, about 679. For sev-

eral years he waged an unsuccessful war against
Ebroin, major domus of Neustria or West Frank-
land. \intil in 687 he won a decisive victory at
Testry, which gave predominance to Austrasia,
the Germanic part of the Frankish country,
over Neiistria, which on the whole was Celtic.

Pepin became the ruler over all the Franks,
completely overshadowing the various kings. His
natural son was the famous Charles Martel
(q.v.).

—

Pepin the Short (714-768) was King
of the Franks from 751 to 768. He was the
second son of Charles Martel, and hence a grand-
son of Pepin of Heristal. In 741 he and his

brother Karlmann received the olBce of mayors
of the palace. In 742 they found it necessary to
place a Merovingian, Childerich III., upon the
throne which their father had left vacant. For
some years the two brotliers ruled conjointly,
but in 747 Karlmann abdicated and became a
monk, and later abbot of Monte Cassino. In
70 1, supported by the Pope, Pepin was crowned
king, thus becoming the first king of the Caro-
lingian dynasty. Childerich was compelled to
enter a monastery. In 754 Pepin Avas made pa-
trician of Rome. Soon after he made an expe-
dition into Italy against the Lombards, whom
he conquered. The portion of the Exarchate of
Ravenna which the latter had seized Pepin
gave to the Pope. (See Aistulf.) In the fol-

lowing year he made another expedition against
the Lombards, whom he subdued thoroughly, and
renewed his gift to the Papacy. This is "some-
times called the Donation of Pepin (q.v.). Be-
sides overcoming the Lombards. Pepin conquered
Aquitaine. took some cities from the Saracens,
added Bavaria to his empire, and began the wars
against the Saxons which his son Charles was
to wage successfully. Pepin was closely associ-
ated with the great missionary Boniface (q.v.),

and did much to strengthen the relations between
the Papacy and the Franks. He died Septem-
ber 24, 768, and was succeeded by his sons Karl-
mann and Cliarles the Great (q.v.). Consult:
Bonnell, Die Anfunge des karolingischen Houses

PEPPER.

(Berlin, 1866) ; Fustel de Coulanges, Histoirc

des institutions politiques de I'cuicienne France
(Paris, 1892) ; Waitz, Deutsche Verfassungsge-
schichte (Kiel, 1870-96) ; Oelsner, Jahrbiicher

des friinkisclicn Reiches unter Konig Pc/H/i ( Leip-

zig, 1871); Hodgkin, Italy and Uer Invaders,

vol. vii. (Oxford, 1899).

PEPIN, Lake. An expansion of the Missis-

sippi River, forming the boundary of Pierce and
Pepin counties. Wis., on the northeast, and
Goodhue and Wabasha counties, Minn., on the

southwest (Map: Jlinnesota, F 6). It is 27
miles long, extending from Red Wing south to

the mouth of the Chippewa River, and from two
to three miles wide. The lake is surrounded by
bluft's of limestone, rising some 400 feet, weather-
beaten into fantastic shapes.

PEPITA JIMENEZ, pa-pe'ta HS-ma'nath. A
romance by Juan Valera (1874), the story of a

young seminarist, whom the power of a natural
love overcomes, in spite of his churehlj' training.

PEPOLI, pa'p6-le, GiOAcciiiNO Napoleone,
Marquis (1825-81). An Italian statesman, grand-

son of Murat. He was born at Bologna, and
married at nineteen his cousin, Friederike of

Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen. In 1848 he led the
national guards with success against the Aus-
trian troops, and when his native city was taken
by the Austrians he lied to Tuscany. In 1859,

seven years after his return, he was ]jut at the

head of the provisional government of Bologna.
After the annexation of the Romagna, he entered

the Italian Parliament as a menii)er of the Left

Centre, and was Ambassador to Saint Peters-

burg (1863-64) and to Vienna (1868-70). His
close relations with the Hohenzollerns and Bona-
partes were influential in securing recognition

and assistance for the Italian kingdom. From
1868 to his death Pepoli was a Senator.

PEPPER (AS. pipor, piper, from Lat. piper,

from (!Jk. Triirept, piperi, Tr^irepi, peperi, pepper,

from Skt. pippala, long pepper). Piper. A genus

of plants of the natural order Piperaceie (q.v.),

with woody stems, solitary spikes opposite to the

leaves, and covered with (lowers on all sides, the'

flowers mostly hermaphrodite. The most impor-
tant species is common pepper or black pepper
(Piper nigrum), which is a native of the East
Indies, cultivated also in many tropical coun-

tries, and extensively in some parts of the new
world, its fruit being the most common and
largely used of all spices. It is a rambling and
climbing shrub, with smooth and spongv' stems,

12 to 20 feet in length, and broadly ovate, acu-

minate, leathery leaves. The fruit is about the

size of a pea, of a bright-red color when ripe,

not crowded on the spike. In cultivation, the

pepper plant is supported by poles, or by small
trees planted for the purpose. It is propagated
by cuttings, comes into bearing in three or four

years after it is planted, and yields two crops

annually for about twelve years. When any of

the 'berries' of a spike begin to change from
green to red. all are gathered, as when more
fully ripe they are less pungent, besides being
apt to drop oflF. Pepper was known to the an-

cients ; Hippocrates used it as a medicine. In
the Middle Ages pepper was one of the most cost-

ly spices, and in the thirteenth century a few
pounds of it were reckoned a princely present.

The black pepper of commerce consists of the

dried berries. White pepper is the seed freed
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from the skin and tleshy part of the fruit, to ef-

fect which the dried fruit is soaked in water and
then rubbed. Pepper depends for its properties

chiefly on an acrid resin and an acrid volatile

oil; it contains also a crystalline substance called

piljerin. The fruit of Piper Irioicum, a species

very similar to the common pepper, is more
pungent, and is cultivated in some parts of In-

dia. Red pepper is chiefly obtained from spe-

cies of Capsicum (q.v. ), especially Vnpsicum an-

nuitm and Capsicum frutesceiis, varieties of

which are grown in gardens in temperate cli-

mates. The larger fruited sorts, green or ripe,

furnish peppers for pickling; while the smaller

sorts are used in making chili, capsicum, or

cayenne sauce for meats, etc. The culture of red

peppers is about the same as for eggplant (q.v.).

See illustrations of Vegetables; Fl-Woring
Plants.

Jamaica pepper (or pimento) is a species of

Eugenia, of the natural order Myrtaceae, and
Guinea pepper, or ileleguetta pepper, species of

the natural orders Scitaminea? and Anonacea;.

See C'.u>sicuii ; Allspice; Grains op Paradise;

and GrixE.4. Pepper.

PEP'PEB, WiLLLiM (1843-98). An Ameri-

can physician. He was born in Philadelphia, the

son of a physician of the same name, a professor

in the University of Pennsylvania, and was
graduated from that institution in arts (1802)

and medicine (1864). His professional advance-

ment was steady and rapid. After a resident

hospital service, he became successively curator

and pathologist to the Pennsylvania Hospital

(1806). visiting physician to the Philadelphia

Hospital (1867), pathologist to the latter

(1807), lecturer on morbid anatomy at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania (1868). visiting physi-

cian to the Children's Hospital (1870). In this

year he became lecturer on, and in 1870 professor

of, clinical medicine, and shortly afterwards he

succeeded Alfred Stille in the chair of the theory

and practice of medicine in the University of

Pennsylvania. In 1881 he was elected provost

of this institution, in which position he dis-

played conspicuous ability in reorganizing and
building up the college. "Dr. Pepper was wide-

ly noted as a clinician and teacher, and was

always in demand as a consultant. He was a
memiier of many medical societies, and was presi-

dent of the first Pan-American Jledical Congress

in 1S93. For his service as medical director of

the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia in

1870 he was decorated by the King of Sweden.

He was a prominent figure in the social life of

Philadelphia. Besides a large number of arti-

cles on several medical topics, contributed to

journals. Pepper published, with Meigs, a book

on Dineases of Children (1870; 6th ed. 1877).

His most important literary work was the edit-

ing of the System of Medicine by American Au-

thors (1800), which bears his name. He e.stab-

lished (1S70) and was for a time editor of the

Philadelphia Medical Times.

PEPPER BRAND. A disease of cereals. See

BrxT.

PEPPER CORN. A disease of wheat. See

Earcockles.

PEP'PERELIi, Sir William (1096-1759).

An American soldier, born at Kittery, Jle. In

1726 he was elected a representative to the Mas-

sachusetts General Court, was next year made a

member of the council, and in 1730 was appointed

Chief Justice of the Court of Counnon Pleas.

Upon the breaking out of King George's War
(q.v.) he enthusiastically favored the attempt of

the Xew England colonies to capture the French

stronghold of Louisburg on Cape Breton Island,

and lent £5000 toward equipping the expedi-

tion. As a result of his activity and influence he

was made commander-in-chief. Aided by an Eng-

lish squadron under Commodore Warren, he

landed his army, numbering about 4000 men, and

began the siege of the fortress on the last day

of April, 1745. On the 17th of the following

June the place capitulated. Pepperell was in

1740 created a baronet by King George II., and

he received other high honors while on a visit

to England in 1749. When the French and In-

dian War began, he was active in raising troops,

was commissioned a major.-general in the English

army, and commanded the forces defending the

frontiers of Xew England. From 1756 to 1758 he

was acting Governor of JIassachusetts, and in

February, 1759, was promoted to the rank of

lieutenant-general, but died at Kittery in the fol-

lowing July. He published an account of the

Conference' tvith the Penobscot Tribe (Boston,

1753). Consult: Usher Parsons, Life of Sir

William Pepperell (Boston, 1855); Parkman, J
Half-Century of Conflict (Boston, 1892): and

Brooks, .Sir William Pepperell (New York, 1903),

in the "Historic Lives Series."

PEPPER FAMILY. A natural order of

plants. See PiPERACE.i;.

PEPPERGRASS (Lepidium sativum). A
name synonymous with garden cress. See CRESS.

PEPPERIDGE. A Xorth American tree. See

Black (Um.
PEPPERMINT. A perennial herb. See

MiXT.
PEPPER-ROOT (Cardamine diphylla). A

Xorth American perennial lierb. of the natural

order Crucifera\ with pairs of ternate leaves,

racemes of white flowers, and pmigent mustard-

flavored roots, used as a condiment.

PEPPER-TREE (so called from the pungent

drupes), or Pea-Tree (Schinus). A genus of

South American and Jlexican trees and shrubs of

the natural order Auacardiaee;?. The leaves

abound in a resinous or turpentine-like fluid,

which is discharged when the leaves become tur-

gid. After rain they fill the air with fragrance,

and if thrown into water they jump about as if

alive, discharging jets of this peculiar fluid. The

twigs have also a strong odor of turpentine. One

species, Schinus Molle, a rapidly growing tree,

which attains a considerable size, has been ex-

tensively introduced into California. See Plate of

Poppy and Pepper-Tree.

PEPSIN (Fr. pepsine, from Gk. Treijuc, pcpsis^

a cooking, from Tre^reiv, peptein, to cook; con-

nected with Lat. coquere, Skt. pac. to cook). An
active ferment present in the gastric juice, which

has the property of converting the proteid ele-

ments of the food into peptones. Pepsin is known
to be one of the albuminoids or nitrogenous or-

ganic substances, but has never been satisfac-

torily isolated, and its presence is known only by

its effects. Pepsin requires for its action the

presence of an acid and moderate warmth. As
used in medicine it occurs in a fine yellowish-

white amorphous powder, or in translucent grains
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or scales. It is extracttd from the glandular
layer of the stomachs of freshly killed pigs,

and should be capable of digesting not less than
3000 times its own weight of albumen. It has,

however, been isolated in such a pure form as to

be able to digest 25,000 times its own weight of

egg albumen. The use to which it is put is to
aid gastric digestion in very old or feeble persons
where the gastric juice is deficient. The enzyme
does not act on carboliydrates or fats, and is

therefore perhaps inferior for general use to
pancreatine iq.v. }. See Digestion.

PEPTONES. See Proteins.

PEPYS, jieps, peps, or pep'is, Charles Chri.s-
TOPiiER (1781-1851). An English jurist, first

Earl of Cottenham and Lord Chancellor. He
was born in London, was educated at Harrow
and Trinity College, Cambridge, and was called

to the bar in 1804. In 18.30 he was appointed
Solicitor-General, and in tlie following year was
elected to Parliament. In IS.Sli he was made
Baron Cottenham and Lord Chancellor in the
Melbourne Administration, resuming the post
in Lord .lohn Russell's first Government. In
1850 he was made Viscount Crowhurst and Earl
of Cottenham.

PEPYS, Samuel (1G33-1703). A well-known
English diarist. He was born February 23, 1033,
the son of a London citizen, a tailor, but was
well educated, first at Saint Paul's School, and
afterwards at Magdalene College. Cambridge.
His cousin. Sir Edward ilontngu (later Earl of
Sandwich, q.v. ), introduced him to public em-
ployment. In 1660 he was appointed clerk of
the acts of the navy, and in 1673 secretary for
the affairs of the navy. He was an excellent
public servant, acute, diligent, and laborious; but
during the fanatical excitement of the Popish
plot (see Oate.s, Titus), lie was committed to
tlie Tower on an unfounded charge of ai<ling in
the design to assassinate the King and extirpate
the Protestant religion. Having been discharged
without a trial, Pepys was restored to his post in
the Admiralty, which he retained till the Revolu-
tion of 1688. He subsequently suffered a short
imprisonment on the charge of being a .lacobite
(1689-90). For two years (1684-86) he held the
honorable station of president of the Roval So-
ciety. He died ]May 26, 1703. Pepys' wrote
Memoirs of the Roj/nl Xari/ (1690), and has
been credited with The Portuml Histon/. }G()7-6f^,
hy S. P. Esq. (1677). He leift to Magdalene Col-
lege his large collection of books, manuscripts,
and prints, including about 2000 ancient English
ballads, forming five folio volumes. This curious
collection was begun, he says, by Selden, and con-
tinued down to the year" 1700. when the form
peculiar to the old ballads, namely, the black let-
ter with pictures, was laid aside "for the simpler
modern fasliion. Pepys is now remembered for
his Dinri/. deciphered liy the Rev. J. Smitli from
the original shorthand manuscript in the Pepys-
ian Library. Cambridge, and first published iii a
mutilated form under the editorial care of Lord
Braybrooke in 1825. It begins .lanuary 1. 1660,
and is continued for about nine years, when the
diarist M-as obliged from defective eyesight to
abandon his daily task. As a picture of the Court
and times of Charles 11. this Diari/ is invalu-
able; the events, characters, follies', vices, and
peculiarities of the age are presented in true
and lively colors, and the work altogether is one

of the most racy, unique, and amusing books in
the language. It has often been printed, but
all the editions are fragmentary except the last
by \\ iicatley in eight volumes (London, 1893-96),
wliich is accurate and complete except for the
omission of a few of the most offensive passages.
The same editor has also published tidmiiel Pepys
and the M'ortd He lired In (London, 1880).
Some hitlierto unpublislied letters of Pepys are
to be found in The Acmlemy, vol. xxxviii'. (ib.,

1890), and The Atheiiaum. vol. xc. (ib., 1887).
Consult also: Tanner, "Pepys and the Popisli
Plot." in The Eiiylisli Historical licrieii:. voL
vii. (ib., 1892); Stevenson, "Samuel Pepys,"
in Familiar Studies (ib., 1892).

PE'QXJOT (from Pfff/!(o/rt)iO(7, destroyers). A
warlike Algonquiau trilie formerly occupying the
coast region of eastern Connecticut from the
Rhode Island border westward to beyond the
Thames. They were originally a part of tlie JIo-

hegan of the Connecticut River, and appear to
have acquired their later name by their success-
ful invasion of the coast country until then held
by the Niantic. The two tribes continued to be
one people until the succession of Sassacus about
tlie time of the English settlement, when a young-
er chief, Uncas, seceded with his party, who
thenceforth acted as a distinct tribe, retaining
the old name of Mohegan. By his diplomatic al-

liance with the English against his rival, Uncas
was able to .secure for himself and bis tribe

the dominant influence. Before the collision with
the English, Sassacus had successfully enforced
his rule over all the various bands of Connecticut
from the Narraganset country westward to about
the present New Haven, together witli the greater
part of Long Island. At the period of their

greatest strength the Pequot probablv numbered
at least 3000. By the murder in .luly. ]630, of a
trader, John Oldham, who had maltreated them,
the Pequot became involved in a war with tlie

English in 1637. Through the influence of Roger
Williams and Uncas, the English secured the aid,

or at least the neutrality, of the neighboring
tribes, and then marched against the Pequot, who
were thus left to fight their battles alone. On
May 26 (0. S.), 1637, their principal fort, near
Mystic River, was surprised and set on fire by
a company of about 90 whites, under Capt. John
Mason (q.v.), aided by a small force of Indians,
and probalily 600 Pequot men, women, and chil-

dren perished in the flames or were shot down
while trying to escape. The loss of the English
was only two. The tribe was so crippled by the
terrible slaughter that after a few des]ierate but
unsuccessful efforts at resistance they deter-

mined to separate into small parties and abandon
their country. The principal body, headed by
Sassacus, attempted to escape to the Mohawk,
but was intercepted and nearly every person was
either killed or captured. The few who esc.nped

to the !Moliawk, including Sassacus himself, were
killed by that tribe. Scattered fugitives were
shot down wherever found until the few sur-

vivors at last came in anil asked for mercy at the
hands of the English. All prisoners taken had
been sold into slavery, many to the West Indies,

and those who now surrendered were distributed
among the other neighlioring tribes and forbidden
any longer to call themselves Pequot. The
Pequot given to the Indian allies of the colonists
were treated so harshly by their masters that it
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w4s finally necessary in 1655 to gather them into
two villages in their old country and place them
under direct control of the Colonial Government.
Here they numbered about 1500 in 1074. They
decreased rapidly, as did the other tribes, and in

1762 the remnant numbered only 140, who in
1832 had dwindled to 40.

PEBA, pa'ra. The foreigners' quarter in

Constantinople ( q.v. )

.

PERACAMPOS, pa'ra-kam'pos, Don Juan
VON Hall.v, Count of. See Halen, or Halem.
PERiE'A (Lat., from Gk. Ilepaia,Peraia, from

jrepa'ioc, peiaios, bejond, from -cpav. perun, on
the other side). A name given to a part of

Palestine, east of the River Jordan, anciently

belonging to the tribes of Reuben and Gad.
Josephus {Bel. Jud.. iii. 3. 3) bounds it on the

north by Pella. east by Philadelphia, south by the
castle of Jlachierus, and west by the Jordan.
Elsewhere (ib., iv. 7, 3 and 6) he names Gadara
as the capital. It is probable, however, that
Persa extended as far north as the Yarmuk and
south to the Anion. The district is a high table-

land, cut up by deep watercourses. It is natural-

ly a fertile region, provides good pasturage, and
the olive and the vine flourish there. In the ear-

lier days of the ilaccabees it was inhabited chief-

ly by "Gentiles,' but by the beginning of the

Christian Era the population had become pre-

vailingly Jewish, and Periea sent a multitude of

Jews to .Jerusalem in the uprising against Sa-

binus. Periea was the scene of a part of the

ministries of .John the Baptist and of .Jesus, who,
according to .John .x. 40, appears to have been
baptized there, and from Periea He made His last

journey to Jerusalem. See Bashax; CiiLEAD;

Palestine.

PERAK, pa-riik'. One of the Federated Malay
States (q.v.), situated on the western coast of

the ilalay Peninsula, bounded by the British

Province of Wellesley and the native State of

Kedah on the north, the independent States of

Petani and Kelantan and the protected State
of Pahang on the east, the protected State of

Selangor on the south, and the Strait of Malacca
on the west (Map: Burma. Siam, etc., D 6).
Its area is estimated at about 10,000 square
miles. The region is traversed from northeast
to southwest by two parallel mountain ranges
inclosing the valley of the Perak River. The
mountains are highly mineralized: they do not
exceed 7500 feet in their highest peaks. There
are a number of rivers outside of the Perak and
its tributaries, but they are mostly unimportant
for navigation. The climate is characterized by
intense humidity and is unhealthful for Euro-
peans. The chief mineral is tin. which is mined
chiefly in the districts of Kinta and Larut. The
output of tin increased in value from $12,339,009
in 1896 to .?26.032.000 in 1900. the increase being
due exclusively to the rise in the price of the
metal. Besides tin Perak has also deposits of
gold, silver, iron, lead, copper, arsenic, zinc, man-
ganese, bismuth, etc. According to the census
of 1901 mining employed about 78.000 persons, of
whom about 76,000 were Chinese. Agriculture
plays only a secondary part and a large portion
of the region is still covered with forests. The
agricultural population numbered nearly 76.000.
including over 65,000 Malays. The "principal

agricultural products are rice, sugar, and cofl'ee.

Perak has greatly increased in commercial im-

portance since the establishment of a British pro-
tectorate. In 1900 the total commerce of Perak
(including interstate commerce) amounted to
$43,931,811, of which $29,190,663 represented ex-
ports, principally tin, sugar, and coffee. Perak
had, in 1900, 114 miles of State railways, connect-
ing the port of Teluk Anson with the mining dis-
trict of Kinta and Kuala Kangsar, the residence
of the Sultan. The revenue of the State is de-
rived principally from the export duty on tin.

For the year 1900 the revenue and exjienditures
amounted to $7,636,126 and $6,144,774 respec-
tively. Perak has increased in population for
1891-1901 from 214.254 to 329,665, or by nearly
54 per cent. The population in 1901 was com-
posed of 150,235 Chinese, 142.168 Malays. 34,760
Tamils and other natives of India. 672 Euro-
peans and Americans, 591 Eurasians, and 1235
belonging to other races. The number of abo-
rigines is given as 7982. Taiping is the adminis-
trative capital. The first European settlement
in Perak was established in 1650 by the Dutch,
who were expelled by the British in 1795. In
1818 Perak fell under the rule of the Siamese, but
it regained its independence with the assistance
of the British in 1824, and was governed by its

own sultans until 1874, when internal dissen-
sions brought about British interference and the
appointment of a British resident, who was soon
murdered, British authority was reestablished
by means of a punitive expedition and no further
manifestation of resistance to British protection
has occurred since then. Consult the authorities
referred to under JIalay Peninsula.

PERAMBULATION OF PARISHES. An
ancient custom conducted with much ceremony
before the Reformation in England. It took
place on one of the Rogation days (q.v.). The
clergy, the lord of the manor, and many other
persons walked in procession all around the
boundaries of the parishes, returning to the
church for prayer. The ceremonies were much
curtailed at the Reformation, but the custom
continued, and, on the plea of immemorial cus-

tom, has often aft'orded evidence in eases of

disputed boundary. The origin of the custom
has been referred to the Roman festivals of

Terminalia and Ambarvalia.

PER CAPITA (Lat., according to heads). A
legal term borrowed from the civil law. and em-
ployed to denote the kind of succession to the
property of a deceased person by which his de-

scendants take according to their number and •

as individuals, i.e. each takes an equal share. In
most jurisdictions descendants in an equal de-

gree of relationship, however remote, take per
eiipita, that is, the estate is divided among them
in equal shares. The manner of succession and
descent is largely regulated by statute in the
various States. See Descent; DiSTniBUTiON

;

Per Stirpes : Succession.

PERCEFORET, pars'f6'rS' (Fr., pierce-for-

est ) . A French romance giving tlie fabled his-

tory of Britain before the days of King Arthur,
and first printed in Paris in 1528. The time of

its production is imcertain, but was probably
the latter part of the thirteenth century. The
writer hints that the romance was taken from a
manuscript found in an English monastery in
1286. The hero. King Perceforet, so called from
his conquest of an enchanted forest, came to Brit-
ain with Alexander the Great, after the royal
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line of Brut was extinct, and in fulfillment of an

oracle was made King. Unlike most romances of

chivalry, it deals with enchantments, dreams,

and visions rather than with battles and tourna-

ments. In its day it was tlie most popular ro-

mance of its class, and is now valuable for its

descriptions of media;val life and manners.

PERCEPTION (Lat. jterceptio, from perei-

perc. to perceive, from per, through + capere,

to take). A term common both to epistemology

and to psychology. The questions liow,
^
in

general, we come to have knowledge of an 'ex-

ternal' world, and what is the validity of this

knowledge when attained, are questions that lie

outside of the psychological sphere. Psychologi-

cally regarded, "perception is either a specific

form of mental function or a complex of mental

processes, a compound conscious content (per-

cept )

.

Perception, in its functional significance, is

defined by Jauies as "the consciousness of par-

ticular material things present to .sense." It is

single and unitary. By a confusion of contents

with function, it is often described as complex;

but in the adult mind the impression comes to

consciousness us perception; we are not con-

scious of the sum of sensations and of their

assimilation and integration: we jierceive. Logi-

cally, we may split up perception into the part-

functions of sensation, rejjroduction, and inte-

gration, just as—from another point of view

—

we may sjilit it up into discrimination, localiza-

tion, and integral apprehension or object-intui-

tion. Psychologically, such divisions do not as-

sist us, w"liile they may be dangerous as suggest-

ing that there must be corresponding part-con-

tents to carry the functions. "The perception is

one .state of "mind or nothing." The problem of

the psycliologj- of perception, in this first sense,

is to "test the adequacy of perception to its

stimuli, to trace the variation of the perceptive

reaction under varying conditions of stimulation

(to see, e.g. how "it is that the perception of

space is predominantly visual, and that of time
predominantly auditory), and to follow the de-

velopment of the perceptive function through the

lower orders of mind up to man.
When we turn to the percept, that is, to the

contents submitted to structural analysis, we
find, on the other hand, an unmistakable complex-

ity. A functionally simple intuition "contains' a
large number of sensation components. The
components must not, it is true, be considered

as forming a mere sum or aggregate; we do not

get a percept by juxtaposing sensations. They
are, on the contrary, put together on certain pat-

terns, arranged in certain ways \inder the con-

ditions laid down by the physiological organism
^yhose sensations they are. In virtue of this

arrangement they are, in some eases, intrinsically

modified. (See Fusion.) Moreover, they do not

remain constant at the different levels of mental
development. Sensations that stood in the fore-

front of the percept at one stage of evolution

have retired into the background, or dropped out
altogether, at another, while the function of

perception is still unchanged. We have, then,

a threefold problem before us ; to analyze the

perceiving consciousness, and so reduce the per-

cept to its lowest morphological terms ; to trace

the patterns or arrangements of the sense-con-

stituents in perception—patterns of which we

are not conscious, but a knowledge of which is

necessary if our reconstruction of the percept

is to be adequate; and to follow the course of

development of percepts, from the simplest to the

most highly evolved minds. The first two ques-

tions can be answered in the light of observable

fact; the third presents greater difficulties than

does the corresponding question of the develop-

ment of function, and must always be answered

by an hypothesis, based upon grounds of more or

less probability.

Let us take as an illustration the temporal

and spatial perceptions: perceptions of locality,

magnitude, form, duration, time order, succes-

sion, etc. Our first question, as regards function,

is: How nearly adequate are these perceptions to

the time and space relations of the physical world?

What is the least time or least space that we can

cognize? What is the least temporal or spatial

difi'erence that we can perceive? What are the

limits of our apprehension of complex form, of

rhythm, etc.? Secondly, we have to explain the

fitness of various qualitative and intensive eon-

tents (sights, sounds) to carry the spatial and

temporal functions. Thirdly, we must trace the

growth of these perceptions from childhood on-

ward; and must, wherever possible, push our in-

quiry back, behind man, to the lower animals.

Thus the homing instinct of bees, a localizing

function, would come under investigation. On
the side of structure the problems are different.

In the adult mind extension and duration (qq.v.

)

are given as attributes of some or all sensa-

tions. All that we can do. then, is to trace out

the conditions under which these aspects of sen-

sation are turned to account for localization,

form perception, perception of succession, etc.

The question is one of minute and painstaking

analysis. We then inquire if the spatial and

temporal formations show any constant difference

from (or resemblance to) other modes of percep-

tion, e.g. the qualitative; and we find that they

represent a common type, the •colligation' or

external connection, sharply contrasted with the

fusion of qualitative contents. We then have

the genetic problem : the question whether men-

tal process, from the very first, had a temporal

and spatial attribute, or whether extension and

duration themselves are not formations, construc-

tions, which have by long use been so ingrained

into the texture of mind that their mode of

origin is no longer discoverable to introspection.

So we arrive at the antithesis of •nativistic' and

'genetic' theories of space and time which still

divides psychologists into two distinct schools.

The lines of inquiry, functional and analytical,

are mutually helpful, but a confusion of their

standpoints "and problems can lead only to con-

fusion of result.

BlBLi00K.\PHY. Perception is discussed at

length in all works upon normal psychology.

Consult: .James, Principles of Psychology (New
York. 1800) : Wundt, Physiolo;ii»che Psycholoyie

(Leipzig. 1893); id,. Outlines of Psychology.

translated (Leipzig, 1898) ; Kiilpe, Outlines of

Psychology (London, 189.'5) ; Titchener, Experi-

mental Psychology (New York, 1901). See As-

sociation OF Ideas; Sepjsation; Intellect.

PERCEVAL, per'sl-vol. The hero of one of

the most famous and widespread legends in the

Arthurian Cycle. Speaking with the uncertain-

ty which always attaches to any attempt to
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determine positively the history of these legends,

it may be held that the version of tlie Grail

story in which Peiceval is the hero is earlier

than that in which Galahad holds this place.

Those scholars who maintain the theory of a
^\"elsh origin for the whole cycle attempt with
determination to identify Percival with the Pere-

dur of the ilabinogion and other Welsh legends;

but it is only by straining a possible allusion

that any reference to the Grail can be found
in them. This feature becomes of prime im-

portance in the romance of Pen-eiale le (lallois,

bi'gun by C'hrestiende Troyes, continued by Gau-
chier de Dordan, and finished by ilanessicr in

the closing years of the twelfth century. This
French version was taken by the great German
poet Wolfram von Eschenbach, and adapted
rather than translated. In his ParxivaL the

work of his highest genius, rendered additionally

famous from its selection by Wagner as the

basis of a libretto, we get further away from
the Arthurian legend proper into regions of

Germanic mysticism. Yet, though there are

defects of dramatic structure in Wolfram's treat-

ment as a whole, and though we find ourselves

in a strange country and the Grail mountain,
Montsalvatsch, is altogether in fairy-land, there

is in him something higher and larger and more
human than in the Western versions. For the

Welsh theory consult Rhys, Studies in Die Ar-
thurian Legend (Oxford, 1S91) ; for Chrestien's

romance, the edition by Potvin (ilons, 1806-

70); for Wolfram, Hertz. Parziml (Stuttgart,

1898 )
, which contains good notes and a rich

bibliography, and a rendering in English verse

by We-ston (London, 1894). See Grail; and,

for the \A"agner treatment, Pabsifal.

PERCEVAL, Spexceb (1762-1812). An Eng-
lish statesman. He was the second son of John,

Earl of Egmont, and was educated at Harrow,
and at Trinity College. Cambridge. He was ad-

mitted to the bar and soon gained a reputation as

an able lau'ver. A clever pamphlet on the abate-

ment of the impeachment of Warren Hastings
made him favorably known to Pitt. Obtaining a
seat in Parliainent for Northampton in 1796. he
supported Pitt in his policy of war with France
and of a strong rule at home. In the .A.ddington

Administration he was made Solicitor-General in

1801, and Attorney-General in 1802. In 1807

he abandoned the legal profession to accejjt the

post of Chancellor of the Exchequer under Port-

land. In this position he conceived and drafted

the 'Orders in Council.' which became extremely
unpopular. His well-known opposition to Catho-
licism assured him the favor of George 111. He
was in fact the real head of the Government ; and
on the death of the Duke of Portland in 1809,

Perceval himself became Prime ilinister, uniting

to his office of Chancellor of the Exchequer that
of First Lord of the Treasury. He was retained

in power by the Prince of Wales on his accession

to the regency. On Hay II, 1812, as Perceval

was entering the lobby of the House of Commons,
he was shot and killed by a Liver])Ool broker

named Bellingham. who believed that losses he
had sustained while in Russia were the fault of

the Government. Consult: Walpole. Life of Spen-
cer Perceval, including his correspondence (Lon-

don. 1874) : Williams. Life and Administration

of the Ripht Honorable Spencer Perceval (ib.,

1856); Alison, History of Europe (Edinburgh,
Vol. XV.—37.

1843-44) ; Jesse, Memoirs of the Life and Reign
of George HI. (London, 1867) ; Napier, History

of the War in the Peninsula (ib., 1851) ; Massey,
History of England During the Reign of George
III. (ib., 1855-63).

PERCH (OF., Fr. pcrche, from Lat. i>erca,

from Gk. -ipKij, perkc, perch; connected with
—epKvoq. perknos, Skt. prini. spotted). Tlie name
rather loosely applied to a large number of fislies

having a perciform body. These often belong to

\ cry diflerent families. The true perclies belong
to the family Percida; and are all fresh-water
fishes. In this family the Ijody is elongated,
either compressed or cylindical, and covered with
rather small ctenoid scales. There are two dor-
sals, usually quite distinct, the anterior spinous,
and with six to fifteen spines, and the anal with one
to two spines. The air bladder is small or en-
tirely wanting. Perches are usually considered
typical spiny rayed fishes. There are about 20
genera and 125 species. They are distributed in

the cooler regions of the Northern Hemis])liere,

the majority of the species being confined to

Eastern North America. The typical perches
(genus Perca) contain the well-known yellow
perches of Europe. Asia, and America, which
closely resemble one another. The American spe-

cies (Perca flavescens) is a fish well known to all

anglers, abounding in the lakes and streams of all

the eastern half of the country, as far north as
the Saint Lawrence River and Nova Scotia. It

reaches the length of a foot, is gamy, and ad-

mirable for eating. Its back is olivaceous in

color, the sides golden yellow with six or eight

broad dark bars, and the lower fins orange-red.

It spawns in late Avinter and early spring, laying
eggs in zigzag hollow strings, from two to seven

feet long. These fish are carnivorous, and feed

largely on smaller fishes, including the fry of

some more valuable than themselves. They are
extremely numerous in the Great Lakes, where
they are caught near shore in seines and gill-

nets in vast qiiantities, and shipped to interior

markets to the value of about jSSOO.OOO annually.
Other local names are 'ringed' and 'raccoon'

perch. Other members of this family are the

great tribe (subfamily Etheostomina-) of darters,

the pike-perches, and log-perches (qq.v. ).

Various other unrelated fishes are styled

perches. Thus the salt-water 'perches' of Cali-

fornia are surf-fishes (q.v. ) ; tlie "Sacramento
perch' (q.v.) is a rock-bass; the 'white perch'

may be a drumfish in the East or a surf-fish in

the West. See also Pike-Perch : Pibate-Perch :

Trout-Pebch. Consult: Gunther, Introduction
to the Study of Fishes (Edinburgh. 1880) : .Jor-

dan and Evermann, Fishes of Xorth and Middle
America ( Wasliington. 1898) ; Goode. American
Fishes (New York. 1888). See Plate of Perches
OF North Ajieric-^.

PERCHERON HORSE, The. A valuable
s])ecies ol lior^e. It i-^ a native of the Depart-
ment of Perche, in the northwestern part of
France, and ranges from 14% to 16 hands in

height. It is "of a sanguine temperament mixed
in variable proportions with the nui-i-ulo-lym-

phatic." according to the description gi^en by
tlie French Government reports. The Percheron
closely resembles the Arab type, although in a
heavier and grosser form, and were it not tliat

it has been for ages employed for draught pur-
poses, which have imparted to it a bony frame.
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an iinatoniical struoture adapted to the work it

is called upon to perform, it would bear the near-

est type relationship to the Arab horse.

PERCHLORIC ACID, HCIO.. A colorless

corrosive li(iuid that may be prepared by dis-

tilling potassium chlorate with ?.uli)huric acid,

and cautiously redistilling the distillate. When
brought in contact with organic substances, such

as paper or wood, perchloric acid causes almost
explosive combustion. It is a monobasic acid

that combines readily with bases to form a series

of salts called perchlorates. Perchloric acid and
the perchlorates are very stable. The acid is

the only one of chlorine acids containing o.xygen

that can be distilled, although partial decom-
position does take place. Potassium perchlorate

(Kt'lOj) is formed when potassium chlorate is

heated (as in ])reparing oxygen). Further heat-

ing decomposes the perchlorate into potassium
chloride and free o.xygen. On the other hand,
when potassium perchlorate is heated alone, it

decomposes with the formation first of the chlo-

rate and chloride of potassum and of free o.xygen.

PERCIER, par'sya', Charles (1764-1S38).

A French architect and designer, born in Paris.

With Fontaine, his friend and afterwards his
partner, he was a pupil in the atelier of Peyre,

and he also drew with Chalgrin, and studied
under Alexandre Guy de Gisors. He won the
Prix de Rome in l"8(i. After his return to Paris,
he designed furniture and scenery for the Opera,
all in the antique style. He ilid for furniture

what David was doing in painting, and fairly
introduced the classic revival of the Empire.
Percier and Fontaine were appointed architects

for the Opera, the Louvre, and the Tuileries.

They restored the Colonnade, and finished the
second story of the buildings on the court in the
Louvre; built the cha])cl. theatre, and other por-
tions of the Tuileries; designed the Arc de Tri-
omphe du Carrousel; the monument to Desaix.
the stairway of the JIuseum of the Louvre (i-e-

inoved by Napoleon III.), and restorations and
additions at Versailles, Saint Cloud, and other
palaces. Peieier also built the tomb of the
Countess of Albany at Santa Croce in Florence
(1824). About 1814 Percier gave up his eon-
nectioM with Fontaine and worked constantly
in his atelier, where he had established a free
school of architecture. Together Percier and
Fontaine wrote numy books on architecture, and
Percier alone wrote Restauration de la colonnc
Tniinnc (17SS).

PERCIVAL, per'si-vnl, James Gates (1795-
18r)(i). An American poet, geologist, botanist,

surgeon, musician, and linguist, born in Kensing-
ton Parish, Berlin. Conn. After graduating from
Yale (181.')) he followed his various callings in

West Point, Boston, Philadelphia, Charleston, S.

C. ; Connecticut, and Wisconsin. He did good
work in geology, and his poetry is generally
fluent and occasionally striking. A complete edi-
tion of it, with a biographical sketch by Krastus
North, was published in 18.50. Consult W^ard,
The Life and Letters of James Gates Percival
(Boston, 18C0).

PERCLOSE (OF. perclose, pnrclovse, inclo-
sure, from M L. pcrclusu.i, for Lat. prcechisux,

p.p. of prcfcludere, to shut ofT, from prrr, before
-|- clnudcrc, to close). A railing or other inclo-

sure separating a tomb or chapel from the rest

of a church.

PERCOIDEA, or PERCOIDEI (Xeo-Lat.,
from Lat. jxrcu, perch). A large group of spiny-

rayed fishes, including the perches and their

near relatives. It embraces the families Cen-
trarchida', Pcrcid;e, Cheilopterid*, Centropomid;c,
Serranidae (.sea-bass), and others, which are re-

garded by some ichthyologists as standing at the

head of the fish class. The characteristics of this

world-wide and important group are given under
the names of its various representatives else-

where described. See Perch ; Sea-Bass ; etc.

Consult: Jordan and Evermann, Fishes of Xorth
Aiiterico (Washington, 18!I0); Boulenger, Cata-
logue of the Percifonn Fishes in the British Mu-
seum (London, 1897).

PERCOLATION (Lat. pcrcolalio, from per-

colarc, to strain through, filter, from per, through

+ eolarc, to filter, from enlum, colander). A
process used chielly in pharmacy for extracting
the soluble constituents of suitable substances by
the gradual descent through them of a solvent

liquid, usually alcohol or alcohol and water,
technically known as the menstruum. The ap-

paratus in which the operation is performed is

called a percolator, and the finished product the

l)ercolate. The method is also called the process
of displacement, because the solvent, after becom-
ing charged with the soluble portions of the
drug, is displaced by fresh portions of the men-
struum, which, by its own weight and the pres-

sure of the liquid above, continues downward
and is discharged below.

PERCUSSION (Lat. pereussio, from percu-

Icre, to strike through, from per, through +
ijUdtcre. to strike). In medicine, the method
of eliciting sounds by tapping or gently striking

the surface of the body, its object being to deter-

mine by the nature of the sound the comparative
density of the subjacent parts. This method of

diagnosis is not of recent date, for we find it

mentioned by Hijjpocrates. It was employed by
Auenbrugger in the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury and later by Corvissart in the investigation

of heart disease, and Vjy Laennec in diseases of

the chest. But as the only way of practicing per-

cussion was by striking the surface itself with
the tips of the fingers or knuckles, technically

known as direct or immcdinte percussion, its

value was limited, and it was not until Piorry
introduced the mediate method—the stroke being

made not upon the surface itself, but upon some
intervening substance applied closely to it—that

.

the practice became useful. Tliis flat intervening

body, made of wood, ivory, or guttapercha, is

called a pleximeter. It is struck either with a

small hammer or plcssor, or with one or more
finger-tips. Instead of an ivory or rubber plexi-

meter the left index or middle finger of the ex-

aminer may be used, with its Hat surface fitted

accurately to the part under investigation. The
force of the stroke on the pleximeter—whether
the stroke be made with the fingers or the ham-
mer—must vary according as it is desired to

elicit the sound from a superficial or a deep-

seated part. The surface to be percussed should,

be exposed, or, at most, only covered with one
layer of clothing : and the blow should fall per-

pendicularly on the pleximeter. When percus-

sion is made over a considerable cavity filled with
air—as the stomach or intestines—a hollow,
drum-like, or tympanitic sound is produced. \Mien
any part of the surface of the chest is struck
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below which there is a considerable depth of
healthy lung-tissue, consisting of small cells filled

with air, a clear sound, less loud and hallow than
the tympanitic sound, and termed the pulmonary
percussion note, depending partly on the vibra-
tions of air in the lung-cells, and partly on the
A'ibrations of tlie walls of the chest, is evolved.

\Yhen the subjacent substance is solid (as the
heart, liver, or spleen) or fluid (as when there is

effusion into a closed sac), the sound is dull in

proportion to the density and want of elasticity

of the part struck.

Auscultatory percussion is practiced when, in-

stead of listening to the percussion sounds as
transmitted through the air, the stethoscope is

placed upon the chest near the point of percus-
sion and the sound conveyed through it to the
examiner's ear. See Auscultation.

PERCUSSION, Ceatre of. See Centre of
Percussion.

PERCUSSION CAP. See Siiali, Arms.

PERCY, per'si. The name of a noble family
whose head, William de Percy, accompanied Wil-
liam I. to England, and obtained from him thirty
knights' fees in the north of England. The rep-

resentation of the house devolved in the time of

Henry I. (1100.3.5) on Agnes, daughter of the
third baron, who married Joseeline of Louvain,

who assumed the Percy name. The head of the
family at the time was one of the chief barons
who extorted Magna Charta from King John;
and the ninth fcmlal lord in the reign of Edward
I. (1272-1.307) maintained, with others of the

greater barons, the spiritual independence of the
English Crown. This nobleman's great-grand-
son was a distinguished military commander
under Edward III., and, acting as marshal of
England at the coronation of Richard II., w'as

created Earl of Northumberland. He subsequent-
ly, however, took up arms against Richard, and
placed the crown on the head of Henry of Lan-
caster, who became Henry IV. Again dissatisfied

with the Government, he joined in rebellion with
his son, Henrj' Percy, surnamed Hotspur, for the
purpose of transferring the crown to Mortimer,
Earl of March. (See Percy, Sir Henry.) The
Earl, with the other leaders of this rebellion, fell

at Braniham Moor (1408), and his titles became
forfeited. These, however, were revived in favor
of his grandson, who became Lord High Con-
stable of England, and who was killed at the
battle of Saint Albans. This Earl's son and
successor (the third Earl) met a like fate on
Towton field, fighting in the van of the Lancas-
trian army. The fourth Earl was murdered by
the populace in Xorthumberland. when ordered
by Henry VII. to enforce a subsidy. The execu-

tion of the seventh Earl by ElizabetlLis part of

the history of England. The eightl*Earl w-as

committeil to the Tower, on a charge of being

concerned in a plot in favor of JIary Queen of

Scots, and died a violent death in prison. The
tenth Earl fought in the civil wars against

Charles I., though he took no part with the

regicides, and eventually joined in the general

effort to bring about the Restoration. The
eleventh Earl left an only child, who succeeded

to the ancient barony of Percy, and marrying
Charles, Duke of Somerset, became the mother
of Algernon, Duke of Somerset, who was
created Earl of Northumberland, with remainder
to his son-in-law, Sir Hugh Smithson, of Stan-

wick, in the County of York, a gentleman of
respectable lineage. Sir Hugh, succeeding to
the earldom, obtained in 1700 his advancement
to tlie Dukedom of Northumberland.

PERCY, Florence. The pseudonym of Eliza-
beth Akers Allen (q.v.).

PERCY, George (1580-16.32). A British colo-

nial Governor, born at Lyon House, Northumber-
land. He was a younger son of the eighth Earl
of Northumberland, and, when still young, served
in the army in the Low Countries. lie sailed for
America with the first Virginia colony in 1000,
and is said to have named the settlement James
Fort. In 1009 he succeeded John Smith as Presi-
dent of the Council until the arrival of Sir
Thomas Gates in 1010. In the latter year he was
a member of Lord Dc la Warr's council, and
served as Deputy Governor in charge from March,
loll, until the arrival of Sir Thomas Dale in
May. He left Virginia in April, 1612, and in
1025 returned to the wars in the Low Countries,
where he commanded a company in 1627. He wa.s

a bitter opponent of Capt. .lolm Smith, and at-

tempted to show his unworthiness in A Treice
Relacyon of the proceedinr/s and oeurentes of mo-
mente which have happened in Virginia from the
tyme Sir Thomas Gates was shipu-racke uppon the
Burmudas An. 1000 vHtill my dejiarture out of the
Country which was in Anno liil.i (1625).

PERCY, Sir Henry (known as Hotspur)
(1364-1403). An Engli-sh military leader, the
eldest son of Henry Percy, first Earl of North-
umberland. He was knighted by King Edward
HI. at the same time as the future kings. Rich-
ard II. and Henry IV. The next year under his

father's guidance he began that service on the
Scottish border in which he won his greatest

fame, and in 1385 became Governor of Berwick.
Here his restless activity soon made him the

terror of Scottish marauders and earned him
the nickname of Hotspur. As this was the
period of the Hundred Years' War, young Percy
was several times sent across the Channel to take
part in the Continental campaigns, but, though
he earned the Garter by his achievements against
the French, he always "came back to the northern
border, where he had been made warden of the

marches, and it was there that in 1388 he met
a host of Scotch invaders inider Douglas, ilarch,

and Moray, and fought with them the famous
battle of Otterburn, which has been immortalized
by the ballad of Chevy Chase. Both armies
claimed the victory, but probably what advan-
tage there was lay with the Scots, who. though
they lost in Douglas the most renowned of their

leaders, succeeded in capturing Percy. In 1.309

he joined Henry of Lanc.nster in kis successful
rebellion against Richard II.—indeed, the Percys
claimed that they niaile the rebellion successful

—

and after the coronation of the new King as
Henry IV.. he was rewarded by the gift of olfices

and lands which made the already powerful
nobleman almost a rival to the King. It was
not long before Henry began to feel that the
Percys w-ere too powerful for the well-being of

his kingdom, and when, as a contrast to an un-
successful campaign of liis own against the

Welsh. Hotspur won a brilliant victory over the
Scotch at Humblcdon Hill, the King began to

witliilraw his favor from his formidable vassal.

The Percys quickly resented this, and forming an
alliance with Owen Glendower, the Welsh leader.
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the Douglases, and other Scotch families, raised

tlie standard of revolt in favor of the young Earl

of JNIarch, whom they proclaimed King of Eng-

land. Henry met the insurgents near Shrews-

Ijury, and a desperate battle was fought in which

Hotspur was killed and his forces defeated. Con-

sult: Froissart, Chronicles; Wallon, Richard II.;

Riirasay, Lancaster and York; Wylie, Tlistorn of

Mcnry'lV.; and Percy, Beliques of Anoicnt Eng-

lish I'uctry.

PERCY, John (1817-89). An English metal-

lurgist, born at Nottingham. He studied medi-

cine at Paris and Edinburgh, but afterwards de-

voted himself to metallurgy-, and in 1851 was
ap])ointed lecturer in the Metropolitan School

of Science, now the Roval College of Science. He
published; Iron and Htcel (1864) ; Lead (1870) ;

and KiU-er and Gold (1880).

PERCY, Thomas (1729-1811). An English

antiipiary, editor of the Eeliques of Ancient Eng-

lish Poetry, born in Bridgnorth, Shropshire,

April 13, 1729. He graduated from Christ

Church, Oxford. B.A.. in 1750, and M.A. in

175.3; and proceeded D.D. from Emmanuel Col-

lege, Cambridge, in 1770. In 1753 he was given

the vicarage of Easton-lMaudit, Northampton-
shire, where he remained twenty-nine years. In

1782 he was appointed Bishop of Dromore in Ire-

land, where he resided till his death. September

30, 1811. Percy published two most important

works. While visiting his friend Humphrey Pitt

at Shifnall in Shropshire, he found a folio manu-

script (early seventeenth century) "lying dirty

on tlie floor under a bureau in the parlour." This

manuscript he made the basis of Eeliques of

Ancient English Poetry (1765), a collection of

Englisli ballads, which has been aptly called the

Bible of the romantic movement. It marks the

first decisive return in England to the ballad

measure, afterwards to be so beautifully cm-
ployed by Coleridge. The publication exerted,

too. great influence in Germany. To the awak-
ened interest in Norse mythology Percy con-

tributed yorfhern Antiquities (1770), which w-as

a translation of the Introduction a I'histoire de
Danemarc (1755) of Paul Henri Mallet. He
also edited The Household Book of the Earl of
Northumberland in 1512 (1768), and thus set

the example for many similar publications. As
.a poet he was best known for The Hermit of

Varku-orth, and the ballad "0 Nanny, wilt thou
gang with me ?" Of intei'est, too, as showing

Percy's curiosity, is a translation of a Chinese
novel from a Portuguese manuscript (1701).

Percy's portrait was painted by Sir Joshua Rey-

nolds, and he was honored by a group of schol-

ars who gave his name to the Percy Society

(1840-52), founded for the publication of old

ballads. Consult: the Rcliqnes, ed. by Wheatley
(London, 1891); and the Folio Manuscript, ed.

by Hales and Furnivall (ib., 1807-08). See
also Romanticism.

PERCY ANECDOTES. A collection of pop-

ular an<'cdoles wliich appeared in fortv-four
niontlily parts (20 vols.. 1821-23). They pro-

fessed to have been written by "Sholto and Reu-

ben Percy, brothers of the Benedictine monastery
of Moinit Benger." The real authors, who as-

siuned these pen-names, were Thomas Byerley
(d. 1S20), editor of the Mirror of Literature,

and .Toscph Clinton Robertson (d. 1852), editor

of the Mechanics' Magazine. The name of the

collection ^\as taken from the Percy coffee-house

in Rathbone Place, London, where Byerley and
Robertson were accustomed to meet. Consult the

Percy Anecdotes, ed. by Timbs (new ed., 4 vols.,

London, 1887).

PERDIC'CAS ( Lat., from Gk. nepolKKat, Per-

dikkas). The name of several Macedonian

kings.

—

Perdiccas I., the founder of the Mace-
donian dynasty, an Argive of tlie Heraclid or

Temenid race, who emigrated to Macedonia about

700 B.C.

—

Perdiccas II., son and successor of

Alexander I., reigned from probably 454 to 413.

He was friendly to the Athenians in the early

part of his reign, but more or less at enmity

with them later on and in the course of the

Peloponnesian War.

—

Perdiccas III., brother of

Philip of Macedon, was the successor of Alexan-

der, son of Amyntas, and reigned from 305 to

300.

PERDICCAS. A general of Alexander the

Great, a prince of the Macedonian royal line,

son of Orontes. He took part in nearly all the

important battles fought by Alexander, and, in

the distribution of honors at Susa, received for

his services a crown of gold and the daughter of

the Median satrap for his wife. Alexander, on

his death-bed. gave to Perdiccas his signet ring,

which was the symbol of royal power. Arrhi-

da^us, the natural' son of Philip, being recognized

as king, Perdiccas was ajipointcd to the chief

military command under tlie new sovereign. He
soon, however, established his influence over

Arrhidanis and obtained virtual control of the

government. A league was at length formed

against him by Antipater, Antigonus, Craterus,

and Ptolemy. He marched into Egy'pt to op-

])ose Ptolemy, but was assassinated in B.C. 321,

near Memphis, by his own soldiers.

PERDIDO, .S'p. pron. per-de'D6. A small river

flowing through Perdido Bay into the Gulf of

Mexico on the boundarv between Florida and
Alabama (Map: Alabama, B 5). In 1803. when
the United States came into the jjossession of

Louisiana, the Perdido was claimed by the United

States as the eastern boundary-. Spain protested

and was supported bv France. The question was
finally settled in 1819 by the Treaty of Wash-
ington, when West Florida was ceded to the

L^nitcd States.

PERDITA. The daughter of Leontes. King
of Sicily, in Shakespeare's iri)i(p)''.9 Tale, brought

up by a sheplierd, and married to Prince Florizel.

PEREDA, pa-ra'Da. JosJs Maria de (1834—).
A Spanisli novelist, born in the Province of San-

tander. He was trained to become a civil engi-

neer, but, being a man of means, he devoted

himself to literature, after the publication of

his flrst'volume of sketches of manners, the

E.^ccnas monfanesas (1864). In his chief works
Pereda gives pictures of mountaineer and sea-

side life that can hardly be surpassed for detail

and charm of description. The Esecnas mon-
taiiesas (consult the second series of them, en-

titled Tijios y paisajes. 1871) were long left

unnoticed by the general public, yet some of the

sketches in the volume, and especially that en-

titled La leva, are among his best works. There

came next the En-tayos draniiiticos, versified dia-

logues containing studies of manners, and the

volume of sketches, Bocetos al temple (1876).
The collection Tipos trashumantes (1877) ex-
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hihits various common types of the Province of

Santander. El buey suelto (1877), an account
of the life of an egotistical rake, is interesting

as first showing in a marked way the autlior's

inclination to adopt some of the methods of nat-

uralism in the novel. In Doii f!on:<ilo (!on::n-

lez de la (lonzalera (1S78) the autlior sets forth

the grotesque character of an electioneering cam-
paign in Spain. In the Pedro Hiinchfz (1884)
he portraj's the Spanish qapital as it was in

1854, and makes us follow his hero tlirough a

career of political intrigue and ugly married
life. The Sotileza (1885) is often deemed his

masterpiece, and it is certainly a masterly de-

scription of life at tile seaside and among the
fishing folk. Pereda's later works include: La
Montdhez (1S88): La piichera (ISSfl); Xubes
de rslio (1891) : Al primer rnelo (1891) : I'achiii

Gonzalez (2d ed. 1896). Consult the Prdlor/o of

MenSndez y Pelayo, prefacing the first volume
of the Obras eompletas of Pereda (Madrid,
1SS7 et .seq.)

.

PERE DUCHESNE, par du'sh.in'. See Hu-
bert, .Jacques Rene.
PfiRE GORIOT, par g5'rl'6', Le. A novel

by Balzac (18,35). The title character is an old

man devoted, to the point of mania, to his un-

wortlij' daughters, who forsake him on his death-
bed.

PEREGRINE FALCON (OF. peregrin, pele-

rin, Fr. peregrine, from Lat. prregriiiKs, foreign,

stranger, from perager, being in foreign places,

from per, through + ager, field ; ultimately con-

nected with English acre). A species of falcon

(Faleo peregrinus) found in almost all parts of

the Northern Hemisphere, and in Africa and
South America. The female is about 18 inches

long, the male only about 15 inches. The female

is the 'falcon' of falconers, and the male the
'tercel.' The peregrine falcon of America is

popularly known as the 'duck hawk,' and is

regarded by ornithologists as a subspecies (aiia-

tum) of the European bird; the form from the

northwest coast of America is also regarded as
anotlier subspecies (Pealei). The back, wings,

and tail are bluish-gray, the feathers barred with
a darker tint; the crown, neck, and a spot below
the eye, nearly black; the tliroat white, with dark
longitudinal lines; the breast, Itelly, and legs,

whitish, with dark bars. The wings reach al-

most to the tip of the tail ; and the bird is

remarkable for its power of flight. The peregrine

falcon can easily fly with a bird or quadruped
fully its own weight. Its ordinary prey consists

of ducks, grouse, woodcocks, and rabbits. Owing
to the quantity of preserved game the peregrine

falcon ca])tures, it is ruthlessly destroyed in

Great Britain and is in danger of extermination.

It makes its nest on ledges of high rocks and
lays from two to four eggs. It nested on the

Palisades of the Hiulson as late as 1899. Nu-
merous localities in Great Britain have long

been noted as breeding places of the peregrine

falcon, and some of them are regularly visited

for the young birds, which are still trained in

certain places for the sport of falconry. For the

American bird, consult Fisher, Hawks and Owls

of the United States (Washington, 1893). See

Plates of Eagles and Hawks; Falcons and
Falconry.
PEREGRINE PICKLE, The Adventures

OF. A novel by Tobias Smollett (1751). The
hero is .1ravage, coarse fellow, fond of rude prac-

tical jokes, outrageous in his behavior to Emilia,
and ungrateful to his uncle. Captain Trunnion,
who adopted him. The Captain and Lieutenant
Hatclnvay supply the humor of the story.

PEREIRA, pe-ra'ra, .Jon.\thax (1804-53).
An English pharmacologist, born in Shoreditch,
London. He studied medicine and was !icense<l

by the apothecaries in 1823; became apothecary
and chemical lecturer at the Aldersgate Dispen-
sary in the same year; fellow of the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons in 1825; professor of materia
mediea at the Aldersgate Street Dispensary in

1832; professor of chemistry in London Hospital
in 183.3; took the degree of doctor of medicine in

1840 at Erlangen; was licensed to practice in

London in 1841; and became physician to the
London Hospital in 1851. Pereira's attention
turned early in the direction of the science of

pharmacologv', in which he became famous. He
published many papers on the properties and
adulteration of drugs, and many monographs
and several text-books on chemistry. His most
important work was the Elements of Materia
Mediea and Therapeutics (1839-40), remarkable
for the extent of its research, variety of infor-

mation, and exactness. He also published a
Treatise on Diet (1843) and Lectures on Polar-
ized Light (1854). His other works include a
translation of the London Pharmucop<r ia I 1824)
and Manti/il for the Vse of (students (1826).

PEREIRA DA SILVA, pa-ra'r.a da sel'vii,

Joao ilANOEL (1817— ). A Brazilian historian,

biographer, and literary critic, born at Rio de
Janeiro. He studied law in Paris, traveled in

Europe, and returned to Brazil in 1841 an ardent
Liberal, but after entering politics became a
Conservative. He wrote the valuable historical

works: Historia da fundacSo do hnperio Brazi-

leiro (1864-68) ; Segutido periodo do reinado de
Dom Pedro I. no Brazil (1875); and Historia

do Brazil durante a menoridade de Dom Pedro
II. 1831--',0 (1882); the biographical sketches

Plutareho brazileiro (1860); and in literary

criticism. La litterature portiigaise. son passe,

son etat aetuel (1866) and A poesia epica

(1889).

PEREIRE, pa'rar', Emile (1800-75) and
Is.iAC (1806-80). French bankers, distinguished

for having instituted schools for the deaf ami
dumb in France. They were born at Bordeaux.
They early carried on at Paris a small broker-

age business. By the construction of the rail-

way from Paris to Saint Ciermain. the first in

France, they established their reputation. In

1852 they founded the Sociftf du Credit Mobilier

(see Credit Mobilier), and at its collapse in

1867 lost a large part of the great fortune ac-

quired in its management. Isaac published: La
Banque de France et Vorganisation du credit en
France (1864); Questions financiires (1877);
and Politique finaneicre (1879).

PERE-LACHAISE, par la'shaz'. A ceme-

tery of Paris. See Lachaise.

PERENNIALS (from Lat. perennis, lasting

throughout the year, from per. through + annu.'S,

year). Plants whose duration is more than two
years, contrasted with annuals and biennials.

PEREYASLAV, pa-rfl-yiis'laf. A town in the

Government of Poltava. Russia. 176 miles west-

northwest of Poltava (Map: Russia. D 4).

There are ruins of ancient fortifications. The
Church of the Assumption was founded in 1010,
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although the present struoturp dates from the

seventeenth centuiy. The grain trade is im-

portant. The town was conspicuous in the his-

torv of Little Russia. Population, in 1897,

14,609.

PEREZ, pa'rftth, Antonio (1.539-1611). A
Spanish statesman, minister of Philip II., born

at Jlonreal de Ariza, Aragon. He was a nat-

ural s(in of (Jonzak) Perez, (me of Uic ministers

of Charles V. and of Philip, and entered upon
administrative duiies in I'jOT. after studying at

Louvain, Venice, and JIadrid. He was the

trusLeu agent of Philip. In l.'iTS .Tuan de Esco-

vedo arrived at Madrid to solicit aid for John of

Austria, then engaged in the struggle against

the Netherlands. Escovedo incurred the hatred

of the King and of P^rez. and with the consent

of Pliili]) Pi^rez brought about his assassination

(March. 1.t7S). Tlie family of Escovedo de-

nounced Perez as the murderer, and all his ene-

mies joined against him. The King at first

sought to shield him, but on learning of the

relations between P^rez and the Princess of

Eljoli, mistress of Philip, caused his arrest in

1579. He was tortured and forced to confess his

crime. In 1585 he was found guilty of embez-
zlement while in office and was ccmdenincd to

a long term of imprisonment. In 1590 he suc-

ceeded in escaping to Aragon and demandeil pro-

tection in tlie courts of that privileged kingdom.
The fusticia major, or highest court of justice in

Saragossa, refused to deliver him up. The King
applied to the Inquisition for aid in 1591, and
the Aragonese court surrendered him to its

agents, but the people rose and lilierated him.
At last, in September, 1591, Pliili]) II. entered
Aragon with a powerfvil army, abolished the old

constitutional privileges of the country, and exe-

cuted a number of the leaders. P(Srez. Iiowever.

escaped, avoiding the plots which the King laid

for his assassination. He was condemned in

Spain as a heretic, but was well received in

Paris and London. He spent the later years of

his life in Paris, and died there November 3,

1611, in great poverty. P^^rez wrote an account
of his experiences, which was puldished under
the title of Relaciones (London. 1594), and other
works. Consult: IMignet. Antoine I'^icz et

Philippe II. (Paris, 1845): Muro, Yida de la

prhiccsa de Eboli (Madrid, 1877).

PEREZ DE HITA, da e'ta, GiNES. A Span-
isli soldier and autlior. of the second half of the
sixteenth century. Neither the date nor the
place of his birtli or death is known, but he
probably was a native of Murcia. He served
under Philip II. during the Alpujarra insur-
rection, but is better remembered as the author
of Hinluria de his guenas de Granada (1595),
which covers tbe period from the battle of
Alporchones to the death of Alfonso of Aguilar
(1501). There is an edition in Ilivadeneyra's
"Biblioteca de autores espanoles," vol. iii. (Ma-
drid, 1S76). P^rez de Hita's history has served
as the basis of many subsequent works, notably
Irving's A Chronicle of the ('omiuest of Granada.

PI!REZ GALDdS, g.-il-df)s', Benito (1,845— ).

A Spanish novelist, born in the Canaries. In
1863 he went to Madrid to study law. Galdos
is one of the most prolific of modern Spanish men
of letters. His works are marked by out-and-out
revolutionary tendencies. One of the most im-
portant divisions of his labors was the composi-
tion of the collection of tales that form the

Episodios nacionales. Of these historical ro-

mances, the first two series, embracing some
twenty stories, were completed in 1883. Writing
them under tlie inspiration of the roinans na-
lionaux of ErckiiiannCh.atrian, Galdos gives

with historic fidelity and in great detail an ac-

count of the struggle for Spanish independence
of the Napoleonic invader. The last novels of

the second series bring his treatment of political

events down to some fifteen years after the re-

turn of Ferdinand VII. In a third .series he
continues his epopee down to even more recent

times, dealing with the Carlist War of 1833-

40. Galdos ranks well in the domain of realism
and psychologj'. having written several works
generally grouped together as Novclas de la

primera cpoca and Novelas espniiola,': contempo-
rdnens. Of the former group are Dona I'erfccta

(1876), Gloria (1877), />n familia de Leon Roch
(1878). and Mar'uinria (1878) ; of the latter are
such stories as El ainigo Manso (1SS2) . El doctor
Centeno, Fortunata y Jaeinta (1887), Miau
( 1888) , Angel Giierra ( I89I ) , etc. The vogue of

these novels has been even greater than that of

his Episodios nacionales. In general, the}' ex-

hibit the contrast between old ami blindly con-

servative elements of S])anisli life on the one
hand and the new revolutionary ideas of the
modern world on the other. The plays of Galdos
are inferior to his novels. Chief among them
are: Renlidad ( 1892) ; La loca de la casa ( 1893) ;

I,a dc Sun Quintin (1894) : Los condenados : Vo-
hlntad; Dona Perfecta (1900) ; La Fiera ; Elec-

tro (1900). Consult: Alas, B. P6rez Galdds,

cstudio eritico-biogrdfico (2d ed., Madrid, 1889) ;

Pardo Bazfln, Polemicas y estudios literarios ( ib.,

1892).

PEBFALL, per'fiil, Anton, Baron (185.3—

V

A German novelist, born in Landsberg. He was
educated at Munich, there married an actress,

Magda Irschik, and later settled at Schliersee, in

Bavaria. Among his novels treating social-

political themes, and several collections of

stories, may be mentioned : Ueber alle Gewalten
(1889); Diimon Ruhm (18,89); Truggeister

(1892) ; Die Siinde (3d ed. 1896) ; Kiinig Erfolg

(1899); Verkauftes Genie (1900); Die IJhr

( 1901 ) ; and An dcr Tafel des Lebens ( 1902)

.

PERFECTIONISTS. The name adopted by
John Humphrey Noyes (q.v. ) and his early

followers. Their first settlement was at Putney,
Vermont, the native place of Noyes. whither he
retired soon after beginning to preach his pe-

culiar views in 1834, and where he gradually
gathered about him a small school of believers,

beginning with the members of his own family.

A Bible-school was begun in the winter of 1836-

37, a chapel was erected, and the members of

the community spent much time in study and
were active in writing and publishing in ad-

vocacy of their belief. In accordance with the

teaching of Noyes, they held that Christ had
actually returned to earth liefore the close of

the Apostolic Age. that His work of saving

from sin was complete, and consequently all

who were willing to accept His divine reign

lived "no longer under law, but under grace." and
could do no wrong. The aim being to live to-

gether as one family, all possessions were held
in common, and a system of complete comniunism
was gradually worked out, involving the insti-

tution of 'complex marriage.' The community
was broken up in 1847 by the opposition^f their
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neighbors. T!ie members wlio held together
founded the Oneida Community (q.v.). Consult
Hinds, Anieiiciin Communities (Chicago, 1902).

PERFECT NUMBER. A number equal to
the sum of its aliquot parts; e.g. 6 is such a
number since 6=1+2+3. If the sum of the
aliquot parts is greater or less than the number
itself, then the latter is called rednndant or de-

fective (8> 1+2 + 4; 12<l+2+3 + 4 + 6).
This ol''.==!fic?.t!'<n is due to the Pythagorians.

PERFUMERY (from perfume, OF. perfumer,
Fr. ijijrj iiinir, tu perfume, from Lat. per, through

+ fumare, to smoke, from fuiiius, smoke; con-

nected with Skt. dhi'ima, smoke). A substance
which is prepared for use on account of its agree-

able odor. Perfumes have been used from the
earliest times. Among the nations of antiquity

an offering of delicate odors was regarded as a
token of respect and homage. The burning of

incense formed a part of the Hebrew as of

pagan rituals, and hence its use is frequently
referred to in the Old Testament. This prac-

tice still continues, particularly in the cere-

monials of the Roman Catholic Church. The
use of perfumes was common among the Greeks
and Romans, and botli Pliny and Seneca pos-

sessed considerable knowledge respecting per-

fume-drugs. Among the Athenians perfumes
were used at feasts, at funerals, and in theatres,

the odor of the violet being generally preferred.

Both nations learned the use of the still from
the Egj'ptians and applied it to the manufacture
of perfumes. The Arabs were skilled in the
preparation of fragrant waters ; and it was from
them, through the Crusaders, that the art was re-

introduced into medifpval Europe. The discovery
of the process of distillation, which seems to have
been forgotten, gave, in the fifteenth century,
fresh impetus to this industry, and at its close

distilled oils of benzoin, cedar, cinnamon, rose,

and rosemary were articles of commerce.
Perfumes may be divided into two general

classes, viz. natural perfumes and the artificial

or synthetic perfumes. Natural perfumes are
of animal or of vegetable origin ; artificial per-

fumes are chemical compounds which resemble
natural perfumes in their odor. Artificial per-

fumes are also of two general classes. In one,
the compounds which produce the perfume in

nature have been discovered and then reproduced
synthetically; this is the case with vanillin. In
the other, only the odor of the natural perfume
is imitated in a substance which is itself unlike
the substance whose odor it possesses; this is

true of artificial musk.
The four principal animal perfumes are musk,

civet, ambergris, and castor. Musk is the dried
secretion of the preputial follicles of the musk
deer. A similar .substance is secreted by the
musk-ox, muskrat, and the Florida alligator.

Civet is secreted by the Viverra civetta and
Viverra zibetha. It is foimd in a double pouch
under the tail, from which it is taken from the
living, caged animal, two or three times a week.
Amberf/ris. a biliary secretion of the spermaceti
whale, is supposed to be produced by a diseased
conditions of ihe organs. It is found floating on
the water. Cristor is a glandular secretion of

the beaver. When fresh it is in a semiliqiiid

condition and is prepared for commerce by drying
in smoke. The animal perfumes are valuable

for the permanence which their presence imparts
to the more evanescent vegetable odors.
The list of vegetable perfumes, if complete,

ivould be very long. The odor of plants may he
found in the leaves, as in sage, thyme, and mint;
in the bark, as in cinnamon and cassia ; in the
wood, as in cedar and .sandalwood; in the flow-

er petals, as in the rose and violet ; in the seeds,
as in annis and caraway; in the roots, as in the
orris; in the fruit-rind, as in the orange; or it

may be secreted in the form of resinous gum from
the tree itself, as the camphor and myrrh. Per-
fumes of the last named class have been used
from time immemorial.
A series of patient experiments conducted dur-

ing the latter half of the nineteenth century by
Grimaux, Lauth, and other chemists, resulted
in the discovery that natural odors could be re-

produced in the laboratory by combining the
substances which produce such o<lors in nature.
The synthesis of vanillin, the active odorous in-

gredient of the vanilla pod, by Tiemann and
Haamau, marked the beginning of the manufac-
ture of artificial perfumes on a commercial basis.
Tiemann discovered that coniferin, the glucoside
found in the sap of the pine, could be split up,
by means of dehydrating agents, into glucose and
coniferylic alcohol, of which vanillin is the alde-
hyde. Later it was found that the same sub-
stance could be produced more cheaply by the
oxidation of eugenol, the chief constituent of
the oil of cloves, and it is from this source that
artificial vanillin is manufactui'cd. The industry
has acquired considerable importance both in

Europe and America. Another important per-

fume is ionone, or the artificial odor of violets.

It is obtained bj' condensing citrol with ordinary
acetone in the presence of an alkali, the resulting
product being then treated with dilute acids,

jlirbane oil. the artificial oil of bitter almomls.
is derived from benzene. The benzene is treated
in a still with two parts of fuming nitric acid
and one part of concentrated sulphuric acid.

These acids are added slowly and at the end of

the chemical reaction the liquor, on adding water,
separates into two layers, one of which, on fur-

ther purification, produces the mirbane oil. JIany
other synthetic perfumes have been discovered,
some of which are produced as the by-products
of other indiistries, or from what were formerly
regarded as purely waste materials. The manu-
facture of artificial musk was introduced by Baur
in 1888. A mixture of isobutyl chloride and
toluene is heated with aluminum chloride ('Frie-

del and Crafts's reaction"). Water is added to
the product of this reaction, the compound is

distilled, and the distillates are collected, and
treated with nitric and sulphuric acids, and the
]iroduct is washed with water. When treated
with alcohol, crystals having a marked odor of
musk arc produced.
The processes employed in obtaining natural

vegetable perfumes are described under Oils (sec-

tion. Volatile or Essential Oils).

The centre of the natural perfumery industry .

has for many years been in Grasse, France, in

whose factories, it is said, the product of .5.onO.

000 pounds of orange blossoms, 4,400.000 pounds
of roses, 400.000 pounds of jasmine, and 330.-
000 pounds each of violets, cassia, and tuberoses
are consumed. The culture of flowers for per-

fumery is carried on chiefly in Turkey. Bulgaria,
Arabia, India, and Syria. In the United States,
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according to the Census of 1900, there are 2G6
establishments engaged in tlie manufacture of

jierfumcry and cosmetics. The total capital in-

vested isreported at $3,499,108; the total num-
ber of employees, 17C8, and the total value of

the product, $7,095,713 annually. According to

the United States Statistical Abstract for the

same year the value of perfumeries and other

toilet preparations imported was $553,411, and
ten j-ears earlier was $444,904.

Consult: Askinson, Perfumes and Their Prepa-
ration (New York, 1802) : Perry, The Chemist"]/

of Essential Oils and Artifieial Pcyfumes (Lon-
don and New York, 1900) ; Durvelle. Fahrieation
dcs cssenees et des porfums (Paris, 1893) ; Mier-
zinski. Die Riechsloffe (\Veimar. 1894) ; Sawers,
Odorographia: A Xatural Histoiy of Jfatc Mate-
rials and Drugs Used in the Perfume Industry,

Intended for Grou-ers, Manufacturers, etc. (Lon-

don, 1894).

PER'GAMON, or PEKGAMUS (Lat., from
Gk. IJipyn/iov, I'ergamun, Dtpjn^jf, Pergamos, Per-
gamos ) . An ancient city of Mysia, in Asia Mi-
nor, the capital of the kingdom of the same name.
Tlie city was situated in the valley of the Caicus,
about 15 miles from tlie coast. The Acropolis is a
lofty hill, about 1000 feet in height, situated be-

tween the streams Sclinus and C«tius. of which
the former llowed through the later lower city,

now partly covered by the modern town of Ber-
gama. The early history of the place is lost in

legend, which declared that the Greek inhabitants
came from Arcadia under Telephus, son of Hera-
cles by Auge, and that the name was derived from
Pergamos, grandson of Achilles. In the fourth
century B.C. it was the seat of a Greek population,
but it was not till tlie early third century that
it rose to prominence. Its impregnable Acropo-
lis was chosen by Lvsimachus as a hiding place
for his treasure of 9000 talents (about $10,000,-

000), which he intrusted to a certain Philetterus.

In B.C. 283 a revolt of Asiatic cities against
Lysimachus enabled Phileta-rus to become master
of the place, and the defeat and death of

Lysimachus, two years later, enabled him to con-
solidate his power at first in dependence upon
the Selucidoe of Syria, but later as independent
ruler of the ueighboring regions of Jlysia and the
Troad. In n.c. 2()3 he was succeeded by his
nephew Eumenes I. (B.C. 203-241), who main-
tained his power against the attacks of Antiochus
I. of Syria, and dcvclope<l the resources and
prosperity of his little kingdom, which he ruled
under the title of Dynast. His cousin and suc-
cessor. Attains I. (n.c. 241-197), really placed
the new principality on a firm basis through his
victories over the Gauls and Antiochus II.,

whereby he became master of a great part of
Northwestern Asia Minor, and though later he
was compelled to relinquish part of his con-
quests, his wise policy of allying himself with
the distant power of Rome against his neighbors
of Syria and Macedon, enabled him to leave a
well-established kingdom to Iiis son Eumenes II.

In addition to his military and political ability.

Attains, who assumed the royal title after his

defeat of the Gauls, did much to make his capital

the centre of the artistic and literary life of

Asia. He erected near the city a splendid temple
and grove in honor of Athena Nikephoros (Bring-
er of Victory) and also splendid artistic monu-
ments of his triumphs. To these groups be-

longed the bronze originals of the well-known
Dying Gaul of the Capitol and the Gaul and his

Wife of the Ludovisi Collection in Rome. At
Athens he erected the stoa of Attalus and placed
on the Acropolis a series of small bronze iigurcs

representing the battles of the Athenians with
the Amazons and Persians, the Gods with the
Giants, and the Pergamenes with the Gauls, pos-

sibly reduced copies of his monuments in Pcr-

gamum, and now known to us in part through
a series of small marble figures in Naples, Rome,
Venice, and Paris. Eumenes II. (197-159) con-

tinued the Roman policy of his father, and was
rewarded after the defeat of Antiochus the
Great with the gi'cater part of Asia Minor, ex-

cept Lycia and Caria. To his reign belong the
great altar of Zeus and the development of the
great library which seems to have been founded
by Attalus I. Tlie former was erected near the
summit of the Acropolis, at the north end of the
Agora. Here rose a great foundation IG feet

high and about 124 by 114 feet square, crowned
with an Ionic colonnade which surrounded the
altar proper, a mass of earth and ashes inclosed

by a wall with cornice and architectural decora-

tions, and ascended by steps. The platform was
reached by a broad flight of steps on the west
side of the basis. Around the basis was the
great work of the Pergamene artists, a colossal

frieze about 400 feet long and 7^2 feet high, con-

taining a representation in very high relief of the
battle of the Gods and Giants, executed with
amazing technical skill and full of variety and
vigor of composition, though lacking the ideal

dignity and nobility of the best Greek art. A
small frieze representing the legend of Teleph)is

adorned the Ionic colonnade. The library was
established by the King in the halls which sur-

rounded the Temple of Athena Polias above the

Agora, and was enriched with a collection of

books rivaling the foundation of Ptolemy at

Alexandria. Here, too, was gathered a band of

scholars about Crates of jMallos, who developed

,a school of grammatical study, which in opposi-

tion to the Alexandrians, emphasized the anoma-
lies rather than the analogies of language. To

^

Pergamum was attributed the invention of a
fine parchment for use in books when the jealousy

of the EgA-ptians endeavored to check the activity

of the Pergamenes by prohibiting the export of

papvrus paper, tender the brother of Eumenes
II.." Attalus IL (B.C. 159-138), the traditional

policy of friendship with Rome was continued

and the prosperity and power of the little king-

dom increased by successful wars with Bithynia

and Thrace. His nephew, Attalus III. (B.C. 138-

133), was a student and writer, especially on ag-

riculture, zoologv'. and botany. He left no heirs,

and by his Mill bequeathed his kingdom freedom
under Roman protection. An attempt of a pre-

tender, Aristonicus. to seize the power, led to

Roman intervention, and in B.C. 129 the Province

of Asia was organized with Pergamum as its cap-

ital. The city long remained in this position, the

seat of a provincial council, and an important

centre of Asiatic trade. On the summit of tlie

Acropolis was the Temple of Augustus and Rome.
and later a temple to Trajan was added. It

seems to have declined under Byzantine rule,

though its strategical importance led to the forti-

fication of the hill with a strong wall. Under
Turkish rule this fortress was abandoned, but the

unfortified town in the plain continued to exist
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and is now a thriving place of some 20,000 in-

habitants, bearing the name ot Bergama. The re-

covery of Pergamum is due to Carl Humann,
a German civil engineer, whose attention

was attracted to the place during a visit

in 1864, when he observed the destruction of

the ancient remains. After much eti'ort, he in-

duced the Berlin iluseum to begin excavations
in 187S, and when the third campaign closed in

1886, tlie iipper Acropolis had been cleared, in-

eluding the site of the altar and the library. In
inOl new explorations were liegim on the lower
slopes of the hill, with the avowed intention of

recovering so far as possible the city of Kunienes.
The sculptures recovered are parti}- in Berlin,

where the Great Altar has been set up in its

old form, and partly in Constantinople. Consult

:

Baumeister, Denkmaler des l;lassischen Alter-

tiims. title "Pergamon" (ilunich, 1887) ; Ussing,
PergamoH (Berlin, 1899) ; Pontremoli and Col-

lignon, Pcrgame (Paris, 1900). with plates and
restorations; Humann and others, VorlHiufine

Berichte iibcr die Erqehnisse dfr pergamcnischi-ii

Ausgrahungen (Berlin, 18S0, 1882, 1888) ; Alto-
turner von Pergamon, vol. ii., iv., v. 2, viii. (Ber-

lin, 1885-1895) : Hachtmann, Pergamon (Giiter-

sloh, 1900) ; and Dorpfeld, Fiihrcr durch die

Ruinen von Pergamon (Berlin, 1902).

PERGOLESE, per'go-la'za. Giov.^nni Bat-
TlST.v ( c.l710-3<i ). An eminent composer of the

Neapolitan school. Evidence regarding the date

and place of his birth is conflicting: probably the

correct account is that of the ilarcheae di Vil-

larosa, his biographer, who states that he was
born at Jcsi, near Aneona. In 1717 he was ad-

mitted into the Conservatorio dei Poveri di

Gesil Crijto at Naples, where he studied the

violin under Donienico di Matteis, and composi-

tion under Gaetano Greco and Durante. Under
the conviction that melody and taste were sacri-

ficed to learning by most of the masters of his

time, he abandoned the style of Scarlatti and
Greco for that of Vinci and Hasse. His first

great work was the oratorio of San Guglielmo
d'Aquitania. composed in 17.31. Two years later

appeared his opera La serva padrona, which
gained him universal fame, and which has re-

mained one of the finest examples of its genre;

strangely enough, it was practically his only

stage success. In the same year he composed II

prigioniero superbo and II fratc innnmitralo ; in

1734. Adriano in Sii-ia : in 17.35. 7/ Flaminio and
L'Olimpiade. In 1734 he received the appointment
of maestro di capella of the Cliurch of Loretto.

In consequence of delicate health, induced, it is

supposed, by irregular habits, he removed to

Pozzuoli, where he composed the cantata of

Orfeo and his pathetic Htahat Mater. Besides

the above-mentioned works, Pergolese composed

a number of pieces for the Churcli, whicli were

better appreciated during his lifetime tlian were

his secular compositions: also a violin concerto.

an<l thirty trios for violin, violoncello, and harp-

sichord.
' His works are all characterized by

sweetness and freedom of style. His orchestra-

tion was particularly simple, confined chiefly to

the strings, reenforced occasionally by the horns

and trumpets. An undoubted reason for the

contemporary failure of much of his operatic

music was his innovation in style, wherein he

abandoned the old contrapuntal accompaniments,

and supported his melodies and voices with har-

monically written accompaniments. He died of

consumption at Pozzuoli.

PERI, pa're (Pers. pari, fairy, Av. pairikS,

female demon). In Persian folk-lore, a class of

fairies, both male and female, of surpassing
beauty. In the old Iranian religion, on the other
hand, the Peri was a female demon or enchant-
ress of the utmost malignancy. Such a change
of concept of a godling from maleficent to benefi-

cent as is found in tliis instance is a rare phe-
nomenon in comparative religion, although the
transformation of the gods of one religion into

the demons of another frequently takes place.

PERIAGXJA, per'e-a'g\va. See Pikogue.

PER'IAN'DER (Lat., from Gk. RfplafSpos,

Periondros) . A tyrant of Corinth from about
B.C. 625 to 585. He was a son and successor of

the tyrant Cypselus. He was energetic as a war-
rior, and distinguished as a patron of poetiy and
mvisic, and is by some reckoned as one of the
Seven Wise ilen of Greece. He was, however,
cruel and despotic. He is said to have put to

death his wife, Melissa, while his son Lycophron
was sent to reside at Corcyra, which was then
under Periander's rule. Later, when Periander,

wishing to see his son, undertook to visit Cor-

cyra, the Corcyreans, terrified at the prospect

and hoping to avert the visit, put Lycophron to

death. Periander, as tyrant, had under !ns

sway, besides Corinth, also Corcyra, Ambracia,
Leucas, and Anactorium. Among other forms of

literature he is said to have cultiviited elegiac

poetry especially. Psammetichus, son of Gordius,

the last of the Cypselid dynasty, succeeded him.

PERIANTH (from Gk. Tepl, peri, around +
dtiSos, antlws. flower). A general name of the

outer leaves of a flower. See Flower.

PERIBLEM (from Gk. veptpXri/ia, periblema,

cloak). The embryonic region in stems and roots

which lies outside of the plerome (q.v.) and de-

velops into the cortex. In seed-plants (sperma-
tophytes) it is covered by the dermatogen, the

embryonic layer which develops the epidermis;

but in fern-plants (pteridophytes) it forms the

outside of the stem tip. See Stem.

PER'IBON'CA. A northern tributary of Lake
Saint .loliu (q.v.), Canada, over 400 miles long.

PERTCARDI'TIS (Xeo-Lat., from pericar-

dium, from Gk. TrepiKapSiov, peril;ardion, mem-
brane around the heart, neu. sg. of s-fpiitdpSios,

pcrikardios. surrounding the heart, from repl,

peri, aroimd + xapdla, hardin. heart: connected

with Lat. cor, Lith. szirdis, OChurch Slav, sridlcc,

Goth, hairto, OHG. her:;a, Ger. Berz, AS. heorte,

Eng. heart, and probably with Skt. hrdaya, Av.

saradaya, heart, or with Skt. xraddhii, Lat. cre-

dere, to trust). An inflammation of the mem-
branous sac investing the heart—the pericardium.

Tliis membrane is composed of two layers, a
serous one closely attached to the substance of

the heart and a fibrous layer loosely enveloping

the whole. The .surfaces of these two layers are

ndrmally in contact and secrete a thin serous

fluid which acts as a lubricant and prevents irri-

tation from the constant movement of the sur-

faces upon each other. The intervening space,

which exists only in pathological conditions, is

called the pericardial cavity. In common with

all serous membranes (q.v.), the pericardium is

subject to two varieties of inflammation—the

dry or plastic form and that characterized by
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effusion of fluid. In tlie dry variety, which is

most oomiiion and least dangerous, there is first

a dulling of the surfaces involved, due to a

fibrinous exudation; constant rubbing roughens

these fibrin-coated surfaces; the plastic, sticlcy

material is thrown into ridges or drawn out into

shreds, and presents a curiously sluiggj- appear-

ance—the so-calird ccn' rillosum or hairy heart

of the older writers. This form of pericarditis

may terminate by absorption of the fluid, always

leaving, however, an adliesion between the two
layers; or the jjrocess may go on to the 'moist'

form—i)ericarditis witli effusion. Here an e.\tra-

vasation of fluid occurs into the pericardial

cavity amounting from a few drams to two
quarts. Tliis fluid is at first serofibrinous or

hemorrhagic, but in some cases becomes rapidly

purulent. When the amount of fluid is con-

siderable the heart's action is mechanically inter-

fered with, and death ^lay take place from this

cause in a few days.

Pericarditis may arise from many causes. The
primary form, unassociated with any other dis-

ease, is comparatively rare, and occurs only in

children. As a secondary process, it is a common
aft'ection. Rheumatism is responsible for more
than 50 per cent, of the cases; septic processes in

other parts of the body are frequent causes ; tuber-

culosis, gout, Bright's disease, scurvy, diabetes.

and the eruptive fevers such as scarlatina and
typhoid may be complicated bj' it ; and, lastly,

it may take place by extension from neighboring

structures, as in pleuropneumonia or septic endo-

carditis, or it may result from a wound.

The sj-mptoms of pericarditis are pain in the

situation of the heart, increased by a full inspira-

tion, by pressure upon or between the ribs in the

cardiac region, and especially by pressure up-

ward against the diaphragm by thrusting tlie

fingers beneath the cartilages of tlie false ribs;

palpitations; a dry cough and hurried respira-

tion ; discomfort or pain on lying on the left side ;

restlessness; great anxiety of countenance; and
sometimes delirium. The pulse usually beats

from 110 to 120 in a minute, and is sometimes
intermittent : and febrile symptoms are always
present. Pericarditis is a disease which occa-

sionally runs a very rapid course, and terminates

fatally in forty-eight hours or less. In ordinary

cases, however, which terminate in apparent re-

coveiy, the disease generally begins to yield in a
week or ten days, and excepting that adhesion

remains, the cure appears to be complete in three

weeks or less. But although these patients ap-
parrnlhj recover, the pericardial adhesion com-
monly occasions other structural changes of the

heart sooner or later to develop themselves, and
in those cases that the physician has the oppor-
tunity of subsequently watching, it is observed
that fatal disease of tlie heart, primarily due to

the' pericarditis, almost always supervenes.

In this disease the patient must be kept abso-

lutely quiet, so as to throw as little work upon
the heart as possible. The diet should be light,

dry. and nutritious. In the early stages and in

roiiust people, leeches may be applied over the
pericardial area, or ice bags may be used to

limit effusion. When effusion has taken place a
blister will sometimes cause it to be absorbed.
In suitable cases diuretics may be given to pro-

mote the action of the kidneys, and mild purga-
tion will be of service. \Mien the effusion is so
extensive as seriously to embarrass the heart's

action it may be drawn off by paracentesis. If

the fluid be purulent, however, an incision must
be made into the sac, through the chest wall,

and the cavity drained.

PER'ICAR'DIUM (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. Trtpi-

Kapdiov, periKardion, membrane around the

heart). A conical membranous sac, containing

the hffart and the commencement of the great

vessels, to the extent of about two inches from
their origin. It is placed with its apex upward
behind the sternum, and to its left side, in the

interval between the pleurff—the serous sacs in

which the lungs are inclosed; while its base is

attached to the diaphragm. It is a fibro-serous

membrane, consisting of an external fibrous and
an internal serous layer. The fibrous laj'cr is a
strong, dense, fibrous membrane; the serous layer

invests the heart, and is then reflected on the in-

ner surface of the fibrous layer. Like all serous

membranes, it is a closed sac: its inner surface is

smooth and glistening, and secretes a thin fluid

which serves to facilitate the natural movements
of the heart. It is inflammation of this serous

sac which constitutes the disease known as peri-

carditis. See Heart.

PERICARP (from-Gk. n-epmnp-im; pcrikar-

pioii, pod. from -tpl, peri, around + Hnp-n^,

kdi-pos. fruit). The transformed wall of the

ovary in the fruit. For example, a pea pod with-

out the peas is the pericarp. 8ee Fruit.

PERICLES (Lat., from Gk. Uepin'/K, Peri-

lies (?B.c. 429). The greatest statesman of

ancient Greece. His father was Xanthippus. vic-

tor over the Persians at Mycale in B.C. 479. His
mother was Agariste, the niece of Clisthenes, the

lawgiver. He received a careful education and was
especially influenced by his two teachers. Damon,
a famous sophist and master of music, and the

philosopher Anaxagoras of Clazomenii>. to whose

teaching he undoubtedly owed the independence

of thought and freedom from superstition which

raised him above the multitude. Throughout
his life Pericles was conspicuous for his singular

dignity and aloofness. He avoided convivial

gatherings and seldom walked abroad among his

fellow citizens. But his eloquence, sagacity, up-

rightness, and patriotism won recognition from
a large part of the Athenians, and for more tlian

thirty years he was the most influential leader

in Athens. When he entered on public life.

Aristides had only recently died. Themistocles

was an exile, and Cimon was engaged in fighting

abroad. Pericles from the first attached himself

to the democratic party, and under his leader-

ship the complete democratization of Athens was
accomplished. Hitherto only the nobler and
richer elements in the State had had access to

the higher oflices. but under his direction all

offices were eventually ojiencd to the entire bndy
of citizens. The first step in this new course was
the limitation of the functions of the Areopagus,
at that time the chief court at Athens. Through
the agency of his associate Ephialtes in the year
402-461 measures were passed which deprived the

Areopagus of all its important political powers.

To it were left Jurisdiction only in cases of

homicide, the care of the sacred olive trees of

Athena, and a share in the supervision of the

land sacred to the Eleusinian divinities. Its

former functions passed to the Atlienian Senate
of 500. the popular assembly, and the law courts.

Pay for archons was introduced, and later all

I
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officials received a salary for their ser\'ices.

About 458 the third class of citizens, the Zeugi-

ta?, were made eligible to the arehonship. and it

caunot have been many years before this ollice

was open to all, even the lowest citizens. Fur-

thermore, the members of the Senate were now-

chosen absolutely by lot from the entire body

of Athenians. Thus' in the few years after Peri-

cles became prominent most important constitu-

tional changes were carried through at Athens.

The opposition of Cimon had been avoided by liis

ostracism. Pericles's foreign policy seems to

have been based on a desire to extend the power

and influence of Athens as widely as possible

over the Greek States, and he confidently hoped

to consummate an Hellenic League which should

embrace all Greek States. His attempt to hold a

congress for this latter purpose in 44S was un-

fortunately defeated.

The Athenians, elated by their victories over

the Persians and fired by the splendid empire es-

tablished under the name of the Confederacy of

Delos, were eager for foreign conquest. As their

naval empire grew, and their trade increased,

they came into rivalry with Corintli and .Egina.

In 400 they had seized ilegara. which led to war

with the Spartans, and during the next four

years Athens successfully resisted the attacks of

Corinthians and Spartans, and in 459-4.56 re-

duced -Egina, which was made a tributarj- mem-

ber of the Confederacy of Delos. Athens had

seized Xaupactus also, which gave her a naval

station by which she could command the Corin-

thian Gulf. She also extended her conquest to

the north, and by the battle of CEnophyta (457)

gained the greater part of Boeotia, only to lose

it again ten years later by the battle of Coronea.

The war with Persia had continued in the East

imder the direction of Cimon, who had been re-

called at Pericles's suggestion. After Cimon's

death in 449, Pericles seems to have thought the

struggle against Persia too severe a tax on

Athens if she was to continue her efforts against

her rivals in Greece, and so in 448 a peace was

concluded with the Persians. Athens was now
free to attend to her cares at home. She had

gradually extended her territory so that, aside

from her allies on the mainland, she embraced,

under the Confederacy of Delos, as equal or

subject allies, nearly all the larger islands of the

-Egean, and she furthermore possessed impor-

tant cities in the north and in the Thracian

Chersonese. In 446-445 a thirty years' peace.was

concluded between Athens and her allies on the

one side and the Peloponnesians and their allies

on the other. There was, however, strong opposi-

tion to Pericles's policy. The party opposed to

him was led bv Thucv'dides. whose ostracism in

444 left Pericles the undisputed leader. He ap-

parently had the power to persuade the people

to do whatever he thought good, and for fifteen

years after his opponent's ostracism he was an-

nually elected to the ollice of general. T'ndcr his

direction Athens had been made supreme within

her naval empire, and his purpose w«s to ag-

grandize Athens even at the expense of her sub-

ject States. \Yith the great wealth which came

to her treasury Pericles restored the temples de-

stroyed bv the Persians and erected new iiionu-

ments which made Athens the most magnificent

city of the ancient world. Most prominent among

these monuments were the bronze statue of

Athena Promachos, which was erected about 448

at the west end of the Acropolis, and a new tem-

ple to Athena Polias. The Parthenon was also

liuilt on an enlarged and more magnificent scale

and was completed about 438. At the west en-

trance to the Acropolis a new propyhea was
erected and near it the Temple of Athena Xikc.

The city was also adorned with many other tem-

ples and monuments. In the period of Pericles's

leadership Athens became a great ceiilie of litera-

ture as well as of the fine arts, and iihilo«o]>hy

was also transplanted from Ionia and Ilaiy lu the

soil of Athens, which was destined to be its home
for a thousand years.' Pericles was net only a

great political leader, but was also able in the

field, as was shown bj' his successful reduction of

the revolt of Samos in 439.

Athens's prominence at length made her an ob-

ject of jealousy. In 433 she formed an alliance

with Corcyra, a recalcitrant colony of Corinth,

and in the" winter of 432-431 the Peloponnesians

under the leadership of Sparta decided on war
against Athens. Pericles summoned the country

residents, of Attica within the walls of Athens,

and allowed the Peloponnesian arm}- to harry the

country at will during the summers of 431 and
430. in the latter year the plague broke out in

the city and cau.sed many deaths and great de-

jection. Pericles was deposed from his office,

tried, and fined, but soon reinstated through a
revulsion of feeling. In the following year he

died after a lingering sickness. \^1iile Pericles

undoubtedly contributed greatly to Athenian

Inilliancv, his imperialistic schemes made the

Peloponnesian War inevitable. (See A.spasi.\.)

Consult the histories of Greece by Grote, Abbott.

Holm, Busolt, and Meyer; Filleul, nistoiie du
Steele de Pericles (Paris, 1873): A. Schmidt.

Das Perikleische Zeitalter (Jena, 1877-79) ; and

Evelyn Abbott, Pericles and the Golden Age of

Athens (Xcw York. 1891).

PERICLES, PRINCE OF TYRE. A play

remodeled by Shakespeare, proliably from one

by George Wilkins and Rowley about 1607. when

it was produced and printed- in 1609, but not in

the folio of 1623. The earliest form of the story

is Greek in the sixth century. Gower introduced

it as "Apollonius of Tyre" in the Confessio

Amnntis (1332). Shakespeare's part is evidently

act- iii.. v., and partly iv.

PERICYCLE (from Gk. fffpiKUK/of, pcrikyk-

los, all around, spherical, from wepl, i>en. around.

+ KiK?.oc, laildos, circle). A sheath of cells in

plants forming the outer layer of the plerome

(q.v.). It is usually continuous, but is some-

times interrupted by projections of vascular tis-

sue, and in a few cases is altogether lacking. The

term 'pericambium' was formerly used to desig-

nate it.

PERIDINITJM. See Red Water.

PERIDOT (Fr. piridot. of unkno^vll etymol-

ogy). A variety of chrysolite used as a gem.

It "is usually of "an olive, pistachio, or leek-green

color. It is found in abundance and of gnod

quality in the form of small, olive-green, pitted

grains' or pebbles, especially in the sands of

\rizona and Xew Mexico, where they are called

locally 'Job's tears.' The best quality for gems

corner from tlie Levant.

PERIDOTITE. An igneous rock of ultra-

basic comiiiisition. essentially free from quartz

and feldspar, but consisting mainly of olivine and

of one or more of the following minerals: augite.
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hvpcrsthcnc, horiilileiulc, Hiagnetite, and rarely

biolite. Tlie ]X'ridotites are sometimes known
as the magnosian rocks (see also Perknite), and

as tlie.v are poorest in silica and richest in mag-
nesia "of any terrestrial rocks, they form a con-

necting link with celestial (meteoritic) l)odies.

From the family of tiie jiyroxenites peridotites

dillVr chiefly by containing olivine. Usually of

small extent, they occur as more basic masses

within areas of gabl)ro (q.v.) and norite.

The average composition of peridotite is: silica.

41 per cent.; alumina. 4 per cent.; sesquioxide of

iron, per cent. : protoxide' of iron, 6 per cent.

;

oxide of lime. G per cent.; magnesia, 30 per

cent.; oxides of the alkalies, 1 per cent.; water,

G per cent. By (irocesses of weathering, of which

evidence is rarely lacking in specimens, perido-

tites take up water and form serpentine (q.v.),

so valuable as a building and ornamental stone.

PERIEB, pa'rya', C.\siMiR (1777-1832). A
French statesman, born at Grenoble, Department
of Is&re, October 21. 1777. He was educated at the

College of the Oratory at Lyons, and served in

the Army of Italy during the campaigns of 1708-

1800. Returning to Paris, he helped his father

and brotlier to found a banking house, wliich soon

had a large and prosperous business. In 1817,

as the result of an attack on the financial policy

of the Government, Casimir Pf^rier was chosen as

one of the Dei)uties from Paris, and being re])eat-

edly reelected, he became one of the leading mem-
bers of the Ojiposition under Charles X. In 1828

he was Jlinister of Commerce and Finance under
Martignac. After the overthrow of the Bourbon
monarchy, by the Revolution of July, 1830, Pcrier

became a member of the new Government and
acted as Prime Minister to Louis Philip|)e from
March 13, 1831, until his death. May IG,

1832. During his tenure of office he repressed

Republican outbreaks at Paris and at Lyons, and
the Legitimist movement in the South. He also

directed the foreign policy of France against

Austria with sagacity and ability, and sustained

ministerial responsibility against the King and
in the Chamber of Deputies. In his efforts to

control the cholera epidemic of 1832 he became
infected with the disease and bis already broken
constitution rapidly succumbed. The most inomi-

nent disciple of his constitiitional policy of jiiste-

•milifu was (Juizot, who has given a picture of his

predecessor in his Mcmoircs. Perier's son.Auguste,

adopted tlu> name of Casimir-Pfirier (q.v.).

PERIERS, pa'rya', Jeax Bonave>ture des

(c.1500-44). A French poet and philosopher,

born at Arnay-le-Duc, Bourgogne. His known
literary work began in 1534 with collaboration

in the first French translation of the Bible, and
two years afterwards he assisted Dolet in his

Commcnturifs de Ja langtie latine. He entered

into the service of ^largueritc. Queen of Navarre
(1536), but in the following year fell out of fa-

vor with her on the publication of his Ci/niholiim

Mundi, a collection of allegorical dialogues, where-

in man's philosophy and religion are ridiculed.

The book, <lenounced by Catholic and Protestant
alike, was publicly burned, its author ostracized,

and it is supposed that he committed suicide.

His friends published (Euvres diverses (1544),
and the XonieUes recreations et joyeiix devis

(1558). A later edition of his works was pub-

lished in Paris (1866) and a special one of the

Cymialum in 1874.

PERIGEE (from Gk. Tf/»', peri, around -|-

)?/, yC, earth). That point in tlie moon's orbit

which is nearest to the earth. The opposite point

is the ajKigce (q.v.). See MoON.

PERIGORD, pa're'gOr'. A former county of

France, forming a part of the Province of

Guienne (q.v.), and now included within the

Department of Dordogne. It was divided into

Upper and Lower Perigord, and the principal

town was Perigueux. It was the land of the

ancient Petrocorii ; was overnui by the Franks in

the beginning of the sixth century, and with the

rest of Guienne came into the jMssession of Eng-

land by the marriage of Henry II. and Eleanor

of Aqiutaine. In 1454 it was acquired by the

House of Albret, and upon the accession of Henry
IV. in l.'jSli was united to France.

PERIGUEUX, pa're'ge'. The capital of the

Department of Dordogne. France, on the Isle, 42

miles southeast of AngoulCme (Map: France

G G). It consists of the ancient city of Peri-

gueux, along the river bank—gloomy of aspect,

with narrow streets, but large and solidly built

houses—an<l the Puy Saint Front on rising

ground, which until 1240 was a separate town.

In the old town there are many curious remains

of mediaeval architecture. The ramparts have

been demolished and replaced by boulevards.

The Cathedral of Saint Front, dating from the

eleventh century, a majestic edifice of Byzantine

design in the form of a (Jreek cross, largely re-

built since 1853. resembles Saint Mark's at

Venice. Other interesting features are the old

cathedral of Saint Etienne, the remains of a
sixtli-century basilica, and the ruins of Roman
origin of a vast amphitheatre, of ancient aque-

ducts, baths, temples, and the remarkal)le Tour
dc Vcsoiic. The city has a nuiseum of antiqui-

ties, a library with" over 30,000 volumes, and a
handsome seminary. (Juarries of building stone

are worked in the' vicinity, and many hands are

employed in cutting and polishing marble. Pa-

per, woolen cloths, silk, cutlery, tools, and to-

bacco are manufactured and there is a trade in

wine, grain, swine, and oxen. The celebrated

jxitcs dc Perigueux, made of partridges and truf-

fles, are largelv made and exported. Population,

in 1801, 31,430: in 1001, 31.07G. Perigueux, tlie

Vcsioia and capital of the Petrocorii, mentioned

by Ca'sar, was a city of much importance in an-

cient times. See Perigord.

PERIGYNY, per-5j'i-ni (from Gk. irept, peri,

around + 710/1), gi/ne, woman, pistil). A con-

dition in (lowers in which the sepals, petals, and
stamens are borne upon the margin of a cup-like

outgrowth around the pistil, as is well shown

in the flower of the common cherry. Perigynous

flowers are specially characteristic of certain

genera of the rose family. See Flo\ver.

PERIHE'LION" (Xco-Lat., from Gk. vepl,

peri, around + ijXios, helios, sun). That point

in its orbit at which a planet is nearest the sun.

The point of the orbit opposite to it is called the

aphelion (q.v.). The position of the perihelion,

i.e. its longitude east or west of the vern.-il

equinox, is one of the .seven elements of a planet's

orbit. See Elements; Orbit.

PERIM, pa-rem'. An island in the Arabian

Sea about 2 miles from tlie southwestern coast

of Arabia, in the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb (Map:

Asia, D 7). Area, about 7 square milea. It is
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under British control and has a small garrison
and a lighthouse.

PERIM'ETEB (Lat. perimetros, from Gk.
irfpi/uTpos, circumference, from irepl, peri,

around + /iirpov, »ie<ro», measure). The length
of the boundary of a plane figure. See Isopeki-
METEIC FiGUKES.

PERIN.a:XJM (Xeo-Lat., from Lat. perimEon,
pcriniun, from Gk. irfpivaiov, pcrinaion, irephiov,

perineon, Trepiubs, perinos, perineum). The part
of tile human body which forms the Hoor of

the true pelvis is by anatomists divided into

two portions. Of these, tlie anterior one, sit-

uated in front of the anus, is called the true
perinteum, or urethral (or, in the female, the

vaginal) portion of the perinacum; the posterior
portion, which contains the anus or termination
of the rectum, is called the rectal or anal portion
of the perina?um. The anterior portion, or true
perineum, is triangular in form, the apex being
in front: the sides, about three inches in length,
are formed by the rami of the pubes and ischium,

and the base by an imaginaiy line joining the
tuberosities o,f the ischium, and passing about
half an inch in front of the anus. Through this
space the urethra passes through a layer of strong
fascia—tlie deep perimeal fascia—to communi-
cate with the bladder, and in this space the open-
ing is made in the operation of litliotomy.

In the female the space usually referred to as
the perinieum lies between the vagina in front
and the anal orifice behind. Its most important
constituent is the anterior portion of the levator

ani muscle. The perinaeum. including a greater
or less extent of this muscle and sometimes also
the sphincter ani muscle, is often torn during
parturition, and requires suturing for its repair.

PERIOD (Lat. periodus, from Gk. irepioSos,

a going round, circumference, circuit, cycle, sen-

tence, period, from irepl, peri, around + 6o6s,

hodos, road). A term used in chronology in the

same sense as cycle, to denote an interval of

time after which the astronomical phenomena
to which it refers recur in the same order. It is

also employed to signify a cycle of cycles.

The Chaldeans invented the Chaldaic period or
tS'nros. from observing tliat, after a certain num-
ber of revolutions of the moon I'ound the earth,
her eclipses recurred in the same order and of the
same magnitude. This period consists of 22.3

lunations, or G585.32 days, and corresponds al-

most exactly to 19 'eclipse years.' The eclipse

year is the time required for the sun. in his
apparent motion among the stars, to complete a
circuit from one of the nodes (q.v.) of the lunar
orbit back again to the same node. On account
of the motion of the lunar nodes, the eclipse j'ear

contains only 346.02 days, and 19 such years
contain fi.5S.5.78 davs. The error of the .S'aros

is thus only 0.46 day (about 11 hours) in 223
lunations, or 19 eclipse years.

\'arious important periods or cycles are used
in the calendar (q.v.) for predicting the dates
of new and full moon. These phases recur on
the same dates every nineteen years (except that
leap years may change the dates one day), which
fact was discovered by Melon, an Athenian, who
invented (B.C. 432 > a lunar period of 6940 days,
or 19 years, called the Mefonie ci/cle (q.v.). also
the lunar cycle. The calippic period consists of

76 years, or four IMetonic periods, and is thus
able to take account of leap years. The period

of the heliacal or solar cycle, after which the
same day of the month falls upon the same day
of the week, consists of 28 -Julian jears of 305 Vi
days each. If the j'ear had regularly consisted
of 30.5 days—that is. one day more than an exact
number of weeks—it is evident that at tlie end
of seven years the days of tlie montli and week
would again correspond; but the introduction of

an intercalary day into every fourth year causes
this coincidence to recur at irregular periods.
(To ascertain when the same days of the week and
month will recur in the Gregorian calendar, see
Calexdae, section on Perpetual Calendar.) The
Julian period is a cycle of cycles, and consists of

7980 (2819-15) years, after tlie lapse of which
the solar cycle, lunar cycle, and the indiction
(q.v.) commence together. The time of its com-
mencement was arranged so that it will expire
at the same time as the other three periods from
which it is derived. The year B.C. 4713 is taken
as the first year of the period, consequently a.d.

1 is the 4714th year of it. (See Chronology;
C-^LEXDAB: Cycle.) Astronomers also use the
term period to designate the quantity of time re-

quired by a planet or other celestial body to
complete a revolution in its orbit. (See Ele-
SLEXTS. ) In this sense there may be different

periods for the same body, according to the point
selected as the beginning and end of the periodic

orbital motion. The location of the position

from which the motion is supposed to be viewed
may also change the period materially.

PERIODICAL. In a wide sense, a publication

issued, at mure or less regular intervals, in suc-

cessive numbers, which are not related to one
another as volumes or parts of a single book or

series of books. The word, however, is common-
ly employed—and is here considered—in a nar-

rower sense which excludes on the one hand
newspapers (see Xewspapeb). or periodical sum-
maries of current, and especially of political,

events, and on the other such periodical publica-

tions as the transactions of learned societies,

year-books, almanacs, and so on. Even within
these limits the term includes a great variety of

publications wdiich differ so much in object and
character that concise description of them is im-
possible : but it may be said of them in general

that they are designed to furnish either informa-

tion about matters of more than epliemeral inter-

est, or entertainment, or both. They deal either

with a single subject—such as literature, or a
particular science or industry—or with a group
of allied subjects, or with material of the most
heterogeneous character. The most important
special groups of them are reviews, or periodicals

devoted especially to the criticism of books, and
mayazines, which are designed to furni.sh miscel-

laneous and entertaining reading. In the most
popular of the latter class fiction forms an im-
portant part of the contents, and pictorial illus-

trations, often of fine artistic quality, are fre-

quently employed.

Early Forms. The periodical, as thus defined,

originated in France in the seventeenth century,

and in the form of the critical literary journal.

The first example of it is also one of the most
famous and the longest lived, for its publication
has continued, though with many interruptions,

until the present day—namely the Journal des
Sarants. The idea which it embodied was con-

ceived about 1663 by the historian Mfizeray, who
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proposed to establish a weekly journal in whieli

slunild be -inaae known wliat was happening in

the republic of letters." His i)roject came to

nothinj;; but in ltil!4 Denis ile Sallo, Sieur <le la

C'liudrave, under the name of Sieur de Hedouville,

obtained the privilejie of issuing a periodical of

this kind, and the first number of the Journal rfc?

,S'(ii((h/s apjK-ared on .(anuary 5, 1(165. Its plan

included reviews of new books, reports of seien-

titio discoveries, obituary notices, and general

information of interest "to the learneil. world.

8allo associated with himself a number of schol-

ars, among them the .\bl>C' (Jallois, who Bucceedcd

liim as editor. The frce<lom —or, as it appeared

to an age not accustomed to the ways of the re-

viewer, arrogance—with which the new journal

criticised both books and (what was more seri-

ous) ecclesiastical all'airs promptly brought it

into trouble, and after the appearance of the thir-

te<'nth number it was suppressed. Colbert,

however, who recognized its value, decided to

reestablish it. and on Sallo's refusal to con-

sent to the demanded abridgment of his freedom,

placed it (llititi) In the hands of the Abbi? Gal-

lois, who conducted it negligently, issued it very

irregularly and practically abandoned it in

l(i74. In l()7o publication was resumed under

the editorship of the Abb6 de la Roque, who was
succeeded in 1087 by L. Cousin. In 1701 it

passed under the editorial control of a commis-
sion of literary men and was conducted in this

way until 1723. After a year of suspended ani-

inatiiin it was reiss\icd iiniler the auspices of the

Abbe Bignon and the Abbe Dcsfontaines. An-
other intcrr\iption of piildication was caused by
the ReV(ilutiiin in 17!l2. and an attempt to revive

it in 17!'() was a failure. It was tinally reestab-

lished (April 15,1810) under the Restoration and
placed under the supervision of a commission
representing the different classes of the Institute.

8even years after the apiiearance of the Jininml
drs Siii-aiits was founiled the second French litera-

ry periodical, the M<r(iiie (liiliint of .Jean Don-
iiiMU rle \'v/.(\ which, undi'r a variety of titles, con-

tinued—with interruptions—to exist until 1825;
in 1717 it received the name of ilercure de
France, by which it is conunonly known. In ad-
dition to criticism, poetry, and other literary
material, it dealt with topics of the most diverse
kinds, including current news; and it has,

accordingly, a place in the history of journalism.
Among its editors were Thomas Corneille. whom
Viz^ associated with himself in 1090, and Jlar-
niontel. In the same year (1072) with the
Ucrcurc (lalml, Claude' Blondeau and Gabriel
Oueret began the first legal periodical, the Jour-
nnl du Palais; in 1C79 appeared the yotivelles
dfcourertca siir loulrs Ics parlies de la midecine
(3 vols.) of Nicholas de Blegny—memoirs pub-
lished by an 'academy' at whose head Blegny had
placed himself—which may be regarded as the
first medical journal; and in 1080 was issued
by the Abb*"- .Jean-l'a\il de la Roque the first pros-
pectus of a religious periodical—the Journal
ecclcsiastiijue. The publication of the last named
was forbidden, and in 1000 La Roque began the
Mcmoircs sur Vhistoire eccUsiastique, of which
however, only one volume was issued. A medical
journal

—

J.es Journeaux de JIfdecine, etc.—which
he started in 1083 was equally unfortunate.
Other notable periodicals of French origin (but
printed in Holland) dating from the seventeenth
century are the Xouvcllcs de la ripuhlique des

Icllrcs, founded by the celebrated Pierre Bayle in

1084, and conducted by him for three years (it

survived imtil 1718) ; the Ilistoire des ourrui/ia

dcs saranis of Henri Basnage de Beauval, begun

in 1087 and continued until the middle of 170!);

and the liihliolhi(/ue universelle et historique of

Jean Leclcrc, the noted critic, which was issued

in 1080-93.

Begixxixgs in England. The last quarter of

the same century saw tlie beginnings of the lit-

erary and of the scientilic periodical in England
also. As the first cxamide of the former is com-
monly reckoned the .]I(rcurius Lihrurius ; or a
Faithful Account of All Books and Pamphlets,
the first number of which appeared in April,

1080. It was announced as a 'catalogue' to be

published "weekly, or one in fourteen days at

least," and it was in fact nothing more; it con-

tained advertisements, or paid notices of new-

books, and possessed nothing of the literary char-

acter. Of greater im|>ortance was the \VrcKly
Memorials for the Inycnious, issued 1081-83,

which obtained much of its material from tlie

Journal dcs Savants. Between 1085 and 1700 a|)-

peared for brief periods several learned jniblica-

tions of the periodical type, derived cliielly from
Continental sources. Of a more strictly Knglish

character was the Athenian Gazette (later called

the Athenian Mercurii)—a kind of 'Notes and
Queries'—published weekly from ilarcli. 10S900,
to February. l(i95-90, by the bookseller .John llun-

ton, witli the assistance of Richard Sault and
others. The (Icntlrniatt'S' .Journal, or the Month-
Iji M iseellan;/, of Peter Anthony Motteux, a fore-

runner of the modern literary magazine, was
issued 1092-93 (2 vols.) ; it contained verses

by Prior, Sedley, Jlrs. Behn, Oldmixon, D'Urfey,

and others, and miscellaneous prose. The Uis-

torij of the ^Vorl;s of the Learned, a review deal-

ing mainly with Continental books, was issued

from Kino to 1712. Its publication was resumed
in 1737 and was continued until 1743.

K.\KLY German Periodicals. In Germany a
beginning was made in 1003 with the Erbau-
liche Monatsunterredunfien- of .Johann Rist,

which was followed in 1070 by the first .scientific

annual, the Miscellanea Curiosa Medieo-J'hysica.

of the Academia Leopoldina. But the most
celebrated of all the periodicals which date from
this period is the first German literary journal,

the Acta Eruditorum Lipsicnsium (written in

I.atin), founded by Prof. Otto Jlenckc in Leipzig,

the first number of which appeared in 1082. It

was modeled after the Journal des Saranis and
the Italian (liornale de' Leiterati (see below),
and included extracts from new books, reviews,

and independent articles. Meneke assoeiateil

with himself in this work many of the most
learned men of the time, among them Leibnitz,

8eckendorff, and Thoniasius, Snd the Acta
became the supreme critical authority in

German literature. On Mencke's death in 1707
he was succeeded in the editorship by his son, J.

B. Jlencke; and in 1732 his grandson. F. 0.

iMencke, began a new scries under tlie title yov<i
.\ela Eruditorum. The .4f/a came to an end in

1782. w-hen the belated volume for 1770 appeared.
Outside of the countries above mentioned. Italy
alone has possessed learned periodicals dating
from this period—the Giornale de' Leiterati of

Francesco Xazzari, founded in 1608 and pub-
lished until 1070, another with a similar title

issued from 1080 to 1697 by Bacchini and Ro-
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berti, and the Biblioteca rohintc of Cinelli and
Sanoassini (1676-1718 and 1733-47).

iloDERN British Pebiouicals. From the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century new periodicals

have appeared in these and in other countries in

ever-increasing numbers and diversity. In Eng-
land, Daniel Defoe began in 1704 A Review of

the Affairs of France and of All Europe, as In-

fluenced by That Nation, issued at first \veel<ly,

then twice, and later thrice a week. It came to

an end, in its original form, in 1712, but was
carried on in a new series, called simply The
Kcrieu-, until June, 1713. One feature of this

review—tlie contributions of an imaginary 'Scan-

dal Club'—doubtless suggested tiie periodical es-

say which became important in tlie Iiistory of

English literature. Of these essay-periodicals

the most noted are The Tatler (1709-10-11) writ-

ten chiefly by Steele and Addison ; The Spectator
(1710-11-14) of Addison, Steele, Budgell, and
others; The Rambler (1750-52) of Dr. Johnson.

A French Protestant refugee, Michel de la

Roche, a friend of Bayle, started in 1710 the

Memoirs of Literature, a review, independent of

foreign sources for its material, though modeled
after French works of the kind, wliich he issued

until the end of 1714. In 1725 he began another
review, the Xcir Memoirs of Literature, which
lived for two years, and in 1730 .1 Literary Jour-
nal, a continiuitiou of the Memoirs of Literature,

wliich came to an end in about hrlf that time.

A classical periodical, entitled Bibliotheca Litera-

ria. Being a Collection of Inscriptions, Medals,
Dissertations, etc., was brought out in 1722 by
Samuel Jebb and ran through ten numbers, end-

ing in 1724. La Roche's work was taken up by
Andrew Reid, who issued (1728-36) The Present
State of the Republick of Letters, a review of

considerable merit ; and by Archibald Bower,
whose Historia Literaria appeared niontlily

(1730-34). At this time (.January, 1730-31")

was published the first and one of the most fa-

mous of English magazines, the Gentleman's
Magazine, or Traders' Monthly Intelligencer

. . . by Sylvanus Urban, Gent., founded by
the printer Edward Cave. His original plan,

afterwards nuich widened, was that of a collec-

tion or 'magazine' (the first use of the word in

this sense) of the essaj's and news which ap-

peared in the London papers: the title was in

other points suggested by Jlotteux's periodical

mentioned above. The magazine met with great

success—due chiefly to Cave's energy and prac-

tical (not literary) ability—its circidation ris-

ing within a few' years to over ten thousand
copies. In it, in 1732, was begun tlie publication

of Parliamentary debates (of botli Houses) , under
the—necessary—disguise of "Repork»< of the De-

bates of the Senate of Lilliput:" .Tolinson was
employed during several years in writing out
(largely from his own imagination) the speeches

reported. His association witli Cave and the

Magazine is the chief title of both to fame.

.After Cave's death, in 1754. it was conducted by
liis brother-in-law. and later by .John Xichols

and his son. In 1868 it became a magazine of

light literature. It soon had numerous imitators

and rivals, the most successful of which was the

London Magazine (1732-81), established by lead-

ing London publishers. Among the most im-
portant of the other magazines established dur-

ing the eighteenth eentui-v are: The Scots Maqa-
sine (1739-1817, from that date to 1826, the

Edinburgh Magazine) ; the Royal il/oj^azineC 1759-

71) ; the Oxford Magazine (1768-82) ; the Euro-
pean Magazine (1782-1826); tlie Monthly Maga-
zine (1796-1843): and the Philosophical .Maga-

zine (1798— ). To return to reviews: the His-

tory of the Works of the Learned found a suc-

cessor in A Literary Journal (Dublin, 1744-49),

the first review published in Ireland. The Mu-
seum, projected by tlie poet and bookseller Rob-
ert Dodsley, appeared in March, 1746, and was
issued fortnightly until Septemljer, 1747. It

was as much a magazine as a review, comprising
besides notices of books, essays, mainly u])on

historical and social topics, by writers of repute,

including Spence, Warburton, Horace Walpole,
Akenside, and Campliell. From this time on
the distinctive characteristics of tlie modern lit-

erary review became more and more prominent
and before the end of the century were firmly

established.

A notable advance in this direction was made
in the Monthly Review, founded by Ralpli Grif-

fiths (1749) and conducted by him until his

death in 1803. It included scientific and liter-

ary material as well as criticism, and among its

writers (1757-58) was Oliver Goldsmith. The
Review was carried on after Grifbths's death by
his son (until 1825) and others until 1845. The
Whig politics and non-conformity of Griffiths

led to the founding of the Toiy Critical Revieto

(1756-1817) by Archibald Hamilton, to which
Smollett, Johnson, and Robertson contrilnited;

and this was followed by a number of others, in-

cluding The London Review (1775-80); A New
Review (1782-86); the English Review (1783-

96), combined in 1797 with the Analytical

Review (1788-99); The Antijacobin Review
and Magazine (1798-1821); and the High
Church British Critic (1793-1843), begun by

Nares and Beloe. An epoch in the history of the

English review- was made by the establishment

of the Edinburgh Review or Critical Journal—
'to be continued quarterly'—tlie first number of

which appeared in October, 1802. It was de-

signed to be the organ not only of literary, but
also of political (Whig) opinion, and was planned

so broadly and edited so ably that it almost im-

mediately attained a position of authority which

soon became, as C'arlyle said, that of "a kind of

Delphic oracle and voice of the inspired for

great majorities of what is called the 'intelligent

public.'" The first of the really great English

reviews, it established a standard of reviewing

which (though its literary criticism, especially

in the early days, has often been inferior) its

rivals during the century and more of its ex-

istence have not been able to surpass. In it the

English review became for the first time a really

potent influence in the formation of literary taste

and the shaping of political views. Its original

projector was Sydney Smith, and he also edited

tlie first number; with the second the editorship

was transferred to Francis Jeffrey ( later Lord
Jeffrey), who retained it until 1829, when he

resigned on his election as Dean of the Faculty
of Advocates. Among the other earlier contribu-

tors were Brougham, who largely deterinined its

political opinions, Scott (during the first few
years), Carlyle, Hazlitt, and (from 1825) Ma-
caulay, whose influence upon its character was
probably second only to that of .leffrey. After

Jeffrey's retirement the editorship was held suc-

cessively by Macvcy Napier ( 1829-47 ) , William
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Enipson (—1852), George Cornewall Lewis

(— 1855), Ht'iirv Keeve (—1895), and Arthur

S. Elliot (1805—). In 1002 the lieview cel-

ebrated its centennial.

The great success aud rapidly growing influ-

ence of this champion of Whifj^ism caused the

Tories to bestir themselves, and in February,

1800, appeared tlie lirst number of Tlif Qiiailcrly

licrkir. whiili soon attained a position hardly

second to that of its <,Meat rival. Its tirst editor

was William (lill'ord, and among its first con-

tributors were Scott. Southey, Dr. Young, Can-

ning, John Wilson Croker, and lieber. Gifford

resigned in 1824, and was succeeded by John

Taylor Coleridge, who gave place in 1826 to John

Gibson l.ockliart, who retained the editorial con-

trol of the Hciicir until 185:5: be was followed

bv the Rev. Whitwell Khvin (-1800), William

ilacpherson (— 1807), Sir William Smith

(_18o:!), Rowland l'rotl\ero (1894-99), and
George W. I'rothero (1809—). The Wcstminsler

I{evicw (styled from 18.i(i, when it was combined

with the London Kiiiew, until 1851 the London

and Wcstminsler IletU'ic) was founded in 1824

to pronuilgate the views of the I'tilitarians, Beu-

tham and the Mills. The great quarterlies above

mentioned were partisan in their origin and in

their prineiides of editorial management: they

were designed to pronuilgate definite views, lit-

erary and jiolitical. with which tlie opinions of

tlu-ir contriliutors nuist be in harmony: their

articles were accordingly anonymous (though the

M'cstminstcr has not been consistent in the mat-

ter). This jiolicy was al>andoned by the Fort-

nifihllii A'ci'iVh',
" established in 181)5 (issued

monthly from 18GG), which was designed to allow

tlie freest expression of individual opinion with
individual responsibility. Its tirst editor was
<ieorge Henry Lewes, who was followed in IStiT

by John iMoiley, who resi<;ned in 1882. Among
its early supporters were liagehot, George Eliot,

Sir John Uersehel, Mill, Huxley, and Spencer.

The policy of the Fortnuihtly in these particulars

has been followed by other monthly reviews—the

Conlnnjiorary Revieu: established in 1860, the

Xinetrcnth Century in 1877, and the Xational Re-
ricw in 1883.

Weekly journals dealing wholly or partly with
literature, seience, and art have existed by the

side of the quarterlies and monthlies, among
them The Exnminer (1808-81), The Literary
Gazette ( 1817-(>2), T/ic .U/icii(rwm (1828— ),77r>

Spectator (1828—), The Saturday Review (1855
— ), The Academy (18G9— ), and The Speaker
(1800—).
Hardly less notable than the development of

the review during the nineteenth century was
that of tlie magazine. The Xeir Monthly Ma(ja-
zine (1814) numbered Campbell, Theodore Hook,
and liulwer Lytton amoni; its editors. A bril-

liant production was Iilaekirood\i Edinhiirgh
Magazine (1817— ), which '"created a sensation
unparalleled in magazine history," due to the wit
and audacity of its anonymous contributors,
among whom were Lockhart. Hogg. Scott, and
John Wilson, the editor. Its most important
feature, in those early days, was the famous
yortex Amhrosian<T. '"in which the leading con-
triluitors discoursed with irresponsible wit and
incisiveness upon the books, the people, and the
events of importance in their day." Eraser's
Magazine (18:10-82. when it became Longman's
Magazine) is associated with the names of Car-

Ivle and Thackeray. Others of note are The
British Magazine (1832-49), The Dublin Univer-

sity Magazine (1833— ), Tail's Edinburgh Maga-
zine (1832-61), Bentley's Miscellany (1837-68),

yotes and Queries (1840— ), Maemillan'» Maga-
zine (1859—), The Cornhill Magazine (I860—),
Saint James Magazine (1861— ), The Eng-
lish Illustrated Magazine (1883— ), Cassell's

Magazine (1877—), Temple Bar (I860—), Re-
view of Reviews (1890— ), The Strand Maqazinc
(1891), and The Pall Mall Magazine (1893—).
These are only a selection from a long list.

Periodicals in the United States. The his-

tory of the periodical in the I'nited States be-

gins in colonial times with The Anicrieun Maga-
zine, issued at Philadelephia, February 13, 1741,

by the printer Andrew Bradford, a business rival

of Franklin's, and edited by John Webbe. The
idea was due to Franklin, who had jjlanned an
imitation of The Gentleman's Magazine, and had
incautiously divulged his scheme to \\'ebbe.

Franklin's own periodical. The General Magazine,

was issued on February 16, 1741, its projector thus

losing by three days the honor of having edited

and published the first monthly in America. Both
publications were short-lived, ^\'ebbes perishing

with its second number and Franklin's with its

sixth. Throughout the entire sulisequent devel-

oijuient of periodical literature in this country

the magazine has taken the first place, reviev/s

having been comparatively few in number and
decidedly inferior in quality. The magazines
])ublished down to the Revolution number sixteen.

Among them were The Ameriean Magazine and
Historical Chronicle (Boston, 1743-46), The
Boston Weekly Magazine (1743), The Christian

History (Boston, 1743-44), The Independent Re-

flector (New York, 1752-53), The New England
Magazine of Knowledge and Pleasure (Boston,

1758), The American Magazine and Monthly
Chronicle (Philadelphia, 1757-58), The Xeio

Ameriean Magazine (Woodbridge, N. J., 1758-

60), The American Magazine (Philadelphia,

1709), The Royal Ameriean Magazine (Boston,

1774-75), and The Pcnnsylvatiia Magazine, or

American Monthly Museum (1775-76). Between
the close of the war and the end of the century
about forty others appeared, among them The
Columbian Magazine, or Monthly Miscellany
(Pliiladelphia, 1786-92; from JMarch, 1790, en-

titled The Universal Asylum and Columbian
Magazine) , The American Museum, or Repository
(1787-92), of considerable value as a source of

historical information ; The Massachusetts Maga-
zine (Boston, 1789-96), The Xeic York Magazine
(1790-97), The Political Censor, or Monthly Re-
view (Philadelphia, 1796-97), edited by William
Cobbett, and The Farmers ^\'eckllJ Museum ( Wal-
pole, N. H., 1790-99). The last was edited from
1705 by .Joseph Dennie, the founder, in 1801. of

The Port Folio. Charles Brockden Brown estab-

lished in 1799, in New Y'ork, The Monthly Maga-
zine and American Review, which, with a change
of name to The American Review and Literary
Journal, survived until 1802. He later edited

The Literary Magazine and Ameriean Register
(Philadelphia, 1803-08).
At the end of the first decade of the nineteenth

century the periodicals published in the United
States amounted to nearly thirtv in number.
Only two of them, however, were in any way
notable: The Port Folio (Philadelphia) above
mentioned, which survived until 1827—up to that
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time a phenomenally long life for an American
magazine; and The Anthology and Boston lieview

(Boston, 1803-11), which included Tieknor. John
Quincy Adams, and Everett among its contribu-

tors. From this time on the number of literary

periodicals—to say nothing of religious and other

special publications—increased rapidly, with a

corresponding improvement in quality. The fol-

lowing are perhaps the most noteworthy: The
Annlectic Magazine (Philadelphia, 1813-20),

founded by iloses Thomas, with Irving (its edi-

tor. 1813-14), Paulding, and Wilson the orni-

thologist among its contributors: The Atlantic

Magazine (Xew York, 1824-2.5: continued until

1827 as The yew York Monthly Review), which
Avas edited bv Robert C. Sands and had the sup-

port of Bryant ; The .Ycic York Mirror { 1823-42 )

,

of which X. P. Willis was one of the editors;

The Illinois Monthly Magazine (Vandalia, 1830-

32), the first publication of the kind in the

West; The American Monthli/ Magazine (Xew
York, 1833-.38), edited 1837-38 by Park Benja-

min; frraham's Magazine (1840-50), a widely

and deservedly popular periodical: The Dial
(Boston. 1840-44), the organ of the Xew England
Transeendentalists. edited by Ripley and Marga-
ret Fuller, and then by Emerson: The Jntrrnn-

tional Magazine (Xew York, 18.50-52), edited by
R. W. Griswold: The Knickerbocker Magazine
(Xew York, 1833-00 1. founded by the novelist

Charles Fenno Hoffman, and edited for some
time bv Louis Gavlord Clark: Putnam's Monthly
Magazine (X*ew "York, 1853-57, and 1867-69) ;

The Atlantic Monthly (Boston, 1857— ), per-

haps the foremost of American periodicals from
a literary point of view, having as editors Lowell.

Fields, Howells. Aldrich, Scudder, Page, and
Perry, and among its contributors Holmes, Long-
fellow, Whittier. and most of the notable Ameri-
can men of letters: Harper's Xew Monthly Maga-
zine (Xew York, 1850), an illustrated monthly
of high standing and wide popularity; I'terihner's

Monthly (Xew York), an illustrated monthly
founded in 1870 by Dr. J. G. Holland (as editor).

Roswell Smith, and Charles Scribner. and
from 1881 published, with Richard Watson
Gilder as editor, as The Century Magazine;
The Galaxi/. incorporated with the Atlantic

Monthly in' 1878 (Xew York. 1860— ): Lippin-

coit'» Magazine (Philadelphia, 1808—): ^crib-

Iter's Magazine (Xew York, 1887— ), an illus-

trated monthly: The Xew England Magazine,
illustrated (1889— ); The Cosmopolitan'. iWm^-

trated (X'ew York, 1880— ): and McClure's
Magazine, illustrated (Xew York, 1893—). In
the periodicals just mentioned, beginning with
The Atlantic, the popular literary magazine has
reached its highest point of development, not only

in the United States, but in the world. Esjie-

cially important has been the impetus given to

developing the art of illustration, and the sup-
port given to the obsolescent art of wood-engiav-
ing by The Century and Harper's: it may almost
be said that the art was revived by these peri-

odicals.

Of American reviews less need be said. Al-

though some of these are excellent, they do not,

as a whole, compare favorably with those that

have been published in England ami on the Conti-

nent. Their history begins witli The Ameriran Rr-

riew of History and Politics (Philadelphia. 1811-

13), a quarterly founded by Robert Walsh. This
was soon followed by The Nctrth American Review

Vol. .\v.—3»"

(Boston, 1815), which has continued until the
present day; among its editors have been many
eminent men—A. P. Peabody, H. Adams, "Dana,

Edwaid Everett, Sparks, Bowen, Lowell, and
Xorton. .\niong later publications of the kind

—

overlooking those that were merely ephemeral

—

are: The Southern Quarterly Review, first pub-
lished 1828-32 (Charleston, revived 1842-55):
The United States Magazine and Democratic Re-
view (Xew York, 1837-52), later The United
States Review (1853-55); The Xew Engiander
(Xew Haven, 1843-92) ; The International Re-
view (Xew York, 1874-83) ; The Forum
(1886—) ; The Aretia (1890).
!MoDERX French Periodicai-s. In France the

periodicals originating in the eighteenth century
begin with Mcmoires pour servir a I'histoire rfes

Sciences et des Arts (1701-07). founded by the
.Jesuits Michel le Tellier and Philippe Lalleman
at Trevoux (whence it is known as the Journal dc
Trevoux) ; it gained a high and well-deserved

reputation as a critical authority. In 1703 .Jean

Leclerc began, in continuation of his Bihliothique
universellc et historique (see above), a review en-

titled Bibliotheque choisie, which was issued until

1713 and was followed by his Bibliothcque an-

cienne et moderne (1714-27). These, as well as
various other periodicals edited by Frenchmen in

this period, were printed in Holland. Among
them are to be noted reviews of particular foreign

literatures, as the Bibliothrriuc anglaise (1717-

19), and the Mcmoires litteraires de la Grande
Bretagne (1720-24) of Michel de la Roche (see

above), and the Bibliothique germanique (1720-

40) of Jacques Lenfant. About this time the

English ]x>riodieal essay found imitators in

France; Marivaux published in 1722 the Hpecta-
teur franeais. which was followed by a number
of other publications of a similar character.

Other literary journals were the Mcmoires secrets

de la rcpublique des lettres (1744-48) : the 06-

serrations sur les ecrits modernes (1735-43) of

Dcsfontaines ; the Lettres sur quelques ecrits de
ce temps (1749-54) and L'annee litteraire

(1754-90) of Freron: and the Observations .tur

la littcrature moderne (1740-52) and L'observa-

teur litteraire ( 1758-61 ) of the Abbe de la Porte.

In 1754 a review, the Journal etranger. designed

to deal with foreign literature in general, was
founded by Freron, tJrimm, Prevost, and others;

it ceased to appear in 1762. This was followed

by the Gazette litteraire (1764-66), in the edit-

ing of which Voltaire and Diderot had a hand.

The Menioires secrets pour .^crvir d I'histoire de
la rcpublique des lettres (1762-87). also called

Mcmoires de Bachaumont, from its founder, are

an important record of contemporary social and
literary conditions: the same is true of the Cor-

respondanee litteraire secrete (1774-93). Of a
more general character were the magazines De-
cade philosophiquc—later the Iferue philoso-

phique— (1795-1807 ) , of P. L. Ginguene. the most
important French jjeriodical of its time, and the
llagasin cncyclopfdique, founded in 1792 and
continued from 1817 as the Annates encyelopf-

diques and the Rerue encyclopcdique. until 1832.

During the second half of this century appeared
a number of periodicals dealing with special sub-

jects, such as agriculture, conunerce, political

economy, military and naval aiTairs, and so on.

In the early part of the nineteentli century, under
both the Empire and the Restoration, the periodi-

cal as well as the newspaper press was ham-
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percd bv maiiv rostriclioiis and l.ut little piojrrcsss

fvas made. Jn 18:28 Uuizot. Ki-musat and ollieis

started tlic [tcruc fraiivaisc, m mutation ot the

Ent'lish reviews; it lived, however, only two

vear< In I82it api>eared the Rcnie de Pans,

"which was issued vintil lS4li. The same year

(182!t) saw the foundinj; of the licrue dcs Deux

Momhs. liy SegvirDnpiyron and Jlaiiroy; diir-

injr 1S30 it was not published, but in ls:U it re-

amu-arod. and ever since has maintained tlie high

reputation which it at onee attained. Pierre Le-

roux and George Sand started the Beriic ImU-

pcndaiitc in 1841: it ceased to appear in 1848.

many others. e<iuallv sliortlived, followed it.

Amon<; the later literary periodicals are the

yoiiirlle Utriic (1870—): Le Line (1880—);

the Itcnic </(• I'aiis ( 1804—) ; and the liei'iic Jin-

taii,iir,iir ( 182.")-10ni )

.

iloDEKX Ukrm.vn Periodicals. In Germany

since tlie bejiiniiint,' of the ci{;liteeuth century

development has been mainly in the direction of

the learned, and. es|)ecially in recent times, of the

scientific periodical. An" extraordinary number

of these have lieen publislied. many of them of

preat value. Literature, however, lias also been

well re|)rescnted. t^nly a few of these journals

can be mentioned. One of tlie earliest and most
important was the Xcue ZcHungen von f/clehrten

t>aclun, founded by J. G. Krause in 1715 and

carried on until 1707. "It was the first attempt

to apply the form of the weekly political journal

to learned subjects." Still more notalde is the

lliilliiifiixriir (iclchrte Anzcinoi. founded 17:!0 as

the ZciliiiKjcii run yctelirlcit Sachen, and conducted

from that time until the present by members of

the faculty of the Iniversity of Gilttingen. among
whom have been llaller. Heyne, and Eichhorn.

In 170fi the publisher N'icolai founded the .4//-

yciiiciiic dciitschc llihliolhch, which was issued

until 1801). Lessing and Mendelssohn aided in

conducting the Jlrirfc die neiieste Litlerulur 6c-

trcffeiid ( 17.")0-0r)) , also founded by Xicolai. Wie-
laud founded l>er driilnehc Merktir (1773-80;
revived 1700-1810). Tlie Allficmeiiie Littrnitiir-

zciluiiti. established by liertuch in 17S.i and issued

until 1848. was one of the most important of Ger-
man literary periodicals; the same may be said
of the Jeiiaiselie (tUqemeine Littemtiirzeituiig

(1804-48), founded by Eiehstadt. The Wiener
Jiihrbiieher der I.itteratiir (1818-48) enjoyed a
high reputation, as did. for its leai-niui.'. Hermes
(1819-31), founded by W. T. Krug. Tlie Jnhr-
hiicher fiir trisfiensehoftlielie Krilik (1827-46),
published by C'otta, and the Heidelberger Jahr-
bUcher der lAtierntnr ( 1808) should also be men-
tioned. Of more recent date are the Deutsche
Vierteljahrsschrift (1838-70); Die Orenzhoten
(1841—); Unscre Zeit (1857—); Preussische
Jnhrhiieher (1858—) ; Die (lefienirart (1872—) ;

the hittrraturzeitung (.lena. 187-1— ) ; Deutsche
Iluiidsehau (1874—); Die Seue Zeit (1872—);
yard uiid Slid (1878—); Die yation 1888—);
Die Zukunfl (1892—).

Periodicals ix Other Countries. The de-
velopment in other European countries has been
similar, though less extensive. Italy, in which,
as was stated above, the history of periodical
literature dates back to the seventeenth century,
exhibits a I(mg list of notable literary journal's.
Among them are the Frusta letteraria (1703-
65

)
of Giuseppe Baretti ; the yorelle letierarie

(1740-70) ot Giovanni Lami ; the liiblioteca

scieiize (Xaplcs, 18;i2-45) : the Rirista ei;nlcm-

pvranca (Turin, 1853— ) ; the (iiormile dcijli em-
diti (1883— ); the Rivista iiiteinazionale (1809-

83) ; and the Oiornale storieo delta letteratura

italiana (1883—). Spain and Portugal, Bel-

giuBi, Holland, the Scandinavian countries. Rus-

sia, Greece, and the Slavic countries, are all rep-

resented by literary periodicals of prominence.

In all the countries mentioned above, perimli-

cals dealing with theology or the interests and

practical work of the various religious denomina-

tions; with science, either in general or in one

or more of its special branches: with the arts or

trades, or with other special themes (including

periodicals of humor), multiplied greatly dur-

ing the nineteenth century. Their history can-

not be given lierc even ill tlie liriefest summary.

PERIODIC ETJNCTION. See Function.

PERIODIC LAW. The generally accepted

eml)odiment of the rehuions existing between the

various properties of tlie chemical elements, so

far as tliey can be coiii])ared with one another.

It may be stated as follows: If the elements are

arranged in the order of their atomic ireif/hts,

each of their properties txiries as a periodic func-

tion of the atomic ireight.

Ever since the work of Richter. Proust, and
Dalton had established the idea ot fixed numerical

values attaching to the ingredients of compounds,

an idea which was deduced by Dalton from the

hypothetical existence of individual atoms, iden-

tical in size, mass and other properties for any

one element, chemists sought to deduce a closer

rclationsliip between the various elements from

a comparison of the masses of their respective

atoms. (See Chemlstrv and Atomic Weights, i

The tirst attempt was that made by Dr. Prout in

1815 to prove that all the atomic weights were

even multiples of the atomic weight of liydrogen,

and that the latter was the only primitive ele-

ment, from which the others were derived by

processes of condensation. It was soon found

that very few elements possessed atomic weights

that could be expressed by integers, when the

atomic weight of liydrogen "was set at unity, and

Prout's law was gradually modified to state that

one-half the atomic weight of hydrogen, then that

one-quarter, should be taken as the real standard.

Refinements of investigation have since estab-

lished the relative atomic weights to the second

place of decimals, and it can now be asserted that

the numlier of exact coincidences with Prout's

law, as compared with xhat of deviations from

it. is not much greater than what would be ex-

pected by the theory of chances. Prout's law

has. therefore, been practically abandoned. On
the other hand, interesting relations were found

to exist between the atomic weights of similar

elements. Thus Doebereiner established, in 1829,

his so-called triads, sets of three closely related

elements whose atomic weights were approxi-

mately in arithmetical progression, as lithium

(7), sodium (23), and potassium (30) ; calcium

(40), strontium (88). and barium (130): sul

phur (32). selenium (70) . and tellurium (127)

chlorine (35.5) . bromine (80) , and iodine (127)

iron (56). nickel (57). and colialt (.58). Tlies

triads were later extended to include longer sets

and it was also pointed out that the constant

difTerenees were in many eases multiples of 16,

the atomic weight of oxygen, wdience it was as-

I

I
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ttaliatm (Milan, 1816-40); the Progres^o delle suinod that the heavier elements of a group might
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be oxides of the lightest, tluis roilueing the num-
ber of primordial elements considerably. The
idea of connecting all the atomic weights in a
single progression wherein similar elements re-

curred at regular intervals seems to have first

struck de C'haucourtois, and shortly afterwards
Newlands; but the law in its complete form is

due to Jlendeleeft' and Lothar Jlcver; who reached
the same conclusion independonlly in 1SG9. As
Mendcleeft''s exposition was b^- far the more con-

vincing, he has been given the greater share of
the credit.

A good idea of the fundamental principle can
be obtained from the accompanying figure, in

which the maximum valencies of the elements and
their melting-points are shown to be periodically

related to the atomic weights. The latter are laid

off as abscissas, and tlie valencies and melting-
points as ordinates, on perfectly arbitrary scales.

It will be seen that the two curves connecting

(itlicr. In tlie cightli j/rouii occur triplets of
closely analogous elements to be discussed below.

Arrangements into (ifteen or more individual
groups, in ulace of the twin and triple groups
here shown, liave been suggested, but not generally

ad<)|)ted. Mention should also be made of the fact

tliat this talde can be constructed by writing the
elements in the order of their atomic weights
along a screw-line of slight pitcli upon the surface
of a cylinder, and then, as it were, unrolling the

cylinder. Various efforts have been made to con-

nect all the atomic weiglits by a graphic equation,
which would provide for an arrangement on some
other kind of a spiral curve, either on a plane or
in space, but they have been only moderately
successful.

Before proceeding with a discussion of the de-

tails of the table, it may be well to inquire what
significance can be attached to this periodic varia-
bility of properties as functions of the atomic

y CENTIGRADE

ATOMIC WEIGHTS

tlie respective points are tuidulatory, with well-
defined maxima and minima, wliich occtir at regu-
lar intervals. The curves for most of the other
properties which are capable of precise meas-
urement are found to have a similar char-

acter; the maxima and minima, of course, do not
always coincide with the same elements in one
curve as in another, but the elements which oc-

cupy similar positions on one curve are also
found to be similarly located on another. It is

especially noticeable, moreover, that such curves
indicate a relationship between the groups of

elements, as well as between the elements them-
selves of each single group. Thus the properties
of the alkaline-earth metals are always found to
be intermediate between those of the alkalies and
those of the ahiminum group. Breaks in the con-

tinuity of the curves indicate lack of sufficient ex-

perimental data.
The arrangement of the elements, as shown in

the accompanying table, is the one generally
adopted at present, and includes all the well-

known elements. An asterisk marks the ele-

ments discovered since 1869. Hydrogen oc-

cupies a unique position, and is generally
omitted from the classification. Argon, heli-

um, neon, and krypton cannot be properly
included as yet. because their chemical be-

havior is still tmknown. The vertical cohunns in-

clude the elements most closely associated with
one another, and are known as Groups I., II.,

etc.: horizontally we have the .Series 1, 2, 3. etc..

in which the similarities ai'e not great, excepting
tliat a parallelism exists between the elements
of one series as compared with those of another.

The elements in odd-numbered series licar a closer

resemblance to one anotlicr than they do to the

elements of the intervening cvcn-unmbcrcd series,

and vice versa, so that it has been found expedi-

ent to make two divisions of eacli group, as will

be seen in the table, the odd-numbered series

being set to one side, the even-numbered to the

weight. The many attempts to connect the atomic
masses themselves in arithmetical relations would
indicate a widespread opinion that the substances
now called elements are really compoimds of sim-
pler substances, whose particles have a finite

mass and represent individuals of distinct chemi-
cal properties, so that the chemical elements
in each of the periodic groups might be likened

to one of the "homologous series' of organic com-
pounds. (See, for example. Hydrocvrboxs.)
This view really antedates the periodic law, but
fails in large measure to account for the re-

semblance existing between adjacent members of

dilTerent groups. Others, especially Sir William
Crookes, have held that the atoms are really for-

tuitous agglomerates of an indifferent primordial
element, and that atoms of approximately the

same mass behave similarly because they vibrate

similarly, while atoms of greater mass might vi-

brate harmoniously with the smaller ones. It is

difficult to explain, according to this hypothesis
of the "genesis of the elements,' why their numlier
should be as limited as it is. But some facts are
known vaguely pointing to the idea that the
atoms of elements within the same periodic group
are capable of vibrating at harmonically related

rates, and that the great majority of chemical
and physical jiroperties depend upon atomic vi-

brations. It may, however, be argued that jvist

as violin-strings may be composed of different

materials and yet vibrate together according to
connnon laws, so may the elements be composed
of as many individual materials and still exhibit
a periodic recurrence of properties, if the latter

depend upon the harmonic vibrations of the
atoms. Until nnich additional proof has been
brought, the periodic law. while furnishing a
vague indication, cannot be taken as positive
evidence of the qualitative unity of matter.

In tlie table it will be found that the fir*t

group contains the univalent elements, the second
group those which are divalent, and so on up
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to the seventh, where the maximum valency is

seven. The maximum valency of the elements
of the eighth group may be set at eight, but
their compounds rarely exhibit so high a valency,

and in many other respects this eighth group
is rather anomalous and is taken as a transition

group between the seventh and the first. Thus
the three elements copper, silver, and gold Ije-

long, witli respect to many of their properties,
especiall}^ when uncombined, in the eighth group

;

but their valency is usually low, and many of
their salts are so similar to those of sodium that
it is often found expedient to place them in the
first group, in the positions occupied in the table

by their names inclosed in parentheses. These
valencies refer especially to the stable oxides.

Stable compounds of hydiogen occur only in the
fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh groups, four
atoms of liydrogen combining with one of each
element of the fourth group, and this amount
decreasing until we find the halogens in the
seventh group univalent toward hydrogen. The
first group includes the most electro-positive ele-

ments, and there is a steady transition toward
the electro-negative end of the series in the
seventh group, while the eighth group shows a
rather sudden return toward the electro-positive

side. The majority of the compounds derived
from elements at the left end of the table are

soluble, colorless, and volatile, whereas these
properties change from left to right until we find

the maximum of insolubility, color, and resist-

ance to heat in the lower right hand of the table.

It is also possible to select analogous compounds
of the ditTerciit dements and find those of similar
properties fall within a well-marked zone upon
the chart. Mendcleef!', in his original essay,

added the following: (1) The elements which
have the lowest atomic weights are those most
widely distributed in nature, and also represent
the most typical characteristics found in the
second series of the table: (2) the atomic weight
determines the character of an element : (.3) from
a consideration of their position in the system
new analogies can be discovered between ele-

ments ; ( 4 ) it may be expected that new ele-

ments should be discovered to fill blank spaces
within the table, and their proj^erties can be pre-

dicted from a consideration of those of the ad-

jacent elements ; ( 5 ) errors in the assumed
atomic weights may be detected through an ir-

regularity in the position of the element in the

periodic system.

All of these statements have been verified, and
the immediate acceptance of Mendelf'eff's views
was facilitated especially by the sensational dis-

covery of a number of elements whose properties

agreed aecuratcjy with those predicted by Men-
del&tr. Thus gallium, germanium, and scan-

dium had been completely described with respect

to their own properties and those of their com-
pounds before they were actually discovered.

Success has also attended the attempts to correct

atomic weights in several cases where the ele-

ments appeared misi)laced in the original tables

and were assigned to positions more in accordance
with their properties, but necessitating the assign-

ment of new atomic weights. (See .Atomic

Weights.) The weakest point of the table lies

in the position of tellurium, which should fall in

the sixth group, but is found to have a higher
atomic weight than iodine, which undoubtedly be-

longs to the same series in the seventh group.

Efforts to explain this discrepancy have been so
far unavailing. There are also a number of ele-

ments derived from the so-called rare earths
whose place in the system is not readily assign-

able. In the latter case, however, it may be .said,

as well as in that of the atmospheric gases, argon,
helium, neon, and knpton, that their properties
and atomic weights are not so well established as
to cast doubt upon the theory through their fail-

ure to coincide with it. One interesting result of
the theory is that of limiting the probable num-
ber of chemical elements to about 120, since the
actual number of blank spaces is limited, and
since it is extremely unlikely that any elements
remain to be discovered with an atomic weight
less than that of hydrogen or greater than that
of uranium.
Among the physical properties which appear

as periodic functions of the atomic weight may
be mentioned the densities of the uncombined
elements and of their oxides, fusibility, atomic
volume, crystalline structure of the compounds,
coefficient of expansion, refractive index, con-

ductivity for heat and elcctricitj", color, and
velocity as ions.

As an indication of some purely chemical peri-

odiciiies the following conspectus has been ar-

ranged, in which the elements are indicated by
their positions in the above table, and are gen-

erally enumerated in such order that the one
which shows the propertj- in the most marked
degree has precedence. The maximum valency of

the elements toward oxyyen is indicated through-

out by the Roman numeral of each group, omit-

ting the 'peroxides.' in which the oxygen appears
to be linked in a ditlerent manner.

Jtaximuni valency toward hydrogen in stable

volatile compounds

:

Univalent: VII.: 2, 3, 5, 7 ;
powerfully acid

hydrogen compounds.
Divalent: VI.; 2, 3, 5, 7; faintly acid hydro-

gen compounds.
Trivalent: V.: 2, 3, .5, 7; basic acid hydrogen

compounds.
Quadrivalent: IV.: 2, 3, 5; neutral acid

hydrogen compounds.
^Maximum number of hydroxyls in basic com-

pounds:
One: I.; 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, III.; 11. VIII.;

G (c and d).
Two: II.; 2, 4, 6, 8, 3, .i. 7, 11. IV.; 11.

VIII.; 4 (bed).

Three: III.: 3. 4. 5, 6, 7. 8. 10. 12. V.; 11.

VII.: 4. VIII.; 4a.

Jlinimum valencv in oxygen acids:

One: VII.: 3.
'.5. 7.

Three: V.: 2, 3. 5. 7. VI.; 3, 5. 7.

Four: IV.: 2,4. .3. .5. 7, 11.

Vive: V.: 4. fi. 10.

Six: VI.: 4. fi. 10. VII.: 4. VIII.; 4a.

Tendency to liberate hydrogen from water be-

low red heat:

I. : 2, 3, 4. 0. 8. II. ; 2, 3. 4. fl. 8. VIII. ; 4a.

Tendencv to liberate oxvgen from water:
VII.; 2, 3. .5.

Elements whose chlorides are unstable toward
water

:

v.; 3. .5. 7. 11, 4. 6. 10. 12. VI.: 10. 6, 4.

Elements whose sulphides can be precipitated

from dilute acid solution:

VIII.: 4d. (abed), 10 (abed). 11.; 11. 7.

III.; 11. 7. IV.; 11, 7, 5. v.; 11, 7, 5.

VI.: 12. 10, 6.
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Ability to form alums with the sulphates of

^"
'ni^l'lU, 6, 10. VI.; 4. VII.; 4. VIII.; 4a.

.Ahility to form volatile compounds with or-

ganic radicles:

With one methyl group: 1.; 3. vii.; 2, 3,

."), 7.

With two methvl groups: II.; 3, 5, 7, II.

VI. ; 2, 3, .5. 7.

With three methvl groups: III.; 2, 3, 5, i,

11. v.; 2. 3. 5, 7, 11.

With four methyl groups: IV.; 2, 3, 5, 7, 11.

Ability to form complex bases with ammonia:

VIl'l.; 4 (cd). 6 (abed), 10 (abed). VI.; 4.

II.; 3, 11.

Consult: Xewlands, On the Discovery of the

Perioilic Laic and oil Relations Among the Atomic

Weiyhts (London, 1884) ; Huth, Das pcriodische

Gesetz der Atomgeicichte nnd das natiirliclw Sys-

tem der Elemente (Frankfurt a. 0., 1884) ;
Be-

lar. Das pcriodische Ocsetz utid das natiirliche

t<iislcm der Ehmente (Laibach. 1897) ; Men-

deli-elT, "The Principles of Chemistry," in -1 Li-

hrary of Vniccrsal Literature (Xew York, 1901) ;

Venable. .4 Bibliography of the Periodic Law
(Kaston, Pa., 1896).

PERICE'CI (Lat., from Gk. TlepioiKoi, Pe-

rioihoi. dwellers round, i.e. ro\mil about some

particular locality or city, from irepioiKtlv, peri-

oilcein, to dwell around, from irepl, peri, around

+ oterf, oikcin, to dwell, from oUos, oikos,

house). The subject i>opulation of Laconia and

the Spartan territory. They were not slaves

like the Helots (q.v.), and seem to have been

allowed to govern their own towns, under Spar-

tan oversight ; but they could hold none of the

higher olViccs of State, had no share in the general

government, and. we are told, could be put to

death liy tlie ephors without a trial. They paid

a contribution to the kings, but otherwise seem
to have been only taxed, like the Spartans, in

time of war. As the choicest lands belonged to

Spartans, the Perioeci seem to have devoted them-
selve.s largely to manufacture and trade, Avhich

were forbidden to the Spartans. Their work in

metal, especially armor, wool, and leather, was
celcbratcil and found a ready sale in foreign

parts, and their coast towns seem to have en-

joyed a nourishing commerce. Their numbers
must have been considerable, even though the
hundred cities of Strabo were probably most of

them of no great size. They were always more
numerous than their superiors, the Spartans,
and this disparity increased greatly during the
fourth century B.C.; but, though chafing under
their inferiority, the Periteci remained loyal

till the Theban invasion after the battle

of Leuctra (B.C. 371), when many of them
joined the victors. They were evidently trusted
by the Spartans, for they not only served as light-

armed troops, but formed no small part of the
heavy-armed forces, while the S[)artan fleet must
have i)een almost wholly dependent upon them,
and in some cases we find one of their number in
command of a squadron or an allied fleet. As the
acquisition of the Spartan territor\- was a grad-
ual conquest, it is not likely that all the Perioeci
had the same position. It may also be regarded
as certain that while there may have been an
Achaean element in some comnnmities, the bulk
of the Periipci were Dorian. They are called
Laeedsmonians, but not Spartans.

PER lOS'TETTM Xco-Lat., from Lat. perioa-

tion, from (jk. jr«pi6ffT«os, periosieos, surrounding

the bones, from jrepi, peri, around + out^ov, os-

teon, bone). A tough fibrous membrane wliicli sur-

rounds each bone. It is highly vascular, and is

the means by which the outer layers of the shafts

and the greater part of the spongy portions of the

bones are supplied with blood. It consists of an

outer or fibrous layer and an inner or ostcogcnetic

layer. The inner layer is very vascular and con-

tains many protoplasmic cells called osteohhists.

Numerous' experiments .show that the formation

of bone is essentially due to the action of the

])eriosteum; and that, by transplanting detached

portions of periosteum into muscular or other

tissues, bony tissue is generated in those parts.

In most cases in which this membrane has be-

come detached in consequence of a wound or of

disease, the exposed bone ( except in the instance

of the .skull, which derives most of its nutrient

matter from the dura mater, which is really the

periosteum of the inner surface of the skull)

perishes; but this is not invariably the case.

Among its other offices, it serves, by isolating

the bone from the surrounding tissues, to pre-

vent the spread of disease from them to it. The

shin-bone, or tibia, is thus indebted to the perios-

teum for its ordinary immunity in cases of ulcer

in that region.

PER'IOSTI'TIS (Xeo-Lat., from perios-

teum). An inflammation of the periosteum

(
q.v. 1 . It occurs generally on the surface of

thinly covered bones, such as the tibia, clavicle,

or cranial bones. It may be caused by injury,

asd is part of acute osteomyelitis (q.v.) ; and

like this disease, it is often brought on in boys

and young men by bathing in cold water after

violent e.xereise, or by similar forms of exposure.

When the aft'ection "is caused by .syphilis, oval

swellings called nodes (q.v.) are produced, and

there is considerable nocturnal pain. Rheumatism
and tulierculosis are also causes. The acute form

of periostitis must be treated with poultices and
antiphlogistic remedies, and opiates given to re-

lieve the severe pain. Severe cases must be in-

cised freely in order to relieve pressure and allow

of drainage if pus has formed. The treatment of

the chronic forms of this affection must be mainly

directed to the diseases which originated them.

PERIPATETIC PHILOSOPHY (Lat. peri-

ixiteticus. from (ik. irepiiraTTjriKos, pcripalC'tikos,

given to walking about, from inpiTraTuv, peri-

patein, to walk about, from xep£, peri, around

+ viTttv, patein, to walk, from Trdrot, patoi,\

path). A name applied to the pliilosopliy of the

school of Aristotle, derived, according to some,

from the name of the building in which Aristotle

lectured. As a school, the Peripatetics had com-

paratively little interest in metaphysical problems,

and spent most of their effort on the study of na-

ture and on an attempt to popularize the study of

ethics. Some of them modified to a great extent

the teaching of Aristotle, chiefly in a naturalistic

direction. The later members of the school were in

general faithful to his teachings, and derived much
of their importance from their careful work in the

arrangement and explanation of his writings.

The two most prominent leaders, after .Aristotle's

dcnth, were Theophrastus of Lesbos and Eudemus
of Rhodes, who developed his syllogistic methods
of reasoning, and in the main did little more
than supplement his work. Theophrastus was sue-
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ceeded as head of the school in B.C. 288 oi- 287 by
Strato of Lampsaeus, who held the position for

cigliteen years, and whose teaching was in the

direction of a consistent naturalism. Andronicus
of Rhodes, about 70 B.C., did much for tlie study

of Aristotle; and to him is probabl}' due the re-

ceived arrangement of his works, beginning witli

the Logic as a necessary foundation. The Peri-

patetics of the period following tliis, while tluey

did much for exegesis, showed a leaning toward
.Stoicism, and by their eclectic tendency prepared

the way for the combination of various systems
characteristic of Neo-Platonism.

PERIP'ATTJS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. vcplira-

Tos, a walking around, from irepnraTeit; jipripa-

tein, to walk around). This strange creature

stands alone, with no animals intermediate be-

tween itself and the worms on the one hand, and
the true Arthropoda on the other. Originally

supposed to be a worm, it is now referred to a

class by itself, the ilalacopoda of Blainville, or

Protracheata of Haeckel. It lives in the tropics,

in damp places under decaying wood. In general

appearance it somewhat resembles a caterpillar,

but the head is soft and worm-like, though it

i»ears a pair of antenna-like tentacles. It may
be said rather to resemble superficially a leech

with clawed legs, the skin and its wrinkles being

like those of a leech. There is a pair of horny
jaws in the mouth, but these are more like the

pliaryngeal teeth of worms than the jaws of

arthropods. The numerous legs end each in a
pair of claws. Tlie ladder-like nervous system is

unlike tliat of annelid worms or artliropods, but

rather recalls that of certain moUusks, as well

as that of certain flatworms and nemertine

PERIPATUS.

worms. Its annelid features are the large num-
ber of segmentally arranged true nephridia, and

tlie nature of the integmnent. Its artliropodan

features, whicli appear to take it out of tlie group

of worms, are tlie presence of tracbeie, of true

salivary and slime glands, of a pair of coxal

glands," as well as of claws at the end of tlie

legs. The heart is arthropodan. being a dorsal

tube lying in a pericardial sinus with many
openings. This assemblage of characters is not

to be found in any marine or terrestrial worm.
The tracheae are fine unbranched tubes, without

a spiral thread, and are arranged in tufts, in

Pei-ipatus Edwardsii, opening by simple orifices or

pores (stigmata), scattered irregularly over the

surface of the body; but in another species

( I'rripnUis Cajicnsix) some of the stigmata are

arranged more definitely in longitudinal rows

on each side, two dorsally and one ventrally.

The stigmata in a longitudinal row arc, however,

more numerous than the pairs of legs.

The salivary glands, opening by a short com-

mon duct into the under side of the mouth, in the

same general position as in insects, are evidently,

as the embryology of the animal proves, trans-

fonned nephridia. and. being of the arthropodan

type, explain the origin and morphology- of those

of insects. It is so with the slime glands, these.

with the coxal glands, being transformed and

verv large dermal glands. Those of insects arose

in the same manner, and are evidently their

homologues, while tliose of Pe-ripatus vere prob-

ably originally derived from the setiparous

glands in the appendages (parapodia) of annelid

worms.
The genital glands and ducts are paired, but

it is to be observed that the outlets are single and
situated at the end of the body. In the male the

ejaculatory duct is single ; in its base a spermato-

phore is found. It will be seen, then, that Peri-

patus is not only a composite type, and a con-

necting link between worms and tracheate artho-

pods, but that it may reasonably be regarded, if

not itself the ancestor, as resembling the probable

progenitor of chilopods, myriaiiods, and insects,

though of course there is a very wide gap be-

tween Peripatus and the other antennate, air-

breathing Arthropoda.
Consult: iloseley, "On the Structure and De-

velopment of Peripatus Caiieusis." in Philosophi-

cal Traiistictions of Ihc I'oiiul Socirti/ (London,

(1874) ; A. Sedg\vick, "The Uevelopment of Peri-

patus Capensis," ])arts i., ii., iii., in Quartrrly
Journal of Microscopical Science (London, 1885-

87); Packard, Text-Book of Entomology (New
York, 1898).

PER'IPLXJS (Lat., from Gk. replnXoos, per-

iplmis, ~epi-\ovs, prriplous. voyage round, from
ntpi-\ciV. periplcin, to sail round, from -epl,

peri, around + 7rX«», plein, to sail). A name
for various ancient maritime itineraries, as tliat

of Hanno (q.v. ).

PERIPNEUMONIA (\eo-Lat., from Gk.

~epi-i>evfjiOi'la. inlhuiuiiation of the lungs). An
old term for pneumonia (q.v.).

PERIP'TERAL (from Lat. peripteros, from
Gk. veplirrfpoi, with a single row of columns

around, from wepl, peri, around + irnpbv, pie-

ran. wing, row of columns). A term applied to

temples or like buildings entirely encircled by a

row of free-standing columns. The Greek temples

were nearly always peripteral, while the Roman
temples were not.

PERISPERM (from Gk. n^tpf, peri, around

-f (7-T^pp.a. sprniia. seed). The nutritive tissue

in seeds outside of the embryo-sac. It is derived

from the tissue of the nucellus which has not

been destroyed by the encroachment of the sac.

The ordinary nutritive tissue of seeds is de-

veloped within the embryo-sac, and is known as

'endosperm.' See Seed.

PERISSODACTYLA (Xeo-Lat. noni. pi.,

from MGk. 7Tfpii7(To5dKTv\os, pcrisaodakti/lox, hav-

ing an odd number of toes, from Gk. T;-ep(.<rcr6s.

prrissos. beyond the regular number or size, oihl

-j- SdKTvXos', ddhtfilos. finger, toe). A suborder

of the I'ngulata. containing all those forms

which have an odd number of toes, as distin-

guished from the even-toed ungulates, Artiodac-

tyla. The third digit is always the largest and
sometimes the only functional one. The carpal,

metacarpal, tarsal, and metatarsal bones are cor-

respon<lingly moditied. The stomach is simple

and non-rumiiiant. In all living forms the

horns, if )uesent. are median and not lateral.

JIany fossil forms are known, but the living

species are comparatively few, and are naturally

and easily grouped in three families—the tapirs,

rhinoceroses, and horses. See Ungulata.

PERISTALTIC MOTION (from Gk.-epi<TTa\-

TtKis. peristallikus, compressive, from Te/JiffTAXeii-,
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peristclJcin, to wrap around, from irtpf, pen,

aroniiJ -j- aTiWcif, stellcin, to place, to com-

press). The terms peristaltic and vermicular

ore applied to tlie peculiar wave-like motion or

action of the stomach and intestines by which the

food is regularly moved onward. Peristalsis takes

place from one "end of the intestinal tract to the

other, but it is seen at its best in the small in-

testine. Peristaltic movements arc ellected by

the alternate contraction and dilatation of succes-

sive portions of the muscular coats. These coats

are two in number, an external longitudinal and
an internal circular layer of fibres, under the

control of the sympathetic nervous system

through the agency of the yanglionic plexus situ-

ated in the intestinal walls. In peristalsis the

longitudinal fibres contract first, and draw the

intestine backward over tlie substance to be pro-

pelled, shortening and dilating the tube at this

point, while the circular fibres of the same part

contract in succession from above downward,
forcing the substance into the next portion of the
intestine, where the same process is repeated.

Under ordinaiy circumstances peristalsis gives

rise to no sensation, the presence of food being
just sullicient stimulus for a gentle and normal
action. In the presence of irritating substances,

however, peristalsis becomes painful, violent, and
spasmodic. When the intestinal canal is empty
there is probably little or no movement. See
DiOESTIOX.

PERISTOME (from Gk. Kepi, peri, around
-|- ffT-iuo, iloiiia, mouth). The fringe of teeth
ariiMMd tlie mouth of a moss capsule. See Musci.

PERISTYLE (from Lat. peristylum, Gk. Trepl-

arvXov, ixrisliiUm, a building with columns
around). In architecture, a line of columns
about a building or a court.

PERIT, Pelati.\h (1785-1804). An Ameri-
can nienliant and philanthropist, born in Nor-
wich, Conn., of Hug\ienot ancestry, and educated
at Yale College, where he graduated in 1802.
After acting as a clerk iit a Philadelphia import-
ing house (1805-Ofl), he went to New York City,
where he entered the firm of Goodhue & Co., ship-
ping merchants, in 1817. From 18.53 to 18C3 he
was president of the Chamber of Commerce, and
in the latter year retired from business. Perit
was prominent in many charities, especially in
behalf of seamen, as a member of various boards
of the Presbyterian Church, and as an officer of
the American Bible Society. In 18.57. during the
war between the New York 'nninicipal' and
'metropolitan' police, he was police commissioner
and did much to restore order. His projected his-
tory of Anierican commerce, begun after his re-
tirement from business, was not completed.

PER'ITONE'ITM (Lat. peritoneum, 'perito-
nauin. imm Gk. -epiTivaiOv, pcritoniiion, neu. sg.
of -epirdvaios; pcritoiwios, stretched around, from
KepiTiheiv, periteinein, to stretch around, from
TTtpl, prri, around -f rdveiv, <ciHcin, to stretch).
A serous membrane which more or less com-
pletely invests all the viscera lying in the abdomi-
nal and pelvic cavities, ami is then reflected
upon the walls of the abdomen, so that there
is a visceral and a parietal layer. Numer-
ous folds are formed by the visceral layer as it

passes from one organ to another. They serve to
hold the parts in position, and at the s'ame time
inclose vessels and nerves. Some of these folds

are termed ligaments, from their serving to sup-
port the organs. Thus we have ligaments of the
liver, spleen, bladder, and uterus formed by peri-

toneal folds. Others are termed mesenteries, and
connect the intestines with the vertebral column.
They are the mesentery proper (q.v. ), which has
been already described, the ascending, transverse,

and descending meso-colon, and the mesorectum.
Lastly, there are folds called omenta, which pro-

ceed from one viscus to another. They are three

in number—viz. the lesser or gas tro- liepa tic

omentum, which extends from the under surface

of the liver to the lesser curvature of the stom-
ach; the yastro-splcnic omentum; and the great

(or gastro-eolic) omentum, which consists of four

layers of peritoneum, the two which descend from
the stomach, and the same two returning upon
themselves, and ascending as high as the trans-

verse colon, where they separate, and inclose that
organ. These separate layers may be easilj* seen in

the young subject, Ijut in the adult they are more
or less blended. The great omentmn always con-

tains some adipose tissue, which in cor])ulent

persons often accumulates to an enormous ex-

tent. Its use appears to be (1) to protect the in-

testines from cold and from injury by covering

them anteriorly as with an apron, and (2) to

facilitate their movement upon each other during
their vermicular action. In the female the peri-

toneal cavity is not completely closed, as the

Fallopian tubes open into it by their free ex-

tremities. Intlammation of the peritoneum is

termed peritonitis (tj.v.).

PER'ITONI'TIS (Neo-Lat., from Lat. per-

itiiiicum, pcrilvna-uiii. peritoneum). An inflam-

mation of the peritoneum (q.v.).

Peritonitis may be acute or chronic, primary or

secondary. Primary or idiopathic intlammation
of the peritoneum occurs after exposure to cold

or wet, and is sometimes known as rheumatic
peritonitis. Its rarity is rather remarkable,
considering how frequently the pleura, pericar-

dium, and similar structures are affected. Sec-

ondary peritonitis is due to an extension of

inlhimmation from or perforation of one of the

abdominal viscera. By extension it may fol-

low an inflanunation of the stomach or intes-

tines, or extensive ulcerations of these parts,

abscess of any of the solid organs, or of the retro-

peritoneal tissiies. Perforative peritonitis com-
monly arises from penetrating wounds, or ulcer

of the stomach or bowels. An important cause is

perforating appendicitis, which is responsible

more often than any other single cause, and espe-

cially in young adult males. A more liberal

blood supply renders the appendix of the female
less liable to damage, but. on the other hand, the

generative organs are a frequent means of intro-

ducing an infection into the peritoneal cavity.

Acute peritonitis generally presents well-marked
symptoms. It commences with a chill, or severe

pain in the abdomen may be the first symptom.
The pain is at first confined to particular spots

(usually in the lower part of the abdomen), but

it soon extends over the whole abdominal region.

It is increased, on pressure, to such an extent

that the patient cannot even bear the weight of the

bedclothes; and to avoid, as far as possible, in-

ternal pressure upon the peritoneum, he lies per-

fectly still, on his back, with the legs drawn up,

and breathes by means of the ribs, in conse-

quence of the pain occasioned by the descent of
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the diaphragm in inspiration. The breathing is

shallow, and, less air being admitted at each
movement of respiration, tlie number of those

movements is increased. There are 40 or even GO

respirations a minute, instead of 18 or 20. The
pulse is very frequent, often 120 or more in the

minute, and small and tense, though occasionally

strong and full at the commencement of the at-

tack. The temperature may rise rapidly after

the chill to 104^ or 105°, 'but is subsequently

lower. Some very severe cases have no fever

throughout the attack. Vomiting is an early and
prominent symptom and causes great pain. Af-

ter the disease has continued for a certain time,

the belly becomes tense and swollen, the enlarge-

ment being caused at first by flatus, and after-

wards also by the effusion of fluid.

The appearance of the patient when at the

height of the disease is very characteristic. The
'Hippoeratic countenance' is more often observed

in peritonitis than in any other disease except

cholera
—"a sharp nose, hollow eyes, collapsed

temples; the ears cold, contracted, and their

lobes turned out ; the skin about the forehead be-

ing rough, distended, and parched; the color of

the whole face being brown, black, livid, or lead-

colored." Acute diffuse peritonitis is usually

fatal in from two to ten days. Often death oc-

curs with great suddenness, due to cardiac pa-

ralysis.

Chronic peritonitis may result from an attack

of the acute form, producing adhesions, either

local or general, between the peritoneal surfaces.

The intestines may be matted together or com-
pressed at particular points by fibrous bands.

Often there are no symptoms, but if the intestine

is constricted colicky pains w'ill be felt. Tubercu-
losis may cause either acute or chronic perito-

nitis, but usually the latter. It occurs at all

ages and presents symptoms of extraordinary
complexity and diversitj'. Sometimes the condi-

tion is discovered by accident, during an opera-

tion for some other trouble. Caseous masses
form, the mesenteric glands are enlarged, and the

omentum is irregularly thickened. These masses
can be felt through the abdominal walls. Can-

cerous peritonitis is usually an extension from
some other organ.

The treatment of acute peritonitis must be

prompt, vigorous, and persistent. In the earliest

stage it may be aborted or limited by the use

of ice bags locally, and a saline or calomel purge.

Complete rest is demanded at all stages of the

disease. The intestinal movements may be

quieted and pain allayed by the administration

of opium, and in the height of the disease this

is the only drug worth considering. Tolerance to

opium in peritoneal inflammation is great, and
comparatively large doses must be given. When
due to perforation, as in appendicitis, prompt
operation will often prevent the spread of the

infection. Tubercular peritonitis is often cured

by simply opening the abdomen, exposing the

tuberculous masses to the air, and flushing out

the cavity with saline or antiseptic solutions.

General treatment is unsatisfactory, but fresh

air, tonics, cod-liver oil, and creosote may effect

a cure.

PER'ITYPHLI'TIS (Xeo-Lat.. from Gk. Trent,

peri, around + tii0\<Ss, tijphlo.i, blind, with allu-

sion to the ctecum). An inflammation of the

peritoneal covering and the loose connective

tissue attaching the caecum and ascending colon

to the iliac fascia. Formerly what is now
known as appendicitis was thought to be due to

iullammation of the caecum, or typhlitis, and of

the peritoneum covering it, or perityphlitis; but
these conditions are now believed to e.xist inde-

pendently of appendicitis only in exceptional
eases. See Cecum; Colon; Vebjiifokm Ap-
pendix.

PERIWINKLE (AS. pervincw, pervince, per-

vcnke, from Lat. pcrvinca, periwinkle, from per,

through + vinca, twist, from vincire, to bind),

Vinca. A genus of plants of the natural order
Apocynaceae, having a five-cleft calyx and a sal-

ver-shaped corolla, bearded at the throat, with
five obliquely truncated segments, opposite ever-

green leaves, and flowers which grow singly or in

pairs from the axils of the leaves. The lesser

periwinkle ( Vinca minor)
,
growing in woods and

thickets of Europe, is a half-shrubby plant with
trailing stems, which root at their extremities,

ovate-lanceolate leaves, and pale blue or some-
times white or reddish-purple flowers. The

GBEATEB PEBiniXKLE.

greater periwinkle (Vinca major), which has
much larger flowers and ovate-cordate ciliated

leaves, is a native of the south of Europe. These

species are commonly planted in shrubberies and
gardens because they rapidly cover unsightly ob-

jects with pleasing green foliage, and produce
beautiful flowers at almost all seasons of the year,

even in mild winters. They have escaped in the

liiiitcd [States. The former is very commonly
found and the latter, which is less hardy, occa-

sionally. The herbaceous periwinkle ( Vinca

herbacca), an Hungarian species, is remarkable
for the abvmdance of its flowers. The rose-col-

ored periwinkle ( V'iii« rosea ) . a native of Mada-
gascar, is a favorite greenhouse plant.

PERIWINKLE. .\ small gastropod mol-

lusk of tlie genus Littorina. characterized by the

shell being top-shaped, solid, the columella thick-

ened, the lip of the ajierture simple, not toothed,

and the round aperture closed by a horny opcrcii-

limi. The animal has long tentacles, with an
eye at the base of each tentacle. Periwinkles
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either lay eggs or are ovoviviparous. Tliey

abound iu vast numbers on the rocky sliores of

the North Athintic between title-marks, and espe-

cially near low-water mark. They feed on sea-

weeds. Our two native species are Littorina

rudis, rather elongated with a high spire, and
Littorina palliata, which has a low spire, with

AMEBICAK PERIWINKLES.

1. Littorina radis. 2. Littorina littorea. 3. Littorina
p&ilidii.

the body-wliirl ratlicr swollen. The latter

varies greatly in color from pure olive green to

yellow or eveu bright red, with revolving black

lines, the colors more or less simulating that of

the seaweeds among which it lives.

A much larger species, and now more abun-

dant on the coast north of New York than any
other, is Littorina littorea, which in 1857 was
introduced from Europe into Nova Scotia and
now abounds in vast numbers all along the coast.

It lives nearer low tide than the native species,

and frequents exposed rocks not covered by sea-

weeds. It is a much larger and heavier shell than
the others, and varies much in the height of the

spire. JSumpus has shown that since its intro-

duction into America, where it has been subjected

to a new environment, this shell differs from
those of England in being more elongated, lighter

in weight, more bulky, while the color-markings
are less pronounced. It also appears that there
are already many local races on the New Eng-
land coast. These mollusks are able to live for
days and even weeks out of the sea, in one case
four months. The power of resisting dr_yness
seems to be still greater with tropical species.
In .Tamaic.T Littorina muricata lives among grass
and herbage at the top of low cliffs. At Panama
three large species were foiuid on trees at and
above high-water mark. The eggs of those Lit-
torinsv which are not ovoviviparous are deposited
on seaweeds, rocks, etc., enveloped in a glaiiy
mass just firm enough to retain its shape.
The name 'periwinkle' is given popularly to al-

most any small spiral shell, especially along the
shores of the Great Lakes to the turret-shaped
pulmonates of the genus Slelania. In the .short-
ened form 'winkle' it is applied by the oystermen
in the neighborhood of New York to tlie conchs
(Fulgur) which feed upon the oyster beds.

PERJURY (Lat. perjiirium. false oath, from
perjiirus, one who swears falsely, from prrjurare,
to swear falsely, from per, through + jurare, to
swear, from jus, right, law) . Tlie crime of know-
ingly and willfully giving false testimony, which
is material to the questions in issue in a judicial
proceeding. The offense is conmiitted whether
the testimony is given under an oath or affirma-
tion, provided either is administered by a com-
petent authority. If a witness make's a mis-
statement through inadvertanee or mistake he is
not guilty of the crime. If he recklessly and
knowingly makes a statement as to the truth or
falsity of which he has no knowledge, it has
been held to constitute perjury. A witness may
be convicted of perjury under such circumstance's
even though the facts he testifies to subsequently

prove to be true. It is not essential to constitute
the offense that the testimony be believed, or that
it cause a perversion of justice in the cause in

which it is given. Where a witness honestly
states his opinion as to a fact, if it is not correct,

he is not liable; but if the fact is material to
the issue, and he makes a willfully false state-

ment as to it, he is guilty of perjury.

In most jurisdictions a voluntarj' oath, taken
outside a judicial proceeding, cannot be made
the basis of a charge of perjury, as the law does
not punish criminally prevarication in private
matters. An exception to this exists under the
laws of the United States. See Oath.
At the early common law the testimony of

two witnesses was necessary to convict a witness
of perjury. However, to-day in most jurisdic-
tions the testimony of one witness and proof of
corroborating circumstances is sufficient, if credi-
ble.

Perjury has always been severely punished,
as it tends to the perversion and obstruction of
justice. In ancient times in England the penalty
was death; subsequently banishment or cutting
out the tongue; after the Norman era, forfeiture
of goods and imprisonment ; and at present in
England and the United States it is punished by
tine or imprisonment, or l)oth. In a few States
a person so convicted is thereafter incompetent
to give testimony in judicial proceedings.

Subornation of perjury consists in inciting or
procuring another to commit perjury. The wit-
ness must have actually committed perjury in
order to render the person who incited him to do
so guilty of the crime. An attorney calling a
witness who he believes will not tell the truth
does not thereby become liable if the witness
does in fact commit perjury, if he did not ac-
tually connive at it, or solicit him to do .so.

Subornation of perjury is usually punished with
as much severitj' as perjury itself. See Oath ;

WiTNE.ss. Consult the authorities referred to
under Criminal Law and E\idence.

PER'KINS, Charles Callahan (1822-80).
An American art-historian, born in Boston. Af-
ter graduating from Harvard he lived for a time
in Rome, then studied painting in Paris under
Ary Schefl'er. and on a subsequent visit in 1805
took up etching under Bracquemont and Lalaime.
He was one of the founders and honoraiy director
of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and in 1808
became a corres|)onding member of the French
Institute. He also cultivated music, was presi-
dent of the Handel and Haydn Society in 1870-
83. and occasionally conducted its performances.
Through his writings and lectures he contrib-
uted much to the promotion of art in this coun-
try, and enjoyed wide reputation as a critic.

He published: Tuscan Sculptors (1804), Italian
Sculptors (1868), both with etchings by the
atithor: Art in Education (1870) ; Raphael and
Michelangelo (1878), a biographical and critical
essay: Sepulchral Monuments in I tali/ (188.3);
and Ghiberti et son ccole (1885). The Historical
Handbook of Italian Sculpture (1883) is prac-
tically a new edition of Tuscan Sculptors and
Italian Sculptors. He was also critical editor of
the Cyclopcedia of Painters and Painting, edited
by Champlin (1885-87).

PERKINS, Elisha (1741-99). An American
physician, born in Norwich, Conn. He is chiefly

known for the invention in 1796 of Perkins's
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metallic tractors, pins or bars of iron and brass,

sujipijsed to possess curative virtues, which were
drawn in a certain way over the atlccted parts in

rliL'umatism, gout, neuralgia, and local inllamma-
tiuns. This method of treatment was called

PerUinism and for a time it enjoyed a certain

vogue both in Europe and America. Perkins
afterwards invented a medicine for fevers, whose
efficacy he undertook to juove during the yellow-

fever epidemic in Xew York in 1790, but he him-
self fell a victim to the disease.

PERKINS, Frederic Beeches (1828-99). An
American librarian and author, born at Hart-
ford, Conn. He left Yale before graduation to

study law_. and was admitted to the bar in 1851.

For three years he was associate editor of Bar-
nurd's Americait Journal of Education. After
some experience as secretary of the Boston Public

Library, he was librarian of the free library at

San Francisco from 1880 to 1887. His publica-

tions include: Scrope, or the Lost Lihrary, a
novel ( 1874) ; Check List of American Local His-

tory (1876) ; Devil Puzzlers^ and Other Studies

(1877 1: Ml) Three Conversations ivith Hiss
Chester (1877) ; and a Life of Dickens (1877).

PERKINS, George Hexrt (1844—). An
American naturalist, born at Cambridge, Mass.
He was educated at the Knox Academy. CJales-

burg. 111., and at Yale (1SG7). In 1869 he was
appointed professor of natural history in the

University of Vermont, and in 1808 dean of the

natural science department. He served as State

entomologist from 1880 until 1895, when he was
made State geologist. His publications include

State reports On the Injurious Insects of Ver-

mont (.3 vols., 1870-78) : Parasites Infesting Han
and the Lower Animals (1880); The Flora of

Vermont (1888); and The Marble, Hlate, and
Granite Industries of Vermotit (1898).

PERKINS, .Jacob (17661849). An Ameri-
can inventor, born at Xewburyport, Mass. While
still a boy serving his apprenticeship to a gold-

smith, he invented a process of plating shoe-

buckles. In 1787 the ilassachusetts State Gov-
ernment engaged him to cut dies for its mint.

Later he improved bank-note engraving by sub-

stituting steel plates for copper, and in 1800 he
invented a machine by which nails could be cut

and headed at the same time. When 52 years of

age, he went to London, where he secured re-

munerative contracts. He supplied plates to the

Bank of Ireland, built steam-engijies, and com-
pleted a number of inventions, among which were
a process for transferring engravings from one
steel plate to another; the pleometer, an instru-

ment to measure the s]>eed of ships; the bathom-
eter, an instnnnent to measure the depth of

water: and a rapid-firing gun, which could dis-

charge nearlv 1.000 rounds per minute.

PERKINS, .Lvmes Breck (1847-). An
American historian and politician, born at Saint

CrOix, Wis. He graduateil at the University of

Rochester in 1867. was City Attorney there from
1874 to 1878. and became a member of the New
Y'ork Assembly in 1898. and of the United States
House of Representatives in 1901. His publica-

tions include: France Vnder Richelieu and Maza-
rin (1S87) : France Under the Rrtimcii (1802) :

France Cnder Lotiis XV. (1807) ; and Richelieu

(1900). in the '"Heroes of the Nations" scries.

PERKINS, Justin- (1805-69). An Ameri-
can missionary. He was born at West Spring-

field, Mass.; graduated at Amherst College in
1829; studied theology at Andover; embarked at
Boston, 1833, as a missionary of the American
Board; and established the Xestorian mission
at Urumiali, Persia, in 1834. He was joined by
Dr. Asahel Grant (q.v.) in 1835. In 1S42 he
visited the LJnited States, accompanied by Mar
Y'ohannan, the Xestorian l)ishop. Besides a trans-

lation of the Bible into modern Syriac (2 vols.,

1840-52), and commentaries on Genesis and Dan-
iel (1809), Dr. Perkins published Eir/ht Years in

Persia (1S43) ; Missionary Life in Persia (1801).

PERKINS, Thomas H.\xdasyd (1764-1854).
An American merchant and philanthropist; born
in Boston. In 1785 he entered into partnership
with his brother .James in Santo Domingo, and
was later representative of the firm in the United
States. In 1789 he went to Batavia and Canton,
to familiarize himself with the Chinese and East
Indian trade, and after his return settled in Bos-
ton, where he became very successful. He was
one of the originators of the Quincy Railroad,
the first in the United States, founded the Per-
kins Asylum for the Blind, contributed liberally

toward the erecting of the Bunker Hill Monu-
ment, and was one of the chief Ix-nefaetors of the
Boston .\thenaum and the Massachusetts (Jeneral
Hospital. Consult Carv, Memoirs of Thomas
Handasyd I'irkins (Boston, 1850).

PER^KIN WAR'BECK. A pretender to the
throne in the reign of Henry VII. of England.
See Waebeck, Perkix.

PERKIN WARBECK, The Ciiboxicle His-
tory OF. A tragedy b_v ./olin Ford (1634), on
the career of the pretender of that name, and the
most faultless of Fold's plays. The source was
proliably Bacon's Life of Henry VII.

PERKNITE (from Gk. xcpitwSs. perknos,

dark ; connected with Skt. prsni, spotted ) . An
igneous rock of granitic texture, composed essen-

tially of augite or hornblende. The term is ap-

plied rather to a family of rocks than to an in-

dividual species. Perknites are rich in lime and
magnesia and low in silica, alumina, and the

alkalies. They have generally been included un-

der the family name pyroxenite (q.v. ), which
has a wider scope of meaning, and includes mag-
nesian as well as lime-magnesian rocks.

PERLES, per'les, .Joseph (1835-94). A Ger-

man ral)l)i ami Orientalist. He was born at Baja,

in Southern Hungary, and studied there and at

Breslau, where he graduated, having already con-

tributed to the Monatsschrift fiir Oeschichte und
M'i.^senschaft des Judtnlhums. a valuable thesis,

"Meletemata Peschitthoniana" (1859). This
monograph advanced the theory that the Peshitto

version, though preserved only by the Christian

Church, is .Icwish in tone and influence. In 1862
he became rabbi at Posen. whence he went to

Munich in 1871. Besides the dissertation already
mentioned, Perles puljlished valuable papers on
the history of the .Jews during the Middle Ages,
and on Hebrew etymology anil philologj'.

PERM, perm. .A government of Eastern
Russia, hounded by the Government of Vologda
on the north. Tobolsk on the east. Orenburg and
Ufa on the south, and Vyatka on the west (Map:
Russia, .J 3 ) . .•Vrea, about 128.300 square miles.

While politically a government of European Rus-
sia, geographically Perm belongs partly to Asia.
The centre of the region is occupied by the Ural
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Mountains (q.v.), Avliicli traverse the district

from nortli to south. They hardly exceed 5000

feet in their highest points. The eastern part of

the government is lower tlian the western. (For

geology, see Permian Syste.m.) Tcnn is watered

by the Kama, Petchora, and Sosva, with their

trihutaries. The largest of these streams are

navigable.

The climate is continental and harsh, especially

in the mountainous districts of the centre. In re-

gard to its mineral de|)osits Perm exceeds every

other government of Eurojiean Russia. The chief

minerals are gold, silver, iron, copper, platinum,

nickel, zinc, coal, and salt. Precious stones, such

as sapphires, jacinths, topazes, and many others,

are also found in considerable quantities. Tlie

mining of iron and co])pcr employs over 100,000
persons. The value of I lie annual output is esti-

mated at over .$28,000,000. The annual <nit|)ut

of gold exceeds .$2,500,000, while the output of

coal is as yet slight.

Agriculture is carried on all over the district,

but only in the black-soil region of the south is

the supply equal to the demand. Stock-raising is

especially developed among the Bashkirs. Perm
has extensive forests which cover over 80 per
cent, of the total area. Lumbering and ship-
building are carried on to some extent. The
hou-^e industry is favored by the abundance of

natural resources. The i)roducts of that industry
include hardware, pottery, wooden articles, yarns,
coarse cloth, ropes, trunks, etc. The manufac-
turing industries are chiefly in connection with
the mineral industries, namely, the manufactur-
ing of steel, iron, etc. The fairs of Irbit (q.v.)
are of considerable importance in the trade with
the easlern possessions of Tiussia, but since the
construction of the Trans-Siberian Railway the
commerce has fallen off to a perceptible extent.
Population, in 18(17, .3,003,208, including a con-
siderable number of Bashkirs, Permiaks, Tatars,
Tcheremisses, and Voguls. The exploitation of the
mining resources of the region was begun by the
Stroganofls in the sixteenth century. Capital,
Perm.

PEBM. The capital of the government of the
same name in Eastern Russia, on the Kama, 300
miles northeast of Kazan (Map: Russia, J 3).
It is regularly laid out; tlie houses are mostly of
wood. Its educational institutions comprise "two
gynuuisia, a realsdnde, a nniseuni, a meteoro-
logical .station, and a number of scientific socie-
ties. There are several machine works, tan-
neries, etc., and the port carries on an extensive
transit trade during the navigable season Popu-
lation, in 1807, 45,403. The town was founded on
the site of a mining settlement in 1781.

PEBMANGANIC ACID. See Mang.\nic
Axo Pkkma.\o.\xic .\cir).s.

PERMEABILITY, :Magxetic. See Magnet-
ism.

PEBMIAN SYSTEM. A name first applied
by -Mnicliis,,,, in 1841 to a group of rocks occur-
ring in the Province of Perm, Russia. Tlie strata
which he included under this name had up to
that time been considered as a division of the
Triassic. In Russia the Permian strata occupy
an area twice the size of France, and they are
a>lso largely developed in Germany and in" Eng-
land. In Germany, where the strata are nat\iral-
ly divided into two great series, the name Dyas is

commonly applied to the system. Equivalents of
the Russian deposits have been described from
West Virginia, Kansas, Utah, and Nebraska.
While attempts have been made to consider the
Permian as coequal with the Carboniferous, stil!

the more common custom is to look upon it as
the upper division of the Carboniferous. Consult:
Williams, "Correlation Papers—Devonian and
Carboniferous," Biillclin 80 of the United tiiates

(leolofiicnl Surve)/ (Washington, 1891). See Cak-
BO.NiFEKou.s System.

PEBMIT (corruption of Sp. palometa). A
West Indian fish, the great pompano

( Trachino-
tus Goodii), also called palometa. See Pompano.
PEBMOSER, per'nio-zer, Balthasar ( 1050-

1732). A German sculptor, born at Kammer,
Bavaria. He was a pujjil of Weisskirehner at Salz-
burg, and of Knacker in Vienna. Afterwards he
lived many years in Florence. On his return from
Italy in 1704 he lived jirincipally in Berlin and
Dresden. His work is able, though tinged by the
artificial style of the time. He executed several
groups and statues, which were destroyed in the
Seven Years' War. His remaining works include
a fine i>ulpit, an "Ecce Homo." and a statue of
.John the Baptist, in the Catholic church at Dres-
den, and the monument to Prince Eugene of
Savoy in the Vienna Belvedere.

PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS
(Lat, pcrmutatio, from permutare, to change en-
tirely, from per, through -\- niutare, to change,
frequentative of movere, to move, Skt. inlv. to
push ) . The different groups of r things whicli
can be selected from .a collection of n difi'crent

things, without reference to their arrangement,
are called the eomhinnlions of n things taken r
at a time. For example, the combinations of the
four letters o, 6, c, rf, taken 3 at a time, are
(the, abd, acd, bed; taken 2 at a time, nb, nc. ad,
be, bd, cd. The different groups of / things which
can be selected from n different things, varying
the arrangement in every possible maimer, are
called the permiiialionn of n things taken r at a
time. E.g. the permutations of the letters a, b.

c, taken 2 at a time are ab, ba, ac, ca, be, cb.

The number of combinations of n things taken r
at a time is indicated by the symbol C°. The
number of jjermutations of n things taken r at a
time is indicated by the .symbol P". The chief

properties of permutations and combinations are:
( 1 ) The number of permutations of » different
things taken r at a time is tiin— 1) {n—2) ....
(k—r+1). E.g. the number of permutations of
the letters of the word ciiunige taken tliree at a
time is 7-6-5 = 210. (2)The number of permuta-
tions of II, things taken all together is n{n— 1)

( n—2 ) 3 -2 1 = n ! ( 3 ) The number of per-
mutations of H different things taken r at a time,
when each of the n things may be repeated, is n';
e.g. the number of ways of selecting 3 numbers
from 50 on a combination lock, repetitions being
allowed, is .50" = 125,000. (4) The number of
combinations of n different things taken r at a

w (n— 1) (n — 2) (to— r + 1)
time is

or
i\

r ! (to— r) !

e.g. 3 persons can be selected from a class of 20
. 20 • 10 • 18
Jn = 1140 different ways.
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The formulas of permutations and combina-
tions express many relations of both algebra and
geometry and possess a peculiar interest in math-
ematics. E.g. the coefficients in the binomial

expansion for a positive integral exponent may be

expressed by formulas of combinations thus,

(a + 6)° = a''''+t''|a''"'6+ C'Ja''--i'-J-C5o"-'i''+ ....

The maximum number of vertices of a general

polygon of n sides is expressed by C^. Also, such
problems as those of combination locks, of the

number of signals with a given system of signs,

and of forming all possible numbers from given

digits, are solved with unusual brevity by means
of the formulas of permutation and combination.

This subject was known to the Hindus, particu-

larly to Bhaskara (b.lll4), and is related to the

subject of probability (q.v. ). Its principles are

often explained in text-books under the title

Choice. B}' cyclic permutation is meant the in-

terchange of the elements of a function in cyclic

order. E.g. ( a—b ) + ( h—c) + ( c—a ) becomes

(
6—c ) + (

c

—

a ) -f ( a—6 ) by the cyclic inter-

change of for h, b for c, and c for a.

PERNAMBUCO, per'nam-boo'ko. An east-

ern State of Brazil, bounded by Parahyba and
Ceara on the north, Piahuy on the west, Bahia
and Alagoas on the south, and the Atlantic Ocean
on the east (Map: Brazil, K 5). The area is

49,560 square miles. The coast region is low and
the interior is occupied by barren plateaus known
as sertaos, which pass into mountain ranges near

the western frontier. A long reef of sandstone

extends along the coast and forms a great hin-

drance to navigation. The rivers are mostly short

and flow toward the Sao Francisco, w-hich forms

the southern lioundary of the State. The low
strip of coastland Is covered with fine forests

and is the centre of population as well as of agri-

cultural activity. In that region are cultivated

sugar, cotton, coffee, tobacco, beans, mandioca,
and grain. Cattle are raised in the interior. Ag-
riculture in Pernambuco has suffered greatly

with the abolition of slavery and the Government
has spent large sums in loans and subsidies in

order to improve the agricultural conditions of

the State. The exports in 1899 were valued at

the sum of $12,3.30,000, and consisted chiefly of

cotton, sugar, and coft'ee. Sugar-refining is the

principal industry. Pernambuco has good railway

facilities on the coast, where a number of lines

lead to the capital and chief seaport of tlie State,

Pernambuco (q.v.). The population was esti-

mated in 1894 at 1,254,159.

PERNAMBUCO, or Recife. The caintal of

the State of Pernambuco, Brazil, situated on the

Atlantic coast at the easternmost point of the

continent (Map: Brazil, 1. 5). It consists of

three parts connected by bridges and causeways;

the oldest, or Pecife ])ro])er. is built on an out-

lying peninsula, connected with the mainland l)y

an isthmus, and is the principal conuuereial sec-

tion; the central part, called .S,lo Antonio, stands

on an island betw-een a reef and the mainland,
and contains mo.st of the public buildings; the

third portion. Boa Vista, is l)uilt on the main-
land, and is the new residential section, with
broad streets and beautiful gardens. There are

several street-car lines, one of which runs to the
suburb of Olinda (q.v.K the former capital of

the State. Pernambuco has some of tlu' finest

churches and public buildings of the coimtry. and
numerous charitable and educational institutions,

the latter including a celebrated law school and an
excellent secondary college. The harbor proper is

inclosed by a reef cut by several navigable jiassages,

but the largest .ships have to anchor in an open
roadstead. Yet, since Pernambuco is the nearest to

Europe of tlie im])ortant ports of Brazil, and
owing to its extreme eastern position in the path
of nearly all South Atlantic commerce, it has a
very considerable shipping, amounting to over
1,000,000 tons annually. It is a station for sev-

eral lines of Atlantic steamers, .and is the outlet

for the products of the State, the chief of which
are sugar, cotton, rum, skins, and various forest

and colonial products. It is the seat of a United
States consul. The population bv the census of

1890 was 111,050, and in 1898 it was estimated
nt 190.000, including the suli\irbs. Recife was
founded in 1504. It was held by the Dutcli from
1030 to 1054, but it was then a mere village and
did not acquire much importance until it super-
seded Olinda as capital.

PERNAMBUCO WOOD. See Brazil Wood.

PERNAU, per'nou ( Kuss. Pernov) . A town
in the Government of Livonia, Rufisia, on both
banks of the River Pernau, a .short distance
from the Gulf of Riga, and 100 miles north by
east of Riga (Map: Russia, B 3). It is a well-

built town witli public gardens, a gymnasium, and
a number of benevolent; institutions. The trade in

grain is still considerable, but the commercial im-
portance of the port h.as decreased owing to the

competition of the other Baltic ports. The town
was founded in 1255 by the Bishop of Oesel. and
was a flourishing centre in the Middle Ages. It

was taken by the Russians in 1710; its fortifica-

tions have since been demolished. Population,

in 1897. 12,S:5G.

PERONNE, pa'ron'. A fortified town and
the capital of an arrondissement in the Depart-
ment of Somme, France, on the Somme. 94 miles

northeast of Paris (Map: Prance, J 2). It is

historicall}' important; Charles the Simple and
Louis XI. were imprisoned here. It was unsuc-

cessfully besieged by the Imperialists under the

Count of Nassau in 15311. and acquired the name
of La Pucello, or the 'imjiregnable.' but in 1S15

it surrendered to the I'.nglish luider Wellington.

The town was almost destroyed by the Germans,
to whom it surreiulered. in 1871 : it has since been
rebuilt. Pcqmlation. in 1901. 4001.

PERONOSPORACE.ffi (Xco-Lat. nom. pi.,

from I'croixispora, from Gk. irepinj. pcroiif,

brooch, pin + o-irApot, sporos. seed), DowNT
^Mildews. An order of or 7 genera of oiiphytic

fungi parasitic upon higher plants such as to-

mato, potato, grape, lettuce, etc.. which from the

abundance of their aerial conidia give an appear-

ance of frost on (he imder sides of the attacked

leaves. Hence the popular name. Their my-
celium penetrates every part of the host, and
warm moist weather f:ivors their growth. The
principal genera are Phyophthora, Plasmopara,
Bremi;i, and Peronospora.

PEROSI, pti-ro'ze. LoREXZO (1872— ). An
Italian inmposer of sacred nmsic, born in Tor-

tonu. The greater part of his musical edu-

cation was obtained at the Milan Conservatory,

though he went subsequently to Haberl's /Join-

chorsrhiilr at Regen<burg. Meanwhile he had
studied for the priesthood and was admitted to

the order. In 1897 he produced a sacred trilogy,
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lllllrlllni', \ \n\\lv rlllaa ia Unit wllil'll inrlinil's llll

|iiiHxilili' I'oniliimil iiiiiM of li'Vi'ra iinil wIu'i'Im iiinl

woinia mill |iiim|ia, mii| wliii'li inviiriiilily ri'iliiii'it

III III" poaailiilily of II iiimi lift in;; liiiiiHi'lf liy IiIk
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lam in aotii" way, iinil woiilil Imv" hiu'O'i'iIi'iI "if

llii'V I'liiilil Ilinl It aiiliatmu'i' lliroii^'li wliii'li mii^-

ni'llaiii wiitilil not n"l," Init an iiisiilittor for niii^i-
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"iii'l'ty ia roiiat'rv"il. Tlic fori'i'a of I'lipilliirity anil

l^i'init III ion liiivi* lii'i'ii Imriii'HNi'il in tli" nioit

roiinilaliiiiil wiivh, luit wIiiiIi'Vit iia'iina or a;:i'iitH

mo i'iii|iliiyi'il III" HH|ii<i't of III" aitiiittion raiiiiot

11" rliaiixi'il. Si'i' l';NKmiK-rU'M.

PERPETUITY (l.iit, /lo'/wNnVii.'i. "ontinnily,

from prifirliius, "onliniioiia, uiiivi-raiil) , In u
P'tll'l'lli mill in"XII"t at'lla". It pi'rpi'tllity ia alli'll II

llinitulloii of propi'rty n» aiiajii'iuln tin- onlliinrir

full owiu'raliip anil i>iiw'"r of ilispo'^ilion U'vonil
til" p"rioil allowi'it liy Inw. l'iii|K'rly tli" 'nilo

iifjaiiiat p"r|i"tiliti"a' Ih u "oiiiiiioii law nili' a^ainat
III" rit'alion of fiilui" lnl"i'i'ala in rral or p"rsoniil

propiTly. "iilip'i'l 111 atirli "onliii(;"ni'i"a tlial Ilii')"

iiuiy not liiTonii' vihIiiI williin a rouinnalil" lim-

ili'il Iinil'. ailiilrarilv IKi'il liy law. Il it, tliiT"-

fill". II rill" ayaiiiat i'"iiiot"iiras of v"slin;:, il"-

ai^n('ll to pri'vi'iil iiiiU-llnit" I'oiilrol of [iropi'rly

liy It pii'at'iit owiirr, liy ini'ana of proviaioiia In a

will or tli'ol to tak" "IVi'i'l aft"r liia ilmlli.

llowpvor, tliroiiKli a inlai'onii'ptioii of tli" orij.:inat

olijit't of III" rill". Ill" aaiii" nam" li«« also liri'ii

a|iplltMl. tlioiijjli hiai'"iiral"lv, to lawa proliiliitint;

til" aUa|ii'n«ioii of til" ali"olnl" pow"r of nlioini-

lion of |iio|u'rt,v for a pri'siTilH'd porioil.

I'll" liUloi ii-al l"y«l I'oiulitioni tiiuli'r wliU'li tin*

nil" waa ili'Vi'lo|it'il lu'ar out III" i'oiirlii>iioii (hat
it waa ili'vi-x'il liy III" I'lHirN to |ii'i'V"nt a piv-irnt

owner from ilirtatiiit: tli" ilia|ioaitloii mul "\t"iit

anil iin'llioil of cnjoynu'iit of Ilia proporty by fii-

till" ijvii"i'Htk>tii<. t!y 111* "wrly EiiKli^li I""'. "•

I
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man might create future interests in his property

to vest at anv [jerioj after his death, am] the

influence of tfie feudal system and the doctrine

of primogeniture ('(.v.; tended to imluce the pro-

prietors of the great landed estates to regulate

the disposition of their property to remote peri-

ods. This practice was gratifying to family pride

and was favored by the King and Parliament, as

the traditions of a long line of ancestors made
loyal subjects of the landi'd gentry. However,
besides making the absolute ownership of land

impossible in many cases, thus affecting all

classes of people, the practice created great dis-

satisfaction among younger sons and spendthrift

older ones, and as a consH<]uen<'e then' were fre-

quent attempts to set aside wills and deeds mak-
ing such dispositions, which finally resulted in

the establishment of the above rule.

The first inifiortant case on the point was
known as the 'Duke of Norfolk's Case.' in 108.3.

and it established the limitation that while a

future interest might be limited to commence on
any contingency, yet the latter must happen
within a life or lives in being at the time of the

creation of the estate. The period within which
springing or shifting uses or exi'rutory devisi's

must take effect was later extended to imlude

a gross terra of 21 years, in addition to a life or
lives in being. For example, if A devi^ii-s property

to his Mjn B for life, reniainilcr to his grand-
son f." for life, and that the property then go to

the eldest son of C when he -hall attain the age of

21 years, the devise will be held good if C is bom
prior to the death of A. the testator, as the will

takes effect then, and the estate will finally vest

absolutely within the period prescribed by the

rule, that is. lives in being and 21 years. How-
ever, if the property is devised to B for life, and
after his death to his eldest son when the latter

shall marry, a^-suming that B has no son at the

death of A. the devise is bad. because if a son is

Iwjrn to B. he may not marry within 21 years

after the death of 13. and as B is the only life in

being at the time of A's <leath. the estate mast
vest within 21 years after B's death. The possi-

bility that B's eldest s<jn may marry within 21

years will not save the devise, as its validity is

determined by the possibilities which may happen
undnr its terms, tending to make it bail, and not

by the fact that in the course of actual events

the estate may l)ecome vesterl within the pre-

scril)ed period. The same principle applies also

to personal property.

The attempt of an English icentleman. ilr.

Thellu^son. to create an enormous fortune by
directing the accumulation of the income of his

property during the lives of his children, grand-

children, and great-grandchildren, led to a stat-

utf. known as the "Thellusson Act' (.lit and 40
George III., c.!)8). which forbids the accumula-
tion of income for a longer time than the life of

the grantor or settler, or 21 years from his death.

The English common-law rule against perpe-

tuities above stated is still the law there, and in

most of the United States. However, in several

Ptafes the r-ommon-law rule has been radically

altered by statute, in that their statutes forbid a
suspension of the absolute power of alienation for

a longer period than two live« in iM'ing ami 21

Tears. In \ew York the statute fixes the perifxl

at two lives in tjeing and a period of a minority,

as dirtinguished from a gross term of 21 years.

For a more comprehensive treatment of the sub-

ject, see Gray, Ralen Againat Perpetuities (Bos-

ton, 1886; ; also coasult the authorities referred

to under Real Pbopebty.

PEBPIGNAN, prir'p.-'nyiix'. The capital of

the Dep:iniiiini of l'vniiei:>-(jrientales, France,

and a fortress of the first rank, on tlie Tet, five

miles from the Mediterranean, and '.i'> miles south
by west of Narbonne (.Map: France .J ')). It

commands the passage by the Eastern Pyren<*»

from Spain into France, and is defeniled on the
south by a citailel and by ramparts Hanked with
bastions, an<l protecte<i by r:ii-^ed works. Tin?

houses are of semi-llorewjue construction, and
tliere are many evidenii-s of Spanish inUuence.

The Spanish Cathedral of Saint .Jean, a massive
building, begun in the thirteenth century, has
elaborately decorated altars, and a large nave.

The belfry of Saint .Jacipies and the Castiller

I now used as a military prison), with its battle-

ments and machicolations, are interesting. Tin?

old university building iMintains a museum ami
a city library of over 20.0<H) volumes. Perpignan
has a college and is the see of a bishop. There
are vineyards, olive groves, orchards, and gar-

dens in the vicinity, manufactures of woolen
clothes, paper, chocolate, corks, bells, ami furs

are carried on. Population, in 1891. .3.1.878; in

l!K)l, .3(1,1.57. Perpignan is first heard of in the
tenth century. As capital of the former County
of Roussillon. it remained long in the hands of

the kings of Aragon and of Spain. The town was
taken by the French in lii42, and unit<?<l to France
in 1 •;.')!».

PEBBAnS, p:lr'rA'. .Jeas .losEPn (1819-7(1).

A French sculptor, born at Monay. in the .Jura.

He was a pupil of the Ecole des Beau.x-.\rts in

Lyons, and of the Ecole des Beau.x-.\rts in

Paris unrler Ramey and Dumont. and won the

Pri.x de Rome in 1847. His work is classic, but
mannered. His sculpture includes ".\dam;"
'.\dieiix;" ".Justice." in the Palais de .Justice.

Paris; "Caryatides." in the National Library.

Paris ; "Lyric Drama." on the fa<."ade of the

Opera House, Paris ; "Despair" and "Tlie In-

fancy of Haj'ihus." in' the Louvre. He rcceive<l

a first-chiss medal in 18i>;). and was made officer

of the Legion of Honor in 18(i7.

PEBBAtTLT. pAr'rf/. Chable.s (1(528-1703).

A French 'ritic Iw-t known for his ilother (Imme
Stories, the classic nursery tales of France. He
was bom .January 12. 1(528, in Paris, and
was prepared for the bar. but soon forsook the

bar for letters, winning distinction and an elec-

tion to the .\ca<lemy through his ver'^s and the

patronage of Coll)ert. who made him head of the

Royal Bureau of .Architecture. He achieved no-

toriety in 1(187 by a poem on JLc sivrlt: df LuiiiH h-

Oriind. which praised new writers at tl'- . vT..'r..4.

of the old and so brought on the cont r

tween the .\ncients and Moilerns. .\i

Bolleau di.v. 1. he defended his position in a
series of dialogues, PunitUli' den ancienjt et des
modffmps ( 1(588-9(5). of more ingenuity than crit-

ical value. Better are his 200 -tudies of I.fi

hommeH iUiislrrs i/ui ont pnru "n Fninre pfvlfi-
ri- ni^rlfi (1(59(5-1701). But all these, will

UihnoirPH I 1749) and two i'nmeclie.i. nre insigmii-

cant be>'ide the Unthir (luifsi StDneH ( 1(597 i.

through whieh the literary world fir^t learned to

know the Klei'pinij Bfitufii. Little Red Ri^h'ii

IJ'iod. liliie-Bfiird. Puns in Boots. Cinderi'lhi. "h!

Tom Thumb, which, with Madame d'Aulnoy's
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Goldilocks and iMailame du Beaumont's Beauty

und the Beast and I'nnee Darlitiy, form a large

and indispensable part of the nursery stock of

the world. I'errault published these stories under

the name of his sou, I'ierre Perrault d'Armaucour,

and called tliem Uistoires ou contes du temps

passe, with the subtitle Contes de ma mere Vote.

Perrault no more invented his stories outright

tlian the Grimm Brothers did theirs; nor did he

intend to make a eontributiim to the knowledge

of folk-lore. He drew on oral tradition, but he

treated his matter in French fashion, and set off

fairy finicies with touches of playful realism.

There are many editions of Perraulfs Contes.

Millet, but his brush shows the brighter side of

peasant life. His works, which are very numer-

ous, include "Xoce bourguignonne au XVIIl&me
si6cle" (1870) ; "Bapteme bressan" (1877), in the

Lyons Museum; "Le saint viatique," in the Lux-
embourg ; "La cimjuantaine" ( 1888 ) ; "Noel des

vieux;" and "L'heure de I'angelus." He received

a second-class medal in 1888, and the cross of

the Legion of Honor in 1894.

PERKIER, pfir'rya', FraN(,0I8 (called Le
BouBGi'iGXON) (c.1584-1656). A French paint-

er and cnsraver, born probably at Sirint .lean de

Losne (Burgundy). He weht to Kome. and there

became a pupil of Lanfranco. In 1U30 he re-

The best is probably that of Andrew Lang (Lon- ^^.^^^ j„ France ai\d painted some pictures for

don, 1888), with a careful introduction of llo
the Carthusian monks at Lyons. During a second

Consult, also, Deulin, Contes de ma merepages.

I'Oye avant Charles Perrault (Paris, 1879).

PEBRENOT, par'no', Antoine. A Spanish

statesman. See Gbaxvella.

PERRENS, par'rax', Fk.\.\cois Tommy ( 1822-

1901). A French historian, born at Bordeaux.

He received his early education in his native

place and was a pupil' at the Ecole Normale from

1843 until 1840, when he went to teach at

Bourges. then at Lyons ( 1847), and at Montpell-

ier (1850). From' 1853 he was professor at the

Bonaparte Lyceum, Paris, and he was inspector

of the Academy from 1873 until his retirement in

1891. The thesis Jerome Savonarole (1854),

which he wrote for his degree (Doctor of Let-

ters), was crowned by the Academy, and he pub-

lished also Etienne Marcel et le gouvernement de
la bourgeoisie au XlVcme siicle ( 1880) ; Les ma-
riages espagnols sous le regne de Henri IV.

(1809) ; La democratic en France au moyen age

(1873) ; Histoire de Florence jusqu'a la domina-

tion des Medicis (1877-84) ; Histoire de Florence

depuis la domination des HlMicis jusqu'a la

chute de la re/uiblique (1888-90) ; La civilisation

fiorentine du Xlllime au XYlime sieele (1893),
and La littcrature fran(aise au XlXimc sieele

(1899).

PERRERS, per'erz, Alice (called also De
WiNDSoK) (?-1400). The mistress of Edward
III. of England. She is said to have been the

daughter of Sir Richard Pcrrers, of Hertford-
shire, and probably married William de Windsor
in 1370. She acquired her inlluence over the
King during the lifetime of Queen Philippa, to
whom she was lady of honor. The King made her
valuable presents, but she became engaged in con-
stant disputes with the courts in her endeavors
to acquire maintenance and landed property, and
she also used her influence politically to over-

throw her enemies or uphold her favorites. She
\vas sentenced to banishment by Parliament, but
the decree Avas not enforced. After Edward's
death her sentence of banishment was confirmed
by Richard IT.'s first Parliament, but was re-

voked in the following year, and she subsequently
regained favor at Court. Her quarrels with the
Abbey of Saint Albans led to scurrilous attacks
on her character by the monastic chroniclers, but
she is praised by the historians Barnes, Carte,

• and Cotton, and has never lacked defenders. See
'^^Fiiw.\Kn III.

• FERRET, pAr'ri', AiMfi (1847- ). A French
genre and portrait painter, born at Lvons. He
was the pupil of the Lyons School of Fine Arts,
and of Vollon in Paris, and first exhibited in

visit to Rome in 1035 he engraved several antique

.statues and bas-reliefs. These are included in the

collections UtatucB Antiques Centum Edente
Franeiseo Perricr (1038) and leones et Segmenta
lUuMrium e Marmore Tabularum quee Romce
adhuc Exstant (1045). He also engraved plates

after the old masters. He was one of the twelve

founders of the Acad^mie Eoyale de Peinture et

de Sculpture, in 1048. His oil paintings include

"Orpheus Before Pluto" and "^"Eneas and War-
riors Fighting the Harpies" in the Louvre. He
Avas an indifferent colorist.

PERRIER, Jean Octave Edmond (1844—).
A French zoologist. In 1807 he became professor

in the Lycce d'Agen, in 1872 maitre de conference

at the Ecole Normale in Paris, and in 1870 pro-

fessor of zoology at the Museum of Natural His-

tory. He was elected to the Academic des Sciences

in 1892. He has published Les colonies animale»et
la formation des organismes ( 1881, 1898) ; Les
principaux types des etres vieants (1882); La
philosophic zoiilogique avant Darwin (1884);
L'intelligrnce des tiniinuux (1887); Elements
d'anatoniir et de pht/siologie animates (1888).

PER'RIN, Bernadotte (1847—). An
American classical scholar, born at Goshen, Conn.
He graduated at Yale in IS09 and was a stu-

dent at the universities of Leipzig and Berlin

(1870-79). From 18SI to 1893 he held the posi-

tion of professor of Greek in Western Reserve

University, Cleveland. Ohi«. In 1893 he became
professor of Greek in Yale L'niversity. His pub-

lished works include an edition of Csesar's Civil

War (New York, 1882) ; Homer's Odyssey (i.-

iv., Boston, 1889; v.-viii., Boston, 1894); Plu-

tarch's Lives of Themistocles and Aristides, trans,

with introduction and commentary (Ne\y York,
1901), He is also joint editor of the "Twentieth
Century Scries of Text-Books."

PERRON, piir'roN', Anquetil du. See Ax-
QUETII, DlPERROX.

PERRONE, par-r.Vna. Giovanni (1794-1876).

An Italian theologian. He was born at Chieri,

in Piedmont, and. after completing his educa-

tion with the doctor's degree in theology at the

L'niversity of Turin, he was (in 1815) one of the

first to enter the Society of Jesus after its re-

establishment. He was professor of dogmatics at

Orvieto, and from 1833 to 1848 at the Roman
College. At the outbreak of the Revolution in the

latter year he took refuge in England, but re-

turned to his professorship when order had been

restored, and became rector of the college in 1853.

He acquired a re|)utation for gieat theological
1872. He paints subjects similar to those of learning, was theologian to several of the Roman
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congregations, and had an important share in the
condemnation of Hermesianism (see Hebmes,
Geobu), and in formulating the doctrine of the

Immaculate Conception. His most famous work,
Prwlectiones Theolofficw (9 vols., 1S35-42), has
gone through some 50 editions and been used as
a text-book all over the world. Other important
works are: De Immaculato B. V. Mariw C'o)weptu

(1847); 11 protestantismo e la regain di fede

(1853) ; De Domini Nostri Jesu C'hristi Divini-
tate (1870) ; De Romani Pontificis Infallibilitate

(1874).

PER'KONET, Edw.\bd (1721-92). An Eng-
lish hymn-writer. He was born at Sundridge,
Kent, a son of Vincent Perronet

(
q.v. ) . He be-

came an itinerant preacher under the Wesleys in

1749, but joined Lady Huntingdon's connection in

1771. He left it shortly after and became minis-
ter of a small independent chapel at Canterbury,
where he died. He is remembered as the author of

the hymn "All hail the power of Jesus' name."
which first appeared anonymously in The Gospel
Magazine (1780). Collections of his hymns and
poems have been published, including a satire on
the Church of England called The Mitre (1757).
Consult the article by Grosart in Julian's Dic-
tionary of Bymnologg (London, 1892).

PERRONET, Vi.vcEXT (1693-1785). An Eng-
lish clergyman. He was born in London, of Swiss-
French descent ; was educated at a school in tlie

north of England and at Christ College, Oxford,
where he graduated in 1718; he took orders in

the Church of England and became curate in the
Parish of Sundridge, Kent. Xine years later he
received the vicarage of Shoreham, which he re-

tained for over half a century. In 1744 he be-

came acquainted with .John Wesley and later

identified himself with the Methodist movement
to such an extent that Charles Wesley called him
"the Archbishop of Methodism." Perronet wrote
several works in defense of the Methodists, also

two in vindication of John Locke. His other
works deal with the opinions of Hobbes, the
Quakers, the subjects of infant baptism, original
sin, and recreations.

PERROT, par'ro', Geobges (1832—). A
French archicologist, bom in Villeneuve-Saint-
Georges (Seine-et-Oise), and educated at the nor-

mal school and the Frenchschool at Athens. In 1861
he went on an archaeological expedition to Asia
Minor; in 1863 became a professor in the lyceum
Louis-le-Grand, in Paris: in 1877, professor of
archaeology in the university; and in 1883. direc-

tor of the higlier normal school. The most im-
portant fruit of his first journal in Asia Minor
was the reconstruction of the text of the Monu-
mentum Aticyrantim. With Chipiez he wrote the
valuable Histoire de I'art dans I'antiquite (1882
sqq. ). Alone he wrote, apart from contributions
to reviews, and especially to the Rerun archeo-
logique, of which he became an editor. Essai stir

le droit public et prire de la repuhlique athi-
niennc {\S61) , Le» peintures du Palatin (1872),
and ifemoires d'archMogie, d'fpigraphie et d'his-

ioire (1875).

PERTIOT. Sir John (c.1.527-92). An English
general. Lord Deputy of Ireland. He was born
Harroldstoh and was probably a natural
son of Henry VII. A bold, powerful young fel-

low, he was made a Knight of the Bath hy Ed-
ward VI., and under Mary was imprisoned for
his Protestant sympathies. Elizabeth, in 1570,

Vol. XV.—39.

made him president of Munster, and with much
bravery and energj', but little prudence or tact,

he attempted to establish the English Crown in

ilunster. For a time he was held to have ac-

complished the task, and in 1584 he was ap-
pointed Lord Deputy to carry out the work
throughout all Ireland. Under his rule, the west-
ern province was pacified, but in the north he
was quite unsuccessful. In 1588 he was removed
from office, charged with treasonable offers to
Philip of Spain, and with contemptuous speech in
regard to the Queen. The first charge was entire-
ly groundless, but on the latter count he was
clearly guilty, and, although it seems that the
Queen purposed to pardon him. he was con-
demned. He died in the Tower before the sS-
tence could be carried out. His son .Iame.s ( 1571-
1C37) was a prominent member of the Addled
Parliament.

PER'RY. A city and the county-seat of
Xoble County, Okla., 30 miles north "northeast
of Guthrie; on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad ( Map : Oklahoma, F 2 ) . It is im-
portant principally as a commercial centre, being
the distributing and shipping point for an ex-
tensive farming and stock-raising district. A
United States land office is situated here. There
are public parks. Population, in 1900, 3351.

PERRY, Abthitj LATn.x.M (18.30—). An
American economist, born at Lyme, N. H. He
graduated at Williams College in 1852 and was
professor of liistory and political economy there
from 1853 to 1891, when he became professor
emeritus. He advocated free trade, and in 1868-09
publicly debated this question with Horace Gree-
ley in Boston and New York. Among his publi-

cations are Political Economy ( 1865, 20 edi-

tions) ; International Commerce (1866); Intro-
duction to Political Economy (1877. 5 editions) ;

Principles of Political Economy (1891 ), and U'i7-

lia/nstoirn and Williams College (1900).

PERRY, Bli.ss (I860—). An American edu-
cator, autlior, and editor, born at Williamstown,
Mass. He graduated at Williams College in 1881,
was an instructor there in 1881-86. studied in

Germany at Berlin and Strassburg imiversitics,

and became professor of English at Williams in

1888. From 1893 to 1899 he occupied the chair of

English at Princeton University, and in the lat-

ter year was appointed editor-in-cliief of the At-
lantic Monthly of Boston. He prepared editions of

selections from Burke, and Scott's Ivmihoe and
Woodstock, and edited also a handy selection of

representative extracts from the works of English
and American writers, entitled Little Master-
pieces. In addition to addresses on educational
topics, he published a series of works of fiction.

The Brouqhton House (1890), f!alem Kittredge
(1894), The Plated City (1896), and The Poirers
at Play (1899) : the chapter on poetry in Couttr

sel upon the Reading of Books (1900), a colIalHJ-

rative volume: and A Study of Prose Fiction.

an essay in literarj- criticism (1902).

PERRY, Ei>w.\RD Del.\v.\n- (18.54—). An
American scholar and educator, bom in Troy,
X. Y. He graduated at Columbia in 1875, and
studied at Leipzig and Tiibingen. Between 1880
.nnd 1895 he was successively tutor in Greek and
instructor and professor of Sanskrit at Columbia.
In the latter year he became professor of Greek
there, and in 1897 he was chosen president of the
New York Branch of the American Arcbaeolosical
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Institute, and a member of the managing commit-

tee of the American Classical School in Athens.

In 1902 lie Iwcamc dean of the School of I'liiloso-

phy at Columbia. An authority on the siibjccl of

Greek dialects and inscriptions, lie is also known

as the author of a Satiskril Primer (.3d cd. 1902)

based on Biihler's Leitfaden.

PERRY, .loii.N (1850—). An English phys-

icist and engineer. He was born in Vlster. Ire-

land, and was educated at Queen's College. Bel-

fast, lie was ajipointed professor of engineering

in the Imperial College, ToUio, Japan, in 1875,

and, two years after his return to England, pro-

fessor of " engineering and mathematics in the

Kiiisbury Technical College. This position he

left after fifteen years, in 1890, and was ap-

pointed professor of mechanics and mathematics

in South Kensington Royal College of Science.

Terry wrote The Hteam EiKjinr (1874), Proc-

ticai Mechanics (1883), Spinninu Tops (1890),

Hifdraulics (1892, the Cantor Lectures), CuIciUus

(1897), Appliid Mcchnnics (1897), f^team

(1899), Practical Mathematics (1899), and Eng-

land's Neijlcct of Science (1901), besides many
contributions to English scientific periodicals.

PERRY, Matthew Calhraith (1794-18.58).

.^n .Xiiierican naval officer, brother of Oliver Haz-
ard I'eny (([.v.). He was born at Newport, R.

I., entered the navy as a midshipman in 1809, and
early in the War of 1812 was one of the officers of

the "frigate President. In 1813 he was trans-

ferred to the United States, which was lilockaded

in the harbor of New London until the conclusion

of peace. He was then for several years engaged
in the merchant service, but having reentered the

navy, he was in 1819 appointed executive officer

of the Ct/anc, which convoyed the Elizabeth with
her band of pioneers to Liberia. Two ye'irs later

he was again on the African coast as commander
of the Shark, and recommended the removal of

the Liberian colonists from Sherbro to Monrovia.
On his return from this voyage, and again in 1822.

he took an active part in extirpating piracy in the

West Indies. In 1824 he was appointed executive

officer of the North Carolitui, (Commodore Rodg-
ers's flagship on the Mediterranean station. He
was proiiKjted to the rank of commander in 1820.

and in 1H32 was again sent to the Mediterranean
as captain of the Concord. From 1833 to 1843
he was stationed at the Brooklyn navy yard. Un-
der his superintendence was built the Fulton, a
'steam battery' designed for the defense of New
York Harbor, and the first steam vessel in the
T'nited States Navy. When she was completed in
1S37 he took command of her, organized her per-

sonnel, and so thoroughly demonstrated the prac-
tical utility of steam as a motive power for war
ve.ssels that he earned the title of "Father of the
Steam Navy." In this same year he was com-
missioned captain and in 1839 was sent abroad to
study the latest English and French steam war-
ships. In 1841 he was promoted to be commo-
dore and two years later was assigned to the com-
mand of the squadron on the African coast main-
tained by the United States for the suppression of
the slave trade. During the early part of the
Mexican War he served under Commodore Conner
in the Oulf, but on Conner's recall in 1847 Perry
succeeded him in the command of what was then
the largest fleet of warships ever assembled under
the American flag. In 1852 he was sent bv Presi-
dent Fillmore with a squadron of warships to

Japan to induce that country to enter into rela-

tions with the nations of the West. His flagship,

the Mississippi, was tlic first United States steam

war vessel to ciicuninavigate the globe. He ar-

rived in Kuribama. in the Bay of Yedo, on July 7,

1853, and on the 14th delivered to representatives

of the Shogun the letter addressed to the ruler of

Japan, which declared the nature of his mission.

He then went to China, and returning in Febru-

ary, 1854, concluded a treaty with the Japanese
liy which they agiced to receive an American
consul at one of tlieir ports. This treaty, which

was followed by one between Japan and (Jreat

Britain, inaugurated a new era in the liis-

tory of Japan. Perry's report was printed

by the Government in three volumes, un-

der the title The Report of Commodore Perry's

Expedition to Japan. (1856). He died in New
York City. A monument to his memory was un-

veiled at Perry Park. Kurihama, Japan, on July
14, 1901. Consult Griffis, Matthew Calbraith

Perry, a Typical American Naval Officer (Bos-

ton, 1887).

PERRY, NoRAir (1832-96). An American
poet, journalist, and writer of juvenile stories,

for soine years Boston correspondent of The Chi-

cago Tribune. She was born in Dudley. Mass.

Her verse is collected in After the Ball (1875),

Her Lover's Friend (1879), Neu; Songs and Bal-

lads (1880), Legends and Lyrics (1890). Her
fiction, ehieliy juvenile, includes The Tragedy of

the Unerpceled (stories, 1880), For a Woman,
a novel (1885), A Book of Love Stories (1881),

A Flock of Girls and Their Friends (1887), and

many other volumes. These are briskly told and,

like her verses, appeal to the sentiment of the

broader reading public.

PERRY, Oliver Hazard (1785-1819). A
distinguished American naval officer. He was
born at South Kingston, R. I., and received his

education partly from bis mother and partly in

private schools in Newport and elsewhere. He
entered the navy as a midshipman in 1799. served

in the war against Tripoli, and in 1807 was com-
missioned lieutenant. In 1811, as commander of

the schooner Revenge, he had the misfortiuie to

lose his vessel off Watch Hill, R. I., but a court

of inquiry, which at his request investigated the

circumstances connected with the wreck, reported

him guiltless of any neglect of duty. During
the first few months of the War of 1812 Perry
commanded a flotilla of gunboats in Newport
Harbor, but was later transferred to Sackett's

Harbor, N. Y., and thence was soon ordered

to Presque Isle (now Erie) to take charge

of the construction of a fleet, with which the

Americans hoped to wrest from the British the

control of Lake Erie. By great exertions he suc-

ceeded by the end of the summer of 1813 in build-

ing and manning a squadron of nine vessels, with

which, on the 10th of September, he won the

celebrated battle of Lake Erie. ( See Erie, Bat-

tle OF Lake.) He was then able very materially

to assist General Harrison in the operations cul-

minating in the battle of the Thames. As a

reward for Perry's brilliant victory, he received

from Congress a vote of thanks, a gold medal, and

the rank of captain. By the people he was re-

garded as one of the chief heroes of the war, and
his laconic despatch announcing his success is to-

day known to every American. Later a very

bitter controversy arose between Perry and
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Elliott, the commander of the Xiagaia, one

of Perry's vessels, over the question of

whether Elliott did his duty in supporting
the flagship. A court of inquiry, called at

Elliott's request, made a somewhat ambiguous
report. Subsequently Perry preferred charges
against Elliott, but no action was ever taken
upon them by the Navy Department. After the
close of the war Perrj* was placed in command
of the frigate Java, and cruised with Decatur's
squadron in the Mediterranean. In 1819 he was
sent with a small squadron to the West Indies to

protect American commerce against pirates.
While performing this duty, he was seized with
yellow fever, and died on his birthday, the
23d of August, 1819. He was buried with
military honors at Port of Spain, Trinidad,
but in 1826 his body was, by order of Con-
gress, removed in the sloop-of-war Lexington to
Newport, where it was re-interred with great
honors. The State of Rhode Island later erected a
granite monument to his memoiy, and there are
also statues of him at Newport, and at Cleve-
land, Ohio, His life has been written by Niles
(Hartford, 1820), by Mackenzie (New York,
1843), by .James Fenimore Cooper (in Lives of
Distinguished American- 'Naval Officers^ Auburn,
N. Y.), and by Barnes (New Y'ork, 1898),

PERRY, Stephen Joseph (1833-89), An
English astruiiomer, born in London. He studied
theology at Douai and Rome, entered the Society
of .Jesus in 18.")3, and studied mathematics at
Stonyhurst, at the I'niversity of London, and at
that of Paris, In 1808 he began a magnetic sur-
vey of France. Two years afterwards, as fellow of

the Royal Society, he was stationed at San An-
tonio, Cadiz, to observe the total eclipse of that
year; in 1874 he directed the observations of the
transit of Venus on Kerguelen Island ; and in

1882 was sent to Southwestern Madagascar with
another transit of Venus expedition. Perry died
in the Salut Islands, where he caught a severe cold
in attempting to photograph the total eclipse of

December 22, 18S9. His generosity fitted up the

Stonyhurst Observatory. Perry was an able

and popular lecturer. In 1881 he discovered, in-

dependently of Trouvelot, the veiled sun spots.

Consult Cortie, Father Perry, the Jesuit Astrono-
mer (London, 1890).

PERRY, Thomas Sargent (1845—). An
American educator and critical historian of lit-

erature, born in Newport, R, I, Perry grad-

uated at Harvard (18ti6), and after studying in

Berlin and Paris taught, at Harvard, German
(1868-72) and English (1877-81). In the inter-

val he was for two years editor of the North
American Review. He afterwards wrote Life and
Letters of Francis Lieher (1882), English Litera-

ture in the Eighteenth Century (1882), A His-
tory of Greek Literature (1883), Fro^m Opitz to

Leasing (1885), and The Evolution of the Snob
(1887).

PERRY, William Stevens (1832-98). An
American clergyman, second Protestant Episcopal
Bishop of Iowa. He was born at Providence, R. I..

studied at BrowTi University, but took his degree
from Harvard in 1854. He studied theology at
Virginia Seminary and continued his st)idies with
the Rev. Alexander Hamilton X'inton. He was
ordained priest at St. Paul's, Boston, in 1S5S,

where he spent the first year of his ministry.

His succeeding charges were Saint Luke's, Nash-

ua, N. H.; Saint Steven's, I'ortland, .Me.; Saint
Michael's, Litchfield, Conn.; and Trinity, Geneva,
N, Y. He taught history at UoUut College for sev-
eral years and served the institution as president
from April to September, 187U, when he was con-
secrated Bishop of Iowa, He did much for the
cause of education in his diocese ; reopened Gris-
wold College in its academic, theological, and
preparatory departments, founde<l St. Katharine's
Hall for girls, Kemper Hall for boys, and Lee Hall
for training candidates for orders. He also found-
ed St, Luke's Hospital at Des Moines, Among his

writings are Documentary History of the Prot-
estant Episcopal Church in the United Stales of
America (with Dr. F. L. Hawks, 1863-64), His-
torical Collections of the American Colonial
Church (5 vols,, 1871-78), Historical Notes and
Documents Illustrating the Organization of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in America (1874),
Historical Sketch of the Protestant Episcopal
Church, nSi-lSSJf (1884), Consult sketch and
bibliography in his Episcopate in America (New
York, 1895),

PER'RYVILLE, Battle of. A battle fought
at Perrjwille, Ky., about 40 miles south of Frank-
fort, on October 8. 1862, during the Civil War,
between a Federal force of about 22,000 men,
actually engaged, under General Buell, and a
Confederate force of about 17,000 men under Gen-
eral Bragg, The Confederates opened the en-
gagement at about 2 o'clock in the afternoon by
an attack upon the Federal left under McCook,
and for a time drove it back, but were finally
forced back themselves through the town of Per-
ryville. During the night the Confederates re-

tired from the field. By many the engagement
has been considered a drawn battle, though stra-

tegicallj- it is generally i-egarded as a victory for

the Federals. General Buell's forces in the vicin-

ity of Perryville numbered abovit 58,000 men, less

than half of whom were actually engaged in the
battle. The Confederates lost, in killed, wounded,
and missing, 3396; the Federals, 4211. Consult
Johnson and Buel (eds.). Battles and Leaders
of the Civil War, vol. iii. (New York, 1887),

PER'S.iE (Lat., from Gk, Wpffai, Persians).
A play of .Eschylus, produced at Athens in B,c.

472, with three other dramas, Phineus, Glaucu.s,

and Prometheus. It is notable as being the only
extant ancient drama the subject of which is not
mythological. Its subject is the defeat of the
Persians, with a fine description of the battle of

Salamis. The scene is laid at Susa, The actors
are Atossa, the mother of Xerxes; Xerxes him-
self, a messenger, and the Shade of Darius, The
chorus consists of aged Persian nobles.

PERSECUTIONS OF THE CHRISTIANS,
The Tex. A phrase that has been in very gen-

eral use since the fifth century. The number,
however, has no basis in fact, and was suggested
by the ten plagtics of Egv-pt. and the ten horns
of the beast in the Book of Revelation (xvii. 3
sqq.), interpreted, in accordance with the allegor-

izing spirit of the time, as types of ten emperors.
There were only two persecutions coterminous
with the Roman Empire, and directly prompted
by Imperial action, that under Decius in 250.

and that imder Diocletian and his associates. SOS-
SIS. On the other hand, if provincial and h)cal

persecutions be taken into acco\uit. the number
is far too small. So far as known. Claoidius
(41-54) was the first Roman Emperor to attempt
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aii.v ;*oit of persecution of the Cliristiaiis. Sue-

tonius sUilcs that he expelled the Jews from

Rome. The reason h not altogether (dear, but a

very plausible interpretation is that, at this early

date Christian converts being mainly Jews, the

Government regarded the former merely as a sect

of the latter, and the decree was occasioned by
disorders arising in the city because of conllicts

between non-Christian and Chri-stian Jews, lead-

ing to the expulsion of both. The date is un-

certain; it has been placed in 52, but may have

been earlier (cf. Acts .\viii. 2). The ten perse-

cutions as commonly given, with the date lixing

approximately either tlic beginning or period of

greatest severity, arc: That under Nero, 64; un-

der Domitian, !)i5; under Trajan, 112-113; under
Marcus .Aurelius, 177; under 8eptimius Severus,

202; under Maximinus, 2.15 ; under Deeius, 2.50;

under Valerian, 2.57; under Aurelian, 274; under
Diocletian and his successors, .303-.313. Con-
sult, besides the Church histories: Gibbon,

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
chaps, xiii., xiv., and xvi. ; Renan, Les origines

du chrislianisme (Paris, 1803-82); Allard, Eis-

toire des persfciiUonn (Paris, 1884-04); id., Lc
chrislianisme rt I'empire romain (Paris, 1897) ;

Ramsay, The Church in the Roman Empire Before
no A.D. (London, 1894) ; Weis, Christenrerfol-

ffungen (Marburg, 1901); Hardy, Christionili/

and the Roman Oovrriiment (London, 1894).
For the sources, consult Preuschen, Analecia
(Freiburg. 1893) : Tran.ilations and Reprints pub-
lished ht) the Department of History of the lUii-

versify uf I^ennsyli^ania, vol. iv., No. 1 (Philadel-

phia, 1897). See Mabtyr.

PERSEPH'ONE. See Pro,serpina.

PERSEP'OLIS (Lat., from Gk. Hepo-i^TroXis,

Jlep<ralrro\i.s, Ciiy of the Persians). The Greek
name of the capital of the Persian Empire under
Darius I. and his successors. The native name
is unknown. The locality is identified with the
principal group of ruins, the Takhti .Jemsbcd or
Throne of Jcmshed, the traditional founder of
Persepolis, and is called also Tchil Minar or
Forty Pillars. The cit.y is supposed to have ex-
tended throughout the whole valley of the Medus
above its confluence with the Araxcs (now the
Polvar and the Bendemer respectively), overlook-
ing the beautiful nioimtain-girt and'fertile plain
of Murghab, north of Lake Tashk or Nargis.
Part of the site was occupied later by the im-
portant Sassanian city of Istakhr. The only re-

mains nf Persepolis are the ruins of buildings
erected by Darius Hystaspis, Xerxes, Artaxerxes.
and other Aelurmenians. which are scattered
throughout the valley of the Polvar, about 30
miles northeast of Shiraz on the road to Ispahan.
The ruins comprise three principal groups: (1)
Takhti .lemshed, already referred to, situated
at the foot of a lofty mountain range, in which,
at a considerable elevation, hewn out of the solid
rock, are three finely sculptured sepulchres; (2)
Naks-i-Rustam—the picture of Rustem, so called
from the relief adornnjcnts—C'onsisting of four
similar rock-hewn sepulchres cut in a perpendicu-
lar clitr at a considerable height, about six miles
to the northeast on the opposite bank of the Pol-
var; (3) the rem,%ins at Haji Abad on the Pol-
var, about four miles north of Takhti .Jemshed,
of an ancient fire temple, which was in a perfect
state of preservation in the tenth century a.d.,
and then served as the mosque of the city of

Istakhr. The tombs of Nakshi Rustem are those
of Darius I., which bears a long inscription iden-

tifying it, and probably of Xerxes I., Artaxer.xes

I., and Darius 11., and those behind Takhti Jem-
shed once held the bodies of Arta.xer.xes II.,

Artaxer.xes 111., and Darius III.

Takhti Jemshe<l, the most important of the
groups of ruins, is situated on a vast terrace of

Cyclopean masonry liuilt at the base of and
backed by the Jlountain of the Tombs. The
vast substructure is about 1500 feet north by
south, and about 800 feet east by west, and
was surrounded, according to Diodorus Siculus,

1)V a triple wall of 10, 32, and GO cubits respec-

tively. The whole area is further divided into

three terraces, the lowest toward the south, the

northern aboit 550 feet long and 35 feet high,

the central 800 feet .square, and rising 45 feet

above the plain. No traces of structures are to

be found on the lowest platform ; the northern
supports the Propyla^a of Xerxes; and the cen-

tral platform was occupied by the foremost struc-

tures, distinguished as the Great Hall of Xerxes,

the Palace of Xerxes, and the Palace of Darius,

towering one above the other in successive eleva-

tions from the ground. The stone used for the

buildings is dark gray marble, cut into gigantic

square blocks, and in many cases exquisitely

polished. The ascent from the plain to the great
northern platform is formed by two double flights,

the steps of which arc nearly 22 feet wide, 314

inches high, and 15 inches in the tread, so that

travelers have been able to ascend them on horse-

back. The Propyla-a of Xerxes on this platform
are two masses of stonework, which probablj'

formed an entrance gateway for foot passengers,

paved with gigantic slabs of polished marble.

Portals still standing bear figures of animals 15

feet high, closely resembling the Assyrian bulls

of Nineveh. The building, eonjectvired to have
been a hall 82 feet square, is, according to the

inscription, the work of Xerxes. An expanse
of 162 feet divides this platform from the central

one, which still bears many of the columns of the

Hall of Xerxes, from which the ruins take their

subsidiary name. The staircase leading up to the

Tchil Minar or Forty Pillars is, if possible, even
more magnificent than the first. The walls are

more richly decorated with sculptures, represent-

ing colossal warriors with spears, gigantic bulls,

combats with wild beasts, and processions ; while
broken capitals, shafts, pillars, and counties.?

fragments of buildings, with cuneiform inscrip-

tions, cover the whole vast space of this platform.
The pillars were arranged in four divisions, con-

sisting of a central group six feet deep every way,
and an advanced body of twelve in two ranks, the
same number flanking the centre. Only thirteen

of the columns now remain. Their form is very
beautiful. Their height is 60 feet, the circum-
ference of the shaft 16 feet, the length from the
capital to the torus 44 feet. The shaft is finely

fluted in .52 divisions; at its lower extremity be-

gin a einctuie and a torus, the first two inches

in depth, and the latter one foot, whence de-

volves the pedestal, shaped like the cup and
leaves of the pendent lotus, the capitals having
been surmounted by the double semi-bull. The
Great Hall of Xerxes is computed to have been a
rectangle of about 300 to 350 feet, and conse-
quently to have covered 2j^ acres. Behind the
Hall of Xer.xeswas the so-called Hall of a Hundred
Columns, to the south of which are indications
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of another structure, termed the central edifice.

Next along the west front stood the Palace of

Darius, and to the south the Palace of Xerxes,
measuring about 86 feet square, similarly deco-

rated.

Persepolis replaced Pasargadae (q.v.) as the

capital of Persia under Darius I., by whom and
his successors the city was extended and en-

larged. It surrendered to Alexander the Great

(B.C. 331) after the defeat of Ariobarzanes at

the battle of Gaugamela. Ariobarzanes again
offered battle, but was killed, whereupon Alex-

ander ordered a general massacre, sacked the city,

and, acting—it is doubtfully chronicled—on the

suggestion of Thais the courtesan, fired the

palaces of Takhti Jemshed. Although fifteen

years later Persepolii was still the capital of

Persia, it gradually sank into insignificance, un-

til upon its ruins Istakhr rose into prominence
about A.D. 200, and for centuries was a consider-

able centre of administrative, religious, and com-
mercial activity. It was a formidable opponent
of the iloslem invasion, suffered severely, and
also passed out of existence, but, unlike its great

predecessor, left few traces of its ancient glory.

Consult: Vaux. yincvch and Persepolis (Lon-
don, 1S50; 4th ed. 1852); Fergusson, The Pal-

acts of Xineieh and Persepolis Restored (ib.,

1851); Rawlinson, The Five Great Monarchie.%
vol. iii. (ib., 1871) : Myers, Remains of Lost Em-
pires ( Xew- York, 1875) ; Stolze, Persepolis (Ber-

lin, 1882) ; Dieulafov, L'art antique de la Perse
(Paris, 1884-89) ; "Blundell, "Persepolis," in

Transactions of the Coiiffress of Oriejitalists, vol.

ii. (London, 1892) ; Curzon, Persia and the Per-

sian Question (ib., 1892).

PER'SEtrS (Lat., from Gk. mptreiis). In
Grecian legend, the son of Zeus and Danae (q.v.),

and grandson of Acrisius, King of Argos. As his

grandfather had been warned that he would per-

ish by the hand of Danae's son, he inclosed moth-
er and child in a chest and east them into the

sea. They drifted to the island of Seriphos.

where they were cared for by Dictys, brother of

the King, Polydectes. The latter fell in love

with Danae. and as Perseus, now grown to man-
hood, interfered with his plans, he sent him to

bring the head of Jledusa, the Gorgon. Guided
by Athena, he found the Grjese. old women with

but one eye and one tooth between them, who
directed him to the nymphs, from whom he re-

ceived winged sandals, a pouch, and the cap of

Hades, which, like the Tarnhelm of Teutonic

story, made the wearer invisible. Hermes pro-

vided him with a harpe {SpTr-n) or scimitar,

and Athena with a bronze shield, in which as a

mirror he could see the face of Medusa without
encountering her glance, which turned all living

things to stone. After a long journey, which
the poets gradually filled with adventures, he
reached the distant home of the Gnrgons, found
them asleep, identified Medusa, cut off her head,

and escaped by the aid of his magic helmet. On
his return he rescued Andromeda (q.v.) . daughter
of King Cepheus of Ethiopia (variously localized

in this story) , and took her with him to Seriphos,

where he found his mother and Dictys suppliants

at the altar, for Polydectes had resorted to vio-

lence. Medusa's head turned Polydectes and his

followers to stone, and Perseus sent his magic
weapons to the nymphs by Hermes, and gave the

head to Athena, who placed it on her segis.

Perseus with his wife and mother then returned
to Argos, and found that Acrisius had fled to

Larissa, in Thessaly. Perseus followed, and acci-

dentally killed his grandfather while throwing
the discus during some games. Returning, he ex-

changed the rule of Argos for that of Tiryns and
later founded Midea and Mycense. Perseus is or-

iginally the local deity of the spring Perseia by
Jlycenie, as Danae is the ancestor of the Danaans
of Argolis. The slaying of Medusa and the
rescue of Andromeda were favorite subjects of

ancient art, and are found on early vases and
Pompeian wall-paintings, as well as in sculpture.

They are catalogued and discussed by Knatz,
Quomodo Persei Tabulam Artifices (Irccci et Ro-
mani Tractaierint (Bonn, 1893). For the study
freely told in English, consult Willian Morris,
"The Doom of King Acrisius," in The Earthly
Paradise (London, 1868).

PERSEUS (C.212 B.C.-?). The last King of

Macedonia, the eldest son of Philip V. He was
born about B.C. 212. He was from his earliest

years trained to a military life, and, having com-
passed through intrigue the death of his brother

Demetrius, who was a favorite both with the

^Macedonians and with the Romans, and whom
he for that reason regarded as a dangerous
rival, he ascended the throne on the death of

his father in B.C. 179. A struggle with Rome
was inevitable, and Perseus was well prepared

for it. His treasury and magazines were full,

his army amounted to over 40,000 trained men,
his alliances were strong, and he was himself

popular with his subjects and neighbors. He
sought, however, to postpone the inevitable as

long as possible, but matters came to an open
rupture in 171. In that year the Consul Publius

Licinius Crassus was sent against him. The
blunder of the Romans saved Perseus. Crassus
was defeated at Callicinus in Thessaly. But
Perseus failed to follow up his victory, and the

war was continued without decisive result for a
number of years. Finally, in the month of

March, 168, Lucius -I^Imilius Paulus arrived in

Greece to take command of the Roman forces,

and on .lune 22d of the same year the Mace-
donian army was utterly defeated in the battle

of Pydna. Perseus fled, but afterwards fell

with all his treasures into the hands of the

Romans. After gracing the triumph of the con-

sul at Rome, he was held in cajjtivity several

years at Alba Fuccns, in Italy, where he at

length died. Consult: Droysen, Gcschichte des

Hellenismus (2d ed.. Got ha, 1877-78) ; Freeman,
History of Federal Government (2d ed., New
York, 1893) ; Mahaffv, Alexander's Empire
(Xew York, 1SS8).

PER'SHORE. A market-town in Worcester-
shire, England, on the Avon, nine miles south-

east of Worcester (Map: England, D 4). It is

noted for the Church of the Holy Cross, the
only remaining portion of the famous abbey
founded in 685. Vegetable gardening is largely

carried on, and there are manufactures of stock-

ings, and engineering and machine works. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 9100: in 1001, 8800. Consult
Stvles. History of Pcrshorc Abbey Church (Lon-
don, 18.39).

PERSIA, per'sh-A or ppr'zha (Lat. Persia. Per-
sis. from Gk. Xlepo-Zs, from OPers. Parsa. Pers.

Pars. At. Pars, Persia) . A native State of South-

western Asia, called by the inhabitants Iran, the
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nauie Persia (Farsistan) being applied only to a

small province. It extends from latitude 25° N.

(lias Karsa, near the Baluchistan frontier) al-

most to latitude 40° If. (Aras Kiver on the bor-

der of Transcaucasia), and from lonj,'itude 44° E.

(Armenia) to longitude 63° E. ( Balucliistan). A
line extending northwest and southeast, nearly

bisecting the country, is 1400 miles long. Its

greatest north and south extent, from lias el-

Kuh on the Strait of Ormuz to its most northern

point on the frontier of Kussian Turkestan, is

875 miles. The country is bounded on the north

by Transcaucasia, the Caspian Sea, and Russian

Turkestan, on the south by the Indian Ocean and
Persian (iulf, on the east by Russian Turkestan,

Afglianistan, and Baluc^iistan, and on the west
by Asiatic Turkey and the Persian Gulf. It is

over one-fifth as large as the United States, ex-

cluding Alaska, having an area of about 642,000

square miles.

Toi'0(iR.\i'HY. Persia is an elevated tableland

from 3000 to 5000 feet in general altitude, sink-

ing to the Caspian Sea and tlie plain of Turk-
estan in the north and to the Persian C4ulf in the

south, and embracing the western and larger

portion of the great Iranian plateau, which in-

cludes Afghanistan and Baluchistan. To reach
this plateau great mountain barriers must be
crossed on all sides excepting in the east, where
the tableland and mountains merge impercep-
tibly with those of Afghanistan and Baluchistan.

On the other three sides great mountain ranges
stretch between the interior plateau and tlie

narrow plains which slope to the Caspian Sea
on the north, and tlie Persian Gulf on the south,

and merge with the plains of Asiatic Turkey on
the west. The plain of the Caspian presents a
wonderful contrast to the colorless, waterless,
and treeless expanse of the plateau to the south
from which it is separated by the Elburz Jloini-

tains. It comprises the maritime provinces of
Jlazauderan and Ghilan, .so rich in water that
many swairips and lagoons breed miasma, and so
abundantly covered with forests and under-
growth that it is often dilficidt to force a way
through the dense vegetation. Furthermore, it

possesses a degree of atmospheric humidity that
is seldom found outside of the tropics. Most of
the towns are among the forests on the lower
slopes of the mountains. For purposes of agri-
culutre and fruit-raising this is the most favored
part of Persia. Many large and small planta-
tions have been cleared in tlie forests, and all tlie

cultivated crops of Southern Europe, including
the mulberry for silk manufacture, attain
high perfection. This luxuriance of vegetable
life is due to the vapor-charged clouds of the
Caspian, which are brought south by the pre-
vailing winds, and, impinging upon tlie northern
slopes of the Elburz, descend in mist and rain
to the lowlands.

-Mong the southern maritime border the moun-
tains, low in elevation and extending east and
west, often closely approach the sea. and the
narrow plains between them and the ocean are
dry and barren excepting in certain districts
where the rainfall, supplemented by irrigation,
suffices for agriculture. Nearly all the moun-
tains of Persia are bleakly sterile in aspect. The
most imposing of the mountain ranges is the
Elburz, which, continued eastward by the Kuren
Dagh, Kopet Dagh, Ala Dagh, and Binalud Kuh,
stretches like a mighty mountain wall along the

entire northern border of Persia. The Elburz,

from 10 to 30 miles south of the Caspian, may be

crossed by a few passes or defiles, some of them
at an elevation of over 8000 feet. Its upland val-

leys, with an average elevation of about 4000 feet,

are dominated by peaks rising from 8000 to 11,-

000 feet above the sea ; and towering above them
all is Deniavend, a nearly extinct volcano, about
18,500 feet high, the culminating point of Persia.

From its ice-filled crater, on a clear day, the eye

may survey a panorama spread over 50,000
square miles, embracing the Casjiian, the moun-
tain ranges of the north and west, and the dry
expanse of the tableland with patches of green
oases and the outlines of many towns. The wide
mountain lands of Western Persia extend in

many parallel ranges throughout the whole of

that part of the countr}' overlooking the valley of

the Tigris and the Persian Gulf. Their trend is

from northwest to southeast. Thej' form the

mountain barrier between Persia and Turkey
and are known collectively as the Zagros Moun-
tains. Some of the peaks are snow-crowned
most of the year, and Mount Alijuk, south of

Ispahan, is 14,000 feet in elevation. But the

culminating range of these highlands is the Kuh-
Dinar, extending north of Shiraz, whose highest

summit, the Kuh-i-Dena, is over 17,000 feet in ele-

vation, second only to Demavend. Islands along
the east coast of the Persian Gulf are merely the

partly submerged fragments of the coast ranges.

The tableland of the interior, thus walled in

by mountains, is itself intersected by numerous
ranges and detached masses of mountains, ex-

cepting in Eastern Persia, where great plains

and deserts are the main topographic feature.

Between these ranges, also extending northwest
and southeast, are wide plains and narrow
valleys. These plains and valley's would be ut-

terly sterile were it not for the mountains near
them, which collect rain and snow. The valleys

are more easily irrigated .and are thus more
fertile than the plains, which are here and there

brightened by a patch of green oasis, but tor the

most part are sandy and barren. The general
aspect of the plateau is that of a cheerless and
monotonous waste stretching to the base of moun-
tains that are equally bleak and uninviting, and
reaching the acme of frightful desolation in the

two deserts of the east, the Dashti-Kavir or
Great Salt Desert, extending between latitudes
33° and 36° N.. and from longitude 52° to 57°

E., and the more southerly Dasht-i-Lut or Great
Sand Desert, extending between latitudes 29°

and 32° N., and between longitudes 57° and 60°

E. Their combined length is over 500 miles from
northwest to southeast, but they are separated
between the thirty-second and thirty-fourth

parallels by a hilly region through which passes
one of the main caravan routes between Central
Persia and Meshhed. The origin of the Great
Salt Desert is not yet clearly determined. One
theory is that it is due to the drainage of saline
streams from the surrounding higher lands and
the consequent deposition of a white crust or
efflorescence: tlie other theory is that it is the
bed of an ancient salt lake. Geologists now in-

cline to the latter explanation. In 1801 a solid
bed of rock salt estimated at over 600 square
miles in area and several feet in thickness was
discovered in this remarkable region. Lieuten-
ant Vaughn and Mr. C. E. Biddulph, who
brought to light this sea of solid rock salt.
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which is probably unrivaled in the world, found
it so hard that with iron tent pegs they were
able to detach only a few chips.

The Dasht-i-Lut or Great Sand Desert, whicli

separates the Province of Kliorasan from that

of Kirnian, has salt also as one of its cliief in-

gredients, but it is rarely overlaid like tlie more
northern desert with saline incrustations or

briny swamps. It gives life to a few poor
shrubs, while nothing grows in the other desert.

Sand is its prevailing feature. It is much lower

in altitude than tlie Great Salt Desert, its aver-

age elevation being less than 2000 feet, while in

places it sinks to only 500 feet above spa-level.

All these topographic aspects have a marked
etl'ect upon the distribution of the population.

The lines of villages and cities follow the trend

of tlie mountains from east to west across Nortli

Persia and from northwest to southeast across

Western and Central Persia, because only in the
neighborhood of the mountains can water be
obtained to supply the towns and nourish the

gardens and fields. Where the ranges spread

far apart, and in Eastern Persia, where there are

few high elevations, there is only a sprinkling

of human inhabitants. Desolation reigns over

vast expanses.

HyDROGBAPHY. The waters of two-thirds of

Persia do not reach the sea, but are lost in in-

land swamps or lakes or disappear in the sands.

Few rivers are worthy of special mention. Among
them is the Kariui, which drains a large part of

the mountainous jnovinces of Luristan and Khuz-
istan, empties into the Persian Gulf, and is nearly

four feet deep throughout the year. A small
steamer, subsidized by the British Government,
is now making regular trips 1.50 miles up the

river to Ahwaz, where rapids and ledges obstruct

navigation. No other river is navigable. The
Sefid Rud, Atrek, and Gurgan, draining the

northern slopes of the Elburz. and its prolonga-

tions, are tlie only considerable streams entering

the Caspian. The streams flowing to the inland

basins are much inferior in volume to those

emptying into the sea. Only two lakes are of

imjiortance. Lake Urumiah lies in the extreme
northwest and from its surface the snowy top of

Mount Ararat may be seen. It is so heavily

charged witli salt that swimmers cannot dive in

it. its wooded shores and islets give a pleasing

impression, but *he average depth is only about

1.5 feet, and, though it covers an area of about

1600 square miles, its volume is six or seven

times inferior to that of Lake Geneva in Sw-itzer-

land. The great salt lake of Southern Persia is

Niriz, much smaller than L'rumiah and with a

greatly indented and fantastic outline.

Ci.lM.\TE. The winter cold is intense on the

high tableland. The summers are very warm,
but there is little humidity, and the dry, clear

heat is temperate compared with that of North-

ern India. On the other hand, the air is damp
and relaxing in the forest-covered lowlands of

the Caspian, and the southern maritime tracts

are very dry and hot at most seasons. Spring

and autumn are the most enjoyable parts of the

year. The average annual rainfall perhaps does

not exceed 10 inches in any jiart of llie country

excepting along the Caspian, wliere the lowland

Caspian provinces have a rainfall about five

times greater than that of the highlands. The
soils, composed of a mixture of sandstone, lime-

stone, and volcanic debris washed down from
the mountain slopes, are very productive.

Floka. As Persia is a land of transition be-

tween Kastern Asia and tlie Western World, its

flora partakes of the character of the surround-
ing lands. The zones of vegetation succeed one
another quite abrupti}'. Polar species, for ex-

ample, are found on the higher summits of the
nortli, while wheat is cultivated at heights of

!KJOO feet, and rice and the fruits of Southern
Europe thrive on the neighboring lowlands.
Except on the Caspian seaboard, the Persian
flora is poor in varieties. Over most of the
plateau the konar tree, Cyprus, dwarf oak, wal-
nut, and mulberry are almost the only timber en-

countered. But the rich humid valhys of the

Caspian belt and the lower slopes of the Elburz
produce timbers of great variety, including the
oak, ash, beech, elm, alder, birch, sycamore,
cherry, and thorn. In the same region the fruits

of Europe and of Asia meet and are grown in

great variety. Among the medicinal products are
gum tragacanth, gum arable, asafoetida. and sev-

eral others; indigo, henna, madder root, satl'ron,

gall nuts, and other dyestuffs are also valuable
products. The rose is preeminent among flowers

and attar of roses is among the famous produc-
tiims.

Fauna. The animals of Persia differ little

from those of the neighboring lands. In the

forests of the Caspian plain are the hare, fox,

wolf, hyena, jackal, leopard, tiger, lynx, and wild
boar. On the mountains are seen the ibex, moun-
tain sheep, wild goat, antelope, and bear. The
maneless lion sometimes attacks human beings,

but preys chiefly on the wild boar. Although the

Persian fauna is poor in number of species, the

reptiles, especially lizards, are represented by
many varieties. Owing to the general aridity

of the land, snails and other land mollusks are

nowhere found. The domestic animals include tine

horses and mules, single-hiim]) camels, sheep of

the fat-tailed species yielding a fine quality of

wool, dogs, and several species of falcons that are
trained for the chase.

Geology and Mineral Resoirces. Most of

the tableland and mountains are of sedimentary
formation, largely sandstone. Tertiary limestone,

chalks, and Cretaceous nummulitie rocks. But
intcrs])ersed among these seilimentary rocks are

mountains built up of eruptive rocks and vol-

canic ash such as mounts Demavend, Savalan,

and many others. The deserts are composed
mainly of saline and sand accumulations. The
mineral resources are enormous, hut are largely

undeveloped. Roughly speaking, there are six

mineral-producing zones: (I) the Province of

.'Vzerbaijan. in the northwest, where iron, copper,

lead, and coal are found; (2) the northern and
soiitliern slopes of the main F^lburz range, where
iron and coal occur near each other. Teheran
deriving its coal supply from this region; (3)

Kliorasan. the rich northeastern province, which
contains the famous turquoise mines of Xishapur,

and in which are obtained considerable quantities

of copper, coal, and salt; (4) the Province of

Kirmaii. with cojiper, lead, manganese ore. and
fine marble; (5) the highly mineralized districts

in the central mountains, with iron, antimony,
nickel, cobalt, copper, lead, sulphur, and asbes-

tos: and (fl) the Persian Gulf littoral, with

naphtha, rock salt, iron, ochre, gj'psuni. nitrates,

and sulphur. While Persia abounds in remark-
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able mineral resources, tlicir coiiinicrcial value is

ihielly dependent on the cost of transportation

to the coast or nearest markets. In the absence

of pood roads, the minerals of large parts of

I'crsia must long remain almost untouched.

AcEiciXTiBE. Tillage in Persia depends upon

the water supply. The detritus swept down by

the streams or torrents deposits a layer of soil

upon the sand, which is subsequently fertilized by

the same agency that brought it. A large amount
of cultivable land is not yet utilized. Cereals,

chiefly wheat, barley, and rice, are grown
throughout the country. Sugar-cane is sparsely

cultivated and coar.se sugar is made, but large

imports from Russia and France aie necessary.

Cotton, short in staple, thrives to an elevation

of .5000 feet above tlie sea, and over 100.000 bales

are annually exported to the mills of Bombay
and JIarseiiles. feilk is produced in the Cas-

pian provinces to the amount of 500,000 pounds
(weight) a. year, most of it going to Yazo. Ka-
bhan, and I>palian, the centres of the manufac-
turing trade; and in 1809 1,171,001 pounds of

cocoons were sent to Europe. Persian tobacco is

known throughout Western Asia for its superior

quality. The home consumption is enormous, and
over 5000 tons are exported to other Asiatic

countries and Kgypt. The production is rough-

ly estimated at over 50,000 tons a year. The
poppy has been widely cultivated since 1864,
chicliy in the central and soutliern provinces,

with an average production of over 6000 chests

of opium. Most of it is sold to China, but the
purest quality is sent to London for the extrac-

tion of morphine and is in part reexported to
America. Indigo grown in the southwest is used
in the dyeing of cotton. Nearly everv house has
its vegetable and tangled but beautiful flower

garden. The fruits include the grape, plum,
raspberry, apple, pear, peach, and apricot;
and Persia is said to produce the finest melons
in the world. Dates are grown along the Per-
sian Gulf and are sold abroad. The implements
of tillage are extremely primitive.

Persia has gieat sources of wealth in its ani-
mal i)roducts. The sturdy Persian horse, ex-

cellent for cavalry or ordinary purposes, is

exported to India. The nuile, though small, has
extraordinary .strengtli and endurance. The
best camels of Khorasan carry 600 pounds at
the rate of twenty miles a day. Skins and hides
are exported in large quantities to Bagdad and
Russia. Persian lamb skins are fanifms. Sheep's
wool (about 9,000,000 pounds exported annual-
ly) and goats' hair are used in making cloths
and shawls. The shores of the Casiiian'and the
rivers emptying into it are richly stocked with
fish, and a Russian has the monopoly of pre-
paring caviare from the sturgeon and sterlet.

MA.NlFACTtBES. The chief manufactures are
silk, woolen, and cotton tissues, and artistic
fabrications. Broadly speaking, there are no
factories, the output l>eing the work of private
shops or the production of special, localized
schools of industry. Almost every large town
has its own special manufactures "which cannot
be procured elsewhere. The most important and
best known of the textile fabrics is Persian car-
pet, of which there are about .30 flifferent kind.s,
all hand-made and the design varying with each
carpet. Each kind has its own characteristics,
so that it is easy to distinguish between the
products of different districts. Carpets are sent

to Europe and America, the exports amounting
to over $700,000 a year. The woolen shawls of

Kirman made of goats' hair are also famous.
Cotton fabrics, chintzes, velvets, silks, and em-
broideries are produced in considerable quantity,
though the cheaper fabrics of European looms
have injured all the home textile industries in-

cluding that of carpets. Eor illustration, see
Colored Phitc under the article Rigs.

The earthenware and faience of Old Persia
were its most famous artistic products. The
ceramic arts, however, have now largely disap-

peared. Enameling in gold, silver, and copper
is the best surviving relic of the ancient metal
work. Native artisans still excel in copper,
glass, and filigree work, and carvings. The lack
of good means of transportation, the neglect of

the Government, the apathy of the people, and
the invasion of foreign products are respon-

sible for the undoubted decline of Persia in the
manufacturing arts.

CoMMEKCE. The Russian frontier is within 80
miles of Tabriz, the commercial capital of Per-
sia, and Russian steamers unload cargoes within
160 miles of Teheran. The result is that in

North Persia Russia is the predominant com-
mercial factor. In South Persia Great Britain,
controlling the Persian Gulf, has been able, since

the opening of the Suez Canal, firmly to establish

its supremacy in trade. Between these two
great spheres of Russian and British trade lies

Middle Persia, over which both countries are en-

deavoring to extend their sway. The great inland
centres of commerce are Tabriz, Teheran, Ispahan,
and Meshhed, connected by caravan routes to which
smaller routes extending to most parts of the
country are tributary. Opium leads in the ex-

])orts, followed by raw silk, rice, carpets, tobacco,

dried fruits and nuts, wheat and barley, gum
tragacanth, asafietida, and raisins. The imports
are determined by the fact that the country is

deficient in many products which constitute the
necessaries of civilized life. Iron is worked only
in the rudest fashion, little sugar is made, the
oil wells are untouched, fabrics are in limited
supply, and yet Persia consumes enormous quan-
tities of sugar, kerosene, hardware, textiles, and
manv other manufactures. Cotton textiles are
the "largest imports (.$3,991,542 in 1901-02).
Great Britain supplies most of the bleached and
unbleached cottons. Then come silks and wool-
ens, sugar, spices, hardware, 'glassware, iron,

and many other commodities. The value of the
imports in the fiscal vear 1901-02 was $27,184,-

.5.36, of which Russii sent $11,071,828; Great
Britain. $10,327,900; France, .$2,324,927; Tur-
kev, $1,218,100: Austria. .$99.5.729; Afghanistan,
.$261,671; Germany, .$231,913; other countries,

$742,465.
The value of the exports in the same period

was $11,415,464. The total import and export
trade was therefore worth $38,600,000, of which
Russia had 56 per cent, and Great Britain 24 per
cent. The sales nf pearls from the great Bahrein
fisheries in the Persian Gulf amounted to .$2,-

895.000.

The principal ports are Bender Abbas, Lingah,
and Bushire on the Persian Gulf, and Enzeli
and Meshhed-i-Ser (the port of Balfrush) on the
Caspian. Trebizond. a port of .\siatic Turkey on
the Black Sea. is still an important outlet for
the trade of Tabriz. In February, 1903, the
new tariff agreement between Russia and Persia,
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fay which the ad valorem duties of 5 per cent,

on both exports and imports were changed to

a .specific tariff, went into effect. All the other
foreign Powers are incliukil in this agreement
on the 'most favored nation' basis.

TBANSP0RT.4.TI0N AND COMJIUNICATION. The
roads are very poor, the caravan routes being
merely mule paths. An excellent highway 217
miles long, extending from Resht on the Caspian
Sea to Teheran, built by the Russian Govern-
ment, was completed in 1899. Another improved
road built by British capital was completed in

1900 between Ispahan and Ahwaz, the head of

navigation on the Karun River. Regular steam-
ship lines connect the ports of the Caspian 8ea
with Russian ports, and the ports of the Per-
sian Gulf with Great Britain and India. The
only railroad extends from Teheran to one of the
suburbs—six miles. The telegraph system ex-

tends north and south across the country and
east and west across Northern Persia, with 4800
miles of line. There are about 100 post offices.

Banking. The Imperial Bank of Persia, es-

tablished in 1889 xinder a concession granted to

Baron Reuter, has an authorized capital of

£4,000,000 sterling, which, however, owing to
the great fall iu silver and the rise in exchange,
was reduced in 1894 to an actual capital of f G.50,-

000. The bank has the exclusive right to issue
bank notes, which must not exceed £800.000 un-
less authorized by the Persian Government. The
issue of notes is on the basis of the silver kran,
the coin in reserve now being 33 per cent. The
head office is at Teheran and there are branches
at Tabriz, Resht, ileshhed, Ispahan, Yezd,
Shiraz, Bushire, and Bombay. The Russian
Banque des Prets de Perse, wliich is connected
with the Russian State Bank, and a branch of
the Russian Banque de Commerce de Moscou are
also established in Teheran.

Government. The government is an absolute
monarchy in the hands of the Shah, and resem-
bles that of Turkey. Tlie Shah is assisted by a
ministry consisting of a Grand Vizier, and" of
ministers (viziers) of Foreign Affairs.Internal Af-
fairs, Finance. War, Education. Jlines and Tele-
graphs. Post. .Justice, etc.. to the number of 27.
The rule of the Shah, however, is restrained in
that it must accord with the "divine law" of the
Mohammedan religion. Furthermore, the Im;lm-
Juma, not the Shah, stands at the head of the
Shiah religious system, which prevails in Persia.
There are 3.5 main political divisions, comprising
five large provinces or mamlikiils and 30 smaller
provinces termed vilayets. The mamlihats and
their capitals are as follows:

MAXILIKAT. CAPITAL.
Azerbaijan. Tabriz.
Farsistan, or Fars. Shiraz.
Ghilan. or Gilan. Resht.
Khorasan. Meshhed.
Kirman. Kirman.

Azerbaijan is the fief of the heir apparent.
The governors of the other provinces are ap-
pointed by the Shah and usually hold office for

one year. They have almost absolute power
in their respective territories. The provinces
are divided into sub-provinces, districts, sub-

districts, parishes, cities, towns, and villages.

These minor divisions are administered by lieu-

tenant-governors, mayors, etc., who are appoint-
ed by the governor and are directly responsible

to him. Justice is administered both by the Shah
and by the clergy, according to the laws of the
Koran, and is often satisfied, even in connection
with the worst crimes, by payment of money to
the Government. The Persiiins, however, have
been renowned through all time for the cruelty
of their punishments and their disregard of hu-
man life. Teheran is the cajiital.

Finance. The revenues and business of the
country suffer from the great fluctuation in value
of the silver medium of exchange. Owing to the
rise in the price of silver, the value of the revenue
rose in 1890-91 to £1,77.5,000, but the subsequent
decline in the price of silver reduced the value of
llie revenue for 1899-1900 (estimated at less than
£1,.500,000) . About four-fifths of the revenue is de-
rived from assessments upon towns, villages, and
districts, the rest coming from the customs,
post office, telegraphs, fisheries, mines, and some
other concessions. The revenues exceed the ex-
penditures, the balance being paid into the Shah's
Treasury. About one-third of the expenditures is

for the army, one-tenth for the roy.nl court, one-
fifth for pensions, one-sixteenth for allowances to
princes, and one-sixtieth for the Foreign Office

—

the civil service, colleges, and local governments
absorbing most of the remainder. The debt is
very small. Persia's credit is good and the Govern-
ment has promptly met its foreign obligations.
The only foreign debts now outstanding are a loan
of $17,32.5,000, known as the five per cent.
Persian gold loan of 1900, taken by the Russian.
Banque des Prets de Perse, the loan running 75
years and guaranteed by Persian customs re-
ceipts, and a further loan of .$7,700,000, granted
in 1902 by the same bank on the same conditions.
Army. See under Armies.
Weights, Measures, and Monet. The kran,

a silver coin, is the monetary- unit. Its value,
subject to great fluctuations, is about 8.2 cents.
The copper coinage has been entirely replaced by
large quantities of nickel 5 and" 10 centimes
pieces coined at Brussels and put into circulation
in 1900. There are six gold coins, subdivisions or
nailtiplications of the toman, wliich is nominally
worth 10 krans. Very little gold is in circula-

tion. The unit of weight is the miskal (71
grains) . but most articles are bought and sold by
a weight called batman or man. which varies in

avoirdupois, one of the most commonly used being
the man-i-Tabriz, which equals 040 miskals or
G.49 pounds. The unit of measure is the zar or
gez, of which several standards are in use, the
most common measuring 40.95 inches.

l'opr'L.\TiON. The inhabitants number over
9,000,000, the largest part of whom live in the
cities and towns. Large areas are uninhabited,
and the density of the population is only about
14 to the square mile. The estimated population
of the principal cities is: Teheran, 250.000; Ta-
briz. 180,000: Isi)ahan. 80,000: Jleshhed. 00,000;
Kirman. about 40.000; Yazd, 5.5.000: Balfrush
and Shiraz, 50,000 each. The inhabitants are
divided into two distinct classes, the dwellers
in towns or villages and the dwellers in tents.
Many of the richer dwellers in the towns leave
for the mountains during the hot sunmier months.
The nomads, including Arabs (200,000). Kurds
and Leks (67.5.000). Tiirks (720.000). Lurs
(234.000), and Baluchis and Gypsies (20.700),
move from place to place according as their ani-
mals need pasturage or their other interests
dictate.
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Religion. Xearly all the inhabitants are Mo-
haninipilaiis, besides vhom there are about 9,000

Parsis. 30,000 Jews, 45,000 Armenians, and

2.").000 Ne.storians. ^\"ide tolerance is exercised

toward the followers of other religions in places

whore Europeans reside, but elsewhere they are

sometimes oppressed by the lower classes of the

p(i])ulation. It is an interesting fact that most

of the Mohammedans in Persia belong to the

fSbiite or "unorthodox" sect of Islam.

El)l rATlON. All wealthy families employ pri-

vate tutors for their children, and nmny colleges

supported at public expense instruct students in

religion, Persian and Arabic lit<'rature. and some
scientific branches. There are also many schools

forchildrcn.butniostof the population are taught

to lead only the Koran. Western languages and
science have been introduced to some extent into

Persia by the polytechnic school which was
opened in Teheran in 1S49. It has several Euro-
lean professors. There are military colleges at
reheran and Tabriz, and a. nunil)er of schools with

improved methods of teaching supported by sub-

scription and small tuition fees are in several of

the larger towns.
Ethnology. The Persians, ancient and mod-

ern, are the most numerous and the most impor-

tant historically of the Iranian group of Aryan
jieoples. The great plateau of Iran has been oc-

cupied since the earliest historical times by peo-

ples of .\ryan stock. Modes. Proto-Medos, and an-

cient Persians, who played a great role in the
develo])ment of Western Asia, produced monu-
ments of lasting grandeur, imposed a court and
a language upon nations from the Mediterranean
to the Bay of Bengal, and through their literature

profoundly inlluenced both the Orient and the Oc-
cident. They are also said to have had more or less

to do with the rise of strict monotheism among
the Hebrews after the captivity. The culture of
the modern Persians coA'crs a wide range, from
tlie civilization or semi-civilization of tlie cities

and towns to the nomadism and pastoralism of a
very primitive sort prevalent in the mountainous
districts. Tlie civilizatron of the Persians is

often spoken of as only "skin-deep." the barbarian
and the savage sleeping but lightly in the garb
of culture. Physically, the mass of the Persians
belong to the Aryan type, although much inter-
mixture (as the modern Persian type shows) has
taken place. The ])ure Iranian is to be found
among the Farsis about Porsepolis, and among
tlie Loris (Luris), or mountaineers, somewliat
farther to the west. Of the "idea! Persian type"
there are three subvarieties : (I) A darker popu-
lation toward the southwest, along the line of con-
tact with the Arabs: a Semitic strain pointing
toward Africa. (2) The great mass of the Persian
population—the Hajemis and Tajiks of the
east and northeast—the result of a Turkoman-
Tatar cross with the pure Iranian. Here belong
also the Azerbaijan Tatars. Turkish in speech, but
distinctly Iranian in race. (3) The Susians about
the mouth of the Persian fJulf in tlie southeast.
where a strain of Negroid blood is apparent, and
rel.ationship with the liill-trihes of India is sug-
gested. Some authorities, however, do not at-
tribute so much importance to the 'Negroid'
traits of the Susians, since they may be due to
slave intermixture. With the Hajemis. whose
habitat is chiefly between Teheran and Ispa-
han, belong the Talych, Mazanderani. and other
tribes of the Caspian littoral, to whom are closely

related both di.alectieally and otherwise tlie

Tat and Guran of the extreme west, who are agri-
culturists. The Tajiks are the settled agricul-

tural population of the greater part of Persia, as
well as the stock from which many of its mercan-
tile cla.sses come. The same name is applied to

their kindred between the Caspian. C'hina, and In
dia. The Tajiks are braehycephalic and above
the average in height, while the Hajemis and
in part the Farsis are dolichocephalic and of

average stature. The Persians of the Persepoli-

tan country are fair-skinned, slender, finely

formed, and blonds by comparison witli their
darker neighbors. The Loris or Luris are tailor,

much darker, and dolichocephalic. Besides its

Aryan population, Persia contains a considerable
number of Turks and some few Arabs, in the ex-

treme west Kurds (Aryans) are also to be found;
likewise some Armenians, also Aryans. See
Plate of Asia, Yellow Kace.s of.

History. Although the legendary history of
Persia begins some thousands of years lieforc the
Cliristian Era. our earliest trustworthy informa-
tion is derived from the Greek writers. Herodo-
tus, Ctesias, and Xenophon are our chief authori-

ties, but their accounts are very conllieting. The
nortli\\estern part of Iran, anciently called Me-
dia q.v. ), was at the earliest perio<l known to

the Greeks a part of the Assyrian eni])ire, but the

Jledcs revolted and under Deioces established an
empire which subdued both Assyria and their own
kindred Persis. Herodotus states that the Per-

sians were brought under complete subjection, but
Xenophon's account implies that they were en-
tirely independent, or at most that they recog-

nized only a nominal allegiance to the ruling
power.
The history of the Persian Empire proper be-

gins with the revolt under Cyrus the Great about
the middle of the sixth century B.C. With the
defeat of Astyages, King of the Modes, the Per-

sians gained their independence and subdued their
former masters, who from this time became amal-
gamated with them. Cyrus continued his career
of conquest, and soon succeeded in establisliing a
mighty empire, which extended from the Oxus
and Indus to the shores of the Mediterranean.
(See Cybus. ) His son. Cambyses II., a cruel
tyrant ( B.C. 529-.522 ) , subdued Tyre, Cyprus, and
Egypt. After the brief rule of the usurper Smer-
dis (B.C. 522-521), Darius I., surnamed Hystaspis
(B.C. 521-480), mounted the throne. He firmly
established his dynasty, added Thrace and Mace-
donia to his empire, and suppressed a revolt of

the Greek cities of Ionia; but his two attempts
to subdue Greece were completely foiled, the lirst

by the Thracians, and the second by the Athe-
nians at Marathon (B.C. 4!)0). One important
service which he performed for the empire was
the organization of the satrap system of adminis-
tration. The whole empire was divided into

i

])rovinces, and over each was placed a governor,
or satrap, who was directly responsible to the
CJreat King. Some uniformity in the government
was thus secured, and the empire, as a whole, was
very much strengthened. Darius's son. Xerxes I.

(B.C. 486-466), rai.sed the largest army that the

world had ever seen for the subjtigation of Greece.

His military force was seconded by a groat fleet.

The King himself led the expedition in B.C. 480.

He at first advanced successfully, but his fleet

was utterlj- defeated at Salamis. and in B.C. 479
his armv was overwhelmed at Plata;a, while his
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fleet sustained anotlier great defeat at Mycale, on
the coast of Asia Minor. He was now forced to

act on tlie defensive, and tliereby, despite his

energy, exhausted the resources of his kingdom.
His son, Artaxerxes I. (b.c. 466-425), surnanied
Longimanus, was unable to stay the decadence of

Persia, which had now commenced. He, however,

crushed a formidable rebellion in Egypt, though
his wars with the Greeks and lonians were un-

successful. The empire became racked by in-

ternal strife, which continued during the reigns

of his successors, Xerxes II., Sogdianus, Darius
II., Artaxerxes II., and Artaxerxes III. Darius
III., Codomaunus (B.C. 3.36-330), the last of the

dynasty, was compelled to yield his throne to

Alexander the Great, who conquered all the for-

mer prox'inces of Persia and foimdcd a vast em-
pire, which, after his death, in B.C. 323, was
divided into four parts, Persia along with Syria
passing to the Seleucidse, and its old dependency,

Egypt, to the Ptolemies.

The Selucidae soon lost Baetria, which became
independent under a series of Greek sovereigns;

and about B.C. 246 Parthia also rebelled under
Arsaces I., who founded the d^-nasty of the Arsa-
cidie, by whom the greater part of Persia was
wrested from the Greeks, and defended alike

against the Greeks and Romans. The Greek em-
pire of Baetria, which included part of Northern

Hindustan, was overthrown by nomads from
Turkestan. The Parthians drove these invaders

out and added Baetria to their empire. The
dynasty of the Arsacidae was brought to an end
about A.D. 226 by a Persian named Ardashir

(il-v.), the founder of the dynasty of the Sas.sa-

nidie (q.v. ).

The Sassanian kings raised Persia to a gfcat

height of power and prosperity, and more than
once they imperiled the Byzantine Empire. The
greatest of these monarchs were Khosru (Chos-

roes) I. (531-579) and Khosru II. (590-628)»

Soon after the death of Khosru II. the Persian

monarchy was engulfed in the tide of Saracen
conquest. The victories of Cadesia (c.635) and
of Nehavend (c.642) made the Arabs masters of

the kingdom. During the reigns of Omar (the

first of the Arab rulers of Persia), Othman, Ali,

and the Ommiads (to 750), Persia was ruled by
de]nity governors ; but on the accession of the

Abbassides (a.d. 750), Bagdad became their cap-

ita], and Khorasan their favorite province, and
Persia consequently was regarded as the centre

of the caliphate. But their rule soon became a
nominal one, and ambitious governors estab-

lished independent principalities in various parts

of the country. JIany of these dynasties were
sliort-lived. but others lasted for a considerable

period and represented powerful empires. The
chief were the Taherites (820-872), in Khorasan:
the Soffarides (869-903), in Seistan. Pars, Irak,

and ^lazanderan: the Samani, in Transoxiana,

Khorasan, and Seistan; the Dilenii (933-1056),

in Western Persia, and the Ghaznevides (q.v.),

in Eastern Persia.

This series of dynasties was ended by the Sel-

juks (q.v.), whose dominion extended from the

Hellespont to Afghanistan. A branch of this

dynasty, which ruled in Khwaresm (see KniVA),
gradually acquired the greater part of Persia,

driving out the Ghaznevides and their successors,

the Ghurides (see Ghuri) ; but, together with the

petty dynasties which had established themselves

in the southwestern provinces, they were swept

away by the Mongols under Genghis Khan
(q.v.) and his grandson, Hulagu Khan, the latter

the founder of a new dynasty, the I'erso-Mongol
(1253-1335). This wa^ supplanted by the II-

khans in 1335, but an inroad of the Tatars
under Timur (q.v.) again freed Persia from the

petty dynasties which misruled it. After the

death of Timur's son and successor. Shah Rukh,
the Turkomans took possession of the western
part of the country, while the eastern portion
was divided among Timur's descendants, until,

at the close of the fifteenth century, the Uzbeks
(q.v.) added all Eastern Persia to their ftew

Khanate of Khiva.
In 1500 a new dynasty arose in Western Persia.

Ismail, the first prince of this line, became the

leader of a number of Turkish tribes, overthrew
the Turkomans, and seized Azerbaijan, which was
the seat of their power. He quickly subdued the
western provinces, and in 1511 took Khorasan
and Balkh from the Uzbeks; but in 1514 he had
to encounter a much more formidable enemy in

Selim I. (q.v.), the Sultan of Turkey. The Per-

sians were totally defeated in a battle on the

frontiers; but after his retreat Ismail attacked
and subdued Georgia. His son, Tamasp ( 1523-

76), a prudent and spirited ruler, repeatedly

drove out the Uzbeks from Khorasan, defeated

the Turks, and assisted Humayun, the son of

Baber, to regain the throne of Delhi. After a
period of upheaval, during which the Turks and
Uzljeks attacked the empire. Shah Abbas I., the

Great (1585-1628), ascended the throne, restored

tranquillity, and repelled the invaders. In 1605

he inflicted on the Turks a defeat which enaliled

him to recover the whole of Kurdistan, Mosul,
and Diarbekir, which had for a long time been

separated from Persia: while in the east Kanda-
har was taken from the Great Jlogul. The gov-

ernment of Abbas was strict but just. He con-

structed at immense expense roads, bridges, cara-

vansaries, and other conveniences icr trade, and,

with a tolerance unusual in a Mohanmiedan, he

encouraged the Armenian Christians to settle in

the country, knowing that their industry would
help to advance the prosperity of his kingdom.
His successors. Shah Sufi (1628-41), Shah Abbas
II. (1641-66), and Shah Sulaiman (1666-94),

were undistinguished by any remarkable talents,

although the two former were sensible and ju-

dicious rulers, and advanced the prosperity of

their subjects. During the reign of Sultan

Hussein (1694-1722) priests and slaves were
elevated to the most important offices of the

empire, and religious persecution ran riot. The
consequence was a general discontent, of which
the Afghans took advantage by declaring their

independence and seizing Kandahar (1709).

Their leader, Mir Vais, died in 1715. but one of

his successors, Mahmud, invaded Persia (1722),
defeated Hussein's armies, and besieged the Sultan
in Ispahan. Hussein then abdicated the throne
in favor of Mahmud, who, on his accession, im-

mediately devoted his energies to gaining the con-

fidence of his new subjects. He became insane

and was deposed in 1725 by his brother Ashraf
(1725-29), but the latter's tyranny was ended
by Nadir Shah (q.v.). who raised first Tamasp
(1729.32). and then bis son. Abbas II. (1732-36),

of the Sefevid race, to the throne. Not content

with the nominal rule. Nadir Shah found a pre-

text to depose Abbas, and seized the sceptre

(1736-47). On his death anarchy reigned; the
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country was devastated by the rival claimants

for the throne; Afghanistan and 13eluchistan

finally separated from Persia, and tlie country

was divided into a number of small independ-

ent States till 1755, wlieu a Kurd named Kerim-

khan (1755-79) reestablished unity in Western

Persia, anil by his wisdom, justice, :Aid valor

{jained the esteem of his subjects and the respect

of neighboring States. After a jjeriod of anarchy

l.ulf All ascended the throne in ITHU, but was

attacked by Aglia Mohammed, a eunucli of the

Kajar race, who had set up an independent prin-

eff>ality in Jlazanderan. Agha Mohammed tri-

umphed in 179.1, becoming tlie founder of the

present dynasty. On liis accession he announced

bis intention of regaining what had been lost since

the reign of Kerimkhan. and accordingly invaded

Kliorasan and Georgia, subduing the former

countrv almost witliout effort. Tlie Georgians,

however, besought tlie aid of Rvissia, but Agha Mo-

liammed at once marched liis army into the coun-

try and devastated it with fire and sword ; liis con-

(piest was. however, hardly comph'tcd when lie

was assassinated. May 14, 17!t7. His nepliew.

Futteh AH ( 17!»7-lS.'!4i, succeeded liim,and afti^r

a period of contlict succeeded in fully establisliing

his authority. He completely sulxhied the rebel-

lious tribes" in Kliorasan, but was involved in

a. war with Russia soon after his accession,

and by a treaty concluded in 1797 was forced to

surrender Derbend ami several districts on the

Kur.

In 1801 Georgia was declared to be a Russian
province. War with Russia was recommenced by
Persia, at the instigation of France, and, after

two years of disaster, Futteh Ali by the Treaty
of Gulistan (Oct. 12, 1813) ceded to Russia
Daghestan, Shirvan, Baku, etc., and granted her
the right of navigation in the Caspian Sea. In

182ti a third Russian war broke out. c<iually

luifortnnate for Persia, which in the Treaty of

Turkmantchai (1828) had to surrender the bulk
of Persian .Armenia and pay a war indemnity
of 18,000,000 rubles. The severe ta.\ation neces-
sary to jiay this sum so exasperated the people
that they ruse in insurrection (Oct. 12, 1829),
and murdered the Russian .\mbassador, his wife,

and almost all the Ru.ssian legation. The inost
humiliating concessions, and the mutilation of

1500 of the rioters, alone averted war. The
death of the Crown Prince, Abbas Mirza, in 1833,
seemed to give the final blow to the declining
fortunes of Persia, for he was the only man who
seriously attempted to raise his country from
its abasement. By the assistance of Russia and
Great Britain, Mohammed Shah (1834-48), the
son of Abbas Mirza, obtained the crown. He
resolved to extend the Persian dominions to the
Afghan, Baluch, and Khivan boundaries, but an
attempt which he made to reannex Herat was
resisted by England. The war was terminated
in 1838 by the landing of a small Sepoy force
on the shores of the Persian Gulf.

Nasr-ed-Din succeeded to the throne on his
father's death in 1848, and the new (iovernment
announced energetic reforms, but failed complete-
ly in carrying them out. Following his father's
example, the new Shah resolved to reassert his
claims in Afghanistan and Baluchistan. The
ruler of Herat having recognized the claims of
Persia, the English Ctevernment remonstrated with
the Shah, and lie was compelled to sign an agree-
ment on Jan _."), 1853, by which he bound himself

not to interfere further in the internal affairs

of Herat. In October, 1856, however, on the pre-

text that Dost Mohammed, the Ameer of Kabul,
was about to invade Herat, the Persians again
took the city of Herat. In consequence of this

violation of tlie terms of tlie treaty with Great
Britain, war was declared against Persia, and
a British army was landed on the coast of the

Persian (Julf, which, under generals Outram and
Havelock, repcatc<lly defeated the Persians and
comiielled them to restore Herat (.July, 1857).

In 18IIS the Persians occupied Seistan, a province

claimed liy tlie Afghans, and extended their

jurisdiction over the western third of Balucdii-

stan. To put an end to this incessant strife,

the Persians at length agreed with the Ameer of

Afghanistan and the Khan of Khelat to refer the

questions in dispute to an English commissioner.
Sir Frederick (ioldsmid accordingly visited the

eastern frontier of Persia, and in 1872 delivered

his award. It carried the Baluch frontier from
58° to tj'.i° east longitude, so as to include in

Persia the inland town of Jalk, and Guadar on
the Indian Ocean. In 1870 the Russians granted
the extension of the jurisdiction of Persia over
the whole basin of the Atrek. In 1873 Nasr-
ed-Din visited several of the European courts; in

1878 he visited Russia; and in 1889 be again
made a tour of Europe. As a ruler he was ener-

getic and severe. His policy was largely under
the influence of the Russian Court, though for a
time after the failure of his attempt to restore
the Persian dominion over Herat he maintained a
somewhat friendly attitude toward Great Britain.

He sternly repressed revolts and conspiracies, but,

through the sale of the tobacco monopoly to Eng-
li»li speculators, he oH'cnded many of his subjects,

and his unpopularity was increased by the scarci-

ty of food in several of the provinces in subse-

quent years. In 1890 a molhih, an adherent of a
seditious sect, who had been banished from Per-

sia in 1891, shot and killed the Shah while the

latter was entering a shrine near Teheran. His
son, Muzaffer-ed-Din, was proclaimed Shah in the

following month.
The new Shah reduced the taxes on food, pro-

claimed that public ollice .should henceforth be
awarded on merit and without consideration of

money, and declared that he would rule without
a Grand Vizier, assuming himself the presidency
of the Cabinet of twelve ministers. In 1900 he

made a visit to Europe and was entertained in

nearly all of the Continental capitals, although
the death of the Duke of Coburg prevented him
from going to England. While driving from
Paris to S&vres on the 2d of August he narrowly
escaped assassination at the hitnds of an anarch-
ist by the name of Salson. The chief feature of

his reign has been the attempt of Russia to I'X-

tend her influence over the country. Very much
the same tactics have been employed as in Man-
churia. Russian consuls have been appointed in

nearly all of the larger towns, railroad franchises

have been seized, extensive loans have been made
to the Government, and the number of Russian
troops on the frontier has been increased. In

the face of these efforts the British have been
playing a losing game. The Russian Govern-
ment is esp<>cially anxious to secure a jiost on the
Persian Gulf. With this end in view, a subsi-

dized line of steamships was established in

February, 1901, between Odessa and the Persian
Gulf.
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BiBLIOGBAPHY. GENERAL; DESCRIPTIVE. Spie-

gel, Eran, das hand zit-ischen Indus und Tigris

(Berlin, 1803) : id., Eranische Altertuinskunde
(Leipzig, 1871-78) ; Dieulafoy, La Perse, la

Chaldee et la Husiaiie (Paris, 1886) ; Wills, Tlie

Land of the Lion and Sun; or, Modern Persia
(London, 188.3) ; id., Persia as It Is (ib., 188G)

;

Benjamin, Persia and the Persians (Boston,

1887) ; Bassett, Persia, the Land of the Imams
(London, 1887) ; Wilson, Handbook for Asia
Minor, Transcaucasia, Persiai, etc. (ib.,

1895) ; Gordon, Persia Revisited, 1895 (ib.,

1896) ; Knanishu. About Persia and Us People
(Rock Island, 1899) ; Sykes, Ten Thousand Miles
in Persia (London, 1902).

Travel; Exploration. Arnold, Through Per-

sia by Caravan (London, 1876) ; Layard, Early
Adventures in Persia (ib., 1887) ; Bislio]), Jour-

neys in Persia and Kurdist<in (ib., 1893) ; Har-
ris, From Batt'im to Baghdad (ib.. 189G) ; Weeks,
From the Black . Sea Through Persia and
India (ib., 1890) ; Collins, In the Kingdom of the

Shah (ib., 1890) ; Kander, Reisebilder aus Per-

sien, Turkestan und der Tilrkei (Breslaii, 1900) ;

Yate, Khurasan and Sistan (Edinburgh, 1900) ;

Landor, Across Coveted Lands (New York, 1903).

Ethnology. Dunousset. Les populations de la

Perse (Paris, 1859) ; Khanikoff, Mcmoircs sur

I'ethnographie de la Perse (Paris, 1866) ; Hous-
say. Les peuples actuels de la Perse (Lyons,

1888) ; Prellberg, Persien, eine historische Land-
schaft (Leipzig, 1891); Sehiaparelli, Sull' etno-

grafia delta Persia antiea anteriore alle invasioni

ariane (Torino, 1888) ; Gayet. L'art persan
(Paris, 1895) : Isfahani, Anglo-Persian Idioms
(Canibay. 1896) ; Falk. Persien, folk och stat

(Stockholm. 1899) ; Wilson. Persian Life and
Customs (London. 1896) ; Ripley, Races of Eu-
rope (Xew York. 1899) ; Ratzel, History of Man-
kind (London, 1898).

History. Malcolm, History of Persia (2d ed.,

London, 1829) ; Bridges, The Dynasty of the

Kayars, (ib., 1838) ; Barbier de Meynard, Dic-

tionnaire gcogrnphi(jue, historique et littfraire de
la Perse (Paris, 1861); Watson, A History of
Persia from the Beginning of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury (London. 1873) , a continuation of Malcom's
history; Spiegel, Eranische Altertumskunde
(Leipzig, 1871-73) ; Piggot. Persia, Ancient and
Modern (London, 1874) ; Markham, A General
Sketch of the History of Persia (ib., 1874);
Justi, Geschiehtb des alten Persiens (Berlin,

1879) ; NiJldeke, Aufsatze zur persisehen Ge-
schichte (Leipzig, 1887) : Gutsehmied, Geschichte

Irans und seiner Kachbarliinder (Tubingen,
1888) ; Jiisti, "Geschichte Irans von den iiltestcn

Zeiten bis zuni Ausgang der Snsaniden," and
Horn, "Geschichte Irans in islaniitischer Zeit,"

in Geiger and Kuhn, Grundriss der iranischen

Philologie, vol. ii. (Strassburg, 1897-1900); E.

Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums, vol. i.. Das
Perserreich und die Griechcn (Stuttgart, 1901).
Other important works are: Polak, Persien, das
Land und seine Bewohner (Leipzig, 1865) ;

Markham, Eastern Persia: an Account of the

Journeys of the Persian Boundary Commission,
18t0-12 (London, 1876) : Stoltze' and Andreas,
Die Handelsverlmltnisse Persiens (Gotha. 1885) ;

Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question (Lon-
don. 1892) ; Dp Morgan, Mission scie-ntifique en
Perse (Paris, 1394-96) ; Fenvrier, Trois ans a
la cour de Perse (Paris, 1899).

PERSIAN ART. The liistory of Persian art

falls into two main divisions: that before and
that after the advent of Mohammedanism. In
the earliest period the civilization and art bore
a great resemblance to the Babylonian and Elara-
ite. The palaces, rock-cut sculptures, and images
of gods closely resembled those of neighboring na-

tions. These monuments, however, at Susa and
elsewhere, were swept away bj' the invasion of
the Iranian tribes toward the eighth century
B.C., in their two divisions of Medes and Per-
sians.

,

Meues and PEBSIAN.S. Ecbatana and Pasar-
gada: and tlie rock-cut altars on several mountain
summits show that the new art was quite differ-

ent from the old. It had no temples, only altars

in the open air. with some slight protection. Its

palaces, as indicated by Polybius's description of

that of Cyaxares at Ecbatana. were built of wood
covered with metal, brilliant and light, a great
contrast to the heavy brick architecture of the
Babylonians. The conquests of Cyrus and his
successors led to radical modifications ; the archi-

tectural features, sculptural and decorative meth-
ods, were adopted from Lydia and the rest of

Asia Minor and from Egypt; stone replaced wood
and metal ; sculpture in relief, in stone and
glazed tiles, was copied, botli in st3ie and sub-

ject, from Babylonia and Assyria, and thus we
find sporadic resemblances even to archaic Ionian
Greek art. due to borrowing from a common
source. But the Persians adhered to their open-
air architecture, to their large, light palace halls,

amid all these transformations.
A most original compound, the keynote to this

style, is what is termed the Persepolitan column,
found also in great perfection at Susa. It

is exti'emely slender, its height being thirteen
times its diameter, and has numerous channel-

ings. It was also far more widely spaced than
the Egyptian, as it supported a wood instead of

a stone superstructure—a feature Hellenic and
not Egyptian. Its capital is the most compli-
cated devised in the history of ancient architec-

ture, being usually in three superposed stories,

the lower taken from Egypt, the middle from
Assyria, the upper being two bulls back to back.
These colunms appear to have supported wooden
beams, an idea also borrowed, apparently, from
the Greeks. The size and magnificence of the
monuments increased with tlie expansion of the
empire, but, after culminating under Darius (see

Per.sei'OLIs ) , had been waning for over a century
when Alexander conquered Persia.

The Pabthians and Sassanian.s. In vain the
Hellenistic art of the period succeeding Alexander
sought under the Seleucidae to impose its yoke on
these provinces. There is almost a blank until
national existence was revived under the Par-
thian dynasty of the Arsacida\ Even then art
did not rise above mediocrity, for the dominant
race was not artistic. The palace of -Hatra. at-

tributed to them, shows the heavy walls, small
chambers and vaults of Assyro-Babylonian art,

b\it the material is stone and the ornamentation
shows Greek influence. Under the Sassanians a
real artistic renaissance took place, almost thor-
oughly Oriental, which lasted until the Arab
conquest in the seventh century a.d. Earliest of
all come the domed palaces of Ears and Sarvis-
tan : then that of Firuzabad. and finally those of
Ctesiphon and Mashita, with characteristic Ira-

nian elliptic domes and partial return to Babylo-
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nian brickwork in i)lace of Hellenic stone. Finally,

as a transition to iSyzantine art, alreadj- lieralded

at Masliita, with its wealth of decoration, come
the palaces of Rabbath-Aninion and Eivan. This

Sassanian art had many forms that are now de-

strcjyed. Its hangings and its rugs were doubt-

less models for niediicval workmen. Of its gold-

smith work the silver cup of Kliosru in Paris is

a magnificent example, with clear lines and crisp

ditails, influenced by the barbaric (_ireek school

ol the Black Sea and the Bosporus. Coins and
medjils, ivories and cut gems, all show this mix-
ture of inllucnces.

Mohammedan Persia. Two centuries after the

Mohammedan conquest Persia not onlv recovered

its artistic supremacy, but enlarged its influence

by dominating the Caliphate of Bagdad. But of

this period almost nothing remains. Persia was
then overrun by Tatars and Mongols, whose in-

fluence modified the purer native Mohammedan-
ism. Persian art retained the dome and the

broad arch— like the old Sassanian ellipse—and
threw itself more and more into color and deco-

ration. It was the only Mohammedan school

consistently to allow the use of the human figure

in design—in wall paintings and illuminations,

in metal sculpture and textiles. This school ra-

diated into India, and influenced all other Islamic
schools, such as the Syrian, Spanish, and even,

though slightly, the Egyptian. The collapse of
the calipliate and the hordes of Genghis Khan and
Tamerlane wiped out most of the really mediaeval
work, and we must judge of it from the better-
preserved and more gorgeous if less pure works
of the Persian renaissance of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, its last jwriod of brilliancy.

Even in modern times Persian art has retained
its character and influence, its beauty of color
and design, while other Eastern schools have died
out, and it has not been without effect even in
raising the standard of taste in Europe and
A)nerica. especially by its rugs and hangings.
Consult: Dieulafoy, I/Art antique de la Perse
(Paris, 1884); Perrot and Chipiez. Hisioire de
I'art dans I'antiquile, vol. v. (ib., 1800) ; Gayet,
L'Art persan (ib., 1895) ; Coste. Monuments
modemes de la Perse (ib., 1807) ; Sarre, Denk-
nmler persischer Bdukuvst (Berlin, 1901). See
EcBATANA: Mohammedan Abt; Pa.sakgad.*:

;

PeRSEI'OI.IS; SvSA.

PERSIAN GTTLF. An arm of the Arabian
Sea, almost land-locked between the southwestern
coast of Persia and the Arabian Peninsula (Map:
Persia, D 7). It is entered from the Gulf of
Oman, a northwestern arm of the Arabian
Sea, through the Strait of Ormuz, .30 to 60
miles wide, and stretches fnmi southeast to north-
west, with a length of 520 miles and a breadth of
1.50 to 200 miles. Its area is about 00.000 square
miles, including 1400 .square -miles of islands,
which are fjenerally barren and desolate. The
most important islands are Ormazd, Kishm. and
the Bahrein Lslands (qq.v.), the last being
noted for their important pearl fisheries. The
coasts, which are mostly of limestone formation,
are high and steep on the Persian, but low and
sandy on the Arabian side. The gulf is. as a
whole, shallow, being nowhere more than 300
feet deep, and having shoals and banks in many
places. The only considerable river entering the
gulf is the Shat-el-Arab—the combined waters of
the Euphrates and the Tigris.

PERSIAN LANGUAGE. Tlie modern Ira-

nian language of Persia. The earliest authentic
specimens are found in the fragments of Hand-
hala of Badghis in the first half of the ninth cen-

tury, and of Abbas of Merv ( A.D. 809 ) . Closely
connected with the Jliddle Persian or Palilav'i
(q.v. ) and with Old Persian (q.v. ), modern Per-
sian has undergone scarcely any change from
the time of Abbas and Firdausi (q.v.) to the
present day. In structure the language is ana-
lytic, like English. It is indeed possible to trace
a certain analogue between the development of
the two tongues. As English has become an ana-
lytic language as compared with Anglo-Sa.xou,
so Persian is analytic wliile Old Persian is highly
inflected. Again, as English received through
the Norman Conquest the Romance and Latin
elements. Persian was enriched with a large
vocabulary of Arabic loan-words by the Moham-
medan invasions. On tlie other hand, it is con-
sidered inelegant in English to overload one's
style with Latinisms. while in Persian stylistic
charm is in direct proportion to the Arabisms
employed. The phonological deviations of mod-
ern from ancient Persian are comparatively few.
Tlie principal ones are as follows: Old Persian
ai becomes New Persian e, i, as Old Pers.
Haraiva, New Pers. Hare, Earl, 'Herat;' Old
Persian an becomes New Persian 6, a, as Old
Pers. rauiah. New Pers. roz, ritz, "day;' initial
Old Persian y becomes New Persian j, as Old
Pers. 1/anriya, New Pers. jot, jo. jit, 'canal;'
initial Old Persian i' becomes New Persian h
before o, a, e, i, iy, but g before «, as Old Pers.
rasiy, New Pers. has. 'much,' but Old Pers.
riyalarayiima, 'we crossed,' New Pers. giiSastan,
'to pass over;' Old Persian /", f^ 6, sometimes
becomes New Persian h. as Old Pers. l:aitfa. New
Pers. koh, kt'ih. 'hill.' Old Pers. dadatuv, 'let him
give,' New Pers. dihutn, 'I give,' Old Pers. gad'n
New Pers. gCth, 'place'; but initial Iranian s,

which sometimes appears as 6 in Old Persian, is

retained as s in JsVw Persian, as Old Pers.
6iijfa, ."Vvesta suxra. New Pers. stirx, 'red;'
Old Persian surds between vowels and after r or
n become sonants in New Persian, as Old Pers.
xsapan, New Pers. safe, 'night,' Old Pers. pitar.
New Pers. pidar, piSar, 'father,' Old Pers.
Vaikana, 'Hyrcania,' New Pers. gitrg, 'wolf.' The
accent in modern Persian falls in general on the
last syllable of the word. The preterite tense of
the verbj except in the third person singular,
however, keeps the accent of the stem, as
ufaridam, 'I created.' In the New Persian noun
there is neither gender nor, properly speaking,
case. The plural, liowever, distinguishes to some
extent between animate and inanimate, .ts

garan, 'cattle,' but jOinaha, 'clothes.' The plurnl
ending -an, which is now usurped in colloquial
speech by -ha, is the old genitive plural, as

Av. xsafniim, 'of the nights,' Ne\y Pers. iahiiii.

'nights.' The genitive and adjective relatioii<

are denoted by i (called by the Arabic term
izafat, 'annexation') placed between the govern-
ing word and the following genitive, and between
the noun and the following adjective, as raftan-i
laikar. 'departure of the army,' ah-i pak, 'pure
water.' This i is derived from the similar use
of hya in Old Persian and tjat in Avesta, as Old
Persian kara hya mand, 'my army' (literally,

'army that of me'), Icara hya Biibiniriy'n,

'Babylonian army' (literally, 'army that Baby-
lonian'), Avesta aiahe pat vahiiiahe, 'of best
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righteousness' (literally, 'of righteousness that
the best'). The dative., especially in the older

poetry, is frequently expressed by an appended
»«, as pidar-ia yuftam, "1 said to the father.'

Tliis Id is tlie survival of the same use of radiy,

'for the sake of,' in Old Persian, as avahya
radiy, 'on account of this.' Adjectives are com-
pared by adding -tar for the comparative, and
-turin for the superlative, as buzurk, 'high,'

bu::iirlitfir, bu^urktariii. The verb in Persian is

extremely simple. It has three persons, two
numbers, an indicative, imperative, and (rarely)

a preeative, an infinitive, a present (active) and
past (passive) participle, and a gerundive. The
tenses of the indicative are the preterite, corre-

sponding in force to the Greek aorist ; imperfect

(formed by prefixing mi or lianil to the prete-

rite), corresponding to the Greek imperfect;

aorist, corresponding to the Latin indefinite pres-

ent : present ( formed by prefixing Hi I or hami
to the aorist) ; and future (formed by prefixing

bi to the aorist). The passive is formed by the

past participle with auxiliary iudan, 'to be,' as

purs'idah xudan, 'to be asked,' while active peri-

phrastic tenses are formed by the participles and
the infinitive with the verbs a»t, etc., 'he is,'

hudan, "to be,' o)' dstan, 'to wish.'

The dialects of Persian are both numerous and,

especially from a linguistic point of view, im-
portant. They are divided into three groups,

the Pamir, Caspian, and Central. The Pamir
dialects are VVakhi, Shighni, Sarikoli, Roshani,

Tajiki, Sanglici, Minjani or Mungi, Yidghah,
and Yaghnobi. The Caspian group includes

Samnani. Mazanderani, Lahijani, Gilaki, Talishi,

and Tat or JudEeo-Persian. Tlie Central dialipcts

embrace Gabri, Shirazi, Bahbahani, Sivandi,

Yazdi. Zafrahi, Kashahi. Vonishimi, Kuhrudi,
Xayini. Natanzi, and Kashani. But few of

these dialects have as yet received any literary

culture.
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PERSIAN LITERATURE. The literature

of Persia is, stricth' speaking, divided into three
great periods, old, middle, and new. In view,
however, of the wide distinctions in chronology,
language, and spirit, the Old Iranian literature,

including the Avesta (q.v.) and the Old Persian
inscriptions ( see Oi,D Per.sian ) , as well as the
Middle Persian or Pahlavi

(
q.v. ) , may best be

treated separately. The literature which began
shortly after the ilohammedan conquest of Per-
sia is that which is usually implied by the term
Persian literature. It is for the most part in

verse, although prose is by no means lacking.

The genius of the poetry of Persia lies in the
ability to say old things in a new way. Perfection
of form and euphony of phraseology are the marks
of the Persian poet rather than lofty thought
and sincere inspiration, while originality of

theme is supplanted by fertility of conceits. The
poetry is, consequently, so essentially different

from that of the Occident that it is somewhat
diliicult for a Western reader to become inter-

ested in Persian verse unless he can habitu-

ate himself to the somewhat artificial poetic

atmosphere to which he is transported. This
artificiality, which to the Occidental mind is a
defect, is to the Oriental a proof of genius. Nor
is this view unreasonable. The freedom of the
West has never existed in Persia. Crushed by
a despotism, hampered by Mohammedanism, and
circumscribed by social conditions, only a small
range of subjects has been left open for the

Persian poet. Striving to make the best of his

material, he has been driven to elaboration rather
than creation. The monotony which wearies tlie

Westerner, whose meagre vocabulary cannot
match the luxuriousness of synonyms and rhymes
found in Persian, does not exist in the original.

Tkere the music of the verse and the dexterity

of the turns of thought conceal the poverty of

idea, and give a pleasure which is real and
justifiable.

The first Persian poetry of which any extensive

remains have survived was epic, with the gen-

eral metrical scheme, read from right to left,

^ ^ I

•_ ^ I ^ ^ I ^ ^. Here belong the

fragments of a translation by Rudagi (tenth cen-

tury) of Bidpai (q.v.). To judge from these
fragments, his style was simple and free from
trivial conceits. The Persian literary historians

term him the Sultan of bards, and regard him
as the first classical poet. About this period
flourished Kisa'i, Khabbaz, .Abu'l Abbas, Khus-
rawani. and LTmara. When the Samanid dynasty
fell before the attack of Mahmud of Ghazni. the
conqueror gathered at his court the poets and
]ihilosophers of the time. Of them the laureate
was Unsuri, the autlior of an epic entitled

WOmik u 'Adhra, of which a few verses are pre-

seived in .Vsadi's rhyming dictionary, and the
composer of a long series of eulogies on his

patron. Greater than he. however, was his rival,

Farrukhi. a master of description, although
artificial and Arabized, who bent his energies,

like -\nvari. Khakani. and others, to eulogies

of Mahmud. To this period also belongs Daqiqi,
who began the task of composing an epic on the
legends of am'ient Iran. The work of Daqiqi,
amounting, according to tradition, to about a
thousand couplets, was incorporated after his

death into the greatest of all Persian epics and
one of the masterpieces of world-literature, the
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Hhahnamah, or Book of Kiii^js of Firdausi

(q.v. ). Of the epic poets who imiiiedialely follow-

etl Firdausi but two names have survived. The
first of these is AH ibn Ahmad al-Asadi at-Tusi,

of the eleventh century (generally, but perhaps

erroneously, supposed to be the same as the

lexicographer Asadi), the author of the Gar-

ii'mptiiimah, wherein he recounts in between nine

and (en thousand couplets the deeds of Garshasp
(a nmtiialion of the Avcsta name Kercsuspa),
the grandfather, according to some traditions, of

the legendary Iranian hero Rustam. The second

is the HahryOrnamah of Muhtari (died 1149 or

1159), who wrote of the adventures of 8haluyar,

tlie great-uncle of Rustam. Of this poem, the

scene of which is in great part laid in India, but

a few fragments remain. The other epics of this

legendary cycle are anonymous. Of these prob-

ably tlie most important is the SSninuiiinh, which
almost ecjuals in length the Shnhnrniiuli itself, and
contains the advent\ires of Sam, according to the

Avcsta the grandfather of Kercsasjia : and still

longer is the Iiarr.rinumali, which, like the com-
paratively short Jahangirnamah, the Faramutz-
fidmiih, and the BdnCi (liiKusiDUjtiiuh, also forms a

part of the Rustam style. The legendary epic

yielded, liowever, to the historical. Here it

was the story of Alexander the Great, aug-
mented by myths, which gave the first im-
pulse. The poets Nizami, Amir Khusru, and
.Jami, from the twelfth to the fifteenth cen-

tuiy, each wrote an Inkandarnilmtili. This
series was followed by a long line of epics, in

many instances hardly more than rhymed
chronicles, of comparatively little poetic worth.
It will be sufficient here to name as the most
important Ahmad Tabrizi's Hdltanxiihnumdh on
Genghis Khan and his successors until 1338,
Abdullah Hatifis's (died 1521) Timurnumah on
Tamerlane, and the long Jurjndmah. or Book of

George, by Mulla Firuz ibn Ka'us. celel)rating the
English conquest of India up to the fall of

Poona in 1817. Side by side with the legendary
and historical epic the romantic epopee was de-
veloped. Firdausi himself had set the example
in his Yusuf u Zallkha, based on the story of
Joseph and Potiphar's wife. The type of the
romantic epic is conventional. The lovers become
enamored of each other through a dream or a
description, and the interest then centres about
their constancy and their trials. The hero and
heroine are either Iranian, as in the twenty-one
epics on the loves of the Sassanian Khusru, his
wife, the fair Armenian Shirin, and her lover,
Ferhad, the sculptor, and tlu' ten versions of
Behrain Gor's seven (or eight) love-adventures;
or they are borrowed from the Arabs, as the four-
teen poems on .Joseph and Zalikha, the seven on
Wamik and Adhra, and the eighteen on Laila and
Jlajnun. After Firdausi the first great poet in
this genre whose work survives was Fakh ed-Din
of Ourgan (born about 1048). His poem, the
WU u lidmin, in about nine thousand couplets,
relates the love of Wis, the young wife of the
aged King Mobad of Merv, for his brother Ramin.
The point of the epic, which has many old Iranian
elements, lies in the repeated deception of the
doting monarch, and it is marked by a humor
which is piquant even if unethical. A far greater
romantic epic poet than Fakh ed-Din was Nizami
(died e.l203), who wrote poems on three of the
favorite themes already noted, the loves of Laila

and Majnun, of Khusru and Shirin, and of

Behram Gor. These works, together with his

historical epic, the Iskandarnamah, and his

mystical poem, the Makhzan-ul-asrdr, or Treas-

iiry of Mysteries, made a khamsah, or pentade,
which was imitated by many poets. (See
XlZAMl. ) Nizami thus became the model for

the romantic epopee in Persia. Of his successors

the most important was Jami (1414-92) (q.v.),

whose Yfisiif II ZaUkhA and Laild u Majnun
are not inferior to the corresponding poems of

Firdausi and Nizami. Khwaja Kirmani ( 1281-

1352) returned to the legendary epic in his

Humdi u Hum-dydn, which describes the love of

Humai, son of the mythical Iranian hero
Hushang (the Haoshanha of the Avesta), for

Humayun, Princess of China, and a similar .story

is told in the same ))oel's iiul u ~S'nurnz, on the
wooing of Gul. the Princess of Rome (i.e. Byzan-
tium), by Nauruz, Prince of Khorasan. On the

other hand. Amir Khusru (1253-1325) wrote a
romantic epic of his own time, entitled Uuval-
rdni Khidrkhdti. on the tragic loves of the Per-
sian Prince Khidrkhan and Duvalrani, Princess

of Gujarat, The nuiltitude of minor poets in this

genre may be passed over. A noteworthy modifi-

cation of the romantic epic, however, deserves

mention. This is the mystical romance. Katibi
(died about 1434) in his ilajina' al-Bahrnin,
or Union of the Two Seas, also called Sdzir u
Manziir, or Seer and Seen, set forth in Sufiistie

diction ( see SuFiiSM ) the mutual love of God
and man, while Jami treated the same theme in

his poem on the loves of Salaman and Absal.
Here too belong, together with many others, the

Qui u Caitgdn, or Ball and Mallet (also called

Hdbndmah. or Book of Ecstasy) of Arifl (1438),
and the .Safe u Gadd, or King and Dervish, of

Hilali (died 1532),

From the epic one turns to the lyric poetry.

Here the verse-schemes are for the most part
borrowed from the Arabs, although the ruhd'i,

or quatrain, is distinctly Persian in origin. The
principal lyric forms are five in number, and are
as follows: (1) The kassida (from Arabic 7a.sa(Za,

'to break') is employed chiefly in eulogies. It

consists of at least twelve and at most ninety-nine
couplets Ihait) , the second lines of which must
rhyme with the first two lines (mafia'), thus
giving the rhyme-scheme aa,, ba, ca, da, etc.

The thought in each buit must be complete in

itself, but need not be inseparably connected
either with the preceding or following couplet.
To employ the Persian figure, the rhyme is the
thread on which the pearls of the baits are
strung. The frequent change of order of distichs

which is found in Persian manuscripts of lyric

poetry thus becomes easily explicable. (2) The
ghazal (from Arabic yhazala, 'to be abundant')
is identical in form with the kassida, but can
have no more than twelve couplets, the last of

which must contain the name of the poet. This
verse is devoted especially to poems on love and
wine. (3) The kit'a (from Arabic qafa'a, 'to cut
oflf') is the same as the kassida, excepting that
the mat la is lacking. Its rhyme-scheme is ac-

cordingly ah, cb, db, eb. etc. (4) The mathnawi
(from Arabic thanaya. 'to fold') is a long poem
of epic, mystic, or didactic content, with each
bait or couplet rhyming, aa, bb, cc, dd, etc. (5)
The ruba'i, or quatrain (from Arabic raba'a,
'four'), is preeminently the Persian form of epi-
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gram. Its metrical scheme, read from right to

left, is:

and its rhyme is either aaaa, or aaba.

In general the Persian lyric differs from the
epic only in tliose restrictions which the external
form lays upon it. The spirit is practically the
same. It is, of course, natural that the personal
element should enter into the lyric far more than
into the epic, and that we should find in its

briefer compass a sublimation, as it were, of the
conceits and mannerisms, which are more scat-

tered in tlie epic. The lyric poetry of Persia
may be divided into the lyric proper, the
religious and didactic, and the Court poetry. In
the first division love is the predominating
motif, and the tlieme of next importance is wine.
Into the purely subjective lyric, such as is fa-

miliar in modern Occidental poetry, the Persian
does not enter. The love which is celebrated is

either happy, or, in the great majority of verses,

blighted by the cruelty of, or separation from,
the beloved. Tlie poet rings countless changes
on this single theme. He sighs for the curl and
the mole, the sugar lip and the cypress form of

the object of his devotion. In nearly every in-

stance the love set foj'th is, at least superficially

and e.xoterically considered, sensuous. Of ro-

mantic devotion there is scarcely a trace in

Persian literature, even in the greatest epics of

the .loseph and Zalikha cycle. It is further-

more a characteristic of Persian erotic verse that
the beloved is represented as a boy, as is shown,
for instance, by the constant allusions to the
skinker or saqi. This usage, strange and easy of

misinterpretation to the Western reader, is bor-

rowed from Arabic poetic usage. The explanation
seems to lie not in an assumption of low morality,
but in the Arabo-Persian view that it is indeli-

cate to refer openly to a woman. As the seclusion

of women is universal throughout Mohammedan
countries, the sole refuge left to the poet was to

change in his verse the sex of his love. The in-

cessant praise of wine was due to the fact that
it is a forbidden drink. Strict Mohammedan
orthodoxy condemns the wine-l)ibber to hell on
the authority of the Koran. The Persians, how-
ever, being Shiites in creed, are opposed on prin-

ciple to the orthodox Sunnis, and as the old Ira-

nians in pre-Islaniitic times were inclined to the

use of wine, their descendants sing the praises of

the grape in tones too real to be mistaken. Be-
sides this exoteric reading of love and wine, there

is. however, an esoteric interpretation. The be-

loved is God. tlie curl is the transient charm
which partially hides His face, the mole is the cen-
tre of His divine unity, and the wine is the ecstasy
which fills man, the lover, at the thought of re-

union with the Beloved, absent for a time and
seemingly cruel. The literal interpretation too
common in the West, which disregards or de-

nies the mystic element in this poetry, may with
some good reason be regarded as inadequate. It is

self-evident, on the other hand, that a solely
Sufiistic view of these poems is equally misleading.

The truth seems to be that there is no clear line

of demarcation between the esoteTic and the exo-
teric. Both were in many cases simultaneously
present in the poet's mind.

Vol. .\v.—40.

In the Persian lyric by far the greatest names
are those of Hafiz (q.v. ) (fourteenth century),
whose ghazals are his most famous poems, and
of Omar Khaj-yam (q.v.j (died 1123), whose
quatrains are the Persian poems best known to

the Occident. Hafiz had been preceded by several
poets of whom Kamal uddiu Isfahani (died

12.37), Ibn Yamin (died 1.344-4.5), and Salman of
Sava (died 1.376 or 1377) were tlie most note-
worthy. After him came a long line of imitators
of more or less ingenuity. Among them mention
may be made of Jami, more famous as a di-

dactic poet, and Amir Shahi (died 14.53). Jami
also had his lyric imitators, of whom the most
noteworthy was Baba Fighani of Sliiraz (died
151G or 1519), who was called 'the minor Hafiz.'

With Jami, however, the lyric poetry of Persia
reached its climax, even though minor poets
wrote, and though Akbar sought to rekindle
the dying flame by his royal patronage. Closely
connected with the lyric proper is parody. Here
belongs especially the name of Abu Ishak (died
1427), who devoted himself in his Diwan to the
glorification of gastronomy, sparing in his paro-
dies neither Hafiz, Sadi, nor even Firdausi. A
half century after Abu Ishak came Malimud Kari,
wlio sang the praises of clothes instead of food,
and modeled a clothes State, which reminds one
somewhat of Carlyle's traitor Resartus, with bur-
lesque substituted for philosophy. Beside the
parody there is the lower vein of ribald verse, to
which Orientals are somewhat inclined. Enough
to mention the names of Sozeni (died 1173-74),
Azraki (died 1132). and the greatest of them all,

Ubaid Zakani (died 1370-71 ), beside whose verses

even Martial loses piquancy. Here, too, is a Per-
sian counterpart of Marguerite of Xavarre, Ma-
liisti, the favorite of the Sultan Sanjar (died

1157), who could write extremely spicy poems
without forfeiting esteem. As is implied by the
renown of Jlahisti. Persian poetesses are not un-
known. In the harem much fugitive verse was
composed, chiefly, of course, of an erotic nature,
but comparatively little has been preserved. As
other subordinate forms of the lyric in Persia, the
riddle and the tarihh, or clironogram, must be
mentioned. The riddles do not differ essentially
from those in other literatures. The chronogram
is, however, comparatively rare outside of Arabic
and P(!rsian, It is formed by the construction
of an appropriate sentence, the sum of the nu-
merical values of whose letters equals the year
in which the event alluded to by the sentence oc-

curred. It is stated by Kazwini, for instance,

with regard to the entrance of Hassan ibn Sab-
bah, the notorious leader of the Assassins (q,v.),

into tlie fortress of Alamut. which had anciently
been called Alah Amut, that "by a strange chance
the sum total of the letters Al{a)h Amut in the
Arabic chronogram was the year of his entry into
the castle." Adding the numerical values of the
letters of this name, a = 1. / = 30. h = 5, a = 1,

m = 40. « = 6, t = 400, we have the date of the
event, 4S3 A.H. (= 1000 a.v.).

Closely connected with the lyric poetry of Per-
sia, especially by the bond of mysticism, is the
didactic and religious. So closely are the two re-

lated that it is sometimes impossible to decide to
which class a poet belongs, because he in reality
belongs to both.

The mystic and didactic poetry of Persia is

entirely Sufiistic in character. The greatest of all

who wrote in this genre was Jalal-ud-Din Rumi
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(q.v.) (1207-1273), whose Diaun and Math-

iwtoi are among our most iinporlant sources for

the study of Sufiism. Tlie Ihsl inyslic poets, how-

ever were probably Bavazid liistanii (died c.874)

imd'Abu Said ibn Abul Khair (908-1049), of

whose works a number of cjuatrains luive sur-

vived. In the eleventli century the A'rt.sa/iu'uiu-

mah of Nasiri Khusru deserves nienlion. The

earliest great preiU^eessor of .lalal-ud-Din, how-

ever, was Farid-ud-Din Attar (q.v.) (died 1299),

whose Moniiy ut-Tuir, or Bird rarlianicnt, is a

remarkably beautiful allegory of llie struggle of

the soul to attain to the infinite. Here belongs

also another of the greatest names of all Persian

literature. Sadi (q.v.) (e.lin0-12!ll ) . His G»-

listUn, or Rose Garden, and BOnlfui, or (iarden,

are among tlie greatest didactic productions of

the East. The last important mystic poet was
Mahmud Shabistari (died 1,317), the author of

the (liilirin-i-li'Oz or Rose Garden of Mystery,

which may serve as a text-book of Sufiistic phi-

lo.s<)|)hy.

The" Court poetry, the third division of the

lyric, is the least interesting of all from a literary

point of view. The favor sliown to poets from

the earliest period of Islamitie rule in Persia

naturally encouraged the protluction of eiilogies,

which, with the luxuriance of Oriental imagina-

tion, are so fulsome as to cloy the Occidental

reader. The metrical intricacy keeps pace with
the increasing artificiality of the Court poets,

.Such rhymes as aaaaaaauax, hbbbbbbhhx, and so

on, and a series of ghazals, united by misra's, or

rhyming couplets at regular intervals, are coni-

nion. Witliin the poems themselves there are

conceits and obscure allusions which in many
eases baffle even the ingenuity of an Oriental

reader, and give rise to commentary after com-
mentary. From the long series of poets of this

tvpe tlie names of Walwat (1088-1182), Muizzi
('died 1147), Khakani (died about 1199), and
the greatest of them all, Anvari (q.v.) (died

about 1190), may be mentioned.
Tlie drama of Persia, apart from the miracle

play of Ihixiin and Uosehi (q.v.), is of late de-

vcdopment and little importance. The prose lit-

erature, as has been intimated, is also of small
extent and value as compared with the poetry.
While it is true that Sadi in the works already
mentioned intermingled prose and verse, and that
his example was followed by Xakhshabi (died
13.30) in his Mmlbadnanuih. or Book of Sindbad,
it seems, nevertheless, strange that so few of the
great Persian writers should have availed them-
selves of |>rose. There is, however, a mass of
novels, tales, fables, legends, and anecdotes, as
well as of history, encyclopaedias, and the like.

The oldest specimens of Persian prose are Mu-
walTak's book on pharmacology and Balamis's
translation of Tabari, both dating from the tenth
(I'entury. As authors of notes and travel, we may
mention Abu Tahir, wliose numerous romances
are eliiefly concerned with old Iranian legends,
as in his Dfistun or lahrumannamah (dealing
with the legend of Hushang) and his Darabmi-
nio/i (on the story of Darius and Alexander), the
anonymous writers of the Hil-undarnamah (on
the Alexander legend), the TJssah-i Hatim la'l

(on Hotim Tai. proverbial for his generosity and
nobility), and the modern Mohammed Taki (sev-
enteenth century), the author of a huge romance
in fifteen volumes, entitled liustdn-i Xayal.
There is besides a multitude of novelettes and of

tales in the style of the Arabian Nights (q.v.).

Here the most important are the Buxtydnidmah,
or Book of the Ten Viziers, the Jissa-i cahar dar-

lis, or Story of the F^our Dervishes, perhaps by
Amir Khusru (died 1325), the lutiiiamah, or

Book of the Parrot, based on the Sanskrit iSm-

hdftuiJlati, and the liahar-i dCiiiii, or Spring Gar-
den of Wisdom, by Inayat-ullah Kanbu (died

1071). The best known of all the prose fiction

in Persian is \\ aiz Ivashifi's (died 1504-0.5) An-
rur-i Huhailt, or Lights of Canopus, based on the

Kalila ten. Diminruih, and so ultimately on

the Sanskrit Puiicalanlra (q.v.), although the

Lolu'if ut-tau-u'if, or Witty and Amusing Stories,

by Safi, the son of Waiz Kashifi, also deserves

mention.
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PERSIAN MUSIC. See Arabian Music.

PERSIAN MYTHOLOGY. Only scanty

traces of the mythology of ancient Persia have
survived. The reform supposedly instituted by
Zoroaster (q.v.) seems to have swept away the

older nature worship which prevailed in Iran as

in India. It is evident, however, that this re-

form was no't absolutely thorough, and that un-

der the orthodoxy which was forced on the peo-

ple by Vishtaspa, the royal patron of Zoroaster,

according to the rather doubtful Parsi traditions,

there lurked many old beliefs and myths which
were heritages of the Indo-Iranian religion.

When the first enthusiasm of this Zoroastrian

Protestantism died out, the ancient faith revived

in some measure, and in the Yashts, a part of the

Avesta (q.v.) late in form, but almost certainly
old in content, many mythological allusions

may be found. In some of the Pahlavi texts

(see Paiilavi Literature), especially in the

Bundahish, there survive numerous traces of the

primitive faith, despite the Zoroastrian ortho-

doxy to which they theoretically conform. The
six Amshaspands. who in Zoroastrianism repre-

sent the cardinal virtues of Good Mind, Best
Righteousness, Desirable Kingdom, Holy Concord,
Health, and Immortality, were originally deities

protecting respectively cattle, fire, metals, earth,

water, and plants, being therefore nature divini-

ties. Ormazd. who in tlie Zoroastrian reform be-

came the chief, and really the only god, was origi-

nally a sky-deity, whose son was the fire, and who
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was also the father of the Good Mind, or, in the

early evaluation of this godling, of cattle. His
daughter was Holy Concord, the earth, who from
many allusions in the Vashts was a goddess of fer-

tility. The demons, who play a subordinate part in

the orthodox texts, find a more prominent place in

the Yashts. Important here is the serpent Azhi
Dahaka, who was probably the .sky-serpent, cor-

responding to the Vedic Vritra slain by Indra
(q.v.). especially as the Bundahish describes him
as falling from heaven. The Yashts emphasize
the nature worship of the pre-Zoroastrian re-

ligion in the chapters devoted to the sun, the

moon, the planet Tishtrya, who, mounted on a

black horse, perhaps the storm-cloud, defeats the

demon .Apaosha, drought, and to the waters,
Anahita. wlio is the Anaitis (q.v.i of the clas-

sical writers. To all these not only heroes, but
even Ormazd himself, offer sacrifices, clearly

pointing to an earlier period when one god was
dependent on another for aid. Ghost worship
also (see Ghosts) is represented by the cult of

the Fravashis, who seem to have originally rep-

resented the spirits of the beneficent dead. The
cosniogonic mythology (see CosMOGONy) is large-

ly derived from Semitic sources, for the anti-

thesis of Ormazd, the god of the sky and light, to

Ahriman (q.v.), the god of darkness, and their

conflict at the creation of the world, is precisely

analogous to the battle of the Babylonian solar

deity ilarduk with Tiamat, the demon of chaos.

About trees and animals myths clustered. In the

white Bom tree, which will give man immortal-
ity at the day of resurrection, there is a pre-

Zoroastrian reflex of the Semitic tree of life,

while the liuman-headed bulls of .\ssyrian sculp-

tures are represented by Gopatshah. a being half

bull and half man. who pours holy water into

the sea. With the dow^lfall of the Iranian re-

ligion before Mohammedanism, the old myths
vanished almost entirely, so that the mythologj'

of modern Persia is practically Islamitic. How-
ever, the pairiku, a female demon of Iran, is

preserved as the beneficent perl of modern Per-

sian folk-lore, and the slmurgh, a bird of magic
properties, has become the roe of the Arahian
Nights.

PERSIAN POWDER. See Insect Powdek.

PERSIGNY, parse'nye'. ,Tean Gilbert Vic-

toe FiALiN, Duke de "(1808-72). A French

politician, born at Saint-Germain-Lespinasse, in

the Department of Loire. He joined tlie hussars

in 1828, but after the Revolution of .luly. 1830,

owing to doubts as to his loyalty, he was expelled

from the army on a charge of insubordination.

He now became a journalist in Paris, formed

the most intimate relations with Louis Na-

poleon, and commenced a career of Bona-

partist i)ropagandism thvoughout France and

Germany, in which be displayed extraordinary

energy, pertinacity, and fertility of resource. Ar-

ticles from his pen had already appeared in Le
Temps, and in 1834 he founded VOccidcnt fran-

tais as a Bona))artist organ. He had the chief

hand in the affair of Strassl)urg (See Nai'GI.f.on

III.). He also took part in the expedition to Bou-

logne. \\herc he was captured and condemned to

twenty years' imprisonment. His confinement,

however,' became almost nominal, and he passed

his time in writing a voluminous and singular

work on the TJtiUtc (lea pyramides d'Egypte

(1844). On the breaking out of the Revolution

in 1848 Persigny hurried to Paris, and set him-
self, with his accustomed vigor and swiftness, to

organize the Bonapartists. He was appointed aide-

de-camp to the President, Louis Napoleon, and
major-general of the Parisian National Guard. In

1849 he was chosen a member of the Legislative
Assembly. He was sent to Berlin as Ambassador
at the close of the same year. .\s was to be

expected. Persigny took a prominent part in the
coup d'etat of December 2, 1851. In January,
1852, he succeeded Mornj' as Minister of the Inte-

rior. From 1855 to 1858, and again from 1859 to

1860, Persigny was the French Ambassador to

Great Britain. He was recalled to France, how-
ever, in 18U0, to resume the office of Min-
ister of the Interior. This office he resigned

in .June, lS(i3, when the elections of Paris and
other large towns showed dissatisfaction with his

policy. In the autumn of the same year he was
created a duke. He did not long survive the
overthrow of the Second Empire, his death oc-

curring at Nice, .January 13, 1872. Consult refer-

ences under Napoleon III. ; also Delarva, Le duo
de Persigny et les doctrines de {'empire (Paris,

1865) ; Delard, Histoire du Second Empire (ib.,

1868-75).

PERSIMMON (from the Virginia Indian
name), or Date Plum. A tree and its fruit,

including several species growing wild and culti-

vated to some extent. The .Japanese persimmon
or kaki {Uiospyros kuki) is the prinr-ipal native

fruit of .Japan. It is found also in Kbrea, Eastern
and Southern China, and parts of the East In-

dies. It is grown to a limited extent in Southern

Europe, and was introduced into the United
States about 1875. It finds a congenial climate

in California and the Southern States as far

north as Virginia. The cultivated trees grow 8

to 12 feet high, and bear a very attractive yellow,

thin-skinned globose fruit often attaining the size

of a medium orange. When ripe, the fruits con-

tain a soft sweetish pulp. A number of varieties

are in cultivation, and these vary much in size,

color, the number of seeds they contain, period of

ripening, etc. The American persimmon {Dins-

pl/ros ^'irgi)li(lna) is native from Penn.sylvania

and Indiana south to the Gulf. Wild trees some-

NATITE PEHSIMMOS (Diospyros VirginiaBS).

times reach a height of sixt.v feet in the forest,

and are valuable as cabinet woo<Is. In tl\e open

the trees seldom exceed 20 to 30 feet in height.

.\uother American species, Diospyros Texann. is

grown in Texas. The fruits of the American per-

simmon are much smaller than those of the Jap-

anese varieties, are very soft when ripe, and on
this account are seldom marketed.
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Persimmons are iiropagatcd from seed. Va-

rieties seldom reproduce themselves, and so bud-

ding and grafting are resorted to. Seed sown in

ttoe fall is allowed to grow the following season.

The seeond spring the seedlings are either budded

or crown-grafted. Grafting gives the better re-

sults. Native trees may be successfully top-

grafted with improved varieties. In transplant-

ing to the orchard trees one to two years from tlie

graft are preferred. Persimmons thrive on near-

ly all soils. Like other orchard fruits, they re-

spond generously to cultivation. Trees come into

bearing within four years after setting in

the orchard. Top-worked trees produce fruit

within three years from the graft. Jap-

anese varieties are inclined to overbear, and

should therefore be thinned. The green fruit of

all varieties (if persimmons is extremely astrin-

gent, and maintains this condition until fully

ripe. The ripening period of tlie dilTerent varie-

ties varies from .\ugust until December. The
Japanese sorts should be gathered before frost

and stored in a cool, well-ventilated, moist room
until fully ripe. Some native persimmons ripen

before frost, which greatly improves others. The
fruit is usually consumed fresh as a dessert or

out of hand. Some varieties may be dried or pre-

.served. Consult: Iladley and Troop. The Ameri-
can I'ersimmon : Indiana Agricultural Expcri-

mejital Station Bulletin (iO ; Watts. PersiiHiiiuns

;

TenneR.see Agricultural Kxperiniental Station

Bulletin XI., No. 1. In the latter bulletin both

native and .lapanese persimmons are considered.

See Plate of Pap.wv and Persimmon.

PERSIMMON INSECTS. The persimmon
does not suHcr greatly from the attacks of in-

sects. Several caterpillars may occasionally de-

foliate individual trees, especially the larva> of

Spilo.soma Virffinica, Or<i;iia hucographn, Tohjpe
rcllrdii, and >J-ilcnm.iiii vonriiinn. The little leaf-

miner [Asiiidifira diospi/riella) forms a minute
blotch-mine in the leaves of this tree, and eventu-
ally cuts (Hit a case in which it pupates. One of

the plant-lice (Aiiliis dMjSjii/ri) seems to be spe-

cifically attached to this tree, but does little dam-
age, and the same may be said of (me of the tlea-

lie« (I'si/llit dioKpi/ri). One of the weevils of the
family Otinrhynchidir. namely Brafhiistylus
aciilii.s. is found only on the persimmon, but docs
corii|>aral ively little damage.

PERSIO. See Archil.

EERSIUS (Alli's Persh-.s Flacccs). One
of the MKisl famous Roman satirists. He was born
at Volaterr* (now Volterra), in Etruria, a.d.

34. He was of a distinguished equestrian family,
was educated under the care of the Stoic philos-
opher Cornulus. liAcd on terms of intimacy with
the most distinguished personages of his time
in Rome, and died November 24. a.d. 62. in the
twenty-eighth year of his age. The principal au-
thority for the life of Persius is an abridgment
of a 'commentary' by one Probus Valerius.
Modest and ^rcntle in his manners, virtuous and
pure in his whole conduct and relations, he stands
out conspicuously from the mass of corrupt and
prolligate persons who formed the Roman 'so-

ciety' of his age. and vindicated for himself the
right to be severe by leading a blameless and
exemplary life. His six satires were greatly
admired, not only in Persius's own day, but all
through the Middle Ages ; but the estimate which
modem critics have formed of his writings from

a literary point of view is not so high. He is

remarkable for the sternness with which he cen-

sures the corruption of morals then prevalent at

Rome, contrasting it with the old Roman aus-

terity and with the Stoic ideal of virtue. The
language is terse, homely, and sometimes ob-

scure, from the nature of the allusions and the
expressions used, but the dialogues are the most
dramatic in the Latin tongue. The cditio prin-

(vps appeared at Rome in 1470; later editions

are those of Isaac Casaubon (Paris, 1005) ;

Passow (Leipzig, 1809); Jahn (Leipzig. 1843);
Hermann (Leipzig, 1881); Conington (with an
English translation and commentary, revised by
Nettleship, Oxford, 1893) ; and Biicheler (Berlin,

1893). Persius has been fre(iuently translated;

the two best English translations are tbnse by
Dryden and Conington. There is a complete bibli-

ographv of Persius by Morgan (Cambridge,
Mass., "1893).

PERSON (OF. pcrsone, Fr. personiic. from
Lat. pirsoita, person, actor's mask, from per-

somire, to sound through, from per, through
-|- sonare, to sound, from soiiiis. sound; connected

with Skt. svana, sound, from svan, to sound).

In theology, the word person is applied to the dis-

tinctions in the divine Trinity in a modified .sense.

Sabellius applied the Greek word prosopon
(face) to the Father, Son. and Spirit, on the sup-

position that they were three separate appear-

ances, or faces, of the one divine nature. In the

trinitarian controveisy culminating at Constan-

tinople (381), the orthodox party accepted the

term, but allirmed that the 'faces' were eternal

faces, or were manifestations of eternally existing

distinctions. The natural tendency of the word,
when the meaning 'person' had become attached

to it, was to emphasize the separateness of the

trinitarian hypostases, and in that respect it had
a bad influence.

PERSONA GRATA (Lat., acceptable per-

son). A term applied to a diplomatic agent, in-

dicating that he is acceptable to the sovereign

to whom he is accredited. See Diplomatic
A(;ext.s.

PERSONAL ACTION. Under the common-
law system of pleading and practice, any action

available to enforce rights or redress wrongs,
including actions to recover possession of per-

sonal property, and excluding actions to recover

possession of involving rights in real prop-

erty. See Action; Form.s of .-Votion; Pleading.

PERSONAL EQUATION. See Equation,
Personal.

PERSONALITY. See I.n^dividualitt; Men-
tal CoNSTiTiTio.N; Self.

PERSONAL PROPERTY; PERSONALTY.
These terms arc applied to all that class of prop-

erty which is to be distinguished from real prop-

erty or real estate, and which consists for tlie

most part of property which is cither movable or

merely temporary in character. The only abso-

lute (iistinction, however, between real and per-

sonal property lies in the legal method of its

disposition after the death of its owner. Real
])roperty is inheritable or descendible, and passes

to the legal heirs of the owner according to the

rules of the common law or statutes governing
descent. • Personal property is not inheritable,

but passes to the administrator or e.xeeutor of

the deceased person.
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The term 'personal property' is generally used
as synonymous with 'goods' or 'goods and chat-

tels.' The term, liowever, has a broader sig-

nificance than either of those terms, and includes

both chattels and choses in action. Property
that is personal in its nature may become real

by becoming affixed to real property, and in the

same way real property may be converted into

personal property by severance from the realty.

Title to personal property may be acquired in

three ways: (1) By original acquisition : (2) by
transfer by operation of law; (3j by transfer

by act of the parties.

( 1 ) Property acquired by original acquisition

may be acquired by either: (a) occupancy when
one appropriates to his own use a thing which
was not then subject to ownership, as in the

finding and appropriation of lost property or

the capture of wild animals ; or ( b ) accession,

which is the right which a person has to all the

property which liis own property produces, as the

young of animals, and the right to all property

which is annexed naturally or artificially to his

own property; or (c) by confusion, which is the
inextricable commingling of otlier property with
one's own property; or (d) by intellectual labor,

which is the source of the property right of au-

thors and inventors in their writings and inven-

tions.

(2) The transfer of the title to personal prop-
ert}' by operation of law may be by forfeiture;

by sale under execution ; by operation of bank-
ruptcy or insolvency laws ; by exercise of the

right of eminent domain; by marriage; by death
of the owner; or by escheat.

(3) Transfer of title of personal property may
be accomplished by act of the parties. At com-
mon law all that is necessary to transfer an
interest in personal property from one to an-

other is intent or mutual meeting of the minds
of the parties without writing or other formal-

ity. ( See Contract ; Sales ; Gift. ) Modern
statutes have made formalities requisite under
some circumstances in order to protect the rights

of the transferee from the claims of third per-

sons.

For further information as to the various

kinds of personal property, the methods of ac-

quisition, and transfer of title thereto, the rem-
edies for injury to personal property, etc., eon-

suit such subjects as Chattels ; Chose in Ac-
tion : Descent ; .Xdministration ; Fixtures ;

Emblements; Estray; Fer.*: Natur.e; Pat-
ent; Literary Property; Frauds, Statute of;

Mortgage; Tort: Crime, etc.

Consult: Schouler. The Law of Personal Prop-

erty (3d ed.. Boston. 1896) ; Brantley, Principles

of the Law of Personal Property (San Francisco,

1890) : Goodeve. Modern Law of Personal Prop-

erty (3d ed., London. 1899) ; Williams, Prin-

ciples of the Late of Personal Property for the

Vse of Stiidetits in Conveyancing (1.5th ed., Lon-

don, 1000).

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE. Besides

its general sense of one who succeeds to or rep-

resents another in the enjoyment or possession

of rights or propertj' b.v reason of some relation-

ship existing between them, the term per-

sonal representative is specifically iispd in law

to designate the person who as executor or ad-

ministrator administers the estate of another.

In the general sense of the word it is applied to

those who represent others in conducting trans-

actions, as one acting under a power of attorney
to vote stock, and also to those who succeed
to property by assignment, as the assignee of a
lessee for years, and sometimes in wills for

those who are technically called next of kin
(q.v. ), according to the statute of distribution,

and, in its broadest use. even all persons who
stand in the place of another and represent his

interests, respecting his property, whether trans-

ferred to them by law or by his aet.

Primarily and usually, however, the term is

used to designate only executors or administra-
tors as officially administering the estate of the
deceased, and in that capacity protecting it from
dissipation or waste, as well as paying out of it

the debts of the decedent, and distributing the

surplus, if any. Unlike the heir under the civil

law the personal representative is not liable for

any debts of the decedent, except to the extent of

the assets received by him ; and neither is he now
entitled to any surplus remaining after the pay-
ment of the obligations of the estate. His duties,

and the method and form of his administration
are usually particularly prescribed by statute.

See AU.MINI.STRATION; Executor; Distribution,
etc., and compare Kin, Next of. and Heir.

PERSONIFICATION (from Lat. persotia,

person + fiiccre. to make). A figure of rhetoric

by which inanimate objects, or mere abstract

conceptions, are invested with the forms and at-

tributes of conscious life. See Rhetoric, Figures
of; Metaphor.

PERSOON^ par'son. Christian Hendrik
(175.5-1837). A Dutch physician and botanist,

born at the Cape of Good Hope. -Africa. He was
educated in Holland and practiced his profes-

sion for a number of ,vears in Germany. He went
to Paris about 1802, -nhere he published several

interesting works on cryptogamous plants; also,

a Synopsis of Plants in two volumes. The titles

of his principal works are: Observationes Mycolo-

yicw (1796); Synopsis Methodica Fungorum
(1801) ; Icones Pictw Speciorum Ifarionim Fiwi-

yorum (1803-08); Synopsis Plantarum (2 vols.,

180.5-07). The Australian genua Persoonia is

named in his honor. It embraces about 60
species, some of which are valuable timber trees.

PERSPECTIVE (Fr. perspective, from Lat.

perspcclus, p.p. of pcrsj)icere, to see through,

from per. through + specere. to see). The art

of representing natural objects upon a plane sur-

face in such manner that the representation shall

affect the eye in the same way as the objects

themselves. The distance and position of objects

affect both their distinctness and apparent form,

giving rise to a subdivision of perspective into

linear perspective, which is strictly scientific and
a branch of applied geometry, and which, as its

name denotes, consiilers exelusivel.y the effect

produced by the position and distance of the ob-

server upon the apparent forni and grouping of

objects; and aerial perspective, which confines

itself to their distinctness, as modified by di.stance

and light, and belongs to the non-scientific sphere
of pictorial representalion. After the 'scope' (i.e.

the number of objects to be introduced, and the
distance at which they are to he viewed) of the
picture has been determined, and before the de-

sign is commenced, it is necessary to draw upon
perspective plan three lines : ( 1 ) The base line,

or ground line, which limits the sketch toward the
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operator, and is the base line of tlie picture.

(2) Tlie horizontal line, whieh repre.-sents the

onlinim- position of the sensible liorizon. The
heiglit of the horizont-il line is about one-third

of the height of the picture, when the sketcher

is placed at or a little above the level of the hori-

zon; but it may rise in a degree corresponding to

his increase of elevation till it reaches near to tlie

top of the perspective plan. The general rule is

to have a high horizontal line when the view is

taken, or supposed to be taken, from an emi-
nence: but when the station is on a level, either

P. D

B.L. B.L.

Fig. 1.

Illnstrating the more important points and lines, PVR is the principal visual ray.

actual or assumed, the horizontal line must be
low. The horizontal line in nearly all cases is

suppo.scd to be le\el with the spectator's eye.

(."5) Tlie vertical line, which is drawn from the
supposed position of the sketcher, perpendicular
to the ground and horizontal lines, meeting the
latter in a point which is called the point of
sight, or centre of the |)icture. The vertical line

has no representative in nature, and is merely a
mechanical adjunct to the construction of the
picture, all vertical lines in nature being parallel

to it in the picture. The point of sight, being the
point directly op])osile to the observer, is often
placed in the centre of the picture; but we very

A /
/o

p' p-'

Fig. 2.

The lines 00 converge to the accidental point aerial, and PP to the accidental
point terrestrial.

fre<(ucntly find it on the right or left side,
thougli always, of course, on the horizontal line.

All lines which in nature are perpendicular to
the ground line, or to a vertical plane which is

raised upon it as a base, meet in the point of
sight, which is thus their vanisMng point (see
the line of the tops and bottoms of the pillars in
Fig. 1). The pointa of distance are two points
in the horizontal line on each side of the point
of sight, and in a 'direct' sketch are at a distance

(in nature )at an aii^le of 4o' to tlic liase line:
but. in all cases, the two points of distance are
about twice as far apart as the eye is from the
picture. One important use of the points of dis-

tance is to define the distance of objects in a row
( Fig. 1 ) from each other. For this purpose, two
points of distance arc not necessary, as, when the
position of one pillar is found, that of the op-
posite is at once obtained l)v drawing a line

parallel to the base or ground line.

There are many otlier groups of parallel lines

in a picture which have difterent situalioiis, and
therefore difl'erent vanish-
ing points. Such lines with
their vanishing p o i n t s

(called, for distinction's

sake, accidental points) are
represented in Fig. 2. If

the accidental point is

above tlie horizontal line,

it is called the accidental

point aerial—if below, the

accidental point terrestrial

:

and a little consideration
makes it evident tliat these points may or
may not be situated within the plane of the
picture. 8uch are the points and lines neces-

sary for the construction of a plan in true per-

spective; and from the above explanation, we
may deduce the two general principles: (1)

That all parallel straight lines in nature are

no longer parallel when projected on the perspec-

tive plane, but meet in a point whicli is called the

vanishing point, and is some one of the three

above described, unless these lines happen to be

also parallel to the ground line or the vertical

line, in which case they remain parallel when
transferred to the picture: and (2) that since

the bodies drawn below
the horizontal line are seen

as if from above, those

above as if from below,

and those to the right and
left of the point of sight

as if observed from the left

and right, it follows that

straight lines which in the

picture are above the hori-

zontal line lower them-
selves, and those below
raise themselves to it;

those to the left, following

the same hvw, direct them-
selves to the right, and
vice versa.

Besides the more usual
angular perspective there is the bird's-eye j>er-

speetive, when the eye is taken up to an imag-
inary high level ; the curvilinear or panoramic
perspective, in which the surface of projection

is a concave cylinder; and the ohlique perspective,

with its triple horizons and vanishing points.

Aerial perspectire consists in a modiUation of

the brightness and colors of objects in accordance
with the state of the atmosphere, the depth of

the body in the perspective plane ( i.e. distance

in nature from the ground line), and other acci-

.\s the distance of ob-

from it equal to the horizontal distance of the
sketcher's eye from the ground line. The equality 'dents of place and time
of distance of these points from the point of sight jects increases, their illuminated parts are made
is not, however, necessary, as it occurs only in less brilliant, and their shaded parts more feeble.
those cases where the lines, of which the points The bluish tint imparted by a large mass of the
of distance are the vanishing points, are inclined atmosphere to the bodies seen through it is fre-
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quently imitated h\ tlie mixing of a slight tint

of blue with the colors to be applied ; a yellow
object thus assumes a greenish tint: -a red one a
violet tintj etc. The air, when charjjed with
vapor, is represented by a diminution of the
brightness of colors, and by the grayish tint im-
parted to them.

Architectural perspective is simply the appli-

cation of linear perspective to architectural draw-
ing. The plans, elevations, and sections by which
biiildings are represented in the working draw-
ings are orthographic projections, which give the

correct geometric and dimensional relations of

the various parts of the building shown, but pre-

sent in each ease only two dimensions, and do not
exhibit the natural aspect of the structure as it

appears to the eye from any given point of view.

This deficiency is supplied by the perspectives,

which show its appearance as seen from one or
another point of view, all three dimensions being
represented, but with the foreshortenings and an-

gular distortions of its actual appearance from
the given point. It is customary to make per-

spectives not merely of the exterior of a projected
or executed building, but also of the more impor-
tant interior portions. See Dbawixg.

HiSTOBT. Knowledge of perspective in all its

branches is comparatively modern.
Oriental art kne\y nothing of any branch. A

glance at Egyptian and Assyrian reliefs shows
that the most elementary principles were ignored.

Buildings and trees were laid Hat on the ground
or stood up in front view ; the figures were placed
one on top of the other instead of on different

planes.

Greek art first studied and solved some of the
mysteries of linear perspective, but it is doubtful
that the Greeks ever got beyond the architectural

form into the plastic and pictorial forms. This
step was reserved for the more realistic art of the
Alexandrian and especially the Roman age. The
frescoes at Pompeii often exhibit an elaborate
attempt to draw buildings in perspective with
varying degrees of unsuccess.

Renaissance art. however, attacked almost im-
mediately the question of linear perspective in all

its branches. Such men as the PoUainolo and
Andrea del Castagno, llelozzo and ilantegna
revelled in their ability to overcome its diffi-

culties. After playing with architectural de-

sign, with both normal and abnormal base lines,

they played with the foreshortening of figures.

From painting the use of linear perspective crept

into sculpture, especially through Donatello.

Ihiring the fifteenth century aerial perspec-

tive appeared in the landscape backgrounds of the
early Flemish painters, like the Van Eycks,
whose use of oil colors gave the necessary ele-

ment of depth, diffused luminosity, and soft-

ness. The highest development of aerial perspec-

tive, however, was accomplished mainly by the

Venetians of the sixteenth century, like Paolo
Veronese, and by Correggio.

Blbliograpiit. Early treatises are Houdin,
La perspective (Paris, 1642) ; Alberti, Deux
livres sur la perspective ( Nuremberg. 1671).
The subject is very fully treated in Ware,
Modern Perspective (Boston. 188.5). Consult
also: Cloquet, Xoiiveau traitc eUmentaire de
perspective (Paris, 1823) : Herdman, Curvilinear
Perspective in Nature (London, n. d.) ; Seeber-

ger, Principien der Perspektive (7th ed., Munich,

1!)00) ; Checa, La perspective (Paris, 1900);
La Gournerie, Traite de perspective limaire (ib.,

1898) ; Pratt, Perspective, including the Pro-
jection of fihadous and Reflections (London,
1901) ; Conz. Lehrhuch der Perspektive (2d ed.,

Stuttgart, 1902).

PERSPECTIVE. In mathematics, a term
applied to figures, one of which is formed from
another by a single central projection. Tlius, if

from a point S, exterior to two planes P and
P', a pencil of rays pass through the vertices of

a triangle ABC situated in plane P, these rays
meet P' in the vertices of a triangle A'B'C
in perspective with the triangle ABC. In gen-
eral, P cuts P', and the line of intersection is

called the axis of per.spective, the point S being
called the centre of perspective. If the planes
P and P' be brought into coincidence, the tri-

angles, or other figures similarly related, are
still said to be in perspective. In two perspec-

tive figures, a point or line of one corresponds
to a unique point or line of the other, hence a
curve and its projection are of the same order
and the same class (see CuBVE), e.g. a conic sec-

tion is always projective, or in perspective with
a conic .section, although the species may not be
the same, ilany properties of perspective figures

are demonstrated by means of the fundamental
proposition: The anharmonic ratio (q.v.) of per-

spective ranges is constant. See Pbojectiox.

PERSPECTIVE DRAWING. See Dbaw-

PER STIRPES (Lat., according to stocks).

A term used in designating that succession to the

property of a deceased person by which the de-

scendants take "by the stock or root of tlieir

race'; that is, by virtue of representing an an-

cestor who would have been entitled to take if

alive. The term is used in opposition to the
phrase per capita. By the general rule, where the

descendants of the same deceased ancestor are of

unequal degrees of relationship, they take per
stirpes, instead of per capita. For example, if A
dies, leaving three living children, B, C, and D,
and three grandchildren, the children of his de-

ceased child E, these descendants will take per
stirpes, that is, the estate will be divided into

four parts, each of the living children, B, C, and
D, taking one part, and the three grandchildren
taking the fourth part, which their ancestor. E,
would have taken if alive. If there is real estate,

the three grandchildren will become tenants in

common of the whole, with the three living chil-

dren, and will be entitled to one undivided fourth
part thci-eof. In .M)me States the above rule is

not followed, and the statutes of each State
should be consulted. See Descent; Distbibu-
TioN ; Peb Capita ; Succession.

PERTH, perth. The capital of West Aus-
tralia, situated on the north bank of the Swan
River, 10 miles northeast of Frecmantle, on the
Eastern Railway, in the vicinity of the Victoria
range of moiuitains. and surrounded by pic-

turesque sccnerj' (Map: Australia. B .t). It is

the see of Anglican and Roman Catholic bishops.

The most notable of the public buildings are the
Government and Parliament houses. It received

a marked influx of population during the last

decade of the nineteenth century, owing to the
discoven' of gold in the district. Population, in

1890. 9617 ; estimated, in 1895, 19,600.
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PEETH. The capital of Perthshire, Scot-

land, a city, roj-al and rarliamcntary burgh,

on the Tay, 45 miles northwest of Edinburgh
(Map: Scotland, E 3). The charming scenery of

the inmiediate vicinity, the Tay, sweeping south-

ward along its eastern side, and the superb back-

ground of tlie Grampians, on the north, render
the site of the 'Fair City' exceedingly beautiful:

while the important role it has played in the his-

tory of the countrj" claims for it a high rank
among the cities of Scotland. The river is

spanned by two handsome bridges, and there are
two beautiful public p;uks, called the North and
South Inches. Among the most interesting pub-
lic buildings are the Cliurch of Saint .John

(whence Saint .Johnstown, or Saint .John's Town,
the old name of the city) ; tlie Episcopal Cathe-
dral of Saint Ninian's ; the coimty building;
the town-house, part of which is as old
as 1210; King James VI. 's Hospital; the
infirmary; and the city prison. At the head
of the South Inch stands the penitentiary,
or general prison, where all criminals sentenced
to imprisonment for long periods are confined.
The town also contains a statue of Albert, Prince
Consort, a public library, the nuiseum of the An-
li(piarian Society, public seminaries, and other
ediicatibnal institutions. It has ink, glass, cot-
ton, and dye works, iron foundries, breweries,
linen and wincey manufactures, shiplniikling
yards., distilleries, and extensive bleaching fields.

The salmon fishery on the Tay is very valuable.
The total quayage of Perth harbor is 122,') feet,

and vessels of 200 tons can draw alongside. Perth
has a charter as a royal burgh from King Wil-
liam the T.ion (11G5-1214). Perth was the scene
of the murder of the Karl of Cornwall, by his
brotlier Edward III., in 13;i(i: of a combat be-
tween two Highland clans (1 :)!)()), described in
Scott's Fair Maid of Pcrlh ; of the assassination
of James I. in 1437, notwithstanding the heroic
action of Catharine Douglas, who died to i)re-
vent the entry of tlie murderers b3' making her
arm do duty for the missing bar on the door;
and of Knox's Reformation sermon. Population,
in 18!)1, 30,000; in 1001, 32,872. Consult Pea-
cock, Perth: Its Annals and Archives (Eondon
1840).

PEETH, Five Articles of. Certain articles
agreed upon in a meeting of tlie (Jeneral Assembly
of the Cliureh of Scothand, convened at Perth, by
command of King .lames VI. (.lames I of Eng-
land) on August 25, 1018. They enjoined kneel-
ing at the Lord's Supper; the observance of
Cliristmas, Good Friday, Easter, and Pentecost;
confirmation; and sanctioned the private ad-
ministration of baptism and the Lord's Supper.
'1 hey were highly obnoxious to the Scotch Pres-
byterians, not only because of their character,
but because they were adopted without discus-
sion in mere compliance with the will of theKmg. The General Assembly at Glasgow in 1638
declared that at Perth to have been 'unfair, un-
lawful, and null,' and condemned the five articles.

i^f^^'^-^-'S"^"'^^^ Drimmond, Earl of (1807-
002). A British nobleman. He was born in
London during the reign of George Til and con-
sequently saw five monarchs occupy the throne
of the United Kingdom. For a short time he
served as an ofl'icer in the OSd Sutherland HiMi-
landers, and, from 18.53 till IS.-iO, was a maTorm the Victoria Middlesex Rifies (Volunteer).

Because of his ancestors he was chief of the Clan
Drummond, 14th Earl of Perth, 6th Earl of Wel-
fort. Viscount Melfort and Forth, Baron Drum-
mond of Cargill, Baron Drummond of Stobhall
and Montifex, Baron Drummond of Richertown,
Castlemaine, and Galstown, hereditary Thane of
I^ennox, hereditary Steward of Monteith and
Strathearn, Due de Melfort, Comte de Lussan,
and Baron de Valrose. When he died these titles

were separated, as he left no direct male heir.

PEETH AMBOY, am-boi' or amTjoi. A city
and port of entry in Middlesex County, N. J., 15
miles south of Newark; on Raritan Baj', at the
mouth of the Raritan River, and on the Lehigh
\alley, the Central of New Jersey, the Pennsyl-
vania, and the Stateu Island Rapid Transit rail-

roads ( Map : New Jersey, D 2 ) . It has a fine
harbor, with transportation facilities by water,
and controls important shipping interests, par-
ticularly in coal. The manufactures, which are
extensive, include terra cotta, bricks, chemicals,
oil, cork, copper, iron, steel, and lumber, the
first two named being developed from the valu-
able deposits of fire clay found in the vicinity.
There are also two large smelting and refining
plants and important shipbuilding interests. The
city hall park and the bridge of the New Jersey
Central Railroad are among the features of Perth
Amboy. The government is administered, under
a charter of 1871, by a mayor, elected every two
years, and a council which has powers of election
and confirmation in important administrative of-

fices. The water-works are ow-ned and operated
by the municipality. Population, in 1890, 9512;
in 1900. 17,699.

Perth Amboy was settled in 1683, and was ex-
pected .soon to outstrip its neighbors and become
•the London of America.' It was named Perth,
after .James, Earl of Perth, but 'Amboy,' the
original Indian name for the place, was soon
added. It was the capital of the province from
1G84 almo.st continuously up to the time of the
Revolution. William Franklin, the last royal
Governor, was captured here in 1776. Perth
Amboy was incorporated as a city in 1784. Con-
sult Whitehead. Cinitrihiilioiis to the Early His-
tory of Perth Amboy (New York, 1856).

PEETHES, ])rir'tas, Friedrich Christoph
(1772-1843). A (lerman publisher and patriot.
He was born at Rudolstadt. In his fifteenth year
he was apprenticeil to a Leipzig bookseller, with
whom he remained six years. In 1793 he was em-
ployed by Hoffman, the Hamburg bookseller, and
in 1796 started business on his own account, and
developed an important publishing business. The
iron rule of tlie French in Northern Germany,
and the prohibition of intercourse with England,
nearly ruined trade, yet Perthes found ways and
means to extend his business. He endeavored to
enlist the intellect of Germany on the side of
patriotism, and in 1810 started the Kationnl
Mvseum.^ Its success was far beyond Perthes's
expectations, and encouraged him to continue his
patriotic activity, till Hamburg was formally in-
corporated with the French Empire. He subse-
quently took a prominent part in the movement
that forced the French garrison to evacuate Ham-
burg, March 12, 1813; and on its reoccupation
by the French, he was one of the ten citizens
who were specially excepted from pardon. In
1822 Perthes removed to Gotha, where he devoted
himself to the publication of historical and theo-
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logical works. He was the prime mover in the
organization of the German book trade and in

the foundation of a museum connected tliere-

with. His correspondence with literary, political,

and theological notables is extremely interesting,

and throws light upon the inner life of Germany
early in the nineteenth century. Consult the
biography (12th ed., 1853), by his second son,

Clemens Theodor Perthes.

PERTHITE. A red flesh-colored feldspar,

consisting of interlaminated orthoclase and al-

bite, that is found in Perth, Canada. It often af-

fords briglit aventurine reflections, and conse-

quently is in some demand as a gem.

PERTH'SHIRE. An east midland county
of Scotland, bounded north by Inverness and
Aberdeen, east by Forfar. Fife, and Kinross,

south by Sterling and Clackmannan, and west by
Argj'U and Dumbarton (Map: Scotland, D 3).

Area, 2528 square miles. It is divided into high-

land and lowland districts, the former occupying

the larger surface. The Grampian Jlountains

here reach altitudes of 3843 and 4000 feet re-

spectively in Ben More and Ben Lawers. The
lakes are numerous and include Locks Tay,
Ericht, Katrine, and Achray. The principal river

is the Tav'. The climate is comparatively mild
and healthful. Old red sandstone, granite, and
slate abound ; in the lowland districts the soil

is composed mostly of a rich loam, in which
crops of all kinds are brought to perfection; only

about one-fifth of the total area, however, is

under cultivation. The highland districts are

chiefly devoted to sheep pasturage and extensive

deer forests. Stock-raising is largely carried on.

The chief industries are the manufacture of

textiles, bleaching, and dyeing. Capital, Perth.

Population of county, in 1891, 122,185: in 1001,

123,260. Consult Drunmiond, Perthshire in By-
gone Days (London, 1879).

PER'TINAX, PuBLH'.s Helvius. Emperor of

Rome. He was born, according to Dio Cassius,

at Alba-Pompeia, a Roman colony of Liguria,

A.D. 126. He received a good education, and,

entering the military service, rose through the

various grades till he obtained the command of

the First Legion, at the head of which he signal-

ized himself in Khictia and Norieum against the

native tribes. In 179, or, according to other au-

thorities, in 172, he was chosen consul, aided in

repressing the revolt of Avitus in Syria, and was
Governor successively of the provinces of Mipsia,

Dacia, and Syria. He was sent by the Emperor
Comniodus to take the command of the turbulent

legions in Britain, and these troops, against his

Avill. proclaimed him Emperor; on which he so-

licited a recall, and was appointed proconsul of

Africa, prefect of Rome, and consul (a second

time) in 192. On the death of Comniodus, his

assassins almost forced Pertinax to accept the

purple, which with great hesitation he did (.Janu-

ary 1, 193) , but in spite of his promise of a large

donation, he was unable to gain over the Prae-

torian Guard. His accession was, however, hailed

with delight by the Senate and people, who were
rejoiced to have, as ruler, an able captain, in-

stead of a ferocious debauchee: and Pertinax, en-

couraged bj' this favorable recejition, announced
his intention of carrying out an extensive series

of reforms, having reference chiefly to the army,
in which he hoped to reestablish the ancient

Roman discipline. Unfortunately, he was at-

tacked by a band of the rebellious praetorians.
about three months after his accession, and, dis-

daining to flee, was slain (March 28, 193). His
head was carried about the streets of Rome in

triumph.

PERTURBATIONS (Lat. perturbatio, con-
fusion, fioni pi-iiurhare, to confuse, from per,
through + turbare, to disturb, from turba,
throng, tumult). In astronomj', a term used to
describe disturbances in the orbital motion of
the planets or other celestial bodies. The sim-
plest kind of motion imaginable under the law of

gravitation would be that of a small material
particle revolving about a larger central attract-

ing body. If this particle is so small that its

mass may be neglected altogether, as being in-

appreciable in comparison with that of the cen-

tral body, then the particle will describe an
elliptic orbit having the larger body in one of its

foci. If, liowever. botli bodies have masses so
large that neither is negligible, then each body
will describe an elliptic orbit having the common
centre of gravity of the two bodies in the com-
mon focus, and its distance from either body
will be inversely proportional to that body's mass.
Thus the larger body will describe proportional-

ly the smaller orbit. Tlie problem of determin-

ing mathematically all the circumstances of mo-
tion in such a system is called the 'problem of

two bodies,' and its complete solution is possible.

When the number of bodies in a system is in-

creased to tliree, we have the famous 'problem of

three bodies,' whose complete mathematical so-

lution has never been made. It is not even certain

whether our inability to solve this problem com-
pletely is due to the lack of sufficient power in

the known methods of mathematical analysis, or

to the fact that the problem is actually in-

soluble. Fortunately, astronomers have been able

to obtain an approximate solution of the problem
as it actually exists in the solar system, and
this approximate solution is sufliciently exact for

all practical purposes of predicting planetary

phenomena. This solution is made by taking
advantage of the fact that all tlie planets in the

solar system are very small in comparison with
the central body, the sun. The elTeet of this is

to make .such planet describe an orbit very near-

ly the same as the elliptic curve in which it

would move if that planet and the sun were the

only bodies in tlie system. Consequently, astrono-

mers can predict planetary phenomena on the as-

sumption that the orbit is a true ellipse, and
then calculate flic small disturbances or perturba-

tions produced by the gravitational attraction of

the other planets in the system. The continuing

action of perturbative attraction may in time
produce certain changes in the size, shape, and
position of an orbit. Suppose, for instance, that

in the case of a given planet perturbative action

shouhl suddenly cease. Then the planet would
go on from that moment in a true elliptic orbit

wliich would never undergo further change. But
the ellipse would not be the same ellipse if the

perturbative action were to stop to-day as it

would have been if that cessation of action had
occurred ten thousand years ago. For in that

long interval the size, shape and position of the

orbit would have been changed appreciably. It

follows from these considerations that we may
consider perturbative action, if we choose, from
the following point of view : We may regard
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each planet as traveling fur tlip moment in a

certain elliptic orbit, and consider tlie pertur-

bations as disturbing the orbit instead of the

l)lanct itself. Having then deduced from obser-

vation the elements (q.v.) of tlie orbit at a

"ivcn epoch, we can calculate the changes of the

orbit in another epoch, and thus predict the ac-

tual motion of the planet for any future time.

The principal planetary perturbations are of

several kinds: some change a planet's position

on the sky alternately forward and backward

every few years {periodic pntnrbalioiis) : others

require a longer cvele to act forward and back-

ward (lonfj inequalities); and lastly tliere are

the secular inequnlilies. whose effects are so

slow that hundreds of thousands of years are in-

cluded in their cyclic action. The planetary pe-

riodic perturbations may displace the planets

as seen from the sun by 1.5" in the case of Mer-

cury, 30" for Venus, 60" for the earth, and 120"^

for MalN. The most important 'long inequality'

is thatexistingbetwecn .Uipitcr and Saturn. It may
displace the former planet 28' and the latter as

much as 48'. The long-period secular inequali-

ties do not alter either the mean distances of the

planets from the sun or their periods of revolu-

tion. But the nodes (q.v.) and perihelia (q.v.)

of the orbits move continuously. The perihelia

of all the planets except Venus are gradually

increasing their celestial longitudes, and all the

nodes are moving in the op])Osite direction on the

ecliptic. At the same time, the inclinations of

the planetary orbits to the ecliptic |ilane are os-

cillating through narrow limits in very long pe-

riods of time and the eccentricities are similar-

ly all'ected. But, on tlie whole, the mathematical

researches so far made indicate that the con-

tinued effect of gravitational perturbative action

will not end in the disruption of our solar sys-

tem. But its permanent existence might be

jeoparded by other than gravitational forces,

or by forces operating from outside the system.

In the case of the moon, perturbations are more

complex and larger than they are in tlie plane-

tary orbits. The moon is so near us that the

slightest error in her predicted position is ob-

served with ease and certainty; and therefore

her motion offers a much severer test to mathe-

matical calculations than do the planetary phe-

nomena. (See Moon.) Consult Tisserand, Traitd

de mieanique celeste (Paris, I889-1S94).

PERTUSSIS. See Whooping Cough.

PERTY, par'te, Joseph Anton Maximilian
(1804-84). A German zoologist and philosoph-

ical writer; born at Ohrbau. in Jliddle Franconia.

He studied medicine and natural history at Land-
shut and Munich ; in 1 833 became a professor in

the ITniversity of Bern ; and subsequently was
made rector. His principal works are: .4/?-

gemeine Naturgeschichte als philosophische und
UumanitAtsunssenschaft (18.37-44) ; Die mys-
tischen Erscheinungen in der menschlichen
Natur {2d ed. 1872) ; Ueber das Seelenleben der
Tiere (2d ed. 1875) ; Blicke in das verborgene
Leben des Menschengeistes (1867); and Erin-
tierungen nus dem Leben eines ?i'atur- und Seelen-

forsrchers des 19. Jahrhunderts (1879).

PERTZ, pgrts, Georg HEI^r^SIC^ (1795-1876).

A German historian. He was born at Hanover,
studied at Gottingen, and at twenty-four pub-

lished an authoritative Geschiehte der Merowin-
gischen Bansmeier (1819). Four years after-

wards I'ertz was appointed secretary of the

royal archives of Hanover and began his impor-

tant research in mediseval German history as

editor of tlie Monumeiita Germaniw Historiea.

The materials for the Carolingian period were

edited personally by Pertz, and an account of his

travels and preliminary research was published

in the Archir der GeM-Uschaft filr iHtcre

deulsche Geschiehtskunde (1824 et seq.). He re-

signed his post as editor in 1874. Pertz had be-

come librarian and keeper of the Hanoverian

archives in 1827, librarian in Berlin in 1842, and
had written biographies of Stein (1849-54), and
of Count von Gneisenau (1864-69). With Grote-

fend he edited Leibnitz's works (1843-47).

PERU' (corrupted from Biru, name of a chief

of the early sixteenth century, who ruled a small

territory of South America near the Isthmus of

Darien ) . One of tlie four countries of South

America bordering on the Pacific Ocean. It is

bounded on the north by Ecuador, on the

east by Brazil and Bolivia, on the south by

Bolivia and Chile, and on the west by the Pacific

Ocean. Its frontiers on the north, east, and south

cannot be e.xactly defined throughout their whole

extent, on account of boundary disputes with

Ecuador, Bolivia, and Chile still pending (1903).

The coast line, however, is not affected by these

disputes except for a comparatively short dis-

tance in the extreme south. In 1880 Peru

claimed an area of 504,000 square miles, but its

claims, according to the Lima Geographical So-

ciety, now embrace nearly 700,000 square miles.

According to the last census taken (1870) the

area was 463,747 square miles. Probably a near

approximation to the area is 440,000 square miles

actually under the present control of Peru. The
length of the coast line conceded to belong to

Peru is about 1100 miles, not reckoning sinuosi-

ties.

Topography. Extending north and south

through Peru are three well-marked topographic

divisions: the Coast Desert, the region of the

Andes, and the Montana or tropical forested

plain east of the Cordilleras, and included in the

basin of the Amazon. The Zona seea or dry zone

extends along the Pacific coast from 3° S. lati-

tude (Southern Ecuador) through Peru to 22"

S. latitude in Northern Chile. Most of this

.sandy desert is only 20 miles in width, but in

the north it is 120 miles wide. It gradually rises

from the Pacific to nearly 1000 feet, where it

merges with the foothills of the Andes. It is

nearly as destitute of vegetation as the African

Sahara, except that it is crossed at intervals by

rivers, some of them rising among the snow tops

of the Central Andes. The banks and valleys of

these roughly parallel streams are covered with

perpetual vegetation, ribbons of green among the

desert waste. Here are many estates and plan-

tations. The desert is whitish in color, owing

to the large admixture of marine shells. On the

sea margin steep cliffs generally rise, and the

waste behind them is slightly undulating, with

ridges of considerable height rising here and
there. The surface is hard, excepting near the

coast, where drifting sea sands are whirled aloft

by the winds in clouds of dust. The coast is fair-

ly supplied with harbors well sheltered from the

sea; but at many small ports the ships of the

coasting trade roll uncomfortably in open road-

steads. The bavs of Payta, Sechura, Chimbote,
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Callao, Sanianco, and Xorato are secure, land-
locked havens, wlieie the largest vessels may find

shelter.

The region of the Andes is about 250 miles in

width. It contains enormous chains of moun-
tains, between which are elevated plains and
tablelands, warm and fertile ravines and
valleys. The mountain system consists of

three Cordilleras extending from northwest to

southeast, more or less parallel with the line of

the coast. The two western chains, for long dis-

tances comparatively near each other, are iden-

tical in origin and have been separated by denu-
dations in the course of many ages. On these

maritime and central Cordilleras are the vol-

canoes and many thermal springs. Some peaks
of the maritime range rise to a height of 1.5,000

feet. The Sierraj a name that is not applied to

any particular Cordillera in Peru, designates

the region between tlie maritime and central

ranges, rising from 4000 feet, where it abuts
on the western, to 10,000 feet at the central

mountains. This region, from 50 to 150 miles
wide, is a high, broken plain, corresponding
to the temperate zone of ilexieo, and is best

adapted for settlement by whites of the temper-
ate zones. The central range, with culminating
peaks 19,000 feet above the sea. is for the most
part a distinct water-parting between the Atlan-
tic and Pacific drainage systems, though a few
Pacific streams rise to the east of this line of

summits. Between the central range and the

Eastern Cordillera is the Puna (signifying hard
breathing) , a broken plain rising from 9000 feet

at its western edge to 14.000 feet at the edge of

the great Eastern Cordillera of the Andes, where
several of the grandest mountains of the conti-

nent are found, some of them overlooking the
northern plain of Bolivia, rising 20,000 feet. On
the Puna rise a number of the great southern
headwaters of the Amazon. The Peruvian Andes
increase in height from north to south and from
west to east.

The eastern part of Peru drops steeply from
the Cordilleras to the plain of the Upper Amazon,
called the Montana, 800 miles in length, covered
with subtropical forests, where it joins the moun-
tains, and with dense tropical vegetation on the

plain, which is cut by the eastern frontier. The
MontaiJa is very rich in rubber and agricultural

resources, with abundant navigation, and prom-
ises to be one of the most prosperous parts of

Peru, though it has yet reached only the early

stages of development.
Htdbogbapiiv. The dry west and the rainy

east of Peru naturally produce a striking con-

trast between the hydrographic aspects of the

western and eastern slopes of the country. Only
feeble streams flow to the Pacific, and most of

them are lost in the desert or their waters are

wholly diverted to nourish the plantations. None
of them flows perennially to the Pacific excepting
the Santa, which rises, not on the western slopes

of the mountains, like most of the coast rivers,

but in a long valley between the maritime and
central ranges. During the flood the Santa dis-

charges such an enormous quantity of water that

it is difficult to cross. Most of the coast rivers

are quite short, and their great value is derived

wholly from the facilities they afford, by means
of irrigation, for turning belts of the desert

into the most fertile of lands. The more im-

portant among them, from north to south, are

the Chira, the Piura, the Santa, the Rimac,
which created the fertile plain on which Lima
stands, and the Rio Grande.
The Amazonian affluents of the eastern slope,

on the other hand, constantly increase in volume
with distance from their sources. The rivulets
among them carry more water than most of the
Pacific streams. The upper parts of these rivers
are interrupted by cascades and rapids, and thus
the economic periphery of Eastern Peru is largely
determined by the line joining the heads of navi-
gation on these many rivers. AH the very nu-
merous rivers of the eastern slope of Peru are
included in the Amazon basin, and belong to one
or another of the three secondary basins of the
ilarafion, the Huallaga, and the Ucayale, which
are entirely in Peruvian territory, besides a few
tributaries of the Purus and Madeira. The
Maraiion is usually regarded as the main
upper branch of the Amazon, not because it car-

ries so much water as the Ucayale, but because
it prolongs farthest toward the Pacific the longi-

tudinal axis of the Amazon. Ocean steamers now
regularly ascend the Amazon and ^Maraiion to
Iquitos, Peru, 3000 miles from the Atlantic, and
light-draught steamers prolong navigation for 825
miles up the Ucalaye, Pachitea, and Pichis rivers.

There are no important lakes excepting Titicaca
(q.v.), which lies partly in Bolivia; it is 12,500
feet above sea-level, and affords navigation be-

tween Peruvian and Bolivian ports on its shores.

Climate. The chief determining influences

on the climate are the trade winds and the great
dift'erences in elevation. The country is more
temperate than might be expected from its posi-

tion in the tropics. The trade winds coming west
from the Atlantic deluge the eastern mountains,
drop cold rain and snow upon the Puna, give a
smaller supply of water to the central range, and
moisten the plain of the Sierra to some extent.

So little water is left for the maritime range that
it is included with the coastal desert in the dry
belt. These facts explain the aridity of the west
slope of Peru. Once in seven or eight years a
marvelous change comes over the face of this

desert. Suflicient rain comes over the mountaina
to bring life out of the parched surface; grass

and flowering plants appear, attracting thou-

sands of cattle and goats fx-om the irrigated val-

leys to the new pasturage, which withers again
in a few weeks. Only about 1% inches of rain

fall in Lima in a year. The mean annual tem-

perature of the coast provinces is 68° F. In the

hottest months. .January and February, the mean
temperature is between 82° and 86°. The dry heat

is not oppressive; and after 11 a.u., when the

torrid sun has rarefied the atmosphere over the

desert, sea air comes rushing to this area of low
pressure, all life is refreshed by the breeze, and
often a little rain is scattered over the maritime
range. In the evening, when the surface of the

desert grows cool, the wind sets to .sea again,

bringing cool breezes from the mountains. Con-

ditions are nowhere unliealthful excepting in the

low-, hot plains of the north and east. The whole
mountain region lying between 3000 and 9000 feet

above the sea has a temperate and healthful cli-

mate. Thus in nearly all parts of Peru the cli-

mate is exceptional.

Flora. Varying with the climate, the flora

of Peru is represented on the dry coast only by

a few gray herbs and in the depressions by the

Prosopis, a low tree of scraggy growth, and two
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shrubs, the Capparis and a variety of Apocynum.

The western slopes of the maritime range, ex-

posed to fogs and occasional rains, have suffi-

cient vegetation to give them a green aspect

mi.ved with yellow due to the abundance of yel-

low marguerites. The high plateaus among the

mountains have a great variety of species, among
which resinous and other herbs and the gigantic

cact\is are especially abundant, and several va-

rieties of forest trees are found. The flora of

every zone is represented among the mountains,

froni the tropical in the deep gorges to the Arctic

approaching the snow line. The potato thrives

and the llama, vicuiSa, and sheep feed on the

grasses of the uplands. The most valuable plants,

economically, are the quinine-yielding cinchona,

the coca plant, from which cocaine is derived,

the Siphocampylus, a plant 50 feet high, from
which Peruvian rubber is extracted, and the

sarsaparilla.

Fauna. The headlands of the coast and the

neighboring islands are the home of myriads of

sea birdSj whence came the inmiense deposits of

guano that were long a great source of Peruvian

wealth. Among them are the guano bird (Sula

variegata) , a large gull {Laius modesitus) , a
tern ( Sterna inca ) , and several cormorants. Sea-

lions (Otaria forsteri) are common on the prom-
ontories and islands. The domesticated llama
and alpaca and the wild vicuna belong especially

to the mountain regions; among the other ani-

mals of the highlands are the taruco, a deer, tlie

viscacha, a large rodent, the atoc, a species of

fox, the puma, and two species of l)ear. The
largest bird is the condor; another bird of the

vulture family whose black and white wing
feather was used by the Incas in their head-
dress is the coraquenque. Woodpeckers, a species

of partridge, geese, a plover, two kinds of ibis,

gulls, water hens, finches, and parrots are also

found. Nearly all the characteristic animals of

tropical South America are found in the Mon-
taiia, including monkeys, the tiger cat, jaguar,
tapir, peccary, tortoise, alligator, manatee,
snakes, and vipers.

Geology and Mineral Resources. Sections
of the desert zone, exposed along the coast and
valleys for several hundred feet, reveal nearly
horizontal layers of calcareous sandstone above
strata of pudding stone and shell marl, beneath
which are beds of argillaceous shale, considerably
tilted and often of immense thickness. The
ridges found on the coast plain are of granite or
syenite. The Maritime and Central Cordilleras
consist chiefly of crystalline and volcanic rocks
on each side of which are sedimentary strata,
principally of Jurassic age. The Eastern Cor-
dillera is in great part of Silurian formation,
with talcose and clay slates, many quartz veins,
and intrusions of granite rocks. The igneous
cones of Peru are found in the southern section
of the maritime and central ranges, about 1200
miles south of those in Ecuador. None of them
has been in eruption in recent times. Sara-Sara,
Achatayhua, Coro Puna, Ampato (all over 1.3.000

feet), Chachani (19,820 feet), and Mist! (about
20,000 feet) are quiescent and snow-clad. Jlistf,

a magnificent cone, near whose base stands the
city of Arequipa, appears to be the focus from
which some of the earthquakes that afflict Peru
have been propagated. South of Jlistf is the elon-
gated crest of the volcano of Ornate, in the seven-
teenth century the most active of the Peruvian

volcanoes. Farther south is Tutupaca ( 18,900

feet), which as late as 1862 was still ejecting

vapors by which a little sulphur was deposited.

The frequent and severe earthquakes are most
destructive in the neighborhood of these southern
volcanoes. In 1746 Callao and in 1868 Arequipa
were destroyed by earthquakes. The shocks of

1877 were equally severe, and all the southern
ports were overwhelmed by earthquake waves.

Peru is a vast storehouse of mineral wealth,

though it long ago lost the first rank as a min-
ing country, and is now surpassed even by Bolivia

and Chile. The Eastern Cordillera contains gold

in the quartz veins of the Silurian strata, but

the annual yield is small because the richest

mines occur in the most unhealthful and remote
parts of the Montaua, where miners dislike to

go, and transportation is very difficult. The Cen-
tral and Maritime Cordilleras are poor in gold,

but ricli in silver, wliich occurs nearly always
with antimony, copper, and lead. Copper is

found in greatest abundance in the coast lands,

where also are important areas of salt, borax, and
petioleum (in Piura). Anthracite and bitu-

minous coal are reported in tlie province of

Hualgayoc and are known to exist in tlie Hua-
machuco and other districts. But silver remains
the chief mineral product. The greatest centre

of the industry is at Cerro de Pasco, which pro-

duced $475,000,000 of silver between 1030 and
1849, and has yielded an average of about 1,200,-

000 ounces a year for tlie past ten years, dropping,

however, to 1,000,000 ounces in 1901, owing to the

inundation of some of the chief niinps, wliich

will be drained by a tunnel. Other important
silver-mining centres are those around Puno. and
at Caylloma, Castrovireina, and Recuay. United
States and British companies are largely interest-

ed in the mining industry, and the number of

mines increased from 1456 in 1886 to 3475 in

1897. In 1900 there were 5178 mining claims,

including silver, gold, copper, quicksilver, lead,

zinc, coal, sulphur, salt, and petroleum. Many
of these claims are unworked.

Agriculture. The chief crops of the fertile

coast valleys are sugar, cotton, and cofTee. In

1903, 370..650 acres of these irrigated lands were
in sugar-cane, which is grown to perfection, 12.5

tons of cane yielding a ton of sugar, the great ex-

port crop, and the basis of agricultural pros-

perity. The unoccupied land capable of produc-
ing sugar is measurable onI,y by the possibilities

of irrigation. Cotton is indigenous, and that
grown in the northern provinces is distinctive

(tree cotton), the plant often reacliing a height

of 20 feet and producing for 7 to 10 years, the

fibre ranging in color from pure white to dark
brown. This cotton is especially valued for mix-
ing with fine wool, to which it adds strength, lus-

tre, and protection against shrinkage. Its value
is greater than that of any other cotton except-

ing American sea island. The ordinary staple

grown in the coast valleys farther south is

adapted for spinning fine yarns. Extensive irri-

gation works both north and south are now be-

ing developed to enlarge the area of cotton cul-

ture, and the product is steadily increasing.

Rice and tobacco are important crops, and there
are several large establishments for the prepara-
tion of rice for market. Maize and alfalfa (lu-

cerne), vegetables, and fruits of all kinds are
cultivated in every valley. Grape culture is in-

creasing, and the production of wine is impor-
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tant. Olives are grown in the south, and there
are many profitable grazing farms in the coast
valleys. In the valleys and to some extent on the
plateaus of the Andean region wheat and barley
ripen, the potato is a very successful crop, and
the cultivation of cotfee is a growing industry.
The cultivation of the cacao-tree is especially
-uccessful in the valley of the Perene River in the
.Montana, where 200,000 trees were recently
added to the plantations. In 1901, 107 tons of
racao were exported. Over 1.500 tons of rubber
are annually shipped from the Jlontafla, whose
it her chief products are cinchona, dyes, and
medicinal substances, all the exports going down
the Amazon from Iquitos. The coca-tree thrives
lic^t near the Pacific, in the Department of La
l.ibertad, where in 1901 there were 2.700.000
trees, the exports being 610 tons of coca and 10.69
tons of cocaine.

JlA>rFACTURE.s. The manufacturing indus-
t ries have as yet little importance, though some
jaogress is being made. Five cotton factories
operate 1400 looms, but they supply only a small
part of the cotton cloths required. Beer, boots
and shoes, wine, clothing, furniture, watches,
^oap, lard, saddlery, olive oil. and cottonseed-oil
rake are among the other products, Callao and
its environs being the chief centre of production.
The Indians of the north make fine .straw hats,

\vhich enter the trade as Panama hats, thovigh
tlie name is properly applied only to the product
of Ecuadorian natives. Indians on the mountain
phiteaus make coarse woolen fabrics and earth-

II ware for local consumption: and a few coast
lowns produce filigiee and other fancy articles.

The quantity of petroleum refined is not large.

Owing to the small variety and quantity of home
manufactures, it is necessary to import a great
deal of machinery and wares of all kinds.

Commerce. Peru's business relations with for-

eign countries have been steadily increasing in

recent years. The following table shows the
progre,ssive growth in the value of international
commerce for six j'ears:

ported, Great Britain, the United States, and
Chile being the largest buyers. The distinctive
qualities of Peruvian cotton create a demand for
it in the leading woolen centres of this country
and Europe. Coffee exports are not expanding, be-
cause most of the plantations are on the Andes
slopes and transportation by mule train to the
railroads is very expensive.

The principal imports and exports in 1900, in
dollars, were:

IUP0BT8 1900
Cottona $1,806,285
Woolens 7-25.680
Other tissues 332.545
Furniture, etc 845,810
.Small wares, etc 5,884,075
Provisions, etc I,26t,.il5
Wines, etc 227 920
Drugs, etc !!.!..!!.!!.!..!!!!.!.! 485^770

1900

$8,475,275

EXPORTS
Ores
Sugar !...!!;;!!!!!;;;;!!!;!!!;;;;; 7,279.210
Wool l.tS3.365
Cotton 1.630.370
Coffee 327,155
Borax _ 283.185
Hides 542,790
Rice 319.515
Cocaine 580,890

The distribution of trade to the leading coun-
tries in 1900 was:

FKOM OE TO
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purchases from the United States were hardware,

maLhinery, brcadstuffs, and provisions.

Tbaxspobtatiox and C'ommuxications. For-

eign vessels call .it nearly cverj- port, but most

of tlie international trade is conducted through

the port of Callao. The vessels of over 50 tons

entering tliat port in 1901 numbered 531, of 755,-

461 tons; the clearances were 537 vessels, of 753,-

334 tons. There entered also 0.59 vessels under

50 tons, of 12.697 tons. About one-half of the

tonna-Tc of foreign vessels was Britisli. The
steamships of the Pacific Steam Navigation Com-
pany, on the route between Chile and San Fran-

cisco, call at nearh' all tlie Peruvian ports. Very
little freight is carried in domestic bottoms, the

merchant marine of the country in 1902 consist-

ing of only 1 .steamer of 19 tons, 29 sailing ves-

sels of 50 "tons, and 86 under 50 tons, the aggre-

gate tonnage being 10,629 tons.

Good wagon roads and bridges are among
Peru's greatest needs. Western Peru is still al-

most isolated from the Slontaua because the road
on which a vast sura has been spent to connect

Oroya, the termintis of the Central Railroad
with the Piehis Itiver. the head of navigation

leading to Iquitos_, is not yet in a satisfactory

condition. Freight between Oroya and the great

mining centre of Cerro de Pasco, 66 miles, is still

carried by llamas, horses, and mules.

Peru in 1902 had 1035 miles of railroad in

operation, of which 844 miles were worked by the
Peruvian Corporation, wliich manages all the
property turned over in liquidation of the nation-

al debt. Not only Lima, but also the larger in-

land towns are connected by rail with their

seaports, but the country needs brandies extend-
ing north and south to connect the Andean towns
with the routes to the sea and with one another.
Peru thus has numerous sections of a railroad
system, but, owing to the lack of branches be-

tween them, the railroads are as j'et wholly in-

adequate for the needs of the country. The great-
est railroads are the line fnmi Callao and Lima
across the ilaritime and Central Cordilleras to

Oroya, 136 miles long, with 63 tunnels, enor-
mous bridges, embankments, and cuttings, .and a
tunnel in the mountains at an altitude of 15.645
feet, the most elevated spot reached by any rail-

road in the world ; and the railroad between the
port of Mollendo and Puno on Lake Titicaca,
on which there is a connection by steamers with
ISolivia. The gross receipts in 190102 from rail-

roads and steamers amounted to .$2,,508.875; the
working expenses were .$1,619,135. The State
owns 1400 miles and the Peruvian Corporation
533 miles. There are 48 telegra])h offices, and in
1901 152.808 telegrams were sent. Electric
connnunieation witli the rest of the world is sup-
plied by the cables along the coast, with stations
at Payta. Callao, Lima, and Mollendo. There are
369 post-offices, which in 1900 carried 8.884,604
letters, etc.

Banking. The four commercial banks of Peru
are the Bank of Peru in London (paid up capital
and reserve fund. .$1,058,050) : the Italian Bank
(paid up capital and reserve fund. $362,388);
the International Bank of Peru (capital and re-
serve. .$362,388) ; and the Banco Popular (capi-
tal and reserve fund. .$362,388). The only sav-
ings bank had deposits in 1902 amounting to
over $750,000.

EnrcATiON. The municipalities maintain free
public schools; elementary education is com-

pulsory for both sexes. In 1898 there were 1544
primary schools, with 91,853 pupils. The num-
ber of teachers in the primary schools was 1991,

the cost of maintaining the schools being $241,-

790; 2168 pupils attended the high schools main-
tained bj* the Government at the capitals of the
departments. The University of San Marcos had
650 students, and faculties of jurisprudence, lit-

erature, medicine, political science, and theology.

There are also universities with very small at-

tendance at Arequipa, Cuzeo, and Trujillo. A
few high schools are under the direction of Euro-
pean teachers, and Lima has a school of mines
and civil engineering and a public librar.v.

Relikion. The religion of the State is Ro-
man Catholic, and the Constitution prohibits the
public exercise of anv other religion; practically,

however, there is considerable toleration, and Cal-

lao, Lima, and Cuzco have Protestant churches
and missionary schools. The non-Catholie popu-
lation probably does not number over 30,000.

Finance. The public revenue is chiefly de-

rived from the customs and the direct taxes
levied bv the departments and municipalities on
rent derived from real estate. Among the other
sources of revenue are the salt monopoly and the

postal and telegraph services. The revenue in

1901 amounted to $7,739,307: expenditures,
$7,208,626. In 1902 the expenditure was distrib-

uted as follows: Congress. .$213,485; ^Ministry of

Interior. $1,676,732; Foreign Affairs, $342,190;
Justice, $724,520; Finance. .$2,612,965; War and

|

Marine, $1,926,615; Public Works, .$.387,260;

total, $7,883,770.

Owing largely to her war with Chile, Peru was
enormously in debt, her bonds being held in Eng-
land to the amount of £31.579.080. Though the
two loans represented by this total were secured
by the guano deposits and the general resources

of the countrv. no interest was paid on the public

debt after 1876. and the arrears in 1889 amounted
to £22.998,651. In 1890 Peru was released from
all responsibility for the two loans, and all

the railroads and rights over guano deposits,

mines, and lands were ceded to the bondholders
for 66 years. The Government agreed to pay
.$400,000 annually to the Peruvian Corporation,
which was to carrv on railroad building. Dis-

putes as to the fulfillment of these conditions on
i)oth sides have not yet been settled. The inter-

nal and floating debt of Peru amount to £4,759.-

000. of which £2,660,645 bears interest at the

rate of I per cent, per annmn.
^loNEY, Weights, and Measures. Peru

adopted the sold standard in 1901. Both the

povuid .sterling and the national gidd coin, the

libra, which is of the .same standanl and weight,
are legal tender. Silver is legal tender up to

100 soles. The sol is worth 49 cents. Spani-h
standards of weight and measure are still in

use, though the Frencli metric system \\as estali-

lished by law in 1800, and is employed in the cus-

tom houses.

Population. There has been no census sine e

1876, when the number of the population was
given at 2.660.881. of whom about 13.8 per cent.

were white. 1.9 negroes. 57.6 Indian, 24.8 mixeil

bloods, and 1.9 Asiatic, chiefly Chinese. The Lima
Geographical .Society in 1896 estimated the popu-
lation at 4.609,999. The estimate is believed to he
excessive. To all appearances the population
is increa.sing very slowly, if at all. Immigration
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from Europe, which is promoted by the Periivian

Corporation, is verj' small.

The list of departments, with their capitals

and population (estimated in 1896), i^ given as

follows:

DEPABTMENTS

Piura ,

Cajaman-'a ,

AmazoDas
Loreto
La Libertad.....
Ancachs
Lima
Callao ,

Huancavelica.
Hu&iiuco ,

Junin
lea
Ajacucho
Cuzco ,

Puno
Arequipa
Moquegua
Apuriraac
Lambayeque...

Total 4.559,550

Population
1896
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a son of the great Huayna Capac, on llio tlirone of

the Incas. Leaving a garrison in the capital, lie

then marched west to the seacoast. with the in-

tention of building a town, from which he could

the )nore easily repel invasion from witliout, and

which should be the future capital of tlie king-

dom. Choosing the banks of llie river Kimac, he

founded, about six miles from its moutli, the

Viudml dc los Reiivx, 'City of tlie Kings.' 8ubse-

quentlv its name was changed to Lima, tlic modi-

tied form of the name of the river on which it

was placed. The Inca Manco succeeded in ef-

fecting his escape, and headed a formidable rising

of the natives. Gathering around Cuzco in im-

mense numbers, the natives laid siege to the citj-,

and set it on fire. The city was relieved by the

failure of provisions among the besiegers and the

departure of the Peruvians for their farms. The
advantages, many, though unimportant, which
the Inca gained in the course of this siege, were

his last triumiihs. He afterwards retired to the

mountains, where he soon after perished. More
forniidalilc, however, to Pi/arro tlian any rising

of the natives, was the quarrel between himself

and Almagro (q.v.), a soldier of generous dis-

position, but of fiery temper, who, after Pizarro,

held the highest rank among the conquerors.

Civil war ensued in which Almagro was defeated

and put to death. His followers, however,
plotted revenge, and in 1.541 Pizarro fell be-

neath their swords. The son of Almagro then
proclaimed himself Governor, but was soon de-

feated in battle and jiut to death. In 154ii a
council at Valladolid in Spain, called at the in-

stigation of the ecclesiastic Las Casas, who de-

plored the cruelties committed on the natives,

framed a code of laws, known as the 'New Laws
for the Indies,' for Jlexico and Peru, according to

which tlu' Indians who had been enslaved by the
Spaniards were virtually declared free men. It

was also enacted that the Indians were not to be
forced to labor in unhealthy localities, and
that whenever they were desired to work in

any particular locality they were to be fairly
paid. Blasco Nunez Vela, sent from Spain to

enforce the new laws, rendered himself luipopu-
lar, and was seized and sent back to Panama.
He had come from Spain aeeompanii'd bj' an
aiidirncia of four, who now imdeitook the gov-
ernment. Gonzalo Pizarro (q.v.) was induced to
declare himself Captain-(!eneral of Peru and
nuirched ujion Lima. He was too imwerful to
withstand, and the audiencia elected him Gov-
ernor as well as Captain-(iencral of the country.
Pizarro was overthrown by Pedro de la Gasca
and put to death in 1548.

A series of petty quarrels and the tiresome
story of the substitution of one ruling function-
ary for another make up a great part of the his-
tory of Peru during the next two centuries. The
coimtry became (me of tlie four viceroyalties of
Spanish America, and the Spanish authority was
fully established and administered by successive
viceroys. The Province of Quito was separated
from Peru in 1718, and in 178S considerable ter-
ritories in the south were detached and formed
info the Government of Buenos Ayres. At the
outbreak of the War of Independence in South
America. Sjiain. which had declined greatly in
internal strength, was distracted by the French
invasion and the dissensions of a rearency ; never-
theless in July, ISlfi, when the Viceroy Abaseal
turned over his ofliee to Don Joaquin de la

Pezuela, there was a Spanish army of 23,000 men
in Peru and all resistance had apparently been
stamped out in Chile, Upper Peru (Bolivia),

Quito, and New Granada, Buenos Ayres alone
maintaining her indejiendence. Peru was the

last of the Spanish South American posses-

sions to set up the standard of independence.

In August, 1820, an army under tJeneral San
Martin, one of the liberators of Chile, landed at

Lima, and, after a number of successes both on
sea and land, in which the patriots were efl'ec-

tively assisted by Lord Cochrane, General Miller,

and other English volunteers, the independence of

the country was proclaimed at Lima, July 28,

1821. San Jlartin assumed the protectorate of

the young Kepublic. By the spring of 1822 he
had forced the surrender of the last large body
of Spanish troops. At this juncture General
Bolivar (cj.v. ), Hushed with his successes in the
north, landed at Ciuayaquil. San Martin, recog-

nizing the dangers of rivalry, arranged a meeting
on July 2ti, 1822, the details of which were never
made public, but as a result of vvhicli San Mar-
tin resigned, and, a year later, retired to England.
A Congress was summoned, and on Eebruary 28,

1823, Don Jose de la Riva Agueio was installed

as the first President of Peru. Meanwhile the
scattered bands of Spanish royalists had man-
aged to collect in the south, around Cuzco, and
the agents of Bolivar succeeded in ])ersiiading the
Congress to depose Riva Aguero. On September
1, 1823, Bolivar landed at Callao and devoted
himself to organizing an army. On February
10, 1824, he was appointed supreme dictator by
the Congress. For a while the royalists under
Canterac made considerable headway, occupying
Callao Castle and forcing Bolivar to evacuate
Lima. The two armies met on the plains of

Junin, where a remarkable battle was fought
in which the Peruvian cavalry turned de-

feat into victory by repeated charges with their

lances. The Spaniards retired to Cuzco, where
the Viceroy, La Serna, concentrated his forces for

a final stand. On December 9th a battle was
fought at Ayacueho in \\liich the patriots, under
General Sucre, were completely successful, and
the Spanish officials and generals, with over three
thousand soldiers, surrendered. The guerrilla

fighting continued for a while in the north, where
General Olafiate stubbornly held out until shot
by his own troops in April, 182.5. In 1826 the

Spaniards evacuated Callao and the war was
at an end. Bolivar, on February 10, 1825,

resigned the dictatorship, but was immediately
reappointed, and remained in control of the

Government until March, 1827, when he re-

turned to Colombia with his soldiers. On
June 4, 1827, a congress met and framed a pro-

visional Constitution, adopted in 1828. Cieneral

Lamar was elected President. Lamar promptly
forced a quarrel with Bolivar, who declared war
and defeated him, enforcing a money indemnity
and the surrender of Guayaquil. The liistory

of the next thirty-five years is the record of

repeated changes in Government, one man after

another gaining a personal ascendency, lasting

a few days or years, until some rival took ad-

vantage of his mistakes to supplant him. Withal,
the state of the country gradually improved,
commercially, socially, and intellectually, but
with few events of especial interest or impor-
tance.

In April, 1864, a Spanish squadron seized the

I
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Chincha Islands in reparation for injuries sus-

tained by Spanish subjects. President Pezet was
unwilling to risk a war with Spain, and a treaty

of peace was signed in January, I8G0. The
action of the President aroused bitter opposition

in the countrj'; he was declared a traitor by the

Assembly, and in February a revolution broke

out which ended in the overthrow of Pezet and
the proclamation of Mariano Ignacio Prado as

dictator (November 2G, 1805). An alliance

against Spain was concluded with Chile, Ecua-

dor, and ISolivi' war being declared in January,

1866. On May 2, 1866, a Spanish fleet bom-
barded Callao, but was compelled to withdraw.
This marked the termination of hostilities. In

1879 Peru as the ally of Bolivia became involved

in war with Chile. '{See Bolivia; Chile.) In

October, 1879, the Peruvian man-of-war Hiiascar

was captured by the Chilean fleet, and on Novem-
ber 19th the forces of Bolivia and Peru were

overwhelmed at Dolores. A Chilean army under
General Baquedano captured ^Moquegua and
Tacna, two important cities in Southern Peru,

in March and May, 1880. Early in June the same
general carried the almost impregnable strong-

hold of Arica by storm, thus gaining possession

of the whole of Southern Peru. In the meantime
the Chilean fleet was blockading or pillaging the

Northern Peruvian seaports. The Peruvians re-

fusing to accede to the terms for peace dictated

by Chile, Baquedano organized an expedition

against Lima. This expedition started in Novem-
ber, by water, and landed at Pisco and Curayaco,
about 200 miles south of Lima. With an army
30.000 strong, the Chilean general marched on
the capital, spreading devastation along tlie way.
The Peruvians were defeated at Chorillos on
January 13, 1881. and at Miraflores on .January

loth, and on .January 17th the Chileans made
their entry into Lima. Capt. Patrick Lynch, the

leader in a raid which had devastated the north-

ern coast towns, was appointed Chilean comman-
dant of the town. After the fall of Lima desultory

fighting continued until a treaty of ])eace was
concluded. October 20. 1883. Peru ceded to Chile

the District of Tarapaca and the Territories of

Tacna and Arica for a t«?rm of ten years; the

people of these territories to decide by jjopular

vote wliether they wished to return to Peru or to

remain under Chilean rule. This term was further

extended, Chile apparently distrusting the result

of the plebiscite, and the territory has become
practically Chilean. The war left Peru in a

shattered and bankrupt condition, from which it

has very slowly recovered. Boundary disputes.' es-

pecially with Chile, have arisen periodically to

threaten the peace relations.
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PERU'. A city in Lasalle County, HI., about

60 miles north-northeast of Peoria; at the head

of navigation on the Illinois River, on the Illi-

nois and Jlichigan Canal, and on the Chicago,

Rock Island and Pacific Railroad (Map: Illinois,

C 2). Picturesquely situated, it has a public

square and public parks, and is the seat of Saint

Bede College (Roman Catholic), opened in 1891.

Among the prominent buildings are Turner

Hall and the Masonic Building. There are four

bridges here, including a fine railroad bridge.

Peru is the centre of valuable bituminous coal

fields and of extensive deposits of cement rock

and white sand rock. Its industrial establish-

ments include large zinc-rolling mills and fur-

naces, a foundry and machine shop, scale works,

plow and wheel works, clock works, breweries,

grain elevators, nickeloid works, a planing mill,

and fertilizer works. The government is admin-

istered under a charter of 1890, by a mayor
elected every two years, and a council. The
water-works and the electric light plant are

owned and operated by the municipality. Peru
was first settled in 1827 and laid out in 1834.

In 1852 it was chartered as a city. For the

archaeologist, the vicinity presents much interest,

as there are relics of the Mound Builders. Popu-

lation, in 1890, 5550; in 1900, 6863.

PERU. A city and the county-scat of Miami
County, Ind., 75 miles north of Indianapolis; on

the Wabash River, and on the Wabash, the Lake
Erie and Western, and the Cincinnati, Richmond
and iluncie railroads (Map: Indiana, C 21. Five

bridges span the river at this point. The city

has a public library, the Wabash Railroad Hos-

pital, a sanatorium, and Boyd Park. It de-

rives considerable trade from the tributary coun-

try, which is largely agricultural. There are

railroad shops of the Erie, and of the Cincinnati,

Richmond and Muncie. Ciirluin works, woolen
mills, basket factory, bagging mills, glass works,

steel works, a cabinet factory, wagon shops, a

candy factory, etc. Peru, inc(uporated in 1848,

is now governed under a charter of 1868 which

provides for a mayor, elected biennially, and a

council. There are municipal water-works and a

municipal electric light plant. Population, in

1890. 7028: in 1900. 8463.

PERU BALSAM. See Balsam.
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PERUGIA, pa-iuU'ja. The cai)it:il of the

Province of Perugia, Italy, situated on pictur-

esijue liills between the Tiber and Lugo Trasi-

iiicno. at an altitude of 1700 feet above the sea,

103 miles by rail southeast of Florence, and the

same distance uortli of Rome (Ma]>: Italy, G 4).

Its situation is beautiful, otfering delightful

views (if the Umbrian and Foligno valleys, and of

the Tiiier and the Apennines. Us media'val ap-

pearance also is attractive and interesting. It

has many striking ediliccs dating from its glo-

ri(ms days at the beginning of the Kenaissance
period, and num.erous art treasures, but is not
nearly so much frequented as Orvieto and Siena,

with their famous cathedrals.

Perugia is irregularly laid out. Many of its sub-

structures belong to the ancient Etruscan town.
It possesses ample squares and pleasant grounds.

The unliiiishcd Gothic Cathedral of San Lorenzo

is not very striking, although of the Renaissance
period. The most valualile of its varied contents

is Signorelli's "lladonna with .John the Baptist."

Its library possesses ancient and costly manu-
scripts. The Oratorio di San Bcmadino has a
multi-colored early Renaissance fagade. The San
Donienico is a tine Gothic church which has been
attributed to Giovanni Pisano. It was rebuilt in

ll>14. and contains the elaborate and celebrated
momimcnt to Benedict XI. The Basilica San
Pietro de' Cassinensi in the vicinity is also nota-
ble. It was constructed aliout 1000. It contains
noteworthy pictures by Perugino, Caravaggio, and
others, and has rich choir stalls in walnut. The
notable old secular edifices of Perugia include
the fine C'ollegio del C'ambio. with its celebrated
mural |)aintings of the Chief Virtues by Perugino
—his finest fresco—and other artistic features,
all in the best Renaissance. The innnense Pa-
lazzo del Municipio, dating from 1281, is in Ital-

ian Gotliic witli two facades. It has been latterly
restored, and is elaborately embellished with an-
cient sculptures, etc. Under its roof are the
N'animcci picture gallery (nuinicipal) , a valuable
collection of ancient Inibrian works taken from
suppressed religious instit\itions, and the public
library, with over 30,000 vohnnes and some rare
media'val manuscripts.
The finest section of the picture gallery is the

Sala did Pinturicehio. with examples by Perugino
and Pinturicehio. The College of San Severo is

a notable ancient building, formeily a cloister.
Here Raphael, who had been a pupil of Perugino,
painted his first fresco in l.")05. It is now in a
S])oiled condition. Among the attractive modern
buildings are the arcaded Prefettura. In the
centre of the modern city is a fine bronze eques-
trian statue of Victor Emmanuel II. Perugia
has also a bronze statue of .Tulius III., a monu-
ment to Garibaldi, and a monument to the sol-
diers who fell for freedom in 18.59. There are,
besides, the beautiful Maggiore fountain, dating
from the close of the thirteenth century and bear-
ing reliefs by Nicola and Giovanni Pisano; the
striking Roman Arch of Augustus, constructed in
the third century of our era, and still one of the
gateways of the city; and the house where Peru-
gino dwelt.
The famous 'free' University of Perugia, found-

ed in 1320, is now in a state of decline. It had,
in moi, two faculties, 26 teachers, and 320 .stu-
dents. Its library possesses 20,000 volumes. In
addition there may be mentioned an Art History
collection and a Botanic Garden, and the valua-

ble university collection of Etruscan, Roman, and
mediipval antiquities. There are in the city

a lyceum, a gymnasium, a technical school, a
seminary, an academy of fine arts, and on cci-

nomic-agrarian institution, A large orphan
asj-lum is the chief of its benevolent institutions.

There are factories of silk goods, velvet, and spir-

its. In the commerce figure chielly grain, wine,

and oil. Three miles southeast of the city lies

the Etru.scan necropolis of Perugia, discovered
in 184(1. with remarkable tombs including the

sepulchre of the Volumnii. Pop*lation in 1901,

61,385.

Perugia (anciently called Perusia) was one of

the twelve important Etruscan League cities. It

became Roman in B.C. 309. In B.C. 41-40 it was
unsuccessfully held by the partisans of Antonius
against Octavius (Perusian War). It was de-

stroyed by Octavius and then rebuilt b_y him. It

was again destroyed by Totil.a after a siege of

seven years. Early in the Middle Ages it fell

under the dominion of the popes, but it after-

wards enjoyed a long period of independence, and
at the close of the Middle Ages ruled Umbria.
About the middle of the sixteenth centurj' it was
incorporated in the Papal States. It passed to

the Sardinians in 1860 and became a part of the
new Kingdom of Italy. Consult: Symonds and
Gordon. The Hlory of Perugia (London, 1898) ;

Cruickshank, The Umbrian Toicns (ib., 1901).

PERUGIA, Lake of. A lake in Italy. See
TR.\SiIME.\0, L.'VGO.

PERUGINO, pu'roo-je'n6, Pietro, properly
Pietro Vannucci (1446-1523). An Italian

painter, one of the chief masters of the Umbrian
Schools during the earlier Renaissance. Born at

CittA della Pieve, a mountain town near Perugia,
in 1446, Perugino was the natural heir of the
traditions of the Umbrian School, the leading note

of which was the atmosphere of sentiment and
mystic poetry, which found its best expression in

the portrayal of tlie ideals of devotional art. In
1455 he was apprenticed to a Perugian artist,

probably Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, whose influence is

manifest in his work. Benedetto Buonfiglio and
Niccolo da Foligno have likewise been credited

with his tutelage. Acciu'ding to Vasari, Perugino
completed his studies under Verrocchio at Flor-

ence, but this seems unlikely in view of the severe
tactile tendencies of Verrocchio's art and the un-
varying Umbrian characteristics exhibited in Pe-
rugino's work. His first public commission was
received in 1475 and related to the execution of
certain frescoes for the Palazzo Communale in

Perugia. From this time his rise was rapid, and
when, in 1480, Sixtus IV. gathered together the
best artistic talent in Tuscany and Umbria to
emliellish his newly completed chapel with fresco,

although the company included such men as Ros-
selli,Ghirlandajo, and Botticelli, the major works
were assisned to Perugino. The most important
of these Sistine creations is the '"Delivery of the
Keys to St. Peter," a work showing great breadth
of treatment, and peculiarly typical of his meth-
ods of bringing out the effects of space and atmo-
sphere. The accurate knowledge of perspective,
the feeling for the true values of distance, and the

balancing and relation of these values make the
work of Perugino peculiarly significant in view
of the fact that these very elements of space
composition were fundamental in the works of his
pupil Raphael.
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Pcnigino led a wandering life, but after 1.502

he worked mostly in Florence, where he married
and purchased a house, while retaining his citi-

zenship in Perugia. In 1450 Perugino finished

the decoration of the Sala del Cambio. Peru-
gia, with frescoes allegorical of "Fortitude,"
"Temperance," ".Justice, ' and "Prudence," and
sacred subjects like "God, the Father." the "Na-

tivity," and "Transfiguration." This work marks
the height of his art. The "Marriaffe of the Vir-

gin," now in the museum at Caen, belongs to this

time. Painted for the cathedral at Perugia, it

was the model of Raphael's production of the

same subject. The most remarkable of Peru-

gino's mural paintings, excepting those noted
above, are the fresco of "Crucifixion," .Santa

Alaria Maddalena, Florence (1492-1490), those

at Citta della Pieve, Panicale, Spello, and Trevi.

Among the altar pieces may be selected "Virgin

Enthroned" ( 1490). in the Vatican; the "Annun-
ciation," Fano ( 1487 ) ; "Crucifixion," "(Jethse-

mane," and "Assumption" ( 1.500 ) , from Vallom-
brosa. now in the Florence Academy; "The Vision

of Saint Bernard." at Munich ; the triptych

painted for the Certosa, near Pavia, now in the

National Gallery, London. His beads of "Two
Monks of Vallombrosa" (Florence Academy) show
him as a portraitist of high ability. His later pic-

tures, of which he produced large numbers, show
decline. The artist's last work, the "Nativity"

(1522) from Fontignano, is now in the South
Kensington Museum. He died of the plague at

Castello di Fontignano in 1523.

Consult: Mezzanotte. Della vita e delle opere

di Pietro Yannucci (Perugia, 1836) ; Jubinal,

Perugin, sa vie et ses ceuvres (Saint Germain,

1867) ; Braghirolli. yoiizie e dociimenti inedili

intorno a Pietro Vaymucei detto il Perugino (Pe-

rugia, 1874) ; Caletti. Lo stile di Perugino (Bo-

logna. 1887); Williamson. Perugino (London,

1900).

PERUVIAN ANTIQUITIES. The social

structure of Peru was not unlike that of the

more primitive tribes to the north. There was

a head chief or Inca, who had an advisory coun-

cil elected by the various clans or gentes of the

people. The' office of Inca was hereditary in the

female line.

The religion was based upon the worship of the

sun as the supreme god, who according to the

Peruvians had three sons: Kon or Viracocha,

Pachacamac, and JIanco Capac, the last the

founder of the Incan Empire. It is, however,

probalile tliat the mvths of Viracocha and Pacha-

camac antedate the I'ncas. Legend says that Vira-

cocha (ij.v.) signifies Foam of the Lake or Sea.

One day he arose out of the waters of Lake Titi-

caca and created the sun. moon, and stars. He
made stone statues, and. putting life into them,

connnanded them to follow him to Cuzco. After

setting AUca Vica, the ancestor of the Ineas,

over them he disappeared in the water.

Pachacamac signifies 'He who animates the

universe.' He was regarded as the being who
created and ruled the world. In the valley of

Rimac a vast temple was erected to this invisible

god.

Next to the sun the Incas worshiped the moon,

his sister and consort. Cuycha. the rainbow.

Avas venerated as the servant of the sun and

moon ; Chasca. the planet Venus, as the page of the

sun. The Pleiades were the next most venerated.

Fire was worshiped as coming from the sun, and
thunder as his servant. After these were many
minor deities and cunopas, which last correspond

to the Lares and Penates of the Romans. Tlie

bloody rites so frequent in Mexico and Yucatan
were unknown in Peru.
The Peruvians believed in the existence of the

soul after death, and also in the resurrection of

the body. The good were to live a life of luxury
and case; the wicked must expiate their crimes

by ages of wearisome labor.

The Empire of the Incas was a perfect the-

ocracy. The reigning Inca was not merely the

representative of divinity; he was divinity itself,

the law, and the lawgiver, the violation of

whose ordinance was sacrilege. The Inca ap-

pointed the chief priest, who in turn nominated
all his subordinates. All the higher offices were
filled by members of the Inca family. Tlie vir-

gins of the sun were young maidens dedicated to

the service of the deity. They dwelt in convents

under the charge of elderly matrons. These holy

virgins were occupied in weaving the fine wool
of the vicuna into garments for the Inca and
hangings for the temples. In the houses of the

virgins of the sun at Cuzco all the inmates, said

to number 1500, were of royal blood. These vir-

gins of the sun were brides of the Inca, and at

marriageable age the most beautiful were trans-

ferred to the royal seraglio. The great nobles

were also allowed a plurality of wives. At an
appointed day of each year all those of marriage-

able age were called together in the great squares,

throughout the Empire. The marriage ceremony
consisted in joining the hands of the couples to

be united. The Inca performed this ceremony for

his o\vn kindred, pronouncing them man and wife.

His curacas performed a like office for those of

inferior rank. Land was allotted to the newly

wedded pair for their maintenance, and a dwell-

ing was built at the charge of the district.

The land was parceled out to the various clans

by whom it was owned in common, and under

the wise system of administration everyone not

incapacitated by age or other infirmity was
obliged to be a producer. Agriculture was the

basis of prosperity and was carried on carefully

and thoroughly, with division of labor, irrigation,'

manuring, and terracing of rocky slopes, to make
every tillable acre yield its full return. Their

chief crops were maize, potatoes, yucca, quinoa,

and cotton. Much attention was given to irriga-

tion, aqueducts and canals crossing the low lands

in all directions like a vast network. Dogs were

kept as elsewhere, besides monkeys, birds, and
guinea pigs, and the llama had been domesticated

as a beast of burden and for its hair, from which,

as well as from native cotton, were spun and
woven the fabrics in common use.

Peruvian architectural structures composed of

stone were characterized by simplicity, sym-

metry, and solidity. These stones, often huge

boulders, were put together without mortar, but

so exactly cut and fitted to each other that the

blade of "a penknife could not be forced between

them. The Peruvians excelled as road-builders.

Remains of many of these roads exist, the most

important ones extended from Quito to Cuzco. and.

diverging, continued in a southerly direction. Tn

places galleries were cut. for miles, through solid

rock, rivers crossed by swinging bridges, and
ravines filled up with solid masonry. It is esti-

mated that some of these roads, which were used
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, . . „ . -^jy purposes, were from

; . len^h.
.^.o of textile fabrics the Peru-

vian^ rivaled among ancient peoples,

being
,

i ^vith every style of weaving

knonn to^iay. Ek>me of their tapestry, in the ex-

cellence and" finish of the weaving and beauty of

the colors and desi^nis. has probably never been

excelled. They showed a degree of skill in other

mechanical arts similar to that displayed in their

manufacture of cloth. They have left behind

them many remarkable evidences of their knowl-

edge in working metals. They were familiar with

the processes of smelting, easting in molds, ham-
mering, and soldering. Tools and various objects

of bronze were in use. In the ancient tombs have

been found many elegant and curious objects of

gold and silver, vases, cups, bracelets, collars, and
personal ornaments. Emeralds they possessed in

considerable quantity and these they cut with
great skill. In the manufacture of pottery they

attained to a high degree of excellence. JIany

of these vessels are beautiful in outline. Often

they represent the human form or that of some
familiar object or animal, and in the firing and
decoration they show an advanced stage in the

potter's art.

In music they had reached considerable profi-

ciency, judging by the number and variety of the

musical instruments left behind them. Among
these are Pan-pipes, flutes of cane and bone, clay
trumpets, trumpets of shell, bells of bronze and
copper, and a great variety of whistles, capable
of yielding a scale of several tones. It does not
ap{>ear that they ever reached the more advanced
stage of stringed instruments. Of the character
of their vocal music we know nothing.
They had considerable knowledge of medi-

cine and surgery, employing bleeding and purg-
ing. In astronomy they had made some prog-
ress, dividing the year into twelve lunar months.
They also had weeks, but of how many days is

uncertain. As their lunar year would necessarily
fall short of the true time, they corrected their
calendar by solar observations made by means of
columns raised on the high lands at Cuzco. These
ser\-ed them for taking azimuths, and by meas-
"uring their shadows they ascertained the exact
times of the solstices. The period of the equi-
noxes was determined by the help of a solitary
pillar.

The ancient Peruvians, having no written lan-
guage, made use of the Qiiipu. a device consist-
ing of a main cord with others of different colors
depending from it like a fringe. Each color de-
noted some object or abstract idea. Quipu signi-
fies a knot. Knots tied in the depending cords
served as ciphers, and by tying them at different
distances from the main cord and from each
other, they could be made to represent numbers
to any amount required. These knotted cords
were also used as mnemonic aids. There was also
a considerable body of song, legend, and drama
handed down by oral tradition. Among these
the drama of Ollanta, committed to writing soon
after the Conquest, has been translated into
several languages.

The burial customs varied in different parts of
the country. Believing in the resurrection of the
body, the same care was everywhere exercised to
preserve it. The mummies, or more strictlv
speaking the desiccated bodies of the dead, owe
their preservation to the exceedingly dry and

rarefied atmosphere of the mountains or the dry
nitrous sand of the coast regions. In prepariu,-

the body for the grave, it was c-ommonly plactJ

in a sitting posture, with the knees drawn up aiii

the chin and hands resting upon them. In the-

extreme northwestern part of Peru the body wa-
buried in an extended position. The mummied
of the better class were often covered with wrap-
pings of fine cotton cloth; over this were ponchos
and blankets made of the wool of the alpaca and
vicufla. With them were placed vases of elegant

design, and often objects of gold and silver. The
cerements of the poor are scanty and mean, and
the objects buried with them of inferior quality.

Food was always placed with the dead, and gen-

erally the objects most prized in life. The last

resting place varied with the locality. In some
places vast mounds, penetrated by galleries, were
raised over the dead. In others mummies are

found in little vaults or chambers of adobe, roofed
with sticks or canes, often containing four or five

bodies. In the Callao and parts of Bolivia the
burials were in stone chulpas or burial towers.

Scattered over the country are extensive ruins
of ancient temples, convents, palaces, and burial

places, many of which undoubtedly long antedate
the Incan Empire.
The ruins of the so-called temple, convent, and

palace at Tiahuanaco. near the southern extrem-
ity of Lake Titicaca, in Bolivia, are good exam-
ples of pre-Inean remains. Although but few
stones of the structures are in position, enough
remain to show their character and size. In
these buildings copper clamps were used to hold
the stones in position. The temple was rectangu-

lar in form. 44.5 by 3S3 feet. Here also is the
famous monolithic doorway. The stone is 13 feet

5 inches long. 7 feet 2 inches high, and 18 inches

thick. Through this is cut the doorway, 4 feet

6 inches high and 2 feet 9 inches wide. Scattered
about the ruins are blocks of sandstone, trachyte,

and basalt, many of them symmetrically cut and
elegantly decorated. When Tiahuanaco was first

visited by Europeans these structures had been
in ruins for such a length of time that even na-

tive traditions were silent as to their builders.

At Pachacamac (q.v. ) the Incas erected a
magnificent Temple of the Sun. a House of the
Virgins of the Sun, and a temple to Pachacamac
The temple was rifled of a vast amount of gold
and silver by the Spaniards.
On the islands of Titicaca and Coati, in Lake

Titicaca. are a number of famous ruins. The isl-

and of Titicaca was dedicated to the sun. and was
the sacred island of Peru. Its most notable ruins

are those of the Palace of the Incas. the Store-

house of the Sun. and the Bath or Fountain of
the Incas. The Temple, a stone building 51 by
44 feet, and two stories high, is in a fair state of

preservation. The walls were covered inside and
out with stuc-co. and painted, as may be seen by
patches still remaining on the stones. The large

stone edifice called the Store-house by the early
chroniclers gained its title from the darkness of
its small rooms and connecting passages, which

precluded the idea that it had been used as a
habitation. The Bath or Fountain has suffered

but little from time. It is a pool 40 by 100 feet,

and 5 feet deep, paved with worked stones and fed

by four streams of water from openings cut in

the stone.
On the island of Coati (dedicated to the moon)

are two groups of ruins. The principal of these^
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the Palace of the Virgins of the Sun, is in a fair

state of preservation. It is rectangular in fonn,
183 feet long by 80 broad. The structure, built of

roughly cut stones, was two stories high. The
first story is divided into thirty-five apartments
of various sizes. The floors of the upper rooms,
which were probably of wood, have disappeared.
The second group consists of stone buildings with
narrow passages between them. These and simi-

lar buildings on Titicaca are believed to have
been used for ceremonies through which pilgrims
were obliged to pass before visiting the sacred
shrines.

At Cuzco the Temple of the Sun was said to

have been the most imposing edifice in all Peru.
Existing remains confirm the accounts of the
early chroniclers. Surrounding the Temple were
other buildings, dedicated to the !Moon, Venus,
the Pleiades, the Thunder and Lightning, and the
Rainbow.

Among the other notable ruins of Peru may he
mentioned those of the ancient city of Chimu,
consisting of a labyrinth of ruined walls, dwell-
ings and other structures, and gigantic huacas,

or burial places; Sillustani with its chulpas or
stone burial towers and sun-circle; the great for-

tress in the valley of Caiiete, near Lima ; those of

Hervai. in the valley of Huarcu (also near
Lima ) . including a temple said to have been dedi-

cated to the oracle-deity, Eimac; the rock tombs
of Ollantaytambo, these tombs being excavations,
natural or artificial, in the face of a high clifT,

within which the dead were placed and walled up
with stones, stuccoed over and painted. Here
also are the ancient porphyry quarries, and the
remains of numerous Inca walls and structures.

Consult: Eaimondi, El Peru (Lima, 1874-

1902) ; Paz Soldan, Diccioiiario geoqrdfico-esfa-

distico del Peril (ib., 1879); Markiiam. Cuzko
and Lima (London, 18.58) ; id., trans.. Travels of
Cieza de Leon (ib., 1864) ; id., Peru (ib., 1881) ;

Squier, Obseriatiotts on the Geography and
Arehwology of Peru (New York, 1870) ; id., Trav-
els and Exploration in the Land of the Incas
(Xew York, 1877); Chfrot, Le Perou (Paris,

1876); Wiener, Perou et Bolivie (ib., 1880);
Bates, Central and South America (London.
1882); Middendorf. Peru: Beohachtungen und
Studien, etc. (Berlin, 1893) ; Haenke, Descrip-

ci6n del Peru (Lima, 1901) : and the writings of

Tschudi. For the historj": Garcilaso de la Vega,
Royal Commentaries of Peru, trans, by Markham
(London, 1800) ; Prescott. History of the Con-
quest of Peru (Philadelphia, 1868) ; Mark-
ham. The War Between Peru and Chili. 1S79-S1
(London. 1883); id., A History of Peru (ib.,

1892 I

.

PERUVIAN ARCHEOLOGY. The Span-
ish Conquest came at the height of the power of

the Incas in Peru. This people was of Quicliua

stock and they had conquered the tribes of the

present coimtry as well as those of Bolivia. Ecua-
dor, and Chile, and had subjected them to their

remarkable organization. The Incas. at their be-

ginning a clan of the A.^Tiiara, had their ancestral

seats on the shores of Titicaca. where they built

a number of cities, the greatest of which was
Tiahuanaeo. Comparatively few in number, they

moved north and settled in the valley of Huilca-

niayo. After taking Cuzco. the home of an ear-

lier culture, they grew more powerful, and began
their conquest about the year 1200. At first stone-

worshipers, they later became sun-worshipers,
and fixed this cult upon the people whom they
subjugated. The success of the Incas was due
to their despotic commune, by which the_v fixed
the people to the soil, and in return for the regu-
lated labor of all insured the well-being of each.

The organization consisted of a priest-king, a
council, hierarchy, rulers of districts, and grades
of officials. The growth of Inca power occupied
about three centuries, and since their history is

somewhat well kno\vn they occupy a dispropor-
tionate station among the peoples of Peru. It is

known that other civilizations preceded that of

the Incas to which they merely superadded their
peculiar organization.

There are three well-marked races in Peru,
wliich are associated with three civilizations. Of
these tlie Kechua or Quichua (q.v. ) occupied the

region from tlie river Andasmaj-o, above Quito, to

the Rio JIaure iii Chile, except a narrow area ex-

tending from the basin of Lake Titicaca to the
coast. They were an inland people, living in the
high mountain valleys, the basin of Titicaca. the
C'ollao, and on the eastern slopes of the Andes,
above the forested zone, from which they were
excluded by the wild tribes. The Ayniara (q.v. ),

who preponderate among the existing Indians of
Peru, are of Quichuan stock. A second civiliza-

tion displaced by the Incas is that of the Quito
Kingdom of Ecuador, which was the northernmost
extent of the Inca dominion, and whose inhab-
itants were the Cara of early writers. A third

civilization was that of the Muchik, called Yunga
by the Incas and Chimu by the Spaniards, of

which Pachacamac (q.v.) was an important city.

The Chimu kingdom extended from the Clulf of

Guayaquil south to Callao. the port of Lima;
also south of this was tlie domain of another re-

lated people and eirilization.

It seems probable that the oldest civilization

in Peru existed in the C'ollao south of Lake
Titicaca, where are found the rude stone circles

and dolmens of Sillustani. which resemble the
monuments of Northern Europe. (See JIega-

LiTiric iloxustEXTS. ) It is thought by some
writers that the authors of the highland culture

came from the south, settling in the Colliio. hunt-

ing the huanaco and practicing rude agriculture,

and spreading into the basin of Titicaca. which
has a prominent place in Peruvian origin myths.
Thence they spread tliroughout the mountain
region, having domesticated the llama and occu-

pying the lower valleys for the purpose of raising

maize. In the highland region are foimd the

numerous evidences of Quicliua greatness; the

stupendous and elaborate ruins of Tiahuanaeo
(q.v.) and Pumapungu : the tombs of Sipa in

the Santa Valley, formed out of cubical blocks

of stone: Huanaco. where is a temple of five sto-

ries of rooms an<l corridors close against a moun-
tain wall, and built of great blocks of carefully

dressed stone laid in mortar, and adorned with

st.atucs: the statues of Chavin. like those of San
Augustin in Colombia ; the remarkable square or

round chulpa or burial towers, found about
I'mayo Lake, in the CoUao. and in Bolivia.

Quichua arcliitecturc is expressed in massive
stone furnished by the environment, and grades

from the rude monolithic structures of the Collao

to the finely constructed and finished Temple of

the Sun at Cuzco, at the best period. In plan
the buildings were rectangular, inclosing rooms,

or with rooms surrounding a court. There were
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few external openings, except the doors, so that

the walls liad a blank appearance, unrelieved

«iUi sculpture or ornament. The door jambs

lean toward each other so that the threshold is

wider than the lintel. This feature is invariable

in Inca architecture. The non-use of the arch

and the lack of timber did not prevent the erec-

tion of buildings of more than one story. The
pitched roofs were probably of cane, thatched with

reeds and grass. The houses of the people were
flimsy structures that have not survived. In many
places rock masses have been modified in a re-

markable manner, the most common form being

the so-called .seats, which are single or in tiers.

No obstacles seem to have balked the highland

Peruvians; with their bruising tools of stone they

shaped granite hills, tunneling, cutting steps,

platforms, fountains, or tombs as they saw fit ; at

this day it is difficult to see the purpose of many
of their works. One of the moSt com|)licated of

these sculptures, thought to be a hygrometric ob-

ser\'atory, is found at Quenco, near Cuzco. On
the same grand scale are the reservoirs, baths,

fountains, and aqueducts; the terraced fields,

called andcius, covering the mount^iin sides;

bridges, roads, and road inns or tnmhos; for-

tresses, prisons; sun dials, rock tombs, and chulim
tombs, whi<h prevail in the track of the ancient

highland civilization. On the objects connected
with daily life, rather than in architectural deco-

ration, this iieople lavished the art of the metal-

worker, potter, and weaver, producing many de-

signs expressive of a luxuriant fancy, but rarely

showing a sense of the beautiful.

The coast peoples, the principal of which were
the Yungas, occupied the hot valleys near the Pa-
cific. Their country extended from the Gulf of

Guayaquil south to .Callao. but south of this was
another related people in the same culture plane.

They had solved the problems of the arid region by
dividing the channels of the rivers and by other
irrigation works, some of which are in use to this

day by Peruvian planters. Guano, brought from
the islands, was used to fertilize their fields, a
practice which the Incas adopted from them.
They also had boats of reeds provided with sails,

and made in them considerable voyages along the
coast. The highland people had such boats on
Lake Titicaca, and it is believed that they were
derived from the coast tribes. The coast civiliza-

tion was ancient, and had begim to fade away
long before the Incas became prominent on the
highland. The last political organization of the
coast was the Chiiiiu kingdom, whose capital was
Chanehan. or Gran Chinui. near Trujillo, the
ruins of whose principal buildings cover about 250
acres, but the remains of other works thickly
cover a plain six by twelve miles in extent. This
city, which may be taken as typical of the coast
culture, was laid out in the form of a long paral-
lelogram, extending inland from the sea. The ma-
terial used for construction is adobe formed in
large blocks: stone is used sparingly in minor
details. This, it will be observed, is earthquake
construction, the coast suflcring from violent
earth movements. The city was divided into
squares by cross streets; large buildings of laby-
rinthine plan, with a court and numerous room's,
the whole structure having a single entrance, oc-
cupied many of the squares; others were occupied
by great palaces. Excavations have shown that
the inclosed labyrinths or wards were the quar-
ters of the artificers of Chimu and were in effect

fortresses, probably each assigned to a different

trade. The walls of Chimu have broad founda-
tions of stone, the superstructure of adolie bricks,

the walls narrowing toward the top. Decoration
was by frescoes, rustic work, or by laying the
adobes in checker, lattice, or arabesque patterns.

The roofs were of cane, and a few beams of alga-

roba wood have been found in the ceilings of

chambers.
On the plain of Chimu may be seen the em-

bankment of the aqueduct supplying the city with
water, its terminals leading to the fields and into

the city. Sunken gardens made by clearing away
the soil down to the moist layer are numerous.
The most prominent landmarks on the plain are
the three pyramidal cemeteries. These are cellu-

lar structures built of adobe and stone. The
largest covers an area 580 feet square, or eight
acres, and is 150 feet high.

In material civilization the Peruvians stand
first among the aborigines of this hemisphere, but

in intellectual progress they fall below the Mex-
icans, especially in the lack of writing, of which
the qiiipiis of knotted cords of different color

poorly took the place. They had some knowledge
of astronomy and metrology' ; the balance, it ap-

pears, was used. Their surgical knowledge is

shown by the successful tre])hining practiced.

Artificial deformation of the skull was exten-
sively practiced. The people weie of low stature

(1600 cm.. 5 feet .3 inches), thickset and strong,

not differing in this respect from the present Pe-

ruvian Indians.
Consult: Tschudi, Travels in Peru (Eug-

trans.. N'ew York. 1S40) ; Salcaniahuya. An Ac-
rriunl of the Anli(]iiit ics of Peru (London, 187.3) ;

Wiener. Perou ef Boliiie (Paris. 1874) : Squier,

Feni{ib., 1877) ; Reiss and Stiibel, Das Tolenfeld
ton Ancoii in Peru (Berlin, 1880-1887); Brinton,

The American Race (Xew Y'ork, 1891) ; Mark-
ham, Ck^co (London, 1856) ; id., Xarratire of
the Rites and Laws of the Incas (ib., 1873);
id., A Bistan/ of Peru (Chicago, 1892) ; Winsor,
yarrative anil Critical Histori/. vols. i. and ii.

;

Stiiliel and Uhle, Die Ruiiienstiitte ron Tiahua-
naco (Breslau. 1893) ; McGee and iluniz. Primi-
tive Trephininfi in Peru (Kith Annual Report of

the Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington,
1897); Xadaillac, Prehistoric America, Eng.
trans. (Xew York, 1893) ; Baessler, Ancient Peru-
vian Art (ib., 1903).

PERUVIAN BARK. See Ci.xchoxa.

PERUZZI, pa-rwt'se. Bald.^s.sare (1481-

1536). An Italian architect and painter, the

most gifted artist of the High Renaissance. He
was born at Volterra, near Siena, March 7,

1481. Little is known of his earlj- career, but
from his work it is probable that he followed II

Sodoma and Pinturicchio in painting. In 1.504

he went to Rome and speedily distinguished him-
self in frescoes in Sant' Onofrio-—in the Vatican
(ceiling of the Camera del Eliodoro)—and Santa

Maria della Pace. Aided by Agostino Chigi. Bal-

dassare studied the treasures of Rome, especially

its architecture, and encouraged by Bramante,
then in charge of the construction of Saint Pe-

ter's, became skilled in the elements of architec-

tural design and composition. It is notable that

in his detail especially he reflects the grace and
sentiment of L'nibria in his choice of profiles and
ornament motifs, discarding the mechanized
forms of Roman detail of the time of the Empire,
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and choosing as his models the types used in the

buildings of the Republic—forms which exhibit

a delicacy of proportion and a pleasing individ-

uality, in 1510 he designed for Agostino Chigi

the Villa Farnesina, which was destined to be-

come famous through the frescoes of Raphael and
his school. The admirable frescoes on the ceiling

of the room containing Raphael's Galathea are

after his designs. In 1620 Leo X. appointed him,

as the successor of Raphael, architect of Saint

Peter's, and in 1525 he designed the Ossoli Pal-

ace, which shows an evident advance in the prin-

ciples of planning. At the sack of Rome in 1527

Peruzzi was forced to paint a portrait of Bour-

bon, but upon its completion escaped to Siena,

where he was made the city architect and su-

perintended the construction of the Sienese forti-

fications. At this time he executed a number of

frescoes and panel paintings, among which was
the well-known "Augustus and the Sibyl" in the

Church of Fontegiusta (Siena). His paintings

are decorative in character, even to the sacrifice

of truth to nature; they show the influence of

Raphael and Michelangelo, and are apt to be

mannered.
In 15.32 he returned to Rome and commenced

the building of the ilassimi Palace, his architec-

tural masterpiece, both in its general propor-

tions and the variety of the detail and ornament.

He carried on this work until his death in 153G,

caused, according to tradition, by poison given by

those envious of his position as architect of Saint

Peter's.

Consult: Letarouilly, Edifices de Rome mo-
derne (Paris, 1840-57) ; Donati, Elogio di Baldfts-

sare Peruzzi (Siena, 1879) ; Weese. Baldassare

Pcruzzis Anteil an dem mnlerischen Hclimucke
der Villa Farnesina (Leipzig, 1894).

PERUZZI, Ubaxdixo (1822-91). An Italian

statesman, bom in Florence. After pursuing the

study of law at Siena, he went to Paris and Frei-

berg, where he devoted himself to the subjects of

mathematics and mining. In 1848 he was ap-

pointed Gonfaloniere (chief magistrate) of Flor-

ence, but was removed in 1850 on account of his

outspoken opposition to the reactionary policy of

the Tuscan Government. He remained a warm
advocate of liberal ideas and after the revolution

of April, 1S59. became a member of the pro-

visional Government. After the annexation of

Tuscany to the dominions of Victor Emmanuel,
he was elected from Florence to the new Italian

Parliament (1860). In ISGl he was Minister

of Puljlic Works under Cavour, and he continued

in office under Ricasoli. Afterwards he held the

post of Minister of the Interior in the Farini and
Minghetti Cabinets. With Minghetti he went out

of office in 1SG4. and thereafter acted as one of

tlie Litieral leaders in Parliament. *

PER-VIGIL'IUM VEN'ERIS (Lat.. Xight
Watch of Venus). An anonymous poem of 93

linos, dating from the second or third century

A.n.. celebrating the power of Venus and refer-

ring to a nocturnal festival in her honor. It has

been edited by Biicheler (Leipzig. 1859).

PESADO, pa-sa'DS, Josfi Joaquin (c.1812-61).

A Mexican poet and politician, born at San Au-
gustin del Palmar. He was chiefly self-educated

while living in Orizaba as a young man. became
proficient in languages, science, and philosophy,

entered politics in 1833 as member of the Vera
Cruz Legislature, and five years afterwards was

made Minister of the Interior. In 1854 he gave

up his post as Foreign Jlinister, which he had
held for eight years, to become professor of belles-

lettres in the University of Mexico. He became
joint editor of the paper La Oposicion in 1834,

and wrote a novelette directed against the In-

quisition, though religious subjects and Catholic

sentiment prevail in his poems. Besides a collec-

tion of them, Poesias originates y traducidas

(1839; 3d ed., 1886), he published a fragment.
La revelacion, (1856), and a Spanish version of

part of Tasso's Gerusalemme liherata (1860).

PESARO, pa'za-ro. Tlie capital of the Prov-

ince of Pesaro e L'rbino, Italy, situated at the

mouth of the Foglia. on the Adriatic, and on the

Bologna-Ancona Railroad, 20 miles northeast of

Urbino (Map: Italy. G 4). It has broad streets,

and is still partly surrounded b\- walls. Its fif-

teenth-century castle is now used as a prison.

There are an old cathedral and a new cathedral,

several palaces, including that of the dukes of

Urbino, a public library of 35.000 volumes, a mu-
seum with collections of paintings and antiqui-

ties, a technical institute, and a musical lyceum,

founded by Rossini, who was born here. The in-

dustries are silk-spinning, ship-building, and
manufactures of ironware, earthenware, and ma-
chinery. There is a brisk shipping trade in figs,

wine. oil. hides, grain, and cheese. Population
(commune), in 1881, 20.909: in 1001, 25,103. Pe-

saro, the Pisaurum of the Romans, was founded
in B.C. 184. It was destroyed by the Goths and
restored by Belisarius and later formed a part

of the Pentapolis. Pepin presented it to the

Papacy. It came at the end of the thirteenth

century under the rule of the Malatesta family,

who sold it to the Sforza family in 1445. It

was subsequently ruled by the Rovere dj-nasty

of Urbino. In 1631 it reverted to the States of

the Church, and since I860 has formed a part of

United Italy.

PESCADORES, pes'ka-Do'ras. A group of

small liasaltic islands situated off the western

coast of the .Japanese island of Formosa and on
the Tropic of Cancer (ilap: Japan, D 8). They

cover an area of about 85 square miles and are

mostly flat and barren. The largest of the group,

Hokoto, has a good harbor. The inhabitants are

engaged principally in fishing, and dried fish is

the only export. Population, in 1898, 49.288. chief-

ly Chinese. The group was ceded toJapan, together

with Formosa, in 1895, and is now an adminis-

trative dependency of Formosa.

PESCARA, i)*s-kii'ra. Ferxaxdo Francesco
d'Avalos. Marquis of (C.14S9-1525) . A Neapoli-

tan general in the Spanish service. He was taken

prisoner by the French at the battle of Ravenna
in 1512. During his captivity he composed poems

addressed to his wife. Vittoria Colonna. Being

soon after ransomed, he took part in several

minor battles and contributed greatly to the vic-

tory over the French at Pavia in 1525. but was
severely wounded. He conunanded the army in

Italy after the battle and was approached by
Morone. the councilor of Francesco Sforza. Duke
of Milan, in the interest of an Italian national

party, since it was believed that Pescara was dis-

satisfied with Charles V. for not rewarding his

services sufficiently. Pescara. however, betrayed

the plot. He died soon after. Xovember .30. 1525.

PESCHIERA, pes-kyii'rA. A fortified town
in the Province of Verona, Italy, situated partly
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on an island in the Jliiieio. and partly on the

light bank of that river, on tlie ilihln-^ erona

llailroad. 15 miles west of \erona (iliip: Italy,

K >). It wa3 a member of the famous Quadri-

lateral (q.v.) until 1800. In tlie iliddle Afjes it

\\as known as Piscaria, and belonged first to Ve-

rona and later to the Venetians, who strength-

ened its fortifications. Poi)ulation (eommune),

in I'JOI, 2351.

PESCIA, pifeh'ft. A town in the Province of

Lucca, Italy, 2'J miles west by north of Florence,

on the Pistoia-Pisa Railroad (Map: Italy, E 4).

It has a fourteenth-century cathedral, and an old

castle, in which Galcazzo \'isconti died in 1328.

There are manufactures of silk, leather, paper,

and hats, and a trade in wine, oil, and fruit.

Poi)ulation (commune), in 1881, 13,073; in 1901,

17,517.

PESELLINO, pfi'zel-le'no, or PESELLO,
pft-zcl'lu, Fkancesco Dl Stefa.no (c.1422-57). An
Italian painter, born in Florence. Little is

known of his life, except that he was the grand-

son, and perhaps the pupij. of (iiuliano d'Arrego.

He first imitated Andrea del Castagno, and tlien

Filippo Lippi. There is an "Adoration of the

Magi" by him in the Uffizi Gallery, Florence,

which shows his skill in painting animals. His

other works include "The Trinity." in the Na-

tional Gallery, London, and the predella (except

the central "panel, paintcil by Filippo) of the

altar for Santa t'rocc, wliich is divided between

the Accadcmia at Florence and the Louvre, Paris.

PESHAWAR, or PESHAWTJR, pc-shii'wer.

The capital of tlie newly frirmed northwest fron-

tier province, British India, near the Kabul

River, a tributary of the Indus 20 miles from the

Afghan frontier,' and lO'i miles east of the en-

trance to the Khyber Pass (q.v.) (Map: India,

B 2). It is irregularly built with narrow wind-

ing streets, and is surrounded by a mud wall

with watch towers. Although it dates from the

fifth century, the city has few ancient monu-

ments, and "consists chiefly of mud houses. The
cantonments contain a public garden, Christian

chun-hcs. and a mission school. Peshawar is an
important British military station, and is a great

market; its bazaars arc frecpiented by numerous
Afghan and other Central Asiatic traders. It is

the terminus of a railroad connecting it with the

main railroad svstem of India. Population, in

1801. 84.mi; in 1001, 95,147, of whom three-

fourths are Mohammedans and 4000 Christians.

PESHIT'O, or PESHIT'TO. See Bible; sec-

tion IV. The Versions uf the liible—III. Aramaic.

PESHWA, pesh'wa (Pers., leader). The
Brahman ministers of the Mahratfca dynasty of

India. On the decline of the Mahratta rulers, the

power of their ministers increased until in 1718

the first Peshwa, Calaji Visvanath, acting in the

name of Maharaja Sahu, marched against Delhi

to assist Farrukb Shah against the Mogul Em-
peror, .fchandar Shah. The Peshwa rule lasted

for exactly a century. Balaji was succeeded in

1720 by his son, Baji Rao. who for twenty years

was active in expeditions of conquest, even wrest-

ing Bassein from the Portuguese in 1739. He
was followed in 1740 by his son Balaji Baji Rao,
under whose administration the IMahrattas
reached the acme of their greatness. They rav-

aged Northern India far and wide, levied chauth,
or a quarter-tax, on Bengal, and were in formal

possession of Orissa. lu 17til, however, the last

year of Balaji's life, the power of the Peshwas in

"Northern India was ended by their rout at Pani-

pat by Ahmed Shah of Kabul, conqueror of the

Punjab. Balaji was succeeded by his son, Madhu
Eao, in 1701, who proved more than a match for

Hyder Ali, and at the same time? governed with

remarkable order the Mnhrattas themselves. In

1773, after the assassination of Xorayan Rao. who
ruled for a short time after Jladhu's death, Ragh-

unath Raoi a brother of Balaji Rao, became

Peshwa. To defend himself against Narayan's

posthumous son, Madhu Rao II., he was forced to

call upon the English for aid. The first Mahratta

War (1779-82) then broke out, in which Ragh-

unath failed in his object, despite the aid of the

English, and in 1782 he became a prisoner, while

Madhu Rao succeeded him as Peshwa. Jladhu

committed suiciile in 1795, after a puppet-reign,

and was followed by Raghunath's son, Baji Rao
XL, the last of the Peshwas. To secure himself. Baji

invoked English assistance, and by the Treaty of

Bassein in 1802 ceded territory for the mainte-

nance of the force given him. The result was an

attack by the other Mahratta rulers, and the sec-

ond Mahratta War (1803). This gave the Peshwa

a ])rolongation of his rule, but he revolted in

1817. The third Mahratta War, which followed,

ended in utter defeat for Baji and the extinction

of the Peshwa power. His territory, which now
forms the Bonibav Presidency, was annexed by

the Englisli, and "Baji Rao was a British pen-

sioner until his death in 1853. His adopted son

was tlie notorious Nana Sahib (q.v.). See

SiNDIA.

PESNE, pan. Antoine (1083-17.57). A
French painter, born in Paris. He is said to

have been a pupil of his uncle, Charles de la

Fosse, and afterwards traveled in Italy. He lived

most of his life in Berlin, where he was made
Court painter to Frederick the Great, and direc-

tor of the Academy. His portrait of the engraver

Schmidt, in the Berlin Museum; his portrait of

himself with his family (1718). in the New
Palace, Potsdam ; and the portrait of Vleughels,

at Versailles, are familiar, vigorously painted

pictures.

PESSIMISM (from Zi\t. pessimus, worst).

The doctrine that life is or tends to become whol-

ly undesirable, or that the world is essentially

evil. It is tlius contrasted with ojitimism. which

teaches that the world is essentially good, and

with meliorism, which maintains that the world

is constantly becoming better and life more en-

durable.

Pessimism is characteristically a mental atti-

tude toward life rather than a philosophical doc-

trine, an* its significance is ethical rather than

metaphysical. It never appears, however, except

as a consequence of reflection and so of a certain

amount of intellectual enlightcniiient. Most com-

monly it is the outgrowth of a consciousness of

human impotence, and especially of the inade-

quacy of human cflort in the struggle for ideal

attainment. Whore pessimism is based upon
metaphysics, the world is usually conceived to be

governed by blind necessity and human life to be

a toy of fate. Accordingly the doctrine is most

commonly maintained by those who hold a pan-

theistic conception of the universe, as the Orien-

tals, or by those who conceive it as wholly

determined by mechanical laws or as wholly
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materialistic. Optimism, on the other hand, is a
necessary corollary of belief in a beneficent God,
and so is characteristic of theistic religions. (See

Leiunitz for the argument. ) At the same time
there is a purelj' empirical pessimism—the denial

that human life per se is worth while—which is

compatible with any cosmological conception,

whether theistic or not. Such a pessimism is that

of the autlior of Ecclesiastes, and such a pes-

simism is the implied basis of Christian ascet-

icism, by which physical life is valued only as a
discipline for a more worthy existence.

Historically, philosophical pessimism has been

of two leading types. Perhaps the most ancient

is the pessimism of India, the essential character

of which is the denial of the value of life on the

ground that its pains overbalance its pleasures

and progressively tend to do so with the growth

of desire. This doctrine does not appear in the

Vedic hymns ; for these belonged to the restless,

active jjeriod of the history of the Aryans in In-

dia, and activity is little compatible with pessi-

mistic theory; but it early develoix-d with
Brahmanistic pantheism, and attained its full

growth in Buddhism (q.v.). The salient fea-

tures of Indian pessimism are : first, the assertion

that life is predominantly painful ; second, the

notion that conscious evolution is dominated by
growing desire and growing failure to attain satis-

faction ; and, third, the conception of Nirvana,

or annihilation of individual consciousness as an
ultimate relief from the fever of living.

In contrast to this Oriental pessimism stands

the Greek type. This was faintly foreshadowed
by the Platonic doctrine of the impotence of the

material world in its efl'orts to attain the perfect

good embodied in the divine ideas. Plato himself

was saved from pessimism by the very vividness

of his idealism ; but with the philosophers who
followed him the ethical problem became para-

moimt and the problem of the existence of evil

and the fact of human insufficiency were poig-

nantly recognized. Epicurus (q.v.) is the typical

Greek pessimist, his doctrine differing from the

Oriental in that it denied the excellence of life

in general and rather for its failure to achieve

the good than for its mere painfulness. His
practical doctrine, however—to make the best out

of life by a temperate hedonism—speedily de-

generated among his followers into a rough and
ready sensuality. The most metaphysical and
thorough-going of Greek pessimists was Proclus

(q.v.), who taught that the whole evolution of

the world is away from the divine or good.

But there was'little congenial to pessimism in

the exuberant paganism about the ancient Jledi-

terranean ; the classic peoples were too heartily

in love with life. With the Teutonic Aryans the

ease was different. A gloomy fatalism was early

characteristic of their myth and mood, and
though tlie Northman looked forward to eventual

annihilation in the cataclysmic contention of

Kagnarok, the 'twilight of the gods,' rather than

through passive absorption, his ultimate concep-

tion varied little from that of the Brahman.
And the Teutonic point of view seems to have

dominated media-val Europe, giving it that ascetic

pessimism which Christianity made empirical

ratlu'r tlian ultimate. In modern times, however,

pessimism has reasserted itself, largely under the

influence of scientific determinism. The notion

that the world is governed by invariable laws and
conserves none but material elements has seemed

to argue the defeat of the commonest human ex-

pectations. The pessimistic reaction lias ap-
peared most strongly in poets, as occasionally
in Tenn.vson, for example, but notably in the
Italian Leopardi (q.v.) and in .James Thomson,
the aiithor of The Cili/ of Dreadful \ight. la
philosophy Schopenhauer and Hartmann (qq.
V. ) are the chief exponents of modern ])essi-

mism. The pessimism of the former is the result

of his philosophic creed and is curiously eclectic

in its origin. Schopenhauer as a follower of

Kant believed that the world is a creation of ex-

perience to be idealisticallj' interpreted; but ac-

cording to his interpretation the creating power
is a blind, uneasy, hapless-tending will, while in-

telligence is a sull'ering consequence of the will's

activity. The painfulness of conscious life he
endeavored to establish upon empirical, psycho-

logical grounds, and this feature of his pes-

simism is plainly Oriental in source. His fur-

ther doctrine, however—that final escape from
the mi.sery of existence is to be attained through
pure intelligence defeating the blind energy of

the will by overcoming desire—seems to be allied

not only to Brahmanism, but also to the Platonic
doctrine of escape to the woidd of divine ideas

and the Spinozistic theory of immortality
through the soul's identification with eternal

verities. (See Plato; Spixoza.) Schonenhauer's
disciple, Hartmann, carried tlie doctrine fur-

ther by arguing that the evolution of conscious-

ness from an unconscious universe must ultimate-

ly result in an intelligence so acutely ))0\verful

that it should not only put an end to individual

consciousness and desire, but compel the whole
world's suicide.

It is but fair to state that pessimism is not
necessarily a result of deterministic metaphysics,

nor yet of pantheism. Herbert .Spencer's melio-

rism teaches that the world is compelled to evolve

desirable existence, and. indeed, that its essential

activity is one of betterment; while Nietzsche,

originally a disciple of Schopenhauer, finds opti-

mistic inspiration in the Darwinian struggle for

existence with its promise of the evolution of

finer types of being; the necessity for pain he
recognizes, but counts it of small import in com-
parison.

Consult: Sully, Pessimism: A Eisiory and a
CriHi-ism (London, 1877) ; Schopenhauer, The
^YorUl us 11(7/ iukI Idea ( Eng. trans., ib., 18S3-

80) ; Von Hartmann, The Philosophy of the Vn-
eonscioiis (Eng. trans., ib., 1SS4) ; Saltus, The
Anatomy of Xeriation (ib., 1880).

PESTALOZZI, pes'tA-lot'sf, .lOHANN IIei.X-

uicu (1740-1827). A Swiss educational reformer,

and the chief founder of modern pedagogy,

born at Zurich, .January 12, 1740. As a student

in the I'niversity of Zurich he allied him.self with

the young reformers of whom I.avater was the

leader, and in a contribution to the Memorial.
the organ of that faction, he expressed a wish
that intelligible principles of ed\ication might be

disseminated among his countrymen. He studied

theology-, then law. then, under the infliience of

the current naturalistic philosophy, and particu-

larly Kousseau, turned to agriculture, with the

avowed purpose of improving the condition of his

countrymen by setting for them a good example
in scientific agriculture, and. finally, when past

middle life, began work as a teacher. He under-

took to put in constructive form the ideas cast
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by Rousseau in a clcstiuctive and critical

form. lie it was who tested the valiio of 'edu-

cation according to nature.' Pestalozzi himself

was unpractical and a bad organizer and

manager, yet through his writings he aroused

the Germanic peoples to tlie importance of

social reform through education, and through

liis personal efforts he ins])irod a number

of disciples wlio developed and carried out the

])rin(iples of liis practice luitil tlicy be-

came the basis of the educational niovcnient of

the nineteenth century. In 1707 he bought a

hundred acres of poor land and erected a house

thereon, naming the place Neuhof. Here he

brought, two years later, his bride, and here for

seven yeais he sought to demonstrate Rousseau's

ideal life in a return to Nature. Tliough the

experiment was a failure, yet in his attempt to

educate liis one cliihl afl<'r tlic manner of the

EiniU- lie discovered the dcticii'iicios of Rousseau's

teachings, and later reji'ctcd the extravagances,

and accejitcil the essential truths of the teachings

of his master. Here also he wrote a 'Father's

Journal,' which laid the basis of modern child

study as an approach to the solution of educa-

tional problems. Undaiuited by poverty and fail-

ure, and moved by the wretched state of the chil-

dren of the ])()or, in 177.5 he turned the farm into

an asylum, where he housed, boarded, and clothed

the children, in return for such work as they

could give, thus hoping to regenerate his people

by slriking at the root of the evil through the

industrial education of the young. The failure

of this enterprise in 1780, due in a measure to

the unsympathetic attitude of the parents of

his wards, revealed to him the doubtful nature
of the principle upon which it had been bascil.

namely, that the reform of the individual and of

the race could come tluougli an iiuprovement of

the environment. Then followed a period of

eighteen years of financial distress, and a corre-

spunding [leriod of great literary activity. Dur-
ing this time he gave up all practical efforts and
devoted his energies to thinking out social and
educational problems. The solution reached was
that individual and social reform can come only
through the moral and intelleetual improvement
of the individual by means of educational etTort.

In his Aheiichfunde eines Einsicdlers (published
17S0) and his Liciihtirdt und dcrtrud, the,.;first

volume of which was issued in 1781. he first pre-
sented this doctrine. The latter work, soon ex-
])an(led into several volumes, was a novel descrip-
tive of ]ieasant life, which had an enormous popu-
larity, since it fell in with the idealistic and
revolutionary tendencies of the times.
The fundamental ideas of Lienhnrdt und

Gertriid were that the condition of the people
was to be bettered by education, not by revolu-
tion : that education was to centre in the home,
and not in a separate institution; that this edu-
cation was to begin at the cradle, and that the
first few years were of the greatest importance;
that an ignorant mother, by following the method
given in his book, could educate her children as
well as a teacher in possession of all science; that
if homes were thus reformed, misery would dis-
appear, and society would be revolutionized.
From 1787 to 1707 Pestalozzi was again en-
gaged in agricultural exiierinients. During this
period he formed the acquaintance of Fellenberg
and Fichte. and in 1792 was proclaimed French
citizen with Klopstoek and ^^"ashin^ton. After

the long period of literary work, during which
Pestalozzi wrote 20 volumes, the exigencies of

war forced him again into active life, and in 17y.S

he became director of an orphan asylum at

tStanz, where he attempted to work out the

ideas of Leonard and Gertrude (as the work
is known in English), of combining learn-

ing with hand work, and centring it upon tiie

objects of the child's inimediatc eiiviniiiuicnt.

It was along this line that Pestalozzi thereafter

worked, and had his permanent inlhieiice. In
17'.lll he entered upon active schoolroom work at

Rurgdorf, and later at several other places. In

1802 Pestalozzi went to Paris as a member of

the consulta summoned by Bonaparte to settle

the fate of Switzerland, and while there me-
morialized the First Consul upon the educational

needs of his country, but received the curt reply

that there was no time to bother about ABC
matters. He established the Institute at Yver-

dun in ISO.'), from which emanated the inllucnee

that was to give ins]iiiation to all modern edu-
cation. Here gatliered not only tlie children of the

schools, but great numbers of tcaehei-s from most
of the leading States in Europe in a sort of normal
school ; here \\ere sent by the Prussian Ciovcrnment
the teachers that were to assist in introducing his

ideas into the German Volksschulen. Even here
his work as a practical teacher was unsuccessful,

and in 1825 he was forced to withdraw as a
broken-down and disappointed old man. He
died at Brugg, February 17. 1827.

Pestalozzi never systematized his ideas or his

method. In 1801 he published IT'ic Gertrvd ihrc

Kinder Iclirt, which purports to give a summary
of his work, but it contains no definite formula-
tion of either principle or method. His great
effort, on the purely educational side, was, to use
his own expression, to 'psychologize education.'

To this effort is due the great attention that has
lieen given to the study of method, both practical

and theoretical, from that day to this. In
Pestalozzi's passionate love, however, for his

people, and particularly for children, and his

readiness to sacrifice all personal interests for

them, lies the secret of his jiowerful inllucnee.

This trait in his personality is what made him
lionored and loved by his contemijoraries. The
inspiration he affords to the struggling peda-

gogues is not the least of the benefits he con-

ferred upon posterity.

BiBLioGR.\piiY. In addition to many editions

of single works, there is a C(unplete edition in

18 volumes by Seyffarth (Berlin, 1881); Licii-

liardt und Gertrud has numerous translations or

abridgments, as also Wie Gertrud ihre Kinder
lelirt. Consult: De Guiraps, Pestalozzi, His Life

and Works (New York, 1889) ; Barnard, Pesta-
lozzi and F'estalozzianism (ib., 18G2) ; Kriisi,

Pestalozzi, His Life and Works (ib., 1875) ; Pin-

]oche, Pestalozzi (ib., 1901).

PESTALOZZIAW MOVEMEITT. A term
sometimes applied to tlie modern tendency to

base schoolroom instruction on psychologic prin-

ciples. It dates from the days of Pestalozzi

(q.v. ). This movement began in Germany in the

early part of the nineteenth centuiy and was
initiated in the United States by Horace Mann
(q.v.). See Pedagogy; Education; Pestalozzi.

PESTH, pest. A city of Hungary, now united

with Buda to form Budapest (q.v.).
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PESTILENCE (OF., Fr. pestilence, from Lat.

pestilcntia, plague, from pestHens, infected,

from pest is, pest). The terms plague and pesti-

lence have until recent times been used indis-

criminately to denote any diseases of an epidemic

cliaraeter which affected large masses of the com-

munity, and were remarkable for their fatality,

such as the Oriental plague, the sweating sick-

ness, cholera, certain virulent forms of fever,

etc. The term loimos was applied by the Greeks

to a species of epidemic remittent fever; and the

plague of Athens described by Thucydides is

manifest!}- an epidemic form of the same disease,

wliich is endemic in the summer season on the

coasts and islands of the Mediterranean and par-

ticularly the Archipelago. We find in the early his-

tory of "the colonization of the West Indian islands

and the United States frequent examples of the

term plague being applied to the remittent fever of

these regions, and especially to epidemic attacks

of yellow fever. During "the Jliddle Ages the

term pestis was applied to numerous disorders,

such as syphilis, smallpox, erysipelas, epidemic

sore throat, petechial fever, the sweating sick-

ness, gangrenous pneumonia, ergotism, etc. The
Black Death of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and six-

teentli centuries was the bulionic plague: and the

Great Plagues in China in the fourteenth century

were probably also bubonic.

Several Hebrew words are translated pestilenee

or phigiie in the Old Testament. Some of these

pestilences are beyond the reach of inquiry; oth-

ers have the characteristics of modern epidemics.

See Bl.^ck Death ; Plague.

PETAL (from Gk. Tri:Ta>.ov
,
petalon, leaf, neu.

sg. of Trhnknq, petaJos, outspread). One of the

individual parts of the corolla (q.v.). See

Flower.

PET'ALESHA'EO. A Pawnee chief of the

Skidi band who distinguished himself by an

act of humane bravery in rescuing a captive

girl who was about to be sacrificed by his

tribe. The captive, a girl taken from the Sioux

tribe, was being led to the scaffold when Petale-

sharo, who as yet was only a young warrior,

broke through the circle, seized the girl, and,

throwing her upon one of two horses whicli he

had in waiting, was oft" with her before the people

could recover from their surprise. Distancing

pursuers, he escorted her to a place of safety near

her own country, and then left her to find her

way home on the horse which he gave her. On
returning to his village he faced the anger of the

tribe with such boldness that he was allowed to

go unharmed, and was ultimately able to break

up the i)ractice of human sacrifice by procuring

the sul)stifution of a vicarious cei-emony. On
subsequently visiting ^^'ashington as a delegate

from the Pa-miee in 1821 he was presented with

a medal by the ladies of tlfc city in recognition of

his services to humanity. See Pawnee.

PETARD (OF. petard, petart. Fr. pitard)

.

A device for demolishing the defenses of an en-

emy, creating a breach through which the besiegers

may force an entry. Under modern conditions it

has become obsolete. It consisted of a half cone of

thick iron filled with pow<ler and ball, and fast-

ened to a plank which was ]irovided with hooks,

by which it could be attached to a gate or wall.

The engineers attached the petard, lighted the

slow-burning match by which it was to be fired,

and retired. When the explosion took effect a

supporting column charged through the breach,

and took advantage of the confusion within. A
petard would sometimes contain fifteen pounds of

powder.

PETA'VIUS, DioxYsiLS, or Denis PiStau
(lo83-l(i52). A French theologian and philolo-

gist, born at Orleans. His fatlier. a man of

learning, encouraged his studies, and he took

up mathematics and belles-lettres, also philoso-

phy, which he pursued both at Orleans and
Paris. During his student years at Paris

he formed a warm friendshi]) with Isaac Casaii-

bon (q.v.), whom King Henry IV. had in-

vited to Paris in 1600. In 1002 he accepted

the chair of philosophy in the University of

Bourges, but resigned in l(i0.5 and entered the

Jesuit Order at Nancy. He studied theology for

two years at the College of Pont-a-Mousson, and
in 1621 became professor of theologia positha

at the University of Paris, and lield the post for

twenty-two years. He is regarded as one of the

greatest scholars the .Jesuit Order has possessed.

In philologj' his works include annotated editions

of Sjaiesius (1611), Themistius (101.3), .Julian

(1614), Nicei)horus {Fireviarium Historiciiiii,

1616), and Epiphanius {Opera Omnia. 1622). In

his Opus (If Doctrina Tcmporum (Paris, 1027)

he presented a new system of chronology-, further

developed in Vraiwl'ogion (1630). A history of

the world, Rationarium Temporum (1633), from
the earliest times down to 1632, has been re-

printed as late as 1849. His great work, a history

of doctrines, Opus de Theologicis Dogmatihus, 5

vols. ( 1644-50). was left unfinished. Consult his

Life by Stanonik (Gratz, 1876).

PETCHABY, pech'i-ri (West Indian name,
onomatopoetic in origin). An old book name for

the large tyrant flycatchers of tlie West Indies,

known elsewhere as kingbirds. The term has

survived, however, in .Januiica for the gray king-

bird (7'i/™""«-5 Dominicensis) , and especially

for Ti/rannus caudifiisciutus, one of the most
common birds of tlu' West Indies, often shot in

the fall as a tal>le delicacy. See Ki.xgbibo.

PETCHORA, pa-eho'ra. A river of Xorthern

Russia. It rises on the western slopes of the Ural

fountains, in the Government of Perm, and flows

northward through the Government of Vologda

and a part of Archangel : then it turns to the

southwest and finally resumes its original course

at the nioutb of its triliutary the Tzihna, and en-

ters the Arctic Ocean through an extensive delta,

containing numerous islets (Jlap: Russia. II 1).

Its entire length is estiuuited at from 1000 to

1300 miles, of which about two-thirds is navi-

gable. The chief tributaries are the Koshva.

Ishma, Ussa. and Tzilma. The region through

which the river flows is known as the Petchora

or Arctic steppes, and is very sparsely jiopu-

lated. The Petchora is of considerable importance

as a navigable waterway, being used for the trans-

portation of (lie ]u(uhu-ts of the north—fur. fish,

etc.—into the interior, from which grain and
other necessaries of life are sent in return into

the northern districts.
'

PETECHIA, p^-tek'i-a (Xeo-Lat., from It.

pctcecliiii. s|)ot, scab, from I.at. petigo, scab, or

from Lat. pitlaciuni, from Gk. xfrrax/or, pitta-

lion, label, plaster). A name given to a s])ot

of a dusky crimson or i)uri)le color, quite flat,

with a well-defined margin, and unaffected by
pressure, which closely resembles flea-bites.
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Pctocliiiv result from a minute extravasation of

blood liom'atli tlie eutic-le. They may occur on

any part of the skin or mucous membranes, and
when lai;.'c are called ecchynioses. They indi-

cate an altered state of the blood, and arc often

symptoms of very serious diseases, as of typlius

fever, plague, scurvy, etc. They likewise occur

in very severe cases of smallpox, measles, and
scarlet fever, when tlieir presence must be re-

garded as indicative of extreme danger. Cerebro-

spinal fever is sometimes calleii 'petechial fever,'

from the small hemorrhagic spots which cover

the body in certain cases.

PETER (Lat. Petnis, from Gk. titiwc. Peter,

iri-fio^y rock
) , or SlJiox Peter. The Apostle of

Jesus who is named first in each of the lists of

the Twelve in the Synoptic Gospels. His original

name was the Hebrew Shiin''Oii, which was easilj'

shortened to conform to the (ireek Simon. He
was the son of a certain .Tona and (cf. John i.

44) was a native of Jiethsaida. In his early
manhood he was a citizen of Capernaum. Here he
had a house, and with his brother Andrew was
engaged in the fishing business in partnership
with Zebedee and his sons (Mark i. lG-31, and
parallels). He was married, but whether he had
any chililren is not kniAvn. It is likelythat lie was
a man of some propiMty, not a poor, grossly ig-

norant laborer, though he was not rich. Of his

early education and attainments we know noth-
ing. Galilee, liis home, was practically a bilin-

gual country, with a fair degree of Greek cul-

ture possessed by the Gentile elements of the
poi)ulation. Hence Peter had opportunity for
becoming acquainted with colloquial Greek, and
there is no good reason for supposing that he was
unable to u.se his Greek Old Testament intelli-
gently.

\\'lion the news of the preaching of John the
Baptist reached Galilee Peter and Andrew went
to hear him. They were impressed and attached
themselves to him as at least temporary dis-
ciples. Here they became acquainted -with Jesus,
who gave to Simon the surname Cephas, i.e.

rock, or, in Greek, Peter (.John i. 35-42). After
continuing with .Jesus a while the brothers re-
turned to their accustomed occupation. Soon
after He opened His public ministry in Galilee
Jesus summoned tlicm from tlieir nets to a per-
manent discipleship (Mark i. 10, and parallels).
They at once left all and followed Him. Into the
details of Peter's experiences during his two years'
intimate association with Jesus we cannot "enter.
The many incidents recorded in the Gospels give
a fairly adequate idea of his general character
and disposition. He was a whole-hearted though
often blundering disciple. His willingness to be
taught enabled him finally to grasp certain great
essentials of .Jesus' character and mission, so
that .Jesus could say that lie was the 'rock' on
which he would build His Church (Matt. xvi. 18).
He was one of the three disciples with whom
•Jesus was most intimate, who alone witnessed
His transfiguration (Mark ix. 2-10) and agony
in Gelhsemane (Mark xiv. 33). Thoroughlv"con-
vinced of .Jesus' Mcssiahship, even when the
tide of popular favor had begun to ebb, he was
yet in great need of enlightenment as to what it
really signified (Mark viii. 20-33). His impul-
sive nature led him to deny his discipleship when
Jesus was on trial, but his deeper and more
permanent love for his Master soon reasserted it-

self, and he returned to the scene and was an
eyewitness of tlie Passion (cf, I. Peter v. 1. and
the article Peter, Epistles of). He was the
first of the A|)Ostles to whom .Jesus revealed
Himself after His resurrection (I Cor. xv. ">•,

cf. Luke xxiv. 34), was present at most of the
post-resurrection, interviews between Jesus and
the disciples, and to him in particular .Jesus
tenderly and suggestively reintrusted his apos-
tolic commission, at the same time intimating
the self-denial and sullcring that awaited him
in his future career (.John xxi. 15 .sqq.).

After the departure of Jesus Peter was easily
recognized as one of the leading spirits of the
little company of believers who were hoping for
something, just what tliey did not know, and who
formed the nucleus of the Church, It was he
who suggested the appointment of Matthias to
take the place of .Judas Iscariot, and a few days
later, on the day of Pentecost, made the first pub-
lic attempt to explain and set forth the claims of

Christianity and urge its acceptance upon liis

fellow .Jews (Acts i. and ii). During the next
few years, when the first converts were being
secured and the first steps in organization
planned, Peter seems to have been the most in-

fiuential man in the Church, His fellow worker
and most intimate friend was John. When Chris-
tianity spread beyond the bounds of .Jerusalem
into the various districts of Palestine. Peter and
•John, and afterwards Peter alone, rendered elfi-

cient aid by visiting and further instructing the
new converts. In Samaria, on such a visit, he
came in contact with the local magician Simon
Magus (q.v. ), a professed convert, wliose ignorant
cupidity he sternly rebuked (Acts viii, 20), An-
otiicr such tour led him as far as .Joppa, on the
coast, whence, by divine guidance, but against
his prejudices, he went to C;csarea to proclaim
Christianity to Cornelius, the Gentile centurion.
He received him and his house in Christian fel-

lowship, and set aside his prejudices so far as
to sit at table with them, something he had never
before done (Acts x. ). For such conduct an ex-

planation was demanded by some in the mother
churcli. Though it was pronounced satisfactory,

it is probable that certain ultra-conservatives did
not approve of what had been done (Acts xi.)

.

Up to the attempt of Herod Agrippa I. to put
him out of the way, i.e. near 44 a.d., or for about
15 .vears (cf. Acts xii. 3 sqq.), it is probable that
Peter made his headquarters in .Jerusalem. He
was the one member of the Apostolic band whom
Paul, three years after his conversion (37 or 38
A.D. ), went to Jerusalem to consult (cf. Gal. i.

18). Paul was with Peter 15 days, and in that
time was doubtless given a full account of the
earthly career of Jesus as complete as Peter's
memory allowed. This notice from Paul's own
letter is weighty eviclcnee as to Peter's influen-
tial position in priminve Christian circles.

After his escape from Herod he left .Jerusalem.
^Ye know notliing more of him until the time of
the Council of .Jerusalem (40 a.d.). Here he
urged a liberal attitude towanl Gentile Chris-
tians. With .James and .John he gave Paul and
Barnabas the right hand of fellowship. Soon
after this he seems to have visited Antioeh (Gal.
ii. 11 sqq.), and, true to his principles, fellow-
shiped heartily with the Gentile members of
the CInirch tliere. making no distinction between
them and himself. But when overzealous emis-
saries from James of Jerusalem came to Antioeh

I

\
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and insisted that the two classes should not cut

together Peter vacillated, and weakly submitted

to their dictation. This brought forth a sharp

and well-deserved public rebuke from Paul (Gal.

ii. 14 sqq. ). There is no reason to suppose that

this resulted in an.r lasting personal animosity
betwen the two. Uf Peter's further career we
possess almost no information. It is proliable

tliat he was occupied in missionary labors, main-
ly among .Jewish communities, in accordance
with the agreement noted in Gal. ii. 9. On his

journeys he was accompanied by his wife (I.

Cor. i.\. 5 ) . If the word 'Babylon' ( I. Peter v.

13) is to be taken literally, he must have la-

bored mainly in Eastern Syria and the Tigris-

Euphrates Valley. But 'Babylon' may be only

another name for Rome. In I. Cor. i. 12 (written

about 5.5 A.D. ) reference is. made to a 'Cephas'

party in the Corinthian Church. But this does

not imply necessarily that Peter had personally

visited Corinth. On the other hand, the absence

of any reference to him in Paul's letter to the

Roman Church (of about the same date) does

not make it certain that Peter had not been or

was not then or soon after in Rome. The Apos-

tles did not promptly inform each other of their

respective movements. The view that Peter

wrote I. Peter at Rome about 54 a.d. to .Jewish

and other Christian communities of Asia Jlinor

has no decisive evidence against it," and of the

corresponding view that II. Peter was likewise

sent from the same city, but at least ten years

later and to a different circle, the same may be

said. The whole matter of Peter's presence in

Rome at any time rests, it must be admitted,

on a very insecure foundation. There is no posi-

tive evidence to that effect in the New Testament,

and the earliest notice of Peter in early Chris-

tian literature (I. Clement v.) is equally inde-

cisive. The next earliest notice (Ignatius, /vp.

ad Rom.. IV. 3). about 110 a.d., is almost as

vague. Later writers (.Justin Martyr is a no-

table exception) generally represent Peter as

having labored long and suflfered martyrdom in

Rome. While obviously unhistorical legends,

such as those relating to his controversy with

Simon Magus, have grown up in order to fill out

a complete story, his residence in Rome for a

longer or shorter period is usually accepted, not

only by Roman Catholics, but by Protestant

scholars of high rank. That he was martyred
under Xero about the year 64 is proljable, though

not certain. Tradition relates that he mot his

death by crucifixion, but at his own request with

his head downward, counting himself unworthy
to suft'er exactly in the same way as his Master.

Roman Catholics reckon St. Peter as the first

Bishop of Rome and the first Po])e. Con-

sult the works referred to under Peter, Epis-

tles OF, especially the extensive bibliographj'

by Cluv.sc in the Hastings Dictionary of the

Bible; also Lightfoot, "Saint Paul and the

Three," in his Commentary on Galatians (London,

1805) ; id.. The Apostolic Fathrm. Part 1.,

Clement of Rome (ib.. 1890) ; Lipsius. Die apo-

kriiphcn Apostelpeschichten (Brunswick, 1887);
Schmid, Petriis in Rom (Lucerne, 1892) ; Felten,

Die .ipostclgeschichte (Freiburg, 1892) ; Fouard,
Saint I'ctcr (London, 1892).

PETER I.,. Alexetevitch (1072-1725). Em-
peror of Russia from 1082 to 1725, generally

known as Peter the Great. He was the son of the

(Jzar Alexei ilikhailovitch by his second wife,

Xatalia Naryshkin, and was born at Moscow,
June 9 (May 30), 1072. Peter's half-brother

Feodor, who succeeded his father in 1070, died
without issue in 1082, having named Peter as his

successor, to the exclusion of his own full broth-

er, Ivan, a feeble-minded prince. Tlie Grand
Duchess Sophia, Peter's half-sister, attemptc<l to

set aside this arrangement ami to obtain control

of affairs. To this end she brought about an
insurrection of the Streltsi ((j.v. ), and after much
bloodshed Ivan and Peter were crowned as joint

rulers and Sophia became Regent (July, 1082).
Peter's education was not carefully looked after,

and at an early ago he gave evidence of those

storm.y passions which were to characterize his en-

tire life. In February, 1089, I'eter married Eudox-
ia Feodorovna Lapukhin, and soon after he called

upon his sister to resign the govermnent. This she
would not do without a contest, and Peter was
forced to flee from the capital, but the foreigners

in the Russian service, led by Lefort anil the

Scotchman Gordon (q.v.), joined his party, and
when the Streltsi deserted her the Regent yielded

and was shut up in a convent. On October II,

1089, Peter made his public entry into Moscow,
where he was met by Ivan, to whom he gave a
nominal precedence, reserving the sole exercise of

power for himself. Ivan (lied in 1090. Peter

was the first of Russian sovereigns to grasp the

value and significance of Western civilization.

He at once began the slow task of forming out

of the barbarous and undisciplined material

available an army on the European model. His
ambitions were chiefly directed, however, toward
creating a na^•y and developing the commerce of

his countr_v. Russia had no practicable seaboard,

being shut out from the Baltic bj- Sweden, which
pos.sessed Finland, Ingernianland. Esthonin, and
Livonia, and from the Black Sea by Turkey;
leaving only the White Sea and the Arctic Ocean,

with the solitary port of Archangel, available for

a Russian na\T'. Peter therefore set on foot what
has become the established Russian policy, of

seeking in every direction an outlet into ice-free

seas. The Black Sea seemed to him to be the

most availaldc for a first move. He launched

Russia ujion her career of warfare against the

Turks, and succeeded in making himself nuister

of the city of Azov, at the mouth of the Don. in

1090. Peter brought in engineers, naval architects,

and ordnance experts from Austria, Venice, Prus-

sia, and Holland; built ships; improved the

equipment and discipline of the army: and sent

many of the young nobility to study in foreign

countries. After repressing a revolt of the

Streltsi in February, 1097, Peter put the admin-
istration into the hands of a council and left

Russia in April, traveling as a subordinate mem-
ber of an embassy, headed by Lefort. for the pur-

pose of acquiring at first hand the knowledge
necessary to develop his Empire. He thus visited

the Baltic provinces. Prussia, and Hanover,
and subsequently Holland, where at Amsterdam
and Saardam he worked as a common shipwright.

On the invitation of William 111.. King of Eng-
land, he visited that coinitry, remaining for three

months. He left England in April, 1098, taking
with him about 500 English engineers, surgeons,

and artisans, and visited Vienna for the purpose
of inspecting the Austrian army. His travels

were cut short by a second revolt of the Streltsi,

which necessitated his return to Russia in Sep-
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teniber, 1GP8. General Gordon had crushed the

revolt, but Peter determined to be tinall^- rid of

this turbulent soldicrj-, and the organization was

broken up and its members executed in large

numbers. I'eter divorced the Czarina Kudoxia,

who with his sister Martha was suspected of

complicity in the outbreak, wliich liad been

fostered by the Old Russian Party. The process

of introducing Western civilization continued.

Printing and education were promoted, the calen-

dar was partially reformed, and Western methods

of eniinipration were introduced. Systematic tax-

ation of commodities was adopted as a source of

ri'vrnue: forei;;n commerce was encouraged; and

much of the Orientalism in dress, manners, and
customs which had giown up during the Jlongol

supremacy gave place to the ways of the Occi-

dent. Tlie Cluirch was reorganized, its govern-

ment being intrusted to the Holy Synod, of which

tlie Czar was the head.

Having secured to Russia access to the sea

on the south, Peter turned his eyes toward the

Baltic, the possession of whose shores he deter-

mined to dispute with Sweden. That kingdom
since the time of Gustavus Adolphus had been

the strongest military power in Northern Europe.

In 1700 Peter made an alliance with Sweden's
enemies, Denmark and Poland, and threw down
the gaimtlct in the struggle for the Baltic

supremacy. He was badly defeated by Charles

XII. at Xarva, where his raw troops, although
vastly superior in numbers, were wholly unable to

cope with the Swedish veterans ( Xovember 30,

1700). Peter was not disheartened. Taking ad-

vantage of the Swedes being emploved elsewhere,

he seized a portion of Ingermanland, in which he
laid the foundation of the new capital, Saint Pe-

tersburg (1703). CJreat inducements were held out
to those who would reside in it, and in a few years

it became Russia's commercial depot for the Bal-

tic. For a long time in the contest with Sweden
the Russians met with defeat, but Peter saw that
reverses were administering to his troops a
wholesome discipline. In 1709 Charles XII.
rashly invaded South Russia, and on July 8th
his army was annihilated by the Czar at Poltava.
Tliis event marked the collapse of the Swedish
power. In the following year Peter was master
of Livonia. He now fimnd himself at war with
the Turks, whom Charles XII., who had taken
refuge among them, had stirred up to hostilities.

In 1711 Peter was caught in a trap on the Pruth
and was forced to conclude the Treaty of Hush
(.July 23d), by which he gave up the port of
Azov and the territory belonging to it. On ilarch
2. 1712, Peter's marriage with his mistress. Cath-
arine (see C.\THABIXE I.) , was celebrated at Saint
Petersburg, and two months afterwards the cen-
tral Government was transferred to the new capi-
tal. The war against .Sweden was prosecuted
with energy and success. Tn 1713 the Swedish
general Stenbock was forced by the Danes, Sax-
ons, and Russians to surrender at Tonning. in
Schleswig. About the same time the Russians
made themselves masters of Finland, and in
1714 the J?ussian fleet overwlielmed the .Swedes
near the Aland Islands. In 1716 and 1717 Peter
made another tour of Europe. In 1718 a wide-
spread conspiracy looking toward the undoing
of Pet.er's reforms was discovered and among those
implicated was the Crown Prince Alexei Petro-
vitch (q.v.). Peter caused his son to be sentenced
to death, but pardoned him later. The unfor-

tunate prince, according to the most probable

accounts, died in prison from the etl'ects of tlie

torture to which he had been subjected. In 1721

peace was made with Sweden, which surrendered

to Russia Livonia, Esthonia, Ingermanland, Ka-
relia, and a small portion of Finland, together

witli all the islands along the Baltic coast

from Courland to Viborg. In the same year

Peter assumed the title of Emperor of All the

Russias. In 1722 Peter commenced a war with

Persia in order to open the Caspian Sea to Rus-

sian connnerce. Derbend and Baku were the

fruits of this war. The last years of Peter's life

were chietly occupied in beautifying and improv-

ing liis new capital, and carrying out plans for

the diffusion of knowledge among his subjects.

In the autumn of 1724 he was seized with a
serious illness, the result of his imprudence and
habitual excesses ; and after enduring much
agony, he died, February 8 (January 28), 1725.

L'pon the political life of Russia Peter the

Great left a powerful impress, and tiiough many
of his social reforms proved in the end unadapted
to the nature of the Russian people, he never-

theless must be regarded as the creator of modern
Russia, wliich he lirst brought into the state sys-

tem of Eurojiean nations. The 'testament' at-

tributed to liim, defining his policy, is probably

spurious, but it doubtless expresses, with some
elaboration, his ideas. Consult: Schuyler, Peter

the Gnat ( Xew York, 1884'), one of the

best biographies in English; Motley, "Peter the

Great," Sorth American Review (October,

1845), a notable essay, since republished;

Mintzlof, Pierre \e Grand dans la litterature

etranyire (Saint Petersburg, 1872), containing

bibliographical notes on 1200 works not Russian
relating in some way to Peter; Bergmann,
Peter der Grosse (Kiinigsberg-Riga-JIittau,

1823-30) ; Barrow, The Life of Peter the Great
(London, 1873) ; Bruckner, Peter der Grosse, in

the Oncken series (Berlin. 1879). Among Rus-

sian works, mention should be made of Solovieff,

Milionkoff, and Philippoff.

PETER II., Alexeyevitch (1715-30). Em-
peror of Russia from 1727 to 1730. He was the

son of Alexei, heir of Peter the Great, who per-

ished in prison, and was born in Saint Peters-

burg, October 22 (11), 1715. He ascended the

throne on the death of Catharine I., ilay 17,

1727, and immediately fell under the influence of

the ambitious Menshikoflf. who affianced the

youtliful Czar to one of his daughters, ilen-

shikoflf. however, was soon overthrown by the

Dolgoruki, who succeeded to his power. Peter

was crowned in 1728, and in the following year
was betrothed to a member of the Dolgoruki fam-
ily. The marriage was set for February 2. 1730,

but a few days previously the Czar was stricken

down by smallpox and died on February 9 (Jan-

uary 29). He was succeeded by Anna Ivanovna
(q.v.).

PETER III., Feodobovitch (1728-62). Em-
peror of Russia in 1762. He was a grandson

of Peter the Great by his daughter Anna, who
was married to Diike Charles Frederick of

Holstein-Gottorp. and was born at Kiel, March 3

(February 21). 1728. By the Empress Eliza-

beth Petrovna (q.v.) he was nominated successor

to the throne. In 1745 he married Sophia
Augusta, a princess of Anhalt-Zerbst, who. on

entering the Greek Church, assumed the name of
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Catharine. Peter succeeded Elizabeth on her
death. .January 5. 17G2. Hi.s first act of au-
thorit.y was to withdraw from tlie alliance with
France and Austria against Prussia, restoring

to Frederick II. the piovince of East Prussia,

which had been conquered during the Seven
Years' War, and sending to his aid a force of

15.000 men—a line of conduct which seems to

have been prompted solely by his admiration
for the Prussian sovereign. He also recalled many
of the political exiles from Siberia, among whom
were L'Estocq, Miinnich, and Biron, Duke of

Courland ; abolished many of the oppressive police

laws; reduced taxation; initiated measures for

the revival of Russian industries and commerce;
and attempted a reorganization of the army and
navy. He also attempted to reconquer for the
House of Holstein-Gottorp the portion of Sehles-
wig which had been ceded to Denmark in 1713.
Peter's pro-German tendencies, however, his lib-

eral policy, his indifference to the Greek Church,
and his ill-concealed contempt for Russian man-
ners and customs, made him hated by his sub-
jects. His wife had still deeper cause for dislike;

for though he was himself addicted to drunken-
ness and debauchery, he never ceased to reproach
her with her infidelities, and had even planned to
divorce her, disinherit her son Paul

(
q.v. ) , and

elevate his mistress. Elizabeth Vorontsoff, to the
throne. A formidable conspiracy, headed by Cath-
arine, and supported by the principal nobles,
was formed against him. On the night of .July

8. 1762, Peter was declared to have forfeited

his crown, and his wife was proclaimed
Empress as Catharine II. by the guards, the
clergy, and the nobility. Peter, who was
then at Oranienbaum. neglecting the counsels
of Field-Marshal iliinnich, who proposed to
march at once on the capital at the head of the
regiments which were still faithful, soon found
even the opportunity of flight cut off, and was
compelled to submit. He abdicated the throne on
July 9th. and on the 17tli of the same month
was put to death by Gregory Orloff to secure
the safety of the conspirators.

PETER I., Karageobgevitch (184G— ). King
of Servia. He was born at Belgrade in 18-16.

His grandfather was George Petrovitch, known
as Kara (Black) or Czemy George (q.v.), who
led the Sen'ians in their struggle for inde-
pendence against the Turks, and in 1812 was
recognized by the Sultan as Prince of Servia.
Peter's father Alexander was elected Prince of
Servia in 1842. to succeed ilichael Obrenovitch,
but in December. 1858, he was declared de-

posed by the Xational Assembly, and in the fol-

lowing month left the countiy. With him went
Peter, who was put to school in Hungary, made
frequent visits to Russia, and finally entered the
French military school of St. Cyr. He gradu-
ated there and became an officer in the French
army. After the outbreak of the Franco-Ger-
man war he ser^•ed with distinction under Bour-
baki, notably before Villersexel. Three times he
was captured by the Germans and as often es-

caped. For several years he followed a life of

extravagance and dissipation in Paris, and then,
aroused by the troubles in the Balkans, actively
encouraged the rising of 1875-76 in Herzegovina,
which culminated in the Russo-Turkish war of
1877-78 and the complete establishment of Ser-
vian independence. After a period of roving

he went to Montenegro, and in August, 1883,
married the Princess Zorka (born 18G4), eldest
daughter of Prince Xicholas. Eventually this

marriage served to connect him with the Rus-
sian and Italian courts, since Zorka's sister

Militza married the Grand Duke Peter Xikolaie-
vitch and her sister Helena became the consort
of Victor Emmanuel II. The permanent resi-

dence of Peter and Zorka was at Cettinje, but
frequent visits to Paris were made. After Zor-
ka's death (18!)0), Peter became estranged from
his father-in-law and went to Geneva to educate
there his three children, a girl aged five and
two boys aged three and two. From that time
imtil 1903, though a recognized 'pretender.' he
lived quietly in Switzerland. On .June 11, 1903,

King Alexander of Servia, of the rival house of

Obrenovitch (q.v.), and Queen Draga were mur-
dered, and four days later Peter was elected King
of Servia by the Skupshtina. After an absence
of forty-four years he entered Belgrade on .June

24th and on the following day took the oath of
office. He was credited with liberal views and
with pro-Russian sympathies. See Sebvia.

PETER OF Blois, blwa (c.ll35-c.l208). An
English prelate and author, born at Blois of a
Breton family, and well educated at Paris and
Bologna. For two years he was tutor to William
II. of Sicily and keeper of the royal seal, and
about 1173 entered the employ of Henry II. of

England, who sent him to Paris and to Rome.
Peter became secretarj' to the Archbishop of

Canterbury in 1176, a post he continued to hold

under Baldwin, who succeeded to the see in 1184,

and in whose behalf he was employed at Rome for

a time. After the death of Henry II., Peter

acted (1191-95) as secretary to Queen Eleanor.

He had been appointed Archdeacon of London in

1192, and, if he be identified with the Canon of

Ripon bearing the same name, must have lived as
late as 1208. He was a vain and ambitious man,
well versed in Latin, and a very able secretary,

as he could dictate three letters and write a

fourth himself simultaneously. Among his many
works the Epistles, published in 1480 at Brus-
sels, are of the most worth.

PETER THE Cruel, King of Castile. See
Pedro the Cruel.

PETER the Hermit, or Peter of Amiexs
(c.1050-1115). The preacher of the First Crusade.

He was born in the citj' or at least in the

diocese of Amiens about 1050. The stories told

of his early life, that he was a soldier, married,

and had several children, are fictitious. It Is

believed that he undertook a pilgrimage to the

Holy Land, but did not reach .Jerusalem. After
the Council of Clermont in 1095 (See Crusade;
L'bbax II.) Peter appeared as a preacher of the

Crusade in Northern and Central France. He rode

on a mule, with a crucifi.x in his hand, his head
and feet bare; his dress was a long robe and a
hermit's cloak of the coarsest stuff, girt with a
cord. He preached with the greatest earnestness

in the pulpits, on the roads, and in the market-
places, and everywhere aroused his hearers to a
high pitch of enthusiasm, and was honored as a
s.nint inspired from heaven. As early as April,

1096. Peter reached Cologne with a following of
15.000 men. and there his army received an acces-

sion of 15,000 more. They were mostly from the
lower classes, poorly organized, and little fitted

for war or the hardships before them. In dis-
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ordf-rly banils they ninde tlipir way through Ger-

many "and Hungary toward Constantinople. (See

C'BUSADE.) Peter liiniself reached the city in

July and accompanied his army aeross the Bos-

])()riis. But, disgusted by tlie insubordination of

his followers, he returned to Constantinople and
gave up the attempt to act as leader. During the

siege of Antioeh in lO'.lS he made a cowardly

attempt to run away, but nevertheless was soon

after trusted with a difTicult commission to

Kerbuga, King of Mosul, and acquitted himself

with credit. During the winter of 1098-99, \vlien

many wished to aliandon the Crusade, Peter ap-

jicared in his old rejle of preacher urging its

continuance. He tried to defend the poor against

tlie sellishness of the leaders. On the 8th of

July, 1099, he preached on the Mount of Olives.

xVfter the capture of Jerusalem (.July 1.5. 1099)

he remaiiie<i in the city, «hile the army proceeded
toward Eg>pt. He returned home, probably
shortly after the battle of Asealon, and became
monk and prior at Xeufmoustier, near Huy, in

the Diocese of Li&ge, where he died .July 8, 1115.

Consult, besides the general works on the Cru-
sades, Hagenmeyer, Peter der Ercmit (Leipzig,

1879) ; Franz, Peter von Amiens (Hofgeismar,
1891).

PETER THE Ven-erable (c.1094-1 1.56) . Abbot
of Ciuny. He was born at Jlontboissier, was
educated in a Cistercian monastery, took
the monastic vows in Cluny (1111), and was
chosen prior of the famous monastery there
when only twenty-eight years old. He cul-

tivated learning and piety, and exem])lified both
in his own life. He visited England and Spain,
and was in tlie Council of Pisa (1134). It

is related that he reconciled the kings of Castile
and Aragon, and that he advocated tlie claim
of Innocent II. to the Papal throne, and secured
his general acceptance by the Church. He also
l)efriended Ab^Iard, and gave him a refuge in
the Monastery of Cluny for the close of his
troubled life. Peter died at Cluny, December 25,
1150. Three of his treatises deserve separate
mention: (1) Afiainst the Jews: (2) Two
Bnohn of Famous Miracles (French trans, by
d'Avenel, Paris, 1874) ; (3) Against the Execra-
ble ficct of the l<araccn». In the last work he
.shows considerable knowledge of his subject; he
had a condensed Latin translation of the Koran
made by his secretary, Peter of Poitiers, which
was long the only one extant ; it was edited by
Bibliander and published at Basel in 1543. Un-
fortunately, only two of the five books of this
treatise are extant. He also wrote against the
Petrobrusians. ( See Bbi-ys, Pierue de. ) Peter's
letters are iinporhuit for the liistory of the
period. His writings are collected in Migne,
Patrol Lat.. clxxxix. For his life, consult
"Wilkens (Leipzig, 1857) and D'Avenel (Paris,
1S74).

PETER, Apocalypse of. See Apocrypha, sec-
tion on \rw Testament.

PETER, EPISTI.E.S OF. Two of the seven so-
called Catholic Epistles of the New Testament.

I. Peter. This document, according to its ad-
dress, signature, and closing paragraph (i. 1-3
and V. 12-14), is a letter written bv the Apostle
Peter to the Christians of Asia Jlinor and sent
thither by Silvanus. probably the Silas mentionedm Acts (XV. 22 onward). The Epistle was
written to admonish and encourage those ad-

dressed to a cheerful, manly patience in persecu-
tion, to an orderly life, and to a steadfast lio])e.

The doctrinal teachings are set forth incidentally

to give the necessary foundation to tlie exhorta-
tions. The hortatory character of the Ejiistle

makes it difficult to analyze satisfactorily. The
following outline is suggested: After the usual
address, signature and salutation (i. 1-2), the
author fervently expresses his piaise to Ciod for

the Christian salvation, the oliject and end of
their sorely tried faith, foreshadowed in prophecy
and now eagerly awaited (i. 3-12). This pri'-

l)arcs for the three series of exhortations that
follow. In the first (i. 13-ii. 10) the readers
are exhorted to earnestness, obedience, and holi-

ness with (jodhi fear in view of the cost of their

redemption (i. 13-21), to the exercise of

brotherly love, as all of one divine regeneration
(1. 22-25), and to a vital union with Christ, the
chief corner stone (ii. 1-10). The .secoiirf series

(ii. 11-iv. 11) urges to orderly life (ii. 11-12), to

all due subjection to constituted authority, even
if sufl'ering should ensue, citing the example of

such suffering set by Christ (ii. 13-25) : then
passes to e.xhort wives to reverence tlieir hus-
bands (iii. 1-7), adding a general exhortation to
all to be orderly, forbearing, and forgiving
(iii. 8-12). In case this loyalty involves suffer-

ing, let them remember Christ's vicarious suffer-

ing and its blessed results, conform their con-
duct to His, and place their faith in Him. the
risen Lord, especially since the end is near
(iii. 13-iv. 11). The thii-d set of exhortations
(iv. 12-v. 11) pleads with those who are ad-
dressed not to take offense at the trials they are
undergoing. If they are for loyalty to Christ, all

is well. They must not suffer as evildoers
(iv. 1-19). The church oflicei-s and members are
urged to faithful performance of duties (v. 1-7),
and the final exhortation to w.atchfulness is fol-

lowed by a benediction (v. 8-11). The Epistle
closes by stating that it is sent by Silvanus and
with greetings from the church (or wife?) in
'Babvlon' and from Mark. A short benediction
is added (v. 12-14).

The doctrinal teachings of Peter, compared
with those of the Pauline Epistles, are marked
by a greater simplicity. They move witliin the
sphere of .Jewish-Christian thought and may be
accounted for and explained on the basis of the
application of the conviction that Jesus was the
Messiah to the teachings of the Old Testament,
The conception of God is that of the Old Testa-
ment, supplemented by the emphasis laid by Jesus
on His Fatherhood (i. 3, 17). There is "no di.s-

tinctive Christologj'. .Jesus is spoken of after
the same manner as in the first chapters of Acts
and in the Synoptic Gospels. The doctrine of
redemption is fundamentally the same as that of
Paul, but expressed differently, mainly in Old
Testament language, and influenced largely by
a deep appreciation of the human elements of
Jesus' passion. The resurrection is the great
fact that crowned the Messianic work of .Jesus
(i. 3, 11), and faith is fixed on that as well as
on His death (iii. 22). The Christian life is

founded on a vital union with the now living and
glorified .Jesus (i. 23-ii. 5). Salvation affects the
real life, the 'soul' (i. 9 sqq.), and begins here
through the new birth by the agency of the
Word (i. 23). It becomes a possibility through
faith, a word of broad significance in I. Peter,
including the whole obedient response to the will
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of God expressed in the life and work of Jesus the
Messiah. The positive teachings concerning sal-

vation reveal strong convictions concerning sin

and its seat in ruan's being. Tlie eschatology of

I. Peter is simple. The future life is of far

greater importance than this. We are only pil-

grims here, and on tliat future we should fix our
attention. It will be ushered in by a new revela-

tion of Christ and will be an eternity full of

glory (i. 7, 10; v. 10). The church organizations
appear to have been simple. Elders are at the
head and the younger element are urged to obey
the older. As to baptism, not the form, but the
heart condition is the important element ( iii. 21 )

.

The Epistle has been subjected to severe
criticism. The central question is that of its

genuineness. Is it what it purports to be?
The external evidence in its favor is remarkably
strong. All the prominent writers at the end of

the second century, as well as Papias and Poly-
carp, early in tlie first century, used it as
Peter's. No doubt as to its genuineness was
expressed in the ancient Church.

The internal evidence in favor of Peter's au-
tliorship may be stated as follows: (1) The
o]ifning and closing sections, in which the writer
calls himself the Apostle Peter, addresses a
specific circle of Christian communities, states

the name of the bearer of the Epistle (Silvanus),
and sends greetings from ilark. Both Silvanus
and Mark were fellow workers with the Apostles
and members of the primitive Christian com-
munity of .Jerusalem. If these sections state the
truth, the genuineness of the Epistle must be
admitted. If they are to be rejected as fictitious,

strong grounds must be given for the rejection.

(2) Incidentally, and without undue display, the
writer represents himself as one wlio was an eye-

witness of Jesus' ministry and passion (cf. i. 8,

V. 1, and the warm-hearted way in which Jesus'

sufferings are spoken of). (3) The independent
character of the thouglit of the Epistle is, at

least, not against its genuineness. The brief

sketch of the teachings of the Epistle given above
reveals this. While the writer comes close to

Paul's language at times, he is no mere echo of

Paul, nor is he a blundering copyist. (4) There
is a genuine and serious tone and pufpose to the
Epistle, exhorting its readers to all that is good,
which makes it difficult to account for as a
forgery.

The main objections to Petrine authorship
based on internal evidence are: (1) The trials

or persecutions referred to imply a date later

than the end of Peter's life. In regard to this

it may be said that tlie statements in tlie Epistle

do not imply a regularly organized State per-

secution of Christians as such. The general op-

position of the pagan world and of the Jewish
element are sufficient to account for all that is

said. That this opposition was severe in Apos-

tolic days the letters of Paul and the record in

Acts abundantly testify. It is not necessary^ to

l>rpsuppose even tlie persecution of Nero as im-

jilied in the Epistle. Such a passage as ii. 13

sqq. does not point that way. (2) The Epistle

is said to manifest great dependence on Paul's

writings, wliich. it is thought, militates strongly

against Petrine authorship. In regard to this it

may be replied: (a) There is no inherent im-

possiliility in the supposition that Peter may
have knin™ and valued Paul's writings and used
expressions from them in a writing of his own.

Vol. XV.-42.

(b) It is probable that a literary relationship
exists between our Epistle and Romans and
Ephesians. But it may be, as Weiss and Kilhl

claim, tluvt Paul is here dependent on I. Peter.

(c) In any case the author of 1. Peter is master
of his own thought and language. In this short

Epistle he uses at least sixty words not found else-

wliere in the New Testament, and gives to many
common words a special, peculiar sense. (3)
The Greek of I. Peter, tliough not so good as
that of II. I'eter, is said to be of a quality far

beyond tlie capability of Peter, an ignorant
Galilean fisherman. But the fact is, we know
nothing of Peter's knowledge of Greek. That
language was largely spoken in Galilee, and Peter
may have gained some proficiency in it. He maj',

liowever, have used JIark or Silvanus to write
the Epistle, dictating the matter in Aramaic and
leaving the writer to put it into popular Greek.
Other olijections hold against certain theories

regarding the date, place of writing, and class

of Christians addressed, but not against the
Epistle per se.

We may affirm, then, that the general char-

acter of the Epistle and its history in the
Church are not opposed to its own claim to be an
epistle of the Apostle Peter. It only remains to

consider the questions of destination and date.

The plain, literal sense of the words, "'to the

elect sojourners of the dispersion," etc., indicates

i/eii'!s/i-Cliristian communities in tlie variims

provinces of Asia Minor as the parties addressed.
Tlie main objections to this view are tliat, accord-

ing to Acts and Paul's Epistles, the Christianity

of Asia !Minor was overwhelmingly Oetitile-

Christian, and that no epistle addressed to

Jewish-Christians would have used such language
as we find in i. IS and iv. 3-4. These objections

are strong, though not conclusive. The work of

Paul covered half of the territory indicated in

tlie address, and many Jewish-Christian workers
may have labored in Northeastein Asia Jlinor

and even in the regions traversed by Paul. The
second objection is more serious, but it cannot be

said that Peter could not have used such language
in addressing churches which, though composed
mostly of Jewish-Christians, still contained some
converts from paganism.

It is possible, however, to take the word
'dispersion' in a figurative sense and consider that

the Epistle was addressed to Christians as such,

whether of .Jewish or pagan ancestry. In some
parts of Asia Minor tlie former may have pre-

dominated; in other parts, especially in the west-

ern districts, the latter. It was only natural
that the Apostle, himself a Jewish-Christian
whose experience had been mainly with .Jewish-

Christians, should address them all as the true

Israel. Since Paul had evangelized only a part

of Asia Minor, an epistle addressed to churches

scattered through the whole vast province had no
occasion to mention him. It is probable that by
'Babylon' (v. 13) Rome is intended. Whether
the term 'fellow elect' (fern.) means the Church
or some individual (the WTiter's wife?) is a
question.

The date to be assigned to the Epistle depends
mainly on the answers to two questions: (1)

To wiiat do the references to sutlering point?

If nothing less than a State persecution is im-

plied, the time of the persecution by Nero is the

earliest possible date—i.e. c.64 a.d. If no State

persecution is implied, the Epistle may well have
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been earlier. (2) Tlie question of the relation

between I. Peter and the Pauline Epistles. If

I. Peter is dependent on Romans and Kphesians,

it must be dated either after Paul's lirst im-

prisonment, i.e. after 01, while Paul was away
friim Rome, or during that imprisonment, while

Paul also was in the city. Most critics who hold

to the genuineness of the Epistle and to its de-

pendence on Paul are inclined to a date near 64

A.D. Ramsav (The Church in the Uoiiian Em-
pire, pp. 279-295, O.xford, 1893) advocates 80

A.I). Those who dispute Peter's aiithorship assign

dilferent later dates. Hut if the dependence is on
the side of Paul rather than Peter, the Epistle

was written before Romans. Tliis opinion, ad-

vocated by Weiss and Kiilil, has nuich in its

favor, and appears, on the whole, the most prob-

able. Accordingly the Epistle may be viewed as

written at Rome some time between 50 and 55
A.n.

II. Petek. This Epistle purports to be from
the Apostle Simon Peter to (an unnamed circle

of) Christians. After exhorting them to fulfill

their high destiny by a complete, well-developed
C'liristian life (i. 3-11), he declares his purpose
ever to remind them of these things, especially as

he knows tliat his death is near, and is certain of

the trnth of the doctrines of the power and Sec-

ond Coming of Christ (see Secoxd Advent of
CiiHisT), both from his own experience at the
Transfiguration, and from the more sure word of
jiropliccy (i. 12-21). He then passes to his main
tlicnie, warning against the threatened inroads of

false teaching represented by bold, irreverent,
reckless Antinomianism and by a skeptical denial
of the Second Coming ( ii. 1-iii. 13). The Epis-
tle <doses with a reference to Paul as teaching the
same truths, though often misunderstood, and
by an exhortation to constant Christian growth
(iii. 14-18).
Unlike I. Peter, this Epistle seems to have been

called forth by some veiy urgent conditions in
certain Christian communities. Its scope is not
so broad nor its teachings so diversified as is

the ease witli I. Peter. Only in the very con-
densed passage i. 3-11 is a comparison between
the two Epistles possible.

Because of its somewhat unicpie character, II.

Peter has proved an inviting field for biblical
criticism, and the (piestions of its authorship,
date, and destination are still open. The external
attestation to the Epistle is probably weaker than
in the case of any other Xew Testament writing.
There is no distinct trace of its existence before
Origen. though it is probable that it was com-
mented on by Clement of Alexandria (e.l90).
We nuist then be content with such evidence as
the Epistle itself offers. Petrine authorship is,

Avithout doubt, claimed, not only in the opening
Words, but in the reference to the Apostle's
death, as revealed by the Lord (i. 14), in the
reference to the Transfiguration (i. 16), and in
the notice of Paul's letters (iii. 15). Neverthe-
less, grave objections may be made against this
claim. Arguments drawn from the vocabulary
and style of the Epistle are not of great weight,
because of our imperfect knowledge of Peter's
habits and circumstances. The remarkable, al-
most verbal similarity between II. Peter ii. 1-

iii. 3 and the short Epistle of .Jude demands ex-
planation. If. with most modern scholars, we
hold that this section of the Epistle was copied
from .Jude, it becomes very difTicult to maintain

the Apostolic authorship of II. Peter, not only on
general grounds, but also because the errorists
combated are spoken of in Jude as alrcad}' in the
conununity, while in the Epistle their appear-
ance IS still future, or at least indicated as very

recent. It is nuieh simpler, and more in ac-

cordance with the statements of both Epistles, to

hold that Jude used II. Peter. If such be the ease,

.Jude is additional evidence for the early date of
the Epistle. Arguments based on the marked dis-

similarity between I. and II. Peter are of force
only as against the view that both Epistles were

written near the same date by Peter's own hand,
or by the same amanuensis and to the same cir-

cle of readers. No one of these suppositions, how-
ever, is necessary. The relation between II.

Peter and apocbryphal writings of Joseijhus is

too inicertain for a basis of argument.
While conceding the great weight of opposing

theories and the complicated and uncertain char-

acter of the evidence, the most probable view
seems to be that the Epistle was written near the

close of Peter's life, presumably from Rome, to

•Jewish-Christian readers, well known to the
Apostle, who were threatened with tlie invasion
of new and dangerous heresj'. It had a limited
cireidation. but became known some years later

to ,Iude, who used it as the basis for his hastily
written Epistle to the same or nearly related

communities.
Bibliography. The recent and able commenta-

ries by Kiihl, in Weiss's series (Giittingen,

1897) ; Bigg, International Critical Series (New
York, 1901); and Von Soden, in the Holtzmann
Series (Leipzig, 1899), are full and leave lit-

tle to be desired. Chase, in the Hastings Dic-
tionari/ of the liible^ gives an exhaustive treat-

ment with a good bibliography. For the theology
of I. Peter, consult the standard New Testament
theologies of Weiss, Beyschlag, Holtzmann,
Stevens, and also Weiss, Der petrinische Lehrbc-

griff (Berlin. 1855). The various introductions

to the New Testament, and works on the Apos-
tolic Age contain full discussions of the critical

problems. For II. Peter consult also Spitta, Der
incite Brief des Petrus und der Brief dee Judas
(Halle. 1885).
PETER, GospEi, OF. See Apocrypha, section

on -Vc/r Tcstnmcnt.
PETER, Preaching of. See Apocrypha, sec-

tion on Xcic Testament.
PETER, pa'ter, Hermann (1837—). A Ger-

man classical scholar, son of the following, best

known for his work in Roman history. He wa»
born at ileiningen, studied at Bonn and Breslau,

taught at Posen, Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and
Meissen, and in the last place became rec-

tor of the school. His works include important
editions of fieri/jtorcs Historiw Auffusta- (1805;
2d ed. 1884; and critical essays on the same sub-

ject, 1892) : Bistoricorum Romaiwrum Reliqui(S

(1870) ; und Bistoricorum RomanorumFragmenta
(1883), as well as Ovid's Fasti (1874; 3d ed.,

1899) ; and the critical e.ssays, Die Quellen Plu-
tarchs in den Biographien der Romer (1865),
and Die geschichtliche Litteratur iiber die ro-

mische Kaiserzeit bis Theodosius I. und ihre
QucUen (1897).
PETER, Karl LuDwiG (1808-93). A German

historian and classical scholar. He was born at
Freiburg and studied at Halle. For .several years
he served as professor of history in the Uni-

versitv of .Jena. His writings include: Die
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Epochen der Vcrfassuiiysycscliichte dcr rii-

viischcn Republik (1841); Geschichte Roins (4tli

ed. 1881); Stiidien zur romisclieii Geschichte

(1863) ; and Zur A'ciVi'/.: dcr Quellen der iiltern

romischen Geschichte (1870).

PETER BELL. A tale in verse by William
Wordsworth (1819) of a man in humble life,

with incidents of such exaggerated simplicity

as to provoke much ridicule.

PE'TERBOROUGH. An episcopal city, a
Parliamentary and municipal borough, and a civic

county, known as the soke or liberty of Peter-

borough, in Nortlianiptonshire, England, on the
Nen. 37 miles northeast of Xorthamptoji, and 70
miles north by west of London (Map: England,
F 4 ) . Its principal edifice is the famous cathedral,

wliich lias undergone complete restoration since

1883. and holds a high rank among English cathe-

drals of the second class, exhibiting all grades of

transitional architecture from Norman to Perpen-
dicular. The south transeptal crypt incloses the

site of the prior cruciform Saxon church. The
west front as a j'ortico is said to be the finest in

Europe. A central tower, lantern-shaped, rises

at the intersection of the nave and transept.

The length of the cathedral is 476 feet : breadth
at the great transepts, 203 feet; height of

central tower from the ground, 1.50 feet.

The town is regularly laid out, lias an ex-

cellent grammar scliool with an endowment,
a jiublic' library, a school of art, science, and
technology, a corn exchange in the Italian style,

a jail and house of correction, a handsome
parish church, and a number of charitable insti-

tutions. The city owns its water and electric

lighting works, markets, selvage farm, bathing
place, and isolation hospital, maintains parks and
recreation grounds, and provides cottage allot-

ments. Peterliorough is an important railway
centre and carries on an active trade in corn,

coal, timber, bricks, and malt. It has also man-
ufactures of agricultural implements and exten-

sive locomotive works.
Anciently named Medeshamstede, the city had

its origin in a great Benedictine monastery,
founded in 6.5.5. This monastery, reared in honor
of Saint Peter, became one of the wealthiest and
most important in England, but it was not until

after having been destroyed by the Danes in 807.

and rebuilt about 0(!6, that the town W'as called

Peterborough. On the dissolution of the monas-
teries, the magnificent cathedral was spared, ow-
ing, it is supposed, to its containing the remains
of Queen Catharine of Aragon. but it was vandal-

ized by Cromwell and his troopers in 1(543. Pop-
ulation, in 1801, 3400; in 1851, 8700; in IS81,

21.228; in 1901, 30,870. Consult: Poole. Peter-

horoiif/h (London, 1881); Davys. The Cathedral
and Ahhey of Peterborough (Peterborough. 1886) ;

Sweetintr. Peterborough Cathedral (London,

1898).

PETERBOROUGH. Tlie capital of Peter-

borough County. Ontario, Canada ; on both sides

of the Otonabc Kivcr and on the Canadian Pacific

and the Grand Trunk railroads, 76 miles north-

east of Toronto (Jfap: Ontario, E 3). It is con-

nected by a handsome bridge with the village of

Ashburnham opposite. The town is lighted with
ga,s, has good water power, manufactures leather,

engines, farming tools, wooden ware, and wool-

ens, and carries on a large export trade in grain,

pork, and lumber. It is the seat of a United

States consular agent. Tlie town is the centre of
a picturesque lake and river district, and is a
favorite resort for sportsmen; the Peterborough
or Rice Lake canoe was invented here. Popula-
tion, in 1891. 9717; in 1901. 11,239.
PETERBOROTIGH, Ciiaui.k.s Mordauxt,

third Earl of ( I(;58-1735). An English military
and naval commander. He served as a boy in

the navy, and then entered the army. For the
prominent part that he took against .Tames II.,

he was made Earl of Monmoutli by William 111.,

succeeding afterwards to the earldom of Peter-
borough, as heir to his uncle. During the War of

the Spanish Succession the English expedition
to the Iberian Peninsula was placed under his

command, and in June, 1705, he arrived in Lisbon
with 5000 Dutch and English sol.liers. After tak-

ing on board the Archduke Charles of Austria,

who claimed the Spanish crown, the armament
proceeded to Valencia. Mordavmt conceived the
idea of making a dash at Madrid, and finishing

the war at one blow, but was overruled by the

Archduke and the Prince of Hesse, and compelled
to besiege Barcelona, which was defended on one
side by the sea, and on the other by the strong
fortifications of Monjuich. By a coup de main
he made himself master of !Monjuieh, Barcelona
fell, and Mordaunt pushed his successes into the

interior. Several towns submitted. He marched
to Valencia and at the head of 1200 men defeated

a Spanish force of 4000. The Spaniards sent a

large army into Catalonia, and a French fleet

appeared olT Barcelona. Mordaunt returned to

Barcelona, harassed the enemy's army, and. put-

ting himself on board the English squadron,

directed a movement which com]ielled the French-

men to put to sea, and Barcelona was saved.

Mordaunt again wished to march toward Mad-
rid, but his plan for gaining possession of the

capital was once more rejected by Charles. He
accordingly left the army in a fit of pique, and
went to Italy. In 1707 he returned to Valencia

as a volunteer, but the excellent advice which he
gave was not followed. He was recalled to Eng-
land, and from that moment the tide of fortune

ran strong against the Austrian cause. On his

return he made common cause with the Tories,

and received the Garter and other dignities for

his services. On the accession of George I. he

w^as appointed commander-in-chief of the naval

forces of (ireat Britain. He died at Lisbon.

Brilliant and versatile, he was also eccentric and
erratic. His witty yet affectionate letters to

Pope, Swift, Prior, etc., give a fine insight into

his private character. His character has been
sketched by Horace Walpole, in his Catalogue of

Royal and Xoble Authors, and with still greater

force and picturesqueness by Macaulay. Attempts
have been made to discount the brilliancy of his

leadcrshii) in the Spanish cnmjiaign and to at-

tribute the successes to other ofiicers, but these

have signally failed. Consult: Warburton,
Memoirs of Charles Mordaunt, Earl of Peter-

borough ami Monmouth (London, 1853) ; Russell,

Memoir of Charles Mordaunt. Earl of Peter-

borough (ib., 1887) : Stebbing, "Peterborough," in

English Men of Action (ib. 1800).
PE'TER CLA'VER, Saint ( 1580-1C54). The

apostle of the negroes in Spanish America. He
was born in Catalonia of a noble family.

After completing his education in the .Jesuit

college at Barcelona, he joined the novitiate

of the Society at Tarragona in 1C02, and
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was sent to the newly founded college at

Majorca. While he was still pursuing his

stmdies, the general, Aquaviva. called for an

approved missionary from each Spanish jjrovince

of the society to go to the newly formed province

of Granada" in South America. Peter Claver

was among those chosen, and arrived at Carta-

gena, then the centre of the African slave-trade.

in lUlO. In lOlti he was ordained, and entered

on his special work. He won the approval of

the authorities for his plan, and secured ordei-s

that no slave-owners should lie allowed to carry

off the newly imported hlacks until they had had

instruction in the Christian faith. He signed

himself the 'slave of tlic negroes forever,' and
pracli<-ally lived aniciiig them, on shipboard and
in tlie hospitals, especially the leprosy hospital,

ministering to their wants, as well temporal as

spiritual. His exertions during the plague in

Cartagena resulted in utter exhaustion and
paralysis, and he died September 8. 1G54. He
was beatified bv Pius IX. in 18.52, and canonized
by Leo XIII. in 1888. Consult his Life by Fleu-

riau (Eng. trans. London, 1847) and IliJver {Diil-

men, 1888).

PETER DE VIN'EA (e.ll90-124n). An
Italian statesman and jurist, born at Capua. By
his abilities he attracted the attention of Emperor
Frederick II., and as early as 1225 he appears

as occupying a high judicial position in Freder-

ick's king<lom of Sicily. He soon became the chief

judicial olliccr in tin- realm, and aided in drawing
up the Constitution of 1231 for Sicily, which was
far in advance of any other instrument of govern-
ment of Western Europe at that i)criod. After
filling other very high ollices, Peter was suddenly
arrested on suspi<ion of having been bribed to
poison the Emperor. It is said that, in order
to avoid torture and further disgrace, he
dashed out his brains against a pillar, to which
he had been chained. Dante has sought to clear

his good name, and many beautiful legends arose
concerning the tragic fate of the great statesman.
His letters. pi>ems, and speeches form one of the
most useful sources for the histoi-y of his time.
Consult: Huillard-Breholles, lie et correspon-
dance ile Pierre de la Vif/ni: (Paris, 1865) ; King-
ton, History of Frederick II. (Loudon, 1862).

PE'TERHEAD. A seaport and Parliamen-
tary burgh in tlie District of Buchan, Aberdeen-
shire, on a peninsula, the easternmost point of
land in Scotland. 44 miles northeast of Aberdeen
(Map: Scotland, G 2). Keith Inch, the eastern
head of the peninsula and the nucleus of the town,
mainly occupied by fish-curing establishments, is

now separated by a canal which connects the five

spacious harbors. The town is irregularly built,
clean, and paved with the reddish granite named
after the town, but has no striking edifices. The
parish church has a gianite spire, 118 feet high,
and a granite Tuscan pillar stands on the market-
crass. There are Episcopal, Free. Roman Catho-
lic, and other churches: an academy and otlier

schools, and libraries. The town owns its water
supply, winter and summer baths, and a munici-
pal lodging house. Formerly the chief British
depot of the whale and seal "fisheries, it is now
noted for its herring fishery, employing over 500
boats and .5000 jiersons. The general trade is of
considerable importance. The chief exports are
herrings, cattle, agricultural produce, and granite.
Granite and polishing works, ship and boat

building, woolen factories, and breweries are car-

ried on. Peterhead dates from the thirteenth cen-

turv. The Pretender landed here on Dcccmlier
25." 1715. Population, in 1891, 12,200; in 1901,

11,750.

PETERHOF, pa'ter-hif. A town in the Gov-
ernment of Saint Petersburg, Russia, situated on

the Gulf of Finland, 18 miles west of the capital'

(Map: Russia, D 3). It is a well laid-out town,

occupied chiefly bj- fine villas and summer resi-

dences which extend along the gulf to Oranien-
baum on the w-est and Saint Petersburg on tlie

east. The royal palace, with its extensive gardens,

fountains, and statues modeled after those at

Versailles, was begun by Peter I. in 1711, and has

since been greatly extended and embellished by
the successive monarchs. especially by Elizabctli,

Catharine II., and Nicholas I. It contains many
rare works of art. Peterhof is now one of tlie

most fashionable resorts around the capital, and
the Russian Court usually spends there a part of

the summer. Population, in 1897, 11,300.

PE'TER IB'BETSON". A novel by George

Du jMaurier (1S91|. It appeared serially in

Harper's Magazine of that year. The story opens

with Peter's childhood in Paris, and his play-

mate, Mimsey Seraskier. Left an orphan, he is

brought up by a disagreeable uncle. He nnits
!Mary, the charming Duchess of Towers, and dis-

covers in a dream that she is Mimsey. Exasper-

ated by his uncle, Peter kills him in a sudden
frenzy-, and for twenty-live years in prison he

leads' a dream life in which he has mysterious
communicaticm with the Duchess. At her death

he becomes insane; she comes to him once after-

wards and influences him to write this curious

autobiography.

PETER LOMBARD, or Peter the Lomb.^ro
(c.ll()ll-(i4). .\ii Italian theologian. He was prol)-

ably born at Lumello, in Lonibardy. about the

year 1100. He .studied at Bologna, Rheims. and
later at Paris, where he was a pu])il of Abelard.
He became teacher of theology in the cathedral
school of Xotre Dame, and in 1159 was appointed
bishop of Paris. He resigned the see after a year
and died at Paris, July 20, 1104, He was viry

generally styled ilariister iieiitcntiarum, or .!/'(^-

ter of the Sentenees, from his compilation ^< »•

tentidnim Lihri IV., a collection of sentences from
Augustine and other Fathers on points of Chris-

tian doctrine, with objections and replies also

collected from authors of repute. It was intended

as a manual for the scholastic disputants of his

age, and as such was used for 500 years and made
the basis of innumerable lectures and treatises.

It was one of the first books printed, and many
editions have been issued. It is found in Jligne,

Pat. Lat., vols, cxcicxii,, with his Catena on
the Psalms and on Paul's Epistles, Consult the
treatise of Protois, Pierre Lomhard, son epoque,

sa vie. ses eerits, son infiiience (Paris, 1881).

PE'TERLOO MASSACRE (fanciful name,
suggested by Wnlcrluu) . The name ])opularly

given to the dispersal of a large meeting by
armed force in Saint Peter's field, Manchester,
England, Monday, July 16, 1819, The assem-
blage, consisting chiefly of bodies of o])eratives

from different parts of Lancashire, was called to

consider the question of Parliamentary reform.

The dispersal took place by order of the magis-

trates. Eleven persons were killed and more than
500 wounded.
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PETERMANN, pa'ter-man, August (1822-
"

. A German ^'cographer. He was born at
' ieherode, in Prussian Saxony; studied at Xord-

II iii--en; and from 1839 to 1845 was an assistant

III the geiigraphical aeademy of Professor Berg-
i~ at Potsdam. There he worked upon Berg-
~'s I'hiisiktiliHcher Atlas, and drew the map for

i, xander von Humboldt's Asie Centrale. In 1845
III' went to Edinburgh as assistant to A. K. .John-

-! 11 in the preparation of his Phi/sical Atlas,
- 'd upon tlie publication of Berghaus. In 1847

I i.rmann founded a cartographic establishment
ii London, and was elected to the Royal Geo-
ui iphical Society. He then made a special study
"1 the geograpliy of Africa and of the Arctic
Z' Ml-. In 1854 lie returned to Germany to assume
iIm' directorship of .Justus Perthes's geograpliie

iii-iitution at Gotlia. and in 1855 founded the
1' itcihingcn. a monthly geographical journal,

h remains the authoritative publication in

particular department. Like his father and
lii- lirother before him, he died by suicide.

PETERMANN, Juljxts Heinrich (1801-76).

A I ierman Oriental scholar. He was born at
liliuchau, was educated at Leipzig and Berlin,

iiimI studied Armenian at Venice. In 1837 he
li'iame professor of Oriental languages at the

University of Berlin. From 1852 to 1855 he
traveled through Asia Minor and Persia; in

1807-68 through Palestine and Syria; during the

latter year he was German consul at Jerusalem.
Petemiann published grammars of the Samari-
tan. Aramaic, and Armenian languages in the
Porta Linguarum Orientalium series. Among his

other works are Reisen im Orient ( 1860-

61 ) , and an edition of the fSamaritan Pentateuch

f 1S72 seq.) , continiied after his death by Vollers.

PETER MARTYR. The name most com-
monly applied to Pietro !M.\rtire di Axghiera
(c. 1457-1526), an Italian writer on American
history. He was born at Arona. in Xorthern
Italy, probably on February' 2, 1457. although

his own letters give almost equally good grounds

for the years 1455 and 1459 as the date of his

birth. In 1477 he went to Rome, where, through

the Cardinal Ascanio Sforza. he secured the posi-

tion of secretary to Francesco Negro, the Gov-

einor of the city, which he held until August,

1487, when he was induced to go to Spain by the

retiring Spanish .\mbassador, the Count of

Tendilla. There he seems to have quickly become
a chronicler, and in this capacity he came under
the immediate protection of the Queen. In 1494

he was ordained as a priest and became tutor to

the children of Ferdinand and Isabella. In 1.501

I'.e was intrusted with a diplomatic mission to the

Sultan of Egj'pt, who had threatened to massacre
all Christians in his domains in revenge for the

expulsion of the Jloors from Spain. Martyr's
account of his successful visit to Cairo is nar-

rated in his Lcgatio Babylonica. which he
dedicated to Pope Leo X. In reward, he re-

ceived an appointment as apostolic prnthonotar>'.

In 1.505 he also obtained the post of dean of the
chapter of the Cathedral of Granada, which he
held until his death. In 1520 he was appointed
royal chronicler or historiographer, and subse-

quently a member of the Council for the Indies.

His principal works are the history of the Xew
World. Dc Rdiiis Oceanicis 't Voro Orhe
Decades, and the Opus Epistolaruin. The
Decades constitute an important source for the

early period of American discovery. The Opua
is an invaluable collection of 816 letters dealing
with contemporary events. Consult: ilariejol,

Pierre Martyr d'Anghiera, un lettrd italien a la

coiir d'Espagne (Paris, 1887); Bernays, Petrus
Martyr Anglcrius (Strassburg, 1801): Thacher,
Christopher Columlus (Xew York, 1903).

PETER MARTYR. A sixteentli century re-

ligious reformer. See VebmiuLI. .

PETERS, pa'ters, Christlvx August Fbied-
RICH (1800-80). A German astronomer, born in

Hamburg. He studied at Ki'Jnigsberg, was em-
ploj-ed in the Altona Observatory, and in 1839
was appointed assistant at Pulkova. Ten years
after, Peters became professor at Kijnigsberg, and
in 1854 was appointed director of the Observa-
tory at Altona, and undertook the editorship of

Astronomische Xachrichten. He went to Kiel

in 1872, when the Observatory was transferred
thither, and in 1873 he was chosen professor of

astronomy in the university of that place. His
work was almost entirely on stellar astronomy
and dealt especially with stellar parallaxes, the

constant of nutation, and the study of Sirius.

PETERS, GiiRiSTi-VN Heixbich Friedbich
(1813-90). A Cierman-American astronomer,
bom at Koldenbiittel, in Schleswig, He studied in

Berlin ; worked in the observatories of Copen-
hagen and GOttingen, then under Sartorius von
Waltershausen in the survey of Etna, and in

the topographic bureau of Xaples; and in 1854

came to the United States. For several years he
was employed on the coast survey, and in 1858

was appointed professor of astronomy at Ham-
ilton College, and director of the Litchfield Ob-

servatoi-y. His greatest services to astronomy
were the discovery of about fifty comets and
planetoids, and tlie stellar charts published in

1882. Peters led the United States expedition to

Xew Zealand for the observation of the transit of

Venus in 1874.

PETERS, or PETER, Hugh (1.598-1660).

An English churchman and author. He was
educated at Cambridge, was ordained, and
preached at the Church of Saint Sepulchre, Lon-
don, until he was silenced for non-conformity;
he went to Rotterdam, and became pastor

of the Independent Church. He was in

Xew England from the winter of 1635-36

to 1641 ; was settled pastor of the First

Church in Salem, JIass., as successor of

Roger Williams. As chaplain in the Parlia-

mentary army he rendered unusual services, for

which he was rewarded under the Common-
wealth and the Protectorate, .\fter the Restora-

tion, being suspected of complicity in the King's

death, he was indicted for high treason, con-

demned, and beheaded, October 16. 1060. During
his imprisonment he addressed to his daughter,

Elizabeth. A Dying Father's Last Legacy to an
OnUi Child. He published Peters's Last Report

of the English Wars (1646): A Word for the

Army and Tiro Wordu for the Kingdom (1647) ;

.1 Good Work for a Oond Magi.itrate ( 1(>51 ) : and
several other pamphlets. Consult Felt. Memoir
and Defense of Hugh Peters (Boston. 1851).

PETERS. .ToiiN Chart.es (1819-93). An
American pliysician : born in Xew York : studied

medicine in Columbia and in Europe, and com-
menced practice in Xew York as a honiipopathist,

but afterwards joined the regular school. He
published treatises on diseases of the head, of
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females, of the eyes, and Asiatic cholera. In

coniieotioii with Dr. E. F. Snclliii^' and others, lie

published a Materia lledica. Pr. Peters was
editor of the Xorth American Journal of llomcc-

opalhy, and of the Transactions of the Pathologi-

cal Society.

PETERS, John- Pi'nnett (1852—). An
American clcrgj'uian and Orientalist, born in

XeV- York City. He Rraduatcd at Yale (1873),

an<l studied at' Berlin and at Leipzig. He became
pri)fessor of Old Testament lanj;ua{,'cs and litera-

ture at tlie Protestant Episcopal Divinity School

in Philadelpliia (1S84) and professor of Hebrew
at the I'niversity of Pennsylvania (1885), and
from 1888 to 1891 conducted excavations at

Nippur. In 1893 he became rector of Saint
Michael's Church, New York City. He wrote:
Scriptures, Hebreic and Christian (1886-89);
Ti'ippur. or Explorations and Adrentvres on the

Euphrates (1897); and The Old Testament and
the New ScholarsJiip ( 1901 )

.

PETERS, pa'ters, Karl (1856-). A German
traveler. He was born at Neuhaus, in Hanover,
and studied at Gottlngen, Tubingen, and Berlin,

where in 1880 he became privat-doeent. In 1884
he founded the German Colonization Society, in

whose interests he traveled through Eastern
Africa. Returning to Germany in 1885, he be-

came the head of the German East African Com-
pany, aiul two years later went again to Africa
to assume the management of the colonial posses-
sions. In 1888 he took the leadership of an ex-
pedition for the relief of Emin Pasha, marched
up the Tana River to its source, and penetrated
finally to the Victoria Nyanza. He crossed the
lake in .Jmie. 1890. met Emin, already rescued by
Stanley, and thence returned to the coast. In
February, 1891, he was sent as Imperial commis-
sioner to East Africa ; finuided a station at Kili-
manjaro, and was active in the settlement of the
boundary between Gernmn and English posses-
.sions. Accusations of cruelty toward the natives
were in 189(i preferred against him. They were
investigated before a judicial commission, and
resulted in his dismissal from the service. In
1898 he went to London and formed a company
for the exploration of the gold-fields of Rhodesia,
and he himself visited Africa again in 1900-01.
His publications include: Willcnswelt und V/elt-
wille { 1S83), a philo.sophical study; Die dcutsche
Emin Pascha-Expedition (1891)"; Das dcutsch-
ostafrihani.iche Schutzfichict (1895) ; Das (joldcne
Ophir Salomos (1895); and Aequatorial mid
Siidafrika nach einer Darstellunq von 1119
(1895).

PE'TERS, 5L\Di.soN Clinton (1859—). An
American clergyman, born in Lehigh County, Pa.
•He was educated at Franklin and iMarshall Col-
lege, and at Heidelberg Theological Seminary,
Tiffin, Ohio, whence he entered the ministry of
the Reformed Church, becoming pastor of the
Bloomingdale Congregation in New York City.
After a pastorate of eleven vears he resigned,
joined the Baptist Church, and became pastor of
the Sumner Avenue Baptist Church. Brooklyn, N.
Y'. He defended this change of denomination in
"Why I liecnme a Jtapfist (1901). Among his
other works are: Justice to the Jew (1.899);
The Wit and Wisdom of the Talmud (1900);
The Birds of the Bihle (1901) ; The Jew as a
Patriot (1902) ; and several devotional books.

PETERS, PiiiLLis. The name, after marriage,
of the coh)ved poet Phillis WheaCley (q.v.).

PETERS, RiciiARu (1744-1828). An Ameri-
can jurist, born in Belmont, Pa. (now part of

Phihideljihia ) . He graduated at Pliiladelpbia

College (now University of Pliiladelpliia) in

17lil, studied law, and soon rose to eminence at

the bar. During the Revolutionary War he was
captain of a militia company in 1775-70, was
secretary of the Board of \Var from 1770 to 17S1,

and was instrumental in having Benedict Arnold
tried before a court-martial in .January, 1780.

He was a member of Congress in 1782-83. sat in

the State Assembly in 1787-91, and was a

L'nited States district judge from 1792 to 1828.

He was one of the founders of the Philadelphia
Agricultural Society and its president for more
than tliirty years, wrote many valuable papers on
agricultural subjects, and in 1797 demonstrated
by a .series of experiments the agricultural value
of gypsum. He published Admiralty J_)rri\iiiiis

in the United Slates District Court of I'lmisiil-

rania (2 vols., .1807). His son, Richard
Peters, Jr. (1780-1848), was successor of Henry
Wheaton as reporter of the United States Su-
perior Court, and published Reports of the

United States Circuit Court, 1S03-1S (1819);
Reports of the United States Supreme Court,

182S-.'i3 (17 vols., 1828-43); Condensed Reports
of Cases in the United States Supreme Court
from Its Organization till 1S27 (G vols., 18;!.'))

;

and Case of the Cherokee Nation Against the

State of Georgia. He was also editor of Chitty
on Bills; Bushrod Washington's Circuit Court
Reports. Third Circuit (4 vols., 1803-27); and
of the United States Statutes at Large.

PETERS, Samuel (1735-1826). An Ameri-
can clerg)-man, the author of a well-known his-

tory of Connecticut. He was born in Hebron,
Conn., graduated at Yale in 1757, and in 1759
was ordained in London as a minister of the

Church of England. Returning to Connecticut
in 1760, he was placed in charge of the churches
of Hebron and Hartford. In the pre-Revolu-
tionary controversies he embraced the Tory cause,

and was so pronounced in his loyalt.y to the
Crown that in 1774 he was forced by the 'Sons
of Lilierty' to aliandon the colony and take refuge
in England. Here in 1781 he published anony-
mously his celebrated Oencral History of Con-
necticut, from Its First Settlement Under General
Fenwyck, Esq., to Its Latest Period of Amity
with Great Britain (republished in New York,
1877), in which he gave a code of so-called
'blue laws' which attracted widespread atten-
tion. These laws were formerly sujjposed to
have been pure forgeries and fabrications, but
recent investigations have shown them to have
been taken in part from an earlier writer (Ncal)
and in jiart (with modifications) from actual
laws, only two or three of the forty-five having
been apparently invented out of hand. In 1805
Peters came to New York. In 1817 he visited
the Falls of Saint Anthony, taking up a large
claim there, but again settled in New York
(1818) and died there in great poverty eight
years later. He published a number of books and
pamphlets, characterized by a slovenly and im-
critical scholarship, and by a general uniformity
of misstatement and reckless assertion. Con-
sult: Trumbull. The Rev. Samuel Peters. His
Defenders and Apologists (Hartford, 1877); id.,

The True Blue Laws of Connecticut and Neta
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Haven (Hartford, 187(i) ; and "Examination of

Peters's Blue Laws," by Prince, in Amiual Re-

port of the American Historical Association for

1898.

PE'TERSBURG. A city and the county-soat

of Menard County, 111., 20 miles northwest of

Springfield; on the Sangamon River, and at the

junction of the Chicago, Peoria and Saint Louis

and the Chicago and Alton railroads (Map:
Illinois, C 4). It is surrounded by a farming
and stock-raising district, having deposits of

coal. There are several coal mines and various

manufactories, including flouring mills, a can-

ning factory, brick and tile plant, etc. Popula-

tion, in 1890, 2342; in 1900, 2807.

PETERSBURG. A town and the county-seat

of Pike County, Ind., 44 miles north by east of

Evansville; on the livansville and Terre Haute
Railroad (Map: Indiana, B 4). It has manu-
factures of flour, brick and tile, lumber, etc., and
considerable trade in coal, which is mined ex-

tensively in the vicinity. Agriculture and stock-

raising also are important industries in the fer-

tile region adjacent. Natural gas is found here.

Population, in 1890, 1494; in 1900, 1751.

PETERSBURG. A city, independent of coun-

ty authority, at the junction of Chesterfield, Din-

widdle, and Prince George counties. Va., 22 miles

south of Kichmond, on the' Appomattox River and
the upper Appomattox Canal, and on the Norfolk
& Western, the Atlantic Coast Line, and the
Seaboard Air Line railroads (Map: Virginia,

G 4 ) . There are two steel bridges across the

rivei', and two public parks. Petersburg is the

seat of the State Central Hospital for the Insane,

with 1000 colored patients; the Virginia Normal
and Collegiate In.stitute, for the higher education

of colored students of both sexes ; Southern Fe-

male College; and the University School for

young men. It has a Benevolent Mechanics' As-

sociation, with a library and museum. There are

also the Young Men's Christian Association ; the

Home for the Sick; and fine Masonic, Odd Fel-

lows', and Red Men's buildings. Petersburg car-

ries on an extensive trade in tobacco, and is an

important industrial centre, its manufactur-

ing interests being promoted by excellent water

power. The products of the principal industries

are cotton, tobacco, machinery, trunks, clothing,

silk and knit goods. Under a charter of 1875. the

government is vested in a mayor, elected every

two years, and a council which controls elections

of ail officials governing tlie administrative de-

partments. The water works are owned and oper-

ated hv the municipalitv. Population, in 1890,

22,680; in 1900, 21.810."

Petersburg was founded in 1733 on the site

of an Appomattox Indian village destroyed in

1676 bv Nathaniel Bacon; was incorporated asa
town in 1748, and was chartered as a city in

1850. During the Revolution it was twice wcu-

pied by the British under General Philips, and

in the" War of 1812 the Petersburg volunteers

served with conspicuous gallantry. Being a great

railway centre of supply from the south. Peters-

burg was the scene of niuch of the fighting in the

famous Virginia campaign of 1864-65. (See (^iviL

Wab.) After his disastrous failure at Cold Harbor

June 3, 1864 (q.v.). Grant marched his army of

more than 100.000 men to the James River, witli

the idea in part of taking Petersburg and thus

of forcing the evacuation of Richmond, t^eneral

Jiutler, at Bermuda Hundred, was hastil}' rein-

forced by a corps under General W. F. Smith, and
was ordered to attack Petersburg, then defended
by only 2500 Confederates. But though his force

numl)ered 16.000, he carried out his (jrders (June
15th) half-heartedlj' and inelticiently and thus
allowed Confederate reinforcements to be thrown
into the city. Grant, arriving on .June 10th, made
bloody l)ut unsilccessful assaults on the 10th,

17th, and ISth, his losses for the three days being
full}' 10,000. He then settled down for a siege.

On .July 30th the famous Petersburg mine—

a

shaft 520 feet long with lateral branches (near
the end) extending 40 feet on each side—was
exploded with terrific effect, a Confederate regi-

ment being destroyed and a huge crater pro-

duced, through which an inelficiently commanded
force of Federals tried to fight its wa\-. The
Confederates quickly recovered, poured a deadly
artillery fire into the crater, and the Federals

were forced back with a loss of more than 4000.

Lee repeatedly foiled the mana-uvres of Grant,

but finally, on April 2, 1865. after the disaster

at Five Forks, was comiielleil to evacuate both

Petersburg and Richmond. Consult Humphrey,
The Virginia Campaign of ISG.'i and ISdo (New
York. 1883).

PETER SCHLEMIHL, jw'ter shl6-mel'. A
wiilely ]iopuIar talc liy Chamisso (1813), relating

(lie adventures of a man who sells his shadow to

file Kvil One in return for an inexhaustible

magic purse. His wealth, however, does not save

him from the suspicion and horror with wliich

his fellows regard his strange condition. He is

unwilling to buy back his shadow at the stipu-

lated price, his soul, and in <lcspair throws away
the purse, buying with his last money a pair of

seven-league boots. With these he traverses the

whole earth and bv his study and knowledge of

the world at last gains contentment.

PETERSEN, p:i'ter-sen, EUGEN (1836—). A
Gernian arclueologist, born at Heiligenhafen. in

Holstein. He studied at Kiel and Bonn, in 1873

was appointed jjrofessor of archaeology at Dor-

pat, and in 1879 at Prague. He was a member of

the .Austrian archa-ological expe<litions to tirecce

in 1880 and to Asia Minor in 1882-85. In 1886,

after removing to Berlin, Petersen was sent to

Athens as secretary of the German .Vrchaeological

Scliool, and in 1887 was transferred to a corre-

sjjonding post in the German School at Rome. He
edited Theophrastus's Characters (1859). and

wrote: Die h'unst lies Phcidias am I'urlhcnon

und zu Oli/mpia (1873) ; Heisen in Liikicn (with

others, 1889) ; Stiidte I'amphiiliciis und Pisidicns

(wiih Niemann and Count Lanekoronski, 1890-

92) ; Vom alten I{om (1898; 2d ed. 1900) ; and

Trajans dakischc Kriege nach ,^'iiulenrelief (1899

sqq.).

PETERSEN, JoiiANX Wiliielm (1C49-1727).

A Lutlieran mystic. He was born at Osnabriick,

taught at Rostock and Giessen, and preached

accci)tal)ly at Hanover. In 1078 he became super-

intendent of Liibeck. Ten years later he was
chosen to a similar position at Liineburg. but

his millenarian views led to his sunnnary removal

and lianishment in 1692. He went to Magdeburg
and spent the rest of his life preparing pamphlets

anrl treatises explaining and defending his views.

Petersen was the leading Lutheran mystic and

I)remillenarian of the seventeenth century. He
was entirely orthodox and conventional except
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ui)on a few points, such as the thousand years'

reign of Christ upon earth anil the apokatastasis

or doctrine of universal restoration. Petersen

wrote Ills autobiography, Lebensbeschrcibiing (2d

ed., Frankfort, 1719). One of his treatises, Die

atimmeii am Zion, appeared in Ebenezer, X. Y.

(18iil-52).

PETERSEN, XiELS M.^rrniAS (1791-1862).

A l)ani,-.li .scholar and liistorian of literature,

born at !Saudo«u, on the island of Fiinen. He
was appointed professor in the Normal School
of iSrahetrolleborg. was enii)loyed in the State

archives, and in 1843 was chosen professor of

Scandinavian languages in the University of

Copeidiagen. Petersen wrote on mythology', his-

tory, geography, and above all literary historj".

His most important works are liidray HI den old

\urduike Lileraturs Eisturie (ISOU), and Bidrag
til den Danske Lileraturs Historic (185.3-04; 2d
ed. 1867-71), a valuable work whieli stops with
the licginning of the nineteenth century.

PETER SIMPLE. A novel by Captain Mar-
ryat (1834). This rollicking sea-tale gives the

adventures of a clergyman's sou, a midshipman
on a man-of-war. He cruises in the Mediter-
ranean and the West Indies. A scheming uncle
tries to injure him, finally consigning him to an
insaii? asylum. But lie escapes and succeeds his

grandfather as Lord Privilege.

PE'TERSON, Fkeuerick (1859—). An
American neurologist and alienist, born at Fari-
bault, Minnesota. In 1879 lie was graduated
from the medical department of the Univer.sity
of Bulfalo. After several years in Europe, he
bceaiiie. in 1882, professor of general pathology
and director <if the laboratory of the University
of Bull'alo. In 1888 he established himself in
Xew York City as a specialist in nervous and
7nental troubles. In 1893-94 he was professor

of neurology at the University of Vermont. For
several years lie was professor of neurology in
the Women's Jledical College, pathologist in the
New York City Insane Asylum, and attending
physician to the New York Hospital for Nervous
Diseases and to the St. Saviour's Sanatorium for
Inebriate Women. He also became chief of clinic
in tlie Department of Nervous Diseases of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia
I'niversity, New York City. He became president
of the New Y'ork State Commission in Lunacy in
1900. Dr. Peterson is one of the editors of the
yew York Medical Journal and the Journal of
Mental and \crrous Diseases. For many years
he was an editor of the American Medico-Surgical
liuUetin. Besides monographs, he has written a
book on Mental Diseases (1899), which is a part
of Church and Peterson's Xereous and Mental
Diseases (18991.

PETER'S PENCE. The name given to offer-

ings made for the support of the Pope. As a
(Iclinite historical tribute, it seems to have had
its origin in England, from which it spread
to Denmark and Norway under Canute. The
origin of the payment has been attributed to
Ina. King of the West Saxons, and by others
to Offa and to Ethelwulf : but the question is still
obscure; Lingard is disposed not to trace it
further back than the time of Alfred. It was col-
lected annually in the month of Julv, or between
the feasts of Saints Peter and Paul 'and of Saint
Peter's chains. It consisted in the payment of a
Bilver penny by every family that possessed land

or cattle of the yearly value of thirty pence. The
payment was finally alxilished under Henry Vlll.
Latterly the name has been often applied to the
voluntary offerings for the support of the Holy
See made by its subjects in all parts of tlie

world, since the loss of its territorial possessions
has made other support necessary.

PETERSSEN, pa'ter-scn, Eilif ( 1852— ) . A
Norwegian painter, born in Christiania. He was
a pupil of Piiefstahl and Deseoudres at Karlsruhe
and of Dietz in Munich. He first painted cus-

tume pictures, such as "Christian 11. Signing
a Death Warrant" ( 1870, Breslau Museum ) ;

then religious subjects, in which he was in-

fluenced by the Venetians, whom he studied in

Italy; and linally genre and landscapes. "Tlio
Laundresses" (1889) and "Woodland Lak."
(1891) are examples of his fine and harmonious
color, in the genre in which he is most success-

ful. The JIuseum at Christiania contains a
".Siesta," and the New Pinakothek at Munich
a '"Summer Night in Norway."
PETERWARDEIN, iia'ter-var-din' (Hung.

Petcrriirdd) . A free town and strong fortress of

Croatia and Slavonia, Hungai-y, situated on a
promontory on the right bank of the Danube
opposite Neusatz, with wliich town it is connected
by two bridges (ilap: Austria, G 4). The fortifi-

cations consist of the old fortress on the lofty rock
and the lower fortress at its base. Population,
in 1900, 5019. Petcrwardein is believed to occupy
the site of the Roman Acumincum. The fortress

was captured by the Turks in 1520 and was the
scene of the defeat of the Grand Vizier AH by
Prince Eugene in 1710, after which it was
awarded to the Emperor by the Peace of Passaro-
^vitz in 1718.

PETIGRU, JAME.S Louis (1789-1803). An
American jurist, born in Abbeville District, S. C.
He graduated at the College of South Carolina
in 1809, and taught until his admission to the
bar in 1812. He began practice in this district,

volunteeied for the defense of Port Royal against
a threatened British attack in 1813, and soon
afterwards was elected solicitor of the district. In
'1819 he .accepted an advantageous partnership in
Charleston, and was elected Attorney-General of

the State in 1822. When the issue of nullifica-

tion (q.y. ) was presented he was prominent in

the Union Party, and resigned his office in 1830
to become a candidate for the State Senate. He
was defeated, and incurred much unpopularity.
From 1850 to 1853 he was United States District

Attorney, and later was selected to codify the
laws of South Carolina, which task was finished

in 1802. He vigorously oppo.sed .secession, but
preserved the respect of his fellow citizens. His
bust was placed in the City Hall of Charleston
in 1883. Consult Graj'son, James Louis Pctigru
(New York. ISGG).

PETIOLE (from Lat. petiolus, stalk or stem
of fruits, irregular diminutive of pes, foot). The
stalk-like portion of a leaf (q.v.).

PETION, pa'tyON', Alexandre Sabes (1770-

1818). A Haitian general and politician, born at

Port-au-Prince. April 2. 1770, the son of a white
father and a mulatto motlier. He received a good
education and fought for his country's indepen-
dence imder Toussaint L'Ouverture. Later he
joined General Rigaiul against L'Ouverture, went
to France in 1800. and returned in 1802 with

General Leclerc. He subsequently sen'ed under

I
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Dessalines (q.v. ) against the French. L'pon the

death of Dessalines and the succession of Chris-

tophe (q.v.) the soutliern part of the island

set up an independent republic and Petion, who
was Governor of Port-au-Prince, was chosen
President in 1807. There followed a civil war
with Christophe, which desolated the country for

many years. Petion remained at the head of tho
Government in the southern part of the island un-

til his deatli. While in power Petion displayed

an amount of moderation strange in a Haitian
politician. He protected the foreigners in the

country and made some attempts to preserve the
national credit. A sketch of his militai-y and po-

litical career is given in St. John's Hayti; or, The
Black Bcpiihlic (London, 1884).

PETION DE VILLENEUVE, de vel'nev',

JfiROsrE ( 17.5(J-'.I4) . A Froncli revolutionist. He
was the son of a procurator at Chartres. and was
practicing as an advocate in his native city when
he was elected in 1789 a Deputy to the States-

General. He became a prominent member of tlie

.Jacobin Club, and an ally of Robespierre. He
was sent as one of three commissioners to bring

back the royal family from Varennes after their

attempted liight, and in the execution of this

commission he acted in a harsh and unfeeling

manner. In November, 1791, he was elected

Mayor of Paris to replace Bailly. He became
a member of the Convention, and on September
20, 1792, its first president. He favored the

Girondists, and although at the trial of the King
he voted for his death, he was suspected of being

a Royalist, and of complicity in the treason of

Dumouriez. He was thrown into prison, June 2,

1793, on the fall of the Gironde, but escaped and
joined the other CJirondists at Caen. In company
with Buzot he reached the neighborhood of Bor-

deaux. A short time after, their dead bodies

were found in a field near Saint Emilion, and
they were supposed to have connnitted suicide.

The public career of Potion shows him to have
been weak, shallow, ostentatious, and vain. The
(Euires de Petion, containing his speeches and
some small political treatises, were published at

Paris, in 4 vols. (1793). Consult also Memoires
ini'-dites, edited by Dauban (Paris, 1866), and
Vatel, Charlotte Cordaxj et les Girondins (ib.,

1872). See French Revolution.

PETIT DE JULLEVILLE, pe-te' de zhul'-

vtd'. Louis (1841— l. .\ French historian, born in

Paris. From the Ecole Xormale ( 1860-G3)he went
to the French School in .Athens, was made doctor

of letters in 1808, and, after teaching rhetoric in

the College Stanislaus, Paris, removed to Dijon.

Thence he returned to Paris, where he became
professor of French media-val literature and of

the history of the French language in the Faculty
of Letters (1880). Three of his works were
crowned by the Academv. and besides text-books

on his subject, he published Uistoire de la Grdce
sous la domination romaine (187.5) ;

Histoire du
theatre en France: Les mj/sti^rcs (1880); Les
cnmfdiens au moycn age (1885) : Jja comedie et

les mceitrs en France an moycn lif/e (1886) : Lc
theatre en France (1889). In 1890 he began the

publication of a Uistoire de la lanpne et de la

iittcratnrr fran(aisc. in eight volumes.

PETITION (Lat. pctitin. from petere, to

seek; connected with Gk. -htafini, pctesthai, Skt.

pat. to fly). A supplication preferred to one

capable of granting it. The right of a British

.subject to petition the sovereign or either House
of Parliament for redress of grievances is a fun-
damental principle of the English Constitution
and has been e.vercised from very early times.
The right was so generally e.\ereised in the time
of Edward I. and Edward II. that it became
necessai-y to formulate rules and methods by
which the task of hearing petitions could be
facilitated. Those which could not be answered
without special reference to tlie King formed a
special branch of business, and it was from the

share of tlie Chancellor in examining and report-
ing on petitions for clemency and favor that his

equitable jurisdiction grew up in the fourteenth
century. The nomination of 'receivers' and
'triers' of petitions became a part of tlie opening
business of every Parliament, and proclamation
was made inviting all persons to resort to the
receivers. The receivers were clerks or masters
in chancery ; the triers were selected Ijy the King
from the Lords, spiritual and temporal, and from
tlie justices. The triers could call to their as-
sistance the Chancelloi', Treasurer, Steward, and
Chamberlain. After e.xamining into the nature
of the grievances for which redress was sought,
they referred the petitions to certain of the courts
or to Parliament for further action.

In the time of Richard II. the work of receiv-

ing and hearing petitions was divided into three
parts; one part for the consideration of the King,
one for the Council, and one for Parliament. The
increasing power of the Commons over taxes and
expenditures vastly augmented the importance of

the right of petition to the Crown. In the four-
teenth century they began the policy of accom-
panying their grants with petitions for redress

in the name of the whole community. Later the
petition for redress preceded the grant, and the
latter was made conditional U|)<)ii the promise of
the King to provide the desired relief.

Since the revolution of 1088 the practice has
been gradually introduced of petitioning Parlia-
ment, not so much for the redress of sjiecific

grievances as regarding general questions of pub-
lic policy. Petitions must be in proper form and
respectful in language; and there are cases where
petitions to the House of Commons will only be
received if recommended by tlie Crown. .\ peti-

tion must, in ordinar,v cases, be presented by a
memlier of the House to which it is addressed; but
petitions from the Corporation of London may be

presented bv the sheriffs or Lord Mayor. Peti-

tions from the Corporation of Dublin have also

been allowed to be presented by the Lord Mayor
of that cit,v.

The practice of the House of Lords is to allow
a petition to Ix" made the subject of a debate when
it is presented; and unless a debate has arisen on
it. no public record is kept of its substance, or
the parties by whom it is signed. In tlic House
of Commons petitions not relating to matters of

urgency are referred to the Committee on Public
Petitions, and in certain cases ordered to be

printed.

The Constitution of the United States, like that
of Great Britain, guarantees to everv citizen the
right of petition for a redress of grievances.

This constitutional right was jiracticallv nulli-

fied once in our history bv the action of the

Xational House of Representatives in the case

of those petitions which related to the aboli-

tion of negro slaverv. This was the so-called

'gag' resolution of January, IS40, whicli pro-
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vidcd that no anti-slavery petition should be re-

ceived or heard bj- the House of Representatives.

PETITION AND ADVICE, The Himble. A
Aviittcn constitution of Enjilaml durin-i tlie Pro-

tectorate. The iirst Parliament elected accord-

ing to the Instrument of Government (q.v.) was
dissolved because it assumed the function of

altering the Constitution under vliich it was

called. A second Parliament was summoned by

Cromwell, who was in urgent need of money, to

meet on September 17, l(i.5G, but nearly one hun-

dred of its members had to be excluded as hostile

to the Protector's Government. After this purge

the assembly was ready to carry nut Cromwell's
wishes, asked him to take the title of King, and

laid before him for api)roval a 'Huml)le Petition

and Advice.' This may be regarded as practicall}'

an ameniled constitution, although it did not en-

tirely supersede the Instrument of Government.
The Protector declined the royal title, but after

some alteration the Humble Petition and Advice
was passed, and received his assent on May 25,

1057. On the 2fith of the following month it was
somewhat modified by the 'Additional Petition

and .Advice,' designed mainly to explain certain

doubts and questions which had arisen. As a re-

.sult of the two instruments the powers of the

Council of State were lessened and those of the

Parliament were increased. Henceforth the lat-

ter was to consist of two Houses, and the Pro-

tector was not again to exclude from sitting

therein those who had been legally elected. As
some compensation for this loss of authority, he
was allowed to appoint his successor and to nomi-
nate the life members of 'the other House,' which
was substltiited for the House of Lords. The
text of the Petition is contained in Gardiner,
Cnnstilutiuixil Documents (Oxford, 1889), and
Seobell, .:lc/.s and Ordinances (London. 1658).
Consult also: Masson, Life of Millon (ib., 187.3-

94) ; Lingard. Eistory of England, vol. viii.

(ib., 1883). See Cromwell, Oliver.

PETITION OF RIGHTS. A declaration of

certain rights and privileges of the subject ob-
tained from King Charles 1. in his third Parlia-
ment (1(J28). It was so called l)ecause the Com-
mons stated their grievances in the form of a peti-

tion, refusing to grant the supplies till its prayer
was heard. The petition is supposed to be a mere
corroboration and exjilanation of the ancient Con-
stitution of the kingdom ; and after reciting va-
rious statutes, recognizing the rights contended
for, prays "that no man be compelled to make
or yield any gift, loan, benevolence, tax, or such
like charge, without conminn consent by act of
Parliament; that none be called upon to make
answer for refusal so to do; that freemen be im-
prisoned or detained only by the law of the land,
•or by due process of law, and not by the King's
special command, without any charge : that per-
sons be not compelled to receive soldiers and
mariners into their houses against the laws and
customs of the realm ; that commissions for pro-
ceeding by martial law be revoked." The King
at first eluded the petition, expressing in general
terms his wish that right should be done accord-
ing to the laws, and that his subjects should have
no reason to complain of wrongs or oppressions;
but at this reply the Commons expressed dissatis-
faction and prepared a remonstrance against the
advisers of the King. The King thereupon or-
dered them not to meddle with affairs of State.

The Conunons then took up the charges against
Ijuckingliam. when the King yielded to their de-

mands and gave his assent to the petition, June
7, lliiiS.

PETITIO PRINCIPII, pS-tish'I-6 prin-sip'i-i

(Lat., begging of the question). The name given

in logic to that species of vicious rea.soning in

which the proposition to be proved is assumed in

the premises of the svllogisni.

PETIT JOURNAL, pete' zhoHr'nal', Le. A
daily jiaper, founded at Paris in 18(i3, republican
in |iolitics. Its low price commands for it an im-
mense circulation throughout the country as well

as in Paris.

PETITOT, pe-te't6', Jean (1607-91). A
French painter in enamel, born in Geneva. He
learned the jeweler's trade and early began to use
enamel in connection with his work. About 1634
he went to England and there met Van Dyke, who
introduced him to the notice of Charles I. He
had apartments in Whitehall and made various

portraits of the King and his Court. One of the
IJuchess of Southampton (1G42), in the collec-

tion of the Duke of Devonshire, is called his mas-
terpiece. After the King's death he went with
the royal family to Paris, where he enjoyed the

favor and patronage of Louis XIV. He lived in

the Louvre and painted the King, Anne of Aus-
tria, iladame de ilaintenon. La Valli&re, and
others of the time. These are included in the col-

lection of his works in the Gallery of Apollo, in

the Louvre. They are done with great delicacy
and particularly harmonious color. The Revoca-

tion of the Edict of Xantes in 1085 .sent him back
to Geneva, despite the fact that Louis had Bos-

suet himself try to convert him. He died in

^'evey. His works are scarce and of high value.

PETIT-QUEVILLY, pete' kc-ve'ye'. A town
of France in the Department of Seine-Inferieure,

situated two miles southwest of Rouen. Its prin-

cipal industries are cotton and linen spinning and
the manufacture of shoes, chemicals, starch, and
soap. Population, in 1901, 13,948.

PETIT-THOTJARS, too'iir', Abel Aubeet du.

See DrpETiT Thouabs, Abel Aubebt.

PE'TO, Sir Samuel Morton (1809-89). An
English contractor and politician, born in

Woking, Surrey. He was apprenticed to his

uncle, a builder, at whose death in 1830 he and
his cousin, Thomas Grissell, inherited the busi-

ness and established the firm of Grissell and Peto.
They secured a number of important contracts,

among them those for the Conservative and other

club-houses, several London theatres, the Nelson
Column, the Houses of Parliament, and a large

part of the Great Western and the Southeastern

railroads. In 1846 they dissolved their partnership,
Grissell taking the building and Peto the rail-

road contracts. The same year Peto took Edward
L. Betts into partnership with him, and the new
firm secured contracts for railroads in England,
France. Xorway, Denmark, Russia. Canada, and
Australia. During the Crimean War Peto con-

.structed a railroad between Balaclava and the

intrenchments, which proved of great service and
for which he was created a baronet in 1855. He
served several terms in Parliament, but in 1868
was obliged to resign because of the failure of

his firm during the financial panic of 1866. Con-
sult Sir Morton Peto, a Memorial Sketch (1893).

PETOFI, pe'te-fi, Sandor (Alexander)
(1822-49). The national poet of Hungary, born
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at Kis-Koros, in the County of Pesth, December
31, 1822. His father was a butcher and a small
landowner in Little Cumania, and bore the name
of Petrovics—a name indicating a iSIavic origin.

In 1838 his fatlier was impoverislied by an over-

flow of the Danube, which destroyed his little

estate; and it was only b.v the help of kinsmen
that he was able to rear his son for a profession.

Petoti was sent to the lyceum of the town of

Schemnitz. He ran away with a band of German
strollers, and again from school at Oedenburg,
this time enlisting as a common soldier. After
two years in the arnij-, a pli.ysician brouglit about
his discharge, and he went home. He afterwards
went to Papa, to complete his education. In
1842 he left P5pa to join a ti'oop of comedians,
but he soon parted from them. He made his way
to Pressburg, and afterwards to Pesth, wliere he
got some employment as a translator from the

English and the French. Going to Debreczin, he

made another venture as an actor, playing the

part of Othello, but again failed. At last he had
the good fortune to be invited to contribute to a
newspaper at Pesth. On his arrival at that city

he exchanged the name of Petrovics for Petijfi,

and it was not long before he became famous as a
lyric poet.

Petofi introduced himself to Vijrosmarty, then
the poet of Hungary, who received tlie sliabby

stranger coldly, but when lie had listened to his

verses he exclaimed. "Hungary never had such
lyrics

;
you must be eared for." And from that

time he treated Petofi as a son. Petofi was al-

most at once received into the literary national

circle, at the expense of which was published his

Versek, which appeared in 1844. This was rap-

idly followed by other volumes, which won bound-
less popularity. In Jlarch, 1848, he was the

leader in tlie first movement of the Hungarian
revolution at Pestli, and he became, by speecli

and pen, the advocate of the independence of

Hungary. His jrocm, Talpra, ilar/yar! (Up,
Magyars!), like later stirring lyrics, excited

great patriotic enthusiasm. He enlisted in the

National Army, and in the beginning of 1849 he
was appointed adjutant and secretary to General
Bem. PetJifi was at the battle of Schassburg
(8egesvar), fought on July 31, 1843, in which
Bern's army was overwhelmed. He was never
heard of after that day. It is believed that he
was killed by a Cossack in the flight, and that

his body, so mangled as to escajje recognition,

was buried with the multitude of Magyar dead
left upon the field. His countrymen at first be-

lieved that he was not dead, but a prisoner in an
Austrian dungeon. In 1877 a rumor gained cur-

rency that Petcifi was still living as a Russian
prisoner in one of the mines of Siberia, and the

Austrian Government was forced by public opin-

ion to institute oHicial inquiries in order to

prove the groundlessness of the report. On Octo-

ber 1.5, 1882, a monument to the poet was un-

veiled in Petijfi .Scpiare at Budapest, and the

liouse in which he was born at Kis-Koros was
purchased witli tlie intent- to preserve it. He
left a widow and one son.

Petfifi is the greatest literary genius of Hun-
gary, and he ranks, by common critical consent,

among the greatest lyric (loets of tlie last cen-

tury. The most beautiful of his poems are his

impassioned shorter lyrics, of wliieh he pub-

lished several collections, under the titles Cy-

press Leaves on Etelka's Grave; Pearls of

Love; Starless Xights; Clouds. The most cele-

brated of his narrative poems—also the longest
—are: Jiinos, the Hero; Istok, the Fool. His
earliest work was The Wine-Drinkers, published
in 1842; his latest. The Assessor of the J udgtnent-
.SV'of, which appeared in 1849. Petofi translated
Shakespeare's Coriolunus in 1848. A volume,
containing a poem entitled The Apostle, was sup-
pressed by the Austrian Government after the
pacification of Hungary. Petofi published a
novel, The Hangman's Hope, which failed, like

his play Tiger and Hyena, and he wrote several

volumes of tales, criticisms, and sketches of

travel ; he also translated largely from English
and French into Magyar.
A selection from his earlier pieces, translated

into German, was published in 1843; and several

volumes of translations from his writings have
since appeared in Germany. His poems have also

been translated, in part, into J'rench, Flemish,
Polish, Danish, and Italian; and an English
version, comprising his finest poems, was pub-
lished in London in 18G6 by Sir John Bowring.
A critical edition of his works is in prepara-

tion by A. Haras, who has already published a
number of volumes. Consult: Fischer. PetOfis

Lehen and Werke (Leipzig, 1889) ; Bubcnik, A.
Petiifi, eine Hkizze seines Lrhens und Dichtens
(Vienna. 1882) ; and the biographies in Magyar
bv Zilahv (Pest, 18G4) and A. Vutkovics (Press-

burg, 1883).

PETOS'KEY. A city in Emmet County. Mich.,

43 miles southwest of Cheboygan ; on Little Trav-

erse Bay, an arm of Lake Michigan, and on the

Grand Eapids and Indiana and the Pere Mar-
quette railroads (Map: Micliigan, H 3). Steam-

ers ply to several of the important lake ports.

Petoskey is an attractive summer resort, and has

a public library and the Petoskey Normal School.

There are iron works, a foundry and macliine

shops, lime kilns, lumber and flour mills, a leath-

er factory, rug and carpet factory, etc. The
water-works and electric liglit plant are owned
by the municipality. Petoskey was incorporated

as a village in 1878 and in 1896 became a city.

Population, in 1890, 2872; in 1900, 5285.

PE'TRA (Lat.. from Gk. r^rpa, rock). An
ancient city of Northern Arabia, in the 'desert

of Edom,' "aliout 70 miles northeast of Akabah
(Jlap: Turkey in Asia. F 7). It occupied a nar-

row rocky valley, overhung by mountains, the

highest and best known being Mount Hor, direct-

ly to the west. Petra owes its name to its pe-

culiar character as a 'rock-city,' which also gave

it the Hebrew name, Sela', 'rock' (II. Kings xiv.

7: Is. xvi. 1). Its importance was due to its

location on the great highway from the Red Sea

and Arabia northward, while its situation pro-

tected it from Bedouin raids. It thus became an
important centre of trade. In the ninth century

B.C. it was captured by King Amaziah of .Tudah,

who changed the name to Joktheel, according

to II. Kings xiv. 7. In the second or third cen-

tury B.C. it fell into the hands of the Nabateans
(q.v.). From the time of Ponipey it was tribu-

tary to the Romans. In 105 Trajan made a prov-

ince of Arabia Petrira (the name lieing taken

from the city) and Hadrian granted certain privi-

leges to the town. Christianity was introduced

at an early period and Petra became the seat of a

bishop. In the fourth or fifth century trade be-

gan to follow other channels and the importance
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of Pctra declined. AlU-i tlie Moliaiiiiiiedan con-

quest the very site was unknown to Europeans

until early in the nineteenth century, when it

:\a3 visited by Scetzen and Burckhardt. Since

then the remarkable lemains of Petra have be-

come well known. They stand in a small open

irregular basin, about half a mile square,

through which runs a brook, and are best ap-

proached by an extraordinary chasm or ravine

called the ^S'lV.- (or Wady ilusa), narrowing as

it proceeds till in some places the width is only

12 feet, while the rocky walls of red sandstone

tower to the height of 80 to 200 feet. Hardly a

ray of simlight can pierce this gloomy gorge, yet

it was once the highway to Petra, and the re-

mains of an ancient pavement can be traced be-

ncatli tlie brilliant oleanders that now cover the

patlnvay. All along the face of the rocky walls

are rows of cave tombs, hewn out of the solid

stone, and ornamented with facades. These are

also numerous elsewhere in and about the city.

The principal ruins are: (1) El-I\h(i::)ich ('the

treasure house'), believed by the natives to con-

tain, buried somewhere in its sacred inclosure,

the treasures of Pharaoh; it directly faces the

mouth of the gorge of Wady JIusa and was prob-

ably the great temple of the Petreans: (2) the

amphitheatre, capable of containing from 3000
to 4000 spectators; (3) certain remarkable
tombs; (4) the Dair or convent, a huge mono-
lithic temple, hewn out of the side of a cliff and
facing Jlount Hor; (.5) the citadel; (G) Kasr
Fir 'aiin, or Pharaoh's palace, the best preserved

ruin of Petra, east of which are the remains of

a triumphal arch. Most of the architecture is

Greek of the third or fourth century, but forms
of native art are intermixed, and there are also

traces of Egyptian influence, pyramidal forms
being not unknown. Consult : Laborde and Linant,
Vo;iut]e duns I'Arabie Felice (Paris, 1830) ; De
Luynes, Voi/age aux bords de la Mer Horte,
Friin. etc. (ib., 1875) : Palmer, The Desert of
the h'Tfidus (Cambridge. 1871) : Visconti, Diario
di itn rififffiio in Artibifi Frfrra (Home, 1872).

PE'TRARCH (It. PETRARCA, pfttriir'ka)

,

Fr.vncf.sco (1304-74), Anltalian poet and hu-
manist, born at Arezzo, .July 20, 1304, of a fam-
ily then in exile from Florence, because of its

alliliation with the party of the Bianchi. Fran-
cesco changed his father's name Petracco to Pe-
trarca. The wanderings of the family took the
lad to Piso in 1310 and in 1313 to Avignon in

France. After some preliminary training he was
sent to Montpellier in 131!) to study law. After
some four years there he went to Bologna un-
Avillingly to continue his studies in jurisprudence,
for he shrank from pettifogging, though he ad-
mired the majesty of Roman law. He had an
unbounded love for classical lore, and to this he
devoted himself after the death of his father
(1320), who had once flung his son's books of
poetry and rhetoric into the flames, allowing the
half-burnt manuscripts to be rescued at Fran-
cesco's passi(mate entreaty. In 1320 he returned
to Avignon and took minor orders as an eccle-
siastic. Thus he Avas not bound by the stricter
laws of ecclesiastical discipline, and yet he could
enjoy the numerous religious benefices accorded
to him. It may be said here that Petrarch was
no skeptic like Boccaccio and that his piety
was of a worthy kind. He entered into the gay
and fashionable life of Avignon, and there he
met in 1327 that Laura who was to inspire his

imperish.able lyrics. The historical reality of

this personage has often been doubted. On tlic

other hand, many endeavors have been made li>

identify her with this or that woman. The only

probable identification seems to be that with

Laura de Noves, wife of Hughes de .Saile and
mother of eleven children at the time of her

death by the jdaguc of 1348. However unpoetical

the circumstances of her life may have been, she

aroused in the poet that spirit of devotion which
stirred liini in the composition of sweeter Ij'ric

verse than had yet been heard in Italy.

Yielding to iiis nomadic impulses, Petrarch

roved about for a while, traveling through South-

ern France and Germany in 1333, and entering

Rome for the first time in 1337. In 1337, eleven

years before Laura's death, some unknown woman
bore Petrarch a son, Giovanni, and probably it

was she who gave him a daughter Franeesca in

1343, These children were legitimized by Papal
bulls. At intervals he was back again in Avi-

gnon, and thence he withdrew for a while to the

solitude of \'aucluse (Valchiusa). It was here

that he received in 1340 from the universities of

Paris and of Rome invitations to visit those places

and receive the crown of the poet laureate. He
decided in favor of the University of Rome, and
on Easter Sunday, 1341, he was publicly crowned
on the Capitol. He now visited many Italian

cities and in 1343 was sent by Po|ie Clement VI.

on an embassy from Avignon to Naples. Resum-
ing his rambles about Italy, he had the good for-

tune to discover some of the letters of Cicero,

just as he had earlier brought to light two of

Cicero's orations. He may also have found a

part of the Institiitiones of Quintilian. At Parma
he got tidings in 1348 of Laura; in 1350 he was
in Florence with Boccaccio, and in 1351 Boccaccio

visited him at Padua. Having refused several

ofTers of apostolic secretaryships from the Holy
See, he left Avignon for good in 1353. About
this time began his connection with the Visconti

in Milan, who in 1350 sent him to Prague as

ambassador to Charles IV. of Germany, and in

1300 he undertook a similar mission to Paris.

The remaining years of his life were mainly
spent in scholarlv pursuits at Arqua, near Padua,

and there he died July 18, 1374.

Petrarch wrote much more in Latin than in

Italian, and prided himself more on his Latin
Avritings than on those in Italian. His works in

Latin consist chiefly of a poem in hexameters, the

Africa, dealing with the undertakings of .Scipio

Africanus, and of moral, historical, and other

scientific treatises, as well as of letters. All

his Latin compositions are now forgotten, yet

mention may be made of the Carmen Jiiicoli-

cttm and the Epistolee Metricce, which contain

many allusions to events of his time and life,

as do also his Letters, for which reference may
be made to Voigt, "Die Briefsammlungen Pe-
trarkas," in the Abhandliinffen der historischen

Classe der hanerischcn Aliademie der Wisscn-
sehnftcn, vol, xiii. (JIunich. 1883). Petrarch's

Latin shows the influence of Seneca and of his be-

loved Saint Augustine, rather than of the best

classics. Indeed, Petrarch still belongs to the

mediieval school, and it remained for a Poliziano

and a Bembo to prepare the way for an Erasmus.
The Canzoniere. containing his Italian verse, is

the work for which Petrarch is now remembered.
It comprises sonnets, canzoyii, sestine. ballntr. and
madrigals, mainly of an amorous nature, and de-
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voted to an account of bis love for Laura, al-

though some deal with political and other sub-

jects. On the formal side Petrarch shows a con-

siderable advance over his forerunners, whose
methods he developed. As to the love that he

sang, it can hardly be doubted that its object was
a single and concrete one, even though the de-

scription of the passion often takes a highly

symbolized and idealized form. Certainlj' Laura
is not a woman, but woman in general. She has

no strongly individualized traits. Slie is rather

the noblest abstraction of fair womanhood to be

found in literature between Dante's Beatrice and
the period when poets began to sing of women
undeniably flesh and blood. In the minute psy-

cliiilogical examination of his own sentiments

Petrarch shows some knowledge of the human
heart, but, after all. his sonnets lack striking

individuality. \Miat one notices most is the

poet's astounding ability to vary a few lovely or
noble themes. In his pictures of natural scenery-

he displays an observation of the external phe-

nomena of the world not to be found in oilier

writers of his time. Yet Petrarch's descriptions

of the beauties of Valchiusa might fit many an-

other place as well. Valchiusa is not more in-

dividualized than Madonna Laura. The Trionfi.

published with the other Italian verse of the

Canzonicre. are an imitation of the allegorical

vision of Dante. The vogue of the lyrics of Pe-

trarch became enormous almost at once after tlie

appearance of the first edition of the Canzonicrc
(Venice, 1470). It continued for many genera-

tions and spread abroad. Thus a very marked
influence of his poetical methods is to be noted

in Spanish %'erse of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. As a humanist, Petrarch went far to

revive the study of Greek literature, although he

was himself ignorant of the language: he was
most successful, however, in the impuNe which he

gave to the study of Latin letters. As a writer

of Italian, he shows in his style a degree of pre-

cision and refinement which indicates an improve-

ment upon the art of Dante. But his style is

marked by artificiality and many conceits such

as we find in the troubadours.

Consult the edition of Petrarch's Latin and

Italian works, published at Basel in 1.554 :
also

a critical edition of the Africa by Corradini

(Padua, 1874, with an Italian translation by

Gaudo, Onenlia, 1S74) : the Poemata Minora

(Milan, 1820-34) : the editions of the Canzoniere

bv ilostica {Florence, 1895), and by Carducci

and Ferrari (Florence, 1800) ; the editions by

Fracassetti (Florence, 1850-63) of the Epistola' dc

Rebus Familinrihus et rario-, published in Italian

as the Lettere di Francesco Petrarca (familiari

c rarie) rolqarizzatc e dirhiarate (Florence,

lSf.3-67). and Lettere scnili. etc. (ib., 1869-

70) : Marsand, BihUoteca pelrarchesca (Milan,

1826) : Hortis, Catalofjo drilc oprrc di Francesco

Pclrarca, etc. (Triest. 1874) : Fer'razzi, Bihlio-

prafia petrarchesca (Bassano, 1887) : Fiske, A
Catalofiue of Petrarch Books (Ithaca, N. Y..

1882) : id., A Hand-List of Petrarch Editions in

the Florentine Public Libraries (Florence, 1886) ;

M^zieres, Petraniue. etc, (Paris, 1867) : Geiger.

Petrarca (Leipzig. 1874) : P. de Xolhae. Pe-

traniue et Vhunwnisme (Paris, 1892) : Korting,

Pclrarcas Lcben vnd Werl.e (Leipzig, 1878) :

D'Ovidio "Madonna Laura," in the Vi;or<i .1)1-

tolopia (.Tulv-Augu.st, 1888) ; Segre, Petrarca e

Chaucer (ib., 1899).

TYPE OF PETREL, BILL.

Oi/veDs/s): showlDg the tu- ^ ^.^l,
bular uostnls

PETREL (Fr. petrel, from ML. *PetreUus,
diminutive of Lat. PetruS'. Peter; so called in

allusion to its walking on the sea, like the Apostle

Peter). A sea-bird of the family Proeellari-

ida>, containing several genera, and distinguished

by liaving the bill hooked at the tip, and hard,

and the nostrils united into a tube along the

culmen, and the hind toe merely rudimentary.

Petrels have very long and pointed wings, and the
tail square or slightly

forked. Tliey ])osses.s great

power of wing, and are

among the most strictly

oceanic of birds. Among
the 70 species of the

Procellariida! are reck-

oned the fulmars and
shearwaters (qq.v.), be-

sides the many petrels

proper, of which the

stormy petrel is an ex-

ample. They run along

Side and top views of bill the surface of the waves
of pintado petrel {Daption in a remarkable manner,

reat rapidity

particularly when the

sea is stormy and the mollusks and other animals

that form their food come in abundance to the

surface. From the frequency with which flocks

of these birds are seen in windy weather, or as

heralds of a storm, they are superstitiously re-

garded by sailors. They are to be seen in the

seas of all parts of the world, but are more abun-

dant in the Southern than the Northern Hemi-

sphere.

The names '.stormy petrel' and 'Mother Carey's

chicken' are sometimes more particularly given

to Procellaria pelaffica, a bird scarcely larger

than a lark, oVi inches long, and the smallest

web-footed bird known. It is sooty blaek in

color, with a little white on the wings and near

the tail. Two other species of petrel are of

frequent occurrence in the North Atlantic,

Leach's petrel {Uceanodroma Icueorrhoa) and

the better known Wilson's petrel {Oceanites

oceanicus). The former may be recognized by

its larger size (eight inches long) and its forked

tail. It breeds among the islands in the Bay of

Fundv, and in similar places in the North Pa-

cific.
' The Wilson's petrel, on the other hand,

is a bird of the Antarctic regions, ami migrates

during its winter (our summer) into the North-

ern Hemisphere. It is easily distinguished by

its small size (seven inches long), the yellow on

the webs of the feet, and the while upper tail-

coverts. Besides these three species, no less than

a dozen others have been recorded from the coasts

or inland waters of the Tnited States. Of these,

one is a common Pacific Coast species, two others

are known only from the coast of southern Cali-

fornia, while the remaining nine are stragglers

from the Southern Hemisphere. The 'cape pig-

eon)' (Daption Capensis). or 'pintado,' is a very

large species, well known to voyagers alx»it the

Cape of Good Hope: and in the Indian Ocean and
about the shores of Australia occurs the ginnt

of the family, the huge 'bone-breaker' (Ossifraria

(lif/antea). whii'h sailors call 'stinkpot.' anil by

other names referring to its vile odor. Petrels

generally breed in holes and clefts of rock, or se-

cluded coasts, and are likely to visit their nests

(except when the female is sitting) only at night.

Only a single egg is laid, as a rule, which is
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white, or with a few fine reddish dots. See Col-

ored riatc of Eggs of American Water and

Ga.me Birrs.

Consult: Evans, Birds (London, 1901) ;
Baird,

Walcr Uirds of Xorth America (Boston, 1884).

PETRI, pa'tr^ Olaus (1493-1552). A Swed-

ish reformer, born at Orebro, in the Province of

Nerike. He studied at Up.sala and tlie University of

l.ei|)zi>r. and afterwards at Wittenberg, where he

continued his theological studies under Luther and
ilelaiiclithon. Upon the reidniniendation of King
Gustaviis I. he was appiiiiitcd town clerk of Stock-

holm and at the same time iircached in the cathe-

dral, where he fearlessly expounded and urgently

pleaded for the introduction of the reformed re-

ligious service. He wrote the first hymn-book in

Swedish, also a Swedish chronicle (to 1520).

This was published in the Scriptores Rrrum Hue-

cicurum- Malii (ISIS). From 1531 to 1533 he
was chancellor of the King, but his enthusiasm

got him into trouble with his sovereign, and at

one time seemed likely to cost him his lite.—His
brother, Lavrentus" (c. 14!)9-1573), was first

Lutheran Archbishop of Sweden, and was born at

Orebro. About 1527 he was appointed professor

of theology at Upsala, and in 1531 he was elected

first Lutheran Archbishop. He devoted his life

to establishing the Keformed Church in this

country. He drew up the first Swedish Evangeli-

cal Church order that was printed (1571), and
with his brother translated the Bible into Swed-
ish. He also wrote many theological treatises

defending the principles of Church reform.

PETRIE, pe'tri, William Matthew Flin-
ders (1853—). An English Egj'ptologist, born

at Charlton. .Tune 3, 1S53, the son of William Pe-

trie and Anne, daughter of Cajitain Jlatthew
Flinders, the Australian explorer. He was edu-
cated at private schools, and at first turned his

attention to the study of British archaeology. His
earliest works were Inductiije Metrology (Lon-
don, 1877), and Stoneheiif/e: Plans, Descriptions
ami Theories (London, isSO). After 1880 he
occujjied himself with the investigation of Egyp-
tian antiquities, and made many valuable discov-

eries. Between 18S4 and ISSti he excavated the
site of Tanis, Naukratis, and Daphne and re-

vealed the existence of ancient Greek settlements
at the two latter nlaces. From 1888 to 1890 he
worked in the Fayum, finding a number of in-

teresting funeral portraits at Hawara, and gath-
ering an extensive collection of valuable papyri,
chielly from the ruins of Kahun and Gurob. In
189(1 he discovered and excavated for the Pales-
tine Exploration Finiil the site of ancient Lach-
ish at T(dl el-Hesy, in Palestine. In 1893 he re-

ceived the degree of D.C.L. from the University of
Oxford and was ap|)ointed to the newly founded
professorship of Egv'ptology at King's College,
l.ondon. In 1895 he discovered the renulins of a
prehistoric race at Nagada. and the following
year foinid at Thelies the stele of ileneptah, con-

taining the sole mention of Israel occurring in
the Eg-yptian inscriptions. After 1899 he inA'es-

tigated the very interesting tombs of the First
Dynasty at Abdos. Among his more important
works may be mentioned: The Pi/ramiils and
Temples of Giteh (1883); r«»i".5,

' Memoirs IL
and V. of the Egyptian Exploration Fimd (1885-
87); TIanara (1889); Kahun (1890); Ten
Years' Ditifiings (1S931; A Bistcn-y of Egypt
(2d ed. 1897); Egyptian Tales (1895-99); Re-

ligion and Conscience in Ancient Egypt (1898) ;

lioyal Tombs of the First Dynasty (1900-01).

PETRIFACTION ( from Lat. petra. from Gk.

TviTpa. rock + faccrc, to make), A nanu' given

to organic remains found in the strata of the

earth, because they are generally more or less

mineralized or made into stone. The word has
fallen into di.suse, having given place to the term
fossil (q.v.).

PETRIFIED FORESTS. The same as fossil

forests (c|. v. I.

PETROBRUSIANS. See Bkuts, Pierre de.

PETRIFIED WOOD. Plant remains in

\\iiich the woody tiss\ie has been replaced l)y min-

eral matter, usually some form of silica. The
name dendrolites has been given to petrified

fragments of (ilants that are conunonly found in

the coal measures. See Fossil Forests.

PETROGRAPHIC PROVINCE (from Gk.

n-irpa, petra, rock + ypd(t>eip, graphein, to write).

.\ region within which the igneous rocks reveal

a relationship (so-called consanguinity) in chem-
ical com])osition, which may be referred to a

conununity of origin. This relationship may be

chemically a close one, but the rocks have widely

varying mineralogical composition, or the kin-

ship may be restricted to one or more of the

chemical components in the rocks.

PETROG'RAPHY. See Petrology.

PETROLATUM (Neo-Lat., from :ML. petro-

leum, rock oil, from Lat. petra, from Gk. irirpa,

rock + oleum, from Gk. IXaioi-, elaion, oil). A
residue from the distillation of petroleum, pre-

pared by filtration, and known to the trade by
ditt'erent names, as petroleum jelly, vaseline, and
cosmoline. It is an amber-colored, translucent,

semi-solid substance, slightly soluble in alcohol,

and readily so in ether. It does not become ran-

cid, and is largely used in pharmaceutical prepa-

rations, especially ointments, instead of the ordi-

nary fats. It is taken inwardly as a remedy for

coughs and colds ; it is an excellent lubricant, and
will protect polished steel from rust. The
term vaseline, while often applied to petrolatum

in general, is i-eally a trade name, protected by
copyright, belonging to one particular prepara-

tion. See Petroleum.

PETRO'LEA. A town of Lambton County,

southwestern Ontario, Canada, situated on a

branch of the Grand Trunk Railroad, 10 miles

east of the Saint Clair River. In the neighbor-

hofjd are numerous oil wells producing yearly

about 20,000 barrels of crude petroleum. Popu-
lation, in IS'.ll, 4357; in 1901, 4135.

PETROLEUM (ML., rock oil). A natural

rock oil composed of hydrocarbons. It is classed

with natural gas and asphalt as a bitumen; nat-

ural gas containing the more volatile members of

the series, asphalt the solid, while petroleum is

composed chiefly of the liquid members, although

it contains a small proportion of both solid and
gaseous compounds. Other names for petroleum
are mineral oil, rock oil, and naphtha, the last

being employed especially in Europe for the Rus-
sian oils.

History. Petroleum has long been known in

various parts of the world by its appearance in the

form of bituminous springs or as a floating scum
on the surface of pools. It was used at a very
early period in the walls of Babylon and Nine-
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veh, and Herodotus has described the occurrence
nt" oil springs in tlie island of Zaehynthus, now
Zantc. In Konian times petroleum was obtained
from Sicily and burned in lamps. The first men-
tion of petroleum in America (about 1U35) is in

a letter written by the Franciscan missionary -Jo-

>eph de la Koche d'Allion, who refers tlierein to
springs found in the region of what is now south-

western Xew York or nortlnvestern Pennsylvania.
Tile early settlers of Pennsj'lvania obtained smiiU
quantities of oil bj' digging wells and scooping
out the liquid which seeped in from the surround-
ing rocks. The drilling of brine wells on the
western slopes of the Alleghanies in the earlj'

part of the nineteenth century led to the discovery
of petroleum at greater depths. A well sunk near
Burkesville, Ky.. in 1829, yielded great quan-

tities of oil, which flowed to the surface and was
drained into the Cumberland River, where at one
time it was set on fire. The most important ap-
plication of petroleum in the early days was in

medicine; it was utilized as an illuminant only
to a small extent, owing to its olTcnsive odor. In
the year 185.3 Dr. Brewer suggested the use of pe-
troleum for lubricating and ilhniiination pur-
poses, and set to work devising means for purify-
ing the crude product. The Pennsylvania Rock-
Oil Company was organized in 18.54 to drill for

oil ; although its first well yielded from 400 to
1000 gallons a day, the company was not success-
ful in its business ventures. Five years later,

however. Col. E. L. Drake put down a productive
well on land leased from this coni])any, and the
successful outcome of this undertaking may be
said to mark the beginning of the oil industry in
the United .States. The news of the discovery
was followed by a rush of adventurers from all

parts of the country, so that by 1800 more than
100 square miles of territory in the vicinity of
Oil Creek had been shown to be productive,
iluch of the oil whidi reached the surface was
allowed to escape, owing to the lack of storage and
transportation facilities. As the explorations
were extended new fields were opened along the
Allegheny River in Pennsylvania, also in Ohio
and West Virginia. The Lima field of Ohio and
Indiana was first developed in 188.'). while the
California fields have become large (U'oducers only
in the last few years. The discovery made in the
Beaumont region of Texas early in 1901, which
has been followed by extraordinary development,
is the most important event in the recent history
of petroleum.
Among foreign countries. Russia is the largest

producer of oil and the strongest competitor of

the I'nited States in supplying the world's mar-
kets. Operations have been conducted in this

country since !87.'i. The largest ficMs are located

on the .Apsheron Peninsula, Baku being the chief

centre of the industry. The distillation of petro-

leum from shales was first mulertaken in France
in 18.34. and was successfully introduced into
Scotland in 1850. The importation of shale oil

into .\merica led to the vise of caniiel coal for dis-

tilling: this industry gained considerable impor-
tance in the United States previous to 1860. but
quickly succumbed when the first wells became
productive.

Origin a'sd Geologkai, OccfRREXCE. The geo-

logical history of petroleum and natural gas are
closely connected, so that what is said of one
practically holds true of the other. Petroleum is

always found in sedimentary rocks. For many

years it was known only in sandstones or shales,
and the term oil-sand was applied to the contain-
ing strata. Subse(|Ucnlly oil was struck in lime-
stone in Ohio, thus forming a new type of occur-
rence, although one which has since proved to be
rather unique.

Petroleum is considered by most geologists to
have been derived by the destructive distillation
of either animal or vegetable matter contained in
the rocks. The products of this distillation have
in some cases accumulated in the strata in which
tliey were formed, while in others they have
escaped u|)ward into the overlying beds, in some
instances even reaching the surf.ace.

Petroleum occurs in all geological formations,
from the Lower Silurian or Ordovician up to the
Tertiary; it is cliiclly of importance in the Silu-
rian. Devonian, and TiMtiary rocks. The relatinn
of the distribution of oil to geological structure
was not recognized until as late a date as about
1880, at which period geologists began to find the
cause of oil accumulation and pressure. Prof.
Edward Orton, of Ohio, was the most prominent
investigator in this field. In all regions where pe-
troleum occurs the strata are not only disturbed,
but they arc bent into anticlinal or arch-shaped
folds. If the rocks are jioruus the gas tends to col-
lect at the summit of the nnliclinal fold or arch,
while the oil collects in the ilaiiks of the fold. Salt
water is usually associated with the gas and oil,

and, being heavier, accumulates in the thinks of
the anticlinal or in the neighboring synclinal
folds. There is little use of searching for oil in

regions where the .strata are fiat; and it is rarely
found in highly folded regions, for where the
Hanks of the fold have a dip of more than 10° the
bending of the rocks is often sufiicicnt to create
cracks through which the oil or associated gas
will escape to the surface. The rock in which tlie

oil is found is spoken of as the resenoir, or oil-

sand, and it is essential that this rock should
be porous. The dogree of porosity not only influ-

ences the quantity of oil which the rock can hold,
but it may also inlluence the rate of flow of the
well. Some wells may yield as little as 15 bar-
rels per day; others may reach a production of
50.000 or (io.OOO liarrels" per day. The porosity
of the oil-bearing formation may also change
from place to place and would account for the
location of a profitable well at one point and a
barren one a short distance from it. In order to
prevent the escape of oil from the containing
stratum it should also be overlain by a rock of
more or less impervious nature. In many wells
the petroleum flows to the surface under pressure.
Professor Orton Ijelievcd that the oil was under
hydrostatic pressure: according to his theorj-,

the pres-iure in dilVerent wells of the same basin
or pool ought to be nearly constant. In any re-

gion, however, the pressure usually diminishes
with time. While Orton 's theory may be true for
Ohio, it seems doubtful whether hydrostatic
pressure will account for the great oil and gas
pressure found in some regions. The quantity
of oil which a given territorv- can yield is often
very great, since some saml will hold a« much
as one-eighth of its bulk in oil under pressure.
This means that there is 1.5 inches of oil to every
vertical foot of oil-sand, or about 5000 cubic feet

lier acre.

Cn.\R.\cTER ANn CoMPOsTTiox. Petroleum is a
liquid of varying color, being black, brown, red,
amtier, or straw, and by reflected light often ap-
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pearing greenish in tint. The black oils in the bonifcrous. the latter being especially important

United States are obtained from the Trenton ' "- "^ ^r:-.^: ^^ .n i i

limestone of Ohio and from California ; the Penn-

sylvania oils are of amber tint. In addition to

tlie hydrocarbons, which arc the cliicf constitu-

ents of petroleum, tlie followinf; substances may
be present: Sulj)hur. nitrogen, hyilrogcn sulphitle

I
n West Virginia. Four tields are reuognizcil in

Pennsj'lvania, the oil varying from amber to dark
green. Ohio contains two districts. One of tbrse,

the j\Iecca-]!eldcu held, is of minor importance; a
second in eastern t)hio is a westward extension of

the \^'est Virginia area. The Lima-Indiana held

earuon disulplude, arsenic, and [jhosphorus. The extends from Lima southwestwardlj' into In-

carbon percentage may vary from 711..5 to 8S.7

per cent.; the hydrogen from 9.0 to 14.8 per cent.;

the sulpliur from 0.7 to 2 per cent., an<l in rare

cases even .'! per rent.; nitrogen from 0.008 to 1.1

f)er cent. The hydrocarbons of all crude petro-

cums fall either into the parallin or olefin

group, those of America belonging ch icily to the

lirsl and tliose of Hussia to the second group.
The number of ditl'erent nu-mbers of the paralhn Kentucky and in Tennessee. While new pools are

diana, lying without the Appalachian region as
usually defined. The oil here is carried by the
Trenton limestone of the Lower Silurian, llie

depth being about 1300 feet; it was first discov-
ered near Kindlay, Ohio. The oil is dark and
heavv and resembles the Tennessee and Canada
oils in its sul|)hur eontcnts. Farther soutli oil

is obtained from the Carboniferous in eastern

series present may be very large; some Pennsyl-
vania oils, for example, have .yielded 18 ditl'erent

l)aratfin compounds, as well as a numljcr of sub-

stances belonging to the ethylene group. The
hydrocarbons of the olefin series predominate in

tile Pussian oils and many others. The composi-
tion of crude petroleum from a number of dift'er-

ent localities is given below:

discovered occasionally in the Eastern fields, the
most important develo])ments in recent years
have been in the Southwestern and Western
States.

Oil has been found at a number of localities

in the Tertiary rocks of eastern Texas, and
several fields, including the Corsicana, Nacog-
doches, Beaumont, Elgin, San Antonio, and Sugar

The Chemical Composition ok Petroleu.m.

LOCALITY
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least small supplies of oil. and a limited quantity
has been e.xported from Porto liico. In ilexico
active exploration lias been carried on at several
points in the Gulf Coast region with the result of
finding supplies of good oil around Tampico. It
has an asphalt base. Of the Scjuth Anreriean
countries, Peru is the most important petroleum
producer, most of the output coining from the
Zorritos field. Petroleum is also said to occur
in Venezuela, Argentina, and Ecuador, but it is

not taken out of the ground to any extent.
Russia is not only the most important foreignpro-

ducer of petroleum, but the largest producer in
the world, the fields in the Baku region of South-
eastern Russia supplying enormous quantities an-
nually. The greater part of the output comes
from the Baku field proper, although important
quantities are obtained from the Grosni field, 500
miles north of Baku. Rumania contains several

promising oil fields, which occur in the same for-
mations as the Russian fields. In Germany oil is

obtained near Hanover, and also in Alsace,
while some is supplied by the Carboniferous
rocks of Great Britain, but does not begin to
supply the local demand. In Japan petroleum is

obtained on the northwestei'n coast, and some of
it is refined. The crude material sometimes
yields 00 per cent, of illuminating and lubricating
oils. A high jjaraffin oil is found in .Java, and
Sumatra, Borneo, and the Burma field of India
are important producers. While petroleum is

kno\™ to occur in the Philippines, little is ob-
tained, and that by primitive methods; the isl-

ands of Panay. Leyte. Guimaras, Xegros, Bohol,
Mindanao, and Cebu all carry some petroleum.

illXIXG AXD TrAXSPORTATION OF PETROLEUM.
The modern method of drilling for petroleum is

similar to that used in sinking gas and artesian
wells. The most prominent feature of the oil-

drilling outfit is the derrick, which is a tall, pyra-
mid-like Moodcn frame about 75 feet high, 12
feet square at the base and about 3 feet at the
top. The cost of a rig, as it is called, ranges
from .$200 to $275. The' diameter of the well hole
is 10 or 12 inches at the surface, decreasing with
depth to 5 or G inches. In Russia wells are
drilled of much greater diameter, and 26 inches
is not an unusual size for the beginning of the
bore-hole. In many cases the oil does not flow

when the oil-bearing rock is struck, and it is

<-ustomary in this instance to explode a torpedo
at the bottom of the drill-hole, whereupon the
oil almost immediately begins to pour out of the

well, sometimes with tremendous velocity. For
details of petroleum mining, see Well-Sinkixg.
The question of cheap and rapid transportation

of crude petroleiun from the wells to the refin-

eries is one of great importance. At first the oil

was transported on carts, later it was carried in

barges or by railway in tank cars, but these

methods gave place to the system of pipe lines.

At the present day the total length of pipe lines

transporting Pennsylvania crude oil is probably

over 25.000 miles. The pipes, which have a diam-
eter of from 4 to 8 inches, are usually laid under-

ground and have bends at regular intervals to

allow for contraction and expansion. Stations

with pumps and storage tanks are placed from
28 to 30 miles apart, the oil lieing reeeived into

the tank at one pumping station and then forced

through the pipe to the next one. Since all petro-

leum contains more or less paraffin or wax,
much trouble is often experienced in the clogging

Vol. XV.—43.

of the pipes, especially in cold weather, and to
clear them out an instrument known a.s the 'go-
devil' is sent through the pipe. This is .so con-
structed that it is forced along by the moving
current of oil and scrapes the jiaraffin oil' from
the inside of the tulie. Pipe lines have been
built from the Appalachian oil region to Jersey
City, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago, and
Cleveland.

Refixixg. The refining of petroleum is based
upon the separation of the component hydrocar-
bons by a process of fractional distillation. This
is usually carried out in horizontal cylindrical
iron stills, which are surmounted by a dome tliat

connects with a vapor pipe. A common size of
still is 30 feet long by 12VL' feet in diameter, with
a capacity of from G50 to 700 barrels of crude oil.

When the latter is placed in the still and sub-
jected to increasing temperature, the oils pass off
in the order of their volatility; the separation is

not absolutely perfect, however, as oils of lower
boiling point ma.y carry over some higher ones.
As the vapor rises it passes to the condenser, a
series of iron pipes surrounded by cold water.
The distillates are led off into their respective
tanks. This process of distillation, which is

knov\ii as the intermittent system, is the one
commonly followed in the Inited States, and the
still requires periodic refilling. In Russia a con-
tinuous system is employed, involving a .series of
stills, which, are heated to successively higher
temperatures. The crude oil then flows slowly
from one to the other, and from each one there
passes off the .product volatilizing at the tempera-
ture to which the still is heated.

The process of fractional distillation can be di-

vided into two parts. In the first part of the
process the more volatile products, such as gaso-

line and other naphthas, are evolved. The resi-

due is then transferred to another still in which
the second part of the operation is carried on,

the oil being heated to a still higher temperature
for the purpose of separating the illuminating

and lubricating oils. The condensing apparatus
ends in the tail house, where the distillates are
conducted to their proper tanks. When the va-
rious fractions of the ili>tillation are to be kept

separate, and of constant composition, a special

form of condenser may be used, by means of
which the oil is brought into contact with the
surface of iron turnings, thereby increasing the

evajjoration. If the oil contains sulphur it is

necessary to redistil it in stills containing copper
oxide, which removes the suli)hur. Craclciiifi is

a term used to denote the process of condensing
the heavier vapors in the still, causing them to

become superheated and decomposed, and thus ob-

taining .a more complete separation of the frac-

tions, as well as increasing the i>ercentage of illu-

minating oil. In the distillation of the oil the

lightest constituents pass off first and the heav-

iest last. The fractions obtained in the order of

their lightness are the following: Cynwriene.
This is the lightest of all, and since its boiling

point is 32° F.. it is a gas at ordinary tempera-
tures. Rhir/olene. Boiling point. (55° F. Petro-

leum ether. A highly volatile product having a
specific gravity of 0.(i35. It has sometimes l>een

called Sherwood oil. Gnfiolhie. This, properly
speaking, is the fraction following petroleum

ether, although the name is often applied to a
mixture of this and the three previous ones, its

gravity thus ranging from 0.()35 to 0.690. In
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gasoline proper tlie boiling' point rniiKes from 90

to liOO" F. .\<iiJlttlia is a name briKully applied to

alTli-'ht distillates, but more especially to those

1)011110,' at 80° to 120° F.. and whose gravity va-

ries from as low as 02° B. up to 70° U. lienzme

(ii.v.) represents the least volatile produet of the

naphthas and has a speeitie gravity of about 0.73

(.')7° to ()2° B.), and a boilinj.' point of 120° to

150° F. Ligroinc forms a special t,'nide of solvent

naphtha of a s|>eeilie gravity of 0.715, and a boil-

ing point of 1!)4° to 24S° F. Followinj,' the

li;,'hter naplithas eome the ilhiniinatmj; oils, di-

vided into heavv and extra heavy naphtlias; in

the process of distillation these may either be car-

ried oil' separately or to<;ether. In tlie former

case, the heavy naphthas may be redistilled and

separated into" benzine and lifiht distillate. The

latter may then be mixed witli the extra hea*y

naphthas in varying proportions to form white

oil or export oil." There are many grades of do-

mestic illuminating; oil or kerosene, which dilVer

chietlv in lire test.

After the najihthas have passed off, the resid-

uum is forced tlirough steam-jacUeted filters

filled with bone black or fuller's earth; the first

portions of the filtrate represent light oils, and

are followed by successively heavier ones. When
the petroleum"lielongs to the jiaraffin group, tlie

residuum is sometimes placed in the tar still for

further distillation, and there the heavy vajiors

are carried over liy the aid of suiierlieated steam,

the presence of the latter also preventing disso-

ciation of the oil. whicli if it occurred would be

followed by a lowering of viscosity of tlie lubri-

cating oil and a decrease in the anuAint of paraf-

fin obtained. The distillates containing the

parallin are freed from the latter by chilling, tlie

efTect of this being to cause a separation of the

waxy jiaraflin scales. The oils tluis freed from
the parafiin are important Inliricants, and under

this class a number of grades are known as si>iii-

dle oil, enfiiiic oil. .siiiiiiii<r dnrl; oil, irintrr ilark

oil, ciiliiKlir oil, nilrc oil, etc. The residue now
left in the tar still is a porous mass of separated

carbon, solid decomposition products termed coke.

The tar is sonietimes used without further distil-

lation for tlie manufacture of vaseline.

Many of the distillates obtained in the treat-

ment of crude petroleum cmitain acid constitu-

ents as well as eomponnds which in time impart
a dark color and unjileasant odor to the distillate.

Raw distillates, when used for illuminating ]nir-

poses, also rapidly char tlie wick and lose their

power of being drawn upward by capillarity. It

is therefore customary to purify the various frac-

tions obtained by treatment with sulphuric acid

and caustic so<la. before they are marketalile.

The distillate, which has been first cooled to 00°

F., is agitated with sulphuric acid in tall cylin-

drical tanks of wrought iron lined with sheet

lead, and known as agitators; about 1 '•> to 2

per cent, of acid is rcf|iiiicd. The acid is then
washed out with water, and a 1 per cent, solu-
tion of caustic soda added, after whicli a second
agitation takes place, followed by washing.
The ]iercentage of the various fractions yielded

by different oils varies. Many Pennsylvania oils

yield 8 to 10 per cent, naphtha, 70 to 80 per
cent, refined oils, .5 to fl per cent, residuum and
5 per cent. loss. In the distillation of 100 gallons

of crude petroleum there are obtained on the

average about 70 gallons of illuminating oil. 11

gallons of gasoline, benzine, and naphtha, and 3

gallons of lubricating oil, while the residuum and
loss amount to 10 gallons.

Te.stino of Kefined OiTs. Refined oils are

usually tested for their color, gravity, fiashing

and burning points, and sometimes for their be-

havior when cooled (cold test). The color is

determinable by inspection. The gravity is a

measure of tlie "purity of the distillate. Too large

a proportion of (lie lighter oils renders the product

unsafe for illuminating purposes, while too great

a percentage of the lieavier oils interferes with

its free burning (lualities. The gravity t*st is

commonly made by placing the oil in a tall jar

and inserting a hydrometer marked preferably

with the Bauine scale (water has a value of 10

on this scale). The temperature of oil when this

test is made should be 00" K. The (ire test iu-

indudes the determination of the //((.s/ii'hi/ point,

i.e. the temjierature to which the oil must be

heated in order to pnuluee a momentary explo-

sion of the mixture of inllammable vapor, and of

the hiiniiii;! jioiiit, i.e. the temperature to which

the oil must be heated in contact with the air to

take fire and burn on the surface. The Imrning^

point is commonly from G° to 20° C. higher than

the flashing jioint. Kerosene for lighting pur-

poses should have a flashing point of not less

than 110° F.. and a burning point of not less

than 125°. Both the fiashing [loint and burning

point are carefully regulated by law in most civ-

ilized countries so as to run the minimum risk

from explosion. The cold test is of importance

for luliricating oils, and is made in order to de-

termine the temperature at which the oil thickens

or becomes climdy. It can lie ma<le by cooling the

oil in a small tiibe and noting the tem]ierature

at which the oil ceases to fiow when the tube is

inclined.

Uses. The two chief uses of the distillates

from crude petroleum are for illumination and

lubrication, but the various fractions in many
cases have special apjdications. Khigolene is used

as a local an;pstbctic; iietndeum ether is em-

ployed as a solvent i<n- caoutchouc, fatty oils, and
plant principles, and for carbureting air in gas

machines: gasoline is enijdoyed in the extraction

of oil from oil seeds, in carlnireting coal gas. in

gasoline lamps, stoves, and plumbers' lamps.

Xaplithas in general are employed as solvents for

resins in varnish-making, and in the manufac-

ture of oilclotli. Boulevard gas lluid is a prod-

uct of O.OS specific gravity used in street lamps,

while benzoline is a deodorized naphtlia of 0.70

specific gravity. Benzine is emiiloyed for dry

cleaning, as a" substitute for and adulterant of

turpentine for cleaning printer's type, and for

dyers' and painters' use. The benzine of the

U. S. Pharmacopoeia has a specific gravity of

0.G7 to 0.77, and a boiling point of 122° to 144°.

and therefore represents a higher distillate.

Astral oil .and mineral sperm oil are special illu-

minating oils of higli flashing points. Crude pe-

troleum is much Used for fuel purposes in en-

gines. Along the Pacific Coast, especially ir

southern California, where good coal is scarce. th(

locomotives consume large quantities of crudi' oil

Paraffin residue is placed on the market fo

medicinal purposes under the name of v.aseline

petroleum ointment, and cosmoline. It is als(

used in the manufacture of chewing gum. and fo:

insulating purposes in electric work.

Production. The growth of the petroleum in

diistrv in the United States is sliown in the fol
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lowing table, which gives the annual production Report, vol. i. (ib., 1901) ; Phillips anrt

at intervals from 1859 to 1900: C'arll, "On the Oil and Oas Region of Pennsyl-
. vania," in Second Geological Hurvey of Fennsyl-

^53 ""2^000 I'"""'! Annual Report for ISHU (llarrisburg,

l»6o , 50UJXK) 1887). Consult also many other articles in other

JS'i?
-

?'J2J.i?2 volumes of tlie Second Geological Survev. notablv

1873 10.920.9i5 reports 111., XIV. and xv. ; White, Oil in West
I8S0 ..!.! 26.286.123 Virginia." \Vest Virginia Geological Siiruey, vol.

}^°
;; ll^in '• < ^'"rsantown, 1899) ) White. '-The .Mannington

1895 !!!.!'"!!!!.!!!!!.!!!!!!!!.!!"!!!!!"!!!!!.!!!!!!!."!!!!!!"!"!!!.! 52',892!276 ^511 Field and the History of Its Development."
19CII1 63,620,529 Bulletin of GcographicalSocietyof Amfriea.vol.iii.

.p, J i- c 1 i 1 • ii T' -i 1 (Rochester. 1892) ; Orton, "Petroleum and Nat-
rhe production of crude petroleum in the L nited

„^^, (. ., ;„ j^,,,,,,,^ Geological .Surrey, report

^^f^ '". ^..Kf-'T^^V^J^'^^ ' A ^'"Z":- f"r 1894 (Frankfort. 1895) ;
Orton, "The Treiton

valued at $bb,41,,33o Of this quantity 48 4o Li„„,tone as a Source of Petroleum and Inflam-
per cent came trom the Appalachian field .31.b

,„_^,,,^ f,^^ .^ Q,,i^ ^„,, inji,.,„^,,„ ^.,V,,„fe .i,„,„^|
per cent. Irom the Lima-Indiana area, and 19.94 ]}r„nrt V S' Ceoloaical Suncu it 'i iWa-h'ns-
ironi the other areas combined. The number of . ' ,„,,„',' '

• *•'
1 u ni' 1 1 1 * 't.

,, .. . , 1 i 1 -i- i 1
ton, 1889 ; various articles bv Blatchlev on Pe-

gal ons ot pe roleum and Its denvatn^s exported
j^^,^^„„ i„ j„ji^„^ ;„ j,,^ j„,;„„, ,^ ^^^

^f ^^^m 1901 was 1.0G2., o0..30b valued at ^< 1,4, 9 124. Oepartnxent of Geology and Satural History ( In-
11ns went to all parts ot the world, but chiefly to

jianapolis). and also the Reportx of the Oil In-
turope In this same year the quantitv of maim-

,„',.., ;„ t,,g ,,.,„,g volumes; Phillips. "Texas
factured petroleum exported by Russia was 36.8 p^roieum." in Texas Universit.j Slinc'al Survey,
per cent of that exported by the tnited States,

n,,,,^,;,, Yo. 1 (Austin, 1900) ; "The Xew Oil
New \ork IS the leading port ot exportation, with

f,^^,,^^. ^^ je„„inj,s, Louisiana," in Kn„ineering
Phiadelphia second. So large has the export

„„,, j;,-,,,-,,,, .y^,„.„„, ,.„, ,^^i^. ,x^„. York,
trade become that some countries h.ave a large ^02) ; Ad.ims. "The Oil and Gas Fields of the
fleet of specially constructed tank steamers en- ^Yestem Interior and Xorthern Texas Coal Mcas-
gaged ,n the oil-carrying trade, tp to 1899 the

^„.^^ ^„j ^^^ ^,,^ ^- Cretaceous and Territory
total tonnage of these was nearly 400.000 tons, ^f the Western Gulf Coast," Bulletin, of United
The_ ™)rld-s production ot petroleum in 1901 was g,„f^g Geological Surte,,. No. 184 (Washington,
as follows: jpQj) . Haworth. "Oil and Gas in Kansas," Kan-

Barrels ''"'' Geological Survey, vol. i. (Topeka. 189fi) ;

Pnited States 69,3*9.194 Eldridge, "The Florence (Colo.) Oil Field,"

J^"!*."'."' *H-?'=?'] TranS(iction» of the American htslitulr of Mining
Sumatra! Java.Borneo'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'...'.V.V.V.'.V.'.Z.'."3.'.V.'.'.' sioss'.TOO Engineers, vol. xx. (Xew York. 18911; Knight
India l,4:to,7i6 and Slosson. "The Button, Rattlesnake, Arago,

J!^,™*^'" ^Tm W2 Oi' iloimtain, and Powder River Oil Fields." Wi/-

Ja[inn..r..r/../..//....!....................V.V.......^...... ........ 6<)0.ooo oming University School of Mines Bulletin !Vo. .},

GHriuany 3l3.6:i0 Petroleum Series (Laramie, 1901 ) ; Knight, "Oil

lll\], 10 100

•

'" Wyoming," University of ^Vyon^ing. School of
'

Mine's Bulletin, .Vo. 2 (Laramie, 1897); Watts,

.See Sh\le Oil- 4.sph\lt- G\s X\tural "Petroleum in California," Transactions of the

Bibliography. '

Gexeb.^l,' o.x' R^EFiNnxo 'and -l"""'''''"'
'"l''','"''

"f ^'"J.""
Engineers vol.

PROPERTIE.S. Thomson and Redwood. Handbook '>!)'f,.^^''^' ^"'"'f- ^^.'^^
;,

)}»"«, "Oil and Gas

of Petroleum (London, 1901): Redwood, .1
Yielding Formations in California," BH»p(mo/^

Treatise on Petroleum (ib., 1901): "Petro- the (aUfornHi State Mining Bureau, }io. 10 (San

leum," in The Mineral hulustn/. vol. ii. (Xew Francisco. 1900).

York. 1893) ; Sadtler. "The Technical Utilization FoREiG.x. "S aughan, "Bitumen in Cuba," En-

of Petroleum and Its Products." in The Mineral Offering and Mnung Journal, vol l.x.xiii. (New
Industn/. vol. iv. (ib., 1895) ; Folger, "Pe- ^"""k. 1902) : Tanasescu, -Petroleum in Rou-

troleum": Its Production and Products." in An- mania." Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute,

nual Report of Secretari, of Internal Affairs, V\-Jt
'London. 1901) ;

Spurr, "Mineral Resources

Pennsylvania, pt. III. (Harrisburg. 1892) ; Ser- of Turkey. Pt. 11., Oil and Gas Engineering and

ies of" Papers bv Sadtler, Peckham, Dav, Phil- -W""".'/ Journal, vol. Ix-xiv. (New \ork. 1902).

lips, and Maber'v on the "Origin and (-hemical Tor Russian petroleum, consult .\lineral Re-

Composition of ' Petroleum." in Proceedinqs of
"ou'ces. I mted States Geological Survey. 1900

the American Philosophical Society, vol. xxxvi. (Washington. 1901). For infnniiation regarding

(Philadelphia, 1899): Peckham. "Pctroleiun," foreign occurrences and industr>-. .see also the

Report of Tenth Census (Washington. 1881). volumes on Mineral Rejiourees. published an-

Orioix. Orton, "The Origin and Accumulation """"V X^\\ mted States (.eolo;.ical Survey,

of Petroleum and Natural Gas." in Ohio Geolog- ;'."'' "'"" The Mineral Indu.^try (New \ork pub-

ical Survey, vol. vi. (Columbus. 1888); Orton, ^ ';"""""•'' ''^' ''"' Engineering and Mimng

"Geological Probabilities as to Petroleum," in
^'"""""'•

Bulletin of the Geographical Society of America, PETROL'OGY (from Gk. ir^rpa. petra. rock
vol. ix. (Rochester. 18981. + -Xo7(o, -login, account, from \^/(i'\ legein. to

Di.STRini'Tiox. Van Ingen, "Petroleum in New say). Petrography, LlTiioLO<iV ( ob.solescent )

.

York " Bulletin of yeir York State Museum, vol. The science which treats of the materials of the
iii., Xo. 15 (.\lbany. lS9fi) : Orton. "Petroleum stony portion of the earth (the lithosjihere) , and
and Natural Gas in Xew York," Bulletin of Xeir of meteoritic bodies. Petrography is the purely
York State Museum, vol. vi. (ib.. 1899) : descriptive division of the science, but in general
Bishop, "Oil and Gas in Southwestern Xew usage it has the same scope as petmloi»\-. Petrol-

York," Sew York State Museum, .53d Annual ogy. or petrography, is one of the geological
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sciences, and lias the same rank as mineralogy.

Jt lunierna itself cliielly with the composition

(eliemieal and niinpraloyical) , textures, origin,

anil alterations of the rocks; and its methods are

eliielly those of chemistry, mineralogy, and phys-

ical optics. It is one of tlie newest of the

sciences and may be said to have had its liirth in

1802, wlien Sorby and Zirkcl succeeded in pre-

paring transparent rock sections and adapting
the microscope to their study. Consult: Harkcr,

I'clroldffy for >Sliidenls (Cambridge, 180.3) ; Teall,

[{ritish I'vlniip-aphy (London, 1888); Zirkel,

LrUrhmh drr Petiofiraphie (2d ed., Leipzig,

18114); Rosenbusch, Elemente dcr Geslcinslchre

(Stuttgart, 1808) ; id., M ihroshopischc I'ht/siogra-

phie drr MincraUen tiiid (Icstcine (3d ed., ib.,

1800; first volume translated by Iddings, under
title. Microscopical I'litjuioiiniphy of the liock-

MiiUiiKj Minerals, 4th ed., New York, 1000). See
Hot'K.

PETRO'NITJS, Gaiis. A Roman voluptuary
at the Court of Xero, whose proHigaey is said to

have been of the most superb and elegant descrip-

tion. We know, however, very little about him.
He was at tjne time proconsul of Bithynia. was
subsecpicntly appointed consul, and is said to

have performed his olUcial duties with encrgj' and
prudence. But his grand ambition was to shine
as a Court exquisite. He was intrusted by his Im-
perial master and companion with the charge of

the royal entertainments, and thus obtained (ac-
cording to Tacitus) the title of Arbiter Elrf/an-

ti(c. The influence which he thus acquired was the
cause of his ruin. Tigellinus. anotlier favorite
of Nero, conceived a hatred of IVtronius, brought
false accusations against him, and succeeded in
getting his whole household arrested. Petronius
saw that his destruction was inevitable, and com-
mitted suicide, B.C. (ifi, but in languid and grace-
ful style, such, he thought, as became his life.

He opened .some veins, but every now and tlien
appliiMJ bandages to them, and thus stopped the
flow of blood, so that he was for a while enabled
to gossip gayly with his friends, and even to ap-
pear in the streets of Cunue. before he died. We
are told that he wrote, .sealed, and dispatched to
Xero. a few hours before his death, a paper con-
taining an account of the tyrant's crimes and
flagitious deeds. Petronius is generally believed
to have been the author of a very remark-
able ancient romance, or satire, which has sur-
vived in part under the name of I'etronii Arhilri
Saliricoii. an extensive work of fiction, of which
fragments and a long episode entitled The Sup-
per of Trimalchio {Ceim Trimalchionis) were
discovered in the seventeenth centurv and pub-
lished at Paris in 10()4. As a description of one
phase of life in the first cejiturv of the Christian
Kra the work is invaluable, while to the student
of Latin it oflfers the best example of the collo-
quial language of the time. The exaggerated pic-
ture of the vulgar society of a nouveau-riche is
often disagreeable, but alwavs amusing. Tlie
scene is laid in some small but fashionable town
of Pamnania. perhaps Baia- or Putcoli. probablv
nnder Nero, or shortly l)efore. Tlie standard text
is that of Biicheler (Berlin. 1862), with a smaller
edition (Berlin. ISO.i). There is an edition of
the Ceim episode alone. Anth German translation
and commentary, by Friedllinder (Leipzig. 1801),
and an edition with introduction and eonrmentarv
by Waters (Boston. 1001). All the fra.'mpnts
were translated into English by Kelly (London,

1850) ; and there is a recent and very .sympa-
thetic translation of the Vena, with an excellent

introduction, by Peck (Xew York, 1808). Fur
the vocabulary of Petronius, see the Lexicon I'c-

tronianum of Segebade and Lemmatzsch (Leip-

zig, 1398). Compare, also, Collignon, Etude sur
Petrone (Paris, 1802).

PETEOPAVLOVSK, pyo tio-pav-b'ifsk'. A
district town in the T<Tritoiy of Akmolinsk, West
Siberia, situated on the Ishim and the Trans-
Siberian Railway. 101 miles west by rail from
Omsk (.Ma)).- Asia, F 3). Tallow and leather are
the chief pnjducts: there is a considerable trade
in animals, animal products and mauufactures.
with the native tribes. Population, in 1807,

20,014.

PETEOPAVLOVSK. The chief town of

Kanitclialka ((|.v. ).

PETROPOLIS, pa-tro'p6-K'S. The capital of

the State of Rio de .Janeiro, Brazil, sit-

uated in a mountainous region about 20 mile-
north of Rio de .Janeiro (Jlap: Brazil, J 8). li

was formerly the summer residence of the Im-
perial Court, and contains a palace, a number of

magnificent villas, hotels, and parks. The place
was first colonized by txermans in 1845, and a

considerable portion of its present po])ulation i~

of Geriiiau origin. It was made the capital of the

State in 1804. Population, in 1898, estimated at

12,000.

PETROVSK, pye-trofsk'. Capital of a dis-

trict in the Government of Saratov, Russia, 03
miles northwest of Saratov (Map: Russia, G 4).
The manufacture of flour and butter is extensively
carried on. Population, in 1S97, 13,200.

PETEOVSKOYE, ]iye-tr6f'skoi-f. A village in
Russia. See Brxi kli.\ovka.

PETROZAVODSK, pye'tro-zii-votsk'. The
capital of the Government of Olonetz, Russia,
situated on the western shore of Lake Onega,
about 100 miles northeast of Saint Petersburg;
(Jlap: Russia, D 2). It has a gj'innasium, a
theological seminary, and a famous (Sovernment
cannon foundry. The town grew up around an
iron foundry established in 1703 by Peter the
Great. Population, in 1897, 12,965.

PETRUCCI, i>a-troo'cM, Ottaviano de' ( 140(i-

1539). The discoverer of the art of printing
music Avith movable types. He was born at
Fo.ssombrone, near L'rbino (Lat. Forum Sem-
pronii, from which Petrucci adojited the name
Petrutitis Forosemproiieusis) . Tlie Council of
Venice gave him a monopoly of his invention for
twenty years (1498-1518), and from 1.301 to 1511
he developed his discovery with profit to himself,
but finally attempted experiments that proved
too costly and so was compelled to sell his privi-
lege and business to Amadeo Scotti and Xiccoli
da Rafael, upon which he returned to his nativi>
town. Securing a privilege for the Papal States
for a term of fifteen years, he commenced work
again in his home town, but with very much in-

ferior results. Petrucci prints are exceedingly
rare, and are very valuable. They are remarl<
able for their neatness of execution and correet-
ness.

PETRTJCHIO, pf.-trno'ke-d. The husband of
Katharine in Shakespeare's Taminf; of the i^hrew.
In taming his spoiled, headstrong wife, he re-
solves "to kill her in her ow^l humor." and storms
like a madman, thwarting all her wishes, yet
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never losing his good humor, and at last con-
quering lier.

PETTENKOFEN, pet'ten-ko'fcn, August tox
(1822-89). An Austrian genre and military
painter, born in Vienna. He had been a cavalry
officer, and several of his pictures represent mili-
tary scenes. He also treated subjects from the
peasant life of Hungary, often in its brighter
aspects. His works include "Hungarian Artillery
on the March"; "The Ambulance Wagon" and
'Hungarian Volunteers." botl\ owned bv Jlrs.W H. Vanderbilt, New York City; "A Ren-
dezvous" (1807), Vienna Museum; and "A Wo-
man Spinning." He was made a member of the
Vienna Academj' in ISUO, and of the Mimich
Academy in 1807, and was knighted in 187G.

PETTENKOFER, pet'ten-ko'fer. Max vox
(1818-11)01). A celebrated German chemist and
hygienist, born in Bavaria. He studied medicine
and chemistry at Munich, and later under Liebig
at Giessen. In 1847 he became professor of medi-
cal chemistry at Munich. His famous researches
formed the foundation of the science of experi-

mental hygiene. At his instance chairs of hygiene
were founded at the Bavarian universities, and
he himself accepted the professorship at ilunich
in 1865. He became co-editor of the Zeitschrift

fiir Biologic in 1804, and was for years one of the
editors of the Archiv fiir Hi/giene, which he
founded in 1883. In recognition of his services

to science, many honors were bestowed upon him,
and in 1889 he was chosen president of the Ba-
varian Academy of Sciences. Pettenkofer carried

out a number of interesting and useful investiga-

tions in chemistry. He is best kno\vn, however,
for his experimental researches on the ventila-

tion of dwellings, on respiration and the meta-
bolic assimilation of food, and on cholera. The
researches on metabolism were carried out, joint-

ly with Karl Voit, by the use of an apparatus of
PettenUofer's invention, which permits the deter-

mination with great precision of the amount of

atmosplieric oxygen used up by the body and the
amount of carbonic acid and water-vapor given
off. As to cholera Pettenkofer was the first to

show: that the symptoms of that disease are
caused by the activity of a specific germ, which
may be disseminated through ground-water; that
the spread of the disease is dependent to a great
extent on local climatic and sanitary conditions;

and that infection is due largely to individual

predisposition. Most of his contributions appeared
in the Zeitschrift fiir Biologic, mentioned above.
He published besides: VntersucJiungen iiber die

Terbrcittingsnrt der Cholera (18.55) ; Ueher den
Lufticechsel in Wohngchauden (1858) ; Zuin ge-

gcniciiriigen Stand der Cholerafrnge (1887), etc.

His Bc::iehuiigrn der Liift xu Klridung, Wohiuiiig
und Bodcn ; Wan man gegen die Cholera thiin

kann: Popiiliire Vortriige, and other works, have
passed through several editions.

PETTIE, pet'I, JoHX (1839-9.3). An English
painter, born at East Linton, Haddingtonshire.
He studied under Lauder at the Trustees' Acad-
emy in Edinburgh. Afterwards he lived in Lon-
don, and for a while had a studio with Orchard-
son. His figures are usually in the costume of

the sixteenth or seventeenth centurs'. His com-
positions are animated and pictorial, and his

color schemes are rich and well handled. His
works include: "Edward VI. Signing a Death
Warrant" (1879, now at Hamburg) ; "The Body

Guard"; "A Challenge"; and "The Chieftain's
Candlesticks." He was elected to the Royal
Academy in 1873.

PET'TIGREW, James Bell (1834—). An
English physiologist, born at Roxhille, Lanark-
shire. He was educated at Glasgow University,
studied medicine at Edinburgh, and, after acting
as Croonian lecturer to the Royal Society (1800),
as assistant curator of the Hunterian Museum in
London (1802-08), and as curator of the Edin-
burgh iluseum of the Royal College of Surgeons,
became lecturer on physiologj' at Edinburgli
(1873), and Chandos professor of medicine and
anatomy at Saint Andrews (1875). Pettigrew
made a special study of organic muscles, and,
with the purpose of analyzing the problem of the
flying machine, of the wings of insects, bats, and
birds. His writings include Animal Locomotion
(1873), and many contributions to scientific

journals.

PETTIGREW, James .JonxsTOX (1828-63).
An American soldier, born in Tyrrell County, X.
C. He graduated at the tniversity of North
Carolina in 1847, and was appointed by President
Polk assistant professor in the Naval Observa-
tory, in 1848 he resigned, to stuily law. He
visited Europe in 1850 and for a time acted as
secretary of the Spanish Legation. In 1852 he
returned to the practice of law in Charleston, and
was a member of the Legislature in 1856. He
joined the Sardinian Army in 1858, but the
armistice of Villafranca destroyed his hopes of

active service. After a visit to Spain he re-

turned to Charleston to practice law, and was
prominent in militia affairs. He took part in the
first operations of the war at Castle Pinckney and
Morris Island, and in May, 1861, was made col-

onel of the Tweut^'-second North Carolina Regi-

ment. In the spring of 1802 he was promoted to

brigadier-general, and assigned to the Peninsula.
He was wounded and captured at Seven Pines
(May 31st). and after exchange was assigned to

command a new brigade of North Carolinians at
Petersburg. In the fall of 1862 he made an un-
successful attempt to recapture Newbern, X. C,
and he opposed Stoneman before Richmond early
in 1863. At the battle of Gettysburg (July
lst-3d) his brigade, a part of Heth's division.

A. P. Hill's corps, opposed the famous Iron
Brigade the first day and lost one-third of its

numbers. One regiment, the 26th North Carolina,

lost in killed and wounded 584 out of 820.

On the third day he commanded Heth's divi-

sion. In the famous charge on Cemetery Ridge
this division formed the left of the assaulting

force. Owing to a sharp change in the direction of

the stone wall, at the 'Bloody Angle,' which m;ide

it 80 yards farther from the Confederate lines, it

has been officially shown that men of tliis division

went at least 40 yards farther up the hill than
those of Pickett's. Pcttigrew's brigade had left

935 men and was commanded bv a major, the only

field officer left. On the retreat he was mortally

woimded bv Federal cavalry at Falling Waters.
July 14th,' and died at Bu'nker Hill. Va.. .Tuly

ntii. For his part in this battle consult Xorlh
Carolina Regiments, 1861-65. vol. v.. published

by the State' (1901).

PET'TY, Sir WnxiAM (1023-87). An Eng-
lish political economist, born at Romsey, in Hamp-
shire. After sttidying at the Jesuit College at

Caen, in Normandy, he returned to England and
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enicied the Uoy;il Xavy. On the outbreak of the

Civil War he retired to the Continent and stud-

ied at Utrecht, Amsterdam, Loyden, and Paris,

ile returned to Knyland and took the degree of

doctor of physic at U.vford in 1049, and was soon

after appointed fellow of Brasenose College. In

1()51 he became professor of anatomy, and in

11)52 was appointed physician-fjeneral to the army
in Ireland. His intimacy with Henry Cromwell
and other niemliers of the Cromwellian party in-

volved him in the downfall of the Protectorate,

but he soon won the confidence of Charles II. He
was one of the founders of the Royal Society,

whidi was incorporated in 1002. He was one of

the authors of Satiirtil and Political Ohsrrva-

tions, published in 1002, which was the first book
on vital statistics ever written. Ten years later

his Political Anatomy of Ireland appeared. His
later works were: Quant ulumcuiique Concerning
iloneii (1082) : Obserrutions upon the Cities of

London and Home (1087); and a number of

Essays in Political .irithmetick, published be-

tween lOSri and lOltO.

PETTY BAG OFFICE. An odlce attaclied

to the Court of Chancery in Kngland. prior to
1874, for the care of suits for and against solici-

tors and officers of the court; for all judicial mat-
ters relatin"; to statutes, recognizances, writs of
scire facias and other writs, and certain other
matters relating to the Crown. The name was de-
rived from the custom of keeping the writs and
returns in a little sack or bag {in pared bayd).
A gieat deal of miscellaneous business was also
transacted in the Petty Bag Onice. which the Lord
Chancellor and Master of the Rolls were em-
powered to regulate and transfer from time to
time. When the jurisdiction of the Court of
Chancery was transferred to the High Court of
Justice by the .Judicature .Acts in 1874. the odlce
of the clerk of the petty bag was aljolished, and
his. duties and powers arc now vested in the
senior clerk of the Crown Office department of
the Central Ollice.

PETTY-FITZMATJRICE, pet'tifits-m.a'rls.
See SiiKi.iUHNi:.

PETTY OFFICER. A term applied in the
navy to the men of the enlisted force who are
appointed to i)o>ition below the rank of warrant
oflicer: these positions or 'ratings' correspond to
the non-commissioned grades of the army, but
they arc much more numerous. The rates of pay
are from $30 to $70 per month. (See section on
Nar;/, under r.\lTi:i) State.s.) The most ca-
pable and deserving jietty officers are promoted to
warrant rank as vacancies occur in the grades
of boatswain, gunner, and carpenter; and. if
exceptionally meritorious and well informed, they
may then be commissioned ensigns in the regular
line of iiromotion, but not more than twelve'^mav
be commissioned in any one year.

PETTY SESSIONS. An English court, con-
stituted by two .,r more jiistices of the peace or
a borough magistrate, when sitting for the trial
of certain minor criminal cases, or for the pre-
liminary hearing and commitment for trial of
persons accused of graver crimes, which can onlv
be tried at Quarter Sessi(ms. The jurisdiction
of the justices in Petty Sessions is mainly over
violations of certain special acts, such as those
concerning poaching, vagrants, bastardy proceed-
ings, absconding workmen, apprentices, poor laws,

etc. One of the important functions of this

court is to hear charges for all indictable of-

fenses, and to commit the accused person for

trial at Ijuarter Sessions, if a probable case is

made out against him. The jurisdiction of Petty
Sessions and Special Sessions is practically the
same, e.\cept that the latter court is onl.v held
on special notice. Appeals from Petty Sessions
are heard in the Court of (Quarter Sessions. See
ju.stices of the peace; sl'ecial .sessions;
Quarter Session.s.

PETU'NIA (Xeo-Lat.. from Brazilian pctun,
tobacco). A genus of plants of the natural order
Solanacea;, natives of .South America, and during
the nineteenth century introduced into cultiva-

tion ill other countries for their beautiful
flowers. Altliougli naturally jjcrennials, they
are generally cultivated as garden annuals.
The slightly viscid foliage emits a peculiar, often
disagreeable odor, especially in the evening or
during storm)' weather. The common garden pe-

tunias are mostly hybrids of Petunia ni/ctnyini-

flora and Petunia violacea; which themselves are
not frcipiently cultivated. Petunia nyctuyiniflora
is a stout species with white (low-crs; PetU'
nia violacecB, a trailing i)lant with purplish
violet blossoms. The number of varieties is very
large and includes single and double flowered
forms, plain or variegate<l, with innumerable
variations in color from pure white to deep vio-

let, through rose, purple, ])ink, and many other
shades. The finest flowers are produced on deep
rich soils in sunny situations. Thev are well
adapted for beds and borders and are also grown
as house and conservatory plants. Since seed-
lings do not come true to the parent plant, the
choice varieties are projiagated bv cuttings. These
are put in sandy soil with bottom heat in August,
potted singly after they have rooted, wintered
in tlic greenhouse, and set out in the open in
late spring.

.PEUCER, poi'tser, Kaspar ( l.'-v2.-)-lfi02) . A
German scientist and scholar, son-in-law of Me-
lanchthon. He was born at Bautzen and studied
at Wittenberg, where he was made professor of
mathematics in 1.554 and of medicine in 1500.
But in 1574 he was removed from his position as
rector of the university, because of his intimate
relations with Ciy])to-Calvinists. After twelve
years' imprisonment. Peucer was freed and be-
came Court pbvsician to the Prince of Anhalt.
He wrote on asti'onomy, geometry, and medicine,
and edited some of Melanclithoii's letters (1505
and 1570). Consult llcnke, Kaspar Peucer und
yiholaus Crell (ilarburg, 1805).

PETIERBACH, poiVr-b4o, PURBACH, or
PEURBACH, Georg vo.\ (1423-01). An Aus-
trian mathematician and astronomer, born at
Peurbach, near Linz. He studied in Vienna,
and afterwards traveled in Germany, Prance, and
Italy, where he delivered astronomical lectures
at Ferrara, Bologna, and Padua. In 1454 he
was astronomer to King Ladislas of Hungary,
and somewhat later jjiofessor at the Universit.v
of Vienna, and with Regiomontanus one of the
leaders in mathematical thought in his century.
Peuerbach compiled a table' of sines, taking
00-10' for unity or the length of the radius, and
thus prepared the way for decimal fractions.
The table was completed after his death by his
pupil Regiomontanus. Peuerbach also calculated
new tables of the planets, and gave a new list
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of the fixed stars. He wrote: Tractatus Super
Piojmsitiones Ftolemwi de Sinibtis ct Chordis
(1541) : Theoricw yovie Planetannn (1,542) : .Sex

Priores Lihri Systematic Almugesti ( 1496, \oM) ;

Institutiones in Arithmrticam (1511); Tabulw
Ecclipsium (1514). With Regiomontanus he
wrote an Epitome in CI. Ptolemai Magnum Corn-
positionem (1543). Consult: Schubert, Peuer-
hoch und Regiomontanus (Erlangen, 182S) ; Fied-
ler, Peuerbach und liegiomont'inus, eine bio-

(jraphiscJie Skizze (Leobschutz, 1870).

PEUTINGER, poi'tlng-er, Konbad (1465-

1547). A (ierman antiquary, born at Augs-
burg. He studied law at Padua, and at twenty-
eight became syndic of his native citj-, wliich
lie represented in several Diets, notably that of

Worms in 1521. His writings on classical an-

tiquities were very valuable: the most important
is Inscriptiones Romanw (1520). He is. best

known as owner of the Tabula Peutingeriana.
Consult the reproduction edited by ilannert

( Ravensburg, 1888), and Hcrberger, Konrad
Peutinger in seinem Terhiiltnisi zu Kaiser Maxi-
hiilian (Augsburg, 1851).

PEUTINGERIAN TABLE (Lat. Tabula
Piutingeriana ) . The name given to a most in-

teresting ancient document, which exhibits the
military roads of the Roman Empire and of the
world kno\Tn to the Romans. It is not. properly

speaking, a map, no regard being paid to geo-

graphic position or the extent of countries. The
great lines of road are laid down in a narrow
strip, as if nearly parallel, all proceeding from
Rome as a centre; and as to rivers, it only ap-
]jears whether they cross the road from left to
right or from right to left of the traveler pro-
ceeding from Rome. The ilediterranean and oth-

er seas are represented by mere narrow channels.

A small house is the mark for a town; important
liiwns and military stations are distinguished by
walls and towers. Rome, Constantinople, and
Antioch are each represented by a circle, within
which is a human figure seated: in the case of

Rome the figure is crowned. Until very recently
a portion of the only copy of this valuable relic

of antiquity known to exist was evidently want-
ing, as it terminated abruptly on the west at the
confines of Spain, and included only the eastern
parts of Britain. In the east it traces roads
through India to a number of places of trade as
far as the mouths of the Ganges. It is on parch-
ment, and, as described in all the publicaticms de-

voted to it, 21 feet in length, and about one foot

wide. Tlie extant document seems to be a thir-

teenth-century copy of an original made in the
third century. It was found in the library of the
Benedictine monastery at Tegernsee. in I'pper Ba-
varia, in the fifteenth century, by Konrad Celtes.

who bequeathed it to Konrad Peutinger of Augs-
burg, a zealous antiquary, and oAe of the earliest

writers on the Roman and other antiquities of

(iermany. Peutinger began to prepare a copy of it

for pulilication, but died before he could accom-
plish his purpose, which, however, was partially

executed by Mark Welser, in his Fragmenta
Tnbtilre Aniiquw ex Peiitingerorum Bibliotheca
(Venice, 1501). The ancient document itself re-

mained in the hands of the Peutinger family, and
attracted no further notice till it was offered for

sale in 1714, and purchased by Prince Eugene,
who presented it to the Imperial Library of Vi-

enna, in which it .still remains. An exact copy

of it was published at \'icnna in 1753, with an
introduction and index by 1'. C. von Scheyb. It

was again published as an appendix to Katan-
csich's Orbis Aiitiijuus (Budapest, 1825) ; and at
the request of the Academy of JIunich, a revised

edition was published Ijy Konrad Mannert (Leip-
zig. 1S24). Since that time a leaf detached from
the sheets forming the map has been found in the
Imperial Library at Vienna. See Miller's edition
of the same (Ravenslmrg. ISSS). and a colored
facsimile by Desjardins (Paris, 1869-71).

PEV'ERIL OF THE PEAK. A novel by Sir

Walter Scott i 1823 i. It i, a story of the Popish
Plot in the reign of Charles II., in which the hero,

.Julian Peveril, becomes involved because of his

connection with the Countess of Derby, the fam-
ily estate being near the Peak of Derbyshire,

PEW (OF, pui. pui/, poi, peu, elevated place

or seat, hill, mound, puye, elevated railed balcony

or .i;allerv. from Lat. podium, balcony, from Gx.
irAoioi', diminutive of ttoi/s. pou», foot ) . An
inclosed seat in a church, appropriated to a per-

son or family. Such seats were in use in Eng-
lish churches some time before the Reformation.
They were originally plain fixed benches, with
partitions of wainscoting about three feet high,

and sides of the width of the seat, paneled or

carved. In the later Reformation period and
probably under the influence of the Puritans,

who, objecting to some parts of the service which
they were compelled to attend, sought means to

conceal their non-conformit}-, pews grew into

large and high inclosures, containing from two
to four seats, and fitted with doors, desks, and
cushions. At first pews seem to liave been as-

signed only to the patrons of churches, but gradu-
ally the system of appropriation was extended.

It would appear by the common law of England
that every parishioner has a right to a seat in

the church, and that the churchwardens are
bound to provide for each one as best they can.

So, also, by the common law, the right to a pew
is only a right to use it for tlie services of the

church, and at times when it is open for use,

subject to the regulations of the church ; and
there is no right of access to it for any other

piupose except repairs. In the L^nited States
pews are sometimes the property of the church
congregation and sold or rented for them, or
they are individually owned or leased on per-

petual leases subject to a ground rent. Whether
property in pews is real or personal now depends
in many States upon the provisions of the statute

law. The right of ])roperty in the pews of a
church vests in the trustees, while the right of

use and occupation at all customary times is in

the purchaser or lessee, and the latter may main-
tain an action on the case for a disturbance of
this right.

PEW RIGHTS. By the early common law, a
person could not obtain strictly legal rights to a
church pew. However, at a later date it was
recognized that a legal right to a pew could be
acquired, which would be protected by the com-
raon-law courts. Finally, exclusive pew rights,

when i)urchascd by the pcwholder, were consid-

ered as incorporeal rights or interests in the real

property, subject to the superior right of the
trustees or church corporation to deal with the
building as might seem best for the interests of

the church. For example, the church trustees

could rebuild the church, or sell it and rebuild
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on anotlier site, without making compensation

to the pewholdcis. In such cases, however, by the

weiylit of authority, a pewliolder wouhl be en-

titled to a pew of iike character in the new edi-

fice. However, if the churdi corporation is dis-

solved, tlie pewholders arc entitled to have the

value of their pew rights returned out of the

church funds. A pewliolder has practically no

more substantial ri^thts under a sale to him of

the pew than under a ])crpetual lease, as he can-

not in any event chan^'e llie character of the pew
as to decorations, etc., and cannot prevent the

church authorities from makinf; alterations, etc.

The coninion law above set forth prevails in most
of the Inited States. A few States have passed

statutes expressly making pew rights real prop-

erty, and in others the statutes define such rights

as personal jiroperty. In most churches, how-
ever, pews arc lei from year to year by a sort of

verlial lease, and the ]iewholders merely have
temporary possessory rights. Consult Phillimorc,

EceUsiiixlimI l.tiir of the Church of Eitfihmil (•2d

cd., London. 1S95) ; and the authorities referred

to under Re.vl Property.

PEWEE (onomatopoetic name). Any of sev-

eral smiiU olivc-grecn or brown American tyrant
llycatchers (q.v.i. The common pev ee or phoebe-

bird {.Hnyornis I'hocbc) measures about 12 inches
across the extended wings. It is brown on the
back, darker on the head, with a yellowish-white
breast and belly, quills brown, slightly edged
with a lighter c(dor. Its principal habitat is the
Middle and .Ulantie States. It comes north in

April, and usually batches a brood by the mid-
dle of May and anotlier by the first of August.
In October it returns to the south, migrating at
night. It placed its nest originally on a ledge
of rocks, or plastered it bracket-like against the
surface of a mossy clilT, hut now more frequently
chooses a beam or rafter of a building or bridge.
The nest is made of mud. grass, mosses, and the
like, and is lined with down and other soft ma-
terials ; but these materials seem .so favorable
for the breeding of parasites that the second
brood is often raised in a new nest. It lays from
four to six eggs, white, rarely with a few reddish
spots at the larger end. The hatching takes
about thirteen days, and in a few da.\s more the
young birds leave the nest. The pewee occurs as
far west as eastern Nebraska. Its food consists
wholly of insects, captured usually on the wing.
Its jilaintive note, phahc, is well" known. Two
allied species. Say's pewee {fiai/ornis Sai/i) and
.Vni/orm'.v jiir/nVojis. occur in the Western States.
The former is grayish-brown, with cinnamon belly
and black tail, while the latter is blackish, with
a white belly.

.'Ilie very familiar wood pewee (Contopiis
virciis) measures from 10 to II inches across the
outspread wings, with the color of the back much
like that of the phocbebird, but it has two pale
grayish bands across the v. ings, a narrow whitish
circlet around the eyes, a greenish-yellow belly,
and gra.yish throat and breast, its flight "is

rapid, with sudden sweeps when darting after
its insect prey, which it pursues in the shade of
the orchard or woods. Its note is much slower
and more plaintive than that of the phoebe and
is more freipuntly single-syllabled. Tt comes
north two or three weeks later than the phrebe,
going as far north as Xew Brunswick and Xova
Scotia, and retreating as far south in the winter

as Xew Granada. The nest is saddled upon the
branch of a tree and is notable for the skill with
which it is covered with lichens, so that it verj'

closely resembles a natural wart on the limb.

The eggs are four or five, light yellowish, with
reddish and lilac siiots at the larger end. The
pewee is very courageous, defending its nest
against all intruders. Two broods are raised
where the season is long enough. The Western
wood pewee (Coiilopus liichdidsoni) , which re-

sembles the 'wood pewee' excejit in lieing darker
and in having shorter legs, longer wings, antl

larger feet, is found from the sixtieth parallel of

latitude to Panama and from the gi'eat plains to

the Pacific.

The least pewee (Empidonax minimus) is a

small bird, present in every village garden and
roadside, and the type of a genus containing sev-

eral small similar species. It makes a neat nest
of liemjien materials placed in the crotch of a
small tree. Consult general works on American
ornitholog;!'. See Plate of Typical Flyc.\tcii-

ERS with the article FLYCATCiiBai: and Colored
Plate of Egos of American Song-Bikds.

PEWIT. A British name for several birds
having a crv more or less resembling these syl-

lables, especially the lapwing and certain gulls.

PEWTER (OP. pcutre, peaxttre, piautre, Fr.
pcaiilrc. probably a .variant of OF. espcautr' .

pewter, from LCJer. spialicr, Eng. spelter, zinc).

An alloy of tin and lead, of which there are
principally three varieties: Ley or eoiinnon peir-

tcr, consisting of tin. 4 parts, and lead, 1 part

;

plate pewter, consisting of tin, 90 parts, antimony.
7, bismuth, 2, and copper, 2; and trifle prirtvr.

consisting of tin, 79 parts, antimony. 15, and
lead, 6. Pewter is a soft metal, similar in aj)-

pearance to tin, but somewhat duller and darker
in color. It was formerly extensively used for
making plates, teapots, and other domestic uten-
sils, but, on account of the poisonous character
of the lead, prohibitory measures have been
adopted by the governments of several countries,
and consequently other alloys have largely taken
its place. Old pewter, however, is now liighly

prized' by collectors of antiques. See Alloy.

PEYER'S GLAND. One of the glands form-
ing aggregations of solitary lymphoid follicles,

first discovered by .Johann Konrad Peycr, ]irin-

cipally found in the ileum, the lower divisicm
of the small intestine, and connected with tlic

function of absorption. (See Dige.stiox.) The
solitary glands which are not aggregated have
essentially the same structure as those which
make up the patches of Peyer, or Peyer's glands.

PEYOTE, pfi-yo'ta (Sp.. from Aztec pri/otl,

caterpillar, in allusion to the downy growth upon
the root of the southern variety ). The .Mexican
name given to several species of plants used by
the Indians of the plains and central plateau to
produce a peculiar kind of mental exhilaration.
The piaetice existed among the native tribes from
the Arkansas River as far south at least as the
City of Mexico, and in a few places had crossed
the main divide to the Pacific Coast. The south-
ern plant, to which the name was originally ap-
plied by the Aztecs, is a species of Composit.T. tlie

active principle being in the root. The variety
best known, and the use of which is everywhere
found from about the Valley of Mexico' north-
ward to the Arkansas, is a small cactus, botani-
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cally identified as Lopliophoru Williitmsii. The
plant grows abundantly in a wild state along the

Rio Grande and southward, and is gathered by
the Indians, who use either the dried top in

its raw state, or the whole plant, sliced, in de-

coction. It is taken at intervals during a cere-

mony which lasts throughout the night. The
effect is to exhilarate and intensify the imagina-
tive faculties, producing a pleasant dreaminess,
without, however, overmastering the will power
or producing a disagreeable reaction later. The
Indians regard it as the embodiment of a vege-

table god, and prize it, aside from its regular

ceremonial purpose, as a specific m numerous
diseases and ailments, particularly in the relief

of fevers and hemorrhages. Certain prepared

forms have been put upon the market by a lead-

ing drug manufacturer.

PEYREKE, pa'rar', Is.\AC DE LA. See Pre-
ADAMITE.s.

PEYEON, pa'rox', Vittoee Axiadeo (17S5-

1870). An Italian philologist, born at Tu-
rin. He studied under the Abbe Valpergo di

Caluso, and in 1815 succeeded him as professor

of Oriental languages at Turin. He translated

Thucydides into Italian, edited Fragmcnta Cice-

roni.i Orationum (1824) and other classical texts,

and was a member both of the Turin Academy of

Sciences and of the French Institute. It was he

who first placed the study of Coptic upon a scien-

tific basis by the Lexicon Liiifiiia' Copticw (183.5;

new ed. 1890), with the supplemental Oram-
matica Lingiiw Copticw (1841).

PEYRONNET, pa'ru'na', Charles Ignace,

Count (1778-1S54). A French politician, born at

Bordeaux. As an advocate in his native town he

displayed great zeal for the cause of the Bour-

bons during the decline of Napoleon's power. In

1815 he was made president of the Court of First

Instance at Bordeaux and later became Procura-

tor-General at Bourges. In 1821 he was elected to

the Chamber of Deputies and in the same year

was named ^Minister of .lust ice—a post which

he held till 1828. He was one of the most promi-

nent champions of reaction during this period,

his term of office being marked by the enactment

of a rigorous press law ( 1822) , the passage of the

iniquitous law against sacrilege (182.5), and the

rcestablishment of the censorship. In May, 18.30,

he became ^Minister of the Interior under Po-

lignac and in that capacity signed the famous

Ordinances which brought about the July Revo-

lution (q.v. ). Peyronnet fled, but was arrested

at Tours and condemned to imprisonment for

life on the charge of treason. He was pardoned

in 1836. During his captivity he wrote Pcnsces

d'liit prisonnirr (1834) and Eistoire clcs Francs

(183.5).

PEZENAS, paz'nas'. A town in the Depart-

ment of llerault, France, on the Herault, 25

miles west-southwest of :Montpellier (Jlap:

France, K 8). It manufactures spirits, wine,

and cognac, and the prices which prevail at its

Aveekly market of these articles are registered

throughout Europe. Population, in inOl, 7073,

PEZZA, ped'za. Michele. The real name of

the Italian brigand commonly known as Fra

Diavold (i|.v.).

PFAFERS, pfa'fers, or PFEFFERS. A vil-

lage in the Canton of Saint Gall, .Switzerland,

situated near the Tamina River about 2\^ miles

southwest of Ragatz (Map: Switzerland, D 1).

It is noted for its hot springs, which rise a short

distance from the village in the gorge of the

Tamina. The water, varying in temperature from
99° to 102° F. and containing in small propor-

tions carbonate of lime, chloride of sodium, and
magnesia, is u.sed for bathing, and has consider-

able curative qualities. The springs of Pfafers

were known as early as the thirteenth century,

and the present Kurhaus was erected at the tie-

ginning of the eighteenth century to rejilace the

older buildings dating from the fifteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The baths belonged for-

merly to the Benedictine monks and were ac-

quired by the canton in 1838. The permanent
population of the village is about COO.

PFAFF, pfiif, .JonAXX Frieurich (1765-

1825) . A German mathematician, born at Stutt-

gart. In 1788 lie became professor of mathemat-
ics in Helmstedt, and in 1810 at Halle. He in-

vented a method of integrating partial dilTcren-

tial equations of the first order in any number of

variables, which depends on the solution of the

general problem of integrating a linear liomo-

geneous equation between the diflferentials. Equa-
tions of this kind are tlierefore called Pfallian

emiations and their integration is called the
Pfaflian problem.

A determinant.

in which «i/ = — q/;, is called a gauche, or

skew determinant; if in addition, a,i = a,„,^.,.ann

=0, it is called yauche and skew-symmetric.

Every such determinant of even order is the

square of an integral function of its elements,

which function is called a Pfaffian, it having first

been discussed by Pfaff, His chief mathematical

works are: Vom'mentatio de Ortihus et Occaslbtis

iSidennn apud Auctores Classicos Commemoratis
(1786); Versuch einer neiien Summationsmeth-

ode (1788); Disquisitiones Analiiticw (1797);

Metlwdus Generalis JEquationcs Different iarum.

Particulariim Completi Intriirnndi (Proceedings-

of the Berlin Academy, 1814-1815). His corre-

spondence with Duke Karl of Wiirttemberg. Bou-

terwek, and others was published in Leipzig,

18.53.

PFANNSCHMIDT, pfiin'shmlt, IC^rl Gott-

fried (1819-87). A German painter, born at

Miihlhausen, Thuringia. He studied painting in

Berlin under Diige and under Cornelius in ilunicli.

In 1844 he made his first trip to Italy, where

he became an ardent follower of the media-val as

opposed to the Renaissance school. Many of his

pictures are church decorations, and almost all

are of biblical subjects. His easel pictures include

a "Charitv" and a "Supper," both in the Ber-

lin National Gallery, as are the cycles from Gene-

sis and Daniel, and that on the Lord's Prayer.

His other work includes windows in the Nicholas

Church, Berlin; in the cathedral at Magdeburg,

and in the Stuttgart garrison church. Pfann-

schmidt was long professor in the Berlin Acad-

emy.

PFAU, pfou, LUDWIG (1821-94). A German

lyrist and art critic, born in Hcilbronn. He
studied in the universities of Tiibingen and Hei-

delberg, edited the satirical Euhnspie<iet,i\\\d took

a prominent part in the revolt of Baden in 1848.
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On the suppression of the revolt, Pfau was sen-

trnceii to twonty-two years' imprisonment, but he

escaped to Switzerland, and after spending two

years in Zurich and in Bern, settled in Paris. In

"1803 he returned to Stuttgart and became editor

of the UcobiH-htcr. His poetry is especially valu-

able for its political satire: (Icdichte (1846: 4th

ed. 1889) and Deutsche Suiietle auf das Jahr

ISoO (184!)) are the most important titles. Pfau

translated many French novels, and with Hart-

manna volume of Breton folk-songs (1859). But
his original literary work was in art criticism as

author of Freie Studien (1866), Kunst und Ge-

tccrbrstudien. (1877), and Kunst und Kritik

(ISSSl.

PFEFFEL. pfff'fel, Gottlieb Koxrad (1736-

1809). A German fabulist. He was born at

Kolmar, and studied at Halle, where he could not

finish his course because of tinea tening blindness.

At twenty-two he lost his sight entirely. In 1773,

witli the help of his wife and the jjatronage of

Louis XV., he founded a sch<x)l for Protestants

which enjoyed great success down to the Kevolu-
tion. Pfeffel was employed in the council which
undertook the reformation of the French educa-

tional system. His Fahehi (1783) follow Gellcrt

for the most part: his complete works, including
several very popular jioems. were intblishcd at

Tiibingen ('lSlO-12). Consult his biography by
Lina Beck Bernard (Lausanne, 1806), and Stii-

fcr, Pfrffch ]'erdieiiste um Er::iehung und Schule
(Strassburg. 1878).

PFEFFER, pfef'fer, Wilhelm (1845—). A
German botanist. He was born near Casscl,
studied at Gijttingcn, Marburg. Wiirzburg. and
Berlin, and became professor of botany at Bonn
( 1873) . at Basel ( 1877

)
, at'Xiibingen

(

'l878 ) . and
in Leipzig (1887). His earlier botanical research
was on the geographical distribution of the large-

leaved mosses; afterwards he devoted himself to

physiological botany. PfefTer wrote: Jiryoijeogra-

lihisclw i^ludioi aus den lintisehen Slpen ( 1869) ;

J'/hinzmphnsiologle (1882. 1897): Ueber chemo-
taklisrhe Bciiiguiigen von liakterien (1888);
lieilriiffe zur Kenntnis der Oxydationsvorfiiinge in

lebendrn ZcUen (1889) ; Plasmnhmit mui Vakuo-
len (1890) ; Encrgetik dcr Ppanzen (1892) ; and
contributions to the Jahrbuch fur trissenschaft-
lichc lintanxk (1894 sqq.).

PFEFFEES, pfef'fers. A village in Switzer-
land. Sec Pk.\feks.

PFEIFFER, pfif'fer, Fraxz (1815-68). A
(Icrmanic scholar. He was born at Bettlach,
Switzerland, studied at Munich, became royal
librarian at Stuttgart in 1840. and in 1857 was
made ])rofessor of German literature in the Uni-
versity of Vienna. He was one of the most im-
poi-tant Germanists of recent times. He founded
the review flcniuinia, and the series Deutsche
Klns.iiker des Mittelallers. for which he edited
^yflllhcr roil dir Vogelueide (Hth ed. 1880). His
more valuable works are: Dcr Dichter des \ibe-
lungrnlicds (\SG2) . Freie Forschung (1807), and,
among many editions, Barlaain und Josaphat
(1843). Die deutschen Mijstiker des l). Jahr-
hunderts (1845-47), and an edition of the
DrillKchr Ordcnschronik of .leroschin (1854).

PFEIFFER, Ida (1797-18.58). An Austrian
traveler. She was born at Vienna, and began her
career as a traveler by a trip to Palestine and
Egypt when she was forty-five j'ears old. This ex-

pedition was succeeded bv others to Scandinavia

and Iceland in 1845, anil in 1846-48 to Brazil,

Chile, China, India, Persia, Armenia, and the

Caucasus. Another journey was taken, in 1851-

55. to Africa. Australia, and America, resulting

in some valuable acquisitions for the Museum of

Natural History at Vienna. In 1850 she set

out for ^Madagascar, where she was imprisoned.
Broken in health, she returned thence to die. Her
works, which have been translated into English,

include Journey of a ^ iennese to the Holy Lund
(1843); Journey to the i<c(indiniivian Xorth
(1846); and A M'otnan's Journey Hound the

^\^orld (1850).

PFEIL, pfil, Joachim Friedrich, Count
(1857— ). A German explorer and colonist in

Africa and New Guinea. He was born at Xeu-
rode, in Silesia, studied at the' gymnasium of

Giittingen, and in 1873 went to Xatal. He
learned the vernacular and stayed in the country
four years: then (1879), after a visit to Europe,
he settled in Orange Free State and with Wilson
mapped the course of the Limpopo; but illness

forced him to return to Germany. In 1884, hav-

ing entered the employ of the Societv for tier-

man Colonization. Pfeil went to East Africa with
Peters and Jiihlke, and in 1886 succeeded the

latter as general manager of the company in So-

nialiland. This post he resigned in 1887, and
entered the service of the X'ew Guinea Company.
His travels and explorations in the South Seas
are described in his Studien niid lirohnehtungen
in der Hiidsce (1899), and he also wrote T'or-

schliige zur praktischen Kolonisation in Osliifrika

(1887), and Zur Fruge der Deportution nach den
deutschen Kolonicn (1897).

PFEUFER, pfoi'fer, ICarl vox (I806-6&). A
German physician who introduced the rational

method of physical and chemical explanations for

physiological or pathological conditions. He was
born at Bamberg, and studied medicine at Erlan-
gen and Wiirzburg. After eight years of practice
in Munich. Pfeufer held academic positions in Zu-
rich (1840-44), in Heidelberg (1844-52), and in

Munich ( 1852-69) . Besides his great contributions

to method, which appeared in the Zeifschrift fiir

rntioneUe iledizin (1844 sqq.), he wrote on chol-

era, Zhiii Hchutz tridcr die Cholera (1840; 3d
ed. 1854), and introduced public sanitation as a

requisite in medical study. Consult Kerschen-
steiner, Leben und ^yirken des Dr. Karl von
Pfeufer (Augsburg, 1871).

PFISTER, pffs'ter, Albrecht (c.:420c.l47O).

A Cierman printer, to whom the discovery of the
art is sometimes wrongly attributed. It seems
proliable that he worked as wood engraver for
Gutenberg. About 1455 he founded a press in

Bamberg. There he printed Boner's Edclstein

(1461) : the Book of the Four Histories (Joseph.
Daniel, Esther, and Ruth) (e.l462) : the famous
Biblia Pauperum (1402) ; and Belial of the same
date. Consult: Heftels, Gutenberg: Was He the

Inventor of Printingf (London, 1882), and
Dziatzko, Gutenberg's friiheste Drucke^prnxis
(Berlin. 1890).

PFIZER, pfit'ser, GrsTAV (1807-90). A Ger-
man lyrist and critic of the Swabian school. He
was born in Stuttgart, studied at Tiibingen, and in

1840 became professor at the _g\-nuiasiuni in his

native city. He wrote Gedichte (1831), Dichlung-
en epischer wid episch-lyrischer Gattung (1840),
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and Dcr Welsche und der Deutsche (1844) ; trans-

lations of Buhver and Byron; the critical work
Lhland and Hiickert (1837), and an attack on
Heine which called out the Schictibenspicgel. His
poetry is more original and reflective than most
of the products of the Swabian school.

PFLEIDEREK^ pfll'der-er. Otto (1839—).
A German Protestant theologian, born at Stetten,

near Cannstatt. He studied theology at Tubin-
gen and for some time was superintendent and
professor at Jena. In 1875 he was called to the

chair of systematic theology at the University

of Berlin. Through his writings and his lectures,

he became known as one of the most influential

representatives of liberal theology. His lectures

in London (1885) and in Edinburgh (1894) were
afterwards published in English: Lectures on the

Influence of the Apostle Paul on the Development
of Christianity and The Philosophy and Oevelop-
ment of Relit/ion (1894). His principal works
are: Die Religion, ihr Wesen und ihre Oeschichte
(1869-78); Rcligionsphilosophie aiif geschicht-

licher Grundlage (1878-93); Zur religi^isen Ver-
standigung (lectures, 1879) : and Oeschichte der

Religionsphilosophie von Spinoza bis auf die

Geg'enumrt (1893).

PFLXJGER, pfln'ger, Eduard Friedrich Wii.-

HELM (
1829— ). A German physiologist, born at

Hanau. He studied at Marburg and Berlin, and
in 1859 became director of the Physiological In-

stitute and professor in the University of Bonn,
Pfliiger made special studies on the nen-ous sys-

tems of lower animals; founded in 1868 the

Archiv fur die gesainte Physiologic; and wrote
Sensorische Fnnktionen des Riickenmarks der
Wirbeltiere (1853), Physiologic des Elektrotonus
(1859), Untersuchungen aus dem physiologischea

Luboratorium zu Bonn (18G5), and Ueber die

Kvnst der Yerliingerung de» Lebens (1890).

PFLUGK-HARTTUNG, pflooc' hiir'tung,

Julius vox (1848— ). A German historian,

best known as an authority on Papal and medi-

ipval history. He was born at Warnikow, studied
at Bonn, Berlin, and Giittingen, and in 1880 be-

came professor of history at Basel. Thence he
went to Berlin, where in 1893 he became head of

the .Secret State Archives, He wrote Studien zur
Gcschichte Konrads II. (1876-77) ; Soru-egen und
die deutschen Seesiiidte (1887); Acta Pontifi-

corum Romanorum Inedita, 7-'i^-ll!>S (1879-88) ;

Iter Italicum (1883) ; in Grote's Allgemeine
Weltqeschichte the part on the earlv Middle .-Vges

(18891 ; Krieg nnd fiieg. 1S~0-~1. the first of his

studies of modern history (1895) : ynpoleon I.,

Republik und Kaisertum (1900) ; and Die Bullcn
der Piipste bis sum Ende des 12. Jahrhunderts
(1901).

PFORZHEIM, pfortslilm. A town of Baden,

Germany, on the northern border of the Black
Forest, 16 miles southeast of Karlsruhe (Map:
Germany, C 4) . It has the remains of an ancient

castle, formerly the residence of the margraves
of Baden-Durlach, several churches, a convent,

and industrial and other schools. The Schloss-

kirehe is a notable old structure in the Gothic
and Renaissance styles. Pforzheim is one of the
largest manufacturing centres of cheap jewelry
in the world, over 10.000 workmen being em-
ployed. Tliere are also chemical and iron works,
machine shops, tanneries, and paper, electrical

apparatus, and other factories. Population, in

1895, 33.331 ; in 1900, 43,097,

PFTJHL, pfoul, .JoHAN.\E.s (1846—). A Ger-
man sculptor, born in Lijwenberg, Silesia. He
studied in the Berlin Academy of Fine Arts un-
der Schievelbein, became his master's assistant

and completed his plans for the bronze memorial
now in the Donhottsplatz, Berlin. Soon after

Schievelbein's death Pfuhl settled in Charlotten-
burg. He made a few portrait busts, but his
more t_^-pical products are colossal groups or
reliefs, including a frieze in rilievo, commemorat-
ing the Franco-Prussian War, for the military
school of Lichterfelde (1876) ; a statue of Count
Stolberg, in Landeshut, Silesia; "Peiseus Liberat-

ing Andromeda," a fountain decoration in Posen,
and also in the Goethe Theatre in Charlottenburg
(1884); "Theseus, Hippodameia, and Eurytion"
(1886) ; an equestrian statue of William 1. with
Bismarck and Von Moltke, in GiJrlitz (1893);
and tlie Laube monument at Sprottau ( 1895)

.

PHA'COPS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. <paK6i, phakos,
lentil +&(/, ops, eye, face), A genus of trilo-

bites that furnishes several index fossils for the

middle Paleozoic formations. The carapace is

of oblong or elliptical form and is quite convex,

with a pronounced axis, and 11 thoracic seg-

ments. The head is semicircular, with its cen-

tral portion or glabella large and very wide in

front. The eyes are large and conspicuous, and
the lateral slopes of the head are steep, with their

posterior corners rounded. The pygidium or

tail piece is large, convex, and strongly ribbed.

The genus Phacops ranges from Silurian to Upper
Devonian formations. The early European au-

thors generally include under this generic term
a number of species that are now classed under
the genera Dalmanites, Pterygometopus, Acaste,

and others. The most important species are
Phacops logani of the American Lower Helder-

berg, Phacops latifrons of the Eurojjean Devonian,
and Phacops ranci, a well-known species of the

American Devonian, See Trilobita.

PH.a:A'CIA (Lat.. from Gk. *a.aWo, Phaia-
kiu I . The country of the Pha;acians. a people

whom Odysseus visited in his wanderings. It

was situated on the mythical island of Scheria,

identified with Corcyra (Corfu), where the peo-

ple had settled after having been driven out of

their earlier home in Hyperia by the Cyclopes,

There they led an undisturbed life of happiness,

occupied with their marvelous ships, which safe-

ly traversed the sea without human guidance.

Odysseus was found on the shore of the island

by the Princess Xausicaa, and hospitably received

at the palace of her father. King Alcinous. The
episode is described in the sixth, seventh, and
eighth books of the Odyssey.

PHJE'DO (Lat.. from Gk. ialSwv, Phaidon)
(early fourth century B.C.). A Greek philoso-

pher, born in Elis. He was taken prisoner and
brought to Athens, apparently about 400 B.C.;

there he became acquainted with Socrates, who
secured his ransom by one of his friends. He re-

mained a devoted disciple of the great teacher

until the latter's death, when he returned to Elis

and became the founder of the Elean School

(q.v.). He composed dialogues, no longer ex-

tant, in the Socratie mannej-. Plato's dialogue

which describes the death of Socrates bears

Phoedo's name.

PH.iE'rRA (Lat., from Gk. ^alSpa. Phnidra).

In Greek legend, the daughter of Minos, King of
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Crete, and of Pasipliae, sister of AriadiiC and

wife of Theseus. Aphrodite, enraged against

Kippolytus (q.v.), Phiedra's step-son, for neglect-

ing hci" worship, and against Phsedra. a» being the

daughter of Pasiphae, inspired the latter with a

passion for Hijjpolytns. On tlie rejection of her

advances, she falsely accused tlie youth to Theseus,

who prayed to his father, Poseidon, to destroy his

sou. Uippolytus was thrown from his chariot

on the seashore and dragged upon the sands till

deail. Phivdra died 1)}' her own hand and Theseus

learned the truth too late. This story, which
seems to have been developed from the songs of

Trivzenian maidens to their local divinity, Hip-
polylus, guardian of purity, was first treated in

tragedy by Kuripides, whose second version has
been preserved. It was also treated in a lost

play by Sophocles. The Greek tragedy was imi-

tated by the Roman Seneca, and also by Racine,
whose I'hcdrc (1077) is one of his masterpieces.

Consult Kuripides, Hippoh/tos. ed. XJ. von Wila-
mowitziloellciulorir (Berlin, 1891).

PH.a;'DRTJS. A Latin fabulist. He was
probalily a Tliracian, who was carried to Eome
as a slave in his childhood, and brought up at

the Court of Augustus, who emancipated liini.

Under Tiberius he was exposed to great danger
from the hostility of Sejanus, but lived to see

that favorite's overthrow, and died at an ad-
vanced age, proliably in the reign of Clamlius.
Five books of fables, after the manner of .Esop,
and called Fabulw JEsopicc, have been ascribed
to him. Jlost of the fables are versifications of
those of the .Ksopian c.ycle. but many are drawn
from c()ntenii)orary story. The style is good, and
the metre is careful. The book, as we have it. is

a later and incomplete recension. The first

edition was published at Troyes in 1596. The
best later editions are those of iliiller (Leipzig,
1877, with critical notes), Ramavino (Turin,
1884), and Miiller (Leipzig, 1890). See Her-
vienx, Les fohiilistes hilins (Paris, 1893-96)

;

BAlier. I.rx fahJinux (Paris, 1893). See -EsoP.

PH.ffiDRUS. A dialogue of Plato, in which
he is represented walking in the woods with
Phirdrns, and discoursing on the nature of love.
The dialogue is distinguished by unusual poetic
enthusiasm. The latter portion" is an exposition
of dialectics.

_

PH.ffi'OPHY'CE^ (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Gk. (paiis, iihttius, dusky + 05tos, plii/lcos, sea-
wee<l). or Know.v Alo.e. A group of algte
nanu'd from the color of the chromoi)last. always
a shade of brown, a color due to the pigme'nt
phycophiein, which modifies or overpowers the
green of the chlorophyll. In some respects the
most remarkable of the four great groups of
a1g;r, comprising the largest and most vegeta-
tively complex forms.
The Phaiophycea! are characteristically inhabit-

ants of the colder waters of the globe, and are
almost all marine, reaching their maximum de-
velopment m Arctic and Antartic oceans and
along such coasts as the Californian seaboard,
where the water for the most part is cold The
display IS especially luxuriant at Cape Horn, and
on the rocky coasts of the North Atlantic and
Pacific oceans. The brown algs contain a larae
number of diverse groups, whose representatives
r..nge from microscopic forms and delicate fila-mentous types (Ectocarpales) to the immense
coarse kelps several hundred feet Ion"- The

Laminariales (kelps, devil's aprons) generally

have a stalk (stipe) attached to the rocks by
a cluster of strong root-like processes (hold-

fast), that ends in an expansion called the

blade, which in some forms bears lateral leaf-

like structures. The blade is simple in the
smaller forms (Laminaria), or perhaps split

up longitudinally into segments. In many
types the blade is cast off at certain periods

by the development of a new one througli the

activity of the tissues ju.st below the old. In

other genera the blade serves as the growing
region of tlie plant, and splits olT segments
which take a lateral position on the stem (Macro-
cystis)

.

The most interesting forms on the American
coast are the giant kelps of the Pacific Ocean,
ilacrocystis is reported to attain a length of 900
feet. It is easily recognized by the leaves borne
on a stem about the size of a clothes line. Par

FlQ. 1. BROWN ALG,€.

1. Ectocarpus. with p:anietes escaping? ; 2, conjugation of
the same, showing {a) niimeroua male gametes about a
single (emale gamete, and (h) various stages of fusion; 3,
Pylaieila, with one cell functioning as a sporangium.

more picturesque is the sea-otter's cabbage
(Xereocystis) , which consists of a flexible leaf-

less stalk swollen at the end into a hollow
spherical float several inches in diameter. The
top of the float bears long strap-like leaves that
extend on either side in the water, and are
whipped about by the wind and surf. Another
interesting form is the sea-palm ( Postelsia )

,

which grows on surf-beaten rocks and reefs, and
has a heavy, thick, erect stalk 12 to 18 inches
high, with a thick crown of leaves that grow-
out and bend downward in the form of the con-
ventional palm tree. The stalk is so tough that
it may be bent over at right angles by the force
of the waves without breaking. Lessonia, found
on the coast of Chile, has stalks so heavy and
thick that they have been mistaken for tree
trunks when washed up on the beach. The kel|i-i

are one of the principal sources of iodine, whicli
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is obtained from their ashes. They are also used
in enriching farm lands along the coast.

In a very different division of the Phaeophyeese

Fig. 2. HOCKWEED (Fucas).

a, branches bearing antheridia : b, oogonium with par-
aphjses ; c, eggs escaping from oogonium ; d, egg sur-
rounded bj sperms ; e, germination of a fertilized egg.

are the 'roekweeds' and 'gulfweeds.' The former,
also called 'wrack' and 'bladder-wrack.' cover the
rocks between tide marks with thick fringing

growth. Jlost of the rockweed is Fucus. a fonii with
a forkingly branched thallus, that bears swollen
tips, and in some species special air bladders that

sene to Hoat the branches. The gulfweeds (Sar-
gassum ) have one of the most highly differentiat-

ed vegetative bodies among the algae. The species
are found in warmer waters than most brown
aigs. In addition to the holdfast and branch-
ing stalk, there are delicate leaves and small
berry-like air bladders on short pedicels, besides

specialized portions that bear sexual organs.

Certain species (as Sargassum bacciferum) will

vegetate luxuriantly when floating in niidocean,

thus forming the large masses of gulfweed met by
ships, especially in certain warmer parts of the
Atlantic.

Reproduction among Phccophyeeae is either sex-

ual or non-sexual. In non-sexual reproduction
motile spores (zoospores) are formed by the divis-

ion of the protoplasm of a cell and the escape
of the organized parts into the water (Fig. 1, 3).

Sexual reproduction is either isogamous or hete-

rogamous. In isogamous union sex cells (gam-
etes

) , in form and origin like zoospores, fuse in

pairs. Sometimes in behavior they can be dis-

tinguished as male and female, as in Ectocarpus
(Fig. 1, 2, a. b). Heterogamous i-eproduction

may be illustrated by Fucus. The eggs, eight
in number (Fig. 2, 6), are formed in a specialized

Oogonium, which develops in a pit on the sur-

face of a swollen branch, called a conceptacle.
They escape into the water, where they are met

by Ijiciliate sperms (d) which have been pro-
duced in numbers in special cells of the branch-
ed hairs arising in similar pits. Fertilization oc-

curs by the union of sperm and egg. The latter
then grows at once into a new rockweed, its

base developing into a holdfast and its apex into

a thallus (e).

The most comprehensive treatment of the group
is in Engler and Prantl, Die natiirlichcii I'fian-

zenfamilien (Leipzig, 1887— ) ; Murray, Intro-
duction to the Htudy of Seaweeds (Xew York
and London, 1895). See Alg.e.

PHAER. fa'er, or PHAYEB, Thomas (1510 ?-

1.5tiO) . An English translator, educated at Oxford
and at Lincoln's Inn. As a lawyer he aimed to

popularize legal methods. To this end he wrote
two legal handbooks. Rewarded for his service

by the appointment as solicitor in the court of

the Welsh marches, he settled at Kilgerran, in

Pembrokeshire, where he passed most of his life.

Be also studied medicine, and published a popu-
lar book called The Regimetit of Life, containing
a treatise on the plague (I54G). To the Mirror
of Magistrates (1559) he contributed a poem on
a legend connected with Owen Glendower. Phaer
is now remembered chiefly for his translation of

Vergil's JSneid into English ballad metre (7

books, 1555-58; two more books, published post-
humously with the first seven, 1562). The
translation was completed by Thomas Twine in

1584. Vergil had been translated earlier into

the Scotch dialect by Gawin Douglas (q.v. ), and
the Earl of Surrey (q.v.) had completed two
books.

PHA'ETHON" (Lat.. from Gk. tpaiduv. shin-

ing). In the Greek poets, a not infrequent title

of Helios, the sun-god. Phaethon. in Greek legend,

is also a son of Helios and the Oceanid Cly-

mene. To prove his descent, he went to his

father's palace and insisted on attempting to

drive the chariot of the sun. Unable to control

the fiery horses, he was carried from his course,

and, approaching too near the earth, wrought
great damage. Whereupon the earth cried to

Zeus for help, who struck down Phaethon with
a thunderbolt into the Eridanus, a mythical
river, later identified with the Po. His sisters,

the Heliades, found the body, and bewailed the

loss until they were changed to poplars and
their tears to amber, to which the rays of the

Sim gave its special glow. In the lost Pliacthon
of Euripides the youth appeared as the favorite

of Aphrodite, who had placed him in charge of

her temple. Consult Knaack, QucEstiones Phae-
thontece (Berlin, 1885).

PHAETON. A form of carriage for pleasure-

drixing drawn by one or two horses. The term is

more often applied to a low easy carriage driven

by ladies and known as a pony phaeton, although
there are the mail phaeton and the spider phae-

ton, which are high carriages suitable for park
driving, with a seat in front for the driver and
a companion, and a rear seat for a groom.

PHAETON. See Tropic-Bird.

PHAGEDENA, faj'e-de'na (5IL., from Lat.

phagedcenn. from Gk. 0a7^5o»Kw, phaged«ina, can-

cer, i\om tpatetv, phagein, to eat). A term used in

surgery to designate any obstinate and rapidl.v

destructive form of ulceration. The process usual-

ly occurs in those whose systems are exhausted by
disease and whose vitality is lowered by un-
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hygienic surroiimliiigs. When an ulcer iissuiiies

a plingcdeiiic tliiinicter it enlarges rapidly; its

edges are ragged and thin ; its base is covered

with au unliealtliy slough; the discharge is thin,

reddish, and otl'ensivc, and around the whole is

a zone of red and deeply congested tissue. There

is uo tendency toward licaling. Tlie treatment

consi.its in the local a]iplication of caustics or

excision, and tlie administration of stimulants,

tonics, and nutritious food, together with meas-

ures to promote the most favorable hygienic

conditions.

I'liiii/edena ffaiif/rwitosa is a term sometimes
applied to "hospital gangrene,' a disease whiclr

formerly prevailed in i)risons and hospitals, but

which, owing to sanitary reform and the intro-

duction of antiseptic measures, is now praeticall_v

e.xtinet.

PHAGOCYTE (from Gk. tpayeTv, phagein, to

eat -f- KVTo!. ki/los, hollow, cell). A microbe-de-
stroying cell residing free in the animal system.
About 1SS3 Jletchnikort' found that the individual
cells of the stonuiclis of sponges took in solid par-

ticles of food and digested them, and tliis lie

called intracellular digestion. This function is

performed by individual, free, or 'wandering'
ine-iiderm cells, resembling anitebip. Such wan-
dering cells, in the cases of man}- of tlie lower
animals, ingest or absorb parts of the body
which become useless or by decay harmful to
the organism. Besides this these free amoeboid
cells can and do capture and devour foreign
bodies and particles; tliey take up anything hard
or soft which occurs in or is carried into the
body; and when such cells are confronted with a
large mass of food-material, which they cannot
devour singly, they usually fuse into a Plas-
modium, which eats up the whole available
food. Such bodies as cannot be eaten are sur-
rounded and isolated. Led by these facts,
iletchnikoir threw out the remarkable theoi-y
that inflammation in the vertebrates is due to the
struggle between the white corpuscles of the
blood and the disease-germs within it. Thus a
new importance was lent to the leucocytes or
wliite amicbciid corpuscles, viz. that they act as
microbe-eaters or 'phagocytes.' Jletchn'ikoff in-
jected fluids containing bacteria or microbes be-
neath the skin of various invertebrate animals.
Tliey were soon found within the anueboid cells,
and if such microbes developed spontaneously in
the wounds of such animals, they were absorbed
in the same manner. Kovalevsky, a few years
later, made similar oliservations in compound
ascidians. When an individual died it was at-
tacked and absorbed by the mantle cells of the
cob>ny. which also sought to destrov incoming
bacteria, as was proved by experiment. Kova-
levsky concluded that the passage of the wander-
ing cells to the surface of the" epithelium is a
means of prolection against the intrusion of
agents of disease. These discoveries and theories
mark an epoch in biology in its application to
medical knowledge.

Bim.iooK.\i'iiY. Metchnikoff, "Researches on
the 'Intracellular Digestion' of Invertebrates."
Qiiartprhi ./oiirniil of Microscopical Hcieiwe vol
xxiv. (London, 1884); Laons sue (« pulholoi,,p
comjiaree de I'infiammation. faites a VlnsHtut
J'ttsleiir eii avril et mai 18'.H (Paris, 1891).

PHAG'OCYTO'SIS. See Inflammation.

FHALANGEB [Yr. phalangcr, from phalange,
phalanx, from Lat. phalun-x, from Gk. ^i'Aayl,

line of battle, rank of soldiers, round piece of

wood, joint between the lingers and toes). Any
of the marsupials of the family Phalanger-
id;e, which are characterized preeminentlj^ by
liaving live lingers and toes, the second and
third bound together. The thumb is opposable
and nailless. The tail is nearly always long and
prehensile. Tlie family is divisible into four
sections, and includes a considerable variety of

form. Thus the true or typical jjlialanger.-^ in-

clude the various species of euscus (q.v.), and
various largish species, some arboreal and
^oiiie terrestrial, besides the petaurists or Hying
plialangers (q.v.; also Tagl"AN), and the
dormouse phalaugers' of the genus Dromicia.
Another group contains the koala (q.v.), a third

tlie wombat {(j.v.), a fourth the aberrant little

larsipes of \^esteru Australia, which is only
seven inches long, and uses its long, slender
tongue to extract honey from flowers, as well as
to catch the small insects which constitute most
of its food. The plialangers are united with the
1-cangaroos by descent, and are now separated
from them only by the niusk-kangaroo (Hypso-
piymnodon). Typical members of this family
are shown in the accompanying plate.

PHALANX (Lat. phalanx, from Gk.cpd/.a}^,

line of battle, row of soldiers, round piece of

wood, joint between the fingers and toes). The
ancient Greek name for the heavy infantry in

line of battle. The heavy-armed hoplites were
only of service when stationed in a long straight

line in close order. In the Homeric poems there
are only shadowy traces of a regular line of

battle, and the development of the typical Greek
formation seems to have been largely the work
of the Spartans during their struggles for su-

premacy in the Peloponnesus. As the principle

of formation was the desire to present an equal
line to the enemy, the depth and formation de-

pended on circumstances. The usual depth seems
to have been eight men, but Miltiades at
Jlarathon weakened his centre in order to extend
his line, and at Delium the Theban column was
twenty-live deep. It is not until the fourth
century B.C. that we find other troops of prac-
tical importance in deciding the Greek battles.

During that century the improved equipment of
the peltasts, or light-armed troops, made them
able to meet the phalanx, if able to choose their
ground and avoid the direct attack. Epaminon-
das gave a new direction to the art of war by
replacing the old attack along the whole line

with the decisive onset of one wing, drawn up
in a hea\'y column (at Leuctra fifty deep), while
the rest of the line in ordinary depth served to
clieck the enemy. Philip of JIacedon learned
his military science at Thebes, and reorganized
his army by the introduction of a regular in-

fantry besides the hereditary cavalry of the
nobles. These soldiers were armed with a small
shield, about eighteen inches in diameter,
corslets, and long spears, and fought in closer
order than was usual among the Greeks. This
phalanx seems to have been a mobile body, but
probably Philip and certainly Alexander relied
rather on the heavy cavalry as the oll'ensive force,
and used the phalanx to "hold the main line of
the enemy in check, while the cavalry crushed
his wing or turned his flank. The phalanx of



PHALANGERS

4.

1. WOMBAT (Phascolomys Mitchelli). 5. CUSCUS (Phalanger maciilatus>.
2. FLYING SQUIRREL PHALANGER iPetaurus sciureusK 6. COMMON DASYURE (Dasyurus viverrinus>.
3. LONG-SNOUTED PHALANGER ITarsipes rostratusl. 7. BANDED ANT-EATER (Myi-mecoblus fasciatus).
4. KOALA (Phascolarctos cinereus). 8. TASMANIAN WOLF (Thylacinus cynocephalus^
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Alexander seems to have had pikes of different

lengths, the longest being about seventeen feet,

and of course requiring the use of both liands.

Though intended to tight in line as a single mass,
it was also capable of breaking into small tactical

units able to manceuvre separately, if the nature
of the ground or the development of the battle

made it desirable. The successors of Alexander
gradually changed his fundamental principles,

and depended again upon the phalanx to decide

the day. This led to even closer massing of

men and increase of the length of the lances, till

the mass became irresistible if unbroken, but
unwieldy and utterly helpless if broken by un-
even ground, as was proved in many a battle

against the Roman legions. This later phalanx
was regularly drawn up sixteen men deep, and
either about three feet apart, body included, or
only about eighteen inches witli shields touch-

ing; a formation which made any turning on the
part of individuals impossible. The lances were
about twenty feet long, and those of the first

five ranks projected in front ; the others held
their spears over the shoulders of their com-
rades, ready to drop them if occasion arose.

Consult : Droysen, "Griechische Kriegsalter-

thiimer," in Hermann, Lehrbuch der griechischen
Antiquitaten (Freiburg, 1888) ; Bauer, in

Muller's Handhuch der kinssischcn Altertums-
unsseit.scluift, vol. iv. (Munich, 180.3) ; Delbriich,

Geschichte der Kriegskunst (Berlin, lllOO) ; Lam-
mert, Pohjhios u>id die riimische Taktih (Leipzig,

1889).

PHAL'AKIS (Lat., from Gk. i^d/.api^). A
tyrant of Agrigentum in Sicily, wliose rule lasted
from about 570 to 549 B.C., when he was killed

in a popular revolt. He maintained himself by
mercenaries, and chiefly by stratagem extended
his power on all sides. The tradition, at least as

old as Pindar, that he gratified his savage nature
by roasting persons alive in a brazen bull, has
made him the universal type of the cruel tyrant.

A collection of letters which bears his name rep-

resents him as a kindly and cultivated prince;

but Bentley in his famous Dissertation (first

published in 1609) showed that these are prob-
ably forgeries of the Christian Era. See Bextley,
Richard. Consult: Freeman, Historif of Sicily,

(Oxford, ISOl).

PHALARIS. See Caxaet-Geass.

PHAL'AKOPE (from Gk. oa/.apl;, phalaris,

coot, TToi f, /iijus. foot). A sandpiper-like shore-

bird of tlie family Phalaropodidte, having lobate

feet and a rather long bill, which is slender, weak,
and straight. Phalaropes differ from sandpipers,

however, in tliat they spend the greater part of

their time in swimming on the sea, where they

seek mollusks and other small marine animals for

their food. They are verv- fearless of man and
are said to be easily tamable, but the flesh is oily

and impalatable. The phalaropes differ from
most other birds in the remarkable relative con-

dition of the two sexes. The females are not only

larger and more brightly colored, but tliey do the

courting, and, after they have secured a mate
and laid their .3 or 4 eggs, they leave the male to

do tlie incubating. Three species only are known,
all inliabitants of the Xorthern Hemisphere and
two circumpolar. Each is now made the type of

its own genus. The northern phalarope (Fha-

laropus lobntus) has the membrane of the toes

scalloped and the bill very slender. It breeds in

the Arctic regions and migrates southward on the

approach of winter. The nest is a shallow de-

pression in the groimd lined with grass and moss.
The eggs are olive-gra}' or buffy-white, heavily

blotched with chocolate-brown. Its entire length

is rather less than 8 inches. The tail is short.

It is a beautiful bird, and remarkable for the
great difference of its summer and winter plum-
age, the prevailing tint in winter being a delicate

gray, while in summer the upper parts exhibit

a fine mixture of slate-gray and buff, sides and
front of neck rufous, and the breast and under
parts are white. The red phalarope {Cnjnio-

phihis fulicarius) is rather larger than the

northern phalarope, and is, like it, very graceful

in form and movements, and finely colored. The
membrane of the toes is scalloped, but the hill is

stouter, flattened, and has a lancet-shaped tip.

The third species is Wilson's phalarope (Stcga-

nopiis tricolor), ^hich is an American bird, found
in summer north to the Saskatchewan, and in

winter south to Brazil and Patagonia, It is rare

in the East, but abiuidant in the Mississippi

Valley, It is the largest of the three species,

being nine inches or more in lengtli. Tlie toe-

membranes are plain and unscalloped. Consult:

Cones, Bird^ of the Xorthwest (Washington,
1874). See Plate of Eggs of Water and Game
Birds.

PHALLICISM, or PHALLISM (from phal-

lic, from Gk. oa'/.'/jK6(, phallikos, relating to the

male organ, from <pa}.7.6q, phallos, male organ).

The worship of the generative power, as expressed

most stronglv by adoration of the male organ.

As a cult, phallicism is typical of the Oriental

races, especially Semitic and Dravidian, In

Europe its strongest expression is foimd in

Greece, which was under Semitic influence ; but as

a phase of other worship, rather than as a special

cult, it is native to many savage tribes of Amer-
ica and Asia. Under a corresponding name, linga-

worship. phallicism is still practiced by the na-

tives of India. There are two forms of pliallieism.

The lower, and probably earlier, form is found
when the phallos itself is worshiped as divine

or is regarded as emblematic of sexual passion

alone. Ordinarily, in this form, the phallic

emblem is the mark of devotion to some deity of

lust, who is not necessarily a male divinity. On
the contrary, the female deity is more usual and
sometimes older than the male. In the latter

case we have reverence paid to the divine moth-

ers, or female forms, of India; to the date-palm,

mother-goddess in Arabia, etc. ; in the former we
find the worship of Dionysus in Greece and ."^iva

in India. In this first form of phallicism there

is no notion, or only a very vague notion, of

affmity lietween sexual instinct and the creative

power of nature. Among savages the rite in

this form is scarcelj- more than a frankly brutal

indulgence of passion; in a civilized community,
where excess is frowned upon by a more refined

sentiment, the indulgence tends to become secret,

as in the Tantric worship of India. This Hindu
phallicism, with its conventional admixture of

philosophy, represents tlie conditions which ob-

tained in Greece when orgies were veiled as

Orphic mysteries.

In the second form the phallos serves merely

as a symbol of that mysterious force which in

spring renews vegetable life and awakens to fresh

energv- all livins things, and phallicism thus re-

fined becomes the worship of a great divine uni-
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fyiiip; and creative power. Such pliallicism as this

ii'iav ijo the ieli;,'ion of ascetics, like tlie Lingaites

of India, and in this case the phallic emblem is

usually two-fold, as the deity is legarded as

androgynous. Hut the two emblems, no longer

realistic, are merely conventionalized shapes,

whicii are placed in the temples of the niale-

feniale god Siva. Such was probably the phalli-

cism of the higher minds in Greece, and to them
the Orphic mysteries were a philosophical re-

intirpretation of the naive form of grossly ma-
terial pliallicism which alone appealed to the

vulgar.

Pliallicism is not necessarily primitive, al-

though found in very savage communities. Among
the Central Australians, for example, there are
erotic dances, but no trace of phallic worship.

Finally it is to be observed that many supposed
phallic survivals, such us the sirustikas (q.v.)

and u|iriglit stcmcs, may have in reality nothing
to do with phallic worsliip. Pliallicism, however,
lies at the base of various savage rites in many
parts of the world, Asia, Africa, and America,
and was often connected, as among the Aztecs,
with higher forms of nature-worship. Consult:
Tylor, Primitive Culture (Boston, 1874) ; Fergus-
son. Ilude Stone Monuments (London, 1872) ;

Barton, Semitic Origins (New York, 1901).

PHANARIOTS. See Faxakiots.

PHAN'EROGAJI (from Gk. <pavi:p6^, pha-
ncrufi. evident + 'i"/"i(, gamos, marriage). An
old name of spermatophytes (q.v.), popularly
called flowering plant. They are also called
'pluenoganis' or iilienogams.' See Cbtptogams.

PHAN'EROGLOS'SA (Xeo-Lat., from Gk.
<j>avep6c, phaneros, evident -|- y,\uaaa, gldssa,
tongue). A suborder of the Anura (q.v.), con-
taining those frogs and toads which possess a
tongue, which has the shape of a round disk ad-
herent by nearly the whole of its base, and is not
protriisilde. This gioup includes the great ma-
jority of the frogs and toads of the world. Con-
sult Gadow, Amphibia and Reptiles (London,
1001).

PHAN'OCLES (Lat., from Gk. i^avoKlf/c,

Phnnoklrs). A Greek elegiac poet of the close
of the fourth century B.C. Of his life we know
nothing. His poems deal with the loves of
the gods for beautiful boys ; the tragic vengeance
in each case seems to have been particularly
stressed. Apart from some merely verbal frag-
ments, there remains of this series* only one cora-
siderable piece from a poem on Orpheus's admira-
tion for Calais, which shows much beauty of
diction and versification. It is edited in Bergk's
Anthologia Lyrica.

PHABAOH, f.Vr6 or fa'rfi-o (Heb. Phar'oh,
Gk. *r(/)rtw, I'harno). The Hebrew form of the
Kg>ptian Prr'o, used in the Bible as the general
name or title of the kings of Egypt. From
motives of reverence, the Egyptians avoided using
the name of their sovereign, and usually sub-
stituted for it some such expression as 'the <»ood
god,' 'Horus the lord of the palace,' 'his Majesty,'
'the King,' or. especially under the New Empire,
the indefinite pronoun 'one.' A very old desi'^na-
tion of this nature was Per'o, 'great house' '^(i.e.

the palace). It occurs as early as the Fourth
Dynasty, was used with special frequency in the
vernacular of the Xew Empire, and finally, at
quite a late period, became the common popular

designation of the Egyptian nionarchs. It is pre-
served in the Coptic jierro, "the King,' where the

J) is mistaken for the definite article. Josephus
(Antiij., viii. C, 2) correctly explains Pharaoh as
meaning 'King,' and as late as the fourth century
A.u. Horapollo seems to have known that 'great

house' was a synonym of "King.' Consult: Ebers,
Aegypten und die Biicher Moses (Leipzig, 1808) ;

Cheyne and Black, Encyclopedia Biblica, vol.

iii. (London, 1880, et seq. ).

PHARAOH'S HEN, or Pharaoh's Chicken.
The small Egyptian vulture {Xeophron perc-

nopterus) , so called because of its frequent ap-
pearance in the ancient hieroglj-phs.

PHARAOH'S RAT. The Egj-ptian mungoos
(
Htrptntcs iclmeuinon)

.

PHARISEES (Heb. perushlm, Aramaic peri-

shin, the set apart, separatists). A Jewish re-

ligious party. The Pharisees first emerged as a
definite party when the success of the JIaccabean
revolt led to the foundation of a secular State,

at the head of which John Hyrcanus (high priest,

B.C. 135-105) reigned as a secular prince, mak-
ing alliances with other powers. Opposition
to this policy, along the line of the old
spirit of separation from all things non-
Jewish (see Gextiles), crystallized in the party
of the Pharisees. They were essentially a re-

ligious party and used political methods only
when their principles had been severely outraged
or when they could not otherwise attain their

ends. Their distinctive doctrines were: (1) Sepa-
ration from all intercourse in common life with
the mass of the people, whom they designated as
the '((»! hCi'ares (people of the land). This term
did not include, as it had originally done, the
heathen inhabitants of the land, from whom
Jehovah was supposed to have commanded the
Israelites to keep apart for fear of contamination
(cf. Ezra ix. 1; Neh. x. 28-31) ; it was used by
the Pharisees to designate even their orthodox
fellow countrii-men who were less scrupulous than
themselves in the interpretation and observance
of the law. Since absolute separation was im-
j)ossibIe, they drew up elaborate rules to govern
their intercourse with the mass of their fellow-

countrymen. They would not buy or sell in
exchange with an 'am ha'ares; their great Rabbi
Hillel said, "Xo 'am hu'iircs is pious." They
worshiped, however, with their countrymen in
the temple and synagogue, and Hillel also said,

"Separate not th.yself from the congregation."

Xevertheless the Pharisees stood highest in the
popular favor. (2) Less distinctive, but held
with equal intensity, was their doctrine of the
strict interpretation and rigid observance of the

law as a necessity to righteousness. They insisted

upon both the written law (the Torah) and also
the traditions of the elders. Indeed, they made
the tradition of more weight than the law (Mark
vii. 8 sqq.). One of their principles was, '"It is

a greater crime to teach contrary to the precepts
of the scribes than contrary to the Torah itself."

The law was extended bv them to the minute
details of the ablution of hands and vessels, to

tithes, fasts, and Sabbath oliservance. They were
the strictly legal party; righteousness was the
product of legal observance, according to their

teaching. (3)' They cherished the political ideal

of a restoration of the kingdom of Israel, which
they expected to be accomplished through the
interposition of a divine act; preparation for
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this consummation tliey believed was best
acliieved through a strict carrying out of the
law. Foreign domination they regarded as a
punishment of God for the sins of the people.

(4) Their other doctrines, regarding the immor-
tality of the soul, providence, and human free-

dom, were less peculiar and held in common with
other Jews.

The Pharisees are most familiar through their

relation to Jesus of Nazareth. They became his

bitter opponents early in his ministrv and con-

tinued so until the end. The grounds of their

hostility were many. He and his disciples mingled
ireely with publicans and sinners, thus violating

the distinctive Pharisaic doctrine of separation

from the 'am ha'ures. They were careless about
the strict observance of fasts, ablutions, and the

Sabbath. The teaching of Jesus concerning the
Fatherhood of God was in direct opposition to

the letter and spirit of Pharisaic legalism. His
interpretation of the Torah in the Sermon on
the ilount was a rj-pudiation of the Pharisaic

principle that righteousness is the result of the

strictness with which commandments afl'ecting

the external life are observed. The Pharisees

made the religious relation one of legal compact;
-Jesus made it one of personal fellowship in the

bond of filial trust and obedience. These two
systems were utterly contradictory; the repre-

sentatives of the one could not endure the teacher

of the other. Hence the Pharisees were the most
active in putting Jesus to death. After the

-destruction of Jerusalem under Titus (a.d. 70)

the Pharisees survived as a party; their leading
rabbis formed a body which regarded itself as

the continuation of the ancient Sanhedrin; this

^roup persisted and preserved .Judaism of the

stricter sort after the theocracy was really over-

thrown.
Bibliography. Consult the histories of the

Jews, by Ewald, Graetz, Wellhausen, and the

lives of .Jesus; Geiger. Sadduciier und Phcirisiier

(Breslau, 1SC.3) ; Cohen, Les Phariseens (Paris,

1877) ; Wellhausen, Die Phariiiier und tiaddiiciier

(Greifswald. 1874) ; Schiirer, History of Die Jev-
ish People in the Time of Jesus Christ (Edin-

turgh, 1886-90) ; Cornill, History of the People

of Israel (Chicago. 18!t8) ; Eaton, article "Phari-

sees," in the Hastings ISible Dictionary, vol. iii.

(Xew York. 1000) ; Prince, article "Scribes and
Pharisees." in Eneijilojiirdia Biblica. vol. iv.

(London. 1903).

PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION,
Amekicax. a scientific society with its head-

quarters at Baltimore. JId. Its initial meeting
was held in Xew York in 1851. The association

was organized in Philadelphia in 1852, and in-

<!orporated in Washington. D. C, in 1888. Its

objects are to improve the science and art of

pharmacy by diffusing scientific knowledge among
apothecaries and druggists, to foster pharma-
ceutieal literature, to stimulate discovery and
invention, and to encourage home production and
manufacture in the several lines of drugs. It

has published annual volumes of proceedings

since IS.il. except for tlie year 1861.

PHAR MACOPCE'IA (Xco-Lat., from Gk.
ijmp/iaKo-niia, phijrmiikopoiia. art of preparing
drugs, from papuaKo-mOr. pharmakopoios. one

who prepares drugs, from (pnpminnr. phnrmakos,
drug, medicine + irnieiv, poiein. to make). A
term applied to various works, consisting for

Vol. .W.—m.

the most part of ( 1 ) a list of the articles of the
materia medica, whether simple or compound,
with their characters, and the tests for the de-
termination of their purity; and (2) a collection

of apjjroved receipts or prescriptions, together
with the processes for articles in the materia
medica, obtained by chemical operations. Almost
every civilized country of importance has its

national pharmacopoeia, among which those of

the United States. Great Britain. France, and
Prussia deserve honorable notice. The first phar-
macopoeia published under authority appears to
have been that of Xuremberg in the year 1542.
Valerius Cordus. a student, who was staying for a
short time at Xuremberg, showed a collection of

medical receipts, which he had selected from the
worl-cs of the most eminent writers, to the physi-
cians of that city, who were so struck willi its

value that they urged him to print it for the
benefit of the apothecaries, and obtained for his

work the sanction of the senatus. Before this
time the books chiefly in use among apothe-
caries were the treatises : On Simples, by Avicenna
and Serapion; the Liber Serviloris of Balchasim
ben Aberazerim; the Antidottirium of .Johannes
Damascenus or Mezue. arranged in classes; and
the Antidotarium of Xicolaus de Salerno, which
was arranged alphabetically. This work was
commonly called Xicoltius Magnus, to distinguish

it from an abridgment known as Xicolaus Parvus.
The first edition of the London pharmacopoeia

(or, more correctly speaking, of the pharma-
copoeia of the London College of Physicians) ap-

peared in 1618, and was chiefly founded on the

works of Jlezue and Xicolaus de Salerno. Suc-

cessive editions appeared in 1627. 1635. 1650,

1607. 1721, 1746. 1787. 1809, 1824. 1836, and
1851, and form an important contribution to the

history of the progress of pharmacy and thera-

peutics during the last two centuries and a half.

The Edinburgh pharmacopceia is more modem
than the London, the first edition having ap-
peared in 1699, while the Dublin pharmacopceia

doesnot date farther back than 1807. The latest

editions of these works appeared in the years
1841 and 1850 respectively.

L'ntil the Medical Act passed in 18.58, the right

of publishing the pharmacopteia for England,
Scotland, and Ireland was vested in the colleges

of physicians of London. Edinburgh, and Dublin
respectively; and as these three pharniacopieias

contained many important preparations, similar

in name, but totally different in strength (as. for

example, dilute hydrocyanic acid, solution of

hydrochlorate of morphia, etc.), dangerous com-
plications arose from a London prescription I)eing

made up in Edinburgh or Dublin, or vice versa.

By that act is is ordained that "the general

(medical) council shall cause to l>e published,

under their direction, a book containing a list of

medicines and compounds, and the manner of pre-

paring them, together with the true weights and
measures by which they are to be prepared and
mixed; and containing such other matter and
things relating thereto as the general council

shall think fit. to be called British Phnrmaeoptria,

which shall for all purposes be deemed tn he

substituted throughout (Ireat Britain and Ire-

land for the several above-mentioned pharma-
cop(pias."

The British Pharmacopoeia, of which mention
has iust been made, a work published in 1SC4,

had the merit of amalgamating the London, Edin-
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burpli. and Dublin iilKirinacopa'ias; but it un-

foruumtely contained so many dcfcots that, in

airiirdanoc with the universal wishes both of the

niediial profession and of the thcniists, the

mcilical council ordered a new' edition to be pre-

pared as speedily as possible. This edition ap-

pcarcil in 18(17, and has been followed by others

in 1.S74, 1S8.1, and a supplement in 181HJ. The
French pharniaoopoiia is iisc<l in Switzerland

also. The Prussian pharniacopceia is used in

(Jerniany and Russia. The pharmacopoeia of

Orosi is used in Italy.

It may be proper here to make the distinction

between a pharniacopceia and a dispensatory.

These terms have been used indiscriminately, but
there is a distinction anion;; pharmacists. A
|)haiiMacop(eia is strictly a collection of recipes

or instruclicns for making various medicinal com-
piiunils. or simple preparations, which are also

made umlcr the authority of a coUe^'c or body of

medical men. and are termed 'oliiciar. A dis-

pensatory is a book which also treats of the

preparation of medicines; but it moreover eon-
tains the natural as well as the medical history
of the various medicinal substances. A disjiensa-

tory, in addition to oiiicial preparations, may
contain many others, and be published without
oiiicial authority. A dispensatory is also to a
greater or less extent a treatise on materia mrdica
(q.v.), a branch of medical science which treats
of the knowledge and action of meilicincs. and
may either treat of the action of individual medi-
cines or embrace the whole range of the pharnia-
copceia, and occupy itself with the acti(m of every
article, simple or compound, either upon a

healthy or a diseased subject; that is to say, it

may consider the physiological as well as the
therapeutic action of medicines, therapeutics
(<|.v. ) being that branch of the science which
treats of the action of drugs as medicines strictly
speaking, or their action in disease; for this is

often very different from their action on the
healthy body, or their physiological action. A
dispensatory is generally a combination of a
pharniacopceia, a materia medica. and a treatise
on tliera|)eutics, as far as the latter is not in-
eluded in materia medica.

in many of the countries of Europe the phar-
macopieia is published by authority of the (jov-
ernment. and its re(|uirenients are enforced by
law. In the United States this is not so, but in
many of the individual States the "Pharnia-
copceia of the United States of America" has
been adopted as the legal standard. ]n 1778 the
first pliarmaeopoeia in this country was published
in Phila.lclphia for the use of a" portion of the
American army. Another was published in 1805
for use in Xew England. The New York Hospital
issued one for its own use in 181.t; later editions,
like those of similar institutions, being known
as the Formulary and consisting of classified col-
lections of prescriptions. The Xew York County
and Xew York iledical Societies in 1818 took
measures for holding a convention of delegates
from various State medical societies and medical
colleges, which met at Washington .January 1,
1820. The action taken then resulted in the" ap-
pearance the same year of the first /"/inrmocopfir-iam the United States of America, a volume of 272
pages in Latin and English. Since the edition of
1840 the l.atin has been omitted. The convention
made provisions for the holding of other conven-
tions for revision every ten years. The convention

of 1860 received delegates from the army and navy,
and from various colleges of pharmacy and phar-
maceutical societies. Following the convention
held at Washington in 1890, the seventh revised
edition was ]jublislied in 1893. The lirst edi-

tion of the United fitatts Disjjensatory was issued
in 1831. It has since that time passed through
many revisions, and has become double its origi-

nal size, till at the present time it is really an
encyclopaedia of therapeutics, pharmacy, and
materia medica. Several other excellent jiharnia-

copoeias and dispensatories have been published,
the National Dispensatory and the Amerivaa
Dispensatory being the most prominent. Though
valuable, they do not occupy the olHcial position

that is tilled by the pharniacopceia. Xew prep-
arations are. of course, continually added to the
pharmacopceias.

PHARMACY (OF. farmacie, Fr. pharmacie,
from Ck. (pap/xaKeU, pharmakcia, use of drugs,
from (pipiHiKor, pharmakon,, drug, medicine).
That de])artinent of materia medica (q.v.) which
treats of the collection, preparation, preservation,
and dispensing of medicines. It is synonymous
with pharmaceutical elicmistry.

PHARNABA'ZUS (Lat., from Gk.4>opici^afos,
from Ol'crs. ~Farnubazu, having an arm of

glory). A Persian, son of Pharnaces, whom lie

succeeded, in the reign of Darius 11., as satrap
of the region Dascylitis, which embraced the
coast lands in Xortliwestern Asia Jlinor. In B.C.

413 he espoused the cause of the Spartans, with
whom he acted in concert for several years, en-
deavoring to drive the Athenians from the region
of the Hellespont. In 408, however, changing his
policy, he made a covenant of friendship and
hospitality with Alcibiacles. and accepted terms
of accommodation from the Athenians. In 39t)

he defeated an invading Spartan force under
Agesilaus, but in the next year was himself de-

feated by that general. Soon after, Conon came
to his assistance from Athens, and the two sailed
through the .Egean Sea, driving out the Lace-
daemonians from the seaport towns. Pharnaba-
ziis's tinal effort was with the Athenian Iphicra-
tes in Egypt in 377 and the following years. The
expedition proved unsuccessful.

PHA'ROS (Lat., from Gk. (pdpos). A rocky
island oil' the west extremity of the Egyptian
coast, opposite the town of Rakotis. When .Alex-

ander cOiose this spot as the site of .Mexandria.
he connected the island with the mainland by the
Heptastadiuiu, or Seven-Furlong Jlole. This
made it possible to build two harbors, and on the
eastern extremity of the island, at the entrance
to the great harbor. Ptolemy I. began the erec-
tion of a gieat lighthouse, which was finished
under his son, Ptolemy Philadelphus. about B.C.

282. The architect was Sostratus of Cnidus, and
the work was reckoned among the wonders of the
world. It was a lofty tower with a square base
measuring about 100 feet on a side, ancl the light
was furnished by a beacon fire on the summit.
The statements "that it was 400 feet high and
that the light was visible for 60 miles at sea are
certainly exaggerations. After standing for
nearly 1600 years one side was thrown down by
an earthquake on August 7, 1303. and in 1346
it was a complete ruin. In 1478 the foundations
were used for the fort Kalt Bai, and the side of
the great central tower has the same length as.

that given for the side of the old Pharos.
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PHABSALIA. All epic poem in ten books
by Lucan, narrating the struggle between C'sesar

and Pompeius. The hero is Cato.

PHARSA'LUS (Lat., from Gk. -tdpcraXos),

now I'HERSALA. A Greek city of Southern Tlxes-

saly, on the river Enipeus, tlie cliief town of the

District of Pharsalia. It does not appear in

history imtil the fifth century B.C., and seems to

have been one of the ])rosperous cities of Thes-
saly. In the fourth century B.C. it was the home
of Daoclius. wlio was one of the chief adherents of

Philip of Macedon. It is best known from the

battle of Pharsalia, fought near the city on
August 9, B.C. 4S. between Osar and Pompeius.
Pompeius had about 47,000 legionaries, 7000
cavalry, and a great number of light-armed
auxiliaries. Coesar had 22.000 legionaries, and
1000 German and Gallic cavalry. The battle,

which commenced with an attack by Pompeius's
cavalry on C.-esar's right wing, ended in the

tui'ning of Pompeius's left and the destruction of

his army. Aliout 15.000 fell, and the remainder
surrendered on the following day. Phersala was
one of the positions occupied by the Greeks in the

disastrous war against Turkey in 1897, and after

the rout of the Greeks was entered by the Turks
on ilay 6th.

PHARYNGITIS ( Xeo-Lat., from Gk.(l>ipvyi,

phfiriiiw, throat, pharynx). A disease of the

mucous membrane lining the pharynx, accom-
panied by inflammation. It is generally de-

scribed as of one of two types: (1) catarrhal;

(2) follicular. Catarrhal phar^Tigitis is the

ordinary 'sore throat.' It is characterized by
swelling and laxation of the mucous membrane,
with redness and tenderness of its surface, and
occasionally ulceration with bleeding. Occa-

sionally there is a chill, followed by fever at

the invasion of the attack. The follicular

variety is characterized by a pebbled surface,

the elevations corresponding to the situation of

the follicles in the membrane. Either variety

may be preceded by a stage during which the
mucous membrane is dry and the surface dull

and pale. There is also a chronic dry pharyn-
gitis. Pharyngitis is generally caused by in-

haling irritating vapors, including tobacco smoke,
ex])osure to chilling wind when perspiring, or

by the presence of uric acid in the blood. It is

increased by constipation. Internal treatment for

pharyngitis includes the administration of

aconite, codeine, cubeb. alkalies, sodium salicy-

late, quinine, and tincture of iron. Local ap-
plications include tincture of iron, glyccrite of

tannic acid, benzoinol, camphor, menthol, and
nitrate of silver.

Inflammation of the pharyngeal soft parts
around the tonsil, or peritonsillitis, is treated
under QnxsY (q.v.).

PHAKYNGOG'NATHI (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. <papvy^, iihnrinix. throat + yv6.6os. (jna-

thris. jaw). A suborder of acanthopterous fishes,

having the lower ]iliaryngeals fully united. It

includes the LabridiT. Scarid.T, and allied fam-
ilies. This group has aroused great diversity of

opinion among ichthyologists. Consult Jordan
and Everniann, Fishes of Sortli America (Wash-
ington. 1S96).

PHARYNX (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. <j>dpvy^,

thrnnt, phniynx; connected with 0opo7f. phnranx,
cleft, {papal/, pharnn. to plow). The name of the
combined portion of the respiratory and ali-

mentary tracts which lies behind the nose and
mouth above and in front, and the larynx and
oesophagus below. It is a musculo-membranous sac,

situated in front of the cervical portion of the
vertebral column, and extending from the base
of the occiput to the level of the fifth cervical
vertebra, where it becomes continuous witli the
oesophagus (q.v. ). Its length is about four inches

and a half; it is broader in its transverse than
in its antero-posterior diameter, and its narrow-
est point is at its termination in the fleso])hagus.

Seven openings communicate with it, viz.: the
two posterior nares or nostrils, at the upper and
front part of the pharj-nx; the two Eiislacliian

tubes, opening on the outer margins of the preced-
ing orifices; the mouth; the larynx; and the
oesophagus.

The pharynx is composed of an external mus-
cular coat; a middle fibrous coat called the
phari/iiffeal aponeurosis, thick above where the
muscular coat is absent, and gradually thinning
as it descends; and a mucous coat, continuous
with the mucous membrane of the mouth and
nostrils. The muscular coat requires special no-

tice. It is composed of a superior, middle, and
inferior constrictor muscle on either side, to-

gether with two less important muscles, termed
the sti/lo-pharjjngcal and palatopharyngeal mus-

Posteriorruuv^;

VoTTur

Lfi^orPalaU.

tato-pflaryngeus

'A zyyosl. 'vultr

SufjfriorCofUlricior

•Rooto/'Torufu^.

Cpen/nyofViffLa/ynx

ThyroidCoTttiag*

CruoidCarUlage

/EscyAnt^n

eles. When the food, after being sufficiently

masticated and mixed with saliva, is thrown, by
the action of the tongue, into the pharynx, the
latter is drawn upward and dilated in different

directions; the elevator muscles (the stylo-

pharyngeal and palatopharyngeal) then relax,

and the pharyn.x descends; and as soon as the
morsel is fairly within the sphere of action of

the constrictor muscles, they successively con-

tract upon it, anil gradually pass it onward to

the oesophagus. Independently of its importance
in the act of swallowing, the pharynx exerts an
influence on the moilulation of the voice, espe-

cially in the production of (he higher notes.

The pharynx is subject to various circulatory
disturbances, to acute and chronic inflammations,
ulceration, suppiiration, and abscess. It is the
most frequent site of diphtheria. This affection

as well as the suppurative processes requires
prompt and appropriate medical treatment.

PHASCOLOGALE. f:-is'ko Ift-g.^le (Xeo-Lat.,
for 'phascologalc. from Gk. 0<i<ricii)Xa;, phaskolos,
leathern bag + yaXij, gale, weasel). A genus of
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diminutive Aiislialian dasyuro.-i . (q.v.), very

pri'ltv. and iiiiicli lil<e iiiiw, except that tliey live

Hlioliy ill tri'cs and iiiuke tlieir lionies in liollows

01 tree trunks.

PHASES (ML. noni. pi., from Gk. 0ii<rij, pha-

.m'.s, appearance, from <pdeii/, phathi, !Skt. hlia, to

shine). The dilferent luminous appearances pre-

sented by the moon and several of the planets,

sometimes the whole, a part, or none, of the

luminous surface being seen from the earth.

( For the various phases of the moon and tlie

seasons for them, see Moox.) Mercury and
Venus present to an observer on the earth sim-

ilar phases to those of the moon ; but require,

instead of a month, periods of 110 and 584 days,

respectively, to pass through a complete series

of pliases. Since Mars luis an orbit exterior to

that of tlie earth, it cannot pass between it and
the sun. Consequently, we can never observe a
crescent phase of this planet. But when in

quadrature (((.v.) it is visibly gibbous, like the

moon when about four days from full. The other

planets show no observable phases, on account
of their great distances from the earth.

FHA'SIS. Tlie ancient name of a river in

Tranitaucasia, now called the Rion (q.v. ).

PHEASANT (AK fesant, fcsaunt, OF., Fr.

fdi.snii. fiipin l.at. phasianus, from Gk. (piiiruivbi,

pheasant, <tiuiuiv6%, relating to the Pliasis, from
*a<ri5, I'hanis, name of a river in Colchis, where
tlie birds are said to have abounded). A large

group of liandsome gallinaceous birds of the
family Phasianidse, and especially of the sub-

family Phasianintp. They have tlie cheeks and
skin around the eyes destitute of feathers; the
wings short, and the tail usually more or less

elongated; and the feet of the cocks spurred.
Tlie males are always birds of sjdendid plumage,
while the females are generally quite incon-
s])icuous. The name pheasant was first applied
to the bird now so extensively naturalized in
We-tern Europe, and came from the Phasis
Rivi-r. on wliose banks tlie liirds are said to have
been very abundant, and whence they were first

brought to Europe before tlie fourteenth century.
It is now the standard game-bird of Great Brit-
ain, and bred and 'preserved' for the annual
shooting season in enormous numbers. The
plumage of the common pheasant {Phasidnus
I'oUhiotin) is very handsome. The head and
neck of the cock are steel blue, reflecting brown,
green, and purple tints in ditlerent lights; the
back and wings exliibit a fine mixture of orange-
red, black, brown, and light yellow; the breast
and belly are golden-red. each feather margined
with black, and reflecting tints of gold and
purple. The whole length of a male pheasant
is about three feet, of which the tail often meas-
ures two feet. The entire length of the female is
about two feet, and the general color is pale
yellowish-brown, varied with darker brown, the
sides of the neck tinged with red and wreen. See
Colored Plate of Gajik Bird.s. under Groise.
The ordinary weight of a pheasant is about

two pounds and a half: but when abundantly
supplied with food, and kept undisturbed, they
are sometimes iU, pounds in weight. Pheasants,
unlike grouse, are polvframous.
The nest of the pheasant is on the ground, and

is a rude heap of leaves and grasses, in which
eleven or twelve olive-brown eg^s are laid. But
in the half-domesticated state in Avhich the bird

exists in Knglisli pre^icrves, the eggs are taken
by the gamekeeper, and hatched by hens. Very
young pheasants must be carefully supplied with
ants, eggs, maggots, etc., and the whole difliculty

of rearing them is in tlieir earliest stage. Adult
pheasants feed indiscriminately on berries, seeds,

roots, young shoots of plants, worms, insects,

etc. They roost in trees. The male pheasant
takes flight much more readily than the female,

which often remains still until the sportsman is

almost upon her. Tlie males and females do ii<it

associate together except during the breeding

season, but small nuniliers of one se.\ are often

found in company. The 'short crow' of the males
begins to be heard in March. In England and
Scotland pheasant-shooting legally begins on Oc-

tober 1st and ends on February 3d. The pheas-

ants turned out from the gamekeeper's breeding-

yard into a preserve are in general supplied with
abundance of food during winter, and come to

the accustomed call as readily as any kind of

poultry, so that the s])(irtsmanship of a Ijntlnr,

in which they are killed by scores or hundreds,
is of the lowest kind. The pheasant exhibit- a

remarkable readiness to hybridize with otlnr

gallinaceous birds; a hybrid between it and the

common fowl is not infreciucnt, and is called a

pcro. Hybrids with the black grouse have aUo
occurred. The flesh is excellent for eating.

The common pheasant is typical of the whole
group. The genus Phasianus contains some fif-

teen other species, all natives of Central or East-

ern Asia. Of these. Reeve's pheasant of Xortli-

ern China is a large bird with notably white
and edible flesh. The general color is golden
yellow, each feather barred with black; tlie

flanks are white with a chestnut margin, and
the belly is black. The tail is extremely long,

the central feathers sometimes measuring five or

six feet ; thej' are white margined with buff and
barred with black and chestnut. Wallieh's

pheasant, the 'cheer' of the sportsmen of Xortli-

eastcrn India, is another large species, found
only at elevations above 4000 feet, and remark-
able because both sexes crow. It has a long dark-
brown crest, and the general color is yellowi-h-

brown, rufous and ashy, more or less barred with
black. The Mongolian pheasant {Plinsidiiua

MoiigoUcus) , the green-breasted pheasant
(Phasianus versicolor), and Soemmeriiig's
pheasant (Phasianus Hoemmeringii) are of spe-

cial interest because they have been introduced
into various parts of the United States, In
Oregon they are so abundant in many places as

to be a nuisance.

Four other genera are included in the P!ia-

sianiniB. Of the genus Ithogines, known as

'blood' pheasants, three species are alpine birds

of the Himalayas and China. They are remark-
able for their hardiness, living close to the limits

of perpetual snow, and for the large numl' r

(three to five) of spurs on the tarsus of tl i

male. The genus Euplocomus (orGenna-us) (.ii

tains 14 species, known as 'fire-back' (or Macart-
ney ), Icaleege.' and 'silver' iiheasants. Tlir y
are birds of very rich plumage, the lower back
being fiery, metallic red; the bare skin of the
head is deep blue or red. They are natives of

Southeastern Asia and range from Formosa to
Sumatra. Some of the fire-backs have short,
square tails in both sexes, while others have the
broad, elongated tails. The Chinese sihrr
pheasant (Gennceiis ni/cthemerus) is a good ex-
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ample of that group; the upper parts and tail are

white, more or less finely mottled with black,

while the under parts are bluish-blatk. They
are forest-loving birds and not gregarious. The
kaleege pheasants are generally dark-colored,

with long pendent crests; the tail is usually

bluish-black. The third genus contains only one

species, the remarkable Bulwer's pheasant
{Lohiophasis Buliccri) from Borneo. There are

three pairs of peculiar outgrowths of nude skin

on the head; the plumage is metallic of various

hues; and the tail, which is made up of thirty

rather stiff feathers, bare near the tip. is pure

white. In the female the tail contains only

twenty-eight feathers. Allied to these is the

Impeyan pheasant {Lophophorus Impeyuns)

.

A very striking form, often seen in menageries

and private parks, is the Indo-Malay Argus
pheasant {Argusianus giganteus) , which has not

only a long and splendidly ocellated tail, but

the secondaries of the wings are enormously de-

veloped ; the way in which these ornamental
feathers are displayed in the courting season

appears in the illustration of this species on the

Plate of Phe.^s.\nts.
The species of Chrysolophus includes some very

gorgeous birds. The type (Chrysolophus pictus)

has the back metallic green, the under parts
scarlet, the rump golden-yellow, the crest amber-
colored, and a ruff about the neck orange-red
tipped with blue, while the Lady Amherst
pheasant (Chrysolophus Amherstiw) has the
breast metallic green and the belly white, the

crest crimson with white tips, and the ruff white
margined with deep green. Lady Amherst's
pheasant also has an excessively long tail. Little

is known about these pheasants except that they

are very hardy birds, living in thick woods on
the moimtains at moderate heights. They are
extremely jealous birds, and though both occur
in China, they are not found in the same valleys

nor on the same mountains, but keep entirely

separate.
The peacock-pheasants comprise a large num-

ber of species found from India to China and on
the Malayan islands, and are gorgeously colored,

with many peacock-like 'eyes' on the tail-feathers

of the males.
Several more or less related birds are called

'pheasants' by colonists and sportsmen in various

parts of the world, e.g. our ruffed grouse in the

Southern United States.

Consult: Evans, Birds (London, 190.3); Stej-

neger. Standard Xntural History, vol. iv.

(Boston, 188.5); Elliot, Monograph of _the

Phasianidte (colored plates, London, IS70-72) ;

Tegetmeier, Pheasants: Their Xatural History

and Practical Management (ib., 2d ed., 1881).

PHEASANT'S-ETE. See Adonis, and Plate

of .\C AXTIirS.

PHEASANT-SHELL. A gastropod niollusk

of the family Turbinid;e. of which the shells are

much valued for their beauty, suggesting, by

their gorgeous metallic tints, the plumage of

pheasants; when, formerly, they were rare in

collections, they were sometimes sold for extraor-

dinary prices. They are now comparatively cheap

and plentiful, being found in great numbers in

Australia.

PHEDRE, fi'dr'. A tragedy in five acts by
Raiine. first presented at the Hotel de Bourgogne

in 1G77. The subject is taken from the Hippolytu.t

of Euripides. Ph&dre is represented as experienc-

ing all the phases of profound passion, with an
underlying moral sense which produces poignant

remorse and repentance. The character is one

of the strongest in the French drama. The play

was translated into German iambics by Schiller

in 1805.

PHE'GEUS (Lat., from Gk. *v;tif). An
Arcadian king who gave his daughter in mar-
riage to Alcmseon. The latter gave his wife the

peplus and necklace of Harmonia, but was slain

by the sons of Phegeus when he attempted to

recover his gifts in order to give them to his

later wife, Calirrhoe. Phegeus in turn was killed

by the sons of Alemfeon.

PHEI'DIAS. See Phidias.

PHELLODERM (from Gk. 4>t7Mi, phellcs,

cork -+- dtpua, derma, skin). The plant tissue

produced internally by the phellogen (q.v.). See

Histology.

PHELLOGEN (from Gk. 4>e/.'Mg, phellos, cork
-+- -ytviic, -genes, producing, from yiyveaSai, gig-

nesthai, to become), or Cork Cambium. A zone

of actively dividing cells which give rise external-

ly to the" cork tissue (
periderm ) , and internally

to secondary' cortex (phelloderm) of the bark.

See Histology.

PHELPS, AxsoN Greene (1781-1853). An
American merchant and philanthropist, born in

Coimccticut. He removed to Hartford at the age

of eighteen, and established himself in the sad-

dlery business. In 1815 he removed to Xew York,

and engaged as a merchant in tin i)late and heavy
metals. He accumulated a large fortune, partly

by investments in real estate, and devoted a large

part of his property to benevolent purposes. He
was president of the blind asylum, of the Amer-
ican Board of Commissioners for Foreign ilis-

sions, and of the Xew York branch of the Coloni-

zation .Society. He bequeatlied to religious and
charitable institutions $371,000. and intrusted to

his son a fund of .$100,000, to dispose of in char-

it}'. Ansonia, Conn., was named in his honor.

PHELPS, Austin (1820-90). An American
clergyman and author. He was born at West
Brooicfield. Mass., entered Hobart College at the

age of thirteen, studied at .\mherst and the

University of Pennsylvania, and took his degree

from the latter in 1837. .\fter further study

at the university, at Union Theological Semi-

nary, and at the Y"ale Divinity School, in 1842

he became pastor of the Pine Street Congrega-

tional Church in Boston, where he remained

until 1848, when he accepted the chair of sacred

rhetoric at Andover Theological Seminary. He
remained here for thirty years, assuming in 18fiO

the presidency in connection with the work of

his professorship. In 1870 he resigned both

positions because of ill health, and thereafter

lived in retirement, though freely contributing,

mainly through the cohmms of The Congrega-
tionalist. to current theological discussions. He
published several devotional works, and a num-
ber of vohiraes which were the outgrowth of his

professional duties, among which may be men-
tioned Studies of the Old Textamrnt (1879);

The Theory and Practice of Preaching (1881) ;

English Style in Public Discourse (1,883) ; Men
and lioohs. or Studies on Homilctics (1882);

My Study t)nd Other Essays (18,85); My
\ote-Book: Fragmentary Studies in Theology and
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Viifcircrs Idjacrnt Thereto (ISSO). Consult his Uistory of ilad<tgascar (1884), and the Fahles

I iic \,y hi* (liiHiter Elizabeth .Stuart Phelps of Florian ( 1888) ; and translated de la Hodde's

Ward "(Now York, 1891). SocieUs seerctes de Franee (18G4). Consult

^ . ,,„-,., ,n„n. An Howard. Life and Ptiblie Services of Gen. John
PHELPS. Enw.^m) John (1822-1900). An

^.^,^^,, ^;,^,pj (Brattleboro, Vt., 1887).
Viiierican political leader and diplomat, born at

jliddleburv. Vt. He f;''a»l"at<'<l ^t Middlebury

Collefic in 1840, and three years later was adj

niitted to the bar in his native town. In 1845

he removed to Burlington, where he remained

Fhelps

PHELPS, Olh-er (1749-1809). An American
merchant and land speoulator, born in Windsor,

Conn. In 1788 he. with Nathaniel Gorham. con-

tracted to buv from Massachusetts (i.OOO.OOO

until 1S51. when he was appointed Second acres of land in the Genesee country of New
Coniptrolli'i' of the United States Treasury. He York for £300,000 to be paid in consoIiiUited

was tlieu a pro-slavery Democrat, and was after- stock,' a scrip issued by Massachusetts and then

wards a strong oi>poiicnt of the Civil War. In much depreciated. This tract was iucludod

1870 he was a member of the Vermont Constitu- witliin the charter limits of l)oth States, and Ijy

tional Convention. Ten years later he was a compromise in 1786 ownership was given to

elected president of the American Bar Associa- Massachusetts, while Xew York retained the sov-

tion. and in 1881 was appointed Kent professor ereignty. The Indian title to 2.600,000 acres was

of law at Yale. This position he held until his extinguished and a land office was opened at

death. For a while he was absent from his chair Canandaigua, X. Y. The rapid rise in price

when President Cleveland appointed him Min- of the scrip made full payment impossible, and

ister to the Court of Saint .James's. In 1893 he the remainder of the original tract was sur-

was appointed senior counsel for the United rendered to the State. In 1790 Phelps sold to

States in the Bering Sea arbitration. Among Robeit Morris the unsold portion of tlie purchase,

his publications are The Life and Character of about 2,100.000 acres. In 1795, with Gideon

Charles l.inslrij. and a posthumous collection of Granger and others, he purchased from Con-

\\\i Orations and Essays ( 1901 ), edited by J. G. necticut 3,300,000 acres in Ohio, the so-called

McCullough. to which is prefixed a Memoir by 'Western Reserve,' but soon sold his interests

J. W. Stewart.

PHELPS, Elizabeth Stuaet (1815-52). An
American author, the daughter of Prof. Moses
Stviart of Andover Theological Seminary, and
wife of Prof. Austin Phelps of the same institu-

tion. She was born in Andover. Mass. Her tales

of New England and chiefly of clerical life showed
considerable promise, llcr Sunni/sidc (1851, re-

publisheil in Edinburgh as Manse of Sininyside)

was nniarkably popular.

PHELPS, Elizabeth Stuart (1844—). An
American author. See Ward, Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps.

PHELPS, .ToHN- Wolcott (1813-85). An
American soldier, born at Guilford Centre, Vt.

and returned to Canandaigua. From 1803 to

1805 he was a member of Congi'ess, and was later

a circuit judge. He took an active interest in

the construction of the Erie Canal and built

steamers on Cayuga Lake.

PHELPS, Samuel (1804-78). An English
actor and manager, born and educated at Devoii-

port. He made his first appearance in an
amateur performance at the Olympic in 1825.

After playing in the provinces he made his di'but

in London as Shylock at the Haymarket (1S37).

and he appeared the same season with Macready
at Covent Garden. He rivaled that actor and
Charles Kean in certain Shakespearean rOles,

such as Lear, Othello, Macbeth, and Antony, and

He graduated at West Point in 183G, and soon was equally strong in the comic characters Fal-

thereafter ])articipated in campaigns against the staff. Bottom, and Christopher Sly; but his most
Creeks and Seminoles. During the Mexican War notable achievement was his joint managership

he was engaged in several of the most important of the Sadler's Wells Theatre, Islington ( 1844-

battles. and in 1850 was commissioned captain *''2), where he produced more than thirty of

of the Fourth Artillery. In 1859 he resigned Shakespeare's plays, and those of otlier legitimate

from the army, but on the outbreak of the Civil dramatists, with incalculable educational results

War entered the Federal service as colonel of the '^"th upon public taste and upon the actors

First Vermont \'olunteers. On May 17, 1861, he employed. The undertaking was less successful

was commissioned brigadier-gencralof volunteers, hnancially after the retirement of Greenwood, the

.anil was sent to occuiiy Newport News. He took business partner (1860), and Phelps had aban-

military possession of Ship Island. Miss., in No- doned it for a Drury Lane engagement by
vcmber, 1861, and cooperated with Farragut in 1863.

opening up the Lower Mississippi in April, 1862. PHELPS, Thomas Stowell (1822-1901). An
After the occupation of New Orleans he, on his American naval officer, born in Buckfield, Maine,
own initiative, organized the first negro troops He graduated at the United States Naval
enrolled for service in the Federal armies. This
action caused great excitement among the Con-
federates, whose Government on August 21,
1862, declared him an outlaw for having or-
ganized and armed negro slaves. The authorities

Academy in 1846. and .saw service in the wars
with Mexico and with the Indians of the North-
west coast (1855-56). He was on the Paraguay
expedition (1858-59), served on the United
States Coast Survev, made survevs of Southern

at Washington were not then ready to support harbors at the beginning of the Civil War (1861),
Phelps, and ordered the troops to be disbanded
and to be employed as laborers. On receiving this
order General Phelps resigned, August 21, 1862,
and took no further part in the war. During
the latter years of his life he devoted himself
to an anti-Masonic agitation, and in 1S80 was
nominated for the Presidency by the 'American'
Party. He wrote several "books, including a

and took part in several later naval engagements,
especially in command of the Juniata before Fort
Fisher (1865). He was promoted to be captain
in 1871, commodore in 1879. rear-admiral in

1882, commander-in-chief of the South Atlantic
Squadron in 1883-84. and retired in 1885. Be-
sides sailing directions for the Straits of Jlagel-
lan, he WTote Reminiscences of Seattle, Wash-
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ington TerrUory, and the United States Sloop-of-

War Decatur During the Indian War of 1853-36

(1902).

PHENACETINE (from phen-ol + acetine),

Paba-acetphexetidixe. a coal-tar derivative

stronfrly resembling acetanilid. It occurs as a
tasteless and odorless, white, glossy, crystalline

powder. It is sliglitly soluble in water and freely

in alcohol. Its physiological action and uses are
similar to those of antipyrin (q.v. ). The after-

effects of phenacetine are, however, less marked
than those following antipyrin, and it is con-

sidered safer. It is chiefly emplcyed for the

relief of pain.

PHEN'ACO'DUS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. 0^ra{,

phennx. cheat -r Lat. coda, cauda. tail). One of

the earliest fossil ungulates, or hoofed mammals,
skeletons of which are found in the Lower Eocene
beds of Wyoming. It is one of the most primitive

ungulates, belonging to the suborder Condylar-
thra. in which group the carpal and tarsal bones

of the feet are wholly serial, and it presents

some characters indicative of its creodont an-
cestry. It was a small animal of slender build,

between five and six feet long, with small head,
pig-like teeth, low fore-quarters, hind limbs that
were much more powerful than the fore limbs,

and with a long, slender tail. The feet were
iive-toed and somewhat digitigrade, and the larger

size of the second, third, and fourth toes sug-

gests that these were of more use in running
than were the other two. A finely mounted
skeleton of this animal is in the American JIu-

seum of Natural History in Xew York City.

PHENICIA, fe-nish'a. See PH(E^^CIA.

PHENICIN (Fr. pheniclne. from Gk. !poti/ii.

phoini.r. purple-red), or Phenyl Brown. A rich

dye, first prepared by Roth in 1863 by the action

of nitric and sulphuric acids on carbolic acid or

phenol. It is a brown, amorphous powder, very
soluble in alcohol, ether, and acetic acid, but
only slightly soluble in water. It consists of

two coloring matters, one yellow, the other a

black, humus-like body. The exact chemical com-
position of the dye is unknown. It was formerly
much used in coloring leather.

PHENOCKYST (from Gk. oalmv, phainein,
to >liow. appear + (cfiiJo-T-oXXoi Iryst-allos, crys-

tal ) . The name used in petrology to desig-

nate crystal individuals in a rock that possesses

more perfect boundaries and are of larger size

than the remaining constituents. A rock contain-

ing such crystals is said to have a porphyritic

texture. They indicate that a rock has passed
through two stages of crystallization, the first

leading to the foiination of the phenocryst and
the second to the formation of the groinid mass.

The first stage generally takes place while the

rock mass exists in a molten condition within
the earth : while the groimd mass is the result of

rapid cooling after the rock has been erupted.

PHENOLOGY (abbreviation of phenome-
noloij!/. from Gk. (paivifnemv, phainomenon, phe-

nomenon, nom. sg. neu. of pres. part. mid. of

<j>alveiv. phniiieiii. to appear -4- -\oyta, -logia,

account, from X^eii'. legein. to say) . That
branch of ecology in which attempts are made
to determine the influence of climatic factors on
plant life by means of meteorological observa-

tions. See DiSTRiBCTiox of Plants.

PHENOLS (Fr. phenol, from Gk. 0r,/m»,

phtiiiicin, to appear). An interesting class of

carbon compounds, the simplest of which is ordi-

nary carbolic acid (q.v. ). The phenols are
derivatives of benzene, and they are characterized

chemically by one or more hydroxyl groups at-

tached immediately to the so-called benzene
nucleus (a ring made up of six atoms of carbon).
The phenols are distinguished from the alcohols

(q.v.) by having the properties of acids. Thus,
unlike the alcohols, they combine with metallic

hydroxides to form phenates (the alcohols form
alcoholates with the alkali metals themselves,

but not with their hydroxides). On the other

hand, they are distinguished from aciils by con-

taining no carboxyl group (COOH) and by be-

ing weaker than the weakest carboxylic acid

known, viz. carbonic acid. Their weakness as
acids may be readily demonstrated b,v passing a
current of carbonic acid gas into a solution con-

taining, say. some phenate of .sodium : the car-

bonic acid will then take the sodium away from
the phenol, sodium carbonate will be formed, and
the phenol will be set free. Among the character-

istic reactions of the phenols must also be men-
tioned the fact that they all give colorations

with ferric chloride. The principle on which
fatty alcohols, phenols, and aromatic alcohols

are classified and distinguished from one another
sj-mbolically, may be seen from the following

formulas, showing simple representatives of the

three classes in question

:

CH.OH CsH.OH C,H;.CHj.OH
Methyl aloobol Carbolic acid Benzyl alcohol

((att.T) (a phenol) (aromatic)

The distinction between the fatty alcohol and
the other two substances is in the hydrocarbon
radicals which hold the hydroxyl gioups : the

distinction between the phenol and the aromatic
alcohol is in the fact that in the former the

hydroxyl group is attached directly to one of

the atoms of the group C\, while in the latter

the hydroxyl is linked to the Cs ring by the

group CH;. See Acids.

PHENOMENON. A philosophical term
mea n i ng a ppearance ( q.v. )

.

PHENYL (from phenol), CeH^. A chemical

radical, i.e. a group of atoms possessed in com-
mon by the molecules of different compounds,
but incapable of independent existence. See
Carbon Compounds.

PHE'KiE (Lat.. from Gk. *fpai). --^n ancient

city of Southeastern Thessaly. about ten miles

west of its harbor. Pagasse. at the head of the

Pagasaean Gulf: in Greek legend, the ancient

royal seat of Admetus and Alcestis. In

the early part of the fourth century B.C. the

power was in the hands of .Tason. son of Lyco-

phron, who had become tyrant about the close

of the Peloponnesian War. Jason was a man of

marked ability, and by B.C. 374 had forced his

recognition as chief of the Thessalians, and began

to play an important part in the affairs of

Greece,' while it was said that he meditated the

invasion of Persia. He was assassinated in B.C.

370. His nephew. Alexander, succeeded to

his rule, but was soon confined by the Thebans
to the tyranny over Pherae. .After displaying the

utmost cruelty for eleven years, he was finally

murdered by his wife's brothers, B.C. 3.57. Five

years later Pher*. with the rest of Thessaly,

became subject to Philip of Macedon. At Pherte
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named Hyperia,

PHIDIAS.

there was a mmera, . „
famous for its healing virtues, which still Hows

in the centre of the motlcrn village of Velcstmo.

PHERECRATES, ff-rek'rii-tt-z (Lat., from

Gk *,ptKpd7-ns, I'hackrales). One of the most

eminent writers of the Old Attic Comedy ;
a con-

temporary of Cratinus, Crates, Eupolis, Plato,

and Aristophanes. He invented the Fherecratean

metre ( _ 1^— — _1 )> which is frequently

used in tlie choruses of the Greek tragedies and

in Horace. A few fragments and the titles of

eighteen of his plays are extant. Consult:

ileineke. Fra(jmrntii Vumiconim (iriicorum (Ber-

lin, 1839): and Kock. Comiconim Atlicoriim

Fruiiiiiciilu (Leipzig. 1880). Among the ancients

he was famed for his wealth of invention and

the p\irity of his Attic Greek.

PHERECYDES, ft-r'*-si'dez (Lat., from Gk.

iepexiSris, I'licrckiidfs) . (1) One of the earliest

writers of Greek prose. He was horn in the

island of Syros, and nourished in the sixth cen-

tury B.C. He composed a cosinogonic work on

nature and the gods, entitled IlevT^fivxos iPen-

teniyclios), because, according to its ilnctrine,

five elements made up the universe, ether, tire,

air, water, and earth. That he taught

Pythagoras his doctrine on the transmigration

of souls may well be doubted. A fragment on

the sacred marriage of Zeus and Chthonia has

recently been discovered in Egypt; published by
Grenfell. p. 22. S'etr Classical Frariments (Ox-

ford. ISil" ) . The fragments formerl.v known,
together with those of the following author, are
published bv Midler. Fragmenta liistoricorum
Oracorum (Paris. IS.iO).

(2) A logographer and native of Leros, who
flourished in the middle of the fifth centurv B.C.

He spent the greater part of his life at Athens,
where he wrote his fJenealogies or Autochthones
r«woXo;Iai or .Vut6x^o«j), a work of ten books
in the Ionic dialect on the descent of the gods
and the noble Greek families. The extant frag-

ments are published as indicated under ( 1

)

above. Consult, also, Luetkc, Phcreciidea (Gilt-

tiniien. 18'.lSi.

PHERETI'MA. Wife of Battus III. and
mother nf .Xnc-iliiii- III., kings of Cyrenc. To
avenge the murder of her son by the Barcaeans,
she induced the Persian viceroy in Egjpt to at-
tack their city. After the city fell she caused
those chiefly responsible for her son's death to
be impaled and the breasts of their wives to be
cut oti.

PHERSAO-A. The modern name of the Greek
city Pliiirsalu-^ (l-v. ).

PHI BE'TA KAP'PA FRATERNITY. A
society which derives its name from the initials
of the three Greek words 0iXo<ro(^ia^Iouici;j3fpn)rj)i,

(Philosophy the Guide of LilV). It was formed
at the beginning of the Revolutionary War
(December 5, 1770), in William and Marv
College, at Williamsburg, Va. It is the oldest
of the so-called Greek letter societies. Its origi-
nal purposes were the encouragement of patriot-
ism and srholarship. and especially of literature.
Within five years chapters were "established in
Harvard and Yale, and still later (before the
close of the century) in Dartmouth. In recent
years, the number of chapters has been greatly
enlarged. With varying periods of energy and
inertia, the society has existed until this day,
When it is more extended and more vigorous than

ever. Its anniversaries, usually observed at com-

mencement, but not always, have been marked by

the delivery of orations and poems, and fre-

quently by banquets with pust-prandial speeches.

ilany of "the foremost speakers of the country

have appeared on these occasions, ilemljership

in the fraternity is conferred upon those under-

wraduates who are among the liest scholars, and

honorary members, later in life, are occasionally

chosen ironi among the scholars of the counti^'

not previously elected. The secrecy of the origi-

nal society was abandoned at the time of the anti-

Jlasonic agitation. The mend)ers are entitled to

wear as a badge a g(dd watchkey with simple

emblems and inscriptions. See Plate College

Frateknitie.s. under Fr.vterxities) . The fol-

lowing is a list of the dill'erent chapters and the

dates of their establishment: William and Mary
(1770), Yale (1780?), Harvard (1780?). Dart-

mouth (17S7), I'nion (1817), Bowdoin (1824),

Brown ( 18.30) , Trinity ( 184.i) , Wesle.van (1845),.

Western Reserve (is"47), Vermont (1848), Am-
herst (18.53). Kenvon (18.38), New York Uni-

versity (18.58). 'Marietta (1800). Williams

(1804), Xew York City College (1807). Co-

lumbia (18(i8), Middlcburv (18G8), Hamilton

(1809), Rutgers (1809), Hobart (18711. Col-

gate (187.5). Cornell (1882), Dickinson (1880),

Lehigh (1880), Rochester (1886), De Pauw
(1889), Lafayette (1889), Kansas (1889),

Xorthwestern (1889), Minnesota (1892). Penn-

sylvania (1892). Tufts (1892'). Colby (189.5),

Iowa (1895), .Johns Hopkins (1895), Nebraska

( 1895 ) , Swarthmore ( 1895 ) . Syracuse ( 1895 ) ,.

Boston rniversitv (1898), California (1898),

Chicago (1898), Cincinnati (1898), Haverford

(1898), Princeton (18981. Saint Lawrence

(1898), Vassar (1898), Wabash (1898). Wis-

consin (1898), .-VUegheny (1901), Missouri

(1901). and Vanderbilt (1901).

In 1881. at the instance of the Harvard chap-

ter, delegates met, and after some preliminary

discussion a call was issued for a general body,,

which convened in Saratoga on September 5.

1883, when ilelegates from sixteen cliapters rati-

fied the erinstitution. organizing a National Coun-
cil, consisting of twenty senators, and delegates

not exceeding three in number from the several

chapters of the society. The influence of this

national body is chiefly directed toward the estab-

lishment of uniform customs with regard to mem-
bership and practices. L'nder its supervision a
general catalogue, containing in some form the

names and addresses of 17,000 members of the'

society, has been prepared.

PHIDA'RI. A river in .Etolia. Greece. It

rises in the Vardtisia Mountain and. after a
southwesterl.y course of about C5 miles, flows

into the (Julf of Patras.

PHID'IAS, or PHEITHAS (Lat.. from Gk.
*cioias, I . The greatest sculjitor of ancient Greece,
born in Attica, probably between 500 an<l 490
B.C.. the son of Charmides. His master seems to
have been the .\thenian Hegias. famous for his

statues of divinities, and some late authorities

also connect him with the .\rgiye Hagelaidas;
but both these statements have been questioned,

and in general the information as to his life is

scant.v and often contradictory. Interest in the
lives of the great artists arose comparatively
late, when accurate information was scarcely at-

tainable. For our knowledge of his works we are
I'eierdent on the statements of ancient writers
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as no certain original from his hand has sur\-ived.

The descriptions, however, warrant the assign-

ment to him of the originals from which several

marbles were copied, and to his designs are prob-

ably due the Parthenon sculptures, though none
of them can with certainty be attributed to

his hand. The unanimous testimonj" of the an-

cients and the evidence of the monuments mark
him as the typical artist of the best culture of

Greece. His genius found the soil for its ripest

expression in the Athens of Pericles, and his

works stand with the tragedies of Sophocles as

the most perfect expression of the spirit of the

noblest period of Greek civilization. Xoble ideals

and a thorough mastery of technique enabled him
beyond any other ancient artist to present beauty
in its purity and completeness. In his works
we find incorporated the desire of Greek art to

reproduce the ideal beauty wlijch lies behind the

realities of nature, and which while holding fast

to truthful expression seeks to show forth the
typical and permanent elements rather than
the individual and transitory. This endeavor to
e.xpress the sublime ideals formed within the soul

was recognized by the ancients as the source
from which came the inspiration for the col-

ossal statue of Zeus at Olympia, which the

artist was said to have drawn from Homer
(Iliad, i. 52y;, and which seemed to incorporate

the divine majesty, power, and loving kindness.

In all the branches of sculpture we find Phidias
celebrated. In bronze were wrought the Athena
of the Lemnians, probably represented in a
statue at Dresden and a head at Bologna, and the

colossal Athena sometimes called the Promachos,
which ancient tiadition at any rate attributed to

him; in marble, an Aphrodite in Athens, and the

face, hands, and feet of an Athena at Platiea,

whose drapery was of gilded wood, thus forming
a cheap substitute for the chryselephantine tech-

nique in which he attained his gieatest fame.
His earliest work in this style was an Athena
at Pellene in Achsea, but his most celebrated were
the Zeus at Olympia and the Athena of the

Parthenon. In this style a core of wood was
overlaid with ivory to represent the fiesh, and
gold, often inlaid with enamel, for drapery. On
the Parthenos the gold was detachable and valued
at 44 talents. The Zeus at Olympia represented
the god seated on his throne, on his head a
wreath of olive, in his left hand the sceptre

crowned with an eagle, while on his extended
right stood a Xike ( Victory ) holding a fillet.

The throne was elaborately decorated with figures

in relief and in the round. Our only knowledge
of this statue is from descriptions and repre-

sentations on late coins of Elis, which are, of

course, far too small to give anj" satisfactory

idea of its appearance. It may be added that
the so-called Zeus Otricoli of the Vatican is

certainly not Phidian. The -Athena Parthenos
was a standing figure. In her left hand the

goddess held her lance and at her left side stood
the shield. The extended right hand also held a
Xike, and was perhaps supported by a pillar.

Here, too, the shield, the pedestal, the helmet,

and even the soles of the sandals were decorated

with scenes from Grecian legend. This statue

was erected in B.C. 43S, and if Phidias supervised

the decorations of the Parthenon he must have

worked in Athens from about B.C. 447 to 433. for

the building was not completed before this date.

The chronology and events of the closing years

of his life are much disputed and the ancient
testimony is conflicting. .All accounts agree that
he was tried at Athens for embezzling the gold
appropriated for the statue; but, while one ac-
count says he died in prison, another says he was
banished, went to Elis, made the Zeus, and was
then accused and put to death by the Eleans.
This last can scarcely be right, as We know his
descendants enjoyed hereditary honors at Olym-
pia. The most probable theory is perhaps that
the statue of Zeus was made just after the
middle of the fifth century B.C., and that after
that the artist remained in Athens. It may be
regarded as certain that he shared in the attack
on the friends of Pericles, and the account may
be true that, while acquitted of the charge of
embezzlement, he was condemned for impiety in
introducing his portrait on the shield of tlie

Parthenos. Many competent archieologists. how-
ever, prefer to date the Zeus later than the
Parthenos. In addition to the histories of Greek
sculpture cited under Gbeek Art, consult: C. O.
Miiller, De Phidia Vita et Operibus ( Gottingen,
1827) ; Petersen, Die Kiinst des Plieidias (Berlin,
1873); Collignon, Phidias (Paris. 1886); Wald-
stein, Essays on the Art of Pheidias ( Cambridge
and Xew York, 1885) ; FurtwUngler. Master-
pieces of Greek Sculpture, trans, by E. Sellers
(London and Xew York. 189.5), of great value
for the attribution of extant marbles to Phidian
originals, but to be used with caution: Phidias
in "llasters in Art Series" (Boston, 1!I02), with
good bibliography. For the death of Phidias, see,

in addition: Loescheke, "Phidias' Tod." in His-
torische Vntersuchungen (Bonn, 1882); Scholl,
'•Der Prozess des Phidias," in Sitzungsherichte
der Miinchener Akademie (Munich, 18881.

PHI1»0N. Son of Aristodamidas and King
of -Argos, eighth century B. c. He restored sev-
eral towns to the kingdom, but did not succeed
in his ambition to extend his authority through-
out the Peloponnesus. He is best remembered
for the introduction of copper and silver
coinage and of a new scale of weights and meas-
ures. This system, which finally was used
throughout the larger part of Greece, was known
as the Aeginetan. from Aegina. whose inhabitant*
through their commerce did most to extend its

use.

PHIGATLiIA. A town of ancient Arcadia,
now in the Olympia district of the province of
Messenia, 2.5 miles northwest of Messene. Xear bv
are the falls of X'eda. In B.C. 059 Phigalia was
taken by the Spartans, but later became free.

Its celebrit.v in modern times is due to the ruins
of a magnificent temple on Mount Cotylium at
Bassae in the commune of Phigalia and about
four miles from the town proper. See Phig.\liax
M.\RBLES.

PHIGALIAN MARBLES. The sculptured
frieze taken from the interior of the cella of the
temple of Apollo at Phigalia. in .\rcadia. in 1814.
and transferred to the British Museum. It rep-
resented the contest between the Centaurs and
Lapithae and the Greeks and Amazons. The
temple is situated in the extreme .southwest of
Arcadia, about four miles from Phigalia. on a
terrace on the side of a mountain in a picturesque
and wild country, and had been completelv for-
gotten till it was accidentallv discovered iii 1765
by a French architect. Bochor, and soon after
was visited and described by the English traveler
Chandler, who was followed" by Cell. Dodwell, and
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otlu-r.. In ISll and 1812 .t was carcfulh ex-

an.in.'.] I.v a l....lv oi Kn^lish and German arti»ts

and scl.oiars, tbc ivsults of whose inv<.stif!atK>ns

arc ..ivon in 8taekelb.rj., Der Apollo Tempel ,u

B,<ssa i„ .i,k,i<lie,i (Rome, 182(i) , and CocUerell,

The Ttmph-s of Jupiter I'anhellemus nt .h<nmt

and ApnUo Epieurius at Basscr. year y/nf/.i/rio,

,„ Arcadia (London. ISliO). The temple is of a

hard yellowish hrown limestone an<l is a Doric

hexasivle iierii.teros with fifteen columns on the

sides, 'about 125 feet long and 40 feet wide.

Owiii" to the nature of the ground, it stands

iiortirand south, but there is a small side door

in the east wall of the cella, opposite the cult

statue. Of the 38 columns. .3.5 are still standing

and support much of the architrave, though the

pediments and ceiling have fallen. The fallen

members lie about the ruin, which seems to have

been largely caused by Christian iconoclasm and

greed for the metal clamps by which tlie stones

were helil. The partial restoration from the

existing remains is planned ll!)03) by the Greek

Areha>o!(.<;ical Society. The sculptures show great

skill and boldness in design, but the execution

is by no means so praiseworthy, as the projior-

tions arc often bad and the faces dull. As the

pan in later history, figuring as a bulwark

against the I'urks. See Al.^shehr.

PHILADELPHIA. The chief city of Penn-

sylvania, and the third city in population and

iiiiportanee of the United States, co-extensive

with Philadelphia County, having an area of

129.5 square miles. It is situated in the south-

eastern corner of the State, at the conlluence of

the Schuylkill with the Delaware, about 50 miles

from the mouth of the Delaware and 100 miles

from the Atlantic Ocean, in latitude 3i)° 57' X.

and loi>«;itude 75° 9' W. It is distant from New
York by rail 90 miles, from Washington 132. and

from Chicago 822.

The climate of Philadelphia is considerably

milder in winter and warmer in summer than

that of the central and western cities of the

State. The mean temiferature for .lanuary is

32.3°, and for -July 70.2°. The heat during .July

and August is often very intense, the temperature

rising sometimes above 100°. The average an-

nual rainfall in the city is about 4-1 inches,

slightly heavier than that of New York.

De.scription. William Penn founded the city

on the narrow neck of land, some two miles wide,

Iving between the Delaware and Schuylkill

temple was the work of Ictinus. the architect of ,'ivers. Disregarding his plan for a simultaneous

the Parthenon, it is very probable that the sculp

tures were designed by an Athenian artist, but

the carving is |)robably the work of less ex-

perienced Arcadian sculptors. Tlie fragmentary

sculi)tures on the metopes of the pronaos and

opisthod(mios arc of rather better workmanship.

In addition to the general works cited under

Greek Aut, by Collignon.Ov<'rbeek, Jlitchell, and
JIurray. consult the article ••Phigaleia" in liau-

nieister. Deiilcmiihr tlrx l.-liissisclicn Altcrtiniis

(Munich. 1889) : and Smith, CaUiloym- of the

tieiiliitiires in the firitiuli .U«se«m (London, 1892).

PHI'LA. Daughter of Antipater, regent of

ilacedonia. She was celebrated as one of the

noblest wimien of her time. In B.C. 322 she was
married to Craterus. He died in about a year,

and Phila was then married to the son of

Antigonus, Deiuetrius, whose varying fortunes
she shared. When Demetrius was banished from
Macedonia in li.c. 287, Phila killed herself at
Cassandrea. She left two children by Demetrius.
Antigonus and Stratonice. The son. surnanied
Gonatas. became King of Macedonia : Stratonice
liecanie the wife of Scleucus and subsequently of
his son Antioeluis.

PHILADELTPHIA (Lat., from Gk. *i\o5fX-
^e(a, I'InliKlclpht'iu. named in honor of Attains
riiiladelphus). A city of .\sia Minor, now called
Alashehr (the 'reddish city.' from the color of
the hillsides in the rear), situated in the valley
which runs inward from the Gulf of Smyrna,
about 75 miles east by south of Smyrna (.Slap:

Turkey in Asia, C 3). The city was founded in
the second century B.C. It lay on the trade
routes from the interior to the coast and as-
sumed a position of emvimercial imiiortance. Its
name was changed at difTerent times, as shown
by the coins of Poman emperors, and it was a
point of considerable importance in the political
affairs of the Province of Asia. Philadelphia was
the head of a district in which Christian churches
were established very early, since messages were
sent to it in the Book of Revelation (iii. 7-13).
Little is known concerning the number or size of
these churches. Philadelphia bore a conspicuous

growth of the city backward from each river,

the early settlers "preferred to remain near the

Delaware, along which occurred the first north

and south cx])ansion of the city. It was not

until the beginning of the nineteenth century

that the westward growth of the city reached

Broad Street, the half-way line to the Schuyl-

kill. From this time on the city has grown more
rapidly, extending southward to the .junction

of the two rivers, westward far beyond the

Schuylkill to Cobb's Creek, and nortliward in

two main liranches, the easternmost following the

Delaware to Poquessing Creek, eighteen miles

from the southern limit, and the westerly

through the suburban region stretching ten miles

along the Wissahiekon—a tributary of the

Schuylkill. In the western and northern sections

of the city large areas of open country still exist.

From the dike-protected lowlands of the south,

five feet below the average high tide, the city

rises gradually to lieights of 443 feet in the hilly

regions of the northwest. The general plan of

the streets is determined by the east and west
direction of Market Street, the main business

thoroughfare, 100 feet wide, which runs directly

west from the Delaware, a distance of six miles,

separating the city in respect of street num-
bering into north and south divisions ; and
by Broad Street. 113 feet wide and 12 miles lon.g,

which at City Hall Square intersects Market at
right angles. The main ])ortion of the cit.v is

laid out with great regularity, the numbered
streets running parallel with Broad, and the
namerl streets witli Market. The regularit.v of
the general plan is broken, however, in tlie portion
east of the Schuylkill, bv Bidge and (Jermantown
avenues, which intersect diagonall.v the streets
north of Market, and by Pass.vunk and Moyamen-
sing avenues, south of Market Street ; in West
Philadelphia, Lancaster Avenue, north, and
W<iodland Avenue, south of Market Street, act
in a similar manner, though in this and in
other outlying sections there is, in general,
less attempt to follow strictly the regularity
of the older portions of the cit.v. There are
more than 1560 miles of streets, of which
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some 900 miles are paved witli brick, stone, or
ii-phalt, 225 macadamized, and the remainder
uiipaved. The mileage of sewers is 951 and of
vater mains 1319. The street railways (employ-

/ ing the overhead trolley system, and in 1902
carrying 325,801,963 passengers) liave a total

iiiilinige of 475, and the steam railroads of 3(i0.

At tlie present time (1903) there is under con-

struction a subway system of four tracks from
the DcUiware to the Schuylkill, with an elevated
extension along Market Street from tlie Schuyl-
kill to the city line. Twelve public and twelve
railroad bridges cross the Schuylkill, and one
railroad bridge the Delaware; and among these
aie some of the finest structures of the kind in

tlie country.

It is possible to characterize with tolerable
accuracy the various sections of Philadelphia.
The business life centres around Market Street.

The portion north and south of this thoroughfare
bordering the Delaware is devoted to wholesale
trade, shipping, and warehouses ; from Third
Street to Eighth, Market, Chestnut, and Walnut
may be designated as the financial and banking
centre of the city: these streets, with Arch, from
Eighth to City Hall, form the great retail shop-
ping section, where are found the great depart-
ment stores. The large office buildings cluster
about the City Hall, at the Junction of Broad and
Market Streets, in the vicinity of which are also

found the Pennsylvania and Reading depots and
the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Westward from
till' City Hall. Market Street is lined by smaller
wliolesale and retail establishments; while be-

yond the Schuylkill, Lancaster and Woodland
aventies dispute its supremacy in retail trade.

Tlie northeastern section, comprising Kensington
and Frankfort, and certain portions of the north-

west section form the chief textile centre of the

city; the northeast section at Port Richmond is

also the location of Cramp's ship-yards. The
southern portion, east of the Schuylkill, is de-

voted to general manufactures and to transporta-
tion.

The residential portions of the city seem to

be as clearly divided by ilarket Street as are the
business interests. South of that thoroughfare, on
Chestnut, Walnut, and Spruce streets, centring

about Rittenhouse Square, is the aristocratic

residential section of the city. Xorth of Mar-
ket the upper portion of Broad Street, with por-

tions of other streets between it and the Schuyl-
kill, forms another important residence area.

Korth of this comes the residential section occu-

pied largely by textile operatives. South of

Market and extending a few blocks below Lom-
bard is the section occupied by the foreign and
colored elements, with the former, consisting
largely of Italians and Hebrews, grouped to the
east of Broad, and the negroes between Broad
and the Schuylkill. In this region are located

most of the slums of the city, though the pecu-
liarities of the building plan permit them to

exist in the rear of the best residential sections.

West of the Schuylkill. Market Street continues
to divide West Philadelphia into two distinct

residential portions ; for the northern the char-

acter is largely determined by the ])roximity of

the main freight yards of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, whose employees, together with employees
from the downtown business district, constitute
the bulk of its population. The southern is a

more pretentious residence district, with many
notable residences and with an academic air im-
parted to it by the presence of the University of
Pennsylvania. Especially noted for their villas
and gardens are the attractive suburbs of Ger-
mantown and Chestnut Hill; and in the general
beauty of its numerous suburban sites Philadel-
phia is unsurpassed by any city of the world.
By its name Philadelphia suggests its dis-

tinctive title "The City of Brotherly Love;" its

earlj' history renders especially appropriate that
of "the Quaker City;" but none more truly char-
acterizes it than that of "The Citv of Homes."
Of 323,783 buildings of all kinds (1903), 298.144
are dwelling houses, with an average of 4.5 per-
sons per dwelling, and with 22 per cent, owned
by the occupants. There are 800 church builil-

ings, 474 schools, public and private, and 247
buildings used for charitable and benevolent pur-
poses. In the older portions there are many sur-
vivals of the long blocks of red brick houses,
with white marble steps and trimmings, that
early gave Philadelphia the neat appearance for
which it is still famous. In the newer portions
red brick is still the principal building material,
and the residences are commonly built in long
blocks of houses of four or more similarly ar-

ranged rooms, each separated from its neighbors
by a brick party-wall, and varying in size with the
width of the street. On some of the larger streets

the houses are built in pairs, instead of blocks,

but the arrangement of the separate houses is the
same. There is, however, a more welcome variety
in styles of architecture than formerly, and vari-

ous kinds of building stone, along many streets,

are beginning to break the monotony of the cus-

tomary brick, while in the better suburbs the
residences are almost wholly of stone or wood.
In general, Philadelphia, in its homes and
parks, may be said to retain to a greater degree
than any other large American city the finer

qualities of its early town life and to combine
with these the best features of modern industrial

development.
BuLLDiXGS. Adherence to an early architec-

tural idea has made Philadelphia one of the last

of large American cities to favor tall buildings.

Very recently, however, a group of tall structures

has sprung up in the vicinity of the "Public

Buildings,' as Philadelphians designate their City
Hall. This immense structure, begun in the early

70"s, and covering 4V2 acres, accommodates all

the municipal and county officers, and the State
and county courts. It is a marble edifice, of

modern French Renaissance style. 90 feet high,

rising in corner pavilions to 101 feet, in central

pavilions to 203 feet, and in the tower sur-

mounted by a colossal statue of Penn (37 feet high

and weighing 53.348 poimds) to a height of 547

feet 1114 inches. The building, inclosing a large

central court, measures 480 feet 6 inches by 470

feet, and in it are 034 rooms, with a floor space

of 14i-> acres. In the tower are four great clock

dials, each with a minute hand eleven feet long

and weighing 225 pounds, and regulated by a

vibration and temperature proof clock 143 feet

below. The cost of the Public Buildings up to

December 31. 1902. was .$24,344,350. of which

some .$18,2.50.000 was for construction proper.

Among the important Federal buildings located

within the city are the new United States Mint,

on Spring Garden Street, one of the largest and
most completely equipped in the world; the Post
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Office Building', bouiulcil liy .Market, Chestnut,

Tenth ami Nintli, ooeupying the site of tlie first

President's .Mansion anil the subsequent liunie of

the University of Pennsylvania; the Custom

House, on Chestnut Street near the Delaware,

modeled after the Parthenon, and erected in 1819-

24 for the Second United States Bank: the

Arsenal, below South Street near the .Schuylkill;

ami at the southern end of Broad Street, the

hufre League Island Na\-y Yard. Of the historic

buildings the most important are the familiar

Independence Hall and Carpenter's Hall on

Chestnut Street, inseparably associated with the

early Continental and Feileral Congresses: the

Betsy Ross House on .\rch Street, where the first

American flag was made: the Old Swedes (1700)

and Old Christ (1727) churches of Revolutionary

fame; and the first United States ilint. on Sev-

enth Street below Market. The Pennsylvania

Historical .Society, one of the strongest organiza-

tions of its kind in the country, has an elegant

building at Thirteenth and Locust streets.

Xow that Philadelphia has adopted the modern
steel frame building ( with a careful regulation of

height, however), its recent business structures

will compare favorably in size and importance
with those of any other American city. Among
the leading office buildings may be mentioned the
Land Title .-innex (319 feet high); the pioneer
Betz Building; the Real Estate Trust Building:
the .\rcade Building, and the Commonwealth
Trust Building—all grou|)ed around the Citv
Hall: and the Real Kstate Title and Trust Com-
pany Building, the Drexel Building, the Bullitt
Building, and the Provident Building—notable
strtutures of the financial area. In this vicinity,
also, is the Philailelphia Contributionship 'Hand
in Hand,' the oldest fire insurance company in
America, of whose directorship Franklin was an
early mend)er. The Pennsylvania Railroad sta-
tion, with a train shed over 700 feet long, and the
Reading Terminal, a handsome railroad station,
approached like that of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road by a viaduct, are notable railway terminals
and office headi|uarters. Of newspaper buildings
the most prominent are those of The Xorth
American (22 stories). The h'rconl. and The
Public Ledf/er. Of semi-public organizations the
Stock Exchange is housed in the remodeled Jler-
chants' Exchange Building; the Bourse Building
is the home of the Boanl of Trade, the Trades
League, and other trade oragnizations: and the
Commercial Museum, sui)ported by municipal.
State, and Federal appropriations, 'and devoted
to the encouragement of foreign commerce, espe-
cially with Spanish America, is located tem-
porarily on Fourth Street, pending the erection
of a permanent structure in West Philadel-
phia-, on the site of the Exposition of 1890. Phila-
delphia has many important hotels, among the
most elegant and commodious of which ni.ay be
mentioned the Walton and the new Bellevue-
Stratford. both on Broad Street near City Hall.
With structures represpnting interests that are

not strictly utilitarian Philadelphia is well
•supplied. The Masonic and Odd Fellows' tem-
ples, on Xorth Broad Street, rank with the best
society structures on the continent. The Young
JVIen's Christian Association Building on Fif-
teenth Street, that of the Young Women's Chris-
tian .Association on Arch street, the Crozier
Building of the Baptist Publication Society, the
Witherspoon Building, with the publiration

rooms, general ollices, and historical museum of
the Presbyterian Church (Xorth), represent in

highest perfection the application of modern busi-

ness methods to religious work. In addition to

the historic churches already mentioned, the most
important edifices are the Roman Catholic Cathe-
dral, the Kenneth Israel Synagogue, and the

Baptist Temple on X'orth Broad Street, Holy
Trinity ( Protestant Episcopal ) on Rittenhouse
.Square, the Arch Street (ilethodist Episcopal),
the First Presbyterian and the Tabernacle Pres-

byterian and the Friends' fleeting House on
Arch Street—the Quaker Westminster of Amer-
ica. Of educational institutions the University
of Pennsvlvania, Drexel Institute, the new Boys'
High School, Girard College with its early Gre-

cian structures, and the Roman Catholic High
School are architecturallv of , importance.

Parks. The s.vstem embraces about 4000 acres.

Public interest has been aroused of late in the

development also of parkways. William Penn
expressed the desire to make Philadelphia a
'gi'eene country towne;' and his surveyor Holme
placed on the plan, near its four angles, rectangu-

lar open spaces, now Logan (northwest). Ritten-

house (southwest) Franklin (northeast), and
Washington (southeast) squares, containing an
aggregate of 28^2 acres. These, together with
Central Square, the site of the original water-

works, but now of City Hall, formed a cherished

precedent. In 1903 there were under the care of

the Bureau of Cit,v Propert,y more than 50 small
parks and plots containing over 000 acres. The
largest was League Island Park (300 acres),

contiguous to the League Island X'avv Y'ard. In

Independence Square the Declaration of Inde-

pendence was read to the populace. Penn Treaty
Square marks the site of the great elm under
which, according to tra<lition, the founder made
his famous compact with the Indians. In Logan
Square was held in the summer of 1804 the great

Sanitar.v Fair. Bartram's Ciarden (27 acres), on
the banks of the Schuylkill, was the first botani-

cal garden in the Xew World. Its noteworthy
arboreal collection has been preserved.

The city's greatest pleasure ground is Fair-

mount Park, rich in natural beauties. The Schuyl-

kill divides it into East Park, with over 633
acres, and West Park, with 1323 acres. Along the
Wissahickon is the Wissahickon Valley exten-

sion of 1010 acres. The acquisition in 1812 of

'five acres on ^Morris's Hill, the original Fair
5Iount, for water-works and park purposes, led to
the formation of the park. To this were added
areas of woodland, and country seats, the Lans-
downe estate of Governor John Penn. Eagle<fiel<l,

Sweet Briar, and Solitude : the Belmont home ot

.Judge Peters of the Supreme Court, where Wash-
in,ffton, Franklin, .Jefterson, Lafayette, and others

visited ; ilount Pleasant, the residence of Bene-

dict Arnold; George's Hill (83 acres), presented

by .Jesse and Rebecca George; Strawberry Man-
sion, Lemon Hill, Ormiston, and Edgely. The
miniature Letitia House, built bv William Penn
for his discontented datighter. was trans]iortid

from the cit,v. The Zoijlogical Gardens are main
tained by private subscription, admission re-

ceipts, and municipal appropriations contingent
upon the free admission of school children. The
Centennial Exposition of 1876 brought nian.y

noteworthy structures into the park, the most
important that remain being Horticultural Hall,

with a fine exotic collection, and Memorial Hall,
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where are exhibited the Wilstach Art Collection
and the display of the Pennsjlvania Museum and
School of industrial Art. A trolley line, below
grade, eight miles long, extends to the chief
points of attraction. A speedway, one mile in
length, is being completed. The Schuylkill is

frequently tlie scene of regattas, and there arc
handsome stone boat houses on its eastern bank.

ilany fine monuments have been placed in the
park. The Washington Monument by Siemering
of Berlin is the most imposing. Funds for its

erection were provided by the Society of the Cin-

cinnati, the subscriptions, begim in 1819, ag-
gregating $2.50,000 when the monument was un-
veiled in May, 1897. It stands at the Green
Street entrance, the termination of the Park
Boulevard. This thoroughfare, projected in 1903,
is to be 160 feet wide from City Hall to Logan
Square, and thence 300 feet wide to the park. In
the same year was authorized the construction of

the Torresdale Boulevard. 300 feet wide and 15
miles long, from Xorth Broad Street to Torres-

dale. Of note are the statues of Lincoln, Garfield,

Grant, Meade, Humboldt. Schiller, Goethe,
Columbus, Joan of Are, Witlierspoon, and Father
Mathew: and the Catholic Total Abstinence
Union Fountain, and the Smith Memorial Arch.
Grant's Cabin, occupied as headquarters at City
Point, is here preserved. In the city proper are
comparatively few works of art, the most impor-
tant being statues of Washington in front of In-

dependence Hall, of Franklin on the post-office

pavement, and of ilcCIellan and Reynolds on
City Hall Plaza.

The Wissahickon Valley, a deep wooded ravine,

which has been left almost in its original wild
state, is of interest for its memories and
legends of Indian braves and mystic German
monks wlio made it their retreat. The first

paper mill in America was erected on its banks
in 1C90. In Fairmount Park there are 20 small
streams, several lakes, and more than 150
springs; over 66 miles of drives, 10 of bridle

paths, and 40 of smaller roads. The boundary
line is 30 miles long. The entire cost approxi-
mates .$7,000,000, and .$3,-500,000 has been ex-

pended in permanent improvements.
The Laurel Hill cemeteries are contiguous to

the park. In the city are numerous burial places,

many of historic associations.

EDUCATIO>Ar. I>-ST1TUTI0X.S AKD LIBRARIES.
At the close of 1902 there were in the city six

higher schools, including a high school for boys,

conferring degrees of A.B. and B.S., and a school

of pedagogy; a high school, a commercial high
school, and a normal school for girls; and two
manual training schools. There were also

one school of industrial art, one elemen-
tary manual training school, one observation

and practice school, five special schools for

backward children and truants (under the com-
pulsory education law), twelve cooking schools,

and {irammar, primary, and kindergarten
schools, making the total of city institutions 420,

with 229 male and 3537 female teachers, and an
attendance of 158.473, of which 5800 were in the
higher schools. The general course of study falls

under no classification, but is the result of de-

velopment. Foreign langiiages are taught only
in the higher schools. There is some special and
experimental manual traininar for seventh
and eighth grade boys, and cooking and sewing
instruction for sixth, seventh, and eighth

grade girls. Tluough private bequest and mu-
nicipal legislation there are available 358 free
scholarships in the University of Pennsylvania,
Bryn Mawr, Lehigh University, and various
medical, art, and scientific colleges. Xiglit and
summer vacation schools are conducted.
At the head of the higher educational insti-

tutions is the University of Pennsylvania (q.v. ).

Philadelphia is a centre of medical education,
its prominent medical colleges being that of the
University of Pennsylvania, .Jefferson. Hahne-
mann, Medico-Chirurgical, Polyclinic, and
Woman's (founded in 1850), the first char-
tered medical college for women in the world to

confer the degree of M.D. The Pennsylvania and
Philadelphia dental colleges (the oldest and the
best of their kind) and the Philadelphia Col-

lege of Pharmacy are largely attended. The
art schools of the Pennsylvania Academy also are
the oldest in the country. The School of Indus-
trial Art and the School of Design for Women
are well known. Bryn ^lawr College

( q.v. )

,

near Philadelphia, is one of the foremost women's
institutions of the United States. The Drexel
Institute, founded and endowed with .$2,000,000

by A. J. Drexel, offers at a small cost courses

in art, sciences, and industrial training. Other
leading institutions are the Franklin and Spring
Garden Institutes, Temple College, Episcopiii

Academy, the seminaries of the Protestant Epis-
copal. Lutheran, and Roman Catholic churches,

La Salle and Saint .Joseph's Colleges, and the

Roman Catholic High School, the Methodist
Episcopal Collegiate institute for Girls, numer-
ous schools of the Societv of Friends, including
the William Penu Charter (1701), the first

chartered school in the country, the Cheltenham
ililitary Academy. and the Gerniantown
Academy (1760). The Williamson Free School

of Mechanical Trades, established under a be-

quest of .$2,500,000 by the late I. V. Williamson,

offers coni])lete trade courses and supports

students free of cost. Philadelphia is noted for

its associations and institutions for the promo-
tion and diffusion of science and learning, and
the encouragement of art. Among these are the

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences

(q.v.), the Franklin Institute (q.v.). the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society, the American Academy
of Political and Social Science, the Historical

Society of Pennsylvania, the Zoological Society,

the Xumismatic and Antiquarian Society, the

Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, and the

\\'agner Institute.

The Free Library, now in temporary quarters,

founded in 1891, on bequests of George S. Pepper

and others, is maintained by ai)proi)riations made
by City Councils. In the central and 14 branch

libraries are over 250.000 volumes. A gift by
Andrew Carnegie of .$,50,000 for each of thirty

additional branches with halls for public gather-

ings (conditional upon their maintenance by the

city), and an appropriation of .$1,000,000 for a

permanent central building, provided by a loan

approved by popular vote, are awaiting expendi-

ture. The Library Company's collection, begun

in 1731 by Benjamin Franklin and his associates

of the 'Junto.' formed the first subscription li-

brary in America. Its 200.000 volumes include

many of extreme rarity. The Ridgvvay Branch, an
excellent example of pure Greek architect\ire.

contains one of the most valuable reference lists

in the United States. Other important libraries
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of the 100 in the city .ire the .Mercantile (1S21),

general circulation ami reference; Cari)t"uters'

Company (IT.'JO), architecture and building;

Friends' (1742); American Philosophical So-

ciety (174:t); Academy of Natural Sciences;

Franklin Institute, scientific; Hurst, law; Col-

lege of Physicians; University of Pennsyi\ania,

Apprentices', Pennsylvania, Presbyterian, and
Baptist Historical societies; Drexel Institute;

and the H. Josephine Widener Branch of the

Free Library, with a valuable collection of refer-

ence works.
Hospitals and Other Ixstitutioxs. The muni-

cipal charities are the hospitals for the Indigent

and for the Insane, General Hospital, and the

JIunicipal Hospital (contagious di.seases). The
Pennsylvania Hosi)ital. founded in 1751, through

the eli'orts of Franklin, and maintained entirely

by private suliscriptiou, is tho oldest institution of

the kind in America. The religious denomina-

tions maintain institutions, among them being

Saint Agnes', Saint Mary's, and Saint Joseph's

hospitals (Rouian C'atlioiio) : Episcopal. Metho-

dist, Presbyterian, Jewish. Saint Luke's (Bap-

tist ). and (Jerman (Lutheran) hospitals. Large
hospitals are connected with the University, and
JelTerson, -Medico-Chirurgical, Polyclinic. Hahne-
mann, and Woman's iledical colleges. Other im-
portant charities are the Rush and Phipps hospi-

tals for consumptives, the Gynecean, Orthopa-dic,

Wills Eye. and Maternity hospitals. There are
more than 100 dispensaries, homes, asylums,
orphanages, etc. The College Settlement, Society
for Organizing Charity, Working Women's
Guilds. Flower, Fruit, and Ice Mission, various
children's aid, protection, and country week as-
sociations do good work. The city maintains nu-
merous public baths, which were patronized in
l!)02 by 4.453.000 persons.

(Jirard College, founded by Stephen Gi-
rard. who at his death in 18:)o" gave .$2,000,000
for construction and the greater portion of his
$5,000,000 estate for endowment. sup[)orts and
educates annually over KiOO orjihans. The resid-
uary fund now amounts to .$10,500,000, The
Citizens' Permanent Kelief Committee has re-
lieved thousands of distressed in all parts of the
world, over $5,000,000 having been distributed
since 1879. The Mayor is president. The penal
institutions are the Eastern State Penitentiary,
the House of Refuge (boys and girls), the House
of Correction (adults), and Moyamensing and
Holnicsburg County prisons,

TriE.\TRK,s AND CuRs, The drama in America
began in Philadelphia, a company beinsr organ-
ized in 1749, The first permanent plavhouse in
the city was built in 1700; a portiJm of its
walls still stands. The Walnut Street Theatre
is' the oldest in the country. At Locust and
Eighth streets stands the Slusical Fund Hall
where Malibran, .Tenny Lind, and Die Bull ap-
peared. Other important plavhouses are Keith's
Xew Theatre, the Garrick. the South Broad the
Chestnut Street, the Grand and Chestnut Street
opera houses, and the Auditorium. The Academv
of Music, with a capacity of 2000, is used for
larcte public gatherinirs.

Leading clubs are "the Union League with ahandsome bro^vnstone building, Philadelphia,
Manufacturers,' Mercantile, Rittenhouse. Mark-
ham, Columbia. University. Penn, the Art in-
stalled in a beautiful Renaissance structure of
Pompeian brick and Indiana limestone, Sketch

Lawyers' Clover, Five o'Clock, ilacnuerchor,

Franklin, Country, Pen and Pencil, Philadelphia.

Yacht, and the New Century and Acorn
(women's)

.

Commerce akd Maxuf.\ctures. The industrial

development of Philadelphia has been greatly

aided by the favorable location of the city

for commerce, and especially by its pro.Kimity

to raw materials. The city has the advantage
of superior railroad facilities. The great Penn-
sylvania Railroad system, with 10.4IS4 miles of

owned and leased lines, and the Philadelphia and
Reading Railway, with .$140,000,000 capital and
1457 miles of track, terminate and have home
offices near the City Hall. The Pennsylvania lines

give Philadelphia more direct comnumication
with the productive Middle West than is enjoyed
by any other Atlantic port. The general ofiices of

the Lehigh Valley Railroad are in the city. The
Baltimore and Ohio enters where Chestnut Street

crosses the Schuylkill. The tracks of the Pennsyl-
vania are nearly all elevated or below grade,

the Baltimore and Ohio below, and the Reading
partly above, partly below, but mainly at

grade. The Delaware River admits of the en-

ti'ance of ocean vessels, and is navigable the

entire length of the city's frontage, 18 miles.

Work is now in progress to deepen the river to

30 feet. The Schuylkill River is navigable eight
miles for vessels of light draught and is being
dredged to a depth of 22 feet. The general ex-

port and import interests, including the Port
Richmond coal wharves, are located mainly on
the Delaware. Eleven transatlantic lines enter
the port.

Early in the nineteenth century Philadelphia
was first among L"nited .States ports in foreign

commerce, but its relative importance declined,

imtil in 1901 it ranked fourth. The imports for

that Tear were valued at $48,043,443, and the
exports at .$79.3.54.025. In 1901, 1.58 sailing

vessels, with an aggregate of 115.779 tons, and
950 steam vessels, of 1,807.023 tons, entered the

port. The pipe lines of the Standard Oil Com-
pany from the wells in the northwest .section of

the .State terminate at Point Breeze, on the
Schuylkill, and oil is one of the largest and most
valuable shipments of the port. In 1901 tlie ex-

ports of illuminating mineral oil amounted to

207,111,311 gallons, valued at .$12..323,9G1. The
exports of corn for the same vear amounted to

.$12,033,467, one-seventh of the total for the
country. W'heat and flour are also ex|)orted ex-

tensively. In 1901. 37.833 head of cattle were
shipped, and there were also considerable exjiorts

of meat and meat products. Coal and copper are
other important exports. The largest import i-;

sugar, amounting in 1901 to a value of over Sl.'i,-

500,000, Imports of unmanufactured silk were
valued at over $8,000,000. Among other leading
imports are goat skins, fabrics, bananas, etc,

Philadelphia is a great manufacturing centre,

ranking third in the United States in value of
prodvicts. Of 15 selected industries in the census
year 1900, it was first in one (leather), second in

two (cigars and cigarettes, and women's factory
clothing), and third in six. The value of the total

output was $732,137,957. This was nearly double
the corresponiling figure for ISSO, but the greater
part of the increase was made in the decade 1880-

90. The manufacture of foundry and machine
shop products is most important, amountintr in

1900 to $38,372,971. In this industry Philadel-
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phia has a special advantage, owing to its prox-
imity to abundant resources of coal and iron.

It is noted particularly for the manufacture of

locomotives, the Baldwin Locomotive Works, on
North Broad Street, having a yearly capacity of

l.JOO. For years Philadelphia has been the fore-

IlKl^t shijiljuilding centre in the country. Many
warships of the United States and also a number
for foreiun governments have been built at the
Cramp shipyard, which occupies some 32 acres
in the Port Richmond section. These two estab-
lishments are not only the leading ones of

Philadelpliia, but each e.xcels, in its own line, for
the country at large. In the total manufacture
of textiles also the city ranks first (though not
for any one branch), the value of the principal

textiles produced in 1900 being as follows: Wool-
en goods, $18,340,012; worsted goods, .$16,242,-

2.'i0 ; totton goods, .$1.5.723.054; hosierv and knit
-'"ids, .$13,040,905; silk and silk goods, .$4,531-

7'J4. The output of the sugar and molasses re-

lining industry was valued at over $30,000,000;
the output of clothing. .$28,000,000; of carpets

and rugs, nearly .$22,000,000; of leather, nearly
.$20,000,000; anil of liquors, over $12,000,000.

I ioNTRNMEXT. The executive branch of the
ifnvernment is of a dual nature, consisting of

county and municipal departments. The municipal
form of government is provided for liy the Bul-

litt Bill, act of June 1, 1885, amended April,

19113, the basic elements of which are concen-

tration of authority in the mayor and the distinc-

tion between the executive and legislative func-

tions. The executive departments are: Public
Safety, which includes bureaus of police, fire,

electricity, corrections, boiler inspection, building

inspection, and city property; Public Works,
which includes bureaus of water, highways, gas,

ligliting. street cleaning, surveys, ice boats, and
tiltration (temporary); Law, Education. Public
Health and Charities, Receiver of Taxes, City
< omptroller, and City Treasurer (ex-oflieio County
Treasurer ) , and Supplies. The mayor, who is

elected every four years and is ineligible for

succession, appoints directors of the Departments
of Public Works. Safety, Health, and Supplies,

subject to confirmation by Select Council.

Directors appoint chiefs of bureaus and other
employees tmder civil service requirements.
The receiver of taxes, city treasurer, city comp-
troller, and city solicitor are elected by popular
sufl'rage. Tlie Department of Education consists

of 42 comptrollers, appointed by the judges of the

Courts of Common Pleas. The Sinking Fund Com-
mission consists of the mayor, city comptroller,

and one member elected by Councils. The conunis-

sioners of Fairmount Park and members of the

Board of Revision of Taxes, and the Board of

City Trusts, in charge of Girard College and Es-

tate and minor trusts, are also appointed by the

courts. Sixteen port wardens are elected by the

Councils. The county officials are commissioners

in charge of elections, etc., treasurer, recorder of

deeds, register of wills, clerk of the Court of

Quarter Sessions, coroner, sheriff, and district

attorney. The legislative function is exercised by
Select and Common Councils, the former consist-

ing of one member from each of 42 wards, the lat-

ter of one member for every 4000 voters. Select

Cotincilmen serve three years, and Common Coun-
cilmen, two, without pay. The veto power is

vested in the mayor, a three-fifths vote enacting
over it. The judiciary consists of police magis-

trates (limited civil and preliminary criminal
actions) ; judges of the Courts of Common Pleas
(civil), who are also judges of the Courts of

Quarter Sessions (criminal) ; and the judges of

the Orphans' Court ( estates ) . The Superior and
Supreme Courts of Pennsylvania and the United
States District and United States Circuit Courts
sit in the city.

The city has leased its gas-works for a maxi-
mum period of 30 years, expiring December 31,

1927. Electric lighting is supplied by a private
corporation. The water-works are under mu-
nicipal ownership. A system of slow sand filtra-

tion is being installed, and in August, 1903, when
upward of $17,000,000 was involved in con-

tracts, it was over half finished and in partial

operation. The complete works, with a daily
capacity of 300.000,000 gallons, are estimated to

cost $20,000,000.
Fix.\xcES. The city's receipts for 1902 were

$33,520,729. The important items were: taxes,

$16,793,680; gas, $486,491; State appropriation
(1901-02) for schools and teachers' annuities,

$316,000; loans negotiated, $6,915,000: personal
property tax, $1,249.332 ;

permits, fees. etc.. $7,-

400,000*. including water rents, $3,422,000. liquor

licenses, $1,766,000, and premiums on loans,

$581,000: interest, .$365,000. The expenditures
were $34,605,948; the largest item was $25.-

904.093 for municipal departments and bureaus;
of this amount schools received .$4,186,000; po-

lice. $3,565,000; fire, $1,124,000; water, $6,511,-

000; highways, .$2,109,000; street cleaning. $1.-

238,000. Other large disbiirsements were : inter-

est on funded debt, $1,404,036; several sinking
fimds. $1,727,787; loans redeemed. .$680,000;

mandamuses, $1,456,105. The general cash bal-

ance on January 1, 1903, was $17,166,865. The
gross debt at the same date was .$59,361,845: the

city loans held by the sinking fund amounted to

.$6,"n45..300, leaving a net city debt of $52,716,-

545; the total assets were .$29,132,473, not
including the real estate owned by the city,

vahied at $64,520,994. The assessed real estate

valuation, as estimated in August. 1903. for

1904, was $1,160,392,710. Under the law the
debt is limited to 7 per cent. All permanent
loans after the 2 per cent, point has been ex-

cee<led must be authorized by a vote of the people.

PopiLATiox. The population in 1900 was
1,293.697, Philadelphia ranking third among
American cities. Since 1854 no territory has been

added to the municipal limits. The percentage of
increase from 1880 to 1890 was 23.58, and from
1890 to 1900, 23.57. Fifty-four and seven-tenths

per cent, of the white population is of foreign

parentage, but native whites of foreign birth

comprise 32 per cent, of the entire population.

The negroes numbered 28,940 in 1900; Chinese,

Japanese, and Indians, 1277. The largest classes

of European descent are Oerman. Irish, English,

and Italian. French. Greeks. Armenians, Rus-
sians, Bohemians, and Poles are present in much
lesser numbers. Though some tendency to con-

gregate is shown, there are few well-defined for-

eign colonies. In 1800 the population of Phila-

delphia was 28..522: in 1820. 63.S02: in 1840,

93.665: in 1860. 563,529; in 1880, 847,170; in

1890, 1.046.964,

HisTORV. The first settlement (called Wicaco)
within the present limits of Philadelphia was
made in 10.36 bv a company of Swedes sent

out by the Government of Queen Chris-
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tinr. On October 7, 1081, Cai)Uiin William

ilarkhaiii. Deputy Governor for Williaui Penn,

arrived with a
" small company, and started

an Knglisli settlement here, wliich in July of the

following year was laid out and called Pliiladel-

phia, 'the" city of brotherly love.' In 1083 a

company of Germans, invited liitlier by Penn, ar-

rived and settled at Germantown, within tlie

present city limits. In 1084. immigration having

been ra|>id from the start, there were 300 houses

anil more llian 2.500 inliabitants. The majmity
of tlie early settlers were Friends, and tlieir in-

lluenee, ciniibined with that of the Germans, pre-

dominated for many years and greatly all'eeted

the course of Pennsylvania's liistory. Penn re-

turned to England in 1084, and did not revisit the

city until 10!)9, when he found a population of

4500, and 700 houses. He chartered the city in

1701, and tliereafter freijuent controversies arose

between tin- penjilc and the Penn family over pro-

prietary inivilegcs. especially as regards taxa-

tion of the Penn lands. The lirst lOnglish school

was oiH'iied in 10S3. Franl<lin"s Poiiisi/lrunia

Quzeitc began pulilication in 1729 and the Penn-
sylvuiiid joiiniul oiid Weeh'ti/ Adrcrtiscr was
started in 1742. In 1741 the city, then having
1621 taxable citizens, was divided into ten wards.
In 1723 Benjamin l''ranl<lin, who, next to Penn,
exerted tlie greatest inthicnce in the history of the
city, came to Philadeliiliia. In 1747, during King
George's war with tlie French and Indians, the
publication of his I'luiii Truth roused a s|)irit

of military enthusiasm, a force of 10,000 was
raised in Pennsylvania, and a batterj- was erected
below tlie city, on the site of the present United
States Xavy Yard. In 1751 the first line of

packets to Xew York was established, followed
in 1750 by a stage line. Under Franklin's in-

fluence, in 1747 the merchants of Philadelphia
sent a sliip to discover the Northwest Passage.
In 1755 a militia bill was pa.s.sed, and Franklin
became colonel of the city regiment.
From 1703 to 1774 Philadelphia was prominent

in resisting British aggression, thimgh the Loy-
alist party was strong, and most of tlie l^'rieiiils

opposed warfare; and here most of the important
official events of the Revolution took ]ilace. In
1773 (October 17), during the exciteiiient over
the expected arrival of the tea ships, the people
met in mass meeting and passed resolutions
which, on November 5th. were readopted at Bos-
ton. The first Continental Congress met in Car-
penter's Hall. September 5, 1774; the second met
-May 10. 1775, in the State House; and there,
on .June 15th, Washington was ajipointed com-
m__ander-in-chief of the Contineidal army. In
1776 Congress met for the third time in the State
House, and there, on .luly 4tli, tlie Declaration of
Independence was adopted. Philadelphia was
held by the British from September 27, 1777 to
June 18, 1778, and during this period, while the
Americ-an army was at Valley Forge, was the
scene of much gayety. On May 18, 1778, the
famous pntertainment called the Mischianza
(q.v.). was given in honor of General Howe, who
was about to depart f„r Europe. On October 4,
1//7 thebattleofGermantciwn

(<i.y.) was fought.On May 2, 1787, delegates from the different
States assembled here, and, after almost fourmonths of debate behind closed doors, adopteil a
Constitution for the United States, September
17th. On March II, 1789, the city received anew charter from the Legislature. Epidemics of

yellow fever in 1793 and 1798 caused great loss

of life, at least 4000 dying in the former year
and almost 5000 out of the 30,000 who remained
in the city in the latter.

During the latter part of tlie eighteenth cen-
tury and the early part of the nineteenth Phil-
adelphia was the most important city in America.
The historian McMaster .says of it in 1784: "The
city was then the greatest in the country. No
other could boast of so many streets, so many
liouses, so many people, so much renown;" and
Liancourt describes it in 1800 as "not only the
finest city in the United States, but . . . one
of tlie most beautiful cities of the world." Phil-
adelphia was the capital of Pennsylvania from
1083 until 1799, tlie seat of the Federal Govern-
ment from 1790 to 1800, and the mone-
tary centre of the country until 1830. (See
Bank, Banking.) For many years, also, it

was the intellectual and literary centre of the
countr}'. Here were published the first news-
paper in the middle colonies. Ainciicnn H'ccA///

ilcrvury (1719); the first secular magazine in

North America, Eiii.geistliches M(ty<i,:iii. (1704) ;

the first daily newspaper in the United States,
the Pennsylvania Packet (1784) ; the first Ameri-
can edition of the Bible in Cierman (1743), and
in English (1781), and the first religious weekly,
Jx'cligious licmcmhrancer (1813). The most
popular of the early American magazines—the
Port Folio and the Analectic—were also pub-
lished here.

Philadelphia took the lead in the early anti-

slavery movement, the first formal protest

against slavery in this country being made by
four Germans of Gerniantown in 1088. the first

Abolition convention being held here January 1,

1794, on the invitation of the Pennsylvania Abo-
lition Society, and the American Anti-Slavery So-
ciety being founded here, under the leailership of
Garrison, in 1833. In 1812 the water-works at
Fairmount were begun and were finished in 1815.
In 1832 nearly 1000 deaths resulted from Asiatic
cholera. In ilay, 1838, an anti-Abolitionist mob
destroyed Pennsylvania Hall, in which an Aboli-
tionist meeting had been just held.' In 1844 oc-

curred the anti-Catholic riots, arising from the
demand of the Catholics to be permitted to use
the Douai instead of the King .James Bible in

the public schools. The anti-Catholics, or 'Native
Americans,' burned Saint Michael's and Saint
Augustine's churches, and caused much loss of

life before they were put down by the militia. Gas
was inti-oduced in 1830, and tlie first telegraph
line was established in Ajiril, 1840. On February
2, 1854, a. consolidation act was passeil by the
I^egislature, extending the city limits to the
county boundaries, and uniting under one muni-
cipal government all the outlying districts,

known as Southwark, Northern Liberties, Ken-
sington, Spring Garden, Moyamensing. Penn,
Richmond, West Pliiladelphia, and Belmont; also
the boroughs of Ciermantown, Manawnk, and
other townships. Philadelphia took "an active
part in the Civil War. and raised more than
$1,000,000 by a sanitary fair in 1804. The cen-
tenary of American independence was celebrated
in 1870 by the Centennial Exposition; the bi-een-

tennial of the landing of William Penn in 1882

;

and the centennial of the signing of the Con-
stitution in 1887.

Bibliography. Hazard (editor), Watson's
Annals (Philadelphia, 1884) ; Scharf and West-
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1887 (ib., 1887.) ; Trades League, The Hook of
Philadelphia, 1894 (ib., 1894); Repplier, Phil-
adelphia, the Place and the People (New York,
1895); Young, Memorial History (ib., 1895);
Fislier, The MakiiKj of Pennsylvania (Philadel-
phia, 189C) ; id., Cliaplers in Pennsylvania, Col-
ony and Common ireulUi (ib., 1897); Rhoades,
The Story of Philadelphia (New York,. 1900) ;
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PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY OF NAT-
URAL SCIENCES. An association founded in

1812 for the purpose of furtiiering tlie study of

the natural sciences and encouraging original in-

vestigation in the various fields of physical re-

search. It is the oldest organization in the United
States devoted to the encouragement of natural
science. Its museum is especially rich in ornitho-

logical specimens and fossils, wliile its collection

of shells is the finest in the worhl. The .Jessup

foundation provides gratuitous training for a
number of young investigators. The society has
puldished a Journal since 1817 and its Proceed-
inys since 1S4I.

PHIL'ADELPH'US (Neo-Lat., from Gk.
0iXi5eX0or, phihidelplwn, sort of fiowering shrub,
perliaps jasmine; named in honor of Ptolemy
Philadelphus, King of Egj'pt). A genus of

shrubs of tlie natural order Saxifragacese.

Several species are natives of the southern At-
lantic and Pacific States and .Japan. Philadelphus
inodorus grows in the mountains from Virginia
southward. Philadelphus grandiflorus grows in

lower ground in tlie same region, Philadelphus
liirsufus grows in Tennessee' and North Carolina,
Philadelphus Gordonianus and Philadelphus Leic-

isii are natives of the Pacific Coast States,

The most common and best representative of the
genus, however, is Philadelphus coronarius,
the common mock orange or syringa, much
cultivated in gardens. Its native country is not
known, but it was probably brought from Japan
to Southern Europe, where it appears to be indi-

genous. It has erect branches, oblong ovate
leaves, which when crushed have very much the
odor and taste' of cucumbers. Its cream-colored
flowers, borne in large clusters, are well known
for their exceeding fragrance,

PHI'LJE (Lat., from Gk. <j>i\al, Coptic Pild-

keh, the corner, extremity, i.e. of Egypt). A
celebrated island in the Nile, just above the First

Cataract, in latitude 24° 1' N. It is a small granite

rock, about 1000 feet long by 500 feet broad, and
is covered with ancient buildings of great archi-

tectural beauty and interest. By the Arabs it is

called Ceziret Anas el-Worjiid. 'The island of

Anas el-Wogfld,' from the name of the hero of a
tale in the Thousand and One Xiyhts, the scene

of which is laid here. Philre is not mentioned in

the Eg^-ptian inscriptions before the time of Nec-
tanebo II,, who constructed the oldest of the

buildings that now remain, though it is reason-

ably certain that a temple existed there in ear-

lier times. The island was especially devoted to

the worship of the goddess Isis, but Osiris, Hath-
or, Khnum, Satet. and other divinities were also

worshiped there. In later times, when the cult of

Isis had spread thro\igh the Greek and Roman
world, many pilgrims of foreign nationality vis-

ited the shrine of the goddess at Philfe, and her
Vol, XV,-46.

worship was maintained then' long after hea-
thenism had been banished from other parts of
Egypt. The great temple of Isis was built by
Ptolemy Philadelphus and his successor, Euer-
getes 1., but additions and embellishments were
made by other Ptolemies and by several of the
Roman emperors. The approach to the temple
is formed by the dromos, a long open space, flanked
on its eastern and western sides by colonnaded
walks. At the .southern end is the hall of Xec-
tanebo II,, built about n,c, 350, and near it to the
right is the ruined temple of the Nubian deity
Arnuphis (Ar-hes-nofer) , Starting from this
temple, the eastern colonnade runs northward to
the small temple of Inihotep (Asklepios), and
terminates near a gate built by Ptolemy Phila-
delphus and adorned with reliefs by that
monarch and by the Emperor Tiberius, The west-
ern colonnade is pierced by a number of windows
which give a fine view over the river. It runs
along a fine stone quay of ancient construction.

At the northern end of the dromos stands the
great pylon of Nectanebo II,, leading into the
outer court, on the eastern side of which are a
number of chambers, built for the use of the
priests, while on the western side is the birth-

house, commemorating the birth of Horus. Among
the reliefs and inscriptions upon the walls of the
latter building is a copy in hieroglyphic and de-

motic of the text of the Ro.setta stone (q,v,). At
the upper end of the outer court is a second
pylon, which gives entrance to the inner court
leading to a columned hall, and from this,

through a succession of smaller halls and cham-
bers, lies the way to the sanctuary of the god-
dess Isis and her son Harpocrates (q.v, ), In
an upper story is a room decorated with scenes
from the myth of Osiris

(
q.v, ) . The temple is

decorated throughout w'ith sculptures and reliefs

which are well preserved and are richly colored.

West of the temple of Isis, near the river, are
a gate built by the Emperor Hadrian and the
temple of Harendotes (Egyptian Har-nez-yotf,

'Horus the. avenger of his father'). On the east-
ern side of the island is the small temple of
Hathor built by Ptolemy Philometor and Euer-
getes II,, and near it, close to the river bank, is

a beautiful pavilion resting upon light and
graceful columns and richly adorned with reliefs.

On the northern end of the island, among the
ruins of the ancient city of Philse, are the remains
of the old Roman city gate, of the temple of

Augustus, and of a Coptic church. It was ex-

pected (1903) that the great dam at Assuan
would so raise the level of the Nile at Philoe as
to submerge the island. Consult : Description de
I'Egypte (Paris, 1820-30) ; Lepsius, Reiseberichte
aus Aegypten (Leipzig, 1855) ; Edwards, A
Thousand Miles Up the Nile (London, 1877) : Dii-

miehen, Geschichte des altcn Aegyptens (Berlin,

1878) ; Mariette, Monuments of Upper Egypt
(London, 1877) ; id.. Voyage dans la Haute-
Egypte (Paris, 1893) ; Baedeker, Aegypten (4th
ed,, Leipzig, 1897), See Plate accompanying
article Egyptian Art,

PHILANDER. A Dulch knight in Ariosto's
Orlando Furioso, who made love to Gabrina. the
wife of his host. His name is used as the synonvm
of a male coquette in various plays, and is the
origin of the verb to philander,

PHILANTHROPY (Lat, philanlhropia. from
Gk, ^nMvSpuTria, love of humanity, from tpiXdvffpu.
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from

PHILEMON.

,oj philanthiOpos, lovnif; liuinaiuly

4,.\€Ty pi'ilci,,, to love + &.epo,wos, anthrOpos,

man) In German educational history, a term

applied to the theories of a group of men who

based their e<lucational theories upon Rousseau

At the head of these was Basedow, who founded

an institution, the Philanthropinum, at Dessau in

1774 The only survival of the movement is

Salzmann's institution at Sehnepfenthal m
Golha. foun.led in 1784. See Basedow.

PHILABET, fe'hi-ret (Vasili Feodorovitch

Drosuoff) (1783-1867). iletiopohtan of Mos-

eow He was born at Kolomna ; became a priest

in 1808 and in 1812 was made rector of the

\",eoU.gical Academy of Saint P-t-sburg. n

1817 he became Bishop of Revel, in 1819 Aicl-

bishop of Tver and a member of the Holy Synod.

In 1820 he was transferred to y«io-^l«v «"'l
'P-

1821 to Moscow. He was appointed Metropoli-

tan of -Moscow in 1823. He was noted for learn-

in<' and eloquence, and drew up the manitcsto

which led to the abolition of serfdom. He pre-

pared a longer and a shorter (catechism both of

wliich were adopted and promulgated by the Holy

ISynod in IS^il. and the former is considered the

most authoritative doctrinal standard of the

Gneco-Russian Church. Both catechisms have

been translated into English by Blackmorc in

The Doctrine of the Rtissian Church (London,

1845) • Blackmore's translation of the longer cate-

cliism is reprinted in Schaff. The Creeds, of Chris-

tendom, vol. ii., in'-
44.-.-.542. There has also

been published a volume of Philaret's Select Ser-

mons- in Knglish translation (London. 1873),

with brief biography. He began a translation of

the New Testament into Russian, which was com-

pleted after his death.

PHILASTER, OR, Love Lies a-Bleeding. A
tragedv bv Beaumont with some assistance from

Fletcher.
"

G. C. Maeauley considers it the work

of Beaumont alone. It was printed probably in

KiOS. and printed in 1020. Several versions were

produced, one as late as 1704.

PHILATEL'IC ASSOCIATION (from Gk.

0i\os, pliilos, loving, from <pi\cif, pliilein, to love

-f dTfXiJs, ateles, free of tax, prepaid, from o-,

((-. not + tAos, telos, ta.\. duty), American. A
national society of postage stamp collectors,

founded in 1885, meeting annually in such cities

as may be selected, and having local branch so-

cieties" in New York, Chicago, Pittsburg, and
Saint Paul. It has a membership of nearly six

hundred, and its objects are to bring together

those interested in philately, and to study that

subject with the help of exhibitions of collections.

. PHILATELIC SOCIETY OP LONDON.
An lOnglish assoeialion of coUeclors of postage

stamps, founded in London in 1860. the first

of its kind. Its objects are the study of postage
stamps, their history and manufacture, the de-

tecti(m of forgeries, the exhibition of stamps, and
the publication of works on these subjects. The
membership includes many collectors in the Eng-
lish colonies and on the Continent. The society
has conducted two international philatelic exhibi-
tions. It has also published expensive volumes
on the stamps of great Britain, of the British
colonies, of India and Ceylon, and of Africa, and
issues its proceedings in the itonthhj Journal.

PHILAT'ELY. See Postage Stamps.

PHIL'BRICK, Joiuv Dudley (1818-86). An
American educator, born in Deerfield, X. H. He

graduated at Dartmouth in 1842 and afterwards

taught in Boston for ten years. In 1853 he be-

cauie principal of the Connecticut Xornial School,

and in 1855 superintendent of schools in that

State. From 1857 to 1S74 and again from 1876

to 1878 he was superintendent of the Boston pub-

lic .schools. He was sent to the Vienna ExiKisi-

tion of 1873 as educational commissioner from

Massachusetts, and acted as a member of the

Jnternational jury. After his return he became

president of the National Teachers' Association

and was officer of many educational societies. Hr

prepared a valuable report on the City Schodi

tiystems in the United States (published by the

United States Bureau of Education in 1885) and

edited the Connecticut CommoH School Journal,

and the Mansachufirlts Teacher.

PHILEL'PHTJS. The Latinized form of the

name of the Italian humanist Francesco Filelfo

(q.v.).

PHILE'MON (Lat., from Gk.*i\i)MW'') (e.361-

263 B.C. ) . A Greek comic poet. He was a uatne

of Soii, in Cilieia, or of Syracuse, in Sicily. He

resided chiefly in Athens, but for a time also in

Alexandria at the Court of Ptolemy Philadel-

phus He and ilenander were the two represen-

tative poets of the Attic New Comedy. Philemon

o-ained more prizes than Menander, perhaps

through bribery of the judges. Posterity, how-

ever, reversed the decision, and Menander and

Homer were the two favorite poets of later

Greece. Of the 97 comedies which Philemon left,

57 are known to us frtnu titles and fragments,

while two at least, the "Emttomos and eijffai'o6s,

are preserved in Plautus's adaptations, the Mer-

cator and Trinummus : and it is also probable

that Plautus's Mostellaria follows Philemon's

*(i(rMo. The fragments are published by Koch,

Comieorum Atticorum Fra-gmenta, vol. ii. (Leip-

zig, 1886).

PHILEMON. A dear friend of the Apostle

Paul, to whom he wrote the letter which is now

preserved in the New Testament under Philemon's

name. From this letter it appears that he was a

rich man who probably lived at Colossa?, owned

slaves, was noted for his hospitality, and had

become a Christian under Paul's influence. There

are legendary accounts of Philemon's later ac-

cession to tlie Bishopric of ColossiV and of his

martyrdom there under the Emperor Nero.

PHILEMON, Epistle to. One of the Epistles

of the New Testament and the only letter of Paul

written to an individual on a purely private mat-

ter which has been lueserved. In it Paul appeals

to his friend Philemon in behalf of Onesimus, a

fugitive slave, who, under the influence of Paul,

had become a convert to the Christian faith.

This fugitive Paul sends back to his master with

a letter praying for the culprit's pardon and

even hinting" at emancipation. The letter was,

almost without doubt, written from Rome, some

time after Paul's arrival there in the spring of

A.D. 59. The most significant value of the letter

is its bearing upon the question of human slaT-

ery. The practice is not condemned, but the

new doctrine of the brotherhood of man is em-

phasized as in the Colossian and Ephesian let-

ters, written at the same time. Consult :
Ellicott.

Philippians. CoZo.5.?ia«s, and Philemon (Andover,

1865) ; Lightfoot, Colossdans and Philemon
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(1876); Soden in Hand-Commentar zum Neuen
Testament, vol. iii. (Freiburg, 1893) ; Moule,
Colossians and Philemon (Cumbridye liible

for fichools and Colleges, Cambridge, 189-1) ;

Vincent, Philippians and Philemon (Interna-
tional Critical Commentary, Sew York, 1897) ;

Maclaren, Colossians and Philemon {Expositor's
Bible. Xew York. 1903).

PHILEMON AND BAU'CIS. According to
a myth related by Ovid in his Metamorphoses,
a pair of poor Phiygian peasants. Jupiter and
Mercury, wandering through Phrygia in human
form, were hospitably entertained by them, when
all the neighborhood had turned the wanderers
from their doors. On going away the gods took
them with them to a neighboring mountain,
whence they saw their village covered with a
flood, but their own cottage changed into a
splendid temple. Jupiter permitted them to
make any request they chose, but they only asked
to be servants of his temple and to die at the
same time. Therefore in their extreme old age
the gods transformed Philemon into an oak,
Baucis into a linden, which long stood in front
of the temple, and were honored by the people.
The story, which has been much elaborated by
Ovid, contains two elements common in popular
tales : the rescue from a flood by divine inter-

position and the reward for hospitality to super-
natural visitors in disguise. The vitality of the
legend in Phrygia seems emphasized by the ex-
perience of Paul and Barnabas at Lystra (Acts
xiv.).

PHILE'TAS (Lat., from Gk. ^t\-^Tas) OF Cos.
A Greek grammarian and poet who lived about
the close of the fourth century B.C., tutor to
Ptolemy II. Philadelphus of Alexandria. His
poems, which were chiefly elegies devoted to the
praises of his mistress, Battis, were ranked next
to those of Callimachus by the Alexandrian
critics, and were imitated by Propertius. He
wrote also epics and grammatical treatises. The
scanty fragments that remain have been published
by Bach (1829). Consult Weber. Elegischen
Dichtern des Eellenen (Frankfurt, 1826).

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETIES (from Gk.
^iXcit, philein, to love + apiwvia, harmonia, har-
mony). Organizations formed for the cultivation

of orchestral music. The four most important
are those of London, Xew York, Vienna, and
Berlin.

London. This is the oldest association of or-

chestral performers in England. In 1813 a
number of music-lovers founded the Philharmonic
Society and the first concert was given ilarch 8th
of that year. According to the constitution only

concerted pieces were to be performed ; all soli

and concertos were excluded. But when a little

later some of the members formed quartets the

society ceased to perform chaniber-nnisie at its

concerts and restricted itself to instrumental
works for orchestra. In 1820 the term conductor
(q.v.) appears for the first time upon the pro-

grammes, and it designated the person at the
piano. After 1821 the conductor stood before the

orchestra and directed by means of a baton. Since
1869 the organization has published anah'tieal

programmes for its concerts, at which the most
eminent instrumental and vocal artists of their

time have appeared.

New Y'obk. The Philharmonic is the oldest per-

manent orchestral assoeiation in New Y'ork. It
was founded in 1842, the first concert taking
place December 7th of that year. From the be-
ginning it consisted of professional musicians
only. As an educational factor the Philhar-
monic Society has been of greater importance in
the musical life of America than any other or-
ganization, with the possible exception of the
Boston Handel and Haydn Society. (See Choral
Societies.) Up to 186.5 various members of the
orchestra acted as conductors. Beginning with
that year a conductor for the season was chosen,
the first being Carl Bergmann, who directed the
concerts until 1876. After Dr. Damrosch had
been conductor for one season, Theodore Thomas
held the post from 1877 to 1890. This eminent
director was succeeded by Anton Seidl. From
1898 to 1902 Emil Paur was conductor, and this
period was marked by the production of an un-
usual number of new works, especially of the
Xeo-German school. In 1902 Walter Damrosch
was conductor. The orchestra numbers over one
hundred performers. Eight concerts take place
on Saturday nights, each being preceded on Fri-
day afternoons by a public rehearsal, which, in
reality, is a regular concert, having its own list

of subscribers.

ViENXA. The society, known as Philharmon-
ische Gesellschaft, was founded in 1842 by Otto
Xicolai, at that time conductor at the Imperial
Opera. As the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde
(q.v.) was fast degenerating, there was a posi-

tive need of an organization that would give
artistic performances. The first concert of the
new- society took place November 27, 1842. and
the venture immediately met with great favor
and financial success. The programmes con-
sisted generally of two symphonies with smaller
works. Instrumental solos, however, were not
permitted. When Xicolai accepted a position in

Berlin in 1847 the Philharmonische Gesellschaft
almost came to an end. In fact, no concerts were
given from 1850 to 18.54. Then Carl Eckert re-

organized the orchestra, and in 1860 the energetic

Otto Dessoflf succeeded in bringing the orchestra

to a high degree of perfection. Since then the
Philharmonisclie Concerte have stood always for

musical progress. The conductor in 1902 was
Hans Riehter, under whose leadership the society

has established its reputation as one of the fore-

most orchestral institutions of the world.

Berlin. The Berlin Philharmonic Society was
founded by Edward Kietz (1802-32). This or-

chestra at first consisted of about forty instru-

ments, but the number was subsequently in-

creased and the organization now ranks with the
best orchestras of Europe. Its concerts are given

in the 'Philharmonic.' An innovation is its series

of popular concerts given three times a week dur-

ing the winter.

PHILHELLENES, fll-h6l1enz (from Gk.
<pi\0^\T}v, philelUn, friend of the Greeks, from
(jiiKetv, philein, to \o\c + ''EWtiv. /7 (•?(«'», Greek).
A name given to the friends of the Greeks in

their struggle for independence. They were con-

stituted into associations for the purpose of re-

ceiving and distributing gifts in aid of those
engaged in the contest. The members came from
all countries, including such men as Byron. King
Louis I. of Bavaria, and a body of volunteers who
fought for the Greeks under the leadership of

General Xormann-Ehrenfcls.
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famous French
His real

Mo-

PHILIDOB (1 720-95). A
chessplaver also kno«-n as a composer,

name was I'rancois Andre Danican.

PHU-INTE, fS'liixt'. A character in

Here's Misanthrope, whose easy tolerance of the

shortcomings of his fellows sets him in strong

contrail to his friend Alceste.

PHILIP (Lat. Philippus, from Gk. *iXiirjros,

IMiilin. loving horses, from tpAe'iv, philein to

luve + Utos, hippos, horse), THE Apostle. One

of the ni(jre prominent of the twelve disciples ot

Jesus. He was a fellow-townsman of Andrew-

and Peter and had been with them a follower of

John the Baptist before he was called directly

to become a disciple of Christ (John i. 43-44).

W hen the company of the Twelve was defanitely

made up Philip became evidently one of their

leading spirits, for his name stands in the lists

at the head of the second of the three groups of

four into which the Twelve are commonly di-

vided. He does not figure extensively, however,

in the records of the ministry of Jesus. His work

after the death of Christ is involved in great

confusion with that of Philip the Evangelist by

the traditions. There are two apocryphal works

bearing his name, the Joumeyings of Philip the

Apostle and the Acts of Philip. They are of

slight historical value, however. Tradition of

the safer sort assigns his labors to the region of

Hicrapolis in Asia Minor. The manner of his

death and its date are both unknown.

PHILIP, THE Evangelist. One of those

chosen by the first Christian church in Jerusa-

lem to be the stewards of its charity to the

widows and poor (Acts vi. 5). After exercising

this office for a time he was engaged in mission-

arj- activity, which began after the death of

Stephen. His initial work was among the Samar-

itans (Acts viii. 4.5). This was the first step

outward from the limits of a .Jewish cult for the

new Christian faith. A second step in the process

of widening the field was taken when Philip gave

baptism to an Ethiopian eunuch (Acts viii. 26-

40). Philip finally settled in the region of

Caesarea, on the coast of the Mediterranean,

where he was found by Paul, who was entertained

at his house (Acts xxi. 8). Tradition is not

clear concerning his life after this, although there

is pretty general agreement that he died a natural

death at Tralles.

PHILIP II. (B.C. 382-336). King of Mace-
donia and father of Alexander the tircat. He
was born at Pella and was the youngest son of

Amyntas II. and Eui-jdice. When a youth he
was taken by Pelopidas as a hostage to Thebes,
where he lived .several years. After the murder
of his eldest brother, Alexander, by Ptolemy
Alorites, he was appointed by his brother Per-
diccas, when the latter, having slain Ptolemy,
came to the throne, to the governorship of a
separate district of the country. About B.C. 359
Perdiccas was slain in battle, while fighting with
the lllyrians, and Philip assumed the govern-
ment as guardian of his young nephew, Amyntas,
the son of Perdiccas; but he soon set aside
Amyntas and took the crown himself. At this
time Macedonia was attacked on one side by the
lllyrians. Pannonians. and other tribes, arid on
the other by the Athenians, while within she
was torn by the dissensions of several pretend-
ers to the throne; but. buying off the Thra-
cians, who were supporting the pretender Pau-

sanias : conciliating the Athenians, who had taken

up the cause of another pretender, Argteus ; kill-

ing or otherwise disposing of the remaining pre-

tenders, and defeating in battle the threatening

trit)es. Philip in less than two years firmly estab-

lished himself on his throne. Henceforward his

policy was one of aggression, and the Greek

towns on the coast of ilacedonia were the first

objects of attack. Ani])hipolis, Pydna, and Po-

tidaea, Athenian possessions or allies on the

coast of Macedonia, were the earliest places to

fall into his hands. He then secured possession

of the rich and valuable gold mines of Thrace,

together with the town of Crenides, which he

enlarged and called by the name of Philippi.

These victories had all been obtained before

355: in 354 he took Methone, on the Thermaic
Gulf, after a long siege, in the course of which

he lost an eye, and then advanced into Thessaly,

to aid the' Aleuadae against Lycophron, the

tyrant of Pherte. Defeating the force that was

sent to oppose him, he established his supremacy
throughout Thessaly and advanced as far south

as the pass of, Thermopylic. The pass being

guarded by a strong force of Athenians, who had
been aroused by the eloquent warnings of

Demosthenes, he returned and directed his arms
against Thrace, where he succeeded in establishing

his ascendency. In 349 he began his attacks on

the Clialcidian cities, and in 347 completed the

conquest of the Chalcidic peninsula by taking the

city of Olynthus. In 346 he succeeded in gaining

a further foothold in Greece, being called in by

the Thebans to assist in the Sacred War against

the Phocians. All the towns of Phocis. twenty-

two in number, together with the pass of Ther-

mopylie, surrendered to Philip without resis-

tance. The place which the Phocians had occu-

pied in the Amphietyonic Council was transferred

to him, and he was appointed, jointly with the

Thebans and Thessalians, president of the

Pv-thian games. In the following years he was
again in Thrace, endeavoring to bring the cities

in that country under his rule. He was unsuc-

cessful in his attempt on Perinthus and Byzan-

tium, and then turned his attention once more
to the northern tribes. In B,c. 339 he was again

invited into Greece, this time by the Amphietyonic

Council, to take charge of the army that was to

oppose the Locrians. Alarmed at his continued

successes and his entrance into Greece, the

Athenians formed a coalition with Thebes and
other f4reek States to oppose his advance, but the

united army was utterly defeated at the battle

of Cha<ronea in 338. This battle marks the

end of Greek independence: Philip was now mas-
ter of Greece. He at once began preparations for

the invasion of Persia on a grand scale, and in

337, deputies from all the different States of

Greece except Sparta assembling at Corinth,

he was chosen commander-in-chief of the Greek
forces. In the midst of his preparations, how-
ever, he was assassinated at -Egae by a youth of

noble blood named Pausanias, while attending a

celebration in honor of the marriage of his

daughter with Alexander of Epirus (B.C. 336).

The motive for the deed, as stated by Aristotle,

was private resentment for neglect on Philip's

part to punish Attains for a gross insult offered

to Pausanias.

A king of Macedonia. SeePHILIP in.
Abbhid.eus.
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PHILIP V. (B.C. 237-179). King of Macedo-
nia, son of Demetrius II. and grandson of Anti-

gonus Gonatas. He succeeded liis uncle Anti-
gonus Doson in 220. The first part of his reign

was disturbed bv tlie contentions of the JStolian

and Achaean Leagues; taking part with the lat-

ter, he conducted the war for several campaigns
with ability and success. This war was called

the Social War, and was concluded in 217, by
the Peace of Xaupactus. In 210-215 Philip was
induced by the successes of Hannibal in Italy to

conclude an offensive and defensive alliance with
Carthage, the price of Avhich was to be the Roman
possessions in Illyria and the help of Carthage

in his Grecian wars. The war which followed

(214-205) is known as the First Macedonian
War; at no time in the course of it did Philip

render Hannibal any effective aid, and for the

first three years the war was conducted on both

sides with lack of energy. In 21-t the Roman
general, M. Valerius La;viniis, compelled Philip

to raise the siege of Apollonia, and in 211 Rome
organized against Macedon a coalition of Greek
States with the ^Etolian League at the head.

Peace was concluded in 205 without material

gain on either side. In 204 Philip made a bar-

gain with Antiochus III. to divide between them
certain of the dominions of the youthful King
of Egypt, Ptolemy Epiphanes. This interference

of Philip in the East precipitated the Second
Macedonian War with Rome, which began in

200 and was brought to a close by the battle of

Cynoscephalae in 197. In this battle the ^lace-

donian army was utterly defeated by Titus

Quintius Flamininus; Philip was compelled to

relinquish his conquests in Europe and Asia, to

surrender his fleet, and to pay an indemnity of

a thousand talents; Macedonia became an ally,

subject to the control of Rome. Philip died in

179, and was succeeded by his son Perseus. Con-
sult: Droysen, Geschichte des Eellenismus (2d

ed., Gotha, 1877-78) ; Freeman, History of Fed-

eral Government (2d ed., New York, 189.3) ;

Mahaffy, Alexander's Empire (Xew York, 1888).

PHILIP I. (c.1052-1108). King of France

from 1060 to 1108. He was the eldest son

of King Henry I. and Anne of Russia.

Until 1066, when Philip came of age,

liis mother and his uncle, Baldwin V. of

Flanders, were regents. In the various contests

of his great feudatories, to whom belonged

William I. of England as Duke of Xormandy,
Philip often intenened successfully, so that the

royal domain was increased until it extended

from the valley of the Seine to the valley of the

Loire, and also inQluded Bourgcs. About 1071

Philip married Bertha, step-daughter of Count
Robert of Holland. Though a son was born to

them in 1081 (later Louis VI.), and afterwards

a daughter, Philip nevertheless repudiated his

wife in 1092. and began to live with Bertrada,

the wife of Count Fulk of Anjou. The result

was a continuous strife between the Papacy and
the King. In 1095. at the Council of Clermont,

Urban II. excommunicated Philip, though Bertha

had died in 1094. This excommunication was
raised after Philip liad promised to put Bertrada
away, but renewed in 1097, when he relapsed. In

1105, after Bertrada had died, he was released

from the ban. Consult Luchaire, Louis VI. le

Gros (Paris, 1890).

PHILIP II., or PniLiP AuGUSTrs (1165-

1223). King of France from 1180 to 1223. He

was the son of Louis VII. and Adfele of Cham-
pagne, and was born on August 21, 1165. He
was crowned on November 1, 1 179, during the

life of his father, succeeded him in 1108, and
proved one of the greatest monarchs of the Cape-

tian dynasty. In 1181 he made war upon
the Count of Flanders and in 1185 forced him
to surrender the districts of Vermandois and
Amienois. In 1182 he drove the .lews out of his

territories and confiscated all their wealth. In

1187 the English attempt to conquer Langucdoc
caused a war, in which Philip was aided by the

sons of Heniy II. (q.v. ). After the accession

(1189) of Richard to the English throne, Philip
and he set out together on the Third Crusade

(1190), but quarreled while wintering in Sicily,

and their dissensions continuing, Philip, after a

sojourn of three and a half months in Syria, set

out on liis return to France, after taking a
solemn oath to respect the integrity of Richard's

dominions. Xo sooner, however, had he returned

than he entered into an arrangement for the

partition of Richard's territories in France with
his unworthy brother, .John. Some acquisitions

were made, but Richard's return thwarted the

calculations of the conspirators, and a war im-
mediately commenced between the two monarchs,
in which Philip had at one and the same time to

defend his territories against the English and the

counts of Champagne, Boulogne, Brittany, and
Hainault, who attacked them on all sides. Rich-

ard died in 1199; but on the appeal of the

Barons of Poitou to Philip, as .John's overlord,

the war soon recommenced against John (q.v.).

The English provinces in France were attacked

by the combined French and Bretons, and Nor-

mandy, Poitou, Maine, Anjou, and Touraine
were annexed to France. In the years 1213 and
1214 Philip waged war against Flanders and thus

caused a coalition to be formed by Otho IV.

(q.v.) of Germanv, John of England, and the

Count of Flanders. Philip defeated the allies in

1214 at Bouvines (q.v.). During the rest of his

reign Philip was occupied in consolidating his

new possessions, and took no part in the war
against the Albigenses. In general Philip was
in alliance with the Church and the great cities.

His first wife was Isabella of Hainault, the

mother of Louis VIII.; he next married Inge-

borg of Denmark, but repudiated her in 1196 to

marry Agnes of Meran. For this he was ex-

eommtinicated and France was placed under an
interdict. Philip yielded in 1200 and took back

Ingeborg. He improved and embellished Paris,

built many churches and other institutions, en-

couraged commercial associations, and gave the

first charter to the University of Paris. He forti-

fied many of the chief towns, including the capi-

tal. He'died at Mantes, July 14, 1223. Philip

was the first monarch under whom France at-

tained a commanding position in Europe. Con-

sult: Cartellieri, Philip 11., August (Leipzig,

1899) ; Luchaire, Philippe Auguste (Paris,

1881).

PHILIP III., ij: Habdi, i.e., the Bold ( 1245-

85). King ot France from 1270 to 1285. He was

the son of^ Louis IX., and had his father's piety,

but not his ability. He was an unimportant man
personally, but his reign is noted on account of

the rise of the lawyers as a class of royal advis-

ers. Consult Laiiglois, Le regne de Philippe

III. le Hardi (Paris, 1.887).
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PHILIP IV., THE Fair ( 1268-1314) .
King of

Fn.ncT from 1285 to l.SU. He succeeded his

father, Philip Ul. During his reign, which was

of exeecdin" inniortance for the development of

the French monarchy, he had three prominent

advisers, Pierre Flotte. William of Nogaret. and

Knguerr'and of Marigny, who, l«ing all taken

from the rising legal class, were known as

lerjifilcs. The event which stands out most promi-

nent! v in tliis reign was the conllict with the

Papaiv undor Boniface VIU. (q.v.). Tlie French

government sougjit to tax the clergj', wliereupon

Boniface interfered and issued the bull Clencis

laims in 1296, ordering the clergy to refuse

obedience to the King. Boniface, it is true, gave

way at once when a decree was issued forbidding

the exportation of metals from France, the cti'ect

of which would have been to cut off a large por-

tion of the Papal revenue, but the success of

the Jubilee at Rome in 1300 induced Boniface

to believe that he would find sullicient support

in a struggle with Philip IV.. and hence when in

1301 Bernard Saisset. Bishop of Pamiers, a

Papal representative in France, was arrested

there. Boniface issued his famous bull Vtmm
sanctam. This set forth the highest Papal pre-

tensions, and was a challenge to all niouarchs of

Europe. Philip, in order to be certain of suppcnt,

summoned for the first time in the history of

France the States-General. In 1303 while

Boniface was at Anagni he was suddenly cap-

tured by William of Nogaret, and, though re-

leased the following day, he died .soon after as a

result of the shock. After the short rule of

Benedict XI., Philip obtained in 130.'5 the election

of his adherent, the Archbishop of Bordeaux, to

the Papal cliair, as CleTuent V. In 1300 the
Pope took up his residence at Avignon, and until

137H tlie Papacy was entirely under French in-

fluence, this being the period of the so-called

Babylonish Captivity. See Papacv.
On account of the increased expenditures of

the monarchy, due to its greater extension and
enlarged duties, it was found more and more
dillicult to earrv on the government with the old
revenues alone. A temporary expedient was
f(uind by compelling Clement V. to condemn the
Wealthy Templars and deliver their projicrty

over to the French King. Philip early in his
reign had dilficultics with Edward I. of England.
In 1204 he took possession of Guienne, Edward's
territory, and in 1297 attacked Guy, Count of
Flanders, wlio had supported the English mon-
arch. Boniface VIII. brought about a truce in
12flS, and Guienne was restored to Edward.
A\'heii. however. Guy of Flanders appeared in
Paris in 1300 to submit, Philip cast him into
prison. His officials treated the wealthy Flemish
cities so harshly that they revolted under Peter
of Koninck. Philip's army was decisively defeat-
ed at Courtrai (q.v.) in 1302, and in'l305 he
made peace, restoring Flanders to the son of
Count Guy, the latter having died in prison.

Scholars have long disputed concerning the
true character of Philip. On the one hand he
has been represented as an avaricious, scheming
monarch: on the other as a mild in.an. who was
completely in the hands of bold councilors. But
concerning the results of his reign there is no
question. Feudalism was suppressed, and the
power of the Crown vastly extended. In order to
meet the financial needs of the State, the taxes

^ were increased, the Jews persecuted, and their

property confiscated; and when these means were

insuHicient. the coinage was debased. Consult:

Boutaric, La France sous Philiiiijc Ir liel (Pari-.

18(il); Funck-Brentano. VhiUpjw le lid et In

Flanilre (ib, 1806); JuUy, I'hilippc le liel (ilj..

1860).

PHILIP v., LE Long, i.e. the Tall (c.1294-

1322). King of France from 1316 to 1322. He
was the second son of Philip IV., and on the

death of his brother, Louis X., was made Regent,

as the Queen was with child. Her son died

four days after birth and Philip proclaimed

himself King (1316). Many opposed him, sup-

porting the claims of his niece, the daughter of

Louis X. The States-General, summoned by

Philip in 1317, declared that women could not

succeed to the throne. (See Salic Law.) In

tlie same year Philip settled the long dispute

with Flanders and acquired some territory from

its Count. In 1320 a large number of peasants,

known as Pastoureaux, led by some renegade

clerks, demanded to be taken on a crusade. Tlicy

committed horrible outrages, but were finally

suppressed. Philip's reign is noteworthy for its

many administrative reforms. He centralized the

treasury receipts at Paris, sujjpressed the garri-

sons in castles not on the frontiers, confiscated

for the Crown many feudal rights of taxation

enjoyed by the nobles, and organized the army
more efficiently. In other attempted reforms he

w'as thwarted by opposition from the States-Gen-

eral. Consult Lechugeur, Histoire de Philippe

v. le loiuj (Paris, 1897).

PHILIP VI. (1293-1350). King of France

from 1328 to 1350, the first King of the House
of Valois. He was the son of Charles of

Valois, younger brother of Philip IV. At first

Regent "of France on the death of Charles

IV., the proclamation of a king being deferred on

account of the luegnancy of Charles IV.'s widow,
he was crowaied at Rhcims on May 29, 1328,

after the Queen had given birth to a girl. His

right to the throne was denied by Edward III.

of England, the grandson of Philip. IV., who de-

elare<l that females, though excluded by the Salic

law, could transmit their rights to their children.

and, therefore, insisted upon the superiority of

his own claims. Philip's reign commenced glori-

ously, for, marching into Flanders to support the

Count against his rebellious subjects, he \vi])cd

out the disgrace of Courtrai by vanquishing the

Flemings at Cassel, August 23, 1328. The rela-

tions with England were very strained, and in

1337 the Hundred Years' War (q.v.) began,

mainly through Philip's own fault. It was car-

ried on languidly for several years, the only

prominent incident being the destruction of the

French fleet oft' Sluis, .June 24, 1340. Philip

was very extravagant and deliglited in maintain-

ing a brilliant court. The constant round of

fetes and tournaments was never interrupted,

even when the war had well nigh exhausted the

wealth of the country, for the money to carry

them on was immediately provided by some new
tax, by an arbitrary change in the coinage, or by
some fresh confiscation. In 1338 the States-Gen-

eral declared that their consent was necessary

for the imposition of new taxes, but Philip evad-

ed all restraints which were imposed. In 1346
Edward III. landed in Normandy, ravaged the

country to the environs of Paris, and totally

defeated Philip at Crecy (q.v.). A truce was
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then concluded by Papal mediation in 1347, but
the kingdom had no sooner been released from
war than destruction in another and more ter-
rible form, that of the 'black death' (q.v.), ap-
peared. Xevertheless the extravagance at the
Cimrt was as great as ever. During Philip's reign
tile royal domain was increased b}' the addition of

Valois, Chartres, Anjou, Maine, Champagne,
Brie, and Dauphine, l)Ut diminished by the ex-

change of Navarre for Champagne and ISrie. Con-
sult Lavisse and Rambaud, Histoirc ycnerale,
vol. iii. (Paris. 1894), for a good general sketch
and bibliography. See France.

PHILIP II. (1527-98). King of Spain from
1.5.3(! to 1598. He was boro at Valladolid on May
21, 1527, the only son of the Emperor Charles
\. { q.v. ) . His education was chiefly in the
hands of the clergy and he giew up a cold and
bigoted man. In 1543 he was married to Maria
of Portugal, and upon her death he es])Oused in
1554 Mary I. of England (q.v.). In 1555 Charles
\'. surrendered the government of the Xether-
lands to Philip, and in the following year resigned
also the crown of Spain to his son, who had been
previously invested with the sovereignty of Na-
ples, Sicily, and Milan. The possession of Sjjain

in the New World included the West Indies, ilex-

ico, and a great part of South America. The
early part of the reign of Philip proved
very successful. He defeated a coalition formed
against him by the Pope and France, his armies
winning several battles, notably that of Saint-
Quentin (1557), and Francg was compelled to
sign on April 2-3, 1559, the Treaty of Cateau-
Cambresis (q.v.), which marked the abandonment
of her role as an aggressive power on the side
of Italy. Philip determined to stamp out op-
])ositiou to Roman Catholicism in all his do-
minions, and this caused the revolt of the Nether-
lands (q.v.). This successful rebellion, and the
enormous expenses it entailed upon Spain, ruined
the prosperity of Philip's dominions. The naval
supremacy of Spain, moreover, was shattered by
the defeat of the Armada (q.v.), which Philip
had sent against England in 1588. Besides the
war against England, Philip was led by the af-

fairs in the Netherlands to interfere also in the
concerns of France. He has been sometimes
accused of having instigated the Massacre of
Saint Bartholomew, and he supported the Guises
against Henry of Navarre (later Henry IV.).
but all in vain. On May 2, 1598, the Treaty of
Vervins (q.v.) was concluded with France.
Against the Turks Philip was more successful.
They were decisively defeated in 1571 by his
half-brother, .John of Austria, commanding the
fleet of the Holy League (Spain. Venice, the
Papal States), at Lepanto (q.v.). Portugal
was conquered by Philip's general, the Duke of
Alva (q.v.), after the direct male line of that
country had become extinct in 1580. But these
successes .were unable to outweigh the ruin of
Spanish commerce and industry. Philip died
after a lingering illness on September 13. 1598.
After the death of Mary of England in 1558,
Philip married in 1559 Elizabeth, the daughter
of Henry II. of France, and when she died in
15G8, he married Anna, a daughter of the
Emperor Maximilian II. By his first wife Philip
had a son. the oelebrated Don Carlos (q.v.). and
by his fourth wife, his successor. Philip Til.
(q.v.). Philip II. 's character has been the subject
of considerable historical controversv. There can

be little doubt that he was bigoted and morose,
but, on the other hand, the popular view, which
represents him as a cruel monster, is a false one.

He seems to have been an idealist and a visionary,

who believed firmly that he was benefiting hu-
manity by his drastic measures. He was often
open to appeals for mercy and leniencj', but the
Inquisition was permitted a free sway in Spain,
and all liberty was crushed.

Consult: Prescott, History of the Reign of
Philip II., King of Spain (Boston, 1855-56),
which is valuable, but incomplete ; Forneron,
Histoirc de Philippe II. (Paris, 1881-82);
Philippson, JVesteuropa im Zeitalter von Philipp
II., Elisabeth und Heinrich IV. (Berlin, 1882);
Mignet, Antonio Perez et Philippe II. (Paris,

1874) ; Lobkowitz, Philippus Prudens (Antwerp,
1639) ; Gachard, Correspondence de Philippe II.

sur Ics affaires des Pays-lias (5 vols., Brussels,
1848-79) ; id., Lettres de Philippe II. a scs filles

/c.si Infinites Isahelle et Catherine (Paris, 1884) ;

id., Correspondencia de Felipe II. con sus emba-
jadores en la corte de Inghterra, looS-S^ (4 vols.,

Madrid, 1888). See Spain.

PHILIP III. (15781G21). King of Spain
from 1598 to 1621. He was the son of Philip II.

and is to be remembered chiefly for accelerat-
ing the ruin of Spain, which had begun under
his father, by driving out in 1609 the Moriscos
(q.v.), the most industrious and thrift}- inhabit-
ants of Spain.

PHILIP IV. (1605-65). King of Spain from
1621 to 1665. He took little part in the aftairs
of government, which from 1623 to 1643 were in

the hands of his favorite Olivarez (q.v.). In
spite of the latter's eflorts for the encourage-
ment of trade and industry, the decline of Spain
was hastened by exhausting wars in Germany
and with France. In 1640 Portugal conquered
its independence, and by the Treaty of Westphalia
Spain acknowledged the independence of the
Netherlands. The Peace of the Pyrenees in 1659
was highly favorable to France. Philip's reign
was disturbed also by insurrections in Catalonia
and Amlalusia.

PHILIP V. (1683-1746). King of Spain from
1700 to 1746, first of th« Spanish Bourbon dy-
nastv. He was directly descended on lioth sides

from Philip II., and was born at Versailles. De-
cember 19, 1683, the son of the Dauphin Louis
and Maria Anna of Bavaria, and grandson of
Louis XIV. and JIaria Theresa, eldest sister of
Charles II. of Spain. The Archduke Charles of

Austria, second son of the Emperor Leopold I.,

stood equally near the Spanish succession : but
Charles II.. dying without issue, left the king-
dom by his last will to Philip, then Duke of
Anjou (1700), Philip was at once proclaimed
at Fontainebleau and at Madrid as Philip V.
To defend this succession, which threatened to
disturb the religious political balance in Europe.
France and Spain became involved in war with
the Grand Alliance, formed l)y England. Holland,
and -Austria, and joined by Prussia. Denmark,
Hanover, Portugal, and finally Savoy. ( See Sic-
CEssiON Wars.) The Peace of I'treeht (.April

11. 1713) secured the throne of Spain to Philip,
hut shorn of the Italian possessions and the
Netherlands. Philip V. was distinguished "for

few faults and few virtues.' was weak-minded,
and became almost imbecile before his death.
His first wife, Marie Louise of Savov, died in
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1714, and with her death ended the influence the

Countess Orsini had acquired over him, for

Philip married Elizabeth Farnese of Parma, an
enerjjetic and ambitious woman. Her schemes

for advancing the interests of her sons kept

Spain embroiled tliroujthout the reign. Tiie

minister Cardinal Alberoni (q.v.) directed his

policy toward regaining the lost Spanish posses-

sions in Italy and had to be removed because of

the hostility aroused among the powers. In 1724

Philip abdicated in favor of bis eldest son, Louis,

but upon the death of the latter in the same year

he resumed the crown, notwithstanding his in-

creasing incapacity. In 17.34-3.5 Don Carlos, son

of Philip, wrested the Two .Sicilies from Austria.

In 1741 Spain entered into an alliance with
France against JIaria Theresa in the War of the

Austrian Succession. (See Si'CCEssiox \Vae.s.)

Philip died at Madrid on July 9, 1746. He was
sueeecded by his second son, Ferdinand VI.
(q.v.). Consult: Coxe, Memoirs of the Kings
of Spain of the House of liuurbon from the Ac-
cession of Philip V. to the Death of Charles III.

(5 vols., London, 1815), a work that is still of

value, although new sources have come to light

since it was written: Boudeillart, Philippe V. et

la cour de France, nOO-Jo (Paris, 1890). See
Spain.

PHILIP OF Sw.\BiA (c.l 177-1208). An em-
peror of tlie Holy Roman Empire. He was the
youngest son of Frederick Barbarossa and
Beatrice of Burgundy. He was educated for the
Church and in 1191 became Bishop of Wiirzburg.
In 1192 he resigned his see. His brother, the
Kniperor Henry VI., gave him Tuscany in 1195
and in 1190 he succeeded to the Duchy of Swabia.
In 1197 he married the Byzantine Princess Irene.
On the death of Heni-j- VI., in 1197, Philip en-
deavored to secure the Imperial crown for his
brother's infant son, Frederick (II.), but the
German princes were unwilling to place the
child on the throne, and Philip himself was
chosen Emperor in 1198. But tlie Guelphs, under
the leadership of Adolf. Archbishop of Cologne,
put forward as a candidate Otho of Brunswick,
who was crowned two months before Philip
(1198), and in 1201 gained the support of Pope
Innocent III. Philip fought bravely against great
odds, and by bribes won over the Archbishop of
Cologne and Hermann of Thuringia, with other
powerful princes. In 1205 he was crowned by
the .Archbishop of Cologne, and captured the
city, but let his rival slip through his fingers
(1206). He made terms with Otho and with
Innocent III. The former broke his promises, and
Philip, making ready to attack him. was assassi-
nated by Otho of Wittelshaeh. Consult Winkel-
mann, Philipp von Schir^ilen und Otto IV. von
Brniinschiieig (Leipzig, 187.3-78).

PHILIP THE Bold (^1342-1404). Duke of
Burgundy from 1363 to 1404. He was the fourth
son of .John the Good, King of France. He was
present in 135G at the battle of Poitiers (q.v.),
and displayed such courage, venturing his ovm
life to save that of his father, that he became
known as Le Hardi. i.e. 'the Bold.' He shared his
father's captivity in England, and on returning
to France in 1360 received in reward of his
bravery the Duchy of Touraine. and subsequent-
ly (1363) also that of Burgundy, being created
at the same time the first peer of France In
1369 he married Margaret, the daughter and

heiress of Count Louis de Male of Flanders. On
the death of King Charles V., in 1380, he became
Regent, together with his brothers, for his

nephew, Charles VI. In 1382, at the head of a
French arnu', he marched against Philip van
Artevelde, the leader of the Flemish burghers in

their revolt against their Count, and overwhelmed
him in the battle of Roosebeke. Flanders, Artois,

and Franche-Comte fell to him by the death of

Louis in 1384. Energy and wisdom characterized

his government; arts, manufactures, and com-
merce were encouraged, and his land was one of

the best governed in Europe. When Charles VI.
became insane (1392) the supreme control of

afl'airs in France fell into the hands of Philip,

and he used his power to strengthen his own line.

He died at the chateau of Hall in Hainault. Ajiril

27, 1404. Consult Lavisse and Rambaud, Uistoire
generale, vol. iii. (Paris, 1894), and bibliography.

See also FR-4.XCE.

PHILIP THE Good (1396-1467). Duke of

Burgundy from 1419 to 1407. He was the son
of .lohn the Fearless and JIargaret of Bavaria.
He was born at Dijon, June 13. 1396, and on the
assassination of his father on the bridge of Mon-
tereau, succeeded to the Duchy of Burgundy.
Bent on avenging the murder of his father, he
entered into an offensive and defensive alliance

with Henry V. of England at Arras in 1419. rec-

ognizing him as the rightful Regent of France,
and heir to the throne after Charles VI. 's death.
This agreement was sanctioned by the imbecile
King himself as w^ll as by the mother of the
D-auphin, Queen Isabella, in the Treaty of Troves
(1420). The Dauphin (later Charles VII.), how-
ever, declined to resign his rights, and took to

arms, but was defeated and driven beyond the
Loire. Some disputes with the English concern-
ing possessions in Brabant and elsewhere
prompted Philip to threaten in 1429 to conclude
a treaty with Charles VII. However, the Eng-
lish, by ceding to Philip the Province of Cham-
pagne, and paying him a large sum of money, re-

stored him to their side. In 1429-30 Xamur,
Brabant, and Limburg were annexed to Burgundy,
and in 1433 Countess Jacqueline ceded Hainault,
Holland, and Zealand to Philip. Though much
more powerful than his nominal superior, the
King of France, Philip did not take the royal
title. After the death of his \vife, sister of the
English Regent in France, the Duke of Bedford,
he gradually drew nearer to Charles VIL, and in
1435 tried to negotiate a peace at Arras between
all parties in the Hundred Years' War. The
English demands proving excessive, he made
peace alone with the French King. The latter
part of his reign was filled with trouble caused
by the quarrels between Cliarles VII. and his son,

the Dauphin Louis, afterwards Louis XI. (q.v.).

who had fled from his father's Court, and sought
shelter with Philip. Philip died at Bruges. July
15, 1467. deeply lamented by his subjects. Under
him. Burgimdy was the most wealthy, prosperous,
and tranquil State in Europe: its ruler was the
most feared and admired sovereign of his time,
and his Court far surpassed in brilliancy those of

his contemporaries. Knights and nobles from all

parts of Europe flocked to his jousts and tourna-
ments. In 1430, in honor of his marriage with
Isabella of Portugal, his third wife, he established
the famous order of the Golden Fleece (q.v.). De
Barante, Histoire des dues de Bourgogne, vols.
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lii.-vi. (2d ed., Brussels, 1834-40). See Chahles
\ II.

PHILIP THE ^VlAGXANiMors (1504-67). Land-
grave of Hesse from 1509 to 1567. He was born
on November 13, 1504,, and succeeded to the
throne on the death of his father, William II. In
1518 he began to govern in person. At first he
showed no sympathy for the Lutheran doctrines,
of which he was to become the champion, and in
1.523 he married the daughter of the Catholic
Ihike George of Saxony. In 1525, however, he
was definitely w-on over to the cause of the
Reformation. At the same time he aided in

supressing the Peasants' War. Philip became one
of the chief leaders of the Reformation in Ger-
many, and together with the Elector John of

Saxon}- formed in 1526 the Protestant League of

Gotha and Torgau. In 1529 he arranged the
celebrated disputation between Luther and Zwin-
gli at ilarburg. It lasted for three days
(October lst-3d), but the two parties were un-
able to agree on the doctrine of the Eucharist.
Philip himself, however, began to lean strongly
toward the Swiss side. In 1531 he formed to-

gether with the Elector of Saxony and other
Protestant princes the League of Schmalkald
(q.v. ). On March 4, 1540, Philip married a sec-

ond time, though his first wife was still living.

Luther and Melanchthon had consented to this

bigamy, and the revelation of this fact caused a
great scandal. In the Schmalkald War, which
broke out in 1540. Philip did his best for the
Protestant cause, but the treacliery of llaurice
of Saxony, his son-in-law, who joined Charles V.,

made matters hopeless. At the battle of iliihl-

berg on April 24, 1547, Philip was made prisoner
and placed in close confinement. He was lib-

erated in 1552 by the action of Maurice, who
deserted Charles and rejoined the Protestant
cause. Philip died on March 31, 1567, leaving
four sons, among whom Hesse was divided. Con-
sult: Rommel. Philipp der Grossmiitige, Landgraf
von Hessen (Giessen, 1830) ; Ranke, History of
the Reformation in Germany (Eng. trans., Lon-
don, 1845-47); Janssen, History of the German
People at the Close of the Middle Ages (Eng.
trans., ib., 1896— ).

PHILIP THE Magnaximous, Order of.

A Hessian order of merit with five classes,

founded by Grand Duke Ludwig II. in 1840. The
decoration is an eight-pointed cross of white
enamel, with the motto .S'i Deus nohiscum, quis

contra nos.

PHILIP, King (?-1676). A famous Indian
chief, son of ilassasoit : called by the English
King Philip, though his Indian name was Meta-
comet. He became sachem of the Wampanoags,
who were settled in the Rhode Island Country in

1662, and in the same year went to Plymouth and
promised to maintain friendly relations with the

English colonists and not to cede any territory

without their knowledge. About 1670 his friend-

ly intentions began to be suspected on account of

frequent meetings of the tribes and nianj' mur-
ders of white settlers. In view of these sus-

picions. Philip and the principal tribesmen were
su7iimoneil to meet the whites and explain their

movements. This they did, and also agreed to

surrender their arms : but it was only a truce,

and preparations for war were still secretly car-

ried on by the Indians. An Indian convert named
Sausamon revealed to the colonists the prepara-

tions made by Philip, and was murdered by the
Indians. In revenge for the execution of his'mur-
derers by the whites, the Indians killed eight or
nine colonists, and open hostilities were begun in
June, 1675. The Indians did not venture to meet
the colonists in battle, but burned or attacked a
number of their settlements, including Swansea,
Brooktield, Deerfield. and Hadley, and laid am-
buscades for the .settlers. In December, 1675,
Governor Josiah Winslow led a force of 1000
men against the Xarragansets, with whom
Philip had formed an alliance, took by storm a
fort said to have contained 4000 Indians, near the
present location of Kingston, R. I., destroyed
their village of 500 wigwams, and put to death
500 of their warriors and twice as many Indian
women and children. The war went on for the
first six months of 1076, and was marked by
burnings and massacres at We\nuouth. Groton,
Medfield. and Lancaster, Mass., and at Warwick
and Providence, R. I. But the increased efforts

of the colonists soon struck demoralization into
the ranks of the Indians. A substantial reward
was offered by the Government for every Indian
killed in battle, and many Indian women and
children were captured and sold into slavery. A
force under the command of the great Indian
fighter Capt. Benjamin Clmrch (q.v.) hunted
Philip from place to place, at last locating him
through the aid of a friendly Indian in a .swamp
near ilount Hope, where he was killed by an-
other Indian while trying to escape. His body
was quartered, on a Tlianksgiving Day especially
appointed, and his head was sent to Plymouth,
where it was long kept on a gibbet. During this
war some 600 colonists were killed, 600 buildings
burned, and 13 towns destroyed, but of the two
once powerful Indian tribes it is said that less

than 200 individuals were left. The cost of the
war was estimated at $1,000,000. Consult:
Fiske, The Beginnings of Xew England (Boston,
1889); Palfrey, History of Xetc' England (ib.,

1864) ; and Doyle, The English Colonies in Amer-
ica, vol. iii. (New York, 1889).

PHILIP, Go.spEL OF. See Apocrypha, section

on Xcii: Testament.

PHILIP, The Ad^-extuees of. A novel by
Thackeray (1862). This sequel to The Shabby
Genteel Story appeared in the Cornhill ilagagine
(1861-62). Philip Firmin. the attractive, high-

spirited hero, was almost ruined by his unspeak-
able father, the doctor, ignored by his relatives,

helped by the Pendennises, and happily married
to Charlotte Bayne.

PHILIP, JoHX WooDWAED (1840-1900). An
American naval officer, born in New York City.

He was appointed to the United States Xaval
Academy at the age of sixteen. l)ecame midship-
man in ISOl, and during the Civil War served

in the Gulf blockading squadron, the James
River fleet, and the South Atlantic blockading
squadron, acting as executive of the Chippeica,

Pairncc, and Montauk at the siege of Charleston.

In July. 1862, he was promoted to be lieutenant,

and in .July, 1806, to be lieutenant-commander.
jVftcr the war he was executive successively of the
Hartford and the Hichmand. was placed in com-
mand of the Monocacy in .Tune. 1873. and in De-
cember. 1874. was commissioned commander.
From 1874 to 1876. on leave of absence, he com-
manded one of the steamers of the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company, running between San Fran-
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Cisco and Hong Kong, and in 1877, again on a

loave of absence, he commanded the -Woodiull

Scientitie J'l.xpedition Around tlie Worki.' He

was i)romoted to be captain in 188'J, commanded

the Boston -N'avy Yard from 18114 to 1897, and in

the latter year" was jjhiced in command of the

battlesliip Texas, which, still under his command,

took a prominent part in the naval battle of

Santiago during the Spanish-American War.

In August, 181)8, he was promoted to be com-

modore and was placed in command of the second

squadron of tlie North Atlantic fleet, and in

Warcli, 18!!!). he was promoted to be rear-admiral

and made commandant of the Brooklyn Navy
Yard.

PHILIP NE'EI, Saint ( ISl.'i-n.^) . The found-

er of the Congregation of the Oratory (q.v. ). He
was born at Florence of a distinguished family,

,luly 21, 1515. On the death of his parents in

153';i. he was adopted as his heir by a wealthy

relative, with whom he lived for a time at San
Gerniano. near Monte Cassino. But he relin-

quished these prospects to devote himself to the

service of God, and on the advice of the Bene-

dictine monks of Monte Cassino, came to Rome to

make his tlieological and philosophical studies

(1534-.'57). He devoted himself to works of

mercy, once sold his books to feed the poor, and
in 1548. in conjunction with his confessor, Per-
siano Kosa, founded the Confraternity of the
Holy Trinity to care for the needs of the vast
numbers of pilgrims who caiue to Rome. This
brotherhood is said to have provided hospitality
for not less tluin 600,000 pilgrims in the jubilee

year of U'rio, and for a quarter of a million in

1825. (See Morichini, Instittiti di puhhlica
carUa, Rome, 1870.) Having long refused holy
orders from motives of humility, he finally re-

ceived them in 1551, and began as a priest a still

more remarkalile career of devotion and influ-

ence. Inspired by the tidings of the heroic labors
and death of Saint Francis Xavier, he determined
to go to the Indies, and assembled 20 compan-
ions; but he was finally convinced that Rome
was meant to be the field of his work. The ob-
jects of the informal association out of which the
Congregation of the Oratory later developed were
the instruction and training of the young and un-
educat<"d. As a means of withilrawing tliem from
dangerous anuisements, sacred musical entertain-
ments (hence called by the name of oratorio)
were held in the oratory, at first consisting mere-
ly of hymns set to popular tunes, but afterwards
partaking more of the nature of sacred dramas.
The nuisic was composed by the first musicians
of R.niie. Palestrina was 'a spiritual child of
Philip's, and died in his arms. It was in the
lectures originally prepared for use in the oratory
that, at Saint Philip's instance, the gigantic
Church History of P.aronius had its beginning.
The personal character of Philip, the unselfish
dcvoticm of his life, his unalVected piety, genuine
•love of the poor, kindly and cheerful disposition,
and perhaps as nuich as anything else a certain
quanil humor which pervaded many of his say-
ings and doings, contributed to popularize his
work. The development of the Oratory was al-
most imconscious. In I5fi4 Philip was 'requested
by his fellow-countrymen the Florentines in Rome
to take charge of their Church of San Giovanni
near the Ponte Sant' Angelo; he declined, until
Pope Pius IV. gave him permission to hold it
•while still retaining his residence in his humble

PHILIPPE DE THAUW
cell at San Ciirolamo. In 1574 the Florentines

erected a new oratory near the church, and the

exercises were lield there for a time; the follow-

ing year he saw himself compelled to provide for

tlie permanence of his work on a larger scale,

and, taking the small Church of Santa Maria in

Vallicella, he pulled it down and built a large new
one. Here he was authorized by Gregory XIII.

to found a definitely organized congregation in

the same year. He still remained at San Giro-

lamo, and refused to appear as the head and
founder of the new society, until in 1583 he was
e.\])ressly commanded by the Pope to take U]) his

residence in the new house. Then his associates

elected him superior for life, despite all his pro-

tests. Ten years later, however, he prevailed
upon them to let him lay the burden aside, and
Baronius was chosen in his stead. He died May
2G, 1595. Paul V. beatified him in 1015 and Greg-
ory XV. canonized him in 1022. Called the Apostle
of Rome, he remains to this day emphatically the

popular saint of the Roman people, who observe

his feast-day with great devotion. From 1726
until the Italian occupation, the popes were ac-

customed to go in solemn state on this day to

visit his tomb and to say mass there. Consult
the contemporary lives of Gallonio, Barnabei,
and Bacci (the two first contained in the Acta
Sanctorum) ; English translation of the last by
F. W. Faber (London, 1847) ; a modern biograpliy
by Cardinal Capecelatro (Naples, 1879; Eng.
trans., London, 1894) ; Maxims and Counsels of
Saint Philip Neri (Dublin, 1890) ; Cardinal Wise-
man, Paiicfiyric of Saint Philip Neri (London,
1856).

PHILIPP, IsiDOR ( 1863— ) . A French pianist

of Austrian birth. He was born at Pesth, but
early removed to France. In 1879 he entered the
Conservatory as a pupil of Mathias, and later

.studied under other famous teachers of that in-

stitution. He was intimately connected with the

musical life of Paris, and did much to spread
a love for classical chamber music. He was one
of the most popular artists appearing at the
Lamoreux concerts, and was equally well re-

ceived throughout the large cities of France. In
London and Brussels he was also highly esteemed.
His published compositions have been successful,

particularly his editions of classic studies. To-
gether with Loeb and Berthelier, he organized a
series of concerts given in the Salle Erard, which
concerts were largely devoted to the presentation
of new French compositions. He was also co-

founder and subsequent president of the Soci^tfi

d'Art.

PHILIPPA OF HAINATJLT, ha'n6' (c.I314-

69). An English queen, wife of Edward III. and
daughter of William the Good, of Holland and
Hainault. She was married in 1328 to her
cousin, Edward of England, by Papal dispensa-
tion, and brouglit him a large dower and valuable
Continental allies during the war with France.
It is said that she summoned the forces which
defeated the Scottish troops at Neville's Cross
(q.v.) in 1346. Philippa was mother of the
Black Prince. Edward. She was a patron of
Froissart and was very popular among the Eng-
lish common people. Queen Philippa is notable
because she aided in maintaining and strengthen-
ing that close connection of England and Flanders,
so important for Englisli commerce,

PHILIPPE DE THATJN. See Thaun.
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PHILIPPEVILLE, fe'lep'vel'. A fortified

' seaport and the capital of an arrondissement in the

I

Department of Constantine, Algeria, 38 miles
I north-northeast of the city of Constantine, on the

]
Gulf of Stora, bet\ieen Cape Boujaroun and Cape
de Fer (Map: Africa, El). Laid out in 183S by
ilarshal Valee, on the ruins of the ancient Russi-

cada. it is one of the prettiest towns in Algeria,

and thoroughly French in its character. Philippe-

ville is the chief railway station for the Dcpart-

iiu-nt of Constantine, and is connected by steamer
witli Marseilles and Algiers. It has several jnib-

lie oflices, a large hospital and dispensary, Catho-

lic and Protestant churches, public library and
museum, theatre, etc. It has a distillery, tanner-

ies, and cork manufactures. In the vicinity at

Filfila are quarries of marble and iron mines. The
town is an important entrepot of the commerce
of the east of Algeria and the Sahara, and the

country in the vicinity is picturesque and fertile,

producing grain, tobacco, cotton, and fruits. Its

fine outer and inner harbors of 125 acres are pro-

tected by two breakwaters. The total annual
value of its imports and exports is $17,500,000.

Population, in 1901. 21,251.

PHIL'IPP GALEN, ga'Ien. See Lange,
Ernst P. K.

PHILIP'PI (Lat., from Gk. *aijr7ro0. A
city of JIaeedonia. It was named after Philip II.

of Macedon, who conquered it from Thrace, up
to which time it had been called Crenides, or 'the

]dace of fountains,' and enlarged it because of

the gold mines in its neighborhood. It was situ-

ated on a high hill on the southern edge of a

I

great plain, and about nine miles from the coast,

where was the harbor Neapolis. With the rest of

Macedonia it fell under the Roman power in B.C.

108, and was joined to the District of Amphipolis.

In B.C. 42 it was the scene of the battles between

Brutus and Cassius on the one side and Mark
Antony and Octavian on the other, Avhich resulted

in the destruction of the former. In consequence

of this victory, Augustus subsequently made it

a Roman colony and conferred on its inhabitants

the jus Italicum, which exempted them also from
the land tax. Here about a.d. 50 the Apostle

Paul foimded a Christian church, to which is ad-

dressed the Epistle to the Philippians. An
epistle to the same church is also preserved

among the writings of Polvcarp. The ruins are

still called in Turkish Fel'ib-edjik.

PHILIPPI, Felix (1851— ). A German
dramatist, born in Berlin. He early entered

journalism, and in 1875 removed to Munich,

where he contributed to various French and
German papers. After about 1884, however, he

devoted himself almost wholly to the writing of

plays, and ultimately became one of the most

popular contemporary dramatists in Germany,
his plays being produced also in other countries

and being given with considerable success in the

German theatres in New York City. .\s a play-

wright he is classed with the modern realistic

school. His plavs include: Der Advokat (1884) ;

Irrlicht (1885)
' Dagmar (1886) ; Meeresleuchten

(1888) : Das alte Lied (1889) : Die kleine Frau

(1891); Der verlorene Solin (1892): WohUhS-
ter der MenschheH (1895): Der Dorttenweg

(1895) : and TT>»- Wars? (1896).

PHILIPPIANS, Epistle to the. One of

the Xew Testament letters, whose authorship is

generally assigned to Paul. It was written to the

church at Philippi to correct tendencies toward
faction and self-seeking among its members (ii.

1-4, 14; iv. 2-5), to warn them against evil in-

fluences in their mid.st (iii.), to encourage and
strengthen them in their Christian life and work
(i. 12-.30; ii. 12-16; iv. 1, 4, 6, 8), and to thank
them for their practical ministry to the -Apostle's

needs in his imprisonment ( iv. 10-19). It differs

from the principal Pauline Epistles in the

marked absence from its contents of controversial

topics, while, on the other hand, it is unlike most
of the subordinate writings of the Apostle in

containing passages which have formed the gath-

ering points of considerable theological del)ate.

These are chiefly the notable Christological pas-

sage of the second chapter (vs. 5-11) and. though
to a much less degree, the well-known soteriologi-

cal passage of the third chapter (vs. 3-10).

In spite of the denial of the Epistle's Pauline

origin by the Tubingen school (1845) and by as

recent and able a scholar as Holsten (1898), the

letter is to-day almost universally accepted as

from the Apostle—its rejection by the modern
Dutch school of criticism (1882) merely forming

a part of their peculiar negative position with

regard to all the New Testament books. A phase

of this Dutch critical attack, however, is the de-

nial of the Epistle's integrity, in which position

certain outside the school have joined (Spitta,

1893; Clemen, 1894). But, though there are rec-

ognized difficulties in its sequence of thought,

especiallj- in the connection of the third chapter

with its preceding and following context, the

letter's unity is generally maintained by critics

to-day. Scholars have almost without excejition

settled upon Rome, during Paul's first imprison-

ment, as the place and time of the Epistle's com-

position, Thiersch (1879) and Macpherson( 1892)

being practically alone among later writers in the

assertion of an origin at Ciesarea before Paul's

voyage to Rome.
That which may be said to be of chief interest

in the criticism of the Book is the question of

its relative order to the other Epistles of Paul's

first Roman imprisonment. The opinion more
generally in favor to-day is that it is the last

of this "captivity group. It is argued that (a)

the large size of the Church of Rome (i. 12-14) ;

(b) the evidence of success from Paul's evangelis-

tic work (i. 12-18), which would follow the state-

ments made in Colossians and E|>liesians of de-

sire for such success (Col. iv. 3-4; Eph. vi. 19-

20) ; (e) the several journeys between Philippi

and Rome involved in the Philippians' ministry to

the Apostle (ii. 25-27; iv. 18); (d) the deser-

tion of the Apostle by his friends (ii. 19-21),

which shows itself to be the climax of Col. iv.

II and at the same time stands in contrast to

Col. iv. 10-14 and Philemon 23-24; (e) the ex-

pectation of the near api)roach of his tri.il

and the decision for life or death (i. 20-22: ii.

17, 24-20; iii. 10)—that these all show more nat-

urally a later rather than an earlier date of

writing. On the other hand, it is held that the

similarity of much of the contents of the Epistle

to the characteristic thought of Romans, and of

much of the contents of Colossians and Ephesians

with that which marks the thought of the pas-

torals, show in both cases a state of mind on the

Apostle's part which would most naturally fit

in with a nearness in composition of the respect-

ively related Epistles. Whatever may be said.
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however, as to the reasonableness of cither line

of nrguiiicnt, it is quite clear that the passage

regarding the variant preachers in Konie (i. 14-

18), witli its bearing u])()n tlie state of the Ro-

man Church when the Apostle wrote his letter

to it, must be fully undcrstciod before the ques-

tion of the date of this Pliilipiiian letter can

be finally settled. To this study is being directed

to-day.

BiitLKKiKAi'iiY. Besides the standard New Tes-

tament introiluctions, consult the following com-

mentaries and discussions: Kliipper (tiotha,

18!I3) ; Lightfoot (London, 18!)4) ; Ilaupt, in

MeyerKomnuiilar (Giittingen, 1897) ;
Lipsius,

in Hultzmiiiin Hand-Komnivntar (Freiburg,

18!)2) ; Ahmle, in Vamhridije liible for Schools

(Cambridge, 18n3) ; id., Philipimin Si uili,'S {Lon-

don. 18!l7); Vincent, in Jnlcnuiticmal Critical

Commentary (New York, 1807) ; Baur, I'aulus

(Eng. trans., Edinburgh, IS'S-TT}) ; Spitta, Zur
Geschichle des (7rc7i;i«/('»/»ms((ii'>ttingcn, 1803) ;

Clemen, Die Einhritlichkrit drr patilinischen

Briefe (Guttingen, 1804) ; (xiflord. The Incarna-

tion (New York, 1807) ; Holsten, Paulinische
Thrnlo<,lr (Berlin, 1808).

PHILIPPICS. Pee CirERo; Demosthenes.
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. An archipelago

forming tlie most, nortlicrn groufi of isl-

ands in tlie JIalayan or Eastern Archipelago.
It lies wholly within the tropics. The land sur-

face extends lietween latitudes 21° 10' and 4° 40'

N., 11.50 statute miles; the east and west limits

are longitude UG" 40' and 12(i° 34' E., making
about fl.50 miles. The most northern land in the

Philippines isY'Ami Island, of the Batanes group
;

the most soutliern is Balut Island, of tlic Saran-
gani Islands, south of Mindanao; the most west-
ern is Balahac Island, north of Borneo: and the
most eastern is Sanco Point, on the east coast
of Jlindanao. The archipelago is bounded on
the north and west by the China Sea, on the
cast by the Pacific Ocean, and on the south by the
Sen of Celebes and the coastal waters of Borneo.
It is 03 miles distant from foreign territory on
the north (Formosa) ; 31 miles from Balaniban-
gan. an island near Borneo, on the south; 510
miles from the Pelew group (German) on the
east, and .515 miles from Cochin-China (French)
on the west.

The archipelago numbers about IfiOO islands,
most of them very small, and having altogether
about 11..500 miles of coast line. Two of
them, Mindanao and Luzon, are, however,
classed among the larger islands of the world,
and eleven islands, Luzon, jlindanao, Samar. Pa-
nay, Negros. Palawan (Paragua), Mindoro,
Leyte, Cebfi, Masbatc, and Bohol. are of primary
geographical importance. The others are mainly
dependent islands or islets along the coast of
the large islands or subordinate archipelasoes
like the Sulu Islands. The area of the total land
surface is computed at 127.853 square miles, or
a little larger than the New England States,
New York, and New .Jersey together. Mindanao
(45,559 scpiare miles) and Luzon (43.075 square
miles) comprise about seven-tenths of the total
land surface, the area of the other leading isl-
ands being: Samar. 5108 square miles; Negros,
4839; Panay. 47.52; Palawan, 4308; Mindoroi
40.50; Leyte. 3872; Cebfl, 1GC8; Bohol. 1400; and
Masbate. 1230. The total water surface within
the limits occupied by the archipelago is 705,115
square miles.

ToPOGRiU'iiY. This immense labyrinth of isl-

anils forms that part of a vast sulimarine plateau
which has emerged above the ocean. Tlie sur-

rounding waters are shallow, for tlie most part

not over 200 feet in depth, .showing that the

wide plateau on which the islands stand nearly

approaches the surface. But strewn here and
there over the sea lloor are troughs and hol-

lows and wide depressions, particularly to the
west of Luzon and Jlindanao. where greater

depths are found. There is nothing approaching
oceanic dcptlis till the eastern edge of the
submarine plateau descends to the Pacific deeps
from 100 to 300 miles cast of the archipelago.

In the south three lines of islands stretch like

isthmuses between the main archipelago and the

southern lands. In the northwest is the most
regular and best developed of these isthmuses,
stretching from Mindoro to North Borneo, the
long, nai'row island of Palawan forming more
than half its extent. In the centre the Sulu
Archipelago connects the western terminus of
Jlindanao with the northeastern point of Borneo;
and in the southwest the great ])eninsula of Cele-

bes with the Sanguir Archipelago and other
islands forms anotlier isthmus, sweeping around
to the south of Mindanao. These ridges are ex-

tended throughout the archipelago in the form
of mountain ranges, from south to north, and
form a large part of its relief. From the south-
ern coast of ilindanao to the north of Luzon the
mountains are <lisposcd in a line with or parallel

to the southern isthmuses. The whole interior

is essentially' mountainous, the Cordilleras ex-

tending north and smitli, their highest [iciiks rang-
ing from 3720 to 10,312 feet (Apo in Mindanao),
with outliers and ramifications partly filling the

gaps between the ranges. Narrow jilains occur
between the mountains and wider ones where the
river valleys l)roaden near the coast, and are en-

riched with alluvial deposits. Mountains are the
backbone of all the islands, though in Leyte there
are no mountains of special prominence. Three
ranges in Luzon and four in Mindanao are the
dominating features in the topography of those
largest islands. The wider plains are in the
basins of the larger rivers of Mindanao and
Luzon. Owing to tlie predominance of mountains,
the area of tillable lands is not believed to be
one-third of the total area.
HYDROGKAPnT. In the smaller and narrower

islands the mountain chain which is the back-
bone of each island is the great central water-
parting, streams flowing to the sea on either side

of it in short, straight courses. Mindoro, for

example, has about 00 independent little rivers.

The drainage of the larger islands is more com-
plicated, the parallel arranceiiient of the moun-
tain chains giving space for the development of

considerable streams. Among them is the Eio
Grande de Cagayan (q.v.), with a drainage basin
of 10,000 square miles, or much more than one-

third of Luzon. All the interior waters of North-
eastern Luzon are tributary to the Cagayan,
reaching the China Sea on the north coast of the
island. All the interior waters of Central Luzon,
south of the Cagayan basin, are included in the
system of the Rio Grande de la Pampanga. which
empties through a wide delta into Jlanila Bay.
The mountains are so near the sea in East Luzon
that the rivers of that coast are of small import-

ance excepting the Bicol in the southeast, which
floats small vessels; but in the northwest the
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Agno has 11 feet of water on its bar at high tide,

fthich gives some importance to the port of

Dagupan at its mouth. The Pasig is only 12

miles long, but as it connects Bay Lagoon (q.v. ),

or Laguna de Bay, with ilanila Bay through the
chief port of the island, it is a commercial high-

way of importance. The river systems of Min-
danao, confined within the parallel ranges, have
chiefly a north and south direction and are more
important for navigation than those of Luzon.
The Rio Grande de Mindanao, one of the largest

rivers in the Philippines, drains the central basin
of the island, carries the waters of many tribu-

taries to the Celebes Sea on the west coast, and
is navigable for gunboats as far as Lake Lagu-
san. The Rio Agusan (q.v.) rises about 25 miles
from the south coast, and reaches the sea on the
north coast, nearly dividing the island. It is

navigable for a few miles from its mouth. The
most important lakes in Luzon are: Laguna de

Bay. 25 miles long and 21 miles wide, which re-

ceives numerous small streams from the moun-
tains around it, and Bombon, 14 by 11 miles in

extent, Taal volcano rising amid its waters. The
largest lakes of Mindanao are Maguindanao, in

the centre, and Malanao, near the north coast.

Smaller lakes are scattered over the islands.

CuiiATE. As the archipelago is wholly within
the tropics, the climate is naturally very warm.
From S'ovember to February inclusive, the most
temperate months, the temperature ranges from
75° to 80° F. The hottest months are

April, May, and June, when the monthly mean
ranges between 81° and 83°. The intermediate

temperatures are in March, July, August, Sep-

tember, and October, when the mean is from 79°

to 81°. The temperature at Manila rarely rises

above 100° in the shade, and does not fall below
60°. The prevailing atmospheric humidity in-

tensifies the discomforts of heat, from whicli there

is little relief in the three hottest months; but
in December, January, and February the nights

are fairly cool. As the mean temperature for the

year varies merely by a few degrees, only two
seasons are recognized. In the wet season, from
June to October, five months, the rains are very

hea\'7 in the interior and on the west coast, be-

cause the moist southwest monsoon there pre-

vails. The east coasts do not share in the ex-

cessive precipitation, because they are shielded

by the mountains. In the dry season, from No-

vember to May. the comparatively dry northeast

monsoon prevails, there are many, fair days, and

the precipitation is greatest on the east coast.

The rivers often overflow their banks during the

wet season and wide areas in the larger islands

are submerged; but the floods arc not feared so

much as the cyclonic storms of wind and rain

known as typhoons, which seldom occur south of

9° X. latitude, hut north of that line sometimes

destroy the lives of thousands of persons and

wreck manv vessels and villages. Cyclones are

most frequent in July. August, September, and

October, when these whirling winds from the

Pacific occasionally sweep the whole archipelago

north of Mindanao. The most terrific of these

storms recorded in the Philippines stnick :Manila

in 1S82. traveling at a velocity of 140 miles an

hour.
The danger from epidemic diseases is not great

except for the occasional visitations of cholera,

which is difficult to control, as has been proved

since the United States acquired the islands.

Smallpox is always prevalent, but very seldom
attains wide-spread development. The bubonic
plague has never gained a strong foothold, though
in 1901-02 the most strenuous efforts were re-

quired to suppress it. ilalaria is prevalent in

some islands, espeeiallj- ilindoro, Balabac, and
parts of Palawan, Luzon, and Mindanao, but
large districts are entirely free from it. Mala-
rial fevers and digestive troubles are the chief

diseases. On the whole the health of the natives

is fairly good, but the climatic conditions, except
in some districts, are not favoraljle to long resi-

dence by Americans or Europeans. It is fortunate
that some places among the mountains afford

health resorts to which white persons may go for

recuperation. Such an asylum is the elevated
plateau of the small province of Benguet, 150
miles north of Manila, where, during the hottest

month of the vear, the temperature is not over
70° F. at midday.

Flora. The vegetable life is rich and varied,

with very few distinctive species, but some plants

that are transitional between the flora of For-
mosa on the north and Borneo on the south. Sixty
species of large trees afl'ord the most valuable
hard woods for the use of the ship-builders and
cabinet-makers. Many other trees are so hard

that they cannot be cut by the ordinary circular
saw. The bamboo gi"ows in numerous varieties. and,

as in other parts of the Malayan Archipelago,

is indispensable to the natives. The cocoa palm
flourishes everywhere and many of the ripe nuts
are collected in rafts and floated to market. The
oil is used in cooking and as an illuminant. Other
palms are very numerous. The banyan is com-
mon and grows to enormous dimensions, and the
cinnamon, clove, and pepper are found wild in the

southern islands. About 1200 genera and 5000
species of plants have thus far been recognized

by botanists. Economically the most valuable

of the wild plants is Manila hemj). the fibre of a

wild plantain {Musa texilis). The plant closely

resembles the edible banana in appearance and
grows best on shaded hillsides at moderate ele-

vations. The export crop is raised on planta-

tions, which yield, when carefully managed, an
annual return of 30 per cent, on the capital

invested. This fibre is not successfully raised

elsewhere except on a few plantations in Xorth
Borneo. Practically all the cultivated plants of

the South Asian island world are successfully

raised, including rice, sugar, tobacco, coffee,

cacao, maize, and sw'cet potatoes.

Fauna. The islands are poor in indigenous

mammals. The mo.st important animal is the

carabao or water buffalo, which is caught young,

tamed, and universally employed as a draught

animal, while his tough flesli is valued by the

natives as meat. He is usually docile, but is

slow and lazy and during the heat of the day will

not work more than two hours at a time without

his mud bath. The female gives abundant milk,

from which ghee, a kind of butter is made. The

hide makes valuable leather. The tinuirau, a small

buffalo living in the jungles of Mindoro. has never

been tamed; it often attacks and kills the larger

carabao. A small hum])ed variety of cattle are

raised in large numbers for beef on some of the

islands. Goats are common and are utilized both

for milk and flesh. There are several species of

deer, and both wild and domesticated hogs are very

abundant. The larger horse as known in America

and Europe, does not thrive, but the Philippine
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pony. orij^iiiiiUy from Spain, is an excellent

saddle horse, and useful in teams as a carriage

horse, but not strong enough for heavy work. The

carnivora have no large representatives, and only

a small wild cat, two species of civet eats, and

tlie bintiirong arc conspicuous. The islands have

nearly 000 species of birds, among which are the

junpre fowl, liornbill, fruit pigeon, the snipe, cur-

lew, and other waders; also the species of swift

whose nests (edible birds' nests) are highly

esteemed in China as an article of food. Marine
fish are far more important than fresh-water fish

and form the largest part of animal food, the

natives also eating many varieties of 'shell fish.'

The pearl oyster, yielding a considerable quan-

tity of shell and jewels, is fished in the Sulu
Archipelago. Crocodiles and snakes arc abimdant.
Swarms of locusts sometimes devastate the fields,

and rice and tobacco have other insect enemies.

(iKOLOGY A.Ni) Mineral Resources. The geology
of the archipelago has not yet been systematically

studied. In broad outline the islands appear to

consist of ancient eruptive rocks that have been
covered by volcanic outpourings of the Tertiar.y,

Quaternary, and present epochs, and in the lower
levels by alluvium. Fossils are not found in

the higlier altitudes, and deposits of marine
fossils are of small extent in recent geological
times. There are twenly-tlirce well-known vol-

canoes, of which eleven are more or less active.

The most famous among them, and jierhaps the
most beautiful volcanic cone in the world, is

Mayiin. or the volcano of Albay, near the Bay
of Lcgaspi. in Southeastern Luzon. Mayon is

82V4 feet in height, and some of its eruptions
in the past three centuries have been very serious.
The surrounding country has been well-nigh
buried under its streams of lava, and its clouds
of volcanic dust have been carried through the
air as far as the coast of China. Another re-
markable volcano is Taal, which is an island in
the middle of Lake Bomhon, Luzon, with an
area of iiO square miles, built up from the bot-
tom of the lake bv the outpourings from several
craters, 'i'he archipelago is a centre of seismic
as well as volcanic energj-, and the volcanic cen-
tres are often the sources of the severest earth-
quakes. Most of the very violent shocks from
which Manila has suffered, for example, have
radiated from the Taal centre. For the eighteen
years 1880-97 there was an average of 53.4
earthquake days in the year, or 4..5 per month.
The mineral resources are supposed to be very

large, but their extent is not yet known. Better
transportation facilities and "more capital and
labor will be required to develop these sources
of wealth. True coal has not been found, but
the highly carbonized lignite of Tertiary age
which takes its place is supposed to be the" chief
mineral product. It is a fairly satisfactory fuel
for steamers, and is widely distributed over the
archipelago, especially in Luzon, Jlindoro. Mas-
bate, Panay, Samar, Cebti. Xegros, and Mindanao.
At present it is mined chiefly in Cebi'i, where as
soon as the transportation shall have been perfect-
ed the output is expected to be .5000 tons a montTh
(.old is found in many localities, and has Ion"
been mined by natives, emploving very rude and
wasteful methods. Explorations have proved
that the alluvial deposits in manv parts of Luzon
-Mindanao, and other islands are extensive and
gold-bearing quartz is found among the moun-
tains of Northern Luzon, in Mindanao, and else-

where, some of it being crushed by the natives

between heavy stones and the nictal extracted by
washing. The prospects of gold-mining in Luzon
are very favorable. Copper ore is reported from
many islands, but the deposits have not yet been
worked to any extent. Iron ore is abundant in

Luzon, Cebii, Panay, and other islands. Some of

the ore of Luzon yields 85 per cent, of pure
metal, but thus far the ores are almost unworkcd
e.xeept to a small extent in Luzon. Silver occurs
in association with lead; sulphur may be ob-

tained in large quantities around some of the

volcanoes; and salt, g^•psum, and a few other
minerals of commerce are found.

AiiKiciLTi'KE. Though agriculture is the most
important source of wealth, it is in a very back-
ward condition. Farming implements are of the

most primitive sort. The cultivator, farm roller,

and many other iniiilements were never seen in

the Philippines till tlie United States authorities

opened the Government experimental farm. The
natives do not understand the use of fertilizers,

and know so little about forage crops that all the

fodder for the horses and mules in the Ciovern-

ment service has been imported. The indolence
of the natives has also been unfavorable to large
agricultural development. Xearly all the tilled

lands are between sea level and 700 feet above
the sea. The staple products in order of im-
portance are Manila hemp (abaca), tobacco,
sugar, cofTcc, and rice. Hemp is produced cbielly

in the provinces of Luzon south of Manila, in

the islands of Samar and Lej'te, and on a
smaller scale in the other islands north of Min-
danao, and on the north coast of Mindanao. Tlie

bast, or fibrous outer leaf, yields the coarse,

strong fibre which is the best material for sail-

cloth and cordage. From the fibre yieliled by
the inner stalks are woven fabrics that are
superior in softness and lightness. These fabrics
are seldom exported, but the bast, of which.
under the best conditions, 3000 pounds to the
acre are produced, is the greatest export com-
modity, the average yearly shipments amounting
to nearly 100.000 long tons. Cotton and ramie
fibre are also produced to some extent, but cotton
has declined, owing to the increased use of for-

eign textiles. Tobacco is of excellent quality,
though it does not equal the favorite grades of
the Cuban crop. The best leaf is grown on the
wide plain of the Rio Cagayan ( Isabela and
Cagayan provinces), Xorth Luzon. This favored
tobacco region supplies most of the leaf sent to
foreign lands or manufactured in Manila. The
inferior, though good, tobacco grown in the more
southern islands is chiefiy consumed at home, but
the leaf of North Luzon is famous throughout
Southeastern Asia and many Western countries.
Sugar-cane, grown in all the islands, is of great
importance, and though it is cultivated with little

intelligence, and raw sugar is produced by the
crudest methods, its value for export is second
only to that of hemp. The coffee of Luzon and
Mindanao is of excellent quality, comparing fa-

vorably with .Java, but the crop has declined on
account of insect enemies. Rice is grown every-
where, and is the great food staple of the common
people. It was formerly exported to China, but
for years the supply has been short of the home
demand, and large quantities are imported from
Coehin-China. Maize thrives throughout the
archipelago and is grown especially on land that
is not fitted for rice. While its use as food is
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increasing, many natives do not eat it. Among
otlier products are cocoanuts, cocoa, wheat,
indigo, sesame, peanuts, many varieties of
vegetables, and spices in tlie south. Large
quantities of copra, the dried meat of the cocoa-
nut, are prepared for export. The pastoral
industries are extensive. Some of the islands, as
-Masliate, have comparatively little tilled ground
and depend more largely upon live stock. It is es-

timated that ilasbate has 10,000 carabaos, 5.5,000

cattle, and 5000 horses. Cattle of a small humped
variety are raised for beef on several islands.

Swine and fowls are found in every native

settlement. The Government experimental farm
near ilanila is for the purpose of encouraging
the production of crops. Experiments with alfalfa
and other forage plants have been very successful,

and most of the vegetables grown in the United
States, excepting melons and wliite potatoes,

yield well. The Governiuent distributes seeds
and is giving special attention to cotiee-growing.

^"ery little land is o^^•ned by the peasantry, who
rent their small holdings, paying half the crop
to the owners. About 500,000 acres of the best

tillable lands are owned by three of the Koman
Catholic societies which do not encourage thrifty
farming; it is likelj- that their lands will be
purchased by the C4overnment and sold to the
tenants. The settlement of the land question is

of the highest importance, as it is impossible in

most cases to give a safe title to lands.

ilAXUFACTUEES. Tlie most important manu-
factures are the products of the tobacco works.
The largest tobacco factory in JIanila has over
10,000 employees. Most of the natives smoke
home-made cigars, and over 150.000,000 cigars

are annually exported. The leaf is cured and
manufactured by means of modern machinery,
many of the cigarette machines are worked by
steam, and Manila is the chief centre of all

tobacco products. Fabrics of Manila hemp, wool,

cotton, silk, and piiia fibre are woven on hand
looms ; and bamboo^ rattan, palm leaves, and
other material are used with intelligence and
skill in making mats, hats, bags, cigar cases,

and a large variety of other articles. Rope, soap,

leather, sugar, and some otlier commodities are

made by antiquated and imperfect processes, but

much skill has been developed in erecting the

better class of buildings, and in making furniture

and wood carvings.

Commerce. Trade relations with foreign coun-
tries have gro\\'n rapidly since law and order

were restored throughout most of the islands

about the beginning of 1900, as the following

table, giving the value of exports and imports,

shows

:

Export.s $19,751,068 $23.2U.918 $29,000,000

Imports 20,601,436 30.279,406 33.342.166

1902

The large increase in the trade between the

Philippines arid the United States is shown by
the following table:

1 ISMS
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they are oix-n to foreign trade. In addition to

these porti there are a large number of local

i)orts whose business is confined to the coastwise

trade. Many of them are connected directly by

small steam" and sailing vessels with the ports

engaged in the foreign trade. As the islands

lack railroads and have very few roads of any

description, they are dependent upon this large

coasting trade" for the distribution of their

domestic commerce or for the dispatch to or

receipt from foreign countries of articles in the

foreign trade. Tlius the leading i)orts are the

forwarding and distributing points for the entire

oversea eonuncrce. There are, for example, about

thirty local ports at which the Manila hemp
crop is collected for shipment to Manila, Iloilo,

anti Cebii,, where it is transferred to vessels in

the foreign trade. The freight rates on these

coasting lines are high.

All the ports are reached from tlie interior by

small rivers, or by bad cart roads or footpaths.

These paths and trails extend from the ports in

all directions, but are very inadequate, and com-
merce is hampered by the poor inland commuiiica-

Bankino. There are three general banking
corporations in the islands. The Banco Espaiiol-

Filipino, at Manila, with a branch at Iloilo,

monopolizes the bank-note circulation of the

Philippines, amounting to 2,407,500 pesos (a

peso = 50 cents). Its capital is 1,500,000 pesos.

The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Cor-

poration has branches at Manila and Iloilo, and
the Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and
China at Manila and Cebu. The aggiegate liabili-

ties of all tliese establishments on December 31,

1901, was 5.3.415.80!) pesos, including deposits of

35,012,1-27 pesos. The Savings Bank and Pawn
Shop of Jlanila. capitalized at 221.400 pesos, had
in January, 1902, deposits amounting to 755,829
pesos and total resources of 1.090,597 pesos.

Finance, The central government is sup-
ported chiefly by import and export duties. The
provincial and municipal governments derive

their support from internal taxes. The revenues
and expenditures in the archipelago from the
date of the American occupation, August 20,

1898, to the end of the fiscal year, June 30, 1901,

were as follows

:

HEVEXCES
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jgress when tlie insurrection began in 189G,

and tlie American authorities found returns for
over two-fifths of the population stored in
JIanila. The returns were made the basis for
the estimate of the population in the twelfth
census of the United States, where it is given
as 6.901,339. A later Government estimate is

6.975.073, with 1137 towns, the population being
divided among the island groups as follows:

Luzon
Marinduque
Miudauao
Sliuduro
Palawan ,

Sulu Archipelago,
Visa.van Islands..
Cuassig-ued

Total
,

Area
BQ. miles

M.235
681

46,721
4.108

5,037
1,029

25,302
740

127,853

Popula-
tion

3.727,488
48,000

496.650
106.200
62.350
22,630

2,497,908

24,838

6,975,073

Towns

670
6

130
19
14
14

381
3

1,137

With the exception of Manila, the capital,

which has a population of 350,000, there are no
cities in the archipelago with more than 40,000
inhabitants, though there are about 30 towns
with populations between 20,000 and 40,000. The
most important of these are Albay. Batangas,
Bauan, Laoag, Lipa, and Taal in Luzon, Cebfl

in the Visayas, and Zamboanga in Jlindanao.
Education. There is considerable controversy

as to the exact status and results of the system
of education in operation before the American
occupation. It is contended, on one hand, that
the ])rovisions for primary and secondary educa-
tion were largely neglected, the tendency being

to centre efforts upon the few who were sent to

the college or university. It is accordingly as-

serted that comparatively few persons stood out
prominently as educated Filipinos, while the

great mass were either wholly illiterate or could
barely read and write. Other authorities main-
tain that the Spanish system, considering the

conditions which existed, achieved fair results.

The report of the United States Commissioner of

Education states that "the public elementary
school system required by the Spanish law, what-
ever its defects, was widely difl'used over the

archipelago when the Americans arrived." In
some places the average of those who could

read and write was high, in others low—a di-

versity due to local conditions. Higher edu-

cation was well provided for, and presented

many admirable features. Since September

1, 1900, the civil administration has put in

force an educational bill designed to provide

wider instruction for the masses as well as the

more prosperous class. The archipelago has been

divided into seventeen educational divisions, with

an American superintendent over each division.

Up to 1903 about 1000 American teachers had
been distributed for primary work in the towns;

200 American teachers for secondary work were

also assigned to duty; 200 soldier-teachers

were detailed from their regiments; and

3400 Filipino teachers were also appointed.

Instruction in the English language was
provided in 1500 schools, in which more
than 200.000 children were enrolled. Night

schools were opened in various parts of the archi-

pelago, with an enrollment of about 25,000 pupils.

Grammar and high schools are a part of the sys-

tem. Permanent normal schools and vacation

normal courses for the training of Filipino teach-
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ers were organized. In 1903 p'.ans were under
discussion for increasing the number of trade
schools and establishing schools of painting,
sculpture, drawing, and music, and also a uni-
versity at Manila. The aim of the common
schools is in part to fit the Filipinos for practi-
cal work and to make a feature of agricultural
and industrial training.

Religiox. Under the treaty of peace of De-
cember 10, 189S, religious freedom is guaranteed
to all. The people of the islands are largely
Roman Catholic, though there are moon-worsliip-
ers, Mohammedans, Jluddliists, etc. The Moros,
living in the south, and the pagan wild tribes
of the mountains, are the leading non-Christian
classes. As shown by the Church registry in
1898, 6,559,998 Roman Catholics were distrib-
uted among 746 reg\ilar parishes, 105 mission
parishes, and 116 missions. Most of the parishes
are administered by Spanish friars of the Do-
minican, Franciscan, and Augustinian Orders, as-

sisted by many native priests in the small par-
ishes and missions, though since the .American
occupation .several priests from tbc United States
have been appointf;d to bishoprics. Controversy
exists here also in regard to tlie attitude of the
native population toward the friars. Some as-

sert that they are obnoxious to a large part of

the people, owing to the onerous contributions
they are said to have levied for the support of
the Church, and the large areas of tillable land
they acquired, much of it. it is asserted, by dis-

pos.sessing the owners on the pretext of exacting

the Church's dues. The apologists of the friars,

on the other hand, vigorouslj' assert that their

unpopularity is only with a faction of the

natives, and springs largely from political mo-
tives. They call attention to the fact that a
counter-movement of popular origin and consider-

able proportions has fciken place in favor of the

friars. When Spanish sovereignty ceased, many
members of the Orders retired to Spain, and
the policy of acquiring their lands and delegating

their powers to other ollicials of tlie Church has

been advocated in reports of the Philiiipine Com-
mission.

Government. For a time after the transfer

of the Philippines to American control, the

islands were held under military government sub-

ject to the orders of the President of the United

States. In January, 1899, a commission was
appointed by the President to investigate

conditions in'the Philippines. (See below under

History.) In February. 1900, the provisional

government of the islands was intrusted to a

new board of civil commissioners, five in num-

ber, at the head of which was Judge William II.

Taft of Ohio. The other members were D. C.

Worcester, Luke E. Wright, Henry C. Ide, and

Bernard Moses. The commission reorganized

the local civil governments and in January. 1901,

establi-shed a municipal code for the government

of cities other than Manila and tribal si'ttle-

ments. An electoral system making tlie qualifica-

tions for suffrage the ownership of mopcrty. pay-

ment of certain taxes, or a knowledge of English

or Spanish was also created. A constitution for

the government of the provinces enacted by the

commission provided that their oflicials should

be a governor elected liy the municipalities sub-

ject to the approval of the commission, and a

secretary, a treasurer, a commissioner of i)ublie

works, and a public prosecutor, all appointed by
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the comniissiuii. rrom time to time the com-

mission instituted civil governments in tlie local-

ities as ciicumst.inccs required, until in 1903

more tliaii 700 localities had local governments

suited to their conditions. In June, 1901, the

civil and military administration of tlic islands

were separated by the appnintnicnt of Judge Taft

as civil governor, tluicl)y relieving tlie military

"overnor of his civil duties in the |)acilicd prov-

niees. Shortly thereafter the commission was

increased from o to 8 by the addition of three

natives and was reorganized so as to place each

memlwr at the head of an administrative depart-

ment. Hv an act of the commission dated June

11, 1901, the judicial system was reorganized. A
Supreme Court was created to consist of seven

justices, four American and three native; and

sixteen Courts of First Instance, over \\hich

natives presided, were established. A consider-

able portion of the minor criminal jurisdic-

tion was transferred to justices of the peace. A
new code of civil |)roiedurc. authiuizing the use

of either English or Spanish in judicial proceed-

ings, went into effect September 1, 1901. The
city of Manila, the capital, is governed by a
board of three couunissioners somewhat after the

manner in which the city of Washington is gov-

erned. In addition to the above meas\ires the

present constitution of government for the

Philippines consists of the order of Ajjril 7. 1900,

creating the Pliilippiiie Commission and defining

its powers: that of .Ivuie 21, 1901, creating the
offices of Governor and Vice-Governor; an act of

the Philippine Commission of Septendier 6. 1901,
organizing the departments of the interior, of

conuniTce and police, of finance and justice, and
of public instnicti<m ; and the important act of
.Inly I, 1902. for the temporary government of
the Philippines, which continued the government
established under the above-mentioned orders
and acts.

The act of July 1. 1902. defined the citizenship
of the Philippines as including all the inhabitants
of the islands who were citizens of Spain at the
date of the ratification of the treaty with Spain,
February (i. 1899. and declared that as such they
should be entitled to the protection of the United
States. The substance of the bill of riahts of
the Federal Constitution, except the right of
maintaining a militia and the right of trial bv
jury, was extended to the Philippines. The act di
reeted the President of the I'nited States to have
a census of the islands taken, and within two
years (hereafter, if peace prevailed in the islands,
a legislative assembly should be called into exist-
ence. This body is to consist of two chambers,
the Philippine Conmiission constituting the upper
one. while the Lower House is to consist of from
fifty to one hundred popularly elected delegates
apportioned among the provinces on the basis of
population, except that each province shall be
entitled to at least one member. Persons qualified
to vote for delegates include those who have held
ofliee under the Spanish rfginic or who o\vn prop-
erty of the value of $2.50 or pay taxes amounting
to iPl.-) or over, or who speak, read, and write
Spanish or English. Two resident commissioners
to the United States are to be chosen bv the
I-egislature. and both conunissioners and delegates
are to be chosen bienniallv. The I.eaislature is
to hold annual sessions; but if at any session the
Legislature refuses to vote the neeessarv supplies
for the support of the Government, the" executive

may appropriate sums equal to the amount last

appropriated.

The Supreme Court, the Courts of First In-

stance, and the Jlunicipal Courts as established

by order of the Pliilippine Commission June 11,

1901. are continued. The United States Supreme
Court is given aiipcllute jurisdiction over all

judgments of the Philippine Supreme Court in

cases involving more than $2.3.000, or whenever
the Constitution, the laws, or any right or title

claimed under the authority of the United States
is drawn in question. The Governor, Vice-Govcr-

nor, members of the Philippine Commission,
heads of executive departments, and the justices

of the Insular Supreme Court are to be appoint-

ed by the President of the L'nited States, with
the advice and consent of the Senate. Congress
reserves the power to annul all laws passed by
the Philippine Legislature, and the Philippine

Commission is directed to make annual reports of

all receipts and expenditures to the Secretary of

War. The Division of Insular Affairs instituted

by the War Dci)artnicnt is continued as the Bu-
reau of Insular Affairs, and to this bureau are

committed all matters pertaining to civil govern-

ment in the insular possessions of the United
States subject to the jurisdiction of the War De-

partment. By a proclamation of -July 4, 1902, the

President of the United States declared the

Philippine insurrection at an end everywhere
except in the iloro territory and abolished the

office of military governor, his authority in civil

matters being superseded by that of the Philip-

pine Commission.
Ethnology and Customs. The inhabitants are

unequally divided between blacks, browns, yel-

lows, aiifl whites, and there is also a slight rep-

resentation of reds. The blacks comprise native
tribes, with descendants of African negroes and
Papuans introduced by Spaniards. The native
blacks are of Negrito type, commonly called Acta,
from a principal tribe; they are dwarfish in stat-

ure, ami dwell in remote parts of the archipelago.

They are usually regarded as the aborigines, and
as remnants of a pigiiiy race ; some students con-
sider them degraded Papuans. There are only
twenty thousand of them. The brown race, either

pure or mixed, constitutes nine-tenths of the
population. A fraction are related to the Poly-
nesians; yet the distinctness of this type is prob-
lematical, and the ethnologist finds his surest

identities in the vast numbers of Malay peoples
in the islands. The first immigrants were uncul-
tured savages, whose descendants are now repre-
sented in the interior and the outskirts of the
islands by living tribes. These were followed by in-

cursions in historic times of IXIalay peoples having
alphabets and a primitive culture. About B.C. 200
came the ancestors of many head-hunting tribes.

The immisrration of the Tagal. Visaya. Vicol. Ilo-

eano. and other industrial tribes is assigned to

A.n. 100-,5qO. Third and last came the Islamitie
or Moro invasion, occurring in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries of our era. and brought
to an end by Spanish conquest in the sixteenth
century. At present the brown Malay is mixing
with white and yellow peoples. The yellow or
Mongoloid type exists in the Philippines partly
as ])ure-blooded Chinese, .Japanese, Siamese, and
Cambodians, but principally in mixtures of vari-

ous sorts. The Chinese held swav in Luzon for
centuries, and after their rule was thrown off
trade continued between them and the natives.
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It is improbable that these immigrations and
blendinfjs were numerous prior to the founding
of Manila (1571) and the coming of Mexican
and Peruvian silver in trade. So vigorous was
the Chinese invasion afterwards that it threatened

to overthrow the Spanish rule, while it resulted

in the creation of a large mestizo population. The
red or American race found its way into the
islands on the Spanish ships sailing annually
between Aeapulco and Manila in the sixteenth,

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. It was not

so much a migration of peoples as of arts. There
are evidences of small settlements of Mexican
Indians in and about Luzon, and the civilized

portions of the archipelago were enriched by
maize, pineapples, tobacco, cacti, agaves, and the

varied industries associated with them. The
white race, in all its important elements, Ham-
itic, Semitic, and Ai'jan, was permanently
mingled with the brown during the 2.50 years of

Spanish domination. In Northern Luzon and in

the mountainous and central portions of other
islands the native blood has not been changed,
but elsewhere the terra 'pure-blood' has little

meaning. This blending has been most rapid in

the Tagal, Vicol, and Visa^'a tribes, which con-

stitute the largest fraction of the population.

The Xegritos are small in stature, with closely

curled hair, ,vellow sclerotic coat, and white teeth,

w!iich they file. They are among the shortest of

mankind, the average stature being 1.47 meters

(58 inches). Their cranial capacity is 1100 to

1200 cubic centimeters, and their cranial index

85. The Malay or brown Filipinos are of dark
chocolate color and average 1.50 meters (59

inches) in stature. Some are meagre in body,

but most of them are sturdy.

Culture among the Filipinos extends from the

low savagery of the Negrito tribes to a form of

civilization fairly comparable w'ith that of the

countries on the continent adjacent. The indus-

trial life of the Filipinos is partly agricultural

and mechanical, partly maritime. The oiitrigger

canoe is in evidence about all the islands. Cloth-

ing is little needed as a defense against cold, but
the need of protection from the sun's rays and
the rain has quickened inventive faculty in devis-

ing a style of headgear which combines the func-

tions of hat and umbrella, varying from island to

island, with a rain cloak, also varying in form
and material. The dwellings are made of bam-
boo, rattan, and palm leaves. The original fire-

making device was the fire-saw, consisting of a
section of bamboo .stem, notched and laid on
the groiuid and rubbed crosswise by another piece

in shape like a knife; the bamboo fire syringe is

also conuuon.
Industrially the Filipinos are in the Iron Age.

They have little machinery. All their tools are of

the rudest sort, and are either Malay or Spanish.

Many of them, especially the Moro ti-ibes, work
cleverly in metals, but do little at mining or re-

duction of ores. Their most elaborate work is

done on the blades of edged weapons. Pottery is

made by the brown peoples for domestic pur-

jioscs; working in hard woods is a fine art, and
in textiles the Filipinos excel. They split the

bamboo and rattan into delicate filaments for

hats and screens ; make thread, twine, and rope

of the native hemp; ornament their clothing and
furniture with delicate vines and grasses: and
•weave the finest of cloth from the fibre of the

pineapple. These fabrics are plaited by hand or

wrought on looms, but it is difficult to tell which
processes are Malayan and which came through
Hispano-Mexican influences. The more advanced
tribes rear a variety of small horse that is tough
and serviceable; but the cliief domestic animal is

the carabao or water bullalu, which is largely
used for turning water wheels for irrigation and
as a draught-animal for plowing or hauling. Na-
tive transportation was originally by means of

the buffalo, and rude water craft. Kven before
the coming of the Spaniards, the Chinese and the
Japanese carried on a brisk trade with Manila
and introduced their vehicles and money. Dur-
ing the 250 years of Spanish domination the
'groaning cart' and old-style water craft partly
took the place of native devices.

The Negrito weapons of war and the chase are
the bow with string of bamboo, and arrows with
heads of wood or of iron procured in trade. The
brown peoples have inherited from their an-

cestors edged weapons set on a hilt or a shaft.

They carry also wooden shields, decorated with
patterns cut in and rubbed with lime wash or
mud. Firearms of many patterns are to be
found. Fortification of the village is effected by
path splinters and spiked pitfalls.

Fine art among the Filipinos had no separate
existence, but the possession of a strong artistic

sense is revealed by the taste displaj'ed in their

industries. Even the Negritos are not devoid of

it. The dress of men and women; the metal
working of the men, especially on their weapons;
the exquisite textile work of the women—all

show artistic instinct. Under the influence of

Spanish teaching and the inspiration of Eu-
ropean and Christian motifs, some of the native

Filipinos have attained distinction in painting
and literature.

The principal tribes and languages are: Abaca,
Abra-Igorrote, Abulone, Adang, Acta, Agutaino,
Altaban, Apayao, Aripa, Atfl, Bagobo, Kaluga,
Bangot, Barangan, Batak, Batane, Bieol, or Vicol,

Bilane or Vilane, Bisaya or Visaya, Bouayanan,
Buhuano, Bulalacauno, Bukidno, Bukil, Buquit-

non, Cagayan, Calangan, Calamian, Calaua, i'a-

linga, Caraga, Carolauo, Catalangan, Caluban-
gan, Cimarron, Coyuvo, Cuhlman, Dadayag, Uu-
langan, Dumagate, Durugnuin, Eta, tiaddane,

Oamungan, Guianga, Guimbahano, Guinaane, Ha-
la^'a, liiliguayna, Hilloona, Ibalono, Ibanag, Ibi-

lao, Ifugiio, Igorrote, Ilamut, llanos, Uocanos,
Ilongote, Iraya, Isinay, Ita, Itaa, Italone, Itanega,

Itetapane, Kiangane, T.utanga, Lutayo, Maguin-
danao, Malauec, Malanao, Jlamanua. ^landaya,

Manguanga, Jlanjiuiane. Alanobo, Mayoyao. Morn,

Mundo, Nabayu<;an, Negiito, Palauan. Pampan-
go, Pangasinan, Quiangan, S.lmale, Sauieaca,

Sanglcy, Sanguile, Silipan, Subano, Tagabaloye,

Tagabawa, Tagabelie, Tagacaolo, Tagala, Tagba-

nua, Tandolano, Tinguian, Tinitian, Tino, Tiru-

ray, Vico (Bieol), Vilane, Visaya (Bisaya), Zam-
bale. Some of these names are also applied to

localities, in which case the people may be called

after the place, which is rare, or they ni:iy have

given designation to the pliice, which is common.
The more important tribes and languages are

defined in their several places.

HISTORY.

In accordance with the terms of the Demarca-

tion Bull of Pope Alexander VI. of May 4, 1403,

the Spaniards were to make discoveries and to

establish colonies beyond a meridian line in the

.\tlantic 100 leagues west of the Azores (later by
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the Treaty of Tordcsillas, June 7, 1494, 370

leajiues west of tlie Cape Verde Islands), while

the I'ortii^aiese were to confine their efforts to tlie

field of diseoverv cast of tliat line. In the race for

the control of the spice trade of the East Indies

the I'ortugnese came off victorious, for they

reached the Moluccas or Spice Islands the year

before Balboa discovere<l the Pacific Ocean, re-

vealing that the Spaniards had found, not the

Indies, but a areat barrier continent that blocked

the way thither.

The Moluccas lay so far to the east of India

as to make it pnil'iable that if the demarcation

line were extended round the earth they would be

found to be in the Si)anisli half of the globe. It

was to demonstrate this hypothesis and carry to

completion the jrreat desipn of Columbus to find

a western route to the Spice Islands that Magel-

lan undertook his voyage around America and
across the Pacific. In March. 1521, he discov-

ered a group of islands which he named after

Saint Lazarus, whose festival was celebrated

early in his stay among them. A few weeks later

the heroic navigator lost his life in a skirmish

with the natives. That he had achieved his pro-

ject and proved that the Spice Islands lay within

the Spanish half of the world was accepted by
King Charles of Spain, but the impossibility of

accurately determining longitude in those days,

the diliieulties of the voyage through the Straits

of Magellan and across the Pacific, and financial

necessities led him to relinquish all claims to

sail or trade west of a new demarcation line, in

the Antipodes. 207 leagues east of the ^Moluccas.
(Treaty of Sarago.ssa, 1.520.) This really sur-
rendered all rights to the newly discovered Isl-

ands of Saint Lazarus, which were slightly to the
west of the Moluccas. The conquest of Mexico
and the establishment there of the prosperous
Vieeroyalty of New Spain removed the difficul-

ties presented by the navigation of the Straits of
Magellan, and, in contravention of the provisions
of the treaty, an expedition was dispatched to the
islands in L542 under the command of Villalobos.
This expedition had no permanent result beyond
giving to the gro\ip the name of 'Tslas Felipinas.'
in honor of the Prince, later King Philip IT. The
permanent conquest of the islands was achieved
under Legaspi ,it the head of an expedition fitted
out in Mexico. Legaspi arrived at Cebfi in
April, l.'ifio. It was three years before his first
reinforcements came, anil five years before the
conquest of Luzon was midert'aken. In .Tune,
L')7I. the city of Manila was founded, and this
became the seat of the Spanish power. Within
the next year great progress was made and at the
time of Legaspi's death in August. 1.572, the
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Spanish authority was secnrelv planted in the
islands and the conversion of the natives consid-
erably advanced. Legaspi's force was small and
the conquest was accompanied by relatively little
bloodshed. The lack of social and political co-
hesion among the natives, the weakness of their
religious beliefs, and the rivalries and hostilitv of
the local chieftains opened the wav for a patient
and tactful prosecution of the policv of divide
and rule: one chief after another w.is won over

. A,
^

^^'"""J"'''"-
""^ Pi'-t'i'-csqw ceremonials

of the Church aiipealed to the artistic sense of
the people, and the simple elan-like social organi-
zation was skillfully utilized bv the Spaniards as
the basis of their rule. Lying on the extreme
verge of the vast empire of Spain, the islands

were commonly known as the Western Islands

(Islas del I'onieute), and until December 31,

1844, they were reckoned, so far as tlie calendar

was concerned, in the Western Hemisphere, Ma-
nila time being about sixteen hours slower than
Madrid time. The Portuguese protested against

this invasion of their Kast Indian realm, but the
conquest of Portugal by Spain in 1580 settled the

question before there had been any serious colli-

sion. More formidable than the hostility of Por-

tugal or the resistance of the natives were the
incursions of Chinese pirates and later the attacks

by the Dutch, who during their great contest with
Spain made their way to the Indian seas and took
possession of the Spice Islands.

The dominating impulse in this remote exten-

sion of Spanish power had been religious rather
than conunercial. The new conquest was to be
an outpost of Christianity facing the great
Asiatic heathen world. From it as .a base the
missionaries could prosecute their labors effec-

tively in China and Japan. Religious purposes
and interests continued to dominate the life of

the islands for over three centuries. They never
were in the true sense of the term a Spanish
colony, but a great mission like the more famil-

iar Jesuit missions in Paraguay and California.

It is as a mission that the history of Spanish
I'ule should be studied and its results estimated.
To convert the natives, to collect them in villages

where they would live under the oversight of the
pastor with the faithful obedience of the flock to

the shepherd and prepare themselves for salva-

tion, was the simple ideal of the mission. That
it was in a large measure achieved is the very
general testimony of fairly dispassionate observ-

ers. The Christian population steadily increased,

and the requirements of religion, while rigorously
enforced, were not more burdensome than in

Europe. There was little real oppression and
hardly any exploitation of the people. Planta-
tion slavery, the dark page in West Indian
colonization, never existed. Schools were pro-

vided in the pueblos and in the larger towns
hospitals and colleges; the native languages were
given literary form, grammars and dictionaries

were compiled and translations made of the
simpler literature of the devotional life. The
Christian population of the islands formed a
unique community, the only large body of Asiat-
ics permanently converted to Christianity in

modern times. In its general framework the ad-
ministration of the islands as a Spanish de-

pendency was modeled on the system introduced
into America, which in turn was an adaptation of

that existing in the provinces of Spain. At the
head was the Governor with viceregal powers,
having by his side the Audiencia or Supreme
Court. This body served not only as the highest
court of appeal, but also as a check upon the
arbitrary autliority of the Governor. Another
important restraint upon that official was the
residencia, or obligation to stand ready to
answer all charges of misbehavior which should
he preferred during a period of six months, after
the termination of his tenure of office. The
heads of the' provincial administration were the
Alcaldes Mai/orrs. whose functions Were both
executive and judicial. In his judicial duties
the Alcalde Mayor was assisted by an assessor
and a notary. The administrative division below
the province was the pueblo or village, which
was ruled by the Petty Governor, who was origi-
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nally elected by the general sufl'rage of the mar-
ried inhabitants of the pueblo, but in later years
was chosen by a small body of thirteen electors.
Within the pueblos the population was subdivided
into little clan-like groups of forty or fifty fami-
lies called barangajs, a survival of the earlier
native organization, each under a barangay head-
man (cabeza cle harangay). Each family was
assessed a tribute of 10 reals, about $1.25, and
the headmen were responsible for its collection.
The petty governors and headmen of barangays
were Filipinos ; the higher administrative officers

were Spaniards. The inhabitants of these pu-
eblos were all natives. Xo Spaniards were al-

lowed to live in these mission villages except the
friars, who exercised there the firm but ordinarily
gentle sway of the parent or schoolmaster. In
the few Spanish towns there existed tlie ordinary
municipal organizations that prevailed in Span-
ish America. There was the town cori)oration
'el Cabildo' (chapter), consisting of two alcaldes
(justices), eight regidores (aldermen^, a regis-

trar, and a constable. The members of the Ca-
bildo held office permanently. Membership could
be bought and sold or inherited.

At the head of the ecclesiastical administration
stood the Archbishop of Manila, the Bishops of
Cebfl, Segovia, and Cflceres, and the Provincials
of the four great Orders of friars {the Domini-
cans, Augustinians, Franciscans, and barefooted
Franciscans), and of the .Jesuits. The members
of these Orders (the regular clergy) greatly pre-
ponderated in numbers and influence over the
secular clergy, who were mostly natives.
The economic development of the islands was

rendered impossible by the manufacturers in

Spain, who demanded protection again.st Asiatic
competition in the markets of Mexico and Peru,
and secured the restriction of the imports from
the Philippines to the cargo of an annual ship.

Under this handicap the islands never were a
self-supporting, much less an income-yielding, de-

pendencj'. They were always a burden upon the
treasury of New Spain. Their principal trade
was with China and was in the hands of the
Chinese. The vast majority of the pueblos were
eimple self-supporting commimities of farmers
and small artisans.

Secluded from the outside world, the domestic
history of the Philippines is distinctively pa-

rochial in its character. There is little progi"es-

sive political or economic evolution from gen-

eration to generation. Progress is manifested by
the extension of the missions and the ameliora-

tion of the life of the natives. Much of the in-

ternal history is made up of the various conflicts

between the clergy and the political administra-
tion or between the Archbishop and the friars.

The chief incidents in external history are the
volcanic eruptions, the incursions of the Chinese
or Moro pirates, the attacks of the Dutch, etc.

The events of the great Seven Years' War rudely
interrupted this placid life. Spain, drawn into

the maelstrom of this conflict in the vain hope of

recovering Gibraltar, lost the Floridas and saw
Havana and Manila fall before English fleets.

The preliminaries of peace, however, had been
agreed upon before the news reached England of
the capture of Manila, and the conquest was
therefore relinquished to Spain. The reforming
Government of Charles III. exerted its activities
even to the remote Philippines. The Koyal Phil-
ippine Company was chartered to carry on direct

trade between Spain and the islands (1785).
Three years earlier the enterprising Governor-
General Basco y Vargas, to make the colony self-
supporting, introduced the Government tobacco
monopoly (1782), by which lands suitable for
growing tobacco were arbitrarily pressed into
that service and the cultivators compelled by
forced labor to produce stipulated amounts to be
sold to the Government at fixed prices. This
system of compulsory labor was practically the
fir.st attempt really to exploit the resources of
the islands, and during the following century was
fruitful in abuses and of the seeds of revolt. It
was abolished in 1882. In this connection should
be mentioned the polos tj servicios, forty days'
required labor on the roads, bridges, public build-
ings, etc., which was exacted of the natives in
addition to their tribute. These requirements
for public service could be canceled for from one
to three dollars. The official class men were ex-
empt from this burden.
The Mexican Revolution severed the ancient con-

nection of New Spain with the 'Western Islands,'
and the Spanish Constitution of 1812. which em-
bodied the principles of the French Revolution,
and which put all parts of the Spanish Empire
on an equality and admitted the Philippines to
representation in the Cortes, led the natives to
believe that now they would be exempt from trib-

ute and polos y servicios. Consequently, when the
news came that Ferdinand VII. in 1814 had
abolished the Constitution of 1812, the Ilocanos
i-ose in rebellion. Henceforward the agitations
of home politics and the example of the Spanish-
American States steadily undermined the old-

time stability of conditions in the Philippines.
The mission system could not be maintained in
its integrity. The number of Spaniards in the
islands increased, the spirit of colonial exploita-
tion grew, the monastic Orders which com-
bined the functions of landlords and spiritual
guides were more and more pervaded with the
mercantile spirit. Nor did their predominant
influence in the government of the islands at all

diminish in an age progressively hostile to cleri-

cal control. The opening of the Suez Canal
brought the Philippines relatively near to Europe
and more than ever exposed them to the con-

tending forces of modern thought. Promising
young Filipinos completed their education in

Europe. By a few weeks' voyage they found
themselves in many respects transported from
the sixteenth century to the nineteenth. That
they should contentedly return to the earlier

age w'as impossible. The Spaniards did not
weather the transition. The final collapse began
with the insurrection of ISilG. which was prima-
rily an agrarian revolt aimed at the expulsion of

the Orders from their estates and the islands.

It seems to be agreed that the establishment
of Masonic lodges iu the islands and the admis-
sion to them later of prominent Filipinos and
Mestizos of anti-clerical or liberal sentiments of-

fered a nucleus for agitatioji. facilitated united
action, and led immediately to the formation of

the patriotic .Vsociacion Hispano-Filipina, the Li-

gii Filipina, and the revolutionary society, "'el

Katipunan." The first Masonic lodges were found-
ed about 18U0, but it was over a quarter of a cen-

tury before they became active centres of anti-

clerical agitation. The Asociacion Hispano-Fili-

pina was devoted to promoting Filipino national
aspirations through literary channels, and estab-

lished an organ, La Solidaridad, in Barcelona.
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The Liga Filipiiiu was founded by Dr. Jos^ Rizal

(q.v.) to work for the expulsion of the friars

and to secure the same political concessions for

the islands that had been granted to Cuba, a

larger recognition of the natives in the appoint-

ments to civil ollices, and freedom of the press

and of association. More radical than these was

the Katipunan, whidi was established in 1892

to secure independence by open revolt, and began

by wholesale assassinations of Spanish ollicials

and friars. The existence of an elaborate plot

was revealed by a native, August 19, 1891), and

on the 2,^th tlie mask was entirely thrown off.

The garrison of Manila consisted of only 300

Spanish regulars and about 1200 native sol-

diers. The total number of Spanish soldiers in

the islands was under 2000. The authorities

could act only on the defensive until October,

when reinforcements began to arrive from Spain.

On the other hand, file insurrectionists were ham-
pered by a great lack of arms and ammunition.
Tlie insurrection centred in the province of Ca-

vit(?. which was under the control of the rebels

until their power was broken in the sj)ring of

1897 by the vigorous campaign of Oeneral La-

chambre. Its leaders were Andrfs Bonifacio, the

head of the Katipunan, and Emilio Aguinaldo
(q.v.).

.\fter organized resistance had been shattered.
it seemed wise to the Oovcrnor-General, Primo de

Rivera, to attempt to secure peace by obtaining

the withdrawal of the native leaders from the
islands. In accordance with the Treaty of Biacna-

bato. Aguinaldo and some of the other generals

withdrew to Hong Kong. Xo properly authenti-
cated text of this treaty has ever been published.
That made inililic by .\guiiiahIo is substantially

identical with the demands which he made, and
which it would a])pear were not acceded to by
Primo de Kivera. .Aguinaldo demanded $3,000,-

000, the expulsion of the friars, the representa-

tion of the Philippines in the Cortes, equality of
Filipino and Spaniard in the administration of
justice, the participation of Filipinos in the
Iiigher administrative ofliccs, a readjustment of
the properly of the parishes and of the taxes in
favor of the natives, the proclamation of the in-
dividual rights of the natives, and libertv of as-
sociation and of the press. Aguinaldo has assert-
ed that the suppressitm of the religious Orders
and the establishment of administrative auton-
omy were agreed U]ion, although not put down in
writing, (iovernor-General Primo de Rivera giv-
ing his word of honor that the agreement would
be fulfdled. I'rimo de Rivera, on the other hand,
maintained that nothing biit money and personal
security were promised to the leaders. The treaty
was signed neceml)er 17. 1897. Onlv the first iii-

stallment ($400,000) of the sum' of $800,000
finally fixed was ever paid, and, on the other hand,
the insurrection was quieted only temporarily.
In March. 1898, a new rising in' the provinces
north of Manila took place and early in April
there was an outbreak in the island of Cebfl, On
March 24th the Seventy-fourth Regiment of
native soldiers deserted to the insurgents, who
now vastly outnumbereil the Spanish forces, but
were greatly hampered by the lack of arms.
The day that war began between Spain and the

I nited States. Aguinaldo appeared in Singapore
and on April 24, 1898. United States Consul-
General Pratt had a conference with him in refer-
ence to cooperating with Commodore Dewey, Of
the exact nature of the understanding the same

uncertainty exists as ill the case of the Treaty of

Biacnabato. \Miat is certain is that Commodore
Dewey arranged for Aguinaldo to follow- him to

Manila and that Aguinaldo expected the United
States to pursue in the riiiliiipines the policy pro-

posed for Cuba, the policy of common action with
the insurgents against Spain for their liberation

from her rule, \\hat is probable is that Consul
Pratt at Singapore, and Consul Wildman at Hong
Kong, and Couiiuodore Dewey as well, had simi-

lar expectations. Later they all equally dis-

claimed having bound the United States in any
way. On May 1st the Spanish fleet in the Bay
of Manila was annihilated b.v the Asiatic Squad-
ron under Cominodore Dewey, Aguinaldo
arrived at Cavit<^ on Jlay 19th, in the American
dispatch boat McCuUocli. He had an inter-

view with Dewey, wlio sup|)licd liim with arms
for the insurgents, wlio flocked to his standard.

In the weeks that elapsed until the arrival of

(ieneral Merritt kite in July, Aguinaldo secured
control of ^he Province of Cavite and thoroughly

invested Manila by land. His capture of Spanish
garrisons was not only sanctioned, but assisted

by Dewey, and had it not been for the native
forces tlie capture of ilanila would have been a
far more arduous undertaking for the Americans
and the Spanish forces might have eluded them
by retiring into the interior. As it was. the con-
dition of the Spaniards was hopeless, and on Au-
gust llfli the arrangement was effected, through
the Belgian Consul Andre, by which the Ameri-
can ships should refrain from firing on the walled
city of Manila and the Manila forts from firing

on the ships, while on shore there should be only
a brief show of resistance to enable the Spanish
general to save honor at least. The American
soldiers were in ignorance of this arrangement,
and through an accident there was more blood-
shed than was intended at the taking of the city

(.\ugust 13th). To the onlooking foreigners in
the harbor the transaction seemed like a travesty
of war. The fall of Manila marked the complete
collapse of the Spanish power in the islands. The
Americans held the capital and controlled the
harbor; and Aguinaldo and the insurgents rapid-
ly extended their control over the various pro-
vinces.

In the meantime (almost exactly coincident
with the capture of Manila) came the signing at

Washington of the peace protocol (August 12th)

,

providing that the United States should occujjy

and hold the city, bay, and harbor of ^lanila,

pending the conclusion of a treaty of peace,
which should determine the control, disposition,

and government of the Philippines. On October
31st, after the Peace Commission had been at
work in Paris for a month, the Spanish plenipo-

tentiaries were painfully surprised by a demand
for the cession of the whole group. It was nearly
a month before Spain yielded to the inevitable.

In the treaty as signed December 10. 1898. Spain
ceded the Avhole group and the United States

agreed to pay Spain $20,000,000. give Spanish
ships and merchandise admission to the islands

on the same terms accorded to American ships

and goods for a period of ten years, and to trans-

port to Spain the Spanish soldiers captured at
the surrender of Manila. The treaty was sub-

mitted to the Senate of the United States Janu-
ary 4, 1899. and it was ratified February 6th. by
only three votes more than the necessary two-

thirds majority (.57 to 27).
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In the meautime, before the protocol of peace,
Aguinaldo had organized a government ( June 12,

180S), and in the provisional constitution pro-

mulgated .June "23d he announced the independ-

ence of tlie islands as the chief object of the Kevo-
lutionarv Government. On August 6tli Agui-

naldo appealed to the powers of the world for

recognition of his forces as belligerents and of

the independence of the Philippines, asserting

that the Revolutionary Government was predom-
inant in fifteen provinces. These provinces com-
prised the central part of Luzon and the ma-
jority of the inhabitants. During the following

months the Americans held ^Manila and the native

forces the rest of the island. The hopes of inde-

pendence under American protection, which had
been based upon the declared attitude of the

United States toward Cuba and the friendly co-

operation of Admiral Dewey and General Ander-
son, were rudely shaken by the proposed annexa-

tion of the islands to the UnHed States, and
relations became greatly strained in consequence

of President ilcKinley's proclamation of Decem-
ber 21st that the islands were ceded to the

United States and that military rule was to be

extended over them as rapidly as possible. The
tension proved too gieat to last, and on the night
of February 4, 1899, hostilities broke out at

Manila. The news of this battle, reported as an
attack by the Filipinos on the Americans, no
doubt contributed to the ratification of the peace

treaty two days later.

The first intimations that the islands might be
annexed called forth opposition in the United
States, which was increased by the open declara-

tion of thitt policy by the Government and great-

ly intensified by the outbreak of war between the

American army and the Filipino republic. This
opposition characterized the acquisition of the

islands as the beginning of imperialism, as at va-

riance with the traditional policy of the United
States toward peoples struggling for independ-
ence, as being identical in its purposes with the

projects of Xapoleon III. in Mexico, as irrecon-

cilable with the principles of the Declaration of

Independence and the spirit of the Constitution,

and as inevitalily involving imknown expense

and bloodshed. It was urged that our T)olicy

should have been one of conciliation and substan-

tially identical with that jjursued in Cuba, that

the Filipinos were as capable of self-government

as the South Americans, in whose behalf the

ilnnroe Doctrine was first promulgated, or as

the adherents of Juarez in Mexico, who were sup-

ported by the United States against Maximilian,

and that a protectorate by the United States

would have been acceptable to the Filipinos. On
the other side, the acquisition of the islands by

the United States was declared the only possible

solution that would save them from anarchy

or from fallin? into the hands of some European

power, and that it was the duty of the United

States to accept the burden. Others felt strongly

the appeal of the great natural resources of the

archipelago, almost undeveloped by Spain, and

the immense strategic importance of holding them

in view of the future Eastern Asiatic questions.

The discussion of the points of view and the

policv of the Government were hampered by

great lack of knowledge of the situation. To

meet in part this difUculty. President INlcKmley

appointed, in .Tanuarv. 1890. a commission, cr-

«isting of President Sehurman of Cornell I
con-

ni-

versily, Admiral Dewey, Gen. E. S. Otis, the
Hon. Charles Denby, and Prof. D. C. Worcester,

to investigate conditions in the islands and to

labor for the acceptance of American rule by the

natives. In JIarch, 1899, the Commission began
its work. On April 5th it issued a proclamation

to the people of the islands, explaining the pur-
pose of their mission and the intentions of the

American Government. The efforts of the Com-
mission were devoted particularly to conciliating

prominent Filipinos, and to building up a part}'

favorable to American rule. To do this concur-

rently with the vigorous prosecution of the war
was uphill work. In ilay they had a conference

with some representatives of Aguinaldo. but it

came to nothing.

The operations of the American army disor-

ganized the republic and the national movement
liecanie embodied in the leadership of Aguinaldo.
During the first nine months of the war disap-

pointingly little headway was made by the Amer-
icans. The great majority of the engagements
were within a radius of fifty miles of Manila. The
military authorities exercised a rigid censorship

over the press dispatches, so that it was practi-

cally impossible for the general public to know
the real conditions. In the fall and winter of

1899 there was greater progress. Most of the

country, from ilanila to Dagupan, came under
American control, and the native army was
driven to the mountains. The principal events

in 1900 and 1901 were in connection with the

process of establishing civil government in the

islands for which see above under Government.

On March 23, 1901. Aguinaldo was captured,

and on .luly -tth military government was super-

seded by civil government in the pacified dis-

tricts. By act of Congress, approved .July 1,

1902, civil government was established through-

out the islands. Up to the establishment of civil

rule in .Tuly, 1902, the total number of troop-,

sent to the islands amounted to 41.35 otBcers and
123.903 men. The cost of the war to the United

States was over $170,000,000.

BiisLioGR.vpiiY. The numerous works on the

Philippines fall naturally into two groups, those

describing the condition of the islands under
Spanish rule, and those dealing with the new or-

der of things brought about by American su-

))remacv. To the first group belong the follow-

ing: Mallat, Leu PhiUppiiiis (Paris, 184(1), [X'r-

haps the best single work; Jagor, Rcisrii in den

Philippinen (Berlin, 1873) ; Sansianco, El pro-

f/i-rso de Filipinas. Esludios economieos. ad-

ministrath-os y polilicos. Parte econ6m!ca

(Madrid, 1881); Jordana y Morera, Bosijuejo

<ieo<irufieo e historico-natiiral del arehipiflugo

filipino (ib., 1885) ; Montero y Vidal, El arehi-

pieUigo filipino y las islas Marianas, Carolinas y
Palaos (ib., 18SG) : id., Ilistoria general de Fili-

pinas (Madrid, 1887-1805). perhaps the best

general history : Meyer and Schadenberg,

Die Philippinen (Dresden. 18901892) : Zufiiga,

Estadismo de las islas Filipinas. ed. by Ketana

(Madrid. 1893). which has a bibliography;

Sastriin, Colonizacion de Filipinas (MalabOn,

1897). The second group includes: Foreman,
The Philippine Islands (2d ed.. London. 1899),

which gives an immense amount of information,

and is the basis of several other works; Yonng-

luisband. The Philippines and Round Ahnut (New
York. 1899). a general resume of the history and
political conditions; Lala, The Philippine Islands
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(New York, 1S99), which gives the point of view

of a progressive Filipino; Sawj'CT, The Inhab-

itants of the I'hilippines (London, 1900), a his-

torical study of the elements that make up the

population of the islands; Buel, ^Yright, etc.,

Our Late Wars: Spain and Our Sew Possessions

(Washington. 1!»00) ; Robinson, The Philippines:

The lliir ami the People (Xew York, 1901);

Schurman. Philippine Affairs: A Retrospect and

nn Outlook (New York, 1902), an account of the

proceedings of the first American Commission;

U. «5'. Philippine Commission, Report to the

President (4 vols.. Washington, 1900-1901);

Blair and Robertson. Philippine Islands, 1 'i!)S-

IM-i, an exhaustive work on the early history,

compiled from original dcicuments, to be in 55

vols. (Cleveland, Ohio, 1903 et seq). On special

jieriods of the history, consult for conquest and
first half century. A. de Morga, The Philippine

Islands, trans., HAkluyt Society (London, ISliS) :

for the eightiH'nth century, Le Gentil, Voyage
dans les mers dc I'lndr ( Paris, 1781 ) . For the first

half of the nineleentli century, Comyn, Mrnioria
soljre cl eslado dc Filipinas (iladrid, 1820; Ma-
nila, 1877: trans, bj- Walton, London, 1821);
Sinibaldo de Mas, Informe sohre el Estado de las

Islati Filipinas en ISJ/i (Madrid, 1842) ; Buzeta
and Bravo, IUccionario geoffrufico, cstadistico,

historico de las Islas I'ilipinas (Madrid. 1850) ;

Bowring. .1 Visit to the Philippine Islands (Lon-
don, 1859). The novels of ,Jose Rizal, the Fili-

pino patriot, illustrate the social conditions prior
to 1S9I>. Soli nic Tangrrc (Berlin. 185(;) ap-

pears in English somewhat comlensed in two edi-
tions—.4(1 Eagle Flight (Xew York. 1901), and
Friars and Filipinos, trans, by Gannett (New
York. 1902). It was translated into French as
Au pays dcs Moines (Paris, 1899). Other works
on miscellaneous sidijeets are: Scraper, Rciscn im
Arrhipcl dcr Philippinen (T^ipzig, 1808-1901);
Blumcntritt, "Versuch einer Ethnographic der
I'hillppinen," in I'ctcrmaniis Uitteilunqcn, Erqiin-
zungshcft 07 (Gotha, 18S2) ; Worcester, T/ie
Philippine Islands and Their People (New Y'ork,
1898) ; Stevens. Yesterdays in the Philippines
(London 1890) : Tornow, "The Economic Condi-
tion of the Philippines," in yational Gcof/raphic
Magazine, vol. x. (Washington. 1899) ; Morris,
Our Island Empire (Phihidelphia, 1890) ; Millet,
The Expedition to the I'hilippines (New Y'ork,
1899) ; Sonnich.sen. Ten Months a Cnptive Among
Filipinos (New York. 1901) ; and for bibliogra-
phy. Josephson. "Bibliographies of the Philippine
Islands." Bulletin of Uihlioqraphy. vol. ii (Bos-
ton, 1899). For the ethnology, consult: Blumen-
tritt. "List of the Native Tribes of the Philip-
pines, etc.," in Smithsonian Rcimrt (^Vashington,
1901); Meyer, "Hie Philippinen," in Ethno-
graphischcs Museum, vol. viii. (Dresden, 1890) ;

Brinton, "The Peoples of the Philippines." Amer-
iran Anthropologist, vol. xi. (New Y'ork. 1898),
which has a bibliographv: :Mever and Schaden-

iZ7\
•*.'*'"': ':'^''/7"''/'i»'»fn-7'i/p™ (Dresden,

1891)
; id., "Die Philippinen." and id.. "Ne^i-

fos," Kdniglich-Elhnographisches Museum "^zu
Dresden (Dresden, 1893).

PHILIPPINE LANGUAGES. The number
of languages spoken in the Philippine Islands is
variously estimated a.s from about 25 to over 50
These languages may be considered under two
heads: (1) the languages of the Negritos, prob-
ably the remnants of the aboriginal population
who hve in scattered tribes in the interior of

most of the large islands; (2) the languages of

the various tribes of Malay race which constitute

the bulk of the population (Christian, Moham-
medan, and pagan).
About the idioms of the Negritos very little is

known, but they are apparently similar to the

Malay dialects. This similarity, however, is per-

haps "to be explained as due to the influence of
the languages of the surrounding iialay tribes,

especially as, according to Spanish authorities,

the Negrito languages are of monosyllabic struc-

ture, and entirely dilVerent from the languages
of the JIalays.

The idioms of the Malay tribes form a closely

connected group of tongues which constitute .i

branch of the Malayo-l'olynesian family of speech.

The principal languages of the Christian tribes

arc: Batan (Batan and Babuj'au islands, north of
Luzon), Ibauag (North Luzon), Ilocan (North-
west Luzon), Panipango (Central Luzon), Pan-
gasinan (West Luzon), Tino (language of the
Zamlials, West Luzon), Tagalog (Manila, Mid-
dle Luzon, coast of jlindoro), Bikol (South
Luzon ) , Bisayan ( spoken in various dialects in
the Bisayan Islands, and North and East !Min-

danao). The principal languages of the Moham-
medan tribes are the Sulu of the Sulu subarchi-

pelago and the coasts of Palawan, and the Jla-

gindanao of Southwest Mindanao. The idioms
of tlic pagan tribes which inhabit the mountain
districts of Northern Luzon, a large part of Min-
danao, and the interior of Mindoro, Palawan, and
the western Bisaj'an Islands, are very numerous,
but little know'n. Among the best known are
the Gaddan and Isinay of Luzon, and the Tiruray
and Bagobo of Mindanao. A number of the
Philippine languages, such as Tagalog and Bisa-

yan, have reached a high state of development,
and are well suited for literary use.

The vocabularies of the Philippine languages
contain several foreign elements. In common
with other languages of the ilalay branch of the
Malayo-Polynesian family, many of the Philip-

pine dialects have borrowed a number of San-
skrit words. The languages of the Christian
trilies also contain a number of Spanish Avords,

those of the Mohammedan tribes a number of

Arabic words.
The alphabets in which the native languages

were or are written are also due to these foreign
influences. The native alphabets, which are no
longer used except by the Mangians of Mindoro
and the Tagbanuas of Palawan, were probably de-

rived from India. The Jlohammedan tribes of

the south now use the Arabic alphabet with some
additional signs, while the languages of the Chris-
tian tribes are w-ritten in the Roman alphabet
conformed to the peculiarities of Spanish orthog-
raphy.
The sounds of the Philippine languages are in

the main similar to those of English. All the lan-

guages, however, possess a peculiar guttural-nasal
sound (written ng) distinct from the ordinary
guttural-nasal ng as in Eng. sing. In some of the
languages, as in Tagalog and Bisayan. there is a
peculiar r-sound, due to a phonetic modification
of d.

The roots of these languages are for the most
part dissyllabic. They may be used uncombincd
as nouns or adverbs, but only rarely as verbs.

Derivation is accomplished by means of a great
variety of particles, which are usually employed
as prefixes, though there are a few suffixes and
infixes. So prominent a characteristic is this use
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of particles, that these dialects are sometimes
spoken of as 'Particular' languages. Reduplica-
tion is very common in the formative processes

of both noun and verb. There is no distinction

of gender, nor is there, generally speaking, any
inflection to denote person, number, or case in

verbs or nouns. Only in certain pronouns is

there found a species of inflection to indicate

case. Verbs are practically always derivative,

the particles employed being of two kinds: (1)

special verbal particles, which give the root a
simple verbal meaning or the signification of

causative, intensive, etc., each particle generally

having two slightly different forms, one
used with active and the other with passive

verbs; (2) the common or essential passive par-

ticles, which are an essential part of practically

all passive forms. The combination of root and
verbal particle is often modified to indicate dif-

ferences in mood and tense.

The most salient syntactical characteristics of

these languages are : ( 1 ) the use of certain par-

ticles, so-called ligatures, to connect two or more
words which stand to each other in the relation

of modifier and modified; such as adjective and

noun, noun or pronoun and appositive, adjective

or verb and adverb: (21 the prevailing use of a

passive construction, the verb standing in the

active only when the object of the action is some-

thing indefinite or when tlie agent is specially

emphasized; (3) a paucity of simple prepositions,

one or two being used to express the greatest

varietv of relations.

The' following is a brief grammatical sketch of

Tagalog, the most important of the Philippine

languages:

Tlie articles are simply definite, personal, and

inclusive (used with names of persons), as ang

tuwo, 'the man,' si Pedro, 'Peter,' sind Pedro,

'Peter and his companions.' They have three case

forms, nominative, genitive, and oblique. The

plural of nouns is expressed by preceding manga,

e.g. manga tdico, 'men;' case, by the case forms

of the article or pronominal adjectives.

Adjectives are usually made by prefixing ma
to a root, as ma-Mti, 'good;' plural mabuhuti or

manga mabuti.
The pronouns have usually three case forms.

-\mong them are to be noted tayo, 'we ( including

vou),' kami, 'we (not you),' kitd, 'we two.'

The ideas of 'Ijeing' and 'having' are expressed

by independent particles.

Verbs are divided into seventeen classes accord-

ing to the special verbal particles. Four stems

are distinguished, imperative-infinitive, future,

preterite, and present. One class has no special

particle in the passive, the active particle being

vm: in the others the special particle has gen-

erally initial p in the passive, which becomes m
in the imperative-infinitive and future .active, and

n in the preterite and present active, as png, mag,

iiag, etc. The present and fut\ire are character-

ized by reduplication. The common passive par-

ticles are in, i, an.

Practicallv the only simple prepositions are

sa and, with names of persons, kay and land, 'to,

'for,' 'from,' 'in,' etc. Adverbs and conjunctions

are numerous and important.

Tlie ligatures are. -ng after a vowel or n, na

after other consonants, as ang malahds na tdwo,

'the strong man,' lubhd-nq mabuti, 'verv' good.

The construction of verbs is very similar to

that of nouns. When the subject precedes, it is

connected with its verb by the particle ay, 'to be.'

The direct object of the active and the agent of

the passive stand in the genitive, other nominal
adjuncts in the oblique case. Any verbal form may
take the article ang. The character of the sub-

ject determines the verbal form to be used in .a

sentence. In general, if the subject is tlie agent
of an action, the verb stands in the active, other-

wise in the passive. The JH-passive is used in

general when the subject is the object of an ac-

tion, the i-passive when it is the object of an
action away from the agent, or the cause of an
action, the are-passive when it is the place of an
action.

The Philippine languages possess little litera-

ture. The ohl native manuscripts inscribed on
leaves or strips of cane have been lost. At the

present day the scanty native literature may be

grouped under three heads : ( 1 ) religious writ-

ings; (2) native poetry; (3) native newspapers
and newspaper articles.

Consult: Totanes, Arte de la Jengua Tagala
(2d ed., Binondo, 186.5) ; Campomanos. Leccionea

de gramdtica Hispano-Tagala (5th ed., JIanila,

1894) ; Xoceda, Vocabulario de la lengua

Tagala (2d ed., ib., 18U0) ; Zueco, Melodo
del Dr. Ollendorff . . . adaptado al Bisaya
(ib., 1871); Bermejo, Arte coiipendiado de la

lengua Cebuana (Bisayan) (2d ed., Tambobong,
1894) ; Lozano, Cursos de lengua Panayana
(Bisayan) (JIanila, 187G) ; Mentrida-Aparicio,

Arte de la lengua Bisaya-Hiligayna (Tambobong,
1894) ; Figueroa, Arte del idioma Visaya de
Sdmar y Leite (2d ed., Binondo, 1872) ; Encarna-

cion, Diccionario Bisaya-Espaiiol (3d ed., Ma-
nila, 1885) ; Naves, Gramdlica JJiajmno-Iloeana

(2ded., Tambobong, 1892) ; Agusttn, Vocabulario

lloco-Espanol (2d ed., Manila, 1888) ; De Cuevas,

Arte nueva de la lengua Ybandg (2d ed., ib.,

1854); Bugarln, Diccionario Ibanag-Espniiol ( ib.,

1854) ; Bergaiio, Arte de la lengua Pampunga,
(2d ed., Sampaloc, 1736) ; id., Vocabulario de la

lengua Pampanga (2d ed., Manila, 1860) ; Pel-

licer. Arte de la lengua Pangasinana (2d ed., ib.,

1862) ; Cosgaya, Diccionario Pangasindn-Espanol

(ib., 1865) ; San Agustfu-Crespo, Arte dc la

lengua Bicol (ib., 1879); Cowie, Engli.<ih-f;ulu-

Malay ^'ocabulary (London, 1893) ; .Tuanmartt,

Gramdtica de la lengua de Maguindanao (Ma-

nila, 1892) ; id., Diccionario iloro-Maguindanao-

Espanol (ib.. 1892).

PHILIPPONS. A Russian sect, a branch of

the Raskolniki (q.v.), who emigrated to Lithu-

ania and East Prussia at the beginning of the

eighteenth century. They take tlieir name from

tlfeir leader, PhiUp Pustosviiit. They are de-

scribed as peaceable and orderly, skilled in agri-

culture, thrifty, and industrious. They refuse to

take oaths or "perform military service, and set a

high value upon suffering and death for con-

science' sake. Priestly duties, such as leading in

worship, baptism, and absolution, are performed

by the oldest of the community. They do not

observe the Lord's Supper, and have no confirma-

tion or religious marriage ceremony. Their reli-

gious services consist in singing psalms, and

reading the Gospels.

PHIL'IPPOP'OLIS (Bulg. Plordiv, Turk.

Filibch). The largest city of Bulgaria next

to Sofia, and formerly the capital of East-

ern Rumelia. It is situated in a wide, fertile

plain at the head of navigation on the Maritza
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Eivcr, on the railroad between Constantinople and
Sofia, and 80 miles southeast of the latter city

(Map: Balkan Peninsula, E 3). Most of the

houses are of wood, hut the city has in recent

years been much enlarged and beautified by the

laying out of new streets and public parks, such

as" the beautiful Exhibition Park, laid out in

1892, and the -rrowinji up of fine residential

suburbs containing the villa.s of wealthy Greeks

and Bulgarians. The city is the seat of a Greek
archbishop, and has a new Greek cathedral, be-

sides a number of other Christian churches and
many mosques. There are also a college and a
national library. Philippopolis is the chief com-
mercial centre of Southern Bulgaria, and has

an active tra<le in the pro<lucts of its manu-
factures^ such as silk and cotton fabrics and
attar of roses, as well as in rice, grain, tobacco,

and hides. Population, in 188S. .33;o.32; in 1000,

42.849, of whom nearly half are Bulgarians, the

remainder being mostly Turks and Cireeks. Phil-

ippopolis was an important Thracian city in an-

cient times. It was almost wholly destroyed by
an earthquake in ISIS, and again by fire in 1846;
but it recovered rajiidly, owing to its excellent

trade fiicilitics.

PHILIPPOTEAUX, fe'U'pA'ty, F£lix (181.5-

84). A French battle painter. He was born in

Paris, and was a pupil of ]>'on Cogniet. His
thorough knowledge of military details enabled
him to depict the turmoil of battle with great
historical truth, as may be jiidged by tlic follow-
ing more ini])ortant produeticms from his brush:
"Louis XV. Inspecting the Battlefield of Fonte-
nny" (1840. l,u.\embourg Museum); "Battle of
Balaklava" (18.")9) : and some in the Museum at
Versailles, such as the "Battle of Rivoli" (1844) ;

"Bayard on the Bridge of Tarigliano" (1.50.3):
"Battle on the .\lma" (1875). His "Last Ban-
quet of the Girondists" (1850. Marseilles Mu-
.seuni) is also worthy of notice. He is well known
as a painter of panoramas, in which he made
great improvements. (See Panor.\m.\.) He re-
ceived a medal of the first class in 1840 and the
cross of the Legion of Honor in I84fl.

PHILIPPSBTJRG, fll'ips-boorK. A town in
the Grand Dueby of Baden, situated near the
Rhine, about 17 miles north of Karlsruhe. It
was once a noted fortress originally founded br
the bishops of Speyer at the beginning of the
seventeenth century. It played a conspicuous
part in the wars of the seventeenth eenturv. and
the fortifications were destroyed in 1800 Popu-
lation, in 1!IOO. 2540.

"

PHILIPPSON. fillp-zon. :Mabtix (1846-).
A (ierman historian, born at Magdeburg. He
studied at Bonn and Berlin, became Tloeent
at Bonn in 1871. and in 1878 professor in
the Iniversity of Brussels. From this post
he resigned in 1890 after a sharp quarrel
with the anti-German student bodv, and remove.l
to Berlin. Philippson wrote: Oeschichle Hei,,-

Z,'"
f';« {'""'" (18fi8) ; Heinrich IV. und Philipp

III. (18,1-, 6): Gcichichte des preuxshchcn
.Staafsucsrns rom Tode Friedrichs. des arossen bt.s
CM den Frrihritshneflcn (1880-82): Kurfiimt
Fnrdrich Wtlhelm ron Brnndenhurq (1879-
1901) ; KuUurfienchkhte Kurnpax sett dem Aus-
fla„f,e des Miuclalters (1S98); and Dm Leben
Knificr Irudnchi III. (1900).

PHILIPS, Ambrose (1675M749). An Eng-
lish poet, born m Shropshire, probably in 1G7'5.

He graduated from Saint .John's College, Cam-
bridge. B.A. in lUOO, M.A. in 1700, and was
elected fellow of his college, but he resigned )iis

fellowship (1708) and traveled on the Continent.
From Copenhagen he addressed (March 9, 1709)
an Epistle to the Earl of Dorset, which was pub-
lished in the Tatter (No. 12) with warm praise
by Steele. The same year appeared his pastorals
in Tonson's Hiseellany, along with Pope's Pas-
torals. Then ensued a controversy as to which
poet had better succeeded. Both series are arti-

ficial. Philips was angered by a mock commenda-
tion of his pastorals which Pope contributed to
the Guardian (Xo. 401, and he is said to have
hung up a rod at Button's coffee-house for chas-
tising his adversary. No encounter ever took
place. Philips was, liowever. remembered in the
Dunciad. In ridicule of Philips. Gay wrote the
Hhepherd'si Week (1714), descriptive of rustic

life with the gilt off. In 1712 Philips was lauded
for bis adaptation of Racine's Andromaque. In
1718-19 be edited an imitation of the Spectator
called the Frecthiitlcer. His support of the Gov-
ernment led to his ajipointment as secretary to

Bishop Boulter in Ireland (1724). He also rep-

resented Armagh in the Irish Parliament; was
made secretary to the Lord Chancellor (1726),
and judge of the Prerogative Court (1733). He
died in London, .Tune 18. 1749. Philips also
translated the odes of Sappho (1713). once
thought to be a brilliant achievement. Perhaps
his best work is represented by his odes to chil-

ilreu (1725-26). Consult: Pope's Works, ed. by
Elwin and Courthope (10 vols., London, 1871-
89) ; and .Johnson'.s Lives of the Poets, ed. bj
Henley (London, 1896).

PHILIPS^ Fr.\ncis Charles (1849—). An
English novelist and playwright. He was born
at Brighton and educated for the arniv. but he
left army life and in 1884 became a barrister.
At that time he began, without ceasing to be r
barrister, to write both plays and novels. Of the
latter the most noted is .4.<t In a Looking Glass
(1885), which was dramatized and played both
by Airs. Bernard Beere and by Sarah Bernhardt.
Among bis other books are: A Lucky Young
Woman (1886): The Dean and His Daughter
(1887), on which was founded the play of The
Dean's Daughter, by himself and Sydney Grundy;
Young Mrs. Annesley'» Courtship (1890) ; Mrs.
Bouverie (1894) ; The Luckiest of Three (1896) ;

Men, Wotnen, and Things (1898), etc. With
various collaborators, he is the joint author of
the plays Husband and Wife, A Woman's Rea-
son, Papa's Wife, and others.

PHILIPS, or PHILLIPS, JoHX (1676-1709).
An F.nglish poet, born at Bampton, Oxfordshire,
December 30, 1G76, and educated at Winchester
School and at Christ Church, Oxford. He died
at Hereford. February 15. 1709. Philips is still

known for two poems: the Splendid Shilling, a
burlesque (1701), and Cyder (1708), on the plan
of Vergil's Georgics. The first was translated
into Latin, and the second into Italian. As a
Tory reply to Addison's Campaign, Philips wrote
Blenheim (1705). Philips was among the few
poets between Milton and Thomson to cultivate
blank verse. Consult Johnson's Poets, ed. by
Henley (London, 1890).

PHILIPS, Kathekine (1631-64). An Eng-
lish poet, better known by her literary nickname,
'the Matchless Orinda.' She was borii in Loudon,
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the dau^jhter of .John Fowler, a wellto-rlo mer-
chant. In 1647 she married a Welshman. Hector
Philips, son of her mother's second hushand:
four Tears afterwards she addressed Henrv
Vaughan in what seems her first poem : and she
soon formed that literary and friendly circle

which included .Jeremy Taylor and Sir Charles
Cotterel, and in which she took the name Orinda.
She spent the year 16G2 in Dublin and there
made many friends among the Royalist Party,
with which she had sentimentally allied herself,

and translated Corneille's Pomp^c with great
success. Horace she did not live to complete,
for she died of smallpox in her thirty-third year.
Her poems, printed without authorization in

1663. were highly praised by her contemporaries.

Her Letters to Poliarchus (Sir Charles Cotterel)

were published in 170.5. Consult Gosse, Seven-
teenth Cenfiinj Studies (London. 1S8.3).

PHILISTINES (Lat. PhiUstinl, from Heb.
Pelishtl, Philistine). The designation in the Bible

of a people who lived on the coast of the Jlediter-

ranean. to the southwest of .Judea. from Ekron
toward the Egyptian frontier, with their eastern
limit at Beth-Shemesh. Aside from a few notices

in Assyrian and Egyptian inscriptions, we have
no knowledge of the early history of the Philis-

tines, except what may be gathered from the

Old Testament, in which their relations to the

Hebrew? are set forth in the course of the histori-

cal narratives. The people called Philistines

were immigrants who came into Canaan from
Caphtor (probably Crete). They are probably
identical with the Plst of the Egyptian inscrip-

tions, who invaded Egypt from the north in the
time of Rameses III. and. being repelled, settled

on the Syi-ian coast. Their settlement in

Western Palestine presents, therefore, a parallel

to the Hebrew conquest of Canaan. In both
cases the new comers dispossessed an older

population, and adopted the language and
to a large extent the customs of the con-

quered race. But. while the Hebrews and Ca-
naanites belonged to the same Semitic stock, the
Philistines are aliens in a racial sense. At the

time of the Hebrew conquests, they were already

in Palestine, and their five central cities, Ashdod,
Gaza, Ashkelon, Ciath, and Ekron, around which

their history, as far as we know it, centres, were
presumably already in existence. Hebrew tradi-

tion contains a reminiscence of an unsuccessful

attempt to drive the Philistines out of their set-

tlements (.Jud. i. 18-19).

We reach more certain historical ground in the

account of Shamgar's stand against the Philis-

tines (.Jud. iii. 31), but evidently the latter re-

tained the supremacy, for we find them subse-

quently in possession of a sacred palladium of

the Hebrews?—the chest which was the sjTnbol

of Yahweh (I. Sam. iii. 10 sqq.). The story of

Samson is of value as showing what were the

relations between the Hebrews and Philistines.

A. victory is signalized for the Hebrews at Miz-

pah (1. Sam. vii. 10), but if the account is his-

torical, the result was not decisive, for we find

that Saul was constantly engaged in warding off

their new encroachments, and at Gilboa he and

his sons fell in a disastrous battle against them.

David, however, though in the early part of his

reign obliged to pay tribute to the Philistines,

succeeded in routing them in several expeditions.

Under Solomon they gave no further trouble,

though it is doubtful whether they were ever

actually tributary to the Hebrew kingdom. The
internal troubles of .ludea emboldened the Philis-
tines once more to open resistance. Under .Jorani
they invaded .Judea and did considerable damage.
I'zziah, however, recovered the lost ground: he
overthrew them and dismantled some of their
most powerful fortresses

—

fJatli. .Tnbne, and .Ash-

dod—and erected forts in diflerent parts of their

country. Under Ahaz. they rose again, and at-
tacked the border cities of the "plain' on the
south of .Judah ; and a few years later renewed
their attacks, in league with the Syrians and the
-\ssyrians. Hezekiah. in the first years of his
reign, subjugated their whole country again, by
the aid of the Egyptians, whom we find in pos-
session of five cities. The Assyrians were fre-

quently engaged in conflicts with the Philistines,

who at times joined the other Palestinian princi-

palities in opposing the advance of .-Xssyrian arms
In the struggles for supremacy which raged be-

tween the Xeo-Babylonian monarchy and the
Egyptians. Philistia was the constant battle-

ground of both—her fortresses being taken and
retaken by each of them in turn : so that the
country soon sank into ruin and insignificance.

In the time of the Maccabees the Philistines were
subjects of the Seleucid rulers and had to suffer

occasionally from the .Jews, although intermar-
riages between the two nations were of no rare

occurrence. Alexander Balas transferred part of

the country to .Judea : another part was taken by
-Alexander .Jannieus; Pompey incorporated some
of the cities with Roman Syria ; Augustus trans-

ferred another portion to Herod: and. finallv.

Salome received a small fragment of it as a prin-

cipality, consisting of .Tamnia. Ashdod. and Ashke-
lon. But by this time the name of the country
had long been lost in that of Palestine, which
designated all the territory between Lebanon and
Eg\pt.

Of the state of culture, institutions, etc., of the

Philistines we know very little. They appear as

n civilized, agricultural, commercial, and warlike

nation. They traded largely, and their wares
seem to have been much sought after. Their wor-
ship was much akin to that of the Phoenicians
and Canaanites. Dagon, Ashtaroth, Beelzebub,

and Derceto were the chief deities.

Blbliogbaphy. Stark, Guza unci die philis-

tiiische Kiiste (.Jena, 1852) ; Schwally, "Die
Rasse der Philister," in Zeitschrift fiir wissen-

schaftliche Theologie, vol. xx.\iv. (Leipzig, 1891) ;

W. M. Miiller, Asien und Europa (Leipzig,

1893); id., Die Philister (Berlin, 1899); G. A.

Smith. Histmical Geography of the Holy Land
(London, 1897): McCurdy, Uistory. Prophccij,

und the MoiiiDiirnts. vol. i. (Xew York. 1894).

PHILISTINISM. A term made popular in

England and America by JIatthew Arnold. The
allusion is to the ancient Philistines, the enemies
of the children of light; hence Philistinism, in

its moilcrn application, means stolid opposition

to the higher intelligence of the age, inaccessibil-

ity to ideas; plain, humdrum, respectable con-

ventionalism. The German students first applied

the term Philister to a townsman or to one who
had not been trained in a university; it soon
found a foothold in German literature, and
reached England through Carlyle. The term has
now grown hackneyed and its indiscriminate use
has ainioit emptied it of meaning. Perhaps Les-

lie Stephen's definition of Philistinism, as '"a

term of contempt applied by prigs to the rest of
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their spo.-ips." is the only one that is suffciently

comprehensive. Consult Arnold. "Heine^ in

Kssiiiif^ in Criticism, erst series (O.xford, lb6o).

PHILIS'TUS (Lilt., from Gk. ^IXurro!, (c.435-

C.356B.C.). A Greek historian of Syracuse. He

assisted the elder Dionysius in .securing and main-

taining; supreme power in Syracuse (c.40o n.c),

but in 380 was l)anislied for marrying a niece of

the tyrant without the latter's consent. Re-

called" soon after the accession of Dionysius the

younger, he brought about the banishment of

Dion"and Plato, and according to the latter, era-

ployed his talents in defense of the despotic pol-

icy of Dionysius. In n.c. S'>r>. however, he was de-

feated in anaval battle by Dion and the revolted

Syracusans, and either committed suicide or was

killed by the populace. He left Sicelica (SixeXi/cd),

a history of Sicily from the earliest times to B.C.

Sr>-2. in thirteen books, begun in exile. Accordingto

the testimony of the ancients, by whom he is fre-

quently mentioned, he sought in this work to

palliate the despotic deeds of Dionysius, in order

to secure his own return from exile. Tn style he

was a close, though unsuccessful, imitator of

Thucydides. The few extant fragments of Philis-

tus arc cilited in C. IMiiller's Fragmenta Histo-

rirnrtim tlrui'nrum (Paris, 1841).

PHILLE'O, PBrDEXCE (Ceandall). See

('RANn.\I.L ll'lIILLEO), PrVDEXCE.

PHILXIMORE, Sir RonERT Joseph (1810-

8.5). A distinguished Engli.sh jurist, horn in

London. He was educated at Westminster and
Christ Church, Oxford, where he graduated in

1831, and then became a clerlj of the Board of

Control. Soon afterwards he was called to the
bar, where he acquired a large practice, and was
made a Queen's counsel. In 1844 he was made
Chancellor of the Duchy of Chichester, and later

was a member of Parliament. He was made judge
of the Cinque Ports in 18.5.5. advocate-general in
admiralty. 1862. when he was knighted, and in
ISfiT judge of the High Court of Admiralty and
of the Arches Court of Canterbury. He was
Judge Advocate-General, 1S71-73, and made Mas-
ter of the Faculties in the latter year. In 1875
he resigned his other oUices, aud was appointed
judge of the Admiralty and Probate Division of
the High Court of Justice, retiring in 1880. The
most valuable of his numerous legal works is his
Vomnieiitarics upon International Law, 4 vols.
(3d c-d., London, 1879-89). Among his other
writings are Memoirs and Correspondence of
(U'orge, Lord L;/ttelton, i7.i.',-7.i (ib.. 184.5):
The Ecclesiastical Law of the Church of England,
largely taken from the work of Bum upon that
subject (lid i-d.. ib., 1895).

PHILLIMORE, Sir Walter George Fr.\.\k
(1845—). An English jurist, born in Loudon.
He was educated at Oxford, where he had a par-
ticularly distinguished career, became a barrister
of the Middle Temple in 1808, and rec-eived the
Patent of Precedence there in 1883. He stood
high in the Admiralty Court, and in ecclesiastical
circles as vice-president of the English Church
t nion, and chancellor of the Diocese of Lincoln.
He wrote a Hook of Church Law, and edited Rob-
ert Phillimore's Ecclesiastical Law of the Church
of England, and a third edition of voL iv. of that
author's International Laic.

PHU/UP, John (1817-67). A Scotch genre
aud portrait painter. He was bom at Aberdeen,

PHILLIPS.

April 19, 1817. His boyhood was spent in pov-

erty, but his remarkable talent attracted the at-

tention of Lord I'anmure, who enabled him to

study at the Royal Academy, He at first painted

Scotch genre subjects iii the manner of David

Wilkie, but a voyage to Spain in the summer of

1851-52, made for the benefit of his delicate

health, completely changed his style. Influenced

by Valazquez ami by the bright colors of nature

about him, he adopted the rich coloring by which

his best works are distinguished. His work hav-

ing attracted the attention of Sir Edmund Land-

eeer, who introduced him to the Queen, he re-

ceived a number of royal commissions, among
which was a large ceremonial picture, "The ilar-

riage of the Princess Royal with the Crown
Prince of Germany" ( I860)". He visited Spain in

1850-57 and again in 1860, his last visit being a

time of great artistic activity. After a journey to

Roincaiul Florencein lS(;(l,forthepuri)Oseof study-

ing Titian, he was stricken with paralysis and
died at Kensington I

London) . February 27, 1807.

Among the best paintings of his early period

are: "Wallace and His Schoolfellows at Dun-
dee" (1846) ; "Presbyterian Catechising" (1847) ;

"Raptism in Scotland" (1850): "Scotch Wash-
ing" (1851). After his visit to Spain he exe-

cuted "The Spanish G\-psT Mother" (1853). the

"Letter-Writer of Seville," and the "Dying Con-

trabandista" (1858). all in the Royal Collection.

Other important works are: "A Huff" (1859) :

the "Prison Window" (1857); "La Bomba"
(1802-63): and his masterpiece, "La Gloria''

(1864), in the Xational Gallery of Scotland. In
the Metropolitan Museum, Xew York, is his

"Gossips at the Well." He also produced a num-
ber of forcible portraits, including those of Sir

J. E. Millais (1843), the Prince Consort (18.58),

and the Princess Beatrice (1800).

PHIL'I/IPS. The name of a family identified

with the founding of Phillips Academy (q.v. ).

Sami-ei,. .Tr. (1751-1802). politician and philan-

thropist, was born at Andover. Mass. He grad-

uated at Harvard in 1771 and was elected in 1775

to the Provincial Congress, of which he continued

to be a member until 1780, when he was elected a
member of the Massachusetts State Senate, of

which for .seventeen years (1785-1802) he was
presiding officer. From 1781 until 1798 he was
also judge of the Court of Common Pleas for Es-
sex County, and in 1801 he was elected Lieutenant-

Governor by the Federalists. He is best Icnown,

however, as the founder of Phillips Academy at
Andover in 1778. In this project he interested

his father, Samuel (1715-90), who graduated at
Harvard in 1734, and afterwards represented An
dover in the General Court : his uncles, JoHX
(1719-95), who graduated at Harvard in 1735,

settled at Exeter and was for many years a mem-
ber of the Council of Xew Hampshire, and Wil-
liam (1722-1804), who held important political

offices in Massachusetts; and the latter's son,

William, Jr. (1750-1827), who was in twelve
successive elections chosen Lieutenant-Governor
of Massachusetts. Their liberality enabled the
academy to take a high position from the day of
its opening. A few years later John Phillips,

who was childless, founded at Exeter a similar
academy, to which at his death he bequeathed
two-thirds of his estate, the remaining third going
to Phillips Andover. During his lifetime he also
endowed a professorship at Dartmouth College,
and made liberal gifts to Princeton.
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PHILLIPS, Adelaide (1833-82). An Ameri-
can opera singer. She was bom at Stratford-on-
Avon. England, but when she was seven years old
her family emigrated to America and settled in
Boston. She first appeared at the Boston Mu-
seum, in 1843. as "Little Pickle." and played
soubrette parts in that theatre and at the Walnut
Street Theatre, in Philadelphia, until 18,52. when,
having revealed the possession of a contralto voice
of remarkable sweetness and compass, she was
sent to Italy for study, an advantage obtained
largely through the efiorts of Jenny Lind. who
organized a subscription for the purjiose. She re-

mained abroad two years, and made a successful
debut in Brescia, in 1853, in Scmiramide. The
following year she returned to the United States,
and appeared in concert in the llusic Hall. Bos-
ton, making her American dibiit in opera at the
Academy of Music. Xew York. JIarch 17. 185G,
in the part of "Aziicena" in Verdi's II Trovatore.
In 1861 she sang in the Italian Opera House in
Paris. She was the leadin? contralto singer of
America for many years. She died at Karlsbad.

PHILLIPS, Edwabd (1630-C.1696). An Eng-
lish compiler, the biographer of his uncle, John
Milton. The poet's eider and only sister, Ann,
on her second marriage left her two sons by her
first to the care of her brother, who took them
into his own house in Aldersgate. Edward was
at that time ten years old, .John a year younger,
and besides his nephews, Milton took in other

pupils. Edward ceased studying with him in

16-16, and two years afterwards went to Oxford,

where he departed from his Puritan training and
joined himself to the Cavalier Party. Edward
voiced his royalist sentiments in The Mysteries

of Love and Eloquence, etc. (16.58), containing
verses some of which are not original, and to

record the Restoration he wrote a Continuation
(1665) to Barker's Chronicle of the Kings of

England, which had stopped at 1641. He edited

the poems of Drummond of Hawthornden ( 1 656 )

,

compiled a dictionary (1658), and was tutor in

more than one noble household, but was often

obliged tp support himself and his family by
compilations and translations. .John Philips

never became reconciled to his uncle, but Edward
did. He was the first to praise Paradise Lost in

the press, spoke in the highest terms of its author
in his Theatrum Poetarum (1675), and wrote
the scant but appreciative Life of Milton, pre-

fixed tn the Letters of State (1694).

PHILLIPS, HE^-BY (1838-95). An American
archaeologist, born in Philadelphia. He was ad-
mitted to the bar in that city in 1859, but, be-

cause of ill health, devoted himself to the study
of numismatics, philology, and arch;ieolog>". His
publicatiqns include History of American Colo-

vial Paper Currency (1865) ; History of Ameri-
can Continental Paper Money (1866) : Pleasures

of yumisjnatie Science (1867); a volume of

Spanish and German poetry (1878) ; Chamisso's
Faust (1881) : and four volumes from the Hun-
garian, German, and Spanish (1884-87).

PHILLIPS, .John (1800-74). An English

geologist, born in Wiltshire. After receiving an
elementary education he joined his uncle. William
Smith, in geological investigations in various
parts of England. In 1825 he was made curator
of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society, and in

1834 was appointed professor of geology at King's

College, London. Resigning this oflSce in 1840,
he served successively as geologist on the sur\-ey
of Great Britain, professor of geology at Trinity
College, Dublin, and at Oxford, and Keeper of the
Ashmolean Museum. He was president of the
Geological Society in 1859-60. He contributed
numerous papers to scientific journals, and also
wrote the following separate works: Illustrative
of the Geology of Yorkshire (1822-36) ; Guide to
Geology (1834); Treatise on Geology (1837);
Geological Map of ilie lirilish. Isles (1842) ; Me-
moirs of William Smith (1844); Vesuvius
( 1869) : and The Geology of Oxford and the Val-
ley of the Thames (1871).

PHILLIPS, .John Abthub (1822-87). An
English geologist, born at Polgooth, near St. Ajis-
tell, Cornwall, and educated at the Paris School
of Mines. Me was appointed chemist to the Ad-
miralty commission engaged in finding the most
suitable coal for burning at sea, and afterwards
made valuable researches in mineralogv-. He
inspected gold mines in California and elsewhere,
and between 1875 and 1878 he nTote a series of
important monographs on the rocks of his native
country. He published The Mining and Metal-
lurgy of Gold and Silver (1867), and The Ele-
ments of Metallurgy (1874), but his chief work
was A Treatise on Ore Deposits (1884).

PHILLIPS, Philip (1834-95). A Methodist
evangelist and singer. He was bom in Chautau-
qua County, X. Y. After the age of nineteen he
devoted all his time to the study and use of
nuisic. During the Civil \^'ar he sang mucli for
the benefit of the Christian Commission; he be-
came musical editor for the Jlethodist Book Con-
cern in 1866; and made a musical tour around
the world in 1872, holding evenings of song in
all lands. On his return he gave 200 nights for
the Sunday School Union in England; subse-
quently he traveled with D. L. Moody. He pro-
duced a number of hymn books, such as Early
Blossoms (1860) ; The Singing Pilgrim (1866) ;

American Sacred Songster, prepared for the Brit-
ish Sunday School Union (1868): Halloioed
Songs (1871); Our Sew Hymnal (1894); and,
with his son. Bright Gems> (1895). Several of
these had a veiy large sale.

PHILLIPS, Stephen (1868—). An English
poet. l>oru at Summertown, near Oxford. July 28,

1868, son of the Rev. Stephen Phillips, a'fter-

wards precentor of Peterborough Cathedral.
Having attended the grammar school at .Strat-

ford-on-Avon and at Peterborough, he studied
for the civil service and entered Queen's College,

Cambridge, in 1886, but at the end of the first

term he joined F. R. Benson's company of Shake-
spearean players, with whom he stayed six years.

He traveled through the country and played at
the Globe Tlieatre in London. Among his parts

were lago, the ghost in Hamlet, Prospero. Bru-
tus, and Sir Andrew Aguccheek. Leaving the
stage, he became a lecturer on English history in

Wolllrani and Xeedham's classes for anny candi-

dates, but .soon he adopted literature as a pro-

fession. In .June, 1890, with three other authors
lie piiblished in London a I)Ooklet of verse en-

titled Primavera. In 1894 followed Eremus,
which won the praise of Symonds. Jowett, and
Stopford Brooke. Christ in Hades and Other

Poems (1896: fourth edition with additions,

1897). and Poems (1897). containing "Mar-
pessa," secured for the author a high rank among
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recent poets. The Put ms won from the London

Acmlemy the award of one hundred guineas for

the best verse of the year. Commissioned by

(Jeorge Alexander to write a verse tragedy for

Saint James's Theatre, Phillips composed Paolo

and Franccsca (1899), a poetic tragedy in four

acts. The bhink verse of this lyric tragedy re-

calls the Elizabethans, but its simple structure is

more nearly akin to the French classic drama.

For Beerbobm Tree Phillips wrote his second

play, IJciod (1900), a tragedy in three acts on
an Elizabethan theme. Cli/nse.i, a dramatic
poem, appeared in 1902. and in the same year a
play called Ihirld mid ISathshrba.

PHILLIPS, TuoM.\s (17701845). An English

portrait painter, born in Dudley, Warwickshire.
lie was a pupil of Francis Eginton. a glass

painter of Hirmingbam, and afterwards worked
under Benjamin \Vest on the windows of Saint
George's Chapel. Windsor. He began to exhibit

at the Koyal .\eadeniy in 1791 and was elected

to that institution in 1808. There he succeeded
Fuseli as professor of painting and his Lectures
on the History and Principles of Painting were
published in ISS.'J. His portraits include those
of the Prince of Wales, William Blake (in the
National Portrait Gallery). Xapoleon (at Pet-
worth ) . Lord Byron ( two pictures

) , Crabbe,
Lord Brougham, David Wilkie (in the National
Gallery), Walter Scott, Hallam, Faraday, and
Da\'y.

PHILLIPS, Wen-dell (1811-84). An emi-
nent Anurican orator and reformer, born in
Boston. He was educated at Harvard, graduat-
ing in 1831—the year of the first appearance of
the Lihrrat(.r. After a three-years' course at the
Cambridge Law School, he was admitted to the
SutTolk County bar; but he was little interested
in professional eminence. On October 21. l.S;i,5,

from his odice window he indignantly saw Gar-
rison dragged at a rope's end bv a respectaMe
mob; in IS.^e he joined the Abolitionists, and
thereafter was occasionally heard at meetings of
the .American Anti-Slavery Society. He cante at
onee into prominence bv his Faneuil Hall speech
of December 8, 1S.'!7. At the instance of Dr. W.
E. Channing. a public assembly had convened to
protest in a suitable manner against the murder
of the Rev. E. P. T^vejoy (q.v.) at Alton. 111.
Tins purpo.se seemed likely to be defeated by JT Austin, Attorney-General of Massachusetts,
who commended the Alton rioters, and affirmed
that Lovejoy "died as the fool dicth." To this
Phillips made a brilliant and crushin" reply
whose eloquence he never surpassed, and which'

f%l'-T,"
"1'"'*^ ''•' <^'"'''^ "'•' Henry's oration

at Williamsburg, and Lincoln's Gettysburg ad-
dress. From that time he was an Anti-Slaverv

r rjin'""."'"'""?*'''
^""^ "'•'*'" °f t'le movement.

In 18.39 he withdrew from the practice of law
through scruples against compliance with the
attorney s oath to the Constitution, and later he
refused to stand for a Congress which he could
not enter without swearing allegiance to thatsame Constitution He called for the immediateami complete abolition of slavery, declared theChurch ;)«r/,c<7« criminis for its attempt to jus-
tify slavery by the Seripfures.oppo.sed colonization
for the negro discontinued voting, and reunr.Ied
disunion as the best means for accomplishing
emancipation. He was not, however, like Girr?
son, a non-resistant. In the Abolitionist

divisions of 1839-40, lie with Garrison opposed
the organization of the Abolitionists in a political
party, and the attempt to bar any from the auti-
slavery platform on the ground of religious be-
liefs. In 1840 he was the representative of the
Massachusetts Abolitionists at the London
World's Anti-Slavery Convention. Differences
arose between himself and Garrison in ISO-t, in
regard to Lincoln's reelection, which he did not
favor; and in 180,5 these ditreiencos were renewed
when he advocated and Garrison opposed the con-
tinuance of the Anti-Slavery Society. His con-
tention was that the work of the society was not
finished until the negro obtained the suffrage.
As a result he was elected in Ciarrison's stead
(1865) to the presidency of the society, which
was dissolved in .\pril, 1870, upon the passing of
the Fifteenth Amendment. Phillips was promi-
nently active in the various controversies of the
Reconstruction. Yet his task did not end there.
"Let it not be said." he once wrote, "that the old
Abolitionist stopped with the negro, and was
never able to see that the same principles claimed
his utmost effort to protect all labor, white and
black, and to further the discussion of every
claim of humanity." Accordingly, he spoke in
behalf of Ireland, Crete, the Indian, prison re-
form, the abolition of capital punishment, pro-
hibitory legislation regulating the sale of liquor,
the 'greenback theory," and in connection with
the labor (piestion urged that vast combinations
of capital with unlimited monopolies and powers
tend to make the rich richer and the poor poorer.
In 1870 he received about 20.000 ballots as labor
reform and temperance candidate for the Gover-
norship of Massachusetts.

Phillips must be compared among American
orators to Everett. Clay, and Webster: and his
achievement is, perhajis, to be reckoned greater
than that of any of these, when it is considered
that whereas they represented a strong political
organization or powerful conservative opinion, he
attacked existing prejudices and in.stitutions, for
years spoke to hostile audiences, was denounced
by the two great parties, and belonged to none.
His manner was that of "simple colloquy," so
that Cireeley said Phillips made one think it easy
to be an orator. His voice was in the baritone
register, used largely in what elocutionists call
the upper chest notes, and remarkable not so
much for its compass, volume, or intensity as for
its timhre. In gesture or general action he was
sparing. He seldom em|)loyed the dramatic mode
of expression. But in invective or epigram lie
was unsurpassed, he possessed \vit, which most
other notable American orators have lacked, and
he told an anecdote with much skill. Phillips
was not a scholar in the restricted sense, for this
the demands made upon his time as- a public
.speaker did not permit. But his reading was
considerable, and he could always find illustra-
tive material in the one subject he was accus-
tomed to say he knew thoroughly—the great Ens-
lish Revolution. In addition to his anti-sl.ivei'y
and other reform speeches. Iw appeared in various
l.vceum addresses, the most noteworthy of which are
The Lost Arts, Toiissaint I'Oiiverture. and Dnnirl
O'f'onnell, and in 1881 he made a distinguished
oration on The l^cholar in a Republic at the
centennial anniversary of the Phi Beta Kappa of
Han'ard. During anti-slavery days he always
offered to speak without remuneration and pay
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his expenses if he might substitute an anti-slav-

ery for a literary subject. He wrote for the Lib-

erator and the Anti-lilavery iHandard, and pub-
lished a number of pamphlets, ineluding The Von-
slittition' a Proslavery Coinijact (1844); Can
Abolitionists Vote or Take 0/fice Under the

United States Constitution? (1845); Review of
Spooner's Vnconstitutionality of Slavery (1847) ;

Kevieiv of Webster's 8cventh-of-March Speech
(1850); Revieio of Kossuth's Course (1851);
Defense of the Anti-Slavery Movement (1853).
Collections of Speeehes, Lectures and Letters
have appeared at Boston, the first series, edited

by .James Redpath, in 1864. the second by T. C.

Pease in 1892. These are edited from the best

stenographic reports. There are two inadequate
biogi-aphies, one bj' Austin (Boston, 1888), the

other by JIartyn (Xew York, 1890; American
Reformers Scries). Consult also works dealing

with tlie anti-slaver3' struggle.

PHILLIPS ACADEMY. An important boys'

school at Andover. ilass., commonly known as

Phillips Ando\er. It was founded and o|jened in

177S through the gifts of members of the Phillips

family. The school was incorporated in 1780,

and in 1807 the trustees were empowered to

receive and hold funds for a separate theological

institution, and the Andover Theological Semi-

nary was accordingly established in the following

year. In 1830 the Teachers' Seminary was estab-

lished in anticipation of the normal schools, but

in 1842 was merged in the parent academy, and is

its present scientific department. In 1901 an
archipological department, with valuable collec-

tions and an endowment for instruction, research,

and publication, was established by two anony-

mous donors. The Academy, with its sister insti-

tution at Exeter, has always been regarded as a

typically democratic American school. During
the early years of its history it had as students

many of the famous men of the country. The
equipment has in recent years been largely in-

creased by new buildings, among them several

dormitories and a gA'mnasium. The standards of

Yale and Harvard, to which most of the grad-

uates go, form the basis on which the work of the

school is arranged. The academy had in 1902 an
attendance of 400 and 24 instructors. The endow-
ment was $400,000, the gross income .$70,000,

and the college property was estimated at $500,-

000, exclusive of invested funds. The lil)rary

contained 00,000 volumes.

PHILLIPS ACADEMY. One of the oldest

and most renowned of American schools, at Kx-

eter. New Hampshire, commonly known as Phil-

lips Exeter. It was founded in 1781 and opened

in 178.3. The school was the first educational

institution incorporated by the Legislature of

New Hampshire, and has its name from .John

Phillips, its founder, who was a generous bene-

factor of Dartmouth College and of Phillips

Academy, Andover, Mass. It early gained a

national reputation, and drew students from all

sections of the country. The alumni in 1903

numbered about 7000. among its earlier students

being Daniel Webster, George Bancroft, Edward
Everett. John A. Dix, and .Jared Sp.irks. In

1902-03 over 300 students were enrolled and the

faculty numbered Kl. The school buildings,

many of which have been built since 1880. in-

clude well-equipped laboratories, fine dormitories,

an administration building, gymnasium, and a

building designed as a common dining-room
and for the entertainment of visiting alumni.
The buildings with their eciuipment are valueiTat
about $300,000. Tlie endowment in 1902 was
about $400,000, and the annual income $100,000.
Characteristic of the school have been its demo-
cratic spirit and its successful application of a
system of self-government.

PHIL'LIPSBURG. A town in Warren Coun-
ty, X. .J., on ihe Delaware River, opposite loaston.

Pa., and on the Pennsylvania, the Lehigh Valley,

the Lackawanna, and the Central of New .Jersey

railroads (Map: New Jersey, B 2). It possesses

valuable advantages for an industrial centre, the

river affording good water-power and the rail-

roads making accessible a supply of coal and
iron ore. Its manufacturing interests are exten-

sive, and include shops of three of the railroads

that enter the town, also iron furnaces, sheet iron

mills, foundries and machine shops, stove works,

boiler works, horseshoe mills, drill works, and
large silk mills. Settled in 1749, Phillipsburg

was incorporated in 1861. It is governed under

a revised charter of 1875. by a mayor, annually

elected, and a council which controls appoint-

ments of most of the subordinate officers. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 8644; in 1900, 10,052.

PHILL'POTTS, Edex (1862—). An English

novelist, son of Captain Henry Phillpotts. He
was torn at Mount Aboo, in India, Novemlier 4,

1862, and w-as reared at Plymouth, England.

At the age of eighteen he became clerk in the

.Sun fire insurance office—a position which he

held for ten years. A number of earlier novels

were followed by two great successes. Lying
Prophets (1897)" and Children of the Mist

(1898). In these novels Phillpotts depicted

Devonshire life with renuirkable power and
beauty. In their c<doring they recall Elackmore,

and in their tragedy they are akin to Hardy.

There have since followed Loup Garoii (1899);
The Human Boy (1899), which is a volume of

stories illustrating schoolboy humor; Sons of the

Morning (1900); The Striking Hours (1901),

a collection of short Devonshire stories : The
flood Red Earth (1901) ; and The River (1902).

PHI'LOBIB'LON. A prose treati.se by Rich-

ard Aungerville, know^l as Richard de Bury,

Bishop of Durham (1345). The author, an en-

thusiastic collector of books, and founder nf

a library at Oxford in connection with Durham
College, writes in prai.se of learning, of the value

and proper care of books, with advice to students.

It was printed first at Cologne in 1473. at Paris

in 1.500. and at Oxford in 1599. The latest Eng-

lish translation is that of E.'C. Thomas (London,

1885).

PHI'LO BYB'LIXJS. See S.\xchuxiathox.

PHILOCH'OBtrS (I,.at.. from Gk. <t>i\«xooot'.

A Greek historian who is said to have lived at

.Athens between B.C. 306 and 260. According to

Suidas. he was one of the bitterest opponents of

Demetrius Poliorcetes and of his son. Antigonus

Gonatas. and was put to death by the latter

after the conquest of .\thens (about B.C. 260).

He is known chiefly by his Atlhis. a history of

.Atliens from the earliest times to B.C. 262. in

seventeen books. By later writers it is frequently

referred to as one tif the most thorough and reli-

able of the special histories of .\ttica. Important

fragments are preserved in Miiller's Fragmenta
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Eistoricorum Gracorun: (Paris, 1841). Consult:

Strcnge, Quwstiones Philochorew (GiJttingen,

1808). and Sicbelis's edition (Leipzig, 1811).

PHILOCTE'TES (Lat., from Gk. *i\o».-Ti>T7it,

JPhilokieiCs). A Greek chieftain who inherited

the bow and arrows of Heracles. He started with

seven ships for the Trojan War, but was bitten

on the way by a serpent at Lenuios. On account

of the stench" of the wound, the other Greeks left

him bcliind and went on to Troy. As an oracle,

llowe^er, dechired that Troy could only be taken

by the arrows of Heracles, Odysseus and Dio-

liiedes went to Leninos to fetch Philoctetcs. He
accompanied them to Troy, slew Paris, and re-

turned safely home. The drama Philoctetes by

Sophocles is" still extant, the legend having been

also dramatized by ^EschyUis and Euripides.

PHILODE'MTjS (Lat., from Gk. *t\A«i;^s)-

An Epicurean pliiloso])her of the first century

B.C. He was burn at (iadara in Syria, and
studied under Zeno. Uesides thirty-four epi-

grams, mostly erotic, in the Greek anthology,

I'hilodemus wrote works on philosophy, of which

copies nuich mutilated were discovered at Her-

culaneuni. They are: I)e llhctorica, edited by
Gros (1840) a"nd by Sudhaus (lSi)2-n3); De
ilusica. edited by Kempke ( 1884) ; De Vitiis, by
Gottling (1830) "and Ussing (1808) ; De Ira and
De Pictule. bv Gomperz (1864-66); and De
ilorte, by Mekfcr (1886). Martha makes him the

editor of Lucretius and many attempts have been

made to prove that Cicero got his knowledge of

Epicureanism from Philodemus and so from
Zeno.

PHI'LO JVDIE'VS (Lat., from Gk. ^t\uv
'louoofoj, I'liiloii louddion, Philo the Jew). A
Jewish-Hellenistic i)liilosopher, born at Alex-
andria about B.C. 25. He belonged to one of the
most wealthy and aristocratic families—his

brother Alexander was the Alabarch or president
of the Jewish colony at Alexandria—and he re-

ceived the most careful .Jewish education, con-
sisting largely of a study of the Old Testament in

the Septuagint version. He also became ac-
quainted with the writings of the Greek philos-
ophers. He went to Home. A.D. 39 or 40, as the
advocate of his Alexandrian brethren, who had
refused to worship Caligula in obedience to the
Imperial edict. He has left an account of this
embassy, the result of which was not satisfactory.
Of his life we know little except what is recorded
above.

While strict in all that pertained to ceremonial
and ritual, in doctrinal matters Philo was a bold
allegorizer. A litera,! interpretation of the Scrip-
tures he regarded as superstitious and mean.
Especially ilid he explain away all theophanies
recorded in the Old 'JVstament, as told in ac-
commodation to the sensuous character of human
minds, which needed anthropomorphic represen-
tations of supersensible truth.

His writings develop his ideas and his system
in the two directions indicated. In that di'vision
of his writings principally which treats of the
creation {Kosninpoia) , he allows allegory to take
the reins out of his hands; in that on the laws
(A'omoi), on the other hand, he remains re-
markably sober and clear, extolling the Mosaic
legislation throughout, at the expense of every
other known to him. In a verv few instances
only he is induced to find fault, or to alter

slightly, by way of allegory, the existing ordi-

nances.

His idea of God is a preeminently theosophic

not a philosophic one. God alone is the real

good, the perfect, only to be imagined as the

primeval light, which cannot be seen by itself,

but may be known from its rays, that fill the

whole world. He has no attributes, and there-

fore no name, and reveals himself only in desig-

nations expressive of this 'inexpressibility.' He
is better than virtue and knowledge, better than

the beautiful and the good {Ealokarjdihki) . sim-

pler than the one. more blissful than Idiss. He
is the existing unity or existence itself, self-suf-

ficient, free from pain and fear and participation

in evils, and full of happiness. Dynamically

God is omnipresent, but not really. Indeed, so

far is God really from filling the world with his

presence that the world, on the contrary, finds

its place in God. And yet the God who com-

prehends within himself the material universe is

so exalted above the \\orld and so remote from it

that a point of contact cannot be found between

them; hence the need of an intermediate class of

beings to stand between them. These were found

in the spiritual world of ideas, which are not

only 'ideals,' or types, in the Platonic sense, but
real, active powers, surrounding God like a num-
ber of attendant beings. They are his mes-
sengers, who work his will, and by the Greeks
are called good demons ; by jloses, angels. There
are very many diflerent degrees of perfection

among them. Some are immediate 'serving

angels;' others are the souls of the pious, of the

prophets, and the people of Israel, who rise

higher up to the deity; others again are the

heads and chief representatives of the different

nations, such as Israel does not need. The Lor/os

comprises all these intermediate spiritual powers
in his own essence. (See article Logos tor Philo's

views on this part of his system.) Man is a
microcosm, a little world in himself, a creation

of the Logos, through whom he participates in

the deity. The ethical principles of Stoicism
Philo identified with the ilosaic ethics, in which
the ideal is most exalted moral perfectibility or

sanctity, and man's duties consist in veneration
of God, and love and righteousness toward fellow-

men. Philo holds firmly the belief in immor-
tality. Man is immortal by his heavenly nature;
but as there are degrees in his divine nat\ire, so

there are degrees in his immortality, which only
then deserves this name when it has been ac-

quired by an eminence of virtue. There is a vast
difference between the mere living after death,
which is common to all mankind, and the future
existence of the perfect ones. Virtue and sin

both have all their rewards within themselves;
but the .soul, which is 'pre-existing,' having fin-

ished its course in the sublunar world, carries
this consciousness with it in a more intense and
e.xalted manner. Paradise is oneness with God;
there is no hell with bodily punishments for souls
without a body, and no devil in the Philonic
system. (For the relation between Philo, as the
representative of the Judeo-Alexandrian phi-
losophy, and other contemporary philosophic ten-
dencies, see Neo-Platonism)." Of the many
works left under his name, several have been de-
clared spurious, but in some cases without much
.show of reason. His writings have been published
by Richter (Leipzig. 1828-30) and bv Tauchnitz
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(ib., 1851-54). See Gfrorer, Philon vnd die
<ilexandniiische Theosophie (Stuttgart, 1831);
Diihue, Geschichtliclie Darstellung der jiidisch-
^jlexandr-inischen ReUgionsphilosophie ( Halle,
1834) ; Wolflf, Die philoiiische Philosophie (Leip-
zig, 1849) ; Delaunay, Philo d'Alexandrie (Paris,
1867) ; Drummond, Principles of the Jewish-
Alexandrian Philosophy (London, 1877) ; id.,

Philo Jiid<eiis (ib., 1888) ; Freudenthal, Die Er-
Icenntnislehre Philos von Alexandria (Berlin,
1892).

PHIL'OLA'trS (Lat., from Gk. <I>i\i\aos)

(c.450 B.C.). A Pythagorean philosopher, born
at Tarentum or Croton. Little is known of his
life. Some fragmentary writings are attributed
to him, in which he sets forth the teaoliings of
Pythagoras. The authenticity of these writings
has been the subject of serious study and of dis-

pute among critics. To him is ascribed a know-
ledge of harmonic ratio, and of the fact that the
number of vertices of a cube is an harmonic mean
between the number of faces and the number of
edges. He seems also to have known with rea-
sonable exactness the periods of revolution of
the planets. Consult: Boeckh, Philolaus- des
Pythagoriiers Lehren. nehst Briichsfiicken- seines
TVerkes (Berlin, 1819) : Schaarschmidt, Di-e

angebliche Schriftstellerei des Philolaus (Bonn,
1864).

PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION", Aiiebi-
CAX. A learned society, organized at Pough-
keepsie, X. Y., in .July 1809, from the Classical
Section of the Oriental Society (q.v. ), with Prof.

William D. Whitney, of Yale, as the first presi-

dent. Its object is the advancement and dif-

fusion of philological knowledge. It has a mem-
bership of about 600, and its annual meetings are
held in such cities as the society may, from ,vear

to year, select. The publications of the associa-

tion are annual volumes of Transactions, in which
are printed in full such papers as the executive
committee may select, and Proceedings, giving

an account of the annual meeting and brief

.abstracts of all papers presented to the society.

PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY, Bkiti.sh. A
learned society founded in London in 1842. to

investigate and promote the study and knowl-
edge of the structure, the affinities, and the his-

tory of languages. It added to these objects the

publication of the "Xew English Dictionary,' work
upon which was begun in 1857, under the edi-

torial charge of Dr. .James A. H. Murray, as-

sisted by many scholars and men of science in

Great Britain and the United States. The first

part was published in 1884. and the bound vol-

umes issued to 1903 bring the Dictionary down
to the letter M, though some parts in and Q
have also been sent out in pamphlet form. The
society has its headquarters at L'niversity Col-

lege, London, and holds its annual meeting in

May and monthly meetings from November to

June, at which papers are read, the more im-

portant ones being afterwards published in vol-

umes of Transactions, distributed to members
without charge, while summaries or synopses of

, the other papers are printed in the monthly

Abstract, also published by the society.

PHILOL'OGY (Lat. philologia, from Gk.

<t>i\o\oyla, love of literature and learning, love of

lans^iage and history, from </>'Xos, philos, dear +
X4-)os, logos, word)." In modern English usage,

Vol,. XV.—47.

the science of comparative linguistics. As speech
may be studied either in its expression or in its
origin, philologj' may occupy itself with linguistic
expression, with literature, or with the genesis
and laws of language. French and German
scholars usually employ the word in the former
sense, and many English scholars prefer to un-
derstand by philology the study of literary ex-
pression, even including all that is revealed
through literature. Xevertheless, although this
is perhaps the more legitimate use of the word,
yet the tendency of the day, even among French
scholars, and still more among English-speaking
people, is to confine philologj- to the study of lan-
guage, and to divide this study into (a) lin-

guistics proper, including phonetics, and (b)
comparative philologi,-, the study of language by
a comparison of difl'erent languages in the same
family. Languages may be divided roughly, and
merely for convenience without scientific accu-
racy, into several types. Of these the most im-
portant are the isolating or monosyllabic, the
agglutinative, with its subdivision the incorpo-
rating or synthetic, the inflectional, and the an-

alytic. The isolating group, formerly supposed
to be represented by Chinese, is characterized by
invariable monosyllabic roots. The opinion
which once considered this group to be the most
primitive is now rejected by many who hold that
the type represents, on the contrary, the culmina-
tion of a long linguistic evolution. The agglu-
tinative type, which includes the majority of

languages, such as the Dravidian, ilalayo-Poly-
nesian, Uro-Altaic, and African, is marked by
the addition of prefixes, suffixes, and infixes to

the so-called root (q. v.) or base. These addi-

tions have, at least at first, distinct meanings of

their own, but in course of time the meanings
become obscured, the particles themselves become
fused in signification with the base, and lose

their individuality. The result is the type of

language called inflectional. (See Ixfucctiox.)
In the incorporating or polysynthetic languages,
represented by the American Indian groups, the

verb absorbs the name, pronouns, adjectives, and
adverbs, thus marking a higher degree of ag-

glutination than the agglutinative languages
themselves. The analytic languages are a de-

velopment of the inflectional. In time the

inflections tend to become weakened in force,

and to require the help of pronouns, prepo-

sitions, and auxiliary verbs. When the in-

flections have in the main disappeared, and their

places have been taken by individual words, the

language is termed analytic. To this group be-

long such languages as English. French, Italian,

Persian, and Hindustani, as distinguished from
the inflectional groups represented by the Semitic

and Indo-European families, which include He-
brew, Arabic, Sanskrit. Greek. I>atin. and Ger-

man. It is, however, customary to confine com-
parative philology to the study of the group of

Indo-European languages, though there is no
reason why the term should not be applied to

any other group as well. The different aspects

of philology* thus outlined are treated under dif-

ferent heads, to which the reader is referred for

special discussion. See the articles on L.\xguage,

for the psychology of language; .\i.b.\xi.\n, Ab-

jiEXi.\x. Indo-Ib.4X1.\x. etc., for special branches;

and for classical philology-, see the articles on
Greek Language and Italic Languages.
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UlSTORV OF CoMrAKAWE PHILOLOGY. Ulltll

tlie discovery of Sanskrit no comparative phi-

lology was possible. Sir William .lones in 1786

anil 'Sdilegel in 1808 connected Sanskrit villi

tJreek and Latin; but Franz JJopp (q.v.) first

correlated the facts observed by others and

founded the science. Approaching the subject

from the philosophical side, Uoi)p devoted him-

self to glottof;onic problems, his chief aim being

to discover phonetic laws and the genesis of

forms. He was at first inlhu'nced by Friedrich

Schlegel, and opposed the doctrine of mechanical

alli.xes (called agglutination), holding rather to

an inner iullection as tlu' index of dill'erent re-

lations, though he admitted into the root (in the

aorist, etc.) the abstract verb as, 'be.' But this

view (181(>) was soon changed, and Uopp in 1819

himself opi)osed this pbiliisoi)liy of language and

taught that verbal endings, -li for example, are

really pronominal in origin. In his Conjiiijalimis-

Sjinlem and Vcnjlcichcndc (Irammuitk (1833)

he went still further, assuming a |ironominal

origin for case-endings as well as verbal endings

(s of the nominative being sa. 'he,' etc.). It is

unnecessary to give in detail the mixture of fact

and fancy which from a later point of view, alter-

nately adorns and disligures this first exhaustive

attempt to create a science of grammar. His
monumental work was followed by the equally

important (leschichlc dcr drulschoi Sprnvhe
(1848) of Jakob Crinnn (q.v.), who with Rask
(i|.v.) extended tlie comparison of forms and dis-

covered phonetic laws of change (see below).
After tirimm, the Etijmohxiixche Fiirschunficn

(1836) of Pott (q.v.) established a rationalized

system of etymology for the whole group of Indo-
Kuropean languages. Bopp, Grimm, and Pott
may justly be called the creators of the compara-
tive study of language, .\gglutination, monosyl-
labic roots, a, i, i/, as the three essential vowels,
and a mother-language, these characterize tha
belief of the first period of the study represented
by them. This ])eriod extends to tlie appearance
of Schleicher's (q.v.) Compendium ( 18()2), which
systematized the views of his predecessors, while
adding to them his own more stringent but false
conception of language as a living organism,
which in his opinion should be studied by the
methods of natural science. An increasing re-
spect for 'phonetic law' (q.v.) marks the close
of this period, in which the names of Schleicher
and Oeorg Curtius (q.v.), the latter l)eing one
of the first to insist on ])honetic regularity, are
most prominent. Different languages now began
to be studied more carefully, each for itself, and
the laws of each more strictly established. New
problems arose, such as that of the parent lan-
gjiage and primitive vocalism, but Schleicher
stood on the platform of his predecessors as re-
gards the old problems. The parent speech
Schleicher represented as the root of a tree, with
trunk, branches, and twigs representing ilcseend-
ant languages and dialects (the so-called Stamm-
haum-Tlworie). Like Curtius, he held that the
simpler vocalism of Sanskrit was more antique
than the variation shown in Europe, and believed
that Sanskrit a was older than Greek o, e, o.

Ten years later, in 1872, Johannes Schmidt
(q.v.) published his VencandtschaftsvcrhiiUiiisse
dcr indorjrrmnnixchfn Kprnrhcn. which put the
interrelation of the different Tndo European lan-
guages in a new light. Instead of a family-tree
•with its organic growth and dialect-twigs,

Schmidt set forth the WcUcntlicoiie, according

to which the different languages had rolled away
like waves from a common centre. This view re-

placed Schleicher's and in a somewhat modified

form has been adopted by Leskien, Schrader, and
other scholars of the present day. According to

it, certain words and forms are ex])Iaincd as be-

ing common to one section till that splits

up and so leaves the contiguous peoples
in possession of a common linguistic property,

while those dwelling farther apart possess

linguistic property which, although originally

practically identical, has become so dilVerentiated

as frequently to be mutually unintelligible. The
obvious objection is that some wave-segments may
have lost material formerly possessed and others

made for themselves what is also found in other

segments. This change of view is paralleled by
that in regard to vocalism. Instead of assuming
that the primitive language had only a, i, u,

and that Sanskrit a was an older phase as com-
pared with Greek a, e, o, the scholars of the sec-

ond period, which began about 1802, Brugmann,
Osthoff, Collitz, and others, showed that the

varied phase was older. During this period, as
for a dozen years previously, much of the best

effort of philologists was directed toward indi-

vidual languages, the publication of texts, lexi-

cons and grammars, which gave much new
material in many directions, notably in the Indo-

Iraniau field. Benfey, Kotli, Bohtlingk, Westp'hal,
Curtius, and JIa.x JIuIler thus furthered the cause
of general comparative philology. Moreover, new
languages were added to the group, such as Al-

banian, Armenian, and Phrygian. At this time
also began to be discussed afresh the problem of

new formations. The answer to this was given
in Whitney's enunciation of the theory of analogy
(q.v.). By imitation of the old, the new is pro-

duced. But especiallj' were the scholars now
calling themselves young grammarians insistent

upon one principle which became a shibboleth.

This was the invariability of phonetic law (q.v.).

In the seventies and eighties the various philo-

logists of note in Germany were more or less

split up into cliques headed by Georg Curtius,
Kick, Schmidt, Brugmann, and others, but this

was due less to a radical difference than to per-

sonal feeling and may be passed over. In Amer-
ica, Whitney centred his attention upon the fun-
damental question of the origin and growth of

language, and in so doing came into conflict with
Max Miiller. Miiller claimed that langvuige gives
conceptions which could not exist without
speech. Thought and word were, in his view,

convertible terms. Whitney held, on the other
hand, that words are only signs associated with
conceptions, and that every language known to

us is a body of conventional signs for ideas.

Miiller denied that any man can change a lan-

guage; Whitney maintained that individuals
initiate changes subsequently aecejited by the
community, which makes the changes parts of its

language by the simple employment of them. To
iliiller, language-study was a physical science,

even in his final revision of the views first ex-

pressed in 1862. In all this. ISIiiller showed that ,
he was of the school of Schleicher, whom, indeed,
he cited as his chief authority in teaching that
the study of language is a physical science. Lan-
guage is, however, a human institution, not a
physical science, and the faihire to recognize
this fact undermines thj foundation of Muller's
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view, iliiller further lield that no new roots
have ever been made since the original root-
making period, and lie treated these primitive
roots as if the}' were necessarily non-derivative
forms. In point of fact, many of the "roots' of
the primitive tongue may be reductions from
compound words comparable to 'preach" and
'cost' in English. (See Root.). Such primitive
roots in MuUer's opinion, however, are ultimate
facts, the nuclei in a chaos of interjectional or

imitative sounds. Whitney upheld the view
that language was composed of a body of con-

ventional signs originally of depictive character
of any sort, onomatopoetic or not. In one re-

spect only was there an advance in iliiller's sys-

tem on Schleicher. He accepted the 'physical

science' view of language, but he rejccled the no-

tion of a primitive Indo-European language from
which Sanskrit, Greek, Latin. Germanic, Slavonic,

and Celtic were derived, though even here he

spoke of the mother-language of the whole family.
At the same time he argued that where in two dia-

lectic forms of one word there are two different

consonantal sounds they must go back to an in-

distinct pro-ethnic consonant capable of developing
into either, which is, in the premises, an impos-
sible assumption. It is remarkable that German
scholarship added little to the discussion of

these fundamental questions. An exception, how-
ever, must be made in favor of Paul, whose Prin-

zipien (1880) discussed at length and acutely
the causes leading to phonetic and morphologic
changes. On the other hand, all the great dis-

coveries of comparative philology have been made
by Continental scholars.

The Field of Ix\'ESTIGation. Turning now
from this historical outline of the growth of the

science of philology to the subject-matter of the

science, it will be necessary first to e.xplain the

field of investigation. Comparative philology as

applied to the Indo-European or Indo-Germanie
languages (q.v.) tirst demarcates those languages
from others. This family constitutes a single

group, separated both by vocabulary and by struc-

ture from other groups of languages. Whether the

Indo-European group had at any time a conmion
origin Avith other groups passes hiunan knowledge,

llany scholars (Ascoli, Abel, and others) have
made abortive attempts to connect Indo-European
forms with Semitic, Mongolian, and Egyptian
forms, but nothing cogent has been produced to

show that there is any radical affinity between
them, though there has often been connection.

The name Indo-European is only one of many,
but at present the usual one, to designate the

group called in German quite as often Indo-Ger-

manic, and in English frequently Aryan. The
last name is one often used by Cierman scholars

to designate the narrower group of Indo-Iranian.

The members of the Indo-European group are the

sub-groups known as Indie, Iranic, Anatolic. Hel-

lenic, Celtic, Teutonic, Balto-Slavic. Some
scholars add Albanian as a separate sub-group

and some particularize Armenian as a subdivision

on a par with Hellenic (see below). These sub-

groups include a great number of languages and
dialects, various in themselves and in some cases

intricately combined. The chief elements mak-
ing each group are:

Indic. Sanskrit and the pre-Sanskrit Vedic

language. The former name is often made to

cover both divisions, but, like English in relation

to Anglo-Saxon; though conveniently used, it is

not accurate. There was no Sanskrit language
till after the Vedic period. Whether Sanskrit is

derived from the Vedic may be doubted, it is

closely connected with that earlier language, but
it is quite possible that tlie two are dialectic

variations from the start. Evidence given by the
Linguistic Survey of India seems to show that
there were two main Aryan invasions of India,

entering by two different routes and at different

times; that those speaking the Vedic language
were the first comers, afterwards pressed to

the wall by the ancestors of those who in course
of time spoke what we call Sanskrit. Opposed
to Sanskrit is Prakrit

(
q.v.

)
, a general term for

various dialects recognized at an earl.v date as
being not Sanskrit and .yet not foreign. The lan-

guage of Hinayana Buddhism. Pali (q.v.). was
one of these patois. It is closely related to the

Vedic language, and may be as old. Correspond-
ing to the patois Prakrit dialects of antiquity are

the modern provincial dialects, Bengali. Panjabi,
etc., reflecting, however, more or less the effect

of Sanskrit. A European offshoot of this divis-

ion is the Gypsy language of Europe, many of

whose words (verbal roots) are still identical

with those of Sanskrit. (See Gypsies.) The
oldest literary remains of this group are from
B.C. 1000 to 1200, though some scholars assign

a much greater antiquity to the Vedas, the ear-

liest Indic literature.

Ikanic. This group, the name of which is de-

rived from Iran (Eran), the great plateau in-

cluding Persia, Afghanistan, and Baluchistan,

can be traced from quarters contiguous with the

Indic group, and is closely connected with the

latter. In fact, Indic and Iranic (Aryan in the

narrower sense) are both dialects of the same lan-

guage rather than separate languages. Especially

is this true of the Old Bactrian (Avestan or

Zend) division of Iranic (see Avesta), the sacred

literature of which extends back to. about the

seventh century B.C. Opposed to this division is

the Old Persian (q.v.), sometimes called the

Western dialect in antithesis to Avestan as the

Eastern. Old Persian is the language of the

cuneiform inscriptions of the Persian kings, and
this alone survived as a spoken language, being

gradually modified into Pahlavi (q.v.) and Xew
Persian. See Persian Language.
Anatolic. This group comprises Armenian

(which was formerly regarded as Iranic and
is now sometimes accorded a separate division),

Phrygian (q.v.), and Scythian, and until lately

was supposed to be represented by Lycian and
Carian also. Later investigations, however, have
shown that the two latter do not belong to the

Indo-European gi'oup. and Scythian applies only

to such remnants of Indo-European origin as are

represented by some of the names of nomads in

Southern Russia and on the border of Asia
Minor. As such the division is maintained by
Fick, but it rests on very doubtful evidence. The
oldest literature is of the fourth century, unless

the recently (1002) interpreted 'Arzawa' lan-

guage assigned to Cappadocia be regarded as
Indo-European (c.1400 B.C.)

.

Hellenic. This comprises all the old Greek
dialects, Ionic. Doric, etc.: .Albanian, a mixture

of Greek and foreign elements -. also the modern
dialects of Greece. ( See Greek Langi'age.) The
literature goes back to about B.C. 1000.

Italic This division includes Latin. Umhrian,

Osean, and other minor dialects ; modern dialects,
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in part primitive, in part due to foreign clcmentis,

italian, Provencal, French, Spanish, Portuguese,

Human, etc., called in general Romance. Ihe

literature Roes back to the third century B.C.

inscriptions still older). See L.\TIN Language;

1t.\lic Langiaues; Romance Languages.

Celtic. This group comprises (1) Cymric

(Welsh, Hreton, Cornish) ; (2) Gadhaelic (Erse,

Manx, Gaelic). The literature can be traced to

the eighth century A.D. See Celtic Languages.

Teutonic. Originally Gothic (see Gothic

Langu.\ge) and lumGotliic were the only divis-

ions. These subseiiuently. on the basis of one

euphonic change, were dilVercntiated into Low
and High German. The ohl divisions, still recog-

nized hv manv scholars, are: (1) High (ierman

(Old. Jliddlc'Xew) : (2) Low German ((Jothic,

Saxon, Dutch. Frisian); (3) Scandinavian

(Noive. Icehindic. Swedish, Danish). (iothic

literature (translations of the Xcw Testament)

is of the fourth century A.u., but linguistic forms

cited by Roman writers are earlier. See Teu-

tonic Languages.
BaltoSlavic (Slavonic). It is customary to

unite tliese languages, which, liowever, stand as

far apart as do Indolranic. The Baltic (or

Lcttic) division, embracing tlie Old Prussian

(q.v.), Lithuanian ((l.v.), and Lcttic (q.v.), the

last-named spoken in Courland and Livonia,

forms a unit over against tlic Slavic division (see

Slavic Languages), which is divided into a large

number of dialects incapable of being subdi-

vided into ditferent groups, though one division

into Eastern, (South) Eastern, and Western, and
another into two subdivisions are sometimes
made. But phcmetics and morphology together

prevent such classifications except as a matter of

convenience, all the dialects being more or less

related, but not in such a way as to sliow that
any of them formed sub-groups. A common and
convenient geographical distril)Ution is into the

Western gi'oup, Polaliian (formerly spoken in

Xorth Germany), Polish, Sorbian (represented
by the Wendish spoken in Lusatia), Czechish
(spoken in Bohemia, Moravia, etc.), and the
(South) Eastern group, Servian, Croatian, Slo-

venian, B\ilgarian, on the one hand, and Russian,
on the other. Literary fragments go back to the
eighth century. In the (narrower) Baltic divis-

ion, however, a catechism of the sixteenth century
represents the oldest known form of the dialect.

Inner Relation. Having thus sketched the
geography of these parts of the Indo-Euio-
I)ean languages, we must next inquire whether
any of these ])arts hold to each other especially
close relations. Much that here seems obvious
shows itself to be misleading. Thus Latin is

often regarded as standing in a peculiarly close
relationship to (Jreek. In point of fact, however,
while the Greek and Latin literatures are closely
connected, there is no special kinship of the two
langnages. To detail all the groupings by sub-
divisions that have been urged by difierent scholars
would take too nnich space, hut the most prac-
tical historical dilTerentiation is based on the
varying treatment of the gutturals and vowels.
In Hellenic, Italic. Celtic, and Teutonic, 7.- and q
represent the i and k of the Eastern languages.
The Sanskrit tenuis is preserved in the Western
group, but the media and aspirate are modified
to y and h (confused with the palatal evolution).
The Western group had a pure k instead of the i-

series, anil (/-sounds (tending to become labials)

instead of the A--series. Examples of the fc-series

are llellcnie ^-/cot6v, Italic centum, but Indie

ialuin; 6xos, wagon, but Avestan vazaiti; ol

the (/-series, Italic quod, Indie kad. In vooalism

the Eastern group has a simpler series than the

Western. Now lietween these extremes lies the

Ballo-Slavic (and in part the Anatolic) system,

which agrees with tlie Eastern group in having

the s and k series ( as against the k and cj series )

,

but with the Western group in its more varied

vocalism. There are no divisions of the languages

which are of so marked a character as these of

the 'mliiiii' and 'centum' divisions. Latin stands

near to Celtic in some forms, (future and pas-

sive), but near to Sanskrit in others {e.g. the

ablative). So in other aspects of morphology,

Balto-Slavie, Sanskrit, and Greek are akin, while

in others they stand a|)art, and such resemblances

and divergencies are found among tlie other lan-

guages as well. What the inner relation may have

been cannot be more nearly established by a com-

parison of forms, still less of vocabulary, and it

seems safest to establish as sub-groups only East-

ern ( Middle ) and Western divisions. That Indie

and Iranic lie so closely together may be due
rather to their closer synchronism than to an
originally greater similitude.

I?eforc proceeding with the discussion of tlie

inner relationship of these groups as shown by
sounds, forms, and sj-ntax, it is necessary to re-

vert to the question of the primitive language,

which, as was shown above, occupied so large a

share of the attention of Schleicher. Since his

day the problem has assumed a new form which
may be studied under two aspects, geographical

and dialectical. It was the opinion of the older

Sanskritists that the earliest home of the Indo-

Europeans was on the Pamir tablelands. Other
sites have been assumed, the plains of, Europe,
Scandinavia, and many other centres. But on
the basis of a comparison of the common vocabu-

lary of all the languages and the state of culture

represented by it, present opinion, induced large-

ly by the results of Schrader's studies, inclines

to the belief that the original home of the Indo-

Europcans was on the plains north of the Car-

pathian Mountains. A very important con-

tribution to the question was made by
Schmidt, who tried to show that the duo-
decimal system of the Indo-Europeans was
derived from Semitic sources. The discovery in

1902 of the Arzawa Letters (see above) would
strengthen the belief in an early intercommunica-
tion between Indo-T^uropeans and Semites. These
data, if accepted, would show that the Indo-Euro-
peans at a very early period were near neighbors
of the Semites, and perhaps in close communica-
tion with them. Further, it is known that trade
communication between the north of Europe and
the southeast, possibly Semitic, took place at an
early date, and, finally, it is scarcely to be
doubted that Indo-European language and Indo-
European race are not terms implying an identity

of race and language. In short, lan-

guage proves nothing with regard to race.

This truth leads to a clearer insight in re-

gard to the 'parent speech.' Instead of imagin-
ing that there was a racial unity once marked by
linguistic unity, we must inquire whether, in giv-
ing up racial unity as shown by language, we
must not also renounce all attempts to establish
a former linguistic unity. The answer will un-
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doubtedly be an affirmative, and it ig rendered
more probable by all that we know of modern lan-
guages. The German dialects, for example, show
no trace of ever having been identical in fonii.
Still more striking is the illustration given by
Slavic as compared with Baltic. In a word, there
was no parent speech of the Indo-Europeans; but
there were always related dialects. (See Dia-
lects.) Thus tlie smallest dialect, geographical-
ly speaking, of Greece or Rome, may preserve
forms as ancient as any other. The idea
of a language-unity splitting up into dialects

and these again into sub-dialects is a
false conception. Co-dialectic forms is the
onl}- right expression. All efforts made to
trace out a parent speech are based largely on
doubtful data of the use, of words regarded as
original, although we do not know whetlier the
words may not have been borrowed. All recon-
structures of the parent speech, whether in the

form of literature (such as Schleicher indulged
in) or in the form of reconstructed hj-pothetical
words, which are supposed to represent the sound
of the [>-s;>(ac/ie and are constantly employed in

our comparative grammars, are pure fictions of
the imagination, and are not to be regarded as
representing an actual prehistoric condition of
the language. We know the Indo-European lan-

guages only in dialectic form, as spoken b}' vari-

ous races over a wide area. The dialects are
divarications from each other, not, so far as we
know, from any unitary parent speech. A uni-

versal parent speech is an historical possibility,

but an Indo-European parent speech is merely a
convenient hypothesis, which, however, leaves

more to be explained than it explains, and may
best be discarded, however pleasing it be to the

mind which prefers unity.

Phonology. The regular interchange of cer-

tain sounds in the different languages of the
Indo-European group was generally postulated

at an early period without the later insistence on
the necessity of regularity. At first it seemed
as if there were exceptions which could not be ex-

plained by any law. The soimds first compared
were consonantal, as these seemed most regular.

Their correspondence in certain of the Indo-Euro-
pean languages was formulated by what is known
as Grimm's law (q.v. ).

The vowel-system took longer to explain and
the consonantal system required modification. In

the case of the vowels, apart from the determina-
tion of the long disputed point whether the a. c,

of the Greek, or their equivalents in one a-sound,

as in Sanskrit, represented the older state, the

vowel-system was seen to be more regular as soon

as the primitive existence of sonant nasals and
liquids was recognized. The chief modifications

of Grimm's law and further contribiitary laws

were established during the last quarter of the

nineteenth century. At the same time was raised

the question in regard to the original vowel-form

of roots and that of its changes in Ahlntil or

modified vowels and diphthongs.

The priority of the \A'estern a, e, o, as com-

pared with the Asiatic monotone a, was proved by
Amelung and Brugniann at about the same time.

Next was shown the existence of an Indo-Euro-

pean e. that is of a real palatal vowel, in San-

skrit itself. This was proved by Collitz, and in-

dependently by Verner. through demonstrating

that when a Sanskrit n (= e) follows a guttural

it palatalizes it and hence must itself be palatal.

Thus Sanskrit ca = re, que. Osthoff and Brug-
mann, again, pointed out the existence in Greek
of the Sanskrit / and r vowels, as shown e.g in
irarpiai ( = Sk. pitritu), HopaKov, etc. Then,
as opposed to the view of the Hindu grammarians
and early European scholars, it was shown that
in the series i, e, ai, the simple vowel is no more
radical than is the yumi form, e, ai, or, in other

words, we cannot speak of the stem in tpivyw. to
take an analogous case, as being less original
than that in iipvyov.

The chief modification of Grimm's law was
made in 1875 by the complementary law of ac-
cent, which goes by the name of Verner's law
(q.v.)._

In discussing consonantisin, the designations of

other than the guttural series are self-explana-
tory, but in the guttural series there is great con-
fusion of nomenclature. Thus the Indo-European
languages had palatal sounds, c, /; dentals, t, d;
labials, ;;, 6, both aspirated and non-aspirated.
So they had aspirated and non-aspirated, surd
and sonant, gutturals, /,-, y (l;h, <jh). But these
latter, being, as explained above, of twofold form,

have different designations. There are two
series, the palatal and non-palatal guttural
series. These are sometimes distinguished as
palatal and velar, but the former is also

called the ^-series, and even the fc-series ; while
the latter is called the ^-series and also the fc-

series. The velar fc-series was from the beginning
distinguished from the palatal guttural by being
a sort of back guttural, with a tendency to de-

velop a half-vowel sound (ij" or k"), which was
lost in special languages. The two sounds either

united or the guttural became more labialized,

Sanskrit ka, Latin quo, Gothic hva, a tendency
that reached an extreme in Greek, where this

guttural is often represented by a labial, as in to

(also before nasals and liquids), though some-
times dentalized. as in re (before i, e), while
sometimes coinciding with k {kCis). Besides

gutturals and palatals, the Indo-European group
possessed the consonantism just described, but it

was defective in fricatives and spirants (e.g. f,

English ih, z] . Peculiar to the older language
are the aspirated sonants retained in the Indo-

Iranio group beside' aspirated surds, as well as

the modified nasals and sibilants. >i, s, including

m, the final half-nasal, and final half-sibilant.

As already explained. Indo-European had as half-

vowels i/,'v, I. r. Lingual sounds (found in San-

skrit) appear to be borrowed from the Dravid-
ians.

Before passing on to the subject of morphology
it will be necessary to speak of one of the most
important topics discussed, though not definitive-

ly settled, in the last few years. Verner showed

that accent or stress influenced the character of

consonants according to the accentuation of the

syllable. The effect of stress, however, as already

explained, is also patent as regards the vowel,

wliieh, as in olSo, fS/ifK (originally ISnit),

shifts with the accent. But of late it has been
shown that another very important law of ac-

centuation has been at work in determining the

form of stems. Fick and ^[ilUer have emphasized
the importance of pitch, that is, musical accent,

as contrasted with stress accent. They show that

there is a certain relation between the palatal

vowel and a high pitch, and a gxittviral vowel and
a low pitch, a relation explicable on physio-

logical grounds; the action of the vocal or-
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pans naturally associating tlie bigb pitch with

the palaUil c and the low pitch with the guttural

o. Thus there is a natural connection hetween

the accent or non-accent ami the form of the two
vowels in Xi-^u, the i-vowel having the high

pitch, the ovowel having the low pitch. This

nnitter has not yet been thoroughly investigated,

and there are many phenomena not yet explained

hv it. For exain|)le, in XAyos the low pitch has

tlic stress. But at all (ivcnts, accent is evidently

a factor which will, when properly understood,

explain much in stem-formation.

MoBi'iioi-0(;v. This studies change of form and
the cause of change. The cliief factors tending to

change the form of words are 'phonetic degenera-

tion.' as it used to he called, or phonetic varia-

tion and growth, clue partly to individual pecu-

liarities, but more to the attrition of speech,

force of expression, the law of least resistance,

and the interaction of the individual and bis en-

vironment. Change of stress and change of pitch

and the substitution of stressed accent for pitch

affect the form as well lus the accent of words.
Analogj- (q.v. ), especially false analogy, causes
changes, in the endings jiarticularly, and the
growth or change of f unit ion in one class of

words is liable seriously to alfect the form and
even the existence of words of anotlier class, im-
itation due to association may l)e conscious or un-
conscious. Complete changes in the pnmuncia-
tion of a vowel may occur o\er a wide area in a
shiirt time and then remain, or as suddenly dis-
appear. Most of tliese changes of form arc the
result of a long series of gradual minute altera-
tions, intervening in time, botli in phonetics and
in morphology. Dilference uf meaning may be
mentioned last as having ha<l elFect on form, a
factor more or less connected with accent.
Apart from these questions of the philosophy of
change, niorjibology has to do with the forms as
presented in language, which may most conveni-
ently be discussed nnrler the head of roots (see
Roots), stems, the forms of nouns, and the forms
of verbs.

In regard to the stem-complex of root and end-
ing, apart from a vague llieory of Westphal that
'near' and 'distant' sounds have something to do
with stem-formation, only one theory has been
oppo.sed to Hopp's agglutination theory. This is
a profound study by Ludwig, marred only by the
assumption of absolute lawlessness in plumeties.
The iioinls made are that the endings serve differ-
ent purposes, a first perscm serves as tliird. a lo-
cative as a genitive, etc., and the further back
we go the looser is tlie language. Ludwig substi-
tutes for agglutination, therefore, tlie theory of
adaptation. Verbalendingsarenot from pronouns

;

no personal endings existed; before the verb was
the indehnite infinitive used for any jierson. any
tense, and both imperative or indicative in mean-
ing; siiflixes acquired definite im])lication by a
gradual adaptation of special meanings, having
originally only a demonstrative sense While
containing much truth, this adaptation theory is
too exaggerated to be acceptable as a worldn»
hypothesis. Another theorv. that of Scherer re"
pards endings of stems of verbs and nouns as in-dicating a locative sense, while Renfev traced all
endings from nnii (believing that nouns are from
verbs)

; but the two latter views are too fantastic
to he discussed.

Forms of Noi:n.s. The same word is noun and
verb in its most primitive form, as Sanskrit

duti, 'a giving' or 'lie gives.' Xouns had .seven

cases, perhaps more, in ludo-Europeaii. The same
case had ditlcrcnt endings, but, (Jii the other hand,

it is most likely, despite the fact that this .seema

to point to other cases, that, had such cases ex-

isted, .some traces would have been pieser\ed.

Dillerent endings may gradually have become
restricted in application, and, as in the case of

the Greek dative, different functions may have
been absorbed by one ending, tending to a loss of

another ending. The seven eases have endings
more or less uniform, but apart from modifica-
tions caused bj' the form of the stem, some cases

are compounds of tAvo case-endings and some
cases show difl'erent forms according as a W'ord
is declined as noun or pronoun. The seven cases

are nominative, accusative, instrumental, dative,

genitive, ablative, locative. They are found in the
singular, dual, and plural, but e.Kcept for the nom-
inative and accusative dual in uu ((li--au. duo)
the dual endings are not identical in the dilTcrcnt

languages and are omitted here. The vocative is

not a case, but the bare stem in weak form. An
apparent ending in the o-stems is only a vowel-
weakening. The chief endings are;
Nom. sg., s, m ; pi., os (es)

,
(o)i, [a].

Ace. sg.. Mi, d; pL, ms, a.

Instr. sg., e, a, hhi {mi), na ; pi., hhis, o-i-&.

Dat. sg., (ai), e, hhya(m)
;

pi., hhyas.
Gen. sg., {o)s, sia; pi., om (urn), sam.
Abl. sg., [gs], {a)t; pi., hhyas.
Loc. sg., i; pi., su (si).

The ablative is lacking in the singular, except
in a few nouns and pronouns, and in the ])lural,

borrowing the forms of the genitive singuhir :uul

dative jjlural. The plural os (as) is the noun-end-
ing in Sanskrit; ai (oi) the pronoun ending in

Sanskrit and Oscan and the noun ending in Slavic,

(ireek, Latin, Celtic, and Gothic. As plural signs
serve both i and s, the latter being added to the
nominative, accusative, instrumental, and dative.
Some endings were independent words, e.g., i, u,

a, at, and Sanskrit still has eases made by adding
a to c. Adjectives have noun endings (with some
restrictions). The comparative Uirn means
farther' (also ias, ios) . The superlative, tata,

fama, and ishta, is not clear. Numerals have es-
sentially the same form in Indo-European, rii-ka

(oitias), dua, tu, salam-centvm, up to XiX/oi
= (sa)hasra, though the latter identification is

doubtful, and in any case may mean 'heap,' or
large number, rather than a "definite thousand.
The duodecimal sy.stem is clearly marked in San-
skrit higher numbers alongside of the decimal
system (see above). Participles are part of the
noun-system and the stems end in ta. v<i, m(u)na
in Sanskrit, Avestan, Greek, and Latin. Prep-
ositions (adverbs) may have case-endings, e.g.

irapa-i, irapi, Tzphirw.

FoRM.s OF Verbs. The Indo-European lan-
guages had four tenses, present (imperfect), aor-
ist, perfect, future, and four nujdes, indicative,
subjunctive, optative, and imperative. Only the
first three tenses are pure, the future be-
ing modal (will), and consequently the
future is found only in the indicative, with rare
(Vedic) and late (Greek) exceptions. There are
two voices, active and middle, the latter serving
originally as a passive as well. Secondary conju-
gations of the pro-ethnic perio<l are numerous.
The most clearly defined are causative, denomina-
tive, intensive, desiderative. and inchoative. San-
skrit further invented a passive class, and Latin
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and Celtic had a special passive voice, while Greek
and Sanskrit converted certain aorist forms into

passives. There are three numbers, but the dual
is weak and even in tlie oldest Vedic and Greek
interchanges with the plural, being lost in Celtic

and Latin (save for the ending -tis), though pre-

served in Gothic and Balto-Slavic. Verbal end-

ings are primary and secondary (present and
preterite) ; special endings occur in the perfect.

Omitting the dual, these endings in Sanskrit,
which has preserved them most fullj', are in the
active singular, 1, mi, a; 2, si, tha; 3, ti, a;
plural, 1, tiias ma; 2, tha, a; 3, a{n)ti, us;
while the middle changes i to e and mas, tha, to

make, dhvv, and the preterite tenses drop
the final vowel and have mahi, dhvam,
for mahe, dhvc. The preterites and the per-

fect have also certain /-forms, ram, re, etc.,

like the Latin passive. The present stem is

divided into many classes, of which ten are recog-

nized by native Sanskrit grammarians. Including
secondary conjugations, the Indo-European lan-

guages had in all thirty-two ways of varying the
stem by infixes, suffixes, and changing the vowel

of the root, llany of these verbal stems coin-

cide with nominal stems. They appear originally

to have indicated modified forms of action. The
aorist stem is formed either by reduplication,

like the perfect, or by inserting an s-deraent, like

the future, or it may be diflTerentiated from the

present class merely by the vowel or by an end-

ing {pfj, /3d<r/cw). The future has primary end-

ings, but in Sanskrit may be augmented with
preterite endings, making a conditional. The sub-

junctive and optative have different formative'

elements and their endings are originally the pri-

mary and secondary, respectively (see below),

while the imperative has jjreterite endings modi-
fied, or special forms. It has no modal sign.

In some classes of verbs the subjunctive form
coincides with the indicative. Hence «, the sub-

junctive modal sign, Greek 77, is not locative, as

Scherer taught, but probably due to analog^^ The
optative sign is ia when accented, i when unac-

cented, as sho^vn by J. Schmidt; whence i is

probably a reduction from ia. (compare i/«, 'go,'

though' this derivation is not favored by
Schmidt).

As to the personal endings, with the exception

of the third plural (and the dual), Delbriick

thinks that they are connected with the personal

pronouns, but if so they must go back to a pe-

riod wlien thev were more deictic than pronomi-
nal. The singular affixes mi, si, ti have been ex-

plained (not very convincingly) both as taken

from the pronouns and as having originated the

pronouns: but the plural anii is probably con-

nected with the participle, the i being exi)!ained

by Asooli and Brugmann as due to analogy with

// (a locative in Scherer's opinion). This finite

verbal form would then be analogous to amamini
(also a participle). The middle endings have

been explained as strengthened forms. In San-

skrit the only original strongest form is ai

{sal and tili being later), a still stronger form of

e, which lends color to this (still doubtful) sug-

gestion. Verbal stems were originally not con-

nected with prepositions (most of which are ad-

verbs) ; hence Latin compound verbs are later

than Greek and Sanskrit, and 'tmesis' in the lat-

ter is really the older form. New forms have

been developed in the separate language, e.g.

aorist passives, the future optative and "future

infinitive in Greek; a third singular preterite

aorist passive and a complete ya-passive in

Sanskrit; r-passive and io-future in Latin
and Celtic. Greek, like Sanskrit, is older than
Latin in having fuller endings, a middle voice,

and an augment. The other Indo-European lan-

guages have later verbal forms. The augment
may have had a short and a long form, c, Vt and
survived in Sanskrit, Persian, and Greek, with
traces in Avestan.

Stxtax. Only the chief points can be noticed

here. First, as to the syntax of nouns: The old

distinction between grammatical and non-gram-
matical cases cannot be maintained. The nom-
inative designates the active, the accusative the
passive relation. The latter is both an object of a
verb and an object of thought, this dtiy, me nit.se-

riim, non-verbal objeetifications. Witli space and
time the accusative is still a veiled object-case.

The instrumental shows accompaniment, means,
limit; the dative, 'to' or 'for:' the genitive, any
adjectival relation, 'of,' 'belonging to;' the abla-

tive, source and means, 'from,' 'by;' the locative,

place or time, 'in,' 'at,' 'within.' The syntactical

method of Delbriick assigns to each case a certain

narrow function; as either 'in' or 'within' (but

not both) to the original locative; 'to" or 'for'

(but not both) to the dative, etc. But each
(pure) case originally contained in itself all that

is ascribed to it; the dative from the beginning '

was a 'to' and a 'for' case ; the locative expressed
both 'at,' 'in,' and 'within.' The instrumental

survives in adverbial form in Greek, but the Greek
dative singular is a locative. Tlie genitive in

sia is an adjective stem like that of the pro-

nouns, asmuka(m) , nostrum, nostri, which ex-

plains in part the svntax of the case. So the
Latin i-genitive m.-xy be adjectival (preserved

in other Italic dialects instead of changing

to oi or ei, which would be the locative

form). Other genitive syntax is explained

as being due to a sort of adjective-com-

pound efl'eet, in that the sign as {os) is probably

only a nominative affected by sentence accent.

So s is the sign of the nominative as

well as of the genitive. The ablative

was probably confined at first to the sin-

gular |)ronoun. where it seems to be from an ad-

verbial atfix. Such syntactical growths are com-
mon, prepositions (adverbs) being afli.xed also to

completed endings to emphasize the meaning, as

in is added to the Italic locative. to the Aves-

tan locative, or i to the Latin feminine nomina-

tive, qiia-i iquw). In the last case the meaning

is probably only emphatic, just as in English

yes-sir-ee, iiiflrcil-i/. The nominative s has been

associated witli the demonstrative pronoun. The
m of the accusative is identical with the m of

aham, idam, iyiiiv, idem, though what shade of

meaning it may have had is as impossible to ex-

plain, as is the pseudo-ending of the German
mich. Tlie neuter nominative in »i has been

explained as borrowed from the nominative, on

the ground that neuters were originally not sub-

jects of verbs ; but this is improbable.

In verbs present tense-stem connotes durative

time: the aorist. unrestricted time, either

inchoative or resultant: the perfect, re-

peated present (inchoative or intensive) ; the

future, modally afleeted future (will). The

subjimctive gives the idea of the unrestricted

indicative with the addition of a shall or will ele-

ment (time and mode) ; the optative expresses
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should or might; the imperative, a command.

Tlic aorist may be present or preterite in time

nnil ditfors Wm the present-stem meaning only

in its quality, since it does not express continued

or ilurative time. Thus Sanskrit iiiicchali. jjresent,

is he continues agoing,' but ijilli, aorist, is 'he

goes.' The present may thus do duty for a

future, as in Gothic. The verbal stem being

coincident with the noun-stem, the sense of

bhiirtiti is really 'a bearing, tliat' or 'he is

abearing,' rather than 'is a bearer.' The re-

duplication of tlic perfect connects it with the

reduplicated present, desiderative, and intensive

forms, and in its first application it connotes
jircscnt time, afterwards extended to i)ast time,

perhaps helped thereto by the plui)erfect (with

augment), which in Sanskrit is not so much a
pluperfect as a reduiilicated aorist. The tense

of narrative was originally the imperfect, not
the aori.st. The syntax of the (ireck aorist is

complicated by the confusion of aorist and im-

perfect forms. In Sanskrit, future (will and pure
future) and optative conii)lement each other and
eventually suppress the subjunctive altogether.

The subjunctive, as already stated, has
originally primary, the optative secondary end-
ings; but in Sanskrit the former has taken
some secondary endings, and in Greek the latter

some primary endings. These endings are sig-
* nificant. The optative goes with the imperative
and injunctive, modes of wish and command;
the sulijnnctive witli the fut\ire. shall and may.
Dclbriick believes that tile subjunctive originally
expressed will, the optative wish. But his
categorical system of syntax is unable to explain
the potential sense of the ojitative and the future
.sense of the subjunctive. The sidijunctive origi-
nally connoted a vague shall-will. iit the pleasure
of the speaker. The primitive subjunctives, eSofiai,

cro. are, in fact, simple futures. So the optative
expressed both should and might. In Latin the
subjunctive is partly o|)tative. The Homeric sub-
junctive is later limited to half of its fimctions.
Sanskrit has a distinct precative optative to
express wish. Here, as elsewhere in grannnar,
linguistic machinery of a rough sort was slowly
adapted to growing needs, and manv shades of
meaning were expressed under one foiin. V'ulgar
English shows continually how pcojile without
discrimination get along very comfortably with
the same tense and mode and ending for many
situations. In regard to the imperative, whicii
has secondary endings, it was originally used only
in the present and for commands, not for pro-
hibitions. Hence ii^ is used with the sub-
junctive aorist, and later with the present im-
perfect only as an extension. So a subordinate
negative clause takes ui), as «s nii a«7), ( 'shall not
come'). Thence the use was extended Ulfi4
with indicative). Some scholars claim that the
optative was originally potential, for the pure
optative is used with oi, not with /u^ (for
wish). It is worth noticing, in connection with
the Greek secondary endings, that when used
without augment they may alwavs indicate a
command, as in the Sanskrit injunctive, which is
an unaiigmented preterite.

The determination of the meaning of cases, of
tenses, and of moods does not exhaust the store.of
s.\nitactieal problems upon which light has been
thrown by comparative philolog\': l)ut these are
the most important aspects and" they show sufB-
ciently what has been accomplished. The dis-

covery of new cases (instrumental and locative)

in Sanskrit, not recognized in the classical lan-

guages, laid the basis for a thorough treatment
of case-relations; as the discovery of the injunc-

tive and the Vedic values of subjunctive, optative,

aorist, and perfect first clarified the problems
connected with the verb.

MouERN Tendencies. A typical example of

the relation between the stages of growth in

the study of philology is given by etymology
(q.v.). Before Pott there was an utter want of

scientific method. Pott opposed this looseness,

fortius again opposed Pott for thirty years on
tlie ground that Pott was not strict enough. The
'"young grammarians" in their turn attacked
Curtius because he refused to admit that phonetic
law is irrefragable.

Jlore recent studies have made etymology much
stricter still. To cite a famous example, of all

the parallels in the names of Greek and Hindu
gods utilized by Miiller in his mji;hological

studies, only one case, Dyaus-Zeus, is now re-

garded as certain. On the other hand, in the
question of irrefragal)le idionetie law, the modern
tendency has been to claim that the new school

went too far. Bechtel, in 1802, and since then
other scholars have questioned the validity of
the shibboleth of 'changeless law.' Other doubts
have arisen in the last decade on other fields.

Stress accent has been replaced in part by mu-
sical accent in importance. Schmidt's' wave
theory has been modified. Semitic influence, as
shown in numbers, has been replaced by a puta-
tive Dravidian influence, but this matter is un-
settled. In geography. Lycian and Carian have
been definitively removed from the field of the
Indo-European languages. The importance and
antiquity of Pali (q.v.) has been brought to the
fore. The possibility of reconstructing a 'parent

language' has been rendered quite doubtful.
Syntax has virtually been built up by one great
(German scholar, Delbriick. It was the latest task
of philology. Naturally the principles thus swift-

ly built into a system by one man are open to
revision. Signs are apparent that the categorical
method hitherto employed has ceased to be useful
in. helping to discover the genesis of syntactical
change. Delbriick himself has admitted that his
results are founded chiefly on subjective imjjres-
sion. Other scholars question, not the value of the
facts amassed Vjy Delbriick, but their interpreta-
ti<m, in criticism that began with Whitney and
has tacitly been accepted by Brugmann, Speyer,
and other interpreters of syntactical data. In
like manner the motive of phonetic change as ex-
plained by Delbriick has recently been attacked
by Wundt, Meyer, and Oertel. who have respec-
tively .sought to show that phonetic change
depends largely on ease ( or speed ) , strength of
expiration, and geographical environment.
But besides laying stress on new points of

view of minor importance, such as haplography,
philologj- has recently brought to the fore one
principle and elevated it into the dignity of a
new branch of the study under the name of
semasiology (q.v.). In 1807 Brcal published his
Essai de sfmaniique, which organized into a sys-
tematic whole, under difl'erent categories, trans-
fers of meaning in the evolution of words.
Contiguity, resemblance, and contrast were
shown to cause changes of meaning. Our word
'pike' for 'road,' for example, arose from 'turn-
pike road,' with a gradual reduction of the
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phrase to i-ts most cbaracteristic element (the
pike or pole which turned the stile at a toll-gate)
to represent the whole.
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PHIL'OMEL (Lat. philomela, from Gk.

</>t\oMi;Xa, niglitingale, from tpi^eTy, philein, to

love + iiiXoi. melos. melody). A nightingale,

especially tlie Persian one. See Nightingale.

PHIL'OME'LA (Lat., from Gk. ^i\on^\v).
In Greek mythology, a daughter of Pandion,

King of Athens, and" sister of Procne. In reward
for assistance rendered, P.-indion gave Procne as

wife to Tereus, King of Thrace, who became by
her father of Itys. He then dishonored Phil-

omela, pretending that Procne W'as dead, and to

prevent her from telling her wrong cut out her

tongue. Philomela, liowever, by weaving word*
in a robe, revealed the truth tJ Procne, who, to
punish her husband, killed her son and served
him up to Tereus. The sisters then lied, but,
being pursued by Tereus, were changed into
birds; Procne and Philomela to swallows or
nightingales, while Tereus became a hoopoe or
hawk.

PHILOMELA, Tjib Lady I'itzwatkr.s' Night-
ingale. A romance by Robert Greene (1592).
It is founded on an Italian story of jealousy,
perhaps Tito and (lisippo in the Decameron.
Philip charges a friend, Lutesio, to test his wife
by tempting her. Though innocent, Philomela is

divorced and flees to Palermo, where her re-

pentant husband discovers her, but his joy is

so great that he chokes and dies.

PHIL'OPCE'MEN (Lat., from Gk. i>i\oTotnriv,

Philopoimfn) (B.C. 252-183) . The most illustri-

ous statesman and general of (Jreece in the
period of her decline, the great object of whose
life was to establish the independence of his
country on a firm and lasting basis. He was born
at Megalopolis, in Arcadia, of a noble family.
At an early age he lost his father, and was
brought up by a wealthy citizen of Mantinca
named Cleander, who secured for him a careful
education. He received instruction from the
academic philosophers Ecdemus and Demo-
phanes. His first experience in warfare was
gained in the border raids which took place

between the Arcadians and Laeonians. and in B.C.

222 he w-ith a few others defended Megalopolis
against the attack of the Spartan King, t'leo-

menes. In the following year, when the Mace-
donian King Antigonus came to the assistance
of the Achieans, Philopoemen joined him at the
head of a band of horse, and distinguished him-
self in the battle of Sellasia (B.C. 221). in which
the power of Sparta was completely broken.
Philopcenien now went to Crete, where he lived

for several years; on his return in 210 he was
appointed commander of the .-^cha'an horse, and
in the expedition of 209 against Elis distin-

guished himself for his bravery, slaying with his

own hand the Elean leaoer, Demoi)hantus. hi 208
he was chosen stratcgus or commander-in-chief of

the Acluran League, a position which he held

eight times in all. He at once proceeded to intro-

duce ref(uiiis into the disci])! ine and armor of the

soldiers, and soon, by these means and by his

personal inlluence, made the arm.v a most ef-

fective instrument of war. In 207 he utterly

defeated the Spartans under Machanidas, and
at the Nemcan festival which followed he was
proclaimed liberator of Greece. In 201 he de-

feated Nabis, who had succeeded Machanidas
as tyrant of Sparta, and soon afterwards made
another voyage to Crete. Returning to the Pelo-

ponnesus in 194, he was appointed stratcgus in

192, and again defeated Nabis. Shortly after he

compelled Sparta to enter the Acha-an League,

and when she revolted in 188 he took the town,

razed the walls, and compelled her to adopt the

Achiean laws. He was in his seventieth year and
sick in bed when news was brought him that the

Jlessenians had revolted from the League; he im-

mediately left his bed and took command of the

army. In the battle that ensued he was taken

prisoner, and Deinoerates, the Messenian com-

mander, sent him a cup of poisoned wine, which

he drank. Consult: Plutarch's Life of Philo-
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pa-men; Freeman, History of Federal Govern-

ment in Greece and Italy (2d cd., London and

New York, 1893) ; Maliatfy, Alexander's Empire
(New York, 1888).

PHILOSOPHER OF FERNEY. A title

given til \iilt:iiii'. ironi his Swiss residence.

PHILOSOPHER OF MALMESBTJEY. A
title (oiifiTriMl (Jii Tlioiiias llohhes, I'nmi the name
of liis Ijiitlipiaic.

PHILOSOPHER OF SANS-SOUCI, siix

siTu'si'-'. A tiiir ii|i|)liccl to J"ii.'ili"ick tlic Great.

PHILOSOPHER OF WIMBLEDON. A
name xised of .Jolm Home TooUe, from Ids resi-

dence in Surrey.

PHILOSOPHER'S STONE, The. A mysteri-
ous e(jiii|iouiiil til wliieli was attriliuted tlie power
of transniutini; metals into gold or silver, and
the att(ni|itid making of which was the chief

occupation of alchemists, at least during the
Middle .\ges. In reality it bore no resemblance
to a stone, being more ]>ro])erly described as an
amalgam. It was a universal ])anacea that was
so eagerly sought, for with the function of a
universal solvent it coml)incd that of the cli.xir

of life, a renewing influence on the body. The
eoncejition of the transmutation of metals was
Oriental. The Arabs regarded metals as com-
pounded of nu-rcury and sul])hur in varying pro-
portions. To this was added a more philosophic
conception of a common liasis of all forms of mat-
ter, individual forms being due to a force sepa-
rable from this. If tlie 'materia prima' could be
dissolved from the combining forces and united
with the s|)eeial 'form' of gold and the combina-
tion could be controlled, tlicn any bodies could
be produced at will. Three forms 'of the philoso-
pher's stone are mentioned—the great elixir, a
red tincture transmuting metals into gold: the
elixir vitiv, restoring youth and prolonging life;

and the lesser elixir, a white tincture, changing
metals into silver. The powers of the philosopher's
stone appear to liave been first described by
Zosimus in the fifth century. Geber (q.v.) was
the reputed author of the Ki-y of Wisdom, a
secret book on the philosopher's .stone. The
matter was geiu'rally shrouded in mystery and
not clearly defined until the twelfth ce'ntiiry.
Salt, sulphur, and mercury, regarded as tlie

elements of matter, were combined to produce
the solvent. 15y the sixteenth century tlie for-
nmla of preparation had become more definite.
The 'mercury of jihilosophy,' combined with
gold, was i)laced in a furnace where the gold
was dissolved, .\fter a long interval a black
powder, called Saturn, was produced. A further
heating produced the white tincture, or little
philosoplier's stone, and a hotter fire i)rodueed a
red powder, tlie true stone, ^'an Ilelmont as-
serted that he had seen and handled the stone,
which was sulphur-color, heaw, and brilliant as
glass. Paracelsus described it' as a solid of deep
ruby color, transparent, flexible, and brittle as
glass: Kaymond Lully, as a carbuncle, \fter
the thirteenth century a mvstic and esoteric
interpretation of the philosopher's stone seems to
have been applied to morals, the stone bringing
to the wearer wisdom and virtue, and purifvin^
the soul. °

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, American.
Ihe oldest of .American learned societies Its offi-
cial name is the American Philosophical Society,

Lfeld at Pliiladelphia for Promoting Useful

Knowledge. Its hall is No. 104 South Fifth

Street, Philadelphia, in which are meeting and
banquet rooms, an extensive and valuable li-

brary, many interesting portraits and busts, one

of the latter being Houdon's Franklin, and a col-

lection of relics, including the chair used by
Jefferson while writing the Declaration of In-

dependence. In 189.3 the society celebrated the

sesqui-centcnary of its iK'ginning. for on May
14, 1743, Benjamin Franklin published in Phila-

delphia "A Proposal for Promoting Useful
Knowledge among the British Plantations in

America," and though liis suggestions were not

acted ujion immediately, he wrote on April 5,

1744, that the society had been formed and had
held several meetings, with Thomas Ilopkinson

as president and himself as secretary. Within
a few years regular meetings were discontinued,

though before 17.)8 anotlicr society was started in

Philadelphia, called the .lunto. or Societ}' for the

Promotion of Useful Knowledge, which also lan-

guished until April 25, 1766, when it was re-

vived, with thirty members, as the American
Society for Promoting and Propagating Useful
Knowledge. The earlier society renewed its ac-

tivity in November, 17G7, and the union of the

two was suggested, but a year was spent in nego-

tiation before the two became one on .January 2,

176'J, adopting the present name and electing

Benjamin Franklin president. He held this office

until his death in 1790. The second president

was David Rittenhouse, the astronomer and thp

first director of the United States Mint, and he
was succeeded by Tliomas Jefferson. In 1785

John Ilyacinthe de Magellan, of London, pre-

sented two hundred guineas to the society for a

perpetual fund, the interest each year to

be put into a gold medal, to be given to

the author of the best discovery or im-

provement in navigation, natural history, or
astronomy. The Magellanic fund has always
been kept as a separate investment, and
its medal is considered one of the great honors
in the scientific world. Membership in the so-

ciety is limited to those who are invited to join

on account of their contributions to science and
knowledge: consequently the honor of an election

is highly prized by American scientists. In re-

cent years the society has established a series of

annual meetings, to which distinguished men of

science of Europe are invited, and these assem-
blages liave become events of international inter-

est. The published Transactions of the society

begin with 1771, in which year a copy was given
to each member of the General Assembly of Penn-
sylvania, with the statement that "the volume is

wholly American in composition, printing, and
paper." The society also publishes Proceedings,
beginning in 1838. issuing them in about two
hundred parts, making over forty volumes.

PHILOSOPHY (Lat. philosophia, from Gk.
0tXoiro0/a, lo\e of knowledge, from rjyCKetv, plti-

lein, to love + (rotpla, Sophia, wisdom, from aotpbi,

sophos, wise). A term originally used, e.g. by
Socrates, to mean devotion to the pursuit of
truth. In Plato it came to mean knowledge of
eternal reality. Aristotle employed the term
sometimes as equivalent to critical systematized
knowledge, sometimes as meaning the science of
ultimate reality. The Stoics considered philos-
ophy to be the endeavor to obtain excellence
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{dperri, arete)- in knowledge and in morality;

the Epicureans regarded the philosopher as the

man who pursued happiness in the manner sug-

gested by reason. In the Jliddle Ages philosophy

came to be ancillary to theology, and in large

measure the reasoned defense of divinely revealed

truth. In modern times various definitions have
been given, such as "rational knowledge derived

from concepts as such" (Kant), "'the revision of

concepts" (Herbart), "the science of principles"

(Ueberweg), "the totality (Inheijriff) of all

scientific knowledge" (Paulsen), and "the reduc-

tion of the general knowledge obtained by the

special sciences to a complete system" (Wuudt)
;

while some tliinkers have despaired of the pos-

sibility of finding any definition that shall cover

the whole field historically occupied by philosoph-

ical speculation. The conception of the task of

philosophy necessarily changes with the course of

time. At the beginning, before any special sci-

ences had arisen, it was natural that the unity

of knowledge should be insisted on, and that the

student should ambitiously take all knowledge

for his province. But the scope of philosophy

has gradually grown narrower as its original

domain has been encroached upon by new sci-

ences. The failure of philosophers of the present

to agree on the definition of their work is due

to the fact that so much territory has been al-

ready occupied by these sciences as to leave the

proper domain of philosophy in doulit. These

sciences have one and all been experiential in

their method. To those who believe in the ex-

istence of a priori knowledge, a point of

departure for delimiting philosophy from science

is obtained in this distinction of the inductive

from the deductive. But the belief in a jrriori

knowledge is less current than it was a hundred

years ago. and some other differentiation of phil-

osophy from science must be undertaken by the

induc'tivist. Perhaps no better plan can be

adopted than that based upon the speeialistic

character of present-day science. Each science

pursues its ow^l investigations in its own limited

field, and will allow itself to be prejudiced as

little as possible by what is done in other fields.

But after all it is the same vuiiverse that fur-

nishes object-matter to all the separate sciences,

and one would naturally expect that all the sep-

arate knowledges gained by specialists would

articulate themselves into a coherent system of

knowledge. The hope to accomplish this articu-

lation in detail would be idle; but every science

has its concepts, which it uses to organize the

facts in its owti little field. Do all the concepts

tallv? Are they compatible with each other?

Questions of this sort are reasonable, and an at-

tempt to answer them forms the so-called philos-

ophv of nature, which may be defined as the cor-

relation and criticism of scientific concepts.

Among such concepts are those of matter, energy

and its conservation, atom, life, evolution, differ-

ential, point, line, etc. The philosophy of nature

is without doubt the most difficult branch of

philosophy, as it demands for its prosecution con-

siderable familiaritv with the leading sciences.

But while it is not to be hoped that any very gen-

eral treatment of the subject can be satisfactory,

still more detailed work in the way of corre-

lation and criticism of the conceptions employed

in a few sciences can be reasonably expected.

Such work has been done in English by Stallo in

his Concepts and Theories of Modern Physics

(London, 1882), and by James Ward in his

Naturalism and Agnoslicism (London, 1899).

Again, all the sciences take for granted that

man can know something about the iniiver.se.

What is this knowledge? Is it really valid, as

it claims to be? -Is there any way of ascertain-

ing its validity? A scientific treatment of these

(luestions is called cpistemology, or the theory of

knowledge (q.v.), and forms a second philo-

sophical discipline. Still again, can any light

be thrown on the ultimate nature of the reality

either of the external world or of the mind? This

is the problem of metaphysics (q.v.). Formerly

logic, psychologi', and ethics were considered as

branches" of philosophy, but the modern tendency

is to establish them as sejjarate sciences. This is

accomplished, however, only in a restricted .sense.

At bottom the question whether this or that dis-

cipline is a science or a branch of philosophy is

of no great importance, when it is recognized

that there is no fundamental difference in method

between science and philosophy, the only differ-

ence being one of degree, not of kind. Tlie more

abstract any systematic knowledge is, the nar-

rower the field it appropriates to itself; the more
it neglects other subjects lying outside of that

field, so much the more properly is it called a

special science. On the contrary, the more com-

prehensive such knowledge is, the more philo-

sophical it is: for philosophy is an attempt as

far as possible to know the world as a whole.

Hlstort. The history of European philosophy

is commonly divided into three main epochs, each

characterized by a unique development, although

at the same time the earlier jwriods furnish

preface and starting-point for those which suc-

ceed them, so that the whole development is con-

tinuous. The first of these periods is that of an-

cient or Greek philosophy (q.v.). It extends

from the earliest formulations of philosophic con-

ceptions among the Ionian philosophers and con-

tinues into tlie Christian Era, throughout the

dominance of paganism. While shared by other

nations of antiquity besides the Greeks, as notalily

by certain Romans. .Jews, and Gra-co-Egyptians,

it received its form and lasting bent from the

Greek mind, and its later influence proceeds al-

most exclusively from Athenian culture. The

second period is' that of mediaeval philosophy, or

.scholasticism (q.v.). It had its rise in the

theological speculations of the early Church

Fathers, usually educated in Greek thought, and

was continued and developed throughout medi;e-

val times as the characteristic philosophy of

Catholic Christianity. It luul its culmination in

the great synthesis of Thomas Aquinas, but has

never ceased to be the traditional philosophy of

the Church, and in modern times, as neoscholas-

ticism, is the subject of an energetic revival.

During the scholastic period in Christian Europe

the tradition of Greek philosophy was kept alive

by the Arabs in Si)ain (see Ar.\btc L.wct ace

\XD LiTEKATURE). among whom were many im-

portant philosophical thinkers. The third period

is known as the period of modern philosophy, and

is commnnlv dated from the Renaissance (q.v.),

and more particularly from the advocacy of em-

pirical methods of investigation by Bacon and of

appeal to immediate reason or intuition by

Descartes.

With the revival of learning there was also a
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revival of all the important philosophical sys-

tems of antiquity. Platonism flourished in the

Academy of Florence and found its most impor-

tant advocate in Ficiuo. Xeo-Platonism blended

with Xeo-Pythagoreanisn which was represented

by Pico dclla Mirando .i. Aristotelianism re-

newed its vi"or in the two -rival schools of

Avcrroism andAlexandrisiii, and among the Prot-

estants in Mclanchllion. Skepticism was defended

by Montaigne, Sanchez, and Charron; eclecticism,

virulent in its opposition to scholasticism, was
propagated by \alla, Vives, de la Eamec, and
Zwingli, while scholasticism found its champion
in Suarez. Natural pliilosophy, a rehabilitation

of one phase of Aristotle's system, but blended

with XeoPlatonic mysticism, was developed by
Cardano, Campanella, and especially by Bruno.

Paracelsus and Uiihme elaborated the mystical

side of this line of thought, while Galileo and
Kepler remained more true to an empirical study
of nature, and formed the starting point of a
mechanistic and materialistic conception of the

imiverse. In Kepler, however, with his insistence

on the harmony of the world order, we have a
distinctively Pythagorean touch. Political phil-

osophy took an entirely new start with Machia-
velli, who threw aside the work of Aristotle and
tlie authority of the Church, and worked out an
anti-moral theory "in which the State and civic

freedom were all-important. But though the
philosophers of the Renaissance thus bridged over
the chasm that separated the ancient from the
modern world of thouglit, it was reserved for
Bacon and Descartes to lay the foundations of
modern philosophy in empiricism on the one
hand and in rationalism on the other; and the
real problem of modern pliilosophy has been to
rear a superstructure which should rest on both
these foundations. As was to be expected, the
foundations had first to be laid independently,
and as a result we have two great modern
schools, each equally one-sided, but each equally
standing for a fundamental truth—the one, the
truth that all secure knowledge rests on ex-
perience; the other, the truth that in all satis-
factory knowledge the demands of reason are
met.

Modem empiricism came to articulate expres-
sion first in Francis Bacon, who insisted upon
the abandonment of the deductive, a priori
speculation of the schoolmen, and on the neces-
sity of studying nature without bias. Hobbes
followed Bacon in urging the necessity of a
philosophy of experience; but being especially
interested in hmnan nature, and yet lacking the
data for an inductive study of soci'etv, he allowed
himself to construct society out of imaginary
isolated human beings and to palm off this
fiction for fact.

Modern rationalism began with Descartes, who
IS often called the father of modern philosophv.
He likewise emphasized the necessitv of bet.innin«
anew, but, unlike Bacon, he looked to the inner
nature of self-consciousness for the principles
that can build up the structure and furnish the
certainty of knowledge. The Cartesian system
IS rationalistic; the method for advancing our
knowledge was thought to consist in letting the
light of reason shine forth. This was accom-
plished by the application of mathematical
method to metaphysics, with the result of brin"-
ing out the innate truths and principles of rea-
son. In this way we become assured, so Descartes

argued, of our own existence, of the existence of

God, and of that of the material universe.

Descartes sharply separated mind and matter;
mind is thinking, unexteiided substance; matter
is unconscious, extended substance. Two great
problems are therefore handed down to his

immediate followers. What is the relation be-

tween mind and matter in general, and the soul

and body in particular? And what is the rela-

tion between the soul and God ? Geulincx, the
founder of Occasionalism (q.v.), answers the

former question by saying that God acts in the
individual, intervening on each occasion, to main-
tain the parallel between mind and body. God
is the real .subject of human acts, the individual

being but a nominal subject. The second problem
is taken up by Jlalebranche, who maintains that
God thinks in the individual. The individual

is nothing but the mode of God's being. The
mind is in CJod, and in Him views everything in

its eternal significance. Spinoza carries out
Cartesiani.sm to its logical conclusion. Sub-
stance is that which exists independently. Hence
the infinite alone, C4od, is true substance. Mind
and matter are two attributes of the one
divine substance. They are known to us as the
parallel manifestations of the hidden substantial

identit.v in God. Spinoza develops his system by
pure deductive reasoning, following the procedure
of geometrical demonstrations. He thus exhibits
the ideal method of rationalism, which regards
reason, working solely on its own inner prin-

ciples, as capable of discovering the true nature
of reality. The moral and physical parts of the
xmiverse follow from these principles with the
same rigid necessity as the demoiistranda of

geometry foUow from its axioms. .Joyful resig-

nation to this rationalistic determinism is the
essence of morality. Spinozism reduces the

dualism of mind and matter to a common prin-
ciple and results in pantheistic monism (q.v.).

Leibnitz endeavors to solve the paradox of Spino-
zism that unextended and extended substances
are ultimately identical. As a rationalist he
sides with Spinoza : as an individualist he sides

with Locke. Leibnitz's substance is not that
which exists through itself, but rather that which
acts through itself. Reality consists of an infinite

number of monads
(
q.v. ) , which are unextended,

ideal activities, centres of original forces, or
formal atoms. Each atom is self-contained and
cannot be modified from without. Spinoza sur-

renders the reality of individuals to the principle

of unity. This unity Leibnitz breaks up into a
plurality of independent, self-active monads. But
the multiplicity is s>-nthetized by the Leibnitzian
principle of continuity and the law of preestab-
lished harmony (q.v.). All the monads belong to
an organized system, and each mirrors or repre-
sents the universe. The individuals are not
isolated, but belong to an organic whole. God,
the supreme monad, is pure activity, while finite

monads are in a state of imperfect realization.
They are not completely active. It is the pas-
sivity of finite monads that gives rise to confused
perceptions, which cause the appearance of an
extended, material world. These fundamental
principles of Leibnitz's system are sacrificed by
his_ follower, Wolff, who adopted merely the
rationalistic method of his master and reduced
philosophy once more to scholastic form. This
was the culmination of dogmatic rationalism on
the Continent.
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In the meantime the empiricism begun by
Bacon and the rationalism begun by Descartes
became curioush' intermixed in Locke's theory
of knowledge. Locke supported the Baconian
appeal to experience. The sole sources of our
knowledge are empirical facts, since the mind
has no innate ideas. All the materials of knowl-
edge are externally impressed u\mn tlie mind, the
sole activity of -which consists in linking together
the given ideas. L'pon this sensationalistic basis,

however, Locke built up a rationalistic ideal of

knowledge. We attain certaint}' in our intuitive

knowledge of the existence of the self, and in

the demonstrative knowledge of the existence of

God, and of mathematical and moral truths as

well. Our knowledge of the external world,

being dependent upon sense-perception, reaches

only the level of probability. In this, Locke
violated his own fundamental principle that our
knowledge extends no further than our sensa-

tionally given ideas, and that truth consists in

the agreement of ideas among themselves, not

in their correspondence with things or external

reality. Berkeley took Locke's definition of

knowledge in a strict sense, and insisted that we
never get beyond the circle of our own ideas.

We know nothing about the agreement of our

subjective' ideas with external things. All knowl-

edge, he contended, is purely individual, and all

ideas are merely particular. The mistaken belief

in the existence of self is due to the confusion

of taking an abstract or general name as repre-

sentative of a real thing. The reality of sense-

objects consists in their being perceived. The
assumption of an object apart from the idea is as

useless as its existence would be. Ideas signify

nothing but modifications of the conscious subject.

Hume carried empiricism to its inevitable logical

consequence. There is nothing knowable, he ar-

gued, but conscious experiences
—'impressions'

and their copies, 'ideas.' These we cannot

transcend. They are externrlly connected by

'gentle forces.' called relations or associations.

We cannot prove the existence of God, of the

self, or of matter. All these are fictions of the

imagination, and have no basis in actual experi-

ence. Thus, step by step, empiricism ends in

skepticism.

Kant, the founder of the critical philosophy,

consciously and critically attempted what Locke

had naively achieved, the arbitration of the

controversy" between empiricism and rationalism.

His decision was that rationalism is right in its

determination of scientific method; empiricism,

in limiting scientific knowledge to' the sphere of

possible experience or phenomena. Knowledge, he

maintained, is a joint product of two factors, one

furnished by the conscious subject, the other

given in the raw material of sensation. The

former is a priori ; it antedates experience and is

the condition which makes experience possible.

The latter is a posteriori, given from without.

The a priori would be devoid of content without

the sensible material; the a posteriori would be

. nothing at all were it not shai)ed and trans-

figured in the mold of consciousness. Theoretical

reason mav not transcend the bounded domain

of experience, but practical reason asserts the

necessitv of the belief in a world of transcendent

reality. "in which the moral order is the natural

law. God. freedom, and immortality, though

nndemonstrable. are the necessary postulates of

our moral being. Thus reason gives way to

faith. Fichte, starting from a Kantian basis,

ol^ected to Kant's failure to show how the a
priori principles of consciousness are necessarily
involved in the nature of consciousness, as well "

as to the Kantian separation of the phenomenal
world and the real world of thingsinthemselves.
By exhibiting the process in wliich consciousness
unfolds itself, we see that the plieuomenal world
is meaningless unless organically connected with
its intelligible essence. Knowledge is neither in

whole (Hume) nor in part (Kant) the product
of .sensation. It is the creation of the ego.

^'oluntary selves freelj' choose to assert them-
selves and thus construct their whole organized
world. The moral law is the prior condition of

all we theoretically know, and the outer world
exists simply for the sake of our moral self-

realization. The speculative method, the exhibi-

tion of the progressive nature of consciousness, is

the only possible method, since knowing does

not begin with facts passively received by the

ego, but with a spontaneous act of the ego's

creative energj'. Jacobi also objected to the

Kantian separation between the thing-in-itself

and the phenomenal world. Without the thing-

in-itself, he said, no one can enter the Kantian
system, and with it no one can remain in tliat

system. The onlj- solution of this antinomy was
to exalt faith, to which even Kant had recourse,

to the supreme place in philosophy. Xot knowl-
edge, but feeling, is the organon whereby we can

attain certainty of reality. Thus results a

philosophy of supranatural sensualism. Schell-

ing reached much the same result, but by a

difl'erent method. He regarded the world as the

embodiment of intelligence, an objective fact,

indeed, but one that exhibits in its progre.ssive

forms the same principle that is found in man.
But the character of that absolute principle

which thus manifests itself in external nature

and in man cannot \k apprehended by reason.

Intuition alone brings us into contact with ulti-

mate reality. In Hegel German rationalism

vigorously reasserted itself: the real is the ra-

tional and the rational is the real. All reality

is but a manifestation of reason. The world is

a development of thought. But thought and

reason are not abstractions. The word thought

is used with a width of meaning that includes

in it the concrete content of the world of sense

orcanized into an all-inclusive universe. The life

and stir of the universe is the life of thought.

The development of this concrete thought is a

dialectical development, hence i)hilosophy must
employ the dialectical method to exhibit the

nature of reality. The motive force of this

development is opposition and negation. Every-

thing is what it is by virtue of what it is not;

that is. bv virtue of its relation to other things.

These various things taken apart are self-con-

tradictory; only when seen in their interconnec-

tion are they seen to be real. The contradictories

are not annulled in their mutual relations; they

are conserved, but thus conserved no longer are

they contradictory. The tracing of this process

of negation is the Hegelian dialectic. With the

death" of Hegel, Hegelianism broke up into war-

ring schools and became utterly discounted in

Germany, only to be resuscitated later in England

and America in the so-called Xeo-Hegelian

School.

Schleiermaelier took up the philosophical prob-

lem where Fichte. Schellinsj. and Jacobi had left
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-it He a'Tced with .Jafobi tliat thounht cannot

prasp the" essence of reality; lienee pliilosopliy

is not a complete science; but while it is not

complete, it is ever growing and reaching out

toward the goal of the identity of thought and

being. This goal, however, can be reached only

in religion, tlie communion of the finite with the

infinite upon which it feels itself dependent. In

llerbart and Schopenhauer there is a twofold op-

position to Hegclianism; the former opposed his

doctrine of real finalities to Hegel's idealism; the

latter ilirceted his pessimism (({.v.) against the

idealistic estimate of the value of existenee. and
maintained that the real is an irrational principle

of blind impulse. I?eneke attempted to synthesize

the results of previous philosophical activity liy

developing a psychological philosophy, based on

inner e.vperience. Self-conscir)Usness reveals di-

rectly to us the psychic constitution of man;
sensation is only mediate knowledge of the outer

world, which "must be interpreted after the

analogy of psychic life. I.otze combined the

Hegelian and Herbartian positions, while Hart-

mann aimed at a synthesis of Schopenhauer and
Hegel. Among recent German thinkers the cry of

"Back to Kaiit" is especially prominent; this

XeoKantianisni is represented by such men as
Laiige, Cohen, Volkelt, Hiehl. anil Paulsen. An-
other vigorous (lerman school at ])resent is that

of the so-called immanent philosophy of Schuppe,
Rehnike, and SchuhcrtSdhlcrn, who deny the

antithesis of idea and object, and assert an
identical unitary consciousness in all beings. The
immanent cimtent of this consciousness is the

world of space and time. Allied to this im-

manent philosophy is the empirocriticism of
Avenarius. who, like Schuppe, begins, not with
the opposition of subject and object, but with
the pure experience of the unsophisticated man
free of all preconceived theory. In this experi-

ence the so-called object of consciousness is an
integral part; and of this experience philosophy
is an exact description. Materialism had a
temporary revival in the middle of the nineteenth
century in Germany: its chamiiions were Vogt.
R. Wagner, Moleschott. Biichner, Czolbe. and
Diihring. Sometimes identified with materialism
is the monism of Ilaeckel. who. however, is not
a materialist, but an animist, holding all matter
to be instinct with life; but inasmuch as the
material, not the conscious, side of being is em-
phasized, the doctrine is closely allied to
materialism. Fechner had some years before
Haeckel advocated an animism, which, however,
had emphasized the conscious side of being.
Wundt's philosophy is related to Fechner's, inas-
much as he holds that the mechanical universe is

"the outer wrapper behind which is hidden a
spiritual creative activity, a striving, feeling,
sensing, like that which we experience in our-
selves." Holding that conation is the most funda-
mental essence of this activity, his view is
vohintaristic.

Returning now to French philosophy, we may
say that after the time of Descartes there have
been no epoch-making thinkers in France except
Rousseau and Comte. Deserving of mention are
Bayle. the skeptic: Voltaire, more positive in
his attitude and with a leaning toward mechan-
ism; Rousseau, the political philosopher, believ-
ing with Hobbes in a state of nature preceding
society, but emphasizing the social nature of
man, which Hobbes had ignored; La Mettrie and

Condillac. sensationalists ; La Rocbefoucauiu an,

Helvftius, egoists; Bonnet, a rationalistic sensa

tionalist; DideTot and d'Alembert, pantheists.

The last three, along with minor thinkers, are

known as the Encyclopsedists, because of their

cooperation in the issue of the gi'eat Encyclopedie.

During the French Revolution the predominant
philosophy was sensationalism, going under the

name of ideology, given it by Destutt de Tracy.

Cabanis emphasized the physiological basis of

sensationalism; a little later Elaine de Biran,

starting with the psychological fact of self-con-

sciousness, reached a view similar to Beneke's, in

which the spiritual nature of self-activity re-

ceived recognition. He was thus the forerunner

of spiritualism (q.v.), which was championed by
Joulfroy and Royer-Collard, and had in Cousin

its most prominent exponent. Spiritualism lived

through the nineteenth century, being later rep-

resented by Ravaisson, Secr^tan, and Vacherot.

Opposed to' ideology were the traditionalists, who,

while reaching spiritualistic results, were hostile

to the method of the spiritualists. Accepting

the Catholic doctrines as unimpeachable, they

emphasized the supremacy of faith above reason.

Reason inaugurated the Reformation and issued

in the Revolution; it is the source of nothing

but evil. Faith resting on inspired aiithority is

alone able to reach the truth. So wrote De
iMaistre, Frayssinnons, and Bonald. But rea-

son would not down, and turned its attention

to the social nature and relations of human
beings. Saint-Simon, the founder of the French
Socialistic School, was not himself so much a

philosopher as a reformer; he practiced rather

than theorized; but he interested many specula-

tive minds in social problems. The greatest of

his disciples was Auguste Comte. Comte con-

tended that the only true and final philosophy is

positive ; true philosophy is an accurate descrip-

tion of facts and their experienced relations.

He brushed aside all pretence of knowledge of

anything more ultimate than the phenomena of

experience. Positivism, however, according to

Comte, is on\y the third stage of philosophical

reflection. Man's first attitude toward nature
was theological; he attempted to explain phe-

nomena by referring them to supernatural pow-

ers. Then man became metaphysical, xising ab-

stract conceptions, like force, as principles of

explanation. Finally as the third stage came
positivism, the insight into the futility of pre-

vious explanations, and the recognition of facts

and their relations as philosophical ultimates.

About the middle of the nineteenth century, in

protest against Comte, a revival of Platonisra

occurred in certain Catholic circles: CartujTels,

Hugouin, and Gratry maintained that ideas are

modes of God's essence. Positivism passed over

into agnosticism in Littr^. Taine, and Renan.
With the development of experimental psycho-

logy a psychological philosophy has been cul-

tivated by Ribot, Delbteuf. and Bernard. After
Darwin's Origin, of Species appeared, evolutionism
was eagerly taken up by French thinkers, chief

among whom hare been Fouilli^e and Guyau.
But Kantian principles maintained their ground
in the philosophy of Renouvier and his followers.

Lachelier attempted a combination of Kantianism
and spiritualism. Against the determinism (q.v.)

of positivism, psychologism, and evolutionism,
Boutroux advocates a philosophy of contingency
and freedom.
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Since Bruno's time Italy has maae little

-original contribution to philosoph.y, although she
can boast of many brilliant expositors of already
existing systems. Vico and Beecaria can lay tlie

best claim to originality, both working in the
realm of the philosophy of law. Gcnovesi, the
empiricist; Galluppi. the sensationalist; Eosmini
and Gioberti, objective idealists; Jlaniiani, a
modified Platonist; Vera and Spaventa, Hege-
lians; Testa and Cantoni, Kantians; Villari and
Dominicis, po.sitivists ; and Bonavino, Thoniist,

deserve passing mention.

For the last two centviries Great Britain has
shared with Germany the honor of having distinc-

tive national philosophies. English thought has
been predominantly empiristic and associationis-

tic until the last half century. Hartley gave as-

sociationisra (q.v. ) its modern form, and .James
Mill applied it to all the life of mind. .John
Stuart Mill, best known popularly by his utilita-

rianism (q.v.), did his greatest philosophic work
in logic. True to empiricism, he introduced
induction into the place it now occupies in logical

theory, and yet he builded better than he knew.
His empiricism did not furnish an adequate basis

for his logic, and subsequent logicians, as Sig-

wart in Germany and Bosanquet in England, have
succeeded in effecting a reconciliation between
empiricism and rationalism in logic; but this

they could not have done without Jlill's pioneer
work. Darwin's great discovery has been ex-

tremely fruitful in philosophy. Spencer has
worked out an evolutionarj' philosophy in elabo-

rate detail, but with a strong individualistic

bias. It is, how-ever. marred by a lack of his-

toric perspective. Lewes represented positivism;
Martineau has been the most prominent advocate
of intuitionism (q.v.), applying intuitionistie

principles especially to ethics and theology.

Green, Bradley, and Bosanquet, under the influ-

ence of German idealism, have sought to stem
the tide of empiricism. Ward, from a psycho-
logical starting-point, has likewise reached an
idealistic result. Under the leadership of these

men and of the two Cairds, of Scotland, English

philosophy has almost left its empiristic moor-
ings.

The typical philosophy of Scotland since the
time of Hume has been intuitionism. Hutcheson
may be regarded as its founder. Eeid and
Stewart gave it classical expression. This
Scotch thought was a protest against the
Lockean doctrine that knowledge is only a cor-

respondence between ideas, and stoutly main-
tained that we have immediate knowledge of ob-

jective reality. Hamilton, in his natural realism,

sought to reconcile intuitionism with Kantianism.
The two Cairds and Stirling broke away from
the intuitionistie tradition and gave Hegel ianism

a vogue which makes it rival intuitionism in

Scotland and empiricism in England.

In America the greatest original philosopher

was .Jonatliau Edwards, who, startinir from
Lockean premises, elaborated under Cnlvinistic

influences a i:iost uncompromising delerminism
(q.v.l. Franklin, while not technically a

philosopher, gave an impetus toward empiricism.

\^'ithcrspoon and jSIcCosh brought strong supjicu-t

to Scotcli intuitionism, also taught by Upham
and Wayland. Among the educators who early

aroused interest in philosophy were Noah Porter,

Jfark Hopkins, and Daniel Coit Oilman.
Hickok was mildly Kantian; Bowen was

eclectic; Bowne and Ladd are Lotzeans. The
Concord School of Philosophy, headed by
Emerson, popularized German idealism, which
has been strongly defended technically by
Harris; while Royce and Dewey have given
it a more independent and original state-
ment. James is a brilliant advocate of em-
piricism and seeks to rescue philosophy from
agnosticism by asserting the riglit of a Will to

believe in face of doubt; and George Stuart
Fullertou is a keen critic, whose studies in epis-

temolog;)- are of special importance.
In the last century the significance of the

history of philosophy has been brought out by a
long line of historians, beginning with Hegel.
The result is that the continuity of philosophic
development, and the genuine advance nuule by
philosophic thought, in spite of an apparently
merelj- back-and-forth movement, have been ap-
preciated.
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PHILOSOPHY, Moral. See Ethics.

PHILOS'TRATUS ( Lat., from Gk.-f-iXAo-TpaTos).

The name of four sophist.s of the Roman Imperial

period. According to Suidas the first three were

all natives of the island of Leninos. (1) The
first PHlLOSTH.^Trs lived in Xero's reign (a.d.

54-08). The onlv extant work of his is the dia-
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lo<nie Xero, a coiivcisatiun bL-tweun the Lcmnian

Jlt'iiecrates anil tlio banished philosopher .Muso-

iiius Kufus on the Knipcroi's proposed canal across

the Isthmus of Corinth and on his great cruelty.

(>) Flavils PiiiLOSTHATCS flourished un-

der Septimius Severus (a.d. 193-211) and his

successors. At the request of the Empress Julia

Uouina, he wrote a remarkable Life of Apulluniiis

of Ti/ana, in which he laid especial stress on tlie

miracles ascribed to this pagan saint. The work

was used later to oppose the teachings of the

Christians. The same l'liih)stratus is the author

of the extant Lives of the KojMsts, written soon

after A.u. 229. (3) The tliird Puilostbatus, son

of Xervianus and son-in-law of Flavius Philos-

tratus, was a young man in the reign of Caraealla

(A.D. 211-217). He composed a work entitled

Imagines (EWees), which is still extant and
describes 04 paintings in Xaples. (4) The last

PliiiosTBATis was a grandson on his mother's

.side of the third I'hilosfratus. lie also wrote an
JiiiiKjiiws, after the manner of his grandfather's

book. This work is inferior to its model, and in

its present form breaks off in the description of

the seventeenth painting. The Imagines of the

third Philostratus at least liave now been proved
to be descriptions of actual works of art, and so are

of great value to the archaeologist. The dialogue
Jleroiciis probably belongs to the third sophist,

while the second apparently was the author of the

interesting collection of Lettrr.i. The standard
edition of all these works is by Kayser in the
Teubner Collection (2 vols., Leipzig, 1849). The
liiiiiijines of the third Philostratus have been
separately edited by the members of the Vienna
Classical Seminary (Leipzig, 1893).

PHILO'TAS (Lat., from Gk. ^iXiiroj). A
Macedonian general. See Pakmknio.x.

PHILOXENIAN VERSION. Sec Bible,
section on Tixl of the Xcir Trstament.

PHILOX'ENUS (Lat., from Gk. <J..X4|eTOj)

(B.C. 43.'):iS()). .\ famous dithyrambic poet, born
in Cvthera. When the S])artans recaptured the
island from the Athenians, probably after the
Sicilian Expedition, he became a slave. Event-
nally he passed into the hands of the poet Me-
lanipjiides, who, attracted by his talent, educated
and freed him. He lived sdme time at the court
of the elder Dionysius in Syracuse. There he for-
feited the tyrant's friendship eitlier on account of
his frank criticism of his patron's verses or be-
cause of his love for a beautiful flute-player,
Galatea, the mistress of Dionysius, and was "im-
prisoned in the quarries. Philoxenus subsequently
took vengeance on Dionysius bv composing the
most famous of his dithyrambs," The Cyclops, in
which he represented himself as Odysseus win-
ning from the Cyclops the affections of his sweet-
heart, the nymph Galatea. This was the model
for Thcocritus's eleventh idyl. After leaving
Syracuse, Philoxenus lived a"t Tarentum, and
later in Greece, and died at Ephesus, He wrote
24 dithyrambs in all, which were greatly admired
in antiquity. Of these only insignificant fra>T-
ments remain. The poem entitled The BanqiKt
(AfTrmv), of which much is extant, is generally
ascribed to this Philo.xenus; but it is probablV
the work of a Philoxenus of Leucas. The frag-
ments are published by Bergk, Poetw Lyrici
drcrct. vol. lii. (Leipzig. 1882).

PHILTEB. or PHILTRE (Lat. philtrnm,
irom Gk. ^.CKrpov, phtltron,4,t\Tfrpov,phile1ron, love

charm, from 4>i\eiv, philcin, to love). An artifi-

cial means of inspiring and securing love. A be-

lief in such charms seems to have been generally

prevalent from an early age. Among the Greeks

and Romans (among the latter in the later days

of the Republic, and under the emperors), love

charms, and especially love potions, were in con-

tinual use. Probably certain poisonous or dele-

terious herbs and drugs were among their chief

ingredients, to which other substances, animal as

well as vegetable, are said to have been added,

coupled with the employment of magic rites.

Thessaly was famous for producing the most po-

tent herbs, and her people were regarded as the

most skillful practicers of magic arts, whence the

well-known Thcssula philtia of .Juvenal (vi. CIO).

These potions were violent and dangerous, pro-

ducing madness and death, instead of merely
serving the i)ur])ose for which they were intended.

The use of philters seems to liiive been not un-

known during the Middle Ages; and in the East,

belief in the power of love potions has never died

out.

PHINEAS (fin'e-os) FINN, The Irish
ilEMULH. A novel by Anthony TroUope ( 1869) . It

is the first of a scries of political tales, Phineas
Redux, Tlie Prime Minister, and The Duke's Chil-

dren, in which Finn and most of the characters of

the story reappear. The hero, a handsome young
Irishman, goes to London and enters Parliament.
Much of his success is due to the Standish
family, particularly Lady Laura, At the close

he throws up his political career, retires to

Ireland, and marries his former sweetheart, ^lary
Flood-.Tones.

PHINETJS, fin'e-us or fi'nns (Lat., from Gk.
•I'd'eiis). A blind soothsa,yer, the son of Agenor,
and King of Salmydessus in Thraco. Be-
cause of his cruelty to his children by his first

wife, when his second wife accused them falsely,

he was punished with blindness and ^\as tor-

mented by the Harpies, who seized or defiled all
the food placed before him. He was delivered
from the monsters by Zetes and Calais, and in

return directed the Argonauts in their expedition.
Other traditions represent him as being slain by
Heracles or by Boreas.

PHIN'TIAS (Lat., from Gk. 'ti^'rlat). A
friend of Damon. See Damon and Phintias.

PHIPS, or PHIPPS, Sir William (1651-95).
The first royal Governor of Massachusetts. He
was born at a" border settlement, since called
Woolwich, on the Kennebec River, in Maine, and
was one of a family of twenty-six children, all of
the same mother. Till eighteen years of age he
was employed in keeping sheep, "but dissatisfied
with this occupation, he became a ship-carpenter,
and removed to Boston. There he learned to
read and write, and also married a widow with
some property. Some years later he conceived
the idea of fishing up treasure stored in a Spanish
galleon that had' been wrecked fifty years before
in the West Indies. The English Admiralty fell

in with this plan and gave him command* of a
frigate, but after a long search he returned un-
Buecessful. A little later he was sent out again
in a vessel provided by the Duke of Albemarle
and others, and this ti"nie he found a wreck and
took from it treasure to the value of about
£300.000. As a reward for his success, he received
as his share £16,000, the honor of kniffhthood, and
the appointment as sheriff of New England, In
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1690 he was sent by Massachusetts with a fleet of
eight vessels against the French settlement of

Port Royal in Acadia, and succeeded in capturing
it. Later in the same year he commanded a
larger expedition, consisting of 34 vessels and
more than 2000 men, against Quebec. So active,

however, were the French under Count Frontenac
that the attempt failed, and on the way back to
Boston nine of the vessels were wrecked. In
1692, through the influence of Increase Mather,
the agent of the colony in England, Phips was
appointed Governor of Massachusetts, under the
new charter. One of his first official acts was
to commission a special court for the trial of

those accused of witchcraft, but some months
later he suspended its sittings. As Governor he
displayed many of the bluff and choleric traits of

a sea captain; among other things, he cudgeled

Brinton, the collector of the port of Boston, and
caned Captain Short of the Eoyal Navy. In 1694

he was summoned to England to answer com-
plaints made against him, and while there died

suddenly of a malignant fever. Phips was a
man of great energj' and determination, but pos-

sessed no remarkable intellectual capacitj'; and
he appears to have been strietlj' honest in his

private dealings, though he deemed it no sin to

steal from Frenchmen. There is a curious life

of him in Cotton ^Mather's ilagnalia (London,

1702), but more trustworthy is that by Francis

Bowen in vol. vii. of the tir^t series of Sparks's

American Biography (New York, 1834-37) . Con-

sult, also, Hutchinson, History of Massachusetts

;

Parkman, Count Frontenac and Xcw^ France

Under Louis. XIV. (Boston, 1877) ; and Myrand,
jS'ir William Phipps devant Quebec (Quebec,

1893).

PHIZ. The pseudonym of the English carica-

turist and illustrator Hablot Knight Browne
(q.v.).

PHLEBITIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk.0X^, phleps,

vein I . or Ixflaiimatiox of the Veix.s. Al-

though seldom an original or idiopathic disease,

it is a frequent sequel of wounds, in which case

it is termed traumatic phlebitis, and is not un-

common after childbirth. (See Phlegmasi.\ Alb.*.

DoLEXS.) It commonly arises by the extension

of an inflammation from contiguous structures, as

in phlegmonous erysipelas or cellulitis, or by
the plugging up of a vein by an embolus or

thrombus. If severe, the disease begins with a
chill or chilly sensations, and a rise in tempera-

ture. There is great tenderness and pain along

the course of the affected vessel, which feels like

a hard knotted cord, and rolls under the fingers.

If the vessel is small the consequences of its

obstruction may be of little importance, but when
a large vein "is affected the consequences are

always dangerous, and may be fatal.

Phlebitis may terminate' in one of several ways.

The most favorable is by simple resolution—the

clot is absorbed, the vein becomes permeable,

and circulation is reestablished. In other cases

organization of the clot takes place, little blood

vessels growing into it. from the walls of the

vein, and the latter finally becomes a fibrous

cord. The circulating blood is diverted to other

channels which gradually dilate to accommodate
the increased flow. Again, the clot may become
infected, if it is not so from the beginning,

undergo purulent softening, and the pus either

be discharged by the formation of abscesses, or

emptied into the blood current to be carried by

Vol. XV. —is.

the general circulation to all parts of the body.
These jmrulent particles find lodgment in the
large viscera, such as the liver, spleen, kidneys,
and give rise to multiple abscesses. In the liver

this frequently happens from inflammation of

the portal veins. This general distribution of

septic material is known as pyicmia (q.v.) An
organized clot may in rare instances become
calcified by the deposition in it of lime salts, and
form a phlebolite.

The treatment of phlebitis comprises rest in

bed, elevation of the part, and the local applica-

tion of antiphlogistics—lead water and opium at

first, hot fomentations later. If abscesses form,

they must be opened and drained. In certain

cases it is possible to ligate the vein above and
below the clot, open the vessel, and wash out the

purulent material. The internal treatment varies

with the symptoms, but in general must be

stimulating.

PHLEB'OLITE (from GV. (t>\i:j/, phleps, vein

+ \Wos, lithos, stone), A calcareous concretion

formed by the degeneration of coagulations in

veins. It is not infrequently to be felt as a
nodule varying in size from a pinhead to a

small bean along the course of chronically in-

flamed veins of the lower extremity, and phleb-

olites have been known to attain considerable

size,

PHLEBOTOMY. See Bleeding.

PHLEGETHON, fleg'ethfin (Lat., from Gk.

ifKey^Suf, from <l>\iyuv, phlegein, to burn). In

Greek mythology-, a river of the lower world,

along with Acheron, Cocytus, and Styx (qq.v.).

In Homer it unites with Acheron, as does Cocytus,

a branch of the Styx, Later writers described

its fiery torrent and scorched and desolate

shores.

PHLEGMA'SIA AL'BA DO'LENS (Xeo-

Lat., painful white intlammation i , or JIilk-Leg,

A painful general swelling of a limb, due to the

obstruction of the veins ; a plastic phlebitis. It

is due to pressure, general disease, sepsis, or

thrombosis. Milk-leg occurs principally as an
aft'ection of women in childbed, occasionally dur-

ing typhoid fever. The first .symptom is a rise

of temperature, which may be overlooked. Pain
first attracts attention, felt on the inside of the

thigh, in the groin, and in the calf, of a very

severe character. There may be numbness,
tingling, cramps, or creeping sensations. The
limb swells early from a soft oedema, the skin

being white and shining, often waxy. Blue veins

may stand out prominently on the posterior part

of the limb. Fibrinous coagula may be de-

tached and carried along in the circulation to

some other part, as the lung, fornung embolism.
Paralysis of motion, disorders of sensation, and
wasting of the limb may occur. The treatment

consists of supporting the limb on a higher level

than the trunk; punctiliously avoiding any jar-

ring of it; maintenance of the recumbent posi-

tion for at least a month; fomentations to the

limb, which nuist be wrapped, in the intervals, in

cotton; support of the heart with appropriate

drugs; control of pain with analgesics and of

insomnia with hypnotics. The great danger is

from pulmonary embolism, which is almost in-

variably fatal.

PHLEGB,.ffi'AN PLAIN (Lat. Phlegr(Bi

Cam pi). A region west of Naples, embracing

the volcanic plain on the Campanian coast from
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CumtD to Capua. There legend placed the scene temg ^vell adapted for planting on rockeries and

of the combats between the gods and the giants, in borders and groups. The best known annual

The Romans filled it with palatial villas, and species of this genus is Phlox Drummondii, a

their poets celebrated its charm and productive- native of Texas, from *vhich all annual phloxes

ness The volcanic disturbances to which the now in cultivation have been derived. Phlox ptlosa

ie"ion has been subject have left of the mag- is a somewhat variable species which flowers

nlTicent buildin"S of the Romans only confused from May to August. Phlox rcptans is native
"^

<o the Alleghany Mountains. Phlox Stellaria is

much ]M'i/,ed as an ornamental plant on account

of its numerous white flowers. The ground or

moss pink commonly grown in gardens is Phlox
siibiilata. The wild sweet William (Phlox dira-

ricata) has pale lilac or bluish flowers appearing

in spring and early .summer. All the species

of phlox grow readily in ordinary rich soil; the

annuals from seeds and the perennials from
seeds, division of the stools, or cuttings of the

stems and roots. The seeds are sown early in

the spring, given gentle heat, and after the

seedlings are large enough they are transplanted,

hardened under glass, and later set out in the

open. The stem cuttings are made in surimer
and placed in fine sandy soil under cold frames
or in greenhouses. The root cuttings when
slightly covered with soil and placed in gentle

heat sprout readily. After the cuttings have
rooted they may be treated like the seedlings.

PHOC^'A (Lat., from Gk. ^liicaia). The
northernmost of the Ionian cities of Asia Minor,

ruins, in part submerged under the sea.

PHLEGYAS, floj'i-iis (Lat., from Gk. ^\ey6as).

The son of Ares, and father of Ixion and

Coronis. His daughter became by Apollo the

mother of .Ksculanius. Phlegyas was so incensed

that he set fire to the temple of the god, and for

this was condemned to everlasting fear in

Tartarus, where an overhanging rock constantly

threatened to fall on liim.

PHLOEM, pldr/em ( from Gk. <j>\oi6s, phloios,

bark), or Hast. That portion of a vascular bundle

in plants including the sieve tissue, parenchyma,

ami bast fibres, and in ordinary trees forming

the inner bark. See Stem.

PHLOGISTON. See Chemistry.

PHLOG^OPITE ( from Gk. (j>/.oyw<l/. phlogops,

tlamingred, from 0>6{. phlox, flame + Siif/, dps,

face). A magnesium mica, similar to biotite, but

difTering from it in ciimiiosition by usually con-

taining tluiirine and less iron. It crystallizes in

the inonodinic system, lias a pearly lustre, and
is usually of a light yellow to brown and red about twenty miles northwest of Smyrna. It was
color. The phlogo])ite occurs in .serpentine rocks said to have been originally settled by Phocians.
and frequently in association with limestone or It was included in the Ionian confederacy, and
dolomite. Phlogo])ite often exhibits asterism, was one of the most flourishing and powerful of

especially when seen by transmitted light, as the Asiatic Greek cities. It.s sailors were famous
when a candle flame is viewed through a thin for the daring with which they pushed their
sheet. This property has been showii to be due fifty-oared war-vessels (not the liea\-y merchant
to minute needle-like iticlusidns arranged chiefly craft) into the western seas. The westernmost
in the direction of the rays of the ])ressure figure, colony of the Phocians was in Maenaea, in Spain,
producing a distinct six-rayed star. Phlogopite and they were on close terms of friendship with
is found in Kluland, Sweden, Switzerland, and
in the United States at various localities in New
York, New .lersey, and also in Canada.

PHLOX (Lat., from Gk. (pUl sort of flower,
flame, from <l>}{yeiti, phlri/cin, to l)urn; connected
with Lat. fingrare, to burn, Skt. bhraj, to shine
brightly). A genus of mostly tall, erect, spread-
ing perennial herbs belonging to the order
Polenioniace;e, natives of North America. The

CtlLTITiTED FORM OP MOSS PINK {I'lllox SUbuIata).

species, nearly all of which have a wide natural
distribution within the Inited States, have entire
leaves, and generally very showv flowers either
solitary or in terminal clusters.

' Owing to their
hardiness, easy cultivation, and the .size and
beauty of their flowers, many hybrid varieties
with single and double flower's, in many colors
forms, markings, and long period of bloom, and
a few of the i)ure species, are grown in gardens.

Arganthonivis, King of Tartessus. Their most
famous colony, however, was ]Massilia (Mar-
seilles). Unable to defend themselves against
Harpagus, the general of Cyrus, they abandoned
their city and sailed to Chios (c.540 B.C.). Part
of them subsequently decided to return and ac-

cept the Persian rule, but the majority sailed

to Corsica and settled in Alalia. Attacked b,y

the Carthaginians and Etruscans, w-ho resented
Greek entrance upon these lands, they were vic-

torious in a great naval battle, but thought it

wiser to abandon their settlement and move to
Southern Italy, where they founded Hyele. or

Elea (Velia). Phocsea seems to have continued
to exist, though it is scarcely mentioned till it

was captured and plundered b.v the Romans in

the war with Antiochus. New Phocaea Avas

founded by some Genoese about 1420, and this
spot is now occupied by a little village, Pliokia,
while the site of the old city is still called
Paheo-Phokia.

PHOCAIS, fok'a-is. An epic poem ascribed to
Homer, and said to have been composed by him
in Pliocica.

PHO'CAS (Lat., from Gk. *ura5,P/w^-as) ( ?-

010). Byzantine Emperor from 602 to 610. He
was an obscure centurion in the army, which was
fighting the Avars on the Danube, when in (102

the soldiers rose in rebellion against the Emperor
Maurice (q.v.), and Pliocas was chosen their
leader. He invested Constantinople, and after
the forced abdication of JIaurice was chosen and
crowned Emperor. His first act was to cause the
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public execution of llaurice and his five sons, and
throughout his reign he was notorious for his
cruelty. In Europe an ignominious peace was
maintained, while in Asia unsuccessful war was
waged against the Persian King Khosru II.
(q.v. ) . He gave his only child in marriage to the
patrician Crispus, and the images of the couple
were indiscreetly placed by some of their friends
in the circus, which was' a privilege of royalty
only. After this Crispus no longer felt se"cure,
and he conspired with the rebellious exarch of
Africa, Heraclius, to dethrone Phocas. This was
accomplished in 610, and the tyrant was tortured
and Ijeheaded.

PHOCAS, Column of. A famous column in
tile lioman Forum, erected in 608 by the exarch
Smaragdus in honor of the Eastern Emperor
Phocas, and once surmounted by a gilded statue
of Phocas. The column is .54 feet in height, and
is of a better style than that which prevailed
at the time of its dedication. It is therefore
supposed that it may have been taken from some
earlier edifice, or that an already existing
monument was rededicated by Smaragdus. It
was covered by the accumulated rubbish of
centuries till 181.3, when it was unearthed by
the Duchess of Devonshire.

PHOCION, fo'shion (Lat., from Gk. 'PwKi'iav,

PhokiOii) (c.402-317 B.C. ). An Athenian general.

He was of humble origin, but received a good edu-
cation and studied under Plato and Xenocrates.
His first public service was performed under
Chabrias at Naxos in B.C. 376. About 349 he was
sent into Euboea to quell a disturbance that had
been fostered in Eretria by the partisans of

Philip of Macedon, and won a victory at Tamyna.
Some years later he led a body of Athenian hop-
lites to Jlegara, crushed Philip's faction there,

and reestablished the long walls to Nisaea; and
also again conducted a force to Eubcea, where he
lilierated Orcus and Eretria from JIacedonian in-

lluence. In 340 he was sent to the Propontis to act
against Philip, who, besides suffering a number of

minor reverses, found himself forced to abandon
the siege of Byzantium and Perinthus. In politics,

however, Phocion was a supporter of Pliilip and
an adversary of Demosthenes, though not from
mercenary or traitorous motives. When, after

the destruction of Thebes in 335, Alexander sent
to Athens demanding the surrender of Demos-
thenes and the other leaders of the anti-Mace-
donian party, Phocion advised compliance with
the King's wishes. The proposal was rejected by
the ])eople, and an embassy was sent to Alexander
to deprecate his resentment, but not vmtil a sec-

ond embassy had been sent, at the head of which
was Phocion, was the King induced to remit iiis

terms. After the death of Antipater Phocion

became implicated in the intrigues of Cassander,
tlie rival of Polysperchon. and was forced to flee

to Phocis, but was surrendered to the Athenians
and by them condemned to drink the hemlock.
His !)ody was carried out of Attica into the Me-
garid and there burnt. Shortly after his death
tliere was a revulsion of feeling in his favor

among the Athenians. They then celebrated his

funeral obsequies at the public expense, and
erected a statue in his honor. Consult Plutarch's
Life of Phocion.

PHO'CIS (Lat., from Gk. O'ai/c/s. P/i«fris). In
ancient geography, a division of Northern (ireece,

bordered on the west by Ozolian Locris and Doris,

on the north by Epicnemidian and Opuntian Lo-
cris, on the east by Boeotia, and on the south by
the Gulf of Corinth. The greater part of the coun-
try is mountainous, with Parnassus filling the
central and western portion, and only a section in
the northeast, through which tlie Bceotian Cephis-
sus flows, is fertile. The chief town was Elatea,
which commanded tlie entrance into Bteotia from
the north. Other towns of some imjiortance were
Daulis, Aba;, the seat of an ancient oracle, and
Hyampolis, but the most conspicuous place,
to which the fame of the land was chiefly due,
was Delphi, whose inhabitants, however, alwaj's
claimed that the control of tlie oracle did not
belong to the Phocians. The State was a
league of 22 cities, most of which were of small
size. The Phocians seem to have been akin to
the Dorians, though there were elements derived
from earlier settlers in those regions, and there
is some evidence for colonization in the southern
portion from Crete and the Peloponnesus. They
do not play a prominent part in the earlier his-
tory of Greece, though we hear of a desjierate de-
fense against the advance of the Thessalians, and
in general they appear as enemies of tile Thessa-
lians and Boeotians and friends of the Athenians,
who supported their claim to control Delphi. In
B.C. 357 the Amphictyonic Council, apparently
through Theban influence, imposed a heavy fine
on the Phocians for cultivating some land be-
longing to the Delphic oracle. The Phocians re-
sisted the sentence and were favored, but not ac-
tively assisted, by Athens and Sparta, who were
at that time on bad terms with the Council and
hostile to Thebes. The Plux-ians seized Delphi
and 'borrowed' the temple treasures with which
to maintain their army. For ten years the war
was waged with no decisive results, though in
general to the advantage of the Plmcians. Even
the growing power of Philip of JIaccdon did
not check them, for while he was victorious in
Thessaly, he could not pass Therniopyhe. which
was held by a Phocian army and an Athenian
fleet. The Peace of Philocriites (B.C. 346) be-

tween Athens and Philip left the Phocians help-
less, and the sentence of tlic Amphictyons, which
expelled them from the Coinicil, condemned them
to an enormous fine and dispersed them into small
villages, tlius practically removing them from
future history.

PHOCYLIDES, f(i-sil1-dez (Lat., from Gk.
•liwKuXiSi)!, Phokylkles) (c.oOO B.C.?). A Greek
poet of ililetus, contemporary with Theognis.
He wrote chiefly didactic poems in two or three
verses of hexameters or elegiac metre, the eigh-

teen extant fragments of which have l>ecn in-

cluded in almost all of the collections of the lyric

and gnomic poets. Xloi^iia vovBrfriKby, the admoni-
tory poem, in about two hundred and thirty hex-

ameters, which has been preserved under his

name, is now sujjposed to have been the work of

an Alexandrine Jew of the first century B.C. Con-

sult : Bergk, Pocltr Li/rici (Irwri (5tli ed., Leip-

zig, I'.IOO ct seq.) ; anii Bernay. i'cber das phoky-
lideixchc Cledioht (Berlin, 1850).

PHCE'BE. ( 1 ) .\ name applied to the goddess

Artemis or Diana (q.v.). (-2) In Shakespeare's

A.I You Like It, a fickle shepherdess who falls in

love with the disgiiiscd Rosalind, but at last

nnirries the sheiilicrd Silvius. her former lover.

(3) A New England girl of strong common sense

in Hawthorne's Marble Faun.
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PHCEBE-BIBD. A small olive-green, brown-

licadid ivraiit tlycatclier or pewee (q.v.) of the

Luitcd blatts, "very familiar in gardens and

named in imitation of its call. It makes a cup-

ehaped nest of mud and moss, which it attaches

to roekv ledges and ditrs. or often to the piers

of bridjios, caves of houses, and the like, and

lays white eggs.

PHCEBUS, fe'bus (Lat., from Gk. 0oi/3os, plioi-

bos, bright, pure). A title of Apollo, which even

in Homer has become closely joined to his name.

It refers to the go<l as the purifier from all stains

of sin. Originally Phoebus seems to have been

an independent deity, but the transparent mean-

ing of the name prevented the deveh)pmcnt of a

personality, and made easy the absorption in the

great defender from all evil, Apollo.

PH(EBTJS, William (1754-1831). A Metho-

dist piomcr preacher. He was born in Somerset

County, ild., and entered the ministry in 1783.

He was a member of the Christmas Conference at

Baltimore in 1784: in 1708 he located and prac-

ticed medicine in Xcw York, but reentered the

ministry in 180(i. He desired the church to be

called the Evangelical Church of America, and

wrote a work entitled An Essay on the Doctrine

and Order of the Evangelical Church of America
as Constituted at Baltimore, i7S.} (1817). He
edited the Experienced Christian's Jtagazine

(1796). His grandson, George A. Phoebus
( 1830-1903), entered the Philadelphia Conference,

1853. and afterwards became a member of the

Wilmington Conference. He published Beams of
Light on Early Methodism in America, Chiefly

Draicn from the Papers of Rev. Ezekiel Cooper
(1887), a work of very great importance as a
source book of Methodist historj-.

PHCENICIA, f;-nish'ii\ (Lat., from Gk.
<t>oi>'i>ci;, I'liiiinike, Pha-nicia). The name used
by the Greeks and Romans to designate the strip

of territory about 200 miles long, from 5 to 15
miles broad, along the Mediterranean coast of
Syria. On the east this tract is bounded by the
l.ebanon Mountains, being watered by the streams
that How from them. The northern and south-
ern limits are not easily defined and varied from
time to time. Ptolemy fixes the northern boun-
dary at the Kleutheros" (Nahr el-Kebir) and the
southern at Mount Carniel. but there were un-
doubtedly Phoenician settlements both farther
north and farther south. The origin of the name
is unknown. Its derivation from phoinix (date
palm) is uncertain, as there is no evidence to
show that that tree grew in Phtenicia. A more
probable derivation is from the Cireek phoinos
(blood-red), referring to the purple which the
Phoenicians introduced into Greece. In the Old
Testament this territory- is designated as part of
Canaan (q.v.), and the inhabitants as Sidonians.
This latter designation occurs also in Homer, and
points to a period when the land was under the
leadership of the City of Sidon. Being shut oflf

from the east and the south by mountain ranges,
and on the west limited by the sea. it was im-
possible for Phoenicia to play anv important po-
litical rOle. Xor were the different settlements
ever welded together into one powerful kingdom.
They formed a nation with one or the other hold-
ing the hegemony. The northernmost port was
Arvad or Aradus (the modem Ruad), men-
tioned in Ezek. xx^'ii. 8. 11, and in As-
syrian inscriptions, situated on an island

near Tripolis. A second port was Simyra
(Assyrian, Sumari or Simirra), mentioned

in the Amarna letters (c.1400 B.C.), and

in Gen. x. 18. The most important of the north-

ern towns was Gebal, called by the Greeks Byblos

(q.v.). It had relations with Egypt and Assyria

in very early times and exercised a sort of su-

premacy over the country around it, rivaling

Sidon and Tyre in the south and preserving its

independence" through the greater ])eriod of Phoe-

nician history. The city of Berytus (Beirut) be-

longed originally to the Principality of Byblos,

but afterwards became independent. Farther

south were the cities of Sidon, Sarepta, Tyre,

and Aeco (Acre), all of which were old settle-

ments, going back at least to about B. c. 1800,

when Egypt inaugurated her Western Asiatic

campaigns. Several of these cities stood on

islands and were thus fortified by nature. Of
these cities Tyre and Sidon (qq.v.) arose to a
controlling position and from time to time inter-

changed as the ruling power. There were al.so

a number of inland towns, such as Kana, but
they never attained to any importance.

It is impossible to say at how early a date the

Semitic population formed settlements here.

They must liave come upon one of the migratory
waves that i?sued from the Tigris-Euphrates val-

ley, and their close relationship to the Hebrews
sliows that they branched off with them from the

Aramaean wave which formed permanent settle-

mens in Xorthern Syria. At the time the Amarna
tablets were written' (cl400 B.C.) the coast

towns were all occupied by Semites ; and from
what is now known of the history of the rela-

tions between Babylonia and Syria in early days,

the settlement of the Semites in Phoenicia may be

placed C.2500 B.C. or earlier. This would agree

with the assertion of Herodotus that Tyre was
founded about B.C. 2730.
What little is known of the history of Phoenicia

may he divided into six periods : ( 1 ) From the

earliest time to the Eg^'ptian supremacy, e.1800

B.C.; (2) the period of Egyptian control to c.

1400 B.C.; (3) the advance of the Hittites and
the Assyrians to c.llOO B.C.; (4) the period of

independent development, B.C. 1100 to 900; (5)

Assyrian and Babylonian control, to the downfall
of the Neo-Babylonian dynasty, B.C. 539; (6)
the period of the Persian, Greek, and Roman su-

premacy. The earliest period must have been
dominated by Babylonian influences, as we find

Babjlonian script and language used as the me-
dium of diplomatic correspondence. This was
maintained even after the rulers in the Phoenician
and Palestinian cities had become vassals of Egypt.
The Babylonian King Saigon (B.C. 3800) extended
his conquests as far as C.vprus, and he must have
laid a part of Phoenicia under tribute. Each set-

tlement at the time formed a sort of inde|)endent

principality. In the papvrus Anastasi I. (six-

teenth century B.C. ) the Phoenician cities Byblos,
Berytus, Sidon, Sarepta, Tyre, and Aradus are

mentioned. The influence of Egypt was strong.
She exacted a tribute, kept the principalities un-
der native rulers, and discouraged any coalition.

The country unfortunately lay between Egypt
and her great rival, the State of the Hittites.

This people, having secured possession of the

districts around Damascus and Tunip, main-
tained a successful opposition to the Egyp-
tian armies; and Rameses II. was obliged

to make a treaty with them, yielding the
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territoiy north of ilount Carmel. The city

of Tyre was at this time gradually reach-
ing the position of eminence which it kept
for several centuries; Sidou played a secondary
part, the oldest colonies having been sent out
by the former citj'. In the thirteenth century
Assyria first commenced to check the growing
power of the Hittites. For a time the coast cities

were forced into a position of vassalage ; but after
the death of Tiglathpileser I. (c.llOO li.c.) .Syria,

Palestine, and Phoenicia enjoyed a brief respite.

In Phoenicia a coalition was formed with Sidon
at its head. Tyre, however, set aside her rival

and under Abibal (tenth century B.C.) and his

son, Hiram, extended her control to Cyprus. It

was this Hiram who furnished workmen and ma-
terial for Solomon's building operations in .leru-

salem. (See Hibasi.) Asshurnasirpal (B.C. 870)
received tribute from Tyre, Sidon, Byblos,

and other cities. Assyria had great difficulty in

holding these distant places. Eammannirari
III. had again to subdue Tvre and Sidon (B.C.

803), and Tiglathpileser III. (B.C. 734 to 728)

not only sent one of his generals there, but colo-

nized people of other nations in the district. King
Lull (Elulffius) fell off completely from Assyria.

and, under the leadership of Hezekiah of Judah,

made common cause with Tirhaka. Sennacherib

(B.C. 700) forced him to flee to Cyprus, putting

a new king, Ittobaal, in Sidon. In B.C. 678

Sidon was destroyed and the various rulers

in Phoenicia and C^-prus did homage to the Assy-

rian King. The power of Assyria was, how-
ever, on the wane, and under Psammetik I. (B.C.

625) Egypt commenced to exert her sway once

more over the coast. In B.C. 585 Tyre was again

invested by Nebuchadnezzar II., and though the

other Phoenician cities fell early into his power,

it held out for 13 years. King Ittobaal and

his family were carried off to Babylon. In B.C.

539 Phoenicia, after the rule of a few legitimate

kings, sent there from Babylon, became part of

the Persian kingdom.
During the Persian period Sidon forged ahead

of her old rival. The seacoast towns, with their

large fleets, were necessary for the maritime

operations of the Persian kings. Three hundred

Phoenician triremes warred with Xerxes against

Greece. Eighty Phoenician ships engaged in the

battle of Cnidiis (B.C. 396). Like its old ri\«»l,

Sidon became involved in the quarrel of the two

great nations who fought for the supremacy of

Western Asia. Under Tennes II. it joined with

Xectanebo II. of Egypt and might have been

successful had not its" King betrayed it to Arta-

xerxes III. This caused a great catastrophe

(B.C. 345) in which 40.000 lost their lives. The

power of Sidon was broken. On the reappearance

of Alexander the Great in Phoenicia. Sidon. Ara-

dus, and Byblos immediately submitted, but Tyre

held aloof and capitulated only after a siege of

.seven months (.July. B.C. 332). Eight thousand

lost their lives, 30.000 were sold as slaves. Sidon

and Tvre. and together with them Phoenicia, van-

ished from the world's history. Yet we hear of

the cities again during the reign of the Ptolemies,

and a certain amount of autonomy nuist have

been given at least to Sidon and Tyre. Ph(i?nician

inscriptions tell of independent rulers in the

fourth and third centuries B.C.. notably in Sidon,

where the family of Echmunazar ruled. In B.C.

197 Phoenicia came into the power of the Selcucid

kings of Syria and became involved in the col-

lapse of that kingdom. In B.C. 64 it became with
Syria a Roman province; and although the trade
ot' the seacoast towns was greatly benelited

thereby, their Phoenician character was rapidly
lost and forgotten.

Tlie influence of Phoenicia was, however, not
confined to the narrow coa.st strip of Syria. At
an early date her merchants brought about a
contact between the East and the West, which
constituted an important factor in ancient his-

tory. These merchants traveling through the

ilediterranean formed colonies wherever they
went and many of the place-names along the

African coast seem to show that Phoenicians be-

came there the dominant factors.

Only some of the general features of Phoenician

religion are known. Each town had its pro-

tecting deity, with whom a female consort was
often associated. In many cases this god was
known simply as the Baal, i.e. Lord, of the place.

In others he bore a special name, such as Melkart
in Tyre, Sakkun in Carthage. The Phoenician
pantheon was quite large, though some of the

names may be different designations applying to

one deity. The most important of their deities

were Adonai (Greek Adonis, q.v. ), worshiped

in Byblos and whose cult was also transferred to

Cyprus; Eshmun. a sun god. worshiped at Sidon,
Berytus,and Carthage, and in Cj-prus ; ilelkart, at

Tyre; Tanith, the great goddess of Carthage, who
was often associated with a Baal, as was Astarte

on the Phoenician mainland. Foreign gods were

also easily admitted into this pantheon; e.g. the

Syrian gods Reshef and Anat; the Egyptian Isis,

Osiris, Bast, and Horus; and the Babylonian

Hadad. A parallel to this is found in the gen-

eral tendency of the Phoenicians to adopt the

art, culture, and myths of the surrounding peo-

ples. Their religion therefore presents a strange-

ly conglomerate character. Traces of primitive

conceptions which they shared with other Semitic

peoples persisted to the latest period. Trees,

stones, ancl rivers were regarded as sacred princi-

ples underlying the animistic stage of religious

development. In early days the cult was carried

on in groves or on the tops of mountains. In

later times small sanctuaries were erected and in-

closed in a sacred area. Subseqtiently. and per-

haps under foreign influence, more elaborate

structures were erected, temples with a large al-

tar in a court open to the sky to which was at-

tached a covered shrine, wbicli was regarded as

the holy of holies. The chief festival of the Phoe-

nicians" seems to have been the one which was
celebrated at the time of the summer solstice,

commemorating the death and return of Adonis.

The priesthood must have assumed large propor-

tions, but it does not seem to have wielded the

power that the priesthood did in Egypt and Babylo-

nia, though the ruler at times was also chief priest.

Bibliography. Movers, Die Phdnizicr (Bonn,

1841-56) ; Neltzer, Gcschichte der Karlhofier

(Berlin. 1879-96) : Pictschmann, Gescliichle der

Phonisier (ib.. 1889) ; Jeremias, Ti/nis bis zur

Zeit ycluhadnezars (Leipzig. 1891): George

Rawlinson, Hislon/ of Phccnicia (London,

1889) : the fragments of Menander's "Annajs of

Tvre," in Cory, .iiicient Fragments (ib., 1871) ;

Wiuekler in Holmolt's History of the World, vol.

iii. I Liipzig. 1001 ).

PHCENICIAN ABT. The art of the Phoeni

cians was both cosmopolitan and commercial.
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TUcir lack of oriyiimlitv and of artistic sense

made it easy for tliciii to turn their energies to

cunvin" the arts of their powerful neighbors, espe-

ciaflv ligvpt ami Assyria, ami to cultivating tliose

hraiiVlies" of art that were merchantable and

transportable. Tbcv sliow the inllueiice of the

Hittite and other Syrian tribes in their magnifi-

cent fortifications, ami of the Iranians, perhaps,

in their lack of moiuiiiiental temples. A branch

of their school in Cyprus deyeloped monumental

sculpture in stone under archaic Greek intluence,

and this was echoed in the Phcenieian settle-

ments in Spain (e.g. Elclie) ; but otherwise large

sculptures in stone seem rare. It was otherwise

with works in metal, from bronze to gold, and in

terracotta, glass, iron, and te.Ktilo objects. In all

these branches the rhcenieian artisan distin-

guished himself, and supplied most civilized na-

tions. It was after is.c. 1000 and before 500, when
international commerce was almost exclusively in

the hands of the I'lm-nicians, that this art was
mast brilliant and that we find its products in

the tombs, palaces, and sanctuaries nf nearly

every country of the Meiliterrancan and of West-

ern Asia. Later the African branch, with its

centre at Carthage, continued its history, even un-

der Koman dominion, as is being brilliantly

shown by Uelattre's excavations.

Akciiitectike. The eclecticism of the Phoeni-

cians a]>pears in their monuments. From the

few surviving remains it would seem that Baby-
lonian, Egyptian, Assyrian, and Persian influences

alternated. The little temple of Amrith is thor-

oughly Egyptian, and so are the less important
tabernacles at .\in-elllayat. The general scheme
of the larger temples was a court in which the

cella or tabernacle rose on a basement: a plan
comparable to that of the Temple of Jerusalem.
The temples of Cyprus should be reckoned with
those of Phu'nicia, though they approach closer

to the tJreek type with columnar portico. Of the
famous temples of Tyre, Sidoii, (relial, and Paphos
nothing remains. Almost as thorough a destruc-
tion has overtaken the military and civil con-
structions by which tlie Phceiiieiiin cities were
made almost impregnable. Something remains
at Arvad, Berytus, Sidon, and at Eryx, in Sicily,

in magnificent masonry that passes from the
earlier polygonal and eyclopcan to the later Hel-
lenic course construction in stone. Thapsus alone
has preserved part of its harbor constructions

—

so important in all Pluenician cities. As in the
ea.se of the Etruscans, we can learn something
from the sepulchral architecture, both the free-
standing specimens, like the circular monolith of
Amrith with its guardian lions, and the other one
at the same place in the form of a house with
pyramidal roof, and the other type of rock-cut
chambers, such as those of Carthage and nearly
all the cities.

ScuLPTfRE AND MixoR Akts. The anthropoid
sarcophagi, of which the Louvre possesses a num-
ber, while others, found at Sidon, are now in the
Jlnseuni of Constantinople, show the influence
of Eg^'pt on monumental Phoenician sculpture.
But the sarcophagi and statues found by Cesnola
and others in Cyprus are by far the largest part
of the Phoenician plastic patrimony. Here, even
more than in Persian sculpture, we find that the
Hellenic idea of letting the form of the body
pierce through the ilrajiery was adopted, and tha't
the attempt at expressiveness took the form of
the grimace or smile. There is a curious amal^a-

i2 PHCENICIAN AKT.

mation in this school of such Hellenic elements

with others from Egypt and As.syria, with the

composition varying according to political pre-

dominance. Statues of gods and goddesses as

well as of priests, .sometimes colossal, show fa-

cility of execution. The sarcophagi, especially

that' from Auiathus, are of equal importance, and
are in high relief, in contrast to the Assyrian low-

relief technique.

In the field of metal work the most extraordi-

nary objects that have been preserved are tlie

great bronze votive shields from the cave of Zeus

on Mount Ida, in Crete, with their Egyptian

sphinxes, Assyrian lions, and figures of Merodach
and zones of animals like those on the early

Greek vases (especially Corinthian). Equally

important on a smaller scale are the silver

dishes or paterse found in Assyrian palaces ( Niin-

rud), in Cyprus, and in some Italian tombs, with
their exquisite scenes engraved or in relief, from
mythology, legend, or daily life. The Dali cup in

the Louvre, the Palestrina patera and those from
Curium in the Metropolitan Jluscum, are the

finest pieces of work preserved from Oriental an-

tiquity. The mixture of subjects shows that the

Phoenician artist cared less for the significance

than for the artistic quality of the design, and
often made mistakes in copying scenes originally

conceived by Assyrian or Egyptian artists.

The gold and silver ware on the tables of Orien-

tal monarchs, their bronze serving-\'essels, were
usually the work of these Phoenician artists, who
were everywhere, even in Nineveh. It was not

quite the same with ivories, only some of which
are Phoenician. But, on the other hand, the

Phcenicians absorbed nearly all the trade in glass

vessels, after learning the art from Egv'pt. and
the glass factories of Tyre and Sidon and Berytus
remained famous even through the Jliildle Ages.
The collection in the Metropolitan Museum, most-
ly from the Charvet collection, one of the finest

in existence, contains many Phoenician pieces, and
the tombs that are continually being opened in

Phoenicia furnish more glass than any other class

of objects.

It would seem as if in jewelry the Phoenicians

pla.yed the important role of giving models to

Greek and Etruscan arti-sts after learning from
Egyptian and Asiatic artists. Lotus flowers and
anuiemions. heads of Isis, of Hathor, and other
gods and genii, animals and birds in relief or as

pendants, rosettes and groups of balls hanging
from chains, formed most elaborate designs in

earrings, necklaces, tiaras, etc. In the field of

engraved stones, precious or rare, the Phcenicians
imitated as usual; the Egyptian scarab and the
Assyro-Babylonian cylinder and seal were equally
popular, with borrowed mythological scenes, un-
til, in the fourth century B.C., the fashion turned
exclusively to Greek models.

Bibliography. The standard work of reference
is the two volumes on Phoenicia in Perrot and
Chipiez, History of Ancient Art, but this can lie

supplemented for architecture by Renan, Mis-
sion de PMnicie (Paris, 1865-74) ; by Frijhner,

La verrerie antique, for the Charvet collection

of glass; by Menant, La glyptique orientale,

for engraved gems and stones; by Clermont-Gan-
neau, L'imagerie phcnicienne (Paris, 1880), for

the silver paterae; by Orsie Halblierr, L'antro <ti

Zeus in Greta (Rome, 1883), for the Phoenician
shields, etc.
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PHCENICIAN LANGUAGE. Tlie language
spoken by the inhabitants of Pha-nicia. It be-

longed to the Hebriieo-Phcenician division of the
{Semitic family of languages, and re])resents in

general an archaic stage of Hebrew and Moabitic,
although it differs from the Nortli Semitic group
in certain particulars, such as having /,»»- (like

the Arabic kOiia) for tlie copula instead of

huya, as in Hebrew. Phoenician spread widely
from its home as Punic colonies were founded
in the islands of the Mediterranean and .I'Igean,

in Southern and Western Asia Jlinor, Southern
France, and especially in Northern Africa. The
diffusion gave rise to variations both of dialect

and script, which were, however, eoniiiaratively

slight. The sources of our knowledge are the
inscriptions, coins, and seals, the transliteration

of Phienician phrases in Plautus's comed\- of the
PiriiMhis. and the pi'oper names and words found
in the Old Testament, in the inscriptions of As-
syria and Egypt, and in classical writers. The in-

scriptions are by far the most important source.

Although they are very numerous, tlie vocabulary
is relatively scanty on account of their monotonous
content. They cover the period from about B.C.

600 to A.D. 200. The longest are the inscriptions

found at Sidon in 18.55 of twenty-two lines, at

Marseilles in 1845. of twenty-one lines, and at
Laniaka in 1879 of twenty-nine lines. The pas-

sage in the Pirnulus and the words and names in

other foreign sources are of value in fixing the

vocalization and pronunciation of Phtenician,

since the alphabet, like all the Semitic scripts,

excepting the Assyro-Babylonian and Ethiopic,

writes only the consonants. The alphabet, which
itself seems derived from the South Arabian
script, is of importance as the ancestor of the

Grseco-Roman family of alphabets. (See Plate

of Alphabets.) Phoenician literature seems to

have been very scanty, consisting chiefly of an-

nals, and at least one work, by ilago, on agri-

culture, and has been entirely lost witli the ex-

ception of Greek translations of the voyage of

Hanno (q.v. ) and fragments asserted to be

translations of the histories of Sanchuniathon
(q.v.). Consult: Sehriider, Die phonizische

Hprache (Halle, 1869) ; Bloch, Pluinizisches GIos-

sar (Berlin, 1891); Gesenius, i^cripturw Lin-

gu(F(iuc Pliaciiiciw Monumeiita Quottiuoi Huper-

sunt Edita et Inedita (3 vols., Leipzig, 1887) ;

Corpus Inscriptionum Hemiticarum (Paris, 1881-

87). See SEiriTic Languages.

PHCENIS'S^ (Lat., from Gk. *ofw(r(rai,

Phoinissai, Plicenician Women). A play by Eu-
ripides, so called from its chorus of Phienician

captives at Thebes. The myth which forms tlie

subject of the play is the same on which the

»SVi-('/i Afiohtst Tlteies is based.

PHCE'NIX (Lat., from Gk. </.of«{, phoinix)

.

The name of a mythical Egyptian liird frequently

mentioned by classical writers. Herodotus (ii.

73), who says he heard the story at Heliopolis

and saw a picture of the bird there, relates that

the phoenix, on the death of his father, embalms
tlie body in an egg made of myrrh and conveys

it from" Arabia to the Temple of the Sun at

Heliopolis. According to Pliny (Xat. Hist., x.

2), there is only one phoenix at a time, and when
he perceives that his end is near, he builds in

Arabia a nest of twigs of cassia and frankincense

and dies upon it. From the body is generated a

worm which develops into the new phnenix. The

young bird then conveys his father's body to
Heliopolis and burns it ujion the altar there
(Tacitus, Ann., vi. 28). According to Horapolio
( ii. 57 ) the phoenix ea.sts himself upon tlie ground
and receives a wound, from the iclior of which
springs his successor. But the most familiar
version of the birtli and death of the phoeni.x is

that in which the bird burns itself upon a nest
or pyre of odoriferous woods, and the young
plioenix springs from the ashes. The interval

between the bird's appearances at Heliopolis is

variously stated; the period usually named is

500 .years, but 1461 and 7006 years are al.so given.

According to Tacitus {Ann., vi. 28) the piiienix

appeared four times in Egypt: ( 1 ) under Sesostris

(q.v.); (2) under Amasis; (3) under Ptolemy
III. ; and (4) in the year B.C. 34.

In Greek and Roman art it was common to
represent the phoenix as an eagle; but by the
Eg5'ptians, who called it Bennu, the bird was
depicted as a heron with two long feathers grow-
ing from the back of its head and sometimes
with a tuft hanging from its breast. It symbol-

ized the morning sun rising out of the glow of

dawn, and hence it was looked upon as the sacred

bird of the sun-god Re. It also represented the
new sun of to-day springing from the liody of the

old sun of yesterday, wliicli had entered the lower
world and become one with Osiris. Hence the
phoenix or bennu was regarded as a manifestation

of Osiris and became a .symbol of the resurrec-

tion, continuing to serve as such even in early

Christian times. It has been supposed by some
scholars that the phoenix is mentioned in Job
xxix. 18 and Psalm ciii. 5, but the identification

is very doubtful. Consult: Kirchmayer, "On the

Plicenix," in Collectanea Adaindnlaa, Xo. xv.,

vol. ii. (Edinburgh, 1886) ; Wiedemann. Kc-

Ufiion. of the Ancient Egyptians (New Vork,

1897).

PHCENIX. A city in Lee County. Ala., on the

Chattahoochee River, opposite Cohimbiis. Ga.,

and on the Central of Georgia Railroad (Map:
Alabama, D 3). It is a residential place, and is

also of considerable importance as a commercial
centre. Among the chief buildings are the city

hall and the fraternal society hall. Settled about

1860, Phcenix was first incorporated in 1883. It

is governed imder a charter of 1894, which pro-

vides for a mayor, elected every two j'ears, and
a council. Population, in 1890, 3700"; in 1900,

4163.

PHCENIX. A city, the county-seat of Mari-
ccqia t'cHinty. Ariz., and capital of the Territory,

100 miles northwest of Tucson: on the Maricopa

and Phaniix and the Santa F4, Prescott and
Phmiix railroads (Map: Arizona, B 3). Among
the more prominent points of interest arc the

Caiiitol building, insane asylum, agricultural cx-

]ierimeiit station, city hall, court-house, and high

school and central school buildings. The city is

a jiopular winter resort. It has extensive com-

mercial interests, controlling an important trade

in live stock, giaiii. hay, honey, wines, oranges,

and other fruits. Settled in 1870-75 Phaniix was
incorporated in 1881. The government, under a

charter revised last in 1893. is vested in a mayor,
who holds office for two years, and a council

which exercises some powers of confirmation and
election in administrative offices, though the ma-
joritv are filled bv popular election. Population,

in 1890. 3152; iii 1900, 5544.
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PHCENIX PARK. A public park of 2000

acn- in Diililiii. loiitaiiiing a yranitc luoiiuiuuiit

in hoiior of Wellinstoii. The park became famous

tliio.i"!. tl.c assassination within its borders on

Mav U 1SS2, of Lord Frederick Cavendish, Chief

Secretary for Ireland, and Thomas Burke, the

liider Secretary.

PHCE'NIXVILLE. A borough in Chester

Countv, I'a., ^S miles northwest of I'liiladclpbia ;

at the" junction of Kreneh Creek with the Schuyl-

kill Hiver. and on the Pennsylvania and the

I'hiladelphia and Heading railroads (Map: Penn-

sylvania, F 3). It has a public library and a

hospital : and is an important manufacturing cen-

tre, well known for its great iron mills, l)oiler

works, silk mills, underwear and hosiery mills.

There is also a match factory. The government

is vested in a burgess, chosen triennially. and a

council which elects all municipal officials ex-

cepting the school directors, who are independent-

ly chosen by popular vote. The borough owns and

operates the water-works. PlKcnixville was set-

tled in 1702 and was incorporated as a borough

in 1849. Population, in 1890, SSU: in 1900, 919G.

PHOLAS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk.^uXdt, a lurking

ini>llu~k which makes holes in stones). A genus

of bivalve mollusks having much roughenea, file-

like shells with which they excavate cavities in

soft rocks, in other shells, etc., for their own
occupancy. See Date-Shell.

PHCLTIS. A centaur, son of Silenus, by whom
llcrc\iles was entertained on bis journey in quest

of the Krymantbian Boar. When the other cen-

taurs were attracte<l to the cave of Pbolus by the

odor of the wine with which he regaled the hero,

Ijercules scattered and pursued them, but on his

return foimd Pbolus accidentally killed by one
of the arrows which he had withdrawn from the
body of a slain centaur, and which had dropped
from bis band and stuck in iiis foot.

PHONAUTOGRAPH. See Phonograph.

PHONETIC LAW (Gk. ^o-rTiTu-is, phoiwti-
knx, relating to sound, from ipwpii, phOiu', sound,
voice; connected with ipijmi,. phfixii. Lat. fori, to
speak, OHG. ban, Gcr. Bonn. AS. bann. Eng.
6oii). In comparative linguistics, a formula
which sums up a certain phonetic correspondence
or a certain number of such correspondences. The
term law in this sense is, therefore, essentially
dilferent from its application in mathematics or
chemistry, and approaches rather the usage of the
word as it is employed in psychology'. A given
phonetic law, moreover, is required to be opera-
tive only under given conditions in a given dialect
or dialect-group during a given period. As an
example of such a law we may take the represen-
tation of the IndotJernianic a which becomes in
Germanic 0. which remains unchanged in Gothic,
Icelandic. Old Saxon, and Anglo-Saxon; as San-
skrit bhriitar, Greek -Ppirrip, Latin frnler,
brother.' but Gothic brdfinr. Icelandie broher
Old Saxon hrothar. Anglo-Saxon bropor Further'
it is a phonetic law in Old High German that
such an o becomes un. which is changed in New
Hiah German to i?. so that we find corresponding
to Gothic brafnr. Old High German bruoder New
Iliah German Bruder. On the other band "indo-
Germanic n becomes a in Old Church Slavic and
fl (written o) in Lithuanian, as Sanskrit bhratar
brother,' Old Church Slavic bratru. Lithuanian
brolts. As the science of comparative linguistics

developed, it was found that sound-changes fol-

lowed certain rules. The very earliest investiga-

tors, however, seem to have paid little attention

to the problem whose enunciation and discussion

was destined to mark an epoch in the history of

the .science, the question as to the invariability of

phonetic law. Vet even then it wa.s realized that

etymologj- (q.v.) w'ithout strict adherence to

phonetic ' law was capricious and nnscientilic.

The existence of such law was emphasized by the

famous discovery known as Grimm's law (q.v.),

which was in its turn supplemented and accen-

tuated anew- by the enunciation of Grassmann's

law- (q.v.), Verner's law (q.v,), and the palatal

law-, which postulated the existence of e in Pre-

Indo-Ciermanie, In 1870 the logical result of

phonetic investigations up to that time was given

by Leskien, when he stated the theorem that

plionetic laws know no exceptions. This was the

keynote of the neo-grammarian movement, (See

Philology,) Ostholf and Brugmann two years

later stated the principle in its definite form as

follows: "'All sound-change, in so far as it ope-

rates mechanically, is carried out according to in-

variable laws." By this modification of Leskien's

statement the necessary scope was given for

analogj'
(
q.v. ) in controverting the action of the

laws. Exceptions were, therefore, only apparent,

not real, and they were to be explained either by
the operation of analog^' or as the results of laws

yet undiscovered. This latter point had already

been emphasized by Leskien, as Whitney had laid

stress on the imi)ortance of analogy in explana-

tion of many difficult linguistic phenomena. The
point at issue was unfortunately shifted, and the

gulf between the old and new ^chools of gram-
marians widened almost hopelessly. The conten-

tion became not the nature of phonetic law,

wherein all might, it would seem, be in harmony,
but whether the laws were invariable or not. a

problem which is yet unsolved. Without going
into the details of the long di.'W-ussions which fol-

lowed after 1878, where Georg Curtius and Brug-
mann were the protagonists for the old and new-

schools respectively, it may be said that the net

result has been a distinct gain for the neo-gram-
marian movement. Phonological and etjinologi-

cal investigation at present tacitly accepts the in-

variability of phonetic law. At the same time,

it is not as rigidly bound by dogmatic adherence
to this principle as was the case when the en-

thusiasm of its novelty was potent. The influence

of the doctrine has, then, been most beneficial in

enforcing accuracy in the application of the laws,

and compelling exact and full explanation of any
deviation, however slight, from their normal ac-

tion. On the other hand, suflScient attention has
not yet been devoted to the explanation of the

laws themselves. Why, for instance, to revert to

the example already given, does IndoGermanic a
become o in certain languages, a in others, and in

others still remain unchanged? Phonetic changes,
instead of being absolutely invariable, are only
relatively uniform and obey only general ten-
dencies. These tendencies are governed to a large
extent by physiological requirements, and fur-

ther by psychological processes, especially the
associative faculties of analogy, imitation, and
the like. Initially the changes are individual-
istic. If the phonetic change in question is

physiologically possible and pleasing to a speech-
community, however small, it may be adopted
imitatively, and may then be extended analogi-
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callv, and being accepted by a widening range of
speakers, it may develop into a general tendency,
become rehitively uuifurm, and tluis be made a
phonetic law. These conclusions are confirmed
by the study of living, spoken dialects, where the
artificial uniformity of script does not mislead
the investigator, as is too often the ease with
languages which have been preserved only in
literary forms.

Consult: Curtius, Zitr Eritih der 7wue8ten
Sprachforschung (Leipzig, 1885) ; Brugmann,
Zum heutiyen Stand der Sprachwissenschaft (ib.,

1885) ; Schuchardt, Ueber die Lautgesetze (Ber-
lin, 1885) : Delbriick, Einleitung in das Hprach-
studium (3d ed., Leipzig, 1893) ; Paul, Prinzipien
der l^prachgeschichtc 1 3d ed., Halle, 1898);
Oertel, Lectures on the Stiidi/ of Language (Xew
York. 1901 1. See Okassma.xx'.s L.vw ; Grimm's
Law: Philology; Phonetics; Verxee's Law.

PHONETICS. In its broadest sense, a study
of the whole range of sounds, articulate, musical,
and otherwise. It is, however, usually confined
to the articulate sounds of human speech. Even
in this restricted sense, it is still broad enough
to include the subject of the purely acoustic or
mechanical side and the anthropological or phil-

ological side. It may discuss sinipij- the vibra-
tions that cause any particular sensation on the
human ear, or it maV include an investigation of
the manner and causes of the change of one
articulate sound in one language at one time,
into another sound in another language or at
another epoch. In the first case it should con-

sider the mechanism and methods by which the
sounds are produced, and also the way in which
they are made eflective in the ear, and impress
the brain.

The question of the variations of articulate
sounds and of the symbols which from time to
time may be used to represent them belongs to

the sphere of comparative philology (q.v. ), and
is not. therefore, discussed in this article.

Confining the attention to the physics of pho-
netics, the subject naturally falls under three
heads, or questions: What is tone quality, or the
mechanical difference between two sounds? How
are sounds produced in the human voice? and
How are they perceived in the ear? The divisions

may best be treated 'in the order given.

One sound differs from another in three factors,
pitch, intensity, and quality. (See Acoustics.)
Tlie pitch and intensity, or loudness, are of but
little importance in this connection. The con-

trolling factor is the quality. In articulation
the sounds are divided into two broad classes:
the vowel sounds, or those which are maintained
in more or less uniform quality for an appreciable
length of time: and the consonants, or those
sounds which are more essentially a peculiar
stopping or starting of a vowel sound, and which
are apt to form the transition from one vowel to
another, by some one of an infinite variety of
ways.

Taking \ip the discussion of the vowel sounds
first as being the simpler case, it is evident that
these sounds, which last with a uniform char-
acter for an appreciable fraction of a second, or
at least ma\' lie so prolonged, nuist depend for
their distinguishing peculiarities upon the same
factors as any other sound. As the pitch of a
sound depends upon the length of the wave, and
the intensity upon the height of the wave, so

5 PHONETICS.

does the quality of the sound depend upon
the shape of the wave. It has been demonstrated
that any wave motion, no matter how complex,
may be considered as made up of a series of
simple waves of differing lengths and heights.
Therefore, any quality of sound, no matter how
complex, is made up of simple components, dif-
fering in pitch and intensity. By a simple sound
is meant one in wliich the vibrating particles
move in a simple iiarmonie motion, similar, for
example, to that executed by a clock pendulum.
When a violinist plays a particular note, it dif-
fers from the same note on the organ or the piano
or the wind instruments only in the relative
number, intensity, and pitch of the 'partials' or
overtones' which accompany the fundamental, or
pitch-tone.' In a manner entirely analogous the
maintained sounds of the human voice differ one
from another, when the same fundamental tone
is being produced, only in the relative number,
pitch, and intensity of the accompanying partials.
It is believed by some that the 'phase-relation' of
the components also affects the quality of the
sound, but this is still an open question and cer-
tainly does not affect the case of articulation.

The question, then, is to determine just what
are the particular combinations of elements which
form the various vowel sounds. In the first

place, it has been shown conclusively that the
same relative components will not produce the
same vowel sounds on difl'erent pitches. For ex-
ample, a certain combination, bearing a definite
relation to a fundamental of 250 vibrations per
second, will produce a certain vowel quality, but
if the rates of all these components are raised by
the same interval of a fifth, the vowel quality
will be quite different. In other words, that com-
bination which is recognized as giving a per-

fectly satisfactor.y a, as in father, on a pitch of

middle c, is entirely different from that which is

similarly recognized on a pitch an octave higher.

There are two conceptions at present as to

what constitutes the essential characteristic of a
particular vowel sound. Some hold that each
vowel sound always contains in its complex a
certain characteristic tone component of definite

pitch, and that the presence of this element makes
that vowel. For example, a, as in father, has its

essential vowel tone, and ce. as in meet, would
have a different tone. This theory holds that the
pitch of the characteristic elements is constant,

irrespective of the pitch of the fundamental, or
main tone. Others l)elieve that there is no dif-

ference in the question of tone quality in vowels
from the same question as applied to any tone.

Lender this conception there would be no one es-

sential component, but all would be essential

and the total would be characteristic. This would
mean that the difference between o and o pro-

nounced on treble c is of exactly the same char-

acter as that between the two sounds when that
note is played upon a flute and upon a violin.

In other words, vowel quality is no different

from tone quality.

The actual solution of this question is enor-

mously complicated by the fact that habit allows

the greatest possible variation in what may still

be called a particular vowel. For example, the

a in different individuals may differ more radi-

cally than the a and o in the same individual.

Helmholtz seems to hold to both theories, and
gives the following as the pitches of the char-

acteristic tones of the vowels: U=175; =
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4G0; A = 032; A= 1508; Em = 1970; 1 = 2349.

J II I'ike manner lie gives the composition of those

vowel sounds as made up of a cliaractenstic com-

bination of overtones, as follows:

of cords or membranes, which may be so draw-n

together over the top of tlie windpipe that they

practically close it. If air from tlie lungs is

forced against tlie cords under the above condi-

TOWEL
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etc., but these elements are persistent and affect
the voice accordingly.

The third and last element that must be con-
sidered under the physics of phonetics is the
sound-receiving apparatus of the human being.
The ear (q.v.) consists of three essentially dif-

ferent parts: the interior ear, %vhere are situ-
ated the nerves which perform the actual hear-
ing; the intermediate ear, consisting of a series
of little bones which transmit the vibrations of
the e;ir drum to the nerves within; and finally
the drum and external ear. The drum takes up
the vibrations which fall upon it, and transmits
them to the nerves. AH of these parts have little

or no effect upon the qualit}- of the sound per-
ceived, provided the ear is well and normal. The
external ear, however, acting as a collector of
the air vibrations and concentrating them upon
the drum, does to some extent act as a resonator
and distort the quality of the sound produced.
This is practically constant for an individual and
is not noticed, but it may vary considerably in
difl'erent individuals, and hence the same sound
complex may seem' really different to two indi-

viduals by the time it reaches the real hearing
mechanism.

BiBLiocEAPnY. The standard work is Sievers,

Gnindziige dcr Phonetik (5th ed., Leipzig, 1901),
which has a full bibliography. Con-
sult also: Bell, Visible Speech (London,
1807) ; Ellis, Early English Pronuncia-
tion (ib., 1869-89); Sweet, Hand-hook
of Phonetics (Oxford, 1878) ; Techmer,
Phonetik (Leipzig, 1880) ; Meyer, Or-

ga)is of Speech and Their Application
in Formation of Sounds {Ijondon, 1883) ;

Trautmann, Die Sprachlaute im allge-

meinen vnd die Laute des Englischen,
Franzosischen vnd Deutschen im beson-

dcrn (Leipzig, 1884-86) ; Sweet, A His-
tory of English Sounds from the

Earliest Period (2d ed., Oxford, 1888) ;

Bell, ^Vorld English (London, 1888) ;

Rousselot, La methode graphique ap-

pliquce a la recherche des transforma-
tions inconscientes du langage (Paris,

1891); Passy, Etudes sur les change-
ments phonctiques et leurs caractcres
gcncraux (ib., 1891) ; Weeks, "A Meth-
od of Recording the Soft Palate Move-
ments in Speech," in Harvard Studies
and Kotes in Philology and Literature,
vol. ii. (Boston, 1891) ; Bremer, Deut-
sche Phonetik (Leipzig, 1893) ; Bell,

Sounds and Their Relations (2d ed.,

Washington, 1894) ; Lloyd, "Speech
Sounds : Their Nature and Causation,"
in Phonetische Studien, vol. iii. (Mar-
burg, 1898); Victor, Elemente der Phonetik
des Dciitscheii, Englischen und Franzosischen
(4th ed., Leipzig, 1898) ; Soames, An Introduc-

tion to Phonetics (London, 1899) ; Scripture, The
Elements of Experimental Phonetics (New York,
19021.

PHONETIC SPELLING. Spelling according
to sound. See Orthogbaphy; Shorthand; Spell-
i.N'G Reform.

PHONETIC WRITING. Writing according

to sound. In tlie case of languages which have
not previously been reduced to writing and thus
acquired a stereotyped orthography, phonetic

writing is necessarily regularly employed. In

this way many Polynesian, African, and Ameri-
can Indian dialects liave received a written form.
In languages which already possess an established
orthography, phonetic writing is employed either
in shorthand or in so-called spelling re'forni. In
the former case the phonographic shorthand signs
are afterwards transliterated into the conven-
tional orthogiaphy. In the latter instance the
sound as heard by the writer is preserved at the
expense of the etymology :ind very frequently of
consistency, the same word often being variously
written in phonetic spelling by different writers,
and with a more or less cumbrous system of,
arbitrary diacritical letters. In indicating the
exact pronunciation of words whose orthogra-
phy does not represent the sound, some exact sys-
tem of phonetic writing is usuallv emploved. See
Orthography ; Shobthaxd ; Spelli.ng Reform.

PHONOGRAPH (from Gk. <puvi, phone,
sound, voice + ypatpav, graphcin, to write). The
first mechanical device for the registering and
reproduction of speech or other sound was the in-

vention of Leon Scott, known as the phonauto-
graph and constructed in 18.55. It consisted sim-
ply of an ellipsoidal barrel. In this apparatus
the sound receiver was open at one end and closed
at the other. From the closed end projected a
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EDISON PHONOOEAPH.

small tube, across which was stretched a flexible

membrane, to the centre of which by means of

sealing wax was allixed a bristle, which acted as
a stylus, and vibrated with the membrane. In
front of the membrane was placed a horizontal
cylinder, which was wrapped with a sheet of

paper, covered with a thin layer of lampblack,
against which the bristle rested lightly. Any
sound vibrations entering the ellipsoid were
transmitted by the membrane to the stylus,

which, when the cylinder was made to revolve,

and to advance slowly, descril)cd on the lamp-
black surface a zig-zag line which was thus prac-

tically a phonographic record of whatever vibra-

tions had been produced.
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The invention of Leon Scott embodies the es-

sential principles on which recording' and repio-

iliicinf inttniinents of the present day are based.

If new we sulvstitute a rcceivinf; funnel for the

ellipsoid, a more rigid or metal stylus for the

bri-tle, and a tinfoil covered cylinder for the

lampblack one. we ha\e the plionograph of

Thomas A. Edison, as it was orifiinally con-

striKted in 187": with this essential difference,

however, that the sound vibrations were now
indented instead of being traced. By reversing

the machine—that is. causing a blunt stylus to

travel over the indentations made, the original

sound was re|)roduced. Great expectations were

entertained of this invention at the time; but it
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was found that after a few repetitions the record
became effaced from tlie tin foil and the invention
proved to be scarcely more than an interesting
toy.

During the year 1888 Mr. Edison placed upon
the market a phonograph which was a far more
elaborate machine as well as more practical than
any of its predecessors. The tinfoil gave place
to a wax cylinder, which, as shown in the illus-

tration, is slipped over and held on a mandrel.
The recording and reproducing devices differ
slightly and are sIiowti in the accompanying
figures. In operating, the wax cylinder is made
to revolve. In talking into the funnel, the malle-
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able glass diaphragm, with a cutting stylus on
its under surface, is made to vibrate, and a
register of the sound is thus cut verticallv into

the wax, the cutting stylus advancing horizontal-

ly as the cylinder revolves. In reproducing, an-

other diapligram, which differs from the first

in that it has a different tool and is made of

sheets of mica, is employed. The cutting or re-

cording stylus consists of a sa])phirc with a cup-

shaped front which is ground to a fine edge. The
reproducing stylus, on the other hand, has a ball-

sliapcd point. This stylus follows the track cut

out by the recording stylus. Its motion causes

the diaphragm to vibrate, and thus to reproduce

the original sound. The machine gets its power
from a small electric motor or spring. The sound
thus reproduced is not at all equal in volume to

the original, but may be strengthened by means
of a funnel attached to a reproducer, and by
adjusting the speed of the machine sounds may
be given out with sufficient loudness to be

heard by all in a room. In using a cylinder

that already contains a phonographic record.

a sharp knife precedes the cutting stylus,

thus removing the previous record. A record

once made can be reproduced several thou-

sand times without perceptible impairment
of its quality, and a record made on one

machine can be reproduced on another, thus ad-

mitting of the cylinder's being used for mailing,

as in ordinary correspondence. There is no limit

to the speed with which soiuids can be recorded,

nor to the number and variety of sounds. The
difficulty of concentrating the sounds upon the
diaphragm is surmounted in factories where
musical and other records are constructed by
grouping together the persons or instruments
whose sound is recorded. By increasing the speed
of the cylinder the pitch is raised, and by les-

sening it the pitch is lowered. See Gr.^mopiioxe.

PHONOGRAPHY. See Shorthand.
PHO'NOLITE (from Gk. i^ui'tJ, p/ionc, sound,

voice + XWos, lHhos, stone). An igneous rock of

porphyritic texture which has a chemical compo-
sition essentially equivalent to nephelene syenite

(q.v.), and generally contains porphyritic crys-
tals of feldspar (sanadine) and nephelene. Most
phonolites have been poured out at the surface of
the earth as lavas; as, for example, in the Au-
vergne of Central France, and in the Cape Verde
Islands. JIanv phonolites possess a platy part-

ing or separation by cracks into a series of paral-

lel plates, so that they give out a peculiar sound
when struck with a hammer. On this account
they were formerly known as clinkstones. Jlore
subject to alteration from atmospheric agencies
than most other rocks, they soon lose their fresh

appearance, and frequently show the development
of crystals of tlie zeolite minerals.
PHO'RADEN'DRON. An American plant.

See illSTLETOE.

PHOR'BAS (Lat.. from Gk. iSp^as). (1) A
son of Lapithes and Orsinome. who freed Rhodes
from snakes and was honored by the inhabitants
as a hero. He was called ophiuchus (the snake-
holder) and given a place among the stars. In
another legend, Alector. King of Elis. secured his
assistance against Pclops. and gave him his
daughter, sharing the kingdom with him. (2)
A companion of .Eneas. The god of sleep as-
sumed his form in order to deceive Pnlinunis.
PHOR'CTTS, PHORCYS, nr PHORCYN. In

Greek mythology-, an aged divinity of the sea.

Hesiod and others make him the son of Pontus
and Ga;a, and brother of Nereus and Ceto. By
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the latter he became the father of the Graces and
Gorgons, who are hence called Phorcides or
Phorcydes. He was also the father of the nymph
Thoosa, who became the mother of Polyphemus,
the Hesperides, and the Sirens.

PHORMIO. A lively and interesting comedy
by Terence, jnodueed in B.C. 161. It takes its

name from tlie parasite in the play, which was
modeled on the ' ETriSiKaf6/ums of Apollodorus.

From this comedy iloliere drew the plot of his
Fourheries de iicapin.

PHORO'NIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. <|)opwWs, re-

lating to Phoroneus, from iopuveis, PhorOneus,
Phoroneus, an ancient Greek King of Argos )

.

A marine worm-like animal recently decided to

be in a class by itself (Phoronidea). It lives

socially, each worm inclosed in a membrana-
ceous or leathery tube. The body is long,

slender, not segmented, and around the mouth is

a crown of long delicate ciliated tentacles borne
on a horseshoe-shaped lophophore. It is her-

maphroditic, developing from eggs, and never
asexually from buds. The larva is very remark-
able : it is a modified trochosphere, and is called

an 'aetinotrocha.' It may be recognized by the

large hood-like lobe overhanging the mouth, while
there is a post-oral circle of large ciliated finger-

like tentacles ; it rapidly metamorphoses into the
polyzoijn-like adult. It occurs on the coasts of

Northern Xew England and in Europe, while an-

other species inhabits the Australian seas. Con-
sult Harmer, Cambridge Natural History, vol.

ii. (London. 1890).

PHOEORHACHOS, fO'rd-ra'kus ( Xeo Lat.,

from i>k. (popd, jtlioru, motion, from 0^p«>', plte-

rein, to bear -t- paxi^, rhachos, brier). A gigan-

tic extinct running bird of prey, skeletons of

which are found in the iliocene deposits of Pata-
gonia. It was about 8 feet in height and its skull

was larger than that of a horse and armed with
a strong hooked beak like that of an eagle. The
wings were small and useless, and the legs long

and strong and provided with powerful talons.

It appears to have been a swiftly running bird,

like the ostrich, though actually related to the
herons. Consult Lucas, Animals of the Past

(Xew York. 1901).

PHOSGENE GAS ( from Gk. <t>w, phos, light

-i-yevQ?. -genes, producing, from )lyte(r$ai, gignes-

thai, to become), Cabboxyl Chlobide, or Oxy-
Chloeide of Cabbox, COCL. A colorless suffo-

cating gas which is formed by exposing equal

volumes of carbonic oxide and chlorine to the ac-

tion of sunlight. If brought into contact with
water, phosgene gas rapidly decomposes into car-

bonic and hydrochloric acids. It may be readily

condensed to a liquid, boiling at 8° C. It is

largely used in chemical laboratories, as it read-

ily reacts with various substances, so that many
organic syntheses can be carried out with the

aid of it. It is also employed in the manufac-
ture of certain coal-tar dyestuffs. Phosgene was
first prepared by .T. Davy in 1811. its name indi-

cating that it was formed under the influence of

light.

PHOSPHATES (from phosphorus) (in physi-

ology). The following phosphates play an active

part in the chemistry of the animal body.

Phosphate of soda occurs in three forms.XaPO,,
Ka.HPO,. and in NaH,PO„ called respectively

the basic, neutral, and acid salts. These are all

soluble in water. By exposing the second of
these salts to a red heat pyrophosphate of soda,
Xa,P,0;, is formed, and by similarly treating the
third, metaphosphate, NaPO., results. Phosphate
of soda in one or the other of the above forms is

a constituent of all the fluids and soft tissues of
the bod\-, and is especially abundant in the urine
and bile. Pyropliosphate and metaphosphate of
soda are found in the ashes of animal tissues after
incineration, but they result merely from the ac-
tion of heat on the neutral and acid salts. The
salts of sodium are always associated with the
corresponding salts of potassium, and what is

said of the derivation, elimination, and physio-
logical importance of the one is equally applicable
to the other. The alkaline phosphates obviously
are derived from the food, being either ingested as

such or converted within the organism from
other alkaline salts. Elimination is effected

chiefly through the kidneys and intestinal canal.
In the carnivorous animals, whose blood is much
richer in phosphates than that of herbivora (the
ash of the blood of the dog, for example, contains
from 12 to 14 per cent, of phosphoric acid, while
that of the ox or sheep does not contain more
than from 4 to 6), these salts are carried off by
the urine ; but in consequence of the formation of

free acids as products of the disintegration of the
tissues, a portion of the base is abstracted from
the originally alkaline nhosphates, and a corre-

sponding portion of phosphoric acid is liber-

ated. The originally alkaline salt is thus ren-

dered neutral or even acid: and the occurrence

of the acid phosphate of soda, XaHjPO,, in the

urine is thus explained. In tlie herbivorous ani-

mals, on the other hand, the urine contains no
phosphates, the whole of the phosphoric acid

taken in their food being eliminated by the intes-

tinal canal in the form of the insoluble phos-

phates of lime and magnesia. Although the gen-

eral distribution of the phosphates of the alkalies

in the nutrient fluids (there is 40 per cent, of

them in the ash of the blood-cells; 28.4 per cent,

of phosphoric acid and 23..5 of potash in the ash
of cow's milk; and about 70 per cent, of phos-

phoric acid in the ash of the yolk of egg) is in it-

self an indication of their importance, the exact

nature of their functions is not completely under-

stood. Liebig has specially drawn attention to

the peculiar grouping of the acid and alkaline

fluids of the animal body. The permanence of

this grouping is chiefly maintained, especially in

herbivorous animals, by the conversion within the

body of alkaline and neutral phosphates into acid

phosphates by the means already described.

Moreover, all tis.sue-forming substances (the pro-

tein bodies) are. so closely connected with phos-

phates that they remain associated during the

solution and subsequent re-precipitation of these

substances: and the ash of developed tissues

(such as muscle, lung, liver, etc.) always affords

evidence that acid phosphates existed in the re-

cent tissue: and, further, no exudation from the

blood-vessels can undergo transformation into

cells and fibres, or, in other words, become or-

ganized, unless phosphates are present. Another

proof of the sh.iie taken by the phosphates in the

formation and functions of tissue is the fact that,

although herbivoro\is animals take up a very

small quantity of phosphates in their food, and
although their blood is ver>- poor in these salts,

their tissues contain as large a proportion of

phosphates as the corresponding parts of car-
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nivora. Lastly, llic fact that one equivalent of

the alkaline phosphate of soda, Xa.HPO,, pos-

sesses the property of al)Sorhing as much carbonic

aciil as two equivalents of carbonate of soda,

leads to the belief that the power of attracting

carbonic acid, which tlie serutn of the blood pos-

sesses, is due as nuieh to the phosphate as to the

carbonate of soda, and that, consequently, phos-

phate of soda plays an important part in the res-

piratory process.

I'hosphiite of lime occurs in the organism in

three forms, viz.: as the normal calcium phos-
phate, Caj(PO,)j, the monocalcie calcium phos-
phate. CalH.POJj. also called acid phosphate,
and the diealcic phosphate, Ca:(HPOj).. The
normal phosphate occurs in all the solids and
fluids of the body, but is most abundant in the
bones, in which it amounts to about .57 per cent.;
and in the enamel of the teeth, in which it ranges
from .SO to ilO per cent. It may at first sight ap-
pear inexplicable how a salt so perfectly insolu-
ble in water as normal phosphate of linie can he
held in solution in the animal fluids. In some
fluids, as the blood, it is probably, in part, at
least, combined with albumen, with which it
forms a soluble compound : while in other fluids,
as the urine, it is held in solution by a free acid
or by certain salts (as, for example, chloride of
sodium), whose watery solutions are more or less
able to dissolve it. \Vhen too small a quantity
of this salt is taken with the food, the bones lose
more or less of their hardness and firmness, and
fractures do not readily unite. Phosphate of
lime, like the phosphates of the alkalies, is indis-
pensable to cell-formation: and in the mantle of
the mollusks (where new cells for the formation
of shell abound) this salt is far more abundant
than in any other i)art of the body. Although by
far the greater quantity of the phosphate of^lime
found m the body has doubtless preexisted in the
food, yet it is imquestionable that a part of it
is formed within the organism bv the action of
carbonate of lime on the phosphoric acid that is
formed during the disintegration of the phos-
phorus-containing tissues, such as the brain Inman .-.nd carnivorous animals, a certain portion
ol the phosphate of lime is eliminated bv the kid-
neys, and the rest is carried ofT in the excre-
ments: while in herbivorous animals the whole
IS earned off in the excrements. The acid phos-
phate of lime is oc'casionally found in the urine
ot man and carnivorous animals, but is of no
practical importance. For the amount of earthy

Ur°>^e'"'**'
''"''^' "''''"'""*'''' ^y the kidneys, see

yormal phosphate of magnesia, Mg,(PO ) is
analogous, both in its chemical and phvsiolo<ri'cal
relations, to the corresponding salt of lime, withwhich It ,s always associated. The abundance ofthis salt m cereals and vegetables explains its

fhTsntTt/" *''?,r>-^*'"'"-
A far less amount ofthis salt than of the rarresponding lime-salt seemsto be required by the organism, as is shown bythe relative quantities in which thev occur inbone ,„ of the former to 1..3 of the latter), andas IS further indicated by the fact that, relative

.v f.-ir more of this than of the lime-salt escape,
jntestinal absorption, and appears in the exere

The only phosphates remaining to be noticedare he phosphate of a„nno„i„ ««/ m„g„esh ovtriple phosphate, MgXH,PO, -f GH,0, which oc^curs ,n beautiful prismatic crystals in alkaline

urine and urine that is beginning to putrefy,
and the phosphate of soda and ammonia, which
is occasionally found as a crystalline sediment in
putrid urine.

PHOSPHATIC DIATHESIS, or PHOS-
PHATURIA. The excretion in excessive
amounts of tlie earthy .salts ot phosphoric acid
in the urine. Phosplioric acid is e.xcreted in com-
bination with the alkaline bases, sodium and
pota.ssium, and the earthy bases, calcium and
magnesium. The alkaline phosphates form about
two-thirds of tlie whole, and are always held in
solution; the earthy phosphates form about one-
third and are spontaneously precipitated under
certain circumstances as phosphatic deposits and
calculi. One of the causes of such deposition is
an alkaline condition of the urine. The urine in
health may be temporarily alkaline from eating
much fruit or vegetables containing citrates, tar-
trates, or malates of potasgium and sodium.
These are converted into carbonates in the intes-
tines and absorbed as such into the blood, and
diminish the acidity of the urine or render it
alkaline. The urine is sometimes turbid from a
white deposit of the amorphous calcium phos-
phate (Ca,PA). This may be mixed witli a
crystalline phosphat-e (CaHPO, + 2H„0) , the so-
called .stellar phosphate, or a phosphate of mag-
nesia (ilgjP.O,). A more common condition,
however, is that observed when a feebly acid or
neutral urine is heated and a thick white deposit
or turbidity occurs. In urine which has under-
gone ammoniaeal fermentation there occurs a
))recipitate of the animonio-magnesium or triple
phosphate (MgXH.P0,-)-6H,0), in the form of
minute triangular prisms.

It has been thought that there is a relation be-
tween the activity of the nervous system and the
excretion of phosphoric acid. An increased
amount is seen in the urine after excessive men-
tal work or worry. This phenomenon is also ob-
served in many diseases characterized by wasting
and debility, such as phthisis, leucocythaeraia,
acute yellow atrophy of the liver, and severe
an.-emias. Tlie old term 'phosphatic diathesis,'
signifying a constitutional tendency or habit of
body that produced or promoted a "deposition of
the phosphates from the tirine, is no longer
recognized.

PHOSPHATIC FERTILIZERS. See :^U-
XIBES AMI ;Ma.\IRING.

PHOSPHINE. Sec PnospnoRus.
PHOSPHOR-BRONZE. An alloy consisting

of copper, zinc, anil tin in various proportions,
with a small quantity of phosphorus which has
been introduced in the form of phosphor-tin. The
addition of phosphorus has the effect of elim-
inating the oxides, and. by causing the tin to
assume a crystalline structure, increases the
homogeneity of the alloy, and thereby its elasti-
city and absolute resistance. In consequence,
phosphor-bronze has met with consideraljle de-
mand where special strenirth or power of resist-
ing wear is required, as in the case of bearings
for quick-running machinery.

PHOSPHORESCENCE. It has been observed
that many bodies continue to emit light in a
darkened room after having been exposed to sun-
light or some other strong source of light. This
phenomenon is railed phosphorescence. ^AlthoiiMi
the name is evidently derived from 'phosphorus,'
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it should be noted that the cause of the luminos-
ity of phosphorus is a slow oxidation, and is not
due to its having been previously exposed to
light. Phosphorescence itself is a special case
of Uuorescence (q.v.), and cases where there are
permanent chemical changes are excluiled. Those
substances which phosphoresce most Ijrilliantly are
the sulphides of barium, calcium, and other alka-
line earths, diamonds, sugar, etc. It has been
found that the phosphorescent light is often
lirilliantly colored, and also that the color of the
light to which the body is exposed in order to ex-
cite phosphorescence has a very important in-

fluence upon the intensity of the phosphorescent
light itself. It is observed that the same law
connecting the exciting light and the phos[)hore3-
cent light holds true as was noted in the case of

fluorescence, namely, that the phosphorescent
light is of a longer wave-length than the exciting
light. A distinction has been drawn between phos-
phorescence and fluorescence from the fact that
only fluids exhibit fluorescence, while only solid
bodies exhibit phosphorescence. Nearly all" bodies
which show fluorescence will show phosphores-
cence when in the solid state, as. for instance, if

when liquid they are dissolved in gelatin and then
dried. One of the earliest and most important in-

vestigations of phosphorescence was made by E.
Becquerel, who made a special study of the inter-
val of time phosphorescence would continue after
tlie ]ihosphorescing body was removed from the
light. He invented an instrument known as the
])liosphoroscope, which enabled him to measure
with the greatest exactness the small intervals of
time involved in the phenomena. He observed that
many bodies in Avhich by ordinary means of ob-

servation there was no trace of phosphorescence
can be shown to phosphoresce for miniite frac-

tions of a second. For instance, after exposure to
sunlight, calcite shines with orange-colored light;

aragonite gives a greenish liglit, as does lead

glass also: iiraniimi glass shines with a greenish
light which lasts ior about one-thirtieth of a
second, although it has its maximum intensity at
about one three-hundredth of a second after the

sunlight has been withdrawn. Sapphires and ru-

bies give a brilliant pure red light, as do almost
all the minerals which contain aluminum.
One most interesting feature of phosphores-

cence is that if a body is phosphorescing, as for

instance a piece of paper covered with Balmain's
paint, the application of heat at any one point

will destroy the phosphorescence there. This
evidently furnishes a method for the study of

those portions of the spectra which lie in the in-

fra-red region: i.e. those wave-lengths which are

too long to affect our sense of sight. For if a
strip of paper covered with Balmain's paint is

exposed to sunlight for a short time and then

taken into a darkened room and so placed that
the infra-red spectrum coming from any source

falls upon the paper, those places where there is

radiation will be made manifest by the disap-

pearance of phosphorescence owing to the heati7)g

effect of the rays of the spectrum. This proced-

ure has been imoroved by Draper and Lomniel.

and now forms one of the best methods used in

spectrum analysis. See Light: Fluorescence.

PHOSPHORESCENCE OF THE SEA. See

LXMIXOSITY OF Aniit.vls.

PHOSPHORIC ACID, H,PO,. An acid com-

pound of phosphorus, hydrogen, and o.xygen, first

obtained by Seheele in 1777. It may be prepared
by cautiously heating yellow phosphorus with
dilute nitric acid for several hours and driving
off the excess of nitric acid by heat. Pure phos-
phoric acid is a colorless crystalline substance
melting at about 41° C. It 'is a tri-basic acid,
the three hydrogen atoms in its molecule being
replaced gradually and the result l)eing three se-
ries of salts, like 'NaH,PO„ XajHPO,.and Na^PO..
The 'neutral' salts of the alkali metals have a
strongly alkaline reaction. When heated above
300° C. phosphoric acid is converted into pyro-
phosphoric acid, HiP.O;, which was first pre-
pared by Ga.y-Lussao in 18-29. Several of the
salts of phosphoric acid arc used in medicine.
The most important phosphates are described un-
der the names of the metals. See also Piio.s-
PIIORUS.

PHOSPHORITE. The massive, concretion-
ary, and mammillary form of apatite, es|)ecial!y

the variety found in Estremadura. Sjiain. The
name was first used by Kirwan in describing the
phosphates found in Spain, which occur in veins
and in pockets in the Silurian schists.

PHOSPHOR'OSCOPE (from Lat. phosplw-
riis, Lucifer, phosphorus + Gk. ffKOTruv, skopein,
to behold). An apparatus invented by Becquerel
for measuring the duration of phosphorescence in
difl'erent bodies. See Piicspiiorescexce.

PHOSPHOROUS ACID, H,PO,. A dibasic
acid formed by the action of water on trichloride
of phosphorus. It is a crystalline substance melt-
ing at 70° C. Its salts are termed phosphites.

PHOSPHORUS. One of the non-metallic
chemical elements. It was discovered by Brand,
a Hamburg alchemist, in ICOn, while experiment-
ing with urine with a view to preparing a liquid
for the transformation of silver into gold.

Kunckel. on learning of the discovery, without,
however, knowing the method, invented a process
of his own for the extraction of phosphorus from
urine, and in 1678 published a work entitled De
I'hosphoro Mirabili. The existence of phosphorus
in bones was discovered either by (!ahn (about
1769) or by Seheele (1771), and subsequently
phosphorus became a well-known and cheaj) sub-

stance, variously called Brand's jihosphorus,

Kunckel's phosphorus, Krafft's phosphorus,
Boyle's phosphorus, and English phosphorus,
while the name phosphorus, unqualified, was ap-

plied to phosphorescent substances in general un-

til the antiphlogistic nomenclature introduced the

present usage. The elementary nature of phos-

jiliorus was first recognized by Lavoisier. See
ClIEillSTRY.

Phospliorus does not occur free in nature, but
is found abundantly in the form of phosphates.

The minerals of the apatite group (combinations

of calcium phosphate with calcium chloro-fluo-

ride). struvite, vivianite, wavellite, and many
other minerals contain considcralile amounts of

chemically combined phosphorus. But the prin-

cipal source of phosphorus is still the substance

of Ixnies. wliich consists chiefly of the neutral

phosphate of calcium. Calcium phosphate is also

the chief constituent of coprolites and guanos, and
calcium and magnesium |)hosphates are found in

the ashes of plants. Amnioniuui-niagnesium phos-

phate is the chief constituent of urinary sedi-

ments, while in combination with carbon, hydro-

gen, oxygen, and nitrogen, phosphorus is found in
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the yolk of eggs, in the blood and other animal
fluids, and in the substance of the brain and
nerves.

To obtain phosphorus, bones arc burned to

destroy their orj^anic matter and are treated with
sulphuric acid, whiili converts tlie neutral i)hos-

phate Caj(PO,):u into the soluble acid phosphate,

t'aH,(PO,)j. The solution of tlie latter is evapo-
rated to dryness, charcoal is added to the residue,

and tlie mixture is stron;;ly heated, when two
processes take place in immediate succession, the
first consisting, in the transformation of the acid
calcium phosphate into calcium metaplios]ihate,

Ca(POi);. the second in the partial decomposi-
tion of the metaphosphate by the charcoal, result-
ing in the formation of free phosphorus, some
neutral calcium pliosjihatc, and carbonic oxide
gas. The phosjihorus vapors are condensed under
water in suitable vessels of clay. The crude prod-
uct thus obtained may be somewhat purified by
melting imiler water and pressing through porous
pl.ntes. Arsenic, an impurity usually introduced
with the sulplniric acid em|)loycd in the manufac-
ture of phospliorus, may l>e removed by means of
nitric acid. When pure, the phosphorus is melted
and cast in the form of sticks by sucking it into
glass tubes and allowing to solidify.
The chemical symbol of phosphorus is P; its

atomic weight is il. Tlie properties of free phos-
phorus are not always the same, the element be-
ing callable of existing in several different al-
lotropic forms. (See .Xi.i.otropy.) The vapor of
phosphorus has invariably tlie same density, lead-
ing to the molecular formula P,. ( See' JIole-
CILE.S—lIoLKCiL.\R WEIGHTS.) Experiment leads
to the view that when dissolved in benzene phos-
phorus has a similar constitution. But the re-
markalile dilVerences between the liquid and the
several solid mollifications of the element are bv
no means uiidersfiiod. ('omiiion or yellow phos'-
phorus. which is ordinarily obtained liy the manu-
facturer, is a transiiarent waxv substance that
may be prepared in the form of crystals of the
regular system by sublimation or by crystalliza-
tion from solutions in carbon disulpliide.'in which
the other varieties of phosphorus are insoluble.
Its meltingpoint is 44.5' 0. and its specific
gravity at 0° C. is 1.8.37. It phosphoresces in
the dark, and although it has been shown to ex-
hibit this phenomenon when kept in ga.ses in-
capable of reacting with it, it is quite certain
tiiat in all such cases the phosphoresecnee is
caused by the presence of traces of oxygen, which
oxidizes yellow phosphorus very readily \s
a matter of fact, when kept in a vacuuinor'in
gases which have been thoroughly freed from
oxygen, phosphorus gives off no I'iaht In the
air at ordinary temperatures, yellow phosphorus
undergoes slow oxidation (see (3zoxe), and may
readily take fire even if carelessly rubbed Itmay be caused to burn under water by -rentlvwarming the latter and passing a cuVnmt o"foxygen into it. Besides, yellow phosphorus isextremely poisonous. It must therefore beandled with great care. The use of phosphorus

PW I'iJ
?' " '"'" '^"""'"- '*5'^«' Matches.)

/. rf pirosphnnis was .liscovered by Schriitter ofA lenna. 1,1 1845. It is gradually-formed by 'theaction of light, especially violet rays, on eoinmon
phosphorus, but may be conveniently prepared bysimply heating the latter to about 2.50» C 74-,0»
1'.), m an atmosphere of carbonic acid, nitrogenor some other inert gas. If heated to about 300»'

C, red phosphorus is reconverted into the com-
mon yellow modification. The specific gravity of
red pliosphorus is about 2.14, and it does "not
melt. It does not phosphoresce in the dark, is
not poisonous, and is in every way perfectly
harmless. (See JIatches.) Crtjslallhw ('metai-
lic') phosphorus is formed during the solidifica-
tion of molten amorphous phosphorus. It may
be obtained in the form of long red tabular crys-
tals having a distinct metallic lustre. Its specific
gravity is 2,34. Black phosphorus is formed when
meltetl yellow phosphorus is rajiidly cooled. Two
other allotropic varieties of phospliorus have been
described, but deserve no mention here.
CoMPOi-ND.s OF Phosphorl-.s. Phosphorus forms

at least three different compounds with liydrocen:
viz. a solid hydrogen phosphate, PjH,; a liquid
phospliide, P-H,; and a gaseous phosphide, I'll.,

called phosphine. The last-named compound,
analogous to ammonia (NHj), is usually pre-
pared by heating phosphorus with a strong solu-
tion of caustic potash. When thus prepared, how-
ever, it contains some vapor of the liquid phos-
phide, PJI.,, and as the latter takes fire spontane-
ously ill the air, the impure phosphine, too, is in-
flammable. But under the influence of light, or
by the action of strong hydrochloric or sulphuric
acid, and certain other substances, the vapor of
the liquid phosphide is decomposed; and if pure
phosphine is prepared, say, by passing the im-
pure gas through concentrated'hydrochloric acid,
it is found not to take fire in the air. The odor
of phosphine resembles that of garlic and of rot-
ten fish. The oxides of phosphorus include )ihos-
phorus trioxide, P.O.,, and phosphorus pentoxide,
P3O5. The latter, usually termed 'phosphoric'
anhydride, is formed when common phosphorus
burns in the air. It forms a white, exceedingly
hygroscopic powder, taking np water with great
energy to form phosphoric acid. With the h<ilo-
l/eiis iihosphorus forms a trichhu-ide, PCI3; a pen-
tachloride, PCI.; a tribromide. PBr,; a penta-
bromide, PBr,; and a tri-iodide, PI,. All these
compounds are formed by the direct union of the
elements. A tri-lluoride, PF3, and a penta-
fluoride. PF5, are also knowTi.

Phosphorus is a constituent of many tissues,
especially the nerve-centres, and its physiological
action is that of a tonic. It is chiefly used in
medicine in nerve exhaustion, inyelitis, neuralgia,
osteomalacia, and rickets. It has been used with
success in lupus, acne, and psoriasis. It may be
given in pill or in solution, the latter being pref-
erable. It may be exhibited dissolved in oil or in
chloroform. Phosphide of zinc has been used as
a substitute for phosphorus. See Axtidote.s.

PHOSPHORUS (Lat., from Gk. *«o-06pos,
liglit-bnnger). A name of the i)lanet Venus as
the morning star, also called Lucifer. As an
evening star it is called Hesperus and Vesper.

PHOTIUS, fr/shl-us (Lat., from Gk. ^iirioj)
.S20-C.S91 ) . Patriarch of Constantinople; one of

(e, ,,..,„_„.
the greatest theologians and scholars of the Greek
Cliurch. He was a member of a ))atrieian family
of Constantinople, and during the first period
of his life filled various important public offices.
In 857 Bardas, minister of the young Emperor.
Michael HI., undertook to remove the Patriarch
Ignatius (see Ign.\tuis, Saint) from his posi-
tion and Photius, after being hurried through
all the clerical offices in a few days, was put in
his place. Pope Nicholas I. (q.v.) espoused the
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cftuse of Ignatius and excommunicated Photius
in 803. Tlie latter maintained liis position, sup-
ported by the Court, and in 807 assembled a
council at Constantinople which excommunicated
tlie Pope and his partisans, and withdrew from
communion with the See of Rome. (See Greek
Church.) The same year Basil I. succeeded
jVIichael as Emperor, Pliotius was deposed and
Ignatius reinstated. Ten years later, after the
death of Ignatius, Photius was restored, and
the Pope, John VIII., was induced to acquiesce;
but in 881 he also excommunicated the Patriarch,
whose relations with Rome continued unfriendly
the rest of his life. In 880 the Emperor Leo
banished Photius to an Armenian cloister, and
he died there about five j-ears later. Photius is

revered by the Greek Church, while the Western
Church accuses him of craft, violence, and jicr-

jury. His theological works include the Ain-
pliilochUi, which not only discusses doctrinal

and exegetical questions, but treats also of

philosophy, science, medicine, grammar, and
history: commentaries on the Go.spels and
Epistles; and a treatise in favor of the

Greek doctrine of the procession of the Holy
Spirit. The yomocrtnon ascribed to Photius is

of doubtful authorship. His chief literary and
scholarly work is the Mi/riohihlion or Bihliothrcu.

a summar\' review of nearly 300 works which he
had read, most of which arc now lost. He also

wrote a Lexicon, for use in reading the classic

authors and the Scriptures. A number of Pho-
tius's letters arc preserved, as well as sermons of

much merit. His works are in Jligne, Patrolo-

gia Grceca, ci.-cv. Consult : Hergenrothcr,

Photius, Patriarch von Const ayitincjpcl (3 vols.,

Regensburg, 1867-69) ; id., Monumenta Grixca ad
Photium Spectantia (ib., 1809).

PHOTO-CHEiaSTRY. The branch of gen-

eral chemistry that deals with chemical changes
immediately producing or caused by light. In
interpreting this definition it must be borne in

mind that the combustion of illuminants cannot
properly be classed as a form of photo-chemical

changes, for the reason that combustion trans-

forms the chemical energy of the illuminant, pri-

marily not into light, but into heat, the latter

then giving rise to the production of light. The
chemical changes immediately producing light

include those undoubtedly taking place at ordi-

nary temperatures in the fireflies and other

luminescent organisms, as well as in the eye.

All such changes are as yet very imper-

fectly understood, and photo-chemical research

has been confined almost exclusively to the op-

posite phenomenon, i.e. to chemical changes

caused by light.

AcTiNOMETEY. That light is capable of caus-

ing chemical transformations was not unknown in

the eighteenth century. That silver chlori<le

turns dark under the action of light was known
to Schultze as far back as 1727. In the latter

part of the century it was recognized that sun-

light enables plants to decompose carbonic acid

gas and set free its oxj-gen. and about 1840 Lietag

grasped the full imijortance of this process in the

economy of nature. But all photo-chemical

knowledge remained qualitative until .John W.
Draper, of New York University, about 1842, in-

troduced the quantitative measurement of the

chemical action of light, by constructing the first

'actinometer.' Gay-Lussac and Thfnard had
Vol. X7.^9.

observed in 1809 that a mixture of eijual volumes
of chlorine and hydrogen, which may be pre-
served indefinitely in the dark, reacts with ex-
plosive rapidity if exposed to intense light, and
slowly if the light is weak. The jiroduct of the
reaction is hydrochloric acid gas, which i.s freely
soluble in water, while hydrogen and chlorine
are .soluble only sparingly. To measure the ef-

fect of light in causing the reaction. Draper intro-
duced a mixture of precisely equal vulunies of

hydrogen and chlorine into a glass bulb (</) half

DKAPEK 8 ACTINOSIETKR.

filled with water and joined to a glass tube (b)
likewise filled with the gaseous mixture, provided
with a scale, and in its turn joined to a wide ves-

sel (c) filled with water. He then exposed the
upper part of a to light, whereupon part of the
hydrogen and chlorine combined into hj'drochloric

acid, the latter was absorbed by the water, and
the consequent diminution of the gaseous volume
was shown by the length of the column of water
entering from c into h. Draper's actinometer was
improved in 1802 by Bunsen and Roscoe. But
even tlie improved form of the apparatus did

not permit of sulficiently rapid experimentation,
and consequently the method was soon,abandoned.
Instead, Bunsen and Roscoe employed an acti-

nometer which measurc.'d the chcniical intensity

of light by the time required to darken a pho-

tographic film to a certain standard degree.

In 1879 Eder devised a new method of acti-

nometric measurement. If a mixture of mer-
curic chloride {corrosive sublimate) and am-
monium oxalate in aqueous solution is exposed
to the action of light (especially the ultra-violet

rays), a chemical change takes place resulting in

the pri'cipitation of mereurous chloride (calo-

mel), the quantity- of which measures the chemi-

cal intensity of the light. Account must of course

be taken of the fact that the amount of calomel

precipitated not only depends on the intensity

of the light, but is also influenced by the vary-

ing concentration of the solution during the ex-

periment.

In 1897 Rigollot constructed an actinometer

by immersing into a solution of common salt two
copper plates whose surfaces were previously

oxidized in the flame of a Bunsen burner, and
exposing one of the plates to the light. If the

two copper plates of this apparatus are con-

nected by a wire, an electric current is found

to flow from the dark plate toward the illumi-

nated one, the intensity of the current being pro-

portional to the intensity of the light, and hence

being capable of serving a.s a measure of the

latter. It may be observed that the jirinciple of

electrochemical actinometry was discovereil as

far back as 1830, by Becquerel. who found that a

current passed between two silver plates covered

with films of chloride of silver and immersed in

dilute sulphuric acid if one of the plates was
exposed to the light.

Gk.neral Prixciples. Pas.sing now to the few

known general principles of photo-chemistry, it

must be observed first of all that while it was for-

merly believed that light of certain colors only

('actinic rays') was capable of chemical action,

it is now " generally admitted that chemical
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oduced bv light of iuiy uave- In citlier case the paper takes the ink from the
fhanws can be pr ~. „ .

length whatever, including the infrared and the

ultraviolet rays. It is further generally ad-

mitted that if a substance is at all iiicai>able of

absorbing light, it is also incapable of undergoing

iihotocheniical changes of any kind. It is often

to increase the capacity of a

surface as in the printing of ordinary manual

engravings. Photo-lithography, or the prepara-

tioli by chemical efl'eets of light of plane sur-

faces for printing, is treated under Lituouraphv.

Intaglio riioTO-ENGRAVi.\o. This is known

by the general name photor/i-anirc, a French

ten-.itv part of its energy being transformed into

eheniiVal energy. Wlien, therefore, light passes

through a niediiiin in which it causes some chemi-

cal change, its intensity is diminished, first

thrciugh purely optical absorption, and secondly

through 'photochemical extinction.' Thus, for

exam|de, if light is passed through a given vol-

ume of chlorine gas, it is partly converted into

heal and its intensity is found to have diminished

liy a corresponding amount. If now, in a second

experiment, light of the same original intensity

is passed tliiougli a mixture of ehlorine and hy-

drogen, the intensity is found to have diminished

l>y a greater amount than in the first experiment,

owing to the photoeliemical eoinldnation of ehlo-

rine and hydrogen into hydrochloric acid. The

absorption of light by the hydrogen gas present

in the seeond experiment
entirely out of account.

the diminution of intensity may of course be

measured by means of one of tlie actinometers de-

scribed above.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that if a

given substance is capable of undergoing a chemi-

cal change both under the inlluence of light and
without this agency, the change in the two eases

need not necessarily be cpiile the same. Thus it

has been proved that the decomposition of hy-

driodie acid takes place, under the influence of

light, according to the equation.

HI=:H + I,

i.e. molecule after molecule of hydriodic acid is

primarily decomposed into single atoms of hy-

drogen and io<line. On the other hand, it hy-

driodic acid is decomposed by heat, without the

intervention of light, the decomposition takes

place according to the equation
2111 = II, + I,,

i.e. the molecules are decomposed in pairs, each
pair yielding a molecule of hydrogen gas and a
moleeiile of iodine.

Consult: Nernst, Theoretische Chemie (Stutt-

times the name heliogravure has been given to

special patented or secret processes. Photogra-

yurc may have the appearance of pure line work,

exactly as in manual line-engraving (q.v.), and

it may have the appearance of tint or shade

without line, nearly as in the case of mezzotint

(q.y.). This form" of the art has been carried

to such perfection by some workmen, especially

in France; that it "is to be compared only to

the finest and most artistical hand work, having

in addition to that artistic charm an accuracy

of reproduction which the manual work cannot

pretend to. Thus in the large books on paint-

ing and monographs of special painters issued

dm-ing the last twenty years, and especially the

more recent ones, such as Ue Beruete's Velas-

quez, Yriarte's Manteyna. Lady Dilke's French
mall and may be left

j>gi,l(g,.g ^f the Eighteenth Venttiry. Armstrong's
In either experiment, Qainsboroiigh, Turner, and other yolumes, and the

splendid catalogues of public and private collec-

tions, photogravures alternate with half-tone

prints and other prints from photo-engraving

plates, but the jihotogravures are distinguishable

at once by the fineness of their texture (pure line

in the one case and grain or texture in the oth:r),

in which no other process can apjuoach them. In

the case of line pliotogravure the facsimile of a

drawing or of a print from an engraved plate may
be so perfect to be indistinguishable from the

original except by the most minute examination

of an expert. Thus in the published work of

Amand-Durand of Paris, the facsimiles of fine

prints from the plates of Diirer. Pvembrandt,

Claude, Paul Potter, and other celebrated etchers

and line engravers caused astonishment and
doubt among collectors of prints when those fac-

similes first ajipeared about 1870. Here was an
unquestioned original Rembrandt, not a copy, as

any student of Rembrandt would know, and yet

it was printed upon modern paper. In all these

processes, however, hand work has to be called

gart. litnn) : Eder, Ilandbiich der Photographic in to complete the plate : and it is a general truth
'"

" ''
' ' that the most artistic workmen produce the

most perfect photogravures. In the case of

Amand-Durand there was the peculiar advan-

tage that the director himself w'as a skilled en-

graver before he undertook the photo-engraved

process.

Gelatin treated with bichromate of potash is

made insoluble under the action of light. In-

stead of gelatin some other form of albumen may
be used, or asphaltum, which is found to answer
equally well and to be cheaper. In making a

photogravure in line a photographic transparency,

or positive, of the drawing «or print or picture

(Halle, 1884) ; Niewenglowski, La photographic
et la phdl/ichimic (Paris, IS'.lfl) ; Pmnsen and
Roscoe, T'hotoehrmisehr T'ntemurhungtn (re-

printed in Ostwald's Klrissikur der cxakten Wis-
smxchnfteii, Leipzig, 1892) ; Draper, l^rientific

Memoirs. lieing ETprrimeiital Contributions to a
Knoirledge of Radiant Energy (New York, 1878).
See Photography; Photosynthesis; Phospho-
RESCKXCE; AtTINOGRAPH, etc.

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. The art of prepar-
ing', by means of tlie chemical action of light upon
certain bodies, an engraved plate or block for
printing. There are two forms of this as there
are of manual engraving; namely, engraving in or object which is to be reproduced is placed in

intaglio, in which the ink for printing enters contact with a copper plate coated with asphal-
the incised lines and remains there while the tnm or albumen mixed with a bichromate, and
rest of the plate is cleaned off: and relief en- strong light is allowed to pass through the nega-
graving. in which the ink is deposited upon the five to the sensitized surface. Only those parts
projecting parts of an engraved block or plate, where the light passes through the negative with-
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out iuteiruiition will be marked by complete
insolubility of the gelatin; elsewhere the surface
remains soft and capable of being dissolved away
by washing. In this way the surface of the pre-
pared plate affected by light is turned into a
relief copy of the original. The plate is then
etched by an acid, perchloride of iron, which eats
it away exactly as in the ease of ordinary etch-

ing ( see Etching ) . When it is a line plate
which is being prepared no other important steps
are necessary; but when the plate is to be a tint
plate or gradation plate without line and pro-
ducing prints much like those taken from a
mezzotint, it is usual to prepare the surface of

the copper plate in the first place, by precipitating
upon it a fine powder of resin or of resin and
asphaltum in combination. This powdered sur-
face prevents the complete access of the mordant
to the metal e.xaetly as in the case of aquatint
(q.v, ). The granular surface so obtained may be
either coarse or indefinitely minute, this depend-
ing upon the character of the subject to be re-

produced. In this way the reproductions of por-

traits by the greatest master of refined execution
or landscapes of minute detail of most varied
character may be reproduced with a perfectness

of gradation equal to that of hand work in its

highest perfection.

As it has become customary to illustrate costly

'hooks by means of large photogravure plates, so

•it has become usual to employ living artists of

celebiTty to make original monochrome pictures

for siWh reproduction. These are sometimes pro-

duced in the more usual fashion by means of

water-color work in bistre, sepia, India ink, or

other one-colored pigment, but they are also made
on a very large scale by oil painting upon can-

vas, exactly as in the case of paintings intended
for exhibition or sale, except that they are

worked in such gray or brownish-gray pigment as

the painter and the photographer agree upon as

convenient for the one and most easily adapted
to the work of the other. Such monochrome
paintings are often of considerable importance,
and those collectors of works of art who have
purchased them at the time of their production
have considered them an important part of their

possessions. It may be stated, also, that the im-

provements made in orthochromatic photography
have made it possible to obtain vers' accurately

the relative color values of the most difficult sub-

jects, elaborate oil paintings, and the like.

The difficulty with the employment of photo-

gravure in book work is the great cost, not alone

in the production of the plates (for it is not un-

common to take two or three months in the per-

fection of a large plate), but of the printing,

which has to be done on a hand press, and
slowly, so that every separate impression, of

which fifty may be bound up in a folio volume,
will have cost a definite sum of money over and
above the cost of the plates. It is on this ac-

count that modified processes are continually

brought forward intended to produce plates from
which the printing may be done more rapidly.

There is. however, always the difficulty in print-

ing from intaglio-engraving, that in order that

the paper shall take the ink from the incised

lines perfectly, leaving none behind, so that the

design is reproduced in every minute particular

by the raised pattern of ink on the paper, only

a slow and painstaking process will serve.

A kind of photogravure has been introduced in
which a screen is employed to make the grain
exactly as in the case of the half-tone process
described below. This, of course, if perfected,
will tend toward much greater ease in rapid
printing.

Relief Photo-Engbawxg. This covers all

those processes by means of which a surface is

prepared like that of a wood engraving, the lines,

points, and small surfaces which are to be re-

produced upon the paper standing up in low
relief from the background which is cut awaj-.
The level surfaces of these lines and points must
be exactly true and uniform, all in one plane,
except where it is delibeiately lowered in one
place or another in order that the block at that
point shall press the paper less firmly and the
ink impression show pale in contrast with other
and blacker parts.

One of the most difficult of these processes is

that called commonly the Gelatin Process, or,

to distinguish it from others also depending upon
gelatin, the 'swelled gelatin process.' It is an
expensive process and one requiring the great-
est care to employ it .successfully, but its results

are not very markedly inferior to that of photo-
gravure which is not in distinct line. In fact, a
good print made by this process may be often

taken for a photogra\Tire print of somewhat in-

ferior excellcBCe, without clear black and white,

with a too uniform texture and a cloudy render-

ing of details A sheet of glass is coated with
a film of gehitin sensitized with bichrorr.ate of

potash and exposed under a black and white
negative. Th(! film is then soaked in water and
swells up where the opaque lines corresponding
to the whites of the design protected the film,

while the surface of tlie film corresponding to
the black lines of the design do not swell. From
the surface so produced a matrix is made, and
from this another in a material such as wax,
and, again, an electrotype of copper is made and
mounted upon a block to give it the requisite

stiffness and thickness.

The Woodbury type, the collotype, the arto-

type, the heliotype, the alberttype, and many simi-

lar processes are all based upon the properties of

certain resinous and glutinous substances, and
their changes when submitted to light, Asphal-

tum, albumen, and gelatin are the three used.

The Half-Tone Process has resulted from the

invention of the mechanical art of ruling lines of

extreme fineness, of perfect uniformity in width,

and at absolutely equal distances from one an-

other. This, which was not practicable until

within comparatively recent years, has now been

developed so that plates of glass can be ruled in

this way with minutely incised lines, two hundred

or even three hundred to an inch. When two glass

plates, each ruled with lines of this sort, for in-

stance, diagonally across the plate, are brought

together in such a way that the two sets of lines

cross one another, the resiilt is, as seen by trans-

mitted light, a fine network of square or diamond-

shaped rnesh. The half-tone process depends upon

this '.screen,' as it is called. The photographic

negative is made by light passing through this

screen, placed at a suitable distance in front of

the sensitive plate, and the result is an image

broken up into minute dots, easily seen with a

magnifying glass. There is no absolutely con-

tinuous gradation of tint; but everywhere a
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series of very suiall dots wliioli constantly in-

crease and decrease in darlcness or intensity, con-

ditioned upon tlie relative lights and darks of the

subjects to be reproduced, and wliicli are small

cnouf.'li to produce a general efl'ect of uniform

gradiition. This negative reversed is placed in

contact with a carefully prepared copper plate,

the zinc is also -sed that has been coated with a

preparation of lishglue, bichromate of ammonia,
albumen, and water. It is then ex])Osed to the

light and afterward washed in water, and those

parts protected from the light by the dense por-

tions of the negative will be washed out of the

halftones in due proportion. After burning in

—

that is, heating over a gas stcjve—the plate is

all ready for etching, which is done in the case

of a copper jjlate with perchloride of iron, or

with zinc nitric acid.

The half-tone process requires less artistic

sense and ability than, for instance, photogravure,

but it requires the neatest handling, the most
perfect delieac.v of treatment, and it is often

necessary for a good block that the acid should
be applied in several consecutive 'rebitings' be-

fore the surface is perfect. In much of the finest

work of to-day the highest lights and delicate

tone gradations are very skillfully retouched by
an experienced wood-engraver. Jlueh of the re-

engraving by hand, however,- is elumsily done,
and adds to the shortcomings of poor plates.

The special utility of the half-tone block is in

this, that it can be printed with type. In order
that this may be done, the metal plate is backed
up by a block of wood of the right thickness, so
that the surfaces of the pre])ared metal shall be
exactly even with the front of the types. With
reasonably careful work in the prejiaratioii of the
stereotype plates and the like, a page may be
printeii of typography with pictures of full light
and shade incrusted in it : the whole printed to-

gether, and that even on the power press.

The Line-Cut Process gives an exact facsimile
of a drawing in solid or doited black lines. Any
drawing which an artist will make with a point,
as of a pen, or a brush, and which does not in-
clude tints or half-tones, can be re])roduced in ex-
act facsimile. The process is similar to those
deserilK'd above. The light i)assing through the
negative hardens the prepared surface, and the
unsoftened stuff is washed away. In fact, this
may be considered the original process from
which the half-tone process has been produced bv
natural evolution, that is by the development
along obvious lines. The line-cut l)lock can be
used in connection with type exactly as half-
tones at a very much less cost anil with greater
iacility and less care in the manipulation.

CowKKi) Pkintixg Fiioii Piioto-Engb.\\i;d Sur-
faces. The most important process of this kind
is that known as the Three-color Process. This
has become a very familiar and widelv used proc-
ess and promises well. The svstem is" ba.sed upon
the scientific fact that all the colors of the spec-
trum may be obtained from the three ])rimarie8,
re<l, blue, and green. Tlie ravs of light are
separat.-d by means of what are called photo-
praphie filters, which are partlv transparent sub-
stances which allow partifular ravs to pass while
they stop or restrain others. Thus one of the
Uiree filters will allow only blue ravs to passUy this appliance used in connection with

the half-tone process there may be produced

a perfect blue picture, and again with the use

of other filters a green and a red, or approxi-

mately red picture. The printing of all these,

one upon another, approximates very closely the

complete chromatic result desired, that is to say,

a picture in full color. The chief difficulties of

the process are in the making of correct nega-

tives, accurate registration in printing, and ap-

propriately colored inks. The result so far may
be said to appro.ximate to the reproduction of fine

manual ])ainting. One obvious reason for this

imperfei-tion of the result is found in the in-

ferior efl'ect of coloi's superimposed to those which
are laid side by side. Every student of painting

knows how much more brilliant a gradation can
1)6 ])rocured by putting touches of color close

together, side b.v side, than by laying those

colors over one another. It is true that much
work, especially in oil painting, is done by su-

]ierimposcd color, but this is .when the upper coat
of ]iigmciit is more or less translucent, as when
the yellow below shows through the thin glaze
of blue to produce a certain quality of green.

Coniuionly the juxtaposition of color is more bril-

liant tluiu the superimposition of color: and this

fact causes an indefinitely great amount of

tliought and experiment among those who are
trying to improve the three-color process.

Another and more complex process of photo-
graphic color work has been introduced in the-

United States within the last four yea'i^. and
some of the results are surprisingly aWurate
reproductions of the originals. The greatest .suc-

cesses in the color work have been obtained in

the reproduction of colored textiles, notably in
imitating the richness of color and texture of

Oriental rugs. This is a secret process, and the
methods employed are very carefully guarded. It

is something more than the ordinary three-color
work, and apparently as many as seven colors are
employed in some cases. It is as yet costly.

PHOTOEPINASTY (from Gk. ipHs, phos,
light -f iTTl, epi, upon + too-tijs, nastos, solid,

from via<reiv, nassein, to press close). The
action of light in accelerating the growth of the

'

upper sides of dorsiveiitral organs, such as
leaves. See Geowtii.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEYING (from Gk.
<^(Js, phos, light + ypiifuv, graphein, to write).
In recent times the art of photography has found
its way into surveying, an application due chielly
to the French. Its advantage was at once rec-
ognized for military and topographical purposes,
but its usefulness for accurate and extensive
surveys is still quite limited, owing to. the im-
perfections of the photographic lens. The chief
instrument is a view camera provided with cross-
wires and an apparatus for leveling. A survev is

eflfected by selecting at least two stations, and
measuring the base-lines between them. Then
at each station a series of plates are exposed, the
camera being turned at each successive exposure
sufficiently to obtain for the series a continuous
photograph of the area to be surveyed. The
method of executing a map and of calculating
heights and distances from photographs is best
obtained from works on the subject, but a gen-
eral idea may be gained from' the following.
Since the images of the cross-w-ires are photo-
graphed on the plate, every point of the field
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appears in its proper position in relation to the
four quadrants of tlie plate. Thus in Fig. 1 ilH'

Fig. 1.

is the image of the horizontal wire, \'^''' the image
of the vertical wire, and P the image of a church
spire. The lines a and h can be measured in the
photograph, and the focal distance f being known,
line d can be computed, and when the distance OA
has been determined from the map, the height of

the spire above the level of the instrument i?

given liy similar triangles. To plot a survey, the

angular distance of any point from the base-line

is determined by a photograph taken at each end
of the base. In Fig. 2, P represents the plate of

the camera at station A; B', C being the images

Fig 2.

of station B and the point C ; the angle B' OC"
can be determined from B' C" and the focal length

f. Then any point of the map may be plotted as

follows: Lay off the base-line to a desired scale,

and draw lines making angles with the base equal
to those computed. These will intersect in a
point on the map corresponding to the point in

the field. Consult Deville, Plwtoijraphie Survey-
ing (Ottawa, 1895). See Suk^-eyixg.

PHOTOGRAPHY. Tlie art of producing the

appearance of objects and fixing them by means
of light on a previously sensitized surface, and
the reproduction of the image thus obtained, by
various processes, on glass, paper, and other ma-
terials. The first photographic camera «as in

reality a darkened room to which light was ad-

mitted through a single small hole in the window
shutter. This was the camera obscura of Giani-

battista della Porta, an Italian philosopher, in-

vented by him in the last half of the si.Kteenth

century. When the sun shone brightly, a
faint inverted image of a landscape could be

seen on the whitened surface of the wall

within. The camera obscura of the present time

differs very little from Porta's invention ex-

cept that it contains a lens in the apex of

the roof, with a reflecting mirror above it, in

order to throw the light from all the surround-

ing landscape down through the lens and thus

form a panorama on the surface of a table placed

in the middle of the room. J. H. Schultze. a Oer-

nian. who has been called 'The Columbus of Pho-
tography,' obtained the first actual photographic

copies of writing as early as 1727. by placing the

written characters upon a level surface previous-

ly prepared with a mixture of chalk and silveT ni-
trate. The rays of light passing through the
translucent paper blackened the silver compound
underneath, except where it was protected by the
opaque ink forming the letters themselves,' and
thus a white copy upon a black ground was ob-
tained.

Scheele in 1777 demonstrated that silver chlo-

ride became black quickest by the action of the
violet rays of the solar spectrum, thus showing
that the rays of light were not equally active.

A few j'ears later Professor Charles projected the
shadow of a head by means of strong sunlight on
a sheet of white paper which had been made
sensitive by chloride of silver and obtained a
white profile on a darkened surface; but he was*
unable to fix the image upon the sensitive paper,

ileanwhile the members of the Lunar Society, in-

cluding Samuel Parr, James Watt, .Josiah Wedg-
wood, njiil others, met regularly at the house of

ilatthew Boulton at Soho and discussed their ex-
periments, some of which were on the action of
light, and it has been shown that an artist named
Eginton, in the employ of Boulton. made and sold
numerous copies of well-knoun paintings at
very low prices, Thomas Wcdguood, to whom
is due the honor of being the first to produce pic-

tures by the action of light on a sensitive surface,

published his paper giving "an account of the
method of eopj'ing paintings upon glass, and of
making profiles by the agency of light upon ni-

trate of silver, with observations by H. Davy,"
in the Journal of the lloyul hiKlitutc for .huie,

1802. To Da\'T credit is due for his discovery
that silver chloride was more sensitive than the
nitrate; but, notwithstanding his continued in-

vestigations, Davy was unable to find a means
by which the fading out of the |)ictures could
be prevented. Other investigators took up the sub-

ject later, among whom may be mentioned .Joseph

Xicpce and Daguerre in France, and Wil-

liam H, F, Talbot in England. The ftrst-

named. in 1814, succeeded in producing perma-
nent pictures by a process which he called hcliog-

raphy. It consisted in coating with bitumen a

piece of plated silver or glass, which was then
exposed in a camera obscura during 4 to ti hours.

Those portions of the bitumen which were acted

on by the light became insolulilo, and by remov-
ing the parts unacted upon by certain essential

oils in which bitimien was soluble, the shadows
of the image were removed, and the lights were
represented by the insoluble bitumen that re-

mained on the plate. This process was therefore

the forerunner of our modern photo-mechanical
methods. In 1824 Daguerre began his experi-

ments, which led to the invention of his cele-

brated process. He formed a partnership with

Xiepce in 1829, and ten years later they an-

nounced the invention of the daguerreotype pro-

cess, the principle of which had been discovered

by Daguerre in 1832, The process consisted in ex-

posing a metal plate covered with silver iodide

for twenty minutes in a photographic camera,

after which the plate was transferred to a dark
room and exposed to the vapor of mercury, which

developed the latent image, the latter being then

made permanent by means of a solution of sodium
chloride. Sir John Ilcrschel. who devoted consid-

erable attention to this subject, soon after an-

nounced the greater suitability of sodium hyposul-

phite for dissolvinff the haloid salts of silver and
consequently the hyposulphite was adopted as a
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(i.\inf; agent. Daguerre reteivcd a pension

(tiKM) francs from the Freneli Government oil Au-

;usi 10, 183'.), in consideration of which the de-

tails iif his process were given to the world. In-

formation of this invention readied the L'nited

States in 1839 through Samuel F. U. -Morse, who

eommunieated it to his colleague in New York

Iniversitv, .lohn \V. Draper (q.v.), by whom the

first sunright pietur_e of a human face (that of

his sir-ter Uorothv Draper) was made in 1840.

Meanwhile Talboi, in Kngland, had been pur-

suing investigations from a dill'crent view-point,

and on .January 31, 183(1. he presented before

the Royal Society a iiaper on "Pathogenic

Drawings." These he produced by dipping writ-

ing paper in a solution of sodium chloride, dry-

ing, and then transforming the sodium cliloride

into silver chloride by passing the paper through

a solution of silvernitrate. With this paper,

which was extremely sensitive to light, he Avas

able to produc-e a negative that became black by
the action of sunlight except where it was cov-

ered by some opaque object, which he desired to

reproduce, and in turn from this negative, by
another exposure, a number of positive prints

fiiuld be olitaincd, which were fixed by potassium
bromide. Two years later Talbot patented his

'calotype' process, in which the negative was
obtained by coating the surface of the paper with
silver iodide, then washing it over with a mix-
ture of silver nitrate w ith gallic and acetic acids,

after which it was exposed in a camera to the ob-

ject he wished to copy. The invisible picture

thus obtained was developed by silver aceto-ni-

trate and gallic acid, and fixed with potassium
bromide. Minor inventions and improvements
followed the introduction of Talbofs process,

among which the most important was the use
of albumen, recommended by Niepce dc St. Vic-
tor as a film containing haloid salts which he
flowed upon the surface of the glass.

The development of the modern rapid .prcK'esses

of photography may be said to have begun with
the introduction of tlie dry colhidion process by
Scott .Archer in 18,51. This process consists in coat-
ing glass plates with a film of collodion containing
soluble iodides or bromides, which form a sensi-
tive silver compound when dipped in a solution
of silver nitrate. The soluble collodion is pre-
pared by the action upon cotton of a mixture of
nitric and sulphuric acids with a little water, or
of a mixture of potassium nitrate with sulphuric
acid, the resulting substance being dissolved in
a mixture of alcohol- and ether. On evapora-
tion, the viscous solutiem leaves a film of collo-
dion. The e.xact proportions of the ingredients
used must be varied at different seasons of the
year, and must be suited to the character of the
objects to be photographed, one variety being suit-
able for landscape views, another for portraiture,
etc. The collodion is flowed over the glass plate'
which must l)e perfectly clean, and when partially
drv- sensitized by dipping into a bath containing
silver nitrate in the proportion of from 3.5 to .50
grains of the salt to an ounce of water. A very
small quantity of potassium iodide is added to
the bath. The sensitized plate is then exposed in
the camera to the object to be taken. The action
of the light on the sensitive silver salts changes
them in such a way as to produce a latent imiTTe
on the film, which is then developed bv pourin^
over the plate a solution of ferrous sulphate or
pyrogallic acid, to either of which are added some

alcohol and acetic acid, after which the image on
the plate is made permaiieut or fLxcd by immer-
sion in a solution of sodium hyposulphite, potas-

sium cyanide, or some other liquid capable of dis-

solving the portion of the silver salts that has

not been acted upon by the light. For the pro-

tection of the collodion film it is common to coat

the negative with a clear and hard varnish.

As the wet process required that the plates be

prepared at the time of exposure, that process

naturally found its most extensive emplo^nnent

for indoor work, and continual efforts were made
to devise portable plates. Finally plates were
introduced which were sensitized, washed, dipped
in some organic preservative, such as a solution

of tannin, and then dried.

In 1871 iladdox introduced the earliest form
of the 'gelatin-emulsion process.' which has since

been considerably improved, and is now used very
largely. In this process the sensitive silver

salt is held in suspension in either collodion or

gelatin. The collodion emulsion may be made by
dissolving in one portion of collodion a solution

of zinc bromide, in another a solution of silver

nitrate, and then thorouehlv mixing the two por-

tions. The gelatin emulsion may l)e prepared by
bringing into solution the gelatin with potassium
bromide, while a solution of silver nitrate to
which some ammonia is added is gradually
poured into the liquefied solution of gelatin.

These emulsions are floated on plates and dried.

Modern plates of this nature are found to be
from ten to a hundred times more sensitive than
the older wet plates, and have thus made possi-

ble the photography of moving objects and of
those which are only dimly lighted. They also
make possible the flash-light pictures by means
of which instantaneous views are taken of a dark
interior during the burning of a small quantity
of magnesium. A large variety of developing
agents are employed with the modern dry plate.

Pyrogallic acid in connection with an alkali is

perhaps the most common. Sodium hyposulphite
is almost entirely used as the 'fixing" agent.
The camera consists of a box. either of wood

or a framework of wood with a bellows-expand-
ing body of leather, so that when closed the cam-
era may occupy but little space and be conven-
iently carried. In the front of the camera is the
lens, and at the back a piece of ground glass on
which the image of the object to be photographed
may be focused, together with an arrangement
for lengthening or shortening the body of the
camera. The camera should be placed so as to
insure perfect rigidity when fixed, and for in-
door work should be strong and steady, while for

outdoor photography the camera stand should
be made light so as to be easily portable, or the
stand or tripod may be dispensed with altogether.
The lens is of very ancient oritrin. There is a

lens in the British j^Iuseum which was found in

the ruins of Xineveh. and during the ^Middle Ages
the manufacture and pronerties of simple lenses
were well understood in Europe. In general u-^e

'low. four varieties of lenses are co'r'mon ; (1) A
single lens consisting usually of a combination
of two converging meniscus lenses separated by a
diverging meniscus, arranged as a combination in
the tube of the lens at the end nearest the cam-
era, the convex side of the eombination being to-

ward the plate: (21 a rapid rectilinear lens con-
sisting of a converging meniscus lens cemented to
a diverging meniscus, the latter occupying the
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outside position in the tube; (3) a wide-angle
rei-tilinear lens of somewhat similar construction,
having two combinat'ons formed of meniscus
lenses, but of much deeper curvature than those
employed in other combinations, and placed closer
together in the lens tube; and (4) the portrait
lens, consisting of a back and front combination,

I

arranged at some little distance apart, the front
combination containing a double convex and a
plano-convex lens cemented together, the double
convex lens takimr the position next the object,
while the back combination consists of a double
convex and a diverging meniscus lens, which are
frequently mounted so as to leave a small space
between the two.

In photographing an object the camera is set

up. and. after the image is properly focused on
the ground glass plate, the holder containing the
sensitized plates, which are carried in double-
backed dark frames arranged to carry two plates,

I

each back to back, is inserted in the camera and
the cover of the slide is withdrawn, expos-
ing the sensitized plate so that it receives the
picture. The shutter is then closed and the cover
of the dark slide placed over the plate, which is

later taken to the dark room for development.

For the bringing out or 'developing,' as it is

called, of the latent image that has been pro-

duced on the sensitive plate, it is treated with
various solutions; thus, in the daguerreotype the
vapor of mercury is the agent used, and in the

wet collodion process, as has already been men-
tioned, the development is effected by ferrous sul-

phate or pyrogallic acid. In the case of the dry
plates, a developer, prepared by adding one part
of a saturated solution of ferrous sulphate to

four parts of a saturated solution of potassium
oxalate, to which has been added a very small
quantity of a solution of potassium bromide, is

sometimes employed. A ferrous citro-oxalate is

frequently used instead. As the plates are ex-

ceedingly sensitive, they must be developed in a
dull ruby light, and the operation is accomplished
by laying the plate in the developing tray, face

upward, after which the liquid is run gently from
one end of the plate to the other!" Excellent re-

sults have al.so been obtained by the use of hydro-

quinone, eikonogen, metol, etc. These substances,

when mixed with potassium bromide and sodium
sulphite to act as reducing agents, produce very
clear negatives. But pyrogallic acid is still most
largely used as a developing agent.

For the reproduction of printed copies from the

negative, a paper sensitized by dipping in a solu-

tion of silver nitrate is employed, and is then ex-

posed to the sunlight, under the negative. The
paper, which should be of some light and mod-
erately strong quality, is first coated on the sur-

face with a smooth layer of albumen to which
either ammonium or sodium chloride has been

added, and then floated in a solution of silver ni-

trate of varying strength, according to the condi-

tion of the negative, and of which 50 grains of

the salt for every ounce of water is an average

proportion. The exposure to light also varies

according to the brightness of the light and the

character of the negative. The print thus ob-

tained is toned by immersion in a neutral solu-

tion nf orold containing certain metallic salts, and
finally the image is fixed hv immersing the print

in a solution of sodium hyposulphite which re-

moves the unaffected silver salt. The final opera-

tion consists in thoroughl}' washing the print,
after which it is ready for mounting.
The gradual disappearance or fading out of

prints made with silver salts led to numeroui; at-
tempts to find satisfactory substitutes, and va-
rious metallic salts have been employed for the
purpose of producing permanent prints, some of
wliich are described in the following paragraphs:
CvAXOTYPE OR Blue Peints. The earliest of

these is perhaps the one first descriljed by Sir
John Hensehel, and consistinsr in the reduction of
ferric salts by light. Solutions of 1 part
each of ammonium ferric citrate and potas-
sium ferricyanide in 8 parts of water are
made separately and then mixed in a dark room.
The paper or cloth is floated on this solution and
exposed under a negative to the action of sun-
light, and then thoroughly washed. This pro-

cess is employed largely for copying plans by
builders and architects, and the lines of the draw-
ing appear white on a blue ground. It is nuich
used on account of its cheapness and simplicity.

A somewhat similar process, in which the ammo-
nium ferric citrate is substituted by a solution
of 1 part of uranium sulphate in 4 parts of

water, yields a beautiful rich brown print.

Ferrotype, or Tintype. In this process a
piece of sheet iron is japanned with black var-

nish and baked, after which it is sensitized with
a collodion solution and exposed in a camera to

the object, then developed and finally covered
with some protective coating. See Ferrotype.

Platinotype. The substitution of platinum
for silver, orit/inally introduced by W. Willis, has
found considerable favor, owing to the fact that
the prints are both richer and more ))ermanent
than those made with silver salts. The original

process consisted in sensitizing the paper with
a mixture of ferric oxalate and a platinum salt.

Exposure to light resulted in the reduction of the

ferric salt to the ferrous state, and when the

ferrous salt was in solution the platinous salt

was reduced by it. By floating the exposed paper
on a solution of neutral potassium oxalate, which
is a solvent for ferrous oxalate, the platinum salt

in contact was immediately reduced to Ihc metal-

lic state and the image built un. Such prints

were fixed by immersion in dilute hydrochloric

acid, which dissolved any ferric oxalate or cal-

cium oxalate that might be present, A second
process has been introd\iced in which the paper
is simply coated with ferric oxalate containing a

small quantity of mercuric chloride, which after

exposure is developed by a solution of potassium

oxalate with the platinum salt. A still more re-

cent method is one in which the paper

is sensitized with a mixture of the platinum
salt with sodium-ferric oxalate and sodium oxa-

late, and under the influence of light and the

moisture of the air the reduction of the platinum
salt takes place in the printing frame. Ex-
cellent results have been obtained by toning sil-

ver prints with platinum, which yields rich

brown and black tones.

Photo-JIeciiamcal Processes. Methods by
which photographic impressions could be repro-

duced by mechanical means, and so used directly

on the printing press, have naturally been sought

for. and have been invented. Such processes de-

pend for the most part upon the action of light

on a gelatin film impregnated with a bichromate,

generally of potassium or anmioniuni. The pro-

cesses in question may be divided into two groups.
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In processes of tlie first sroup. ^^^ picture is

iiiol.led ill gelatin and colored by a pigment. The

croup includes the Woodhurytype or riiotoglypli

and the Stannotype. In the W ot)dbuiyt\ pe a sheet

of bichroiiiatized gelatin, a highly sensitized mix-

ture of gelatin and potassium bieliromate. is pre-

pared and a thin film exposed under a negative to

a strong light and then washed to remove the un-

changed gelatin that was protected from the

light'^by the negative, and finally dried. This

fifin is placed upon a sheet of soft metal, usually

lead, and forced into it by hydraulic pressure,

producing a mold of the picture, in which the

dark parts are in intaglio and the light ones in

relief. This mold is liien inked witli a solution

of warm gelatin colored with pigment, and a

sheet of paper laid upon it, a strong pressure ex-

erted in a horizontal press, the excess of ink being

forced out by pressure. The print is then im-

mersed in a solution of alum, which renders the

picture insoluble. The Stannotype. which is a

nioilification of the foregoing process, consists in

substituting for the lead plate a thin sheet of

tinfoil proi>erIy strengthened in the back by elec-

trotyping material. In the photo-mechanical

])rocc»ses of the second group, tlie picture is

printed with ordinary printing ink from a gelatin

surfac-e, from stone, from metallic relief surface,

or from an intaglio copfwr plate. The 'collotype'

or 'phototype' i)rocesses of this group, in which
the picture is printed fiom a gelatin surface, are
represented by the Alhertype, invented by Joseph
Albert, of Munich, in 1809. This process consists

of c(]ating a sheet of plate glass with a thin film

of cliromalizcd allnuncn and gelatin, which is

then laid face down on black cloth and exposed
to light. The insoluble gelatin next to the plate
adheres firmly to the glass and serves as a foun-
dati<m for a second film, which consists of chro-
nuitized gelatin. The dry film is placed un-
der the negative in a printing frame and exposed
to the light until the shades of the iniage..are
visible through the glass. Next the plate is

washed in water to remove the .soluble bichro-
mate, and the film hardened with chrome alum
and dried. The plate is fastened to the l)ed of
a printing press by means of plaster of paris.

The Artolypc, which is similar to the foregoing,
was invented in 1S78. A mixture of albumen and
soluble glass is used for the foundation on which
the sensitive film is afterwards i)laced. At such
a film does not require to be hardened by light-
opacpie metallic plates may be used instead of a
glass plate, as in the previous process. I»do-
tinls or autoglyphs are produced by processes
similar to the foregoing, except that the support
for the gelatin film is usually of copper slightly
roughened in order to cause the sensitive film to
adhere firmly. The addition of alcohol to the
ebroniatized gelatin is said to increase the tough-
ness and tenacity of the film. After exposure un-
der the negative the unchanged bichromate is
washed out and the plate is dried. Prints, from
«uch plates can then be taken on a power press.
'Ihe heliotype process differs from the foregoing
by the hardening of the gelatin film with chrome
alum and the detaching of it from the support
upon which it was first prepared; thus yielding,
when completed, a thin sheet or skin of gelatin
that is both tough and flexible, and which may
be placed on a plate of zinc or attached to a cyl-
inder when used for printing.

Excellent results in color have been obtained

in the foregoing processes by preparing several

"elatin plates, each of which corresponds to a

difi'ereut color in the original, and these are then

used for printing with colored inks. Prints

have been produced in which as many as seven

successive distinct colors have been used. In

those processes in which the picture is printed

from stone, a sensitive mixture of albumen and
ammonium bichromate in water is passed over

a lithographic stone which has been thoroughly

polished and cleaned. The excess is carefully

rubbed oil' and the surface of the stone ilried so as

to remove all traces of moisture. It is then ex-

posed under a negative, and wherever the light

penetrates to the chromatizcd albumen it becomes

insoluble. After sufficient exposure the surface

of the stone is covered with lithographic ink and
washed with water so as to remove the soluble

parts of the film, and then treated with the acid

and gummed and printed as in ordinary lithog-

raphy. The difficulty in handling the heavy
stones soon led to the invention of an improved
process, in which a sheet of paper, sensitized

with a solution of albumen, gelatin, and potas-

sium bichromate, was placed face down on a sheet

of smooth copper, and then exposed under a nega-

tive, after which it was coated uniformly with the

usual lithogi-apliic transfer ink. The paper was
then floated on boiling water in order to coagu-

late the albumen on the film, and the unaltered

gelatin which was protected by the opaque ])or-

tious of the negative absorbs moisture and swells,

leaving the unaltered gelatin depressed. This

print, again washed and then dried, is transferred

to stone by simply placing it u])on that material

face downward and passing it through the press.

Processes in which the picture is printed from
a metallic relief surface include the ordinary
photo-engravings or photo-electrotypes. In the

former a plaster mold is taken of the gelatin

film and a cast reproduced in type metal, when it

is called a i>hoto-eii(/raiing, or in copi)er, when it

is kno\vn as a photo-rlectrotupc. "rfiese include
those processes of photo-etcbins in which the pic-

tures are printed from zinc plates to which the
design has beeu transferred in adhesive transfer
ink from iiaper. similar to the transfer process
referred to under Lithoorapiiy, section on
Phntolithnqrnphii. The zinc plate thus ob-

tained is then treated with acid in order to lower
the white portions, producing a low relief.

Processes in which the picture is printed from
an intaglio copper plate had their origin in

France, and were known variously as plwto-
grariires, photo-aquatints, etc. These consist of

gelatin relief films similar to those of the Wood-
burytype (see above), with certain modifications
which caused the production of a grain in the re-

lief film ; thus in the case of the photogravures of

Goupil, the material producing this eflfect is said
to he pulverized glass. A mold is then made from
the gelatin relief, from which a copper plate is

obtained by electrotyping, from which the prints
are then carefully made.
The invention of a transparent and flexible

film pellicle for supporting the sensitized photo-
graphic surface was made by Hannibal Goodwin,
and his application for patent was filed May 2,

1887, but the patent was not issu(>d until Septem-
ber 1,3, 1808. The substance itself was entirely
new, and the manufactured article consisted of a
film support of a dried and hardened celluloidal

solution of nitrocellulose. The film must be
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non-greasy, insoluble in developing fluids, insen-
sible to heat and moisture, hard, smooth, brilliant
of surface, exceedingly thin and light, and al)SO-

lutely transparent. It was no easy matter to

obtain all these properties in the new support,
and it is only after many years that the film has
succeeded in supplanting, to any great extent,

glass as a supporting substance. It was a very
important invention and has made possible the
widespread modern employment of photography
by amateurs. The roll holder, by means of which
a long strip of film can be carried in a compara-
tively small space, was first suggested by W. ,J.

Stillman, and has led to the modern hand camera
for films, and later to the so-called system of

'daylight photography,' which still further in-

creased and simplified the use of photography by
amateurs.

Applications of Photogkaphy. In addition to
the production of pictures of persons and scenery,

photography finds extensive application in repro-

ducing paintings and thus popularizing famous
works of art. Photography is further employed
in many branches of science. The micro-photo-

graphs of miniite forms of life have added mucii

to our knowledge of such organisms, and the

photographs of the heavens are furnishing in-

numerable data that will doubtless lead to

astronomical generalizations of the greatest im-

portance. (See Astro-Photogkaphy.) The ap-

plication of photography in legal matters for the

purpose of showing forged signatures and estab-

lishing facts that were disputed has been of the

utmost value. Photographs taken from balloons

during the Boer ^Yar furnished information that

proved of great value. The biographic pictures in

which the effect of motion is reproduced in conse-

quence of the successive exposure, occupying but

a 2.50th part of a second, has brought about a re-

vision of the opinion in regard to many forms of

motion, the details of which can now be studied.

And the employment of photography is constant-

ly growing.
Photography lx Law. The courts have gen-

erally recognized that an accurate likeness of an

object or place can be reproduced by means of

the art of photography, and photographs are now
often an efficient means of demonstrating a fact

in the trial of a cause. They are admitted in

both civil and criminal cases as an aid to the

jurors in their efforts to understand descriptions

of places and objects which might not otherwise

be presented in an intelligible manner.

By the general weight of authority a photog-

rapher has no right to print copies from a nega-

tive likeness of a person, for his own use or dis-

tribution in any way, without the person's

consent. Tlie person whose likeness is thus taken

may restrain the sale of his photographs, and re-

cover such damages as he may have sustained by

reason of the sale of the copies. This is generally

placed on the ground of implied contract, and

sometimes of breach of confidence. The photog-

rapher o^vns the' negative, but the person whose

likeness is on it has the right to say whether

it shall be used or not.

Bibliography. The literature of photography

is so extensive that mention can be made of but

few of the nianv works dealing with the subject

in its different' aspects. In fact, many of the

authorities have prepared a number of works

each of which discusses a single process or phase

of the subject, and these should be consulted by

the reader in search of information. The works
of Abney, Rpbinson, V'ogel, EUer, and Burton are

all authoritative and valuable. The following
works will doubtless be of service to the reader,

although it must be understood that such a list

is by no means comprehensive

:

Harrison, History of Photography (New York,
1887) ; Abnev, Instruction in Photogra/ihy (Lon-
don, 10th ed.j 1900) ; id.. Photography with Emul-
sions (New York, 1880) ; id. (with H. P. Robin-

son), The Art and Practice of Silver Printing
(London, 1888) ; Vogel, Chemistry of Light and
Photography (London, 1882) ; Dallmeyer, Tele-

photography (London, 1899) : Burton, Pliolo-

graphic Optics (Xew York, 1891); id.. Modern
Photography (London. 1892) ; Lummer, Con-
tributions to Photographic Optics, translated and
augmented by S. P. Thompson (London, 1900) ;

Duchochois, Photographic h'eproduction Processes

(Xew Y'ork, 1891) : Wilkinson, Photo-Engraving
in Line and Half-Tone (London, 1886) ; id..

Photogravure (London, 1890) ; IJolgas, Talant,

and Senior, A HandlMok of Photography in Colors

(Xew York, 1900) ; \Yoodbury, The Encyclo-
pwdia of Photography (London. 1892) ; Wilson,

Cyclopedic Photography (Xew York. 1894).
Among the more prominent English and

American annuals may be mentioned: The
American Annual of Photography and the Photo-

graphic Times-Bulletin Almanac (Xew Y'ork),

and The British Journal of Photography Almanac
(London). The principal current periodicals

are the Photographic Times-Bulletin (Xew
Y'ork), Wilson's Photographic Magazine (Xew
Y'ork), The Photo-Miniature (Xew Y'ork), Cam-
era Work (Xew Y'ork), Camera \otes (Xew
Y'ork), The Photo-Beacon (Chicago), Camera
Craft (San Francisco), The Professional and
Amateur Photographer (Buffalo), The Photo-

Era (Boston), The British Journal of Photog-
raphy (London), The Amateur Photographer
(London). Photography (London), The Photo-
graphic Art Journal ( London )

.

PHO TOLITHOGTIAPHY. See Lithogr.a-

PIIY. section on Photolithography.

PHOTOM'ETRY (from Gk. (fiUs, phos, light,

+ -lifTpla, -metria, measurement, from lUrpov,

mcfron, measure). The science of comparing the

intensities of sources of light. It is impossible at

thepresent time to measurethe intensity of a source

of light in terms of any absolute standard, i.e.

in terms of watts; and therefore it is customary
to compare the intensity with that of a stand-

ard source of light, and for this purpose various

standards of white light have been proposed and
used, but none have Ix-en completely satisfactory.

These will be found discussed below. The 'inten-

sity' of any source of light is defined to be the

amount of" light emitted through a cone whose

solid angle is unity. The 'flux of light' is the

amount of light emitted through any sized solid

angle. The illumination' of any illuminated sur-

face is the flux of light falling upon it divided

by its area. The -brightness" of a source of

light, if it is a surface, is the intensity divided

by tiie area of the surface. See an article by

Crew. Astrophysical Journal, vol. vii., p. 298,

1898.

If a surface is illuminated by a small source

of light, its illumination varies directly as the

intensitv of the source and inversely as the square

of its distance from the surface. (See Light.)
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The intensities of two sources may be compared,

lliciofoio, bv allowing two portions of tlie same

snrfaee to be illuminated by tbem. If the illumi-

nation over these two portions is the same ap-

parently to the eye, the intensities of the two

sourees" are in the same ratio as the squares of

their distances from the surface. There have

been several devices invented to secure the illumi-

nation of two portions of the same surface by

the two sources. These instruments are known as

photometers and are described below. The prob-

lem of cnnipari'",' two colored sources of light, or

of coinparinf; the intensities of the colors pro-

duced by two sourees of white licht when dis-

persed by a prism, is practically the same as that

just disi'usscd, but requires a photometer adapted

for this purpose. See Spectrophotometry.
PllOTOMKTERS. Most photonu4ers are based

upon the law of the inverse stpiares and
enable lis to compare the relative intensities of

two lights by flndinc; at what <listanee they fiir-

nish equal illumination. There arc also other

photometers, but those depending on the equality

« A

* B

Fig. 1.

of illumination are by far the mo.st extensively
enipbiyed. The eaMiest photonx'ter was devised
by liouguer and consisted of a vertical screen at
right angles to a partition. On either side of

the partition was placed a light so tliat it would
illuniinate one side of the screen. These lights

were then adjusted until the two halves of the
Bcrwn a])i)i'ared of equal brightness. The dis-

tances of the lamps or lights from the screen were
measured, and a proportion formed according to
the law of the inverse squares. The screen, which
was at tirst opaque, in later instruments was sup-
]danted by one of ground glass, oiled paper, or
other translucent material. An instrument based
on tlie same principle which is in some respects
nioditied is shown in the accompanying diagram
( Fig. 2) . Here A and B are the two illuminants,

A

/.\

Fia. 2.

as before, aiul the rays of light fall on the sur-
faces of the prism C. The two lights are moved
so that the surfaces of the prism appear equally
illuminated to the eye of the observer at E. A
simple and ellective photometer was devised by
Lambert in 1700, but as it was used extensively
by Kumford some years later, it is known by his
name. It consists of a vertical screen with a
white surface, in front of which stands a cy-
lindrical stick. The lights to be compared are
placed in front of this stick, so that each will
cast a shadow on the screen. These shadows rep-
resent the amount of light furnished by hut one
of the sources, consequently by varj'ing tlie dis-
tances of the lights from 'the' screen a position
can be obtained where they furnish shadows of
e<|ual intensity. Measuring the distance of the
lights from the screen, squaring these numbers,
and forming a proportion, we can again compare

the intensity of the two illuminants. A second
.screen with an aperture cut iu it may be placed

parallel to the first with the lights in front of it

Fia. 3. BCMFOKD PHOTOMETEB.

and some little distance apart, so that each il-

luminates the screen by means of rays sent
through the aperture. The two separate spots of

light on the screen can be made equal Ijy adjust-
ing the lights and their comparative intensity

computed as before. The photometer in most gen-
eral use is that of Bunsen, where the two lights

to be compared, A and B, are placed at the

A*- -*B

Flo. 4. BUNSEN PHOTOMETER.

opposite ends of the apparatus and a screen, C,
whose face is perpendicular to the incident rays
can be moved to and fro between them. This
screen is made of a sheet of white paper with a
central spot, d, produced by oil or grease, which
appears bright on a dark ground by transmitted
light, and dark on a light ground by reflected

light. When the transmitted and reflected lights

are equal in intensity the spot should disajipear
and the surface of the paper appear uniform, but
in aetmil practice this condition is not realized.
The sheet of paper is usually mounted in a box or
carriage with mirrors or prisms enabling the
observer to see simultaneously both sides of the
pajjei-, and is moved along a scale between the
two lights, which is either graduated in units
of length or indicates candle power direct. The
reading is taken when the spot disappears as
nearly as possible, and the candle power or rela-

tive intensit.v is determined as in the other
cases. The arrangement of the lights, of course,
varies in different forms of the instrument, as
does also the construction of the box carrj'ing
the screen, but in general the results do not
possess a greater accuracy than 4 or .'5 per cent.

The Rumford photometer cannot be depeiuled
upon cIo.ser than 8 or 10 per cent., but in all

classes of photometric work much depends upon
the observer.

The most modern and accurate photometer is

that of Lummer and Brodhun, in which the cen-
tral s[)ot disappears entirely when the lights are
of equal intensity. This is accomi)lished by the
use of two right-angled prisms, one, K, with its

hypothenusal face plane, the other. F, with this
face ground spherical except in the centre, where
a circular spot is perfectly plane. The two prisms
are then placed with their hypothenusal sides
adjacent, but separated except at the centre,
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where the piano {jrnund surface of the second
prism is in contact with that of the other. The
lights are placed at opposite ends of the appa-
ratus, as in the case of the Bunsen photometer,

Fig. o. PLAN OF LUMMER-BKODHUN PHOTOMETEH.

and the rays fall on a central opaque screen, C,
from which they are reflected to mirrors, D and
D', and then to the faces of the prism. The rays
from B entering the prism F, which has a spher-
ical surface, undcvgn total reflection, except at

other. If the illuminant to tlie left of the ob-
server, for example, is of greater intensity, then
we have a bright spot on a dark ground, and
reversing the conditions the dark spot sur-
rounded by light. When the lights are of equal
intensity the spot entirely disappears and the
field is uniform. The Lummer-Brodhun screen
is usually mounted on a carriage which can be
moved along a scale and which is easily reversed
as a check on the observations. It also has a
telescope, H, to o1)s%rve the surface of the prism,
which is a distinct advantage, as it permits the
use of one eye and enables the observer to decide
more accurately when the spot disappears.
The main difficulty in pholoinclry is the com-

parison of lights of difl'erent colors, as then the
determination of equally illuminated surfaces is

an extremely difficult matter. For this purpose
Rood, employing a principle fir.st made use of by
Whitman, has devised a. 'flicker photometer' in
which the light from two difl'erent sources is pre-

'Z^y

Fig. LUMMER-BRODHrN PHOTOMETER ARRANGE

the central portion (iZ), where the glasses are

in contact. Therefore, only the rays passing

through this central portion enter the second

prism, E, and produce a spot of light of elliptical

shape on its opposite surface. The rays from

the other source of light. A, are reflected into

Fig. fi. LCMMER-BRODHUN PHOTOMETER.

the prism E, and by total reflection at the

hypothenuse are brought to the third face of the

prism, except those falling on the surface of con-

tact, whicli enter the prism F. Consequently we
have the surface of the pri.sm E nearest the ob-

server illuminated in part by the rays from one

source of light and in part by rays from the

D FOR TESTING INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

sented alternatel}' to the eye in rapid succession.
When the flicker disappears, it is shown that the
liglit coining from one source is equal in intensity
to that from the other.

Standard.s of Light. The question of stand-
ards of light possesses an intimate and impor-
tant connection with photometry, and is a sub-

ject wliich is still attracting much attention from
physicists. Until the International Congress on
Electrical Units in 1SS.3 adopted as the absolute

stanilard the amount of light emitted by a square
centimeter of melted platinum at the point of

solidification, there was no really scientific unit

in general use. Numerous forms of candles and
lamps were employed, but little reliability could

be placed on the results obtained in such tests

and they did not form a satisfactory basis for

sub.scquent or independent determinations. In

France the standard used in jihotometric tests

was the Carcel lamp, which burned purified rape-

seed oil. The lami) was constructed according

to certain fixed specifications, but it did not ap-

peal to scientific men universally as an accurate

standard. Candles have been used for a number
of years as standards in spite of their many
shortcomings: and we are now accustomed to

have our electric and other lights rated in candle

power. The candle in use in the United States
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ami Enpland for photoniftrie tests is the stand-

ard spermaceti candle, which hums 120 -rrams

of material per hour and six of which weigh one

pound. When this is prepared according to ler-

taiu specifications as to size and form of wick,

and liurns witli a tiainc 45 millimeters in height,

the liglit emitted is considered unity. The stea-

rin star candle was used in France and a .s(mie-

whnt similar candle in Germany, while a paraf-

lin candle known as the \ereinsk-erze on account

of its being adopted by the* Union of German

Gas Men was used in Germany and Austro-Hun-

gary. The standard now commonly used in (Ger-

many is the acetat* of aniyl lamp of Hell'ner,

which can be so adjusted as to be equivalent to

the Knglish candle. In practical iihotonictry

secondary standards consisting of incandescent

lamps wiiich have been standardized by com])ari-

son with some fundamental standard are used, and

ordinary lamps are tested by reference to them.

Consult: Palaz, Iiidvslrial Photometry, trans-

lated by Patterson (New York, 1804); Stine,

Photom'etrical Measurements (ib., 1900) ; Record

of the International Congress of Physicists, 1900

(Paris, moi).
PHOTOPHONE (from Gk. ipat, phos, light

f ipuvri, iititme. voice), Rabtpiione, or Si'ECTKO-

I'lioNE. Instruments in which radiant energy in

tlie form of light acts to produce sound were de-

vised by Prof. .A.le.\ander Graham Bell (q.v. ) in

conjunction with Sumner Tainler. The invention

of the photoplione arose from the employment of

W'illoughy Smith of selenium (q.v.) as a resist-

ance medium in testing submarine cables. It

was found that the electrical resistance of sele-

nium varied considerably, and the discovery was
made that tliis was due to the action of light,

wliich lessened the resistance. Wernei" Siemens
(in 1875) produced some extremely sensitive va-

rieties of selenium, and in some of his experi-

ments the resistance on exposure to light was
founil to be only one-fifteenth of what it was in

the dark. Professor Bell substituted the tele-

phone for the galvanometer and used intermit-
tent Hashes of light to produce a succession of
changes in the conductivity of the selenium, cor-

responding in frequency to the musical vibra-

tions within the limits of hearing, as it ap-
peared to him tluit all tlie audible cfVccts obtained
from electricity could also be produced by varia-
tions in the liglit acting on selenium. He per-
ceived the effect could be produced at the extreme
distance at which selenium would respond to the
action of a luminous body, and that this distance
could be indefinitely increased l)y the use of a
parallel beam of light, so that it would be pos-
sible to telephone from one place to another with-
out a conducting wire, were apparatus devised by
which variations could he produced in a parallel
beam of light, corresponding to the variations in
the air produced by the voice. After a number of
experiments in which the resistance of the sele-
nium cells was greatly reduced and other diffi-
culties overcome, a form of photophonc was de-
vised in which light reflected from a plain mir-
ror of flexible material, such as silvered mica or
a microscope cover glass, against the back of
which the speaker's voice is directed, was caused
to vibrate with a frequency corresponding to that
of the diaphragm itself. For reproducing. sound
at a distance sunlight or any other powerful
light may be used, and a large beam is concen-
trated by means of a lens upon the diaphra»m

mirror, which after rellection is again rendered

parallel by means of another lens. The beam is

received at a distant station upon a parabolic re-

flector, in tlie focus of which is placed a sensitive

selenium cell, connected in a local circuit with a

battery and a telephone. The loudest elVects were

produced by rapidly interrujiting the beam of

light by a perforated rotating disk, revolving over

the face of another pcrfor.ited disk, with lioles

corresjionding. These ex]icriments led to others

with substances other than selenium, and with-

out the use of telephone or battery. A thin sheet .

of liard rubber was held close to the car while

a beam of intermittent light was thrown upon it

by a Icus, the result being the production of a

ii'nisical note, and this cfl'cct was intensified by

arranging the hard rubber as a diaphragm and
listening through a hearing-tube. The conclusion

was reached that sounds could lie produced by the

action of a variable light from substances of all

kinds when in form of thin diaphragms. Subse-

quently Professor Bell concluded that sonorous-

ness under the influence of intermittent light was
a property of all matter. Various experiments

with dilTercnt fibrous and porous materials, such

as cotton-wool, worsted, silks, sponge, lampblack,

etc., indicated that lampblack may be substi-

tuted for selenium in an electrical receiver. In

France, M. Mercardier passed an intermittent

beam from an electric lamp through a prism and
found a difference in the audible eU'ects in diU'er-

ent parts of the spectrum. These experiments

were repeated by Professor Bell, who ascertained

that sounds were obtained in every part of the

visible spectrum excepting the extreme half of

the violet, as well as in the ultra-red. A continu-

ous increase in the loudness of the sound was ob-

served upon moving the receiver gradually from
the violet into the ultra-red, corrcsiionding ex-

actly with the proportion of heat in different

parts of the spectrum, and showing that these ef-

fects are produced bv the heat which accompanies
light. Beyond this point the sound began to de-

crease, and then stopped so suddenly that a very
slight motion of the receiver made all the dift'er-

encc between almost maximum sound and com-
plete silence. Experiments with various sub-

stances led to the conclusion that the nature of

the rays that produce sonorous effects in different

substances depends upon the nature of the sub-

stances thiit are exposed to the beam, and that
the sounds are in every case due to those rays of

the spectrum that are absorbed by the body.
These considerations led Professor Bell to con-

struct a new instrument for use in spectrum
analysis, which he termed a 'spectrophone.' The
eyepiece of a spectroscope was removed and sensi-

tive substances were phaced in the focal point of
the instrument behind an opaque diaphragm
containing a slit. These substances are jiut in

communication with the ear by means of a hear-

ing-tube, and if we smoke the interior of our
speetroplionic receiver and fill the cavity with
peroxide of nitrogen gas. we have then a combi-
nation that gives us good sounds in all parts of
the spectrum, visible and invisible, except the
ultra-violet. Now pass a rapidly interrupted
beam of light through some substance whose ab-
sorption spectrum is to be investigated, and
bands of sound and silence are observed upon
exploring the spectrum, the silent positions cor-

responding to the absorption bands. The ear
cannot compete with the eye in the >ixamipation
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of the visible part of the spectrum; but in the
invisible part beyond the red the method is ap-
plicable. In working in this region of the spec-
trum, lampblack alone may be used in the spec-

trophonie receiver. Professor Bell stated that
the spectroplione was onlj- an adjunct to tlie spec-

troscope, but he considered that it would have a
wide and independent field of usefulness in the in-

vestigation of absorption spectra in the ultra-red.

PHOTO-SCULPTUKE. An ingenious use of

photography to assist a sculptor in modeling por-
trait statues, or fac-similes and reduced repro-
ductions of other statues, invented bj' i\I. Will&me
in 1SG7. The subject stands in the centre of a
circular chamber, and is simultaneously photo-
graphed by no less than 24 cameras, arranged at
equal distances round the chamber. The 24 pho-
tographs are subsequently made available in the
sculptor's studio, where the clay model is ar-

ranged on a frame capable of being turned round.
A magic lantern throws the outline of photograph
No. 1 on a screen in front of the artist, who by
means of a pantograph brings this outline to bear
on the clay in its first position. The model is

then turned round one twenty-fourth of a revolu-

tion, and the outline of photograph No. 2 is

taken advantage of. Thus the modeler works his

way in 24 changes round the model, and the like-

ness or fac-simile or reduced figure of the orig-

inal is or should be complete. The method lias

been also applied to the taking of medallions and
the like.

PHOTOSYNTAX (from Gk. 0Ss, p/i 6s, light

-|- (Ti/i/Tofis, si/iitaxis, arrangement). The first

special term proposed ( 1893 ) to designate the

process of the manufacture of carbohydrate food

by green leaves under the influence of light. See
PhotosY^"THESis.
PHOTOSYNTHESIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk.

0uis, phO&, light -|- ffMeiTis, synthesis, combina-
tion). The pi-ocess by which the green parts of

plants construct carbohydrates under the influ-

enre of light. Carbohydrates are substances like

sugars, starch, etc., which serve as the most im-

portant foods, both for plants and animals. The'

materials out' of which the plant l)uihis these

foods are carbon dioxid and water. The idea cur-

rent in the middle of the last century, and per-

sisting even yet, that plants obtain their carbon

compounds chiefly from the soil is erroneous,

Fe«' of the materials al)sorbed from the soil are

fairly to be considered as foods. Carbon dioxid

is present in normal air in minute (piantities,

usually less than three parts in 10,000. Vet it is

absorbed by the aerial parts of plants, particu-

larly the leaves, in sufficient quantities, because

it finds its way by diffusion at high speed through

the minute openings in the epidermis (stomata,

q.v. ) into the intercellular spaces which are
bounded by moist cell walls. (See Aeration.)

In the water of these it readily dissolves and dif-

fuses to the interior of the cells, where under

proper illumination it is being used as rapidly as

it can be absorbed. (See Aosorption.) It is

not possible for the carbon dioxid to be dissolved

in any considerable quantity by the sniierficial

cells themselves, since the walls of these are

more or less completely waterproofed to prevent

evaporation. This effectually prevents solution

and consequent diffusion of the carbon dioxide.

The water necessary for food-making is obtained

by absorption (q.v.) through the roots. The

amount requisite for this purpose, however, is
ycvy small in comparison with the great quanti-
ties needed to replace that lost by evaporation.
(See Tka^spiratiox.) Carbon dil)xide does not
merely dissolve in the water, but enters into
loose chemical union with it. producing carbonic
acid, which is highly unstal)le, as compared with
the very stable carbon dioxide. Therefore it may
be readily decomposed and its components rear-
ranged to form a new substance. This is done by
the living protoplasm.
The necessary energy is only obtainable when

the plant is supplied with light of suUicient in-

tensity. To ol>tain the requisite energy plants
have developed in the cells lying near the sur-
face minute protoplasmic bodies called ehloro-
plasts, holding various green and yellowi.sh pig-

ments called collectively chlorophyll (q.v.).

These pigments absorb only certain wave lengths
of light, as shown in the accompanying absorp-

Bc D Eb

i

Fia. 1. THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF CHLOROPHYLL,
The most important abeorption banrls are the three re-

gioiii^ near the B, C, and D lines. The absorption to the
ri>;ht of the F line is faint anil not eii.a,v to resolve into
three bauds. It seems to be due mainly to carotin.

tion spectrum (Fig, 1), They derive their sole

significance from their association with the living

protoplasm, or enzymes ( ([.v. )
produced by it.

Like chemical action may be produced by proto-

plasm when, energj' is supplied to it in other

ways, or when radiant energy of different wave
lengths than that absorbed by chlorojihyll is ob-

tained. Thus certain bacteria containing purple

pigments absorb some of the invisible ultra-red

rays, and these organisms are said to produce

carbohydrates.

It is possible to determine in some measure the

influence of light waves of different lengths. It

apiicars that the most efficient wave lengths are

those which appear as red, orange, and yellow to

our eyes. It has been clearly shown that absorbed

light supplies the energj' and that the chloro-

[)iasts do not act merely as a screen to cut off in-

jurious or useless radiations, a theory which was
once maintained with some vigor. The intensity

of light adequate for pliotosynthesis approaches

that of the brightest diffuse daylight. No plants

are able in nature to secure sullieient carbon
dioxide to utilize all the energy obtained from

direct sunlight, though manv of them are adapted
to such conditions. Photosynthesis is nearly pro-

portional to the intensity of the light, and though

it is observable by pro|ier methods in twilight, it

has not yet tieen observed in so weak ilhnnination

as full "moonlight, .Vrtifieial lights of various

kinds are efficient in proportion to their intensity.

Horticultural experiments in the I'nited States

and England have shown that electric light may
be used for forcing certain plants in winter to a

more vigorous development of foliage and vegeta-

tive organs. See ELErTRO-Cti.TiRE of Pl.\nts

Scarcely any two cells of the plant receive the

same amount of light. Those, therefore, which

lie on the upper side and are first reached by the

light are in the most favorable position for photo-

synthesis. As many as possible are developed by
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leaves in this pusition. Indeed, the palisade re-

gion (see Leaf) depends for its mode of develop-

ment on the aetion of light. The internal cells,

reeeivin},' only that which has pas.sed one or more

e.\tenial layers, work at a slower rate, although

they are us'ually better situated for receiving an

adequate supply of carbon dio.\ide. Window

plants, reeeivin;; the light only from a very lim-

ited portion of the sky, at most 30 to 50 per cent.,

are usually more or less starved, because the

energv received is inadequate in amount for the

necessary food-making. A comparison of the

total energv received by the leaf and the amount
stored in tlie carbohydrates formed shows that a

relatively small armmnt of the kinetic energy has

become potential in these comjiounds. Inability

to determine the exact quantity of carbohydrate

formed and to separate the energy absorbed by

the chloronlasts from that absorbed by tlie other

portions of the plant make such computations un-

certain. From them, however, it appears that

1 per cent, or less of the total eneigy received by
the leaf reappears in the starch of starch-pro-

ducing leaves. The products of pbotosynlhcsis

are probably unlike in dilferent plants. Starch
is often spoken of as the chief |)roduct of this

process. It is probably not only a secondary
product of photosynthesis, but it is certain that
many plants do not form it at all. Jlost of the

larger seaweeds, for example, make other carbo-

hydrates and much of the carbohydrate food in

the ordinary land plants is in the form of sugars,
cellulose, gums. etc.

Practically nothing is certainly known of the
details of the process of photosyntheis or of its
first product. Several thcori(^s have been pro-

posed; the most plausible is that of Biiyer, which
has recently been receiving substantial support,
although it is by no means yet clearh' established.
.\ccording to this theory the rearrangement of
the elements of carbonicaeid (H.C'O,) results in
the formation of formaldehyde (t'H.O) with the
eliminntiiin of oxygen (().)". .\fter the produc-
tion of formaldehyde it is condensed (or 'polymer-
ized') into one of the simpler sugars, siiih as
glucose (C,H,.0,.). which could be formed by the
proper union of six molecules of formaldehvde.
This again could be polymerized to form cane
sugar, and cane sugar has been shown to be one
of the early products of photosynthesis in a num-
ber of ordinary leaves. Starch, which is a very
complex carbohydrate, must result from further
compounding, and therefore can be looked upon
only as a still more remote product. Some of
the supports for Bayer's hypothesis are as fol-
lows: First, green leaves and even uninjured
seedlings have been supplied directly with glu-
cose, with the result that they nourish them-
selves therewith and store up reserve starch ; sec-
ond, it has been possible to supply one of the
proilucts intermediate between formaldehyde and
glucose, namely glycerose (C,HA), to '.starved
plants in the absence of CO., with the result that
they nourish themselves and store up starch;
third, formaldehyde, though under ordinary con-
ditions a violent poison, has been supplied at the
moment of its formation to an alga and the plant
nourished thereby; fourth, formaldehyde has re-
cently been detected in the green leaves of active
plants: fifth, formaldehyde is produced from
CO, in light in liquid containing leaf-enzymes and
chlorophyll, though no living protoplasm be pres-
ent. Such experiments, while not conclusive,

strongly support the idea that formaldehyde is

the tirs"t product of photosyntliesis.

The by-product of photosynthesis, oxygen, is

nearly equal in volume to that of the carbon
dioxiie absorbed. On the average it is a little

less, but in many experiments is at least 8 per

cent, greater. In such eases the extra oxygen
may be derived from the decomposition of other

substances in the plant, since it is impossible to

distinguish all sources of the evolved o.xygen,

which is always given off in the neutral (0.).

It is not possible to ascertain exactly the

amount of earl)ohydrates made under given condi-

tions, since an indeterminate amount is used at

once in the UMking of other more complex pro-

Icid foods, an(. ^tiU other indeterminate quanti-

ties are lost from any given region by migration.

The net product has been determineil in the sun-

flower as 1.6 to 1.8 grams of starch per hour
per square meter; in the gourd, 1..5 to 1.7 grams;
in the bramble, by a dilTerent method, 1.54 grams.
The accumulation of the products of photosyn-
thesis never reaches such a point in the normal
plant that it interferes with the process. By
artificial means, however, this result may be
brought a!)out. Since the suppiv of energy to a
well-illuminated plant is more than sufficient to

enable it to utilize all the carbon dioxide which
can enter the cells under the usual small partial
pres.sure of carbon dioxide, increasing the pres-

sure of this in the atmosphere, and therefore sup-

plying a greater quantity to the living cells,

increases the amount of carbohydrates produced.

This increase is almost proportional to the rela-

tive increase of CO,, up to a point at which tbis

gas retards other functions. An increase of CO.
in the atmosphere from .3 parts in 10.000 to 000
or 800 parts proves beneficial for photosynthesis.
^'ariations in other conditions, however, may so

greatly affect this that inconsistent results may
be obtained from experiments.

The rate of photosynthesis is affected by the
temperature, increasing with a rising temperature
to an optimum, which is not far from the opti-
mum for growth. Yet it nnist be remembered
that many plants flourish, and therefore may
make food, at very low temperatures, e.g. the
alga,' in Arctic waters, or at very high tempera-
tures, e.g. alga; in hot springs. In conifers,

photosynthesis has been reported as occurring at
temperatures even below 0° C. Though the

leaves and surface tissues of plants are espeeiall.v

liable to lose water, and therefore to become flac-

cid, no interference with photosynthesis results.

PHOTOTAXIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. 03s, pfto.s,

light + rd^is, taxis, arrangement, from Td^aeiv,

taxHcin, to arrange). (1) In animals, control of

the direction of locomotion by light. Like the uni-
cellular plants, the Protozoa as well as higher
animals may migiate in a direction determined
by that of the rays of light. According as the mi-
gration is toward or from the source of light, we
can distinguish positive and negative phototaxis.
The flagellate Infusoria (Chilomonas and Eu-
glena) will move toward the light, crowding to-

gether on the illuminated side of the vessel.

Am<eba has been observed by Davenport to be
strongly phototactic, showing that such respon-
siveness is a general property of protoplasm, the
result of chemical changes produced by light.

Ciliate infusorians are not markedly phototactic.
Cells containing such different kinds of pigment
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as the chlorophyll of plants and the retinal pig-
ment of the eyei of arthropods respond to tlie

action of light in a similar way, this response
being an adantive one. A striking exaniiile of
phototaxis in pigmented cells (cliromatopliores)
is described by Keller. He has discovered tliat

the dark color of the (illuminated) skin is dvie

to tlie ricli branching at the base of the epider-
mis of black pigment cells lying deep in the
cutis. In the dark,,the pigment granules stream
out of the branches into the cell-body, but the
branches themselves are undisturbed. Ho long as
the black pigment has this central posilion, the
skin appears whitish. The light, on tlie contrary,
causes the pigment, which is probably carried

passively in the plasma, to move centrifugally.
( See Pigment. ) Hydra was observed by Trembley
to wander toward the light, and this is of advan-
tage to the animal because many of the Enlo-
mostraca on which it feeds are also phototactic.

So also is the starfish. The phenomenon is

especially marked in bilateral animals, such as
planarians, annelids, crustaceans, liies and many
other insects, mollusks, and vertebrates. As
Davenport states, animals which live in shady
places or in the dark are negatively phototactic,

i.e. shun the light, while those living in the light
are positively phototactic. The house-fly is well

known ,to be phototactic, but its maggot sliuns

the light. Butterflies, says Davenport, are at-

tuned to a high intensity of light, moths to a low
intensity, so that bright sunlight, which calls

forth the one, causes the other to retreat. On the
other hand, a light like that of a candle, so weak
as not to stimulate a butterfly, produces a
marked response in the moth. Tlie males and fe-

males of ants have been observed while mating
in the air to be strongly phototactic, but after

that period they show themselves neutral (Loeb).

The larvae (nauplii) of barnacles as well as other

pelagic animals rise to the surface of, the sea dur-

ing the night, but descend before the strong sun-

light. Temperature also affects phototaxis; a low

temperature causes several of the normal re-

sponses, while under a high temperature it is ac-

celerated ; also Loeb has found that a concen-

trated medium, as when the water is rendered

more salt, acts as the lower temperature. It is

thought that, while in the retina of the eye the

protoplasm is specialized for perceiving light,

there is some evidence that in the eyeless ani-

mals the whole surface of the body contains

such light-perceiving substances. This is well

known to be the case with the earthworms, and
perhaps with the oyster. Pholas, Unio, etc. The
pelecypod Psammobia, the blind Proteus of caves,

and Triton cristatus when blinded, are irritated

by rays of light, especiallv the blue rays, falling

on the skin. Consult Davenoort, Experimental
Morphnlot];i, part i. (Xew York. 1897), which

contains a full bibliography. Compare Tropism.

(2) In plants, the sensitiveness to illumina-

tion. This may be fundamentally the same a-s

heliotropism (q.v.). The effect of light upon

the organism may be to accelerate or retard

the movements of the motor organs on the

illuminated side, this causing the body to be

rotated until both sides are equally illuminated

( see CiiEMOTAXis and Chemotroplsm ) .
when any

progress will then necessarily be toward or away
from the source of light. Organisms which ap-

proach the source of light are said to be posi-

tively phototactic, those which recede from it

negatively so. The same organism may show
successively both forms of response in light of

dilferent intensity. For instance, Euglena viridis

is positively phototactic in weak light, but nega-
tively so in strong.

PHOTOTHERAPY ( from Gk. ows, phOs, light

-|- ^epa7re£a, ilicrap( iii, cure, from depairtveLVy

therdpcucin, to cure, from Bepdirwv, therupOn,
attendant). Treatment of disease bj' means of

light. The method of applying light for thera-

peutic purposes, devised by Dr. Niels R. Finsen,
of Copenhagen, about 1896, is foiuuled on the fol-

lowing data: (1) The bactericidal property of

the chemical rays of light; (2) the power of the
cliemical rays of light to ))roduce an inflamma-
tion of the skin (sunburn, erythema solare)

; (3)
the power of the chemical rays of light to pene-
trate the skin. The violet and ultraviolet rays
of light obtained from the sun or from an electric

arc-lamp will, in a few hours, kill idate cultures
of Bacillus prodigiosus at a great distance. The
so-called sunburn is not a burn. If sunlight or
electric light be ])assed through a layer of dis-

tilled water so arranged as to cut out the ultra-

red rays (the dark rays of heat), the resulting

skin-inllammation is as great as if the light were
uncontrolled. If sunlight be thrown upon the

skin through a glass screen which cuts out the

violet and ultra-violet rays, there is no resulting

inflammation. Again, if small sealed bottles con-

taining muriate of silver be placed under the skin

of some animals kept in the dark, and of some
animals exposed to the sun, if the tubes be re-

moved an hour later, it will be found that the

muriate of silver is blackened in the cases of the

animals which were exposed to the sunlight, but
not in the cases of those kept in the dark. It is

shown by experiment that the chemical rays of

light penetrate moi'e easily in bloodless tissues

than in those filled with blood. In a piece of

sensitized paper put against the back of a man's
ear upon the front of which the blue and violet

rays are allowed to fall for 5 minutes, no reaction

takes place. If the paper be replaced and the ear

be compressed tightly between two glass plates

and exposed again to the same light, the paper
will be blackened after 20 seconds' exposure. In

the treatment of patients, sunli^dit is used in the

sununcr. when the skv is bright, but otherwise
the light of electric arc-lamps of .50 to SO amjieres

is employed. Concentration of the light is neces-

sary to render it powerful as a bactericide. To
avoid burning the skin, the light must be colored.

To make the sunlight strong and cool Finsen de-

vised a special apparatus, consisting of a lens

about 20 to 40 centimeters in diameter. The

lens, composed of a jdain glass and a curved one,

is framed in a brass ring, with a bright blue,

weak ammoniacal solution of sulphate of copper

between them. The water absorbs the ultra-red

rays and, being blue, it excludes much of the red

and yellow rays. The excluded heat rays have
little bactericidal power; whereas the blue, violet,

and ultra-violet rays are but slightly impaired

in chemical or bactericidal power. The lens is

so hung that it can be raised and lowered as well

as turned on a vertical and horizontal axis, by

which means it can be placed ]ier])endicularly to

the sun's rays, and at such a distance as to make
the light strike the diseased area. For concen-

trating the electric are-light Finsen devised an
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apparatus consistin<^ of leiisps of quartz framed

in two brass tul^-s, telescoping the one within the

other. Quartz allows the ultra-violet rays (even

those of very short wavelength) to pass tlirough

it much more easily than through glass, and
these rjiys from the electric light arc of less

length tiian those from sunlight. Facing the

lamp are placed two lenses having together a

focal distance of 12 centimeters. At this dis-

tance from the lamp, those lenses will concen-

trate and render parallel the divergent rays from
the lamp, and ilirect them through the brass

tubes, at whose distal end they strike two (juartz

lenses. These lenses concentrate the parallel rays

and converge them till they are united about 10

centimeters beyond the outer lens. The space

between these latter lenses is filled with distilled

water which absorbs the ultra-reil rays, but does

not inii>air the blue, violet, and ultra-violet rays.

Surrounding this end of the ai>paratus is a man-
tle, tlirough which cold water Hows to prevent
boiling of the distilled water between the lenses.

In spite of all this precaution, the light is still

too warm, and the skin must be cooled to avoid
burning. This is cft'ccted by an ajiparatus con-

sisting of a plate of quartz and a plain con-

vex lens of quartz, both fitted into a conical

brass ring, which carries two small tubes and
four arms. To each arm is fastened an elastic

band by means of which the a[>paratus is pressed
against the skin. Cold water is run into one
tube and out of the other, and thus the skin is

cooled so that it can tolerate the strongest light.

The |)ressure of the plano-convex lens on the
skin renders it ana-mic. thus fitting it for the
easy penetration of the chemical rays. A small
area of the skin is treated for an hour each day.
The skin swells and becomes red, and a bulla may
appear: but sloughing has not resulted. During
the applicaU<m the nurses are obliged to wear
dark glasses to protect their eyes from the bril-
liant light. Dilatation of cutaneous vessels by
the violet rays may continue for six months.
Many diseases of supposed bacterial origin have
been treated by this method, but cures have re-
sulted only in eases of Uipus rulfiaris. lupus ery-
themitlDKus. alopecia areata, and carcinomu. The
greatest success luis been reached in cases where
there was an absence of scarring, of pigmentation,
of great vascularity, of great depth below the
surface, of involvement of eyelid or mucous mem-
branes, or of great extent of lesion.
The number of patients at Finsen's Institute

has increased from seven in 18!)" to an unnum-
bered clientMe. with over a hundred on a waitin»
list. A Hrooklyn. X. Y.. phvsician has opened
an institute for Finsen's treatment. The Roent-
gen or X-rays (q.v.) penetrate to deep layers not
rt-ached by sunlight or electric light. Consult
Morris & Dore. "Finsen's Light Treatment of
Lupus and l!od<.nt fleer," in liritish Medical
Journal. February !), 1001.

and belli other high offices, but at the fall of

Constantinople was obliged to llee, and ended his

days iu an Italian monastery, where lie wrote his

valuable Clironicle, embracing the period of

Byzantine history from 12o0 to 1477. It was
printed in Vienna in 1796, and translated into

Latin in 18;?8.

PHRASE (Lat. phrasis, from Gk,0pd<ris, man-
ner of speech, from <f>p6.^ti.v,phra::cin, to declare).

The name given, in music, to the simjile motives
containing in themselves no satisfactory imisical

idea, which enter into the composition of every
melody containing a jjerfect musical idea, e.g.

The phrase most usually consists of two measures

;

in compound time it may be comprised in one
measure, and an extended phrase is one which
contains three measures. In the more simple and
regular forms of musical composition, two
phrases unite to form a section, ending in a
cadence, and a perfect musical idea is formed of
two such sections terminating, the first with the
dominant, the second with the tonic harmony.
See Form.

PHRASING. The proper rendering of musi-
cal [ilirases. (See I'liRASE. ) A musical com-
position is analogous to a literary one, the sen-
tences being rcjilaced by phrases: upon their cor-
rect interpretation depends the intelligible pre-
sentation of the whole piece. One of the most im-
])ortant elements of phrasing is accent (q.v.), the
general principles of which will be found under
KiivTiiM; but in no case must an accent be so in-
sisted upon as to break the unity of the musical
phrase. On the contrary, the oiilinary accent is

often postponed or anticipated in order to em-
phasize the general elVect of the phrase. For
the same reason, especially in rapid passages,
accents are often added; while in quick move-
ments accents are sometimes omitted so as to
give an impression of unity to a number of
separate bars. Two common faults in jihrasing
are breaking up a group of notes which together
form a musical sentence, and running together
two distinct sentences. In instrumental work,
especially, there is a tendency to make a break
at the end of a bar; but in reality a sentence
always ends on the accented division of a bar,
the bar-stroke having absolutely no relation to
phrasing. In vocal music the musical accents
correspond w ith those of the text, and the phrases
are, as a rule, dependent upon the lines or word
sentences. Vocal phrasing, therefore, is obvious-
ly much simpler than instrumental. The signs
most commonly used to indicate phrasing are the
dash; the curved line, denoting Icriuto; and the
slur; but the interpretation of any composition is

to a great extent a matter of personal ;ip|irccia-
tion and discrimination. For some helpful sug-
gestions on the subject, consult: Ehrcnfechte

PHOTOTTlOPT<?Tvr /f..„„, m . . ,. ,
^'"" '"'" '"scrimination. t'or some he iitu sug-

+ rpo°r/TwM^„n,f,. '•*?''''"'' '"'^* «''*^*'°"« 0° the subject, consult: EhrcfnfeehteT-,

to Imn)' A sen, V nf;s
7^?'"' *'''^''"- ^'""'-" '" "'« ^'^ "f P''">of<rrtc Play in,; (Lon^

light ,^M.tleowhir;,,e.& .T"'?"^
*° '!'?"•.'**';'•. G-'"-" '•'-°'V/ of In,er,La,ion

1 i-.i. • -.• " °^:I'^"•1' ""-.v l'«nd to assume
d. I M> e positions with reference to the direction
01 li.Jit inclcnt upon them. See HiCLroTROpiSM.

PHRANZA, friin'za, or PHRANZES, friin'-

. r,'
*P<^"iv, Phrantrr), Oeorge (1401-78)A Byzantine historian, born at ConstantinopleHe was secretary to the Emperor, Manuel II

'

(Philadelphia, 1800) ; Lussy," rrf;i7(< de I'e^pres-
ston niuninilr (Olh ed., Paris, 1802).

PHRENOL'OGY (from Gk. 4.pM. phrcu,
heart, mind -f -Xo7(o. loqia, account, from \iyeiv,
leqein. to say). The theory that the mind con-
sists of a number of independent faculties, each
of which has a definite localization in a region
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of the brain whose size is indicative of the de-
gree of the faculty resident in it. Franz Joseph
Gall (q.v. ), an eccentric Viennese physician, an-
nounced about 1796 the discovery of a system
of phrenology. He asserted that he had arrived
at his results empirically, having for several
years examined the heads of individuals who ex-
hibited unusual mental or moral endowTnents.
By these examinations he made out a system of
correlations between the topography of the skull
and the traits. He further concluded that the
size and configuration of the brain was indicated
by the size and configuration of the skull. His
lectures, begun in 1796, ceased at the order of

the Austrian Government in 1802, his doctrines
being judged to be materialistic and inimical to

the truths of morality and religion. In 1804 he
associated with him his favorite pupil, Johann
Caspar Spurzheim (q.v.), and the two traveled
through Germany, Prussia, and Switzerland to

France. In Paris, the French Institute ap-
pointed a commission to investigate their asser-

tions. This commission reported favorably upon
certain methods of dissection, etc., but regarded
their main conclusions as hypothetical. In 1809
the two began publishing a large work. The
Anatomy and Physiology of the Xercous System
in General, and of the Brain in Particular, icith

Observations^ upon the Possibility of Ascertaining
Several Intellectual and Moral Dispositions of

Man and Animals by the Cunfiguration of Their

Beads. Gall died in Paris in 1828, and was in-

terred with the greatest marks of respect and
honor. Spurzheim came to America in 1832, but
died suddenly shortly after his arrival at Boston.

The fundamental tenets of phrenology are that

the brain is the material substratum of mind,
that it is a multiplex structure, composed of a
definite number (originally 34, now 42) of con-

stituent organs, each of which is the seat of a

particular power of the mind—a 'sentiment,' a

'propensity,' or an "intellectual faculty.' Further-

more, phrenologj' teaches that these 42 organs,

or pairs of organs, constitute a series of cones

with their apices at the oblongata and their

bases at the surface. Each prominence in the

skull indicates the size of the organ just beneath

it, and in that way the development of the corre-

lated mental faculty; for this development varies

directly with the volume of its brain substrate,

and, conversely, the exercise of any faculty pro-

motes the growth of its brain seat. The 'pro-

pensities' or 'passions,' situated at the lower and
posterior part of the brain, ai-e amativeness,

])hiloprogenitiveness, continuity, adhesiveness or

friendship, combativeness, destructiveness, con-

struct iveness, acquisitiveness, secretiveness, in-

habitiveness, alimentiveness, vitativeness, and
conjugal love. The 'sentiments,' situated at the

superior portion of the cranium, are self-esteem,

love of approbation, cautiousness, firmness, be-

nevolence, veneration, hope, ideality, conscien-

tiousness, spirituality, and sublimity. The 'intel-

lectual faculties,' in" the anterior region, are in-

dividuality, form, space or size, weight or resist-

ance, color, locality, order, duration, number,

tune, language, comparison, causality, wit, imita-

tion, supernaturality or wonder, human nature,

and suavity. In actual diagnosis, the size of the

prominence determined the degree of the faculty

only when taken in conjunction with other ten-

dencies, for one faculty might aid or inhibit the

function of another.
Vol. XV.—60.

It is scarcely necessary to say that, as a pre-
tension to a science, phrenology is related to mod-
em neurology as astrologj- to astronomy, or
alchemy to chemistrj-. It did. indeed, serve a use-
ful purpose in stimulating the investigation of
cortical function, in instilling the principle of the
dependence of consciousness upon the cerebrum,
and in ofi'setting the extreme views of men like
IMagendie and Flourens, who believed that the
brain functioned homogeneously like the lungs or
the liver. But in the light of modern knowledge
phrenology is bad psychology and bad neurology.
Modern psychology- does not regard the mind as
a bundle of faculties. Its components are de-

termined rather by the contributions of the vari-
ous sense-organs to its structure than by the
types of acti\-ity by which the psychological self

seems to acquire knowledge or express its atti-

tude. Xeurologically, too, there are many dis-

proofs of phrenologj-. Different skulls have a
different thickness; the same skull varies in

thickness in different regions; prominences on
the surface do not necessarily indicate a greater
size in the part of the brain beneath ; there is

no correlation between brain weight and intelli-

gence; three-fifths of the gray matter of the
cortex is concealed in the sulci : loss of portions

of the brain by accident or disease destroys or im-
pairs the sensory or motor functions connected
with some sense department, or some association

system, not some 'faculty.' Finally, the whole
structure of phrenology falls with the modern
investigations of cortical localization by the
methods of degeneration, electrical stimulation,
medullation, and e.xtirpation. See Phtsioloct.

BiCLlOGR.^PHY. Sewall, An Examination of
Phrenology (Washington, 1837) ; Phrenological
Journal, xxxi. 4 (Xew York, 1885) ; Barker,

The yervous System (Xew York, 1899) ; Donald-
son. The Growth of the Brain (New York, 1898) ;

HolUinder, Histori^ehes iiber die Localisation der

psiychischcn Thiitigkeiten im Gehirn . mil be-

sonderer Beriicksichtigung der Lehren Galls (Ber-

lin, 1899).

PHRIXTTS (Lat., from Gk. *pijo0 . The son

of Athamas and Nephele. With his sister Helle

he was rescued by his mother when about to be

sacrificed to Zeus, and carried to Colchis upon
a ram with golden fleece. On the journey Helle

fell into the waters called after her, the Helles-

pont. The fleece of the ram, given to King
Autes and hung upon the grove of Ares, was the

object of the Argonautic Expedition.

PHRYGIA, frij'i-a (Lat., from Gk. ^puyla).

A country in Asia Minor, the extent and boun-

daries of which varied very much at different pe-

riods of ancient history. Originally, the boun-

daries toward the east were the river Halys and
the territory about Iconiuni, which was the last

Phrygian city; toward the south, it touched the

Taurus and the Pisidian Mountains: on the

north, it reached the Hellespont and Propontis;

on the west, it seems to have included the Troas

and Mysia, and may have held suzerainty over

Lydia and Caria. Later invaders from Thrace,

wlio occupied Bithynia and Mysia. cut this re-

gion into two parts: Little Phrygia. a somewhat
indefinite region south of the Hellespont, and
Greater Phrygia. which alone preserveil the na-

tional character. This was bounded on the north

by Bithynia and Paphlagonia. on the east by Pisi-

dia Lycaonia, on the south by Cappadocia, and on
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the west by the iiiaritinu- ciiuntries of Mvsia,

Lvtliii, and "Caria. Thc> bouiKhuits were further

niiulilied by the Callic invasion of the third cen-

tury B.C. "(See tJAi.ATlA.) Perj^anieiie coniiuests

added part of ^^outliern Jlithynia, including the

ini|)iirlant eity of Doryhcuni. under the name of

Pliry^'ia ICpictetus. Tlie Human provincial ad-

minirtralion divided Phrygia, attaching the

norlluastern part to the Province of Galatia

and the western portion to the Province of Asia.

Plirygia was in f;eneral a high and somewhat
barren plateau, though its pastures supported

inunense lloeks of sheep, noted for the fineness of

their wool, as indeed they still are. The most
fertile part was the valley of the Sangarius, but

the most beautiful and populous district was the

sciutbwestern. at the base of the Taurus, where

the -Ma-audcr and other streams had tlieir rise,

and here were the chief cities, Synnada, Celieniie,

A|)ania>a, Colossir, Laodicea, while farther to the

east was Autioch. The mountains and streams

yielded gold; Phrygian marble was anciently

celebrated, and the cultivation of the vine ap-

pears to have been extensively carried on.

The Phrygians were certainly an Indo-Euro-

I)ean race, and seem to have entered Asia Minor
from Thrace, ])ushing into the interior from the

Troad along the valley of the Sangarius, and
making themselves masters of the whole table-

land, and probably extending their sway over the
Asiatic tribes on the coast. We hear of a race of

powerful kings alternately bearing the name of

tiordius and .Midas, and in the mountains near
the headwaters of the Sangarius are the great
riiek-cut tondis or fa' ides which were associated
with the.se rulers. The invasions of the Ciinine-

rians (c.675 B.C.) seem to have broken their
power, and h«nceforth they played no [Uirt in

lust(U'y, but fell first under the rule of the grow-
ing I.ydian kingdom, then under Persia, Mace-
don, PergaiMMin, and Rome. They seem to have
been a peaceful rustic people, devoted to agri-
eullure and cattle-raising. Their religion was an
ecstatic nature worship in which the Great
Mother of the (iods, Khea or Cybele. and a male
deity, Sabazius, played a great "part. The orgias-
tic rites and wild music seem to have exer-
cised considerable infiuence upon the Greeks and
Komans, and we find their deities transplanted to
the Western world. Consult: Ramsay, Histori-
cal (lrn<irui)h!i nf Asia Minor (London, 1890),
and especially his incomplete work. Cities and
Bishoprics of Phryfiia (Oxford. 1895-97).

PHRYGIAN CAP. See Liberty Cap.

PHRYGIAN LANGUAGE. The native lan-
guage of Ww Phrygians is known partlv through
glosses preserved by Hesvcliius and other lexi-
cographers and authors, partly through inscrip-
tiiMis found in the territory once occupied by this
peciple. Tond)s with inscriptions were discovered
in the valley of Doghanla by Colonel Leake in
1S20. Four of these inscriptions, including that
on the .sepulchre of King Midas, were first pub-
lished by Hamilton in 1842. A number of addi-

Vo^il?' "If'"'''!'*'""'* were published bv Ramsav in
IHS.i and others copied by himself and Stefrett
appeareil subse()uently. Many of these are in
Greek, hut have Phrygian additions at the end
That the additions contain formulas of execra-
tion was first surmised by Schmidt in 1869. The
researches of Ramsay and Fick have corroborated

this conjecture. As Herodotus (vii., 73) and
Strabo (.\lvii., ce.xcv.) declare that the Phrygians

were related to the Armenians and the Thraeians,
it was natural that the language .should be

supposed to be Armenian. That was done by
Jlordtmann and Gosche. A collection of 63
glosses was made by Lagarde. He concluded that
the Phrygians were derived from the Thraeians
and that their Iranian character wa,s proved by
such words as aSdfii/a and Kvp^avr. There seems
to be go(Kl reason for assuming that the Phrygian
language belonged to the Iranian family. While
most of the monuments found belong to the
Roman period, there are some that have ])lausibly

been r.ssigned bv Ramsay to the end of the eighth
century B.C. If one doubtful letter is a x rather
than a \j/, as seems prob%lde, the Phrygians ap-

parently received their alphabet, not from the
lonians, but from the old .Eolians. After the
Phrygian language liad been supplanted by the
txreek, it still maintained itself in imprecations,
believed to be more etficacious in the speech of the
fathers. The same alphabet has been found at
Abu-Simbel in Egj'pt in inscriptions that must
(late from B.C. (i.50-590 and in an inscription

found in Lemnos in I88(i in an \inknown language
and of uncertain age. Consult: Leake, -/oiinial

of a Tour in Asia Minor (London. 1824) ; Hamil-
ton, Researches in Asia Minor, I'ontus, and Ar-
menia (ib., 1842) ; Stewart, Ancient Monuments
of Lydia and Phryyia (ib., 1842) ; Lagarde,
(lesammelte Abhandlunyen (Leipzig. 180()) ; Cor-
pus Inserijitionum Grcecarum, iii. 3810, et seq.

;

Schmidt, Neue lykische Studien (Jena. 1809) ;

Fick, "Zum Phrygischen," in Bezzenberger's Bei-
trage, xiv., 50; Ramsay, in Journal of tite Royal
Asiatic Society, xv. (London. 1883) ; id., in Jour-
nal of Hellenic l^tudies (London, 1882, 1884) ; id.,

in Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprachforschung,
.xxviii. (Gutersloh, 1887).

PHRY'NE (Lat., from Gk. <i>pivv,). One of

the most celebrated courtesans of antiquity. She
was a daughter of Epicles, and was born at
Thespia\, in Ba»otia. She was of very humble
origin, and is sai<l originally to have gained her
livelihood by gathering capers, but her beauty
afterwards brought her such wealth that, when
Alexander destroyed the walls of Thebes, she is

said to have ofi'ered to rebuild them, if she might
be allowed to inscribe on them the words: ".Alex-
ander destroyed them, but Phryne, the courtesan,
rebuilt them." Being on one occasion accused by
Euthias of profanation of the Eleusinian mys-
teries, she was summoned before the court of the
Heliasts and was there defended by the orator
Hyperides; but Hyperides. seeing tluit the verdict
of the court was likely to be an unfavorable one,
threw aside her veil and exjiosed her bosom and
shoulders; the judges thereupon acquitted her,
and she was carried in triumph to the Temple of
Aphrodite. She served as the model for Praxi-
teles's Cnidian Venus, and for the Anadyomcne
(q.v.) of Apclles. she having, on the occasion of
a festival at Eleusis, entered the sea. unclad, in
the presence of the assembled throng. Her
neighbors dedicated to her at Delphi a gilded
statue resting on a base of Pentelic marble, the
whole the work of Praxiteles. There is pre-
served in Athen.Tus an epigram in her praise
written by Praxiteles and inscribed on a statue
of Cupid, which he presented to her and which
she dedicated at Thespis.
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PHRYNICHUS, fiin'i-kus (Lat., from Gk.
puiixos). A Greek tragic poet of Athens, an
iilcU-r luntemporary of .Eschylus. He won his
tirst victorj' in B.C. oil and his last in 476. when
Tliemistocles was his chomijos. Like -Eschj'lus,

he is said to have died in Sicily. In all the ac-
counts of the rise and development of tlie tragedy,
rhrynichus is ranked immediately after Thespis,
and according to some critics lie sliould be re-

garded as the real inventor of tragedy. He
was the first to bring female characters on the
stage ; for the light satyr plays of his predeces-
sors, he substituted plnys on serious subjects
taken both from the heroic age and from the
history of his own time ; and he was the first

to introduce an actor distinct from the leader of
the chorus, and thus to open the way for the
development of the dialogue. In his works, how-
ever, the lyrical choruses still retained the prin-
cipal place, and these are said to have been so

celebrated that they were sung even in the time
of Aristophanes. Of his plays, the most import-
ant were <I>oii iiro-ai, which dealt with the defeat
of the Persian invaders (B.C. 480), and is said
to have been copied by -Eschylus in The Persians,

and MiXriTov &\affis. on the capture of Miletus
by the Persians. According to Herodotus,
the Athenians were so moved by the latter trag-

edy that they fined the poet one thousand
drachmas for recalling to them the disasters of

their kinsmen, and passed a law forbidding fur-

ther performances of the piece. Only a few frag-

ments and the titles of nine of his plays are ex-

tant. Consult: Xauck, Tragicoruin Orawcorum
Fragmeiita (Leipzig, 1856).

PHTHIOTIS, thi-o'tis(Lat., from Gk. <i>fliwTis).

In ancient geogi'aphy, the southern part of Thes-

saly. north of .Enis and ilalis, and west of the

Pagasaean Gulf. The district was famous in the

epic as the home of Achilles, and from this re-

gion the .Eolian colonization of Asia llinor

seems to have gone forth. The population, though
maintaining a Thessalian element, was consid-

ered to be Achaean. The chief cities were Phthio-

tian Thebes, Larisa, Lamia, Melitfea. and Tliau-

maci.

PHTHISIS, thi'sis. See Tubercilo.si.s.

PHY'COCY'ANIN (from Gk. 0Okos, phylos,

seaweed + (tuaj/is, ki/anos, blue). The peculiar

pigment, usually bluish-green, of the blue-green

algae. .See Cyanopiiyce.e.

PHYCOERYTHKIN, frko-er'i-thrin {from
Gk. 0Ckos, phykos, seaweed + ipvBpoi, cri/fhro.i.

red). The red pigment of the red alg;e contained

in the chromoplasts, and giving the general tint

of the plant body. See Rhodophtce.e.

PHYCOMYCETES, fi'kd-mi-se'tez (Neo-Lat.

noni. pi,, from Gk. ^Okoi, plu/lcos, seaweed +
liiicTis, nii/ki's, fungus). A group of plants which
coni|irises. as the name indicates, those fungi

most resembling the algie. (See Fuxci.) The
Phycomycetes include the black molds (Muco-
rales), certain insect parasites (Entomophtho-
rales), the water molds (Saprolegniales), and

a group of very important plant parasites in-

eluded in the order Peronosporales. The simplest

, of the Phycomycetes are unicellular aquatic

forms (Chytridiales) that generally live para-

sitically in the cells of alga>. These representa-

tives are usually observed in a quiescent condi-

tion, in the form of thick-walled spores or resting
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spore-cases, but there are motile periods in the
life history when the organisms swim freely ia
the water. The Entomophthorales are mostly

WHITE MILDEW (Albugo C&Ddida).

a, Oogonium; b, antheridium : c, oospore; d, ewarm-
spores eMcapiog from oospore ; e, swarm-sporeH ; f, conidia;
^, swarm-spores escaping fronf conidlum; b. tlie sauie,
more distinct.

parasitic on insects, preferring the Diptera and
Orthoptera, a common representative (Empu.sa)
being found on the house fly. Late in the sum-
mer and in the autumn dead house flies may

GRAPE MiT.PEw iPbtsiiiopar.i).

a. The brandling sporophores arising Iroiii tlie snrfactf

of the host : h, a germinating spore ; r. a swarm-spore.

frequently be observed attached by their pro-

bosees to window panes, walls, and other sur-
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ttUHH, with a lialo of yellowiBli po«di-r on the

tilifnce around llicin. This powder i« made up

01' »pore(t tluit liiiVL- licon tlirowri oil' from tlie

PjuU of fimj,'iil (iliiiMciilM, wliifli Jiftrr lilliiif,' the

hndv 111 the iiisccl have L'rowii thnjii;,'h the HeL'-

iienlH to till' exterior. '1 lie l;u-;;e eoniiiiim iiiolils

(Miiioniles) lire freijuently lulled liliiik molds

liieiiiise of the eoliir of the Hpore-eases (spo-

riiiiKiii), iiMil to ilistinguiKh them from the green

uiiil yellow mildews. They are Hiiprophytcs,

criittiiiK upon orRanic matter in ilainfi places, the

Imad mold (.\lueiir) lieinfj a familiar e.Miiiiple.

The ve'.'etative portion of the mohU (myieliiuii)

eiin«isls of eonspieuoiis threads (liyplue) plainly

visllile to the eye, wliieli grow over the suli-

;

J^

noWKv Mii.nrw of roTA'r(ii:M tl'ti\ loiihltun'it liitimtnnH).
rruHH-Hurtloii uf k>uf i41i(iwiiig f<rowtti of inllcjifw.

utratiini iiiiil when pussilile penetrate it, in all

directions. The ecimmoncHt friictilicalion is a
hlack swollen head (sporangiinii) containing
thnnsnnds of spores, iiiul lionie at the end of an
«reet hraiieh (sporan^iopliorc) . The I'erono-
Hporales are an iissciiilj|a;4c of fiiniis, mostly para-
sitic, and contain some fungi rcsponsililc for
siieh serious diseases us the rot of potato and
the downy mildews of graiies. (Sec jiaiagraph
UtHiiinin under (jBArii and Potato.) .\nollicr

trouhlcsoiiic form, sometimes placed uniong the
I'cninospornlcs and sometimes aiiicuig the Sapro-
Icgiiialcs. is I'ythiiim, tile fiiiigiis rcsponsililc for
the '(himping oir' (ipv.) of seedlings. The water
molds (Sapidlc;.Mriales) have lialiils widely dilVer-
ent fioiii other riiycomycetes, licing acpiatic and
living on dead insects, lish, anil fiiigs, and some-
times on tile living animals. They surround the
hiidy with a heaiit'ifiil halo of delicate radiating
lllamcnis. These fungi sometimes cause epidemics
in lish lialeheries, where they attack the months
nnil gills of young trout and salmon. Consult
Kngler and I'ranll, Die nuliirlichcn I'lUiiKcn-
fdiiiili,,, ( Leipzig. 1887—).

PHY'COPH^'IN (from (Jk. ^Om,. pln/kos,
Seaweed -f i^ai6i

, pliaioK, dusky). The browii pig-
ment characteristically present in the cells of the
brown alga-. Sec I'lI.KoPIlYcK.K.

PHYLACTERY (l.at. phiihwirnum. from
rik. i/ieXaitTi)/)io>', phiihilli<rio>i, safeguard, amulet,
from 0i)XaKTi)p, ph\iU)klfr, sentinel, guard, from
u\ii<r«ii«, phylnssein. to guard). An iimnlcl or
eharin worn ns a protection against evil inllnences.

Jn the New Testaoicul the name is given to a

strip of fine parclnncnt inscribed with certain

passages from the Scripture (Kxod. xiii., 1-10;

xiii., Jl-l(i; Ueut. vi. 4-i); xi., 18-21), and in-

closed in a small leathern case. 'J'liis was, in ac-

cordance with a literal interpretation of JCxod.

xiii. y-Jfi; Ifcut. vi. 8, 0, 18, fastened by leathern

straps to the forehead, just above and. between

the eyes, or to the left arm, at the point where
the arm, hanging down, falls nearest) the heart,

or sometimes to the door-post.

PHY'L.ff; (\Ait. nom. pi., from fjltc. <j>v\-^,phyle,

tiilic). In (irci'k political institutions, the tribes

or clans, originally jierliaps ciiiliracing all the

inhabitants of a district, though in many cases

there sec-ms to have been a theory of coiiinion de-

scent rather than residence. Among the Dorians

we regularly find the three tribes, llylleis, Dyma-
nes, and I'amphyli; at Miletus in Ionia and at
.Mhens we find Gelcontes, Argadeis, JCgicoreis,

and ilojiletes, and these names recur in other

Ionian communities. The most important de-

velopment of the tribe was in the reorganization

of the Athenian democracy by Clisthcnes after

the expulsion of the tyrant Jlippias (B.C. .'jlO).

The foiii' old tribes were swept away, and the

whole people divided into ten trilies on the basis

of the dciiies, in which the pcopli; were regis-

terc'd. The denies in each tribe were so selected

that till; three divisions, Mountain, f-'oast, and
I'lain, were all rejiresented. The tribes, wliich

were named from heroes, were Krechtheis, TT'Igeis,

I'andionis. Leontis, Aeaniantis, Oeneis, Cecriijiis,

llippothiinfis, ^'Rantis, Antioehis. The tribes

were organized as corporations, and held regu-

larly nieclings, apparently at Athens, but not in

their own halls. The executive ollicers were the

ICpimclcta', and a treasurer who had charge of

I lie property of the tribes, for as eaeli cpoTiyiiious

hero had priest and sancfiiary, and ri ived a

certain jiart of all booty in war, the tribe had
to manage certain lands and invest nicnts. The
tribe chose its representatives on State commis-
sions where work was divided among the tribes,

such as the repair of walls, etc. They also

elected the rich men whose duty it was to jiro-

vide the choruses for interlribal competition at
the festivals, or other similar )Hiblic duties laiit

npon the rich. The military organization was
liased on the tribal division, for each tribe fur-

nished a regiment of infantry under a taxiareh

and a. sipuulron of cavalry under a ])hyhircli.

'Though the Senate was composed of fifty from
each, tribe, the senators were not chosen by tho

tribe but liy the denies, aniimg whom they were
appoit iiiiicd on the basis of iiopiilation.

PHYLARCHUS, fi-lilr'kus (Lat., from Ck.
<I>eXapxos) (e.210 n.c.-?). A (!reek historian.

He was born probably at Naucintis, in lOgypt,

but spent most of his life at Athens. ]lis great
work was a history of (ireece, embracing the
fifty-two years between the invasion of the I'clo-

jionnesus by I'yrrhus (n.c. 272) and the death
of f'leomenes 111.. King of Sparta (li.r. 221 ). Mis
style was grajiliic and animated, but according
to I'olybius (ii., ."id) he frci|Uently falsilieil his-

tory on account of his passionate admiral ion for

Clconicnes. The work was used by Trogus I'oiii-

pciiis and by Plutarch in his lives of Clcomenes
and Aratns. The few extant fragments have been
edited in MliUer's Frdiiinrula llinloricurum (iTor-

corum (Paris, 1808).
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PHYL'LIS (Lut., ficiiii (ik. *uXWs). (1) A
TliriK-iaii |iriiice.ss, bcliotlicd to Denioplioiiii, the
son of Tlicsi'us, wlio left her to go to Athens,
promising to rcliiru at a certain date. When
the appointed lime liad passed without his ar-
rival, Phyllis killed herself and was ehangcd
into an alnmnd tree, which put forth leaves only
when DeniophoOn shortly afterwards returned anil
embraced it. (2) In pastoral poetry, a name
conventionally u>id nf a maiden or lady-love.

PHYLLOCAR'IDA (Xeo-Lat, from Gk.
^liXXoc, phytlon. leaf + xapis. Karis, shrimp). A
highly composite or generalized order of Crus-
tacea, separated by Packard from the Phyllopoda.
The group is represented at the present time
by Xebalia ami its allies (Xehalii<Ue) of the
North Atlantic, forming the Leptostraca of
Claus; also by fossil forms from the Cambrian
period to the end of the Carboniferous, some of

which were over a foot in length, while Xebalia
itself is about half an inch long. In Xebalia the

A PBVLLocAitiu (.VefiaK.i bipes).

body is compressed and protected in front by a
bivalved carapace, closed by a weak adductor
muscle, but without a hinge; the rostrum is

free, movable; the eyes stalked; the eight pairs of

thoracic legs resemble those of pliyllopod Crus-

tacea, and the hind-body is modeled on that of

a copepod crustacean such as Cyclops. It under-

goes no metamorphosis, and is an example of

the persistence of type from very early geological

times.

PHYL'LOCLAD (from f!k. 4,v\\oi>, phyUon,

leaf -f K\d5os, Uhidon. branch), or Ci.adophyi.l.

A branch that functions as a leaf, which it re-

Rembles in form and color. Well-known illustra-

ti(iM~ iUi' till' 'Irnvcs' of smilax and as|)arag\is.

PHYLIiODES (from Gk. ipvWwS-nt. phi/llodi'x.

leaf-like). Leaf |)etioles which have developed

as blade-like organs that replace regular blades.

They occur only among dicotyledons. Phyllodes

may be distinguished from true leaves by the

parallel veining, and also by presenting their

edges up and down (luofile position). The
greatest display of |)hylloilcs is found among the

acacias of Australia,' whol-e nine-tenths of the

n\imerous species have phyllodes instead of true

leaves. The normal blade of these acacias

is pinnately compound, as is shown by their

seedlings, and occasionally when older growths

are subjected to unusual conditions. In the ease

of pitciier plants (see Cahnivorovs Pi,.\XTS)

the urns, tubes, etc., are usually regarded as

hollow phyllodes. the true blade being represent-

ed by the more or less conspicuous lids.

PHYX LOGRAPTtrS (Xeo-Lat.. from Gk.

<t>i\\or, phi/llon, leaf + yparrit, graptos, written,

PHYLLOPODA.

from ypd<;>eiv, giuplwiii, to write). A genus of
fossil giaptolites, index fossils of the Lower Or-
dovician rocks of Xorlh America and Northern
Europe. The thecic, or cells in which the ani-
mals lived, are arrangcnl in four rows with their
dorsal sides united along a common axis to form
a four-bladed colony, the blades of which are at
right angles to each other. See Gr.vptolite.

PHYLLOP'ODA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
^liXXof, phijllon. leaf -|- ttous. pons, foot). An
order of fresh-water Crustacea, in which the legs

are broad and leaf-like, sululivided into lobes,

and adapted for respiration as well as locomo-
tion. The trunk is not difTcrentiated into a
thora.x and abdomen. The eyes are us\mlly sim-
ple or compound, and cither sessile (Apus) or
stalked (BranchipusI , while there is a median

PHYLLOPOD CRCBTACEANS.

1. Branc-hinectla Coloradeosis ; i. Sliell of Estheria Bel-
/i-:>gol; 3. Lepidarus Couesi.

simple eye retained from the Xauplius stage.

The number of body-segments varies greatly, and
the body is usually protected by an ample shell

consisting of two valves closed by an adductor
muscle. In the group represented by Hranehipus
and the brine shrimp (.\rtemia) there is no shell.

These crustaceans are very primitive, and appar-
ently are the ancestral forms of the class Crus-

PHYLLOPODA AXB LABV-E,

.•Vdult of Apus aqiinlis; aiiil (ii> I-arv.i of Jpus cancri-

/ornia; (6) Nauplius of Artetiiia sa/iiiu.

tacea (q.v.), their limbs being nuich like the

parapodia of annelid worms. .\ Cambrian form
(Protocaris) is supposed to be allied to -\pns.

All the members of this order hatch in the Xau-
plius stage, and after a series of molts attain

the adult form. The phyllopods live in pools

liable to drv up in sunnner. Their eggs are of

two kinds, summer and winter, the latter being

protected by a dense shell, so that they can dry
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up and live for months or years, the young hatch-

ing when the e<i<;s arc moistened by the refilling

of" the pools or ditches. In some species the

males have not yet been found. Consult Packard,

A Munufirapk of North American I'hyllopod Crus-

tacea (\Vashinjrton, 1883).

PHYIi'LOTAXY (from Cik. ipOWov, phyllon,

leaf -j- Tdfis, lii.ris. arran{,'enient) . Leaf ar-

raiifjement: that is. the methods in which leaves

are disposed upon their a.\es. See Leaf.

PHYL'LOXE'RA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from

Gk. <t>v\\oy, l>lii/lloit, leaf + ^pis, xcrus, dry).

An JMsirt of American ori{,'in {I'lii/lluxcid ranta

trite), which belongs to the aphid family, and
which, acciiientally introduee<l into France about
185!l upon native American vines, spread tlirougli

tlir principal vine <listriets of Soiilbcrn Kurope,
laiisinf; enornious damage. It has furtlicr spread

into Algeria and through Southern Kiissia into

llic adjoining roujitries of .\si;i. It has also

been earrled into Xcw Zealand and South Africa,
as well as portions of Australia. In the United
States it was at first known only in the region
of the Rocky Mountains, but was afterwards
found in California, wliere it is eonflned to those
vineyards in which the European vine is grown
from its own roota.

The Phylloxera is indigenous to Xorlli Amer-
ica, where it has always existed on the wild vines.

It occurs in four forms, the leaf-gall form (gal-

lic(da), (he root form (radicicola) , tlie winged
or colonizing form, and the sexual form. The
sexual insect lays the winter egg on the old
wood. The young one hatching in the spring
|)rocecds to a young leaf and locates itsidf upon
the upper surfaces, gradually foj-niing a gall
about itself which projects from the lower side
of the leaf. It reaches full growth in fifteen
days, and fills its gall with small yellow eggs,
from .'iOO to liOO in n\imbcr. These eggs hatch in
eight days, and the young migrate to all parts of
the vine to form new galls. Six or seven gen-
erations of these wingless females follow one an-
other through the sunnner, frequently covering
the leaves witli galls. At the approach of cold
weather the youn;; [iroeeed to the roots, remain-
ing dormant until spring. In the spring the
root is attacked by a series of generations of
wingless females which produce swellings upon
the rootlets. During the late summer and fall
some of the root-lice give birth to winged females,
which escape through the soil and lly to neigh-
boring vines, laying their eggs on the bark. From
these eggs tlie sexual generation issues, and the
life cycle is begun again. The root form, how-
ever, may proceed in successive broods for a
niiniber of years, as is the case with the Euro-
pean vines on which the leaf form rarely occurs.
The insect is spread by the (light of the winged
females, by the migration of the root-liee through
cracks in the soil, and by the carrying of the
leaf-gall liee by winds, by birds, aiid by other
insects, and further by the shipping of infested
rooted plants or cuttings bearing the winter eggs
The le,Tf form is especially noticeable upon Amer-
iian vines, and is common upon the wild vines
The root form is rarely seen, but is the cause
of the only severe injury to the plant. When
occurring plentifully, the death of the vine in a
few years is certain. The root-lice first produce
enlargements on the rootlets, ex-tending their
work to the larger roots. These become swollen

and broken and finally die and rot. The vine
stops growing, the leaves become sickly and yel-

lowish, and since the Phylloxera disappears from
the dead roots, the cause of the death of the

plant is frequently obscure. The European
vine {Vitis vinifera) is particularly subject to

tlu! attacks of tlie root form, while most Amer-
ican vines, although frequently carrying the leaf-

galls, are more or less immune to root attacks.

The remedies used for this pest are the sub-
terranean injection of bisulphide of carbon, and
the submersion of the roots by inundating vine-

yards at certain seasons of tlie year by water.
The standard preventive now employed all over
the world is the use of American vines as stocks

upon which to graft the susceptible European
varieties. The immunity of the American vines

seems to be due to the thicker bark covering of

the roots, and to a greater iiutiual vigor. The
chief resistant varieties of American vines are

the -Estivalis, the Riparia, and the Labrusca.
Some American vines, however, as the Delaware,
are almost as susceptible as the European vines.

The varieties of the .Estivalis most used are the
Herbemont and Cunningham ; of the Riparia, the
Clinton, Taylor, and Solonis. Consult Marlatt,
Principal Insect Enemies of the Grape (Wash-
ington, 1808).

PHYLOO'ENTT (from CJk. 0CXoi/, phylon, tribe
-\- -y4iiaa, -gcncia, production, from ylyvarOai,

gigncstliai, to become). While ontogeny (q.v.)

is a term expressing the development (embry-
ology) of the individual, phylogeny means the
development or genetic history of the members of

the group or class as a wlude. The conception
of such a process did not arise until a multitude
of facts had been accumulated during the study of

the embryology of ilifierent animal types, the re-

sults being further cheeked and complemented
by the facts of ]ialeontology. The doctrine or
theory of phylogeny, then, rests ( 1 ) upon a series

of life-histories of animals, including their em-
bryonie and post-embryonic stages of develop-
ment

; ( 2 ) upon what we know of the geological
succession of animal forms; and (3) upon the
theory of descent. Phylogeny is the equivalent of

genealogy, and involves the idea of blood-rela-
tionship. A genealogical tree of a single human
family, when earricil out through many genera-
tions, is almost indefinitely branched and sub-
divided, the members or deseendants from the
earliest human pair affording an instance of

divergent evolution. The ancestral tree or pedi-
gree of any class of animals is a matter of
theory, but the facts of attinity and homology are
so numerous and natural that the theory is fairly
well grounded. The ])hylogeny of any group is

an expression of one's view of classification, and
since in respect to many groups there is a diver-
gence of opinion as to the systematic position of
this or that member, so the views as to the pedi-
gree of certain classes or general groups differ
with difi'erent systeniatists. The success of the
endeavor to work out a phylogeny of anj' group
depends very largely on knowledge of the earlier
fossil forms; yet each attempt l<>ads to the more
careful study of this or that characteristic, to
tracing its growth, development, and final disap-
pearance, or replacement by a later acquired fea-
ture, while the mental discipline resulting tends
to render the work of the systematist more phil-

osophical. See Paleontology; Evolution.
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PHY'LUM (Xeo-L:U., from Gk. 4,v\ov, tribe).

A term given by Haeclcel to tlie primary clivisions

of the animal and vegetable kingdoms, whiili has
now generally superseded the old terms 'sub-

kingdom,' 'branch,' and 'type.' A phylum is a
primary group either of animals or phmts, all

the members of which are supposed to be blood
relations descended from one and the same stem,
or ancestral, primitive form. The members in-

herit a mode of development, larva! or nepionie
stages of post-embr}'onic development, and adult
structures which taken together nuike them to

difi'er from those of other phyla. See Cla.ssifi-
c.^TioN OF Animals; Phylogeny.

PHY'SA (Neo-Lat., from Gk. ^iJo-a, i)air of

bellows, breath, bubble). A small pond-snail
abounding in quiet fresh waters throughout the

Avarmer parts of the world. It is closely allied

to the Limnaese, but the whorls of the amber-

colored shell revolve from right to left, instead
of from left to right as is the rule among spiral

shells. A very wide-spread species in the United
States is F)ti/sa heterostropha.

PHYSA'LIA. See Poetuguese Man-oe-War.

PHYS'ALIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. ^woW/s,
ph!/>«illis. plant with husks like bladders, bladder,
from <pv(rdv, plii/snn, to blow, from 0O(7-a, phi/sa,

bellows, breath, bubble). A genus of annual and
perennial herbs and shrubs of the natural order
Solanacefe, remarkable for the calyx, whicli be-

comes large and inflated after flowering is over,

and incloses the ripened berry. The species are
natives of temperate and warm climates, and
widely scattered over the world. The common
Avinter cherry (Pliysalis Allcekengi) is a peren-

wiNTEB CHERRY (Physalis Alkekengi).

nial, native of Southern Europe and a great part

of Asia, growing in vineyards and bushy [ilaces.

The berries, which have a sweetish subacid taste,

are often eaten. Among the American species,

perhaps the following are best known : The downy
winter or ground cherry or Phi/salis piibescrns,

Physalis Peruviana, Physalis Philadclphica. Phi/-

saii.s anqiilatn. Some of these are cultivated in

gardens to a small extent. Their fruits make
good preserves.

PHYSICAL FORCE PARTY. In British
politics, the term frci|Mcntly applied to the party
uf Young Ireland wliich advocated physical force
to procure the repeal of the union with (ireat
Britain, after O'Conncll in 1843 had counter-
manded the Clontarf meeting whicli had already
been proclaimed by the military authorities, an.l
on his arrest a week later had issued a manifesto
advising the people not "to he tempted to break
the peace, but to act peaceably, tpiietly, and
legally."

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. See Geogba-
PlIY : PlIYSlOGRArilY.

PHYSICAL OPTICS. See Light.

PHYSICAL SOCIETY, American. A learned
society organized for the advancement and dif-

fusion of the knowledge of physics. It is one of
the afliliated societies meeting with the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. It

also holds four meetings a year for the reading
and discussion of papers upon the subject of
physics.

PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH,
RoY'AL. A learned organization of Scotland in-

stituted in 1771 and incorporated by royal char-
ter in 1788. Its object is the advancement of
physical and natural science, including anthro-
pology, paleontology, and meteorology. Discus-
sions take place at monthly meetings held in

the Philosophical Institution, Kdinburgh, where
the society possesses a large and valuable refer-

ence library. The membership is divided into

three classes, ordinary fellows, corresponding fel-

lows or non-resident members, an<l honorary fel-

lows, the number of the last name<l being limited
to fifteen. For over a century the society did
not print its transactions, but now publishes an
annual volume of Proceedings, 16 volumes being
issued before 1903.

PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, The.
A learned society founded in 1874, with its of-

fice and reference library in the Physical Labora-
tory of the South Kensington Museum, which has
since transferred its official headcpiarters to Bur-
lington House, London. Its object is to jiromote

the advancement and dift'usion of a knowledge of

physics, and for that purpose to have pa])ers

read, new apparatus shown, and experiments tried

at its meetings, which it holds forlnigbtly. The
society publishes Profrrdintjs, which are issued

quarterly, and contain the more im))ortant (lapers

read at the meetings, as well as the ollicial rec-

ords of the society.

PHYSICAL TRAINING OIL. phiixicniis,

from Lat. phijsicus, from Gk. 0uo-iic6s, phijuikos,

relating to nature, from 0i/(7is. phiixis. nature,

from ipfSttv, phyrin, to jjroduce : connected with
Lat. fill, I "IS, Skt. 67iH. to become. OIIG., (5er.

iin, AS. beo, I am, Eng. be). A term in its larg-

est sense including (1) the training of nuiscles

of the body for the acquiring as well as the pres-

ervation of health; (2) the employment of the

mind as a relaxation from work; (.3) the physical

exercise of the body as a whole as a means to

health and happiness. This does not include

training aimed at the enlargement of the muscles
alone, which often results in ill health, since

most great athletes use up their vitality early

in life and die in middle age; nor does it include,

except indirectly, the cultivation of certain in-

herited weak parts of the body, since here again
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direct medical advice is tlie only safe plan to

follow.

First of all, certain laws may be laid down.

(1) The best exercise is always attained by

playing a physical };ame, as contrasted with gym-

nasiniM apparatus, since the game not only stim-

uhitcs all the functions of the body wiiich other-

wise are checked by tlie sedentary life of most

human beinjjs, but it also occupies tlie mind and
thoughts, which, being thus turned away from

the cares of life, are restored and refreshed. (2)

Such games and exercise sliould be practiced in

the open air, as contrasted witli the same prac-

ticed within doors, since the air of outdoors is

fresher, more stimulating, freer from dust and
all substances which, taken into the lungs, do

harm. (3) Such exercise should take ]ilace in

the daytime, as contrasted with the night, since

again sunlight has direct physical benefits that

are lost when the sun has set. (4) Such exercise

should be taken regularly at the same time every

day, since a little regular work once a day is

better than a large amount once a week, or ir-

regularly.

A game played regularly out of doors in the
daytime is therefore the ideal form of physical

culture. Yet for a thousand reasons this best

form may be impossible. Next best is a game
outdoors at night, and after this a game indoors

in the daytunc. Again, if games are impossible,

there arc many forms of exercise which can be
carried on in the daytime out of doors, and those
should be chosen which rcfpiire the greatest
mental attention, in order to rest tlie mind
as much as possible. Next in order would come
physical exercise, exclusive of games indoors,
and in the daytime, and linally. least important
of all, but still infinitely better than nothing,
certain physical exercises indoors during the
night time. It is manifest at the start that the
great body of humanity is confined to this last,
but properly carried out it is itself sutFicient to
preserve health and often to bring back health to
those who have lost it.

OVTDOOB EXERCISE.

Games. The best exercise in the world is un-
questionably obtained in the game of polo. The
entire body is at work all the time; every muscle,
every nerve, is used constantly; no part of the
body is neglected. In addition to this no man
can play the game and keep his mind on busi-
ness; for not only must all the brain he has be
devoted constantly to the play, but he has tmder
him another personality—the ponv—which re-
quires constant watching and direction. When
the game is over the physical bodv is thoroughly
exerei.sed, the mind has been enipioyed to its^un-
bounded relief, and the whole man, physically
tired, is renovated as nothing else can renovate
him. Polo, however, is very expensive and there-
fore confined to the few. Xext in order of im-
portance would come the game of football, which
covers all that has been said of polo, except that
there is no other intelligence than that of the
individual him.self to guide. As in polo, football
exercises all parts of the body, occupies the mind
with its absorbing interest in organization, com-
bination—team play as it is called—and with the
constant attention required to develop the best
results for the individual himself, .\gain this
game is limited to young men, both because of
the time required to practice, and because middle

age too often makes the human machine incapable

of enduring the ph3sical strain.

Lacrosse comes next in importance. It has
many of the good qualities of the two first-men-

tioned games, and it certainly occupies the mind.
But a moment's retlectiou will show that in la-

crosse the legs and leg muscles are developed at

the expense of the chest, back, and some abdomi-
nal muscles. Lacrosse, however, is also confined

to young men as a rule. Lawn tennis is more
available for the average man; it has the advan-
tage of being open to women and requires less

training, less preparation, fewer players, and a
shorter time each day. The expense is much less

and its availability is therefore much greater.

Again, however, one side of tlie body is exercised

and tlierefore developed at the expense of the

other, which is a serious objection, and also an
element is wanting that plays an important part
in the games already mentioned. In polo, foot-

ball, lacrosse, and such games the element of

personal contact is a most beneficial factor, even
though it adds materially to the danger of the
games. When injuries occur they are to be de-

plor<'d, but the}- do not destroy the good there

is in the games, and the moment the personal con-

tact feature disappears, just so soon does the
individual lose all the training in self-reliance,

self-control, dignity, forbearance, and courage,
which are as important in physical culture as
are digestion, good circulation, and normal mus-
cles. The loss of these in such games as lawn
tennis is a serious drawback, and yet, following
the principles already laid down, lawn tennis is

infinitely better than nothing. The game can
be played almost three-quarters of the year in

the nortlieni half of the United .States and all the
year round in the southern half. Baseball, con-

sidered from the point of view of physical cul-

ture, is not equal to any of the games already
mentioned. It is first irregular in its muscular
development; then, the very nattire of the game
requires suddeji unnatural spurts of exercise with
many periods of nerve-straining delays inter-
spersed. Clolf is now thoroughly established in
this country, and becomes much more available
as a means of physical training than any of the
games so far mentioned because it is possible
and feasible for many men and women. It has
not the physical culture that other games have,
because it involves no personal contact and be-

cause it is slight in its development of muscular
tissue. And yet for the present purpose it is

very valuable, since men and women of all ages
from childhood to old age can play it, and it is

available nearly the entire year over the whole
of this country. Furthermore, if played regular-
ly, it furni.shes a training to the man who could
not stand the more vigorous demands of other
games.

Ice sports may be compared in merit with la-

crosse. They offer the invaluable quality of
being available at a time when most outdoor
garnes are impossible on account of weather con-
ditions, and as such they are the winter equiva-
lent of other sports. The open air. the stimulant
to circulation, the optimism engendered by the
bracing qualities of the wintry out-of-doors are
all valuable, but the limited time of their tise

confines them to the class of substitutes for other
forms of physical culture.

In a general way, track sports and rowing
cover the other forms of games for out-of-doors,
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ami both of these should coiuo last in any physi-

cal c-ultuie category, since they have certain dis-

tinctly uieretriciuus elements. Rowing iu eight-

oared shells, in four-oars, in pairs, in singles
involves racing—competition—which, good in

other sports, works for evil here. There can be no
question that the strain of a boat race of any
kind is injurious to the heart and the lungs. In
contradistinction to otiier games, rowing is one
continuous strain and effort from start to fin-

ish. There is no respite, no temporary delay
where for an instant the organs of tlie body can
snatch a little rest. And the same is in a meas-
ure true of running of all kinds, while the added
disadvantages present in ail track sports is mani-
fest in the absence of any personal contact.

Walking, nuicli abused as it is, will do much
for liealth if properly conducted. But walking,
as here considered, is different from the employ-
ment of 'shank's mare' to conduct a body from
one point to another. In the first place, the walk
should be taken at the same time eacli day. The
individual should dress for it in liglit, loose cloth-

ing to give the freest possible play to all the mus-
cles. The head should be held up. slioulders well

back, chest thrust far forward, and the arms bent

a little, while tlie hands grasp two banana-shaped
pieces of cork like the handles of a bicycle. The
stride must be long and swinging, starting from
the shoulders and including the hips, so that the

whole body swings forward on one side and then on

the other as each step is taken, and the side and
abdominal muscles are kept constantly at work.

The pace should be fast and there should always
be a definite point to be reached at a definite

time. One would say that any human being, no

matter how busy he might be, could find time for

a half hour's walk during the day or night, and
if he would prepare for it in suitable clothing

and follow it out as an e.xercise, and not as a dila-

tory wa3' of getting an opportunity to think over

some problem of business, he would receive ma-
terial benefit thereby. Its great disadvantage,

however, is that even carrying out the stride, the

position of the body and the regularitj' of the ex-

ercise, he still secures no rest for his mind, since

the mere physical act of walking does not neces-

sarily require constant mental attention. It only

requires a problem of life that is sufficiently ab-

sorbing to divert the thoughts from surrounding

objects or from attention to the operation of

walking to the problem itself. In fact, walking

often helps the mind to work. Riding has this

advantage over Avalking. that it docs give the

mind relaxation, since the management of the

horse requires a certain amount of attention.

But, again, riding has not the amount of physi-

cal exercise in it that walking has when the lat-

ter is properly carried out, and riding is not as

easily undertaken in view of the expense of keep-

ing a horse. In the order of inii)ortance as regular

outdoor forms of special deveUqnnent exer-

cise come swimming, bicycling, running, shot-

putting, hammer-throwing, and so on. They are

all good—that is. better than nothing, better than

the same things indoors—wlien properly and

reinilarlv carried out: but they all li.Tve distinct

disadvantages. For example, bicycling develops

the legs without doing much for arms or shoul-

ders, and the bicyclist too often leans heavily

upon the handle-bars, bending far forward, com-

pressins his lungs, training his shoulders to be-

come 'round,' and forgetting entirely the ab-

dominal muscles that need tlie regular gentle
development of constant movement. Swimming,
wliich is very general in its all-round use of the

body, has its distinct advantages. But it can only

be undertaken at lin.ited times in the year, and
then only by him who lives near the sea or some
large body of water. It is questionable for the
individual, since there are many people whose
circulation is far from being benefited by bathing
in the constant manner which is necessary if any
physical good is to come of swimming as a regu-

lar exercise.

IXDOOR EXEBCISE.
Sparring is perhaps the best of indoor games.

It is a most admiral)le exercise, it uses all the

muscles of all parts of the body. The swaying
of the trunk, the quick movements required in all

the leg muscles, the extraordinary variety of

movements about the arms, neck, back, and head,

all keep the muscles in good condition and stinui-

late circulation, res|)irali<m, and good digestion.

But in addition to this it can be seen that no one
who is boxing can give much thought or atten-

tion to his business, or to anything but the game
in hand. It needs only a straiglit blow on the

nose to wake up the delinquent and make him
give his undivided attention to tlie matter iu

hand. Here is a game that in many ways sur-

passes bicycling as a means to physical culture,

while bicycling, on the other hand, has the one
advantage of taking the individual out of doors.

Wrestling has many of the good points of spar-

ring and as such is a good form of physical cul-

ture. Yet here the teacher is more necessaiy

than in most games. The danger of straining

muscles and weakening tendons is very great,

since a contest is of course necessary, and the

desire for victory prevents one or the other of

the combatants from giving up when a strain

becomes the penalty for not doing so. Yet both

these games develop all parts of the body etpially

and thoroughly.
Rackets, court tennis, and handball are all cap-

ital indoor games. They employ the mind and

can be undertaken for half an hour a day regular-

ly at a certain time. The disadvantage in them
over such exercises as sparring is that they de-

velop one side of the body to the detriment of the

other. A right-handed i)layer. for example, is

constantly using his right arm with the racquet,

and thus develops his whole right side without

bringing the left side into pl.ay to any great ex-

tent. Naturally the circulation, the respira-

tion, and the general relaxation of both ndnd
and body go on, but the muscular development

needs some specific exercise for the left side after

the game is over, if the normal of physical cul-

ture is to be attained.

Fencing also has the same onesided develop-

ment, yet it adds the ease and gi-ace of movement
which make it one of the most valuable means of

physical culture for women that can be used

under cover of a roof. I.ike single stick and the

many forms of offense and defense with a weapon,

it really has qualities that few games can boast.

The agility, quickness, grace, and finesse that are

req\iired liave to do with physical culture in its

highest sense.

SPECIAI. DE\T:tOPMEXT EXERCISES.

To go thoroughly into this large branch of

physical culture wouhl be impossible here. It is

possible, however, to suggest lines of work. The

pulley-weights and dumb-bells are so monoto-
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nous that tlicv do not occupy the mind, and they

therefore lose" a part of their force as means to-

ward physical culture. The punching bag, on

the other' luind, is really a game which is ])layea

witli an inanimate but very vigorous adversary.

A.miii, however, it is necessary to add. in or.ler

to preserve a proper sense of proporlion, that

this is not equal to a game out ot doors in the

.lavti.ne and never will be; but then, on the other

hand it is so much better than nothing that it

often means in so many words the dilleieiice be-

tween health and sickness. In like manner might

he catalogued the apparatus of the gymnasium

in the order of their desirability, sucli as row-

ing machines, parallel bars, pulley-weights, and

so on. Thev all have their uses; they can all

be set up in any private house, and they are all

of service in maintaining health when nothing

better can be had. Their use is precisely and

only this: Exercise must be taken regularly every

day in some form to stimulate circulation and res-

piration; exercise must be given the mind along

other lines than those followed in daily life.

Kitlier the home or the club gymnasium will be

better than nothing, as a little regular exercise

(lay by day of whatever kind is better than

none iit all. One other method offers itself

for general consideration and that, too, is

better than nothing. Yet it recpiires what is

found only here and there in mankind—the

capacity fo"r absolute regularity day by day, every

day of "every year. There seems to be something

in" the human makeup that militates against

regularity, and in the least beneticial and yet

easiest of forms of physical culture regularity is

the whole story. Forms of exercise witbnul the

use of ap])aratus are best suggested by the I'nited

States -Army xctling-up exercises. They include

the Sii-edish ,sj/s/em. the Oeharte system, and all

the otiier innumerable forms of setting-up ex-

ercises which have been invented. In considering

these, two very dilTerent points of view must be

considereil. (1) If a portion of the body is

weaker than all other portions—for example, if a
broken leg. now healed, needs special attention to

bring the long unused muscles up to standard

—

these forms of exercise ought to be taken under
the advice of a physical culture instructor, since

a thorough knowledge of anatomy is needed to
point out just what exercises are most efBcacious.

(2) If the maintenance of general health is de-
sired, then no teacher or instructor is at all

necessary. It only needs to consider the muscles
of the body. For example, before bathing, lie on
the floor on your hack and ( 1 ) rise to a sitting
position twenty times; (2) raise the legs to a
perpenilicular position twenty times; (.3) turn
over, and, touching only the toes and hands to the
flo(U-, thrust the body upward by straightening
the arms twenty times; (4) stand up, and, keep-
ing the legs straight, bend forward and touch the
fingertips to the floor twenty times; (5) rise on
the toes twenty times; (0) keeping the body
straight and ui)rif;ht, bend the knees and sink
down toward the floor twenty times, rising again
by straightening the legs; (V") take hold with one
hand of the end of a door and grasp with the
other the door frame when the door itself has
been opened about one-quarter of a quadrant;
standing thus, allow the body to fall for-
ward so that the chest passes through the
opening and the shoulders are thrust far
back until the shoulder-blades touch: do this

twenty times; (S) l)lace the hands on the hips,

stand" straight, and then bend forward as far as

possible twcntv times, backward twenty times, to

the right side" twenty times, to the> left twenty

times; (0) standing straight, go through—twen-

ty times each—the motions of raising the arms

at full length above the head, backward, forward,

and down. When a child or youth or a young

girl is in question the advice of an expert is, of

course, almost iieeessarj'.

GENERAL CONSmEBATIONS.
In conclusion it is necessary to suggest a few

general rules which apply to all forms of exercise

for physical training. Food is tlic jirincipal ques-

tion. Eat three times a day and always at the

same hours. Eat simple meats and vegetables, a

light breakfast, a moderately light lunch or mid-

day meal, and a moderately heavy evening meal.

Never eat at any other time. F.y simple foods

is meant meat and vegetables cooked simply with-

out sauces and extra substances which only eon-

fuse the digestive organs when they begin their

wonderful work of turning food into blood and

tissue. Drink jileiity of water between meals,

but little or none at meals. Drink alcoholic

drinks or not as you like, or as your belief dic-

tates; but remember that temperance is neither

too much nor too little, and the actual amount
per day which is really temperate must in each

case be decided by the individual. There have

been men who drank temper.itely all their lives

and lived to be ninety and the quantity per day
which they consumed would have killed another

man in a year. Temperance is the only rule,

and as what is temperate for one is intemperate

for another, each must decide for himself. Cloth-

ing has much to do with physical culture. In

parts of the United States the climatic changes

are great, but it should be remembered that our

houses are of about the same temperature all the

year round. Therefore the underclothing should

"be of the same thickness all the year round and
the outer clothing should fit the outer climate

of the day. But more important perhaps than
this is the rule that underclothes should be

changed once every day. After the regular oc-

cupation of the day. just before dinner or supper,

say at six or seven o'clock, every man and woman
should put on a clean set of underclothing. The
physical benefit is immense, but it does not
compare with the mental rest and recreation that

will result from this simple aid of physical cul-

ture. Bathing is another necessity. Each man
and woman immediately after rising and taking
fifteen minutes of exercise, should take a shower
bath of first warm and then cold water, or if a
shower is impossible, an ordinaiy bath in a tub.

Never neglect the final cold water. It closes the
pores of the skin and avoids the danger of taking
cold. The feet are perhaps as important as any-
thing. Napoleon said that an army with good
shoes could do anything he asked of it. So
might a man .say that his body will do anything
he asks of it if his feet are well cared for. Buy
good .shoes, and take care that they are not too
large, and are well made. Keep them carefully
and change them at least once a day in the early
evening. Have several pairs so that the shoes
can have a rest every other day. Finally rPf/u-

larUy in sleeping, eating, dressing, and exercising
is the important detail. Such are the extraor-
dinary powers of the human body that it responds
to regularity, to habit, as to nothing else. It be-
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comes aceustonied to certain things at certain
times and it will serve you better than you serve
it, if you will but treat it temperately, regularly,

and generously. If you sleep regularly, eat regu-
larly, dress regularly, exercise regularly, you can
put your physical and mental body to sucli strain
in the way of work as would kill the irregular
man in a few months—and that is after all the
substance of all physical culture.
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PHYSICIAN (OF. physicien, fisicien, from
Lat. physicus. from Gk. (pv<nK6i. physikos, natural
philosopher, physician, from 0ucris, physis. nature,

from (pieiv, phyein, to produce). In law. one who
has complied with all State regulations in re-

gard to the study of medicine, and who may law-

fully practice medicine. Most States require a
medical student to pass a State e.xaminatiun

satisfactorily, and thereupon grant a license to

practice to successful candidates. Such provis-

ions are constitutional. A person who holds

himself out as a physician is considered to repre-

sent that he has the ordinarj' skill of one of his

profession. Lack of skill or negligence on the

part of a physician, resulting in injury to a pa-

tient, is called malpractice (q.v.). Tt is gen-

erally held to be optional with a physician as to

whether or not he will attend a person calling

liim.

The relation of a physician and patient is a

confidential one, and the former is bound not to

divulge any of the secrets confided to him by
the patient, even on the witness stand. The stat-

utes of each State in regard to the practice of

medicine should be consulted. See M.\lpr.\ctice ;

Evidence.

PHYSICK, fizik, Phii-ip Stng (1708-18.37).

An American physician, born in Philadelphia,

educated at the Friends' Academy. In 1788
he went to Europe, studied with .John Hunter,
and was admitted to Saint George's Hospital

in 1790. In the same year he received a di-

ploma from the Royal College of Surgeons, and
assisted Dr. Hunter for one year. Returning to

Philadelphia in 1793, he was appointed physician
to the yellow-fever hospital at Bush Hill ; in

1794 surgeon to the Pennsylvania Hospital ; and
the following year, on the recurrence of the yel-

low-fever epidemic, he was ]daeed once more in

charge of the Bush Hill Hospital. In 1801-16 he
was surgeon to the Philadelphia Almshouse In-

firmar}-; in 180.5 professor of surgery in the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania; in 1819 called to the
chair of anatomy, which he filled until 1831; in

1821 consulting surgeon to the institution for the
blind; in 1824 president of the Philadel|)hia

Medical Societj. In 182.5 he became a member
of the Royal Academy of Medicine in France, and
in 1S30 honorary fellow of the Royal iledical
and Chirurgical Society of London. He was the

author of Deapoplexia (1792).

PHYSIC-NTJT (Jatropha). A genus of about
70 species of tropical shrubs and trees of the
natural order Euphorbiacea', characterized by
alternate, stalked, angled, or lobed leaves,

corymbs of flowers on long stalks, and the acrid
oil of their seeds. The common physic-nut {Ja-
tropha C'urcas) of the East Indies, introduced
into the West Indies, southern Florida, and other
warm parts of the world, is a small, much
branched, rapidly growing tree or bush with a

milky juice. It is used for fences in many tropi-

cal countries. The expressed oil. conunonly
called jatropha oil, is iised for illuminating pur-

poses, and has been used in medicine. The French
or Spanish physic-nut {Jatropha multifida) , an
American shrub with many-Iobed leaves, yields

an acrid oil, called oil of piuhoen. To this

PBVSIC-NOT.

genus belongs the pinoncillo (Jatropha lobata)

of Peru, the roasted seed of which is an agree-

ably flavored food. Incisions in the stem of this

tree allow the escape of a clear bright powerfully

caustic liquid which after some time iH'comes

black and horny, but retains this property for

years. Physic-nettle {Jatropha urens), a native

of the Southern United States, has similar quali-

ties.

PHYSICS (from Gk. (fivaiKi, physika, nom. pi.

neu. of (pv<nK6s. physikos. relating to nature).
Physics is one of the successors of the study
formerly called natural philosophy, or the science

of the phenomena of nature as revealed to us by
our senses and as interpreted and systematized
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by our intellects. The name itself is the plural

of the word 'physic,' which was used as early as

the fourteenth century to mean natural phi-

losophy, but which afterwards became restricted

to mean the science of medicine, and finally to

mean a medicine or drug itself. While physics

in its modern sense comes closely in contact with

clieiiiistrv, astronomy, and many other sciences,

it is impossible to state in words its exact scope.

It may be said, however, in general that the

study "of physics includes the phenomena of

acoustics, of "heat, of light, of electricity and

magnetism, and of mechanics to a certain extent.

Within recent years many subdivisions have been

made both inpliysics as a general study and

also in its various iiarts. Tlie subjects pertain-

ing to the nature of solutions are now included

in physical chemistry; the spectroscapie examina-

tion of the sun, stars, etc., together with the re-

lated theories, forms the science of astrophysics;

the observations and theories of eartliqual<es,

heat conduction on a large scale, volcanoes, etc.,

are now studied under the name of geological

physics. Practical ap|)lications have been made
of'many observations in pliysies, and there are

schools of engineering devoted to the study of

these matters. Among the branches of engineer-

ing arc mechanical, hydraulic, steam, and elec-

trical.

The fundamental idea of physics is that we
learn by means of our senses certain facts in

regard to natural phenomena, which are inde-

p<'iident of time and space. These last two con-

cepts, namely those of time and space, are (con-

sidered as intuitive. Tlie name matter is given

provisionally to whatever is the cause of our
sensations: but it is defined, naturally, in terms
of its properties. There is not necessarily in-

volved any assumption as to the reality of mat-
ter: rather, there are found certain mathematical
expressions, certain dilTerential equations, which
express our kno\vl(>dge of nature, but which we
interpret in such language and with such ideas
as correspond to our mental pictures. Asso-
ciated with this idea tlierc are two great di-

visions of physical methods; one may be called
the laboratory method, the other the method of
mathematical physics. (See L.MiORATORy.) The
lalioratory method consists, first, in making a
series of observations and amassing information
in regard to phenomena, but further in seeking
to obtain a generalization with which the ob-
served phenomena may be in aceord. The object
and seope of mathematical pliysies is well ex-
pressed hy Professor Poincare iii his introduction
to the h'rports of the Iiilrniritionnl Conrfress of
Physics (Paris. 1(100). The fundamental' method
is .to devise certain postulates and to state such
axioms as will lead by rigid mathematical proc-
esses to formnl.-E which may be compared with
observed phenomena. Thus by means of the
methods of logic conclusions may be drawn con-
necting many phenomena which on their face are
unrelated.

H1.ST0UY OF Pht.sics. It is remarkable to note
how few facts other than obvious ones were
known to the ancients in regard to nature, and
also to find how few instruments were available
for what may be called scientific observation.
Beyond a doubt simple forms of instruments were
known for the measurement of time, such as
water-clocks, sun-dials, etc., and the Chinese at
least had a knowledge of some of the simple

properties of a magnet. The law of the reflection

of light was generally known and lenses were in

use for various purposes. The law of the lever

was known to Archimedes, as were also certain

of the laws of hydrostatics. There was a knowl-

edge of harmony in music more or less incom-

plete. A few observations are also noted in

regard to electric attraction and the facts of

meteorology.

Up to the Middle Ages there are few if any
facts to be recorded in regard to the growth of

natural philosophy, because the Romans were
conf<'nt with the knowledge left them by the

(Greeks, and the intellectual activity of the Arabs
seemed to be concentrated, as far as physics is

concerned, in the person of Al-Hazen, who was
interested largely in optics. There was a re-

vival of interest in nature during the thirteenth

century, as shown by the work of Roger Bacon
and Peregrinus. In the sixteenth century Coper-

nicus lived, and he was followed by Galileo, Kep-
ler, Stevin, Gilbert, and others.

The effect of the life and work of Galileo in

Italy and of Gilbert in England cannot be over-

estimated. There was a universal revival of in-

tellectual activity and a universal interest in the

study of natural phenomena. Each of these two
men emphasized the need of experimental study
and the futility of logic apart from observation.

Galileo's greatest contribution to physics was
the statement of the principles of mechanics. He
was succeeded by pupils whose interest and influ-

ence was so great that they led to the establish-

ment of academics and learned societies through-
out Europe. With the appearance, however, of

Iluygens's //o)-o/o(/iW)H Oscillatorium (1073) and
Newton's Principia (1687) physics came tO'

the front as the most important of the

sciences. The methods used by these two men,
both in their observations and in their state-

ment of laws of nature, have served as the
models for succeeding generations. They were
followed by two schools, one interested in the
mathematical development of mieehani'cs, the
other interested in the purely experimental side

of tlie subject, whose legitimate predecessors were
Torricelli, Pascal, Boyle, and Guericke.

JNlooERN Times. The development of our pres-

ent knowdedge of physics is more fully described
under the separate headings of its various sub-

jects; namely, acoustics, heat, light, electricity,

and magnetism. It should be sullicient in

this place to refer to a few names in connection
with each of the subjects. Our accepted ideas in

regard to the nature of heat and heat efl'eets are
due to the researches and theories of Black. Rum-
ford, Da\'T, Carnot, Clausius. and .Tonic, In

light we owe most to Young. Fresnel. Fraunhofer,
Kirchhoff, and Stokes. In the subjects of elec-

tricity and magnetism .a long list of names should
be mentioned, but artiong these those of Volta,
Cavendish, Anip&re, Oersted, Faraday, Henry,
Gauss, Weber, Maxwell, and Hertz are easily the

most notable. To Helmholtz alone, it is only fair

to say, all of our accepted ideas of the theory
of sound are due. The names of no living men
have been included in tl e above summary, but
any such list would be incomplete without the
adilition of the names of Kelvin, Rayleigh, Lo-
renz, ,T. J. Thomson, and Riintgen. who have con-

tributed so much to the most recent ideas in

regard to the fundamental concepts of nature.
Previous to the nineteenth century there were
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three great principles of physics -which tvere
firmly established and which deserve to be called
laws of nature. These were, the law of gravi-
tation, the principle uf the conservation of mat-
ter, and that of the conservation of momentum.
Some doubts have recently arisen as to whether
the weight of a definite quantity of matter re-

mains michanged as its state is altered, but there
seems to be no reason for doubting the principle
of the conservation of matter itself. The most
notable fact in the history of physics during the
nineteenth century was the development of the
principle of the conservation of energj^ and its

application to all fields of science. This great
development was due largely to the efforts of
J. R. ilayer, Helmholtz, and Joule. Other
great principles, sucli as the second law of ther-

mod,\Tiamics, were expressed in words, and will

be found discussed in other places. The kinetic

theory of matter was also elaborated and estab-
lished on a fimi basis.

Beginning with the discovery of the X rays
by Eiintgen in 1SS>5 and of the radiation from
uraninm by H. Becquerel in 1806. there has been
a progress in physics and in our knowledge of

the properties of matter which has been one of

the most striking facts in the whole history of

science. The point ot departure in our new
knowledge comes from the epoclv-making discov-

ery by J. J. Thomson that in their passage
through air both the X ra.vs and those from
uranium make the air a conductor for electric

currents. This discovery led at once to investiga-

tions by observers the world over in regard to

the nature of the ionization of air and of the

radiations which produce it. It was soon found
that many substances other than uranium had
this same power of emitting radiations which
would ionize a gas; such were thorium, and the

newly discovered elements, radium and polo-

nium. These substances are said to be 'radio-

active;' and it was observed that nearly every

body in nature was 'active' to a greater or less

degree. The properties of the radiations them-
selves were carefully studied and analyzed, and
their properties other than that of ionization

were investigated. There are always present in

the radiations from such bodies both positively

and negatively charged particles of matter whose
velocities vary within wide limits. When the

velocities of the negatively charged particles as

produced in various ways were studied, a most
remarkable fact was observed. Attention had
been called many years ago by J. J. Thomson to

the fact that if a charged sphere were moving
rapidly it would have an effective inertia greater

than that which would be obsen-ed in case it

-were uncharged. In other -ivords, an electrical

charge in motion has an apparent mass quite

apart from that of the matter carrying it; and

formulas have been deduced by Thomson, Heavi-

side. and Abraham connecting this mass of the

charge with the quantity of charge, its velocity,

and its acceleration. It was observed in the

case of the negatively charged radiations above

referred to that their' apparent mass was exactly

that which would be calculated from the formulas

on the assumption that the mass -n-as due entire-

Iv to the moving charge. This discovery renewed

at once the theories of matter which h.-id been

advanced before, in accordance -nith which the

inertia of matter is a property due to the motion

of an electric charge. The name 'electron' has

been given these charges when considered apart
from matter, and a most interesting discussion
of tlieir properties and of the theories of matter
based upon these is given in a scries of papers
by Sir Oliver Lodge in the Electrician (London)
during tlie winter of 1902-03.

One of the great contributions of the nineteenth
century to physics was the development of the
idea of the lurainiferous ether. The necessity of
a medium for the transmission of the waves
which produce the sensation of light had been
recognized for many years and was clearly stated
by Fresnel and others. Faraday had also come
to the conclusion that a medium was necessary
for the transmission, or rather existence, of elec-

tric and magnetic forces, and had suggested that
possibly this medium might be identical with the
one that carried 'light waves.' JIaxwell showed
by theoretical considerations that the velocity
with which an electromagnetic disturbance would
be pro])agated in the mediiun referred to by
Faraday must be numerically equal to the so-

called 'ratio of the electrical units,' and further
showed from experimental evidence that this
was equal to the number expressing the velocity

of light. He also proved by a mathematical in-

vestigation that the electromagnetic waves were
identical in all respects with those with which
we are familiar in the phenomena of light, and
thus established the fact that only one medium
is necessary for the explanation of the phe-
nomena of light, electricity, and magnetism. The
connection between this ether and ordinary mat-
ter has been investigated by many observers, as
described in the article on Ether. The ac-

cepted theory at the present time is that the

ether does not move as material bodies are car-

ried through it; and this, in connection with the

ideas of electrons, has been elaborated by Lorentz
into a theory which is able to explain in the

most satisfactory manner the phenomena of dis-

persion, metallic reflection, and stellar aberra-

tion. There are many dilficulties, however, which
still remain to be investigated in regard to the

properties of the ether, in spite of the great prog-

ress marking the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury. If the inertia of matter is to be regarded

as capable of explanation, as indicated above,

from the standpoint of electricity, there still re-

main two great problems for solution. What is

the nature of an electric charge? and what is the

cause of giavitation ? The development of phys-

ics at the present time is tending toward investi-

gations of these two questions.

BiBLiOfiR.\PHT. General ^Xor^;s: Winkelmann,
Eandbuch der Physik (Breslau, lSni-9G) ; Da-

niell, Principles of Phijsics (London and Xew
York, 189-t) ; Chwolson. Lehrhueh der Plujsik

(Brunswick, 1902 et seq.) ; ^[iiller-l'ouillet. Ijchr-

hiich der Pht/sik vnd Meteorologic (9th ed.,

Brunswick, 1902 et seq.) ; Ames, Theori/ of Phy-

sics (New York, 1897); Jamin, Coiirs de phy-

sique (Paris, 1896) ; Poynting and Thomson.

Text-Book of Physics (London, 1899) ; ^Yatson,

Text-Book of Physics (ib., 1890).

Periodicals: Ainialcn der Physik (Leipzig.

1877 et seq.) ; London, Edinburgh, and Dub-

lin Philosophical Magazine (London. 1832

et seq.); Journal dc physique (Paris. 1872

et seq.) ; Physikalischc Zeitschrift (Leipzig,

1S99 et seq.) : Zeitschrift fiir Instrumentcnkundc

(Berlin, 1881 et seq.); Astrophysical Journal

(Chicago, 1895 et seq.) ; Physical Rcvietc (New
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Sciences (3d cd., London, 1857).

PHYSIOCRATS (from Gk. 0ii<ris. physis,

nature + Kparuy, knitchi, to rule). A French

school of political and economic philosophers,

known to their own generation as Iak Econo-

miMcK. who wrote against the antiquated meth-

ods of the State in encouraging industry (see

Coi-nicKT), and in favor of agriculture, industrial

free<loni and natural liberty. The school flour-

ished from 1750 to 1770. The founder and leader

of the school was Francois Quesnay (q.v.)_, a

noted surgeon, nietaphysiidan. and, after 1749, fhis belief made them at once narrow but pre-

physician to Madame de I'omi)adour. With Ques- pjge^ systematic but unmindful of the difl'erence

nay is often associated in the founding of the between physical and psychical phenomena, care-

sect the name of Jacques Claude Marie Vincent f^i jj, definition, distinction, and classification

de Oournay (q.v.), who did not, however, indorse

position of raw materials, are
the only form of pro-

excess of the cost of

that taxes should be
expresses or measures

|)roctuct—so as to avoid the expense and

friction attendant upon the shifting of the tax to

this source when placed originally upon other

objects. They thus gave to political economy

the fruitful theories of surplus value and

the single tax

—

impOl unique. (See Political

Economy.) The scientific virtues and defects of

the Physiocrats may be traced to one and the

same cause, the belief in a beneficent and absolute

natural law governing the moral and social uni-

verse with the same rigidity and precision as the

material universe is governed by physical law.

the extrcn'ie views of the school respecting the

paramount economic importance of agriculture.

The most earnest disciples and indefatigable propa-

gators of the Physiocratic doctrine were the

elder Mirabeau, Mcrcier de la Kivifere (1720-94),

and Oupont de Nemours (ii-V.), editor of the

works of Quesnay and Turgot and of the Physio-

cratic journals." Among the statesmen, rulers,

and princes of the time who accepted -the main
loctrincs of the Physiocrats were first and most called attention to the oppression of the peas

but careless of the effects of customs, law, and
the diversity of human motives. They have exer-

cised a deep and lasting influence ujjon political

economy, and it is now usually admitted that

Quesnay, rather than Adam Smith, is to be re-

garded as the 'father of political economy.'

Opinions differ regarding their influence upon the

practical affairs of the day. They undoubtedly
stimulated the stud.y of agriculture, suggested

several important agricultural improvements,

important, Turgot (q.v.). Minister of Finance

under l.ouis .WI.: Charles Frederick, Margrave
of liadcn: (histavus 111. of Sweden; Leopold IL,

(irand Duke of Tuscany, and afterwards German
Emperor; Stanislas of Poland; the Emperor .Jo-

seph II.; and Charles III. of Spain. With some
of them the acceptaiuK was little more than half-

hearted, and the only monarch who made an car-

nest attempt to carry out their programme of re-

form was Charles Frederick of Baden. He tried

to apply their principles in three villages, but
finally ahamloned the attempt.

The general doctrine of the Physiocrats was an

antry and elevated their importance in the eyes
of the nation, and secured a freer intercourse of

trade—particularly in breadstuff's—within the

French kingdom. In the early years of the

French Revolution their doctrines exercised an
appreciable effect upon the Constituent Assembly,
but their most striking practical influence was
exercised through Turgot (q.v.), who, while not

a professed Physiocrat, made many earnest at-

tempts, both as intendant of Limoges (1761-74)

and as ComptroUer-fieneral of Finance ( 1774-

76), to abolish the corvees and the guilds, to in-

troduce free ti'ade in corn, to reduce taxation, and
extension to the economic sphere of the theory of to accomplish the general reforms which the
natural liberty which Locke, Hutcheson, Shaftes- Physiocrats demanded.
bury, and others had applied to the sphere of poli-

tics and religion; but, unlike the British pliiloso-

phers, the Physiocrats denied that the natural
rights of the individual could be abridged by any
social contract. Every man, they held, has a
right to the free exercise of his faculties, so long
as he rloes not infringe the like liberty of others,
and this involves the further right to the undis-
tuilied enjoyment of the pr<q)erty which results
from the exercise of his faculties in productive
labor. It follows from these rights that the
sole function of government is to protect life and
property and to administer justice, and no inter-
ference by the government with connnerce and in-
dustry is permissible—in the classic phrase of
the school, laissez faire, laissc:: passer (q.v.)—
but within the restricted sphere noted above the
Physiocrats advocated a strong monarchical gov-
ernment, a "legal despotism, tempered only by an
enlightened public opinion."

The peculiar economic views of the Physiocrats
seem to rest upon a c(mfusi<in of wealth with ma-
terial objects, leading to the conclusions that
agriculture alone yields a surplus product

—

pro-
duit net—above the expenses of production; while
manufactures and commerce, which merely

Among the most important publications of the

Physiocrats are C^uesnay'.s articles on Fermiers
and drains, published in the Encyclopedic of

Diderot and D'Alembert; Le droit naturel. pub-

lished with other of his writings in the Phys^io-

eratie (which gave the school its name), edited

by Dupont de Nemours, and his Tableau ceo-

nomir/iie, 1758, "the Bible of the Physiocrats,"
reprinted for the British Economic Association,

London, 1894; Mirabeau's Thfurie de I'impot,

1700, and PhiJosopliic rurale, 170.3; Dupont de
Nemours's De Vnririine et de prorfrcs d'nne science

nouvellc, 1707, published in his Physiocratic

;

Mercier de la Rivi&re's L'Order naturel et essen-

tiel dcs societies politiques, 1767 ; and Turgot's

Reflexions sxir la formation et la distrihution des
richesses, 1770.

BiBLionit.\pnY. Oncken, (Euvres de Quesnay
(Frankfort, 1888); Hasbach, Die allgemeinen
philosophischen Grundlagen dcr von Francois
Quesnay und Adam Smith beyriindeten politi-

schen Oekonomie (Leipzig, 1890) ; Higgs, The
Physiocrats (London. 1897).

PHYS'IOG'NOMY (OF. physioqnomic, phi-

sionomic, Fr. physionomie, from Gk.cpvffioyvuiila,
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physiognomia, tpvai-oyviiiixovia, physiognomo-iiia , art
of judging by the features, from 0i;(no7J'u,awi', phys-
iognomOn, one wlio judges by the features, from
ipvffis, physis, nature + yviifiai/, gnomon, judge,
from yiyviia-Ketv, glgnOskcin, to know; ultimately
connected with Eng. know). In general, the form
and expression of the visage or face, especially
when regarded as indicative of character; spe-
cifically, an art or system of reading character
from tlie face. This system was framed l)y Lava-
ter, and is related to that of phrenology as for-

mulated by Gall and Spurzheim; it was extended
and expanded in America chiefly by S. R. Wells
in connection with O. S. Fowler, L. N. Fowler,
and others. In its application the system in-

volved temperament as detennined from com-
ple.vion, etc.; the general aspect of head and face,

sometimes in comparison with those of animals
whose traits the individuals Avere considered to
imitate; the form, size, and prominence of par-
ticular features, etc. The chief bases of the sys-

tem were assumed ( 1 ) localizations of functions
in the brain, and (2) corresponding localizations

in the external features. Later researches in

cerebral and general anatonij' and physiology
have failed to establish mast of the assumed lo-

calizations and correspondences, while modern
students commonly regard facial forms and fea-

tures rather as hereditary ethnic characters than
indices of individual disposition ; so that the
current art may be defined as character-reading
from facial ex])ression. A good many modern
students, among whom Cesare Lombroso may be

regarded as the leader, distinguish between nor-

mal and abnormal types of physiognomy, and
view the latter as indices of either degeneracy or
reversion to lower ancestral types ; and some
writers have sought to combine certain classes of

abnormalities in a 'criminal type' for the guid-

ance of students, jurists, and statesmen. The
recognized al)normalities include certain malfor-
mations of face and head, asymmetry of features
sometimes analogous to that accompanying epi-

lepsy or paralysis, excess or deficiency of hair and
beard, unusual pigmentation, and various stig-

mata, either congenital or of later development.
The coordination of these abnormalities with con-

duct forins a considerable part of the foundation
for criminology (q.v.) as defined by Lombroso.
The general form and expression of the visage are

among the ethnic traits recognized in defining

races and peoples. The facial angle, i.e. the de-

gree of prognathism, is among the most useful

measures l)oth in comparative anatomy and in

ethnology,.; the shape of the jaw, the conforma-
tion of the cheek-bones, the position of the ocular

orbits, the number and character of the teelh,

and the nature of the dermal appendages (hair,

beard, brows, etc.) are also of primary impor-

tance as ethnic characters ; while the superior ex-

pressiveness of the features of more advanced
peoples is among the characteristics noted by the

ethnologist.

PHYS'IOG'RAPHY (from Gk. 0t!(ri!, physis,

nature + - ypacpla, -graphia, description, from
7p(i0eiv, (irripliriii, to write). Thei'e is nuich

difference in the usage of the term physiography.

It is employed as a synonym for the older term
physical geography ; as a terra to include a general

introduction to science; for the study of the

physical environment of life; and for the study

of land forms alone, that is as a synonym for the

recently proposed name gennioiphiilugy. In the
United States the term pliysiograpliy is rapidly
coming to replace the obler term physical geog-
raphy, at the same time that a more .scientific

basis is being introduced into physical geography.
In this sense, physiography is concerned with
the study of air, ocean, "and land, with the
object of under.standing their present condition
and influence on life. To understand present con-
ditions leads back into meteorology, oceanogra-
phy, and geology; to appreciate their influence
on life presupposes knowledge of history and bi-

ology at least. It is no unconnnon belief that
physiography is too complex, and drawing upon
too many other subjects to have distinct bound-
aries, and hence to deserve the name science. It
is true that there is no general agreement as to
tlie exact boundaries; but this is by no means
proof that physiography can have no boundary.
Some one has said that geology is a study of the
past. That is to say, a geologist, to appreciate
his subject fully, must have knowledge as a
physiographer; and a physiographer must know
the past that he may use geology as a tool in his
attempt to understand the present.

ASTHONOMICAL ASPECTS. The study of physi-
ography deals essentially with the earth—its

spherical form, its envelopes of air and water,
its cold crust and heated interior, and their in-

fluence on life. Yet no thorough appreciation of

tliese conditons and influences is possible without
a general knowledge of the astronomical relations

of the earth. The earth as a sphere, and as a
member of the solar system in which it so moves
as to give day and night and the seasons, are
facts of fundamental importance to an under-
standing of changes in the earth; and the spheri-

cal fonn of the earth, and the presence of heat
among the members of the solar system, furnish
adequate reason for a consideration of tlie hy-

potheses for the origin of the earth. This does

not mean that the subject encroaches on astron-

omy; it is dealing with the earth, Init it iniiiiires

of astronomy the reasons for terrestrial phenom-
ena of vital importance, and a|i|ilies tliese to an
interpretation of the phenomena in tlieir relation

to life.

The Air. The influence of the air on life is

imiversal. Its oxygen and carbon dioxide: the

influence of its pressure: tlie effects of its density,

for example, on the flight of birds; its water va-

por; its winds and their effects—these are among
the many reasons why a study of the air properly

forms a ])art of physiography. The science of

meteorology furnishes the explanations, and with

these the physiographer needs to be familiar.

In order that he may understand the distribution

of life he should know why there is vaiior. why
winds blow as they do, why there are rainy and
desert regions, and why there are storms. The
branch of physiography that deals especially

with this pliase of the subject is climatology. If

the cliniatologist studies only the causes of cli-

mate he becomes a mete(u-ologist ; but if his es-

pecial concern is the understanding of the laws of

climate with reference to their influence on life,

he is a physiographer. The study of the air lias a

liearing on other phases of physiograjihy. Waves
;ind ocean currents depend on air conditions, and
to understand them calls for a knowledge of air

movements. Rain, river floods, the ditTerenee be-

tween the topography of arid and moist lands,

and the existence of glaciers, are among the tea-
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tures of the laud that depend upon a knowledge

of the air for their proper appreciation. Each

of tlic.se reacts on life. Thus, along several lines,

it is evident that there is a phase of air study,

ciillin;; for an appreciation of the science of

niptcoraloj;y, it is true, but with its main object

the investigation of the intlurncc of the air on the

environment of plant, animal, and human life.

The Ockax. The temperature and movements
of the ocean, dependent upon sun's heat and air

movements; the tides, dependent on the attrac-

tion of the sun and moon; the composition of the

ocean water, its depth, and the characteristics

of the oc-ean bottom are among the important
physiographic features of the ocean. Each of

these has an influence on life. The ocean supplies

vapor to the air; its vast expanse and its cur-

rents inlluencp the temperature of the air and aid

in those movements of the air by which the tcm-
peratiire and rainfall of the lands are profoundly
affe<ted. Life in the ocean as influenced by its

environment ; the effect of ocean influence on the
life of the lands; the ocean as a barrier to the
spread of life; and its importance to man in com-
merce and many other ways are among the sub-

jects with which a physiographic study of the
ocean is concerned. The oceans and the lands are
profoundly interrelated. The waste of the land
is carried to the sea by rain and rivers; and the
oceanic agents are attackins; the land along its bor-
der, forming many varied coast features. Changes
in level of the cnist lower parts of the land be-
neath the sea, and raise sea bottoms to form dry
land. Xo study of the lands can promise the
l>est results without a knowledge and apprecia-
tion of the condition^, of the coast line and sea
bottom. From this it is evident that the physio-
graphic study of the ocean is broadly interrelated
with the study of the land and air." The scienc-e
of the study of the ocean is called oceanography;
and, as in the case of meteorology, while the
physiographer must understand the principles,
his concern is far less with the science of ocean-
ography than with the api)lication of its princi-
ples to an undcrstauding of their influence on life.

The LA.XD.S. There is a conflict of forces at
the present time operating to modify the forms
of the lands wliich themselves so greatly influence
life. On the one hand contraction of the inte-
rior of the earth is causing changes in the level
of the crust as a result of which continents are
raised and ocean bottoms depressed, while moun-
tam chams, volcanoes, plateaus, and plains are
being made. On the other hand opposing forces
are at work on the land removing the rocks that
]ie above the sea level and dragging the fragments
into the sea. The weather disintegrates the rocks
the rains, rivers, and winds remove the fra<»-
oients Glaciers occasionally aid in this erosion
and the seacoast is the seat of further important
work of this kind. The result of the opposin<'
fones of elevation and destruction has been to
prouuce a very eomplex land surface, and it is
one of the mo»t important provinces of phvsio-rra-
phy to understand thij lartl surface and to point
out Its efTect on life. For this phase of phvsi-
ojrraphy the name geomorphology has been pro-
posed. It is intimately related "to geology and
makes use of geological principles. It is bv some
considered as a branch of geology; that 'is, thegenlogv of the present.

Many of the principles relating to the physi-ography of the lands are stated under other topics.

(.See P.IVEB; L.ake; Mocxt.xix, etc.) In this

place only the scope of the subject will be indi-

cated. The simplest land form is the plain
(q.v.), the most extensive and perfect plains be-
ing on the sea bottom. They may be classified as
constructional and destructional, the former be-
ing represented by elevated sea-bottom plains,

lake-bottom plains, delta plains, flood-plains,

etc. ; the latter by plains of marine denudation,
plains caused bv lateral erosion of rivers, etc.

In the beginning their surfaces are level, they
permit the ready spread of animals and plants,
and. if the climate favors, they are usually well
suited to occupation by man. If newly formed,
or young, the surface may be so level that water
stands on it as lakes or swamps ; but with in-

creasing age the surface is drained, streams cut
valleys, the flat-topped divides are narrowed, and
the lakes and swamps are desti'oyed. In the devel-
opment of these stream valleys, if the plain stands
high enough above sea level, or base level, the
rapid cutting along the channels permits the de-
velopment of deep, steep-sided valleys. In these
young valleys the vigorously working streams
flow with rapid slope, and with occasional falls

where hard layers are encountered. If the land
is high above l)ase level, that is, if it is a plateau,
the young streams may so trench the land that
travel across country is prohibited by the
deep canons. In such eases the interstream areas
only are habitable and are chosen for roads and
railways. With time the valleys broaden, the
slopes become more gentle, and both the valley
bottoms and sides invite settlement. Such a land
surface is mature, and is well illustrated by the
Mississippi Valley. There are few if any falls,

the rivers are navigable, and they are bordered
by flood plains—waste from the land along the
course which the river is unable to bear to the
sea over its gentle lower slope.
The Alps as a barrier to the spread of life, and

as a refuge from invasion, stand as rugged moun-
tains reaching above the snow line. Their rug-
gedness is due to their youth and to the fact that
denudation, working high above base level, on
rocks of very different degrees of hardness, has
been able to work rapidly and scar and carve the
mountains profoundly. With greater age moun-
tain peaks and ridges are lowered, the valleys are
broadened, and the rivers slowly shift position,
eating their way backward at the' headwaters, rob-
bing weaker opponents of drainage area, and push-
ing their way across ridge after ridge, as in the
Appalachians. The importance of the river gaps
to transportation and the influence of mountains
on occupation are observable throughout the
world.

Rising land gives a straight coast, as along
^^ estem South America ; sinking forms an irregu-
lar coast, with many islands, peninsulas, har-
bors, and straits, as in the Northeastern United
States. A shelving coast of soft materials which
has recently assumed its position is skirted by
sandbars, like the coast south of New York,
while a young coast of hard rock has bold head-
lands, with beaches in the bays. Here again arc
innumerable opportunities to study land forms
in order to understand their cause and point out
their influence on life.

The physiography of the lands investigates isl-

ands, peninsulas, capes, plains, plateaus, and val-
leys: it studies their difTerences in form; it dis-
tinguishes between the difi'erent kinds of hills,
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cliffs, talus slopes, etc. In fact, it studies all

land features, and in all cases it is concerned
with the form, its cause, its relation to other land
forms, and its effects on life. It shows how, in
their conflict, the movements of the crust and
the operation of the agents of denudation make
land forms by constructional and 1)y destructional
processes. It sliows that there is a constant
building up of land forms by both the internal
forces of elevation and the external forces of
denudation; and that there is constant tearing
down by the forces of denudation. It is the
province of physiography to trace the operation
of these processes, lioth to see how they modify
the lands and to discover the influences of these
modifieations on life.

BiBLiocRAPHr. Powell, Shaler, etc., Physiog-
raphy of the United States (National Geographic
.Society Monograph. Washington, 1896) ; Huxley,
Physiography (London, 18801 ; Mackinder, Brit-
ain and the British Heas (New York, 1902);
Tarr, Physical Geography of y'ew York State
(ib.. 1901); id., yetr Physical Geography (ib.,

1897); Davis, Physical Geography (Boston,

1900) ; Shaler. Xaliire and Man in America
(New York, 1897) ; id.. Sea and Land (ib., 1894).
See Geology; Geogr.\pht, etc.

PHYSIOLOGICAL SELECTION. A theo-

retical explanation proposed by Romanes of the
evolution of species on the principle of the pre-

vention of intercrossing. Hence Romanes also

referred to the assumed law as that of the
"Segregation of the fit." He was led to his

generalization by consideration of the facts of

sterility between species, and of fertility between
varieties and races. Basing upon observation

the postulate that the reproductive system was
the most susceptible to change of any part of

an animal's organization, he argued that in that
system would often (perhaps more often than in

any other) arise independent variations in indi-

viduals. If these were of such a character as to

tend toward sterility between them and parent-

forms, they would tend to separate the variety

from the species and a new species would evolve.

Romanes concluded that the principle of sterility

between species was essential to the separate

existence of species.

PHYSIOLOGY (Lat. physiologia, from Gk.

(t/vaioAotia. natural philosophy, from 0u<rioX67os,

physiologos. discoursing on nature, natural phi-

losopher, from ifivcris, physis. nature -t- \dyoi,

logos, word, account, ratio, from X^7fii', legein, to

say). Under the term physiology, when used in

its widest sense, we include all that is known of

the properties of living matter. Following the

great line of demarcation of living things into

animals and plants, we have an animal physiolog>-

and a plant physiology. The two subjects, while

closely related, are sufficiently different to be

considered as separate sciences and to reqviire

specialists of different training for their study.

In animal physiology we have to deal especially

with the properties of animal protoplasm, and
although the fundamental properties of this ma-
terial are believed to be much the same in all

animals, j-et for each animal or group of animals
there are minor distinctions which are duo in

part to fundamental differences in structure, and
in part to the variety in the physiological mecha-
nisms developed in different animals. In what
follows an attempt will be made to present briefly

Vol. XV.—51.

an outline of the iinportanl facts and principles
of human physiology, but it should be remem-
bered that the body of facts included under this
designation have been obtained in many, if not in
mo.st eases, by direct study and experiment upon
lower forms of life, not only upon the mammals
most closely related in structure to man, but also
upon the simplest organisms which for one reason
or another have offered especial opportunities for
study.

It is convenient to consider the physiologj- of
the human body under two general heads, namely,
the properties of the tissues and the propertie.?
or functions of the organs and mechanisms. The
human body, like that of other animals, starts
as a single cell, the fertilized o\-uni. During the
progress of development this cell multiplies to
form an infinite number of cells which gradually
become differentiated in structure and segregated
into gioups that are known as tissues. Each
tissue is characterized by its appearance, as seen
by the eye or with the aid of a microscope, and
also by known differences in chemical composition
and reaction. We distinguish in the human body
the muscular tissue, the nervous tissue, the epi-
thelial tissue, the gland or secreting tissue, the
blood, the connective or supporting tissue, the
lymphatic tissue, the tissue forming the red
blood corpuscles, and so on. Each tissue is dif-
ferent not only in structure, but in its properties.
Along with the differentiation in form there is a
specialization in function. Without attempting
to describe their microscopic characteristics, a
word or two may lie said of the more important
physiological properties of some of these tissues.

The SIiscLLAB Tissues. In man, as in the other
vertebrates, we distinguish three kinds of muscu-
lar tissue: (1) the cross-striped or voluntary
muscle which forms the musculature of the body
by means of which our voluntary movements are
made; (2) the heart-nuiscle, composing the walls
of the heart; and (3) the plain or unstriped
muscle which is found in the walls of the hollow
viscera, such as the alimentary canal, the blood-
vessels, the uterus, the bladder, etc. The com-
mon characteristic of these three tissues is the
property of contracting. While this property
may occur in other tissues, it reaches its great-
est development in the muscles. In cross-striped

muscles the contraction is always started by a
stimulus received tlirough the nerves and orig-

inated usually in the brain by an act of the will.

The contraction is very rapid. A single stimulus
gives a single or simple contraction that occupies
less than one-tenth of a second. All of our or-

dinary voluntary contractions are, however, com-
pound or tetanic, that is. they are composed of a
rapid series of simple contractions fused together
more or less completely. The rapid series of con-

tractions is due to a series of stinuili or nerve im-
pulses received from the brain through the nerve
Jibres connecting it with the muscle. In every
voluntary movement, therefore, whetlier short or
prolonged, we must imagine to ourselves a series

of changes in the nerve cells of the brain, which
are proi>agated along the connecting nerve fibres

to the muscle or muscles and there set up a series

of contractions so rapid that they become fused

into a long-lasting contraction or movement.
Plain muscle is characterized by the slowness

of its contractions. The tissue as found in dif-

ferent parts of the body varies somewhat in this

respect, but in all cases its contractions are very
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much slower tlian in the cross striped muscle.

The plain muscle, moreover, is not under volun-

tary control; we are not conscious of the move-

ments of the stomach, the blood-vessels, etc. The

contractions of these organs are brought about by

stimuli convcvcd to the muscle through the so-

called svmpathetic nervous system. The slow

and prolonged contractions of plain muscle ex-

plain the gentle, long-continued movements of the

viscera such as occur in the action of the stomach

and intestines in propelling food along their

length. Heart-muscle is somewhat intermediate

in structure t)ctwcen the plain and the cross-

striped varieties. Its contractions are also inter-

mediate in duration, but approach closer to the

quick movement of the striped muscle. The pre-

dominant characteristic of heart-muscle, how-

ever, is its pro|)erty of making spontaneous

rhythmic contractions which are due not to ex-

terna! stimuli received through the nervous sys-

tem, but to processes arising within itself. To this

property is due the rhythmic beat of the heart.

N'EBVOfs Tissue. The nervous tissue is found

in the brain, the spinal cord, the nerve ganglia

of the sympathetic system, and the peripheral

nerves or nerve trunks distributed throughout
the body. The nerve tissue consists of nene cells

and their processes. The body of the cell lies in

the nerve centres, that is, the brain, the spinal

cord, and the ganglia, and the typical cell has two
kinds of processes, one comparatively short and
nftich branched, known as the dendrites or den-

dritic processes, the other but little branched and
in some cases very long, as much as two or three

feet. This latter branch is known as the axis-

cylinder process; it may pass out of the nerve
centres to be distributed to the other tissues

forming the essential part of what we call nerve
fibres. It is important, therefore, to bear in mind
that nerve fibres are essentially long processes
from nerve cells and form the mechanism by
which the nerve centres are connected with and
influence the activity of the peripheral tissues.

Physiologically, the important function of a
nerve fibre is to conduct a change or process
known as the nerve impulse. This impulse
travels along the fibre at a rate of about one
hundred feet per second. The nerve fibres fall
into two great groups, those that convey impulses
from the peripheral tissues to the nerve centres,
and those that convey impulses from the centres
toward the pcripher>-. The former group com-
pose the afTcrent or sensory fibres, the latter
name being used because in many cases the im-
pulses finally reach the brain and give rise to
conscious sensations of various kinds. In many
cases, however, the impulses conveyed to the
nerve centres by the afferent fibres cause no
change in consciousness, but manifest themselves
by what we call reflex effects, as. for instance, in
the movements of the intestines, the blood-vessels,
or the heart. The group of fibres that carrv their
impulses outward from the centre to the periph-
eral tissues compose the efferent or motor fibres.
If these fibres end in muscles, the effect of their
impulses is the production of a muscular contrac-
tion; if they end in a gland, they cause a secre-
tion, the nature of the resulting action dependin"
on the kind of tissne with which the nerve fibre
is connected. It should be stated that there is
no known difference in structtire between afferent
and efferent nerve fibres. Each, like a telegr.iph
Wire, can conduct an impulse in either direction

But just as a telegraph wire with a sending
apparatus at one end and a receiver at the other

is arranged to conduct messages only in one direc-

tion, so the afferent and efferent nerve fibres, by
the peculiarities of their end connections, are

arranged so that normally they can convey ef-

fective impulses only in one direction. What we
call a nerve or a nerve trunk consists of many
hundreds or thousands of nerve fibres belonging
usually to both the afferent and the efferent

group. Though combined in one bundle, each fibre

is phjsiologically independent and may act alone

or in combination with others in the same trunk.

In a muscle, on the contrary, the hundreds or
thousands of muscular fibres of which it is com-
posed act usually as a unit, all contracting to-

gether when the muscle is in action.

Reflex Actions. A large part of the beautiful

adaptation and coordination of the different parts
of our bodies is efi'ected by the reflex activitic*

of the nervous system entirely outside our con-

scious knowledge. The way in which these re-

flexes are produced is illustrated best by the
simple reflex movements that can be obtained
from a headless frog. If in such an animal, with
its spinal cord intact, one of the toes is gently
pinched, the leg will at once be drawn in toward
the body. If the skin is stimulated by bits of
paper moistened with dilute acetic acid, the leg

of the corresponding side will be raised and the
piece of paper will be wiped off by a neat move-
ment involving the coordinate activity of a num-
ber of muscles. What happens in these cases is

that the stimulus applied to the skin irritates

the sensor}' nerve fibres and sends in a stream
of nerve impulses to the spinal cord. ' These im-
pulses are conveyed to the dendrites of certain
motor nerve cells and arouse in them fresh im-
pulses which are conducted outward through the
efferent nerve fibres to the muscles. The original

stimulus, or, more accurately, the nerve impulses
to which it gives origin are thus, as it were, re-

flected in the ner\e centres and sent to the
peripheral tissues, whence the name of reflex

action. Every such refle.x involves the activity
of at least two groups of nerve cells, one con-
nected with the sensory fibres stimulated and one
connected with the efferent fibres going to the
muscles. Such reflexes may occur in all parts
of the spinal cord and brain. A common reflex

in ourselves, for instance, is the winking of the
eye when its sensory surfaces are touched. As
a rule we limit the term reflex action to those
cases in which the element of consciousness is

not involved. As a matter of fact, however, all

of our conscious processes and mental activities
arc effected by a similar action of one nerve cell

or unit on another, the meclianism in action being
essentially similar to, although more complex
than, the simple reflexes of the spinal cord.
In a mammal as well as in a frog it can be shown
that if a part of the spinal cord is severed from
its connections with the brain, under such con-
ditions that death does not result at once, the
part of the cord below the injury will suffice to
effect complex movements upon appropriate
stimulation of the skin. To the uninformed such
movements usually suggest consciousness, but
the evidence of physiology proves conclusively
that they are entirely unconscious reflexes.

It should be added that the outgoing impulse
in reflex stimulation of the cord or brain may
proceed through nerve fibres connected with other
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tissues such as the heart-muscle, the plain sistance is preatest in the capillaries and in the
muscle ot the viscera or the glands, and the small arteries and veins conimunicating with
reflex ettect, instead of exhibiting itself as a them. On account of the great resistance in the
movement ot the limbs, may take the form of a capillary region, known technicallv as the periph-
seeretion, of a change m the heart beat, or of a eral resistance, the blood is damnfed up retarded
constriction or dilatation of the blood-vessels, on the arterial side, stretching the elastic-
Owing to the complexity of the connections walls of the arteries and putting the blood under
among the numerous nerve cells in the spinal a considerable tension. In the capillaries tho
cord and brain, it is evident that reflex eflects pressure of the blood is much less, and in the
may be widespread and very intricate. Certain
definite paths or connections are inherited or
become acquired during life from repeated use,
so that the passage of a sensory nerve impulse
that reaches the central nervous system is not
hap-hazard, but for the most part along prede-
termined paths. The wonderful instincts of the
lower animals may be regarded as complicated
reflexes, and the unconscious regulation of the
(liff'erent parts of our body, especially the activity
of the internal organs or viscera, is controlled
in this way by the nervous system.

The Circul.\tory ilECHANisji. The anatomical
mechanism for the circulation of the blood and

veins it becomes smaller and smaller as we ap-
proach the heart. Physiologically the most im-
portant part of the blood-circuit "is in the capil-
laries. While flowing through these thin-walled
and very minute vessels the blood fulfills its

function of nourishing the tissues. At this point
the blood, while still under some pressure, is

flowing at its slowest rate, and the liquid part
of it, the blood plasma, transudes through the
thin walls and comes into direct contact with the
tissues, thus forming the tissue-lymph. The oxy-
gen carried by the red corpuscles of the blood
is liberated in the capillaries and diffuses from
the blood to the tissues, being transported to

lymph consists of the heart, the blood-vessels, the latter while held in solution in the lympl;
and the lymph-vessels. With regard to the blood The lymph gives up its food materials and oxygen

to the tissue cells and at the same time receives
from them the waste products and carbon dioxide
formed during their nutritive activity. The
lymph is prevented from accumulating' in the
tissues by the fact that it is continually drained
off by the system of lymphatic vessels. These
vessels form a system parallel in course and
structure to that of the veins. They begin in the
tissues by small capillaries which unite to larger
and larger vessels, forming eventually two main
trunks that open into the veins of the neck. By
this arrangement the excess of lymph is con-
tinually drained off and returned to the blood.
The means by which the supply of lymph is

regulated forms one of the most interesting and
difficult subjects of study in modern physiology-.

The heart and blood-vessels are not a fixed and
rigid system. On the contrary, they are supplied
with nerves through which the beat of the heart,

and the capacity and resistance of the blood-
vessels may be reflexly adapted to the differerc

conditions of the body as a whole, or the i"i-

dividual needs of its separate parts. The heart
receives two sets of nerve fibres; one. the in-

hibitory fibres, are cap.able of slowing the heart-

beat : the other, the accelerative fibres, quicken
the rate. The small arteries, on the other hand,
receive also two sets of nerve fibres; one, the
vasoconstrictors, causes a diminution in size of
the blood-vessels, while the other, the vaso-

dilators, brings about an increase in size. Tho
numerous conditions under which these regulat-

ing nerve fibres act are too complex to be de-

scribed here. The mechanism is so adjusted as
to control automatically the supply of blood to
different organs under varying conditions of rest

and activity.

The Respir.\torv MEcn.\xi.sxr. Tn mammals like

ourselves the chief organ of external respiration

is the lungs. When the inspiratory muscles are

contracted the chest is enlarged and air flows into

the lungs. When the expiratory muscles are con-

tracted the chest is diminished in size and air

is forced out of the lungs. Tn ordinars' respira-

tion the expiratory act is entirely passive; the

chest, expanded by the action of the inspiratory

muscles, sinks back into its normal position when
these muscles cease to act. In forced breathing.

we have the central fact that the powerful mus-
culature of the heart serves as a force-pump
driving the blood out from the ventricles through
the circuit of the blood-vessels and back to the

heart. The system of arteries branching from
the heart resembles a tree with its central trunk
and its vast number of branches of different

sizes. As one goes outward from the heart
toward the periphery, the arteries distributed to

each organ become smaller and smaller until they
end in minute capillaries. The combined area of

these branches increases, however, toward the

periphery, so that the sum of the areas of all

the capillaries arising from the aorta is several

hundred times as great as that of the aorta

itself, just as the combined diameters of all of

the twigs of a tree would much exceed that of

the trunk. The quantity of blood being prac-

tically the same at all times, it becomes dis-

tributed as it goes out from the heart over a
wider and wider area, or, to use a convenient

figure, flows through a wider and wider bed. As
a result of this fact the velocity ot the blood-flow

becomes smaller as we approach the capillaries.

While in the aorta the blood may flow with a

velocity of 300 millimeters per second, in the

capillaries the velocity becomes reduced to t^

millimeter. In the venous system the same
general fact holds true. The capillaries unite

into larger veins, and these into still larger ones,

until finally all of the blood in the aortic sys-

tem is collected into two large veins, the superior

and the inferior vena cava, which open into the

auricles. As a consequence the blood, as it flows

back to the heart, passes through a path that be-

comes narrower and narrower, and its velocity

increases proportionately. With regard to the

velocity of the blood-flow, therefore, we can state

that it is greatest in the large arteries and veins

and least in the capillaries.

In tlie arteries, moreover, the blood is under

a mucli greater pressure than in the capillaries

and veins. From a cut artery the blood spurts

tn some distance, while from a cut vein the

blood flows out quickly, but with little force.

The cause of this difference is easily understood.

In flowing through the vessels the blood encoun-

ters considerable resistance. Naturally this re-
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however, llic expiratory muscles ooine into action.

By means of these respiratory movements the

air in the lungs is continually renewed, the sup-

ply of o.vygen is maintained, and the carbon di-

oxide is removed. The o.\ygen contained in the

air-sacs of the lungs dill'uses through their thin

walls, and, cimiing into contact witli the blood, it

unites chemically with the coloring matter of the

red corpuscles, the h.Tmoglobin. In thi* combina-

tion it is carried to the heart, and thence dis-

tributed over the body through the various arte-

ries. When the blood readies the capillaries the

compound of hemoglobin and oxygen is broken

or dissociated by the physical conditions there

prevailing, while the liberated oxygen passes into

solution in the blood plasma and lymph, and is

thus conveyed to the tissues. On the other hand,
the general nutritive change or metabolism of

the tissues results in the formation among other
things of carbon dioxide. This substance is a

waste product, and if it accunmlates in the tis-

sues, brings on a suppression or perversion of the
normal nutritive processes. Under normal condi-
tions, however, it is rapidly removed by the
lymph and blood. As the oxygen passes from the
blood to the tissues by diffusion through the
thin-walled capillaries, so the carbon dioxide as

rapidly as it is formed streams in the opposite
direction from tissues to blood. Each gas follows
the physical law of diffusion from a point of
greater to one of less tension. Within tlie blood
the carbon dioxide is held mainly in chemical
combination, partly with the proteids of the
blood plasma, partly with the proteids of the blood
corpuscles. When the blood reaches the lungs
this loose chemical union breaks down, the carbon
dioxide is liberated and diffuses into the air-sacs
of the lungs, whence it is given off in the expired
air. The process of respiration, tlierefore, may
.be divided into two parts, external and internal
respiration. Under the former term we include
all the processes involved in the movement of air
into and out of the lungs, and the exchange of
o.xygen and carbon dioxide between the blood and
the air in the lungs. By internal respiration we
mean the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide
lutwcen the tissues and tlie blood as well as the
processes of nutrition by means of which the oxv-
gcn is >ised and tlie carbon dioxide produced.
What we call arterial blood differs from venous
blood in that it contains more oxygen and less
carbon dioxide, and to this difference in the
gaseous contents is due also the well-known va-
riation in color, arterial blood having a scarlet
tint, while the venous blood is purplish or crim-
son. The machinery for the nio\ements of respi-
ration, that is, the respiratory muscles, are un-
der the control of the centr.il nervous system.
These muscles may be inlluenced within certain
limits by direct voluntary effort; but a far more
important factor is their unconscious or reflex
rcjiulation exerted through the respiratory nerve
eel Is or nerve centre found in the medulla oblon-
gata. By the activity of this centre the respira-
tory movements are kept continually in play and
the extent of the respirations is adjusted to the
needs of the body.
Digestion a.nu Nutrition. Tlie living matter

of the animal body is characterized, as compared
with plant protoplasm, bv its limited powers of
assimilation. While the latter can construct
living matter from comparativelv simple inor-
ganic material, such as carbon dioxide, water.

PHYSIOLOGY.

and nitrogen containing salts, the former re-

quires food in the more complex form of organic
material. Since in the last analysis this organic
food is derived from the plant kingdom, it may
be said that the maintenance of animal life is

only possible through the synthetic activity of

plant protoplasm. All of our varied foods are
found upon analysis to be composed of essentially

the same materials united in ditlerent propor-

tions. These constituent materials of our foods

are known as food-stuff's and are usually classi-

fied as proteids, fats, carbuliydiates, water, and
salts. Of these substances the water, inorganic

salts, and proteids are absolutely essential. The
two former are necessary to the composition and
reactions of the living tissues, but they do not
directly furnish any energy to the Ijody. The
retjuisite amount of water is controlled by the
sensation of thirst, and the proper proportions
of the inorganic salts are provided in our foods
without the necessity of any conscious selection

on our part, except perhaps in the case of sodium
chloride. Proteid foods have a different value.

They are complex nitrogen-containing compounds
which in the body are destroyed and reduced to

much simpler substances, namely, carbon di-

oxide, water, and urea. This destruction of pro-

teid is essentially an oxidation, and as much
heat is given off in the process as would be lib-

erated outside the body by burning proteid to the
same end-products. Proteids are an absolutely
necessary constituent of food, because they con-
tain nitrogen in a form cajjable of being used in

the construction of living matter. Fats and
carbohydrates, since they contain no nitrogen,
cannot be used alone in the sj-nthesis of proto-
plasm. They are nevertheless valuable foods,

since they are readily destroyed or burned in the
body with the liberation of energy- in the form of
heat or muscular work. In a normal diet pro-
teids, fats, and carbohydrates are usually com-
bined in certain proportions, and experience as
well as direct physiological experiments show
that within limits the fats and the carbohy-
drates may l)e interchanged, and furthermore the
greater the amount of these two substances used
the less will be the amount of proteid required;
or as we say in pliysiology, fats and carbohy-
drates are 'proteid-sparers.'

The nutritive history of these three energy-
yielding foods may be summarized briefly as fol-

lows: The proteids in whatever form they may be
taken are digested partly in the stomach by the
action of the gastric juice and partly in the intes-

tines by the action of the pancreatic juice. By the
act of digestion the food proteids are converted
into simpler and more soluble forms known as
peptones and protoses, which are then absorbed
into the blood and carried to the various tissues.

Here the.y are utilized in part to form protoplasm,
either to replace that luoken down in metabolism
or to supply material for growth. But much
the larger part of the proteid is simply destroyed
in the tissues with the transformation of some
of its chemical energy- into a corresponding
amount of heat. The fats are prepared for di-

gestion in the stomach, but luidergo the impor-
tant change that fits them for absorption after
they are brought into contact with the pancreatic
juice in the .small intestine. After absorption
they are found in the blood and lymph for a
time, but soon pass into the tissues. Here they
may be deposited as part of our normal store of
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body-fat, but with tlie ii>iial diet of adult life

they are supposed to be completely burned. It is

known from experiments that one gram of
fat burned outside or inside the body yields
as much heat as 2.2 grams of proteid. The
carbohydrates include the starches and the
sugars which from a nutritive standpoint have
tlie same value. The starches form the bulk of
our diet, and they are digested partly in the
mouth by the action of the saliva, but mainly in
the small intestine by the action of the pancreatic
secretion. Under the influence of these secretions
tlie starches are converted into a form of sugar,
which is then absorbed into the blood. As the
blood from the intestines passes through the liver

this absorbed sugar is removed and again con-
verted into a form of starch known as glycogen,
which is deposited or stored in the liver cells.

From time to time the glycogen is reconverted to
sugar and given off to the blood. The regulating
mechanism controlling this production and con-

version of glycogen is so adjusted that under the
normal conditions of life the blood always con-

tains a nearly constant amount of sugar. Sugar,
therefore, is the final form in which all of our
carbohydrate food is brought to the tissues—and
under the influence of the living matter it is

eventually oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.

In the long run, therefore, the final fate of our
food is to be burned and furnish energy in the

form of heat, muscular work, etc. The continual

consumption of food is necessary to maintain
the body temperature, and in the body we have
very complex regulating mechanisms which con-

trol the loss of heat and to a certain extent its

production, with the normal result that the tem-

perature of the body remains nearly constant un-

der all the varying conditions of life. It has
been shown with scientific accuracy that all the

detectible energv' given off from the body is de-

rived directly from the food consumed. The
energy value of any food can, therefore, be de-

termined by ascertaining the amount of heat pro-

duced by burning it, or more conveniently by
ascertaining the heat value of proteids, fats, and
carbohydrates, and then analyzing the food to de-

termine how much of these three foodstuffs is

contained in it.

The Central Xervous St.stem. Some state-

ments regarding the structure of the nervous sys-

tem will be found in the beginning of this article.

(Consult also the article on Xebvous System;

AND Brain.) At the base of the brain imme-
diately adjoining the spinal cord we have the

medulla oblongata. In this part of the brain

are found certain important collections of

ner\'e cells which control the movements of

respiration, of the heart, and of the bloodvessels,

their activity being entirely unconscious and

under the influence of reflex stimulation. Col-

lections of nerve cells connected with and regu-

lating the action of physiological mechanisms are

known as nerve centres, and in the medulla we
recognize the existence of the three centres men-
tioned anddesignatethemasthe respiratory centre,

the cardio-inhiljitory centre, and the vasomotor
centre. They and other similar centres regulate

the activity' of the visceral organs, whose func-

tions are discharged for the most part without

our conscious knowledge or control. Injury to

the medulla or severance of its connections with

the spinal cord is fatal at once, owing to the de-

struction of the connections of the respiratory

centre with the respirator}' muscles and the eon-
sequent inability to breatlic. In the cerebellum
we have an organ wliicli seems to control the co-

ordinated activity of the voluntary muscles. Ex-
tensive injury to the cerebellum, while not ac-
companied by actual paralysis, renders the ani-
mal incapable of executing orderly movements.
If the animal survives the injury, the ability to
make coordinated movements may be recovered
more or less completely, but some awkwardness
and muscular weakness persist as permanent re-

sults. In the nerve cells of the cerebral hemi-
spheres we have the seat of the conscious sensa-
tions and of all the so-called psychic activities.

Jlodern physiology has shown that different parts
of the cerebral hemispheres have different func-
tions. The optic nerve fibres end eventually in
the occipital lobes, and here our conscious sensa-

tions of vision are mediated. A similar arrange-
ment prevails for the other senses. In the cortex
of gray matter covering the cerebral hemispheres
there are in fact certain sense areas each of

which mediates a different kind of consciousness.

Other areas are connected with the various
muscles of the body and form the centres through
which our voluntary movements are executed,
while in still other regions we have areas in

which are stored the memories of past experi-

ences and in which the factors of sensation are
organized into the complex associations that
characterize our mental life. Injuries to the
brain may, therefore, be followed by quite dif-

ferent results according to the region involved.

There may be a paralysis of this or that group
of muscles, a loss of this or that primary sensa-

tion, or a disturbance or perversion of this or
that group of memory associations. The so-called

aphasias form noteworthy illustrations of these

facts. Injury to certain limited areas of the

brain may result in a partial or complete loss of

the power of speech, or of the ability to imder-

stand either written or spoken language without
any interference with vision or hearing. When
defects of this character exist it is possible to

locate the probable seat of the lesion, and not

infrequently this knowledge ha.s been made the

basis of successful surgical operations.

History op Physiology. The history of phys-

iology is coextensive with that of medicine. Its

relatively slow advancement tlirough many cen-

turies was closely associated with the growth of

anatomical, chemical, and physical knowledge.

In modern times, however, dating perhaps from
the first part of the nineteenth century, phys-

iology has become an independent science with

a'teciinique peculiarly its own. yet adopting more
and more the exact methods that have arisen in

the sciences of physics an<l chemistry. This de-

velopment of physiology has been especially

marked since investigators aliandoned the idea

of a special vital force controlling the phenomena
of life and set themselves to the task of explain-

ing the properties of living matter in terms of

the forms of energy recognized as responsible for

the phenomena of inanimate nature. The great

facts in physiology, as in other subjects, have been

discovered in a few cases only by the genius of

individual workers. In most instances they have

developed gradually as the result of the com-

bined labors of many investigators, so that a

history of the growth of the fundamental prin-

ciples of modern physiology involves a discussion

of the progress of the natural sciences in gen-
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eral. Every important advance in physics and

chemistry has intluenced and will continue to in-

iliience the development of physiolocrical knowl-

edge. Some of the significant discoveries that be-

long especially to physiologj- and that can be

traced more or less exactly to a definite jjeriod

and individual observers are as follows: The
circulation of the blood (Har\'ey, 1610-28); the

existence of the lymphatic system of vessels

(Aselli, 1622) ; the inicroscopic structure of the

lungs, capillaries, glands, and other tissues (Mal-

pighi, 1600-90) ; the discovery of the mammalian
spermatozoon ( Leeuwenhoek, 167S) ; the meth-

od of direct measurement of blood-pressure

(Hales, 1732); the independent irritability of

muscle (Haller, 1757); the discovery of oxygen

and its functions in respiration (Lavoisier,

1775) ; the digestive action of gastric juice

(Reaumur, 1752) ; the distinction betweeji motor
and sensory nerve fibres ( Bell and JIagendie,

1811-22) ; the discovery of the mammalian ovum
(Von Baer, 1827) ; the true nature of the secre-

tions of glands (.Johannes Miiller, 18.30) ; the ex-

istence of enzymes, unorganized ferments, in the
gland secretions and saliva—diastase (Leuchs,

1831); pepsin (Schwann. 1836); the nature of
reflex actions (Marshall Hall, 1837); the elec-

trical phenomena of muscle and nerve (Du Bois-
Reymond. 1843) ; the existence of inhibition
and inhibitory nerve fibres (Weber, 1845) ; the
introduction of the graphic method in physiologi-
cal experimentation (Ludwig, 1847): the exist-

ence of secretoiy nerve fibres (Ludwig. 1851);
the existence of vasomotor nerve fibres (Ber-
nard, 1851) ; the existence and functions of gly-

cogen (Bernard, 1857) : the function of haemo-
globin in respiration ( Hoppe-Seyler and Stokes,
1862-64) ; the localization of function in the
cerebrum (Fritsch and Hitzig, 1870) ; the estab-
lishment of the fact of internal secretions
(BrownSt'.quard and others, 1891). For full
information, consult: Foster, Text-Book on
Fhi/swlogi/ (Philadelphia. 1885); The Ameri-
can Text-Book of Physiologi/ (2d ed., ib., 1900) ;

Schiifer, Text-Book of Physiology (Xew York,
1900). For details of the histological features,
consult Piersol, A Text-Book of yormal Eistoloqii
(Philadelphia, 1901).

PHYSIOLOGY OF Pl.\xts. History. Up to
the close of the seventeenth centurv nothing was
known of the physiology of plants beyond the
scattered impressions derived from the "practical
cultivation of plants in fields and gardens. In-
asmuch as the physiologj- of animals was better
known, the first study of the actions of plants
was an endeavor to identifv plant functions with
those of animals. As the functions sf animals
were only superficially known, this attempted
identification led oftentimes to most egregious
errors. But as the nature of animal functions
became better known, the essential identitv of
the processes in both sorts of living beiuf's be-
came more evident. At first the study of phvsi-
o ogy was scarcely more than an enuiLeration of
plant activities and their comparison with those
of animals. Later, however, attempts were made
to investigate the causes and conditions of the
functions. For this a knowledge of anatomy was
recognized as o£ prime importance. Deeper in-
Eight into physiology, however, demanded k-nowl-
edge of physics and chemistry: and it was only
When these two sciences underwent their pro-

found transformation and extension that ex-
planations or plant phenomena began to be pos-

sible. Among the earliest investigations after
the revival of learning were those made in Italy
by JIalpighi on the movement of sap. and
those of Ray on the influence of light upon the
colors of plants. About the same time in Ger-
many C'amerarius proved the necessity of pollen
for the formation of fertile seeds.

Early in the eighteenth century Hales pub-
lished his studies on the movement of sap and the
evaporation of water from the leaves. Later in

the eighteenth century came the investigations
of Koel renter, who added to the knowledge of
sexuality in plants by his experiments on hy-
bridization. It was in connection with these ex-
periments that the relations of insects to pollina-
tion were first pointed out. Later (1793) these
interesting relations were set forth at length
by Christian Konrad Sprengel, whose famous
'"Das entdeckte Geheimnis der Xatur" was scarce-
ly appreciated until the contributions of Darwin
had opened the eyes rnd understanding of natu-
ralists to Sprengel's extraordinary work. About
the same time Ingenhouss showed that the green
parts of plants when illuminated absorb carbon
dioxide and eliminate oxygen, thus deriving the
carbon which they need from the atmosphere.
He also showed that the living parts of plants
absorb oxygen, whether illuminated or not, and
evolve carbon dioxide, thus establishing the fun-
damental facts of nutrition and respiration.
This work was further confirmed by Senebier,
who demonstrated that the decomposition of car-
bon dioxide takes place only in gi'een organs.
He also studied the influence of light upon the
growth and green color of plants. By the be-
ginning of the nineteenth century Nicolas
Theodore de Saussuie had shown tiiat plants
not only fix carbon from carbon dioxide, but
also use the elements of water, which, with the
mineral salts, are a necessary part of the food
materials. Between 1822 and 1832 De Saus-
suie and Goeppert established the connection
between the respiration of plants and the de-
velopment of heat in their bodies. Through the
influence of Liebig, about the middle of the cen-
tury. Ingenhouss's clear exposition of the respira-
tion of plants, which had been fairly established,
was discarded, to be reinstated in confidence only
after 18G0 by the father of modern vegetable
physiology, Julius von Sachs. Yet Liebig's
valuable work in connection with the chemistry
of foods and food materials of plants and Bous-
singault's investigations in France, especially in
relating the known facts to the empirical proc-
esses of agriculture, were of great service to both
cultivators and physiologists. The year 1800
marks the rise of modern i)hysiolog>', as indeed it

does the rise of modern biology, many cooperat-
ing causes, the most notable of which was the
publication of Darwin's Origin of Species, fur-
nishing the impulse to renewed investigation.

Scope. As a science, plant physiology con-
cerns itself with every inquiry reiating to the
functions and behavior of living plants. Certain
aspects of physiology, namely the relation of liv-
ing plants to the environment, physical ( includ-
ing soil, water supply, temperature, etc.) and
biological (i.e. other plants and animals), have
recently been separated from physiology proper
and named ecology (q.v.). Physiology proper
restricts itself to the activities of the individual
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plant. Its stud}' demands a previous knowledge
of the anatomy (q.v. ) and histology' (q.v. ) of

plants, since familiarity with plant mechanism
must precede the knowledge of plant function.

The functions of plants may be divided for

convenience into certain groups. First, processes
connected with the absorption of materials by
the plant from the surrounding medium. Every-
thing which enters the plant body must do so in

solution. The plant depends, therefore, funda-
mentally upon water, which, with an infinite

variety of solutes, both solid and gaseous, it

absorbs. (See Adsobptiox.) Second, processes

by which materials escape from the plant body.
Gases, especially carbon dioxide and oxygen, are
evolved (see Aeration; Osmo.sis) ; a great
variety of materials are eliminated from the

plant body by various processes of secretion

(q.v.); and water is evaporated in great quan-
tity by the surfaces of land plants. ( See Tr.\x-

SPIKATION.) Third, processes by which water and
foods are moved about from the points of absorp-

tion or manufacture to the points of use, storage,

or loss. But in spite of the fact that the move-

ment of water was almost the first subject that

attracted the attention of observers, no satisfac-

tory explanation has yet been devised. (See

Conduction.) Fourth, processes of nutrition.

Carbohydrate foods are made only by green

plants under the influence of light, a power which
is of the utmost importance, since the commercial
supply of food and energ}' depends at present

almost wholly upon green plants. The making
of carbohydrates is fully described in the

article Photosynthesis. (See Chlobophyll;
Chloroplasts.) All plants, however, make pro-

teid foods, when the necessary supply of car-

bohydrates, nitrates, and salts is furnished. Pro-

teid synthesis is discussed in the article Food
OF Plants. When proteid foods are at hand,

either through manufacture or absorption, they

undergo various changes before they become a

part of the protoplasm. (For what little is known
of these processes, see Assimilation.) Fifth,

processes concerned with the release of energy in

the plant body or adjacent to it, in such a way
that the kinetic energy can be applied to such

work as the plant must do. For most plants, these

processes constitute respiration. (See Respira-

tion IN Plants.) For a few- plants fermentation

(q.v.) seems to replace, in part at least, tlie

normal respiration. Kijcth. processes of repair

and growth. One of the important activities of

the plant is the formation of new material or the

rearrangement of old into new parts. The di-

verse operations involved in this constitute

growth (q.v.). .Seventh, processes of perception

and response. Every function of the plant is

more or less influenced by the changes occurring

in its vicinity, whether these be entirely outside

of the body or only in adjacent parts. In order

to adjust itself to" these changes the plant mvist

receive impressions of them, and these impres-

sions must result in appropriate adjustment.

The changes in the protoplasm corresponding to

changes in the surrounding medium and the chain

of effects thus initiated, are said to manifest ir-

ritability (q.v.). The visible alterations of the

rate of growth (q.v.) or in movement (q.v.) are

most striking evidences of irritability. See

Chemotbopism : Oeotropism : Heliotkopism :

Hydrotropism: Motor Organ: Riieotropism ;

Stimulus; Tendril; Traumatropism.

KlBLlOGRAPHY. Sacli-;. History of Botaiuf
( Eiig. trans. Oxford, 1890) ; id.. Lectures on the
Physioloyy of Plants (Eug. trans., ib., 1887) ;

Vines, Lectures on the I'hy.niulogy of Plants
(Cambridge, 188()) ; Goodale, Physiological
Botany (New York, 1885) ; Pfeffer, Plant
Physiology (2d ed., trans, bv Ewart, Oxford,
1900) ; ilacDougal Practical Text-Book of Plant
Physioloyy (New York, 1901); Green. Vegetahle
Physiology (London. 1901) ; Peirce, Plant Phys-
iology (Xew York, 1903). In experimental
plant physiologi,- consult the following: Detnier,

Practical Plant Physiology, trans, by Moor (Lon-
don, 1898) ; Darwin and Acton. Practical Phys-
iology of Plants (Cambridge, 1894) ; Ganong,
An Elementary Course in Plant Physiology
(Xew Y'ork, 1901); MacDougal. Experimental
Plant Physiology (ib., 189.5). A brief and ele-

mentai'v summary of plant physiologj- will be
found in Barnes. Pla)it Life (Xew Y'ork, 1898).

PHY'SODON (Xeo-Lat.. from Gk. (pvaa, physa,
bellows, breath, bubble + 6ooii, odous, tooth).

An extinct sjierm whale known by its skull,

found in the Miocene formations of Patagonia.
It differed from the modern sperm whale in having
enamel-capped teeth in its upper jaws. See
Cet.\cea.

PHY SOSTI&'MA. See Calabar Bean.

PHYTOGEOGKAPHY. See Distribution
OF Plants.

PHYTOLACCA (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. <pvT6y,

phyton. plant + X'eo-Lat. lacca. lac. from Per.

('(/.•, luk-, Hind, h'llcli, from Skt. laksa, lac-insect,

from laksa. hundred thou.sand, referring to the

numbers of insects in each nest ; so called from
the crimson juice of the berries). A genus of

about 20 species of dicotyledonous herbs and half-

shrubs of the natural order Phytolaccaceip, na-

tives of warm parts of Asia. Africa, and America.
Phytolacca decandrrj. the poke or pocan. a native

of X'orth America, now 'naturalized in some parts

of .South Europe, is occasionally cultivateil for

its young shoots, which are eaten like asparagus.

The juice of the berries, which are about the size

and color of black currants, is employed in the

adulteration of wine. The young slioots of Phy-
tolacca acinosa are boiled and eaten in the

Himalayas. Under the name Phytolacca escU'

Icnta it lui-~ licen introduced into gardens.

PHYTOLACCA (in medicine) . Oflicial under
either of two forms, the fruit or the root

of Phytolacca deeandra or i)oke, also calleil 'pig-

eon-berry' and 'garget root.' The fruit is a

small, deej) purple compound berry, nearly roun<i,

with a sweet and slightly astringent taste. The
root is "large, branched, fracture fibrous, in-

odorous, sweetish, and acrid" (Potter), A fluiil

extract and a tincture are the preparations

used, besides the berry and root. Poke has been

used in ulcers, certain tumors, eczema, sycosis,

and other skin diseases, chronic rheumatism,

mastitis, tonsillitis, and pharyngitis. It has

been used to decrease adipose tissue and thus re-

duce obesity since 1858. \\hen given in large

doses, Phytolacca causes nausea, depression, vom-

iting, and purging. It lowers the rate of respira-

tion and weakens the heart's action, and has

caused convulsions. See Poke and Colored Plate

of PoisiiMus Plants.

. PIACENZA, pe'a-chen'tsa. The capital of the

Province of Piaeenza, Italy, situated on the right
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bank o£ the Po, two miles below its confluence

with the Ticbbia. 43 miles southeast of Milan

(Map: Italv, P 2). The city is glooiny and

desoUite in appearance, though its thoroughfares

are broad and regular. The Stradone is one of

the most beautiful streets in Italy. Piaceuza oc-

cupies a position of great strategic importance,

and is fortified with solid walls and a strong

castle. The Italian Government has strength-

ened and extended tliese fortilications by the con-

struction of external defensive works, and by a

formidable intrenched cam]). The city has nu-

merous tine i)alaces and churches. The attractive

cathedral, an cditioe in the I.ombard-Komanesque

style, founded in the eleventh century, is interest-

ing for tlie grotes(|ue cliaractcr of its interior

decorations. It has frescoes by Guercino and L.

Carracci. The Church of Sant' Antonino, the

original Cathedral of Piaconza. has been several

times rebuilt. Santa Maria di Campagna has

excellent mural paintings by Pordenone. The
noteworthy San Sisto, an ancient church rebuilt

in the Renaissance, gave its name to Rai>haers

Sistine Madonna. Among the other principal

buildings are the inunense Palazzo Farnese. be-

"un in 1.5.')8 and never completed, once famous,
but now serving as barracks; the fine Palazzo

Municipale, dating from the thirteenth century,

with its archcil arcades and pinnacles; and the

Palazzo dei Tribbunali with curious courts, now
in ruins. The principal square is the Piazza de'

Cavalli, .so called from the colossal bronze eques-

trian statues of the Dukes Alessandro and Ranuc-
cio Farnese. There are a public library with
over l.'iO.OOO volumes, a splendid theatre built in

1803, two new theatres, several hospitals, and an
arsenal. Piacenza has manufactures of silk, cot-

ton and woolen goods, hats, pottery, and ma-
chinery, and a trade in wine, grain, cheese, and
marble from its quarries. Population (com-
mune), in 1881, 34,987; in 1001, 3fi,004.

Piacenza, the ancient Placentia, was founded
by the Romans in B.C. 219. In B.C. 200 it was
plundered and burned by the Gauls, but recov-
ered its prosperity with the construction of the
-•Emilian military road, which had its western
terminus here. In the twelfth century it became
a member of the Lombard League. In 154.5 Pia-
cenza. along with Parma, was erected into a
duchy for the Farnese family. (See Pabjia.) An
iniiKirtant battle occurred here in 1746 in which
the allied French and Spaniards were defeated by
the Austrians. Consult Giarelli, ,S7oria di
Pi(ic(ii:<i (Piacenza, 1889).

with a few others residing in Missouri. The
whole body of mixed-blood Piaukishaw, Wea,
Kaskaskia, and Peoria together now number only

180.

PIANO (It., soft), abbreviated p. A sign used

in music to denote that the strain where the indi-

cation occurs is to be played with less than the
average intensity of folce: pp, or ppp, for pianis-

simo, signifies very soft, or as soft as possible.

Piano is used in contradistinction to forte (q.v.),

and the transition from the former to the latter

is indicated bj' the sign <^; the change from
foric to piano is marked by the opiJosite sign >.
PIANOFORTE (It. pianoforte, from piano,

soft + forte, loud). A percussive instrument con-

sisting of wire strings struck by felt-covered

hammers, operated by keys arranged in a key-
board. It was directly evolved from the clavi-

chord and harpsichord (qq.v.). The history of
the pianoforte proper begins with the year 1709.
Scipione !Ma(fei in the Gioi'nale dei lettcrati

d'ltatia (1711) gives a detailed account of four
instruments built by Bartolommeo Cristofori (not
Cristofali, as generally stated until quite recent-

ly), named by him pianoforte and exhibited in

1709. The earlier clavichord and harpsichord ad-
mitted no gradation of the loudness of tone. In
order to render musical performances more ex-
pressive by a contrast of soft and loud tones, three
dilTerent men about the same time turned their at-

tention to this matter. These were the just-

mentioned Cristofori in Italy, Marius in France,
and Schruter in Germany." Marius exhibiteil

some harpsichords with hammer-action in Paris
in 1710, but it is not known that Schrflter ever
built an instrument or had one built for him.
Schroter claimed to have invented the hammer-
action between 1717 and 1721. But not until
1738, when Cristofori's instruments had become
famous, did he come forward with his claim;
and he waited even till 1763 before he published
for the first time a drawing of his invention.

Cristofori's earlier instruments show a very
simple form of escapement; the return of the
hopper to a perpendicular position is .secured by
means of a spring. But there is no check to pre-
vent the rebound of the hammer after strikinar

PIA MATER.
Brai.\,

See Xeevous System axd

PIAN'KISHAW. An Algonquian tribe, orig-
inally a band ..f the Miami, formerlv residing
chiefly upon the lower Wabash and claiming ju-
risdi<tion over most of southern Indiana and
southeastern Illinois. When first known to the
French, about 1G70, they were in central Illinois,
with the Jliami and Illinois, and probably
reached the Wabash about 1700. In 1832 they
and the Wea sold all their claims in the east and
agreed to remove to Kansas as one tribe. In
1807. having in the menntime consolidated with
the remnants of the Illinois, thev removed to the
Indian Territory. They probably never num-
bered many more than 1000. In 1870 thev were re
ported at 950, in 1895 at 800. In 1825 there were'
only 234 remaining in their original country,

., OAMPEff STOP

^OA*IP[»

HAMMIP ei/fT

^iPffir^a >f£C^l*riKC Pl**CP /tGPfflf

ACTION OP CRIBTOFOKI'S PIANO.

the string. Two later instruments, built in 172»
and 1726 respectively, have a device for checking.
In order to withstand the force of the impact of
the hammer it was necessary to use thicker wire
than in the harpsichord. This thicker wire in-

creased the force of the tension, and necessitated
a strengthening of the supporting framework.
The hammers were covered with leather, and every
key had a damper. Thus the fundamental princi-
ples of our modern grand pianos are all found.
though in a simpler form, in the instruments of
Cristofori. The compass of these instruments
was four to four and a half octaves. The action of

1
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Cristofori was adopted in its essential features
by the famous organ-builder Silbemiann. His
first instriunents failed to win the approbation of
J. tS. Bach, who criticised them for their weak
treble and heavy action. This led Silbemiann to
spend some years in experiments which finally re-

sulted in success.

Up to 1700 all pianofortes were built in the
shape Of the modern grand. In that year Zumpe
a German workman, settled in London and began
to build instruments iji the square form, which
at once became very popular. About the same
time other makers settled in London and prac-
tically made the English capital the centre of the
world's pianoforte trade. About 1790 Lroad-
wood, working upon acoustic principles, discov-
ered the fact that when struck at a certain point
the string woiild yield a fuller tone. Accordingly
he adjusted tlie hammers so as to obtain this re-

sult. He also transferred the wrest-plank (the

block in which the tuning pins are held) to the
back of the case, and in 178.'5 invented the pedals:

one by means of which all the dampers could be
raised, the other to soften the tone by dropping
a piece of cloth over the strings. In these im-
provements Broadwood had the advice and as-
sistance of Backer and Stodard. The action as

perfected by Broadwood has come to be known
as the English action, and is generally in use to-

day.

ENGLISH GRAND PIANOFOBTE ACTIOS.

Meanwhile German manufacturers had not
been idle. Stein, a pupil of Silbermann, invented
a new action, whieli has become famous as the
Viennese action. While in Cristofori's (English)
action the axis of the hammer does not change,
because the hammer is fixed upon a lever sepa-
rate from the key. Stein attached the hammer
directly to the rear end of the key itself, causing
a change of axis of the hammer when the key
is struck. This produced the extreme lightness

characteristic of the Viennese action. Stein's

escapement action, wiiich soon spread the fame
of Erard all over the world. The next important
manufacturer in France was again a native Ger-
man, Pape, of Hanover. Pape invented, in 1827,
a down-striking action where the action is above

^Cf/v a BurTOtf

fe spifi^jcUowurJ

FRENCH GRAND PIANOFORTE ACTION.

the strings. He also substituted felt for leather
in the covering of the hammers (1839). But this
departure had already been made a few j'ears

previous by Babeock, of Boston.
In order to save space, some English makers

toward the end of the eighteenth century con-

ceived the Idea of building pianos in an upright
form. The first attempts consisted in nothinff

more than turning a grand or square instrument
on one side. The first genuine upright was pat-

ented (1800) in England and the United States
by John Isaac Hawkins, an Englishman living in

the latter country. It is remarkable for contain-

ing most of the features which distinguish the
modern upright. In the direct line of piano de-

velopment, however, we owe a greater debt of

gratitude to Southwell, who after fourteen years
of experimenting exhibited the first upright piano
that yielded practical results in 1807. This he
called the 'Cabinet.' In 1811 he built another in-

strument which shows many decided improve-
ments. Wornum still further improved this

^AMMorttsJtp

STREICHER'S GRAND PIANOFORTE ACTION.

son-in-law, Streicher. in 1794 further improved
this action and established a great reputation for
his instruments. France was supplied chiefly

with English pianos until Erard (a German
whose name originally was Erhardt) settled in

Paris in 1777. The Revolution drove him to Lon-
don, where he made himself thoroughly familiar
with English methods. Even after his return to

Paris Erard continued to use the English action,
but meanwhile he was seeking some improvement.
His experiments resulted in 1821 in the double

ENGLISH tJPKICHT PIANOFORTE ACTION.

model by the introduction of diagonal stringing.

The increased length of the strings yielded a
more powerful tone. He also invented a new ac-

tion principle (the so-called lever-check action),

which was taken up and further improved by
Pleyel of Paris, in which form it became known
as the French action.

It must not be imagined that the pianoforte im-

mediately upon its appearance at the beginning
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of the ciehteentli century supersfdod tli« liarpsi-

chord or clavicembalo. These instruments con-

tinued to be made; especially the clavicembalo

kept its position in the orchestra throuf,'liout tlie

century. Composers still wrote for the harpsi-

chord. The earliest known composition wriUeii

especially for pianoforte appeared in 1771.

The composer, a certain Miithel, entitles it

'Duetto fiir zwey Claviere, zwcy Fortepiano

Oder zwev Kliipel." But the tcchniiiue is not dif-

ferent from that of the harpsichord. The first

compositions written especially for the pianoforte

and showin;,' a technique characteristic of the new
instrument are three sonatas (op. 2) by Muzio

Clementi, published in 1773. From that time on

comjiosers bef.'an to study tlie peculiarities of the

pianoforte and to employ the proper technique.

The colossal pianoforte works of Beethoven were

destined to revolutionize the manufacture of

pianofortes. Many of his pianoforte works were

beyond the capabilities of the instrument at that

time. Thus he gave a powerful stimulus to

piano-huilders to increase both the compass and
power of the pianoforte. In order to obtain

power of tone the thickness of the strin<;s had to

be increased; to extend the scale the number of

strings had to be increased. Manufacturers had
to devise some frame capable of withstantyjig

this enormous increase of tension. This led to

the use of metal. In 1820 Allen and Thorn pat-

ented a frame consisting of hollow metal tubes
with brass and iron plates sui)ported by hea\'y

wooden crossbars. This was soon adopted by
the leading manufacturers. Babcock of Boston
in 182.') tried a cast-iron frame, and in 18.'?2 Allen
produced a frame that combined the string-plate,
tension bars, and wrest-plank in one casting. This
was still further improved by Chickering in 18.37.

In ISo!) Steinway & Sons of New York added to
the metal frame in one casting an agraffe, which is

a small metallic support for the string, inserted
between the bridge and the string for tlie purpo.se
of preventing vibration in that part of the string.
The .same firm introduced also a double over-
strung scale, which is obtained by dividing the
strings into two sets, so that one set lies' diag-
onally across the other.

Besides the improvements mentioned innumer-
able others have been and are still being made.
From the four-octave instrument of Cristofori
with a nioderaJe tension, sujiported by a wooden
sounding board, the modern pianoforte has de-
veloped into an instrument of tremendous tone-
power with a compass of over seven octaves and
a tension amounting to several tons. A modern
pianoforte consists of the following parts: (1)
The frame, now almost universally made of iron
cast in a single piece. At the rear end is attached
the string-plate, into which the strings are fast-
ened. In the front there is the wrestphtnk, into
which the tuning-pins are set. Around these is
wound the other end of the strings, and by turn-
ing these pins the tension of the strings is re<ni-
lated. (2) The soundinfi-hoanl, a thin piece^of
wood placed under the strings for the purpose of
reinforcing the tone by means of sympathetic vi-
bration. (.3) The s(rin(/.s>, made of" steel wire, in-
creasing in length and thickness from the treble
to the bas.s. The lower ones are made heavier
by being overspun, i.e. wound around with a
coil of thin copper wire. For the very lowest
tones only one wire is used (A,-F.). then two
strings for each tone (Gj-C) ; above that three

strin"3. (4) Tlie nelian, tlie entire mechanism
required for propidliiig the hammers against the

strings. This includes the keyboard, a row of

keys manipulated by the fingers. The keys cor-

re.sponding to the natural tones are made of

ivory, those corresponding to the chromatically

altered tones, of eliony. When a key is pressed

down the rear end rises and lifts a rod, called

jack, which, in turn, throws the hammer against

the string or strings. At the .same time a damper
is raised. The hammer, having struck the string,

falls back immediately and is caught by a
check, preventing a rebound. But as long as the

key is pressed down the damper remains raised

and thus allows the string to vibrate freely. (5)

The pedals, levers pressed down by the feet, (a)

The forte or luud pedal raises all the dampers,

so that all the .strings struck continue to vibrate

even after the keys are released, (b) The soft

pedal, which either throws all the hammers
nearer to the strings, so that the striking distance

is diminished by one-half, or shifts the hammers
a little to one side, .so that' only a single string

instead of the two or three is struck, (e) Some
pianos have a third or sustaining pedal which
does not raise all the dampers, but keeps raised

only such as are raised by the keys at the moment
this pedal is applied, (d) Recently many up-
right pianos have been built in which the appli-

cation of a pedal interposes a strip of felt be-

tween the hammers and strings, so that onl_v a
very faint sound is produced. This is a great
convenience while practicing. (6) The case. Ac-
cording to the shape of the case, pianos are classi-

fied as grand, square, and upriglit. The square

form is no longer built, although many instru-

ments of that shape are still in use. For use in

private homes they have been entirely super-
seded by the uprights, which latter take up far

less room. The grand pianos are built in various
sizes, from the full concert grand, 8 feet 10 inches

long, to the parlor or baby grand, 6 feet long.

The eases are often very elaborately carved or
even inlaid. There have been special instruments
made that cost .$50,000.

For the sake of completeness, it is necessary to

speak briefly about some inventions made in con-
nection with the pianoforte. There is a device
for increasing the volume of tone. This is the
(eolian attachment, an arrangement by means of
which a current of air is directed against the
strings, reinforcing the vibrations and thus caus-
ing a considerable increase in the volume and
duration of the tone. In 1891 Dr. Eisenmann,
of Berlin, invented the electric piano. Besides the
ordinary hammer-action this instrument has an
electro-magnet attached to each string. By press-
ing down the keys an electric circuit is closed,
and the action of the electro-magnets causes a
steady vibration of the strings. When the elec-

tric action is employed alone, the tone of the
piano closely rescnibies that of the stringed in-

struments. By means of a special pedal any
tone or chord can be sustained at will even after
the fingers have left the keys. The electric action
or the hammer-action may be employed each .sep-

arately, or both may be combined. Many in-
genious devices have been invented by which the
piano can be played automatieallv, the most suc-
cessful of which is perhaps the pianola. The
great advantage of this invention is the control
which the player can exercise over expressive in-

terpretation by means of fine dynamic shading
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and modifications of tempo. But, like all me-
chanical contrivances, it has its shortcomings,
as the inability to bring out a melody in the mid-
dle voices. The idea of dumb keyboards is quite
old. The digitorium or dumb piano is a port-

able box having five keys supported on springs.
The use of it has always been strongly con-

demned by good musicians. In 188.3 Mr. Virgil
of New York invented the Virgil practice clavier,

which is no« extensively used and has several
points of excellence. It has a complete keyboard.
Each key when pressed down gives an audiljle

click. There is a mechanism by means of which
the player is enabled to cause a second click upon
the release of a key. This is of great advantage
in the practice of a legato touch. The performer
need only see to it that the two clicks, the one
produced by the release of a key, the other b}- the
depression of the next key, coincide exactly. By
means of a mechanical adjustment the action

can be regulated at will from the very lightest

pianoforte touch (2 ounces) up to 20 ounces.

If used with judgment this is an excellent device
for acquiring strength of the fingers. For exer-

cises of a pui-ely technical nature, the clavier is

a valuable help. Some standard works dealing
with the history of the pianoforte are: Rimbault,
History of the Pianoforte (London, 1860) ; Paul,
Geschichte des Klaviers (Leipzig, 1868) ; Gon-
tershausen, Der Klavierhau (Frankfort, 1870) ;

Ponsicchi, II pianoforte, .sua origine e svitiippo

(Florence, 1876) ; Bliithner and Gretschel, Lehr-
buch des Pianoforfebaues (Weimar, 1886) ; Spill-

ane. History of the American Pianoforte (New
York, 1890); Hipkins, The Pianoforte (London,
1896) ; Bie, A History of the Pianoforte and
Pianoforte Players, trans, from the German
(London, 1899). See Harpsichord; Moxochobd;
Pantaeeox ; Spinet; Virginal.

PIARISTS (from Lat. pius, pious), or
Fathers of the Pious Schools. A religious

congregation for the education of the poor, found-

ed at Rome at the end of the sixteenth century by
Saint Joseph of C'alasanza. He was a Spanish
priest who, while in Rome, was struck with the
imperfect and insufficient character of the educa-
tion even of the higher classes, and decided to

devote himself wliolly to the meeting of this

want. In 1.597 he opened a school, with the as-

sistance of a few like-minded friends, which
rapidly increased until, seven years after, it num-
bered 900 pupils, and in 1613 as many as 1200.

In 1617 the associates were recognized as a con-

gregation by Paul v.. who warmly approved tlie

work. It spread during the seventeenth century
into various European countries, and now num-
bers some .3.50 members, principally in Italy.

Spain, and America. The general, who is chosen
for nine years, resides in Rome, where general

chapters are held every six years. Tlie system of

education adojited in their schools is very thor-

ough, and in many ways resembles that of the

Jesuits, with whom the Piarists have always had
some affinity; on the suppression of the Society

of Jesus they received many of its members into

their ranks.

PIAS'SABA, or PIAQABA (Port, piassava,

piaqah. from the native Brazilian name). A re-

markable and important vegetrfble fibre produced
by one or more species of South American palms.
The greater part is furnished by the coquilla-nut

palm {Attalea funifera), but Wallace states that

much of it is produced from a species of Leopoldi-
nia, which he has named Leopoldinia piassuha.
This quality is known commercially as Para pias-

saba. When the leaves decay, the petioles split up
into cylindrical, dark-brown hard fibres varying
from the thickness of a horsehair to the size of a
quill. This material lias been widely used in mak-
ing coarse brushes, particularly those required for
street-sweeping machines, for'which purpose the
coarsest have almost superseded all other kinds.
The smaller fibres are used for finer brushes.
In Brazil, cables, baskets, hats, and many other
articles are made from this fibre. Large quanti-
ties are exported.

PIATIGOESK, pya'tf-gOrsk'. A town in Rus-
sia. See Pyatigorsk.

PIATRA, pya'tra. A town of Moldavia, Ru-
mania, situated on the Bistritza. about 5.5 miles
southwest of Jassy (Map: Balkan Peninsula,
F 1). It has a large number of churches and
monasteries and is an important centre in the
lumber trade. Population, in 1901, 17,391.

PIATT, pi'f/t, DoxN (1819-91). An American
lawyer and journalist. He was born in Ohio, was
educated at Saint Xavier College, Cincinnati,
studied laAV, and was in 18.51 elect<>d judge of the
common pleas court. During President Pierce's

administration he was secretary of the Paris
Legation, and for some months was acting charge
d'affaires. He enlisted as a private at the out-
break of the Civil War, and rose to the rank of
colonel of volunteers, having served for the
greater part of the war as adjutant-general on
CJeneral Schenck's staff. After tlie war he was
a newspaper correspondent, and founded the
Washington Capital. His publications include:

Memoirs of the Men Who tSared the Union
( 18871 ; arid the poem. The Lone Grave of the

Shenandoah (1888). Consult Miller, Life of
Domi Piatt (1893).

PIATT^ John James ( 183.5— ) . An American
journalist and poet, born in Milton, Ind. After
studies at Capital University and Kenyon Col-

lege, he was connected with Louisville and Cin-

cinnati journals, and in 1871 was chosen li-

brarian of the House of Representatives. From
1882 to 1893 he served as Vnitcd States Consul

at Cork and Dublin, Ireland. His poems are col-

lected under many titles, among which are:

Poems of Two Friends (with W. D. Howells,

1860) ; The Xests ut Washington (with Mrs.

Piatt, 1864) ; Poems in Sunshine and I'irelight

(1866); Western Windons (18G9); Landmarks,
and Other Poems (1871) : Idylls and Lyrics of

the Ohio Valley (1884-88-92) : At the Holy Well

(1887) ; etc. His prose works are less striking

than his description in verse of the sentiments

that underlie life in the ^Middle West.—His wife,

Sarah Morgan (Bryan), born in Lexington,

Ky., August 11, 1836, is known for many volumes

of" verse. She issued her Collected Poems in 1894.

PIATTHY, pe'ou-e'. A State of Northeastern

Brazil, bounded on the east by the States of

Cear:'i and Pernambuco. on the south by Baliia,

on the northwest by Maranhrio (Map: Brazil. J
5). On the Atlantic Ocean, on the north, it has

a coast line of less than 10 miles. Area, 110.218

square miles. The surface consists mainly of

sparsely wooded tablelands or ciimi><is. with low-

lands in the north and west and along the rivers.

There are no forests and the climate is dry and
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hot. The chief rivi^rs are the Paranali.yba and

its tributaries. Agriculture is luiidered by

droughts and the scarcity of population, and the

attempts to establish colonies of foreign imini-

prants have not been successful. Su<;ar, manioc,

tobae<o, an.l grain are raised in quantities hardly

suflicient for domestic consumption. Cattle-rais-

in" is more extensive. Piauhy contains iron,

aluininnm, and some silver, but the deposits are

not worked to any extent. The population wa.s

estimated in 1804 at over 300.000. mostly of

mixed race. The capital is Theresina (q.v.), and

the chief port is Paranahyba.

PIAZZA ARMERINA, pA-at'sa ar'mi-re'na.

A tiiwn in thi- I'lovince of C'altanissetta, Sicily,

18 miles southeast of Caltanissetta. It stands on

the crest and slopes of an isolated hill (in the left

bank of the Terianova. It is the residence of

many nobles and landowners. The town has a

Renaissance cathedral (1517), an old castle now

used as a prison, a gjmnasium, a seminary, a

technical school, a theatre, and a picture gallery.

The trade is chiefly in corn, wine. oil. fruits, and

nuts. Piazza Armerina was founded by tJie

Greeks. It was destroyed in II GO, but was soon

rebuilt. Population (commune), in 1881, 19,591;

in I'lOl. •24,:i7!t.

PIAZZA DELLA SIGNORIA, della se'nyiS-

re'a. Sec I'l.oiiKNi E.

PIAZZA DEL POPOLO, p6'p616. See Rome.

PIAZZA DI SPAGNA, spii'nya. A square in

Koine iiaim-d fnim tlie Palazzo di Spagna, the

residence of the Spanish ambassador. It is the

centre of the foreign colony. Its most noted

feature is the famous Spanish steps, leading to

the Church of the Trinitn de' Monti, and the

resort of pieturesquely clad artists' models.

PIAZZA NAVONA, ni-vCna. The second
largest public place of Kome, laid out on the site

of the Stadium of Domitian, on the ruins of

which the surrounding buildings rest. The pi-

azza, officially called the Circo Agonale, corre-

sponds in size and shape to the ancient stadium,
and contains three fountains and an obelisk in

honor of Uoinitian, originally in the circus of

Maxell! ins.

PIAZZA VENEZIA. va-na'ts*-a. See Rome.
PIAZZI, pf-iit'-s*, Giuseppe (1746-1826). An

Italian a->tr(inomer, born at Ponte. He is known
princijially for his work at Palermo, where he
went in 1781 to take the chair of mathematics,
and where he established an observatory, which
was put in working order in 1789. The first re-

sults of his observations were the corrections of

some errors in the estimation of the obliquity of
the ecliptic, the aberration of light, the length of

the tropical year, and the parallax of various
heavenly bodies. These results were published in
1792. On the night of January 1. 1801, he dis-
covered a new planet, the first known of tlie

planetoids (q.v.). Piazzi was able to obtain only
a very few observations of it before it passed
too near the sun to be visible; from which Gauss
(q.v.) was nevertheless able to compute its orbit
so that it was again found later in the year.
Piazzi named it Ceres, after the ancient goddess
of Sicily. In 1803 he published a catalogue of
the fixed stars, the result of ten years' observa-
tions and far superior to any before published.
It was rewarded with a prize" from the Institute
of France. In 1814 appeared a new and more

complete catalogue, containing 7646 stars, for

which he was again rewarded with a prize from
the French Institute. This catalogue is now re-

garded as his work of most lasting value to as-

tronomy; and a new computation of his observa-

tions, using modern methods^ is now being made.
He also made researches into the nature of

comets. In 1817 he was called to Naples as chief

director of the Government Observatory, where
he remained till his death.

PI-BESETH, pe-ba'seth. See Bubastis.

PIBROCH, pe'brok (Gael, piohdireachd, art

of pl;iyiiig on the bagpipe, from piohair, piper,

from piob, bagpipe + fear, Olr. fer, man, con-

nected with Lat. nV, Lith. icyrvs, Lett, wirs, Skt.

rira, Goth, umir, AS., OHG. uer, man). The
highest form of music written for the bagjiipe.

It consists of a series of variations written on a
fundamental theme called urlar. These varia-

tions (generally three or four in nuiuber) in-

crease in difficulty and speed, the last one,

creunluidli, being a furious presto. Wliat ren-

ders the notation of pibrochs particularly difficult

is the great number of ornaments introduced, so

that no definite rhythm can be discovered. A
still greater difficulty is encountered because
they make use of the eleventh overtone {a tone
between f and fj). and thus cannot be reduced

to any scale. Only in comparatively recent

times (nineteenth century) has the expression

of pibrochs in our notation been attempted. Be-

fore that, all music for the bagpipe was taught
by a special system, the different tones having
such names as hodroho, hananin, hiechin, etc.

Xiel ilacleod published in 1828 at Edinburgh
a collection of pibrochs in this peculiar notation.

See Bagpipe.

PICA. See Printing.

PICAN'DER. The pseudonym of the German
poet Christian Friedrich Henrici (q.v.).

PIC'ARD. A corruption of Begliard. See

Beguines.

PICARD, pe'kiir'. Jean (1620-82). A French
astronomer. In 1055 he succeeded Gassendi as

professor of astronomy in the College de France.

In 1666 he became a member of the Academy of

Sciences. In 1671 he went to Uranienborg, on

the island of Hven in the Sound, to determine
the latitude and longitude of Tycho Brahe's ob-

servatory. The Paris Observatory and the

Connaissance des Temps were founded by his ef-

forts. He is known especially for his geodetic

work in connection with determining by measure-
ment the exact length of a degree of latitude.

PICARD, Louis Bexoit (1769-1828). A
French dramatist, born in Paris. He began early

to write plays, the first of which was he badinape
dangereux (1789). In many that he subsequent-

ly produced, he was both author and actor, and
he had several collaborators. His plays, excellent

pictures of the time, are satirical and vivacious,

and have animated dialogue. The best include:

Encore des m^necltnies (1791), which made his

reputation: Mediocre et rampant (1797); Les
marionettes (1807): Les capitulations de con-

science (1809) ; and L'intrignnt maladroit (1820).

Several of them are printed in his Theatre (8
vols., 1821) and -TMStre r^puUicain (1832).

PICARDY (Fr. Pieardie) . Formerly a
province of France, now constituting the Depart-
ment of Somme and parts of the departments of
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Pas-de-Calais, Aisne, and Oise. Its principal
town was Amiens. In 1167 Philip of Alsace,
Count of Flanders, became Count of Pieardy. It

was acquired by Burgundy in 1435 and was
united to France in 1477.

PICCADILLY. An important London street
extending for about a mile between the Haymar-
ket and Hyde Park Corner. One portion of the
street contains many handsome shops, while tlie

other is given up to fashionable residences. The
name is referred to a kind of lace, fashionable
in Queen Elizabeth's time, or to the collars so

called during the reign of James I.

PICCINI, or PICCINNI, pe-che'ne, XiccoLd
( 17'2S-1S00) . An Italian composer. He was born
in Bari, and studied music with Durante and
Leo at the Conservatory of Sant' Onofrio, Xaples.
After producing a number of operas at Xaples
he removed to Rome, where he brought out
Allessandio nelV Indie (1758) ; Cecchina zitella,

oss'ia la buona figliuola (1700), wliich had an
unparalleled success;' and VOUmpiade (1761).
In 1776 he went to Paris, where Gluck was then
the popular composer. Jlarmontel and others
championed Piccini. and for several years a bitter
controversy was carried on between the 'Piceinists'

and the 'Gluckists.' Jlarmontel made a modern
version of Quinault's drama Roland, and Piccini
composed an opera on it, which had great suc-
cess. He also composed Iphigenie en Tauride, a
subject on which Gluck had also written an
opera, Atys, and many others. He was profes-

sor in the Ecole de Chant (1783-91), was re-

moved, and returned to Xaples, where he suf-

fered much annoyance from the espionage of the
Government on account of his supposed revolu-
tionary sympathies. Returning to Paris in 1798,
he succeeded in obtaining from Bonaparte the
inspectorship of music at the Xational Conserva-
tory, but he did not live to begin the duties of
his office. He is of interest to the musical his-

torian, not so much for the quality of his work,
or his ability as an artist, as for the important
part he played in the overthrow of Logroscino
(q.v. ), whose buffo operas were then the vogue
in Xaples; and his ovra defeat (together with
the ideas for which he stood) by Gluck (q.v.).

He died at Passy, near Paris.

PICCININO, pe'chf-ne'no, Xicorl (1375-
1444). An Italian soldier, born at Perugia. He
entered the band of condottieri led by Braccio da
Montone, and after the death of their chief was
elected to succeed him. For a short time he
.served Florence, but in 1425 went over tn Filippo
Jlaria Visconti, of Milan. Fighting in his in-

terest, he defeated Carmagnola and the Venetians
at Soncino and at Cremona ( 1431 ) . and ;U Imola
in 1434 gained a victory over the Venetians and
Florentines. He captured Bologna in 1438. The
city revolted from Piccinino's rule in 1443, and,
overcome by reverses and the loss of his son, he
died in the next year.

PICCIOLA, pet'chd-la. A pathetic story by
Saintine (1836) which attained wide popularity
and brought the author a decoration and the
Montyon prize. It is the story of a prisoner in the

time of Xapoleon I., who beguiles the monotony
of his confinement by earing for a plant which
springs up between the stones of his cell, and
which he calls Picciola (poor little one). The
prisoner's life is saved in sickness by an infu-

sion of the leaves of the plant, which withers and
dies after his release.

PICCOLO (It., small). A flute of small di-
mensions, having the same compass as the ordi-
nary flute, while the notes all sound an octave
higher than their notation. In joyous as well as
violent passages this instrument is sometimes
very effective in an orchestra. The piccolo is
usually made in three keys, C, Db, and Eb, the
latter two being used almost exclusively in mili-
tary music. Piccolo is also the name of an
organ stop. See Flvte.

PICCOLOMINI,. pik'ko-lom'i-ne. The name of
an old Italian family, whose ancestors settled at
Rome, afterwards removed to Siena, and finally
obtained the Duchy of Amalfi. Its most eminent
member was ^Exeas Sylvius Piccolomim, who
became Pope in 1458. (See Plus II.) The fam-
ily also gave several cardinals to the Church,
and another pope, Pius III. (q.v.).

—

Ottavio
PiccoLOMixi (1599-1656), first Duke of Amalfi,
and fifth in direct descent from Pope Pius II.,

was a distinguished general in the Thirty Years'
War on the Catholic side. He first entered the
Spanish military service, and then as captain in

a Florentine cavalry regiment aided Emperor
Ferdinand II. against the Bohemians. He won
distinction as a cavalry leader, served under
Wallenstein, and at Liitzen (1632) commanded
the regiment of cuirassiers that met tlie last

charge of Gustavus Adolphus. Wallenstein con-
fided to him his secret designs against the Em-
peror; Piccolomini, however, communicated these
designs to the Emperor, and after Wallenstein's
assassination (1634) received as a reward for

his fidelity a part of his estates. He took part
in the battle of Xiirdlingen (1634), and in the
following year was sent with a large force to

aid the Spaniards in the Xetlierlands. where the
French and Dutch were carrying all before them.
Piccolomini speedily drove out the French, but
his success against the Dutch was not so nurrked.

In 1640 he was summoned to stay the Swedes,
under Baner, who were threatening the hereditary
possessions of Austria. He succeeded in check-

ing the invaders in Bohemia and the Palatinate,

but was badly beaten, along with the Archduke
Leopold, in 1642 at Leipzig by Torstenson. He
was now sent to the Netherlands to take com-
mand of the Spanish troops, and though the

prestige of the Spanish infantry was destroyed

by the Duke d'Enghien (the future Cond^) at

Rocroi (May 19, 1643), Piccolomini was again

successful against both the French and Dutch till

1648, when he was anew summoned to Germany
to encounter the victorious Swedes. The Peace

of Westphalia put an end to the Thirty Years'

War soon after. Piccolomini had now attained

the rank of field-marshal. In 1050 he was raised

to the dignity of a prince of the Empire. The
King of Spain conferred upon him the order o{

the Golden Fleece, and bestowed upon him the

Duchy of Amalfi. which had previously belonged

to his family. With a fictitious son, Max. Pic-

colomini figures prominently in Schiller's ^Val

Icnstein.

PICCOLOMINI, DiK. The second play in

Schiller's Wallenstein trilogy, produced in 1799.

It represents Wallenstein in the midst of his

preparations to make himself master of the

throne of Bohemia, and takes its name from the

two Italians, Octavio and Max Piccolomini. Mas,
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the son, is the devoted adherent of Wallenstein,

while Octavio, the professed friend on whom \\"al-

Icnstoin relies, is in reality employed by the

Emperor to watoh him. Octavio in Die Piccolom-

itii firadually involves Wallenstein in the web

•nhicli loads "to his death in the third tragedy of

the scrii'<. Wdllntxiriiisi Tod.

PICHEGRTJ, pfeh'gru', Ch.\bles (1701-1804).

A Krenili revolutionary general. He was born

February Hi, 17G1, at Arbois, in the Department

of Jura, and was educated at the college of his

native town. He subsequently attended the mili-

tary academy at Brienne, where he taught mathe-

matics and had Bonaparte as one of his pupils.

He entered an artillerj' regiment in 1783 and
was for a sliort time in America. He was lieu-

tenant when the Revolution broke out. Fichegru
became an ardent republican, joined the army of

the Rhine, and by hi> soldierly qualities soon at-

tracted general attention and earned rapid pro-

motion, in 1793 he became general of division

and commander of the Army of the Rhine, and,

in conjunction with the Anny of the Jloselle

under Hoclie, repeatedly defeated the Austrians
and established himself securely in the Palati-

nate. After the arrest of Hoche, his success at

the head of the combined Rhine and Moselle

armies was not less decided. The rapidity and
boldness of his manteuvres when in command of

the Army of the North, in 1794, again discon-

certed the Allies, and they were compelled to re-

treat beyond the Meuse. Fichegru completed the
conquest of Holland in 1795 and ended a glorious

campaign by organizing the Batavian Republic.
He next visited Paris, and while there sup-

pressed an insurrection in the suburbs of the
city (.April 1. 1795) ; but soon afterwards went
to take command of the Army of the Rhine, and
for some time displayed his usual skill and
energj-, crossing the river in the face of the
enemy and capturing the fortress of Mannheim.
But the state of affairs at Paris, combined with
the flattering promises and bribes held out to him
by the Prince of Conde, converted Pichegru into
a secret partisan of the Bourbons. His inactiv-
ity. thou<;h prearranged with the Austrian gen-
erals, was not suspected till he suffered himself
to he defeated at Heidelberg, and retreated, leav-
ing Jourdan (q.v.) without support, thus eom-
pellinc; the latter also to retire. The suspicions
of the Directory were confirmed by the seizure of
Pichegru's correspondence, and he was imme-
diately superseded by Moreau (q.v.). He then
retired to his native town, where he lived till

1797, when he was elected one of the Council of
Five Hundred. He soon became its president ; but
still continuing his intrigues with the Bourbons,
he was arrested, and subsequently transported to
Cayenne, but e'^caped in .June, 1798. to England.
He entered heart and soul into the Bourbon con-
.siuracy along with Cadoudal (q.v.), the two
•Ptdignacs. and others, the primary object of
which was the assassination of the First Consul.
The conspirators secretlv reached Paris, and
there in 1804 Pichegru attempted to persuade
Aforeau. «ho was on bad terms with Napoleon,
to join them, but without success. But the plans
of the conspirators were soon known to the police,
and an intimate friend of Pichegru, with whom'
he resided, sold the secret of his retreat to the
police. Pichecru was suddenly arrested and
taken to the Temple prison. February 28. 1804
On April G he was found dead in his bed.

The Royalists endeavored to fasten a charge of

secret assassination on Napoleon, but it was
generally, and probably correctly, believed that
Pichegru strant'led himself. Consult the biogra-

phies by Gassier (Paris. 1814), Pierret (ib.,

1820), Vouziers (Dole, 1870) : also Montgaillard,
M^moire, coitcerndnt la trahison de Pichegru
(Paris, 1804) ; and Daudet, La conjuration de
Piclitgru, etc. (ib., 1901).

PICE'NUM:. One of the ancient divisions of
Jliddle Italy, extending along the Adriatic from
the Aesis (now Esino) to below the Vomanus
(now Vomano) River and bounded on the west
by Umbria, Sabinum, and Vestinum. It was
anciently inhabited by the Umbrians, who were
conquered by the Sabines, under whom the name
Picenuni was acquired. In 208 the district was
reduced by the Romans to the condition of a
dependency and many of its inhabitants colonized
in the town of Picentia. In Asculum. the old
capital of Picentum, in B.C. 91. occurred the out-

break of the war of the Italian Confederacy
against Rome. Under Augustus Picenum formed
the fifth political region of Italy.

PICHICIAGO. See Abmadiixo and Plate of

Axt-Eaters.

PICHINCHA, pe-chen'cha. A volcano of

the western range of the Andes in Ecuador, situ-

ated a few miles northwest of Quito ( Map : Ecua-
dor, B 4). It is an irregular mass of peaks, the
highest of which, Huahua-Pichineha, has an alti-

tude of 15,918 feet. Its crater is over 2000 feet

deep; it is dormant, there having been no great
eruption since 1000. On its slopes, on May 24,
1822, was fought the battle which secured the in-

dependence of the Republic.

PICHLER, piK'ler, Adolf von (1819-1900).
An Austrian poet and naturalist. He was born at
Erl in Tyrol, studied at Innsbruck and Vienna,
published his first volume of poems in 1840,

and in 1848 fought as an Austrian volunteer in
the Italian campaign with great bravery. la
1807 he was appointed professor of mineralogy
and geology in the University of Innsbruck. He
wrote on the geology of the Alps and of Tyrol, but
is better known as the Tyrolese poet, author of
Friihlieder aus Tirol (1840), In Lieb' and Bass
(1809; 3d ed. 1900), rorivinter (1885), and
^piitfriichte (1890). Valuable autobiographic
material is contained in his Aus den ilarz- und
Oktoiertagen xru Wien, 18.',S (1850), and Aus
dem wdlf^h-tirolischen Kriege (1849). Consult
Prem, Adolf von Pichlcr, dcr Dichter und Mensch
(Innsbruck, 1901).

PICHLER, Karoline (1709-1843). An Aus-
trian novelist, born in Vienna. Her first novels,
Gleichnisse (1800). Oliver (1802). Leoiiore
(1804), Ruth (1805), possessed slight merit;
Agathokles (1808), her best work, was meant to
disprove the heresies of Gibbon's Decline of the
Roman Empire. Succeeding novels were chiefly

historical in matter, patriotic in purpose,
and diffuse in style; e.g. Die Grafen ron
Hohenhurg (1811), Die Belagerung Wiens
(1824). Die Schwcden in Prag {is27) ,^Benrictte
ron England (1832). She "also wrote society

stories, Franenmiirde (1808), Die Neienbuhler
(1821). Zeitliildcr (1840). which, like her auto-
biographical Dcnlnciirdigkeiten ( 1844) . are weari-
some. Her works are in GO vols. (1845).

PICHU'RIC ACID. See LArsic Acid.
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PICID^ffi, pis'i-de (XeoLat. nom. p]., from

Lat. picas, woodpecker). The family of wood-
peckers (q.v.).

PICK, Bernhard (1842—). A Lutheran
clerj.n-mati. born at Kempen, in Pru.ssia. He
studied in Berlin and at the Union Theological
Seminary. New York City. In 1868 he entered
the Presbyterian ministry, and. after having held
several pastorates in that Church, he joined the
Lutheran denomination in 18S4. Besides contrib-
uting to tlie Cycloprrdiii of BihUcal. Theological,
and EccIesiasticaJ Literature, the Cyciopcedia of
Reliqious Knowledge, and many periodicals, his
publications include: Luther' as a Hiimnist

(187.5); Life of Christ According to Extra-Ca-
nonical Sources (1887) : and The Talmud, What
It Is and What It Says About Jesus and the
Christians (1887).

PICKELHERING, pik'el-ha'ring. A stock

fool in the drama. The name was probably first

assumed in the early part of the seventeenth cen-

tury by Robert Reynolds, who traveled through
Germany with a company of strolling comedians,
and created a type which maintained itself until

the eighteenth century.

PICK'ENS, Andrew ( 1739-1817 ) . An Ameri-
can soldier, born at Paxton, Pa. He removed
with his parents to the Waxhaw settlement, S.

C, in 1752, and fought in the Cherokee war in

1761 as a volunteer. At the beginning of the
Revolutionary War he became captain of a mili-

tia company, and by successive promotions soon
attained the rank of brigadier-general of South
Carolina troops, gaining great distinction as a
partisan leader. In 1779 he defeated a superior
force of loyalists under General Boyd at Kettle
Creek, participated on .June 10th in the battle of

Stono Ferry, and defeated the Cherokees at To-
massee. He commanded the militia at the battle

of Cowpens, .January 17, 1781, twice rallying
them after they had been driven back, and for

his gallantry received a sword from Congress. At
the battle of Eutaw Springs. September 8, 1781,

he was in command of the Carolina militia, and
in 1782 forced the Cherokees to relinquish their
claim to a large tract of land now included in
the State of Georgia. After the war he was a

member of the South Carolina Legislature from
1783 to 1794; sat in Congress in 1793-95; was a
member of the State Constitutional Convention;
became major-general of militia in 1795: and was
again in the Legislature in 1801 and 1812. He
was commissioner on many occasions to treat

with the Indians. His son, Andrew, a la^vyer,

was Governor of South Carolina in 1816-18, and
died in Mississippi in 1838.

PICKENS, Fort. See Fort Pickexs.

PICKENS, Fraxcis Wilkinson (1805-69).
An American statesman and diplomat, born at
Togadoo. Saint Paul's Parish. S.- C. He studied
at South Carolina College, was admitted to the
bar in 1829, and three years afterwards was
elected to the State Legislature, where he soon be-
came prominent as an advocate of nullification

and the doctrine of extreme States' rights. From
1834 until 1844 he was a member of Congress, in

18.50-51 a delegate to the Xashville Southern
Convention, and in 1854 presiding officer of the
South Carolina State Convention, and in 1856
a delegate to the General Democratic Convention
in Cincinnati. The next year he was appointed

United States Minister to Russia, but returned to
.\merica in 1860, and soon afterwards was elected
Governor of South Carolina. He zealously sup-
])orted the .secession movement, and immediately
after the passage of the ordinance by the Charles-
ton Convention began to organize an independent
government. To this end he demanded the sur-
render of all Federal property within the borders
of the State, and when Major" Anderson refused to
give up Fort Sumter, began to erect the batteries
which afterwards, under the orders of the Con-
federate Government, caused its reduction.

PICKEREL (double diminutive of pike).
One of the smaller members of the pike family,
Luciidie. The Eastern or pond pickerel, jack, or
green pike (Lucius reticulatus) is common
everrvvhere east and south of the Alleghany
Mountains. In Tennessee and Arkansas it reaches
a length of 24 inches and is golden green marked
with numerous dark lines and streaks, which are
mostly horizontal, and by their junction with one
another produce a reticulated appearance. The
banded pickerel (Lucius Americanus) , of the
coast streams from ilassachusetts to Florida, is

12 inches long and dark green, with about 20
blackish curved bars on the sides. The little pick-
erel (Lucius vermiculatus) occurs throughout the
Mississippi Valley, is 12 inches long and very
variable in color, with an irregular network of
fine curving streaks on the sides. The common
pike is also frequently called 'pickerel.' The
habits and mode of catching are the same as in

' the case of the pike (q.v.). See Plate of Needle-
fish, Pikes, etc., and Colored Plate of American
G.\ME Fishes, accompanying article Trout.

PICKEREL FROG. A small light brown
frog {Rana palustris) with dark square or ob-

long brown blotches in two rows on its back, and
the head marked by a dark line which runs from
the nostril to the eye. This frog dwells in the
Eastern United States, especially in mountainous
parts, and occurs mainly about springs.

PICKERING, Charles (1805-78). An
American naturalist, grandson of Col. Timothy
Pickering, bom at Starucca Creek. Pa. He grad-

uated at Harvard in 1823. and at the Medical
School three years later. After practicing for
some years he was. in 1838. appointed natural-

ist of the L'nited States Exploring Expedition
under the command of Lieut. Charles Wilkes
(q.v.). In 1843 he visited Egypt, Arabia, East
Africa, and India. He published: The Races of
Man and Their Geographical Distribution

(1848): The Geographical Distribution of Ani-

mals and Plants (1854) : and The Chronological

History of Plants: Man's Record of His Oim Ex-
istence Illustrated Through Their yanws, Uses,

and Companionship (1879).

PICKERING, Edward Charles (1846—).

An American astronomer, born in Boston. He
graduated at the Lawrence Scientific School,

Harvard, in 1865. and for the next two years was
instructor of mathematics there. From 1807 un-

til 1877 he was Thayer professor of physics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, but in the

latter year he returned to Harvard as professor

of astronomy and director of the observatory. At
the Institute of Technology in 1869 he established

the first physical laboratory for general instruc-

tion, in the L'nited States, and later, in connec-

tion with his work at Harvard, established an
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observatory at Arequipa, in Peru lie devoted

particular attention to the study ot light and the

MHctra of the stars and published the results

of his observations in the Aiiiuih of the Bunaid

Obsrnalory. He also \vrote Elements of Physical

il (I II iiiu la lion (1874).

PICKERLNG, JoUN (1777-1840). An Ameri-

can linguist and lexicographer, son of Tiniothy

I'ickoring, born in Salem, Mass. He graduated

at Harvard in 1791), studied law with Edward

Tilgham in Philadelphia, was Secretary of Lega-

tion in Lisbon until 17nn, and then became private

secretary to Rufus King, Minister to England.

He practiced law in Salem, Mass., from 1801 to

1827, was City Solicitor of Boston ( 1827-4G) ,
and

during his service in the State Legislature took

a prominent part in revising the Slassachusetts

general statutes. He was president of the Ameri-

can Academy of Sciences, first president of the

American Oriental Society, an able linguist, and,

like bis father, particularly interested in the

languages of the North American Indians. He
wrote A Uniform Orthography for the Indian

Languages (1820), Remarks on the Indian Lan-

guages of North America (1830), Vocabulary of

^yor<ls and Phrases f<upimscd to lie Peculiar lo

the United Htates (1810), and a Greek and Eng-
lish Lexicon (1820, .3d ed. 1840), as well as

many monographs on ancient and international

law. Consult the biography by his daughter,

Mary Orne Pickering (Boston, 1887).

PICKERING, TiMOTHV (174.5-1829). An
American statesman. He was born at Salem,
Mass., July 17, 1745. graduated at Harvard in

1703, and was admitted to the bar in 1708. In
1773 he drafted for the town of Salem a paper
entitled Slate of the l/ights of the Colonists, and
in the following year the meninrial of the citizens

of Salem to (Jeiieral Gage in regard to the Boston
Port Bill. In 1770 he joined the Revolutionary
Army and led an Essex County regiment to Tar-
rytown, N. Y. In the following year he took part
in the battles of Brandywine and Geiniantown.
and was appointed a member of the Congressional
Board of War. In 1780 he was appointed Quar-
termaster-General of the army and retained the
ofliee until its abolition in 1785. Upon his retire-
ment from the army, he engaged in business in
Philadeli)liia, but two years later removed to the
Wyoming Valley and became involved in the dis-
turbances of that region, where he was instru-
mental in maintaining order and quiet. He set-
tled the territorial disputes between Pennsylva-
nia and the inhabitants of the Wyoming Valley,
and organized Luzerne County, vvhich he reiu'e-
sented in the Pennsylvania Constitutional Con-
vention of 1780. In 1790 he was commissioned
by President Washington to negotiate a treatv
with the Six Nations, which he did successfully,
and later performed a similar service with the

PICKEBING.

Indians of the Northwest. In 1791 Colonel Pick-

ering was appointed Postmaster-General of the

United States, which ofliee he held until 1795,

when he was appointed Secretary of War. Pick-

ering signalized his administration by establish-

ing a military school at West Point and by super-

vising the construction of the frigates Constitu-

tion, United States, and Constellation. Upon the
resignation of Edmund Randolph near the end of

1795. Colonel Pickering was appointed Secretary

of State, which ofliee he liidd cluring the remain-

der of Washington's term and through the greater

part of Adams's administration. In ISOO he was
abruptly removed on account of a serious dis-

agreement witli the President growing out of the

difliculties with France over the X. Y. Z. corre-

spondence (q.v.) . He then retired to his uncleared

lands in what is now Susquehanna County, Pa.,

but was in poor circumstances, and some of his

Massachusetts friends prevailed upon him to re-

turn to his native State, where in 1802 he became
Chief .lustice of the Court of Common Pleas. In

the following year he was elected to the United
States Senate, wliere he served until 1811. As a
member of the House of Representatives he served

until 1817, when he refu.sed a renomination and
again retired to private life. He died at Salem,
January 29, 1829. Pickering wrote numerous po-

litical papers, including a Revieic of the Corre-

spondence Between John Adams and William Cun-
ningham. A biography of Colonel Pickering in

4 vols, was published by Oetavius Pickering and
C. W. Upham (Boston, 1807-73).

PICKERING, WiLi,i.\M (1796-1854). An
English publisher. After serving for ten years in

a Quaker publishing house in Cornhill, London,
he opened a bookshop of his own in Lincoln's

Inn Fields (1820). Adding publishing to the
business, he subsequently moved to Chancery Lane
(1824) and to Piccadilly (1842). For printing
he employed the Chiswick Press. About 1830 he
adopted the trade-mark of --^Idus. the famous
Italian printer—an anchor entwined with a dol-

phin, to which was added the motto, Aldi Discip.
Ang. Among his notable undertakings were
the "Diamoncl Classics" (a series of delicate vol-
umes in 48ino and 32mo. issued between 1821 and
1831) : and reprints of dirt'erent versions of the
Book of Common Prayer between 1549 and 1002
((i vols.. 1844), the tj'pography of which has
probably never been surpassed. Among his
sumptuous publications may be cited Walton's
Compleat Angler, illustrated by Stothard and
Inskipp (2 vols., 1836). He also projected the
.\ldine edition of English poets, j^fter his death
the business was carried on by his son, Basil
MoNTAGtTE Pickering (1836-78), who, among
several reprints, issued a facsimile of the first

edition of Paradise Lost. In 1878 the firm came
to an end.
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